MRS. WILLIAM FOX AND $780,000,000
— By EDWIN C. HILL

THE MOST EXCITING STREET ON EARTH
— By GEORGE WORTS

SINCLAIR LEWIS PICKS KATHARINE HEPBURN
WHENEVER AND WHEREVER CONVENIENT

... enjoy a fresh stick of DOUBLE MINT GUM. It immediately brings new life into tired eyes and starts up the circulation in your face. Good circulation is the very basis upon which real beauty is built. Buy a package of DOUBLE MINT. You'll like it.
WHAT a heart-warming thing a lovely, swift little smile can be! And what a crusher of illusions it so often is.

It is true that a great many men and women are, unfortunately, afraid to smile. Neglect of the teeth, neglect of the gums, neglect of that dental warning "pink tooth brush" have led to their own unsightly results.

No one is immune from "pink tooth brush." Any dentist will tell you that our soft, modern foods and our modern habits of hurried eating and hasty brushing rob our gums of the work and stimulation they need for perfect health. Naturally, they grow sensitive and tender—and, sooner or later, that telltale "tinge of pink" appears.

DON'T NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
And, neglected, that "tinge of pink" is often the preliminary to serious gum troubles, to gingivitis, Vincent's disease—even pyorrhea.

Do the sensible thing—follow the advice of dental science. Get a tube of Ipana today. Brush your teeth regularly. But—care for your gums with Ipana, too. Each time you brush your teeth, massage a little extra Ipana into your lazy, tender gums. The ziratol in Ipana with massage helps speed circulation, aids in toning the gums and in bringing back healthy firmness.

Your teeth will be whiter with Ipana. Your gums will be healthier. And your smile will be the magic thing it should be!

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?
Use the coupon below, if you like, to bring you a trial tube of Ipana. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not begin, today, to get the full benefit of the Ipana treatment in a full-size tube? Buy it now—and get a full month of scientific dental care . . . 100 brushings . . . and a quick start toward firmer gums and brighter teeth.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-15
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3¢ stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name:

Street:

City: State:

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
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NEW MOVIE greets you today in its new dress. As in the past, NEW MOVIE is today, the outstanding publication in the movie field. All the glamour, honest reporting of the Hollywood scene, human interest stories of the stars and the various departments, that have made this your favorite magazine, are in this new size, made even more interesting and readable.

You will read your favorite authors—Elise Janis, whose interviews with the stars sparkle with all the wit and good humor that have made her an international figure; Herb Howe, our gallant Boulevardier, who skips lightly from Hollywood to New York, to Paris and London, reporting his findings along the way; Edwin C. Hill, noted commentator on the air and in the newscasts of your own theaters; the mysterious Nemo, who conducts our Hollywood gossip pages, and whose identity even the stars he writes about are unable to discover; Barbara Barry, whose vivid comments on the new films in the making, give you inside information about the studio lives of the stars that no other publication offers.

These, and many others greet you each month from these pages.

We are continually striving to give you the finest pictures of the stars that our Hollywood scouts can obtain; the best stories of the stars and what they do, written by the best authors obtainable. What we have done in the past, we are going to do even better in the future.

NEXT month, for instance, you will read the exciting story about Ginger Rogers, as only Elise Janis can tell it. When the editors of this magazine asked Elise to write about the vivacious red-headed star, she wired back “But I can’t see her—she’s too busy and I never can catch up with her.” To make a long story short, Ginger slipped off to New York for a five-day vacation between pictures, and Elise, too, decided to return here for a brief visit. And you know what happened—Elise caught up with Ginger—Ginger spoke freely—and NEW MOVIE has another sparkling and informative story about one of the screen’s most interesting and most rapidly ascending stars.

Everybody came to New York this month—including our Boulevardier, Herb Howe, who suddenly decided that he needed a breath of the Metropolis at this time. Then he steps off to view the boulevards of London, Paris and Rome. So Herb will write his inimitable feature for the February issue from the sidewalks of New York.

Douglas Gilbert, who is becoming well known to our vast array of readers in this, his third article, for NEW MOVIE, will entertain with another of his delightfully analytical studies. This month, Mr. Gilbert asked Sinclair Lewis which of the Hollywood stars was his favorite. His choice was Katharine Hepburn and Mr. Gilbert’s analysis of this selection will be found on page 28.

For the February issue, Mr. Gilbert asked the same question of George Jean Nathan, one of the country’s most noted dramatic critics. Mr. Nathan’s answer will surprise you.

IN February, too, you will find NEW MOVIE’s own unique feature, the forecast for the coming year. In this, Raman Romero, who is rapidly becoming one of Hollywood’s finest writing personages, explains the various changes that have taken place in the ratings of the stars during the year and predicts what will happen to them in future months.

Ralph Bellamy, famous in his own right as an actor, turns writer for the time and tells us about his pal Fredric March. And there is a great story by Charles Darrow, revealing a little known side of Ann Harding. Jack Jamison, who wrote the sparkling "Pretty Men, What Now?" several months ago, returns with another top-notch yarn, "Why I Should Hate to Be a Movie Star."

Then, too, you will see glamorous portraits of the movie folk, specially posed for NEW MOVIE audiences, fashion hints from the stars, music reviews, beauty suggestions from Claire Trevor, pictures, gossip by the mysterious Nemo, reviews of the new films, and a poem by Berton Braley.

We are sure you will be pleased.
ONE OF THE GREAT!

You have heard so much about it. The world’s eagerness to see this beloved Charles Dickens novel on the screen will be amply repaid. The two years of waiting are at an end. Never before has any motion picture company undertaken the gigantic task of bringing an adored book to life with such thrilling realism. 65 great screen personalities are in this pageant of humanity, adapted to the screen by the famed Hugh Walpole. The original scenes, the vivid characters, the imperishable story ... they live again!

M E T R O - G o l d w y n - M A Y E R

Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
That Mad SHEARER!

That's what Norma—who saves her dignity for the screen—is to her friends

By MAUDE LATHEM

If Norma only knew it, she could have her present servants for half she is paying them, for nothing ever would entice them to leave her. The excitement of facing each day, never knowing what will happen, keeps them in a state of delighted animation.

When Norma is going out in the evening, she may tell her maid she will wear her yellow taffeta gown, to have it pressed and all accessories ready. While Norma slips on the yellow dress, the maid is already on her way to the closet for the white satin. Before Norma gets into the white satin, which she surely will, the maid is racking her mind to think just what shoes Norma will wear with the blue chiffon as that will likely be tried on, too, before the final decision is made.

At the time the Thalbergs decided to build their present, beautiful home at the beach, both Norma and Mr. Thalberg were very busy—she right in the midst of a picture, and he burdened with many productions. As a result, they thought least of all about the house. The architect was told the general plan, how many bedrooms, baths and closets, with a few other details, but many items were omitted. So, when Norma first entered the house, she discovered she had a beautiful bedroom . . . but all doors and no windows. At least it looked so to her, as the French windows extended all the way to the floor and seemed just like doors. So she set about tearing the windows out and placing doors where there were windows and vice versa. “I felt just like a goldfish in a glass bowl,” she said.

But what she did in the house is nothing to what she does in the yard. A flower garden at the beach is a problem at any time, but Norma must have her flowers. They are not large, but always beautiful . . . a lovely well-kept lawn, surrounded on all sides by bright flowers. Occasionally Mr. Thalberg stumbles over something at night when he comes across the lawn. He picks himself up with a smile, for well he knows that Norma has changed the flower beds again. Just as soon as the sun or ocean winds bight the flowers, the gardener removes the entire bed and immediately transplants full-grown blooming plants of another kind.

Those flowers are almost as necessary to me as food,” she says. “As a matter of fact, I never think of food and sometimes go an entire day without realizing that I have missed a meal until I get a weak feeling in the pit of my stomach. On the other hand, every time they bring me food on the set, I eat it. I don't seem able to resist the dainty little sandwiches.”

Speaking of food reminds me of a party that Norma recently gave for Helen Hayes. As you perhaps know, Helen is one of Norma’s very dearest friends. So when Helen came to the Coast, after such a successful engagement on Broadway, Norma wanted to entertain for her. First she planned to have a small dinner party—perhaps twelve. Then they could eat in the dining-room. After thinking more about it, she decided it was too bad to cheat Helen’s many other friends out of seeing her, so Norma decided to have a large party.

This meant having the dinner on the big porch. It is all enclosed with beautiful, heavy awnings so you would hardly be aware that you were not indoors except for the colorful porch furniture. But Norma thought it might begin to get cold later in the evening, so she said “I will have to build a fireplace on the porch today.” And a fireplace she had! The architect was called out and, inside of twenty-four hours, a huge fireplace was built, right on the porch, at the back of the chimney already in her living-room. And it was painted white so that the brick matched in with the balance of the chimney and guests had to look twice to discover what it was that made the place look so different from (Please turn to page 52)
Some people wonder why Gene Raymond is so often cast as a wealthy young son of a socialite family. One reason is that that's just what he is. His real name is Raymond Guion. His next picture will be "Behold My Wife," in which he will co-star with the charming Sylvia Sidney.
Imagine coming down to our daily toll with shirt sleeves rolled up, no tie, and one busted gallus, only to find the NEMO Nook all dressed up in futuristic furbels and chromium plate.

Eventually, we got our breath and settled down to tell you all about it, but that dangling suspender made us class conscious. For two hours we struggled with the old inferiority complex until at last, triumphant and bleeding, we galloped home on our one-roomed motorcycle, washed our neck, captured our other cuff link from under the bureau, donned a three-year-old "Prince of Wales" model and returned to the fold, determined to conduct ourselves in a manner to which we've got to become accustomed!

But no foolin' . . . isn't this something? If we can just learn to handle a fork without scratching ourselves to death, it'll be some fun!

Paul Ames invited half a dozen pals out to his house for a spaghetti feed, the other day. It was a colossal meal and, as we were all too overtaxed and it was a bit coolish to do anything about the bathing situation, we lolled around the living-room, coaxing the lovely June Knight to sing for us.

Poor June, who hadn't been long out of the hospital, rested on a chaise lounge with an electric pad on her tummy and Casanova NEMO sitting as close as he dared, on account of Paul being pretty husky and that "certain look" in his eye, and all.

Finally, in spite of not feeling well, June tossed the pad aside and obligingly rose to the occasion.

Right in the middle of a beautiful song, NEMO began to feel uncomfortably warm, and not around the collar! As the song continued, it began to get downright embarrassing, but, always the gentleman, we struggled to maintain a respectful attitude while the temperature mounted higher . . . and higher!

Finishing the song on a perfect high C, June returned to the chaise lounge, looked around perplexedly for a moment and then . . . pulled the electric pad from under our coat tails! And were we embarrassed?

It doesn't seem possible, but Paul Lukas reported by

We hope Edward Everett Horton won't take it personally if we call this a freak picture. On the "Bachelor Girl" set, he is reflected in Ann Harding's door-mirror.

The publicity boys would have us believe eight tons of books were read at M-G-M to make sure of the costumes and customs in "David Copperfield." Elizabeth Allan is holding them down. And at the right: Hugh Herbert has been swordfishing.

Bette Davis rests between scenes of "Bordertown," the new Paul Muni picture in which Paul plays the part of a social climber and Bette plays opposite him.

admits that, every so often, when the yen sneaks up on him, he climbs in his plane and flies up to San Francisco for a nice, steaming-hot bowl of his favorite soup!

While in London last year, Joan Bennett purchased a finely pedigreed Pekingese, but couldn't bring it along home with her because the snooty young canine was too young to leave its mamma.

Some time ago, Joan received word that her animated purchase was en route to Hollywood. Imagine her surprise when, upon opening the crate, she discovered that the Peke had Doubled and Redoubled on the way over . . . and now, she has the original package and two baby Pekes who are also too young to leave their mother!

With the advent of her grandson's new baby girl, May Robson received laurels for being the only great-grandmother in pictures.

The child was christened May Robson Gore, in honor of her illustrious ancestress, and, while May intends to be broad-minded about it, still it won't make her a bit mad if the child grows up with a yen for the stage.

The Hollywood Bowl has been dragging out a lot of "born-to-the-purple" celebrities these days.

Even Garbo, who just doesn't go any place, donned a black wig and eased herself into one of the more secluded boxes to view a Shakespeare presentation the other night! Long about half past, one of the eagle-eyed photographers blinked, pinched himself, and . . . the rush was on!

Climbing over the box railing, Garbo dived into the crowd, loosing breath, aplomb, and her lady companion in the grand dash for freedom.

In the excitement, she ran the wrong way and, by the time her chauffeur caught up with her, she got gimping down the pike, headed for Tia Juana!

The dogs are certainly having their day around here! Ken Maynard's plug-ugly bull pup sits patiently by while his master makes up for work. When Ken has finished, the dog con-
Pictures in the Making—
Gossip—Doings of the Stars
—News From All the Sets

Times to sit before the mirror, absolutely refusing to budge an inch until its own nose has been powdered... and well powdered.

They were shooting a mystery scene at RKO. Thunder crashed, Lightning flashed. A black cat sunk across the set, pausing to yowl eerily. And, on the sidelines, completely surrounded by all manner of spookiness, John Davidson calmly smokes his pipe and reads... of all things!... Shakespeare!

The wind machine is turned on, rain hammers futilely against the windows, it would seem that the very heavens had broken loose... But John reads on... and on. At peace with the world and Shakespeare!

Over at RKO, Mary Carlisle was working like mad to get a baby blanket finished in time for the Frank Albertsons' new addition to the family.

Overhearing an interested observer that she had "dropped a stitch," young Spanky MacFarland got down on all fours and thoroughly scoured every inch of the stage around Mary's chair, coming up half an hour later to report that she musta dropped it in her lap, 'cause he couldn't find it!

When Barnum & Bailey's circus came to town, all Hollywood turned out to pretend they were kids again.

Ivan Lebedeff hung his cane on his arm and munching peanuts, doing pretty well by himself until the show started and five or six acts got under way, all at once. Then it got too much for him, and, stowing his monocle, the sartorially perfect gent reached in a pocket and donned a pair of regulation "cheaters," so's not to miss anything!

Mae West may come and go, but Mary Brian has a spot in old Nemo's heart forever!

Mary has one room in her home that is dedicated exclusively to old romance. In this room, Mary keeps cherished mementos of past "dates"... empty candy boxes, stacked to the ceiling in one corner; old dance programs, hung along the wall; long-(Please turn to page 64)

Give Hollywood one baby star and it makes ten. Baby Mary Jane is in "Imitation of Life" and "I've Been Around," with Chester Morris.

Helen Hayes visits Myrna Loy, William Powell and Director William K. Howard, who are busily at work on the "Evelyn Prentice" set.

Paramount eagerly awaits your reaction to Joe Penner in "College Rhythm." With him here is the amusing, golden-haired Lyda Roberti.

Above, left: Tex Madsen, the world's tallest man, is the famed Cardiff Giant in Wally Beery's "The Mighty Barnum." Above, right: Anna May Wong is back to the American screen in "Limehouse Nights."

Mr. Gary Evan Crosby, fifteen months, announces that his father, known to others as "Bing," is singing in "Here Is My Heart."

Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Robinson nicknamed their seventeen-months-old son "Manny." His real name, of course, is Edward G., Junior.
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Sally Gibson, 22 years ago when she had been using IVORY SOAP for 11 months

WHO CAN BLAME JACK HAMILTON for adoring lovely Sally Gibson?
Sally's complexion is rave-worthy. It's been treated to pure Ivory Soap—and nothing else but—ever since she frolicked around in shirt-and-booties.
Sally pooh-poohs thrilling soap advertisements that talk of wonderful ingredients and beauty oils.
Time and again Doctor MacRae has told her, "Soaps can't feed your skin with magic oils or ingredients. The smoothness and fine texture of your skin depend largely upon thorough, gentle cleansing. Use IVORY, it's the best soap for sensitive skins."

IVORY SOAP, pure enough for a baby's skin, will keep your complexion smooth and fine-pored, too.

SALLY GIBSON TODAY. Her skin can stand a "close-up" because it still has that smooth "Ivory-baby" look. You too, can win that baby-clear, baby-smooth complexion with IVORY SOAP • • • 99 4/100 % PURE

"AH SAYS TO MAHSELF," says Theophilus ("Awful" for short). "Ah says—Mr. Gibson, he madder dan a wet rooster if he have to use dat smelly soap of Mr. Bobby's—so ah brung some Ivory up."
"O.K., 'Awful," grins Mr. Gibson. "Give me one cake of that Ivory—save the rest and I'll have good clean-smelling baths for months."

PURE ODORLESS IVORY BATHS SOOTHE THE NERVES

"C'MON, BOBBY GIBSON, help me out!" puffs the girl friend. "Has this sweater shrunk!"
"Tut, tut," reproves Bobby. "Come 'round sometime, Dot, and let sister Sally show you how bright little girls wash their sweaters in cool Ivory suds. That keeps 'em right." Bobby's right, too—

FINE STORES SAY, "PURE IVORY FLakes FOR WOOLENS"
News you have been waiting for! Rumors that Garbo is returning to Sweden are untrue. With the release of "Painted Veil," our lady of glamour is signing a new, long-term contract and starting another picture.
Always lovely, always serene, Ann Harding brings the peculiarly feminine charm that is her own to "Biography of a Bachelor Girl." With her are Robert Montgomery, Una Merkel and Edward Everett Horton, whose presence spells sheer fun.
The lives of a Bengal Lancer, Gary Cooper makes us believe in the picture by that name, are given to romance and adventure under sultry skies. Insert: A glimpse of the company working on location.
LESLIE HOWARD

At the risk of scaring you out of a year's growth, we print this because it is one of the most striking examples of modern make-up technique. Disguised as an old hag, in "The Scarlet Pimpernel," Mr. Howard bears but little resemblance to the debonair young diplomat of "British Agent," right.
MARGARET SULLAVAN

A character pose that is considerably less of a shock to the nerves than that on the facing page. Margaret Sullavan takes the lead in the screen version of Ferenc Molnar's stage play, "The Good Fairy."
NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS

Amusing, whimsical and utterly different is this mad film about statues that come to life with perfectly ridiculous consequences. Here you see the players as themselves, and their marble doubles. The caricatures are by John Decker.
The picture in the making. Florine McKinney, her stone drapery turned into a too-scanty skirt, wins the approving glance of Director Lowell Sherman, seated. The smiles of Alan Mowbray and Peggy Shannon, supporting players, are proof of the fun everybody had making this.
Amusing, whimsical and ent is this mad film about come to life with perl consequences. Here you as themselves, and their The caricatures are by
Amusing, whimsical and utterly different is this mad film about statues that come to life with perfectly ridiculous consequences. Here you see the players as themselves, and their marble doubles. The caricatures are by John Decker.
WALLACE BEERY

No matter how many laurels they wind around Wally's manly brow, they still can't give him all the praise he deserves. When better pictures are made he'll make them. Hot on the heels of the smash, “Viva Villa”, he is giving us “The Mighty Barnum,” a pictorial history of the famous showman.
DOLORES DEL RIO

Dolores Del Rio steps from "Madame Du Barry"—there's a scene from it over at the left—into another tempo entirely. "In Caliente," laid in the famous gambling casino across the Mexican border from California, is especially designed to grant opportunities for her personality, a mixture of fire and ice.
THE MOST EXCITING STREET ON EARTH

Any street where human hearts are kicked around like footballs is bound to be wicked—but the glitter and dazzle of Hollywood Boulevard make us forget that, says GEORGE F. WORTS, author of novels and many scenarios.

WHEN I first saw Hollywood Boulevard, it was a leisurely, beautiful street, lined with pepper trees and graced by ranches. Twenty years ago it wasn't the backyard of hell and heaven. It was neither glamorous nor glamorous, though it wasn't—it never was—a hick town street.

But whatever it was it has been forgotten, wiped from the memory, steam-rollered by the glitter and dazzle, the clack and clatter of what it has become.

It still starts in a weary meadow, but it now ends in a tangle of hopeless hills and canyons.

It must be fully six miles long, but most of it is stupid city street, or risky mountain road, or avenue of smugly respectable homes. Less than a dozen blocks of Hollywood Boulevard comprise the Hollywood Boulevard that has taken its place among the exciting thoroughfares of the world—Broadway, Piccadilly Circus, the Champs Elysees. Or name your own.

The Hollywood Boulevard of celebrity—those less-than-a-dozen short blocks—is a sprightly metropolitan avenue on which satyrs prowl and strolling nymphs cause automobile drivers to ensnare bumpers and sideswipe fenders.

The satyrs wear—at the moment—sophisticated and calculating airs, sweaters, fancy scarfs about their collarless throats, no hats, and knife-edged trousers of pleasing hues, in the Clark Gable, or perhaps it is the Gary Cooper mode. These are Hollywood's boulevarders. And the nymphs, mostly blondes, wear anything at all from bright and scanty shorts and brassieres to full battle regalia.

No glimpse of Hollywood Boulevard would be complete without a consideration of that amazing hybrid, the Hollywood blonde, who imitates so loyally the blond star of the moment.

In my brief sojourn, I have seen the Hollywood Boulevard blonde run the gamut from Greta Garbo to Jean Harlow to Mae West, always with a sprinkling of Connie Bennett and Ann Hardings.

Generally she has approximately a million dollars' worth of what the birds and the bees-zees sing about.

The Hollywood blonde is really an amazing and singular young person. The fact is, she actually exists. There is, in Hollywood, a blonde that you see nowhere else. She has become as famous as her city. God knows what she is or what she does. She is an extra girl—perhaps. But Hollywood Boulevard, from early morning until late at night, is thronged with her. Only once in a while do I see a redhead. She went out with Clara Bow. But as long as there are Greta Garbos, Jean Harlows and Mae Wests, the Hollywood blonde will remain a blonde—and Hollywood.

In a ten-minute walk, I will see one Mae West blonde per block—the large black hat, the high voluptuous bosom.

But Hollywood Boulevard is not to be dismissed with a sneer, a jeer, or a leer.

There are more sides to Hollywood Boulevard than there are facets on the Kohinoor. By day, the Boulevard is a hustling, bustling, crowding, clanking, honking boulevard of shoppers, strollers, flower-peddlers, ladies on the make, newboys, ice wagons, fifteen-thousand-dollar limousines, street cars, movie cowboys, real cowboys and ranchers, bums, moochers, movie magnates, movie stars, young folks looking for adventure, old folks looking for the fountain of youth, Iowans looking for other Iowans, beauty parlor blondes, more blondes, roadsters and touring cars bristling with tennis-rackets or golf sticks, actors out of work, directors out of work, writers looking for atmosphere or inspiration or a free meal or a drink, and girls with stories in their faces. There are so many of these girls, and you wonder about the stories!

I have been in this enchanted market-place only a few months on this visit—just long enough to gather a few lasting impressions which are neither scallions to my soul nor orchids in my garden of memory.

I find it easy to give Hollywood Boulevard a California superlative—it is the most exciting street on earth!

Someone once called it Wicked Boulevard. The name hasn't stuck, but it fits. It is wicked. Any street down which human hearts are kicked like footballs is bound to be wicked. Any street which inspires false hopes, any street which seeks the corruption of ideals, any street on which the suicide of tonight goes strolling today is wicked.

I am not moralizing. I am merely digging around in my mind for the facts about Hollywood Boulevard.

We go to a mountain high above the Boule-
Shoppers, strollers, flower-peddlers, newboys, ice-wagons, limousines, street cars, movie cowboys, real cowboys, mochels, magnates, movie stars, bums, lowans looking for other lowans, beauty parlor blondes, more blondes, roadsters, touring cars—Hollywood Boulevard on parade!

pany has turned off the gas in his house. The electric company has turned off the electricity. The water company, true to its word, will turn off the water tomorrow. Neither he nor his wife has eaten since yesterday morning. But here they come, suave and resplendent. Being so well known, he has passes to the opening. He pauses to sign a few signatures for the autograph hounds. He looks pale and interesting. How pale and interesting he looks!

The crowd scornfully cries, "Look at that handsome fellow—along we go."

"He's not quite known—yet."

He steps from a limousine. A handsome unknown escorts her. Who is she? Nobody knows or really cares.

But she cares! As the important arrivals go up the red carpet runner, the announcer calls them to the mike to say hello to the crowd. Will she be asked? Poised, utterly lovely—will she be asked? Will the announcer recognize her? It is a terrific moment for that ambitious young lady.

She starts up the red runner toward the theater entrance. She appears elaborately uninterested. Her little heart is trip hammering. Cuffed in her palm is the card containing the little speech she will give—if only the announcer will recognize her! His alert eyes glance at her, glance away. She is almost at the entrance when he shouts, "Ah, there, Miss So-and-So! Won't you say hello to the crowd?"

Miss So-and-So falters. It equals any acting she does before the camera. She hesitates and charmingly accedes to his request. She goes to the mike, stands prettily in the glaring floodlight and secretly reads the pretty little speech from the palm of her hand.

"I really hadn't expected to say anything. All I will say is—hello, hello everybody!"

Prettily done. Applause. Who is she, anyway? Her name is murmured. She has neatly acquired a thousand dollars' worth of free publicity.

But perhaps that isn't very exciting. Very well. Here's some excitement—and a note of mystery. Broad daylight again. High noon on Wicked Boulevard. A sixteen-cylinder Cadillac comes roaring down the middle of the street. It is preceded by an escort of six motorcycle policemen. In the back seat, grinning, is James Cagney, the lad who treats 'em rough and makes 'em like it, who pushes the halves of grapefruit and cantaloupe into their faces—and makes 'em sputter for more!

A lovely lady sits on either side of Mr. Cagney. The sirens shriek. The cavalcade passes. I see no camera truck. I am curious.

My companion explains. "Oh, they always give Cagney that motorcycle escort. It's to keep him out of trouble. He's such a hell-raiser."

I doubted it. I still doubt it. A director to whom I mentioned the incident snorted. "Applesauce! No star, good or troublesome, rates such an escort."

"What's the answer?"

"Hidden cameras!"

You can't be here a long time of time without forming an opinion. People ask for your opinion. They demand your opinion. What do you think about Hollywood? Few people really have opinions about anything. They are too prejudiced. Some people come to Hollywood thinking it is the most glorious place in the world. If they get the breaks, they keep on thinking so. Most of the people—the professional people—who leave Hollywood have another opinion, or they wouldn't be leaving. Hell hath no fury like the professional scorned.

I can speak with authority of the writing gentlemen who are lured out here by short but fat contracts. One, who is typical, wrote a good book, a somewhat highbrow novel. Up to that time, he never made more than $5,000 a year in his life. His novel wasn't a best seller, but it caused talk, and it probably earned him $2,000 in royalties. He came to Hollywood, riding high, on a three-months' contract at $1,000 a week. Add it up on your fingers (Please turn to page 60)
Can You Buy STARDOM?

D**oes** money make any difference? Do the heiresses who come to Hollywood in search of a film career have a better chance than the thousands of unknown girls who have nothing but determination, talent and beauty? Of course money makes a difference. So does notoriety. So does social position. It usually wins the first big battle of moviedom. It makes producers know they are alive. It gains them apart from the crowd. It gains for them an audience. It secures a screen test. And then? Well, consider the experiences of six well known heiresses who have recently embarked on a movie career.

But before we turn the spotlight on their respective careers, let's consider the importance of their first victory. It's tremendous. So many girls flock to Hollywood year after year that the place is overrun with pulchritude and talent. They might as well have remained at home. The studios simply don't know they exist. Central Casting, at which all extra people must register, is so filled up, no more registrations are accepted. It is virtually impossible to secure interviews with casting directors. Other executives ditto. Against this wall of indifference, most of the young hopefuls beat their little fists until they are bloody.

Then they return home; sadder, wiser.

The more enterprising spirits, however, face the problem squarely. How to set themselves apart from the crowd? How to make producers realize that here is a definite personality who ought to be given a chance? The things they do to attract notice defy enumeration. Nothing is overlooked. One girl joined a nudist colony. Another, who had worn out her heart as well as her shoe leather in a futile endeavor to gain an opportunity, finally attempted suicide. Her picture came out in the papers. The reason for her desperation was plainly and simply told. When she recovered she was given a small part in a picture. This, then, is the first obstacle which heiresses overcome with comparative ease.

Several have climbed to fame on a ladder of gold. Constance Bennett had a cool million in her own name when she came to Hollywood. Although she was the daughter of a former matinee idol, the aura of social position clung about her lovely blond head. As the wife of Phil Plant, heir to tin plate millions, she basked in the distinctive society of our illustrious first families. So when they were divorced, and her husband settled this fortune upon her, she came to Hollywood as an heiress for whom money had no appeal. But she wanted to follow in her father's profession. Make good on her own. Win fame.

Adrienne Ames also descended upon the film-capitol with nothing to be gained in a monetary way. When she married Stephen Ames, the New York broker, he settled upon her a sum which made her financially independent as his wife. Her film career was an accident. Tiring of the endless round of teas, bridge parties, she went to Honolulu for a vacation. Returning to California, she decided to stop just for a few days to see how pictures were made. She remained for weeks. Wishing to be photographed by one of the cameramen who created art studies of stars, she had a series of portraits made. So well did she appear as a photographic subject that friends (Please turn to page 61)
All the pictures on this page are of the same man, Preston Foster. Look at them—then read the story.

By

THORNTON SARGENT

Different, I can hardly explain myself. Before my doubts could be registered in words, Preston Foster had pulled a picture from an envelope, asking, “Do you remember the first picture you saw me in?”

I shook my head negatively.

“I was this tough mugg in ‘Follow the Leader,’” he said, illustrating with the still picture.

I looked at the picture—then at Foster. Well, perhaps, there was a slight resemblance.

“Who’s this?” he asked about a cocky individual posed with Edward G. Robinson in “Two Seconds.”

Under such circumstances, anyone would guess Foster, but not because the man in the picture looked like the chap leaning over the table.

“And this?” he exultantly asked.

“Don’t tell me you were that guy in ‘Dr. X.’” I gasped, as I looked at a crow-haired eccentric.

“Not only weird Dr. Wells—but the monster as well,” he insisted.

He thumbed through others—an intermezzo and a thin musette concealing his identity. His tousled hair and snarling lips revealing a still different Preston Foster as Killer Mears in “The Last Mile,” and a stoic expression and football helmet bringing him forth as a different personality as Steve in “All-American.”

“And here’s a funny one,” he continued, “when I was the swimming champion in ‘You Said a Mouthful.’ Yet, here’s a still from the same production in which the camera brings out a likeness to Max Baer.”

So it went as I perused the photographic record of his work—the evangelist in “Ladies They Talk About,” the grumbling manager in “Elmer, the Great,” and the suave politician and mayor in “City Hall”—always a twist of the lips, a light in the eyes, or a hairdress that revealed a different Preston Foster.

Then came “The Man Who Dared”—and a variable chameleon as Foster interpreted the various phases of Mayor Cermak’s life from the enthusiastic boy to the seasoned, worldly wise mayor.

From Cermak he passed to the battered middle-aged Barker of “Hoopla,” the ingenuous, open-hearted small-town business man of “Sleepers East,” the surly, snarling rat of “Head of the Lightning,” and finally to the opposite extreme in characterization when he portrayed the moody, idealistic Cono of “What a Angel.”

“How do you do it?” I (Please turn to page 59)
MRS. FOX and $780,000,000

By a tremendous whirl of the wheel of fate, William Fox, once head of a mighty film company, now returns to the industry in greater power than ever before. How the faith and bravery of Mrs. Eve Fox, his wife, helped him to assume this position is one of the most fascinating stories in all movie history.

By EDWIN C. HILL
Famous News Commentator of the Air and Metrotone Globe-Trotter

WILLIAM FOX believes, and quite sincerely, I think, that he stands pretty well with God. Saved from absolute ruin on more than one occasion by the miraculous appearance of vast sums of cash out of nowhere, he has arrived at the conclusion that the Lord is with him when he is right—which, in most cases, he holds himself to be. His conviction that he enjoys at least a defensive alliance with the Almighty must have been strengthened by the recent decision of the highest court in the land in refusing to review the dictum of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals which confirmed him in the exclusive ownership and control of the vital patents covering the photo-electric process of recording sound on film.

That decision by the Supreme Court of the United States would seem to elevate the pioneer motion picture producer of New York and Hollywood to domination of the whole motion picture world. By a tremendous whirl of the wheel of fate, the man who was forced out of the control of his own company, Fox Film Corporation, early in 1930, is lifted up out of the obscurity to which he had been condemned to the very heart and center of motion picture production. If competent judges are correct he stands on top of the mountain. He is the Boss. All of them must go to him, Fox, if they continue to make pictures with sound recorded on film. This is so because the supreme arbiter of law and the facts in these more or less United States confirm him in the absolute ownership of what are known as the Tri-Ergon patents, German processes for photographing sound on motion picture film by the photo-electric method, a process essential to the making of sound pictures and without which, indeed, they could not be made.

That is the grip William Fox would seem to have on the industry, a grip apparently unassailable and unbreakable now that the Supreme Court has washed its hands of the whole bitter, involved dispute between Fox and his ancient enemies. And the tale of how he acquired those vital key patents, of how he almost let them slide out of his hands and was saved only by the furious interposition of Mrs. Fox, of how through all the buffets and vicissitudes of fortune, when driven to desperation and near-panic by disastrous turns in his affairs, he clung to them, is one of the most fascinating tales in motion picture history. For $60,000, a bagatelle, a handful of loose change to this man who dealt in millions and tens of millions, he acquired the monopoly, the absolute ownership of the indispensable
gadgets of picture-making which, if he lives long enough, may make him the richest man in the world, richer than the Maharajah of Hyderabad, richer than Henry Ford, richer than the Rockefellers. Well may he muse with Molière over "the beautiful eyes of my cashbox."

But, before I tell that story, a word about Fox himself. I have known him for a good many years, ever since my cub reporter days on the New York Sun. And then the time came when I went to work for him, getting out a newsreel, scenario editor in Hollywood, assisting in production, beauty hunting in Europe, creating the reference library of the Hollywood studio that once was his, so I think I know the man fairly well. His intense dynamic energy is the most alluring thing about him—the ability to labor savagely and drive or inspire others to almost equal effort. And the second quality of the man is his fanatical devotion to a cause he thinks is just, the same burning fanaticism that clawed him through his long fight with the bankers and nearly cost him his life. And the third quality, as I see it, is real vision—the vision that enabled him to see a marvelous future in pictures at a time when not one business man in ten thousand could view them as anything but evanescent toys, the vision that inspired him to leap into some and grab the patents I have been speaking of.

Nowadays, Fox is a man of medium build, moderately flushed between the days when he was the czar of his own company and hefted the scales around a hundred and eighty-five and the days when they were stripping him, as Joseph was stripped, "of his coat of many colors," and he was worn down to a pale, haunted, phantom of a man, scaling under a hundred and fifty. His most familiar photograph of the old days showed him with a dome thinly plastered with black hair, a close-trimmed black mustache, quick, keen, inscrutable black eyes, which could twinkle with a glint of rage, and a perfectly sure and confident air.

The thin strands of hair are gone now and so is the black mustache. The face is thinner, as well as the body. But the eyes, though disillusioned and perhaps a trifle sad, are not less keen and expressive, and the air no less assured and confident. Such is William Fox at the age of fifty-four or thereabouts, launched once more on a career of which the climax is scarcely predictable.

He was born in Hungary, in the village of Tulchva, became a country at the age of nine, had some schooling until he was eleven and then, as a mere kid, went into business as a sort of jack of all trades. He sold stove blacking in the tenement houses of New York's East Side. He peddled candy in New York's Central Park. He worked for a clothing firm before he was nine and high to a duck. He went into business for himself, the cloth-examining and shrinking business, and always he saved, saved, saved. Ruthless, relentless, ruthless and relentless to himself—gained him the capital, $50,000, with which he plunged headlong into the amazing, glamorous industry which Thomas A. Edison had started with his kinetoscope, became a funny little motion picture hall in Brooklyn.
I was that Way about W. C. Fields

Romance blossoms where we least expect it. New Movie's own ELsie Janis reveals here for the first time what has been in her heart since the tender age of five

I'm not going to say how long ago it was, on Bill's account. For myself I don't mind. I'm so used to dallying in Memory Lane, embarrassing folks by remembering things that happened thirty years ago! Decades drip from my pen carelessly; but Bill may be trying to kid some beautiful blond baby that life began when he looked into her eyes, so I'll just tell about what an attractive lad he was in those dear dateless days. "W. C. Fields" then as now on the programs. If he had not done such a great act, one could not be disinterested in any young man who starts a career with no front name and flaunting the somewhat intimate initials "W. C."

Bill never knew of my passion for him. He thought I stood in the wings every performance just because he did the best juggling act ever seen. He didn't realize that my childlike heart was leaping about among the billiard balls which he had so completely under control.

Little Elsie was, if I'm not mistaken, billed above W. C. Fields the first time we played on the same Variety program. Being a sort of freak child wonder she became a headliner practically at birth. Great artists stood back kindly in favor of the infant prodigy. Bill (he was Mr. Fields to Little Elsie) was already a great comic, but when he washed up for whatever home-work he was doing at the time he was a very handsome young man. Tall, blonde and slim. The same twinking blue eyes which today view his tremendous screen success with quiet humor. He still has most of the blond hair. We won't go into that slim business. Very few retain a slimness after years of sitting on top of the world. The only form of exercise the top of the world sitters are sure to get is bending to take bows. Admitted that the waistline hinge is no more. Comedy and pounds usually collaborate.

Certainly Bill doesn't have to worry about his figure, in fact at time of going to press he doesn't have to worry about anything. If you have seen him in a film where he plays billiards you have glimpsed what was in those days the foundation of his specialty, but you may not have seen him hold an audience for twenty minutes in one long laugh without speaking a word, as he used to do. As a pantomimist he had no equal and with perhaps the exception of Charles Chaplin I think he still can claim that distinction if he will. He won't, however, because Bill is as modest a "big shot" as ever wore a Maxim silencer.

I believe my mother must have shared my youthful yen for "W. C. Fields. International Favorite." I remember distinctly that he had difficulty in getting off or on the stage without stopping past her and over Little Elsie. I also remember that when our vaudeville routes separated and I was in tears, Mother encouraged me by saying that we would surely play with Mr. Fields again some time.

We never did, for as my billing grew so did Bill's and this happened before the days of all-star casts. A headliner was a headliner. Vaudevillians would share most anything with one another except "the billing." We watched our friend Bill as he soared to greater heights. Not until yesterday when I went out to see him on the shore of the small but celebrity-bordered Lake Toluca did I know with what great interest he has followed my career. He had been abroad and played all over Europe before I ever saw anything larger than a lake steamer. My London and Paris debuts were important events to him. He had known the thrill that goes with the conquest of foreign countries. To hear Bill tell of the difficulty he had in getting England to put his important and original initials on a conservative London billboard is a treat. They used to bill him C. W. and pretend it was the printer's mistake.

I had seen Bill several times out here in the last few years but with the well-worn Hollywood slogan, "We must get together some time," we had parted as old friends do in this land of manana and movies. When I called him on the phone and told him I wanted to write a yarn about him, he stunned me with the information that he reads my New Movie articles every month. "So you're that guy, are you?" I said, and made a date.

Toluca Lake looks better than it sounds. It has become very lime-lighted lately, between Bing Crosby's twins, George Brent's new monoplane which hovers over it and...
A favorite pose. Sparkling with energy, on his toes to please, the perfect host, here is how his friends find Mr. Fields when they come to call.

Bill’s motor “trailer” which sits in his front yard shouting “Welcome!” Toluca hasn’t been out of the local papers for months. It boasts of a lovely golf course on one side and a lot of bad golf players on the other. Bing does not live right on the lake, so that makes him an exception, if the fact that he refused to have his appendix out because he was “breaking under eighty” has not already done so.

Toluca is very small, very silvered, be-wilowed and looks like most any neck of the woods but California. Bill rushed me through the house and out on to the front lawn where a giant oak spreads over the flagged patio with a sort of “Bring on your skinny palm trees” expression in its deep green leaves. He rushed me so directly and swiftly that I sort of suspect the blond baby I spoke of earlier might have been lurking in the background, if baby blondes ever do retreat to backgrounds. Such being the case she had a good long lurk. Bill and I retrospected for two solid hours. Accustomed as he is to success, Bill still can’t believe that he is really living the dream that was always his. To have his own home in California! His dream has come true with de luxe knobs on it. Bill has traveled constantly since he started in summer park vaudeville at five dollars a week. From there around the world twice, juggling his way through all countries. It was due to this “Be a juggler and see the world” complex that he became a silent comedian. In his early days he talked whenever anyone would permit him to do so and often when they would not. With a taste of world-wide success he returned to America, smacking his lips in the anticipation of more travels. He was so afraid that the visiting foreign agents wouldn’t book him if he talked that he played dumb for years.

(Please turn to page 58)
The Sweetest Love Story

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Jean Parker's rise to screen fame has been truly meteoric—the fastest Hollywood has known. And for very good reasons, too!

The friendship of Jean Parker and Pancho Lucas has been touched up briefly, but never before has the full force of their love been told. Indeed, it remained an unknown quantity until Jean let slip the news and revealed what undoubtedly is the sweetest love story in Hollywood.

Their romance started when both were freshmen in the John Muir High School of Pasadena. Long before they spoke their first words, however, Jean had fallen in love with this Pancho from afar. Pancho, even as a first-year student, ranked high in athletics and all campus activities. He also had an eagle eye, and he singled Jean out from the crowd, although she didn’t know this until later.

Now, Jean, you must know, is the very soul of romance. She is the old-fashioned girl who dreams of story-book heroes and whose thoughts are tender and sweet. Imagination rules her world.

"I have found my knight in shining armor," she told me, simply, naïvely, when I questioned her about her romance, "my Armand, of whom my teacher used to tell me and whom I would see in fancy." She referred to the story of "Armand and Antoinette." "I found him among those boys and girls I went to school with every day, and he lived up to every qualification my knight in fiction possessed."

Her knight was Pancho, and ere long they met at parties, class meetings, on the campus. Drawn together by some subtle, mysterious force, more than two years elapsed before they finally looked into each other's eyes and confessed their love.

No ordinary boy-and-girl affair of the heart, was this love of Jean's and Pancho's. Far from being bippant, momentary, it grew . . . grew, until today it is deeper, more rapturous than ever, absorbing them completely. A glowing light shines in Jean's eyes as she dwells on the subject.

"We're not even engaged," she says, "but there's plenty of time for that. Each of us thinks we're much too young and inexperienced now ever to consider such an important step . . . but we've told each other of our devotion and hopes for the future. For the time being, we're content to go on as we are.

"We shall not marry until we can really devote ourselves to living our own lives. We're both young—only eighteen—and there's so much each of us has to do. Pancho has his own career to think of . . . he's just starting, you know . . . and I have my own work. You can't successfully combine being a wife and actress at the same time. So we are waiting until some time later when each of us is more firmly established.

"I wonder sometimes how Hollywood takes our romance. I wonder if people really understand just how deeply we feel. We love each other so devotedly, our relationship is so sweet and there is only brightness and light for the future that it may be somewhat difficult to comprehend. Neither of us, though, has set any definite date for an understanding, for a certain course of action . . . we are living the present with a very full sense of anticipation that is completely satisfying now.

"Pancho and I first avowed our feelings toward each other a year ago at a class dance. We slipped away into the garden to be alone, and there, in the moonlight—it was a very beautiful night, I remember, warm and balmy, and Spring filled the air—we changed from two gay children to a deadly serious boy and girl. We admitted what each of us had known for nearly two years, yet had never spoken . . . we were in love.

"Up until that moment, we had smiled at each other, waved across the campus, Pancho always had managed to dance at least one dance with me at every party we attended . . . but we had never permitted ourselves a confession. Why, we had never even had a date. Of course, that evening in March, both our lives changed."

There is something so genuinely sincere, so trusting, so fine and sweet in this love of Jean's that it is expressive of her entire nature. Hers has not been the happy existence that most (Please turn to page 56)
KARLOFF
THE UNCANNY

Fame came to Boris Karloff
—but his path was weird, cruel, a torment to his soul

By JACK JAMISON

The thing that reached out and got hold of all of us, the first time we ever saw Boris Karloff in a picture, was what we saw in his face. It isn't enough to call it personality, or even a personality. If ever a face showed a man's history, his whole experience, everything that he has gone through, that face is Boris'!

Pass over the fact that he is a fine actor. Everybody knows that what counts on the screen isn't acting so much as what we see, with our inner vision, in the actor as a person. And people go out of the theater, after they have seen Karloff, saying, with a little shudder: 'That man must have gone through hell!'

He has.

The producers know it—or, if they don't know it, they feel it; they see in his face just what we do. That is why they give him the roles they do, from the hideous creature he played in "The Mummy" or his role in "The Lost Patrol," where, a British cavalryman gone insane on religion, he walked out over the desert dunes clothed in rags, carrying a flimsy cross made of saplings, to convert the Arabs who promptly sent him crumpling into the sand with their rifle bullets.

Those deep-cut lines of bitterness in Boris' face are there with good reason. Boris knows all there is to know of bitterness. Such bitterness that he can say, "In a few years I will be fifty years old. I have been what the world calls a success for only these last five or six years. I dwell on these six years, and on the years still left for me, however few they may be, and try to forget the lean, empty years. I work in my garden, I swim in my pool—and I look at tomorrow." It is a tired man who says that; a man tired by a long, a life-long and wearisome journey through tragic circumstance.

Fifty years, to know happiness! Boris was born in Dulwich, a suburb of London, in 1887, the youngest (Please turn to page 60)
THE great American three-ringed circus has been the interest of Sinclair Lewis. He has paid little attention, beyond endorsing its checks, to Hollywood’s show or its artists. Now it can be printed that Mr. Lewis chooses as the finest artist of the American screen—Katharine Hepburn. This is more than news—it is a piece for the NEW New Movie.

Here is his reason for selecting Miss Hepburn: “She has rhythm, she moves, there is a mobility about her that is as constant as the flow of a river. She has poise that is arresting. She is never, as so many of the screen stars are, static.”

Frankly, I was astonished at his choice. The lean and leggy Kate never meant any more to me than a forehead (like a prosenium), a mouth and a pair of stilts. But she is Mr. Lewis’ screen girl and that’s something. Let’s see if we can find what that something is.

Now Mr. Lewis is America’s best known, if you will not admit (as I do), greatest author, and a pageant of women have crossed his pages leaping out at you, say, with all the vitality of Ann Vickers. Maybe this is the tie-up, the reason for his choice, for Miss Hepburn has vitality, albeit of the shot-in-the-arm kind.

I will not admit, however, that it is the real reason; to determine that you have to consider factors in the characteristics of both. Let’s run the pair of them down and see how closely Tomboy Katie, of Hartford, compares with the gangling, explosive “Red” of Sauk Center.

Consider Kate’s career. Does she really mean, actually deserve, the box-office plaudits she has won? Does she merit the distinction Mr. Lewis has laid on her towseled head? Only a few years ago she was the leading door-bell ringer of Broadway, a pest to the casting agents and a nuisance to producers. She was trying to get a job—a stage-struck gal from Connecticut.

Finally she landed as an understudy to Hope Williams—as sure an instance of casting to type as the Broadway lads have ever exhibited. But Katharine’s Hope never materialized. Miss Williams never got sick. And Miss Hepburn languished in the wings shifting her shoulder straps in uneasy futility.

I think Broadway, and of course when I say Broadway I mean the legitimate stage, was always a little frightened of her. There is a neurotic stimulation about her that is incoherently violent. She is a network of haywires, livid as a flickering Neon light that has something wrong with its gadgets.

But she can take it. That’s what the gals like about her, and the men too, and Mr. Lewis. Although I am no stickler for her art I salute her for her courage. The weary round of steps she trekked to land a part have been as torturing as the beatings she has taken from the critics. They called her “immature” and “over-enthusiastic.”

This has been her cross. She’s carried it like a man. Last season she opened in an...
LEWIS PICKS HEPBURN

English play called "The Lake," a social whoop-te-doo that was very, very British and that was right up the alley of the Bryn Mawr Katharine. It was a mess and it flopped. And to the credit of Katharine, who got no rave notices for her acting, it can be said she was a good deal better than her role.

From another standpoint "The Lake" is rightfully important, for it justifies the red badge of courage I have pinned to her boyish form.

This, in the event that you don't know, is the background of that production in so far as it affects Miss Hepburn. She was then, in Hollywood, gliding to Garbo heights as a box-office pay-off, an achievement that made her a fad for her work in "Morning Glory" which made her an academician; I mean she was the 1932 award for the best performance.

What a curious position! Virtually a ham on Broadway, a recognized star on the screen. I needn't remind you of the acclaim that is hers in pictures. And nobody had to remind the Broadway producers that here was a set-up to make a lot of dough. It was good show-business (and it still was justified even if "The Lake"

... In a scene from "Christopher Strong."

Well, here was Katharine Hepburn, back on Broadway carrying the amazing burden of having to make good after all she had been to the picture public. And she took it in her stride. Even with hers, she couldn't leap the footlights. But, if she faltered, no arm had to catch her. Such fortitude does not appeal to Mr. Lewis alone.

"Hollywood," she once said, "hasn't done a thing for me. Nor do I wish it to. Whatever comes to me I want to come through my own efforts. That attitude may seem ungrateful. But I don't mean it that way.

"Just because my first appearance in 'A Bill of Divorcement' happened to be successful is no reason why I should kneel in thanks-giving to Hollywood." You see? Head high, chin up, not out.

And then she spoiled it all. "The picture had John Barrymore in it. That's why it was successful. I just tagged along." These are gracious remarks. But nobody can convince me that they were uttered from the Hepburn heart.

She redeemed this in her concluding remarks which are Hepburn again and not hoopy. To me Hollywood is just another place of pavements, shops and people rushing like mad. I've done things for myself all my life. I've fought for what I wanted—and gotten most of the things. And I intend to continue doing that. I don't want Hollywood's help.

This alone would justify Mr. Lewis' acclaim.

I wonder if Miss Hepburn can offer him a wreath. She ought to. For I can think of no theatricals whose characteristics merge with such delightful humanness. For despite Miss Hepburn's phony femininity in her films, she is all girl—and all youth. I don't see her as the blame type of the over-wrought neurotic in "A Bill of Divorcement." There is too much of the wood-sprite in Hepburn who, I like to fancy, and I fancy

Did you agree that "Spitfire," in which Miss Hepburn is pictured below, was her best role?

Mr. Lewis does also, is waiting, just back of the barn, for a romp through the fields. That's why her best role is "Spitfire." And why her "Little Minister" provokes such a storm of controversy. I admire her studio for thus exciting her. It was as brave as she is. It was difficult to imagine her in so soft a thing as the subtlety of Barrie. And how sincerely she demonstrates that she is flesh as well as bone! Almost, Mr. Lewis has picked her for me as well as himself.

I can well fancy her as a character in one of the Lewis novels. For her roots, as his, are deep in the soil. Always she sways like a stalk of corn in a wind-swept field. She is that strong, that fruitful. She belies, if you will analyze her, the perfumed pet with lips smeared like a red wound. Look at her, as I like to believe Mr. Lewis does, in the sun.

This is the light of Mr. Lewis' vision. Show me a page of his books that are livid with the synthetic (Please turn to page 56)
Which Type Are You?

Measure your own charm and beauty with the yard stick used by famous directors and producers in Hollywood

SOMEBWHERE in Hollywood you have a double. If she doesn't resemble you closely enough to be taken for a twin sister, you and she at least have enough facial features, gestures or tricks of expression in common to make your friends think of you when they see her picture cast on the screen. The chances are that this Hollywood double of yours not only resembles you in appearance but that she and you are something alike in your tastes and disposition, since superficial appearance is usually a reflection of innate characteristics.

Practically every type of girl, European or American, is represented among the stars and featured players in Hollywood. In fact, producers and casting directors are inclined to select talent on the basis of type as much as through the consideration of sheer beauty and loveliness. Hence the clever actress, with her eye on Hollywood stardom, strives to accentuate and define—through dress, cosmetics, make-up and manners—the characteristics of the type to which she belongs. If she is one of the smart sophisticated type, she does not make the mistake of doing her hair like a hoyden. If she is the American athletic girl, she avoids wearing clothes designed for a Spanish or French siren.

All this has given American girls and women a new measuring stick for feminine charm and appeal. It has widened our vision and made beauty a much more interesting thing to talk about than when it was measured by a single standard.

In the time and place where the tall blonde was the ideal of beauty, the petite brunette didn't have a chance. At the time when only frail, languorous girls were considered charming, the athletic fresh-air girl had nothing to brag about but good health and a pleasant smile. Now every type of girl has a chance. The important thing to do is to learn your type and make the most of it, by means of dress, make-up and manner. Being truer to your type you will be truer to yourself, and will thus gain greater self-confidence and more definite charm.

Stars and featured players in Hollywood can help you in this quest better than any other women in the world. Close study of your Hollywood type in motion pictures will be of great help in this task of self-expression, and there is also much to be gained from a knowledge of how this type sister of yours chooses to play the role of a woman of type similar to her own and yours. But even so, the time, setting and situations of the picture may call for make-up, manners and costumes that would be out of place at home, or in the usual social surroundings.

Colbert, you'll agree, is a very charming representative of the siren, but she is by no means the only example for the siren type of girl. There is Dolores Del Rio for a thoroughly Latin type of siren and Lupe Velez, as well as the alluring Marlene Dietrich, with Carole Lombard as a tall blond representative of the type, and Merle Oberon if you want a thoroughly English version, and the newcomer, Ketti Gallian, shows how provocative a French blonde can be.

We all know well-dressed young women who in one way or another suggest Ray Francis, but there are dozens of other Hollywood stars from whom the sophisticated well-dressed woman can choose her Hollywood type. Norma Shearer, for instance, or Gloria Swanson, or Peggy Fears or Jane Wyatt who is defined in Hollywood as a perfect metropolitan type.

For the charming girl who inclines a little to the serious side, there is Helen Hayes, Barbara Stanwyck, Helen Twelvetrees and Rosemary Ames. For the athletic or out-of-door girls, we have stars as widely varied as Maureen O'Sullivan, Gloria Stuart, and Nancy Carroll as a perfect representative of the vivacious Irish type.

Janet Gaynor heads the list for the sweet girlish type. Joan Crawford is the perfect dancing lady, Ruby Keeler is the American dream girl type, Alice Faye is the torch singer type, platinum blonde and dynamic. Mona Barrie is defined as the typical English aristocrat, while Myrna Loy is one of the outstanding examples of the real American girl. Constance Bennett is the languorous blonde.

And so it goes in Hollywood where every star stands out as a vivid example of a definite type of lovely woman.
LOVE IN THREE MOODS

THREE PAIRS OF PLAYERS who bring us love in three moods. At the top of the page, Bing Crosby and Kitty Carlisle typify light, frothy gaiety. You'll see them as a princess and a waiter in "Here Is My Heart." In the center are John Boles and Gloria Swanson of "Music in the Air"—singing stars too, but accentuating a mood of more serious romance. And last but not least, William Powell and Myrna Loy, who, by public demand, recapture the mood of "The Thin Man" in "Evelyn Prentice."
New Movie proudly heralds an event in screen history

GRAND OPERA

With all the glorious voices of the stage and all the glamour of youthful picture players

Two dramatic scenes from the experimental reel, with Henry Hull as the clown.

It is yours. It is on its way to you. This story of how it comes to you is written by the man who has made it possible

By WILLIAM DeMILLE

CLARA and I were at the opera.

Clara, be it known, is not only my wife, "Miss Beranger," but my most trusted scenario writer.

"Pagliacci!" was drawing to its dramatic end and we were thrilling to its powerful closing measures when we had the misfortune to open our eyes.

The illusion vanished.

The stage was peopled with aged folk of waistlines not only generous but positively philanthropic, accompanied by a few of their grandchildren. In the center lay the recumbent body of the slain Nedda, suggesting not so much the mountains of Nevada as those of Colorado.

"Too bad," said Clara.

"What is?" I interrupted.

"That everything which goes into the ear is so lovely, while everything which goes into the eye is so—"

"You promised to give up that word," I interrupted.

"There are occasions, my dear," she rejoined sweetly, "when no other word seems to satisfy the soul."

"It may be," I suggested, "that we who are used to the pictorial beauty of the screen, the intimacy of its emotion, the realism of its detail, find it hard to get dramatic value from the crude, exaggerated method of operatic acting."

"Wouldn't it be great, though," she said, "if we could combine what grand opera has to give the ear with what the screen gives the eye?"

"You mean put grand opera on the screen?"

"Absolutely."

"It has been tried, my poor child," I said, "and has demonstrated that what is merely a misfortune in the opera-house becomes a catastrophe in a close-up."

We were walking home by now.

"But why hasn't anyone found a way to do it?" she inquired. (Please turn to page 68)
FILM folk are all going rancher! And giving parties at their haciendas.

Louise Fazenda says she is pumpkin conscious even now. She and her husband, Hal Wallis, the producer, have bought a ranch in San Fernando Valley, and are building themselves a Mexican farmhouse. Polly Moran is buying a ranch out there. Louise says she and Hal are going to raise white mice on their ranch (but she grinned when she said it), and Polly says she is going to raise razzberries.

“Who’s going to raise Cain?” inquired Bing Crosby.

“Oh, we’re going to keep that element out,” retorted Louise.

Anyway, you would surely have thought you were back in those romantic old Spanish days of California if you had been at the party which Director Lloyd Bacon gave for his wife on her birthday, at their San Fernando Valley ranch.

I suppose there weren’t any swimming pools or badminton courts in those days, such as the Bacons have. But you could gather fruit from the trees in the orchard, and dance in the big grape arbors, and eat Spanish food in the evening before a huge fire, just as we did.

Louise Fazenda, Dixie Lee Crosby and Mrs. Pat O’Brien climbed a big old fig tree and ate figs as they sat on the limbs, though there were plenty of figs on a big plate in the patio.

One of these gadget bracelets, on which you hang jewel-studded bangles on each succeeding birthday or Christmas—or any other holiday—was Mr. Bacon’s birthday present to his wife. She says she isn’t going to let even St. Patrick’s day go by without a present! Anyway, wouldn’t a diamond-studded shamrock be just too cute?

If you think Bing Crosby sings lullabies to those twins, you are mistaken. But he said he had to leave the party early to get any sleep.

“I had thought it would be a swell idea,” Bing explained, “to build the nursery right next to our bedroom. But who could anticipate twins? And they yell in relays!”

When Louise Fazenda gives a birthday party for seventeen people she doesn’t confine herself to one little stingy cake. She gives each guest a cake.

That’s what she did the night she entertained all the people who had had birthdays during the month. And each cake had its full quota of candles, too. Among those whose natal days occurred during said month, and who helped celebrate, were Hal Wallis, the producer; Louise’s husband; Mrs. Lloyd Bacon, Claudette Colbert, Mrs. Merlyn LeRoy, Ricardo Cortez, Robert Kane, Mrs. Lionel Atwill, Mrs. Raoul Walsh, Harry Joe Brown, Margaret Lindsay and Jean Hersholt.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lachman have a warm spot in their hearts for young romance.

They proved it by giving a party in honor of Frank Lawton and Evelyn Laye, Jeanette MacDonald and Robert Ritchie, and Elizabeth Allan and her husband, Bill O’Brien, who was leaving at once for London after a visit to his wife.

The Lachmans had known Frank and Evelyn in London. (Please turn to page 67)
What WON'T Get You into the Movies

KATHRYN WHITE, ace writer, dares to smash the bunk about "studio requirements." The truth will startle you

IF Janet Gaynor were an "unknown," she couldn't walk into a single casting office in Hollywood today, and get a job—not even a day's work as an extra...!
If George Raft were next in line, behind Janet, the casting director'd laugh at him.
"You haven't got a chance of getting into pictures," the director'd tell him. "You're too much of a runt. Grow half a foot and maybe you could get by as an extra."
Gary Cooper'd show up, and the casting director'd wave him wearily away. "Too tall an' too skinny, an' besides, y'look like a hick-town drugstore cowboy. We want sophistication."
Jean Harlow'd appear, and the casting director'd look with interest at her physical qualifications. Then she'd say something and the casting director would sigh and say: "Nope. Not with THAT voice!"
Mae West would undulate up to him next, and the casting director wouldn't give her a second look. "Baby," he'd inform her, "you've got about twenty pounds too much beef! Move on!"
And if Katharine Hepburn should burst in on him, he'd scream, "Take her away! Take her away! She hasn't got a single thing it takes!"

AND all of that (those samples are only a few of the possible scores) goes to show what?—well, principally, two points:
First—Success for any unknown trying to crash pictures today is as remote as the poles.
Second—Because of the cast-iron casting system which is rigidly in force in Hollywood today, there are unquestionably many Mae Wests, many would-be Hepburns, many possible box-office successes like Gaynor, many potentially great screen stars actually trying to get a chance in movies—and yet you'll never see them on the screen, because they can't get by the casting office MUSTS and MUSTN'TS...!
Of those MUSTS and MUSTN'TS, here are the details. And, if you've ever had any dream of trying to get into pictures—if you've thrilled at being told you're a "second Gaynor" or (Please turn to page 57)

IF YOU LOOK LIKE ONE OF THESE

Jimmy Cagney  Ann Dvorak  John Boles  Mae West  Gary Cooper

STAY AWAY FROM HOLLYWOOD!

Janet Gaynor  George Raft  Jean Harlow  Fredric March  Miriam Hopkins

The New Movie Magazine, January, 1935
Movie Highlights of the Year

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

The New Movie Magazine, January, 1935
Every month of the past year had its big success. How many of these can you remember? Try, then turn to page 59.
WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE NEW FILMS

Comedies, tragedies, mysteries, romance,—how to pick the show you want to see is always a problem. A glance at New Movie's list will solve it for you

By BARBARA BARRY

"The Little Minister" was well-known to your father and mother, with its tale of a girl and a young parson in old Scotland.

PLenty doing around the studio lots this month. Ye olde reporterie is on the verge of writer's cramp and athlete's foot from trekking hither and yon, making jittery jots on the latest studio activities. Not good, but still ... St. Vitus dance and two broken legs would be worse.

THE MIGHTY BARNUM

UNITED ARTISTS

On the "Mighty Barnum" set, we snuck up on a tete-a-tete between Wallace Beery, who plays Barnum, and Joe Schenck, financial backer of the enterprise. Expecting to hear a hefty dissertation on over-head, schedule, and stuff, we put on our long, gray beard, cocked our good ear to starboard, and ... what did we hear? Nothing any more scandalous than the relative merits of "Rainbow" and "Endeavor"; and the swell time Joe had at the real Barnum & Bailey circus, feeding peanuts to the elephants!

While waiting for Director Walter Lang to call for "Action!", we wandered across the stage to a set that represented a nineteenth century "general store," with the old pickle barrels, cracker boxes, and all the things so dear to the hearts of anybody's grandpas. It was a grubby looking place, but the property man assured us that the research work on that particular set had been something to fret about, as every prune and pickle must be true to the period.

Rochelle Hudson, Barnum's ward, wandered about the set in long braids and magenta dimity, while Janet Beecher, Barnum's long-suffering wife, stepped out of smart drawing-room roles, long enough to be severe, though still charming, in cork-screw curls and print gingham.

They were shooting the scene where Janet discovers that her no-good husband has taken the $250.00 she gave him for a ticket back home and (Please turn to page 71)
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The picture George M. Cohan made in Hollywood was a failure, but it wasn't his fault.

Cohan does a little bit of clowning between takes on "Gambling," for Dorothy Burgess, Director Rowland V. Lee, and the vivacious Wynne Gibson.

Left: Dorothy Burgess steps into a close-up with Broadway's own "song-and-dance man," who has been called the theater's most gifted jack-of-all-trades.

Dancer, playwright, actor, song-writer, millionaire, Cohan is not too proud to lend a helping hand with a curling-iron.

WILL THE STARS COME TO NEW YORK?

The studios hinted they'd leave California if Upton Sinclair was elected governor. Would it be so awful? Take a look at these stills of pictures now shooting at the studios in the East.

The East goes in for realism. Needing gypsies for extras, the studio hired real ones.

Lovely Edwina Armstrong's is a name you've never heard, yet she may steal the picture and stardom.

Talent of all kinds is plentiful in the East. One player in "Once in a Blue Moon" is the rotund Nikita Balieff, of the famous Russian Ballet.

Right: Jimmy Savo, whom the picture stars, also failed in Hollywood, though his fame in vaudeville is international. With him here is Whitney Bourne who co-stars in this production.
News of the Younger Hollywood Set

We keep our promises. The junior stars themselves have written this for you. The letter below is easy enough—but can you read the "rebus" at the left?

HENRY WILLSON, our regular correspondent, decided to take a trip to New York. So, in his absence, his friends Dick Slow and Ben Alexander have turned out this column for you. Dick you will have seen in "Flirtation Walk" and "There's Always Tomorrow," and Ben—grown up now—is the famous child actor of silent film days.

The young folks and girls referred to by their first names in the letter at the left are junior Hollywood stars—Jackie Coogan, Grace Durkin, Clara Lou Sheridan, Gwendolyn Gilley, Robin Ainsley, Trent Durkin, Frank Losee, Ida Lupino, Bob Hoover, and Tom Brown.

And here is Ben's letter:

Dear Henry:

Family tradition has it that I have been known to write but one letter in my lifetime. With one possible exception (one day circumstances forced me to forgive my former name to a badly scribbled note explaining my absence from school) I should say the claim is quite true. And, were it not that events here in Hollywood demand your attention, I should not think of spoiling so enviable a record. However, understanding your craving for news, I have let down and will endeavor to satisfy your thirst with forty or sixty pages of "Who's doing what and where.

I know that you've noticed, but I'm afraid it's not yet safe to get on a little recreation—and have some fun. Just say so, and one guy that rates a little sensation.

Pal, this sudden urge of yours to train-hop to the lights and ticket scalpers has caused you to miss out on a lot of swell parties: Here's one that was a nifty. You remember Bob Hoover? Oh, of course you do, you know, "Son of Prominent Beverly Hills Family Grabbed by Flickers." Well, Bob had been planning this giddy whirl for some time, everything was set, all the gang invited, and everyone had set that night aside to give it the works, awin, cat, dance, eat again, etc. Now get this: The day before the actual event it was reported that the only member of the group, Bob Hoover, was coming back from Catalina in his boat and when he got to the landing forgot how to stop the thing. Instead of waiting for it to run out of gas or something, guess what he did (this'll kill you Graham) he sticks his foot in the fly-wheel. After they had run the engine backwards for about ten minutes they finally got his leg out and rushed him (Bob too) to the hospital. The next day, Bob lying in bed with his leg suspended from the ceiling, tried to phone the gang and call the party off, but no soap. We're not going to let a little thing like a crushed leg interfere with our party. We all hollered like blazes and he had the party. I won't dwell long on the party. Mr. and Mrs. Hoover, as hosts, were delightful in their roles and completely baffled me with their ability to be everywhere at once. "We have a list here of those present and will pick out a certain few names at random so you can see just what you missed. Sue Carol heads the list followed by Jackie Wells—Helen Mack—Anita Louise and Tommy—Jack Coogan (yes, that's still going)—Eric Linden—George Woolcott—Howard Wilson and Hen—Hey what this, it says you were there and were the guest of honor too—"Honoring Mr. Henry Willson, Mr. Willson is leaving for New York tomorrow." Well, I can't help it. If Gwynne Pickford hadn't been there I might have seen you but as it was I didn't see any one. Forgive me.

Arlene Judge—just say that name over to yourself a couple of times and see if it doesn't do something to you. It does me, makes me think of Coney Island—airplane time-tables—dough in my pocket—Harpo Marx as president—fun in a madhouse—tennis hunting with tennis racquets. There is something about Judge Jr., that I can never express, she looks always as if she were about to jump through a base drum, or skate through a church, and I wouldn't be a bit surprised if some day she suddenly vanished into thin air. But enough of this, I'm sure you're gathered by now that I think she is tops.

We collided on the street the other day and she announced she was about to go to school. After the obvious "Where in the world" from me she explained that as a matter of fact she and Anita Louise, Tom Brown and Frank Albertson were all going to school together, that it was Fox's idea and they were calling the result "Bachelors of Arts." For your information, Willson, it is John Brakine's latest book, and if that unholy-four stay in one place long enough to be photographed it should be a pip.

Drove sixty miles the other day to watch the Paramount company shooting "Lives of a Bengal Lancer." On arriving, found the entire company pitching pennies while the corps of phone assistants scoured the hills looking for Gary Cooper and Dick Cromwell. Cooper had just gotten a new high-powered rifle with telescopic sights.

Now a few notes copied off my cuff—Polly Ann Young and Bill Baked—still holding hands—The very newest heat wave is Judith Allen and Don Cook—Ginger and Lew have given up ping-pong for bowling—Please send me a lot of postcards with a X marking your room then come on home—On second thought, just send the cards.

Regards,

Ben Alexander.
**THREE SQUARE MEALS**

**FOR PHILLIPS HOLMES**

Fourteen hours of hard work a day in Hollywood call for carefully considered, well-balanced meals.

**Breakfast at Home (8:30)**
Orange juice, grapefruit or stewed prunes; Cereal with cream, or bacon and eggs, or liver; Coffee and toast.

**Luncheon at the Studio (12 to 12:30)**
Tomato juice cocktail; Substantial meat or egg dish, such as Veal Parmigiano, stews, hash goulash or rice with poached eggs; Salad; Coffee or tea.

**Dinner at Home (Any time from 6 to 9)**
Soup; Lamb chops, steak, potatoes, peas or other vegetables; Salad; Custard, jelly, rice pudding or other simple dessert; Demi-tasse.

**Late supper (At the studio in case of late work)**
Substantial sandwiches—preferably ham and eggs—with coffee for all concerned—players and crew.

That, briefly, is what Phillips Holmes, whose latest picture is Universal’s “Million Dollar Ransom,” indicated as a typical daily diet when working on a picture in Hollywood.

“You food writers have said a lot about Hollywood reducing diets,” said Mr. Holmes.

“You’d give a fairer picture of Hollywood if you said something about the more substantial diet that an actor has to have if he wants to keep up his strength during the strenuous business of making a picture. Actually I have to eat as much as I possibly can in order to keep from losing weight, and to counteract the exhausting effects of long hours of hard physical work and nervous pressure.

“Let’s say we have twenty-eight days at a stretch on a single picture. That means sometimes working seventeen or eighteen hours out of the twenty-four, with an average of fourteen hours every day. It means getting up in time for breakfast at half-past eight, and the only late hours we can keep are the nights we work on the set. Just try going through that on a light diet, and see how you would feel.”

Luncheon, as Mr. Holmes explained, is a more or less regular meal, at the studio, but cooks in Hollywood have to be adaptable and dinners are chosen accordingly. The cook can’t plan a menu with elaborate dishes that must be served at a precise time. She must have either things that can be prepared and served any time, or things like steaks and chops that need very short preparation.

“Home dinners are of course the best,” according to Mr. Holmes, “at least when you are working. If you are able to get off for dinner, you don’t stop to take all of your make-up off, and you may be too darn tired to take it off even when you get home, until after you have had some good food to restore your strength. There you are with your three square meals. That’s all except for the sandwiches and coffee served on the set when you work nights.”

“What about afternoon tea?” ventured the food reporter.

That reminded Mr. Holmes that when Lowell Sherman was working on “Night Life of the Gods,” he used to serve tea at four every afternoon, and when Anna Sten was making “Nana” she served tea on the set every afternoon, with just one thimbleful of rum in each cup. And that, in Mr. Holmes’ private opinion, is quite the most effective picker-upper in the world for a tired actor.

Try tea a la Sten some time—and if you would like to try two of Mr. Holmes’ favorite luncheon dishes—Veal Parmigiano and rice with poached eggs and cheese—send a stamped, self addressed envelope to the food editor, care NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
YOU TELL US

This department is the People's Academy. The people whose names appear here attend the movies. Their letters serve as a guide to the type of entertainment that they like or dislike. These opinions are their own and do not represent NEW MOVIE'S point of view.


Why not recognize the increasing prestige of English-made pictures and print the most interesting highlights on Britain's movie waterfront? After all, the important thing is good pictures, and not whether they are made in Hollywood or England. But let's have the movie scoops on this side of the Atlantic too.—Vivianne Paley, 112 Monroe Street, New York, N. Y.

Congratulations for having noticed it, Vivianne. For the first time, the British films are really clicking. Watch our columns and you'll see that we're reporting on them.

Painted Veil I am anxiously awaiting the new Garbo movie, "Painted Veil," for many reasons.

I have read Maugham's story and studied its movie possibilities, but try as I may, I cannot visualize Garbo as Kitty. It is a great pity that whoever was responsible was permitted the folly of selecting Garbo in this role. How very easily this can ruin a star's career and popularity, a fan's illusions, and a good story! I would have liked such a role to be given Norma Shearer; she alone would give it "just that touch."—Mrs. Betty Nemecek, 3512 E. 106th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

What do you think now that you've seen the picture, Betty?

Shearer's Rebirth After seeing "Riptide" I was thoroughly disgusted with Norma Shearer's acting. I vowed then and there I'd never go to any more of her pictures. The credit for acting in the picture went to Herbert Marshall and Robert Montgomery.

Now I have witnessed "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and to me, at least, Norma Shearer has been "reborn," so to speak. She lives like a lady and suffers like one. Perhaps that was what won me. However, she seemed born for such a role and was simply beautiful in (Please turn to page 62)

"Una Merkel has only to step out on the screen and audiences everywhere start to chuckle."

"Hats off to Tullio Corinatani for his splendid portrayal." And Laurels to you, Grace Moore. You have proved conclusively that a successful picture doesn't have to depend on sex appeal."

"The thoroughly personable James Dunn" gets praise for "Have a Heart."

"Patsy Kelly! There's a girl I hope we will be seeing more of." And Lewis Stone—"Whether his part is small or indifferent, there he is, always making it count for something."

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE pays one dollar for every interesting and constructive letter published. Address communications to A-Dollar-for-Your-Thoughts, NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

A NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE FAN WILL PRESENT THESE AWARDS

The People's Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1934 in the films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will count in the final decision! Address letters to The People's Academy or Dollar Thoughts department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Write us what you think. Medals will be given for the following:

1. BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE
2. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTRESS)
3. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTOR)
4. BEST MUSICAL PICTURE
5. BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE
6. BEST MYSTERY PICTURE
7. BEST ROMANCE
8. BEST COMEDY
9. BEST SHORT REEL PICTURE
10. BEST NEWSREEL PICTURE
11. BEST DIRECTION
12. BEST STORY

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most closely tallies with the final compilation will be given a trip to New York or Hollywood to present the awards. The stars and producers who win the medals will be there in person to receive them.

Name

Address

wherever production schedules permit. All expenses to and from Hollywood and New York and entertainment, hotel accommodations, etc., will be borne by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE. Be sure to cast your votes very carefully and YOU MAY WIN THIS THRILLING TRIP.
New York and Hollywood executives congratulate publisher of Tower Magazines on five years of clean movie magazine editing

Tower Magazines' perfect record of wholesome and entertaining stories about the movie stars and studios elicits hearty endorsement by the heads of the industry as these wires (taken from a hundred congratulatory ones) clearly show. Tower's Fifth Anniversary was also marked by a luncheon tendered Publisher Catherine McNelis by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, at which "New Movie" policies were praised by Eddie Cantor, Elsie Janis, Ernst Lubitsch, Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur, Ginger Rogers, Claire Trevor, Louis Nizer, and W. R. Ferguson, President of the "Ampas."
HOLLYWOOD,
PAST and FUTURE
Swami Howe tells the fortunes of the stars!
By HERB HOWE

HERB RATES THEM—13 BEST

ACTORS:
W. C. Fields
Paul Muni
Jean Hersholt
Charles Laughton
Warner Oland
Jack Oakie
Lewis Stone
Charles Ruggles

ACTRESSES:
Helen Hayes
Ma West
May Robson
Diana Wynyard
Greta Garbo
Katharine Hepburn
Alison Skipworth
Beryl Mercer
Jean Harlow
Elizabeth Bergner
Ann Harding
Claudette Colbert

GOING UP!
Names in 1935
Grace Moore
Frank Astaire
Otto Kruger
Francis Lederer
Joan Bennett
Joe Morrison
Ketti Gallian
Virginia Bruce
Jean Muir
Ginger Rogers
Robert Donat
And Lucienne Boyer

"Space being held for "World's Greatest Actor," temporarily in dog house for going softie in "Viva Villa."


You can't tell fortunes in Hollywood unless you're a preacher. City Fathers passed an ordinance banishing seers,clairvoyants, palmists, witches and peddlers of gootier dust. The only prophet permitted is the weather man who will go on chirping "fair and balmy" or be deported as a Red.

Hollywood is naturally voodoo, with Lady Luck the patron deity. Eventually everyone throws to the drums of black magic. This is hardly appropriate to a city whose full name is Our Lady the Queen of the Angels.

The civic padres explained in a cautious amendement the law does not pertain to religious leaders. I was not aware parsons made prophecies apart from the generally accepted one that Hollywood is going to hell. Any man in a pulpit can tell us where we're going but if we attempt to tell him we will go straight to the hoosegow and that's no prophecy, it's law.

As a result of the prophecy prohibition, we have bootleggers of futures. And a great increase in religious leaders. An advertisement reads: "Rev. Flora Francis, D.D. (formerly Mme. Francis) Spiritual Advice daily. Business and Personal."

Here is another: "Swami Howe (formerly the Boulevardier) Spiritual Dope on Stars, pasts and futures. Get a load."

While changing from cutaway to robes, I will bore you with an account of my visit to the Padre of the Sierras. In Santa Barbara this Summer I encountered a Wampas Baby star of the year 1920 or therabouts who sort of petrified. She charted her career by stars, numbers, tea grounds, daisy petals and hairs yanked from her husband's head, now bald, and landed on the rocks where she remains as forlorn as a lighthouse. Yet she's still very voodoo. She beguiled me to the Soothsayer—I mean the Padre—of the Sierras. He was too marvelous, she said. At first sight of her he had declared her an actress. I agreed this was too marvelous as no one else ever had guessed it. As I entered the sanctuary the Padre shot a finger at me: "You are going to head a big corporation."

"Well, God help the poor stockholders, was my own personal reaction.
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Looking ahead into 1935, Herb sees the future as a jumble of Folies Bergere and Gold Digger Girls with Shakespeare Dante and Dickens. Maybe he's just speaking as one Old Master to another—or do you think it's a nightmare?

"As a boy you were ambitious to be a banker," he said.

"A bandit," I corrected.

"You have one fault—gambling."

"I've played roulette."

"Ah!" he said.

"Ah! I ah'd, but that was because I was mired into the Monte Carlo casino by Ramon Novarro, the saint . . ."

"You are an actor!" he boomed triumphantly.

"Sir, there's a limit even to what a Padre may . . . ."

"Well, I want to tell you your greatest triumphs are yet to come. Now for your love life," he glanced coyly at the Wampas Baby with the hairless husband. "Be firm with her. She's a child in many ways. She has tantrums. When she gets rambunctious—know what I mean?—paddle her. Spank her. And now do you mind telling me your name?"

"James Cagney," I said.

The point is, if there is a point, that by the time I finish prophesying you, too, may feel you're Cagney. But remember, you can't sock a Swami.

Nineteen-thirty-four will go down in Hollywood history as the year of the Great Purge. Stories are as sweet as new-mown hay. Studios ring with the laughter of infant prodigies, jungle cries of beasts and screams of supervisors. Leo the Lion has been made to purr and part his hair, an example to Boy Scouts. Wampus Babes, wear purity seals where they were tanned before. Norma Shearer has been saved and never again will get into a "Riptide." Jean Harlow flaps about bewilderedly wondering how she can change her type. Would her following follow her in black wig and corsets? Mae West's vehicles will bear purity plates fore and marriage licenses aft. George Raft has had an ear done over, changing his entire personality, he feels. Wally Beery, the man who bellowed like a bull, got so kittenish in "Viva Villa!" old friends fear he'll be snatched by the angels as a pet for Little Eva up yonder. Lupe has been wrapped in asbestos and packed off to Europe in exchange for Shakespeare, Dickens and Dante who are to have benefit of Hollywood supervision at last.

Thus the Old Year totters out with a kick in the pants. And the New Year whoopsa-daisies on with a battalion of child wonders ranging in age from two to thirteen. (Fourteen seems to be the dangerous age—fourteen and over.)

Peering into the Past—

"The House of Rothschild" collected the most green at the box office in 1934.

Mae West was the champ lettuce picker.

Clark Gable led the strong-arm squad which isn't nearly as strong as the weaker sex when it comes to gold digging.

Grace Moore and Shirley Temple were the year's discoveries.

Frank Capra is champen director with "It Happened One Night."

Columbia Pictures took the doughnuts with "It Happened One Night," "Twentieth Century," "One Night of Love."

The most popular stars according to poll of exhibitors by the Hollywood Reporter:

Mae West, Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer, Kay Francis, Janet Gaynor, Jean Harlow, Claudette Colbert, Shirley Temple, Ann Harding, Margaret Sullavan, Clark Gable, Will Rogers, Wallace Beery, Bing Crosby. (Please turn to page 54)
All you want to know about those grand tunes in this month’s pictures

OVERS of music in the movies will find much to delight them in several of the new pictures. In Bing Crosby’s latest Paramount production “Here Is My Heart,” released this month, you will hear three songs. They are “June in January,” “With Every Breath I Take,” and “Love is Just Around the Corner.” These tunes were fashioned especially for Bing by Leo Robin and Ralph Grainger, who gave us “Love in Bloom.” Incidentally, “Love in Bloom” won for these two hit writers the prize awarded by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers, for the year’s best song. Recordings of two of these songs are reviewed by this department.

United Artists also retains its stellar position in the musical picture field with Eddie Cantor’s starring vehicle “Kid Millions.” Eddie himself sings, among others, “Okay, Toots” and “When My Ship Comes In.” And by way of something different, revives “Mandy” one of his old Ziegfeld follies favorites. The vocal charms of Ethel Merman and Ann Sothern further enhance this production. To launch Joe Penner on his first starring picture, “College Rhythm,” Paramount selected the famous song-writing team of Gordon and Revel to write the musical score. These boys who were responsible for the sensational “Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?” have provided a number of excellent songs, outstanding of which are the title number, “College Rhythm,” and “Stay As Sweet As You Are.”

In this month’s selection of records for review, you will note that the numbers, for the most part, are fox trots of the sweet melodic type, in the same vein as the “Love Thy Neighbor” variety. However, one selection in waltz time makes a bid for favor. And now let us look at the records.

The outstanding record of the month is, in our opinion, Richard Himber’s recording of “June in January” from Bing’s picture, “Here Is My Heart.” This number is given first place because of the sheer beauty of its melody, its appealing lyric, Joey Nash’s splendid vocal and Richard Himber’s excellent interpretation. The number, a sweet melodic type, is ideally suited to the suave Himber style. A unique harp introduction launches his aggregation into one of the outstanding arrangements of the month. Four siffles lend distinct charm throughout, and Joey Nash in the vocal does a grand job with an interesting lyric.

The reverse side carries “With Every Breath I Take” from the same production. This one is also of the melodic type but with a more pronounced rhythm, and Himber and his tenors make the most of it. Again Joey Nash does the vocal with fine tonal shading and expression. (Victor)

O K A Y TOOTS! (from the United Artists picture “Kid Millions” starring Eddie Cantor) is played by the Dorsey Brothers orchestra. Obviously designed for the familiar Cantor style, this one is light and rollicking. The Dorsey’s make it doubly interesting with a haunting three-trumpet interlude and a sizzling bit of clarinet inter- ludes by Jimmy Dorsey. The band trio puts over the vocal in captivating style. If you like jazz in the modernistic manner you’ll go for this.

An Earful of Music,” on the opposite side, is more than an earful the way the Dorsey brothers do it, and it’s very danceable. Brilliant brass work predominates and Kay Webber’s swell vocal is also an earful. (Decca)

C O L L E G E R H Y T H M (from the Paramount picture of the same name starring Joe Penner) is played by Jolly Coburn and his orchestra.

It remained for Gordon and Revel, Hollywood’s most versatile tunemakers, to create something new in campus music. This is it. “College Rhythm” is a clever conglomeration of the fox trot and rumba, with even a touch of the negro spiritual. Jolly Coburn and his society orchestra gets everything out of it and that’s plenty. A stirring vocal ensemble is its outstanding feature.

In marked contrast, the other side offers “Stay As Sweet As You Are,” a really beautiful tune with a fine lyric. A perfectly blended saxophone section furnishes a charming bit of smooth and subdued harmonies. Roy Strohm sings the vocal chorus pleasingly. (Victor)

H A P P I N E S S A H E A D,” from a Warner Bros. picture of the same name starring Dick Powell, is played by Ted Lewis and his band.

Maestros come and maestros go but the “high-hatted tragedian of jazz” seems to remain forever. If you’re a Ted Lewis fan you’ll love this. Ted’s inimitable clarinet playing is a standout.

On the reverse of this platter Ted does nobly by “Pop! Goes Your Heart” from the same picture. Although Lewis still retains the style of delivery that made him famous, his band is geared to the modern mood. (Decca)

T H E film “The Gay Divorcee” is chock-full of tunes, and the one I am in my estimation is Cole Porter’s “Night and Day.” This is carried over from the original stage play, and played by Eddie Duchin and his orchestra. Unless I am very much mistaken this identical record was turned out by Duchin last year, but neither the tune nor the record has lost anything in that space of time and they are both just as good as ever. “Speak to Me of Love” is on the other side. It is served up in the distinctive style of Eddie Duchin. Lew Sherwood does the vocal work. (Brunswick)

L A CUCARACHA,” from the film “Viva Villa” and the color short, “La Cucaracha,” is played in true Latin manner by the Mexican Bluebird Orchestra. Everyone is familiar with this tune by this time, as it seemed to take the country by storm, just as the Peanut Vendor did a few years ago.

“Fajarillo Barranqueno” is the mouthful on the other side. Also played by the Mexican Bluebird Orchestra and on the same order of merit as the one on the preceding side. (Bluebird)

B IG Crosby gives us an enjoyable few minutes with his singing of “I'm Hummin', I'm Singin', I'm Whistlin'” from the picture “Two Men and a Girl.” I know that everyone who saw the picture will want this record for Bing is just as good on the wax as he is on the screen. Irving Aaronson’s orchestra furnishes the instrumental background.

“Give Me a Song to Sing to” is on the other side. It’s sung also by Bing Crosby with Irving Aaronson’s orchestra, furnishing the background. (Brunswick)

I T H A D A MILLION DOL-LARS” (from the Reliance picture, “Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round”) is played by Richard Himber and his orchestra.

Dick Himber earns this time with a fine recording of what may be one of the season’s biggest songs hit. As is his recording reviewed above, brilliant brass and string ensembles are featured. Joey Nash again does the vocal. The reverse side offers the easy number “Stars Fell on Alabama.” A sub-tone clarinet offers a striking contrast playing the melody against a background furnished by the entire ensemble. Vocal chorus by Joey Nash. (Victor)

MUSIC in the MOVIES

HITS OF THE MONTH

**Best Number**

“JUNE IN JANUARY,” played by Richard Himber and his orchestra. (Victor)

Also Outstanding

“OKAY TOOTS!”, played by the Dorsey Bros. orchestra. (Decca)

“COLLEGE RHYTHM,” played by Jolly Coburn and his Society Orchestra. (Victor)

“HAPPINESS AHEAD,” played by Ted Lewis and his band. (Decca)

“FLUTATION WALK,” played by Eddie Duchin and his orchestra. (Victor)

The charming view of a barbershop duet above gives you an idea of how Hugh Herbert and Donald White perform in “The Take.” At the left are Douglass Montgomery and June Lang, the young lovers of “Music in the Air.”

Happiness Ahead, from Warner Bros. picture of the same name starring Dick Powell, is played by Ted Lewis and his band.

Maestros come and maestros go but the “high-hatted tragedian of jazz” seems to remain forever. If you’re a Ted Lewis fan you’ll love this. Ted’s inimitable clarinet playing is a standout.

On the reverse of this platter Ted does nobly by “Pop! Goes Your Heart” from the same picture. Although Lewis still retains the style of delivery that made him famous, his band is geared to the modern mood. (Decca)

The film “The Gay Divorcee” is chock-full of tunes, and the one I am in my estimation is Cole Porter’s “Night and Day.” This is carried over from the original stage play, and played by Eddie Duchin and his orchestra. Unless I am very much mistaken this identical record was turned out by Duchin last year, but neither the tune nor the record has lost anything in that space of time and they are both just as good as ever. “Speak to Me of Love” is on the other side. It is served up in the distinctive style of Eddie Duchin. Lew Sherwood does the vocal work. (Brunswick)

La Cucaracha, from the film “Viva Villa” and the color short, “La Cucaracha,” is played in true Latin manner by the Mexican Bluebird Orchestra. Everyone is familiar with this tune by this time, as it seemed to take the country by storm, just as the Peanut Vendor did a few years ago.

“Fajarillo Barranqueno” is the mouthful on the other side. Also played by the Mexican Bluebird Orchestra and on the same order of merit as the one on the preceding side. (Bluebird)

Big Crosby gives us an enjoyable few minutes with his singing of “I’m Hummin’, I’m Singin’, I’m Whistlin’” from the picture “Two Men and a Girl.” I know that everyone who saw the picture will want this record for Bing is just as good on the wax as he is on the screen. Irving Aaronson’s orchestra furnishes the instrumental background.

“Give Me a Song to Sing to” is on the other side. It’s sung also by Bing Crosby with Irving Aaronson’s orchestra, furnishing the background. (Brunswick)

I had a Million Dollars, from the Reliance picture, “Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round” is played by Richard Himber and his orchestra.

Dick Himber earns this time with a fine recording of what may be one of the season’s biggest songs hit. As is his recording reviewed above, brilliant brass and string ensembles are featured. Joey Nash again does the vocal. The reverse side offers the easy number “Stars Fell on Alabama.” A sub-tone clarinet offers a striking contrast playing the melody against a background furnished by the entire ensemble. Vocal chorus by Joey Nash. (Victor)
Your House and Your Health

How you live is often far more important to your health than where you live. A striking example of what proper sanitation can do is shown in the Panama Canal Zone. Down there, homes have been made healthful as a result of the work done by the Sanitation Department of the United States Army. Constant vigilance keeps them so. Your home, wherever it is, requires equal vigilance.

Take an inspection trip through your house, from attic to cellar, and see whether the heating, lighting, plumbing and ventilating systems are in condition to give you and your family a full measure of health and safety. Should any of them be repaired, altered, or replaced?

If you find that your house is in apple-pie order, you will be gratified. If you find a condition which should be corrected, you will be glad to do what is necessary to make your home safer, more healthful and more comfortable.

INСПECT THOROUGHLY

Heating
Do your heating arrangements keep your home at an even temperature—about 70°? Have the flues and chimneys been cleaned recently? Is coal gas emitted from furnace or stoves?

Plumbing and Drains
It is essential to health that sewage should be properly disposed of, and that plumbing and drains be kept in repair. Is hot and cold water available for kitchen, bathroom and laundry?

Electric Wiring and Gas Outlets
Defective electric wiring or connections may cause fires. Gas leaks may cause suffocations or explosions. In case of doubt get professional advice. Repairs must be made by a qualified expert.

Ventilation and Screens
Adequate ventilation is important to health, but drafts cause discomfort and also waste fuel. Inspect the casings of doors and windows to see that they open easily and close tightly. Screens at the proper season are necessary to keep out flies and mosquitoes—disease carriers.

Food Protection
Does your refrigerator hold its temperature between 40° and 50° and keep perishable food in proper condition—especially the milk?

Leaks, Cracks or Breaks
Is there dampness in cellar or attic caused by a leak? Do clogged drain-pipes or gutters at the edge of your roof furnish breeding places for mosquitoes? Is there broken plaster in walls or ceilings in which vermin may breed? Shaky stairs? Weak banisters? Loose boards in flooring? They add to the number of falls—the most frequent of all accidents in homes.

Lighting
Correct lighting is needed to prevent eyestrain. Many a fall has been prevented by properly placed lights—particularly in halls and on stairways.

Garbage
Proper disposal of refuse and garbage is imperative.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

Frederick H. Ecker, President
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Portrait of a Working Girl

And that’s just what this is, a pen-portrait of hard-working Madge Evans, by her friend

MARTHA FORD

Once upon a time, a little girl sat on a cake of soap and gazed reflectively out at an adult world from the advertising pages of every magazine in the country. She was a very little girl, but her experiences were tailored firmly on the road to an enviable success as a child actress. Madge Evans became famous. She reigned supreme for a good few years. And then, when the awkward age arrived, with its agony of suddenly spiriting away. And, as Madge disappeared for a while. When she was young, she lived in a small town in the country. She was a child of the very small town, where people knew each other, to a boy who disappeared for a while. When she thought the period of transition safely over, she grew up. She and her family moved to a large city, where she began to work as a child actress. She set to work herself. She concentrated all her efforts toward rebuilding her career at home. She didn’t have much luck at first. But she persevered, and eventually she managed to get a role in a movie. Her performance was well received, and she began to get more work. She eventually became a well-known actress, and she continued to work hard. Madge is a woman who has overcome great obstacles.

Remember the unobtrusive thrill of rehearsals even if you only played a maid? And did you ever go—on and on, with giggles and sighs and an occasional nostalgia gripping at our throats.

Madge hates to see the old order change, in spite of being a full-fledged progressive. She hung on her heart with true appreciation of other times and other artists. She loves the old gods of the theater—she loves the snake of grease-paint and the tingling challenge of a first be fortified by unflagging concentration.

She inspires an almost fanatical devotion in the hearts of everyone with whom she works, from grips to stars. And devotion from grips to stars! They bow to no studio dictator—she fears no one and heeded no threat, and does her darndest to see them away.

She has a somewhat fantastic sense of humor. When she’s being particularly dignified, it’s quite clear that she knows what she’s doing. She always manages to appear at the right moment and say the right thing.

The effectiveness of Madge’s work lies in its absolute sincerity. It is this inspired sense of timing and coordination—an unerring rightness of performance. These are a blend of talent, insight, understanding, and good work. She didn’t shrill if she wanted to. Once to my knowledge and doubtless a hundred and one times of which I know nothing, she spent from three in the afternoon until eight-thirty at night, making hair and makeup tests. Finally, with apologies for being a “big sissy,” she admitted she’d have to rest a moment, because she’d been up since six-thirty that morning and had worked straight through, without stopping to take time off even for lunch.

Madge is impishly generous, in spite of being a wise and thrifty little business woman. She knows the value of her money, where, when and how to spend it. But a tug at her heart-strings is almost inevitably a tug at her purse-strings—and she gives as freely of herself, I doubt whether anyone who asked for an hour—or two—or three, of her time, wouldn’t be told at once, to “come over—do!”

Blessed with an extraordinary sense of loyalty—a complete freedom from bridge-}

The author of this story, snapped with Madge while Madge was working on her recent “Death on the Diamond.”

night curtain. It hurts her to see an actress, still beautiful and as artistically sure as ever, go down in defeat before someone younger and more blatantly popular. She has learned much by her ability to listen beautifully, particularly to those members of her own profession who have won their spurs in a hard field.

Madge has a chin. And behind that chin is a supply of determination that could move mountains if mountains needed moving. She can work like a dock-wallpaper, day and night if necessary. And she can take disapprovements with true philosophy. She knows exactly where she’s going and approxi-

mately how long it’s going to take her to get there. She realizes that, not being a genius, her talent must be fortified by unflagging concentration.

She inspires an almost fanatical devotion in the hearts of everyone with whom she works, from grips to stars. And devotion from grips to stars! They bow to no studio dictator—she fears no one and heeded no threat, and does her darndest to see them away.

She has a somewhat fantastic sense of humor. When she’s being particularly dignified, it’s quite clear that she knows what she’s doing. She always manages to appear at the right moment and say the right thing.

The effectiveness of Madge’s work lies in its absolute sincerity. It is this inspired sense of timing and coordination—an unerring rightness of performance. These are a blend of talent, insight, understanding, and good work. She didn’t shrill if she wanted to. Once to my knowledge and doubtless a hundred and one times of which I know nothing, she spent from three in the afternoon until eight-thirty at night, making hair and makeup tests. Finally, with apologies for being a “big sissy,” she admitted she’d have to rest a moment, because she’d been up since six-thirty that morning and had worked straight through, without stopping to take time off even for lunch.

Madge is impishly generous, in spite of being a wise and thrifty little business woman. She knows the value of her money, where, when and how to spend it. But a tug at her heart-strings is almost inevitably a tug at her purse-strings—and she gives as freely of herself, I doubt whether anyone who asked for an hour—or two—or three, of her time, wouldn’t be told at once, to “come over—do!”

Blessed with an extraordinary sense of loyalty—a complete freedom from bridge-

TABLE Gossip, and a deeply ingrained feeling for fair play, she’s the adored leading-lady of this divorce-ridden business. The wives and sweethearts of male Hollywood are at peace when Madge works with them. What almost every man she meets is a potential swain, Madge feels no urge to poach on any other woman’s private property. She plays the game and there is never any doubt about her following all the rules.

In field of competitive sports, Madge cuts a “mighty fine figger.” She rides, swims, plays tennis and golf with inspiring dash and fervor. But she’s a darn good lover, too, when she feels an attack of the “sits” coming on—and sleep is her dear delight. She’s a voracious reader, with an insatiable curiosity about people and places and things, but she might enjoy the telephone book if nothing more stimulating happened to be at hand at some particular moment.

She has definite and progressive ideas about life and living, but she never bores you with them—she simply lives them out without any preaching. She’s an intense modern, but her modernity doesn’t affect the part she years to play. She has a heavy leaning toward the colorful and romantic, and once played opposite Gypsy John of the Brothers Barrymore—at the tender age of thirteen, mind you—in a special performance of “Peter Ibbetson.” That must have been a sight to see . . . “her so young and him so haughty.”

She’s pre-view mad—she’ll drive miles to see an unnamed picture. But she’d rather stand in line to pick up a key than to wait a moment or two to see what the picture is going to be. She loves the unexpected. “I never ask a question, I just want a grab-bag mind,” says Madge rather ruefully. “I’m always hoping I’ll stick in my thumb and pull out a plum—just a little while, you know, I actually do.”

The day we had this picture taken, (ed. note, the one shown at the left) Madge was playing a game of watchful waiting on the Diamond set, where she has the patience of a baker’s dozen of Griseldas, that girl. She sat, practically motionless, for more than an hour, without a flicker of annoyance. She says she can’t read or sew or write letters or any of the usual time-killers, and when she is called upon to do some Phido-Pho or other devices when she knows she may be called into a scene any moment. “My evenings are laid out as well as grab-bag,” she sighed, “I’ve got to concentrate on one thing at a time. But we can talk for hours!”

Of pictures and personalities and the freakish circumstances of popularity, Madge is no idle chatterer. Her conversation has point and verve and a goodly dash of humor. But you can enjoy, with her, the secrets of success, and the secrets of true friendship. She is able, with a smile, to make you feel at home, at peace with the world—or to stimulate your imagination to amusing heights of fancy. Her tastes are universal; her interests are varied and her gifts for companionship are unlimited. I love knowing her.
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"They still have the Skin of their teens"

Dermatologist's Report

"Freshness and tone of much younger skin. Mrs. Henry B. Phelps has an exceptionally clear skin—fine—smooth—free from lines," reported the dermatologist of the skin of Muriel Vanderbilt Phelps, granddaughter of the late W. K. Vanderbilt. "Pond's Cold Cream wipes away lines and discolorations. No other cream can equal it," she says.

"No blemish of any kind," said the dermatologist of the skin of Katrina McCormick. "It has unusual delicacy of texture." Speaking of Pond's Cold Cream, Miss McCormick said, "This cream keeps my skin clear, fine-pored and ready for powder."

Your Skin can be 10 years younger than your Age

Compare your skin with that of other women your age. With the skin of women you know to be older—or younger—than you are.

Then you will discover for yourself—indeed all life—this important scientific fact: Skin age need not be governed by years.

Dermatologists say that your skin must be elastic—must have an active circulation. Your glands must supply it with invigorating oils. Then, no matter what your age may be, your skin will look young.

But even as early as the 20's your skin begins to age—unless you give it the extra help it needs.

One Cream alone keeps Age away

You don't need expensive creams and lotions. There is one single cream that answers all the vital needs of your skin. A cream that beautiful women, in every country, depend on daily—Pond's Cold Cream.

In this one cream all these are contained that seem to wipe away age signs. Stubborn skin faults—blemishes—aging lines—drooping contours—all are helped by this wonder-working cream. It brings to your skin that glorious bloom of youth itself.

The lovely porcelain complexions of Muriel Vanderbilt Phelps—of Katrina McCormick—who are among the most beautiful women of their age, are proof of the excellence and effectiveness of this world-famous cream. Use Pond's Cold Cream as you do.

Every night let its luxurious, whipped-cream texture melt into the pores—dissolve dust, make-up, grime. Then, wipe it off. Pat in a second application—let it linger a few moments. Know the full, rich benefits its youth-bringing oils can give.

When you arise in the morning, again treat your skin to this fragrant cream. Then make up will cling smooth, fresh, vivid throughout the day.

Send right now for a generous 3 day's supply we have for you. See this one cream make your skin cleaner—finer—moister—gloriously fresh and young.

Send for Generous 3-Day Test

POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY, Dept. A, 41 Hudson Street, New York City. I enclose $.00 (no money change add packing) for a 3-Day sample of Pond's Cold Cream with samples of 3 other Pond's Creams and special boxes of Pond's Face Powder. I prefer 3 different LIGHT shades of powder. I prefer 3 different DARK shades.

Name ____________________________

Street ___________________________

City ____________________________

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company.
Mrs. Fox—$780,000,000

(Continued from page 23)

out their patents in Germany for the photo-electric cell process of recording sound on film. Then they brought their patents to the United States and Fox welcomed them with open arms and a check for $50,000 for the North American rights. Then he estab-
lished the American Tri-Ergon Company, with himself owning ninety-five per cent of the stock. He also brought himself years of litiga-
tion—with the United States Patent Office and with individuals representing competing companies and business interests determined to obtain the Tri-Ergon rights.

THEN came his financial re-
verses, due in part to the tremen-
dous ambition of the man to dominate the motion picture world, and due in even larger part to the general financial panic and the depression which fol-
lowed. There were times, many times, when he was so hard pressed for cash that he had to call in bond-
kruptcy that he was forced to hypothecate about everything he owned, including much of his per-
personal fortune. It was a time when in exhaustion of body and soul he sold his voting stock con-
trol of the Tri-Ergon patents? Never! Some inner voice counselled him to hold on and hold on, come hell or high water. And a very important outer voice, that of Mrs. Eve Fox, his wife, spoke with even more emphatic tone. This lady, who

had been, as one might say, his right-hand man in his whole struggle to the top from East Side days, who had watched him long nights in the making of early pictures, who had been, in- deed, his chief aide and lieutenant in a hard fight for the future backward to the day when the Tri-
Ergon patents would be the great instruments by which he might make of herself to revolutionize the world of education and culture as well as the world of entertainment. Little, little, little came to be associated with Fox raised their bids for the patents up, up, up to the biggest pot of gold ever turned out of the crucible of the United States Patent Office. Fox says that he was not sure at first that he would not be expelled from the offices and that he might not have to quit the mind and soul in classroom and church. And Mrs. Fox is very much back of him in that.

Karloff the Uncanny

(Continued on page 27)

of a family of nine. Karloff is the family name on his mother's side; on his father's side all the men were named Boris. Karloff is the candidate of the British con-
sular and civil services. His father
Boris does not remember at all. He
died. Boris was brought up by two
widows.

In his father's death lies the first instance of the tragedy which has marked his life, for if his father had lived he might have understand-
stood the boy. As it was, Boris grew up under the domination of the two brothers who, with the best intentions in the world, led him a dismaying life. He would have
led in prison. Prison was what his boyhood was. He wanted to be an actor. But acting, to his narrow-
minded Victorian brothers, was on a par with stealing. It wasn't "gentlemanly." They forced him into the University of London to read for the law, for they thought it proper and necessary he should have a profession. But he was not made to be a lawyer, for his interests turned to the concert stage, where he was to make his first appearance. It was then that he knew how the world lived, and how it was made.

He made him so miserable that he felt the only thing for him to do was to say goodbye to his family, his home, his everything that he knew, and disappear from them forever. For a boy of twenty-two, that is bitter-
ness. But there is a charm in the story of Boris, somehow he scraped enough money together to buy a cheap passage to Canada. He caught a ship and said goodbye. Then he began the series of hopeless adventures that were to go on for twenty years—
advances which included a few jobs in stock companies, many at manual labor.

Commentators have talked a lot about one episode in Boris' life. Of how he trundled 300-pound caskets full of dead human bodies from his house to his truck, drove twenty-
five miles, unloaded them, and went back again for another load. The caskets were advertised as containing only one job in twenty like it—that
the same sort of things, and worse, had been going on for fifteen years! Nor do they know of the incident which occurred while he was driv-
ing the truck, which would have broken his heart if his heart had not already been broken a dozen
times over. They miss the whole point. It wasn't the work. Boris was used to work, and he had mus-
cles like a steeredo. But he wanted to act! It was the not be-
ing given a chance to act! When he was carting caskets of putty and sacks of cement around, no less a person than Lord Balfour Tully called him and offered him a chance to play the lead in a silent produc-
tion of "Svengali," and then took the job away from him because he wasn't well enough known. Not well enough known! Did Boris have 
money to spend? For fifteen years he had been begging for a chance to show what he could do, to become well known. And then to have the chance to become known offered to him and simul-
taneously taken away from him be-
cause he wasn't well-known! What irony! How many men would have gone on, after that?

And yet he can say, today, "Peo-
ple go through life magnifying small, unpleasant incidents. One circum-
cstance of my life is an instance. There are so many of them. One should look at the happiness which may lie in the future, never dwell on the past. It is only a blemish in my 
life, knowing that that carried him through.

No wonder Boris thinks that one of the great immorals is the doctor who invented anesthetics for hospitals. "Years ago there used to be an expression, 'to bite the 
bullet,'" he says. "A wounded sol-
dier, brought in to have his leg cut off, was given a bullet during the operation and told to bite down on it, to keep him from shrieking in agony. The man who first taught surgeons how to use anes-
thetics is immortal, to me, be-
cause he has saved us pain." Is it any wonder that Boris began to talk about so much pain? He knows what pain is—mental pain—the pain of not being able to find work. "The thing to do is dismiss them. Don't build up and dwell on them.

Some people think of me as a mystic," he once told me. "My mysticism lies in one word, 'tomor-
row.' Do your best today and

tomorrow will take care of itself. I know that now. But—never think of yesterday. Yesterday is gone and the dead." Boris is not able to let himself think of yesterday because yesterday, for him, always has been too hazy. He is such a short-range person that he let himself think of it, he might not be able to go on. Yet—whether he has let himself think of it or not—yesterday has marked him. It put those deep lines in his cheek. It put those shadows under his high-set eyes. Bitterness, and tragedy, and long failure, as the years rolled by, chiselled and etched his face into a stark sculpture, giving it character, giving it power, giving it a mysterious inner compulsion.

Today Boris is happy. He is preparing "The Return of Frank-
enstein." He lives in Katharine Hepburn's old home, an old English Canon—an old Spanish house with walls a foot thick, rambling over three levels, with many rooms, some planted with apricots, avocados, and flowers. He is married, to a tall, statuesque, lovely wife—blond and beautiful, with a head that he says is the "crown jewel." His tragic life has taught him not to ask for much. He doesn't want to be rich, he doesn't want any limousines or servants or lux-
ury—he just wants to work in pic-
tures and putter in his flower gar-
den in between times. He raises terriers and chickens as a sideline. He is at peace.

Eston's Notes: Since the preparation of this article the United States has voted to reconsider its decision on which the article is based.
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IN A LAXATIVE FOR WOMEN

IT MUST BE Gentle

STRONG, powerful “dynamic” laxatives are bad for anyone. But for you women—you’re unthinkable!

Your delicate feminine system was never meant to endure the shock of harsh, violent purgatives or cathartics. They weaken you. They often leave bad after-effects. Modern, you must avoid them!

Ex-Lax is the ideal laxative for every member of the family, but it is particularly good for women. That’s because while Ex-Lax is thorough, it works in a mild and gentle way. Why, you hardly know you’ve taken a laxative.

And Ex-Lax checks on the other important points, too: it won’t cause pain. It won’t upset digestion. It won’t nauseate you. It won’t leave you weak.

And what’s very important—it won’t form a habit. You don’t have to keep on increasing the dose to get results.

And Ex-Lax is so easy to take. It tastes just like delicious chocolate.

All the good points of Ex-Lax are just as important for the rest of the family as they are for women. So millions of homes have adopted Ex-Lax as the family laxative.

Keep a box of Ex-Lax in the medicine cabinet—so that it will be there when any member of the family needs it. All druggists sell Ex-Lax—in 10c and 25c boxes.

BEWARE OF Imitations!
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That Mad Shearer!

(Continued from page 4)

“The Barretts of Wimpole Street” they were on location at the Bische Gardens in Pasadena. The company missed Norma between scenes and after searching vainly for an hour or so, found her on one of the sloping lawns, rolling down the hill with a little ten-year-old boy who had come to watch the picture being made. I bet my last dime she is the kind that slid down the banister rail every time she got a chance.

And how I laugh about her um-brellas. She never has one. Last year she determined this condition should be corrected, so she proceeded to buy an umbrella in almost every color obtainable, so she would be certain to have one to match any outfit she wore on a rainy day. And she ended by leaving them all at home and always having to borrow an umbrella from her maid to go from her dressing-room to the stage.

She is about the most conscien-
tious person I know, yet she never keeps appointments promptly! The trouble is, she plans to do twice as many things as it would be humanly possible for photographers to do in a day. One of the things that Mr. Thalberg teases her about a great deal is the lie she makes up, with such meticulous care, of all the things she will do the following day. A typical list would read something like this:

“Shop for Mother, buy magazines, call Mary, place ad in paper, over them. He likes to tease her about the things she does not do. She always runs upstairs. No one has ever seen her walk upstairs to her bedroom. I’ve seen her do it, but no one has ever seen her walk upstairs to her bedroom. And her servants have long since ceased imploring her not to run up the stairs at home.

When she gets upstairs, she will get either her people’s plates. No one is safe near her if they are eating something that is on her plate. Then she will ask Irving calls her a “snitcher.” And she has never learned to eat lettuce with a fork. Always it takes with her fingers.

WHEN the Thalbergs were abroad, Norma took many dresses, yet “never had anything to wear.” Never the right garment for the climate. On a cold day in Algeria, she found herself in chiffon. If it were very warm, she was certain to be dressed in tweeds. And she was as bad as her friend Helen Hayes about making all plans for a party and discovering at the eleventh hour, she has not invited a guest!

She drives the photographers mad. Yet they are all crazy to photograph her. She has had an appointment for 10:30 in the morning and after repeated phoning and a half hour hasn’t shown up, and she was late. She was late for her own appointment at 4:00 P.M., and then keeps the photographer working like fury until nine, ten, or later, wholly unconscious of the fact that it is night. But is the photographer pleased when he sees the finished pictures! She certainly feels it was worth all the waiting.

You may imagine, in your picture of Norma as a model of perfection, that she always has her lines-perfect before her picture begins. Don’t believe it. When she was making “The Barretts of Wimpole Street,” she discovered that Laughton came on to the set without knowing his lines, and he became her friend for life. Now, she thought, she wouldn’t be alone in her embarrassment when Mr. Thalberg is out to hear the rehearsal.

Where then, is your cold, aloof, precise, dignified Norma Shearer? I’ll tell you where she is on Sunday evenings: sitting at the piano with her husband, singing all the old-fashioned music of fifty years ago. First, he picks it out on the piano with one finger. Then when she can stand that no longer, she plays it herself (you may re-call that she was a fine musician). He tells her she can’t sing, and she tells him that she can’t play, but between them they have a great time. Now you know she is mad! A great, famous, glamorous star being content to sit at home Sunday evenings and sing old-fashioned songs with her husband! It hardly seems possible and if this isn’t enough to convince you completely, then I’ll let you in on the deepest and most secret of all: she even bites her fingernails!
FOR YOU AND YOU AND YOU... THIS NEW LARGER SIZE!

You are holding at this very minute a Tower Magazine which is one-third larger in size than last month's. Not only larger, but with new beauty in color pages, with better space for photographs and drawings. So many months of interesting work went into making this brand-new dress for Tower's Fifth Anniversary Celebration that we are eager to know your opinion of it. Thousands of letters which have come into this office in the last five years have given us a vivid picture of you, our readers. Homemakers, up to the minute in ideas and so interested in progress that we determined to offer you this new and most dramatic progression in magazines. So now, with the new larger size before you... won't you tell us how you feel about it? Drop a note to your Editor. Your frank opinion can be so helpful in making Tower Magazines of more genuine pleasure and of greater service to you.
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Hollywood Past and Future

(Continued from page 45)

Oh, why, as Mrs. Pat Campbell exclaimed over her fancy work, don’t you like this?

But I got to say some words on James Cagney. There is electricity in the boy. If you like electricity, I give you Cagney. I don’t know him personally—your enthusiasm is liable to mount a snowman, but there’s that sort of roles he should get—rubble-rouser, fighter for a cause, right or wrong. A hero of current issues. This spring, Cagney declared that Mr. Minton declared that Mr. Cagney gave the screen’s greatest performance in “Winner Take All.” No one beats him for five and sincerity. Considering the pre-judging, no-smoking roles and the mediocrity of many pictures, he has extraordinarily well to land among the Big Ten.

In closing, it is very gratifying to Swann Howse to see us ascending to a higher plane. The enlistment of Max Reinhardt to produce “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” is another forward step. Whether the author, Mr. Shakespeare, should receive some credit—is a right answer. While with Warner Brothers he probably will produce “The Miracle.” Fox is giving Dante a chance with “Inferno.” Dickenson gets a break at Universal with “Great Expectations,” offering additional zest in the debut of Dr. Hull. M-G-M is doing “David Copperfield” with great players, among them the excellent Farnsworth of “One More River.” Thalberg is doing “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” in magnificent settings and cast. History, Religion, Biography are on tap at this vigorous young 20th Century; George Arliss as Cardinal Richelieu. Ronald Colman as Oliver of India with a herd of elephants, Wallace Beery as the Mighty Barnum with a flock of freaks.

Oh, George Arliss, Dick Powell, Eddie Cantor, Joe E. Brown, James Cagney, Fredric March.

The rating is gauged by profits on their pictures. This is not a true gauge. Some stars have more sumptuous productions than others, George Arliss, for example, had a benefit of the “House of Rothschild.” He’s a draw in itself. Norma Shearer had the aid of stronger supporting names than other stars had. Dick Powell can’t be given sole credit for the musicals in which he appeared as there were other stars with him (to say nothing of them there Busby Berkeley rascals). The same pertains to Eddie Cantor’s rating. For many, no doubt, Eddie was just the funny little fellow buzzing amid the Goldwyn Flowers.

Garbo does not appear among the mighty ten. “Queen Christina” was stuffy, stagey, talky. Garbo dipped and out bounded the old Hollywood cheer squad to dirge it as “garbo the enigma—finished.” Garbo will collect with a good picture. She will not be the major sensation.

That glamour gal, Marlene Dietrich, as has gone up one side street. What can a gal do when it’s time for her galloping gore? Marlene is just a moving illustration in Mr. Von Sternberg’s art work.

Stroking the heard of the prophet, I get these vibrations: Mae West has a rival sensation in Grace Moore. Miss Moore revealed, to the surprise of nearly everyone, that the public has become highly interested musically. She predicted some time ago, opera, edited and modernized, would be a success but no one heard me because of the yowls of the pin pan alimony who rate as composers in Hollywood.

Don’t mean to join the cheer squad in a chant over Mae’s remains. Mae became an American Institution over night and anyone who thinks that is a Red. Without appearing on the screen Mae could earn her daily diamonds producing. There isn’t a greater survivor credit out here on the West Coast than Lady Barnum.

Playmakers haven’t done right by our Joan Blondell. She could rate with Mae West and Jean Harlow as one of the three star comedians. I foresee boys being better by Blondell the coming year.

Richard Barthelmess having graduated from stardom can come back in chosen roles, a splendid actor.

Maurice Chevalier will soon heed the call of France or the stage. That Merry Widow waltz just about winds up Maurice.

Jeanette MacDonald grows in beauty, acting, voice. She is a 1935 sure win.

William Powell will make ten pictures and because he is expert his stock will rise.

V. C. Fields should come into the cleverer of wider appreciation as the screen’s best comedian.

Jack Oakie is another who ought to go up in value. Fredric March declining and outshining John should excel playing actors. He will certainly prosper.

Bing Crosby is a vocal vogue. 1935 is somewhat doubtful.

Mary Livingstone in lavish productions has every chance to gain, particularly if she gets rid of mannerisms and projects thought and feeling.

Ronald Colman is liable to climb back in the 1935 list. Something about the man holds ‘em.

Clark Gable is liked by men but it’s the women who put him way up there. Should doff tux for dermis. Has the ice man’s appeal for housewives.

Myrna Loy has mounted slowly and for that reason will probably linger longer.

Tom Brown is the American Kid. If he gives it to him some college and military roles.

Will Rogers, another American Institution, who will last until the Republican returns and that is as far as I can see into the future.

DIET PROBLEMS OF THE STARS

Conducted by DR. HENRY KATZ

The question of weight in Hollywood is brought up in a letter from a reader in the New Movie Magazine that runs as follows:

“I would like to get a doctor’s opinion about the fashion for excessively slen-dersilhouettes in Hollywood. I have learned that Claudette Colbert is five feet, five inches tall and weighs only one hundred and three pounds. Kay Francis is five feet, four inches tall and weighs only one hundred and two pounds. I believe this to be typical, yet such weights are below normal according to the health experts. I would like to know if actresses who remain as under-weight as this run the risk of injuring their health and whether it is safe for other girls to follow.”

To begin with we should remember that outstanding stars of the screen are exceptions to the rule, not only in appearance and personality, but in physical endurance. It would not be a good plan for a young girl of average endurance to imitate these women in this matter.

We should also remember that these actresses keep down their weight by systematic exercises and careful diet under the supervision of doctors. They usually have good long vacations for a part of the year, and are able to leave Hollywood for a change of climate when this is advisable to keep in good physical condition.

This new department in New Movie Magazine is conducted by Dr. Henry Katz, experienced general practitioner and member of the staff of Fordham Pediatric Clinic, New York. If you would like to write about any questions of food or diet, send them to Mary Marshall, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Dr. Katz will personally direct the answer to your problem, and there is one that calls for advice of your family physician. Questions of special interest will be published with senders’ names omitted from this department, except where special request is made not to have names revealed in this way. Letters should be stamped, addressed envelope for reply.
Evelyn Venable's
HOLLYWOOD HOME

IN a setting of lovely old pepper trees, informal vines and shrubbery is the Hollywood home of Evelyn Venable, Paramount star. Like so many of the homes in this locality it is Spanish in style and built on low rambling lines. The exterior of the house is constructed of white stucco and is extremely simple in design. Ornamental touches are provided by the red tile decoration over the front entrance and the wrought iron railing across the terrace.

The plan of the house consists of a very large and oddly shaped dropped living-room with an open fireplace, a good-size dining-room well arranged for placing furniture, a small but adequate breakfast room, a kitchen, laundry and maid's room forming a separate wing. Evelyn's own bedroom, den and bath, and at the opposite end of the house a bedroom and bath occupied by Evelyn's father. All of the bedrooms are provided with three-way ventilation. The furnishings and decorations throughout are simple and are in keeping with the architectural character of the house.

Letters from readers of NEW MOVIE show a keen interest in homes of motion-picture actors and actresses. The plans of these houses in and about Hollywood not only provide an interesting picture of the home life of these celebrities, but offer helpful suggestions to home builders everywhere. If you are interested in the house of your favorite player, send in the same to Tower House Editor, NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

The charm of the simple architectural style of Evelyn Venable's Hollywood home is enhanced by its setting of lovely trees and informal shrubbery.

From her arch doorway Evelyn looks out upon the lovely garden surrounding the house.

- amazingly rich in Hormone-like substances

explains DR. R. E. LEE

Dr. R. E. Lee, Director of Fleischmann Health Research, explains: "Discov-ered by a noted scientist, it's a new yeast 'strain'!"

- that's why this new yeast acts quicker!

Constipation, Indigestion and related skin troubles corrected much sooner. (New Vitamin A checks colds!)

THINK OF IT! ... a new yeast so much quicker acting it astounds doctors. If you have any questions, read these answers by Dr. Lee—

Why does "XR" Yeast act quicker?
Because it's a stronger "strain" of fresh yeast, much more vigorous, and so ... faster! It's rich in hormone-like substances.

What are these Hormone-like Substances which it contains?
They are "activators" (like natural body stimulants) which speed the flow of your digestive juices and strengthen digestive muscles from the stomach right on down.

Will it correct Constipation and Indigestion very much faster?
Positively! By making juices flow fast and muscles work harder inside you. "XR" Yeast makes your food softer—better "churned," digested. Indigestion, constipation should soon stop. Fleischmann's "XR" Yeast really "normalizes" you.

Do Skin Troubles stop much Sooner?
The most common skin blemishes come from self-poisoning caused by your digestive system not working properly. "XR" Yeast corrects this condition quickly. Your blood improves. Pimples, boils, etc., disappear a great deal sooner than with any yeast before!

How about "Run-down" Condition?
If you're "always tired," it may be because intestinal poisons are affecting your nerves. "XR" Yeast checks poisons—enables you to get more "good" from your food. You soon have more appetite, "pep." Headaches usually stop occurring, too.

What new Vitamin has it?
"Infection-preventing" Vitamin A, newly added, to help combat colds. "XR" Yeast also builds resistance to colds by cleansing your body. With Vitamins B, D and G, Fleischmann's "XR" Yeast now contains 4 vitamins!

EAT 3 CAKES of Fleischmann's "XR" Yeast every day—plain, or dissolved in one-third glass of water—preferably half an hour before meals. It's a fool—remember. Keep on after you've got quick results, till you're really well! Discontinue cathartics (if you're taking them) gradually. Get a supply of Fleischmann's "XR" Yeast!

As good as ever for fluided?!

Fleischmann's XR Yeast
AT GROCERS, RESTAURANTS, SODA FOUNTAINS
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The Sweetest Love Story

(Continued from page 26)

girls have known and enjoyed... rather, pain and sorrow have touched her too... she has always had to analyze and control her emotions. She is probably the most idealistic person with whom I have come in contact. Naive, yet sophisticated far beyond her years, her life has been a series of nightmares and joys. Stark tragedy has mingled with blissful moments, until Jean today echoes the fruits of her varied experiences in extraordinary dramatic ability.

You've seen her in such films as the already-mentioned "Little Women," in which her portrayal of the lovable Beth will ever remain a vivid memory (indeed, she reflects the good-heartedness of the film colony). "Naughty, Jean, have nightmares... is a little girl..."

"Lady for a Day," "Lazym," "Rasputin," "Caravan," and "The Man with the Brown Hat." The day I lunches with her, Metro, to which she is under contract, has made her a star: "I've excited I nearly wrecked my car coming over to the studio," she proclaimed, actions not one with which she disagrees. "Today is supposed to be a holiday for me, and I was told not to show up..."

...but I could no more stay away than I could without my cigarettes, more else, make her happy, look after the house and cook the meals for the family. This meant considerably less to devote to her own interests, her studies, dancing, painting, but it did provide food and clothing for the kids, and occasionally bought her a new dress.

Her future, however, her dreams, her plans... kept her from this despair. It is her philosophy, worked out in her mind, that if one believes in a thing earnestly and works conscientiously enough, that will eventually come to pass. Hand in hand, belief staked with her through her troubles, until that day she won poster contests, was chosen to ride on a Pasadena float publicizing the Olympic Games, and M-G-M signed her to a long-term contract.

Jean, as she sat playing with a green salad, too thrilled with the prospect of occupying a picture to more than sibbile at food, her slight, girlish figure encased in light blue pyjamas, the sun making her lustrous brown hair dark copper in color, presented a picture not easily forgettable. To gaze at her, one would never imagine that she ever had known despair and darkness, could be anything but a little schoolgirl looking forward with happy anticipation to a party. Deep in her eyes, though, one reads visions of uncharted lands... women many years her senior.

Two interests consume her with a vortex. Acting and her study in those other fields which hold a particular fascination... dancing, sketching and painting. For her, the future looks bright.

The other is her love for Pancho. Vaguely remote, a person living large and with a degree of promise, she has not the same outlook upon life that the majority of people enjoy. She is more serious, more inclined to gravity... more, in other words, less glamorous, and innately she understands the problems of life to be met and overcome.

As she stands on the threshold of a new life, a life which promises much... she is allotted to her. She has had her share of the general beauty, grace and happiness that comes with her, but she knows it cannot last forever. She knows that life is not easy, and that she must prepare herself for the future. She must grow up and prepare herself for the future.

With this same key you unlock the secret of Mr. Lewis's art. It makes tender and tragic "Main Street," "Paboa," "Dowdworth," and "Aramaventh." Like Charles Lamb, Mr. Lewis hates to stray from his lines and themes, his hayfields and his meadows.


glow of the spot-light. They read, as they are written, in the open, and under the sky. No man, least of all an author worthy himself, can belittle his gift. And the genius of Mr. Lewis was Samoa. The wildest, most brain-dead, environment that drips throughout his whole work.

There, and at Yale, and at Upjohn, he was exposed to the hard, early social school the California liberal founded across from Manhattan's Yale University. Throughout his salad days in Greenwich Village, he never forgot his roots, and asked him to days when he prefers to live. He will answer you Vermont, where he lives, on a craggy New England farm, for more than half of each year.

He is the champion of the house. The house, for the author, always seems longing for... isn't this the wisest of her art that she so movingly presents in "Morning Glory"? In "Suffuse"? and much so in "Little Women"? It really is.

(Continued from page 29)

Sinclair Lewis Picks Hepburn

(Continued from page 29)

With this same key you unlock the secret of Mr. Lewis's art. It makes tender and tragic "Main Street," "Paboa," "Dowdworth," and "Aramaventh." Like Charles Lamb, Mr. Lewis hates to stray from his lines and themes, his hayfields and his meadows.

Of the most moving incident I have ever experienced occurred some years ago when Mr. Lewis returned from Norway after having won the Nobel prize for literature. As a working newspaperman it was my assignment to board his ship at Quant-antine and return with an interview story.

Through no fault of my own I missed the Revenue Cutter, one must take to go down to Quant-antine, (the assignment came too late), and so we sat in Westport where Mr. Lewis and his wife, Dorothy Thompson, had taken a cottage to await springtime in Katherine Hepburn's Connecticut.

It was a raw, bleak day in March with a leaden, menacing ceiling that gave no hint of April's girlish laughter. We chatted in the living-room by the fire.

A nervous, gagling, explosively enormous man, he can't sit out a talk, invariably rising to pace back and forth as though the due emphasis of his remarks could only be quelled through the bones of his legs. Presently it began to snow. We went out on the porch gazing at the snowflakes, watching it whiten. We must have stood there fully ten minutes silently in the uncertain setting.

Finally he spoke: "How easily nature writes."

Now, as I write this, how easily I can call Hepburn, coming across the fields, her legged horse swaying, rhythmic to her lean thighs. She would walk us in the park, tramp along with her. She is one with the scene; as Mr. Lewis was one with the setting. What utter nonsense to call her Park Ave-nue's paper flower. She's a Saul. Center Susie.
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when he was to make
important Broadway at-

that

all true.
I
still expect
to say, 'The trunk has to be
ready in the morning.' Do you get
up early?" he added briskly.

recall well

I
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first

tack in the Follies of 1915. We all
knew he was great in his golden

I bragged gladly that I do get
up and that I resent all those lovely
hours of lost life when no bell was
allowed to ring and my faithful en-

silence, but were a bit dubious
about how he would stack up with
Ed Wynn and other talking comics.
He not only stacked up, he cleaned
up. True, he didn't talk much. He
With each added
didn't have to.
success, the movies screamed louder
for his presence. Bill left wonder-

contracts

ful
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for

theater

tourage held its breath until nearly
noon while Elsie slept those nine
hours that she couldn't live without.

(")N comparing

notes, we decided
that our pasts had been thrilling, but that our "presents" were
grand.
Again we left the future
dangling out on a limb. Bill's is
pretty secure. His popularity is
mounting daily. Another picture

to
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come West and make silent pictures.
Here was the great new
comedian! Before he could really
get camera-wise the talkies clanged
across the silver sheets and buried
Bill underneath them.
It was, of course, understood that
no silent comedian could possibly
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"The Old-Fashioned Way" and
he can burn all the trunks. I have
a feeling that he has kept that motor
trailer for a getaway just in case he
should "see a dream walking" out
like

Bill gathered up his billiardcues, cigar boxes, pride and other
props.
Back to the theater he
went, but clinging to his dream.
"You know, Elsie," he said, "I
was ready to work for anything or
nothing to get a chance to just live
here in peace. Really unpack for
the first time since I left home as a

on him, so I'm going to put in my
application for it. You never saw
such a perfect little home on
wheels. I'm going to need a movable one if I don't sell one of my
stationary ones pretty soon

boy.
I planned for a little bungalow, never got as far as hoping for
I
had decided that if I
a car.
couldn't do pictures I would do cartooning. I wanted to manage some
little theater.
I wanted most anything that would just give me

The mark of affluence was so
clearly obvious under the spreading
oak!
Telephone messages overlapped each other as Bill said, "Tell
'em I'm playing golf!" No one in
this world could play as many golf
games in one afternoon as the King

enough

Lake thought of.
the Flotsam and Jetsamites who drifted through the
Fields-Toluca pastoral was Tammany Young. This amusing and

talk.

GOLDEN and
HENNA

permanent wave.

to live modestly."

of Toluca

Among

T KNEW that he meant without
A nibbling at capital, because Bill
has worked long and hard. He has
never been a "show-off," so I imagine that if he had not finally crashed
the talkies with a resounding

unusual lad used to be known as
Champion Gate Crasher of
New York. His claim being that
he could get in to any opening
night, championship fight, world
series and other events of importance on his personality. Some
folks called it nerve but it got him
in just the same.
When he came
to Hollywood it was feared that he
would bounce that reputation to
bits against the studio gates. Tammany is now definitely inside. Just
how much Bill had to do with his
entree I don't know but when I
said, "Things are looking pretty
good for you, aren't they?" ho
threw me the wink at which he excels and with a nod toward our host
said, "Yeah, and thanks to this swell
eggl" If Bill is the egg it would
seem Tammany must be the ham,
because the two are inseparable.
Bill apparently keeps open house.
Two or three men walked past us
with a "How're you, Boy!" and
went into what I imagine must be
the "Playroom" judging from the
sounds of enjoyment I heard.
To one man he called, "Take Jack
the

boom

he would still have betn able to unpack the trunk. It took this wise
and supposedly fly village two and
a half years to recognize that W. C.
Fields was "a natural" for the
screen.
The town is full of patient talent.
Fortunately, people
rarely die of discouragement.
The willows swayed in rhythm at
the edge of silver Toluca as we left
the future suspended in air and
traveled back time's highway. Bill
remembered so many little details

about Mother and me.
How she
used to stand in the wings saying
every word as I said it. Singing
my songs with me, telling me when
and how to bow.
"She was a great woman!" he
said.

"She still is,"
sounded strangely

answered.
I
her when I
said in a business-like tone: "This
is a marvelous place, Bill.
Do you

own

I

like

it?"

"No,

I

don't,

but

He

looked
back smiling. "I
it?"

THE NESTLE. LEMUR COMPANY

it's

them

it is

nice, isn't

around and sat
still

can't believe

first,

will

you?"

"A

trainer?" I asked.
"Yes." Bill's eyes fell sheepishly
to the former slim waistline.
"I
try to keep as fit as possible.
I
don't stay up late, any more. Play
a bit of golf. Like to potter around
the place, eat a bit, drink a bit.
Oh! It's a great life, Elsie!"
I must say he looks about as
nearly like the well-contented man
should as anyone I've seen since I
used to marvel at the peaceful expression on farmers' faces around
and about Marysville, Ohio. He's
headed for a farm, by the way. He
was going out today to look at one.
"Are you really going to farm?"
"Well, no! but I want more room

my
my

I want to put
rompers and play," he
grinned, and I grinned.
I don't

for

on

pottering.

know what he was thinking about,
but I was visualizing Bill in rompI'm still grinning.
Radio, which is so busy "snitching" screen personalities, is making
alluring monetary gestures in his
direction.
Bill isn't falling for
them yet. He thinks he has to be
seen to be funny. Well, Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, Joe Penner, Jack
Benny and other air aces must have
thought the same at one time, so
perhaps the millions who have
never heard or seen him will have
a chance to meet this mellow, kind
and amusing W. C. Fields via the
ether waves. I think he could ride
them with great success, if they
gave him a consistent story and a
good character like the one he
in
played
"The Old-Fashioned
ers.

Way." It's nice, however, to meet
someone who hasn't got "grabitis"
when it comes to the big money.
It has never been known to bring
complete contentment and, as Bill

seems to have

that,

maybe

he's

right to let others take the chances
while he potters around in rompers.

TV/TIND you, he only potters between films, and his next picture is about to start production, so
the rompers will be parked for a
few weeks. It's called "Back Porch"
at present and is an original idea
of his own. By the time you see it
the title will be changed to "It's a
Gift" and Bill won't recognize his

but from what he told
I wouldn't mind sitting on said "Back Porch" watchbi*ain child,

me about

it

ing him pull old tricks which his
artistry polishes to a modern brilliancy.
He has plenty of them up
his sleeve.
He is an excellent
character actor and other comedi-

ans who might be saying "What's
he going to do after he has done
all his vaudeville stunts?" may find
another twist to the ever familiar
line "New Fields to Conquer."
;
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gased in complete amazement.

"It beats me," confessed Foster. "I really don't know."

"But what is it—certainly something more than make-up?"

"That's true," admitted Foster.

"Make-up and costume are just the props that set the character on first appearance. The grooming of the hair has a lot to do with it. Tousselled hair suggests an eccentric individual, straggly sideburns a person of bad taste, a growth of beard a rough, tough mugg, and a stiff collar a politician perhaps. But those are superficial characteristics. In life a well-groomed person may be a rat at heart. So that can't be entirely it."

Foster meditated a minute over this strange faculty of changing his personality.

"Someone said, 'The eyes are the windows of the soul,' " he continued. "If you wish to judge character, study the eyes. In them you can find sincerity or insincerity, fearlessness or cowardice, courage or despair. You know the first trace of insanity shows in the eyes. And if your eyes are covered or downcast, you can be anything."

But Foster wouldn't attribute his diversity of characterization to a studied technique of using his eyes.

"Gee," he said, "I don't know anything about the technique of acting like George Arliss who mastered everything there is about characterization. He's fearless. I don't pretend to have any technique."

"I don't believe I have an expressive face," admitted Foster. "It shows whatever I'm thinking. That's caused me plenty of trouble. When I was a salesman back in Philadelphia, I could never sell any person I instinc-"ively disliked. Try as I would, I couldn't keep that dislike from registering in my face."

But that failure as a salesman stands me in good stead as an actor. In all my batting about selling washing machines and advertising, singing in grand opera, and working on the stage, I've met all types of people. I have studied them and become interested in them. I try to think as they think. When I'm called upon to play a role, I pick out some character from my past, and imagine how he'd think and act. I become that person. And perhaps it's that facility, together with an expressive face, that has made me seem like so many different people on the screen."

If variety is the spice of acting, then Preston Foster admits he's enjoyed his career. He says that it's much more interesting than being just himself in a walk-through part. It necessitates a study of human psychology.

"Of course," he admitted, "one doesn't become a definite screen personality by always being different. It takes longer to become known and a name. The only persons I haven't deceived have been my parents. Friends have seen me in roles like 'Dr. X' and said they didn't know I was in the picture till they read my name on the main title. A theater usher after seeing 'Hoopla' wrote to find out how old I was and in what other pictures I'd appeared."

"And how do you feel about your new contract?" I asked. "Will you be yourself?"

"That, of course, I don't know," he replied. "I hope not."

"It's kind of a dangerous spot," he observed. "Stars like Crawford, Harlow, and Garbo are all so glamorous one is likely to be forgotten."

I looked at his full blue eyes... his set face. And I read in them a fierce challenge, the challenge of a man who'd told many bosses to take it and like it, who'd seen life, been battered by it and come up smiling.

There was a fearless look in those eyes that said, "I'm afraid of nothing—not even Garbo."

Movie Highlights of the Year

(Continued from page 37)

JANUARY—Charlotte Henry, Jack Oakie as Tweedledum, and Roscoe Karns as Tweedledee, in "ALICE IN WONDERLAND."

FEBRUARY—Greta Garbo and John Gilbert in "QUEEN CHRISTINA."

MARCH—Anna Sten in "NANA."

APRIL—Wallace Beery in "VIVA VILLA."

MAY—Myrna Loy and William Powell in "THE THIN MAN."

JUNE—Ronald Colman in "BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK."

JULY—Frank McHugh and James Cagney in "HERE COMES THE NAVY."

AUGUST—Claudette Colbert in "CLEOPATRA."

SEPTEMBER—Mae West in "BELLE OF THE NINETIES."

OCTOBER—Norma Shearer and Fredric March in "THE BARRETTES OF WIMPOLLE STREET."

NOVEMBER—Greta Garbo in "THE PAINTED VEIL."

DECEMBER—Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier in "THE MERRY WIDOW."
WE'RE HAVING HEINZ SPAGHETTI TONIGHT, NORA

The Most Exciting Street on Earth

(Continued from page 19)

and toes. Better than $12,000. He is the man who, using his personal adding machine a $2,000 a year man. And so he was—for twelve weeks,

same end of the contract. Came no renewal. This writer, departing, left with a newspaper interview of some of Hollywood that would smoke the hide off an alligator. This writer returned bitterly to his beloved New York. And someone—possibly a pill late another book which will entitle him to a return trip to the city of fatted calves!

Among his parting remarks was the observation that Hollywood Boulevard is a sordid, dirty, overrated alley.

I hold no brief for or against this fellow's attitude. Perhaps the experience will enrich his philosophy. But his opinion is not an opinion. It's a prejudice.

I HAVE sold many of my stories to the movies. Naturally, I'm not bitter about it, although I firmly believe the script of the movie-makers, where correctly fashioned dramatic stories are concerned, is justified.

Let's try to get at the soul of Hollywood Boulevard. You are a discerning person and you know that Hollywood is the spirit of Aphrodite, the spirit of Crete, the spirit who rose from the creaming waves off Crete so many thousands of years ago, clean-limbed and lovely, with jewels in her hair, glamour in her smile and danger in her voice—Aphrodite, God of Love. Are there any, or, if you will, of amorous desire.

Aphrodite is, as you know, the sister, if you will, the mother of Hollywood—a coquette forever renewing her youth in the soft, pink, scented flesh of the newcomers.

Mollly Molloy, as you are also aware, are her temples. Temple-factories. In these temple-factories habits of the world are forged and hammered into being.

This is not argument here. Hollywood, we freely admit, is the sex capital of the world. Hollywood's temple-factories not only set the standards of love-making habits of the world over but they determine the moral code of the age. Or do they?

The producers say not. The producers say they are merely reflecting the changing moral standards. Flight it out among yourselves.

My point is, however, that Hollywood Boulevard must, by the very forces which made it the street it is, point toward sex.

Ask a beauty-contest winner from Kissimmee, Florida, or Osaka, Okalahoma, who has been screen-tested and signed up by a big, indulgent producer—ask her what she thinks of Hollywood.

Ask a race of glorified enchantment! Ah, city of golden dreams come true! Hollywood Boulevard, to this happy home, in Main Street, Eldorado, or el camino encantado—the enchanted street. Its smart shops fawn and its pits fail to yawn. Everybody loves her. Every chiseler in Hollywood sharpens his steel for this newest delectable, dizzy, scaled, dazzling darling.

This newcomer with her shining eyes and flushed cheeks and enrap-

tured smile, this darling of the gods, this new myth, this new girl who is getting the breaks—she drives along the enchanted Boulevard in a grand new roadster, all bright enamel and glittering chromium.

But look at the ones on foot—the ones with stories in their faces. They are usually beautiful, or nearly beautiful. Their make-up has been skilfully applied, but they have a certain look of pain under the delicate artificial coloring. Their eyelashes are long and black with a curling upward lift—but the eyes below look worried.

Here is one approaching. Look at her carefully. She walks with an air of jauntiness, scanning the oncoming faces brightly, and her lovely lips holding the faintest suggestion of a smile. For one never knows when a watchful director may be strolling on the Boulevard.

But look her over. The seat of her dress is waflle-patterned by the cane bottoms of casting directors, and of occasional favor—one of Hollywood's more prominent drinking young stars. He is accompanied usually by a crowd of people very aware of the fact that they are accompanying him. They guard him jealously. They see that he has plenty to drink, and that the girl who prefers sits beside him. He is, for his little hours, an important, as a visiting Roman emperor. His face is rather blank.

You may also see the stars shopping on the Boulevard. But it takes longer than a few months to grow used to seeing them in the flesh, and I go into a store to buy a hat or necktie, and one of the reigning favorites happens to drop in, I am almost as thrilled as the shop girls—and they are almost paralyzed.

But the ones who have arrived, “come out” do not stir my imagination so much as the girls who trudge along Wicked Boulevard with bout, an occasional story of success and failure of hope and humiliation. For it is these girls—the never-ending procession of them—who have built Hollywood Boulevard and made it the fascinating, glamorous, wicked thoroughfare it is today.
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Can You Buy Stardom?

(Continued from page 20)

urged her to show the pictures to studio officials. She did. Or rather a friend of hers did. So impressed were Paramount executives with this new patrician beauty that she, they, saw, they convinced her to sign and then they signed her to a contract.

These two ladies did not follow a tradition for which Hollywood is notorious. They didn't change their natures. But many aspirants come to grief because they put on such airs. Young hopefuls in search of a career seem to be infected with this virus almost as soon as they arrive. Spending their last dime on one desperate attempt they'd buy an expensive gown, hire a Rolls Royce, and sweep out to a studio contending to give the natives a break. Little did they think to be the Hollywood manner. They thought that they had to live up to it.

At first studio executives were really impressed. They felt honored to put them in with the stars. But things went to such extremes they became a joke.

Now money is a social position's drawbacks. It may enable a person to dress attractively and meet picture celebrities on a social basis, but it is apt to classify one as a play boy or play girl. You don't need money, so why work for it? Some people who have got into such a stalemate. In their hearts there is a desperate longing for a film career. But no one can take them seriously. If they mention work their picture friends laugh. No more than a pat on the back with an amused wiserack.

For all of these reasons the careers of the following heiresses are illuminating as well as instructive.

In one respect Virginia Peine is an exception. Her real name is Virginia Peine Lehmann.

When Mrs. Lehmann came to Hollywood with her two-year-old daughter, she joined in the chorus. As a maid, she carried a letter of introduction to Buddy De Sylva, the director of musicals at Fox. She called him on the phone. Because of the letter from a mutual friend, Mr. De Sylva agreed to an appointment. He was not acquainted with her real identity. He fully expected to dismiss this movie-struck Virginia Peine with a moment's polite conversation. But when he saw a beautiful, lissome blonde sweep into the office with a smile he immediately changed his mind. He tossed the letter aside. He eagerly questioned her about her experience. She showed him her singing, dancing, and acting. But Mr. De Sylva was too enthusiastic to let that stand in the way. He arranged a test. She passed with ease and was enthusiastic enough about it to put her in "Bottoms Up." But Katherine's brief career has been much different. Her uncle, the late Daniel Miles Flynn, left her a large share of the fortune he had amassed in turnpentine and rosin throughout the southern states. As soon as Katherine came into her inheritance she left for Hollywood. She arrived unknown. But within three months she had spent nineteen thousand dollars.

The lavish parties which she gave to various film celebrities, however, did not secure for her the coveted opportunity in pictures. The studio was having none of it. Changing her name to Kitty O'Dare she began dancing at the Club Ballyhoo, and had some experience on the stage and now her dance, the Shim Sham, created quite a sensation. A newspaperman saw through her nom de plume. A night club heiress! Publicity ran wild.

But still nobody offered Katherine a screen test. Her Hollywood friends, Jimmy Durante, Jack La Rue, George Bancroft and others, tried to guide her over the first perilous steps of a screen career. But by this time her mother got wise to what was going on and flew out from New York. Katherine had to change her tactics. No more sham shamming. No more parties. After another month of waiting Kitty gave in to her mother's entreaties and left for Europe. She left with one consolation, Jean Harlow had unthinkingly praised her dancing.

Janet Snowden, the nineteen-year-old daughter of James H. Snowden, the multi-millionaire oilman, has been the wisest of them all. She and Doris Duke, the tobacco heiress, and Barbara Hutton, now the wife of Alexis Carvalho, have been intimates since they were classmates at the Foxcroft School in Alten, South Carolina. All of them have moved in and out of the spotlight. A short time ago Janet had New York as an audience for the Meeting Prince Don Francesco Caravita when he arrived in New York from Italy, she eloped with him within twenty-four hours. Five days later she had the marriage annulled. Five weeks later while staying at her mother's house in Maine, Janet was threatened with kidnaping. Then she disappeared. A wireless message from the litter Santa Theresa revealed she was on her way to California with a secretary. Debarking at Los Angeles, she vanished into Hollywood to take up a film career.

William Gill, the husband of the late Rene Adoree, became her manager. He began training her with the best dramatic teachers available. Her fellow student was Paulette Goddard whom Charlie Chaplin is keeping under cover for his next picture. Executive Turner Brothers, impressed by her dark piquant beauty, offered her a contract. Her manager persuaded her to turn it down. She was not ready. Winfield Sheehan finally secured her promise to give Fox first call on her coming out. She was not at Hollywood. She was too young. She was in New York. On the other hand she was ready to face the camera. Shifting off to Mexico Janet married William Gill. Hollywood wonders just how her career will turn out.

Kitty Carlisle is just getting into her stride. If nothing untoward happens she ought to skyrocket up among the stars. In her last picture, "She Loves Me Not," her ability really began to register. Her foundation has been solid. Her father, a radical New Yorker, died when she was eight years old and left a comfortable fortune. Her mother took Kitty to Lausanne, Switzerland, where she was put in school at the exclusive Chateau Mont Cholais, after that it was Paris and summers in their villa on the Riviera. A year in Rome perfected her Italian. Tutoring in Paris sharpened her wits so that after her debut in the fashionable world of the French capital she became a leader in the younger set. But society palled. She wanted a career.

If Kitty had not felt a strange homesickness for a native land which she had not seen in years she might now be the toast of Europe. An operatic career was waiting when she insisted on a return to America. Back in New York in June 1932 she entered a competitive test and was chosen to sing a lead in a condensed revival of "Rio Rita." After a year with this production she made a successful engagement to play a lead in "Champagne Sec." By this time Hollywood was waiting for Kitty. A contract was laid before her. This kind of introduction is the best that can be obtained. A personal invitation to the big screen.

No attempt to win the favors of the fickle goddess of films.

Hazel Forbes combines a picture career with executive responsibilities. She was appearing in Ziegfeld's "Whoopee" when she met young Paul Owen Richmond who had amassed a fortune in dental and cosmetic lotions. Courtship ended in marriage, and happiness Hazel forgot the stage. Then her husband died. Wandering around the world she found the happiness once more. And she married her mother finally settled in Hollywood. Her blond loveliness was a real asset. An agent persuaded her to take pictures and she did so well in "Down to Their Last Yacht" that RKO put her under contract.

Her future will be devoted to pictures except for quarterly trips to New York to attend meetings of her Board of Directors. In Hollywood she is seen with Ginger Rogers and Sally Eilers. Jack Oakie is one of her many escorts.
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those lovely, old-fashioned gowns.

Mr. Laughton and Frederic March were so very good which, of course, is usually the case while Wilton the maid, chopped the climax—Mrs. Sarah Flaxley, General Delivery, Highland Station, Springfield, Mass.

And also, it was a better story.

To the Past

On behalf of all the fans who "remember when," I want to thank NEW MOVIE for the splendid article about Marguerite Clarke. It took me back so vividly to childhood days, and golden hours spent at the corner movie. Marguerite Clarke in "Miss George Washington," "The Amazons," "Prince and the Pauper," and "Bab, the Sub-Deb. We've never forgotten them.

For that enchanting little person who remains a glorious memory to all who look back gratefully at the happy hours she gave us. Thanks again, NEW MOVIE and Irene Kuhn, for giving us the story about her. We loved it!—M. Kelly, 43 Clara Street, San Francisco, California.

And thank you, M. Kelly.

The Sensible Attitude

When I was a kid of twelve or so, eating popcorn in the front row of the local picture house, a certain very-much-grown-up film actress was vamping the celluloid men. Now I am a very-much-grown-up lady myself and I am more than slightly surprised to learn that the actress, according to Hollywood law, is now just two years my senior.

Why do screen stars feel it necessary to lie about their ages? Few fans are so stupid as to believe that an actress can serve an apprenticeship on stage and screen, and still be sixteen after many years of starring. If a woman is as charming at thirty-nine as she was at sixteen, I would want to assign her to the old ladies' home because of the added birthdays.—Mac Ashworth, 118 W. Ninth Street, Mt. Vernon, Ind.

Ah-ha! Did you see our story on The Battle of the Ages, last month?

Best All-Round Actor

With all the various medals and cups that are awarded each year to the best picture, the best director, etc., etc., I would suggest that a special medal be awarded—for the actor giving the most consistent performances throughout the year in every picture in which he appears.

And I nominate Lewis Stone as the actor who deserves such an honor—and he has deserved it for many years back. Whether his part is small or large, indifferent or indignant, there he is making it count—strengthening the picture and stealing every scene he is ever in.—Judge 222, 49th 49th Street, New York City.

Years and years of experience have given Lew almost unlimited versatility. Mary. Hollywood respects him for it.

You Tell Us

(Continued from page 42)

Old Kentucky Home

TIME's curtain rolled back and relived the days of youth in "My Old Kentucky Home.": Will Rogers in "Judge Priest" finds his ideal role and the supporting cast is flawless. It appeared to me just like the folks with whom I was raised. I recognized the pool-room founder, the old village gossip and the rest of the folks.

There are no super thrills or extraordinary climaxes in this picture but you go away with that perfectly satisfied feeling. There are all the sounds of heart strings, a little moisture in the eyes and many deep chuckles at the home-spun humor of the lovable old justice.

Here is one production that no creed or sect can find fault with and Mr. Rogers never does better he can rest assured that he reached perfection once.—N. H. Young, 225 First Street, Los Angeles, California.

Appreciation like this is what Will lives for. It will make moisture come to his eyes, too.

On Franchot

The story about Franchot Tone's home and background in the October issue was enjoyed very much by the writer. I have been looking for something such as what is said about Mr. Tone, and it fits in perfectly with my idea of what he appears to be and the kind of a family to which he should belong.

He has much more to give to the screen than he has shown so far, and I am sure one of these days he will get the right part, he will be one of our finest stars. Excellent actor that he is, however, it is going to be difficult for him to play certain types because he definitely gives the impression of being well-bred and a gentleman. I hope Hollywood doesn't change him into anything different.

Don't see Metro give him some strong parts, which, to date, they have not done. It has been up to 26th Century in "Moulin Rouge" to show his flair for comedy and Fox with "The World Moves On" to prove his dramatic talent. I am still hoping to see him in "Oil for the Lamps of China" under Metro, as was announced before.—E. W. White, 5247 Florence Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

An Intelligent and well-expressed letter.

Pure Praise

TRIBUTE to a grand little actress: Frances Dee has been good in all the pictures she has played in, yet nearly every time when her role was not so big, the "big" star got all the credit. At least she should be getting some praise, certainly she deserves it. Every time I go to see one of her pictures I can actually feel my blood boil!—and while storied that I never can wait until her next picture comes—so anxious am I to see it. Yet it's usually just a small part when it should be big. Thank goodness she's had a "break" and was given the lead in such pictures as: "Coming Out Party," etc. (There's a good team for you: Gene Raymond and Frances Dee!) I make a move that we see more of her than we did in the past.—Elena Giorni, 320 W. 87th Street, New York, N. Y.

Frances is very young, Elena, hence her parts are limited. As she becomes more mature, her scope will grow also.

Boles vs. Chevalier

After seeing John Boles' latest picture—I still think he should have played opposite Jeanette MacDonald—in "The Merry Widow."—Remember—"The Desert Song." It took someone like him to play the part. Why not give him another big chance where he can show the ability of his splendid singing voice?—Marie Bradley, 208 W. Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Has "Music in the Air" answered your prayer, Marie?

What's Wrong?

I SAW "The Scarlet Empress" recently and I could have wept! To see a marvelous actress like Marlene Dietrich going to waste in a hopeless-podge of symbolism and trick photography like that is a crime! What's wrong with Von Sternberg? Is he trying to be a queen Marlene with the American audiences? Or is he just—nuts? Mary Hickey, 177 Ocean Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Ahh! What fine weather we've been having lately, Mary. You decide.

An Admiral Drmer

EVERY time I see Kay Johnson I am forcibly struck by her personality. She seems a person whom experience has mellowed, sweetened, dignified; to whom the fulness of life has given graciousness, integrity, understanding.

There is nothing fine, clean, and gallant about her. You feel you'd like to know her, that you would be a little better for having met her. She has poise, serenity; she could be a good friend. In short, she seems a grand person.

Kay has a soft, glowing radiance. She is a true sophisticate.—Mary Irene Woodruff, 26 Monument Square, Charlestown, Mass.

You'd think we were Kay, the way we're blushing.

British Agent

JUST a word of reproach to the producers who saw fit to waste Leslie Howard in such a dull picture as "British Agent." With his poignant performance as Philip in "Of Human Bondage," and the amusing and lovable hero of "The Lady Vanishes," it seems a shame to put him in anything so unworthy of his talents. Here's hoping he gets some better stuff while still remaining the British agent he so deserves in the future.—Edna Walters, 300 Pine Street, Wilson, N. C.

Watch for "The Scarlet Pimpernel."—Edna.
The Lovely Golden Hair You Had...When You Were A Little Girl... Why Not Have It Again?

New ideas of gifts you can make for the youngest boys and girls

Floor cushion made of glazed chintz with amusing appliqué.

The new bathing apron made of a bath towel.

Easily adjusted baby's beret knitted from soft wool.

Washable towel cover for the tiny hot water bottle.

Reversible crocheted afghan for crib or carriage.

Thimbleless mittens easily crocheted from soft wool.

Baby's feeding bib, with bunny design.

Knit sacque with convenient front opening.

Flannel carriage booties worn over shoes or stockings.

If you would like patterns and directions for making these gifts, please turn to page 67.

RESTORE LOST LOVELINESS TO DARKENED BLONDE HAIR—SAFELY, SKILLFULLY WITH MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH!

The shining blonde hair that captured hearts when you were a little girl—Why Not Have It Again—To Capture Hearts Again!

Remember—Nature gave you pretty blonde hair—you have every natural right to keep your hair as lovely as nature created it. Give blonde hair the special simple treatment it needs—and darkening will stop—lustreless golden tints will creep back into your hair.

Marchand's Scientifically Prepared for Darkened Blonde Hair

The Marchand hair experts have spent a lifetime studying blonde hair—what causes it to darken and how to offset the effects of darkening, safely and successfully. The fruit of their long scientific labor is Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, tested and proven a thousand times over. Right now thousands of women are using this fine product to protect light hair from darkening.

Some women want radiant, striking blonde hair—others want only to give their hair a tiny, highlight tint—without making a decided change in the shade. Marchand's Golden Hair Wash will do either. Its effect can be controlled very closely. Hair can be lightened a tiny shade at a time until you obtain the tint that pleases you most. New hair growing in can easily be matched.

Marchand's is perfectly safe, it is not a dye or powders. It will not wash out or come off, it has a lasting effect on the hair. Easy to do at home. No skill required.

Restore youthful golden beauty with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Get a bottle today.

Also Makes Arm and Leg Hair Invisible!

The same reliable Marchand's makes dark excrescence hair INVISIBLE like the light unnoticeable down on the blonde's skin. This avoids shaving—you have no fear of re-growth at all because you do not cut or attempt to destroy the hair. Limbs look dainty and attractive through the sheerest of stockings. The easy, inexpensive, and most satisfactory way to treat excess hair.

Ask Your Druggist Or Get By Mail—Use Coupon Below

Marchand's

GOLDEN HAIR WASH

C. MARCHAND CO., 251 W. 19th St., N.Y.C.
45c enclosed (send coins or stamps). Please send me a regular bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, T.G. 135.

Name...........................................
Address.............................City......State......

The New Movie Magazine, January, 1935
Test proves Chic Nail Polish equal to “salon” polishes costing 75c or more

legged dolls, staring vacantly from every corner... And we’re just willing to bet that somewhere in that lovely home is something the modern girl has neglected in the past few years... a "polish"! Don’t disillusion us, Mary. How about it?

Katharine Hepburn gave the photographer another swell break when she sat all through the performance with both hands over her famous face! Only knew it, the flashlight boys wouldn’t have half so interested if Katie just sat quietly and let them have their way with her. It is the ludicrous contortion she goes through that endears her (as a subject) to their photographic hearts.

It just occurred to us... d’you suppose...? Why, Katie... aren’t you the smart one!

Out by the animal cages, Cary Grant and Oskie made the most gosh-aivful faces at the monkeys, who returned the salutes with dead pens that would have made Buster Keaton green with envy!

With Dick Powell far, far away, Mary Brian has been going places with a tall, dark, and handsome lad. It’s the original answer to any fortune-teller’s prediction!

Powell’s new home is nearly finished, and, before he left on a personal appearance tour, it did look as though Mary was the obvious picture for that particular frame. But, now...? Oh well... maybe “dark ‘n handsome” is just a second cousin from Texas?

And the Bengal Lancers set, Director Henry Hathaway was drilling “Cracker” Henderson to put a dangerous looking leopard. “Poochy!” Cracker sniffed. “I should commit suicide!”

“He won’t hurt you,” the trainer assured the timorous Cracker. “His hands are all out.”

“Maybe so,” Henderson argued, “but he’s still got gams!”

If we can eat crackers in bed, then Herbert Mundin has a perfect right to an idiosyncrasy or two.

At the Assistance League luncheon, Mundin chose an obscure table, as far from the clattering crowd as possible, explaining that he liked to eat in silence.

And then, the first thing he ordered from the waiters was... a double serving of celery!

Some fun on the M-G-M lot these days... In the new Gable-Crawford opus, Joan is supposed to slap Clark’s face, whereupon the impulsive lad hits her across his knee (Adrian model and all) and ditches out a right smart ker-walling up with a dark and wild hairbrush!

Just before the “take,” Joan approached Gable beseeching... "Listen, pal, she bargained, "you go easy with me, and I’ll do the same for your slap. How’s about it?"

"Nothing doing!” Clark objected. "Slam away, I mean beauty, and expect no quarter from this end!"

"O.K., then,” Joan shrugged. "I can take it!"

Come the “take,” came Clark’s rough speech. Pulling back the old “right,” Crawford dabs a hefty slap from her top hair and plants it on the Gable cheek. Wham!

Coming out of a near tail-spin, Clark snaps the rough lady into position across his knee and grasps the hairbrush.

It’s a scene that the M-G-M gang will never forget... and least of all, Joan Crawford... BAM!... BAM!... BAM! Here come the British! And you can leave Joan out of your early morning canter for some time to come!

Director Lowell Sherman plans to have a lot of fun when “Night Life of the Gods” has finished production.

We wondered what Universal would do with all the statues, made especially for this picture and copied from living models in the cast. A lot of suggestions were offered, but Sherman’s idea seems to be the only feasible.

“After the picture is finished,” he whispered confidentially, "I’m going to find some friend to help me distribute these plastic attractions on somebody’s lawn!”

Our Eskimo brothers have a quaint way of expressing their admiration for favorite movie stars. Instead of saying it with flowers, they say it with a husky Eskimo dog. And if you think those hefty animals aren’t good at groceries, just ask Marian Nixon, one of the latest recipients of an Alaskan hushy!

Elizabeth Allan is suffering from a bad case of mistaken identity. Before Mrs. Bob Montgomery annexed the likable Bob, her name was “Elizabeth Allen,” too. The befuddled fans have managed to get our Elizabeth and Bob’s Elizabeth all mixed up, and then, as each other, with the result that the actress has been deluged with fan mail, telling her what a lucky woman she is to have such a handsome, dashing husband, how does romance stand the strain of working with her own lord and master, and stuff.

As our Elizabeth has a perfectly good husband of her own, she has asked us to give her a lift in straightening out the difficulty.

The other day, Clark Williams, Universal player, received a wire addressed to his Scottie, George. The wire read: “Dear George... Hamburgs and open house Sunday... Bring Clark along” (signed): Mike & Pete.

P.S. Mike added that there were two Scotties belonging to Henry Hull!

John Beal, playing the title role of “The Little Minister,” had an embarrassing experience in the RKO lunchroom this week.

It seems that the pants of the period were built for neither speed nor comfort, and when John made the big mistake of strolling over to pick up something the inevitable happened! Frantically, he whispered in Katherine Hepburn’s ear. Deflating, our Katie stepped into position behind him and, holding out her arm in gypsy style, the two of them did a neat “lock-step” out of the place, heading for John’s dressing-room!

Speaking of tennis, Charles Butterworth is enjoying a right smart feud with Director Al Neuman, his next door neighbor.

Al and Charlie have a pair of the best courts in the film colony and it’s a running joke among the players to see which of these can inveigle the most high-powered players onto their respective courts.

When Al has a match in progress, Charlie is sure to come over to snoop around and report on the assembly.

And, when Dead-pan Butterworth sees a few tennis celebrities, Al does likewise.

It’s all in fun, of course, as Al and Charlie get together for a set or two themselves, now and again. But, the last time we looked at the score board, Butterworth was leading by virtue of one Hyman of Viarton, written especially for him, by Oscar Hammerstein!

Ted Healy is a downright rebel when it comes to dressing according to the Salvation Army rules. Trouserers, he declares, are wrong.

Then, dragging Healy into his bedroom, he pulled a brand new, smartly cut suit from his wardrobe and said: “Listen, Ted! I have to go out because you’re a swell guy and I can’t help it. But, so help me, if you don’t shuffle out of that fancy puzzle room of a suit and put this on... well, it’s the end of a beautiful friendship!”

And Ted’s been wearing the suit ever since, tickled to death with himself, too!

Chin in hands, elbows on knees, Cora Sue Collins sat pensively contemplating the morning paper. For the past few days, she has been very deep in thought.

“Mother,” she announced decidedly, “I’m getting worried about Misa Garbo. The paper says she’s just had her twenty-eighth birthday and she isn’t married yet. I’m afraid she’s going to be an old maid if she doesn’t hurry up!”

Ken Maynard’s chauffeur has a cute little four-year-old daughter who thinks that Ken’s ideas are just about as right as anyone’s could be.

Out of a clear sky, the youngster began refusing ice cream, candy, milk, etc., and demanding raw vegetables and fruit. After puzzling their heads over this strange behavior for days, they finally developed that the tot had overheard her idol express herself vehemently on the subject of “fat women” and the poor kid wasn’t taking any chances!

Wallace Beery’s tiny daughter has been having more fun on the “Mighty Barnum” sets these days.

Not realizing that they are adults, Carol Ann follows the midgets around, asking them to play dolls with her and drink milk, as she does!

* * * * *
Hollywood endorses perfumes, cologne and scented cosmetics

Perfumes are Important says KITTY CARLISLE

EXQUISITE perfume with powder, lipstick and other cosmetics to match may be an extravagance, but in the opinion of lovely Kitty Carlisle it is a worthwhile extravagance. If you cannot manage to have all your cosmetics in the same scent, you can at least select powder, lipstick, etc., to harmonize with your chosen perfumes, because there is nothing worse than conflicting scents.

Kitty Carlisle, Paramount star, appearing with Bing Crosby in "Here Is My Heart," is very sensitive to the effect of perfumes. And while the charm of exotic scents is something that cannot be directly registered by the motion picture camera, well-groomed women in Hollywood appreciate, more and more, the important effect of perfume on both themselves and their associates.

"I love to change my perfume often," says Kitty Carlisle. "I like to match my scent to my mood and there are perfumes to go with a gay mood, a little-girl mood and others appropriate to an exotic or seductive mood. Personally I like only two kinds—fresh floral odors and exotic, musky odors. The first are better for informal hours and the heavier perfumes for evening. For tennis, golf or other sports, real perfumes seem to me rather out of place, though eau de cologne is permissible at any time.

"In selecting the correct scent for the occasion," Kitty goes on to explain, "I believe every girl should consider her escort's taste. This is particularly true when one wishes to be alluring, for the gentleman one wishes to allure may be either very sophisticated or just the reverse, and there are perfumes for either of these types.

"Best of all I like to use scent on my fuzzy and on my hair. Real perfumes for the former and scented hair lotions for the latter. I like to put perfumes on my eyebrows and under the hem of my gowns. For evening it should be used on the elbows and under the shoulder straps. I do think every girl should adopt the atomizer habit. It protects one's frocks and prevents overdoses of perfume."

"I like always to be aware of the scent I am using but without making it too apparent to others."

Handbag perfume flossan and set of three eau de cologne bottles popular in Hollywood. The cologne comes in scents to go with the perfume.

TAKE CARE... Colds-SUSCEPTIBLE!

AN EMINENT physician states that of the 60,000 prevalent deaths yearly in the U. S., many are due to neglect of the common cold. It is vitally important, therefore, that colds be kept under control.

If you catch cold easily—and your colds hang on—don't take needless chances. Follow Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds. Thousands of clinical tests, supervised by practicing physicians, have proved its helpfulness—for fewer, shorter and milder colds.

(You'll find full details of this unique Plan in each package of Vicks medications for different types and stages of colds.)

When Colds THREATEN .. VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

Quick!—At that first nasal irritation or sneeze, Vicks Va-tro-nol. Just a few drops up each nostril. Used in time, Va-tro-nol helps you avoid many colds. It aids and stimulates the functions provided by Nature—in the nose—to prevent colds, and to throw off colds in their early stages. Va-tro-nol is remarkably effective, yet absolutely safe—for both children and adults. Easy to use.

These twin aids to fewer and shorter colds give you the basic medication of

VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF Colds

If a Cold STRIKES .. VICKS VAPORUB

At bedtime, massage throat and chest with Vicks Vaporub, the modern method of treating colds—externally. Through the skin it acts direct like a poultice or plaster, while its medicated vapors are inhaled direct to inflamed air-passages. This effective two-way medication brings soothing relief through the night—and without the risks of constant internal "dosing." Often by morning the worst of the cold is over.

TINY TOWER is piling up profits for ambitious men and women! It is the only monthly magazine of its kind for small children . . . and parents who have never been able to find a play magazine before welcome Tiny Tower enthusiastically.

It's money in your pocket to help them find so desirable a magazine for their small boys and girls.

You earn a generous commission selling this children's magazine. Sales are easy and pleasant to make. Write today for details how you can earn more money to buy the things you want.

Olive Reid

TINY TOWER MAGAZINE
55 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.
After the holidays
HOW DO YOUR POTS AND PANS
LOOK?

S.O.S. WILL MAKE
THEM SHINE AGAIN
LIKE NEW

Chances are, those after-holiday utensils look dull and spotted, or even blackened. And, you know, if they don't look clean, they're not clean.

They need S.O.S. It cleanses, scour and polishes, all in one easy operation — because the soap is in the pad — an exclusive feature, found only in S.O.S.

Get a package today from your favorite store. Or send the coupon for a generous free trial package.

The SOAP is in the PAD

FREE

Magic Scouring
Pads

Mail to: S.O.S., 6204 W. 45th St., Chicago, Ill. 60621.
Or to a free trial package of S.O.S. You'll like it.

Hollywood Day by Day

(Continued from page 64)

Upon finding Tom Thumb smoking a big black cigar, Carol Ann eyed him disapprovingly.

"You be sick," she warned. "You Dubby, he 'punk_you too!"

Incidentally, there's a big chimpsean on the set that just won't stay put. The funny looking animal is continually getting away and slumming up flats, props, and things.

And, strange as it may seem, Wally is the only one in the place who can get him to come down!

Back from his world tour and perfectly satisfied with the outcome of the Ford Sensation of the Century, Wally has rolled up his sleeves and dived into his new picture, "The County Chairman."

"It was a great trip," he grins happily, "but it's nice to be back!"

With the rainy season almost upon us, Adolphe Menjou is frantically trying to get in enough golf to hold him through the Winter. Any excuse an hour off from the "Mighty Barnum" set, you'll find him out on his favorite golf course, swimming for dear life.

While most actors are glad to be out of the studio at the finish of a picture, Lionel Barrymore may be found any day of the week, etching, reading, or playing the piano in his bungalow on the M-G-M lot.

Jackie Cooper returned from his personal appearance tour with his right arm in a sling from signing autographs at 78's. At every stop the kids fairly mobbed their young hero, and Jackie, being that way, didn't stop until every book had been signed!

Breaking a record of long standing, Sam Goldwyn pleasantly surprised everyone by getting up and making a little speech at the studio preview of "We Live Again!"

And now that he's broken down and let us in on a sample of his ora- torical facility, we'll bet the fellow will have a hard time getting out of after-dinner speaking in the future!

Jean Harlow's mother has gone to New York to buy some clothes for her busy young daughter.

After finishing her new picture, with Clark Gable, Jean will join her mother in the East, and, with the brand new wardrobe, they will go abroad to show Parisian designers just how it's done in Hollywood!

Eddie Cantor's manager is one of the most economical (to put it mildly) people outside of Scotland. And it gives Eddie ample opportunity for plain and fancy ribbing.

On the United Artists lot they wore tearing down some old dress-grooming rooms, preparatory to putting up new and more elaborate ones.

Passing the spot, Eddie nudged a friend. "Listen," he said, "do you know why they're going to all this trouble?" Stooging proudly, the friend said, "No, why are they going to all this trouble?" Pointing to his manager, Eddie cracked: "Well, he lost fifty cents last week, and they're mighty anxious about it that they're trying to help him find it!"

There's a last word for everything — even infants. Pat O'Brien's brand new baby had just about everything that one so young could possibly handle. But, after the gift possibilities had all been exhausted, here came Barbara Stanwyck with a tiny white velvet clapper longene whereas the Infanta O'Brien might vest her weary bones of a long cold Christmas Eve!

Contrary to all expectations, Maureen O'Sullivan returned from her visit to the Ould Cunnah-men-sies wedding ring, sans husband, but with the persistent Johnny Farrow, still hopeful, bringing up the rear.

Coming home from school, the other afternoon, Wallis Ford's young daughter surprised the family by announcing that she was "in love!"

"Well, who, for goodness sake, are you in love with?" Mrs. Ford wanted to know.

Patty named the "man," a little playmate. "And, do you know," she confided, "I can't help loving him, too! It's because I put my arms around him and he didn't move away!"

Even sail boats are "going Hollywood" this season. Little as we know about the rigging on any of 'em, still we do hear as how a certain type of sail has been named the "Garbo" and one account of it lends footage to the boat!

And because it balloons out in front, another fellow rates the moni-tor, "Max West!" Such goings-on!

With Carole Lombard and William Powell both working on the same lot, you 'uns might be right in looking for a lot of complications.

But, William still finds time to lunch with the exlitle woman now and again. And, though it does sound like an old dish warmed over, "Carole are really the best of friends!"

When the boy friend, Paul Ames, comes home with a snappy new pair of socks, June Knight gets out her yarn and begins knitting a sweater to match.

But, by the time June has parted her way through to the bitter end, Paul's socks are usually worn down to a pair of spots, and there's nothing for him to do but get more socks, or file the sweaters away for future reference!

It gets 'em all, sooner or later. Stephe Fetchit attends a pre- view, the other night, wearing a pair of dark glasses that didn't fool anybody.

Furthermore, he kept on them all during the performance. Which was maybe carrying the effect too far? Or else, knowing he'll win as we do, he was just "10-0-0 tiished" to take 'em off.

And so, until next month, we'll wipe the dust we've kicked up off our shoulders, and the papers get out of this suit before some producer signs us up and really puts us to work, hang our tie on the gas pipe and mingle with 'em once more on an equal footing. Be seein' you!

Winners to be announced this next month

WATCH next month's magazine for the names of the Tower readers who wrote the best letters about helpful shopping experiences in Drug, Department and Grocery Stores and who will share in the $3,000 prize awards.

THE judges are studying your letters now to decide who deserves the 246 cash awards. It is no small task, as you can well imagine, to select from thousands the best out of so many letters. Each one received told a revealing story of service and helpful interest and of its importance in making the sale and building good will for the store. Your letters — the first ever received in a national campaign for friendly, helpful service — give a valuable picture of the shopping experiences of a great cross-section of women who buy for themselves, their families and homes.

THREE men who are outstanding in their respective fields are acting as judges : Ken R. Dyke, advertising manager of the Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Company; Karl Egge, publicity director, Bloomingdale's Department Store, New York; and Thomas L. Burch, advertising manager of the Borden Company.

Don't miss the February issue for this important announcement.

Tower Magazines, Inc. 55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.
Hollywood Entertains
(Continued from page 34)
so they are especially interested in the charming couple.

Elizabeth was discovered sol-
ently at her husband to write him every day, but only on
condition that he talk to her over
the radio once a week.

POOR Johnny Mack Brown was
almost entirely cut out of Mae
West's picture, "Belle of the Nine-
ties."

We met him at a party which
Dorothy Tree gave.

"I'm going to tell Johnny, "to
have those parts that were cut out
put together again, and show them
to a few of my friends, just to let
them see how moral I really was
in the story!"

M R. AND MRS. JOE E. BROWN
had made all preparations to
hold a party in the moonlit patio,
but the moon suddenly was
darkened and the rain poured down.

It does seem as though Joe never
will be really out of the circus.
And now there was nothing to do
but lug out the big top and a
couple of little tents and set them
up in the patio. For Joe E. thinks
it's lucky to have a circus tent stored
away in the basement, you know,
and will have used the entire place.

A few guests had arrived when
it commenced to rain, including
John Barrymore and his wife.
John got under and yo-yo-hoed with
Joe E., Edward G. Robinson, some
other guests, and the help.

It was a good party, too, with
a lot of Hollywood's elect there.

Romance wasn't at all damaged
by the rain, especially in case
of Jack Oakie and Mary Brian. Yes.
that's on again.

Then there were Virginia Peine
and George Raft. And you can
smile at the dear old-a-little-child-
join-their-hands stuff all you like,
but I happen to know that it is
par for the course. I was talking
to Joan, Virginia's daughter, that
keeps them together. Whenever
they have a little Joan just grins
at both, and they make up again.

A T the cocktail party which
Nelson Eddy gave to celebrate the
completion of his music studio,
Irene Harvey arrived with Robert
Taylor of Santa Monica, non-
professional.

Cocktail parties just go on
and on. Nobody seems able to stop
them, and Nelson's continued until
now o'clock in the morning, with
people dropping in every few
minutes.

The musical crowd included
Jeanette MacDonald, Walter Woolf,
and Grace Moore.

One whole wall of the studio is
a mirror. That's a new wrinkle in
Hollywood, and doesn't mean neces-
sarily that the owner of the studio
is vain. It is done simply in order
that, while singing, the artist may
watch his facial expression and
carriage in the glass.

JOEY RAY and Mrs. Lew Fields
have the same natal day, and so
that could be sweeter than that
they should celebrate together.

Which they did, the party being
held at the Fields home.

Joey ray brought Marian Marsh,
to whom he is very much devoted
these days.

Everybody had sent or brought
flowers.

Maurice Chevalier and Pat Pat-
erson were both there, and Pat,
now a motion-picture widow,
because her husband, Charles Boyer,
had to leave Hollywood for France
to make a picture, spent the time
talking with Maurice about
Charles, who is a great friend of
the fascinating Chevalier.

DINNER in Chintatown! That
sounds intriguing, and is,
especially in the case of Anna May Wong is the
hostess.

She gave what may be one of
the last in the exotic environment,
with its plastic flowers and
Chinese lamps.

And Chinatown in Los Angeles
is being torn down to make way
for a new railway station, and the
affair had added significance.

The furniture of the restaurant
is all strictly Chinese, and the
flowers were tiny packages of tea
in which were folded bits of paper
telling the fortunes of the guests.

JACK OAKIE is something of a
hero worshiper of Ernst Lub-
itsch. But he never had been in-
vited to the director's home.

So one day he called on little
Lubitsch. From which it
follows that Lubitsch never invited
"any of the younger Hollywood element"
to his parties. Lubitsch said: "When
I'd just love to have you and your
friends."

That's why he got busy and forgot all
about the matter.

Then Oakie kidded him about it,
and Lubitsch set the evening.

Jack gathered together his
friends Mary Brian and Helen
Mack, and, all dressed in kids'
dresses, and carrying with them
various toys, proceeded to the
Lubitsch mansion.

One of the toys was an electric
train, which Jack insisted Lubitsch
should learn to run.

With the aid of our New Method Circulars you can make
up-to-date accessories for the youngest boys and girls.

Je335—Grip spread and pillow cover
Je336—Plush tubes and color tubes attached
Je330—Foot cushion made of glazed
Je351—New bathing cap made of
Je334—Easily adjusted baby's beret
Je399—Washable towel cover for
Je367—Bebby's feeding bib, with bunny
design.
Je363—Knitted cocque with convenient
Je364—Flannel carriage boots worn over
Je359—Redesigned crochet afghan
Je340—Reversible crochet afghan
Je361—Thimble mittens, easily crocheted
Je357—Baby's feeding bib, with bunny
from soft wool.

From Velvet Seeds, care of New Movie Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y., enclosing 4 cents for one circular, 10 cents for 3 circulars, or 15 cents
for all ten. Be sure to indicate which circulars you want by the numbers
given in the accompanying descriptions.

NOW—Relief From Ugly
Skin Blemishes, "Nerves" and
Constipation

with Yeast in This Pleasant,
Modern Form

D O Ugly pimples and other skin
blemishes embarrass you? Does
constipation drag you down, rob you of
strength and vivacity? Do you often
feel nervous, fidgety and irritable?

For all these troubles doctors recom-

Dent yeast, and you will find that
yeast contains precious nutritive
elements which strengthen your
digestive and eliminative organs and
give tone to your nervous system.

Thousands of men and women have found this simple
food a remarkable aid in combating
constipation, "nerves," and unsightly
skin eruptions.

And now—thanks to Yeast Foam Tablets—it's so easy to eat yeast regu-
larly. For here's a yeast that is actually
delicious—a yeast that is scientifically
certified to prevent constipation.

You will enjoy munching Yeast Foam Tablets with their appealing, nut-like flavor.

And because they are pasteur-
ized they cannot cause gas or discom-
fort. This yeast is used by various lab-
atories of the United States govern-
ment and by leading American univer-
sities in their vita-

min research.

Any druggist will supply you
with Yeast Foam Tablets. The 10-
day bottle costs only 50c. Get one
of these bottles.

See, now, how this correc-
tive food helps you to
look better and feel
better.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS

FREE MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

You may paste this on a prescrip

1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me free sample packages of Yeast

Name:

Address:

City:

State:
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Grand Opera on the Screen

(Continued from page 38)

“After all, opera is about the only form of dramatic art which hasn’t been successfully put on the screen; you only see a title and say, ‘Why don’t we tackle it?’”

“I will give you a few reasons why we didn’t. My good woman, I exclaimed. “In the first place grand opera is the most ‘distant’ form of drama since the Greek tragedies; even the most famous actor makes me think of the Greek tragic mask. Like the Athenian drama, opera was essentially something that remained far away from the audience and it has the same music, chorus, and slow-than-life tempo of Sophocles.”

“Just the same,” said Clara. “Just a minute,” said I. You know that the screen is just the opposite; the actor’s face is enlarged until it is almost close enough to touch; the slightest change of mood, the flicker of an eyelash can be an important dramatic gesture, while in opera facial expression must be violent to be seen at all; the actor must use his whole body in exaggeration.

“I usually have an army of body,” said Clara. “See what you mean. Grand opera is the stage seen through a telescope while the screen is the stage seen through a microscope.”

“Exactly,” I agreed. “So how on earth can you work out a combination of those two opposite poles of dramatic craft?”

“She pondered this. ‘It’s a two-hundred-and-twenty-pound Paraffin may have a certain dignity when he’s wearing the sweeping robes of the third act, but he is the first as a striding warrior, bare feet and legs and a little jerk on his tummy. I’ve always found him rather a melancholy spectacle.’

“I know,” she murmured sadly, “a hundred and ninety-pound Nedda weighing to fly away with the birds of the air, or a two hundred pound Carmen skivvies layers of fat in Spanish rhythms to fascinate a fairly spherical Don Jose doesn’t seem to give quite the dramatic touch which the music calls for.’

“So you see, opera singers have to be chosen for their voices,” she said. “They have to work too hard and become as strong as a horse to sing opera anyhow.”

“That’s just the trouble,” I put in. “So, that’s why we put only two-hundred-and-twenty-pound Paraffin in grand opera instead of the light tenor who couldn’t carry a bird of the air.”

Widow Norris, our zinopad, was the only one who had the air of people who had enjoyed the evening.

“There’s the answer,” said Clara, including the children. “With all its faults they love it still; and think of the millions of people in this country who are enjoying it as a theatrical music drama, of which they are only a part, and the sight of that operatic music as brought to them by radio or phonograph, yet who never have had and probably never will have the chance to see a good performance of a whole opera.”

“Yes,” I added, “and plenty of those who have seen a whole opera haven’t the balletmest idea of what it’s all about. They say it’s only for fifteen minutes at a soprano and guess that’s telling them he loves it, or else they say it doesn’t; and in either case they don’t understand the scene moment by moment, as it progresses.

“This time, I’ve seen so much put on the screen,” she exclaimed. “I’m tired of seeing it merely a luxury for the few rich, they make this art to millions who’d never know it otherwise; we could make it possible for children to be educated to a real appreciation of it in school; it would work just the way classical music has on the radio.”

“Just the same,” I objected, “merely photographing regular opera won’t do the trick. The screen public is trained to expect beauty for the eye as well as some sense of reality in acting and scene setting. Those who are not used to this at the opera house take it as a tradition and put up with it; but to a new audience we’ve got to do something to prevent all dramatic values being entirely sacrificed to musical moments.”

“Well, that’s your business,” said Clara gently.

“Why, it is, is it? Then just how do you suggest I go about it? The human face, when singing, is not a particularly beautiful object, even softened by the vast depth of the opera-house; magnified to the heroic proportions of the screen it becomes a comic monster. ‘Be that as it may,’ she said, ‘we both know opera and we both know pictures, and if we can’t find a way to mix ’em up, it’s just too bad.’

“We can mix ’em up all right.” I muttered as I reached for my gavel, “but the result may get us de- parted or impeached something of the sort.”

That night I began pondering. I wondered why, for some strange reason, the staging of grand opera, at least in America, seems to have been the last of the dramatic arts in which little or no progress has been made. There may be in fact any number of theories as to why operas once have learned their roles, it is considered unnecessary to have them rehearse together before a performance. As it was done in Milan in 1875 it so will be done in New York in 1934; every move, every gesture, every breath, every blow of the gong, everything is prearranged in tradition that they have about as much vitality as a canary preserved in alcohol.

I remembered a performance of ‘The Drunkard’ we had seen recently.

This old play, presented in the same manner as it was in 1845, preserving all the theatrical tradition of that period, and with whoops of joy by a 1934 audience. The old-fashioned methods were brought out as a reminder of gay laughter, the artificiality of the acting, shouts of glee. This venerable old work, which has had good legitimate theater in the middle of the last century, bur-

Children’s Magazine

also in this

LARGER SIZE

Boys and girls will have more fun than ever with TINY TOWER

Here’s a magazine for children just as big as mother’s! Bigger pictures. Longer stories. Larger puzzles. Better games. Bigger things to make. Small boys and girls have always loved Tiny Tower . . . and the larger size (beginning with the Christmas issue) will be more fun than ever. Be sure they find a copy in their Christmas stocking! Now on sale at F. W. Woolworth Company stores and also on newsstands.

Tiny Tower

55 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y.

DONT let your skin get blotchy—don’t let headaches dull your eyes and fill your forehead with wrinkles. This very night, give Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets a trial. For 20 years, they have helped thousands banish unsightly blemishes and pimples. Have added cheers along with girlish beauty.

“THe internal cosmetic”

An efficient substitute for cologne and much easier to take, Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets get at the cause of so many poor complexions. They help remove restore normal action in the intestines and sweep out desdening poisons of constipation.

See and feel how this tested compound of vegetable ingredients can bring back the buoyant joy of health. No gripping. Safe and harmless. Non-abrasive formula. For troubled, sallow skin. Nothing better. 15c, 30c, and 60c.

Now looks and feels like a new woman—thanks to DR. EDWARDS
Grand Opera on the Screen

A TRUE STORY

By A MOTHER

who tells of "a vital factor in continuous good health" for herself and her two children

Following faithfully the advice of her doctor, a sending me off on a "get well" mission, as dina Mrs. E. Waters, of 344 Lafayette Avenue, Lexington, Kentucky, is very sensible and wise. Read her letter below.

"Twenty years ago, after a painful operation for hemmorhoids, my surgeon warned me that my probably inherited tendency to faulty elimination would be apt again to cause me much misery unless I regularly took Nujol. Since then, Nujol has been as essential to me as drinking water. That is, Nujol is a vital factor in my continuous good health.

Following instructions on the Nujol folder, I cured myself of life-long (I was then 17) constipation. For years I have been able to go for days without taking any Nujol, but if I am forced to eat white bread (which binds me) or am under any sort of nervous strain, then I can rely on a few nightly teaspoons of Nujol to keep me in good condition.

"Julia Ann, aged 13 and Billy, aged 11, have taken Nujol since infancy. They both were bottle babies, raised on pasteurized milk which has a slight tendency to constipate. They love Nujol and fuss if I try to give it to one or the other.

"The secret of keeping Nujol palatable and always to take it every evening is cool. There is always a bottle of Nujol in our refrigerator. If either the children or I are away from home, we always change the water, habits or diet, by taking a small bottle of the precious fluid with us.

I know from personal experience— if the directions with Nujol are followed exactly, anyone with patience and perseverance can develop those regular habits which are the foundation of health and comfort. Why suffer or let your helpless babies or children suffer when there's Nujol?"

Nujol, "regular as clockwork," now comes in two forms, plain Nujol and Cream of Nujol, the latter flavored and often preferred by children. You can get it at any drug store.

What is your Nujol story? If you have been using Nujol for ten years or more, if you are bringing up your children on it, tell us, Address Nujol Incorporated, Dept. 19W, 2 Park Avenue, New York City.
ONE FOR ALL... ALL FOR ONE: Here’s a new cream so different from any we’ve tried before, both in texture and effect, that we feel strangely helpless about describing it. The cream, which is recommended as a basic all-around cream for the daily care of the complexion, contains an ingredient called “triaenil” and fresh lemon juice. It’s all whipped to the luscious consistency of real whipped cream and the result is a soft smooth cream, cool and stimulating. When the cream was first introduced, 537 lucky women were asked to act as “tasters” and 511 of them turned in enthusiastic reports (we suspect the remaining 26 were speechless with delight). Women like it because it cleanses so completely, it smooths so perfectly, and leaves the skin soft and dewy. One smart young thing concedes that this cream so improved her complexion that not only do all the handsome young men in town ask for her phone number, but they use it, what’s more.

DON’T BROOD! ACT! If you’ve been brooding over what to do with that Christmas check, there’s a clever thought in a silver dresser set. When one of the largest manufacturers in existence offers sets of brush, comb, and mirror of shimmering silver in such exquisite designs and at such astounding low prices, you just don’t have to do something about it. The Silver Standard may not have had much economic influence on feminine minds thus far, but if it brings such beautiful pieces of silver within the reach of Old Mr. Budget, we’re all for it.

LITTLE CURLS, WHAT NOW? Psychologists tell us that the first thing men notice in a girl’s complexion and second, her hair. Men shudder at untidy wisps straying over your fur collar, or a scruffy little loose end. We want to announce the discovery of new hair curlers that are proving a boon to womanhood. They manage to gather in all the loose ends and in twenty minutes produce the loveliest curls, ringlets, and waves. THIS MONTH’S BEAUTY CIRCULAR contains lots of exciting news... A Milk-Pre-Facial which hails from folly old England where girls’ complexion are as fresh as their gardens... tricky new atomizers... An eye-lash bath so soothing that it would bring sparkle and radiance to the orbs of a tired night owl.

“Tis a wonderful Christmas! You’ve been promised that you can change your face... You can, too, with the little silver case in the middle of the table for a girl as well as for the waggish in circles. So neatly dispose of MACHANCE’s CASTLE SHAMPOO, or mandarin orange bell, for the sake of your dignity and your own reputation.

NOW you can get the same finish as the stars... with HOLLWOOD Rapid-Day CURLERS. Nothing comes next fast as to one old fashion... bullet for the eye in hair as well as for the upper circle. So neatly dispose of MACHANCE’s CASTLE SHAMPOO, or mandarin orange bell, for the sake of your dignity and your own reputation.

NATURE’S REMEDY GET A 29¢ BOX “TUMS” or Quick relief for acid indigestion, sour stomach, heartburn. Only 2¢.

KOPPER BALL 3 for 10¢ The greatest metal scouring device value ever offered... you actually buy two and get one free. Items of lesser merit sell for 5¢ each. Gottschalk’s Kopper Ball does a thorough scouring job with surprisingly little effort... will not rust, splinter or harm the hands. Buried, greased-excelsior pots and pans shine up like new. Avoid imitations. There is no substitute for Gottschalk Quality. The sale at 5 and 10 cent stores everywhere or direct on approved. Matal-Sponge Sales Corporation, Philadelphia.

Gottschalk’s METAL SPONGE

Beautifying fragrance... and makes hair the most lovely it has ever been. Freshly caressed after being washed, or simply applied after the bath, it makes the hair look as though it had been worn by lovely maidens. Freshly caressed after being washed, or simply applied after the bath, it makes the hair look as though it had been worn by lovely maidens.

If you would like further information about the art of describing, and other beauty news, writing enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-up Box, Tower Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Want to Broadcast? If you have talent here’s your chance to get into broadcasting. A new star is needed, and we’re looking for girls with unusual voices. Will pay for all expenses. Rush resumes to: Paramount pictures, 555 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Swatch is next fast as to one old fashion... bullet for the eye in hair as well as for the upper circle. So neatly dispose of MACHANCE’s CASTLE SHAMPOO, or mandarin orange bell, for the sake of your dignity and your own reputation.
What to Expect in the New Films

(Continued from page 58)

invested it in a broken down livery stable where he plans to exhibit his collection of freaks. Boy, is she mad!!

"Oh, wouldn't I?" Janet turns and advances on him menacingly.

"Wally backs up fast. An open expression on his face, and turns out this story of good old Barnum, which is supposed to be more or less perjured.

Adolph Menjou does right smart with the role of "Barny," Barmum's pal and eventual partner in the rackets.

Virginia Bruce plays "Jenny Lind," the sweet singer, for love of whom poor Wally is fit to be tied.

It's a great expose of life under the Big Top, and Wally reiterates the colossal crack made by the mighty Barnum as he counted the day's receipts:

"There's one born every minute!"

ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN

RKO

Manhattan is certainly taking on the chin these days. But then, what did Manhattan ever do for me that I should care?

Francis Lederer plays the part of a young immigrant with having exactly enough money to enter the United States, finds, upon arriving at Ellis Island, that his case is raised to forty times as much as he is nursing in his continental high pockets.

A long trip, and figuring that the ride back won't be any shorter, Lederer does a swan dive off the port side and moves in on Manhattan without benefit of registration.

He falls in love with Ginger Rogers, a chorus girl who is between jobs. Her kid brother, Jimmy Butler, is selling newspapers to keep the home fires burning, but because they think that even sisterly chiropters are no good influence on a growing boy, the juvenile authorities have just decreed that Jimmy must give up his paper route and he himself to a boy's school.

Right here we walked on the set.

For nearly three minutes, the stage was empty.

By the time the scene was finished, Jimmy's cheeks were wet with real tears, and we were halfway into our unholy calendar when Blanche was blowing his nose significantly, so . . . I guess we're not the only cream-puff in the business.

So you won't worry about it. We'd better tell you that Francis eventually established his right to bring home the bacon in America, marries the girl, and saves Jimmy from the Juvenile Home.

Don Hartman furnished the idea and Norman Krasna made a story out of it.

THE LITTLE MINISTER

RKO is a swell studio and pretty wonderful in a lot of ways. BUT, when Katharine Hepburn sets her foot down and says: "I'll have no reporters looking on while I'm working!" even though she doesn't say "positively!" . . . well, Papa RKO just pigs his tail in the dust and says: "Yes, ma'am!"

So, in the absence of that "personally, dear," we hope you won't mind contending yourselves with a brief resumé of James M. Barrie's classic story about the young priest who strove to make a glorious order out of the chaos of a small Scottish town, nearly a hundred years ago.

John Beal, who plays the part, is so good in his line that it isn't any time at all until everybody in town, including Alan Hale, the local set, is trekking up the "straight and narrow .

The world is a boredome of wealth and the gloom of her father's castle, Hepburn sings herself out like a gypsy and flutters through the woods, listening to the birds and bees—eh . . .

Of course, Beal meets up with her, while commuting with brooks and stones, and, in spite of the fact that he loves the apparently wayward lady, tries to save her it. Discovering the romantic interlude in the life of her idol, and not recognizing Heppy, the congregation loses faith and starts to backslide like a kids.

Hale falls off the wagon, and, blaming ourKate for her fault in an entirely opposite strain, tries to kill her for her religious illusions.

There is an industrial strike and lots of excitement, but, by the time the last foot of film has run through the sprocket, the strike is broken, Hale climbs back on the wagon, and John takes his gypsy woman into his strong arms, for keeps.

Director Richard Wallace has the enviable honor of putting Hepburn through her paces.

BORDERTOWN

There was an atmosphere of tense expectancy about the set. Paul Muni took quite a bit roughly by the arm and warned his co-star unceremoniously into an office marked: "Private." Shutting the door, he walked rapidly into the men's room, "I told you to stay away from me!" he speaks angrily, "What do you mean by disturbing me when I'm talking to lady?"

(Also turn to page 72)
IT'S A GIFT

W. C. Fields

PARAMOUNT

year

The story is a simple one about the last adventure of a Ho'boken family on a cross-country trek to sunny Californ-I-ay, but, the dialogue is something that one shouldn’t gurgle for a long time. That’s if you’re a Fields fan. We are.

W. C. Fields, Universal dead. Fields is all for taking his inheritance and moving out West "where men are men until they meet West!"

His wife, Kathleen Howard, won’t hear of such a notion. Jean Rouveler, her young daughter, sides with her mother because she doesn’t want to break up a nice romance with Julian Madison. But, Tommy Bump, youngest of the family and a rascal if there ever was one!, thinks the idea is a good one!

Eventually, they set off, with young Tommy getting in everyone’s way. Glenda Rice, the public the gen-

UNIVERSAL

Some samples of what he can do are the "in the flesh." Stooging for Lionel Atwill, a famous publisher, Rains writes pacificist articles while Atwill collects the glory.

Then comes the War, and while Atwill craws fishes on his pacificist standard, Rains shoulders his bumberbuss and courts coctoes and pneumonia in the Allied trenches.

Safe at home, Lionel keeps the kettle boiling by making up to Claude’s wife, Joan Bennett, trading on her passion for pretty clothes and rich surroundings until she takes his little daughter and moves in with the bounder.

Bitter and disillusioned, Rains returns from the war, calls on his betrayer and, while wifey looks on, draws his bajonet and fol-

FUGITIVE

LIADY

COLUMBIA

The story: After her bad luck in being hospitalized out of the cast of "A Dime Novel," the Captain Hates Rice finally comes into her own as leading (fugitive) lady in this Co-

mubria story by Albert De Mondo. Caught (innocently enough, too) in a stolen car, Florence is packed off to St John's, in charge of a police matron. When the train, on which they are riding, is wrecked, the policeman is killed, and Florence, with another woman's letter in her hand, is packed off to the parents of a man to whom the letter saves her from marrying him.

Neil Hamilton comes home, ex-}

pecting to have it out with the wily adventurer who has turned her mother-in-law to marriage, and when he sees Florence . . . well, it's a pleasant surprise all around.

The kids fall in love and, not wanting to disillusion the old folks, plan to slip away and be secretly married. But the crooked brother of the dead adventurers shows up in time to complicate matters, that is, until Director William Nigh can find a way to save the hero and the show ends up.

THE PRESIDENT VANISHES

WALTER WANGER PRODUCTIONS

The idea is a daring pioneer venture.

Arthur Byron, as President of the United States, is beloved of his people, because he has brought prosperity to them, and kept them sanely out of war.

By propaganda and subsidized press, a wave of anti-war feeling floods the nation with such slogans as "Collect the War Debts by Force," His America’s Honor, etc., until the gullible people turn against their peace President and demand war! But just two hours before he is sched-

uled to address Congress . . . word is flashed around the world that the President of the United States has been kidnaped! Several out of their frenzies, the people turn their cries of "We Want War!" to a howl of "We Want Our President!"

Rioting breaks out. The profiteers frenzily try to thwart the people by declaring the President "of-


Anyway you look at it—those millionaire film producers can thank their lucky stars!

iam Dieterle enjoyed a good night's sleep after untangling this one!

With the return of their leader, the people about face and rally round their Chief as, over the radio, the war headlines for war, only if America is at-

acked.

The story, while problematical, is quite pertinent and ought to give us something to think about.
OVENSERVE dishes are the gay, attractive Table dishes you can use for oven baking!

There are meat platters, for instance, on which you can bake meat loaf or fish, and pop right from oven to table. The shirred egg dishes are another suggestion. Look at the cute one-handled French casseroles too, the round baking dishes, bean pots and all the other pieces. Every single OvenServe dish stands full oven heat, even to the cups, saucers and plates.

They dress up a table. Yet you can safely bake in them. Lift them out with a damp cloth, if you like. Set them hot, on a cold wet surface ... they won't crack.

Save on the dishwashing, too, because no pots and pans are needed. And the dishes themselves have a fine high glaze that nothing sticks to—easy to wash.

Nice for the refrigerator, also. They don't mind cold any more than heat.

Cost a lot? No, indeed. They're economical gifts, the kind a woman can use every day of the year. And every time she does she'll call down blessings on your devoted head for giving her something that's so useful and so attractive.

Guaranteed To Withstand Changes of Oven and Refrigerator Temperatures
Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

- Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
- Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond
- Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
- Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
- Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
- Mrs. Byrd Warwick Davenport, New York
- Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
- Miss Anne Gould, New York
- Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
- Mrs. Potter D'Orsay Palmer, Chicago
- Miss Mimi Richardson, New York
- Miss Evelyn Watts, New York

Another Camel enthusiast is Mrs. Allston Boyer

In the gay young group that dictates what's "done" in New York, Mrs. Boyer plays a charming part. What to wear, where to dance, what to see, how to entertain, what people prefer to eat, to smoke—she knows all the answers. That is why you find Camels in her house and in her slim cigarette case.

"There seems to be more going on this winter than ever," she says. "Lunches, teas, parties, dances—everyone is gay and almost everyone is smoking Camels. They certainly add to your enjoyment with their mild, rich flavor and I notice that if I'm tired a Camel freshens me up. Lots of people have told me the same thing. I can smoke all I want, too, and they never upset my nerves."

People find that Camel's finer and more expensive tobaccos give them a healthy "lift" when their energy is low. Smoke one yourself and see.

Camels are milder... made from finer, more expensive tobaccos... Turkish and domestic... than any other popular brand.
WHY I’D HATE TO BE A MOVIE STAR
But you can buy and be Irresistible

Like a Parisienne you can set hearts on fire if you use the lure French women never neglect—an exciting, seductive perfume. Such is IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. This, mysteriously exotic fragrance stirs senses...thrills...awakens love. It makes you divinely exciting, glamorous, utterly irresistible.

Try all the Irresistible Beauty Aids...each has some special feature that gives you glorious new loveliness. Irresistible Lip Lure an utterly new, different lipstick melts into your lips leaving no trace of paste or film...just soft, warm, ripe, red, indelible color that makes your lips beg for kisses. Four gorgeous shades to choose from. Irresistible Face Powder is so satin-fine and clinging that it absolutely hides small blemishes and gives you a skin that invites caresses.

Irresistible Beauty Aids are guaranteed to be pure and of the finest quality. Be irresistible tonight...buy IRRESISTIBLE BEAUTY AIDS today. Ask at the cosmetic counter of your 5 and 10c store for IRRESISTIBLE Perfume, Lip Lure, Face Powder, Vanishing, Liquefying, Cold Cream, Cologne, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder. Full size packages only 10c each at your 5 and 10c store.
THE most shocking picture I ever saw,” says Edna Woolman Chase, Editor of Vogue. “Any woman who behaved like that would never receive another dinner invitation.”

But there’s nothing shocking about it to dentists. “Splendid,” would be your own dentist’s verdict. “This is a true educational picture, a graphic lesson in the proper use of the teeth. If we moderns ate as vigorously, if all of us ate more rough, coarse food, we would hear a lot less about tender, sensitive, ailing gums.”

Dental science explains that since soft, creamy foods have displaced coarse, raw foods, the gums suffer. They get sluggish and often so tender that “pink tooth brush” has become a very common warning signal.

DON’T NEGLECT “PINK TOOTH BRUSH”

“Pink tooth brush” is well known to your dentist. He knows that serious troubles, such as gingivitis, pyorrhea and Vincent’s disease may follow. And he knows that massage is needed to stimulate and firm your gums.

If you are wise, you will begin at once to massage your gums every time you brush your teeth. Each time, rub a little extra Ipana on the gums. For Ipana with massage helps restore gums to healthy firmness.

Start cleaning your teeth and massaging your gums with Ipana—today. Your teeth will be brighter, your gums firmer. And you can forget “pink tooth brush.”

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?

Send the coupon below, if you like. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not buy the full-size tube today and begin to get Ipana’s definite advantages now—a month of scientific dental care . . . 100 brushings . . . brighter teeth and healthier gums.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-25
75 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3c stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name ____________________________
Street ___________________________
City ____________________________ State _______

IT ISN'T BEING DONE, BUT IT'S One Way TO PREVENT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

SOME of you probably wonder, from time to time, why pictures of certain stars appear on movie magazine covers more often than others. And some of you, too, may wonder why your own favorite star does not appear. There are many reasons:

Sometimes a new personage sweeps the country by storm, capturing the hearts and minds of the vast movie-going public, as, in the case of Anna Sten; sometimes, it is an old favorite, who again zooms into prominence; but often it is the dear-to-the-heart-of-the-public type of star, whose performances, year after year, give her deeper hold on your affections.

Such is the case, this month, in the selection of Norma Shearer, for the place of honor on NEW MOVIE'S cover. Norma, besides being an outstanding actress, of great talent and charm, is also one of Hollywood's most delightful persons. She is a good wife and an excellent mother, and in addition to her never-ending home-work, she brings you a new picture every several months. And now, our Nemo reports, Norma is again to play the greatest role a woman can play. About the time you read this, or shortly afterward, Norma will present her husband, Irving Thalberg, with another child. She hopes that it will be a girl, so that little Irving Jr., will have a little sister for a companion.

In every issue of NEW MOVIE, you find stories which the editor refers to as "personality stories." These are planned to give you an intimate picture of some star whom you would like to know better. Such a story is the one on Elsie Janis. In preparing for you on Walter Connolly, who, from a small beginning in a Columbia picture just a year and a half ago, has steadily and surely won for himself a vast following. They say, in Hollywood, that if every studio wants to borrow you, you are a success. In Mr. Connolly's case, this is indeed true. For in the last several months, in addition to picture work at his own studio, he has been busily engaged in giving sterling performances for Fox, Paramount, and other major producers. Elsie Janis, who knew him during his early stage successes in New York, has done another vivacious article that we are sure you will like.

When it was rumored that Edward J. Flynn, astute New York politician, was to succeed Will Hays as head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors, the leading executives of the movies, quite unknown to Mr. Hays, issued a round robin denial of the report. The general belief is that Mr. Hays has made such a good job of his current clean-up of the movies that he has become too valuable to displace. There is no question but that the church organizations which initiated the clean-up are, in the main, satisfied with Mr. Hays' conduct of it. But is his censorship going too far, and entering the field of politics as well as that of sex vulgarity? The report comes from Hollywood that Walter Wanger's production, "The President Vanishes," has been having hard sledding at the hands of Hays censors because it is a political caricature. Certainly the industry and Mr. Hays would do well to shun political censorship of the movies, and as a friend of the industry and Motion Picture Producers and Distributors, NEW MOVIE hopes that the changes, if any, ordered in "The President Vanishes" will be in its moral rather than political tone.

It is the custom in certain smart Manhattan and Hollywood circles to laugh at the so-called "British invasion" of the American movie business. The scoffers point out that London Films have so far delivered but two winners, "Catherine the Great," and "Henry the Eighth," while another great English producer, Gaumont British, has only come through with "Power" and "Chu Chin Chow." No other English producer has yet rung the bell on this side, although "Terence Rattigan's "Mrs. warren" is rated as having possibilities of becoming an American box-office hit. True, all this does not make the "invasion" anything for American producers to worry over, but on the other hand five important attractions in one year might well become ten important pictures in two years, fifteen in three years, and so on. It is not beyond possibility that the English producers may yet be making twenty to twenty-five per cent of the pictures that American fans pay their money to see. Big conquests grow from little "invasions" and the scoffers better not bet.
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THRILLING WORDS . . .
BUT NOBODY SAYS THEM TO THE GIRL WHO HAS COSMETIC SKIN

SOFT, lovely skin is thrilling to a man. Every girl should have it—and keep it.
So what a shame when a girl lets unattractive Cosmetic Skin rob her of this charm! It's easy to guard against this modern complexion trouble.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way

Cosmetics need not harm even delicate skin unless they are allowed to choke the pores. Many a woman who thinks she removes make-up thoroughly is actually leaving bits of stale rouge and powder in the pores. Gradually the pores become enlarged—tiny blemishes appear, blackheads, perhaps. These are warning signals of Cosmetic Skin.

Lux Toilet Soap is made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather sinks deeply into the pores, gently removes every vestige of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics. Before you apply fresh make-up during the day—ALWAYS before you go to bed at night, protect your skin with this safe, sure care 9 out of 10 screen stars use!

OF COURSE, I USE COSMETICS, BUT I NEVER WORRY ABOUT COSMETIC SKIN ---- THANKS TO LUX TOILET SOAP. IT'S EASY TO HAVE A GORGEOUS SKIN THIS WAY

Ginger Rogers
STAR OF RKO-RADIO'S "ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN"
No matter how beautiful they are originally there isn't a girl in the world that the studios can't improve upon and make more beautiful and glamorous than you'd ever believe.

By KATHRYN WHITE

When it comes to beautiful gals, the movies are just like men...

First they see her, and want her. So they begin to make love to her.

They tell her she's beautiful and wonderful and magnificent and just the kind of gal they've always been looking for. They tell her her hair is like spun gold and her teeth are like pearls and her eyes are like stars. They tell her the way she walks is grand and the way she talks is gorgeous, and, in short, that everything about her is just simply perfect!

And they caress her with that line, and with all sorts of pretty-avoided propositions until the poor gal just gives in and says yes.

And so they sign her up for life, or something. With men, it's marriage; with the movies, it's a contract on the dotted line. And anyway, whichever it is, they've got her.

And what so what?

Why, then they go to work on the poor honey, and they tell her that everything about her is all wrong! THAT. The wardrobe department looked at the curves that had thrilled Sheehan, and said they were lovely, BUT! And Ketti signed on the dotted line and came to Hollywood and WHAM!

First thing they sailed into was the hair. That honey color that got Sheehan all dither just wouldn't photograph honey color, so they lightened it a half-dozen shades and changed THAT. The wardrobe department looked at the curves that had thrilled Sheehan, and said they were lovely, BUT! And Ketti had to go on a diet, and eat spinach and spinach and spinach and a lot of fancy things with gaudy little something or other that raised the dickens with the curves and changed THAT. And they sicked a masseuse on her who slapped and pounded her once or twice a day on the you-know-who and changed THAT, too.

And the way she talked—oh my, oh my! It sounded swell in Paris but lousy in a micro-

phone, they told her. And so for hours a day she was entered in proper American pronunciation to combat her cute French accent and that changed THAT. Then they went to work on her face and even changed THAT! They shifted her eyebrows from where Dame Nature had put them, to somewhere 'way up near the hairline, and they looked at her lovely round cheeks and decided that she ought to have a maybe-in look like Dietrich's face, so they yanked a flock of wisdom teeth and molars and changed THAT.

And finally, after weeks had run into months and months had added up to almost a year, Ketti Gallian, who didn't look, act, sound like the Ketti Gallian Fox had originally signed, blew up on the set one day and yelled:

"I am sick of this. I can't stand any more of this! They signed me because they thought I was pretty—and now look what they've done to me! I don't like the way I look—and my mother will never forgive them for spoiling me!"

But it's not really that Ketti isn't as beautiful as her mother thinks; it's just the darn business of lights, the shadows they cast, AND the camera that trouble.

She IS beautiful... just as beautiful as Mr. Sheehan, her mother and all the Parisians who saw her on the stage thought her. But that doesn't mean a thing when the camera goes to work; to gals she isn't so different, and the public should not assume that they are not gorgeously lovely creatures simply because a few things have to be done to 'em to satisfy that old demon... camera.

You'll see Ketti ever after as "Marie Galante." But the Ketti Gallian you'll see in "Marie Galante" will NOT be the Ketti Gallian Mr. Sheehan saw and signed in Paris.

KETTIE not the only one. Ah, no. Consider Margaret Sullivan—

Margaret says she never was sold on herself as a beauty, until the movies told her she was one. This time, it was Universal Studios, and they treated the gal the same way Margaret's ears—"you're wonderful, you're perfect, you're just the type we've been looking for," and all that sort of thing.

"So I took a look at my face in the mirror," said Margaret, "and I said to myself: Well, Sullivan, maybe there's something there that you've missed. Maybe you've got that ephemeral thing or what-do-you-call-it that is Beauty."

"And so I fell for the song and dance, and I signed with Universal. And wait till I tell you what they did to me..."

"The first day I was in Hollywood, they looked me over—the make-up boys and the cameramen and the executives and the directors and the yes-boys and the no-boys. And whatever it was that was so beautiful when they wanted to hire me, they now wanted to change.

"They began with a mole on my left cheek. In New York, they told me that that was the clincher—that was the mark of beauty. So they took it off! That was the first sacrifice.

"'You have to have new teeth,' they said, next. 'Yours need repairing and straightening anyway, and so we might as well take out that whole upper row, there, and give you a nice new plate.'"

But Margaret would have none of that. She stood her ground, and so they compromised on a shield—one of those fake front teeth that fits over one's real teeth and (Please turn to page 67)
A WASHDAY THRILL TO GLADDEN ANY HEART

I COULD HUG MYSELF FOR JOY!

OH, MOTHER—I'M SO HAPPY! NO MORE SCRUBBING FOR ME!

HOW'S THAT?

COME—I'LL SHOW YOU. I'M USING RINSO NOW; IT SOAKS CLOTHES SO WHITE YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES

THE MOST MARVELOUS THING OF ALL IS THAT I'M SAVING LOTS OF MONEY. CLOTHES WASHED THE SCRUBLESS RINSO WAY LAST 2 OR 3 TIMES LONGER. TRY RINSO FOR DISHES, TOO, MOTHER—IT SAVES WORK, SAVES THE HANDS

SEE—4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER, WITHOUT SCRUBBING OR BOILING. THAT'S WHAT RINSO DOES

MARVELOUS!

SAVE time, work, money on washday—use RINSO! See what rich, lively suds it gives—even in hardest water. Recommended by the makers of 34 famous washers—by the home-making experts of 16 leading newspapers. Safe for finest cottons and linens—white or colours. Wonderful for dishes and all household cleaning. Easy on the hands. Tested and approved by Good Housekeeping Institute. Get the BIG "economy" package.

A PRODUCT OF LIVER BROTHERS CO.

The biggest selling package soap in America

HELPFUL HINT SPEEDS SLOW ROMANCE

SHE PROMISED TO COME BUT I HAD TO COAX HER. SAYS SHE FEELS OUT OF THINGS WHEN WE TALK HUSBANDS AND BABIES

LLOYD STILL COMES TO SEE HER, I WONDER WHY HE NEVER PROPOSED

SHE'S A DEAR, BUT HAVEN'T YOU NOTICED THAT AT TIMES SHE'S CARELESS ABOUT.......

YES—AND MEN SIMPLY WON'T EXCUSE "B.O."

WHEN SHE'S HERE, LET'S TALK UP LIFEBUOY MAYBE SHE'LL TAKE THE HINT

SOMETHING, everything is speeding up—"LIFEBOYS" KEEP TIME TOGETHER

WHEN THE PARTY BROKE UP

REMEMBER, DORIS, TO STOP AT THE STORE ON MY WAY HOME

AND GET LIFEBUOY

I WANT SOME, TOO. I WOULDN'T FOR THE WORLD MISS MY DAILY LIFEBUOY BATH TO STOP "B.O."

YOU'RE RIGHT. ONE SIMPLY CAN'T TAKE CHANCES WITH "B.O."

NEXT DAY
LIFEBUOY FOR ME, TOO! FROM NOW ON I'LL BE AS CAREFUL AS THE GIRLS ARE OF "B.O."

NEXT WEEK
HOW I ENJOY MY LIFEBUOY BATHS! HOW CLEAN THEY MAKE ME FEEL! I WOULDN'T GO BACK TO OTHER SOAPS FOR ANYTHING

NO "B.O." NOW
I CERTAINLY AM COMING TOMORROW. I HAVE A SURPRISE FOR YOU GIRLS LLOYD AND I ARE.......

THAT'S NO SURPRISE, DARLING. WE'VE SEEN HOW HE'S BEEN RUSHING YOU THESE LAST WEEKS

CAN'T HELP KISSING A SOFT SMOOTH SKIN LIKE YOURS

THEN I OWE THESE KISSES TO LIFEBUOY WHICH GAVE ME A SOFT SMOOTH SKIN

SOMETHING YET SO EFFECTIVE. CLEANSING DEEPLY, THROUGHOUT, WITHOUT A traces OF HARSHNESS. NO WONDER COMPLAINTS QUICKLY RESPONSE TO LIFEBUOY'S GENTLE, PORE-PURIFYING ACTION—GLOW WITH NEW RADIANT HEALTH.

PERSPIRE IN WINTER?

YES—a quart daily, science says! Bathe regularly with LIFEBUOY. It lathers richly, pore-purifying pores—stops "B.O." (Body odor). Its fresh, clean scent vanishes as you rinse.

Approved by GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE.
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DAVID COPPERFIELD
(M-G-M)
A careful, beautifully done version of the Dickens novel. See page 18, and if you can still resist going to see it, something's certainly wrong.

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS
(M-G-M)
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery, Billie Burke, Charles Butterworth, Ted Healy. Sophisticated comedy, bound to please you.

FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE
(Paramount)
Paul Lukas, international crook, steals diamonds for Gertrude Michael but is cleverly outwitted by Walter Connolly, as Father Brown, a Catholic priest.

MILLS OF THE GODS
(Columbia)
May Robson is grandmother to a prosperous plow company and a batch of youngsters who heed her for her money. With Victor Jory and Fay Wray.

ENCHANTED APRIL
(RKO)
Ann Harding and Frank Morgan, married, have a falling out, but April in Italy brings romance back again. Romance and some comedy, too.

ON THE SET with the COMING PICTURES

Picking that picture for to-night is always a bit of a problem. Let BARBARA BARRY, our studio scout, help you with it.

MAYBE we're wrong, but the story of the dashing young prince who falls in love with a charming commoner and is obliged sadly to relinquish a great love in favor of duty to his country, sounds very, oh, very familiar.

From the sidelines, we watched Ramon Novarro dish out his own particular brand of Amorous Advance to the properly reluctant, though charming, commoner, Miss Evelyn Laye.

THE NIGHT IS YOUNG
(M-G-M)
It seems that, to cover up his romance with a gold-digging Countess, Ramon has hired Evelyn, a ballet dancer, to pose as his real amour. And, to keep her job in the Royal Opera House, Miss Laye agrees to accept the job of inamorata in name only.

Out of camera range, Vicki Baum, the author, watched the scene with critical intensity. No one was going to take her brain child and part its hair the wrong way! However, at the finish of the shot, her face relaxed and, with a swift smile for Director Dudley Murphy, she signified her complete approval.

Back in a dark corner, swathed from chin to heels in a swanky military cape, Edward Everett Horton dozed comically in his canvas chair. Lower and lower his head would droop and just about the time it looked as though the poor man must pitch over on the floor, he'd snap into an erect position and start all over!

The sets are really gorgeous. And, the cast . . . well, just give a look! Novarro, Laye, Horton, Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel, Donald Cook, Cecilia Parker, Albert Conti, Henry Stephenson, and a lot more!

Oscar Hammerstein II and Sigmund Romberg gave their all on lyrics and music. And, with Ramon crooning the strictly Viennese ditties, we'll be big enough to overlook the triteness of the plot.

GOLD Diggers of 1935
(Paramount)
There's music in the air this month! Which'll it be, folks . . . Hammerstein? . . . or Warren and Dubin, who go to town on some right snappy numbers for the new 'Gold Diggers' opus?

We really needn't tell you that Dick Powell has the star spot as yodeller supreme, because, after all, who but our Dick could turn on the harmony "as you like it"?

Dick is a young medical student, clerking in a fashionable hotel during vacations.

He falls in love with Gloria Stuart, whose mother, a snooty widow, wants to impress the social world with her affluence by putting on a benefit show for the milk fund.

Which brings us to what we've been waiting for all the time, with a hoy, nonny-nanny and a One ... Two ... Three ... Kick!

The chorus numbers are, if anything, more elaborately beautiful than ever before. And Busby Berkeley, who has heretofore directed nothing but the dance numbers, is having a fling at putting the entire company through its paces.

The day we stuck our nose on the set, Dick and Gloria were strolling the entire length of a colossal hotel lobby singing "I'll Go Shopping with You."

Starting at the far end, they walked slowly, looking fondly into each other's eyes and saying it with music, followed every step of the way by the rubber-tired camera and most of the crew.

Gloria's snobbish mother objects to her daughter's romance with what she considers a "nobody." But, after she gets the (Please turn to page 63)
Two years ago it was the dream of its producers, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer! The theme was so daring, so exciting that nothing since "Trader Horn" could equal its brilliant novelty. Now it is a stirring reality on the screen. Out of the High Sierras, out of the wilderness that is America's last frontier...roars this amazing drama of the animal revolt against man. A Girl Goddess of Nature! A ferocious mountain lion and a deer with human instincts! Leaders of the wild forest hordes! A production of startling dramatic thrills that defies description on the printed page...that becomes on the screen YOUR GREATEST EXPERIENCE IN A MOTION PICTURE THEATRE!

Pronounced "SEE-QUO-YAH"

A GIRL GODDESS OF NATURE LEADS THE ANIMAL REVOLT AGAINST MAN

with JEAN PARKER

Produced by JOHN W. CONSIDINE, JR.
Directed by CHESTER M. FRANKLIN
Based on the novel "Maliba" by Vance Joseph Hoyt

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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NAPOLEON'S MASTER
with the troops . . . . with the ladies

Arliss surpasses himself!
Wellington, the Iron Duke, who out-maneuvered Napoleon on the battlefields and in the ballrooms of France!
Thrillingly portrayed by the electrifying genius of George Arliss!

GEORGE ARLISS
in
The IRON DUKE

Directed by Victor Saville

COMING TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE . . .

NOVA PILBEAM, in LITTLE FRIEND;
CHU CHIN CHOW; POWER;
EVELYN LAYE IN EVENSONG;
JACK HULBERT IN JACK AHOY;
JESSIE MATTHEWS IN EVERGREEN;
EVELYN LAYE, HENRY WILCOXON
IN PRINCESS CHARming . . .

GAUMONT BRITISH PRODUCTIONS
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Charles Butterworth, Billie Burke, Rosalind Russell, Robert Montgomery, Joan Crawford and Clark Gable in "Forsaking All Others."

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE'S

GALLERY of STARS

Clark Gable has the honor of opening our gallery this month, for two good reasons. First, because a nation-wide poll of exhibitors shows him still to be running in first place in popularity. Second, because he is kind, honest, loyal; a fine actor and a fine man.
IN FRENCH, TETE-A-TETE. The last two stars we ever expected to see teamed in this world were Myrna Loy and Cary Grant. Their personalities and pictures are as unlike as black and white. But teamed they are, as fellow aviators, in "Wings in the Dark."
IN ENGLISH, CHEEK TO CHEEK. It's hard to believe, that Anita Louise and Tom Brown, are old enough to get married, but married they'll be, if the talk is true. For once the casting department has a heart, too, because they're together in "Bachelor of Arts."
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THE CHARM OF ROMANCE. Every now and then the studios bring over another foreign hero for us, with loud blowing of trumpets. Francis Lederer is one of the rare few with staying-power. "Romance in Manhattan" was weak, but if he does "The Three Musketeers" we may have a new Fairbanks.

THE CHARM OF BOYISHNESS. When juveniles are good they are very, very good, and when they are bad they are horrid. Robert Young, thank heaven, is very good. His latest is "The Band Plays On."

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935
THE CHARM OF RESTRAINT. Whatever it is that these quiet British chaps have, America seems to enjoy it. Herbert Marshall can do more with a fleeting smile than most actors can do with dynamite.

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935

THE CHARM OF DIGNITY. Henry Stephenson is not a star. You generally see him as somebody's aristocratic father, or as a gruff, kindly old uncle. A cultured, experienced, cosmopolitan gentleman, his charm comes out clearly on the screen. You'll see him next as the Emperor in "The Night Is Young."
WARNER BAXTER. Why should we tell you that Warner Baxter will be with Janet Gaynor in "One More Spring," we'd like to know? Shucks, you'll just go and see the dern ol' picture anyway. And did you see his grand performance in Columbia's "Broadway Bill"?
CLAUDETTE COLBERT. A year ago she was in a slump. It happened one day that she turned comedienne in "It Happened One Night." Then tragedienne in the gilt "Cleopatra." And now Claudette triumphs with Fred MacMurray in "The Gilded Lily."
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GEORGE JEAN NATHAN’S

MOVIE

FAVORITES

Continuing our series of Favorite Stars of Famous Men. Last month Sinclair Lewis chose Hepburn. Now Nathan picks three!

By DOUGLAS GILBERT

I

MAGINE my surprise when I asked George Jean Nathan, a short time ago, to discriminate among the fair of Hollywood, to select her who stood above her talkie sisters in point of glamour and ability—and he complied! Compiled! He fairly showered me with choices, awarding three apples, one each to Loretta Young, Jean Muir and Sylvia Sidney, for reasons you will hereinafter be informed.

An academic skeptic, the First Critic of our legitimate theater, a delightful sneerer of the screen, it was Mr. Nathan’s erstwhile habit to lock himself in his ivory tower in the Hotel Royalton here in New York communing with himself and the higher drama and available only upon the stage whisper of Eugene O’Neill. I hadn’t known that in these recent years Mr. Nathan had been slinking into movie palaces. The drama had always been his one escape. It is a curious, but heartening, unmasking, Mr. Nathan’s sudden interest in the films; for here is what he said to me but a few years ago:

“The talkies are but fifteen-cent theater. The best I ever saw was ‘Under the Roof of Paris.’ (A French film he saw abroad.) It was ingenious: but ingenious trash.”

Now, this February, under the cinema’s broadening influence, Mr. Nathan issues the followinguka:

“I place in nomination these three women of the screen:

“Loretta Young for her ability to play love scenes with infinitely more effectiveness than any of her contemporaries. She has, above all the others, the gift of convincing ‘looking,’ that is, the persuasion of an audience that her eyes are acting synchronously and dramatically with her words. A number of screen players ‘listen’ skilfully, but no one save Miss Young, in my opinion, so well combines the aforesaid ‘listening’ and ‘looking.’ In addition, there is a warm, womanly quality in her that distinguishes her from many of her highly artificialized and sartorially arctic sisters.

“Secondly, I would nominate as the best straight acting performance that I have seen in the last year that of Jean Muir in something called ‘Desirable.’ No other single performance that I have observed equals it.

“In the third place, I should make note that, when it comes to substantial dramatic equipment in general, there is perhaps no young woman on the screen so competent as Sylvia Sidney. But it seems to be Miss Sidney’s fate to be placed, in the majority of instances, in pictures that afford her no opportunity to demonstrate her talents.”

HERE is a forthright appraisement, and I trust Mr. Nathan’s celluloid harem will be duly appreciative. Others, including myself, will be appreciative. Let us take each of the Nathan girls in our stride. What truck, to begin, can Mr. Nathan have with Loretta Young? I think she is his most amazing choice. Mind you, I am not quarreling with Mr. Muir’s ability, the ability Mr. Nathan rewards her with possessing. I, too, admire her love scenes. Oh, how I admire them.

“Precisely, what does Miss Young represent? In my opinion, something that Mr. Nathan instinctively rebels at—a good girl. She is the queen exponent of adolescence. She is always the girl playing at being a grown-up lady. In black velvet she is stunning. But you always feel as though she has been rummaging in mother’s attic trunk, and dressing up. This is no flaw in Loretta’s screen technique. On the contrary, it is an asset, a decided box-office asset. For she convinces adults that she is your own little girl, and you don’t want to see her done wrong by the city slicker who is on the make. This is a curious expression of Loretta’s career, for she is an old-timer in the films and it should long have given way in the light of her experience.

“Then there is a yarn—probably a press-agent phonie—that she was hired by Mervyn LeRoy because her voice was so appealing over the telephone. As the story goes, he called up one day to ask why her sister, Sally Blane, (also a film player) was not on the lot. Loretta answered and informed Mr. LeRoy that Sally had a bad cold. In substance he told her he liked her voice and, informed that she resembled her sister, asked her to report. She did, and the rest of it is already known to you. What matters is that it could have happened. Insouciance, naïveté, are the characteristics of Miss Young. She could well have answered the telephone had she been supposed to have answered it. She is the epitome of innocence. And I, for one, cannot fancy a sophisticate like G. J. N., who is never without the aloe in his pocket, tolerant of any such pristine, fundamental quality. For Mr. Nathan has ever followed the precept of Meredith that a strong sin is better than a weak virtue.

“Another thing, (which should be anathema to Mr. Nathan), Miss Young has had virtually no stage training. She went to the screen practically cold. And with a frightful start since she supported Lon Chaney, as her first bow, in “Laugh Clown, Laugh.” This was pretty tough living down, especially when, as the girl foil of Edward G. Robinson in “The Hatchet Man,” she was dumbfounded the “female Lon Chaney.”

“In this film her make-up required her to assume the character of a Chinese maiden. And if you don’t think this was a tough job try pasting fishskin over the corners of your eyes, fasten it with collodion to make your eyes slant and then catch the free ends of the fishskin with adhesive tape. You’ll be something besides a Toa Suan after one
hour. Loretta lived it down, despite such latter vehicles as "Employees Entrance" in which she suffered the lot of all stars—trying to salvage miles of celluloid tripe with a good performance.

Happily, she got her chance in "Life Begins," and again in the recent "The White Parade." This is the nurse-hospital yarn in which Loretta was permitted to display the full extent of her talents which is first sincerity, and secondly, as Mr. Nathan well says, the art of "listening" while "looking.

It would be nice to record a similar advance in the career of Sylvia Sidney. "Behold, My Wife" gave her little opportunity. (Find myself, however unwittingly, justifying Mr. Nathan.) Paramount, I regret to record, exercises no more judgment, despite the once bright interest of Mr. B. F. Schulberg, with Miss Sidney than they did with Tallulah Bankhead whose fine flair for high comedy they muffed repeatedly.

Just so with Miss Sidney, her dramatic talents, save for her beautiful performance in United Artists' "Street Scene," are continually wasted. She has a fine sense of dramatic pathos. She is always, and I speak now of her portrayals, the girl who is forever being done wrong by. And she plays these roles with such fortitude that one weeps at her strength—and the futility of it all.

Sylvia Sidney for substantial dramatic equipment in general . . .

Jean Muir for the best straight acting performance . . .

This strength of Miss Sidney's doubtless is what appeals to Mr. Nathan. His own life is based on a similar assurance, an identical poise. Miss Sidney, however miscast, is never wrong in her roles. Neither is Nathan in his. He is as sure of his pose, a sureness based on experience, as she. He is the only man of our town and time who has justified a pose. Indeed, he lives by provocative epigrams: "To help a man (or woman) with talent you've got to kick down him who hasn't got it . . . Reinhardt is fading out in Europe (this was before he was forced out by Hitler). . . He is no longer the great director who sees through the playwright's manuscript, but indulges himself in excessive scenic mountings—a money spender." (He told me all this a few years ago, and how correct it is today! Have you West Coasters seen his "Midsummer Night's Dream" extravaganza?)

Well, Sylvia is like that—like Nathan, I mean—the calm exterior, but seething within. The Nathan-Sidney academic affiliation is easy to understand. Far easier than his admiration of Jean Muir, that juvenile madonna with a face not just too sweet.

Jean has the most regular features of any girl in Hollywood—the dream of camera men who have said that hers is "the most perfect photographic face." They also add that "a blind man could snap her and she'd still photograph swell." This is probably publicity bunk for I have seen her mugged by the news-camera men at the Deauville Beach Club, and dare I write it?, she was no bargain.

I rather believe what Mr. Nathan essentially admires in Miss Muir is her forthrightness. She is as courageous as Katharine Hepburn. Like Katie the firebrand, Miss Muir's "No" means No. She has no illusions about Hollywood or screen art generally.

Only in Hollywood little more than a year, she said recently—"the trouble with Hollywood is that there are too many persons here who think the entire world revolves around them." An undiplomatic statement, possibly, but Miss Muir has the honesty always to call a spade a shovel.

She once told a friend of mine that she expected to stay only six months in the cinema; thought the studio executives crazy to bring her out there, and crazier to keep her. Maybe this is a pose, but I don't think so. She has too much innate assurance.

As do her Nathanian sisters, Miss Young and Miss Sidney, she suffers, too, by miscasting and poor stories. It was a frightful thing to make her bear the brunt of cen- (Please turn to page 53)
In all the customs and costumes of a by-gone age, like the portraits in the old family album, the characte
In "David Copperfield" will be presented to you soon. The immortal Dickens classic is being made by M-G-M.
In all the customs and costumes of a by-gone age, like the portraits in the old family album, the charac...
In all the customs and costumes of a by-gone age, like the portraits in the old family album, the characters in "David Copperfield" will be presented to you soon. The immortal Dickens classic is being made by M-G-M.
That GAY GIRL GINGER

By
ELSIE JANIS

Elsie Janis catches the breath-taking Ginger Rogers on a flying trip to New York and writes an equally breathless interview for you

GINGER has everything. Everything, including a "swell" mama! By the time you read this both of the Rogers girls, who suggest a successful sister act more than a mother and daughter, will be back in Hollywood. New York's loss and mine. They were new friends who seemed like old ones. I'm rapidly falling for the "go East now and then for excitement" theory to which so many of the screen stars cling consistently.

No sooner had I arrived in the Metropolis than a streak of bright sunshine, done up in a suit of chic cinnamon brown, swept across my path. I rubbed my eyes and said to a young fellow who knows most everything, "Who's that?" The young fellow's eyes, which are famously round and permanently popped, outdid themselves as he learned that I could live in Hollywood and not know Ginger Rogers. Biting the dust of embarrassment, I explained that one can be too close to beauty to recognize it. I really didn't have to explain to him. This knight of the round lamps was Eddie Cantor and he knows his Hollywood.

He and I were sort of guest of honoring it side by side at a luncheon given by the A. M. P. A. (Association of Motion Picture Advertisers,) Ginger was snatched off a train and whisked into the party as a delightful piece de resistance. In a speech for which she was "quite unprepared" she gave me the impression of a gal who was born prepared for most anything. When I met her mother I knew why Ginger balances a cool "bean" under that crop of carrot-colored curls.

The luncheon was given in honor of the Publisher of Tower Magazines, of which New Movie is one, on the occasion of the fifth anniversary of their founding. The guests included many famous actors and actresses of the screen and stage and many of the finest performers on the air, as well as leaders in business and social circles. As the festivities drew to a close, I saw the Tower clan forming a group. With a light of enthusiasm gleaming in my Ginger-stalking eyes, I dashed up to them.

"What about getting a story on her now?" I nodded in the direction of the vivacious Ginger, who was surrounded by admirers.

"Swell!" said the editor, being himself.

"Splendid!" said the lady boss,

Leila Rogers, Ginger's mother, had her dancing in vaudeville long before she ever grew up into the glorious, sparkling dancing-partner of Fred Astaire, in "The Gay Divorcee."

At the New Movie luncheon, along with Ginger, were the Duncan Sisters, Eddie Cantor, and Harry Hirshfield, the cartoonist. Below: Ginger with Elsie Janis.

Ginger hopped the train to Hollywood about five minutes after this interview.
adding a touch of refinement to the conversation.

"I'll get her now!" said Janis the intrepid.

Before I could make my speech which was rapidly prepared while crossing the room, Ginger held out her hand saying, "Miss Janis, I am so happy to meet you. I've always admired you and I love your articles in New Movie." Well, now I ask you! Even if I hadn't already thought she was grand and been all set to tell her how I had been watching her ever since she sauntered into the picture "Forty-Second Street," how I had been thrilled by her performance in "Gay Divorcée" and a lot of other things, I would have had to be old lady Gibraltar herself not to waver under that barrage of flattery which, delivered in the frank, unaffected Rogers manner, sounded extremely sincere.

"I want to do one about you!" I said on recovering my equilibrium, "but if you are only going to be here five days you will probably be too busy."

"I won't be too busy," said Ginger. "Say when you want to see me and I'll put off something else."

The Press surrounding us stirred a little impatiently.

"Tuesday lunch?" I gasped.

"Absolutely. Where?"

A camera man edged in. "May we get a picture, Miss Rogers?"


"Algonquin. One o'clock," I said, and was carried away on a tide of Rogers rooters.

Tuesday morning, I came in from the country early. I wasn't taking any chances. At the Algonquin my phone rang and a secretarial voice said, "I'm speaking for Miss Rogers. Miss Ginger Rogers," she added.

If she breaks this date I'll never believe in Santa Claus or Roosevelt again, I thought. "Yes! What is it?" I said somewhat frigidly.

"Miss Rogers wants to know if you would mind lunching with her in her apartment. She was up very late and——"

"Certainly not. I'd love it!" I cut in. "Where?"

"Waldorf Towers."

"O. K. What is it about those Towers that lures the cinema stars? They make me dizzy, yet every time I want to see a pal from Hollywood I have to be shot up practically to heaven and nobody's handing out wings.

Ginger was fairly conservative. She was only on the twenty-seventh floor. She opened the door herself. A very different Ginger from the brown and gold stream of sunshine that blinded the A. M. P. A.'ers. Still sunshine, but of a more placid and pale variety. The carrot curls are slicked back from the extremely white brow. They nestle resignedly in the nape of a slender and equally white neck. She looks much (Please turn to page 54)

Real names: On the marriage license Ginger signed "Virginia Katherine McMath," and Lew signed, "Lewis Frederick Ayer."

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935
RALPH BELLAMY tells on FREDRIC MARCH

Sometimes your best friend does tell, and Ralph says Fredric March is an incurable clown

By RALPH BELLAMY

Editor's Note: Few persons could be so well qualified to present an intimate picture of Fredric March as Ralph Bellamy. The two families are Hollywood's most popular social foursomes, and their close association enables Ralph Bellamy to reveal the unknown Freddie March whom we should all like to know.

SERIOUS as he appears on the screen, the Freddie March I know is a born comedian. Sometimes I suspect he is possessed of an imp, for the way he gets into mischief is little short of diabolical.

But try to put your finger on his humor, and it eludes you. He makes fun on the spur of the moment, and will seize upon an opportunity to pun, with the most excruciating results. At certain times he will go on a veritable punning spree that is positively fiendish if not devastating.

The practical joke is not for Freddie. That style of humor is premeditated, and Freddie March never bothers to arrange a laugh. His penchant for fun-making crops out as soon as he gets off the set. When the director sees a wicked gleam coming into Freddie’s snapping eyes, he may as well sit back and wait until March gets the mirth out of his system, for his is the kind of puckish, whimsical humor that will bubble over when you least expect it.

One night the four of us—my wife Catherine, Florence Eldridge, Freddie and myself—decided to attend a Shakespeare play. Freddie and I had both trod the boards in the Bard’s dramas, and we banked to hear the sonorous lines again.

Unfortunately the performance was so poor as to send us all into utter boredom. And that is one thing that Freddie can’t endure. He and I began to fidget and squirm, and finally began a low but heated argument over nothing at all.

Two very fat female devotees of the theater kept turning around and glaring balefully at us, but Freddie was in no mood for behaving himself when Shakespeare was being done to death behind the footlights.

This went on for some time, with the ladies in front shushing and glaring back alternately. Finally, during an important hush on the stage, the fat lady in front of Freddie sneezed.

Freddie leaned forward, outraged and dignified, and tapped her on the shoulder.

“Quiet, please!” he said in a tone of great annoyance.

The irrepressible Freddie used to be a...

Left: Fredric March in his costume for “We Live Again,” in which, as the young Russian nobleman, he lets himself be exiled to Siberia for love of Anna Sten, who reformed him.

Right: Fredric with his wife, who is known on the stage as Florence Eldridge.
perfect pest at bridge parties. He would drive us frantic with sott voce ribaldizing, and look hurt if we protested. In pure self-defense we determined that he would either have to learn to play or be locked up in the cellar.

Catherine, Florence and I cornered him one day down at their Laguna Beach home, and crowded all "ten easy lessons on bridge" down his throat at one sitting. It was our only hope of bringing peace to our innocent little diversion.

But we all had to listen first to Freddie's protest that bridge was the cause of quarrels, bickerings, divorces and (beware whisper) even murder! We must swear a solemn oath never to say a cross word across the bridge table.

We sat down to our first game, dealt the cards, and played out the hand. As the last trick was taken in, Freddie levelled his finger at Florence and excoriated her with: "Why did you make such a terrible lead? You could have set them by leading back my heart! And if you must play bridge, play it well or don't play at all!"

For a few horrified minutes none of us realized that it was another of Freddie's ribbons.

Actually, I have yet to overhear a cross word between the Marches. They are completely devoted, enjoy each other's company thoroughly, and truly know the secret of enjoying a happy marriage. Possibly this is due in a measure to the fact that both have such a grand sense of humor.

Freddie March is generous to the point of making it his only vice. His tender heart marks him out as a softie for the cagers and petty grifters one encounters in picture business.

There is one actor here, for example, whom Freddie has supported for years. Freddie doesn't think any one knows it, but I have observed Freddie going to great lengths to get this old fellow a day's work in pictures, so that the actor can preserve his illusion that he still is capable of earning a living. At regular intervals Freddie delivers a check to him—often the old boy collects it in person for the pleasure of a chat with his benefactor.

He is extremely generous in his gifts to Florence, yet so exceedingly sensitive is he that he will studiously avoid any opportunity for her to thank him before others. I remember one Christmas when, after she had unwrapped so many gifts that it would seem Freddie had exhausted all his resources, he assumed an air of nonchalance and drew out a crumpled wad of paper from his pocket.

"Oh, yes, here's something I forgot," he murmured, and tossed her the packet.

It was a gorgeous dinner ring, but when Florence turned to thank him, he had slipped away.

He takes his screen work very seriously. It is exceedingly important to him and to his wife also, for Florence—herself a noted actress—gives his career precedence.

The fact that his roles usually call for sober and intent characterizations is sufficient reason for the public to obtain a different picture of the March on the screen and the Freddie of private life. Even so, one can detect that undercurrent of mischievous humor that makes his pictures so unforgettable.

He has a fine dignity of bearing, and is practical and level-headed in his affairs, but that irresistible humor will come popping and bounding forth at the most unexpected moments.

I have seen celebrities gather about him as if they were magnetized. His keen wit and his attractive personality naturally draw people to him. But let there be one of those pompous, conceited, puff-up fellows enter the group, and beware!

Freddie has few antipathies, and the egomaniac is probably all of them.

He deals with them in his own devastatingly ingenious manner, leading the fellow on to boastful heights, masking his intent with a very serious face, while the rest of us struggle to hide our growing amusement. Then, with one bold thrust, Freddie will completely deflate the egotist. He does it so cleverly that the fellow may not even be aware of what has happened to him. As a pin prickler of pompositories, Freddie knows no master.

He has a tremendous supply of nervous energy and is constantly on the go. During a bridge game I have observed him trying to sit still, and failing, he will get up and empty ash trays or stride off after cigarettes, even while playing a hand.

It seems Ralph does a little clowning, too. He and Freddie put on this horrible imitation of Clark and McCullough at a Hollywood costume party.

This nervous restlessness makes it impossible for him to sit back and let a chauffeur drive the car. He must always take the wheel himself. He does everything well, and is a fine driver, but the way he goes around corners and scoots through traffic will make your hair rise.

When we are going out together, Catherine and Florence will often take the back seat where they can talk. But after a few blocks most of the remarks are directed at Freddie's breath-taking style of motoring. If we are late for a social engagement, Freddie considers this sufficient excuse to show us all what real (Please turn to page 47)
The Most Uninteresting MAN in Hollywood

About the most dramatic moment in Harold Lloyd's life comes when he mends the lawn-mower. But don't let our title fool you, please!

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

HAROLD LLOYD, from a strictly editorial standpoint, is the most uninteresting man in Hollywood.

Nothing ever happens to him... he never becomes involved in scandal, or even rumor... effect and the spectacular hold no place in his mind or actions... his life progresses at such an even tempo that it resembles nothing so much as that of the average young business man.

Yet, he is one of Hollywood's wealthiest citizens... his popularity is surpassed by no man or woman in the world of entertainment. Nowhere in the whole film colony will you find a more affable or charming gentleman to meet or pass the time of day... and to newspaperman and star, studio worker and man in the street, he is "one regular guy."

Garbo, though silent, if she were to talk; Colman, long considered the hardest man to interview in the motion picture capital; Barthelmeess, who gets jittery every time he sees a writer, even from afar—all these provide founts of color and inspiration, compared to this young man whose rise from obscurity to the loftiest pinnacle of cinema success was dependent upon two elements alone, Ability and Hard Work.

Starting out as an extra—he forced his way into a studio many years ago by donning grease-paint and joining a crowd of actors as they walked through the gates—Lloyd met another young chap who also was destined for great things in the picture world. This lad's name was Hal Roach, and together the two rose to fame and great fortune.

Harold always had wanted to be an actor. Indeed, his parents had moved to California from Nebraska for the express purpose of indulging their young son's ambition. But his wish was no mere whim... he had acquired training in summer stock companies as a boy, a great dramatic coach (a friend of the family) had drilled him for years in the art of acting and expression. So it was with considerable knowledge of what he wanted that Harold tried his luck at the studios.

When he met Roach, the future producer was eking out a precarious existence as an extra, along with Harold. Ambitious, with an eye to the future, Roach inherited a small fortune and decided to make pictures himself. He offered Lloyd a job at forty dollars a week. Needless to say, Harold accepted, for that sum seemed like a mint to him.

From their chance meeting on a set, Lloyd and Roach rapidly developed in the short-subject production field. The former began his comedy career with a nondescript character he called Willie Work. From that, he progressed into the Lonesome Luke character, and years as this be-mustached, tight-trousered figure advanced him to the top of the heap in slapstick. Then Lloyd initiated the wearing of horn-rimmed glasses in his comedies. His first four pictures proved his judgment correct.

From one-reelers, he went into two-reel comedies, and then three's. Of these, "Never Weaken" will be best remembered. Finally, he made his first feature, "A Sailor Made Man." His daring and good judgment were further vindicated when he filmed "Grandma's Boy." Even Hal Roach predicted failure for him in attempting anything so ambitious as to portray a story on the (Please turn to page 52)
COLOR MAGIC ON THE SCREEN

The beauty of color has come to the screen at last. It well may be, in fact, that this will revolutionize the making of movies, will work as great a change as did the coming of sound.

Already, in fact, the revolution is under way, for following the enthusiastic public reception of “La Cucaracha,” a number of full-length features (“Cucaracha” is a short) have been planned or definitely scheduled.

Foremost among these is “Becky Sharp,” from Thackeray’s famous novel, “Vanity Fair,” which will be made by the producers of “La Cucaracha.” In addition, Merian Cooper is planning to do “The Last Days of Pompeii” in color for RKO; Walter Wanger proposes to present Ann Harding in color in “Peacock’s Feather,” for color is especially favorable to blondes; Warner Bros. may give us “The Miracle” in color. Besides all of which, Walt Disney has the new three-color process sewed up for animated cartoons for one year, and all the Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphonies are now appearing in color.

It will take time, of course, for color to tint the screen of every movie theater. Just the same, whether the movie-goer lives on the borders of the Rio Grande or in the granite mountains of New Hampshire, on the prairies of Kansas or in the fat brick towns of the Eastern Shore, before he is many months older he’ll be going to his neighborhood movie and seeing a film done in all the glowing colors of life.

But, the inveterate movie-goer will protest, color is nothing new on the screen. In fact, he recalls that as far back as 1915 there were movies in color. Moreover, he remembers that the color application was never really satisfactory, for outlines were blurred and a general effect of fuzziness was apparent.

To all of which one can enter no objection. There were some good early color pictures, but then came a “color cycle.” The work was done hastily and it was botched, with the result that color in the movies took a terrible licking. The real fault, though, say the Technicolor experts, was that up until today they had only a two-color process whereas now they have a three-color process. They could only make chromes; they could not really simulate nature, let alone improve upon it.

With this process however, Technicolor now can produce every color in the spectrum—and register it firmly, without any blurring or fuzziness. The Disney cartoons and the feature-short, “La Cucaracha,” have established that fact beyond dispute.

“We have something for you movie-goers,” says Technicolor triumphantly, “something that will give you a richness and a satisfaction from your screen entertainment such as you never received before.”

The Technicolor people, incidentally, ought to know, for the story of color on the screen is the story of Technicolor. This company, established by graduates from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, takes its name from their alma mater, Technicolor holds all the patents. There is nobody else in the field.

Technicolor builds its own cameras for the new three-component process of taking movies in color. Some people used to believe that a picture was filmed in black and white and color then applied by hand to the negative; that the negative was painted by an artist, in short. (Please turn to page 56)
NEW MOVIE FORECAST FOR 1935

With the New Year the spotlight picks out here an old face, there a new one, and then—moves on! Which will you make your prime favorites this year? Here is Ramon Romero's annual guide to keep and check against during the months that follow.

THE year nineteen hundred and thirty-five is definitely marked to see more important and significant changes in the motion picture industry than in any other previous year since the advent of talking pictures. In the near-decade just ending, during which time the screen passed from silence to sound, and from written titles to spoken dialogue, a new constellation of stars has practically replaced the older order, together with new directors and outside writing talent from every branch of literature.

The infusion of new blood into the staid and tried ideas of Hollywood brought into the production of motion pictures a super-sophistication which found its birth in everything from the gutters of Paris to Mae West's playhouse emporium in the Roaring Forties of New York, and through the years gained impetus in a certain public demand to its inhibitions expressed in terms of cinema. Encouraged by box-office receipts, and blinded by bad taste, the producers lost all perspective of the difference between entertainment and sensationalism, resulting in the censorship upheaval of 1934.

The result of this puritanical tumult will make itself felt in every branch of photoplay production during the coming year. Automatically a new moral code has been created, and by its standards old stars will fall and new ones rise; stories and plays bought for fabulous figures will either be discarded or completely rewritten; motion picture advertisements will take on a new dignity, the same being true of everything pertaining to the fifth industry and the personalities it involves.

HOLLYWOOD has definitely recognized censorship. Instead of putting up a battle against the churches and other religious organizations in the "Decency Drive" campaign, the producers have accepted the ultimatum at a loss of millions of dollars in prepared scripts; having abolished gangster themes, horror pictures, underwear parades and all risqué sex angles from their 1935 schedules. The tail-end of 1934 found such na'ive fare as "Girl of the Limberlost," "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," "Anne of Green Gables" and "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," competing for box-office records with Mae West's "Belle of the Nineties," (which was refilmed three times in the grand clean-up), and the denatured Jean Harlow films.

The chief danger of this self-accepted censorship lies in going to the other extreme by flooding the market with a series of "Pollyanna productions." Such homespun relics of a Victorian past as "The Little Minister," "Way Down East" and "Little Men" are about to descend like an avalanche of angels upon a sex-saturated movie audience. Eventually censorship may mean the salvation of the movies, bringing about a progressive regeneration of Hollywood ideals; resulting in the creation of a great literature of the screen that will place it in one of the highest places.

TEN MOST POPULAR MEN STARS, IN ORDER

TEN MOST POPULAR WOMEN STARS, IN ORDER

ALL THE BIG HITS OF 1934 WERE CLEAN
HOLLYWOOD is moving in the right direction, toward better and finer achievements. The cheap ballyhoo is disappearing. Even the flashy premieres seem a thing of the past. The new dignity is reflected in the new type of star, and in the choice of stories. It is safe to predict that the "Renaissance" of the movies will begin in 1935.

Does the public welcome this change? Will they continue to patronize the movies in its new dress of culture and refinement? Will the mob clamor for a Mae West invitation to come up some time, for a Jean Harlow undraping, or a glorification of a nice gal like Ann Harding having an illegitimate child to nice, weepy music?

Of the dozen smash hits of 1934, financially speaking, ten were technically clean pictures, featuring domestic life, children, music and comedy devoid of salacious gags. The public has chosen—and the producers will oblige. 1934 produced three outstanding stars: Margaret Sullavan, little Shirley Temple, and the songbird, Grace Moore. Compare these with the previous year's sensational rise of Mae West and Katharine Hepburn! In this comparison is your best barometer of the changing times.

Three months prior to the writing of this forecast for New Movie, I made a tour of the country. I have been in the largest cities and in the smallest hamlets; have talked to cosmopolitan matrons and to Main Street housewives; to city sophisticates and to small town every-day people who make up the vast mass of moviegoers. On a large ocean liner, plying between New York and New Orleans, I questioned two hundred and fifty people one night, people from every walk of life and from practically every state in the Union, asking them what kind of pictures they wanted to see, and the type of stars they approve. As a whole they were pretty well fed up with the cheap drive Hollywood has been feeding them. Their intelligence and tastes have been underestimated.

THE predictions I am about to make for the stars and production policies of 1935 are based upon practical knowledge. There is to be no attempt at fortune-telling or wild guessing. Rather, by a process of calculation, and a thorough check-up of each studio's plans, as well as a compiled estimation of the attitude of the movie fans themselves I have been able to crystallize a conclusion that will be as nearly accurate as it is possible to be in a business whose very life's blood is constant change.

STARR-STOCK MARKET FOR 1935

The rise and fall of stars in Hollywood is very much like the rise and fall of stocks in Wall Street. Sky-high today. Rock-bottom tomorrow. The Bulls and Bears of movieland buy and sell with the same ruthless madness of brokers in the wheat pit. One career goes down as another goes up, in the crazy see-saw of picture making. Each star, each featured player, even the unknown novice, is an individual stock.

The big name stars and featured players are a producer's preferred stock. They are the MAE Wests, the Katharine Hepburns, the Clark Gables who pay large dividends to the companies who have gamely on their talents. Each major studio also holds under contract large shares of common stock, in the parlance of Hollywood the stock company players, who comprise everything from well-known character actors from Broadway to a Brown Derby waitress who happens to have potential starring possibilities.

The stockboards of Hollywood tell tragic and glorious tales as the Preferred and Common stocks fluctuate up and down, from month to month, and year to year. Every twelfth month a whole group of famous names disappear into oblivion as obsolete stocks, while dark horses appear to take their places. Common stocks change magically into Preferred. A few bad pictures, a silly rumor, a scandal, can send a star-stock tumbling down to zero; causing the producer to sell short. On the other hand a good break, a few excellent notices, well-planned publicity, can shoot an unknown stock up to the heights overnight, with every producer clamoring for it. We refer you to the cases of...
Margaret Sullivan, Shirley Temple, Jean Muir, and Jean Parker.

Sometimes a well-known star-stock whose value is stagnant because of bad publicity, unsuitable parts or other obvious reasons, suddenly begins to rise—and the word comes shooting across the continent from public, exhibitor and sales force: BUY! BUY! BUY! Such were the fates of Claudette Colbert, Myrna Loy and William Powell in 1934. Here were three veteran players whose stock was about to be thrown into the open market for all takers, if there happened to be any. “It Happened One Night” and “The Thin Man” sent their stocks to the top. The New Year finds them in the very preferred list.

But 1934 did not deal so kindly with Ruth Chatterton, Richard Barthelmess, Bebe Daniels and Clara Bow; top-notch performers whose star-stock value has dropped to a new low, due largely to bad pictures. As we go to press all of them, contract stars for years, are without permanent contracts.

Panics occur in the star-stock market of Hollywood just as they do in the financial canyons of Manhattan. The talkie panic of 1929 brought havoc to such sterling names as John Gilbert, Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Colleen Moore, Corinne Griffith, who were among the greatest box-office attractions of the day; mercilessly eliminating their names from the Hollywood stock board. Replacing them were the new movie names—Ruth Chatterton, Ann Harding, Barbara Stanwyck, Marlene Dietrich, Helen Hayes, Leslie Howard, Robert Montgomery, Clark Gable and the late, beloved Marle Dressler, the greatest box-office star of 1933; who, alas, is eliminated from the star quotations in 1935 by death.

1934 brought another such panic to the Cinema Capital. The Censorship Panic! Again careers were threatened. Again havoc stalked through mansions in Beverly Hills. Again producers were selling star-stocks short! The dawn of 1935 finds a certain group of box-office sensations with their heads under the guillotine; their fates hanging on the dangerous precipice of extinction. Oh, uneasy lies the head that wears the crown—of sex!

Note, too, that almost every major lot has a second Janet Gaynor on the star list for 1935. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have Jean Parker, Warner Brothers are plugging the sweet-faced Anita Louise, as well as Jean Muir. Columbia have signed Marion Marsh to a long-term contract following her triumph in “Girl of the Limberlost.” Radio pictures have great faith in Anne Shirley, who takes a big leap into prominence in the title role of “Anne of Green Gables.” At Paramount Helen Mack may be groomed along the same lines. Mary Pickford, the prototype of all these 1935 Poly-annas, has been a sensation in her national radio broadcasts, paving the way perhaps, for a comeback.

In the early days of the movies, Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh ruled supreme as the “Halo-heroines,” competing at the box office with such earlier Garbos and Mae Wests as Theda Bara, Louise Glaum and Valeska Suratt and outliving them in popularity by a wide margin of years. If history repeats itself, as it usually does, the Janet Gaynors, the Margaret Sullivans and the Jean Parkers of today will live on in popularity long after Mae West, Constance Bennett and Jean Harlow have ceased to be movie stars.

Looking one year into the future, across the bridge of time, let us examine an imaginary Hollywood stock board at the end of 1935, and see how censorship will have affected the positions of the stars and featured players. In order to simplify matters we will divide Hollywood into four classes of stocks; Gold-Bond stars, Preferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1935 Films Will Go Back to the Farm.</th>
<th>Coming:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Way Down East, with Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayres</td>
<td>Ah, Wilderness!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babitt, with Guy Kibbee and Aline MacMahon</td>
<td>Tish, with Edna May Oliver or Pauline Lord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Street</td>
<td>Broken Soil, with Anna Sten and Gary Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruggles of Red Gap, with Charles Laughton</td>
<td>The Story of a Country Boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Old Homestead</td>
<td>The County Chairman, with Will Rogers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costume and Biographical Pictures Coming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Iron Duke, with George Arliss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Adverse, probably Leslie Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutter’s Gold, with Henry Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crusades, with Henry Wilcoxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Good Earth, perhaps with Richard Barthelmess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three new teams popped up in 1934—Myrna Loy and William Powell, Bing Crosby and Kitty Carlisle, and Kent Taylor and Evelyn Venable. Will any of them win a place in the fans’ hearts to rival that of Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell?
NORMA SHEARER! Might easily become the First Lady of the Screen. Safely away from sex roles, she was even more of a sensation in "Barretts of Wimpole Street" than she was in "Smin' Through." She rates a hundred points.

MAE WEST! Should, and will retain top rating if allowed freedom in her work. Her answer to the censors is "Now, I'm a Lady," her first picture for 1935.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE! Her stock rises point after point. While close to the top, rivaling Janet Gaynor's popularity on her home lot. A grand little trouper who will grow up all too soon. This is her big year.

JANET GAYNOR! Her popularity remains undiminished and unviolated. Hardly the rage in the key cities, she is still the favorite of provincial America.

GARBO! "The Painted Veil" may do much to retrieve some of her depreciated value, due to the unpopularity of "Queen Christina." Censorship affects her little if any.

MARGARET SULLAVAN! A girl who is going places. A star overnight. She has an amazingly large following. Her first picture for the new year is Molinar's "The Good Fairy." There is talk that she may switch to M-G-M.

GRACE MOORE! One can't say too much about her possibilities. She looks like a dream, sings like a nightingale, and acts with distinction. Now, she has given much new meaning to the screen. Put your money on her by all means—she's a winner!

KATHARINE HEPBURN, ANN HARDING, HELEN HAYES! Will greatly benefit in 1935 by the change in their type of stories, as well as from a purely "censorial" viewpoint. Miss Hepburn is easily in the lead with "Little Women" and "The Little Minister" to her credit. Ann Harding will avoid vehicles that glorify unwed mothers, concentrating more on plays like "Holiday." Her latest opus is "Enchanted April." Helen Hayes will be a truant from Hollywood for almost a year. In the interval she has lost much ground, but she will rapidly recover this.

GOLD-BOND STARS

NEW FACES OF 1934

Gloria Stuart Johnny Weissmuller
Porterio John Lodge
Lanny Ross John Duna
Frances Drake Tala Birell
Claire Trevor Judith Allen
Grace Bradley Bruce Cabot
Ida Lupino Adrienne Ames

NEW FACES OF 1935

(Might They Be Stars?)
Margo Merle Oberon
Henry Hull Nelson Eddy
Anne Shirley John Beal
Joe Morrisson Rosamond Pinchot
Peter Lorre Ruth Gordon
Mady Christians Queenie Smith
Elizabeth Bergner Constance Collier
Josephine Hutchinson

MUSICALS TO COME
Show Boat, with Irene Dunne
Go Into Your Dance, with Al Jolson
Naughty Marietta, with Jeanette MacDonald
Sweet Adeline, with Irene Dunne
Mississippi, with Bing Crosby
All the King's Horses, with Elisa Landi
Giorianna, with Ann Sothern
Gold Diggers of 1935
Maytime
Sweet Music, with Rudy Vallée
Folies Bergere, with Maurice Chevalier
Rhumba, with George Raft
Roberta, with Ginger Rogers
A Night at the Opera, with the Marx Bros.
The Night Is Young, with Ramon Novarro
Rose of the Rancho, with Mary Ellis

ADVENTURE FILMS TO COME
Mutiny on the Bounty. Clark Gable, Wallace Beery, Robert Montgomery. (Seas.)
Black Ivory. George Brent, Ricardo Cortez. (Pirates.)
Lafayette Escadrille. (Var.)
Roar China. (Chinese Pirates.)
Captain Blood. Warren William. (Pirates.)
West Point of the Air.
Oil for the Lamps of China.
Barbary Coast. Miriam Hopkins. (Waterfront.)

JOAN CRAWFORD, JEAN HARLOW, MARLENE DIETRICH, ANNA STEIN and CONSTANCE BENNETT are problematical. Everything depends upon their vehicles. That the majority are versatile actresses there is no doubt. Crawford is the most wasted dramatic talent in the industry. Harlow has already proved herself a delightful comedienne. Dietrich and Constance Bennett built their reputations upon highly seeded and sophisticated material, while Stein, with but two American pictures to her credit, is still, in spite of an extravagant publicity campaign, an unknown quantity as an audience magnet. Can this million-dollar's worth of electric-light names suddenly switch from one type of role to another, with the ease of the changing of a costume? Can they work in accordance with the new moral code and still keep the fans who made them stars? Risky Gold-Bonds. Gamble, if you like.

KAY FRANCIS, IRENE DUNNE and JEANETTE MACDONALD are solidly established. Their positions on the stockboard will change relatively little during the year. Miss MacDonald will have some pretty tough competition from Grace Moore.

GLORIA SWANSON may be compared to a safe, reliable stock that took a nose dive which should ordinarily have finished her. Under Irving Thalberg's guidance she is destined to pay big dividends again, if the ovation accorded her in "Music in the Air" is any criterion of the comeback she may make in 1935. Prepare an important place on the stockboard for her—and buy by all means!

CLAUDETTE COLBERT and MYRNA LOY are becoming increasingly important. Colbert will make pictures this year for Paramount, Warners and Columbia. Loy, censor's bait two years ago, is now the darling of the women's clubs. She is the symbol of the new sophistication; smart, real lady-like—sans gestures, poses and holcum. Frank Capra's "Broadway Bill" should bring her new laurels. She made the most rapid strides of any actress in 1934. What a pace she'll have to go in 1935 to top herself! And she will.


WILL ROGERS! Brings the family to the theater. Has the same universal appeal as the late Marie Dressler. Will continue to be one of the most popular of stars, who need fear neither age. (Please turn to page 70)
WHAT star do you most resemble?

“I resemble a star? Incredible!”

“Stop and think. Didn’t anyone ever say you looked like this star or that?”

“Don’t imagine I would fall for such silly flattery.”

After such a conversation our art and beauty experts go into a huddle, gazing the while through lowered lids at this average young American woman. Quickly they make note of the basic proportions of her features, the line of her brow, the height of her forehead and the length of her chin and the unmeasurable something that we call personality.

“You’re a true Lombard type,” they say to her. “Unmistakable Carole Lombard!”

W H A T star do you most resemble?

“Stop and think. Didn’t anyone ever say you looked like this star or that?”

“Don’t imagine I would fall for such silly flattery.”

After such a conversation our art and beauty experts go into a huddle, gazing the while through lowered lids at this average young American woman. Quickly they make note of the basic proportions of her features, the line of her brow, the height of her forehead and the length of her chin and the unmeasurable something that we call personality.

“You’re a true Lombard type,” they say to her. “Unmistakable Carole Lombard!”

B E A U T Y experts in Hollywood show the way to accentuate your charm and reveal your personality through the art of hair arrangement and make-up. The arts and crafts they use to make women lovely by means of theatrical make-up have now been worked out and deftly applied to the use of everyday cosmetics that any girl can buy.

First decide—with our aid if you need it—the Hollywood star best suited to be your guide. Study her face and hair arrangement on the screen and in photographic reproductions.

To achieve the new head dress, first give your hair a thorough shampoo, cleansing every hair to bring out its natural softness and luster. When partly dried, comb the hair lightly back away from parts and waves to which it is accustomed, and complete the drying process.

TYPICAL AMERICAN girls from R. H. Macy & Co. Inc., give amazing proof of the magic of hair dress and make-up.

Then on with the hair dressers and make-up experts. Hair lotions, pins, hair nets, wave sets, creams, powders, mascara, eyebrow cosmetics, rouge and lip stick—not of the theatrical sort, but just the kind that any girl can and does buy anywhere. A half hour or more of magic and then—presto chango!—the average American girl stands revealed. A perfect imitation of Lombard? No. Rather a perfect revelation of her own true self, achieved through the help of her type sister in Hollywood.

This new beauty culture does not advise or prescribe slavish imitation of any star, however glamorous. It simply shows the way to accentuation of personal beauty and revelation of charm in the Hollywood way.

And next comes the girl who was once told—though she didn’t believe it—that she looked like Colbert. Cut the bang a little, Mr. Barber, and do the tricks that make hair soft and caressing. Use the creams and mascara to reveal the true beauty of large dark eyes and, there you are!

Now the girl with braids worn coronet fashion round her head. What if her hair isn’t as fair as Sten’s, and what if the committee doesn’t quite agree. A half hour with the beauty experts, and then—not a second Sten, bound for Hollywood, but one more American girl who has learned the art of making up and arranging her hair to type—armed with that feminine courage that comes from a consciousness of charm and magnetism.

If you would like help in choosing your beauty type from Hollywood, turn to page 52.
Then get the barber to do any trimming or cutting needed to conform to the new coiffure. Saturate the hair with a good setting lotion, using as much as the hair will possibly absorb. This is especially important to train the hairs to their new position. Following the picture of your star, comb and part the hair the way it should go, and with the aid of fingers and comb, mold it in the desired waves and curls. Set curls and rolls with hair curlers and twist all stray ends up into round curls and fasten them with small wire pins. Don a net and let the hair dry thoroughly.

The surprise comes when you remove the net and lightly comb out the hair to reveal the new coiffure. If plenty of setting lotion has been used and the hair has been thoroughly dried, it will remain in good form for a week without resetting. (It should be brushed once a day, patted and combed back into shape and covered with a net before retiring.)

Now for the magic make-up that is to bring out hidden charm of face and features the Hollywood way.

First, the usual preliminaries, perfect cleansing with soap and water, cleansing cream, astringent. Now, studying the picture before you, trim your eyebrows or have them shaped for you to give the basic foundation for the new eyebrow line. Next, foundation cream and powder—then, looking in the mirror first at the picture before you and then at yourself, apply rouge to give the desired effect. Then mascara and eye shadow, and eyebrow pencil to produce the subtleties of shadows needed to give your eyes the new depth and contour. And finally the eyebrow pencil to give the necessary length or width; and lipstick painstakingly applied to make your lips as lovely as a star’s.

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935
NORMA SHEARER... If you're interested in beaches, this is Norma's own private one beside her house at Santa Monica. But, to tell the truth, the reason we're really printing the picture is just because it's so lovely.
Now you can get just the shade of face powder you need to make your skin thrilling.

You need no longer be content with powder that merely covers face shine. Nor with powder that makes your skin look dull, drab, oldish. Now you can get glamorous new powder shades which actually do things for your skin.

These new shades contain the actual skin tints found in beautiful complexions.

See Your Skin Transformed
These hidden tints cannot be seen in the powder any more than in the skin. But they are there. Ready to flatter—glorify your skin to an amazing degree. Use this powder only once—and those you know—you love—will compliment the new sparkling loveliness of your skin.

These glamorous new shades are blended scientifically by Pond's. Read the amazing story of their discovery.

Among them is just the shade that will accent your best points—make your complexion gloriously vibrant.

Pond's new Powder clings so closely, it never gives you a powdery look—yet it remains on hours and hours.

And it is so inexpensive! Only 55¢ for a glass jar that contains as much as many $1 boxes. In gay boxes for 10¢, 20¢, 25¢. It's available everywhere.

But we want you to try it FREE. Just mail this coupon. You'll receive, free, three different shades from which to select the one most flattering. Discover today what this entirely new powder will do for your skin.

3 shades Free?
SEND FOR THEM TODAY
(This offer expires April 1, 1935)
Pond's Extract Co., Dept. B, 92 Hudson St., New York
Please send, free, Two Special Boxes of Pond's new Powder and an extra sample—three different shades each. I prefer 3 different LIGHT shades of powder.
I prefer 3 different DARK shades.

Name__________________________
Street_________________________
City___________________________

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company
ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS WHOSE LETTERS TOLD ABOUT FRIENDLY HELPFUL SERVICES OFFERED BY Drug Store Salespeople

The eighty-two prizes are announced below. Prize winning letters for the grocery store and department store will be announced in subsequent issues

First Prize . . . $250.00
MRS. ANNA M. ROOT . . . W. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Second Prize . . . $100.00
MRS. DAVID MALONEY . . . MURPHYSBORO, ILL.

Third Prize . . . $50.00
MRS. G. THOMAS . . . OAKLAND, CALIF.

Fourth Prize . . . $25.00
MRS. FRANK KLOHS
MRS. ERNEST OSTERMEIER
MRS. A. A. PIPER
MISS MINNIE STEWARD

Fifth Prize . . . $10.00
BEATRICE BAKER
MRS. RICHARD H. BOWLING
MRS. JOSEPH BROWN
HAZEL M. BUNDY
MRS. H. CHALLY
MRS. H. C. CHAPMAN
HELEN COOL
MRS. R. FRYER
MRS. JOHN GRAVES
MRS. J. B. HANDLEY
MISS MARY E. HEALY
AVO. HUMPHREY
MRS. THELMA KIRST
MRS. E. J. McANDREWS
MRS. EDWARD McCABE
MRS. JOHN PAPE
MISS BETTY PIPER
MR. R. H. REDFIELD

Sixth Prize . . . $5.00
KARL G. REIFER
MISS G. SEYMOUR
MARIA C. SMITH
MRS. EMILY SUNQUIST
H. C. THOMAS
MRS. ALMA WENDER

JOHN HIGGINS
MISS COLETTE HILDBRAND
GLADYS MARIE HOBART
MRS. EVA HUMPHRIES
VIOLETTE IHRKE
MRS. FRANK ISAACS
EMILY R. JEDD
MRS. WM. KRUPP
ELMO W. LANDERS
MRS. MARY L. LOTZKAT
MRS. HOWARD C. LYNCH
MRS. M. MERICH
MRS. F. R. MOORE
ELINOR F. NELSON
CATHERINE NEWTON
C. P. PARDEE
MAE E. REMMERS
DORIS ROGERS
WILL SEYMOUR
ROY ROBERT SMITH
MRS. C. M. STEVENSON
MAR STEVENSON
HELEN STRONG
CARL P. SPINA
MAXINE SWAN
EDDYE McM. TURNER
MRS. LEILA WARD
MRS. LEE R. WARNICA
E. WIEGMAN
HELEN ZURLINDEN

New York, N. Y.
Brookhaven, L. I.
Johnstown, Penna.
Kingston, N. Y.
Morris, Ill.
Granite City, Ill.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Staten Island, N. Y.
Staten Island, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Cazenovia, Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Cassadaga, N. Y.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Lebanon, Ind.
Chicago, Ill.
Bronx, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Waupan, Wis.
West Haven, Conn.
Rock Island, Ill.
Jackson, Miss.
Stockport, Ohio
Elmira, N. Y.
Bronx, N. Y.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Camino, Calif.
Great Falls, Mont.
Springfield, Ill.

San Bernardino, Calif.
Taylor, Nebraska
Los Angeles, Calif.
Detroit, Mich.
Cazenovia, Minn.
WELL, Merry Christmas . . . or, Happy New Year. Or, maybe it’s Valentine’s Day! Anyhow, Old Man NEMO was so excited about the snappy new magazine that he plumb forgot the Season’s Greetings!

That’s a nice crazy start, but we’ve got a right to be crazy, what with our long-suppressed desire, Garbo, going head-over-heels for George Brent. No foolin’ . . . the Silent Swoon hasn’t been in such a complete dither since John Gilbert was the Big Moment, “way back in the good old “Flesh and the Devil” days. Or, do you remember? George and Greta have the grandest time in the world, frolicking in the sun at George’s beach house, or week-ending at La Quinta . . . all properly chaperoned, of course.

Ask well, if it can’t be us, we’d rather see Brent get the break than any one we know.

PARAMOUNT officials are sitting around impatiently waiting for the Charles Laughton “bean” to sprout.

When M-G-M borrowed the British “Buster,” they shaved his head to fit the role of “Macabber” in the current “David Copperfield.” However, before it was Laughton’s turn to go before the camera, the Metro crowd decided that, at $15,000.00 per week, it was too expensive a proposition. So, they turned him in to Paramount in exchange for W. C. Fields, and now Paramount is stuck with “Ruggles of Red Gap” until Charlie can grow enough hair to step into the title role!

Furthermore, Paramount is trying to make M-G-M pay for sending back a bald-headed actor!

DON’T let these nice, quiet girls fool you! Ralph Forbes, Charlotte Granville and Doris Lloyd (all old penny-pitchers from back in the old days) thought they’d have some fun teaching Jane Baxter how to “pitch for the line.”

But, before the day was over, Jane had won all their pennies and was looking for new fields to conquer!

WE mustn’t forget Johnny Weissmuller’s colossal response to the pleas of autograph hounds who insisted that he give his famous “elephant” call for them, on his London visit.

Marlene Dietrich and Fred Perry, internationally popular tennis star, get a coat of tan at Palm Springs.

The latest news of Hollywood—gossip—pictures of the stars—events—all that’s going on reported by NEMO

Taking a deep breath, the obliging Johnny drew himself to his full height and murmured: “Peep! . . . Peep!”

AND Patricia Ellis rises to announce that there is positively no engagement between her and Fred Keating. So . . . that’s that. Or, is it?

YOU’D die laughing to watch Edmund Lowe and Jack Holt strutting around the “Depths Below” set in their old-fashioned long underwear!

It’s a diving picture and so cold under the water that there was nothing to do but get some antique union suits to keep the boys warm. Believe it or don’t, there wasn’t a single pair of grandpa’s flannels this side of these kyer mountings! And, after frantically turning a hundred department stores upside-down, Jack and Eddie were obliged to send to New York for them.

ROGER PRyor doesn’t know a whole lot about navigation, but he’s so crazy about his brand new sailboat that he figures he could learn to run it as he went along.

On a one-man cruise to Catalina, the other day, Roger tackled abruptly into the wind when he shouldn’t have tacked at all. The boat went over, as neatly and thoroughly as Max Baer’s sparring partners, and Mr. Pryor got wetter than a herring.

Fortunately, there were several rescuers close at hand and Roger, with everything drenched but his enthusiasm, was hauled to safety.

And don’t think he let that be a lesson to him. Because the very next week-end out he went to tackle it all over again!

WALLACE BEERY, aviation fiend that he is, has just purchased a brand new plane, and, when his wife is well enough, he plans to put the plane aboard the first Europe-bound steamer, tack the missus under one arm, Baby Carol Ann under the other, and fly all over Europe!

JACK OAKIE and Mary Brian are co-owners of a trick parrot, and, after days of concentrated effort, they have taught the bird to crow like a rooster. Now, all the hens (Please turn to page 61)
Hollywood Entertains

The social merry-go-round of the month, brought to you
by GRACE KINGSLEY, New Movie's society reporter

EVER since Eve wrapped herself in fig leaves and asked Adam to guess who she was and didn't he think she looked cute, folks have loved costume parties. Disguising themselves—playing they are somebody else.

Marion Davies disguised even her Santa Monica beach house recently, making it over into a section of old Tyrol, and everybody who came wore the native Tyrolean garb. And a great scrambling for books on the subject there must have been, also a great rummaging in costume departments.

The aprons seemed to be the hardest to find. Gloria Swanson admitted she had helped to make her own, because she wanted a particular, long kind that she had seen in a picture; Jean Harlow wore a boy's costume, which suited her admirably—because she couldn't find exactly the right dress.

William Powell was Jean's escort. He wore an old black velvet suit with a little feather in the rakish hat.

Edmund Lowe came alone, and spent a lot of time playing ping pong and other games with his friends Herbert Marshall, Edgar Selwyn, and Charlie Chaplin.

Herbert Marshall brought Gloria Swanson; Cary Grant and Virginia Cherrill, having made up, were more devoted than ever to each other; and Gilbert Roland was with Constance Bennett a goodly part of the evening.

Pola Negri, as usual, drew a lot of masculine attention, and was talking sparkingly with Prince David Mdivani, Billy Haines, Harry Crocker, and others.

Everybody was especially interested when Pola and Billy Haines were spotted talking to each other animately, as their hectic romance of other days was recalled.

The swimming pool was open, and well lighted, and Gary Cooper, Clark Gable, Richard Barthelmess and some other of the harder masculine souls exchanged their picturesque costumes for bathing suits and took a dip.

Mary Pickford and Harpo Marx distinguished themselves and astonished the natives by stepping a real Tyrolean folk dance.

THOSE three pals, Loretta Young, Sally Blane and Polly Ann Young, may always be found in three-somes with their beau.

So we weren't surprised to find them at Rosie O'Donnell's Max Baer, Howard Hughes and Pat diCicco. Couldn't find out which came with which, except that Polly Ann seemed to be with Pat.

There were some lone arrivals, too—Jeanette MacDonald, whose friend Robert Ritchie was in New York, and Edmund Lowe, who goes everywhere alone.

Cary Grant and Virginia Cherrill were there too.

And though Jean Harlow came with William Powell, she was dispensing her smiles all about, at each admirer who made his appearance.

Another delightful costume affair was given by Dick Polomar, assisted by his beautiful young wife, who was Miss America a couple of seasons ago.

Jack LaRue came as a bad, bold Apache, yet he went meekly enough into the kitchen and cooked the best mess of spaghetti you ever ate; while Collin Tapley, not in costume, but dressed in formal tails, attended to the beer tap. That is, he did when he wasn't being so attentive to Marina Schubert, the new Paramount find, who was dressed as a Tyrolean princess. She offered to help him at his duties, because he absentmindedly let the tap run long after the customers had filled their glasses!

It was the younger group of players mostly who were guests, and they entered entirely into the spirit of the party. Mary Carlisle, as a Hungarian peasant, and José Crespo, Spanish actor, who wore the real Morocco sheik's (Please turn to page 58)
Many a hay fever sufferer can point to a calendar and foretell almost to the day when his misery will begin. Often, he knows how long it will last.

His acute distress is caused by pollen carried in the air from a particular kind of tree or grass or weed or, in rare instances, a flower. Some people may be affected by several types of pollen. Little or no relief may be secured until the particular types are known and proper measures are taken to immunize against them.

It requires patience on the part of the sufferer and thoroughness and understanding on the part of his doctor to find out, in advance of the dreaded season, whether hay fever will be brought on by a tree in April or May, a grass in June or July, or a weed in August or September.

One of the methods by which the doctor finds out which pollen causes hay fever consists of making a series of tiny scratches, about an eighth of an inch long, which penetrate the outer skin. He may make from eight to thirty tests, the number depending upon the variety of air-borne pollens in the patient’s locality. On each scratch the doctor applies one drop of a different pollen solution. If a particular pollen has caused past trouble, a slight, itching elevation will appear on the skin where the scratch was made.

Based on the results of these tests, the doctor knows just what to do and when to begin to build up the immunity of his patient against the individual trouble-making pollen or pollens.

Some stubborn cases do not yield to this immunizing process, but a majority of hay fever patients have been made far more comfortable by it. Many of them have been relieved completely.

The time to begin the battle against 1935 hay fever is now!
MARIE ANTOINETTE has caused another Revolution. The unhappy French Queen has torn M-G-M asunder and set Hollywood's mightiest majesties at war by unwittingly inspiring them simultaneously to die on the guillotine in her name. Norma Shearer and Marion Davies are tossing heads at one another.

By exercise of skilled diplomacy two Queens may exist on one lot, but hardly two Marie Antoinettes. When "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" was purchased by the studio, Miss Davies set her heart on it, but it went to Miss Shearer. Next Reine Marion set heart and head on "Marie Antoinette," only to find herself, on returning from Europe, in the shadow of Miss Shearer's guillotine. The air was ominous and war clouds lowered, just as they did over Europe when King Alexander was assassinated. But this time something happened. More like the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand was the effect upon Hollywood, though not with quite the violence of the World War. This revolt was without bloodshed, due to Miss Davies' innate diplomacy and long aversion to any form of capital punishment. She quietly gathered her glittering forces about her and rolled off the lot in a high-powered tumult Burbank-bound. On the Warner Brothers domain she will set up her guillotine and Versailles. On leaving the lot after a long reign she issued a proclamation of regret and love to all. Equally tactful, Miss Shearer went into temporary retirement, and announcement was made that she had shelved "Marie Antoinette," presumably temporarily.

On the whole this peaceful settlement of what might have been an old-style, rip-snorting Hollywood rumpus is a testimony to the new age in which we live and to the humane strategy of Hollywood's little women.

Frankly, it was a disappointment to us old

This is sawed-off shotgun queens for the ladies of the films. Herb Howe wears boxing-gloves as he pecks at his typewriter, and keeps ready to duck war horses who watched the mighty Negri and Swanson rage with missiles and gas, back in the twenties. Even then Hollywood showed an effeminating tendency. Miss Swanson had something of the new diplomacy. She worked quietly and with aloof scorn, putting cats in the path of cat-loathing Pola. But Pola talked. In quite loud voice, "In Poland we kill!" was her original expression. This was modified, out of respect to the customs of this country, to "I will sue!" The fire-breathing Pola also made a valiant stab at tact. Breathing heavily from the effort of restraint, she conveyed her attitude to the press as "Miss Swanson, "She have a certain—what you call?—style. But I am artiste. How could I be jealous?" No, it was nothing personal, Pola avowed. Simply that she had always been first on every lot in Europe and she wouldn't abandon principles for any amount of our gold. One or the other must go. Miss Swanson's Pola's victory was dubious, though, since Miss Swanson proceeded in triumph to a royal wage and domicile at United Artists. And soon Clara Bow butted into Pola's domain at Paramount and Pola went. Unhappy is the head that wears a crown. A queen has to be always on her toes. Or, better yet, Queen Garbo's momentous observation: "One never knows what time will bring, does one?" There have been other death-threatening rivalries, mostly press-stimulated. Valentino was stirred a little by the horde of "successors" following in his wake. Lupe Velez, first of the Mexican senoritas on the screen, was moved to give inciting impersonations of her country-woman, Mlle. Dolores Del Rio. Attempt was made to draw out Miss Garbo by herding her "successors" but she barricaded herself in jaw-locking Swedish silence.

Fashion feeds between "best-dressed ladies of the screen" is an old press stunt. When the newspaper boys feel for a held day they leap in among the little Tigresses, quote one about another, and soon expensive fur is flying in headlines.

At Paramount, fear was entertained of a Balkan explosion when Mae West swayed with her peculiar pugnacious swing in the direction of tailored Dietrich. When Miss Dietrich (Please turn to page 73)

Queen Marie Antoinette lost her head on a shopping-block. A horrible fate? Tut, tut! Norma Shearer and Marion Davies both wanted to be Queen Marie. So—!

Royal Squabbles
OF THE MOVIE QUEENS

"That's what you get for inviting Society!" said Marion Davies, when her guests fought.
3 Millions already eating new "XR" Yeast...!

**"INDIGESTION STOPPED FAST!"**
Elizabeth, N. J. Brewster & Beach writes:
"My digestion was all wrong. I tried yeast—the XR kind. My indigestion and headaches soon disappeared. There's nothing like it!"

**"PIMPLES DISAPPEARED IN A HURRY!"**
Chicago, Ill. Miss Florence Ryan writes:
"Blisters all over my face! I feared I'd lose my job. Almost everyone in a friend's office was eating yeast... In a few days after starting XR Yeast, my pimplles weren't noticeable!"

**"IT'S WONDERFUL!"**
Peggy Pool, 443 Eaglewood Ave., Chicago, says: "I couldn't work. Had indigestion. Continuous headaches. Skin broke out. XR Yeast helped her in a few days!"

**"NEVER RELIEVED IN LAXATIVES"**
Waltham, Mass. Mrs. W. R. Hickel says:
"XR Yeast relieved my indigestion every time!"

**"SLUGGISHNESS LEFT IN A FEW DAYS"**
Cable, Wis. Marguerette Bro, a writer, says: "Huddling over a typewriter isn't exactly conducive to health. I lost appetite, felt drowsy and miserable. I tried laxatives—but had to discard them. Finally I tried Fleischmann's XR Yeast. I have only praise for it! My sluggishness left in just a few days!"

**"ACTED IN 72 HOURS!"**
Norwood, Pa. David Evans writes:
"I developed constant indigestion. This new XR Yeast acted in 72 hours... I can see why doctors are enthusiastic about it!"

**"RELIEVED ME IN 3 DAYS!"**
South Bend, Indiana. Mrs. Opal Haymaker writes: "I suffered from constipation... This Fleischmann's XR Yeast is amazing... relieved me in 3 days!"

**"SLUGGISHNESS LEAVE IN A FEW DAYS!"**
Chicago, Ill. Mrs. Florence Ryan writes: "Blister all over my back! I feared I'd lose my job. Almost everyone in a friend's office was eating yeast... In a few days after starting XR Yeast, my pimplles weren't noticeable!"

**"PIMPLES DISAPPEARED IN A HURRY!"**
Chicago, Ill. Miss Florence Ryan writes: "Blisters all over my face! I feared I'd lose my job. Almost everyone in a friend's office was eating yeast... In a few days after starting XR Yeast, my pimplles weren't noticeable!"

**"IT'S WONDERFUL!"**
Peggy Pool, 443 Eaglewood Ave., Chicago, says: "I couldn't work. Had indigestion. Continuous headaches. Skin broke out. XR Yeast helped her in a few days!"

**"NEVER RELIEVED IN LAXATIVES"**
Waltham, Mass. Mrs. W. R. Hickel says: "XR Yeast relieved my indigestion every time!"

**"SLUGGISHNESS LEFT IN A FEW DAYS"**
Cable, Wis. Marguerette Bro, a writer, says: "Huddling over a typewriter isn't exactly conducive to health. I lost appetite, felt drowsy and miserable. I tried laxatives—but had to discard them. Finally I tried Fleischmann's XR Yeast. I have only praise for it! My sluggishness left in just a few days!"

In cities, towns... everywhere... people are eating this new yeast that corrects common ills twice as quickly!

You see, it's a stronger kind of fresh yeast. It speeds up your digestive juices and muscles... moves food through you fast. Thus it banishes constipation and related troubles—indigestion stops; pimples disappear; headaches cease; you have more appetite, energy.

In addition, it supplies newly added Vitamin A that combats colds! And it's rich in Vitamins B, D, G... four vitamins, as well as hormone-like substances that aid health!

Eat 3 cakes daily—plain, or dissolved in 1/3 glass of water—half an hour before meals. Gradually discontinue harsh laxatives... Get some Fleischmann's XR Yeast—at a grocer, restaurant, or soda fountain. Start eating it today!
Sitting on TOP of the World

A NEW YORKER, BORN AND BRED, GEORGE BRINGS A BIT OF THE BIG TOWN WITH HIM—THE ONLY PENTHOUSE IN HOLLYWOOD

By MAUDE CHEATHAM

GEORGE RAFT is the only movie star in all Hollywood living in a sky-high residence. He has just leased a swanky penthouse on the top floor of the beautiful El Royal, facing the Wilshire Country Club.

It's the first real home George has had since he was a child but it is a far cry from the humble abode on Forty-first Street, near Tenth Avenue, in New York City, where he was born. During the intervening years he has parked in a variety of hotels. He's sampled the entire route from the cheapest clumps on side streets to the world's most palatial. Perhaps that's why he is so enthusiastic over his luxurious penthouse.

We had just come over from the Paramount Studio where he finished a tense scene in his latest film. We stepped through his reception hall, then into the living-room flooded with the bright warm afternoon sun.

"Home!" said George, simply, all unconscious he was unleashing emotions long dormant.

"I'm getting a great kick out of it," he continued.

"I thought quiet would get on my nerves. You see, I've been used to the bright lights, crowds, something doing. But this is changing me. Maybe," he grinned, "I'll yet learn to sit around in carpet slippers, listen to the radio and go to bed at nine. It's funny what environment can do to you. But I still hate being alone so Mack lives here with me."

No story on George Raft would be complete without Mack—Mack Gray, who managed George's boxing exhibitions and ever since has been his best pal, as well as trainer and "bodyguard." Where you see George, you see Mack, at the studio or socially. Now, Mack is appearing in George's film so perhaps he's off on a successful movie career of his own.

George's living-room is furnished in soft greens and mulberry and he has given it a masculine touch that is very charming.

Off the living-room is a large patio, something like twenty-eight by forty feet. It's a spacious sky-top garden with a Spanish fountain flashing its spray in the afternoon sun, and palms, flowering plants, canopied swings and winged tables make it the most alluring spot in which to read or loaf.

"I used to like to go to the night clubs and sit there until closing time watching the crowds and enjoying the show. But now I stay at home for I have my own show—the best in town," and George nodded toward the sweeping panoramic view of Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the lazy blue mountains forming a curtain along the north. It almost seemed as if we could see the ocean in the distance.

"At night," he continued, "it is a wonderful sight. Makes one think of a huge carnival lighted up for the evening performance.

"I'm scheduled to make four pictures in a row which means I won't have much time for play so I'll enjoy the amusements I can gather together here at home. Social affairs, especially if they are formal, don't attract me (Please turn to page 59)"
A leading American Dermatologist says:

"Their Skin is years younger than their Age"

You, too, can keep your skin flawless...Young

Beautiful skin depends very little upon your age. Haven't you seen women of 40 with skin as fresh and blooming as that of girls in their teens? Skin youth...skin beauty...is determined by conditions within the skin itself, dermatologists say.

An active circulation—vigorously functioning oil glands—firm, full tissue—toned muscles...these make your skin look young, though your actual age may be sixteen or sixty.

These youthful conditions are often subject to the care you give your skin. Dermatologists' examinations prove this astounding fact—that women who use Pond's Cold Cream really keep their skin years younger than their age.

There is a scientific reason for this amazing power of Pond's Cold Cream to keep skin free from blemishes...enchantingly fresh and young.

This luxurious cream is rich in specially processed oils. It is exactly what the skin needs for deep-down cleansing. To revive depleted tissue. And—most important—to recharge glands and cells.

Never let a night pass without cleansing your skin with this pore-deep cleanser...Pond's Cold Cream. Always pat it in every morning—before you make up during the day.

Lines...Pores...Blackheads...DISAPPEAR

As you use this oil-rich cream, you'll see your skin grow younger—lovelier. You can actually watch lines and crepiness fade. Blackheads, coarse pores disappear. Even drooping contours firm. While to your skin will come that clear fresh bloom—that silken texture—which invariably distinguish the flawless skin of the women who use Pond's Cold Cream. This same fascinating charm—a glorious gardenia skin—can be yours through the years.

Start now to use Pond's Cold Cream regularly. This coupon will bring you a generous gift package.


Send now for generous 3 DAYS' TEST

Pond's Extract Company, Dept. 8, 48 Hudson Street, New York City
I enclose $1.00 (for postage and packing) for 3 days' supply of Pond's Cold Cream with samples of 2 colors Pond's Creams and special brush of Pond's Face Powder.
I prefer 3 different LIGHT shades of powder
I prefer 3 different DARK shades

Name__________________________
Street__________________________
City__________________________State__________________________

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company
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This department is the People's Academy. The people whose names appear here attend the movies. Their letters serve as a guide to the type of entertainment that they like or dislike. These opinions are their own and do not represent NEW MOVIE'S point of view.

Change Mae?—Hm-m-m! Let's change Mae West! Why not have a different Mae West? Change her from the Nineteenth Century to 1934. Let's have no more of the "It" type of girl that men can't resist falling for.

I'm for changing Mae.—Mrs. Clyde Stinson, 4 Franklin Avenue, Houlton, Maine.
But how many would like that!

Norma's Perfection I have just seen that wonderful picture, "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," and my vocabulary fails me in telling what a truly extraordinary production it was. Norma Shearer, through all her glittering successes, has never approached the perfection of her role as Elizabeth Barrett. She was the living, breathing heroine of long ago. It will be a long, long time before the poignant memory of that exquisite scene, where she crept to the window with her last strength to see her lover depart, will be erased from my memory, if ever.

I'll say it again: "When better pictures are made, Norma Shearer will make them."—Mrs. Joe Miller, 620 North Graham Street, Charlotte, North Carolina.
We hope Norma reads this grand tribute, Mrs. Miller.

Large of Mind In my estimation Ann Harding as an actress has no peer. The fates have been good to this fair, lovely creature, investing her with that creative something which deals with the largeness of the mind. When you view her pictures you do not think of her as an actress, but as the character she is portraying. She is always vitally that, and always you love her and think as she thinks.

There is nothing suggestive about Ann Harding. She has an elegance of manner which removes from her portrayals all trace of crassness. An impression air marks every movement that she makes, and her beautifully modulated voice lingers in the ears longer than is usual.

Ann Harding is indeed a star of the first magnitude, and has won for herself a membership in the higher races.—Mrs. William L. Stanaway, 124 East Case Street, Negawac, Michigan.
We have a story on Ann ready for print, Mrs. Stanaway, in which she speaks of these ideals as the very ones for which she is striving.

One Reader Answers Another To you, my dear Mrs. Vito: They tell me that asphyxiation is a most annoying, not to say painful, process. You wouldn't wish that on a dog, let alone on such a superior star as W. C. Fields. Of course, I am willing to admit that you, my dear Mrs. Vito, are far superior to the late (Please turn to page 68)

"The women stars take excellent care of their persons, but the men get fat," says a reader.
$10,000.00
IN PRIZES
FREE!

1st PRIZE
NEW 1935 PLYMOUTH

Would be yours if you won
any of the BIG Prizes shown here.
Not a thing to buy—nothing to sell—You Win This Prize.

2nd PRIZE
G. E. ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

This is practically the same Prize
offered in the Postal Edition!

3rd PRIZE
COLSON BICYCLE

Not a thing to buy—nothing to sell—You Win This Prize.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRIZES will be offered FREE

JUST COUNT DOTS
ON SHOE
AND GIVE ONE OF BEST ANSWERS
TO QUESTION "WHAT IS SO-LO?"

To win one of prizes illustrated here
How many Dots?
See clue below

IMPORTANT CLUE

to Number of Dots on Shoe

Look at patent number on the best of So-Lo at West: 
Miss Marshall's, Mrs. Brown, E. H. Murphy, McCrory's, Wal- 
street, Mrs. B. Ward, Mrs. W. White. 

Number correctly and enter. On the other hand, the nearest number of the correct number of dots on shoe shown here, will win the prize. 

$200.00 CASH EXTRA!

Nothing to buy or sell to win prizes shown here. Just take your best of So-Lo to nearest shoe store.

See additional prize, the FREE 1935 PLYMOUTH AUTOMOBILE, the G. E. ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR, or the COLSON BICYCLE. Here is my entry:

Sloan Works

"Red" Appleton, Contest Manager

I want to win the FREE 1935 PLYMOUTH AUTOMOBILE, the G. E. ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR, or the COLSON BICYCLE. See entry above.

Sloan Works, 23 words or less is written on an attached piece of paper.

NAME: _______________________

ADDRESS: ____________________

TOWN: ________________________

STATE: _______________________
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**So-Lo Works**

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935
I HAVE lived in Hollywood for fifteen years, off and on. Mostly on. On ten cents a week! I have lived in Hollywood for fifteen years, for which I am going to have to answer some day to my Maker, and it has taught me one thing. I should hate to be a star.

I should hate it from start to finish. I think I might even hate the start worse than the finish. I should hate to wake up some bright morning (it would probably be raining) and see in the newspapers, "Street-sweeper becomes star! Jack Jamison, poor but honest young street-sweeper, zooms overnight to fame and a contract with Awful Pictures Corporation. Mr. Jamison, Cinderella Boy of 1935, is a gay, carefree lad with teeth like pearls and eyes of cornflower blue."

The story would go on: "While pushing his little wagon along the curb late yesterday afternoon, Jamison was noticed by a scout for Awful Pictures, Mr. Herman Dooplknappel, who was instantly struck by his resemblance to Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Anna Sten and the scout's own grandmother, Mrs. Sadie Dooplkenappel. Mr. Dooplkenappel was struck more than once, and decided it. A contract followed."

"I should not like to read: "Mr. Jamison, interviewed at his suite at the Waldorf-Astoria this morning while toying with a dainty breakfast of sauerkraut and pheasant on toast, smiled a boyish smile. 'I am simply thrilled to tears!' he cried. Our Jackie is still the same, unspoiled boy he was yesterday, without the least sign of hat. "How,' he asks, 'could you fit a high hat on my low brow?'"

Yes, I should hate all that. I shouldn't like it at all. It would take away all my appetite for my dainty breakfast in my suite at the Waldorf-Astoria, I should be inclined to yell "Bunk!" These discoveries, that you're always reading about in the papers!

Nine-tenths of them never get beyond playing a bit in one picture, if they even get that far!

But supposing I did click, and become a star. I shouldn't like any of the things that go with it. I wouldn't like the lack of privacy. My mother didn't raise me to be a goldfish. If I wanted to be a goldfish I would be swimming around in a globe somewhere right now instead of sitting here at a typewriter telling you all this and ruining your illusions.

Oh, I know—the public give you your stardom and your nice salary, they tell you, so you owe it to the public to let them know how many hours you sleep, how you brush your teeth, what you eat, how many times you've been married, just when you plan to get your next divorce, everything.

I don't say a star oughtn't to do it. I just say I shouldn't like it. If I happen to have a weakness for underwear with pink and green stripes, I don't want to have a photographer take a picture of me in it, sitting on the rail of a liner waving my hand at the Statue of Liberty.

I don't want to have to stop doing things for fear of publicity, either. Suppose I am a star married to another star, and she eats crackers in bed and forgets to put the cap back on the toothpaste. Ordinarily, if I had a friend like that for a wife, I would beat her with a baseball bat, or maybe lock her down in the cellar where the rats until she went crazy and strangled herself with her own garter-belt. (The Jamisons are just a regular bunch of Laughtons and Karloffs.)

But could I do it if I were both stars? No, I couldn't! I should have to pose for photographs with her, rubbing noses and calling her Boojums. Every newspaper in the country would print stories telling how we adored each other and called each other Boojums, when really we loathed the sight of each other. That would make me very discontent.

And, speaking of marriage. supposing I was one of those quaint old-fashioned people who try to stay married, in Hollywood?

Suppose I earned seven hundred dollars a week (ha, ha) and my wife earned (a very loud ha, ha) seven thousand. Bang—divorce!

Suppose she made the seven hundred and I made the seven thousand. Then she'd divorce me, for interfering with her career.

Suppose we both made the same salary, but the producers forgot me for a year, and she made a lot of pictures. Then they'd say I was through, and she'd divorce me for that.

Every time one of us went to the studio and the other stayed at home to tend little Hobart, the baby, all the newspapers would print extra extras saying we had separated.

And then, of course, every new leading woman I had would make goo-goo eyes at me. Mostly it would be because I was so devilishly handsome, of course, with my marcelled hair and my luscious cupid's-bow lips. Oh, Jamison! Yoo-hoo! But part of it would be because she wanted to use me for a stepping-stone to stardom for herself. And then my wife would hear her call me You Great Big Babkins one day on the set—and she'd divorce me for that!

Trying to stay married in Hollywood is like turning a ten-year-old boy loose in a candy store and telling him sugar will give him worms. After a while he just doesn't care.

I shouldn't like to be bossed by a studio, either. Five-year contracts, they call them. Seven-year contracts. Ninety-nine year leases. Oh, is that so?

Way down at the bottom of page 68, in small type, is a cute little clause which says you can be fired at the end of any six-month term. When you're a star you can look ahead and be sure of yourself, you can go on dripping over just six months, and that's all!

Other clauses say you can be fired if you get one pound overweight, if you grow a beard, if you wear plus hats, if you admit in public that your Uncle Louie is a dope, if you get into street fights with policemen. Maybe I like plus hats! Maybe I even like to fight with policemen, if they're not too big! Why, I know some contracts—and I'm not kidding—that tell a star how much he has to pay for his automobile and how many suits a year he must order from his tailor. To say nothing of the rent he must pay for a swank apartment to keep up his (and the studio's) front! If the only good thing you can say for being a star is the big salary you get—what about your big salary if your contract, plus your social obligations, insists that you spend nine-tenths of it before you get it?

More than one star works like a dog for five years at a "big" salary and ends up with nothing to show for it but a hundred suits of clothes, with shifty pants. Or a set of false teeth.

The stars themselves tell you five years is the longest time they can hope to stay at the top in pictures. Well—not for Papa! I don't want any job where I'm dead by the time I'm thirty and have to walk around for another thirty or forty years in the same old body. I don't want anybody to call me a has-been when I've hardly gotten my diploma from grammar school.

I shouldn't mind (Please turn to page 67)

"Autograph hunters would besiege me. Most of them would think I was Boris Karloff." Why is on autograph fiend, anyhow?

A tear-jerking, heart-throbbing wail, from that em- bittered youth known as—JACK JAMISON

DRAWINGS BY HENRI WEINER

Jamison, the Boy Wonder, enjoys a light breakfast.
Faded Fabrics Become Gay and New Again!

THE new Paris colors can be yours in a jiffy...with easy Tintex. For the Tintex way is the shortest, simplest, surest road to color smartness. These magic tints and dyes are always at your command...and always ready to bring you up-to-the-minute in fashion.

Millions of smart women are finding a daily need for Tintex...giving fresh new color to their apparel and home decorations...and restoring original color to every faded fabric. Costs only a few pennies...saves many dollars. So easy, too. Simply "tint as you rinse". Perfect results—always. Select your favorite Tintex colors—today. 35 brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose.

Park & Tilford, Distributors

TINTEX Brings Fashion's Colors to Wardrobe and Home Decorations

WHAT TINTEX DOES

TINTEX restores color to faded fabrics in a jiffy...keeps undies fresh and gay-looking...brings the season's smart colors to your wardrobe...makes your last year's apparel look like new...keeps curtains and drapes bright and fresh...keeps home decorations color-smart...gives professional results...is used without muss, fuss, or bother...costs only a few pennies and saves dollars!

Use TINTEX for

- Underthings
- Negligees
- Dresses
- Sweaters
- Scarfs
- Stockings
- Blouses
- Slips
- Men's Shirts
- Curtains
- Bed Spreads
- Children's Clothes
- Drapes
- Luncheon Sets
- Doilies
- Slip Covers

The World's Largest Selling Tints and Dyes

AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS
LADY, you're lovely!
Radiant, fresh, and in the bloom of young womanhood.
And better, that young and lovely face is a mind full of old wisdom... old as womankind itself... and it decrees "keep lovely."

So your dressing table is laden with fine creams and lotions and cosmetics fragrant as garden in June. And every other aid devised to make lovely woman lovelier still... and to keep her that way!

Among these aids... and you're very wise... is a certain little blue box.
It won't be on your dressing table, but discreetly placed in your medicine chest. Its name is Ex-Lax. Its purpose... to combat that ancient enemy to loveliness and health... constipation... to relieve it gently, pleasantly, painlessly.

You see, while Ex-Lax is an ideal laxative for anyone of any age or either sex, it is especially good for women. You should never shock your delicate feminine system with harsh laxatives. They cause pain, upset you, leave you weak. Ex-Lax is gentle in action. Yet it is as thorough as any laxative you could take. And... this is no empty boast. Ex-Lax won't form a habit. You don't have to keep on increasing the dose to get results. And it's so charmingly easy to take—for it tastes just like delicious chocolate.

And That
"Certain Something"

These are the cold facts about Ex-Lax. But there is more than that. It is the ideal combination of all these qualities—combined in the exclusive Ex-Lax way—that gives Ex-Lax a "certain something"—a certain satisfaction—that puts Ex-Lax in a class by itself. Our telling you won't prove that. You must try it yourself to know what we mean!

In 10c and 25c boxes—at any drug store. Or use the coupon below for free sample.

When Nature forgets—remember
EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!

Ex-Lax Inc., P. O. Box 1763
Times-Dispatch Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

PICTURE audiences can prepare themselves for many new faces among the younger players this coming season. Many of the major studios have four or five young people of whom they expect big things—and from what I can see, will probably fulfill their hopes. Mary Jordan, younger sister of that well-known star, Dorothy Jordan, is a young lady you'll be hearing about soon. Mary has been awarded no roles, yet she does seem to have what most self-made stars of today possess—a definite determination. Though the sister of Dorothy Jordan, and sister-in-law of Merian C. Cooper, RKO executive, Mary insists on going to the various studios herself and doing "bit" work. She has just completed atmosphere work in "Grand Old Girl," the new May Robson picture, and because the studio sent out so much publicity on the fact that Dorothy Jordan's sister was in the picture (some papers even announced she had the second lead), Mary plans to change her name to avoid that happening in the future. It is for that reason, plus the fact that her stage work proves her ability that I feel you will be hearing from Mary Jordan soon.

Producers—Here's an idea. How about an all-star musical picture featuring Hollywood's young starlets? Warner Brothers, after months of pleading by letter, wire, telephone and in person, on the part of Patricia Ellis to have them hear her sing, finally broke down the other day and tuned in on a local radio program featuring Pat as guest of honor. To the boss' astonishment, they discovered what we've all known for a year: that Pat has one of the loveliest "blues" voices in Hollywood.

To the other studios, let me suggest that Jean Parker, Richard Cromwell, Trent Durkin, Charlotte Henry, Joan Marsh and Ben Alexander have excellent singing voices. Tom Brown, Howard Willson, Johnny Downs, Jacqueline Wells, and Richard Brodus are swell tap dancers, Anita Louise is a top-notch on the harp (ask her neighbors if you don't believe me), Dick Winslow plays eleven musical instruments, and all this going to waste while studios sit back and let their one singing and dancing star do the work for every production. Most of these players mentioned are not under contract to a studio, and could undoubtedly be corralled for what might be the most novel musical production of the year.

The Frank Albertsons seem to be falling for each other all over again.

Virginia sprained her left ankle; an hour and a half after Frank had sprained his right ankle on the "Bachelor of Arts" set over at the studio. Never a dull moment.

Charlotte Henry becomes the Peter Pan of the film industry. Charlotte who gained fame as Alice in "Alice in Wonderland," has just completed another fairy tale role in "Babes in Toyland." This girl is different from most of Hollywood's feminine members of the younger set. Instead of striving, at the age of fifteen or sixteen, to be the sophisticated ingenue of the screen, Charlotte (who is older than many of our ingenue sophisticates) has a yen to remain the Alice age for many years to come. And Charlotte has very good reasons. First, she doesn't feel or look any older than that age, and secondly, she has complete monopoly on that type of role—and her ambition is to do them all.

Jean Rouvel, young Pasadena girl, signed by Paramount for the leading role in "Eight Girls in a Boat," and later forced by her illness to give up the part, has now been given the romantic lead opposite Julian Madison in "It's a Gift"—W. C. Fields' last picture.

A blood-curdling scream, followed by a wild shout and a loud crash, caused a near panic recently on an RKO set during the filming of a quiet scene.

Investigation revealed that 14-year-old Jimmie Butler had curled up in two chairs, off-stage, to take a nap. Evidently the uncomfortable position made him dream. At any rate Jimmie screamed suddenly and came up fighting the chairs which had formed his bed. Everyone had a good laugh, but was Jimmie's face red!
Ralph Bellamy Tells on Fred March

(Continued from page 23)

speed is like, and the squeals of anguish emanating from the back seat on such occasions must startle the pedestrians out of our way, for we bear a charmed set of lives on those rides.

Can you imagine Freddie March playing the role of father in real life? I couldn’t either—at first.

When Florence first broached the idea of adopting a baby, Freddie sported and said no. He gave side-splitting jibes of himself walking the floor with a baby, and presented profound arguments to prove the utter ridiculousness of the whole scheme. Adopt a baby! Absolutely not!

So they compromised and adopted a baby.

The first thing we knew, Freddie had gone completely berserk over that child. He pranced and rumped with her until little Penelope March gurgled with sheer joy. The Laguna Beach home—always their favorite retreat—was originally a rather small affair. But now look at it! Proud Papa March, having taken up a career as a father, could be content with no half-way measures.

There had to be a nursery. It is almost as big as a Hollywood drawing room. Three quarters for the nurse, and a special kitchen. He even had a dumbwaiter built from the main kitchen to the nursery, so that if her majesty Queen Penelope should desire a midnight snack from the icebox, the nurse had only to press a button.

He fairly hammers the nursery, and prowls about to see that all is shipshape while Penelope takes her beauty rest.

The other day he proudly surveyed the big nursery, and remarked:

“With so much room, don’t you think we ought to adopt a couple more babies?”

Florence, being a most dutiful wife, smiled and yielded not to the temptation to say—“see, I told you so!

Freddie believes in doing a thing thoroughly, once begun!

The Laguna home is an ideal retreat for them. It stands on a high cliff some three or four miles south of the town. Back of the house is a veritable wilderness of hills and canyons, and our favorite diversion is to go hiking there. One day we four set out to explore strange territories.

Freddie and I had climbed through a fence and were striking along some distance ahead of the girls, when we looked up to behold ten big, belligerent bulls lined up in our path. Freddie and I came to an abrupt halt.

Then Freddie asked, with a lift of his brows:

“You do, ah, think they like people?”

One of the bulls stepped toward us.

“They do not like people,” Freddie observed to the girls, who silently joined the solemn procession back to the fence, thereon, and then, from a safe distance, we looked back. The bulls had not moved.

No bulls frequent the beach at Laguna, however; we count some of Freddie’s verbal ones. He and Florence take the baby down the steps and spend hours on the sand. But by now, I am not so much in Freddie—he brings along a medicine ball and finds someone to play catch.

His house is full of games of all sorts, designed to entertain those who abhor the simple delights of sitting and thumb twiddling. No matter what the game, Freddie usually can win it.

Freddie is a born entertainer and host. The March’s dinners, usually for six or eight, are social highspots.

Freddie has very few dislikes—aside from bulls and egotists. He tours through life in high gear, enjoying every minute of the ride. But he has one very definite dislike. A most definite one—toward physical labor. He will expend a prodigious amount of energy to avoid downright work.

I discovered this secret grudge for labor one time when I proposed that we make a badminton court. By leveling a slope near the beach house we would have a splendid place for the game of shuttlecock, but Freddie eyed the spot with disfavor. We searched diligently for two days and finally came back to the original site.

“All we have to do is shovel away that dirt,” I pointed out. “Come on, here’s a shovel. I’ll use the pick.”

Freddie made several passes with the shovel, then recalled an urgent errand in town. After that he remembered that he must call the studio. I made up my mind to see the thing through, and it became a silent, bitter struggle between two determined souls—Freddie not to make Freddie work, he to get out of it. Finally he capitulated, and when he made up his mind to it the court was finished in short order.

He has a splendid physique and despite the nervous restlessness of his make-up, is robust and healthy.

To a large measure the credit belongs to Florence. No late hours when a picture is in production; good food, thoughtfully selected for dietary values; cheerful, happy environment at home.

Sometimes Florence may become over-enthusiastic in diet regulations, as I have cause to know. There was one dietary siege when we must use celery salt and no pepper, eat gluten bread, and use saccharin instead of sugar in our Sanka coffee. As an added touch we must drink flat seed tea before retiring. I strongly suspect that Freddie was as relieved as I was when that spell passed. But it keeps him healthy.

He is a most tractable husband and dutifully eats what is good for him. After regarding my own shortcomings and those of others, I would nominate him a really remarkable husband.

Freddie is very devoted to his family, which consists of his father, two brothers and a married sister. They correspond regularly and visit back and forth. He takes his fraternal affiliactions with the most serious regard, and is proud of his alma mater, the University of Wisconsin.

The success he enjoys in pictures was won by years of hard work, and though he may use all that clever wit and ingenuity to avoid labor, when it comes to picture business he does not spare himself. It is odd to remember that he had to be coerced into leaving a bank teller’s job to start his theatrical career, for, more than any man I know, he loves the drama.

I have, I hope, given you some inkling of the splendid fellow that is Freddie March. It is difficult to catch that engaging personality with words. Perhaps I could express it all quite simply, in just one short sentence.

No one could ask for a finer friend than Freddie March.

“My sister was the one who opened my eyes...’Bess, you’re a hard worker,’ she said, ‘but these clothes of yours are such tattle-tales. That grayish look tells everyone who comes to the house that they aren’t really clean!’ I was furious, but I took her advice. I stopped buying ‘trick soaps’ and gave Fels-Naptha Soap a try.”

And what a lucky day! It takes a second to chip Fels-Naptha into the water in my washing machine. Then I whir it a bit—and it piles up with grand creamy suds. I never dreamed golden soap is so much richer. And Fels-Naptha is full of clean-smelling naphtha! Of course, dirt hasn’t a chance. Even gritty, greasy dirt floats right out.”

“Everybody says nice things about my washes now—no more tattle-tale gray in my house. John says that red look is gone out of my hands, too. There’s soothing fragrance in Fels-Naptha, you see. In fact, Fels-Naptha is so gentle to everything that I use it for all my silk under and dainty-in-the-basin washes.”

Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray" with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
WYNNE GIBSON

Invents New Salads for Lunch

 LIQUIDS for breakfast, salads for luncheon and the sky’s the limit for dinner. That, in brief, is Wynne Gibson’s answer to the question of three meals a day. Her favorite for the big meal is broiled beefsteak, and for luncheon any sort of salad in which raw vegetables predominate. That, at least, is one way of getting your quota of minerals and vitamins needed to keep you young and beautiful.

Here are some of the Wynne favorites:

**CABBAGE-APPLE SALAD**: Wash, quarter and core 1 juicy red apple and chop coarsely without paring. Mix with 2 cups freshly chopped cabbage, 1/2 cup chopped walnuts or pecans, and 1/4 cup real mayonnaise. Serve on crisp lettuce leaves garnished with sliced stuffed olives.

**RAW SPINACH SALAD**: Use crisp tender spinach leaves, stripped from the stems. Place the spinach on a board and mince with a knife until you have about 11/2 cups. Mix with 1 cup chopped celery and 1 teaspoon onion juice. Serve on lettuce with real mayonnaise or French dressing.

**CELERI ROOT SALAD**: Carefully pare 3 or 4 celery roots and grate about 11/2 cups. Combine with equal amount of chopped celery stalk, and 1/4 cup grated Brazilian nut meats or chopped pecans. Serve on lettuce with desired salad dressing.

**NEW ONION SALAD**: Mix 1/4 cup finely minced celery 1/4 cup head lettuce, shredded 1/4 cup grated unpurred radishes 1/4 cup chopped parsley Mix together the grated and minced vegetables, moisten with a little French dressing, arrange on a bed of shredded lettuce and serve with mayonnaise.

**TURNIP SALAD**: Select small tender turnips, mild radishes, Bermudas or Spanish onion, parsley and crisp lettuce. Wash the turnips and grate 1/2 cup. Wash radishes and without paring grate 1/4 cup. Mix with 1/4 cup chopped onion and 4 tablespoons chopped parsley. Arrange on beds of lettuce and serve with real mayonnaise or French dressing.

Here are other vegetable salad combinations that Miss Gibson recommends:

- Grated raw carrots, diced celery raisins on lettuce with mayonnaise.
- Red cabbage, celery, onion and parsley with French dressing.
- Diced cooked potatoes, chopped raw cabbage and onions in green pepper cups.
- Chopped cucumbers, and minced watercress with mayonnaise in tomato cups.
- Shredded green pepper, chopped pimiento, minced celery and olives.
- Green pepper, cabbage, carrots and sweet pickles.
- Raw cucumbers, diced cooked beets, chopped sweet pickles.
- Shredded romaine and endives with diced cucumbers in tomato cups.
- Chopped celery, chopped figs and chopped nuts on lettuce with mayonnaise.

There’s endless variety in the flavor of fresh raw vegetables.

---

The makings of Miss Gibson’s favorite salads
Awake the SLEEPING BEAUTY in Your Hair

RING out the lovely natural lustre that slumbers in YOUR hair—the soft natural beauty that waits to be awakened by THE SHAMPOO that Cleanses Perfectly, then Rinse Completely—Marchand's Castle Shampoo!

This wonderful beauty-awakening shampoo leaves the hair shining clean, aglow with quiet natural highlights. The texture of the hair is made soft, manageable—because THIS shampoo cleanses Perfectly, then Rinses Completely.

Easy to Re-arrange your Hair

After shampooing with the New Marchand's Castle Shampoo—hair is left exceptionally manageable. A pat here and there—and your hair is nicely arranged again!

Use Marchand's Castle Shampoo to cleanse all shades of hair. It has positively no lightening effect; it does not change the color of the hair. But it does bring out the natural lustre and beauty of hair through its new superior cleansing and rinsing action.

Marchand's Castle Shampoo is made with selected high grade olive oil. Remember, olive oil is good for scalp and hair—particularly for those who suffer from dryness and dandruff. You should avoid using ordinary soaps on their hair—and change to this fine product—made to benefit hair as well as to cleanse it.

You use a smaller amount each time—therefore, you get more shampoos per bottle. Ask at your favorite drug counter for

MARCHAND'S CASTILE SHAMPOO

To Cleanse All Shades of Hair Does Not Lighten Hair.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST—OR TO GET BY MAIL

Fill out this coupon, send with 35c in coins or stamps to C. Marchand Co., 251 W. 19th St., New York.

35c enclosed—Please send SHAMPOO to

Name ...........................................

Address ........................................

City ........................................... State .......

Why'd I Hatetobe a Movie Star

(Continued from page 44)

scrubbing floors in an office building. But I should mind scrubbing floors at the age of thirty if, at the age of twenty-nine, I had been billed on illuminated signboards from coast to coast as "America's Dream Lover."

What can a star do to make a living, once he's through in pictures? Nothing he can ever do again will be tops. His past will always dim his future. Besides which, a star spends the very years when he might be learning how to make an honest living groaning "I love you, I love you, I love you" in front of three cameras, a collection of prop boys, and anybody else in the studio who doesn't happen to be working at the moment.

By the time the public gets tired of hearing him say "I love you," it's too late for him to learn to be a track-walker or a stenographer. From then on he's just plain, unskilled labor—with a glamorous past, maybe, but unskilled labor just the same. He can't even make a living painting artificial flowers on fly-poison cans.

Nor should I enjoy, during those precious five years, spending sleepless nights worrying, worrying, worrying. Worrying whether my contract would be renewed. Worrying about political enemies in the front office. Worrying about rival stars. Worrying about publicity, salary, bills, my unenviable future, staying at the top of the heap.

I should hate to sign autograph books. I'd know that the eager autograph hunters didn't really give a darn about me personally.

I shouldn't enjoy having fans write in for my photographs and then use them to tack up over the spot on the wall where the rain came in. Or to draw mustaches on.

If I were a star, any manufacturing company in America could buy my face to advertise its product, if it paid the studio enough. And the money would go to the studio, not me.

"Jack Jaimson, cute child star of Awful Pictures, drives the Little Matte Steam Roller. Have You A Little Matte In Your Bedroom?" No, I have not a Little Matte in my bedroom. I don't want a Little Matte in my bedroom. Even to be a star, I will not have a Little Matte snoring around my bedroom squashing the furniture. Not for six thousand dollars a week!

I should have to slave from five in the morning till twelve at night for six weeks or longer on a picture, giving it everything I had, and then have every critic in New York say I was a ham who ought to go back to street-cleaning. Of course it would be true. I could give a bad performance, because I was never cut out for an actor in the first place. And I would be a lot better off, barking pushing my little trolley-wagon down the street looking for sinfull or anything else lying around. But it would hurt to hear it, just the same.

I should hate to have royalty and famous people come to Hollywood and live with me for months as my guests and then go away, chuckling, to tell their titled friends back home that I was just too, too laughable—a little child of the slums trying to feel at home among my fifty servants and my twenty Rolls-Royces.

I should hate to have to live up to the characterizations of my pictures. Always cute, if I were an ingrate. Always tough, if I were a he-man. Always funny, if I were a comedian.

Most of all, I'd hate to kiss babies. I'd hate to be a star!

A touch of HANDS—
A change of HEART!

If you were a man, could you get a thrill out of touching a dry, chapped hand? You know you couldn't—it's the dear-little-smooth-little hand that gives him a romantic feeling...

This winter, keep your hands thrillingly smooth! Hinds Honey and Almond Cream will help you. Hinds soaks the skin with rich soothing oils—quickly restores velvety texture! This is because Hinds is more than a "Jelly." It is the penetrating liquid cream—it lubricates deeply with quick-working balms.

As fragrant...rich...as the liquid creams costing $2 at expensive beauty salons. But Hinds costs only 50c and 25c at your druggist, or 10c at the dime store.

MARCHAND'S
CASTILE SHAMPOO

To Cleanse All Shades of Hair Does Not Lighten Hair.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST—OR TO GET BY MAIL

Fill out this coupon, send with 35c in coins or stamps to C. Marchand Co., 251 W. 19th St., New York.

35c enclosed—Please send SHAMPOO to

Name ...........................................

Address ........................................

City ........................................... State .......
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Don't Cheat Your Baby of Vitamins

Tests reveal that ordinary home-cooked, home-strained vegetables lose much of their vitamin content.

Of course your baby's health well repays you for the time you spend cooking and straining vegetables for him. But there is a better way—a way to assure higher vitamin content and to do away with tedious preparation.

Heinz vegetables are prepared hours instead of days after being harvested. Each day before being cooked disintegrates vitamin content. These really fresh vegetables are cooked and strained without exposure to vitamin-destroying air when vacuum-packed into enamelled tins.

Test after test proves that in Heinz Strained Foods, vitamins and mineral salts are retained in a far higher degree than is possible with ordinary home methods.

Try three or four varieties of Heinz Strained Foods. Do away with tedious preparation. And, more important, be assured that your baby is getting an abundant, uniform quota of his precious vitamins and minerals.

Send for this Vital Book—New, valuable facts about vitamins and minerals in infant diet are revealed in this new book, "Modern Childhood, or Your Baby's Health." All Heinz foods have been accepted by the Committee on Foods, American Medical Association. Send labels from 3 tins of Heinz Strained Foods and 10 cents to H. J. Heinz Company, Dept. TO51, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Royal Squabbles of the Movie Queens

(Continued from page 35)

returned from abroad the ship reporters asked her what she thought of Mae West. To this she replied: "And who is Mae West?" For a time Hollywood was breathless. Miss West is cool, collected and self-assured. She apparently didn't hear, for her new [rest of sentence not visible]

Oddly, Miss Davis, through similar gifts of diplomacy, combined with generosity and warmth of personality, has escaped unscathed by jealousy or contesting for favors. Her bungalow—actually a spacious dwelling of many rooms—was an open house. She likes people around her all the time, especially among those who can make for laughter and general merriment. Miss Garbo's set is guarded and silken like a hard-working artist's. Miss Shearer's set is business-like, of pleasant but quiet tone. Marion's was distinctly good time, with quips and pranks and wanton wiles. In this house assembled the old-time studios of Hollywood, when picture-making was more or less gay and no one worried much.

I lunch with Miss Davis one day when a famous writer came to ask a favor. The latter had quarreled with the studio chiefs and wanted Marion to act as intercessor. "I don't see why I have to patch up everyone's fights," Marion sighed. "I've never had a word with Marie Antoinette. Has she ever had a fight? You never gain anything fighting!" At that time she informed me that she liked M-G-M better than her New York Cosmopolitan studio where she worked in the beginning. "And that's saying all I can because I loved that gang." Hence I see her farewell speech of love and good will as something more than a diplomatic gesture.

T HE way I feel about the two royal ladies is that they, like Marie Antoinette, are innocent figures in this world-shaking conflict; of course, they have royal ambitions, and a queen must think of her fame before herself. Otherwise the day will come when the throne will not be there when she sits down.

The personal charm of the Davies has never been fully translated to the screen. Neither has the Shearer's. They are more remarkable as women than actresses. (Am I the intercessor?) Far be it from me to say which should play Marie Antoinette. I shall judge equally at the beholding of both. And I think the French Queen is getting a big break. If she had been as tactful, sympathetic and wise as these royal ladies, the French Revolution would have been as bloodless as this one in Hollywood. Further proof of this is to be seen all over Europe in everything, including royalty.

Join the People's Academy by sending your votes on the twelve outstanding motion picture achievements of the year. See page 42 of this issue for further details regarding the free trip which we offer our readers.

Dress Up your kitchen

Just between us women, isn't a kitchen a much pleasanter place to be in when it boasts a few gay spots... new cur- tains, a pot of flowers, colored can- nisters! You'll enjoy making these attractive kitchen accessories below from diagram patterns, each one with complete directions.

Curtain Pattern

To be made from scrin and checked gingham. With this are directions for making checked flower pot holders to match. Very decorative.

Crocheted Stock Cover

It's easy to make a crocheted stock cover and a matching floor mat from heavy white and colored cotton thread! Directions tell you how.

Colored Canisters

Embellish tin containers can be transformed into good-looking, serviceable canisters with the aid of waterproof paint and simple stencils.

Lettsbe Bags

Unbleached muslin decorated with designs in colored cotton. Useful and good-looking.

Table Pads

No scattred tables when bosh rings are made into table pads with a good-looking crocheted edge.

Oilcloth Case

A necessary convenience for memo pads, pencils and sales slips. A clever "dummy" prize.

Wine Holder

You'll never be without a ball of twine in a handy place when you have this wall holder.

Send for these diagram patterns today... all seven for 15 cents

Frances Cowles

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc. 55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.
A famous doctor says: “Ambrosia not only cleanses thoroughly and deeply, but is antifungal, healing and tonic. It reduces large pores.”

**LARGE POSES**

Don't suffer another minute with large pores and blackheads. Use Ambrosia, the pore-deep liquid cleanser, three times a day. You feel Ambrosia tingling; you know it is cleansing as nothing has done before.

Using Ambrosia is like putting your skin on a liquid diet. There's nothing to clog or cause pores. In as little as three days blackheads begin to go, complexions are clearer and smoother.

If skin is oily, apply, follow every Ambrosia cleansing with Ambrosia Toner. It lessens oiliness, clears muddy complexes, refines and stimulates.

If skin is dry, follow every Ambrosia cleansing with Ambrosia Cream. It is the only cream that's practically identical with skin oil. Ends dryness, smooths lines. 75c each at all drug and department stores. In smaller sizes at 1Oc stores.

**AMBRÖSIA THE PORE-DEEP CLEANSER**

**BACKACHES NEED WARMTH**

Tens of thousands of folks who used to suffer from miserable backaches, shoulder pains and the disagreeable nerves that often accompany them, have been cured with Ambrosia. It's simply wonderful for muscle pains caused by rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, headaches, sprains and strains.

The beauty about Ambrosia's Poucine Plaster is its nice flow of warmth that makes you feel good right away. Actually, what's happening is that it draws the blood to that spot. It treats the backaches where it is. No doctor can do that. Serves best for colds, any pains or rheum, either. Ambrosia's Poucine Plaster is in another home on everyreader's floor. It's been more than a poucine plaster has ever been made that goes on and sizes off as easily, or that does so much good. Be sure the druggist gives you AMBROSIA 25c.

**MAKES IRONING EASY**

This modern way to hot starch and to make your clothes look better than with lump starch. Makes startling easy. Makes ironing easy. It restores elasticity and that soft charm of newness. No stitching. No creasing. Your iron looks fairly glides. Send for sample.

**THANK YOU——**

THE HUBINGER CO., No. 797, Kedzie, Il.
Your free sample of QUICK IRONIC plasma, and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch,"

---

**DIET PROBLEMS OF THE STARS**

**Conducted by DR. HENRY KATZ**

ONE of New Movie Magazine's readers brings up this question about healthy teeth seen on the screen.

"I have noticed in the pictures that actors and actresses in Hollywood all have gleaming white teeth. I have been told that this is because people in that part of California eat so much fresh fruit and vegetables. Am I right in this explanation? And would eating lots of fruit be good for my teeth? If not, I would like to know what they do to make their teeth so white."

Eating plenty of good fresh fruit is a good thing, but it does not make the teeth of movie stars white or glossening. Individuals with exceptionally poor teeth do not get into the movies unless the defects are so sort that can be remedied by expert dental work. Moreover, actors and actresses in Hollywood have the advantage of the constant attention of the best dentists, who keep their teeth in good repair. And the stars themselves unquestionably are more conscientious about caring for their own teeth than the average individual.

That is undoubtedly the only sure way to keep the teeth in best condition — to look after them with utmost care. But a diet that keeps the body in good condition is of course good for the teeth.

This question of fruit, cooked and raw, and ironing for our clothes is a very interesting one. "I have always considered stewed prunes a most wholesome fruit to serve at breakfast. Is there any truth in the statement that they are acid forming?"

Stewed prunes are excellent at breakfast and as a dessert. They are tasty and act as mild laxatives and they contain much nourishment. There is no basis for the opinion that they might form acid in the system.

New SOFT-TONE MELLO-GLO the close-up powder that gives an UN-powdered look

Merely send Coupon for Fascinating booklet: "The New Vogue in Powdering".

The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass. T. M. 235

FREE

**How to bring out your best features**

**New How to Shadow your hand caps**

NOW comes a scientific discovery of vast importance to women, the greatest step in modern make-up.

...A way so simple, so practical that you'll be amazed...A way that costs so little that you'll be delighted. No plastic surgery. No long, costly treatments.

This wonderful discovery is called Mello-glo Modeling, a new and exclusive way to apply face powders...now instead of using only one shade of powder, you get an utterly changed, aluring effect by using two different, related shades.

Authentic charts and diagrams, based on practices of artists and sculptors, show you exactly what to do, how to do it. How you can model your face as you wish, highlighting your best features, subduing your handicaps. The results are truly satisfying.

This revolutionary contribution—worked out after years of research and experiment—is offered by the staff of Mello-glo experts, and approved by all leading beauty specialists and consultants. It is today's sensation in beauty circles. Once you try Mello-glo Modeling, you'll agree that it creates wonderful effects. Here's how to prove it. Buy one box of the shade that matches your complexion in general. Then buy another box—lighter if you wish to accent certain features, darker, if you want to shadow them.

For instance, if your nose is too small, and therefore needs accent, use a lighter Mello-glo powder than on the rest of your face—if your nose is too prominent and needs to be subdued, use a darker shade.

Then stand off 5 feet from your mirror and note the artistic effect—how the shades blend unnoticeably yet give that artistic oval effect.

Try the various Mello-glo Modelings—how to widen or narrow your face, how to bring out or shadow features, how to normalize your contours, but—

The whole fascinating, easy method of Mello-glo Modeling is told in our free booklet, "The New Vogue in Powdering." Don't wait, send for a copy NOW.

Then try Mello-glo Modeling—introduced as packages of the new Soft-tone Mello-glo Powder may be had at all 10c counters. Buy your two needed shades. For only 20c you can glorify your face, your features, as never before.

© 1935—The Mello-glo Co.

---

**AMAZING NEW WAY TO BEAUTIFY YOURSELF ALMOST INSTANTLY**

Now too large, too small? Face too narrow, too round? Chin too prominent, too weak?

**Which face is yours?**

Round

Triangular

Square

NORMAL

Use only the one shade of Soft-tone that matches your skin coloring.
The Most Uninteresting Man in Hollywood

(Continued from page 24)

Though at no time did he actually go hungry—and there was the explosion of a bomb, that surgeons spared of saving his vision. For months, he remained in a sickroom, with bandages over his eyes, anxiously awaiting the outcome. Fortunately, he emerged from what might have been a tragic accident with his eyesight unimpaired.

Although the owner of halls that would have caused a hundred baron to rub his eyes in amazement, Lloyd wanders about his vast estate entirely unconscious of his standing in the community. He and his niece, the square of Beverly Hills. To visit his magnificent home, set high on a hill surrounded by sixteen acres of landscaped woodland, is to realize that the ultimate in simplicity and grandeur has been reached.

Presaging this establishment—as, indeed, it is, in every sense of the word—Lloyd accepts his responsibility with the same unconcern and absence of affection that distinguishes all his actions. He entertains world-famous celebrities and produces from the studio with equal courtesy and hospitality, and he is never so happy as when he can strip to the waist and engage in a strenuous game of handball or tennis with one of his studio gang. On his estate is a nine-hole golf course that champions declare one of the finest in the country. Where others might be pardoned in boastfully showing off their home, were they in Harold's shoes, Lloyd is conscious of a sentiment that it is difficult at times to realize his being master and lord of the manor.

He lives in such a way that is in quiet simplicity, along with his three children, Gloria, Peggy and Harold Jr. Lloyd married his leading lady, Mildred Davis, in 1922, and about four years ago they adopted beautiful, round-eyed Peggy, to grow up with Gloria.

Occasionally, the Lloyds will stage a party—and everybody in Hollywood strives for an invitation. You can generally find a news article or two去做 at the door of the Lloyd den or down beside the enormous, magnificently-tiled swimming pool. Although the home of one of them known through their nation-wide syndicate columns in every city in the country, are Harold's friends, few of them mention the comedian in their daily Hollywood articles...for the reason that there is nothing to say. He has everything...and, with the possible exception of uneventful film's greatest figures, that they cannot put their fingers on a single note to exploit it. He is a travesty on the laws of newsmaking, but the one man in Hollywood whose home is the showplace of Southern California, who enjoys the acclaim and affection of the entire world for the pleasure his pictures have given, whose income can be computed only by experts and whose rise to international renown is one of the greatest success stories ever revealed...it is he who can be described as the most uninteresting man in Hollywood.
George Jean Nathan's Movie Favorites

(Continued from page 17)

sorship in the nearly-great “Doctor Monica,” that unwieldy story that forced her into the role of a suicide to keep Kay Francis and Warren William together. Without doubt this was the simplest yielding of movie producers to a false morality ever exploited on the screen. They forget that boys and girls are always with us and there is a thing called love.

It was nice that they redeemed her in that rare and worthy film, “As the Earth Turns,” and even nicer, to discriminating auditors, to see her heroic efforts to redeem such trash as that industrialist film-story from Louis B. Rasmberg’s not-so-excellent yarn, “A Modern Hero.”

Now I am aware that this commentary of mine has been critical rather than characterizing. But after all, they are Mr. Nathan’s choice—not mine. Still I like to think he made any choice at all. There was a time, and it is not far away from any man’s memory, that he would have thrown you out of his quarters had you mentioned the screen.

I am glad he has had time behind his curtain. Now with his new found screen interest he joins the common humanity of us all. He likes the art of Letteri, Jean and Sylvia. But what are they to him but shadows he is translating into women who love and suffer and triumph since they do in their various roles? We all make this translation.

I talked with him once about New York and the old days in his living-room. It is a beautiful setting, his quarters, taking on, this day, an added glamour because of his retirement. The books, the drapes, the black-and-gold of its cushions harmonized to the obligation of his words. He said:

“There is no more tradition, or at least the substance that was ours has gone. The dollar aristocracy is partly responsible for this. New York is unlike London and Continental centers. Here we admire and pay tribute to cheap men. The expression is half the time false; half the time a new head.”

In this introspection may be the key to his conversion. What irony, finding the truth in Hollywood!

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

You won’t miss any of the brilliant features and beautiful photographs of this big movie magazine if you have a year’s subscription to NEW MOVIE. The coupon below will bring you 12 issues. The yearly subscription rate is $1.00. In Canada, add 60c (total $1.60) for Canadian duty. Foreign $2.00 a year, including postage.

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.,
68 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

I am enclosing $ ._________ (check or money-order) for which please send me NEW MOVIE for one year.

Please begin with the ._________ issue.

Name:

Address:

City: \ State:

YOO who make good Italian-style spaghetti will welcome
this news. That same true flavor achieved in the kitchens of Milan
and Naples has been duplicated by
the chefs of Heinz. They enable
you to serve this grand Neapolitan feast, merely by heating a tin of
Heinz Cooked Spaghetti.

The spaghetti itself is made under
their own supervision, of fine
Durum wheat. Into the sauce go
preserved secrets straight from Italy.

With prize red-ripe tomatoes they blend delicious meat stock and
imported Parmesan cheese. They
add a touch of this spice and
that — spices not easy to get —
and the result is a feast that makes
mouths water.

Serve this delicious quick meal to
your family soon, within a short
span of minutes after you have
entered your kitchen. Heat it high
on every dish — and you’ll find
you’ve discovered one of those
favorite every-week meals that
every member of your family “goes
for.” You will find Heinz Cooked Spaghetti on your grocer’s shelves.
S.O.S. can speed up that messy job and get you out of the kitchen in a hurry.

Or why not let the pots and pans wait? No matter how long they stand S.O.S. will clean them and make them shine again like new.

S.O.S. "cuts" grease. Died-on and burnt-on food, it scours away in a jiffy. It polishes like magic. All because the soap is in the pad—an exclusive S.O.S. feature.

Get a package today, or mail the coupon below for a generous free trial.

---

**I WAS SLUGGISH AND A MARTYR TO BILIOUSNESS**

Chicago, "Ginger Rogers open after March 18th. The lady wrinkles her eyebrows as she tells this and adds, "Open for what we didn't quite know. Neither did the agent, but the result was twenty-two weeks of vaudeville. Good-bye, Fort Worth—Hello, Broadway. It all seems so simple now. Several musical shows, the most notable being "Girl Crazy." As a sideline, Ginger made pictures for Paramount at Astoria, Long Island. The theater was going down—talkies were keeping up.

Mrs. Rogers' gal Ginger must be where the going is good: "Good-bye, Broadway—Hello, Hollywood! Don't you hear us? The Rogers girls? We said Hello, Hollywood!"

"But no one paid any attention to us," said Mrs. Rogers. Retrospection brushed the last two lines from her blue eyes for just a moment. "For six months we sat. All going out and nothing coming in. It happened—I didn't even ask how it happened. I know my cinematics. Someone met Ginger who had told her six months before that she would be a sensation in pictures and said, "Why, hello! When did you arrive?" It really doesn't matter now that Ginger's here, but one must resent that six months spent "vamping till ready" as all vaudeville acts used to do.

We talked about the night spots of New York. I don't know them and I must say the Rogers girls sounded rather as if they would be glad to meet a bed socially at a regular bedtime rather than to talk about football, or how they did. They had seen the Fordham-Saint Mary's game. Did I see? I meant won. When Fordham took the Columbia I didn't count practically, before the girls get comfortably settled, they went into their own huddle and decided on prayers. Mrs. Rogers knows as much about football rules as Ginger knows about football heroes, which is decided something. Ginger is just a regular girl, after all, and still gets a kick out of being the favorite above all other screen sirens of a well-known college. I won't name it, but her efforts to coach the studio to allow her to remain in the East to be masoch of the team venged on heartbreak.

"Ginger got her fifteen minutes. There was no maid or secretary in evidence. Ginger did imitations of both. "Why don't you tell them downstairs not to disturb you?" I said.

"Well—er—we.

"Don't tell me," I interrupted, "I know, Afraid of missing something?" A mutual. "Yes!" They both grinned. Again I was reminded of the Elsie and Mother in those dear days of newly acquired importance.

Ginger was caught between intimations by an ambitious furrier. Ginger was階段化 her extremely pretty chinchilla and chimichilla into her car. She told him sweetly that she was not interested. Finally, without a change of expression, she said quietly, "I ain't interested in no furs. Thanks!" Mr. Furrier will no doubt be telling his great-grandchildren about the bad grammar of Hollywood celebrities.

The New York Press was intent on doing Ginger's love life and having reading daily that she and Mr. Lew Ayers were "just good friends," I decided to do a Will Rogers and only lenten. I read in the papers but I could have spilled a bean or so by telling about a telegram which arrived while we were in the midst of our football game and scored a decided touchdown. The light in Ginger's eyes as she..."
Relieves Teething Pains Within 1 Minute

When your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore, tender, little gums and the pain will be relieved within one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has been used by mothers for almost fifty years. It is strongly recommended by doctors and nurses instead of the un sanctioned teething ring.

Just Rub It on the Gums

Buy Dr. Hand's from your druggist today

That Gay Girl

Ginger

handed it to Mama would have made Plato hide his head and cry I know when I'm licked. We discussed the changing of names. Not the last one we but the first.

What do you think of Ginger's name? Mrs. Rogers asked me. I had thought a lot about it: oddly enough. She plays in a musical comedy one night with Fred Astaire. The next picture is a straight comedy with Francy Lederer. So far, so good. Ginger as a name is fine as long as you say it with a smile, but if Carrol Top should suddenly develop dramatic tendencies, then—Oh, why worry about it? At the time of going to press she is just a swell gal who likes her job and wants to do what the public demands. Her other name is Virginia and she does not like it, so having no better suggestion I advised not caring what the public called her as long as it called. I hope it will be calling longer and louder from now on because Ginger is so typically American. I'm a great booster for foreign stars, but I like to see America head the box-office parade in America just as they do in the foreign countries. Pussy! Pussy! Look out, you're putting your foot in your mouth! I don't know Mr. Lew Ayers, but I'm sure he must be the right one since both the girls chose him. Frankly I'm sorry the sister act broke up before the older Rogers had seen Ginger just where she wanted to be professionally. She is so wise, that Mama. She knows there is a lot to be done yet. Arriving is one thing. Remain is another. Mrs. Rogers had some very sound ideas about Ginger's career, but I hope they are not too far in the future. I would like to get caught between a cross pattier of those Rogers gals. I'm sure the bride grooms won't think Mrs. Rogers was being a critic to make Ginger a successful star—I'm certain there is nothing she will not sacrifice to see her a happy wife. So here's to you, Mr. and Mrs. Lew Ayers. If you have any doubts about anything ask Mama. If you haven't, ask her, anyway. She'll have an answer.

Things to Make From Oilcloth

With the aid of our New Method Catalog you can make these attractive and practical things from oil cloth. Here they are:

Fl57—Removable covers to protect the bindings of your books.
Fl56—Inexpensive oilcloth covers for your bridge tables.
Fl57—Scratchbook made of oilcloth with matching covers.
Fl56—Practical desk blotter with oilcloth frame.
Fl56—Cushions for living-room or parlor with colored oilcloth covers.
Fl56—For the kitchen, a cheap for paper pad and pot holders.
Fl57—A flexible wood basket made from oilcloth.

Write to Mrs Frances Covles, care of NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., enclosing 4 cents for one circular, 10 cents for 3 circulars, or 15 cents for all seven. Be sure to indicate which circulars you want by the numbers given in the accompanying descriptions.
"LITTLE ANN COUGHED SO HARD," says Mrs. Betty Kamminger, of Columbus, O. "Doctor said ‘Pertussis.' The first spoonful smothered the irritation; in 3 days Ann’s cough was completely gone!"

"Baby’s Cough disappeared in 3 days," by "MOIST-THROAT" METHOD!

Extract of a famous medicinal herb stimulates throat's glands, restores throat's natural moisture quickly, safely!

WHEN you cough, it’s usually because your throat’s moisture glands have clogged. Then your throat dries—infected, you see, has changed the character of your glands’ secretions. Thick mucus usually collects. First you feel a tickling—then you cough.

You must stimulate your throat’s moisture glands. Take PERTUSSIN! The very first spoonful increases the flow of natural moisture. Throat and bronchial tissues are lubricated, soothed. Sticky phlegm loosen. Germ-infected mucus is easily "routined" and cleared away. Relief! PERTUSSIN contains no harsh or injurious drugs. It is safe even for babies. Won’t upset the stomach. "It is wonderful for coughs"—"I give it to my own children," say doctors. Get a bottle from your druggist today and use it freely for your cough.

PERTUSSIN Tastes good, acts quickly and safely.

Color Magic on the Screen

(Continued from page 25)

But this is actually not the case. Reproduction of color is obtained through use of colored strips of negative and filters, which separate out some colors as the ray of light enters the lens and passes along, all within the camera itself. The three-color cameras are like no others ever devised. There are as yet only nine such cameras in existence, and each takes five months to construct and costs $15,000. Technicolor owns them all and rents them, along with its own color camera, to producers.

So much for the mechanics of this revolutionary addition to screen entertainment. Now what of the human genius behind it? Not the genius which devises the camera which makes it possible to bring color to the screen, but that other one which directs the machinery. Well, start hunting around and it won’t be long before you hear the name of Robert Edward Johnson.

It was Jones who made "La Cucaracha." It was Jones who is now in Hollywood engaged in the making of "Becky Sharp," the full-length feature in all color.

To the movie-goer his name is unknown. But not so the 36-year old legitimate theater. Since before the days of the World War, his has been a great name on the stage. He was studying for the new stagecraft of Europe at Max Reinhardt’s famous Berlin theater when the war broke out. On his return to America he inherited such rivalry and departures in stage design, costuming and color effects that he became in a few years the most outstanding man in his line. Since then he has designed the settings for more than sixty plays.

I wanted to talk with Jones; rather, I wanted to listen to him. I wanted to hear from his own lips how it happened in "La Cucaracha" that when the impromptu (Paul Peck) became angry with the heroine (Steffi Duna) I could see the wave of color mounting to its apogee checks; how it was that the clowns of the Spanish army in the Mexican cantina were portrayed in breath-taking blue when blue never was blue before; just a glimpse at the future of color on the screen, and a hundred answers to a hundred similar questions.

It is Jones who is a hard man to find. He had left Hollywood. He was in Central City,Col., staging the settings for "Othello" played by his brother-in-law, Walter Huston, during the great summer festival at that ghost mining camp. He was here; he was there. Finally he was in Europe. Then, suddenly, here he was back in his Park Avenue apartment in New York one night for one night only—a two — between arrival by steamer and departure by train for Hollywood.

He talked, standing back and forth across the living-room. Night had come. Beyond the open windows gleamed the lighted towers of Manhattan, through the windows the munificent splendor of great city. There was tremendous force abroad out there—and somehow the magic of it seemed centralized in striking six-footers with the dark, thick, unruly hair and the deep brown eyes so arrestingly alive behind his glasses.

"You want to know something," he said suddenly, as he moved back and forth, seemingly unable to sit still, and what I can do for the movies. Well, think this over. There is a difference between a painting by Rembrandt and a colored postcard, isn’t there? Any cub can see it. You needn’t be a student of painting to realize that such a difference exists. What is it? I’ll tell you. It’s a difference in feeling."

Feeling, he wondered aloud, what was it? And he concluded it was the mood created within you by what your senses observed.

"In this case," he tossed out jestily, "it’s not colored at all, as you can see. A moonlight night or being in love arouses emotions, create feeling. But an Easter egg postcard can’t create feeling; no, never. So when I made "Cucaracha" I determined I wasn’t going to make just another colored picture, but a painting, a real painting, a picture which would arouse feeling."

"A color picture isn’t the same thing as a black-and-white picture in color. The whole designing and photographing of the picture have to be planned from the beginning in relation to the color."

"But I found they’d grown up in black and white in Hollywood. Just to give you a point, the actors would put on heavy makeup, as for black and white, when as a matter of fact the color photography demands make-up to be considerably lighter. Before making a scene on "Cucaracha" I knocked around the Hollywood studios for a month. I asked them to show me everything they were doing in color photography. Frankly, I was amazed.

"But, look here," I used to protest, "why do you throw those regular white lights on your colored settings? The result is color work, not black and white. Why don’t you use colored lights?"

He threw back his head and laughed abruptly. "They thought I was crazy. They wanted to know why I thought they should use colored lights when the negative was going to appear in color anyway. They thought I was a nut.

"Do you follow me?" he asked.

"Weren’t you trying to bring those same black and white lights as for black and white, whereas I thought they should use colored lights and they were mixed lights, all kinds of colored lights to get in actual appearance before photographing a scene a kind of effect I wanted the film to produce."

"They couldn’t see it, some of those Hollywood executives. But, anyhow, it’s too bad that in spite of all the progress ever from the making of pictures in black and white to the making of pictures in color, a complete change in the equipment and new technique were both necessary."

He pulled furiously, expounding anew: "Talbot’s, Kukla’s, movie-artwork—masterpieces which stand out from the common things. Why do people recall them? What is it that makes them great? It’s because Rembrandt or a Titian or a Sir Joshua Reynolds has more feeling in it than a colored postcard. A real oil portrait of a famous musician has more feeling in it than a piece of jazz. That’s why. Why do you remember Toscanni’s conducting and forget that of other men? Feeling. That’s why."

"So I said, "To hell with white lights. We’ll have to take the value of colored lights in creating feeling. If we want to put warmth in the heart, we use amber or gold lights. If we want to make something green, we use blue lights or green."

So then we got down to business and began to make ‘Cucaracha’ and all kinds of colored lights to bring out an expression on an actor’s face, subtle shadows in a room, and all those various shadings it is impossible to obtain with the single use of those ghostly white lights."

Before the actual making of "La Cucaracha," however, Jones explained, he and Kenneth MacGowan made color tests. MacGowan, with whom he had worked years before at the Province-
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town Theater in the production of Eugene O'Neill's early plays, was his producer. Behind both of them stood John (Jack) Hay Whitney, president of Pioneer Pictures, backing them up and ready to do a real job of color pioneering.

Hollywood's Irate! ly-supported Jones, too. There was, for instance, John Barrymore. Years ago Jones had made the settings for Barrymore's historic Broadway production of "Macbeth," settings still remembered, for they carried abstract suggestion to what was perhaps the farthest point ever reached. So when Jones was sounding off his theories about colored lights in the making of colored movies, Barrymore again donned the costume and role of Macbeth for two ten-minute film studies in color.

"Here," said Jones, telling about it, "here. Look at these."

He rummaged around in a tin of film and brought forth several strips of negative which he held against a strong light. They showed Barrymore in the role of the melancholy Dane. Small though they were, the film seemed instinct with life.

The colored lights, said Jones, "jiced Jack's marvelous histrionic abilities. He was even better, all these years after, than he had been on the stage, though that was good enough for any man's money."

To Barrymore and others the tests proved conclusively that Jones was a man who knew what he was about and was not merely fumbling in the dark. To others, however—and Jones explained! "They'd confer a connoisseur's manner and say, 'What lovely sweated your lights bring out on a man's forehead. I never saw such sweat.'"

"Make me sick," said Jones. "Pretenders. Well, if they want sweat, I'll give 'em sweat." He looked cryptic, then laughed. "Oh, hell, what's the difference!"

He made an amazing statement as he sobered. "Every single scene, every single line in my groupings, I drove beforehand. Here." He tossed pages of paper about, and triumphantly held up little sketches in colored crayons, each by four inches, which visualized the changing sequences of a scene.

"I did this sort of thing," he said, "before ever launching into production. When I was through, we had the whole play, right there in my sketch book. It enabled the other fellows and me to go through it and study it, and when we would hit a spot which seemed dull in color or lacking in pictorial interest, we could brighten it up, maybe get in some strident color contrasts.

"One thing," he concluded, "that is vital to color photography is color harmony. It's like this: suppose I sing one song and you sing another, can we call it a duet? Of course not. But some people in Hollywood think that as long as a film is colored, that's all that is required. They'll get it over; however, they'll learn. Why, I've seen some color films that were battles royal. Every color fought with every other. When color pictures really become good, he prophesied, "they'll be like paintings by Whistler—restrained. Meanwhile, we're moving and learning."

And color pictures are moving along, too. If you don't see them in your neighborhood movie tomorrow—well, it won't be long. Color—real color, such as you have never seen before—has come to the screen.
HELPING MILLIONS TO END Colds SOONER

WHEN a bad cold gets you down, just rub on Vicks VapoRub. It fights a cold direct — two ways at once. Through the skin it acts direct like a poultice or plaster. At the same time, its medicated vapors are inhaled with every breath direct to the inflamed air-passages of head, throat, and bronchial tubes. This combined action loosens phlegm — soothes irritated membranes — eases difficult breathing — helps break congestion.

Follow daytime treatments with an application at bedtime — to receive the benefit of its effective two-way medication through the night. Often by morning the worst of the cold is over.

To Help Prevent Colds

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL
for nose and throat

Quick! — At the first nasal irritation, sniffle or sneeze — just a few drops up each nostril. Timely use of Va-tro-nol helps to prevent many colds, and to throw off other colds in their early stages.

Follow VICKS PLAN for better CONTROL OF COLS

CHOCOLATE WAFFLES

For Greater Freedom from Colds.
Vicks VapoRub and Vicks Va-tro-nol — twin aids to fever and shorter colds — give you the basic medication of Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds — clinically tested by practicing physicians and further proved in everyday home use by millions. (You’ll find full details of this unique plan in each Vicks package.)

ALICE BRADY has a story for every hour of the day, and all prizes, too.

That was a funny one she told at the party which Louis D’Ascaley, actor-director, gave for her at the Beverly Hills home.

It seems that Helen Mencken’s mother is deaf and dumb. Alice had learned to talk, and Mrs. Mencken attended school. So when Mrs. Mencken became ill, and nobody was allowed to see her, Alice secured admittance to the room on the understanding that she would be very solemn. She stayed in a long time, and finally some one came to peep in to see what was happening.

They found Alice telling Mrs. Mencken funny stories by means of the sign language, with the invalid in stitches of laughter.

Then Alice told about how W. C. Fields and Frank Craven were discussing golf at her home one night, and when Craven asked Fields if he swore on the course, Fields answered:

“No, I never get done, but where I spit the grass never grows again!”

NORMA SHEarer had her fortune told at the party which Leila Hyams and Phil Berg gave on the occasion of Phil’s birthday. When Norma emerged from the ordeal she was smiling.

“The room was quite dark, and the fortune teller did not recognize me,” she said.

“She told me I had acting aspirations, but that I’d probably never be really successful!”

EDWARD G. ROBINSON gave a party for a number of famous Russians, including Rouben Mamoulian, Richard Boleslavski, Constantin Ba-Kalayeva, and others. He solicitously provided vodkas for his guests — and not one of them drank it! All preferred the native American poisons. It is only since coming to this country that Anna and Leni learned to play ping-pong. She is quite rabid about the game.

At the party which Mr. and Mrs. HENRY LACHMAN gave for Cyril and Carl Lamson, Jr., played together continuously after dinner, Miss Stein winning most of the time.

FRED ASTAIRE is a shy bird. He ducks all the parties he can, and even on those he does attend can’t drag him to them very often.

The two were invited to Dolores Del Rio’s for tennis. But when he found he was to meet a lot of people he didn’t know, he and Mrs. Astaire fled over to the home of their friends, Mervin C. Cooper and Dorothy Jordan.

Nevertheless, a goodly crowd assembled and sweated the ball across the net at Miss Del Rio’s.

William Powell arrived early, but Jean Harlow was late, because she was working on her new book entitled “Today Is Tonight.”

NILS ASTHER sent some cables, from which we learn that he will visit Turkey before he returns from Europe and Asia; will spend Christmas with his mother in Sweden; wants plumbers engaged for his house in London; and will stay over there indefinitely; Donald Crisp and Jane Murfin have bought a yacht for a cruise in the South Seas; Katherine Hepburn is sporting these days a hat, scarf, and gloves of green and black plaid velvet with a black wool suit. The pants seem to be permanently parked. Grab-it-off dinners (in nicer words, buffet) are the rule in Hollywood where there are more than fifteen guests, but Clark Gable extended himself, as the French say, and gave a sit-down dinner to twenty guests. Included among those present were Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Barthelmess, Sam Goldwyn, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Thalberg, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ogden Stewart and Douglas Fairbanks, the guest of honor from the French Consulate; “Finally, Gloria Swanson took her two younger sisters to a kid party, and played games with the youngsters: Marlene Dietrich and Rouben Mamoulian dined and danced at one of Hollywood’s night spots; Maureen O’Sullivan and Johnny Farrow met Maureen’s dad at the train when he arrived in Hollywood; Conchita Monte-negro has grown two inches since she came to Hollywood three years ago.
Sitting on Top of the World

(Continued from page 40)

very much. Occasionally, I entertain with a small dinner followed by contract but usually it is just the boys who drop in informally and we throw out everything—the last fight, the football scores and, of course, every phase of pictures."

Though he doesn’t drink, many of his friends do and he has a small bar opening off the dining-room and again the buying bag has prompted an extravagant outlay of glasses and an odd cocktail shaker.

A competent servant keeps the domestic wheels running smoothly but Raft plans the dinners when he is to be home—simple beef meals of steak or roast beef, baked potatoes and other vegetables. No sweets. But he likes stewed peaches and says he could enjoy them for dessert every night of the year.

"Here’s the real bait of the pent-house," he said, as he proudly ushered me into another large patio at the rear beyond the kitchen and servant’s quarters. This is my outdoor gymnasium where Mack and I do our training. I’ve ordered a ping pong table so it is likely to become a playroom, too."

From the entrance hall we went upstairs to the bedroom on the floor above. There are three, with two bathrooms, George’s a guest room with twin beds, and Mack’s.

George occupies the large front room with three windows to the south and one to the west.

"No one hates to go to bed more than I, there are always so many excuses for staying up. The next thing I hate worse than going to bed is getting up in the morning. Mack comes in and wakens me with dire threats but it usually takes his third visit and a wrestling match to get me out of bed."

His greatest extravagance is clothes. He loves them and he buys in quantities. His preference is blue and gray for suits with everything to harmonize. He has excellent taste with the real flair of the well-dressed man.

Such ordinariness as his closets revealed. In one hung rows and rows of bolts with his pants, with his pants, with his pants, with his pants, with his pants—every color. In another closet were the trousers and his shoes. Also, bathrobes of every style and color, and pajamas—dozens of them, mostly of black satin.

His dress drawers are another exhibit for he keeps his blue shirts in one, the white ones in another, the tans and browns in still another—and there’s not a wrinkle among them.

As we returned to the living-room I was conscious of a definite homey atmosphere. Perhaps it is his own friendliness animates his surroundings. There is no put-on with him and he never forgets the old friends. He is always courteous and thoughtful whether it be with the prop boys, the store clerks, his own employees or the highest studio officials.

As we chatted, George, Mack and I, we touched many subjects, Mack told me that George never misses the weekly pictures, nor a ball game either, and it’s possible to make it. If he’s working he frequently takes in the night games.

Seven phones keep George in touch with the outside world.

"I believe in living today and not planning too much for a future that may never catch up with us," he said.
**MY DENTIST WAS RIGHT...**

If you wear a dazzling smile and firm, strong, beautifully clean teeth, be careful of what you put in your mouth. Your doctor prescribes salt as a gargle; your dentist prescribes salt as a mouth wash—and that is why salt forms the base of this new Worcester Salt Toothpaste. No wonder more than 7000 dentists now recommend this remarkable new paste to their patients. It gives you all the great benefits of a scientific salt solution in handy pleasant toothpaste form. It stimulates circulation in the mouth tissues and heals tender gums; it cleans your teeth beautifully and safely; and its salty, tangy, exhilarating taste leaves your mouth and breath delightfully clean and refreshed. Try a tube. See for yourself.

**Money back guaranteed if not delighted!** Order a tube today. $3c in the large size, 1c in the guest size. If you do not find Worcester Salt Toothpaste the most beneficial, delightfully refreshing dentifrice you have ever used, we will refund your money. Is that fair?

**FREE—Lucky Elephant Charm**

Clip this ad and paste it (with your address) to the empty box from a 3c size tube of Worcester Salt Toothpaste. Mail it to us and get free, postpaid, a little imported Lucky Elephant Charm to always carry with you.

Address Dept. 80, Worcester Salt Company, 40 Worth St., New York, U. S. A.

---

**SPECIAL NOTE:** If you cannot get this new Worcester Salt Toothpaste at your favorite drug counter, send us the firm's name with the 3c and your own address. We will mail you postpaid both the toothpaste and the Lucky Elephant Charm, Worcester Salt Company, 40 Worth Street, New York City, Dept. 80.

**“It’s surprising how much money you can make selling TINY TOWER!”**

Magazine for younger children offers new big profits.

It will pay you real money to investigate Tiny Tower's profit-making plan. Commissions are very generous, making it worth your while to devote either full or spare time to selling Tiny Tower subscriptions. See the inside back cover of this magazine for a fuller description of this popular children's magazine. There is no other national magazine for younger children like Tiny Tower... Teachers, Parents and

Children everywhere want it!
Tiny Tower is now in the same larger size as this magazine you are reading... It's more desirable than ever!

Write today for information how to increase your income with real profits.

- Olive Reid

TINY TOWER MAGAZINE
55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

---

**MAKE-UP BOX**

**NEW LASHES FOR OLD: We've been rushing about with long, sweeping lashes feeling very much like Joan Crawford and it's all because of those perfectly grand artificial eyelashes. Fact is, readers have been asking so many questions about them... how they are applied, where they can be bought, how long they last, how much**

first time are products whose basic ingredients are precious natural herbs. Because soap-and-water is recognized as such a vital part of cleansing, start with a nice soapy lather to remove grime and dust. Then comes the herb baume, a compound of natural herbs. A thinnified spread over the face with the fingertips and left on overnight helps refine pores, arrest lines and soften the skin. There is also an unperfumed powder for those addicted to one scent and reluctant to use another. The cleansing lotion for daytime is a clear amber liquid with a fresh herbaceous fragrance which removes all traces of make-up and leaves the skin fresh and clear.

**AN OLD ROMAN CUSTOM: Years ago when Rome was in its glory, men and women went to the baths together. The men wearing fancy costumes, the women clad in long, flowing gowns and carrying little wooden bowls containing sweetmeats and perfumed oils. Today sophisticated women, aware of the power of perfume to stir the senses, use an essence which soothes the water and scents the bath and body with a mystifying fragrance.

The bath essence pictured has the fresh, delicate and elusive scent of flowers drenched in the rain. A few drops in your bath has a tonic effect on the nerves and penetrates each pore with a haunting perfume that lingers for hours. Now, exercise to ward off crow's feet, worry lines, and saggy chins. All you need invest is five cents (yes, five pennies) and a few spare moments. This month's circular tells how... Have you heard about a set for make-up and costume harmony? It contains eight shades of rouge and lipstick so you can experiment to your heart's content... Next month we're investigating the artificial fingernail sit-chee-ation, some time.

Anything you'd like discussed in these columns, just drop a line to—

Marilyn

If you would like further information about the articles described, and other beauty news, write enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-Up Box, Tower Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Hollywood
Day by Day
(Continued from page 35)

in the neighborhood are looking wan and
maggard from hopping off the roost at all
hours of the night in response to their
sympathetic "master's voice."

HURRAYING of the "Good Fairy"
set, Margaret Sullivan climbed in
her car, stopped on the street, shifted
into low and nothing happened!
The big car just wouldn't budge an
inch, and, after jiggling two or three
gadgets, the perplexed Margaret got out
and walked around to see what was

The "what" proved to be a jack under
her rear axle, and, as soon as she saw
it, Miss Sullivan knew right away that
the culprit was a pesky boy with a
fine flair for practical jokes.

Next day, it was pretty hot, and,
above the middle of the afternoon,
Margaret ran out for a cold drink,
returning with a big ice cream cone for
the fatter property boy.

The first two bites were sweet, but
after the third, "props" made a Mr.
Hyde face and dashed for the great
outdoors.

It seems that Margaret's gesture of
"vendetta" was salt, and plenty of it.
And methinks it'll be a long time before
that particular prop boy will get smart
with anybody else!

FOR ten solid weeks on the "Night
Life of the Gods" set, Geneva Mitchell
knit... and knit... and KNIT, between
shots.

Catching her at it half a dozen times,
our curiosity finally got the better of us.

"What's she knitting, anyhow?" we
asked Lowell Sherman, her director.

"I'm not sure..." he whispered con-
fidentially, "but I think it's a tent for
the preview!"

CARY COOPER gets a great kick
out of duck hunting and steaks off,
as often as he can dodge engagements,
to pot the ugly critters.

On his last trip, Cary drew a bead on
one of the biggest ducks he had ever
seen. Bang! Bang! and the bird went
into a tizzy.

A split second later, our intrepid
hunter hit the dust, knocked sideways
by what he thought was a tared and
feathered cannon ball. As soon as he
put his bearings, imagine his chagrin
when he discovered that the "duck" he'd
just shot was an eagle with a seven-foot
wing span!

KNOWING Baby LeRoy's weakness
for tweaking noses, Jimmy Dur-
ante was more than a little relieved
when the miniature nose-tweaker was
culled out of the cast of "Carnival" and
cute little Dickie Walters substituted.

How young Dickie got the part is a
story that would do Ripley's heart good.
Bill Perlberg, a casting director, was
driving in from the beach when a little
boy dived out in front of his car.
Slamming on the brakes, Bill got out to
see that the kid was quite unharmed.

Hurrying around to the front of the

car, he looked anxiously down at young
Dickie (for it was he, no less!). And
Dickie, looking right back at him, mur-
mured, most nonchalantly: "Fancy
that!"

Bill was so relieved and amused that
he made an appointment to test the
child, and... you know the answer.

(End of this issue)

I never knew a perfume
could be as perfect as
FAOEN and I'VE TRIED THEM ALL

says Beatrice Hudson, New York model

MANY expensive perfumes had in-
triguing scents, it is true,.... but what I wanted
was something different," says Beatrice Hudson,
famous New York model. "FAOEN (with its
$1 to $3 quality) was different! It actually
transformed my personality, gave me an en-
tirely new charm and sense of power!"

Haunting, sophisticated.. . FAOEN turns you
from an attractive woman to an irresistible
one! Men are enchanted by its mysterious
fragrance!

FAOEN has made thousands of smart women
more desirable.

In a "compact" ten-cent size at all F. W.
Woolworth stores.

PARK & TILFORD'S

Face Powder • Lipstick • Cleansing Cream • Cold Cream • Rouges • Perfumes
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Bid That COLD Be Gone!  

Oust It Promptly with This 4-Way Remedy!

A cold is no joke and Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine treats it as none.  It goes right to the seat of the trouble, an infection within the system. Surface remedies are largely makeshift.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is speedy and effective because it is expressly a cold remedy and because it is direct and internal—and COMPLETE!

Four Things in One!
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine and only Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine does the four things necessary.

It opens the bowels. It combats the cold germs in the system and reduces fever. It relieves the headache and grievous feeling. It tones and fortifies the entire system.

That's the treatment a cold requires and anything less is taking chances. When you feel a cold coming get away at once with Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine. For sale by all druggists, 53c and 30c. The 5c size is the more economical "buy". Ask for it by the full-name—Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine—and re-substitute.

A Cold is an Internal Infection and Requires Internal Treatment

WHEN Freddie March returned from his two-month cruise in the South Seas, he took one look at the stacks of mail that had accumulated in his absence and dashed for cover.

Facing a very nice picture contract, Missus March inveigled him out of hiding and, at last reports, Freddie had worn out six fountain pens and borrowed the neighbors' to finish up!

THERE are lots of reasons for divorce, but Mrs. Chick Chandler is the pay-off. Chick, it seems, is a bee connoisseur, which is quite all right in its place. But during the last rainy spell, Chick got up a M.A., carefully brought in all the hives and put them in the living-room. That was bad enough, but, with the live bees forgotten, he carried the remaining hives in the BEDROOM! And Mrs. Chandler couldn't quite take it. However, if Chick will just build a rain-proof shelter for his busy friends, all will be well, and no Reno to worry about.

MERYN LEROY, that clever little director whose passion for his art led him into so many a day's overtime, now quiets the studio and precisely on the day of five each afternoon. "I'm still on my honeymoon," he firmly announced to a famous re-working screen. "The little woman expects me and I won't disappoint her!"

And, as Mervyn hopes that the impending dispensation will be a boy, let's hope the 'little woman' won't disappoint him!

AFTER completing a sound recording of a that was so swell that the onlookers applauded enthusiastically, Joe Morrison was leaving the set. A cocky extra (one of those smart guys) appealed to Joe and very sarcastically remarked: "Well, I'll say you've got to do anything?"

Joe gave the fellow a thorough once-over. "Oh, I don't know," he said seriously. "But, if I don't, there'll be one consolation... I'll have plenty of company!"

WHEN Clark Cable isn't duck hunting, he's deer hunting. Or bear hunting. And, sometimes, fox hunting.

He just returned from a hunting trip in Idaho and, before he could get out of his hunting vehículo, Leo Carrillo and Jack Conaway grabbed him by the tail of his coonskin cap and dragged him off to Mexico to see how good he was at fishing.

Next month, we'll tell you about the one that got away...

AFTER spending hours on the "Gay Divorcee" set, Katie Hepburn was so intrigued with the dancing of Fred Astaire that she hired his dancing instructor to give her lessons in tap dancing.

You can't stop our Katie, and, in spite of a dance gammy pattisen, the gal goes through her "Turkey in the Straw" routine with all the fervor of a potential Pat Rooney!

WELL, kiddies, this hasn't been a very exciting month. But, with the bow and arrow we got from Sunny, Pepper X has given us in them dough hills and ran down a lot of snappy items for your edification next month.

If you haven't broken Junior's electric train by this time... keep tryin'!

We'll be seein' you!
DO BRUNETTES LOOK OLDER THAN BLONDES!

THE ANSWER IS THAT 7 OUT OF 10 BRUNETTES USE THE WRONG SHADE OF FACE POWDER!

BY Lady Esther

If there’s one thing women feel themselves about, it’s face powder shades. Many women select face powder tints on the wrong basis altogether. They try to get a face powder that simply matches their type instead of one that enhances or flatters it.

Any actress will tell you that certain stage lights can make you look older or younger. The same holds true for face powder shades. One shade can make you look ten to twenty years older while another can make you look years younger.

It’s a common saying that brunettes look older than blondes. There is no truth in it. The reason for the statement is that many brunettes make a mistake in the shade of the face powder they use. They simply choose a brunette face powder shade or one that merely matches their type instead of one that goes with the tone of their skin. A girl may be a brunette and still have an olive or white skin.

One of Five Shades is the Right Shade!

Colorists will tell you that the idea of numberless shades of face powder is all wrong. They will tell you that one of five shades will answer every tone of skin.

I make Lady Esther Face Powder in five shades only, when I could just as well make ten or twenty-five shades. But I know that five are all that are necessary and I know that one of these five will prove just the right shade of face powder for your skin.

I want you to find out if you are using the right shade of face powder for your skin. I want you to find out if the shade you are using is making you look older or younger.

One Way to Tell!

There is only one way to find out and this is to try all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder—and that is what I want you to do at my expense.

One of these shades, you will find, will instantly prove the right shade for you. One will immediately make you look years younger. You won’t have to be told that.

Your mirror will cry aloud to you.

Write today for all the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder that I offer free of charge and obligation. Make the shade test before your mirror. Notice how instantly the right shade tells itself. Mark, too, how soft and smooth my face powder; also, how long it clings.

Mail Coupon

One test will reveal that Lady Esther Face Powder is a unique face powder, unparalleled by anything in face powders you have ever known.

Mail the coupon or a letter today for the free supply of all five shades that I offer.

(The coupon is on the page following this one.)
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pared with the size of Frank's hat-band. To a bunch of line-taming females. Anna strikes up a friendship with Katherine Alexander, who's own husband has a pretty good opinion of himself, and the two of them rent an Italian villa, with an eye to letting Nature take its course, under soft Italian skies.

Infatuated with Jane Baxter, Frank refuses to go along for a reconciliation with the lovely Ann. Katherine's husband, Reginald Owen, holds out, too, until he hears that Jane and her wealthy aunt have a share in the villa. This Reginald Owen is the cantankerous hobby scurrying to Italy. Frank... to be with his "heart"; and Owen to sell stocks, or something, to the wealthy aunt.

In spite of bad plumbing, the romantic atmosphere has its way with the two lovers, and, before the next month's rent is due, Love's in bloom and all's well.

So on the set, Owen, with nothing but a towel around his middle, staggered, staggering, out of a cloud of steam that emerged from the doorway of the pre-historic bathroom.

Spattering like a wheezy motorboat, he brushed aside the Italian caretaker and his wife who jabbered excitedly, and staggered, dripping, into the wide-open spaces of the living-room.

It seems that, not understanding the temperament of the antique water heater, Reggie had given the thing its head, with disastrous results.

It may amuse you to know that Charles Judels, well known for his portrayals of Italian characters, cannot speak a word of Italian but gets it off so convincingly that few know the difference.

As Owen made his steamy exit from the bathroom, Director Harry Beaumont instructed Judels (playing the caretaker) to ad lib excactly.

"Just anything," he said, "that you'd say if you were excited about something.

"The Italian started off with something that sounded like "boloney spaghetti de Dio!" or something, and, as Charles repeated it carefully, stepped into the air, shouting; "No Dio!... absolutely no Dio!..."

So Mr. Judels was obliged to turn in the "Dio" for something less profane. And, such is life out here on the western front!

FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE

PARAMOUNT
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We snuck up on 'em the other day, and their conversation went something like this:

“Love me?” Fred says.

“No.” Claudette says.

“O.K.,” Fred says nonchalantly.

“I just wondered, that’s all.” Silence.

Then, “What do you think of love, anyhow?”

“Well,” Claudette smiles dreamily, “I know one thing: when I do meet up with it, I’ll know it right away.”

“Yes.” Fred regards the toe of his shoe gloomily. “I suppose so….”

So our lovely heroine meets Ray Milander and goes goo-goo over him without knowing he’s an English lord.

It’s a neat romance until the royal family gets wind of it, and then Ray is ordered home, pronto. He goes, too. jelly-fish that he is, leaving Colbert to her “pot-hocks” and park bench as of yore.

Turning press-agent, Ray puts his secret love on the front pages by publicizing her as the Young (Roland Young), in encourageing Charles Dickens classic, you should have, and shame on you!

It’s all about a sensitive lad who overcomes the bitterness and unhappiness of his early life; his mother’s unfortunate second marriage; the death of his first wife; and his ultimate marriage to his first sweetheart.

When his married second husband turns out to be a brute of the first water, young David runs away to live with his crusty old aunt, played by Edna May Oliver.

Going to school, he meets Madge Evans, daughter of Lewis Stone, and a deep affection springs up between the two.

The passing years find David grown to manhood (played by Frank Lawton) and visiting an old school friend, Hugh Williams, in London.

Forgetting Madge, David meets and falls desperately in love with Maureen O’Sullivan. They are married and return to the Stone homestead, where David discovers that the pesky Uriah Heep (Roland Young), in encouraging Stone’s bibulous habits, has robbed him of nearly everything he owns.

A delicate young thing, Maureen soon dies, leaving David desolate, until some time later, when his early affection for Madge re-opens, and, after expiring Heep, the two are married.

“All right, Frank,” Director George Cukor instructed, “you’re packing… excited over the prospect of going to London. Miss Evans… you stand here… watch him… make it wistful. You love him… and he’s going away. Young,” to ourselves, “you’ve perfectly satisfied that the fellow’s going. Be smug about it… and make that speech significant. Alright! let’s go!”

So… the cameras turn. Frank packs excitedly. Madge watches him wistfully. Roland is nastily snugg. “It would make you feel important,” he tells Maureen, significantly, “if, in London, our friend would forget all about us.”

“Save it!” says Cukor. And they’re ready for the next scene.

I’VE BEEN CHESTER MORRIS IS AROUND Universal.

But, while Chet is away on a business trip, Rochelle meets up with G. F. (Roland Young, Jr., and, because of the feeler’s slick city ways, becomes madly infatuated with him.

When he throws her over, Rochelle eloques with the delighted and unsuspecting Chet. But on their wedding night, she breaks down and tells him that it’s “no sale” because her heart belongs to Mister Hunter.

Smarting under the injustice of woman’s inhumanity to man, Chet goes on a glorious tout, pouring Europe and East a swell shade of red.

With time to think things over, Rochelle sees the light and New Year’s Eve finds her a lonely and regretful lady.

In the lobby of his hotel, Cheteller runs across his old pal Gene Lockhart.

“How come you’re sober?” Gene wants to know.

“That’s the way I’m going to be from now on,” Chet says gloomily.

“Honest?”

“Yeah. You won’t have to play nunsmail any longer.”

“I’m gonna stay with you tonight, though,” anxiously.

“You won’t need to.” Chet hesitates a moment. Then: “You don’t happen to know where Drue (Rochelle) is living, do you?”

It’s a significantly happy-look, Gene digs in a pocket and produces the address. Thanking him, Chet dashes out.

In the elevator of her apartment house, Rochelle has run across Hunter and a gang who insist on coming up to her place for a drink. And—just then—Chet walks in!

Thinking the worst, he is about to leave, when the little woman throws her arms around him and tells him what a fool she’s been. Which helps.

It’s a Gertrud Beaumont story with Phil Cahn direction.

DEVL IN THE AIR

There’s a land, sea or air. Jimmy Cagney continues to be the cocked-smart swarm who smashes regulations; gets in Dutch with everybody and, finally, comes out of his cocky tailspin to make a perfect three-point landing.

Jimmy worships Pat O’Brien, a lieutenant who has obtained a berth for him in a campaign of a moving picture corps, until Pat reprimands the kid for stunting daring maneuvers.

Thinking that Pat has gone high-hand, Jimmy decides to get even, and, with that in mind, makes a fresh play for Pat’s girl friend, Margaret Lindsay, who, now, has some strange ways of doing it (Please turn to page 66)

TIMES have changed, and women have changed with them. Instead of brooding over the “failure” of their marriages, many married women are wearing a cheerful expression. What this top-notch womanism was dangerous is now found to be safe!

The news has spread around of the discovery that has taken the danger out of the practice of feminine hygiene. Ask any married woman who has tried this method, and she will tell you of the great change it has brought into her life—more poise, more confidence, a better and more cheerful disposition.

Never too late to learn

Your grandmother (and even your mother perhaps) thought feminine hygiene was always associated with poisonous antiseptics. Nothing else was powerful enough: that was the old belief—and in the days of your grandmother it was true!

But that was before the discovery of Zonite, the great non-poisonous antiseptic-germicide that has brought joy and relief to millions of enlightened women. If you do not already know the facts about Zonite, note them carefully now. It is never too late to learn. Zonite is absolutely non-poisonous. It will not harm delicate membranes, nor produce scanty, dry, or wet discharge, Yet Zonite is powerful. It is the only non-poisonous antiseptic that compares in strength with the standard poisonous germicides. As a matter of fact, Zonite is far stronger than any dilution of carbolic acid that can be allowed to touch the human body.

Two forms of Zonite

Zonite is on sale at drugstores everywhere. The liquid Zonite is sold in bottles, 30c, 60c, $1.00. Zonite Suppositories (cream, white, greasedless forms) are $1.00 a dozen, sealed in separate glass vials. Many women use both.

Be sure to write for booklet “Facts for Women.” It gives the latest, most authoritative information on a subject now discussed by women everywhere. Keep up to date: ask for this free booklet today.

Use this coupon

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1 Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y. Please send me free copy of the booklet or booklet checked below.

□ Facts for Women

□ Use of Antiseptics in the Home

Name ____________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________

City ____________________________________________ State ___________________

(In Canada: Senator Therme, E.G.)

Ask any MARRIED WOMAN

WHO HAS TRIED IT

(or send for the booklet "Facts for Women")
Why should I pay more?
CLOPAY SHADES
Are so Lovely... Yet only
WITH CLOPAY’S SO INEXPENSIVE I DONT'M EAT TO TELL DINGY, CRACKED SHADES. Each!

On the Set with Coming Pictures
(Continued from page 65)

Don’t. I can tell.

I hesitate a little bit to tell him so.

But, when Jimmy lands a burning plane, after Pat has bailed out, he is hailed as a hero for sticking to his ship, and, after that, there’s no holding him.

Disliked by everybody, Jimmy continues to hold his spot, a fatality of the corps and the highlight of the piece occurs when the plane he and Pat are flying loses part of a wing during the smoke-screen maneuver.

Wrangling out on the broken wing, Pat balances the ship long enough for Jimmy to make a perfect landing, and then the laurels go to Pat.

Discovering that his girl has come to love the easy aviatrix, Pat makes an elegant “beau geste,” relinquishing his “heart” to the thoroughly chastened Captain.

Lloyd Bacon puts the devil dogs through their paces with directorial finesse.

MILLS OF THE GODS

May Robson is the grandmother to a prosperous New York plo-

COLEMAN

m and a flock of ungrateful, parasitical descendants who leave May to run the business profitably while they gallivant all over Europe, living with the interest of a $30,000,000 trust fund.

Comes the depression and the factory starts shutting down. May’s ungrateful

braids give the old lady the notion of their money until the business gets on its feet again? Not much they won’t. Instead, they try to suck the last drop of oil out of the company by pouring

milk and honey in Europe, and, not until the factory workers riot and a
grandson, James Blakely, is accidentally shot, do the nuisances wake up to the fact that “life is more than just a bowl of cherries.”

Vicky Jory, one of the mill hands, falls in love with the snooty granddaughter, Fay Wray, and, before it’s over she comes down to earth deciding that maybe the salt of the earth is better than all of Grandma’s “sugar,” after all.

It’s a Melville Baker-Jack Nickolson story, with that crack director, Ray

William Neill, at the wheel.

SWEET MUSIC

WARRIORS

The Warner lot is certainly a riot of chorines and song, this month!

Jerry Wald wrote this tale especially for Rudy Vallee, and Rudy, with a wealth of experience behind him, promises a right smart performance.

Vallee is a college man who becomes world famous as an orchestra leader and crooner. He loves, Ann Dvorak and she loves him, but there is so much an-

tagonism between the two that they’re not supposed to suspect the affections until the end of the picture.

Placing his orchestra and himself in a swanky New York night club, Rudy persuades the manager to send for Ann, who is singing and dancing herself to a standstill in a small-time racket.

Not knowing that Rudy has been instrumental in getting her the break, Ann treats him badly. And, when she fails to come through and is not out of the place, she blames him for it.

Later, when Rudy gets a big radio contract, he again arranges to present Ann on his program.

The sponsors, Joe Cathors and Al Sheen, aren’t very enthusiastic over the idea, but, when Rudy insists, they give in, relenting their preference, Helen Mor-
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In the end, however, it takes the cocktail to help Cortez bring the guilty man to justice, and how he does it is something Papa Warner will tell me for telling! Which would be another murder. Which would be one too many, the way things are now.

Mignon Eberhardt concocted this tale and Ethan Croshland directs.

Did you ever see a cocktail stowing away? Well, I did! Two of 'em, in fact. The script called for a bird that was beautiful, could sing, and do tricks, all at once. There were plenty of beautiful cocktail cokatoos; some that could sing nicely, but only a very few able to perform capably. Consequently, to get the desired effect, Warners were obliged to rent three birds, at so much per day per head. And we'll bet you won't know the difference!

**PASSPORT TO FAME**

COLUMBIA

Revamping the Stars

(Continued from page 4)

that are worn only on the set, before the camera.

"Your face is lopsided," they told me next," Sullivan went on to say.

"Your mouth droops on the right side and your jaw is lower than on the left." They fixed that in the make-up department, although I was afraid they were going to send me to a hospital and carve a new jaw for me. They put lipstick on the corner of my mouth and painted the right eyebrow higher than the left, and that raised my face on the right side. As a matter of fact, I'm not kicking. They did a really good job there. I appreciate it. When I get around to putting on make-up for an occasional party, I follow out the studio's ideas, and the effect is really rather good. I believe that if most women would really study their faces, they could work miracles, because whatever beauty I have is certainly not God given. It's a studio job.

As a matter of fact, this make-over racket is one of Hollywood's main jobs. There are scores of people whose sole business is to make 'em what they ain't. There's a cosmetic dentist on Hollywood Boulevard to whom more stars owe their fame. He's got a big photograph of Clark Gable, grinning that swell smile, showing grin of his, on which Clark has frankly written an autograph and the statement that the teeth aren't his own but the doctor's. Plastic surgeons have their Hollywood office walls hung with pictures of stars before and after. An ear-tapping down for a nose-straightening job isn't their only work either. You'd be surprised at the things they've lifted on certain stars.

And the make-up men—why, they ought to rename them the make-star men. Just the other day, I dropped in on Perc Westmore, Warner's topnotch make-up champion, and he was all fagged out.

"What's the matter, Perc?" I asked. "Kate," he replied, "I've just made another beautiful star, and I'm all tired out."

"So I asked him to tell me about it. What he meant was that he had been making over a beauty via the hairdress and make-up method, until she was so beautiful she didn't know herself. And besides, he added, she was a rather rare case...

"Josephine Hutchinson, the gal who played 'Alice in Wonderland' in Eva Le Gallienne's New York production." Perc explained. "She was unique in that she came to Hollywood willing to learn, instead of thinking she knew everything about being beautiful!"

So she and Perc co-operated, and bon! They made 30 different tests of hairdress alone—every one a make-up test! They made another 14 tests—all movies—of make-up! That's 44 tests alone on just those two branches. I follow out the elusive of all the walking and talking and emotion-registering tests!

When the tests were done, they ran them off before the studio big shot—hours of pictures of Josephine Hutchinson. And out of that welter, they chose the best—and then the result, wait till you see her on the screen. "She's not beautiful herself," Perc says with professional frankness, "but she's a perfect subject for make-up.

"And because she was herself, so natural, we have been able to make her over into a creature so glamorous and so colorful that my own wife wants to know how many hours a day I spend with her in the make-up department and what we're doing!"

"Is that the regular process for all these newly-altered stars, Perc?" I asked.

"My good, Katie," he grinned, "you've seen those before-and-after pictures of Joan Crawford and Garbo and Sherer and Dietrich and the rest of them, haven't you? They had to go through it themselves. God or Mother Nature did a pretty good job to start with, of course, but where they left off, we began.

"As a matter of fact, there isn't a gal in the whole world no matter how beautiful, who can't be improved by a make-up man and a dentist and a hairdresser and a few of our boys. And if a girl wants to study enough she can do the same things to herself."

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1933

FREE

Just mail coupon for the most complete book ever written on eye make-up. Nota also trial offer.

A MESSAGE FROM LOUISE ROSS

DO YOUR EYES ATTRACT OR REPULSE MEN?

No girl, I assert, need have dull, uninspiring eyes—it's a handicap to happiness. In 40 seconds you can give your eyes depth, glamour, sparkle—that "come hither" look is yours when you Winx your lashes. No need to be jealous of other girls. You can make your eyes alluring.

Like magic, Winx Mascara, the superior lash darkener, improves your appearance! You'll wonder why you didn't accept my help sooner. Your friends—particularly "he"—will find you doubly attractive.

TO MAKE MEN STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN

I want every girl to give herself a chance on the road to romance—to win real happiness. Remember, your eyes are your fortune. So buy a box of my Winx Mascara today—it's super-fine, safe, non-smarring, smudge-proof—the perfection of years of experience.

Winx Mascara and my other Winx Eye Beautifiers are presented in generous purse sizes at 10c. Millions of smart girls prefer them to ordinary ones. So will you, I'm sure.

To learn all the precious secrets of Eye Beauty, mail the coupon for my book—"Lovely Eyes—How To Have Them." It's free. Also send for a trial box, if 10c. counter is not handy.

Louise Ross
A TRUE STORY

You Tell Us
(Continued from page 50)

Ziegfield in judging an actor’s ability, Mr. Ziegfield must have been indeed stupid and blind to single out Fields as an immitative comedian.

As for his beauty, they say that beauty is in the eyes of the beholder, and surely such a severe critic as yourself should be able to detect the goodness and cleverness beaming from his kindly face. As for brains—you wouldn’t dare dispute the fact that a man drawing thousands a week is one of lower intelligence.

But every knock is a boost, so up goes Fields two notches in my estimation. I hope the other readers will agree with me, because I wish you well, W. C. F., as the King of Comedians and may you continue until my grandchildren fight to see your next picture. To you, Mrs. Victor Hoover—Mrs. Robert Beutley, 127 S. 18th Avenue, Maywood, Illinois.

All right, Mrs. Beutley, but if Mrs. Vito comes back to you now—by golly, we’ll print her letter!

And Another!

The critics who annoy me most are those who want all actors to look, act and be just like their personal favorites of the present moment. And so, they want to say to Mrs. D. E. Beulah, ‘I, too, enjoy Edward Everett Horton, but I also think W. C. Fields as funny in his line and as great an artist in his way. Each is a genius, so want them alike, or want to see them too often? W. C. Fields is inimitable as the gentleman, shrewd and wry. His expositions of universal, human, low-brow “cussedness” are comically burlesqued in just the right proportions so the audience can take it and like it and, perhaps, benefit by it. I would like to see W. C. Fields play the part of the immortal Colonel Sellers of Mark Twain’s “The Gilded Age.” I never see him in action without thinking of that remarkable character. — Emero C. Stacy, 1005 S. W. Park Avenue, Portland, Oregon.

Come on, Mrs. Vito! You tell ‘em! We’re on the sidelines.

The Stars Who Sing

And they say people do not like good music any more! This is what we use to say to Mrs. D. E. Beulah, but every night I sit in your theater here, Grace Moore in “One Night of Love” is in its sixth week. An unheard thing for even the very best of pictures, and likely not to end then. I sincerely hope to see all of the cast together in another picture. They are excellent.—Mrs. L. Keinig, 1357 20th Street, Sacramento, California.

For years, Mrs. Yeargin, producers insisted no one would listen to fine music on the screen. They have been taught a much-needed lesson.

The One Who Is Gone

Your recent article, “Can Pauline Lord take Marie Dressler’s Place?” presented an interesting and thought-provoking question. Miss Lord gave a splendid interpretation of Miss Wiggs, but despite her great ability as an actress, I do not think that Miss Lord will find Dressler roles a medium for her work.

As your article wisely says, no one can actually take another’s place. To my mind, the Dressler parts can only be played by Louise Dresser. Some of her brusque statements and gestures used in “The Secret Life” is reminiscent of the Dresser idiosyncrasies.—Mrs. Helen Brink Glover, 210 East Fourth Street, Frankfort, Kentucky.

As the months pass, people are realizing more and more that there will never be anyone who is quite our dear Maude.

The Fairy Princess

If I were an illustrator for a volume of fairy tales, I’d choose lovely Helen Twelvetrees as my “mental picture” model for each and every fairy princess! Even if Helen were not the great actress she is, I’d still love her for her fragile, blond beauty and plaintive voice—for her calm and unpublicized private life—for the struggles she has endured to attain her present stellar position.

Knowing that Helen is a true, dramatic artist and that she has a long list of excellent performances to her credit—I wonder why the producers can’t find another “Grand Parade” type of story? And why couldn’t someone forget Helen’s magnificent portrayal of the unfaithful musician’s dowdilivered wife?

I’ve also visualized Helen as an enchanting “Lady of the Lake” in a talkie version of that classic.—Mrs. Lula Weber, Ursa, Illinois.

It is to be hoped that Helen’s run of bad luck will let up soon.

More on Moore

SUPERLATIVES suddenly seem inadequate when trying to describe “One Night of Love” with Grace Moore in the leading role! I’ve thought of nothing but the film and heard everything worth while! But Miss Moore brings a distinctly new type of personality to the screen to say nothing of the most glorious voice this side of heaven! Deftly worked into the picture as natural sequences Miss Moore sings several of the most beautiful arias ever written. Her voice holds a promise of new thrills for millions of music lovers. “One Night of Love” will make screen history! Thanks, Columbia, for giving us such a treatment. Charles Teles, 514 North Nevada Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Read our “Forecast” in this issue, Mrs. Teles. You may soon have many clowns on the screen.

The Tender Years

While I believe that the revelation of one of America’s favorite movie actresses and actors in the recent issue under “Battle of the Ages” proved interesting to me, I must confess I found some of their ages seemingly tender.

I would advise some of the “Boys” and “Girls” to have another peep at their birth certificates.—Mary R. Eber, 1356 West 64th Street, Chicago, Illinois.

The records are open to anyone, Marie.

Gary’s Appeal

A GREAT big cheer for Gary Cooper for his very fine performance in “Now and Forever.” I was so surprised to understand why most of the actresses want him as their leading man. He has what every woman wants.

As Shirley Temple’s father in this picture, he played the part to perfection. I, for one, would like to see more pictures with Gary Cooper as the leading man.—Mrs. John Glenger, 7113 Compania Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

He has a great appeal for men, too, Mrs. Glenger.

Gabrie-Karnovaro-Howard

I JUST read your article in the December issue on Gable, Novarro and Howard. When I attend a Gable movie, which is every time there is one, it is to a packed house.
You Tell Us

Give us more Gable pictures, please. We surely get our money worth.
—Mrs. Lucy Lucier, Augusta, Maine.

And how about poor Leslie and Roman?

Jean's Fine Work

ONE of the most delightfully entertaining pictures I've seen lately is "Have a Heart.

Jean Parker's fine work in this proves that her great performance in "Little Women" was no more flash-in-the-pan. Capably assisted by the inexpressible James Dunn, shot Una Merkel and the uproarious comical Stuart Erwin, Miss Parker makes of "Have a Heart" a memorable film.

Laughter, tears, disaster and triumph are blended with consummate skill into a creation appealing to young and old alike. It is so clean and aboveboard that even the most indigo of censors will scent no sinners within its confines.
—Mrs. Karl Pennington, Blountstown, Florida.

Yes, Jean really seems to be one of the stars who will last.

Light or Heavy—Which?

THE return of George Arliss to light comedy roles is in itself a matter for cheers. But that he should have been so fortunate as to find so suitable a part in his latest hit, "The Last Gentleman," is another opportunity for more cheers. It again proves that Mr. Arliss does his monomaniacal work in light comedy pictures like the type of "The Millionaire." "Working Man," etc.
—Mrs. S. Gooze, 25 East Monadok Parkway, Bronx, New York.

When you see your latest, the Gaumont-British picture "The Iron Horse," you'll change your mind, Mrs. Gooze.

An Unusual Letter

THERE is one type of picture that must be a relief and joy to the censors. It is also a type that can be enjoyed by every age and class of people. That is the "Travel Talks." "Tulip Time in Holland" was beautiful and the coloring exact in every one who saw it spoke of it with pleasure. I have seen other travel pictures and thoroughly enjoy this type of short subject, but "Tulip Time in Holland" I consider the most beautiful to date.

Let's have more "Travel Talks."—Mrs. Wm. B. McGee, 220 Page Avenue, Orlando, Florida.

Some of the short subjects are really excellent. We agree, Mrs. McGee. Isn't it a shame that the theaters fill out their programs with so many bad, boring ones?

Laurels

LAURELS to the Gaumont-British film, "Little Friend," directed by Josephine Dunn for Nova Pilbeam. It is the most interesting picture yet made on what happens to the children when their parents divorce. And Miss Pilbeam's touching performance certainly stamps her as a grand little actress. Please, New Movie, let's have Elsie Jaisis do a Nova Pilbeam story—Pearl Shubisk, 572 Powell Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Now has gone back to England, Pearl, but she may come over again soon.

Clever

FOR those of us timid of the formalities of opera, accustomed as we are to the banalities of orchestral jazz, "One Night of Love" is a welcome experience. Grace Moore with her gloriously beautiful voice and complete naturalness as an actress will do much to popularize this form of music. Fine all over the world, her recognition, her achievement, are crying "La Muore. Toujours La Muore."

Grace Moore herself would get a chuckle out of your pun, Adone.

The Crusade

CRITICS, radio artists, newspapers, ye, even the movie magazines, joined in ridiculing the Crusade for Decency; yet, despite the noise, ignorant ridicule, the Crusaders are winning their herculean fight.

Already studios have realized that movie-going people are 99% in favor of pictures which, as of yore, entertain, instruct, and inspire, without degenerating their morals.—J Walter Le Bon, 2097 Urdinas Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana.

New Movie didn't ridicule it. And you're right. The crusade has won its fight.

Personality Plus

HAVING offered to Josephine Hutchinson, the new star! What a team she and Dick Powell make in "Happiness Ahead!" What looks, what charm and what a voice! Add their humor and they equal personality plus. People can have their Dietrichs, Garbes and Crawfords, but give me a girl who has pep, vim and vigueur such as Josephine has. I am sure other people also agree with me that she is on her way up the ladder of success. Give the people "Happiness Ahead" by letting them see more and more of this wonderful actress—Edna Johnson, 300 Gramatan Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York.

Do our ears deceive us, or is this a bust? Gosh!

Holl!

HAIL, Gloria! "Here's one little girl we simply can't forget. Her brand new picture, "Music in the Air," shows the true actress and singer she really is. Swanson has a splendid singing voice, which we greatly appreciate. She will probably stand a wonderful chance of craving the gates of grand opera. Just give her plenty of rope and she will. Yes, we remember her back in the old DeMille days. Who doesn't?—Lyle Dean Scott, 1738 Northwest 3d Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Gloria is one of those girls you just can't tick, Lyle.

One Night of Love

AFTER seeing "One Night of Love" and bearing the audience's reaction. I am now convinced that the theater public is educate. The applause following the arias from "Carmen" and "Madame Butterfly" showed wholehearted appreciation of one of the finest phases in movie development—the introduction of art.

If "One Night of Love" does not receive the medal for the year's best musical picture, it will only be because those of us who saw it hesitate to place it in the same category with other musical pictures. The possibilities that film has opened for future artistic productions are tremendous. Thank you, Mr. Director—Mary Cohen, 70 K. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

You'll be interested in reading the other letters about the picture.

The New Movie Magazine, February, 1935
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Astonishing gains with new double tonic. Richest imported brewer's yeast now concentrated 7 times and iron added. Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks.
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competition nor censorship. Leaves Fox this year for a short term on M-G-M and may star in Eugene O'Neill's "Ah, Wilderness." JOE E. BROWN! Has the same attraction for the family trade. His amazing popularity is curious. He numbers so many children among his fans that he has become an idol.

WALLACE BEERY! Has slipped a point or two from his high place of the previous year. The trend should make his position secure in 1935. GEORGE ARLISS! Elevated into one of the ten most popular box-office stars of the sex, owes his new standing solely to the thriving popularity of "House of Rothschild." Distinctly a prestige star with a direct appeal for the intelligentsia. His present high box-office rating to be only temporary.

LESLIE HOWARD! In spite of a long list of successful pictures during the past twelve months, did not make the grade of being listed among the top drawing-cards. Fits perfectly into the new trend. Will go romantic in 1935, playing not only "Beau Brummel," but perhaps "Anthony Adverse" with CLARK GABLE! His flair for comedy was one of the surprises of the year. "It Happened One Night" a great boom for the popularity. Ranking first among the male stars, he might easily recapture the laurels in 1935 if his producers give him the same type of human characterization which won him the honors last year.

WILLIAM POWELL! He too, has won a tremendous new volume of adoration. Because of his rapidly building popularity and the long list of successes, he is, I am told, finding that he will undoubtedly become one of the leading contenders for first honors. FRED ASTAIRE! There's a name you're going to see in big lights this year. With a mere bit in "Flying Down to Rio" practically stole the picture. In "The Gay Divorcee" another sensation! Radio pictures have the biggest star bet of the year in him.

MAURICE CHEVALIER, GARY COOPER and GREGORY PECK have previously rated among the top-notchers, are in less favorable positions as film stars. Butch. With each new picture of Cooper, there is doubt about the other two recovering lost points.

WILLIAM BOALDWIN, PAUL MUNI, EDMUNDO LOWE, JACK HOLT and RICARDO CORTEZ remain reliable gold-bonders.

PREFERRED PLAYERS

The majority of players listed in this category are high-balled featured performers who are not quite stars. Most of them are under contract, being farmed out to the other companies at enormous increases in the weekly stipend. Their values fluctuate throughout the year, depending upon the roles they play. They make so many pictures that inevitably they hit one that sends their stock skyrocketing.

CAROLE LOMBARD, MAE ROBINSON, BETTE DAVIS and BRENDA DREXEL are three good examples of stereotyped understars, who on their home lots bordered on mediocrity but with skepticism, are looked-on as winners. Miss Lombard, on leave from Paramount, clicked big at Columbia in "Twenlth Century," as did May Robson, loaned by M-G-M to play in "Lady for a Day" and "Lady by Choice." Miss Davis scored a real triumph at RKO in the lead opposite Leslie Howard in "Of Human Bondage" and returned and Warner Brothers virtually a full-headed star. Brent, an extraordinary leading-man at Warners, turned in an ace performance as a light comedian in "Humbert Goes to Hollywood," at M-G-M and was retained to play opposite Garbo in "Painted Veil." His home studio rates him now as the white-haired boy of 1935. Add HERBERT MARSHALL and CHARLES LAUGHTON to this list, and bet your money that they will be Gold-Bond stars before the year is over.

MIRIAM HOPKINS, JEAN MAURICE, KATHIE ASPLE and MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN face a brilliant year. Particularly Miss Hopkins, who should rise to new heights under the deft management of Samuel Goldwyn.

ELISSA LANDI, GINGER ROGERS, LORETTA YOUNG and JOAN BENNET have come out of their donuts. They'll be more and more preferred as the year grows older. Take a chance too on VERREE TEASDALE, RUBY KEELER, UNA MERKEL, ALICE FAVE and HELEN MACK. And don't forget GERTRUDE MICH, who should be an expensive gold-bond some day.

High hopes were held out a year ago by the powers, for FRANK TONE, GENE RAYMOND, FRANCIS LEDERER, DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY, CARY GRANT and JIMMY DURANTE. However their positions on the Hollywood stockboard remain stationary. Lederer may move up if he does "The Madman." SALLY EILERS, MADGE EVANS, ANN Dvorak and JOAN BILLS have missed their chance to star for stardom. Miss Blondell's muchly publicized determination to retire in favor of domesticity has particularly lessened her appeal to the fans in her work. She could be tops with the right material.

As for the character players EDNA MAY OLIVER is still the favorite of all the major studios. She has achieved a popularity that rivals some of the stars who support her. Her and her picture "Tilly" is one of the largest on the cinema payrolls. Definitely preferred for a long time.

Her closest rival, ZASU PITTS, has hurled herself with too many pictures and too much repetition of characterization. She has hit her role more carefully this year. Danger ahead.

MARY BOLAND carries on a slyly rivalry with ALICE FAYE and BILLIE BURKE, with Miss Boland slightly in the lead.

MADIEE and WALTER CONNOLLY are both on the verge of stardom. W. C. FIELDS is an important name already. LEO CARRILLO and GEORGE BUTTERWORTH are to be given starring opportunities at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

ALINE MACMAHON has had too many small roles of an unrequited love. Property cast she could be one of the most brilliant comedians on the screen. In type she is unlike any other young character actress.

ALISON LEIPWORTH, BERYL MURCE and LEONEL BARRYMORE have all lost considerable ground in the past few months. PAULINE LORDS forms a figure of promise and importance.

NEW FACES

New faces are the greatest gamble. They are the "Wildcat stocks" of the movies. Every year the major studios foster at least two hundred of these embryo stars, and wait for them...
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The three greatest box-office successes of the year just ended were "It Happened One Night," "The Thin Man," and "One Night of Love," with "Little Women" close in the lead. Most of the major producers are taking their cue from these screenplays in gauging audience-appetite for the 1935 programs. You may expect to see many films patterned after the treatments of these outstanding productions. Human comedy tempered with inoffensive sex situations will be the keynote. In addition, every literary classic with screen possibilities will be perused for screening, while several musical pictures are planned to duplicate the popular appeal of "One Night of Love," in which for the first time, Grand Opera, stripped of its high-brow tendencies, was served to a music-hungry public in popular guise.

Never, in any one year, since the invention of the motion picture machine by Thomas A. Edison, have so many classical dramas been announced. At least six stories by Charles Dickens are promised, three by Kipling, three by Sir James Barrie, and at least one apiece from the pens of other illustrious names in literature. There will be many costar public in pictures. A half-dozen productions in color are announced; among these, "Vanity Fair," with Miriam Hopkins in the role of Marie Antoinette, Dumas' "Three Musketeers" in which Francis Lederer will impersonate D'Artagnan, "Peacock's Feather," which will feature John Barrymore, "The Last Days of Pompeii," at least a portion of "The Good Earth," and the Walt Disney feature "Snow White.

Gangster and underworld dramas will be conspicuous by their absence, except in cases where the subject is made fictional as in "The Gay Bride," in which Carole Lombard and Chester Morris are co-starred, and "Public Enemy Number Two," which will feature Charles Butterworth in a hilarious burlesque of fare that the screen up to now has taken seriously.

TRENDS AND CYCLES

RURAL settings will predominate in many pictures, and domestic comedy will be stressed. Children will abound on every program, and will sprout like mushrooms into overnight stars. Biographical dramas announced for last season, and abandoned, will not doubt reach fulfillment this year, with producers including at least two such historical portraits. There will be mystery pictures galore; many given a light treatment along the lines of "Men in White."
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of “Thin Man,” eliminating the horror picture altogether, except in a case like Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Raven,” which Universal has announced.

There will be the usual quota of musicals featuring such stars and crooners as Bing Crosby, Dick Powell, Rudy Vallee, Lanny Ross, and Brian Molloy. Morgan, Eddie Cantor, Joe Penner, Maurice Chevalier, Fred Astaire and the Marx Brothers. But there will also be a new quota of musical stars of a high calibre, such as Grace Moore, Jeanette MacDonald, Lily Pons, Lucienne Boyer, Irene Dunne, Ricki Leene, Eylwa Laye, Lawrence Tibbett, Mary Ellis and Kitty Carlisle.

FOREIGN PRODUCTION

England is out to corner the world market with its motion picture productions. It promises Hollywood the toughest competition it has had since the fervor over the old Ufa films from Germany, which brought Pola Negri and Emil Jannings to the attention of American audiences and focused Hollywood on a new market.

Where Germany was limited because of its totally different language and customs, England can produce films for the entire English-speaking world without such obstacles to overcome.

Already London is beginning to rival Hollywood as a motion picture production center. In its environs several large studios are already built and plans are being made for the construction of more, to take care of the rapidly increasing schedule. The English public have gone movie crazy, and are behind the motion picture not only in spirit, but financially, having recently subscribed several millions of dollars in a large stock issue. English producers can now compete with Hollywood not only in salaries, but in quality of production as well. Alexander Korda, an ex-Hollywood producer who made London picture-conscious as it has never been before, by producing such hits as his 

and as the new Douglas Fairbanks picture, “The Return of Don Juan,” British International, Gaumont-British, and Korda productions are to present the leaders in the foreign motion picture industry. Their program for 1935 totals millions of dollars in expenditure for the very best of stories and stars.

Maurice Chevalier, Charles Laughton and Clive Brook will each make several pictures for Korda. Douglas Fairbanks is signed for more. Other Hollywood stars now making pictures in London studios are Laura La Plante, Lupe Velez, Anna May Wong, Buddy Rogers, Phillipa Holmes, Adele Astaire, Beatrice Lillie, Dame Bessie, Dame Nellie Melba, and more engaged to follow.

In addition England is developing its own group of box-office names, such as Jack Pickford, and his brother, Sir John,rin, Miss Grimshaw, Maudie Barnes, Madeleine Carroll, Victoria Hopper, Cicely Courtneidge, Gladys Cooper, John Loder, Zelma O'Neal, Adam West, Jack Hubert, Nova Pilbeam and others.

France, Italy and Spain are all more actively engaged in motion picture production than in any years. Germany, once the leading manufacturer of films abroad, has lost most of her great stars and directors under the Nazi rule, being reduced to a third-rate competitor.

PREDICTIONS FOR 1935

Russia is making great progress. Some day she may rival England as Hollywood’s menace. Eastman production will boost this year, with a greater number of pictures made in New York studios than in any seasons past. To the writer-producer unit of Hecht and MacArthur will be added Moss Hart and Kaufman, famous playwrights. The Fox eastern studio will re-open, and on Long Island Frank Capra productions will make pictures with George M. Cohan, Eva Le Gallienne, Lucienne Boyer, the Italian songstress, and Yves Printemps, idol of the Paris stage. To these add many more units as the year proceeds.

Though it will be vigorously denied, you can expect to hear Charlie Chaplin’s voice for the first time when his new film, “The Street Wall,” is released some time late in the year.

Real opera in the movies! We have already predicted that for 1935. An inside tip informs us that Paramount is planning to film “Cavalleria Rusticana” perhaps with Helen Gahagan as the featured star, while at Columbia they are toying with the idea of letting Grace Moore do the exquisite “La Boheme,” and at RKO, where Lily Pons is now under contract, Fucini’s “Ma
to” is being seriously discussed as an introductory vehicle. Jeritza too holds a contract with one of the major studios.

Dramatic animated cartoons in feature length, and in color! They promise for this year. Already Walt Disney is at work on “Snow White,” with “Gulliver’s Travels” penciled in as a follow-up.

Night spots of the movies! They loom as an accepted fact for 1935. Practically every major studio has a negro actor under contract. Their roles are gaining in importance, with the trend definitely away from “Uncle Tom” type of characterization. The New York stage has created a modern negro drama and dramatists, successfully producing such plays as “Furgy,” “Harlem,” “The Green Pas
cab,” etc., and now “Stevenson” is arriving.

In pictures King Vidor attempted negro drama several years ago with his unsuccess electrically. But now further plans for such pictures were abandoned. But the prejudice against the serious treatment of negro life is passing and negroes will undoubtedly find the steps of their New York brothers in establishing a cinematic negro drama. Universal is the first with “Imitation of Life,” Fan
cie Hurst’s great novel, in which a clever colored actress, Louise Beavers, has a role second only in importance to Claudette Colbert.

Government schools to teach acting and writing! The statement sounds like an announcement from the Soviet press. But it is something that may become a reality. In the United States before 1936 comes to pass. New York State is the first to open such a school, giving tuition without any changes to ambitious people who feel they have a talent for either acting, directing or writing. The course of training at the end of that time graduation classes will be held; a play staged by the graduating class, to which will be invited motion picture talent scouts, artists, educators, from all the studios in Hollywood and New York. Should the experiment give promise of success, the idea will undoubtedly spread to other states, and may eventually prove the short-cut road to Hollywood glory for those that display great promise.
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In his recording for this month Vallee, in "Sweet Music," has learned a few tricks from the English. Below: Rudy with Philip Reed and Helen Morgan.

**MUSIC IN THE MOVIES**

**By John Edgar Weir**

**HITS OF THE MONTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biggest Hits</th>
<th>Also Recommended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I SEE TWO LOVERS,&quot; by Eddie Duchin and his orchestra. (Victor)</td>
<td>&quot;OVER MY SHOULDER,&quot; by Ray Noble and his orchestra. (Victor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;WHY WAS I BORN?&quot; by Leo Reisman and his orchestra. (Victor)</td>
<td>&quot;WHY WAS I BORN?&quot; from the picture &quot;Sweet Adeline,&quot; is played by Leo Reisman and his orchestra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ME WITHOUT YOU,&quot; by Madriguera and his orchestra. (Victor)</td>
<td>&quot;ME WITHOUT YOU,&quot; by Madriguera and his orchestra. (Victor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR** from "Music In the Air," is played by Jack Denny and his orchestra. This is the hit song from the original show, and, if by chance you've forgotten it, you remember it when you hear its first slanting strain. The familiar Jack Denny smoothness predominates, and some unusual fiddle work stands out. Paul Small does the vocal chorus in alluring fashion.

The reverse side offers "The Song Is You," from the same picture. Jack Denny features the voice of Paul Small throughout the greater part of the number. An admirable recording for those who like music of the higher type. (Victor.)

**ME WITHOUT YOU," from the Paramount picture, "One Hour Late," starring Joe Morrison, is played by Enric Madriguera and his band. This is a charming love song, and Enric Madriguera, who is credited with popularizing the tango in our fair land, shows his versatility in his interpretation of this number. The fiddle section, which includes Enric himself, lends charm throughout. The lovely voice of Tony Sacco, of radio fame, is heard in the vocal refrain.

The other side carries "A Little Angel Told Me So," from the same picture, and is also played by Enric Madriguera and his tunicians. A sweet tune in the same groove as the preceding one, also cleverly handled by the Spanish maestro and his boys. Again, Tony Sacco sings the vocal in his captivating style. (Victor.)

**F**rom Cole Porter's new Broadway musical "Anything Goes," Paul Whiteman records "You're the Tops." This one, being very rhythmic, is an elegant dance tune. Bits of clean, swinging brass work prevail in parts of those ultra-modern arrangements, for which Paul Whiteman is so well known. The lyrics, which are refreshingly different, are sung by Peggy Healy and Johnny Hauser.

The other side brings us "All Through the Night," from the same show, which is a more melodic song in a slower tempo. The orchestra, under the baton of Paul Whiteman, is superb in its rendering of this lovely number and the vocal serves as a surprise. (Victor.)

**S**ome more songs from "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round." This time it's "Rock and Roll" as played by Johnny Johnson and his orchestra. A nice swingy tune done in a medium fast tempo by Maestro Johnson and giving us a vocal chorus by Lee Johnson.

"Oh Leo" is the title of the tune on the other side, also played by Johnny Johnson and his orchestra.

**S**ince Franz Lehár's immortal "Merry Widow" has been done for the talkies all of the recording companies are digging through their files and resurrecting some of the old releases. Here is one that Paul Whiteman made a few years back. "Villa" is the title, and it's just as beautiful today as it was when Lehár wrote it.

"The Merry Widow Waltz" is on the other side, also played by Whiteman. There are two swell numbers that everyone should have. (Victor.)

**A**nother waltz. Angelo Ferdinando and his Great Northern Hotel orchestra play "One Night of Love" from the Columbia film of the same name. For those of you who've been away three or four years, we're sure you'll like this offering. "If You Love Me, Say So," also played by Angelo Ferdinando and his orchestra. (Bluebird.)

**P**icture producers continue to turn to radio for a large portion of their musical talent. The latest acquisitions to moviedom's singing stars are James Melton and Everett Marshall. These two vocal artists have won tremendous popularity via the air waves, and movie moguls believe they will emulate their radio success on the screen.

Warner Brothers' "Sweet Music," starring Rudy Vallee, looms as the most important musical production of the month. The Vagabond Lover features several hit songs in this picture, among them "Sweet Music" and the title song, "Pave The Way, Annabelle." "Every Day," and "I See Two Lovers." However, because of unavoidable recording delays we are able to include only the last mentioned tune in our record review this month. By the time this review appears in print, recordings of the other featured songs will be available.

The parade of movie versions of successful stage musicals continues with Warner Brothers' elaborate production, "Sweet Adeline," a Broadway hit of 1929, starring Irene Dunne. The celluloid version retains "Why When I Blare," "Don't Ever Leave Me," and "Here Am I," song-hits from the original stage production, and incorporates a new tune, "Lonely Feet." The score was written by Jerome Kern who gave us, along with dozens of other hits, "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes." Recordings of these songs are reviewed in this issue.

"Music in the Air," produced by Fox, featuring Gloria Swanson and John Boles in stellar roles, is a musical romance of the Gay Nineties. This production also first saw the light of day as a Broadway operetta. Its two major songs are the very beautiful and tuneful "I Told Every Little Star," and "The Song Is You." These are retained from the original stage show and were also written by Jerome Kern, and are probably familiar to you.

And speaking of the trend toward the filming of Broadway musicals, it is believed that Cole Porter's new musical comedy "Anything Goes" will eventually be made into a movie, so, in this month's review, we include the two hit songs from this show for you. They are "You're the Tops," and "All Through the Night," and are recorded by that grand master, Paul Whiteman.

I see two lovers from Warner Brothers' "Sweet Music" is by Eddie Duchin and his society orchestra. This is a typical Vallee tune with a sweet melody and the type of love lyric that one instinctively associates with the famous crooner. Duchin treats it interestingly, and incorporates some of his inimitable, brilliant piano work. Lee Sherwood interprets the vocal in a pleasing manner. (Victor.)

Ray Noble, England's premier dance orchestra leader, is in the limelight again. It's seldom that a record comes through with his name on it that isn't a top-notch. "Over My Shoulder" is the title of the song recorded and it's from the Gaumont-British film "Evergreen." A real, fast-moving tune, handled in the outstanding Noble manner, his work from both the brass and reed sections. A vocal refrain is included.

When You've Got a Little Springtime in Your Heart is the tune on the reverse side and it is also played by Ray Noble and his orchestra. This is an altogether different type of number and is played to medium slow tempo. The sax work is done along the Wayne King style. Another hit to Noble's credit. (Victor.)

WHY WAS I BORN? from the picture "Sweet Adeline," played by Leo Reisman and his orchestra. Many of you will remember this. It is a characteristic musical-comedy love song, and enjoyed great popularity during the run of the Broadway stage show. Reisman treats it strictly as a show number, sacrificing rhythm to some extent in order to bring out the rich melody. The vocalist, whose name unfortunately does not appear on the record, handles the assignment exceptionally well.

The reverse side carries "Lonely Feet," a fresh treatment of the "wall flower" theme. Ray Noble, England's famous maestro, does a grand job. (Victor.)

Don't Ever Leave Me from "Sweet Adeline," played by Nat Shilkret and his orchestra is an exceptionally fine arrangement with a unique introduction in which the guitar-player does some tricks. Very rhythmic and danceable with plenty of brass work. Harold Lambert delivers the vocal chorus in a captivating manner.

On the other side, Leo Reisman plays "Here Am I," also from "Sweet Adeline." This tune like the Reisman one previously mentioned is played in typical "show style," rather than in dance tempo. The vocalist, again unmentioned, sings it splendidly. (Victor.)
TINY TOWER is now published in a new, larger size and mothers everywhere agree that it's BIG NEWS! FOR THE CHILDREN

It is always a red-letter day when Tiny Tower arrives in the mail. Now, small boys and girls have still more pleasure in store for them in this magazine they enjoy so much. The page is bigger! That means larger pictures, longer stories, more comics, beautiful color pages with more room for fun ... and, by special request, a gay calendar every month for the children! Bigger type, too, so that Tiny Tower is easier now for small eyes to read.

Don't delay getting your boys and girls a subscription to this play magazine. One dollar and the coupon below will bring them 12 issues of Tiny Tower, the only publication of its kind for smaller children.

TINY TOWER, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

I am enclosing $1.00 for which please send a year's subscription to Tiny Tower to the child's name which appears at right.

Begin subscription with the ___ issue

☐ CHECK HERE if you want details about how to earn money selling Tiny Tower.

CHILD'S NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________________

CITY ___________ STATE ___________

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ____________________________
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MAGIC
They Taste Better
Awaken love with the lure men can’t resist... exotic, tempting Irresistible Perfume. It stirs senses... thrills... sets hearts on fire. Use Irresistible Perfume and know the mad joy of being utterly irresistible. Men will crowd around you... paying you compliments... begging for dates. Your friends will envy your strange new power to win love.

To be completely fascinating, use all the Irresistible Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature that gives you glorious new loveliness. Irresistible Lip Lure is the new lipstick that melts into your lips leaving no paste or film... just soft, warm, ripe, red, indelible color that makes your lips beg for kisses. Four gorgeous shades to choose from.

Irresistible Face Powder is so satin-fine and clinging that it hides small blemishes... stays on for hours... gives you a skin that invites caresses.

Be irresistible tonight... buy Irresistible Beauty Aids today. Ask at your 5 and 10¢ store for Irresistible Perfume, Lip Lure, Face powder, Vanishing, Liquefying, Cold Cream, Cologne, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder. Guaranteed to be pure.

Full size packages only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.
"I Didn't Know I Could Be So Happy"

You can use cosmetics all you wish yet guard against this danger...

It's so thrilling to win romance—so important to keep it! And yet some women let Cosmetic Skin steal away their greatest treasure—do not guard as they should the soft, natural beauty of their complexions.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way

It is when cosmetics are allowed to choke the pores that they cause Cosmetic Skin. Enlarged pores—tiny blemishes—these are warning signs that you are not removing cosmetics properly.

Lux Toilet Soap is made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather sinks deep into the pores, swiftly carries away every vestige of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

So before you put on fresh make-up during the day—ALWAYS before you go to bed at night—use this gentle care! 9 out of 10 Hollywood stars use Lux Toilet Soap.

LIKE MOST GIRLS, I USE ROUGE AND POWDER—BUT NEVER DO I RISK COSMETIC SKIN! I USE LUX TOILET SOAP REGULARLY. IT DOES LEAVE YOUR SKIN LIKE VELVET!

Loretta Young
Star of 20th Century's "Clive of India"

The New Movie Magazine, March, 1935
new movie

A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

EACH year brings us something new—something just a little different from the year before. In every line of business this rule holds good. Motor cars adopt new devices to insure greater safety and better appearance; cosmetics attain greater perfection; new ways and means of preparing and protecting foods are found; airplanes, trains, motor boats, steamships; in fact, in any direction you look, there are definite signs of progress and attainment.

So, too, in the movies, do we find this constant change—this constant experimentation for perfection. Microphones which are the ears of the movies, and photographic lenses, which are its eyes, are improved each year. And each year, too, sees greater skill and ability shown by the cameramen and the sound technicians who handle these all important mechanical assistants.

But are the stories, the plays, the scenarios, improving, too? We think so. The last few months of 1934 witnessed the revival of many of the great classics of the past. Works of Dickens, Shakespeare, and many other famous authors were presented. So, too, were the works of present-day writers, notably, Sir James M. Barrie, Sinclair Lewis, Dashiell Hammett, Robert Riskin. All in all, we believe that the screen is rapidly taking its rightful place among the arts as a separate and distinct form of expression.

What about the actors and actresses? Are they improving their technique to keep pace with all the technical advances?

Here is a question that can be argued either way. Many of the audience will hear no word of censure about their favorites. Neither will a second group admit that the favorites of the first group have any qualifications at all. And so on, each group making favorites and holding fast to its enthusiasm.

But new favorites are being made every day. An old star famous in the past returns; a brand new one succeeds in capturing the public's fancy. A star changes his or her technique and wins new acclaim. So it goes, year in and year out. But what of their abilities?

Critics in general agree that the movies are growing up. This necessarily must mean also that the stars are giving better performances. It must mean, too, that much more attention is being given to proper lighting, to sound and to authenticity of background and scene.

It means also, that the tremendous crusade for purity in the films has had a deep effect on the producers. Contrary to the belief of many interested spectators that purifying the movies meant making them "Pollyanna-ish" and puerile, it has, so far, had the directly opposite reaction. Films are cleaner and they are better. NEW MOVIE believes, and we think our belief is shared alike by producers and fans, that 1935 will see great forward strides taken in every branch of the industry.

This also includes the theater itself. Many complaints have reached this office from readers, that pictures which were otherwise excellent, had been hard to "sit through" because of bad sound projection and poor ventilation in the theater itself. These complaints seldom come from the metropolitan centers, indicating that it is the smaller city exhibitor whose equipment was at fault. There is no need today for bad projection, either of sound or picture, or for poor ventilation. Remedies for all such faults are within easy reach of even the smallest exhibitor.

In view of the great advances being made and already made in motion picture production, NEW MOVIE hopes that some improvement will be made in the personal side of Hollywood life. Particularly we refer to the many divorces and separations that beset the more glamorous impressions the fans have of their favorite players. Last year was particularly bad from this point of view. For in Hollywood there were more separations and divorces than there were marriages. And it is hard to believe that glamour and romance can live in the movies, when in real life, the same rule does not hold true.

It is to be hoped that 1935 will see a complete cessation of these hasty marriages and divorces. NEW MOVIE believes that they do harm to the movies than any other single factor.
"IF I KISS YOU NOW.... I COULD NEVER LET YOU GO!"

Helen Hayes and Robert Montgomery gave to the screen an unforgettable love thrill when they appeared together in "Another Language". Now they are co-starred in one of the greatest love stories of our time, Hugh Walpole's famed "Vanessa". When Helen Hayes says: "He has the devil in him... but I love him" she echoes the thought of many a girl who adores a beloved rogue. M-G-M promises you the first truly gripping romantic hit of 1935.

HELEN HAYES
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in HUGH WALPOLE'S NOVEL
Vanessa
HER LOVE STORY

with
LEWIS STONE • MAY ROBSON
OTTO KRUGER

A William Howard Production • Produced by David O. Selznick
Directed by William K. Howard

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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I THINK there is too much sex-consciousness about Hollywood these days," Leslie Howard says.

"The deceptions of life are almost submerged by the flood of free thinking and free speaking on the subject of man's most intimate nature.

"Even our young girls cannot turn in any direction without coming face to face with something concerning sex. Society seems organized to force it on her notice. What with revealing clothes, and beauty shops on every side, and pictures glossed over, she can't help but be impressed with bodily sex-appeal—half truths, alluringly presented. Then this is followed perhaps by association with a young man who has a gift of familiarity with sex and its terminology and a distorted philosophy of sex—the philosophy that justifies transgression as a natural and purely personal matter.

"For myself," he continues, "I utterly rebel at the treatment of sex as a mere matter of physical pleasure. I contend that sex appeal does not necessarily arouse the sex instinct, although it is an urge that quickly springs into being."

Furthermore, Mr. Howard has his own ideas about both marriage and divorce. He thinks that fifty years from now man may not marry at all. But he doesn't think that there should be a special marriage code or regulation for professional people.

"What good would new regulations do?" he asks. "They would not make a husband less jealous, nor a wife less demanding. The only helpful change that can take place will have to be in the mind of the husband and wife. But, whether marriage be regarded as a sacrament or as an institution, it is one of the most difficult and delicate of all relationships, requiring a maximum of emotional balance and patience."

Personally Mr. Howard has no quarrel with either marriage or divorce. Perhaps he feels both, under present social conditions, are necessary.

In a daringly frank interview Leslie Howard discusses marriage and divorce in the film capital and gives his views on their importance to the movie stars

By MAUDE LATHEM

"The chief thing wrong with marriage now, as I see it," he says, "is our conception of it. What we expect from it. Young people today think that happiness is the sole aim of life. More and more they are taking matters into their own hands and doing what they think will make for happiness. We can do nothing about this. We can only hope that they will absorb something from their association with their elders that will help them.

"But it is their attitude that makes me feel that they will continue to change, reconstruct and arrange, going to the furthest extremes in their tests to prove whether they even want monogamous marriage at all."

"In Hollywood, like every other place, in love and marriage they demand that exultation shall remain at fiercest blaze every minute. When it begins to cool, as it must, they think it is time to dissolve the marriage and try another.

"Certainly I'm not intimating that there will be less falling in love than formerly. Young people may reasonably expect to fall in love oftener than they did a century ago, because there is so little to keep them from nursing each small flame into as large a fire as it is capable of becoming. But, I insist, even though they will inevitably fall in love oftener, they will not get as much from the experience."

No one need tell you that Leslie Howard's success on stage and screen has been built on his appeal to women—his almost indescribable charm, which confuses and intrigues them. Women like the way he permeates at them quizzically, a little aloof, as though he were ready to fly. And men like the swift wit of his tongue.

His subtle, adroit manner of making love, one suspects, was not learned from a book, and his deep understanding of the significance of marriage did not come from reading printed slips in Chinese rice-cakes. For this reason one can be doubly interested in his views on marriage now and fifty years from now.

"Of course," he smiles, "should Mr. Huxley's prediction that eventually the continuance of the race will be controlled by the state, ever come true, then I should say that fifty years from now we would have neither marriage (a "ceremony") not a permanent union of any sort.

"To me, it is nothing short of miraculous that there are as many happy marriages as there are, when you consider the manner in which marriage is often approached.

"There is so much humbug attached to it. So many times it takes place purely because of romance. Romance, alone, is the poorest, the least sensible of all bases upon which to build marriage. Every intelligent person recognizes that romance is made up of mystery, wonder, adventure, and is necessarily temporary; and unless marriage is the result of a deeper understanding there is little hope for it. I feel, like Montaigne, that marriage has for its share uselessness, justice, honor, and constancy . . . the more durable pleasures."

"Yet," he continues, "I would not have my children or my grandchildren, if I am ever blessed with any, cheated out of one least bit of romance, for the touch-and-go contacts with the opposite sex, which spirit the imagination on wildest flights of fancy, afford the most fascinating pastime in the world. Pastime, I said, but not a foundation on which to build a great institution like marriage. In the language of a (Please turn to page 43)
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HERE'S MY STORY

1. I was that fortunate being—a woman deeply loved. Then gradually my husband changed—became cold, distant. Stung by his indifference I accused him of loving another.

2. I was that fortunate being—a woman deeply loved. Then gradually my husband changed—became cold, distant. Stung by his indifference I accused him of loving another.

3. I play safe now... bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. It leaves you so clean—feeling, you know "B.O." is gone.

4. Today I am sure of my husband's love. How grateful I am to Lifebuoy for ending the fault that was turning him from me.

5. Finally I asked my sister's advice. She poo-pooed my fears. "No other woman" she said. "But..." and then she told me I had become careless—gently warned me about "B.O." (body odor)

6. Lifebuoy's great for the skin, too. No other soap ever kept mine so smooth and clear.

LIFEBOY'S clean, quickly-vanishing scent promises extra protection. Its rich, creamy, searching lather performs this promise—for face, hands and bath! It deep-cleanses face pores—keeps once-cloudy complexions fresh and glowing. It deodorizes body pores—keeps millions of men and women safe from "B.O." (body odor). Removes germs from hands—helps fight the 27 germ diseases hands may spread.

THAT'S SO, RINSO! NOW I REMEMBER

NEXT WASHDAY

THE SALESMAN WAS RIGHT ABOUT RINSO! MY CLOTHES CAME FROM THE WASHER 4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER TODAY—AND THE COLORED CLOTHES ARE MUCH BRIGHTER, TOO

Rinso is grand for rub washing, too. Gives rich suds—even in hardest water. Suits clothes 4 or 5 shades whiter. They last 2 or 3 times longer. Recommended by makers of 54 famous washers. Great for dishwashing. Easy on hands.

SO SHE GOT HER WASHER

THE WASHER WORKS FINE BUT I CAN'T GET THE CLOTHES WHITE ENOUGH. MAYBE TOM WILL KNOW WHY...

REMEMBER, DEAR, THE SALESMAN ADVISED YOU TO USE RINSO. HE SAID IT GIVES RICHER SUDS. TRY IT NEXT WASHDAY

OH TOM—YOU'VE GOT THAT RAISE!

WHOOP! WAIT UNTIL YOU HEAR THE NEWS!
MY first impression, meeting Ann Harding for the first time, was that she was a living Statue of Liberty.

And, curiously, it persisted throughout our revealing talk. Not that Miss Harding looked like a torch-bearing graven image with her head in the sky. Far from it! She was definitely and humanly down to earth. Yet there was something, perhaps her classic ash hair or the white sweep of her fine brow, that recalled the reigning goddess of New York Harbor. Somehow, the same free spirit seemed to shine through her clear eyes with the light that lasts.

Her flashing smile soon put me at ease. Frankly, I had felt a bit uncomfortable, having heard she had not given a magazine interview in three years and suspecting, reasonably enough, that she might loathe all interviewers.

"Not at all," she protested. "It was simply that I felt I wasn't any good at that sort of thing. I'd try desperately to say things that meant something, then read that I was a good wife and loving mother. Gratifying as it was to learn I possessed those highly commendable domestic virtues, I doubted any possible absorbing public interest in the revelation, so finally decided I couldn't be sure of myself in print."

Of one thing you may be sure: Ann Harding is exactly what you'd expect her to be from seeing her on the screen—direct, sincere, understanding. Realizing as much, I wondered whether she felt that in her film characterizations she could always be true to herself.

"I'm afraid there are times when that isn't quite possible," reflected Miss Harding, "but I always try to be true to myself. And now that you speak of it, the same question came up when I was offered my first important Broadway part in 'The Trial of Mary Dugan.' I told the producer, Al Woods, I'm not

For the first time Ann Harding explains her three-year silence. Rudeness and silliness hurt this woman whose motto is, "To thine own self be true"

By CHARLES DARNTON

a tart. 'I know you're not, sweetheart,' he agreed, 'and that's why I want you for Mary. You'll keep the audience guessing and that'll keep up the suspense.' I suppose that was good showmanship, but it wasn't me.

"Do you think that makes any difference with an audience?" I asked.

"No, not when you're on the stage, but it certainly does when you're on the screen," she declared with all the emphasis that is in her. "In this medium your audience identifies you completely and unreservedly with the character you play, does it with child-like conviction. People who go to pictures go with their minds all made up about you, and if you fail them in their idea of you, in what you represent to them, they'll never trust you, never believe in you again. It's like having a friend who suddenly turns out to be a thief. That's not a very good illustration, but it may serve to show my point. If you do anything in pictures to shackle the faith of your audience in you, do anything before its eyes that changes you from the person it has imagined you to be into an entirely different person, it will have nothing more to do with you."

Shut in though we were, away from everybody in the portable dressing-room Miss Harding was using in the making of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, "Biography of a Bachelor Girl," that great, unseen, unknown audience seemed very near, likewise so exacting as to leave her little if any choice of her own."

"I don't mind that," she was quick to say. "After all, an audience has a right, indeed the supreme right, to its likes and dislikes. This has been, is, and always will be true. But there is one thing I do mind, and that's loss of privacy. That is too great a price to pay for my work, even though I love it, making life a nightmare for me outside my own four walls. When I came out here I thought it would be marvelous, getting away from audiences, escaping crowds, avoiding noise, and just working in a studio, living in a house, and enjoying country quiet. I was very naive."

Her most becoming wide-brimmed hat blew off in a breeze of laughter, then she went on, earnestly: "Something ought to be done about these auto-graph hunters, for instance. It's by no means confined to Hollywood," she sighed. "I found that out when I went on an airplane trip to Cuba. I'd been working hard and felt the need of a rest. But did I get one? I did not. Jumping out of the frying-pan into the fire would have been light exercise compared with that gruelling experience. It began right here, when four of us boarded the plane, and it went from bad to worse. From one airport to another where we stopped for fueling the waiting crowd grew bigger and bigger, until we seemed to be in the horrendous glare of a monstrous spotlight drawing millions of moths. At last I (Please turn to page 59)
SMART women everywhere are using Tintex. These magic tints and dyes have become a necessity in thousands and thousands of homes. In the twinkling of an eye they restore the original color to faded apparel or home decorations... or give fashionable new color, if you prefer. So easy, too. Simply "tint as you rinse." Expensive? Not a bit

... Tintex costs only a few pennies, but saves dollars. Keep a supply always on hand. There are 35 brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose.

Park & Tilford, Distributors

Tintex

AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS

The World's Largest Selling TINTS and DYSES
OF FORTUNE
OF HONOR
OF LOVE...

...Yet he was Clive, Conqueror of India... treasure house of the world!

SEE: Clive's "mad" army avenge the massacre of "The Black Hole of Calcutta"! First time on the screen!
SEE: The charge of the battle elephants... strongest warriors in history... in the mighty conflict at Plassey!
SEE: Clive crawl through the enemy lines at Trichinopoly, to become a Man of Destiny!
SEE: An Indian ruler's human chessboard... with beauties as pawns... and with Death to the losers!
SEE: The duel which convinces Clive that he is a Man of Destiny
... A man who cannot die!

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK PRESENTS

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S production

CLIVE
OF INDIA

STARRING

Ronald COLMAN

LORETTA YOUNG

WITH Colin Clive - Francis Lister - C. Aubrey Smith - Cesar Romero

Directed by RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI - Written by W. P. Lipscomb & R. J. Minney

Presented by the Producers of "The House of Rothschild"... as their most important Screen Achievement!
GAIL PATRICK was born 'way down upon the Swanee River. Hollywood is giving her her first chance to play the southern girl she really is in "Mississippi," with Bing Crosby and Joan Bennett.
YIP—I—ADDY—I—AY—I—AY! My Heart Wants to Holler
Hooray! When is a rustle not a rustle? When it's a bustle!
Mary Boland is "Effie," a naughty siren of 1900 who makes
bold goo-goo eyes at Charles Laughton and Charlie Ruggles,
in "Ruggles of Red Gap." 23, Skidoo! Oh you kid!

STAY AS SWEET AS YOU ARE... It takes a song title as mod-
erne as the day after tomorrow to express the charm of
Gloria Swanson. To Gloria, time means nothing. She is ever
youthful, to the tips of her slim fingers. How her silver-faced
slit skirt would have shocked the lady at the left!
Clarence Sinclair Bull

SHE'S ONLY a BIRD in a GILDED CAGE . . . For Youth should not mate with Age. Except that, in the Fox film "The County Chairman," Evelyn Venable doesn't mate with Age, but with Kent Taylor, the very same lad with whom she's been mating in her last half-dozen pictures.

YOU and the NIGHT and the MUSIC . . . And again we have to go to the song-hits of today to match the modernity of Carole Lombard in a gown designed to give the illusion of hammered silver. A girl of the 1900's would have swooned at the mere mention of Carole's new picture, "Renegade."
RONALD COLMAN waits until he can make the kind of picture he wants to make. “Clive of India” brings him to you, minus his mustache, as the clerk who rose to command all the armies of England and add India to the British Empire. History—and true.
WHILE ON THIS PAGE, in stark contrast to the ruffles and lace of soldier Ronald Colman, Paul Muni wears the grimy overalls of the men who risk their lives deep in the coal mines. "Black Fury" is the picture, and the small insert shows you a scene from it in the making.
SONGBIRD, AMERICAN STYLE: It would be hard to imagine anyone more unlike Evelyn Laye, across the page, than our own Jeanette MacDonald. As vivacious as her own red hair, Jeanette plays every part that is given her with a twinkle in her eye—and a naughty twinkle! So it isn’t surprising that her new picture is called “Naughty Marietta.”
SONGBIRD, ENGLISH STYLE: We refuse to get angry over that much-talked-of invasion of British stars as long as they look like Evelyn Laye. She has the charm—polished, quiet, and restrained—which Leslie Howard has as a man. A newcomer to most of us, her pictures to date are "Evensong," "Princess Charming," and "The Night is Young."
FRED ASTAIRE . . . the boy who dances. And how he dances! The whole world is talking about it. We told you he was going up, and he's going up fast—faster and faster. "Roberta," with lots of music and dancing and pretty girls and rapid-fire chatter, is the picture you'll find him in next. And it's sure to add to the laurels Fred won in "Gay Divorcee."
RUDY VALLEE . . . the boy who sings! And how he sings! Crooners may have become a national target for bricks and no-longer-youthful eggs, but Rudy goes on crooning and makes 'em love it. "Sweet Music," is what you'll be seeing him in (not the funny-papers) and in the small photo we show him disguised as none other than Rudy Vallee.
WOMEN RULE

By SAMUEL GOLDWYN
as told to Eric L. Erigenbright

WHY do you emphasize romance and glamour and beauty so heavily in your pictures? Why do you invariably favor love stories when there are other human emotions just as suitable for drama as love? Why do you stress emotionalism? Why do you avoid grimmess and cruelty and sordidness and all of the other harsh but ever-present aspects of everyday life?*

If I have been asked such questions once, I have had them put to me a thousand times. And the answer is very simple:

Women rule Hollywood!

Any producer who disregards the established preferences of women is committing professional suicide. His pictures may be the product of genius. His actors may have the talent of Bernhardt, his director the finesse of Reinhardt, his scenarist the power of Shakespeare—but, unless the finished picture possesses that elusive quality called "feminine appeal," it is certain to fail at the box office.

I am ready to grant that life can be grim and cruel. In fact in my own experience I have too often found it so. But women are idealists, not realists. They are emotionalists, not analysts. And, since I have no wish to be a professional suicide, I try to produce pictures which will suit their tastes. Like most veteran showmen, my first instinct is to please the women in the audience. Women have always ruled "show business."

The average motion picture theater audience is more than seventy per cent feminine! In the average matinee audience, women predominate by an even larger majority. These figures, which are the findings of actual surveys and not haphazard estimates of my own, speak for themselves. Without the steady patronage of women, theaters and studios could not survive.

Still more important in establishing women's rule over the motion picture industry is the fact that women almost invariably are the arbiters of their families' entertainment. Wives select the shows that their husbands take them to see. Unmarried girls dictate the shows for which their escorts buy tickets. Mothers select the screen entertainment for their children. And, in every case, the picture selected reflects the woman's tastes.

It is the woman who cons the drama page and reads the theatrical advertisements, while her husband, after glancing over the financial section, turns to the sports pages and checks up on his favorite football or baseball team. He knows from experience that his wife regards a motion picture as her outing and that she will determine which show she shall see. Show me the husband whose occasional objections have not been overruled in some fashion as this:

"I didn't say one word last Sunday when you wanted to play golf. I think you might at least take me to the show that I want to see!"

Naturally, most theater owners and most producers, being convinced from first hand experience that such an argument is irresistible, "slant" their advertising to attract women. Check up on the theater ads in your current newspaper and note how many feature the words "love" or "romance."

"Please the women and they will bring the men to the theater"—that is one of the oldest and most dependable rules for theatrical success.

It is women who are largely responsible for the so-called "star system" in the studios. They are much more inclined than men to become dyed-in-the-wool fans of the sort who idealize their favorite screen personalities, and flock to see the pictures made by those stars without bothering to ask what the pictures' plots may be. Such fans are the very backbone of the motion picture industry. Hollywood produces, each year, approximately 600 feature-length films and it is difficult to find that many worthwhile stories. Without the feminine tendency to consider personalities first and plot second, picture making would be far more risky and far less profitable.

Men, no matter how much they enjoy seeing pictures, are by nature, and by training and habit, much more analytical. No matter how brilliant the cast, they are quick to detect and condemn story flaws. Instead of asking, "Who's the star?" they are more apt to demand, "What's the picture about?" The average man likes a western...or a costume picture...or any other type of story which appeals to his particular taste; the average woman likes any picture in which her favorite stars appear.

Not only "matinee idols" of the masculine persuasion but almost all outstanding feminine stars owe their stardom to the women in the audience. Women, even more eagerly than men, flock to see the screen's beautiful women—especially if those stars are pronounced intriguing by Mr. Average Man. "What makes them glamorous?..."why do men find them intriguing?"...and women rush to the theaters to seek the answers to those questions.

Norma Shearer, I believe, is the greatest "woman's star" in screen history. For every one man who is her ardent fan, she owns the allegiance of at least five women. Norma Shearer, poised, intelligent, superbly gowned, sophisticated, beautiful, is to the average woman the very epitome of feminine charm, the personification of all the qualities which the average woman longs to possess. Furthermore, her pictures have been deftly and deliberately tailored to appeal to women. On the screen, she has moved continually through an ultra-glamorous world of sophisticated romance. She has challenged, in her pictures, the convictions which most women obey—and secretly resent. She has starred in dramas based upon the problems which are understood, felt and shared by most of the women in her audiences. Of course, she has many masculine fans—but the majority of men, I believe, have resented such pictures as "Strangers May Kiss." But, resentful or pleased, they nevertheless have seen them—for women select the family's entertainment.

Greta Garbo is another star who appeals far more to women than to men. Test my statement by taking a straw vote in any mixed gathering. You will find that almost every woman present will list her as a prime favorite—but that few men will include her name. Women like her because her pictures, like Norma Shearer's deal with their problems, and because her personality suggests exotic romance. The average woman's life is so cramped by the four walls of her home that she longs for an escape from routine and finds it, vicariously, in such
HOLLYWOOD

If the men had their way, we'd have more slapstick comedy and adventure stories on the screen. Perhaps we'd have a different kind of star altogether from those shown below. If you're tired of love and problem pictures, blame Mrs. and Miss America!

pictures as those which Garbo has made famous. Gloria Swanson was a great woman's star and she was shrewd in strengthening her appeal to women by wearing lavish costumes. Thousands of women stood in line to see her pictures—and her clothes. Thousands of women, every day, attend theaters—and conscript their husbands as escorts—because they want to see the styles which are being created by Hollywood's designers. And never think that motion picture producers, knowing the preponderance of feminine theater attendance, are blind to the importance of "dressing" their stars. A beautiful star, who has the knack of wearing beautiful clothes to the greatest advantage, is a recognized asset coveted by every studio. Joan Crawford would be listed as a "favorite star" by many men, yet I think that she owes her

tremendous popularity to the fact that she is an idol of the world's working girls. She represents the girl that they want to become—and her own life story, which is one of struggle and achievement, confirms her hold on their admiration. Recall and analyze her most successful pictures and you will find that they were tailored to fit, that they dealt with, and lent glamour to, the problems of America's working girls.

Anna Sten, I think, is destined to become one of the great women's stars, for she has uncanny ability to awaken emotional response in women. To date she has appealed to women more than to men.

In what, principally, do the screen entertainment tastes of men and women differ?

Chiefly in the fact that women are idealists and men are realists. Women are more concerned with the emotion than with the sequence of dramatic situations which give the emotion birth. They see pictures with their "hearts," whereas men see them with their "minds."

Both men and women are interested in love stories, for love between the sexes plays an important part in everyday life. Yet, in the life of the average woman love looms larger than in the life of the average man. The masculine audience does not demand love as the central theme of every picture; the feminine audience does. If men, instead of women, comprised three-fourths of the screen's audience, you would see the screen flooded with stirring adventure stories, many of them entirely lacking in love interest.

The magazine rack in every corner drug store reflects the difference in feminine and masculine entertainment tastes. The hundreds of "pulp" magazines are published for masculine consumption. Their stories drip action and adventure. Few of them contain any mention of love. Their heroes are red-blooded, two-listed go-getters. The women's magazines, on the contrary, favor stories in which love is the predominant theme—and love, in every story, is idealized. Compromising the two extremes are "general" magazines. They bid for popularity with both sexes—and that, of course, is just what Hollywood tries to do in selecting its screen material. But Hollywood never loses sight of the fact that women are its greatest audience, and, in every case, the canny producer favors their established tastes.

Traditionally, men love comedy. Being realists, they are quick to detect and appreciate exaggeration. They laugh at "slap stick" which leaves the woman's sense of humor untouched.

Yet, even in its comedy-making, Hollywood defers to woman's rule. The great comedians in screen history are those who have appealed to women, and, in every instance, you will find that the secret of their appeal is the flavor of pathos which is ever-present in their fun-making. Charles Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and Eddie Cantor are the deans of screen comedy because women like them. There is a wistful, pathetic, helpless quality in their portrayals which arouses in the average woman the "mother complex." They are funny, yet lovable. They exaggerate, yet in (Please turn to page 53)

women pick. Women audiences make and break the stars
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CONNOLLY the Courteous

No star zooming to fame overnight is Walter Connolly, but a capable, steady actor whose work, in picture after picture, has attracted nation-wide interest to him. Elsie Janis tells you about him.

I have watched him climbing steadily for eighteen months. Not a very long time when you consider that he has reached that realm of security which is the reward of consistently good performances. No great smashing overnight success. No stampede of electricians to put his name in lights on the theater marquees and therefore no rush to take it down a few months later if by chance he had appeared in a couple of disappointing pictures. When Mr. New Movie told me that Walter Connolly's popularity with the film public called for an article I was very pleased. You see, I write about the personalities that you ask questions about and I must say, so far our tastes coincide. It will be tough on all of us the day they ask me to write about some one I don't like.

My first meeting with Walter Connolly was impressive. He is the only actor I ever met in the executives' dining-room at Columbia studios. He looks like most anything in the world but an actor, so I sat wondering if he might be one of those bankers who are supposed to come to the aid of the Industry now and then, or if perchance he might be some famous and expensive imported author. Columbia's dining-room is one of the few places where I become a listener.

The President, Harry Cohn, who has pushed Columbia from a shoe-string organization into the "big boots with a kick in them class," sits surrounded by assistants and writers. The food is good. The dialogue is better. Mr. Connolly is a man of keen perception. He joined me in the art of listening. If you keep quiet long enough in a free-for-all battle of wits, some one becomes suspicious and you are asked a question. When Harry Cohn asked Connolly how he liked his part in the new picture I was frankly disappointed. He looked like such a nice plain sort of family man. He sounded like one when he made modest suggestions about some changes in the story which he thought might improve it. I left him there and went on my way wondering how long he would be able to make himself heard above the hustle and the bustle of Cohnized Columbia, where opinions usually call for arguments, arguments demand "sound effects" and the result is often a swell picture.

When I saw the film they had discussed at lunch Mr. Connolly's suggested changes in the story had been followed. Wonders never cease in Hollywood. Of course he had been hard to get and anyone who enters films reluctantly is apt to be listened to. There is always the hope that some film-shy stage player will be able to explain the refusal of sure fire big dough in pictures for the comparatively small cakes of the theater. Mr. Connolly was coaxed out to Hollywood first in the summer of 1932. I presume that he thought he might as well spend the summer dabbling in the golden sands of California. It might be just as good sport as fishing. It apparently was, only Mr. Connolly got hooked. They gave him a long line, however, for he returned to Broadway and a great success in the Fall. All winter he played in "The Late Christopher Bean." Came Summer and they reeled him in. That's when I saw him at Columbia. A shy and cautious catch. Since then he has been leaping like a salmon, from role to role.

So far I have not seen him play Walter Connolly on the screen. Early training in stock and repertory has taught him that acting means losing one's own personality in the character drawn, not wearing said character lightly, as a cape under which a player's own mannerisms and expressions can be seen constantly. In the last year he has been Spanish, Irish, Yankee, English. In tones dulcet or domineering. In backgrounds rural or sophisticated. From a lowly night watchman to a pompous millionaire is but a mental step for him. His success makes me wonder whether it isn't wise to set the public guessing what the actor is really like off the stage or screen, instead of allowing no doubt to exist as to what he is going to be like the next time he appears.

I believe he had already signed a long-term contract the day we met at lunch, which makes his being listened to come even more under the heading "Strange Happenings in Hollywood." But in his contract there is a "time out for stage play" clause. He is taking that time out now. It's mostly time in for rehearsals. I went last week to watch him in action. He is enjoying his "vacation." No dialect. No hirsute adornments. The role calls for Connolly to be himself and he can't quite remember what he was like before he took up the chameleon's existence. His versatility has demanded in films. I was told it would be difficult to "get at" Mr. Connolly for at least three weeks. He had been ill. He was rehearsing. He was very busy. The more reasons they had for not seeing him the more I had for wanting to.

Granted that the way to a man's heart is via his stomach, the way to a happily married man's heart is via his wife. I called up Mrs. Connolly. "I'm Walter with the perpetually jolly Guy Kibbee in the picture "Lady for a Day."
"He looks like anything but an actor.  He might be one of those bankers who are supposed to come to the aid of the industry..."

sory to hear Mr. Connolly has been ill," I said, "but I wanted to—"

I got no further. "He's feeling much better since hearing that you telephoned," said the charming Mrs. C. "He's right here and wants to talk to you."

The more I see of successful wives the more I know why they are a success. I made a date to go to rehearsal that same afternoon. He was in the midst of a scene when I arrived on tip-toe. He saw me as I signalled, "Pay no attention to me." He finished the scene and welcomed me gently. I still say that he seems like a nice plain business man. By plain I don't mean homely. He is distinguished looking and a much younger man in appearance than we have yet glimpsed on the screen, but there is evidently so much good acting in Connolly, the actor, that there is none left for Connolly, the man.

He led me across the footlights and out into the darkened theater. "This is quite a mad play," he said. "I shall be glad to know what you think of it. I must get back on the stage. I'm in this scene."

He had not stopped the rehearsal. Again I was impressed. It is a star's privilege to stop and start things. He went quietly back to a chair at the side of the stage and waited for his cue. No upsetting other players by sitting out front talking with the tip-toeing stranger while they struggled to memorize their new roles.

Mr. Connolly is decidedly of the "old school" when it comes to manners, which makes it difficult for the new school to believe he could steal pictures as he does without a struggle. Vocal or physical. His schoolmates in the theater were all "who's whosers." Sothern and Marlowe. Henry Miller, Margaret Anglin, Pauline Lord, Ruth Chatterton, Helen Hayes. Some of these were his teachers no doubt. Knowing his background I cannot blame him for being a bit doubtful about bringing his "memory box" into the film foreground where a cameraman is the most severe critic and a microphone can make or break you no matter what school you attended.

Incidentally when young Connolly stepped over family objections and into the theater he was less than twenty. He must have been a bright boy having already attended St. Xavier's College and the University of Dublin. Further proof of youthful sagacity was his walking out of a cashier's cage in a Cincinnati bank to follow "his secret heart" which was at that time a chap who has not yet made the grade in pictures, William Shakespeare. I would like to see Connolly as Shylock when, if ever, the "Merchant of Venice" is filmed, but then I would like to see Greta Garbo as Portia, so think no more about it.  (Please turn to page 59)
Where are they now? What do they do? What has become of them?

By HAL HALL

Grow old along with me, The best is yet to be; The loss of life For which the first was made.

THERE is a world of comfort in those few simple lines for the average man or woman who realizes that time has been passing and that the autumn of life is just around the corner.

To most of us the final chapter is the best. It is rich in happy memories of the past, and there is a quiet restfulness about our declining years, much like the balmy atmosphere of a lazy day in late October when the many-colored leaves whirl idly to the ground beneath the warm sunshine of Indian Summer.

But—here in Hollywood today there is a group of two hundred and seven men and women who smile bitterly when you try to tell them of the sweetness of the future. To them the past is but a mass of memories that rise up like ghosts and mock them. They are tearful memories of fleeting glory; of the acclam of fickle millions.

This is a little group that time has passed by; upon whom Fortune smiled for a brief moment and then like a March wind swept them aside and tossed them into a little corner of the world called Hollywood—to be forgotten.

They are men and women who helped make the picture business the vast enterprise it is today; men and women who once were numbered among the most famous players of the screen; whose photographs were eagerly sought by hundreds of thousands of worshiping "fans" who today have perhaps forgotten the very existence of their one-time idols.

And now...this little group of former picture greats—once the toast of the multitude—are asking humbly for "bit" and "extra" work...yes, even, in many cases, for merely a day's work—as plain "atmosphere"...and "extras" under the new NRA code will be paid but $7.50 per day.

Still, these glorious pioneers of the screen are glad to have the opportunity of honorably stepping forth among the thousands of youthful newcomers and earning this mere pittance. But the sad feature of the situation is not so much the fact that they are reduced to such work...but it is the fact that although they have been the idols of the millions they find it difficult to gain the ear of the casting officials, and next to impossible to obtain the privilege of working as cheap "atmosphere" where they once played as stars. Baby-faced girls with bobbed hair and over-painted cheeks, and sleek young men with waxed mustaches and a long list of attractive telephone numbers are getting the call over these "troupers."

In this business where attention and eyes are centered on the new faces of today, this group of old-timers perhaps would have gone on to the end without notice had it not been for a little band of rarely mentioned workers—the members of the Assistant Directors Section of the sorely crippled Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. These men revealed the plight of the former celebrities when, after vainly trying to hire them—only to be met by a blank wall of red tape—they appealed to the Board of Directors of the Academy to help them secure permission from the producing companies to hire these people direct, rather than through the Central Casting office. The Assistant Directors presented a letter to the Academy Board which speaks worlds. Here it is:

"Working as Assistant Directors, we come into daily contact with hundreds of people who desire work as "extra" and "bit" players. Among these hundreds there oftentimes appears a once favorite star, a former famous director or, possibly, a one-time high executive whom the times have passed by.

"In many cases once the favorites of millions of the theater-going public, these people have since found themselves dependent upon what they may be able to earn in the more menial positions within the industry.

"We have compiled the attached list, containing 200 names of industry pioneers who are now working as 'extra' and 'bit' players. There are in every production certain scenes in which some or all of these people might be used to the advantage of
perhaps better than any of the others these two pictures demonstrate the tragedy of stardom in the cinema city. A child star can fade as rapidly as a grown-up. You do not have to be more than a youngster yourself to remember Baby Peggy. She was Jackie Cooper and Shirley Temple rolled into one. The key to every city in America was hers. Now, only a few years later, she is in vaudeville, and trying a comeback in pictures.

the company, due to the fact that every person is an experienced motion picture 'trouper,' as well as enabling these who have given so much to the industry in the past to earn a living in the only business with which they are familiar.

"We request the Board of Directors of the Academy to communicate with the various producing companies with a view to obtaining for us as individual Assistant Directors the necessary authorization to directly call any of the people named on the attached list (and others of the same classification who may by reason of circumstances be added from time to time by the Section) for 'extra' and special 'bit' work which their past experience or present characteristics would enable them to handle satisfactorily in preference to any other person or group, all other qualifications being equal."

Perhaps the most outstanding name on this remarkable list is that of Clara Kimball Young. It was just nineteen years ago this past October that a motion picture magazine announced the winners in a "Great Artist Contest" which it had conducted to determine who were the most popular male and female stars of the screen.

AND—Clara Kimball Young led all the women with a grand total of 442,340 votes. Her nearest rival was that great star, America's sweetheart, Mary Pickford. But Mary was 4,670 votes behind Clara. And far down the list behind Miss Young were such names as Anita Stewart, Blanche Sweet, Norma Talmadge, Ethel Clayton, Pearl White, Mabel Normand, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ruth Roland and Lillian Gish. Even that magnificent star, Norma Talmadge was 326,580 votes behind Miss Young. I ask you, was Miss Young a star?

Seventh on the list was Florence Lawrence, with a total of 188,975 votes. But she, like Miss Young, has been tossed about by the ill-fortunes of the picture business and is on the list that asks even "extra" work.

Eleventh in the contest was Florence Turner. She also is on the old-timers "extra" list of the assistant directors, although she scored heavily over many of the biggest names even of today with a popular vote of 151,965.

Bessie Eyton and Flora Finch were also among the first one hundred in the contest, and they are struggling with the mob for a day's work; glad to break into their only profession rubbing elbows with the kids through the "extra" ranks.

Among the men who were honored in that contest nineteen years ago was a player named Harry Mersh. He received more votes than did such stars as Owen Moore, the beloved Wallace Reid, Henry Walthall and even that matinee idol, Harold Lockwood. But today Harry is listed with the other 206 old-timers as wanting "extra" work, and the assistant directors are fighting to help him gain the privilege of swallowing his pride, of forgetting his days of stardom and going to work for seven dollars and fifty cents a day—gladly.

Here is the complete list as compiled by the Assistant Directors and presented to the Academy:

BELOVED BY YOUNG AND OLD, the man who brings the whole family to the theater, holding his own in popularity against all the handsome young heroes, Will Rogers comes to you next in "The County Chairman."

Insert: Left to right, Mickey Rooney and shiner, Mr. Rogers and stogie.
The Stars at Play

All Hollywood goes to the Annual Guild Ball; W. S. Van Dyke has a house-warming; Helen Mack's surprise party; Warner Baxter's Sunday tennis matches

By GRACE KINGSLEY

If you chance to be messing around in South Africa or Labrador or any of those far-off places, and are looking for W. S. Van Dyke, you are going to be disappointed. For M-G-M has promised not to send him into the wilds to make a picture again for a long, long time. And he is more than ever entrenching himself in his Brentwood Heights home.

The new party room just about settles it, we think. Van gave a grand party to initiate it. Just to commemorate his many voyages, he has had the room made like a ship's saloon, with a cozy little bar at the end. There are port holes, little tables, long upholstered seats and everything, all ship-shape.

And the bar is the oddest one to be found in all movieland. Its counter is an aquarium, outfitted in the traditional style with little castles, seaweed gardens, and many kinds of tiny fish.

Jack Oakie declared he had heard of "drinking like a fish," and he was all for mixing a drink for the finnies and pouring it in, but Van Dyke ruled that the fish were really entertainers and it was against the law to serve drinks to entertainers.

Despite the fact that Jean Harlow's husband is in Europe, and divorce proceedings are under way, and that Jean is seen everywhere with Bill Powell, she sees no reason for letting her tact desert her when somebody happens to refer to Bill in a special way.

So, when somebody said to Jean at the party, referring to the buffet supper, "Has your husband gone to get you food?"—meaning Bill,—Jean answered sweetly, as the confused lady apologized for her mistake: "I think you have paid me a very great compliment!"

Ruth Manix helped Mrs. Van Dyke, our host's gracious mother, to entertain. Dashiell Hammet, the writer, created quite a sensation with his frankness, that night.

When his secretary introduced him to one group, he remarked: "Who are all these people you are introducing me to? I don't know them!"

But when he met Billie Burke, he met his Waterloo. He said to her: "Your face looks familiar, somehow!"

She answered him sweetly, with a disarming smile, "Well, yours doesn't, but your impudent dialogue does!"

Whereupon the writer knelt at her feet during the rest of the evening.

HELEN MACK was most obliquely surprised, at the party which her mama gave her on her birthday. Of course the surprise didn't go quite the siss-boom-bah way. It was supposed to, because Helen simply wouldn't be lured away to the Coconanut (Please turn to page 54)
An intimate story of

You may have noticed that I drew two sketches to illustrate this story. You see, this is the first time in my life I have ever written a story about anything or anybody, particularly about someone whose friendship I value. So the sketches are for the benefit of those who can’t quite get the drift of my initial literary effort... and the story is for those who can’t quite get the drift of the sketches.

If I were a great deal more articulate than I am (and I’ve never been accused of glibness in expressing myself) I still doubt that I would be able to do justice to the charm of this man with whom I have worked... with whom I have stretched my legs lazily before the roaring fire, and whom I have gradually come to know as one of the most colorful personalities Hollywood has to offer.

I am proud to call Sir Guy Standing my friend. His interest and his curiosity about his fellow man know no bounds, but I believe his friendship is given to few. Certainly ours has been a process of evolution and typical British unhurriedness that began when we met casually during the first days of “Now and Forever,” but did not really gain momentum until that mutual adventure, the filming of “The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.”

Frankly, I knew very little of Sir Guy the day we shook hands over the curly head of little Shirley Temple. Naturally I knew his distinguished reputation in the theater of two continents... the long and successful tours he had made with Jane Cowl in “The Road to Rome” and “Jennie.” I had seen him in “The Road to Rome” and later in “Cynara” when those companies played Los Angeles. I heard Paramount was interested in signing him for the screen, but the deal did not actually go through until almost a year later when he suddenly decided against opening a new Broadway show in favor of Hollywood.

Though he had been on the Paramount lot several months in the making of such pictures as “Death Takes a Holiday,” “Cradle Song” and several others, we did not meet until “Now and Forever” went into production.

I wish I could promise to tell you “all about” him now. But that would be highly presumptuous and an exaggeration on my part. Getting to know Sir Guy is like drinking a highball in London. Just as one Scotch and soda will suffice a British gentleman for an entire evening, so will one incident, one event, one confidence gained be sufficient unto the meeting between friends... when one of them is Sir Guy.

Because describing his appearance is far easier than catching his personality on paper, I can step out quite boldly and say that he is one of the finest looking men I have ever seen. In years he is well over the fifty mark and there are two hundred pounds of muscle and brawn perfectly distributed over his six-foot-
an inspiring friendship between two famous movie stars

 physique. His hair is thoroughly grayed, but neither the color nor the expression of youth has left his eyes. His are the most alert eyes I know. Everything and everyone are a source of interest to him . . . even Hollywood. He told me of his adventures in Hollywood. In his clipped British accent he said he didn't see how it was possible to be bored here. Which is certainly a fresh slant to many who have complained of Hollywood's "staleness" and "small town spirit."

I remember I once told him when things had been going particularly badly on location: "Why in the world do you fool around in this crazy racket when you could lead any kind of life you want? . . . the stage in London or on Broadway . . . the life of a country gentleman . . . devote yourself to painting or your music . . . anything your heart desires?" At that moment I was thinking about Africa and shooting trips and intriguing names and places far removed from Hollywood. He said, his eyes crinkling at the corners: "But that is only playing at life. Behaving as if a novelist wrote you, don't you know!"

This from a man who could have any life he chose, who merited Knighthood by the King of England, who fought with distinction in the war and who understands music and art as few men do, gave me a new respect for my profession . . . and more than partially explains why Sir Guy is in Hollywood now. He doesn't have to be. Money has long since ceased to be any part of an incentive to him in anything. Soon after the war there was a period when he decided to retire from the stage and during that time he made a fortune. He was one of a syndicate which bought up all the motor transport equipment which the United States left along the Rhine. Later they took over the British war motor transport.

... took us over nine years to get rid of the lot . . . seventy millions it cost us and we got a few more than that for it . . . tractors and that sort of thing. Sort of set me up for life . . . which is a more or less uninteresting outlook, what? But I had begun to suspect even before this that money could never be anything but an adventure in his life, the adventure of getting it, not holding onto it. The war was an adventure to him. So was the stage. And now, so is Hollywood.

He takes his adventure so seriously that when he is working on a picture he allows nothing to divert him from his work. During these hectic months when we were on location and all hell was popping with one thing and another . . . changes in the cast . . . trouble with our brigade of riders . . . unsettled weather . . . rewritten scripts . . . scene after scene reshot until our nerves were frayed and many of the troops were heartily sick of the whole undertaking, never once did his interest falter. So engrossed was Sir Guy that he did not even read his daily mail. Mail, in fact, is a particular aversion of his. . . . Usually bills or bad news. Diverts your attention from interesting things . . ."

He even took his own private location calamity (when he was bitten on the ankle by a Black Widow spider) with that casual mental shrug that is so much a part of his personality. He was far more upset when the publicity department released the story of his accident than he was with his bandaged foot and cane. . . . can't stand to be wet nursed about, you know. Hate solicitude. . . . It is impossible to question Sir Guy. I found we got to know each other far better when the conversation was not prompted and he "just talked." It is not wholly due to reticence, either. When in the mood he can entertain the listener for hours with anecdotes from his colorful store of experience. When not, wild horses couldn't drag anything out of him.

As I look back I am amazed at the various locales he chose for some of his confidences. He once told me a bit about his childhood when we had obtained "Dutch leave" from the company and gone shooting in the Malibu Hills. He is one of the finest

Left a photograph of Standing and Cooper together, one of Gary's hasty pen sketches of his friend.
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HAVING remodeled womanhood, Hollywood will now proceed to paint her. All shades of purple, lips, and hair. The old glass stages were displaced by sound storage units. The horticultural innovations of Luther Burbank are truck garden stuff compared with the beautiful flowers developed by Goldwyn, DeMille, M-G-M, and Paramount.

The reason glass studios are no longer needed is that Hollywood has improved on the sun. The latter’s working hours didn’t always jibe with producers’ schedules and he wouldn’t turn from his course to back light Miss Garbo or front light Miss West. Now he’s out, along with a lot of old time stars. No one is big enough to be templema in Hollywood, not even the sun.

The great outdoors is also out. Mother Nature, who figured so big in silent movies, now only gets bits. She couldn’t get rid of her bugs that made noises in the mike. Anyhow, art directors can make prettier scenery. If you saw “Flirtation Walk” you must have noted the Bushy Berkeley influence on Hawaii. Once you have seen Warner Brothers’ Hawaii you never could be content with the real thing. I wouldn’t say as much for their West Point. Probably I’m the hard-boiled old army school but I don’t like to think of our West Pointers crying over one another all the time the way Pat O’Brien and Dick Powell did. True, Pat wasn’t a West Pointer; he was a top sergeant, which only makes it worse. However, anything good old Sarge O’Brien does is jake with me, even sobbing at West Point.

But to get back to this faulty planet which has course order over so much trouble. What can we expect? It was produced in six days. That’s what we call a “quickie” in Hollywood. Poverty Row stuff. Why, Sam Goldwyn spent more on Anna Sten than the whole earth cost originally. And to the naked eye Anna looked prettier all right to start with. I think he was fortunate in picking her instead of the Russian girl I saw in “Three Songs About Lenin” who was decorated for being the best hod carrier in the U.S. R. T. I’m afraid she would have taxed the national resources— even Sam’s.

If Jehovah could have had the benefit of Hollywood supervision we might be living in a DeMille spectacle today. And wouldn’t that be cozy? Certainly this earth, looking the way it does, would never have been released by M-G-M. Mr. Mayer would have ordered retakes or else shelved it.

Especially has feminine nature been improved. Compare Joan Crawford with the earliest pictures of Eve or, for that matter, with the earliest pictures of Joan and you will get what I mean.

Lillian Gish, viewing her rushes, declared cameramen can make anyone appear beautiful. These wizards work their special magic by manipulating lights and by shooting their subjects through silk or gaze or burlap. Recently a historic beauty, weathered by many Winters and week-ends, appeared on the screen in a DeMille replica. It was a great improvement. I don’t know enough about cinematography to be critical about beauties by cameramen and camera tests. “Lopsided face!” shouted one and set to work. “Short front tooth!” whooped another and affixed a shield. Eyebrows were yanked, make-up tried, legs okayed, figure studied for angles and lights. When she saw the results on the screen, Miss Sullavan said, “I wasn’t looking at Margaret Sullavan. I was looking at a rather charming creation of expert and patient man and woman.”

With the detachment, however, I found rather humilitating. It seems she should say, Pola Negri on beholding herself in rushes would burst into spontaneous ovation: “Venderful! Gott, how beautiful, look at me!”

One famous little beauty while stimulated by vino to veritas uttered a classic line: “Papa and Mama gave me my face but God gave me my cameraman.”

In glory, the glorifiers. I don’t mean to detract from our little women’s genius or to infer they do not earn every cent of their weekly wages. They make their sacrifices. I mean they starve and get anemia and submit to beatings which, from a husband’s hands instead of a masseur’s, would get them even alimony. I know because once I was pulped by a massaging Viking. My Jackal

Will Rogers seems to be the one beauty that Fox has been successful with. From his hideaway among the cliff-dwellers of Manhattan Herb Howe muses upon the camera glorifiers; the improvements the Movie Moguls have made on Mother Nature; and the one gal whom neither remodeling nor color photography will affect cries brought sneering scorn. “Why,” said the Swede slapper, “Miss— had her stomach pumped black and blue to get into line for a picture and she didn’t swear half as much as you do.”

Subsequently I learned of greater martyrs. Not only are faces lifted but entire bodies, or large areas of them. One beauty bulging with the years was ripped open all along her boundaries, restuffed and reset. Maybe the Viking told me this to frighten me. That was the effect, anyhow. Every time I see this hemstitched heroine I’m gripped with fear she may start unraveling before my eyes.

All renovations are not successful. Lillian Harvey in “Congress Dances” was a liling, fluffy little cantatrice. Fox snarled her and plucked her down to her thin little frame around which they wound her there and there those gosh-awful sequins. Her best song was “Gather Lip Rouge While You May”; her other ditties I’ve managed to forget. Ditto her pictures. Fox wasn’t successful with Joan Bennett either. Now I’m alarmed over piquant Ketti Gallian, my heart of the moment. They certainly didn’t launch her auspiciously with that sway-full “Marie Galante.” Will Rogers seems to be about the only beauty Fox has been successful with, and he already had been glorified by Ziegfeld. Janet Gaynor is the sole star development, undeniably charming, though her pictures contain too much sugar for a man on a diet.

M-G-M is the feminine paradise. All the girls hope to go there when they die if they can’t make it before. They feel that once arrayed in raincoat by Lord Adrian they will be heavenly bodies or look as though they were. From the box-office view,
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has it all over her screen reflection for naturalness. Personally I rather favor Warners where men are mugs and women look the way they photograph, or better.

Of Hollywood it may be said, as Aileen Pringle says of California: "Everything for the body, nothing for the mind. With such concentration on externals there isn't much thought left for acting. Emotion isn't pretty—another of the Creator's mistakes. So Hollywood confines it pretty much to batting of eyelashes, a few drops of glycerine and slight twisting of lips with a view of good teeth."

When old Mrs. Pat Campbell was permitted for her opinion of a star's acting ability she finally roared: "I think she's marvelous. I never knew an actress who could think of so many different ways of doing her hair."

As Hollywood's formula for beauty becomes more patent it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish individual beauties. In the production of "Dames" a host of dancing girls wore masks of Ruby Keeler's face. As an assistant director remarked, this did not seem to change them in the least. They all looked alike before, no expression.

Some people lacking artistic discernment exclaim the same of the actresses. I admit I am sometimes confused, connoisseur though I be. There is one, however, whom producers have failed to remodel and upon whom technicolor will play no tricks. She suggests comfort rather than beauty and I have an idea this weary world is in a mood for her. I know I am. I refer to Louise Beavers, colored, whose hearty genuineness in "imitation of Life" should put her white sisters to shame. Acting is easier for her than for white folks. She can concentrate on feeling. She hasn't the distraction of wondering if her nose is shiny. She knows it is.

Even our little men must put the proboscis with a powder puff. Only Stepin Fetchit is excused. Mother Hollywood insists that washing the neck and ears is not enough; her boys must be Fauntleroys.

Time was when you might have cried sissy at a man who went for mug embellishment. You wouldn't now. Not with wallopers like Jack Dempsey, Johnny Weissmuller, George Raft and Killer Gray submitting to plastic surgeons for remodeling. There's no sense letting a cauliflower ear or an Oriental nose stand between a man and his money.

Undraped males playing Tarzans, Ben Hurs, Roman gladiators, or footballers under showers, must be depilated from cheek to shin. Women do not like a King Kong complexion, producers say. Wally Reid found that out years ago. The handsomeness of all screen Apollos, he contemptuously compared himself to a Folies Girl. Determined to be an actor, he characterized a backwoodsman role by wearing a scrubble of beard. Exhibitors screamed of diminished receipts. Feminine fans didn't find him kissable.

Ramon Novarro sympathized with Wally's disgust when compelled to shave his legs for Ben Hur. Previously he had been remodeled by Rex Ingram, a sculptor first and a director second. Rex made Ramon shave his eyebrows apart where they met above the nose, insisted on snipping his sloping shoulders by placing little pads under his coat, and ordered risers built in his shoes so as to give him height.

Alice Terry, Rex Ingram's wife, sympathized with Ramon. Alice is probably the most beautiful woman the screen ever reflected, and she is more beautiful in person. That didn't stop Rex from improving her. He decided she should be a blonde. So she wore a wig. Her figure, perfect to the eye, was too ample for the camera. She submitted to a masseur who pounded her and hung sand bags across her until one day an earthquake hit Los Angeles and Alice scattered amid sand down six flights of stairs. In high indignation Venus Terry faced adoring Rex and screamed. "Ever since you chose me for this role you have been making me

Illustration by D. B. Holcomb

Compare Eve, our first lady, with the gals of the present.

Adrian is probably the most valuable studio asset. I have the feeling his sense of humor occasionally gets the upper hand. Sometimes the birds of his plumage turn out looking like turkeys.

Warner Brothers, by contrast, is masculine. About the only beautifying treatment a girl gets there is a grapefruit facial by cosmetician Cagney. Yet they house the most beautiful women in Hollywood: Mary Astor and Dolores Del Rio. I don't know Miss Astor but I can say Miss Del Rio is a natural, more beautiful in person than in celluloid because more delicate and her coloring can't be equalled by technicolor. She wears a little make-up but it's slight, sophisticated and accentuating. Ruby Keeler and Kay Francis are naturals too. Certainly Kay, in the flesh, doesn't need any gumming up or camera glamouring. And Marion Davies

Or, for that matter, compare the present Joan Crawford with the earlier one.
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over. Did you pick me for the type because I was so different?"

Recently Hollywood's beautiful women were asked to vote on Hollywood's most beautiful men. Ronald Colman won overwhelmingly. It's a good sign of women accepting men as they are. Ronald is forty-five and resorts to no beautification apart from the make-up still insisted upon for the camera. And among the ten handsomest males I note my old favorite James Cagney. I never realized Jimmy was beautiful. Even Mae West, who told me she considered him the most desirable of Hollywood males, chose him not for beauty but for the old animal in him. I suppose that eventually a freckle-remover will make Jimmy perfect.

But can't we take nature? The girls and boys are a lot nicer as they are.
NEMO'S HOLLYWOOD

Nemo, the mysterious reporter nobody knows, brings you the latest news from the cinema capital.

HOLLYWOOD gets them all, sooner or later. At least it would seem so! The other day, we snuck up behind Gary Cooper, and, what do you think? Why, that big Montana he-man was cutting out some funny paper ducks! Like Uncle Elmer did, just before they took him away! We were about to look around for the wagon, when Gary informed us that the ducks were for a little fan friend who had requested them so ardently that he just couldn't refuse!

WHEN Tullio Carminati discovered that England had gone wild over his swell performance in "One Night of Love," he decided that such popularity should not go unrewarded. So, as a Christmas gift, he bought himself a combination watch and cigarette lighter which he wears at the end of a gold chain. Now, on the "Once a Gentleman" set, that shy Victor Schertzinger asks for either the time, or a light, practically every five minutes. And Carminati, who knows very little as yet of our old American custom of "kidding," hasn't caught on yet!

WHEN it comes to giving autographs, Fay Wray is one of the best sports in the business. Graciously, she puts her name on everything from menus to opera hats. But one day she got the surprise of her life when a pair of newlyweds, visiting the studio on their honeymoon, asked her to autograph their wedding license! Fay did it, too!

JACK HOLT and Edmund Lowe are having more fun, walking around the bottom of the Pacific and playing catch with starfish and such.

While the crew and cameras floated on the surface above them, it suddenly began to rain. And when it does rain out here in California it pours, no less.

So, with the crew, director and everybody else drenched to the skin, Eddie and Jack squatted comfortably on the ocean floor, high and dry, you might say, in their nice warm diving suits!

WHEN a studio hires a "practical" nurse for a picture, that means a nurse who has had experience enough to be able to tell the director just how certain sequences should be handled and why. A "practical" waiter is one who has had consistent experience in serving the hungry public as a real, honest-to-good waiter.

So, on the "Carnival" set, Jimmy Durante approached Director Lang and said: "Listen, Walter ... you gotta 'practical' dis-a an' a 'practical' dat-a in this troupe. Well, I wanna a 'practical' somethin', too." "What do you mean, Jimmy?" the director asked. "Well," said Schnozz', "I'm playin' a pickpocket in this story an' we gotta do this thing right. Get me a 'practical' pickpocket! What I needs is technical advice . . . see?"

THAT big he-man, Bill Seiter, is just putty in the hands of his wife, Marian Nixon. Taking complete charge of Bill's big yacht, Marian proceeded to give it the much-touted "feminine touch.

And whether Bill likes it or not, there's chiffons and cretonne drapes all over the place, and even the crew has to wear those funny little sailor hats with blue ribbons floating out behind!

GLENDA FARRELL’S pals were startled when she invited them to attend a party in honor of burning down her old home!

Half way through the evening, Glenda took the assembled guests out in the backyard, poured some kerosene over an old trunk and touched a match to it!

Watching the flames mount, Glenda sighed: "I've lived in that..."
DAY by DAY

in a kaleidoscope of humor, gossip and romance

trunk for the last ten years. It's followed me across the United States and back, through one-night stands and all the rest of it. Well... now that I have my own home, it might as well go to its well-earned reward. But I guess it isn't everyone who could stand calmly by and watch his old home go up in smoke!"

CAROLE LOMBARD has been doing such a thorough job of learning the rhumba that a chiropodist had to be called in to put ice bags and stuff on her throbbing, steaming toesies, at the end of a long weary day!

IS Douglass Montgomery the lazy one? Don't let on I told you, but, out at his place the other night, Doug threw a flock of ingredients into a snappy cocktail shaker, hooked it onto a gadget, and... Br-r-r-r-r-r-r-r!... the shaker went into its dance, untouched by human hands!

HERE 'tis, ladies! Omar Kiam, who designs gowns for Goldwyn's Anna Sten, says that skirts are decidedly not going up. The preferred length, says Mister Kiam, just touches the calf. Furthermore, really smart women never wear long skirts for anything but evening wear. And if you happen to be one of those who let them dangle between ankle and calf... ich, ich... don't ever do that! It's most uncomely, says Mr. Kiam.

PLAYING a motorcycle cop, in "White Lies," Victor Jory took advantage of the fact and sneaked up on Sheila Manners as she drove into Hollywood from San Fernando Valley.

"Pull over to the curb...!" he yelled. And Steven, scared to death, pulled over.

"Going sixty, eh?" he said scathingly. "Fine citizen you are... breaking laws... endangering the lives of innocent young children...!"

(Please turn to page 68)
NITWIT Incomparable

Charles Butterworth's favorite game is Cow—served as a nice, juicy steak. He never stands if he can sit, and as for walking, "Why walk," he asks, "when you can rent a velocipede so cheaply?"

By LEON SURMELIAN

THERE is hardly a more subtle specialist of laughter in Hollywood, a more titillating humorist, than the incomparable nitwit of the screen, Charles Butterworth, Esq. He is the superb sap who invariably steals the show with his individual brand of delicious foolery, no matter what top notchers in sex appeal emblazon his cast. He is one of our few comedians who doesn't have to say a word to tickle you in the ribs. He belongs to the dead-pan school of clowns. His rigid, solemn countenance has been his fortune. But when blanking vacuously in that inimitable manner of his, he does sputter a delayed line, he shakes the rafters with gaits of laughter.

There is no one like him, no one who can be so excruciatingly funny. He is in a class by himself, is our Charlie. Yet, so far, the fan magazine writers have completely overlooked this capital comedian.

"I am afraid you will find me very poor copy for an interview," he said, as I met him on the M-G-M lot in behalf of New Movie.

"Don't be so modest," I said.

"Well, don't expect me to be funny. I can't think up gags on the spur of the moment, you know. I am not a man of spontaneous humor; I have to study it out beforehand."

The film edition of this rare cut-up looks like a dyspeptic George Arliss—a pale, anemic man of grave dignity who suffers from myopia and the frailties, mental and physical, of advanced age. But in reality Charles Butterworth is a deeply tanned, healthy cuss, one whom everybody in the studio hails as "Charlie."

He has, in his gayer moments, the dash of a young man about town, and a mock Napoleonic air about him. He doesn't look a day over thirty-five, and will remind you of Leslie Howard. He has the habit of entering conference rooms with his hat tipped over his head, as befits a former newspaper man. He sits in the most comfortable armchair available, and stretches out his legs, exposing his sunburned ankles. He speaks in the bored, drawling voice of the worldly wise, of men who don't care.

Although basking in the sunshine of Southern California, amid the palmy splendor of Beverly Hills, and leading, to all appearances, a life of continuous holiday, Charlie has had his struggles.

"At one time," he said, without cracking a smile, "I was in charge of the shipping department of a machine company. Everybody envied me for my position. The former himself became so jealous of me that he took over the position himself."

"You mean you were fired?"

"Yes. I was the worst shipping clerk in the world. Clark Gable tells me he was a very bad one, too."

Charles was born at South Bend, the town made famous by the ball packers of Notre Dame. His father was a surgeon of note. Both his parents are dead. Intent on becoming a great statesman, with a possible occupancy of the White House, he studied law at Notre Dame and meanwhile delved into the treasures of history and literature. Graduating with honors, he passed the state bar examinations and became a member of the Indiana Bar Association.

We can imagine with what visions of success he hung out his shingle as a practising attorney.

"It was, I suppose, at this momentous period in my life," he said, "while I waited for clients who didn't come, that I developed my sense of humor."

Time hung heavy on his hands, so Charlie tossed his lawyer's shingle into the ashcan, sought and obtained a cub reporter's job on the South Bend Times-News.

Chicago offered a wider field of opportunity to our lawyer-journalist than his peaceful home town. He worked for a while on the Chicago American, and then moved on to New York, to lend his talents to the big metropolitan dailies. The reception he received at the hands of their city editors was chilling at first, so he explored upstate until he landed a reporitorial position on the Mount Vernon Argus. He later returned to New York and found a berth first on the staff of the New York Journal and then of the New York Times as a general assignment reporter. It was a hard grind, earning his living as a news hawk, but he had a swell time.

His forte was the writing of obituaries. None of his fellow-scribes could expect to compete with him when it came to covering important deaths and funerals, for none could duplicate his countenance of a doltful deacon. Assuredly, he could have made a fortune as an undertaker.

It was quite inevitable that a chap of his mimetic talents should eventually go on the stage. Here his reporitorial training helped. His eyes missed nothing, and he remembered what he observed—so necessary in good acting.

(Please turn to page 50)
ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

Barbara Barry, New Movie's studio scout, tells you what to expect in the new pictures which are now in production.

WE don't know who started this merry-go-round of hoop skirts, bustles, and frizzled bangs, but we'd like to know who's going to stop it?

At the risk of incuring your deepest displeasure, ye old broken down reporter has got to state that we'll turn in Aunt Emma's bustles, any day, for a Fatou model and a Menjou soup-and-fish. Are you with me, or have I started a riot?

CLIVE OF INDIA

IN spite of our period-phobia, the number of costume pictures seems to be swelling like the Pacific tide when the moon is just right. And, we're destined to take 'em and like 'em, or go back to popping corn and making fugue for an exciting evening.

Without even a thought for our pictorial preference, W. P. Lipscomb and R. J. Minney got together on another period story. But, as we watched Loretta Young flitting about in sea-green chiffon over seventeen petticoats . . . well, maybe this won't be too hard to take.

Shipped as apprentice to the merchants of the East India Company, Ronald Colman refuses to be a humble serf like the other poor young men who struggle along on a few dollars a year in the vain hope of some bright day having a successful career.

Defiantly, he fights to fulfill the destiny in which he believes. In a locket around the neck of Francis Lister, one of his comrades, Colman sees the picture of a beautiful girl, Loretta Young. Learning that it is Lister's sister, the impetuous Ronald writes her a letter proposing marriage, and strangely enough, Loretta accepts, sight unseen.

Colman achieves fame as a great leader and later, back in London, a son is born to the happily married pair.

So great is her devotion to the man she loves, that Loretta leaves her dying child to follow Colman back to India, when he is called to subdue a native uprising.

Through the entire picture, she sacrifices everything to serve her master, and at the close of the picture, when things look blackest, the soothing touch of her hand serves to revive her husband's winning faith in himself; giving him the courage to carry on once more to victory.

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART

SCOTTY BEAL, the director, is a lad who certainly has a winning way with him where little children are concerned.

Baby Jane adores the man and he has one little trick whereby he can influence the child to go through the most difficult scene without ever making even the slightest squawk of protest.

Sitting on the floor, with the baby's arms around his neck, Scotty said: "Now, darling, after Miss Astor puts you down, your dress is all wrinkled in the front. While you say your line, I want you to smooth the wrinkles out of the dress. Will you do that for Scotty?"

"Uh-huh . . ." she agreed. "'Nem we play Eskimo?" (Please turn to page 64)

BARBARA BARRY'S SELECTIONS

YOU'LL LIKE THESE

"Vanessa" with Helen Hayes and Robert Montgomery.
"Roberta"—Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
"Mississippi"—W. C. Fields, Bing Crosby and Joan Bennett.
"Ruggles of Red Gap"—Charles Laughton, Charles Ruggles and Mary Boland.
"Caprice Espagnole"—Marlene Dietrich.
"Mystery of Edwin Drood"—Claude Rains.
"Clive of India"—Ronald Colman and Loretta Young.
"Rhumba"—George Raft and Carole Lombard.
"Town Talk"—Constance Bennett and Clark Gable.
Give Them a Good BREAKFAST
says NANCY CARROLL

Hunger is the best seasoning at Sunday morning parties in Hollywood where guests arrive after a brisk ride or set of tennis

Choice of:
Grapefruit juice
Tomato juice
Tomato juice mixed with sauerkraut juice
Pineapple juice with a dash of lemon juice

Sausages and scrambled eggs
Scrambled eggs with tomatoes
Calves brains and scrambled eggs
Creamed kidneys
Kippered herrings

French rolls and crusty bread
Butter
Apricot jam

That is Nancy Carroll's menu for breakfast. But first you must ask your guests to come on Sunday morning, after they have spent an hour or so riding or playing tennis.

"That," says Miss Carroll, "is the best time to give a party, because your guests come in feeling top of the morning and literally starving. Good honest hunger is, after all, the best seasoning.

"The fruit juice or tomato juice must be served as soon as the guests are assembled—as one might serve a cocktail before dinner. Then serve something really substantial. Creamed kidneys or calves brains are sure to please some of your guests, but if you are only serving one dish scrambled eggs is a better choice. But be sure to have country style scrambled eggs, all swished together and fluffy. To begin with you should break the eggs in a bowl and mix up until yolks and whites are well broken. Then add just a little rich cream. A little chopped scallion or mild onion adds to the flavor. Melt a little butter in a frying pan and when hot, but not too hot, turn the eggs into the pan and cook very carefully so that the eggs are evenly done, light and fluffy. 'Turn out on a warmed platter and serve at once, with sausages if you like or with calves brains, or grilled tomatoes.'

As everyone knows, Hollywood goes in for breakfast parties in a large way, preferably Sunday breakfast parties, and according to Nancy Carroll there is much to be said in favor of this sort of entertaining anywhere. Men are especially keen about this sort of party, and at Miss Carroll's Sunday breakfasts in Hollywood they usually appear in riding clothes after an early morning's canter. "If your guests aren't in the habit of riding," Miss Carroll advises, "it's a good plan to have them take some sort of outdoor exercise before they arrive. A mile or so walk from their homes to yours will do. Then you will be sure that they are really enjoying the good food you have prepared."

A breakfast party, in Miss Carroll's opinion, is a very good form of hospitality for the young woman who keeps house without a maid. Because in the house with many servants, formal service is dispensed with at this meal. The important things to remember are to have cold dishes, such as fruit and fruit juices, well chilled, and to have hot dishes piping hot.

Platters of eggs, sausages, etc., may be placed on the table and passed about by the guests. There should be one cream and sugar service to every four or five guests and a plentiful supply of well chilled butter. Coffee may be made in a percolator on the table or brought in piping hot in attractive coffee pots.

For the benefit of guests who take their breakfast in the traditional French manner, you may serve jugs of boiling hot milk to use instead of cream; and for those with a preference for a thoroughly English style breakfast you should be prepared with an attractive tea service. And don't forget piping hot oatmeal or other cereal.

Table settings should be bright and gay. Miss Carroll prefers French peasant china in bright blue, red and yellow design. And for table doilies and napkins, coarse linen with a red or blue border or check. For flowers she would choose, what we would call the "old fashioned" sort—tulips and daffodils in the Spring, daisies, bachelor buttons and other field flowers in the Summer, with zinnias or chrysanthemums in the Autumn.
THE number of deaths from diphtheria dropped, on an average, about 1,000 each year—approximately from 14,000 to 4,000—throughout the United States from 1923 until 1934. In those cities and towns where inoculation of pre-school children is the rule and not the exception, the danger from diphtheria is steadily decreasing. In fact there are many large communities where no deaths from diphtheria have occurred over a number of years.

Antitoxin, discovered years ago, was a partial victory over diphtheria. It usually relieved the severity of an attack of the disease and helped to save many lives. With the extensive development of toxin-antitoxin or toxoid inoculations, a preventive method for blotting out this disease has been found. All children should be protected against diphtheria when they have reached the age of six months. Inoculation gives the great majority complete and lasting immunity against the disease. Whether a child lives in the city or in the country, a nearby doctor can give him the inoculation.

Not all of the diphtheria tragedies are due to lack of information or to negligence on the part of parents. In some cases mothers are under the impression that their children are in no danger of contracting this disease because of the devoted care given them. They are reluctant to have their healthy children immunized. Parents should realize that the utmost care may not protect their boys and girls from this preventable disease. Successful inoculation in infancy will protect them.

Nearly two-thirds of the fatal results from diphtheria occur between the ages of six months and six years. Those who recover from an attack may even then be left with permanently damaged hearts. Inoculation is a simple matter, soon over with, and leaves no scar. If you have children of your own who have not been inoculated, protect them at once.

Metropolitan will mail, free, its booklet "Diphtheria and Your Child." Address Booklet Dept. 335-B.
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR WARDROBE

By Frances Cowles

Here are accessories of the newest design to give a promise of coming Spring to your late winter wardrobe.

Ma372—Here is a hat of the latest shape that is made from heavy crochet cotton.

Ma373—The scarf is made from three balls of dark crochet cotton and one ball of white.

Ma374—To add a fresh touch to a dark dress, make one of these collars from white crochet cotton.

Ma375—A jaunty beret made from lightweight woolen material or heavy silk.

Ma376—Flower-trimmed collars are a new note for spring. Here’s a simple collar trimmed with flowers.

Ma377—Make this crocheted purse to match your late winter dress or new spring outfit.

Ma378—A collar ingeniously made entirely of ribbon gives a smart dressmaker touch to one of your dark dresses.

Ma379—Taffeta silk in two colors was used to make this flattering puff collar, to wear with suit or coat.

Ma380—Here’s a smart little blouse you can make from silk or cotton to go with separate skirt or suit.

If you would like patterns and directions for making these gifts, please turn to page 67.

A Studio Cottage

Janet Gaynor’s little cottage is the most picturesque in Fox Movietone City

HOW would you like to live here? This lovely little Irish cottage with its quaint thatched roof was originally built for John McCormick, the Irish tenor, when he portrayed the stellar role in “Song O’ My Heart” and is now occupied by Janet Gaynor, winsome Fox film player.

The plan of the cottage is most unusual. Although it was built originally for a dressing-room, it adapts itself readily to a lovely little home. The combination reception room and library, with its book-lined walls provides rest and quiet for Miss Gaynor when she is not working on the set. The library opens into a large and sunny living-room with its cozy little inglenook without which no Irish cottage is complete. The beamed ceiling in this room is white-washed, in effect, and the same idea is carried out on the walls. The flagstones about the hearth give the proper atmosphere and on either side of the fireplace are comfortable seats upholstered in rose printed linen. The candle sconces are of the Elizabethan period and the old Chinese plate hanging on the wall is reminiscent of the first art treasures brought to Great Britain from the Orient. The rug is a braided rug antique. The furniture is maple and is simple and sturdy in design. The color scheme in this room is carried out in tones of tan, rose and green. Convenient to this room is a small kitchenette. The dressing-room is spacious and is done in a color scheme of Caspian blue and white; it is equipped with three ample-sized closets where Miss Gaynor keeps her costumes and other clothes she needs when on the set. Off the dressing-room is a bath and shower.

Letters from readers of New Movie show a keen interest in homes of motion picture actors and actresses. The plans of these houses in and about Hollywood not only provide an interesting picture of the home life of these celebrities, but also helpful suggestions to home builders everywhere. If you are interested in the houses of your favorite players, and would like to see pictures and plans, send their names to Tower House Editor, New Movie Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The quaint thatched roof lends charm to the exterior.

No Irish cottage is complete without its cozy inglenook.
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Dreaded Age Signs first Appear **Under Your Skin**

Lines and Wrinkles begin Below Surface as early as 20—Dermatologists say

**Lines, Wrinkles, sign of wasting under skin—loss of tone—impaired nutrition—lack of invigorating oils.**

**Coarseness is made worse by clogged pores, neglect, improper cleansing.**

**Blackheads come from pores clogged by their secretions from overactive skin glands.**

**Dryness is often due to poorly functioning under skin, inadequate oil supply.**

**Blemishes. Many factors lead to blemishes—among them inactive circulation, improper cleansing, sagging veins, due to loss of nerve tone, impaired circulation, fatty degeneration of the muscles.**

*Underneath your outer skin or epidermis is the true skin or corium. Here are myriad of tiny blood vessels, cells, nerves, elastic fibers, fat and muscle tissues, oil and sweat glands, hair follicles. On these depend the beauty of your outer skin. When they grow sluggish, the under skin loses vigor. Then, look out for blackheads, coarseness, blemishes, lines—eventually wrinkles!*

**Coarseness Blackheads Blemishes**

All develop when under skin fails to function

**You can Fight them all with this Single Cream**

DO YOU KNOW what is the time of a woman's greatest beauty?... *The glorious teens!*

Here's what a great skin authority says: "From 16 to 20, a woman's skin literally blooms. It is satiny, clear, glowing. Not a line, not a pore. From 20 on, the fight to keep a youthful appearance begins." A fight it is!

If you want to know the secret beginnings of blackheads, blemishes, coarse pores, lines, wrinkles, you would have to see into your under skin.

There's where the firm young tissue first begins to age. Where circulation slows. Where tiny oil glands begin to lose tone. When these things happen, your under skin actually starves! As a result, the outer skin grows harsh—sallow—lined.

To avoid these faults, you must give immediate help to your under skin.

This is what Pond's Cold Cream does. In this famous cream are specially processed oils that sink deep into the skin. This rich, penetrating cream sustains the failing nutrition underneath—sustains the natural functioning of the oil glands.

Use this youth-sustaining cream. See how quickly its use brings back a satiny texture. Even wipes out lines. Clears away blackheads, blemishes.

Pond's Cold Cream is a wonderful cleanser. Use it at night before retiring. It sinks deep and flushes away all skin impurities, grime, rubbed-in rouge, powder. Your skin feels wonderfully freshened, renewed.

A second application patted in vigorously stimulates the circulation. You actually look years younger! In the morning and in the daytime before you make up, repeat this. Your powder goes on so smoothly—stays that way for hours.

Send the coupon today for the generous tube and other Pond's beauty aids. Then see if you do not win back that youthful charm every woman should have!

Send for generous supply—See what this famous cream will do for you!

POND'S, Dept. CA-2, Chicaos, Ill. To each one (to cover postage and packing) for special tube of Pond's Cold Cream with generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 4 shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name:__________________________

Street:__________________________

City:__________________________

State:__________________________

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company
Watch Your Hands

says CLAIRE TREVOR

Use deep nail tint when you want your hands to look their loveliest.

MEN may say they don’t like deep-red nails, but they actually do like the effect,” says charming Miss Trevor, Fox player. “Of course, a man with artistic taste usually admits he likes them.”

Just to show how important hands are in motion pictures, Miss Trevor recalled the time she was working with Irving Cummings, director, in “The Mad Game.” In one part of the picture she had to roll a cigarette and, when she came to light it, strike the match on a large, carved, black jet ring. Just to go through with that one bit of action, Miss Trevor admits she had to practise eight or nine weeks.

Hands play every bit as important a part in screen acting as the voice, and, to look one’s best, hand cosmetics are as important as rouge, lipstick and other things that women use to enhance the beauty of their features.

“Deep red nail enamel makes the hands look whiter and lovelier,” says Miss Trevor. “For the evening, deeper shades are always best, but it is a nice idea to change the color to suit the occasion, using lighter shades for business and sports. But I, personally, don’t have time. I like outdoor sports, and if anyone asks me to play tennis and I have time to spare, I would hardly stop to go and have my fingernails re-enamed to suit the occasion.”

“To keep the hands looking beautiful, the nails should be manicured frequently. Nothing is worse than deep enamel that has begun to chip and peel. Many girls in Hollywood have trouble keeping the skin of their hands soft and smooth during the extremely dry weather, but I’ve never had any trouble. Perhaps that is because I have always been in the habit of using hand creams and lotions just as regularly as I would use cold cream on my face.

Even ordinary-looking hands may be made lovely if they are kept soft and smooth and nicely manicured. Much depends, too, on knowing how to use the hands. It was part of my regular dramatic training to learn to manage the hands. We had regular training in pantomime—had to sit before the class at an imaginary table and show the class, simply by the use of the hands, precisely what we were doing. If we were pretending to be at the dinner table, we had to indicate precisely what kind of food we were eating. That sort of pantomime work with the hands will help any girl to use her hands gracefully and without needless gestures.”

That wasn’t so very long ago, and yet Miss Trevor recalls that then and later when she was playing in stock, before she went into pictures, deeply enamelled nails were not generally accepted. An actress used dark enamel only when she was playing the role of a rather fast woman. Now almost every girl in Hollywood favors red enamel.

Miss Trevor favors very long nails, but she herself can’t have them. Piano playing and tennis stand in the way. “Long nails,” she says, “really aren’t appropriate for the athletic type of girl, or for the girl who is interested in music or anything else that would make shorter nails easier to manage. It’s the same way with rings. Large rings look best on languorous women; exotic, foreign rings look best on the exotic type of woman. For myself I still prefer my carved black jet ring, though I haven’t used it to strike matches on since ‘The Mad Game.’”

Medium tint for daytime.

IT ISN’T A RAKE: See the little glad girl at the right? See the big hooked weapon? No, it isn’t a rake though it looks like one. It’s an electric comb and you, and you, and you, who have been just too lazy or busy, or brush and brush and brush one hundred strokes each night for beauty’s sake, can turn on the electric current and presto! Health, luster, strength, vitality flows through your hair. A Swedish inventor designed the comb and it has just arrived in America. No cords, no wires, and no electrical gadgets are visible, nor any electrical attachment or plug necessary.

In the handle, however, a tiny battery supplies the gentle current of electricity which flows through the carved teeth and stimulates the hair roots to renewed activity. You can feel the current and its only when a pocket lamp bulb is turned against the teeth and it lights up that you know a battery is there. Regular use of the electric comb normalizes the oily glands and helps combat the bald condition of hair; dry hair and scaly, too, respond to this stimulating treatment and in some cases, I am told, it restores the natural wave to the hair. And think what it will do for thin hair, dandruff, straight and stringy locks.

Five minutes morning and night does the trick and you’ll be astonished at the new beauty the use of this comb brings to your hair.

AT HOLLYWOOD’S FINGERTIPS: The Hollywood people have been sitting up nights devising a number of new shades of nail polish for the moving picture actresses, but it won’t make them very rich if the good word is passed along. This particular polish has the endorsement of several Hollywood stars (and both debutantes and dowagers favor startling colors these days). There are such exciting colors as platinum pearl, coral, carmine, rose, cardinal, and tomato red. The polish is so moderately priced that you may have all the colors on your dressing table and the luxury of changing your polish to match your gown. But in addition to the luscious new shades, there is a delicate pastel polish which itself would not crack, chip or peel. Being a Doubting Thomason, I promptly applied a coat of the tomato red to my nails. That was a week ago, and since then these polish little hands have been dipped into everything from cleaning fluid to sneaky shoe polish, and a careful study of this montmorillonite will reveal any change whatever in the gleaming surface of my nails. Hurrah! Just to decide what other news about gloves treated with a hand lotion should be turned over to the Fashion Editor or not. But gloves which have beauty in every one of their ten fingertips and which work while you wait, are something so interesting to all our MAKE-UP BOX readers that Fashion Department yielded gracefully to Beauty Department, with the special plea that I talk good style as well as good looks. So here goes. I’ve used them and so I know very well whereof I speak. When I say they’re good to look at and good for you. They’re lovely, soft, washable capeskin as fine as the finest import. But better than that, the linings have been processed, with glycerine, almond oil, wax, and honey. Shades of Cleopatra! These are delicate fragrant and perspiration-proof. Not only do they form a smart costume accessory but they actually beautify and whiten the hands as well. It’s a pretty practical idea because the gloves don’t cost a sou more than an average pair of kid gloves.

FAIR AND FALSE: Later in the mere mention of artificial fingernails sounds very funny, I may hasten to explain that few have smooth, pale, perfectly tipped nails, and hands tipped with gleaning well-cared-for nails. All of us have the right to a proper and valu ing routine of housework, typewriter tapping, piano lessons, not forgetting the legion of fingernail biters (or what do you do?) results in brittle, broken, ridged, and ugly nails. So what? So, if you’re clever, you get yourself a box of Celluloid Fingernails. The nails look like thin, pearly shells. Place them precisely right on your own nails and cement them there. All of which takes but a few minutes. Then apply a favorite shade of polish and you’re a winner.

All Gaul may have been divided into three parts, but the feminine world is divided into two parts—those who want to reduce the size of their bust and those who want to develop it. Because interest in this subject is so widespread, I interviewed several leading authorities, gathered all the available information and included it in this month’s beauty column which is yours for the asking. And if there’s anything else bothering your pretty heads write to—Marilyn
DANCER CUTS DOWN ON STOCKING RUNS

PURSUED BY RUNS! Jane Baker, lovely dancer, says: "A dancer's stockings lead a strenuous life. Still, you'd think on a vacation I'd get a rest from runs! But no! Then, one lucky day on my trip South—"

KNEE ACTION NOW! Arriving in New York, Miss Baker poses for the camera men with perfect poise, thanks to Luxed stockings! "I've won freedom of the knees," she says with a charming smile. "My stockings give without breaking into runs so easily!" Girls, try Miss Baker's plan! Avoid cake-soap rubbing, and soaps with harmful alkali. These things weaken elasticity — then threads may break instead of giving under strains—runs start.

"SOMEBODY TOLD ME" how Lux keeps stockings elastic and cuts down runs. I couldn't buy Lux on shipboard, but the Captain himself had a box in his locker. I started Luxing my stockings every day, and was I surprised! It's much easier to use Lux than to rub with cake soap — and hardly another run on my whole trip!"

LUX SAVES STOCKING ELASTICITY
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Henry Willson takes you on a lovely trip through movieland with the younger players ... Notes on Anne Shirley's dog ... Mary Blackford's real life drama; and Alice Moore's birthday party

T WENTY of Alice Moore's young friends helped celebrate her birthday the other night at the Benedict Canyon home of Alice's step-father, Clarence Brown. Alice Moore, who is starting a film career and is one of the more attractive of the Hollywood younger set, is the daughter of Alice Joyce and Tom Moore.

Present were: Nick Grindi, Clarence Brown and Cynthia Hobart (daughter of Henry Hobart, the director), Virginia Reed, Sarah Dudley, Ben Alexander, Johnny Downs, Dorothy Wall, Marie Wilson, Bob Boyle, Chire Myers, Felix Knight, Eddie Bellande, one of America's leading air pilots; Johnny Newell, producer, Marion and Mildred Wilson, Ella and Billy Wickersham, Sidney Burrnap, and yours truly. You will see the lovely Alice in Hal Roach's latest feature, "Babes in Toyland."

W HEN Betty Furness left on a Tuesday morning with her mother for Palm Springs, it wasn't twelve hours later that Bill Henry had secured permission from M-G-M to get a few days of much needed sun-tan. There's no place like Palm Springs for that, you know, so Bill went to Palm Springs. We mentioned something like "Oh, Betty went down there this morning, didn't she?" but Bill only blushed. He didn't have the tan yet, so it was easy to see his blushes.

T HANKS so much for the wonderful letters many of you have written to cheer up Mary Blackford, who is still lying in the hospital as a result of that terrible automobile accident. Mary gets such a thrill out of hearing from you all. You undoubtedly have heard all about the benefit that the group of Hollywood's younger set put on for Mary Blackford, at the Cocoanut Grove—the profits of which went to pay Mary's doctors bills. You heard of the tremendous work they all did and the success the occasion was.

Cold chills of thrilling real live drama went up our spines as Will Rogers stepped up to the microphone, disregarded all rules of radio, and talked directly to Mary over the Coast-wide hook-up. Mary, as she lay there on the hospital bed, listening to the radio, was completely surprised and overcome. The voice of Will Rogers rose as strains of Fiorito and his orchestra died down—"Hello, Mary darling, how are you to-night? Gee, this is a wonderful thing... all your friends have gotten together and put on for you here at the Cocoanut Grove tonight, Mary. Every one I ever read about is here—you know, it's the first time I was ever in this place—but I'm telling you, Mary dear, the next time I come it's going to be when I bring you." The tears streamed down Mary's cheeks, as Benny Rubin followed Mr. Rogers with a further tribute to her. All she could say, when we talked to her a few minutes later, and the nurse held the phone up to her bright eyes, was "so wonderful, but why are they doing all this for me?" She is thrilled over the letters you readers have sent her, and she asks me to thank you.

Junior Hollywood GOSSIP

M ANY times some of the young stars, particularly the girls, have told me of the great unhappiness they have experienced on the set due to the unpleasantness of some more important player in the picture, or a director or producer. But Ken Goldsmith, producer, seems to have struck the perfect note of harmony. On the set of "Little Men" one moment would find him joking with Phyllis Fraser, or roughhousing a bit with Frankie Darro and Trent Durkin, and the next moment we would find him holding Dickie Moore on his lap, sharing a bag of candy. Yet no one will admit, nor was there any disorder, and that is something, with a cast of twenty-five children. It is not seldom, you know, that a star will resent a good performance given by one of the featured players, and he will often demand that certain punch lines be taken away from the other player and put in his own script. But there was none of this on "Little Men."

T HOUGH everyone has learned to love Anne Shirley since seeing her in "Anne of Green Gables," Anne has discovered that her new little dog is not quite as popular as she had hoped. A few days ago, Director George Nichols of KBO presented Anne with a little Scottie puppy. The dog, a thoroughbred from the John Comadine Kennels, was immediately christened Angel Cake of Shi-Nic (you guessed it)—half of Shirley and half of Nichols. However, all is not angel food for good old Shi. The first skating look he received was from the superintendent of the apartment house. But that didn't daunt Miss Shirley. She was sure her friend, Cynthia Lawton, would like to see her new dog, so Anne hurried to Sunset Boulevard to catch a bus. The buses stopped, but as soon as they got a look at Shi, they went merrily on their way without the two passengers. So to Hollywood Boulevard and the trolley car line; but there Anne met the same complaint—no dogs allowed. Anne then phoned her good friend, Glen Borth, over at Warner Brothers, and he came to the rescue in his car and drove Anne and the dog to a round of calls. Some fun, thought Shi-Nic, but Anne seemed to be a little worse for wear.

PHILLIP REED, I think, is the most deserving, up and coming leading man of the year. Phil is now under contract to Warner Brothers. Under his own name of Milton LeRoy, Phil served an apprenticeship of eight years in and around the New York theaters. I say "around" because even Phil admits much of the time at first was spent in stage entrances trying to catch the show manager on the way in. With two years of Sunday School Eastern pageants behind him, Phil landed his first role in a Hoboken legitimate, at $10 a week—but not until he had glibly rolled tons of words off his tongue, telling years of experience in stock companies in the Middle West. I don't know why it is, but the "Middle West" always seems to get it in the neck. When an actor goes to New York without experience and tries to crash the stage, he invariably makes up stories of his acting experience in the Middle West. The same goes for young actors descending upon Hollywood. I have yet to hear of an unprofessional who will admit he only pulled the curtain in graduation exercises at Hampton High. Anyway, Phil had it in his blood to be an actor, and nothing could keep him down. At the end of five weeks they raised his salary to $12.50. One thing led to another and Phil found himself singing and dancing on Broadway. He was picked up by picture scouts and brought to Hollywood. He hasn't sung or danced since, but then that's Hollywood. However, Phillip Reed has shown great promise in a couple of his recent Warner Brothers pictures—and I assure you he'll be one of the outstanding leading men of the screen before he's very many years older. Watch out for him!

Phil Fraser sneaks up on Frankie Darro to discover him reading between pages of script—a dime novel.

Phyllis Fraser (real name Milton LeRoy) keeps in trim by playing tennis.
The new XR Yeast...

"is a really great discovery for Constipation!"

-CONFIRMED BY GREAT DOCTORS EVERYWHERE

Clinics, hospitals acclaim this stronger new yeast that corrects Indigestion...
Skin Ills... Loss of Energy more quickly than any yeast before!

If you suffer from constipation... if your stomach gets upset... or if your complexion is poor... take 60 seconds to read this!

A famous American scientist, connected with a great university, has discovered a new yeast—a wonderful new kind of yeast.

It is much stronger than any previous yeast... an entirely new "strain" of yeast... that acts far more swiftly... far more vigorously!

Such eminent physicians as Dr. Georges Rosenthal (at right), past president of an important medical society, say, "It gives the quickest results for constipation ever seen from yeast."

XR Yeast speeds up the juices and muscles of your intestines—also of your stomach!
Then your food digests better, is kept softer, and is more easily eliminated. You lose that "stuffed" feeling... that distress after meals.

Can end Cathartic Habit

Then you should be able to stop taking cathartics that weaken you, make your trouble worse. Soon your blood is purified, and your skin is cleared of pimples, looks radiant, healthy.

Those awful headaches usually stop. Your old energy comes back... you're more cheerful!

In addition, the new XR Yeast supplies Vitamin A which combats colds. It is also rich in Vitamins B, D and G... giving you four vitamins.

Get some Fleischmann's XR Yeast right now... at your grocer or a restaurant, or soda fountain.
Eat three cakes every day—before meals—plain—or in 1/2 glass of water. Begin to eat it today... and keep on for at least 30 days!

3 millions eating Fleischmann's new XR Yeast
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FIVE FAMOUS PHYSICIANS discuss tests on the new XR Yeast. "It acts far faster," states Dr. Henri Stévenin, glandular expert (at left). "Astonishing results... it relieved 19 out of 21 cases of severe constipation," says noted Dr. Fernand Trémolières, stomach specialist. "My tests showed remarkable results on run-down cases," reports Dr. Joseph Mouchotte, world-famous gynecologist. "Of great medical importance," says Dr. Georges Rosenthal, noted specialist.
when I was a little girl

HERE is a scene that happens thousands of times a day.

For how natural it is for a mother to give her child the laxative that she, herself, has taken and trusted ever since she was a little girl. The laxative her mother gave her. For 28 years Ex-Lax has been America's favorite laxative. Its leadership has never been challenged. More people buy it than any other laxative. There must be a reason. There are...reason!

Ex-Lax checks on every point

Before you ever take a laxative, or give oneto any member of your family, be sure it checks on these points...Is it thorough? Is it gentle? Are you sure it won't form a habit? Is it pleasant to take?

Many laxatives check on one point or another. Ex-Lax checks on all!

Ex-Lax is as thorough as any laxative you can take. Completely effective. Yet Ex-Lax is so gentle it will not cause stomach pains or upset you, or leave you feeling weak afterwards. Except for the perfect results, you hardly know you've taken a laxative.

Ex-Lax positively will not form a habit—you do not need to keep on increasing the dose to get results. And that is a vitally important point in a laxative.

And Ex-Lax is such a joy to take. Instead of swallowing some bitter medicine, you eat a little tablet that tastes just like delicious chocolate.

And, that Certain Something

These are the cold facts about Ex-Lax. But there is more than that. It's the ideal combination of all these qualities—combined in the exclusive Ex-Lax way—that gives Ex-Lax a Certain something—a certain satisfaction—that words just can't describe. But once you try Ex-Lax you'll know what we mean. And you'll understand why you can't get perfect Ex-Lax results with anything but Ex-Lax.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes at any drug store. If you would like a free sample, mail the coupon.

COLD WAVE HERE...and we mean cold...Sneezing, sniffling, coughing, misery—creating colds. To keep your resistance up—KEEP REGULAR with Ex-Lax.

When Nature Forgets—remember

EX-LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 273
Three-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Please send me free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name

Address

Always natural, never a poseuse, Helen Hayes returns to her first field of success, the stage. But rumor has it that she will go to Russia to make a picture with husband Charles McArthur.

I’LL QUIT Before I FAIL

Dissatisfied—but only because she’s a great actress

—Helen Hayes vows she'll go back to the stage

By

CHARLES DARSTON

I DON'T like myself on the screen
any more—there's no getting
around it—and unless I change
it in the way I feel about myself
I'll just have to quit.

And only a few days before Ann
Harding had said to me: 'Helen Hayes
is the greatest actress on both stage
and screen!'

What Miss Harding said was readily
believable. What Miss Hayes now said
was incredibly astonishing. Here were
two opinions from eminently intelligent
sources both unmistakably sincere, yet
so wholly contradictory as to be utterly
chaotic.

This was not an interview, it was an
apocalypse, a revelation of the soul
of an artist who felt herself frustrated
by her own art. But even Helen Hayes
could not make me agree with the
judgment she passed upon herself.

At the same time it was refreshing to hear,
for once, a distinguished actress admired
and praised by millions the world over
who had not a single word to say for
herself.

More, it was a discovery, a
stimulating adventure into
the mind of a great public
favorite free of all private
vanity.

There is a Helen Hayes
that you know. But here
is a Helen Hayes you do
not know. You get off in
a corner with her and find
a quite different person
from the one you had
imagined...quite, but not
 wholly different.

The two have
one thing in common —an
abiding honesty. Both,
have the true distinction
of simplicity. Helen Hayes
is always the woman, never
the poseuse.

Wrapped in a dressing-
gown and huddled into a
chair near an open window
of her apartment at the
Beverly Hills Hotel, she
was just herself, not at
all the attitudinizing star
given to self-glorifying flights in
the temperamentally heavens.

I had experienced that kind,
and it was a relief and a
joy to meet one with no
nonsense about her.

"But," I wondered,
you're not through with
pictures?"

"I'm through with them
for a year at least," replied
Miss Hayes. "I've already
arranged to go on a stage
tour in 'Mary of Scotland'
through the South and
Southwest. Though I'm
not particularly interested
in the key cities, having
played them before, I'm
looking forward with keen
interest to doing the one-night
stands. They will make it similar to Kit
Cor nell's remarkable tour—and that sounds
like lots of fun, a real adventure. It
means playing to new audiences, per-
haps to people who've never seen a play
and are ready to enjoy it as a novelty.

Only the other day I had a telegram
from a city official of Birmingham, Al-
abama, asking, 'Why aren't you coming
to Birmingham?' That excited me as

primarily it offers a broader audi-
ence," said Miss Hayes. "This
is true not only of the screen but
of the stage. For example, during the
New York run of 'Mary of Scotland' I
was astonished to find the balcony and
gallery sold out weeks ahead. That
unusual condition could be put down only
to the movies, the fact that I had played
in them and become known to more
people than had known me before. It
seems to be true today that the whole
world is not theater-conscious unless it
is lured there by something outside
the theater. Otherwise people stay
away. I don't think they up and go
to the theater of their own accord. But
they are pretty sure to go and see
someone they have seen on the screen."

"Do you think that picture stars who
came from the theater should go back
to the stage at times?"

"I once got myself into a peck of
trouble saying so," Miss Hayes replied,
"but I still believe it. Why not? I think it is up to
those who have made a lot of
money in pictures to go back
and do something for the
stage, which gave them
their chance on the screen,
if only out of gratitude.

Once, I said as much to
John Barrymore. He turned
pale—It wasn't imagination
on my part, he actually
went white—and declared
he never again would have
the courage to face an audi-
ence. Well, I have, for I
like audiences."

It was obvious, however,
that Helen Hayes did not
play for the love of ap-
plause, but for the love
of what she was doing.

"But," I wondered, you're not through with pictures?"

"I'm through with them
for a year at least," replied
Miss Hayes. "I've already
arranged to go on a stage
tour in 'Mary of Scotland'
through the South and
Southwest. Though I'm
not particularly interested
in the key cities, having
played them before, I'm
looking forward with keen
interest to doing the one-night
stands. They will make it similar to Kit
Cor nell's remarkable tour—and that sounds
like lots of fun, a real adventure. It
means playing to new audiences, per-
haps to people who've never seen a play
and are ready to enjoy it as a novelty.

Only the other day I had a telegram
from a city official of Birmingham, Al-
abama, asking, 'Why aren't you coming
to Birmingham?' That excited me as
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A MAN gets a thrill that's as old as Adam—when he touches excitingly smooth hands. Want your hands to thrill a man's heart? Get that smoothness quickly and surely with Hinds Honey and Almond Cream.

Hinds is a penetrating liquid cream—it lubricates the skin deeply with its rich balms. You'll find it works a charm quickly and surely. Hinds does much more than disguise chapped hands with a temporary "slick" finish. It actually soaks the skin with its fragrant oils—it soothes dry abused skin—gives a satiny smoothness that is thrilling.

So always use Hinds after you've washed things out—and, of course, at bedtime. Women have preferred Hinds for 60 years, because it does so much real good to the hands. And so economically! Though so rich and fragrant, Hinds costs only 25¢ and 50¢ at your drug store, 10¢ at the dime store!
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BETTE DAVIS has become, virtually overnight, a young lady of some importance. But she's still the same Bette Davis who went early to bed, the night before the now momentous opening of "Of Human Bondage."

And twenty years from now, a little older, a bit less youthfully blonde, but every bit as dynamic, she'll still be Bette Davis. You can change the course of a mountain spring but you can't change the purity of the water. She may have learned to express her opinions a shade more fearlessly in the years between the time she began to develop herself as a person and now, but you can be perfectly certain that those opinions, though dormant, have always been basically the same. Bette's a New Englander. You can dress a New Englander up like the Lilies of the Field, but he remains at bottom a slightly hide-bound, principled, courageous, ambitious, God-fearing, worldly-wise but straight-marching conservative.

Bette and I have known each other a good many years, as friendships go, but, in all that time, I've never known her to be in any way other than herself. I'll admit, and Bette will admit, that she has developed a more "glammy" exterior, but her ideas and ideals—ah, shades of Ruthie, the grandest of all mothers—are today as they were yesterday and as they will be tomorrow.

She has all the determination and "drive" of the creatures on earth, in the sea, in heaven and under the earth. She's stubborn as a mule and sweet as the early dew. You can lead her, with reason and understanding, into any "dark forest"—but try to drive her, even into "Primrose Paths"! There are those who say she's willing—I say she's courageously determined—she says she's spoiled. The result is a young woman of glorious singleness of purpose. Fight her will and weep she can, but turn back, never!

Belying the far-famed New England conscience and fear of witchcraft in all its forms, Bette adores things wild and wooly. A howling wind, a darkened room and Edgar Allen Poe, read under difficulty in the semi-darkness, are her meat. Oh, the fun we've had with spirit writings from "Planchette!" We don't really believe, down in our hearts, but for days, we look fearfully behind us at the sound of Little Footsteps—and the sudden banging of a door has been known to throw us into delicious hysteria. Even smart girls, like us, like to be "spooked" every now and then. I'll never forget the night—but that's beside the point. Sufficient it is to say that our Bette put her conscience in cold-storage and let the "other world" have its way with us!

She has lived in two of Charlie Farrel's houses. What's good enough for one New Englander is good enough for another, Boston or Cape Cod notwithstanding. Both houses are as distinctly Bette as they are Charlie—passively English, beautifully complete, with touches of a forgivable "capitalism" here and there in the form of deep, deep rugs and very old "objets d'art."

But Bette sleeps in Ham's pajamas, in her taffeta and lace bed, and Ham's pajamas are only just pajamas. They're a size and again too large for Bette and it leaves poor Ham a little short at the end of the week. But those two sublime idiots adore each other. If I've seen a really fifty-fifty marriage, theirs is it. Ham won't and doesn't have to live on Bette's money and Bette won't and doesn't have to live on Ham's. The answer to the equation being a pooling of interests that has Solomon beat all hollow. They make each other sentimental but crazy little presents.

Ham's a musician, and the other day Bette bought four little men with musical instruments made of wood, for Ham's own private orchestra. But she also bought two tiny elephants filled with phosphorus, that gleamed wickedly in the night. She decided that the pink elephants would make a better show as a surprise on Ham's night-table, so she switched them. Suddenly, in the middle (Please turn to page 61)

Bette's husband, Harmon (Ham) O. Nelson, the toy band and the elephants which glowed at night and made him think he had D. T's.
NOW NEW POWDER SHADES

make their skin Thrilling!

Over 200 Girls' Skin "Color Analyzed"
Six Flattering New Colors Perfected

Is your skin dull? Uninteresting? Are you going along powdering—repowdering—with the same old powder shades that don't do a thing for you?

Now there is a new face powder that is more than smooth and clinging—it actually does exciting things for your skin.

Just film on this new powder—and marvel! Be prepared for admiring glances from ardent eyes, for it gives sparkle. Conceals blemishes. Lends a seductive softness. Creates that same smooth, lustrous fairness you admire in pearls. And your skin holds this new radiant loveliness for hours and hours.

Hidden Tints Flatter Every Type

No ordinary powder could do such thrilling things to your skin. The flattering effect is due to hidden tints scientifically blended into this entirely new and different face powder by Pond's.

These hidden tints are the actual tones in beautiful skin. Read above the story of their discovery. Then you'll know how Pond's Powder gives your skin that added note of allure—the one needed tone that lifts an ordinary complexion to a glamorous one.

But another surprise! This pure, clinging, flattering powder, made of the finest ingredients, is inexpensive.

In glass jars, it's $1 and $1.10. In gay boxes, $1.25, $2.00, and $2.50. You can get it everywhere.

Pond's Powder comes in Natural, Rose Cream, Light Cream, Brunette, Rose Brunette, Dark Brunette.

We want you to try this new Face Powder FREE. Rush this coupon off right now. You will receive 3 different shades absolutely free. But this offer is limited. It ends May 1st. Send now for this entirely new, scientifically blended face powder made by Pond's. It will surely make a more glamorous—more fascinating "You."

How Science Discovered Hidden Skin Tints

An optical machine which records color in human skin read more than 200 girls' complexions. It showed that blonde skin owed its beauty to hidden notes of brilliant blue—brunette skin to hidden hints of green. These tints Pond's blends invisibly in their powder to flatter every skin.

"Your new
Natural gives my
skin such a delicate
blush—I never had
such grand-times,"
writes a young
New Yorker

A girl writes
from the South:
"Rose Cream makes
dull skin thrilling...
It's made me the
happiest girl in
the world."

"All other
Brunette powders
made my skin dull.
This one makes it
sparkle—and me
too!" a popular
sub-deb says.

"How is
your new
skincare?
I prefer
1 different
Light shades
different grades.
I prefer 2 different
Medium shades
3 different
Darks shades.
I prefer 5 different

Only 55c
10c

3 shades Free!
Send for them today—
(While supplies last)

(1935) Pond's Extract Company
No more dizzy spells now!

I used to be scared I had such dizzy spells and headaches and biliousness from constipation. I felt so miserable I cried at the least thing. My aunt came to visit and said I should try FEEN-A-MINT. The very first one showed me it was different from other laxatives. My system got cleared out beautifully and without any of the cramps other things gave me. I can't say enough for FEEN-A-MINT — dizziness, spots before my eyes from biliousness—all the troubles persistent constipation caused have completely cleared up and I enjoy life again.

Right laxative for men, women, and children

Because it is so pleasant and effective we are always getting letters from women about what FEEN-A-MINT does for them and their children. And rugged men find FEEN-A-MINT clears their systems out thoroughly, too. Because you must chew FEEN-A-MINT, the laxative spreads more evenly through the clogged intestines, works more thoroughly. And so easy and pleasant to take—like your favorite chewing gum. It is the preferred laxative of 15,000,000 people in 61 different countries. Try it yourself. 15¢ and 25¢ at your druggist's.

You Tell Us

This department is the People's Academy. The people whose names appear here attend the movies. Their letters serve as a guide to the type of entertainment that they like or dislike. These opinions are their own and do not represent NEW MOVIE'S point of view.

Picture Stealers?

There is a grand quintet of funsters who come in for very little praise, but rank according to their admirers' estimation. They are Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbee, Frank McHugh, Ned Sparks and W. C. Fields. One of Hugh Herbert's sheepishly innocent looks is enough to panic any audience. Frank McHugh, in addition to being the perfect screen drunk possesses a patented laugh that gets everybody. Ned Sparks is the prince of sarcasm, and this was never better demonstrated than in "Lady for a Day." Guy Kibbee, who sold the old "sugar daddy" and portray the portly old gentlemen whose idea of a good time is to have some "sweet young thing" do him wrong. W. C. Fields, who has recently been elevated to stardom is now coming in for his belated share of praise. His pantomime in "Tillie and Gus," and the hilarious scene in "Six of a Kind" was a signal for fans to indulge in side-splitting laughs and we gave them the works.

So I say, praise you gentlemen of the screen, on whose shoulders often rests the success of a picture, but who seldom get the credit—Mrs. Howard Cooksey, 2709 Lochmore Avenue, Raleigh, N. C. Gentlemen, above-mentioned, you can now step up and take a deep bow.

Miriam the Charmer

Miriam Hopkins is to me the most charming woman on the screen because she is so alive and doesn't give the impression of hiding her real self behind a mask.

When most actresses appear I look first at their clothes, then at their faces but with Miss Hopkins I am scarcely conscious of what she is wearing; I am so absorbed by her vital, compelling, emotional portrayals. Her voice is delightful, too; smooth, deep-toned and so vibrant as her whole personality.

It gives one a feeling of triumph to watch such fearless, vivid acting!—Mrs. W. C. Tobie, 99 Hancock Street, Cambridge, Mass. And wait till you see her in the all-color picture, "Becky Sharp."

Old Friends

It gives us movie fans as much pleasure to see the picture of Henry B. Walthall in the New Movies, as it gave you to print it. For years we have been Walthall fans and it makes us feel great to see him get a chance to act again. We have just come from seeing him play the Rev. Ashley in "Judge Priest," and a finer piece of acting we have never seen. Let us hope he gets the parts he rightfully deserves.

Please let us see more about him in the New Movies Magazine.—Mr. and Mrs. L. Schneider, 283 S. Ann Street, Baltimore, Md. You can help him continue in pictures by writing to his studio (Fox), Mr. and Mrs. Schneider. (Please turn to page 62)

A New Movie Magazine Fan Will Present These Awards

The People's Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1935 in the films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will count when we make the final decision!

Address letters to The People's Academy or Dollar Thought Department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Write us what you think. Medals will be given for the following:

1. Best All-Around Feature Picture
2. Best Performance (Actress)
3. Best Performance (Actor)
4. Best Musical Picture
5. Best Human Interest Picture
6. Best Mystery Picture
7. Best Romance
8. Best Comedy
9. Best Short Reel Picture
10. Best Newsreel Picture
11. Best Direction
12. Best Story

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most closely tallies with the final compilation will be given a trip to New York or Hollywood to present the awards. The stars and producers who win the medals will be there in person to receive them, wherever production schedules permit. All expenses to and from Hollywood or New York and entertainment hotel accommodations, etc., will be borne by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE. Be sure to cast your vote carefully and YOU MAY WIN THIS THRILLING TRIP.

Name

Address
Don't ruin your nails with dangerous acetone-type Polish Remover

The way you remove polish can make your nails brittle or keep them smooth and strong . . .

The new soothing Cutex Oily Polish Remover will make all the difference in the world in the looks of your cuticle and nails.

It's simply criminal to ruin their natural smoothness and strength with harsh, old-fashioned acetone-type polish removers! Because they are dangerously drying, they make your cuticle hard and rough, and your nails brittle—easy to break. If you go on using them, you might as well give up all hope of having gloriously lovely finger tips!

Cutex Oily Polish Remover can't dry your nails ... it contains a special, beneficial oil that helps keep your cuticle soft, smooth and perfect, and your nails healthy. It will improve the looks of your nails day by day!

And, unlike other oily polish removers, it leaves no film to dim the lustre of your polish and shorten its brilliant life.

Try it. Cutex Oily Polish Remover comes in a 75% larger bottle now, at no increase in price. Its tendency to evaporate in the bottle is 20% less than that of the old-type polish removers. And tests show that it's more effective!

Your favorite store has it ... go right out now and get a bottle ... decide to keep your cuticle always beautifully pliant, your nails smooth and strong.

NORTHAM WARREN, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

SPECIAL GENEROUS OFFER
A generous sample of Cutex Oily Polish Remover for only 6¢ . . .

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 5-2-3
191 Hudson Street, New York
I enclose 6¢ for a generous sample of Cutex Oily Polish Remover.
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________

Cutex Oily Polish Remover
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Can Love Last in Hollywood? (Continued from page 4)

building contractor, romance would be expected to ornament the building, but that is all.”

“So many of my friends insist that the romance with their wives is as strong after ten or fifteen years as it was in the beginning! That is foolish. If they would only say they love their wives as much as they did at fifteen years ago, I would likely say, ‘You probably love her much more.’

“My idea is that, when two people are considering marriage, romance should not enter into it. First they should find out what they have in common. What are their aims and what do they want for life? Surely everybody wishes to build some kind of background. If a man and woman find they have something fine to contribute to this union, and there is no antipathy between them, they have the first plank for their marriage platform.

“In my own case, I know my marriage was the most important step in my entire life, and the fact that Ruth and I had been betrothed before I paid half as much. That’s because they are made of tough, heavy weight fibre with a patented crepe formula which makes them even stronger. They never crack, ravel or pinhole as ordinary shades do. Besides, they hang and roll straight, so edges don’t get scuffed up. Surprisingly easy to put up, too—attaches to old rollers with a patented gummed strip—no tools or tools! And how handsome they are, either in plain colors or those attractive chintz-like patterns. No wonder millions prefer CLOPAYS even when they can afford costlier shades! Buy CLOPAYS at 3c and 6c stores, and most neat grocery and drug stores. Send 3c for color samples to CLOPAY CORP., 1354 York St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

“NOT Mr. Howard. He believes that this is an adolescent viewpoint. . . . But,” he adds, “the probabilities are that fifty years from now we shall have two kinds of marriage, if we have marriage at all. One, a marriage between two people who want the balance of the world to know that they have chosen each other from all the world, but who have no idea of having children. This would not be unlike Judge Lindsay’s companion marriage.

“The more mature would have, as its prime reason for being, the purpose of having children, and the marriage would be legalized so all the interests of the offspring might be considered.

“Of course, should the time come when we have two marriage ceremonies, the one by custom, and the other by law, they would be taxed heavily, as bachelors are now in some localities. Strangely enough, I imagine there would be some sort of legal hitch attached to this sort of marriage, for unless physically unfitted for parenthood—they would be proclaiming loudly to the world at large their selfishness.

“Fifty years from now,” he mused, “my children will have made most of their important decisions about life. My little boy is now fourteen, and my little girl eight. Their children, however, will come under the new regime.”

He hesitated a moment, as if making up his mind.

“I suppose I am going to incur the everlasting ridicule of physicians and psychoanalysts, then, when I say that I do not think that physical compatibility is the most important factor in marriage. If all of us were as exclusively interested in sex as Dr. Freud would have us believe, before long there would be no human beings left in order to carry on the human race.

“Naturally, I can speak more positively about Engliishness. I know they do not select a wife only for her sex-appeal. An Englishman feels his wife is part of him, just as much as his family into which he was born.

“The attachment for a wife is based on something far more lasting—love, tenderness, kindness, nurture . . . the instinct that unites one to some other one as if a part of self, with a desire to benefit and bless. Marriage is like that. It clicks and locks, . . . an interlocking of personalities. English wives don’t have to be wondering every minute if they are still able to charm their husbands. Some English wives have even been accused of looking ‘dowdy’ because they give less thought to ‘dollying up,’ as it were. And Englishmen somehow appear to be so much more a part of the family that it doesn’t occur to them that they must be winning their wives over every day in order to hold them.

“She is simply the other half of him, and his better half. She, too, I believe, takes her marriage more seriously, recognizing the obligation as a partnership.

“DON’T misunderstand me, though. I have no objection to divorce when there is a chance for both of neither party to attempt, sentimentally or financially, to exploit the other, I don’t see any more disgrace in divorce than there is in the dissolution of any other partnership . . . say, like real estate. But every court seems determined that somebody shall sue before the law knows what it is, and from the exclusive rights vested in another.

“I only hope that my children will be ready to meet any conditions that arise. Young people of today are making new evaluations of this落在, and I am more of the mind that marriage is the outcome of many generations than any previous generation has ever had, yet they are looking for escape. Every advance in learning that fear, has tended to impress upon them our great-like insignificance in the general scheme of things, so they rush headlong into deeper and deeper experiences, always fighting to make their stand intellectually respectable.

“Even now,” he added, “their attitude is not sentimental. While they may not agree that marriages are made in heaven, neither do they consciously acknowledge that Theodore Dreiser’s rearranging chemists are an adequate explanation of the way a man feels about a woman in the springtime.”

“Of course, fifty years from now the world will have moved up immensurably; science will have contributed so much that it may change habits and dispositions as much as they have changed in the last fifty years. It is not unlikely the physicians will have discovered the energy within the atom, and the results of this will be too far-reaching even for anyone to consider.

“And if babies are then produced by chemists in laboratories, as many honestly believe they will be, it will not matter as vitally what you have followed the advice of a sex expert or listened to a rather more practical viewpoint as presented by yours truly.”
I’m so weary of playing ‘cats’,” declared Helen Vinson with emphasis, as she chatted one afternoon. “Sometimes I scrutinize this face of mine in the mirror to find just what it is that locates this unpleasant casting. Even in ‘As Husbands Go’—my biggest lead to date—I played a selfish, self-centered woman. Honestly, do I really look so unpleasant?“ Perhaps I sound ungrateful. I’m not. I think I’ve had marvelous luck and I would have been tickled to get a foothold in the movies starting out with any kind of parts. But typing is dangerous, and now that I’m in, I wish I could get away from vamp roles and be a little human. I’m sure I could be nice if I could only get the chance!" And I expect Helen will get the chance if her heart’s set on it. Luck has played a big part in her career, but determination, grit and the willingness to work hard are outstanding characteristics of the Vinson make-up. She’s the type that usually succeeds in anything, once she’s set her heart on it—as witness her rapid progress in pictures.

This girl is one of the prettiest newcomers to the screen but, thank heaven, she isn’t an exponent of the glamour school of beauty. There is nothing pseude-Garbo-ish in her appearance, as in that of so many young starlets nowadays. Her blond wavy hair is arranged in a neat, smart coiffure close to her head, rather than in the shoulder-length bob so popular with the glamour girls. And her eyelashes are her own. Her make-up is untheatrical and her grooming perfect. She has a quiet charm and a beautiful speaking voice. This voice of hers is a product of cultivation rather than a gift of nature, too, she confesses, and she is proud as punch over it, for it took long months of study to banish the pronounced southern drawl she once had. Studying Italian and French pronunciation did the trick, she explains.

Miss Vinson is a Texas product. Studio publicity has stressed her social background, picturing her as a frivolous pampered debutante of extremely wealthy parents who indulged her every whim. This, to put it mildly, is an exaggeration and amuses Helen as much as it does her Texas friends.

The Ruft,—that’s Helen’s family name; Vinson was picked out of the air—were of only moderate means when they lived in Houston, Texas. Her fa- ther had a good position with an oil company and Helen had pretty clothes and attended dancing school and riding academy, but the family had neither the financial resources nor the inclination for the whirl of high society. Rather than exclusive private schools, as the press-agents have it, Helen attended San Jacinto High in Houston. After graduation, rather than attend a snotty finishing school, she enrolled in the University of Texas, where she was elected by her fellow-students as Beauty Queen of the campus. After two years of college she returned to her home, but, instead of making a brilliant debut, she inter- ested herself in Little Theater work as a hobby. In short, Helen was just a pretty young girl of upper middle-class background like thousands of other girls in every city and hamlet of the United States. The traditional “silver spoon” of which the press-agents write was not in her mouth at birth; it was presented to her as a wedding present. But we’ll get to that later.

As a child, Helen was quite a movie fan and even staged plays in the family garage at five cents admission with the kids of the neighborhood. When she was older, her friends impressed with her unusual beauty and her Little Thea- ter acting, had often advised her, “You ought to be in pictures,” but despite all this, Helen had never seriously consid- ered a professional career.

Once or twice during her childhood, her mother thought she recognized talent in her young daughter which might lead to a career. In dancing school she shone with brilliance, practising arduously and then rounding up all the neighbor-

It was Ada who really saved me. I was telling her how Bill and I had quarreled that morning because I couldn’t get his shirts white enough to suit him.

“Your trouble sounds like ‘tattle-tale gray,’” Ada told me—and that means left-over dirt. Change to Fels-Naptha—its richer golden soap and lots of naptha get out ALL the dirt.”

You bet Fels-Naptha will get your clothes cleaner—and whiter!

For Fels-Naptha brings you something that no “trick” soap can—two dirt-loos-eners instead of one. Not just soap alone, but good golden soap with plenty of dirt- loosening naptha.

Chip Fels-Naptha into your washing machine—and see what a gorgeous job it does. It’s great in your tub and for soak- ing or boiling. You’ll find it gentle—safe for your finest silk stockings and daintiest lingerie. And it’s kind to hands, too—for there’s soothing glycerine in every golden bar.

Fels-Naptha now sells at the lowest price in almost twenty years. Get a few bars today!... Fels & Co., Phila., Pa., 20 MAR. 1936.

Banish “Tattle-Tale Gray”
with Fels-Naptha Soap
Nitwit Incomparable

Continued from page 32

One day, at a Press Club show, he contributed to the general hilarity by doing an original monologue, a parody of Charlie's after-school speeches, before a gathering of fellow-Babbitts. His skit proved to be so funny, that he was prevailed upon to give up the printer's ink for grease paint.

He had to begin from the bottom. He played in the sticks for a season or two, on the farm of the Babbitts. But the folks in the cowshed circuit did not relish much his peculiar lackadaisical humor.

His stuff, however, went over big in New York, when his fellow-alumnus from Notre Dame, J. P. McEvoy, featured him in a dramatic piece. Charlie was McEvoy’s secretary at the time and wrote gags for him. The metropolitan critics vastly enjoyed his comedy bits, and his subsequent inanities in “Sweet Adeline” made him the premier madcap of Broadway.

He now palled around with the wits of New York: Heywood Broun, Frank Sullivan and Robert Benchley became his close friends, and remain to this day. One of the epigram slingers he married with was Dorothy Parker. He was especially intimate with Heywood Broun, who saw him in “Sweet Adeline” 24 times. They used to see each other almost every day, and made the rounds together of the night spots in Harlem and the other favorite haunts of the intelligentsia.

One of Charlie’s most prized possessions is the following letter from Ring Lardner, written to him while he was cutting-up in “Sweet Adeline.”

Hotel Pennsylvania, New York September 22, 1929

Dear Mr. Butterworth: Sometimes it becomes necessary to write a mass note. Your performance is so good that I’m afraid I’ll have to come around to “see the damned thing three or four more times. Don’t take this as final. I nourish the selfish hope that you’ll be out of a job the year I write a musical.

Yours sincerely,
Ring Lardner.

Warner Brothers signed him up for two pictures, and he hopped on a train to Los Angeles to garner his share of the big movie coin. He was the life of “The Life of the Party,” his first picture. As Col. Joy from Kentucky, a breeder of fine horses, he lent his individual brand of madness to the screen in this Vitaphone production.

He returned to New York for another fling at Broadway, and came back with a pretty wife, the former Ethel Sutherland, and to settle here for good. He is now under contract to M-G-M for some time.

Charlie’s favorite game is a nice juicy steak. He sets himself at peace with the rest of the world by generous quaffs of light table wines. He has developed a taste for fine cigars.

“I hate to tell my wife what I get. I let her have all her own money,” he said, with unusual satisfaction. “An element of surprise is necessary in the enjoyment of good food.”

His hobbies are, in the order named, boating around the house doing nothing, playing tennis, reading, and writing. He has a black and white cat and drives the evening doldrums by going to the prize fights, where his quizzical face is a familiar sight in the front rows.

In spite of the bravura he affects as an ex-lawyer and newspaperman, Charlie in reality is a very bashful and retiring man. He feels lost in a crowd. “I am never lonelier than when I am in company,” he admitted. “You have to drag me to a party.”

He appreciates in others a sense of humor more than anything else. “I can’t stand people who take themselves too seriously,” he said. His favorite actors are the comedians, notably Charlie Chaplin. He thinks highly also of W. C. Fields and the mad Marx brothers, “The comedians,” he said, “have a sense of the ridiculous, which keeps them from making themselves ridiculous.” Among what he calls the “legitimate,” reviewers Leslie Howard and Herbert Marshall. But Charlie is definitely not a picture fan. He surprised me when he said he hadn’t seen “Queen Christina.”

He has no definite view on the art of comedy. “He is an instinctive and reflector sort of humor,” he must have a comedy twist in my nature,” is his explanation of how he secures his comic effects. He “in general accepts characters I have met, emphasizing their eccentricities.” South Bend has had a great influence, he said, on my acting career. Early memories are naturally the strongest.”

Charlie hasn’t had his days of full glory on the screen yet. He may get a chance at some time to make the character actor is coming into his own in the films.

“What I should like to portray most of all,” he said, “is the futility of man. The type I have in mind is a pathetic, constantly bumbling fellow who does not fit in with our present society, and is oppressed with a sense of inferiority, bewilderment, and utter inadequacy to meet the problems of modern life. He goes about under a protective coating of mock dignity and courage, as we all do, more or less.

The sadness of humorists is proverbial, and Charles Butterworth is no exception.”

“I ought to be happy,” he said, “yet I am not. Like other men I have my high and low moments, but in general I am as blue as indigo, whether I show it or not.”

“I often wonder why. I have everything a sensible man can wish for. Perhaps because I am sensitive. And I can’t get excited over things others in the profession are so concerned about. I don’t get a terrific kick out of my acting. To be perfectly frank, I don’t mind admitting that I don’t care if I ever act again.

“I guess acting is too easy for me. I am happier when I have something difficult to do, even if it is writing twelve letters at one sitting. I have been working in a picture and have a number of articles under way which I hope to sell. But I doubt if they will ever be fit for publication. This California sunshine has got me. It has made me the laziest man on earth. I can’t bring myself to expend the necessary time and energy required for my writings.

And yet, once a journalist, always a journalist, still feels like a reporter, and frequently finds myself jotting down notes on things that other actors tell me on the set. I can’t help but look upon my former literary ambitions with feelings of regret. I really seem to have lost something precious with them.”

Briefly, in the interesting career of this melancholy clown, a fugitive wrath of a once brawny-journalist caught in the mad whirligig of movietown.
Then add that CERTAIN SOMETHING

TRY Heinz Tomato Ketchup as a magic seasoning in cooking. It's a secret women everywhere are discovering. That "certain something" added to the recipe, which puts the "French chef" flavor into the meals you cook. A bit of Heinz Tomato Ketchup—the simmered-down goodness of tomatoes and a combination of rare good spices, all in one bottle.


ON THE SETS IT’S WAIT, WAIT, WAIT
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HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP
THE LARGEST SELLING KETCHUP IN THE WORLD

——

“Watta world, watta world!” croaks Signor Durante, “Here we are all dressed up—

And

No Place to Go!

A SCENE that lasts three seconds on the screen may take three hours to shoot. Between takes the stars wait, wait, wait. It nearly drives them crazy. Here's how they all manage to kill time.

Women stars have a better time of it than the men. Joan Blondell knits and sews for the baby. Madge Evans knits. Mary Carlisle makes quilts, Sylvia Sidney crochets. Fay Wray, Doris Kenyon and Bebe Daniels do needle-point or petit-point. Bebe, in fact, has a hairdresser who can do petit-point, too, and can carry on her piece of work while she does a scene. Gloria Stuart's fans send her old neckties, which she works into quilts. If you're missing any neckties around your house lately, someone is probably sending them to Gloria.


Dick Powell and Bing Crosby sing at the top of their lungs. They just love to sing—and, as you can imagine, they always draw a crowd.

Lionel Barrymore and Lew Ayres play pianos. Alice Faye does dance routines. Richard Dix has a three-piece orchestra of his own which plays for him.

Alison Skipworth sleeps. Miriam Hopkins sleeps in her portable dressing-room. Kay Francis ditto. Margaret Sullavan also prefers pictures with lots of beds and couches in them. Gary Cooper can sleep standing up. David Manners sleeps so soundly they frequently use him to focus the cameras on.

Leslie Howard sits outside in the sun, fondling a good-luck charm. Jimmy Durante argues with anybody who'll listen. Also Dick Arlen, Roger Pryor walks round and round, like a caged lion. Warner Baxter not only walks but drinks soda-pop continually while walking. Ralph Morgan hides under old boxes and takes snapshots. This habit of Mr. Morgan's, it may be added, is very disconcerting. Sometimes, you know, two stars fall in love, and like all lovers seek a lonely spot in which to stare into each other's eyes. This is a very bad time to have Mr. Morgan pop out of a man-hole, or from behind a tree, and say with a cheery smile, "Hold it, please!"

Victor McLaglen just sits and worries. The other stars just do all these things to keep from worrying, he says. Well—he'll sit and worry.

You may think you'd like a job where you were forced to take an hour's rest for every five minutes' work that you did. You wouldn't! Kids think they'd love to work in a candy store—but after a week of it you can't look an innocent chocolate cream in the face. It's the same thing. There's no worse strain on the nerves imaginable than just sitting and waiting, and alternating that with waiting and sitting. Siting them all up, it looks as though Gary Cooper's method is really the smartest, so far as saving wear and tear on the nerves is concerned. There are some meemies who wonder if he ever wakes up for his scenes at all. Just before he dozes off he puts an intelligent, interested expression on his face, and it stays there. People can come up to him and talk to him for ten minutes at a time without ever catching on to the fact that he's slumbering in his own private beddy-bye.

And Sterling Holloway, the lad with the moth-eaten coiffure, simplifies it still further. McLaglen may sit and worry, but Sterling just sits. "Ah'm the laziest man-in in Hollywood," he draws. "Ah cum up heav I'm Gawgia foh a va-ca-tion. Ah' what happens? These heah producers, they jest all get together an' make me wuk. No, Ah don' wear no make-up. Ah, don' do nuttin'. Ah jes sit an' sit." The price goes to Gawgia!
Are You Clever With a Needle?

**Modern Table Linen Must Be Beautiful. Here Are Six Smart Diagram Patterns**

Beautiful tables make food seem more exciting! And no one has to long for lovely table linen when it's so easy to make. These diagram patterns will show you how to make six exquisite cloths. All six patterns and complete directions for 15c. Get started right away on:

- **A Peasant Table Cover.** Designs and diagrams for making cross-stitch designs—flowers, animals, people.
- **Smart Crochet Designs.** For bridge or luncheon clothes. So very good-looking and so easy to make.
- **Coarse Linen Doilies.** Made gay and bright with stripes from colored seam binding. Very decorative.
- **Inexpensive Cloths.** Plain material trimmed in gingham with gingham napkins to match. Clever as can be.
- **New Crochet Edgings.** New edgings which are sure to bring out the "ahs" and the "ohs." For any trimmings.
- **Six Applique Designs.** Made from colored linen or cotton in fruit designs. For table spreads or dainties.

Send your request to Miss Frances Cowles

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
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New York, N. Y.

ENGLAND'S DeMILLE

By GEORGE LANDY

HOLLYWOOD folk who know him say that Herbert Wilcox, producer of "Neil Gow," is more like C. B. DeMille than anybody else in the whole film world. He has a tremendous flair for showmanship, a great capacity for driving his subordinates and making them love it, a genius in discovering and building up stars, which is uncommonly like that of "C. B." in his palmiest days. But, unlike DeMille, he's had several ups and downs, although he's never gone broke.

Like DeMille, Wilcox's career is studded with controversy-stirring films. In the thirties, he was fired after his discharge from the Royal Air Force at the close of hostilities—he wrote, produced and directed "The Wonderful Story," a pastoral tale with only three characters, featuring Herbert Langley, a Covent Garden Opera star, the first singer to appear in pictures, even though they were still silent.

Another Wilcox production which stirred up the British Empire and reverberated throughout the world was "Dawn," starring Sybil Thorndike as Nurse Cavell, England's greatest war heroine, and the only three characters, featuring Herbert Langley, a Covent Garden Opera star, the first singer to appear in pictures, even though they were still silent.

Herbert Wilcox production which stirred up the British Empire and reverberated throughout the world was "Dawn," starring Sybil Thorndike as Nurse Cavell, England's greatest war heroine, and the only three characters, featuring Herbert Langley, a Covent Garden Opera star, the first singer to appear in pictures, even though they were still silent.

With the subject of his Knighthood. Only once, when Sand and I were dining with him in the new home he recently purchased at Malibu Lake, did he refer to an injury in service which necessitated his transfer to the Intelligence Department. Naturally we wanted to hear more about that, but he replied, "Dashed secret. Branch of the service no man talks much about. Most interesting two years of my life, I think. Maybe some time . . . ."

Speaking of that house at Malibu Lake, he is quite crazy about it in spite of the fact that it is so located that he has to drive about fifty miles to and from the studios, to his weekly hangout, the prize-fights, or that his friends have to drive fifty miles to see him. He jokingly insists that old Mac, the studio gateman, is the only friend he cares to see, anyway, and as long as the drive isn't too difficult for Mac, it is all right with Sir Guy.

He spotted the little white house when we were making The Lancer and he couldn't be satisfied until he owned it. It is filled with trophies that would warm the heart of any adventurer, and both Sandra and I are delighted when we are invited to spend an evening with him before the roaring fire. Usually there are just the three of us present, for Sir Guy glories in his present bachelor existence. And it isn't that he is not attractive to the ladies either. I overheard one pretty and popular star say: "That man is simply fascinating. I wonder what he was like at twenty?"

The gossip going around is that practically all his mail is from women—a fact which I much prefer writing here than actually saying to him face to face. It would amuse him too much.

There is only one thing about my association with Guy I could gladly skip—and that is the little matter of the 22 Hornet rifle. I'd like to make this as brief as possible (I don't know why I do him the satisfaction of telling it), but, anyway, I told Guy I had sent away to New York for this treasure, and also that I had sent along a check for $375 of my hard-earned dollars to pay for it. The next time Sandra and I dined with him, Sir Guy produced an exact duplicate of my heartthrob, telescopic sight and all, and informed us he had "picked it up" during a little shopping expedition right here in Los Angeles for only $75 of his hard-earned dollars. Did I ever hear the end of that from Sandra? I did not!

I suppose I shall eventually forgive him. He is too grand a friend and too interesting a person to be held responsible for my life—even over that treasured 22 Hornet. The last time I saw him, we walked down to the edge of the lake and stood looking at the distant mountains. Sir Guy was in a rare mood. He had some advice for me—and when I got this off my chest, I think you'll know as much about him and like him as well as I do. He said:

"Live your life to the fullest . . . . don't get in any sort of rut . . . . and be proud you lived as hard as you could . . . . dash it! . . . . that's what life's for!"

**Plain Crochet Designs.** Made from colored linen or cotton in fruit designs. For table spreads or dainties.

**Send your request to Miss Frances Cowles**

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Women Rule Hollywood

(Continued from page 19)

their exaggerations, no matter how ridiculous, there is always that sincere emotionalism that women love.

Chaplin's greatest comedy, "The Kid," is the perfect example of comedy "slanted" for women. The situations were amusing, but always they were accented by sincere emotion. Every laugh hinged on an emotional tour. I would list "The Kid," as one of the ten greatest women's pictures of all time.

What are the other nine?

There have been so many exceedingly fine pictures, rich in feminine appeal, that it is hard to make a choice. At first thought, I would list "Birth of a Nation," "Broken Blossoms," "The Miracle Man," "All Quiet on the Western Front," "Dark Angel," "Stella Dallas," "Robin Hood," "The Ten Commandments" and "Smilin' Through."

"All Quiet," the most gruesome portrayal of war ever screened, may at first glance seem an amazing choice—yet, if you analyze the picture, the reasons for its tremendous woman appeal are apparent. Through the eyes of its hero, a dreamer and an emotionalist, war was seen from the woman's viewpoint. And the scenes between the boy and his mother, alone, were enough to make "All Quiet" appeal to the average woman. Women, strange as it may seem, like to cry as well, if not better, than they like to laugh.

"The Miracle Man" and "The Ten Commandments" appealed to the deep religious emotionalism which is in almost every woman. "Robin Hood" was romance carried to the nth degree. "Stella Dallas" was an immoral drama of mother love. "Broken Blossoms," "Dark Angel" and "Smilin' Through" were among the greatest love stories ever made.

If entirely dependent upon the patronage of men, how many of the ten would have been stand-bystanders? I would feel confident of only three—"All Quiet on the Western Front," "The Kid" and "Robin Hood."

It is still another way, women have made their rule felt in Hollywood—painfully felt at times, yet in the long run the pain is for Hollywood's own good. I refer to censorship. They have been its most active proponents.

There is no denying the fact that women rule Hollywood—yet they will continue to rule as long as they select the screen entertainment for their families, as long as they continue to be the great majority in every theater audience.

Stars of Yesterday

(Continued from page 25)

NEED A BLONDE FADE EARLY?

by Lady Esther

People say that blondes have a brilliant morning, but a short afternoon. In other words, that blondes fade early! But, this is however, a myth. Many blondes simply look older than their years because they use the wrong shade of face powder.

You should never choose a face powder shade just because you are a blonde or brunette. You should never try to match the color of your hair or the particular tone of your skin. A blonde may have a dark skin while a brunette may have quite a light skin and vice versa.

A face powder shade should be chosen, not to match your hair or coloring, but to flatter your whole appearance.

To Find the Shade that Flatters

There is only one way to find the shade of face powder that is most becoming to you, and that is to try all five basic shades. Lady Esther Face Powder is made in the required five basic shades. One of these shades you will find to be the most flattering to you. One will instantly set you forth at your best, emphasize your every good point and make you look your most youthful and freshest.

But I don't ask you to accept my word for this. I say; prove it at my expense. So I offer to send you, entirely without cost or obligation, a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.

When you get the five shades, try each one before your mirror. Don't try to pick your shade in advance. Try all five! Just the one you would least suspect may prove the most flattering for you.

Thousands of women have written to me they have been amazed with this test.

Stay on for Four Hours — and Stays Fresh!

When you make the shade test with Lady Esther Face Powder, note, too, how exquisitely soft and smooth it is. It is utterly free from anything like grit. It is also a clinging face powder. By actual test it will stay on for four hours and look fresh and lovely all the time. In every way, as you can see for yourself, Lady Esther Face Powder excels anything ever known in face powder.

Write today! Just mail the coupon or a penny postcard. By return mail you'll receive all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.
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Give that COLD Just 24 Hours

Colds Go Overnight When You Take the Right Thing

A cold doesn’t have to run its course and expose you to serious complications.

A cold can be routed overnight if you go about it the right way. First of all, a cold being an internal infection, calls for internal treatment. Secondly, a cold calls for a COLD remedy and not for a “cure-all.”

Grove’s Laxative Bromo Quinine is what a cold requires. It is expressly a cold remedy. It is internal and direct—and it does the four things necessary.

Foulfold in Effect

It opens the bowels. It combats the cold germs in the system and reduces the fever. It relieves the headache and grippy feeling. It tones and fortifies the entire system. And less than that is taking chances with a cold.

Get Grove’s Laxative Bromo Quinine at any druggist’s.

The committee of the Blackford benefit hadn’t had courage to ask him to be master of ceremonies. They merely asked him to lend his presence.

“What good would my inert presence do?” he demanded.

And then they took heart and asked him to serve. Which he did with his usual brilliant success.

SALLY SNIPS is such a good mama that she won’t have a party which her baby, nicknamed Pooch, cannot attend.

So on Sunday afternoons she and her husband, Harry Joe Brown, hold a sort of open house at their apartment, where a private showing of the infant is always held.

Pooch’s first venture into the great open spaces was last Thanksgiving, when he went to visit Grandma Eilers, Sally’s mama. Since then he has ventured out at Christmas and other festive days.

Always present at the Sunday afternoons are several other mammas, notably Bebe Daniels and Mrs. Skeeta Gallagher.

By the time this is printed, it is almost certain that Dick Powell and Mary Brian may be married.

Dick has been building a house and Mary has been spending a great deal of time superintending some of the details. And now that the non-marriage clause in Dick’s Warner contract has expired, there seems no reason why they should not go ahead and do it.

WON’T you come to our house warming-over?” is the way that jolly Agnes Christine Johnston and husband Frank Dacey, invited us to their home following their long absence in the East.

And what a honey of a place it is—an old English house, with many cozy downstairs retreats, and a complete air of charming hospitality everywhere.

The place simply buzzed with writers and stars.

Claire Adams has come out of obscurity, and, looking lovelier than ever when she was a Ben Hampton star, goes about a lot. She is studying singing and has developed a voice, and sang at the party. She has radio plans.

June Collyer and Stu Erwin were there. They say their son may become a traveling man. At any rate, he holds out promising, wanting to know whether they aren’t going on the chorus today! He was with them on their eastern personal appearance trip.

HOWARD HUGHES brought Nancy Carroll to the Coconut Grove one night not long ago. And was he surrounded with memories! At a nearby table was Joan Chapman, to whom he has been paying quite a lot of attention; at another table was Jean Harlow, and not far away was Betty Furness, both of whom he has been seeing a lot lately.

HOLLYWOOD is fairly outstanding itself in establishing all sorts of odd bars.

Guests at Bert Kalmar’s country home in San Fernando Valley were surprised the other night when Bert revealed the oddest bar of all.

Everybody went into the library. We expected a lot of books not only because it was a library, but because it was Bert’s library, and Bert is a great reader. Suddenly the bookcases with their books crammed to the floor, and the highbrow had suddenly gone lowbrow, for behold the bookcases had turned into a bar.
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The Stars at Play

LOOKS as though we'll have to establish a society column for the kids of Hollywood.
At least two important parties took place recently.
Dolores Lee Prinz, daughter of LeRoy Prinz, was tiny hostess at one party, the guests including David Holt, Virginia Weidler, Baby LeRoy, Lois Kent and Billy Lee. Micky Mouse entertained in person.
Mrs. Joseph Cawthorne gave a party for her little granddaughter, Peggy Kernell, and several children of famous folk were there, including Ottie Kruger, Otto Kruger's daughter; John Barrymore's child, Dolores Ethel; Peggy Santry, Joe Santry's child, and others, it was a costume party and the guests came suitably dressed.

Both Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young were present at the party which Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lachman gave. But not together. Loretta came with a party, and Spencer arrived alone. They greeted each other, but there was no conversation.

Maurice Chevalier, contrary to his custom, arrived alone, but was gallantly paying attention to all the ladies in attendance.

The most brilliant of all the Screen Actors' Guild balls held annually during the past three years was the latest one. The Biltmore Bowl was beautiful, with its tiers of tables, each beflowered and be-candled, and some thousand guests were present.

Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres were served in the long lounge just outside the bowl, Kenneth Thomson as president opened proceedings, and Kyle Talbot was m.c. Dancing and entertainment were enjoyed—followed by the grand march.

Jimmy Cagney started a lot of fun by cutting in on Robert Montgomery and Chester Morris, each time he glimpsed one of them dancing with his own wife. Every time that happened Jimmy would hop out on the floor and gracefully take the lady away from her husband.

Chester got even. Cagney and his wife dance beautifully together and enjoy it very much; but Chester gave them no chance, during the first few dances, after Jimmy's coup. He would cut in, each time, and grab Jimmy's lady away from him.

Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford danced together all the evening, and when the orchestra played the strain from a popular song, Joan and Franchot sang it into each other's ears.

But even there Jimmy Cagney managed to cut in, for he found himself the man nearest Joan when the grand march strain turned themselves into a fox trot, and when, according to the rules of the Guild floor committee, the man and woman finding themselves nearest each other must dance together.

Joan confided to friends that Jimmy is her favorite actor. I don't know what Franchot means by that.

There is nothing like the friendship of men, say some of the sages, and the friendship of Warner Baxter and his three pals, Will Powell, Ronald Colman and Dick Barthelmess seems to prove it. They have been friends for years, and even now they freqently get together.

Usually they meet on Sunday afternoons on Warner's sunny tennis court to play tennis, and then afterward they go to sup with Warner and his wife, with Mrs. Barthelmess frequently joining them. Jean Harlow is there once in a while, too. She yields quite a wicked racket, you know.

Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall came over the other evening for supper and a visit.

Edna Murphy, who went abroad several months ago, is back in Hollywood, looking prettier than ever. She has been visiting friends in Spain, and let us on the fact that she was studying Spanish over there. One wonders if there is a handsome caballero somewhere there with a "castle in Spain." She won't tell, in spite of all our efforts to find out.

She is seen about with George Stone a good deal, but both declare it's merely an old friendship.

One of the sights these days is Charlie Chaplin and Paulette Goddard with the two Chaplin children, going places and doing things together.

They gave a little party for the boys not long ago, inviting some of their school mates from the Black Fox Military School to go out on the Chaplin boat with them.

And they took the youngsters up to Lake Arrowhead, where they taught young Charlie and Sidney how to do a little plain and fancy fishing.

There was just a touch of the professional to the party which some friends of Joe Morrison gave him on his birthday.

Harry Revel and Max Gordon, who wrote the songs for his next musical, were on hand, and played them for him. Then Joe sang some songs from one of his pictures, "One Hour Late," and Sam Coslow played and warded one of his compositions, "Little White Gardener."

He is by way of being a country squire, these days, is Edward Everett Horton, with his big Encino estate.

He entertained Frank Lawton and Evelyn Laye at an English dinner, Yorkshire puddings and all. Ramon Novarro was there, too, but not a single tamale showed up on the menu.

Patricia Wheelor seems to inherit her dad's quick wit.

Down at Palm Springs the other day the seven-year-old was playing with another little girl. Suddenly the girl looked at Pat and laughed.

"What you laughing at?" demanded Patricia.

"Oh, at you," responded the child, "you look so funny with all those freckles!"

"Well," cracked Patricia, "you look funny even without any freckles!"

Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky going about socially in Hollywood: everybody buying homes at Palm Springs, where they spend week-ends: Bob Woolsey, Louise Fazenda, Rosie Dolly, Samuel Goldwyn, Ann Harding, Jeanette MacDonald; tennis players gathering every Sunday afternoon at Dolores Del Rio's Santa Monica Canyon for home for tennis, including Gary Cooper and Sandra Shaw, King Vidor, Norma Shearer; cocktail frocks aren't called cocktail frocks any more, they are now called bar-room dresses; despite the fact that Keating and Patricia Ellis deny any romance, they are seen about at all the parties and openings together.

The many lovely women who prefer FAOEN to costlier perfumes is the distinguished Countess Jeanine de la Vairir. An arbiter of fashion and things tasteful, it is significant that FAOEN is found on her dressing table and in her purse.

"My selection of perfume is not influenced by price," she says.

"Naturally, I have used many expensive perfumes, but I am intrigued by the fascinating something about FAOEN (with its $1 to $5 quality) which is subtly alluring and different.

FAOEN is different . . . different in its mysterious power to transform attractiveness into compelling loveliness. Let Facon, send you forth to quicken pulses!"

In a tuck away size ten cents (10c) as illustrated below at all 5 and 10 cent stores.

FAOEN No. 12 Floral and delicate with a refreshing bouquet.

FAOEN No. 3 is exotic—a clinging, oriental fragrance.

FAOEN No. 44 Warm and Vi-

breath—our newest floral odor.

FAOEN No. 19 Fresh yet ala-

tive—excellent for evening.

PARk & TILFORD'S
Beauty Aids
Face Powder • Lipstick • Cleansing Cream • Cold Cream • Rouges • Perfumes
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I'll Quit Before I Fail
(Continued from page 42)

"My Lord, them's big words!"

"But why do you feel as you do about your picture acting?" I asked.

"I must believe in myself," she explained, "and I simply can't do it when I see myself on the screen. I like the work and I like going to the movies, but I don't like myself in them. This isn't any modesty on my part, it's just sincere distaste. I'm not humble and I believe I'm not a fool. But there's something about screen acting that makes it impossible for me to be myself. I can't understand it."

"Is it that you're not allowed to do things in your own way?"

"No, it that isn't it," she was quick to say. "It's nobody's fault but my own. I've been given every opportunity to be myself, but somehow I can't. I don't feel satisfied with myself on the screen any more."

It's true of all of us that complete satisfaction with our work means the end of progress and the beginning of stagnation. There is no stagnation, you may be sure, in Helen Hayes. She is not merely a lucky star content to follow her luck. Nor is she one of those pictorial exhibitionists who have nothing more to meet the eye. She's built her enduring renown upon fine intelligence, emotional vitality and a thorough equipment in the requirements of her job.

"There are millions," I reminded her, "who will not agree with you in your screen estimate of yourself."

She said nothing to that, but after a moment's silence looked up and went on.

"Most of my stage career has been in comedy, and once you've mastered that the rest is child's play. Yes, I mean I'm essentially an underliner of the stage in 'What Every Woman Knows' I was a sharp actress, giving Maggie the edge that Barrie gave her. But when I saw myself at a screen preview playing the part I had played for sixty weeks on the stage I saw a soft actress with no bite. I couldn't stand looking at myself. Instead of the crisp, Scotch Maggie I once had been I was fuzzy and sentimental. Now, you should make an audience feel that you're sentimental, but never let it be that you are. On the stage Maggie's brittle, exclusive humor always won fond, happy laughter. But that movie audience didn't crack a smile. I was to blame, not the audience. So don't you see I'm right in feeling as I do about myself on the screen?"

Frankly, I didn't. Far be it from me to be a prophet crying in the Hollywood wilderness, but I'll bet that audiences everywhere will delight in the screen Maggie of Helen Hayes.

Whereupon Miss Hayes was minded to have her maid send downstairs for tea. Would I have some? Perhaps a highball? No, no, the natural alcohol in her talk was quite enough for me, thank you. "I'm getting discouraged with my work on the screen," she remarked. "I'd really feel better to stay out of it. It's all just absolutely nil to me. The screen does something to me, takes the joy away from me, holds me back. Somehow I don't seem to come through. It's as though a mechanical barrier were raised against me, and I'm not strong enough to break through it. I just can't bear it any more."

"But simply," I argued, "you can't feel this about all your work?"

"I've never had the sense of successful accomplishment in any of my pictures," declared Miss Hayes, "only that of frustration. There were moments in 'Farewell to Arms' and 'Arrowsmith' when I liked the way I did things, but that was all. I've never felt the full, glorious sweep of complete accomplishment, never the satisfaction of knowing I'd carried off the whole thing victoriously."

Any other actress who had done even half what Helen Hayes has done in pictures would no doubt be so thoroughly satisfied with herself that there'd be no living with her (on the screen, of course) and it was this very fact that made her feel greater interest than usually is found in the contented utterances of film stars.

"It's just a sense of not getting what I want that makes me think about what I'm doing: it's thoughtfully considered, "not hitting it. I've been able, as I've said, to like myself in brief, fleeting moments, just flashes, but nothing more. And it's a terrible way to go through life—always feeling unhappy."

Apart all, what do movie stars, I wonder, get out of life? Money, yes. But there seems to be even more worry. If it isn't one thing it's another, a desperateclambering up the ladder of fame, then the fear of taking a header into oblivion. Not that Helen Hayes need bother her head as to where she stands or her ability to stay there. Yet I knew that what she had just said about going through life unhappy came deep from her heart. But for the life of me I couldn't understand her saying it.

You really don't feel you've made your last picture, do you?"

"Well," she pondered, as a slice of lemon hung in the balance over her tea, "I'm not sure I haven't."

"And that, after your tour, nothing can bring you back to Hollywood?"

"If anything can, and anything does," she queried with a smile, "it will be the elegant way of living I've got myself into here. You know, when I first came out I was quite simple in my tastes. Then, somehow, I found myself going in for a private chauffeur and a more or less private pool. I'll have to get along without these wild extravagances for a year, anyway. But shall I be able to change my expensive habits for life? And shall I have to act in pictures again? Heavens, you've got me asking myself questions!"

For answer, Miss Hayes kicked off a slipper. But by no stretch of the imagination could this seem preliminary to kicking over the Hollywood applecart.

Let's make a new SPREAD!

CANDLEWICK? Mono-tatf? Appliqué? Chintz? Crochet? Here, in one set, are six diagram patterns with complete directions—each so attractive and easy to make that you won't want to stop until you have all six!

MONOGRAM
A hand-some daybed spread is made of monos cloth with mono-grammed letters in silk or cotton to match the binding.

APPLIQUE. Alternating blocks of colored and white muslin make a smart background for a butterfly applique.

CHINTZ. This gay material will give extra color and warmth to a bedroom. You’ll want it for variety!

CROCHET. A prized spread for any room—simple or elaborate. It’s durable and washable, too.

CANDLEWICK. One of the newer, simpler designs worked in two harmonizing colors.

TAPFETA. For more formal use, you must have this hand-some spread with its durable row of cording.

These diagram patterns add to the beauty of your home and cost you only fifteen cents for the six. Address your letter to

Frances Cooles
TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
She Came to Hoot But Stayed to Toot

by CARLISLE JONES

GLORIA CARFENTANAL, whose attitude of world-wise resignation has been capitalized to good advantage in such screen plays as "Big Hearted Herbert," "While the Patient Slept," and "Babes," came to Hollywood to poke fun at the film capital from the stage in the leading feminine role of "Once in a Lifetime."

She has remained, if we discount three hurried trips to New York, to prove to her own satisfaction, at least, that Hollywood is not as foolish as it was painted.

Whatever dizzy pace Miss MacMahon has kept since that night more than three years ago when she first appeared before a Hollywood audience, in a play which made almost bitter fun of the vagaries of the hollywood industry, has been largely her own fault.

She insisted upon returning to New York each time a new role in pictures was not immediately forthcoming. After Mervyn LeRoy had persuaded Miss MacMahon to stay over in Hollywood for her first picture, "Five-Star Final," in which she played the wise and weary secretary with pronounced success, she was sent once to New York. Recalled for roles in "Heart of New York" and "The Mouthpiece," she caught the train back to Broadway almost before the cameras were cool. But they persuaded her to come back again for other roles and with the screen version of "Once in a Lifetime" for Universal and "Silver Dollar," for Warner Brothers planned ahead, she took a house in Brentwood Heights and admitted frankly that she liked Hollywood and Hollywood's methods pretty well.

"I wish you would send some information telling my mother how you may lose weight too. She is about five feet seven inches tall and weighs about 190 pounds. She refuses to eat many of her meals because of her fear of gaining more pounds. I know that this is not good for her at all. She and I both have quite a bit of excess fat around our ribs and under our breasts."

You cannot reduce fat in one part of the body without reducing all over. For a young lady of your general measurements, your weight corresponds with the ideal weight.

You could reduce some by cutting down on butter and cream and by going without sugar in your coffee. You might reduce to 130 pounds without injury, but it does not seem necessary. Your mother can reduce considerably and should do so, by avoiding all starchy foods, at least until she gets down to about 130 pounds. Then she should eat to maintain that weight. She should cut out butter, cream and sugar, and all starchy foods. If she eats vegetables such as cauliflower, cabbage and spinach, her appetite will be satisfied.

Diet Problems
of the Stars

Conducted by DR. HENRY KATZ

GENERAL moderation, rather than the avoidance of any one particular food, is the best way to keep the weight in check, but once having gained excessive pounds, it is often best to cut out high-calorie foods.

"I have always been conscious of my size, and have written to several of our readers, "by that I mean both my height and weight. Of course, nothing can be done about my height, but I would like advice about my weight. I am five feet six and a half inches tall, weigh 180 pounds, have a neck 13½ inches, bust 36, upper arm 19, lower arm 9½ inches, waist 28½ inches, hips 36, thigh 22½ inches, calf 11¼ inches and ankle 9. I have quite large bones. However, I know that I would be much more attractive if I were slender. I believe I weigh 141 pounds. I want to weigh much less."

"I wish you would send some information telling my mother how you may lose weight too. She is about five feet seven inches tall and weighs about 190 pounds. She refuses to eat many of her meals because of her fear of gaining more pounds. I know that this is not good for her at all. She and I both have quite a bit of excess fat around our ribs and under our breasts."

You cannot reduce fat in one part of the body without reducing all over. For a young lady of your general measurements, your weight corresponds with the ideal weight.

You could reduce some by cutting down on butter and cream and by going without sugar in your coffee. You might reduce to 130 pounds without injury, but it does not seem necessary. Your mother can reduce considerably and should do so, by avoiding all starchy foods, at least until she gets down to about 130 pounds. Then she should eat to maintain that weight. She should cut out butter, cream and sugar, and all starchy foods. If she eats vegetables such as cauliflower, cabbage and spinach, her appetite will be satisfied.

"Don't it sound—soft, tickly feeling when the nice powder gets into my creases? No wonder I'm the best baby on this street! My skin feels so good I never know I have it on!"

"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder—the kind that makes babies happy! I'm made of Italian talc—try me between your thumb and finger—I'll slip like satin. No gritty particles as in some powders. And no sine securate or oil root... You'll like my pad, Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too!"
MARCHAND'S

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY. OR USE COUPON BELOW

CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 251 West 19th St., NEW YORK CITY

45¢ enclosed (send coins or stamps). Please send me a regular bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.

Name

Address

City.................................. State

TG334

SUNNY

Admired by all my friends!

You, too, may now have this "sunny" look. Truly golden hair softens and flatters the face and head—brings out that fresh, bright clean look. Whether brunette or blonde, you have only to use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. A scientific preparation for treating the hair quickly and easily at home.

For women who desire to stay young and grow attractive looking, Marchand's has three uses:

1 — Blondes — if your hair is gold is dark, faded or streaked, Marchand's will restore its former lightness and natural lustre.

2 — Brunettes — if you wish to become a natural appearing blonde. Or desire only a sparkling sheen in your hair, Marchand's will tint your hair any shade desired — permanently and thoroughly.

3 — For you, whether blonde or brunette, Marchand's will make dark "superfluous" hair on arms and legs unnoticeable. Marchand's Golden Hair Wash thus performs the most necessary service for the woman who realizes nature intended all the hair on the body should be treated as carefully as the hair on the head.

MARCHAND'S

A NEW SERVICE FOR YOU

TOWER STAR FASHIONS

Bringing the glamour of Hollywood styles within the reach of readers of Tower Magazines

STARS light the way of modern fashions, and Hollywood rivals Paris as the source of inspiration in dress and beauty. The most alert American woman finds greater help in dress from the pictures of Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford and other outstanding motion picture stars and featured players than she does from the latest creations of Mainbocher, Schiaparelli and other important Paris dressmakers. In fact, a new film from Hollywood, showing lovely clothes conventionally worn, may do more to shape coming fashions than all the spring openings and collections in Paris put together.

How to present these modern Hollywood-inspired fashions so that they would be of the greatest help to the individual American woman?

That was the question.

"Tower Star Fashions" is our answer.

This new fashion service, offered by Tower Magazines, will offer clothes — dresses, wraps, hats and important accessories — designed and selected for the various types of American women.

American women — types found in your home town and ours, just as much as in the motion picture studios of Hollywood. These new styles will be pictured in the pages of forthcoming issues of this magazine, and to make them yours, in fact, as well as in imagination, these same Tower Style Fashions will be shown in leading department stores throughout the country, at prices you will not hesitate to pay.

Already over two hundred and fifty stores have arranged to display and sell Tower Star Fashions, and a complete list of these stores will be announced next month.

This new fashion presentation will be of enormous practical value to you and countless other alert American women. It will be of greater value to you than the usual sort of "Thou Shalt Wear" and "Thou Shalt Not Wear" fashion feature because it is based on the important fact that women are not all cast in the same mold, and that for each outstanding type there should be especially designed clothes and accessories to best bring out the charms of each one of these types. And this new Tower Star Fashion service will be of greater value to you than the usual "What-They-Wear-In-Hollywood" fashion service, because it will interpret Hollywood fashion trends in terms of clothes that you or any other well dressed woman can and would wear, and not specialized fashions designed only for the screen.

Few women, we are convinced, would care to carry out a slapdash imitation of any star's style of make-up, and dress. The young woman of Norma Shearer or Joan Crawford type does not deride herself into thinking that she is a perfect replica — but the alert young woman, eager to seek the best help available in enhancing her own charm, does realize the value of the Hollywood inspiration and experience. Instead of following any Hollywood fashion that strikes her as attractive, she selects styles specially created for, and adapted to, charming stars and featured players of the same type.

Dressing to type, rather than following a single ideal of smartness, is the modern American method of enhancing personal charm, and Hollywood is the greatest source of this new interpretation. From Paris and other fashion centers of the world come new ideas of design, new uses of colors, and new manipulations of fabrics, but it is in Hollywood that these new styles are given the real test of suitability to type.

Tower Star Fashions has been created to pass this priceless gift on to you.
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Co-starring with Courteous Connolly in this new comedy by Sydney Howard is Ernest Truex. Another fine "trouper" who prefers footlights to sunlight. As I watched them I realized what a relief it must be to walk into a role and become part of it with only the soft-voiced suggestions of the author or director. No electricians yelling "Kill 'em!" or "Light 'em!" No sound technicians announcing "O.K." or "N.G." with a trumpet. For, after you have given "your all" in a scene which may be the last one of the picture being shot on the first day of production or the one scene left for the last day. It all depends on the schedule, and for five years now I've been marveling at actors playing death scenes in pictures before they had even started to live. In the theater you die six nights a week and two matinees. Each time there's a new audience for your last gasps. In pictures you just stay there dying and dying until the director, cameraman, sound technician, producer and several authors admit that you did a swell job of kicking off.

Mind you, I'm not speaking from personal experience. The nearest I ever came to dying for the cinema was when I saw myself on the screen for the first time. I'm not getting after a long stubbornness, born of California fever which made me resent any one saying that they could miss anything while in my adopted state, that I quite understood why both Mr. Connolly and Mr. Truex looked so pleased with life at that rehearsal. From those films I had quite forgotten about as a comparative spectator.

Sitting in a ringside seat, watching the successes and failures of Hollywood style, I never missed an audience's applause, probably because I have taken no risk of not receiving it. Still preferring a good film to a play, I shall argue no longer when such artists as Helen Hayes, Maurice Chevalier, Walter Huston, Ramon Novarro, Mr. Connolly and others leave the flickers flat for a dash into direct contact with an audience. More than likely it is the personal effort of these men which makes the picture уоmе, тггеу аге, инеу ао, тггеу амеу ао. It's a great thing to have to have two irons in the fire, no matter how hot the blaze of approval appears to be, Mr. Connolly will return to the screen and films. He likes both, but meanwhile he is enjoying big city life, staying up late, sleeping late and meeting a lot of his old friends who do not eat, sleep, talk and think pictures.

After rehearsal we went to his apartment, where Mrs. C. was hostessing a cocktail party. The place was packed with friends welcoming them home from exile. Ernest Truex and Kay Johnson were the only Hollywoodites that I saw, and they have both shaken the gold dust of California for the star dust of New York, it was a gay party, but what I miss most in New York is not being able to slip up quietly from a gaitely-armed room into the cool green of a patio.

As we were on the ninth floor, I did no slipping. I mingled and snooped. Found out that Mr. Connolly was in that certain war, and a Marine at that! Mrs. Connolly is a well-known actress, Nedda Harrigan. Her most satisfactory performance so far took place nine years ago when she shared honors and billing with her husband in producing their little daughter Anne. Learned that "The Captain Hates the Sea," which through a series of bad breaks took months to film and had the heads of Columbia tearing out what hairs their big brains still function under, was a good break for Connolly. The Captain may hate the sea, but he loves it. We've got a date to stock a wardrobe off Catalina next Summer if they ever let him out of the studio, once they get him back.

I've been admiring him in the theater for years, but was unaware that we shared a "Remember When" until he said, That was a pretty good ball team you had back in 1912! As I was figuring out that too much work is apt to tell on the mind, after all he added, "But we trimmed them thoroughly.

NO, dear friends, we were not a couple of other fellows, I was playing in "The Slim Princess" and the Elise Janis Ball Team was made up of members of my company. Mr. Connolly was with Sothern and Marlowe. It all came back to me. I remembered how our team were bragging about what they were doing to do to the Sothern and Marlowe bunch. That gang of long-haired lugs was going to bite the dust of one of Chicago's better ball fields. They forgot that it was Shakespeare who said, "The play's the thing!" In that ball game they proved the Bard of Avon enthusiasts knew about "hits and runs" on the diamond as well as in the theater. Connolly claims that his gang ran into some pro-subsitutes. Well, I wasn't playing and he was, so I couldn't argue.

I wouldn't argue with him anyway, because they tell me that during those many months at Columbia he won all his objectives, which causes me to admit I'm wrong again. He can't be anything like "just a nice plain sort of family man." He must be just a nice plain sort of Phenomenon!

Hidden in the depths of your eyes is the same irresistible allure that makes this girl so stunning. Why let it lie there, dormant, useless? Bring it to life! Release it with Maybelline eye make-up. Instantly transform your lashes into a dark, luxurious fringe with Maybelline mascara. Now use Maybelline Eye Shadow to accentuate the size and brilliance of your eyes... then Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil to smoothly form your brows. To care for your lashes and brows, use Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream, and there is the Special Maybelline Eyebrow Brush for brushing and training lashes and brows.

Millions follow the Maybelline method to eye beauty. Your eyes, too, can be tantalizing, tempting, bewitching pools of loveliness... instantly. Purse sizes of Maybelline preparations are obtainable at all leading ten cent stores.

Maybelline
EYE BEAUTY AIDS
TAKING CARE, mother! March is the
danger season for children's colds espe-
cially. Colds are more prevalent now, and
so apt to lead to more serious diseases—
such as bronchitis and pneumonia.

But don't worry—and don't experiment.
Just treat every cold promptly with Vicks
VapoRub, the proved, external method.
VapoRub can be used freely—and as often
as needed—even on the youngest child. No
doing—to upset delicate little stomachs
and thus lower resistance when most needed.

Just rubbed on throat and chest at bed-
time, VapoRub acts direct through the skin
like a poultice or plaster, while its medi-
cated vapors are inhaled direct to inflamed
air passages. Through the night, this
double direct attack loosens phlegm—
soothes irritated membranes—eases diffi-
cult breathing—helps break congestion.

For Greater Freedom from Colds
VapoRub's ideal companion is Vicks Vi-Jon—
the unique aid in preventing colds. (Vi-Jon is
especially designed for nose and upper throat, where most colds start.)

These twin aids to faster and better colds
give you the basic medication of the
famous Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds—The Plan has been clinically tested
by practicing physicians, and further
proved in everyday home use by millions.

Full details in each Vicks package.

Just Let Me Act

course, be just yourself in playing a
character. There is an ecstasy about
action in which you cease to be your-
self, but the illusion cannot be sus-
tained—the miracle of actually being
someone else—in the making of a mo-
tion picture. Nor is there any reason why
its action is necessarily broken up.
You can do it only in flashes, and as a rule
these are not sufficient, do not come to
your senses, or are not enough, to constitute
a great performance throughout. To be
sure, there are exceptions. When you
have become one on the screen you can
work beforehand and have had time to think
out your part from beginning to end,
you may achieve the maximum of char-
acterization, but often you get a bit at a
time, making it necessary to do it
at a moment's notice.

And all the time the camera is
there waiting to catch your limitations.

Somehow it knows, gets inside you,
divulges your real self. The machine
reads just what you are and puts you
down in black and white. Acting for
the camera is a series of frustrations—
that is, for not I call acting. It is
repeatedly exposes all your weaknesses.
This goes all down the line, even to
limited vocal range, and the machine,
perhaps in the silent days, set no
limitations. For example, it can't take
the edge of your anger—like this.

Her heart was pitifully true to her
feet like a loosed fury and burst into
such a sudden, crashing thunders of rage
that I almost jumped out of my chair,
not mention my skin.

"No, it can't be done," she calmly
assured me, safely seated again.
"You have to know how to imply anger.
That was all right with me.

"You can't take out of yourself all
you have to give." Miss Harding
now was a lady, to my great relief. "It
takes me two hours to become a hu-
man being after I get home from the
studio. Screen acting requires for
more technical knowledge than stage
acting. Helen Hayes is the greatest
actress on the screen or stage today,
but I have to get back on the stage
because there she hasn't any of
the restrictions of machinery. I'm
using my instant messages, though I think
it's true of all of us."

There was a knock at the door. A
prop boy came in with a plate of fruit-
cakes. I thought Miss Hayes had sent it
over and that she had baked it herself.
Fair enough, after the plum Ann had just
handed Helen.

Eating didn't interfere with talking,
so when I asked Miss Harding if she
herself preferred the stage to the
screen she said:

"No, I do not. This medium fasci-
nates me. But I think its possibilities
have not been reached yet. In it, you
now have to serve an apprenticeship
of drudgery, going through the mis-
takes other have made, before you
can begin to correct any of your own.
At last I'm approaching a goal I thought
I might reach last year. But it's only
now that I've reached a sufficient flow-
ning of freedom to command some
respect and get people to listen to me.
For a long time I've been interested
in creating a form that will work a
change in the respect and making of pictures.
At any rate, I hope it will be a step in
that direction."

Brand new type of color picture.

Then you're through with the stage?

I don't like the bright lights and I
wouldn't go back to the commercial
theater," she declared. "So far as the
New York theater is concerned, it has
come to mean nothing but dollars to
me. I don't owe any allegiance to it.
But I do owe everything to the little
theater, and I want to go back to the
Hedgerow Theater, just outside Philadel-
phia, whenever I can get time off, doing a
play when I'm not doing a movie picture.
I was so ill in the New York theater
I doubt if I could carry through the
long run of a play even if I wanted to,
and I don't. I had to give up play-
ing in "The Trial of Mary Dugan" the
second year of its run. The only place
where I was completely happy was the
little theater, just as the only reason for
putting on a play is because you
love it. I don't want wealth, but security.

"Is that all," I was incredulous
enough to ask, "that most women want?

I don't know," she admitted with
a sly smile, "but there's not a woman
in the world who doesn't want security.

Any time you think about limitations.

When she came home from Ann Harding, you can't. And what she
said was true enough. But could she
red." She was very
possession love, squeezing dry
what they have. But Vergie wanted
to give, not receive. There's the kind of
woman who is the mother of men, not
merely the mother of the child. Vergie
gave her man everything, not only her
beauty and grace but her heart and
whatever happiness he had known.
Playing her I felt, for once at
least, that I could be as graceful to myself, for
Vergie is the most beautiful character
I've ever played in pictures.

Feeling that so fine and serious an
actress must have tried acting from a
serious motive, I was astonished when she
gaily exclaimed:

"I did it for a lark! After leaving
the army post where I lived with my
father, because I saw nothing ahead of
me but marrying a second lieutenant.
I went to New York and got a job
as reader with a motion picture
company. Then I wanted a change
from the small office and Harding house, felt
the need of kicking over the traces
and doing something wild and woolly
and full of flesh, so came down to
Greenwich Village and carried a spear
at the Provincetown Theater. I didn't
think it would last more than two
weeks as I returned."

"How long have you been in pic-
tures?"

Five years."

"And how long do you plan to stay
in them?"

"As long as this face lasts; I'm
gladly employed, giving a play pack-

Your hands express your personality. If you want to know what your
indicate, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the Beauty Editor,
Tower Magazines, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., for circular
HANDS AND PERSONALITY.
of the night, there they were—the pink and luminous exiles, nameless, even though he knew there wasn't any reason to be seeking them—there they were. He decided to ignore them. They simply couldn't exist. And in ignoring them, he made a great joke. The next morning, he sauntered up to Bette and said, "Listen, Davis, wait till I read the congratula-
tions to T. A.'s . . . and Bette, properly crushed but still inventive, pulled out the little orchestra.

Bette and Ham share those domestic kicks under the table that are a true barometer of a companionable and intimate coupling. It's easy to scent the sordid and laugh and weep together . . . if they feel so inclined, and Ham and Bette are like—well, like ham and eggs—they somehow just seem to fit together . . . a lifted eye-brow tells an untold tale—a wide grin holds a joke unshared with any living creature a sudden cough means, in their secret parlan-
ture, "thumbs down." Ham's name is really Nelson and Nelson was, so his-
tory has it, the then-rising hero of Tral-
falgar. Our Nelson may have both his arms, but he is, none the less, the Iron Man of his household. When he says "yes," it's yes. When he says "No,"—well, that often depends on Bette!

Bette is the world's most devoted big sister. Her tiny brother, Bobbie, has been seriously ill for the past year and Bette has cared for her most tenderly. Bobbie, blessed with her own independent heart, in an at-
tempt to "make up" to Bette for all she's done, has sent her several interest-
ing maps of Hollywood and his en-
viron, sewed in colored threads on a sail-cloth background. She has started a veritable fan mail, this old town. If only Bobbie cared to, she could make a pleasant living with her maps. They'll be worth a lot some day,—more, I think, than the sampers our grandmothers used to make as girls, because they are so infinitely more amazing. Bobbie, in her own way, is as talented as Bette. A little less sure of herself from a com-
mercial standpoint, but I still feel that she'll accomplish a great deal one of these days. And for all her gaiety, she is a woman of all swells—she'll doubtless

Bette reads all her own fan-mail and answers the greater part of it herself. It's a goodly task, I might add, because I've helped her with it. She saves and re-reads letters of honest and construc-
tive criticism, and it is the reason for her occasional tiffs with her studio. She

Bette is no angel of heavenly disposition. She has a flaring temper and often quick petulance that blossoms, nines out one's sense, into those famous tears of laughter that are noisy enough to wake the dead. She can't manage to stay mad a moment, and is able to con-

Bette has a good deal of vision and courage. She can stand afar off and

Bette's work is done, and not to be forced to slide back into stereotyped roles. She's not afraid of hard work, but she is afraid of bad parts.

To change the subject abruptly, Bette and I waited on table at the Assistance League two weeks ago. When you wait on table at the League, you're a Junior Leaguer, a sub-deb or a Somewhat Im-
portant Person. We waited on tables—himself one of the above. He's not

Only a few short years ago, grave dis-
cussions were usual between doctor and patient about the proper antiseptic for feminine hygiene. The only antiseptics you could then buy, which were strong enough for the purpose, were caustic and downright poisons. The doctor sympathized with the woman's desire for surgical cleanliness, he could not advise her to use those poisons on sensitive tissues.

But Zonite is not poisons. Zonite is not caustic. No danger of scar-tissue from Zonite. No membranes desensitized. This remarkable modern antiseptic-germicide is positively gentle in action—and it is far more powerful than any dilution of carbolic acid that can be safely applied to the human body.

Women are

CAUTION is strong in woman. It has grown strong through her instinct to protect her home. In most households, she willingly takes upon herself the final responsibility for the well-being of the family. She is adept in stripping facts from fancies. Weighing values, making right decisions.

Why, then, are women in so confused a state about a matter of such important ancestry as their own personal, intimate hygiene? If you know the history of feminine hygiene, you can readily understand. Older women keep talking to the younger girls about poisoning the body as it is used to be practiced—before the days of Zonite.

NOW I CAN GIVE MY APPROVAL
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cussions were usual between doctor and patient about the proper antiseptic for feminine hygiene. The only antiseptics you could then buy, which were strong enough for the purpose, were caustic and downright poisons. The doctor sympathized with the woman's desire for surgical cleanliness, he could not advise her to use those poisons on sensitive tissues.

But Zonite is not poisons. Zonite is not caustic. No danger of scar-tissue from Zonite. No membranes desensitized. This remarkable modern antiseptic-germicide is positively gentle in action—and it is far more powerful than any dilution of carbolic acid that can be safely applied to the human body.

Why don't you send right away today, for the booklet "Facts for Women"? Just mail the coupon below. Women say that "Facts for Women" is so clear and straightforward that it puts certain matters before them in a light that is new, different, and most helpful. Don't wait. Mail coupon now. Every mar-
ried woman should have this book.
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try as the powerful non-poisonous anti-
septic. You can get it at your own drug store, even if you live in the smallest vil-
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septic principle as liquid Zonite in a semi-solid form. Each pure, white and

greenless Suppository is sealed in its own glass vessel. In boxes of a dozen:

$1.00. Some women use both forms.
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You Tell Us
(Continued from page 46)

Blues Chaser

I have just seen a picture that will leave
in my memory forever. It is "Imita-
tion of Life." Claudette Colbert is
grand. She is the best and most tal-
ted actress on the screen today. The role
she played in "Imitation of Life" is
just what she does best. Let's have more
pictures like this one and let's see more
of Claudette Colbert. She is a sure
cure for your blues.—Mrs. Virginia
Gerbig, 15 W. McMillan, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Watch for her in "The Gilded
Lily."

Thanks to Color

May I express my children's appreci-
ation (as well as my own) for that
colorful fantasy bit in "Paid Millionaire."
It is a delight unparalleled in the rec-
cent movie panorama. "La Cucaracha" and
the ending of "The Cat and the Fiddle" also add
strength to the almost forgotten fact
that color is an unlimited asset to the
movie. How well I recall the richness
of Douglas Fairbanks' colorful "Thief of
Bagdad" many years ago.—Mrs. C.
Paley, 112 Monroe Street, New York,
N. Y. It is rumored that all pictures
will be produced in color soon, Mrs.
Paley.

The New New Movie

I have just purchased your January
New Movie and I want to congratulate
you on its size and contents. The size
is wonderful. You must keep it up. First,
it is good looking. Second, it is different.
Third, it is much easier to read. Fourth,
it outlines every other movie magazine
in looks and information. It is an ex-
tremely unique and attention-attracting
idea. Another thing—I feel as if you
were getting so much for your money
(and so you are). I congratulate you.—
Jean Rearick, Middlesex Road, New-
ton Heights, Conn. Thank you, Jean.

Complaint

Scanning the "You Tell Us" column
of New Movie from July to Decem-
ber I was perplexed not to find mention
of Robert Donat. I consider him an
injustice for I thought many observing
persons would sing "cum laude." So
I appeal for myself I will say I truly think
his "Count of Monte Cristo," is a superbly
picture. The story by Dumas is full of marvelous adventure
and excitement; and the acting is done
in such pure sincerity by Mr. Donat,
that it adds greater rest to the story.
Honors go also to Elissa Landi, who
in her own inimitable way is lovely.

Hail and crown with laurels, these
two people; who bring themselves to offer
their best on the screen.—L. M. Volage,
100 Brian Street, New York, N. Y. He
ran a good story on him in the August
issue!

Charm Personified

After seeing Irene Dunne in "Age
of Innocence" I came away feeling
about this unusual capable and
charming actress just as always I do when I
am fortunate enough to see one of her pic-
tures. I feel that the simple five-letter
word, "ch-r-m," is hers to a greater
degree than any other actress I can
think of; indeed, if a young person
asked me just what charm means, I'd
advise her to see Irene Dunne and
learn all about a quality more important
to the fair sex than mere beauty. There
are, I'll admit, several movie stars who
are more glamorously beautiful to look
upon than is Irene Dunne—but she is
more than lovely of face because her
good looks plus charm spell much more
than skin-deep beauty to—Mrs. Robert
Stone, Jr., 67 35th Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y. And Irene's no ugly duckling
either, Mrs. Stone.

Serve Something New
for breakfast!

Apple Corn Bread
will score a big hit
with your family

Serve Apple Corn Bread with
broiled bananas and bacon . . .
and listen to the praise! You
will get dozens of equally good
recipes in the interesting food
pamphlet "Better Breakfasts":
Pineapple Pancakes or Waffles,
Prune Break, Omelets, special
ways with Cereals, Bacon and
Tomato Toast . . . simple menus
and hearty menus.

48 delicious recipes and 15 break-
fast menus for 10c! Address your
request for "Better Breakfasts" to
Rita Calhoun
Tower Magazines, Inc.
55 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
You Tell Us

it's not compulsory." And here's my answer. We've a five theaters here, three of them are "first run" only — so I've not much choice—I average five shows a week.

"Variety is the spice of life" you know—and we don't want to weep all the time.—Mrs. Besse Toles, 514 N. Nevada Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colo. The movie kings try to give you what you want, Mrs. Toles.

Maybe—Not So Dumb?

Why does Hepburn act so silly? She claims she wants her private life and actions kept hidden from the public. In order to avoid photographers and interviewers she does unladylike and childish things, which bring her more publicity than if she acted like a lady. This sitting down on curbs and streets to read her fan mail, and wearing disreputable overalls, climbing over seats, and crawling under edges of the tents! You can't tell me that didn't draw attention, but she goes right on "trying to make herself known."—Jeanette Andersen, 1915 Hammond Avenue, Superior, Wisconsin. But again, maybe she is sincere, Jeanette.

A New Friend

While looking through some papers and magazines a good friend of mine sent me, was indeed lucky to find a New Movie among them.

Until then, I was unaware that such an ideal and up-to-date magazine existed. It's great fun in reading every page of it. In fact I read it over twice. From now on I'm a New Movie fan.

Now for some stars and good pictures. Some of you kind readers will agree with me, I'm sure.

So let's please have some more Harlow, Gaynor, and Farrell pictures. Hats off to these fine stars of Hollywood and filmdom!

We need stars like these for good and better pictures.

Here's to them and here's also to New Movie—Mrs. Alphonse R. Harles, R. No. 2, Ferris Falls, Minn. Thanks, Mrs. Harles, we hope to be able to please you always.

A Challenge to You All

Perhaps I'm not too frank but I must have my "say" particularly about these same old worn out stars. They have had their day; why not give up as they should to the new? I'm so disgusted with the ridiculously affected Bennett, Shearer, Crawford, Davies, Garbo and innumerable others just as ourselves not forgetting Novarro, Colman and others of the same class.

I don't mean "new faces" merely but a place for real genius, glamorous and alluring personalities, perhaps only one or maybe two—Mrs. Dorothy Johnson, 851 N. State Street, Chicago, Ill. You're a right to your opinion, Mrs. Johnson, but wait till you see what others say when they read this.

Phoeoey On Us!

I've read your unique column in New Movie regularly, and now—alas!—Henry Willson, you've insulted me. In the December issue, you let some of the Hollywood young people edit your column, but nary a word was said about editing to suit the fans, or asking them to help you! Whom do you write for, huh?

For seven years I've carried a choice bunch of chips on both shoulders, be-
QUICKEST WAY TO GET RID OF CORNS
no cutting... no pads

ONE DROP STOPS PAIN INSTANTLY
If you want to keep your feet free fromouching corns just get a bottle of FREEZONE from any druggist. Put a drop or two on the corn. Pain stops instantly, and for good! Then before you know it the corn gets so loose you can lift it right off with your fingers, easily and painlessly. It's the safe way that millions use to get rid of hard and soft corns and callouses. Works like a charm! Try it!

TOWN TALK
Well, just to be different, Connie Bennett, wealthy soci-
calite, gets herself a job as reporter on a New York paper. And, because she can't take it, the manag-
ing editor, Clark Gable, fires her the very first day.

But, George Clark sees his one-day employee trailing around with Harvey Stevens, society playboy, who is ru-
bered to be the third angle in a society divorce. And, her fast-talking lover tells Connie and gives her a chance at brekiing the nifty scandal.

La Bennett presents the implication that she would be so low as to squel on her brothers and sisters in crime, and, to put Clark in his place, goes with Stevens to his boudoir-house.

Scared to death, Stevens justifies Connie, and gives back to town for the other three. Gable is the only one who has the ball in his hand.

With Stu Erwin, Henry Armetta, Katherine Alexander and Billie Burke in the old family.

With the capable direction of Bob Leonard, we might name this one of the Ten Best Bet's of the month.

MYSTERY OF EDMON DROOD
Since his un-
deniable success in "T.T." Who Reclamed
His Head
Claude Rains seems to have "typing" himself as a dispenser of horror. But, as Mary Livingstone says, somebody's got to do it; and what better foil for him than the ever-fascinating, creep-
y mystery than Mr. Rains?
Here is a tale of a Jekyll-and-Hyde charismaster, who, after cathedral hours, turns ted because of his love for the girl who is engaged to his nephew.
It so happens that, while the two young people (David Manners and Heather Angel) have a deep affection for each other, she is in love with Douglas Mawson. While Manners loves Doug's sister, Valerie Holborn.
In the cathedral garden, Heather and David confess their true feelings, and as a result of the game their former, heart-
felt kiss that they have ever ex-
changed.
Unfortunately, Rains walks on the scene just in time to see the embrace.
And, next day, Drood is among the missing.

And, right here, Universal says: "What happened to Drood will not be revealed until the picture is completed and on the screen. Whether he ran away, was murdered, kidnapped, or anybody who might have had anything to do with his disappearance, is the mystery that remains unsolved when he died."

A solution has been worked out for the picture, but Director Stuart Walker, who is in charge of the film, won't reveal it! So until "The Mystery of Edwin Drood" hits the screen, that's all we can be to you...and you...and me. Just a mystery.

MISSISSIPPI
There was a poker game aboard the show boat, with the hilarious W. C. Fields on the business end of a "cold"
deck.

"I'll bet a stack," says the southern gentleman at Fields' left.

Children's

On-the-Set Reviews
(Continued from page 33)

"You bet!" Scotty hugged her.
"You do that for me and then we play Estelle!"

After the take, Baby Jane ran to her adored director held up her little face and with wise eyes told me everything!

Doris Anderson wrote the story of political intrigue, in which gubernatorial candidates are the helpless victims of Baby Jane's inexplicable impulse to call every-thing over.

When she pulls the "Daddy" business on Roger Pryor's political opponent, Roger makes the most of the situation, plugging the idea that the man's morals are not up to snuff. But, just as it begins to look as though the election were in the bag, little Janie turns around and adopts Roger!

Mary Astor takes care of the love interest in her usual capable manner, while Andy Devine grabs off comedy-honors.

And, if that cunning baby doesn't give Shirley Temple any much of a romance, we'll push a peanut up the Boulevard with our nose!

RHUMBA
Carole Lombard and George Raft might be called run-
ners-up for the season's dancing honors. At any rate, the way these two tackle the tricky routine of the popular rumba is what Aunt Effie would call "a caution!"

On the set, Carole and Raft were taking instructions from a pair of bottle-
deck Cabus, especially imported by Paramount to execute the complicated tango as it should be executed.
The two Cuban Cabus are brother and sister, and not more than 17 and 13 years old, respectively. But, boy! do they know their gyrations!
As the two of them worked them-

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Mary is a woman with defective hearing and Head Nurse Conservation, Miss Lombard, is in charge of Maude Leonard's invisible Ear Drums which resemble Ture Staphylococcus. In the Ear usually one out of eight. Run with batteries or hand sizes. They are inexpensive. Write for order and price of cases of Head, Bear-Deafness.
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“T’ll stay,” says the next chap, pushing in a stack.

“Me, too.” The third man adds his chips to the pile on the table.

“’M-m-m—’ that’s W. C. “Sorry, boy—I’ll have to bump that one stack.

And so it goes around. With four aces in his hand, Fields draws one card.

It’s another ace! What to do about it?

Pointing up the huck, he yells:

“Hey! What’s you’rin to do up there? Kill each other? And, when the other players turn to see what’s going on, he flings his extra ace over his shoulder and grabs another card from the deck. But it’s fast, that, too, is an ace. And so it goes, with more chucks per minute than you can easily handle.”

Even Eddie Sutherland, the director, gave up trying to control his chuckles, as Fields ad libbed and kept the entire crew in bursts of smothered merriment.

It’s Booth Tarkington’s story of an old-fashioned show boat working its way along the Mississippi and playing one-night stands at every stop.

Fields is the crass captain, and, at one of their stops, the entire company is invited to entertain at the engagement party of Bing Crosby and Gail Patrick.

During the course of the evening one of the guests gets excited and challenges Bing to a duel. When Bing declines the honor, Gail order him out of the house, calling him a coward and other uncomplimentary names.

Joan Bennett, Gail’s kid sister, follows Bing and tells him that she thinks he did the right thing. “Duels are so silly, she sighs.”

That night, Bing joins the showboat company and they steam down the river, with Fields telling everyone that our pet crooner is a tough guy . . . killer . . . and whatnot.

Bing doesn’t mind at first, but when Joan denounces him he decides he really will get tough! And from there on it’s a picnic! With a cast like this and a director like Sutherland, we’ve got to mention this among the Ten Best for the month.

AMBULANCE CALL

M-G-M

Chester Morris, wearing his best bedside manner, takes the lead as head intern in a hospital, and when he operates on a practically dying kid, the boy’s father’s wishes, he is unceremoniously fired out of the place, regardless of the fact that he has saved the boy’s life.

Billie Burke, a wealthy neurotic, has taken quite a shine to Morris and threatens to take her business elsewhere unless Chet is reinstated at once. She also offers to set our hero up in business for himself, and when her best girl, Virginia Bruce, announces her engagement to Robert Taylor, Chet’s best friend, he decides to take Miss Burke’s offer.

But before he can get his forces, biceps and what-have-you out of the place, a gangster, who is visiting his supposedly dying mother, makes a break for freedom. In blocking the forward pass, Chet is seriously wounded. It looks like a corny, with only one chance in a million that a delicate operation will do the trick.

When Taylor sets that Virginia really loves Chet after all, he rolls up his sleeves, Virginia rolls in the gas tank, and Chet is saved for posterity.

George Seifert directs this picture, taken from the play, “The Harbour,” by Theodore Reeves.

RUGGLES OF RED GAP

PARAMOUNT

If you like to laugh, don’t fail to see this one. If you don’t like to laugh, see it anyway.

The combination of Mary Randolph and Charles Ruggles is funny enough, but, with Charles Laughton and Zasu Pitts teamed up for romantic interest, . . . and Roland Young and Maude Ebarne handing out their own particular brand of nonsense . . . and Baby LeRoy tossing monkey-shies into the ensemble . . .

After making a pike of dough in Red Gap, Roland and Ruggles cut for London, determined to go in social in a big way. Enchanted with Charles Laughton’s butting, they offer him more money than he’s ever heard of to return to Red Gap and act as official door-opener, weskuit-button-upper, and such like.

Out in the Golden West, Laughton worries of the building business, finding more charm and adventure in dirty bandanas and high-heeled boots. So the amorous fellow goes Western with a bang and all consequences.

Most of you must have read the book, written by Harry Leon Wilson some years ago. Or, perhaps you saw the earlier screen version? At any rate, we’re betting that you’ll join me in picking this as another of the month’s Ten Best.

I MURDERED A MAN

UNIVERSAL

For the customars who are uneasy in screen plots, here is a unique murder mystery that really isn’t a mystery at all. The audience is permitted to watch the hunt, perform the dastardly deed, and then try and solve the blame onto an innocent bystander.

Charles Bickford, a slick attorney, hates Sidney Blackmer to pieces because Sidney is about to marry Helen Vinson, the woman Bickford loves.

Having successfully abided guilty criminals out of the house-gove, Bickford figures he can murder his rival, build up one of his famous aliases and get away with it, jury systems being what they are and nothing to worry about if you’re smart.

So Blackmer dies, and, after sprinkling Helen’s personal effects all over the place, Charlie says: “I done it, help me!” which, of course, leads everyone to believe that’s he’s merely trying to protect the woman in the case.

It works like a charm, until Osmol Stevens, another clever lawyer, gets on the case. And how he brings about Bickford’s downfall makes a highly interesting picture of this novel story, by Colin Clemens and Florence Kyerson.

Eddie Laemmle directs with a keen eye to emotional intensity and a cracking good climax.

ALL THE KING’S HORSES

PARAMOUNT

This story was originally an operetta, “Carlo,” by Laurence Clark and Max Giersberg, and it tells the story of a bored and bearded king who, after relieving himself of his beard, discovers that he is the image of a famous movie star!

Probably because of the beard, the queen, Mary Ellis, skips out on her royal mate, Carl Brisson, making it pretty plain that she will not return until there have been a few changes made.

With the advent of Brisson, the movie actor, H. R. H. decides he could do with a little vacation, himself. So, installing (Please turn to page 66)
Separate because sees he. started I spaghetti guess might Car-

New Features

De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads have the new, soft, flexible, flesh color, waterproof Stainless covering. Invisible under sheer hose, won't soil, stick to the stockings or off the bath. Separate Moistened Disks are included for removing corns or callouses. Sold everywhere. Be sure to get a box today.

New Deluxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads

People who have "tried everything" for asthma report that they have found a way, at last, to obtain effective relief. In many cases, all symptoms gone! Miss Kath-
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Cari as King for a day, away he flies to pick up a few modern ideas in Vienna.

The new traffic light is ready to be turned on. The stop light is green, and it is going to be red, and the red light is red, and the green light is green, and the yellow light is yellow.

New Features

De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads have the new, soft, flexible, flesh color, waterproof Stainless covering. Invisible under sheer hose, won't soil, stick to the stockings or off the bath. Separate Moistened Disks are included for removing corns or callouses. Sold everywhere. Be sure to get a box today.

New Deluxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads

Youthful FOLK BEAUTY

see amazing results now and every time you use

BONCILLA BEAUTIFIER

Your skin quickly becomes fine and blo-

AUGUST 1935

E.M.G.

To the editor:

I'm not troubled with ASTHMA any more!

I've been troubled with asthma since I was a child. I have tried everything known to man, but nothing seemed to work. I was afraid to go out of the house because of the fear of an attack. I was always tired and weak. I was told by my doctor that I would never be able to live a normal life.

Two years ago, I started using Boncilla Beautifier, and I have been amazed at the results. My asthma has disappeared, and I am able to do everything that I want. I am no longer afraid to go out of the house, and I am able to live a normal life.

I would like to recommend Boncilla Beautifier to anyone who is troubled with asthma. It has been a Godsend to me, and I am sure it will be to others also.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Johnson

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Embittered by the tragedy, George travels the world over, getting into scrap after scrap, and always being extricated by his one good friend, Warren Williams.

I fell in love with Kay Francis, but upon discovering that she is the light of Warren's life, Brent goes on a terrific drunk, picks a fight, and lands in jail.

As usual, Warren gets him out, laughs off the idea that he, too, loves Kay, and Life has its usual string of situations that end in getting married.

But George's reckless nature doesn't take kindly to the peace and quiet of married life, and, while he loves Kay devoutly, still he can't get over his wild ways.

Nursing a bunch that Warren would make a better husband for her, Brent is back in the back seat, ending his bitter life and leaving Kay to the tender mercies of his pal.

The incomparable Frank Borzage di-

ONCE A GENTLEMAN

ty-first birthday, or anything else—should be taken seriously!

And that speed? The super-directive Tulio Carminati, is the keynote of Bradley King's story of "love on the continent."

By a busy bee, the fascinating Carminati flits from flower to flower, taking nothing seriously and having a swell time doing it. Tulio Birell thinks she has the fickle gentleman pretty well in hand until he meets up with Lilian Harvey and tumbles out of his well-ordered life into nothing short of ro-

Unwilling to believe that he has really fallen for Tulio, the Englishman loves to watch the willing Lilian and then up and leaves her, explaining to her that it is all for the best.

That's until Lilian gets herself engaged to Hugh Williams, who is Carminati's kid brother. Then our hero hauls down his colors, backhauls on everything he ever said about life being a bowl of second-hand ice cubes, and the story ends with everybody happy and the boy who seemed to be able to take it like a man, nevertheless.

The picture had just gone into production the day we visited the set, and there was very little doing. However, with that old maestro, Victor Scher-

VANESSA

More period. More bilious spirits to trip over.

But with our delightfully Helen Hayes doing the honors in antique frills and fur-trims, well I guess we'll find that we'll be able to take this one, too, won't we?

In this Hugh Walpole story, Bob Montgomery is a black sheep, who, because of ancestral gypsy blood in his veins, strays long and often from the fold. But Helen Hayes is a forty-second cousin, cannot keep his roaming boots under the family tail.

After a year's absences, he returns to find Helen mad at him.

A mile piped, Bob stomps out to the ocean's edge, finds himselfced and proceedings to get rear ending drunk, waking up in the morning to find himself married to the innkeeper's sister.

To square matters up, Helen takes her broken heart down the church aisle (Please turn to page 67)
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with Otto Kruger, another distant cousin who is suffering from a mental ail-
ment. It's all very sad, and, after a spell of trying to do right by their respective mates, Helen and Bob settle down and make up for lost time in a cozy cottage on the Cumberland estate.

Just crazy enough to be smart, Kruger coaxes his straying bride back home, where she dies of pneumonitis, leaving Bob to carry on, confident in the belief that their great love is not ending, but just beginning.

May Robson does her usual beautiful job of playing the aged grandmother, and William K. Howard directs the tragic romance.

CAPRICE ESPAÑOLE

For days, we hung around the outside of the stage where Marlene Diet-
rich was giving her all, dramatically, for "Svengali" Von Sternberg. Here's a tale of a capricious Spanish dancer who adjoins herself into men's hearts, breaks up a flock of happy homes, and generally misbehaves her-
self in a charming and uncensorable manner.

Skipped-hopping along the trail of busted hearts, Marlene all of a sudden meets up with Caesar Romero, and... Pop! goes her own emotional generator. And serves her right, too.

Forlornly reviewing her past escapades, Miss Dietrich sadly renounces the one Great Love of her life, feeling that she's not good enough for the Spanish Big Moment. And, to atone further for her past mistakes, she re-
turns to Lionel Atwill, the man to whom she owes plenty. Which isn't so bad, either, because Atwill has enough money to make it more or less interesting for her.

Dietrich never looked better than she does in the colorful Spanish costumes, with hair fancifully arranged and a three-pound comb perched atop her golden tresses.

ROBERTA

Randolph Scott thinks he is in love with another gal, until he meets Irene Dunne, a princess incognito and head designer in his aunt's gown shop.

When Randy's first romance arrives in Paris, all set to pick up the tangled threads of a beautiful friendship, Fred Astaire, Scott's pal (and a dancing band leader) and Miss Dunne rig the intruding lady up in a backless, front-
less creation. Considering the creation indecent, our hero breaks, once and for all, with the erstwhile girl of his dreams, leaving the field clear for his real love, Irene.

Ginger Rogers, an old flame of Astaire's, is dancing at the same night club where Fred's ensemble is "blowing" it, and that, gives the inimitable Mister Astaire a swell chance to repeat on his hot foot-work which thrilled us all in "The Gay Divorcée."

There is a gorgeous fashion display that will probably send more than a few husbands and wives home mad at each other; and Miss Dunne warbles sweetly and pleasingly, as of yore.

William Seiter, who just can't seem to get away long enough to cover Niagara Falls with his brand new bride, Marian Nixon, directs this successful musical play, written by Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach.

We're giving this one four stars, sight unseen.

AND with that, dear patient Public we'll hop off the merry-go-round, peek at a few coming productions, and be back next month to tell you all about it.

Your children's health tomorrow depends upon their food today!

A STRONG, healthy body helps your children to win games now... and to win all through life. Nothing is more important in building good health than good food. So the Home Service Bureau has prepared two pamphlets on feeding children which will prove helpful guides in feeding your boys and girls correctly.

Food for Babies

Milk in the diet and simple milk recipes for young children . . . vegetables and how to serve them . . . fruits for babies . . . the importance of fruit juices . . . cereals . . . meat and eggs . . . menus.

Food for Children of All Ages


These helpful food pamphlets are 10c each and contain a great deal of information that mothers want. Send your letter to RITA CALHOUN

TOWER MAGAZINES, INC.
55 Fifth Avenue . . . New York, N. Y.

With the aid of our New Method circulars you can make these things to brighten up your winter wardrobe:

Ma372—Here is a hat of the latest shape that you can easily make from heavy crochet cotton.

Ma373—The scarf is made from three balls of dark crochet cotton with one ball of white for the border.

Ma374—To add a fresh touch to a dark dress, make one of these collars from white crochet cotton.

Ma375—A jaunty beret made from light-weight woolen material or heavy silk. The design can be easily altered to fit any head size.

Ma376—Flower-trimmed collars are a new note for Spring. Here's a simple little silk collar trimmed with artificial gardenias.

Ma377—Make this crocheted purse to match your late winter dress or new spring outfit.

Ma378—A collar ingeniously made entirely of ribbon gives a smart dress-maker touch to one of your late winter dresses.

Ma379—Taffeta silk in two colors was used to make this flattering puff collar, to wear with suit or coat.

Ma380—Here's a smart little blouse you can make from silk or cotton to go with separate skirt or suit.

Write Miss Frances Cowles, care of NEW MOVIE Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., enclosing 4 cents for one circular, 10 cents for 3 circulars or 15 cents for all nine. Be sure to indicate which circulars you want by the numbers given in the accompanying descriptions.
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SHEILA paled. "But, Officer," she pleaded, "I couldn't have been going that fast..."

"Harassment," said the officer. "Talking back to an officer, huh?... Lemme see your Licence!"

And while Miss Mannors fumbled nervously for the desired document, Jory yanked off the goggles and howled with laughter.

THERE'S just one thing against being honest, and that's that it sorta hampers your career as a movie actor.

"Why, son," blurted out Mr. Littie, Dickie Walters if he's hungry, and, according to the script, Dickie is supposed to answer "Yes."

Ten times out of ten, however, the kid said "No!" on account of, doggone it; he really wasn't hungry!

So the company had to wait 'til the desired "Yes!" was forthcoming!

TIM McCoy tells the best cold weather true story on record. Some time ago, on one of his visits to his cattle ranch in Wyoming, McCoy was directed to put up at a little country hotel where the business of keeping warm was a proposition not easily solved.

Raising early, Tim hurried downstairs to thaw himself out by the old-fashioned stove in the lobby, while he listened to another disgruntled guest grumble about the cold rooms.

As the other guest talked, a milkman entered the room through a back door. He was clad in a long fur coat, felt boots and a fur cap; and from his mustache, two-inch icicles dangled.

The disgruntled guest regarded him with surprise. "Well," he said at last, "what room did you have stranger?"

INCIDENTALLY, Tim is the only living white man who really knows the Indian sign language.

"If you ask me the way to a certain hotel," he told his leading lady a few of the less difficult expressions. But, women being what they are, the only phrase she really needs is the one that says: "Will you eat?"

THIS has been done before, but NEMO is not too old to keep a warm spot in his heart for the gag.

When Frank Capra went to the hospital for an appendix operation Bob Rikinn, as writer, sent him a wire that read: "Sorry not to be present at your opening!"

HOOF Fred Keating, used to the night life of the theater and the right royal legitimate habit of sleeping until noon, can't get on to the idea of rising at six in the morning and getting ready to be on the set by eight o'clock.

Even when he retired at the unwary hour of ten o'clock, the habit of years with him never was to go to bed "sleepy" until somehow around one or two in the morning.

"It isn't the night life that gets me," he complains. "It's the day life!"

AND so... Margaret Sullivan and Director William Wyler were married!

This was the real surprise of the year, because the way those two fought all during the making of "The Good Fairy," everyone who worked on the set with them thought it would actually come to murder instead of matrimony!
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Half way through "Clive of India," Lister noticed that his waistline was taking on startling proportions. And, when his doctor discovered that the man had been eating avocados for breakfast, lunch and dinner--well, no wonder!

P.S. Mister Lister is on a lettuce and tomato diet for a while.

JUNE KIGHT, who recently married Paul Anese, has probably one of the most ardent fans in the world.

Not so long ago she received a letter from a youngster who said that, in trying to get one of June's pictures away from his father, he fell down the cellar steps, breaking his collar bone, breast bone, and two ribs!

June sent him one of the largest and best photos in her collection.

THE garage of Ralph Bellamy's new Palm Springs home is so situated that it's almost impossible to get a car in or out without hitting the house or ramming the car into a sand bank.

After watching the chauffeur try himself at it, with small success, Ralph confidently undertook to show the man exactly how it should be done. With the result that he swirled the car, speedily and elegantly, into the drive-way, and--smack into a sand dune!

Shame-facced, Ralph turned around and prepared to face the justifiable scorn of his chauffeur...

But, the man was already off in search of a couple of shovels, and the next five hours were spent in digging the car out!

HOLLYWOOD folks sort of gave Santa Claus the cold shoulder, on account of the opening of the Arcadia race track on Christmas Day.

John Cromwell, the director, had two horses entered; Gable's ashtray winner was at the post; Mae West entered a horse; and, of course, Ken Maynard's prize ponies were on hand to do their bit for Master Ken.

SPEAKING of John Cromwell reminds me of his wife, Kay Johnson, whose worst fault is forgetfulness.

Their wedding anniversary is on the fourteenth of October and Kay never has been able to keep track of it. But, this year, she decided to fool her adoring husband.

Coming home on the night of the fourth, John found the entire house fairly quivering with expectancy. The dinner table was beautifully decorated, and Kay herself was running around like mad with a mysterious package concealed behind her back.

As the dinner progressed, Kay slowly began to madder and madder, and, finally, with the desert, she threw the package on the table and wept: "You tell me I don't remember dates and things, and then you forget our anniversary!"

Shaking with laughter, Cromwell pulled his wailing wife down on his knee and told her she was just ten days early.

"But, you did pretty well, honey," he consoled her. "At least, the four part was right!"

Because I think of the way I used to suffer regularly, setting aside certain days when any activity was out of the question—even walking any distance—you may know how grateful I am for Midol. Now, I have no such pain, or even discomfort. I ride horseback on the days that once demanded absolute quiet."

This is not the experience of just one woman. Thousands could tell how Midol has given back those days once given over to suffering.

Midol might end all periodic pain for you. And even if it didn't, you would get a measure of relief well worth while. Remember, this is a special medicine, recommended by specialists for this particular purpose. But it is not a narcotic, so don't be afraid of the speed with which Midol takes hold.

You may obtain these tablets at any drugstore. Get some today, and be prepared. Taken in time, they may spare you any pain at all. Or relieve such pain at any time. They are effective for several hours, so two tablets should see you through your worst day.

Just ask the druggist for Midol. Or look for it on his toilet goods counter. Or let the makers send you some to try. Whatever you do, don't decline this comfort any longer.

An Invitation

try it without expense; mail this to Midol, 170 Variel St., N. Y., and receive trial box free.

Name

Address

The New Movie Magazine, March, 1935
Now looks and feels like a new woman, thanks to Dr. EDWARDS

DON'T let your skin get blotchy — don't let headaches dull your eyes and fill your cheeks with wrinkles. This very night, give Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets a trial. For 20 years, they have helped thousands banish unsightly blemishes and pimples; have made dull cheeks bloom again with girthy beauty.

"The internal cosmetic"

An efficient substitute for calomel and much easier to take, Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets get at the cause of so many poor complaints. They help nature restore normal action in the intestines and sweep out distressing poisons of constipation.

See and feel how this tested compound of vegetable ingredients can bring back the buoyant joy of health. No gripping, Safe and harmless. Non-habit forming. For listless, sallow skin. Nothing better. 15¢, 50¢, and 60¢
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They tried
"Moist-Throat" Method!

more than 104 pounds soaking wet and with a rock in each pocket.

Upon reaching the climax of a funny (to Nat) story ... Bang! ... and the hefty gent delivered a slap on the lad's back that fairly knocked her into her plate of soup! And, before the poor girl could come up for the third time ... BANG! ... and the lady's schnozzle made a three-point landing in a dish of fruit salad!

It's all very hectic, and, if some of the lighter falling of the press sky off from the curate Nat ... let's just matter of preferring to stay healthy!

These crooners are that sickly. After being the most fnelliger godfather in the business, Bing Crosby for no reason at all, tossed the love of his life overboard and dived into tennis!

Well, all we can say is Fred Parry had better look to his laurels!

Men, if you’re taking on weight, try Victor Jory’s reducing routine.

Every day, for three weeks, he walked and ran five miles, played three sets of tennis, rode horseback for three hours, and, in between times, rode a bicycle!

Of course, he weighed himself just as much as he had before he started exercising, but ... did he have fun?

WE're beginning to believe that Garbo has a sense of humor that is second to none! Dick Cromwell tells this one on the lady, and swears it's true, so help me! It seems that Our Lady of Silence walked into a nut store on the Boulevard and ordered several pounds of her favorite pecans.

Passing the shop, Dick spied her, and, being as much of a Garbo fan as any of us, stopped to gaze at the elusive lady.

"So she wouldn’t see me," Dick says, "I sort of peeked at her under my arm pit!” and raising his arm, he demonstrated just how this might be done.

Noting the glancing eye of Mr. Cromwell, a curious crowd soon gathered, and, upon discovering nothing other than Garbo’s use of the exit, the excitement, stopped to gaze and ogle, even as Dick.

Looking around, Garbo saw the motley crowd, mouths open and eyes popping.

"Gott!” she murmured. "Dis iss enough nuts to last me da rest of my life!”

AND, before we forget it, Dick Cromwell has a new Japanese valet whose best attempt at pronouncing his master’s name is: “Liz-ee Clam-ee!”

But then ... Dick can’t pronounce the valet’s name, either, so compromises by calling the lad “Togo.”

Which ought to make it fairly, we’d say.

The prize chickens of W. C. Fields might have come to an untimely end, but for the quick thinking of Mary Brian, Bill’s neighbor at Tolus Lake.

While still was at the top of his game, a heavy rain came down from the mountains and washed his chicken coop, prime hens and all, far out from the lake.

For a while, Mary witnessed the near disaster, hopped into her row boat and towed the frightened cacklers to safety.

And now, we might add that W. C. is almost “that way” about the quick-thinking Mary.

LUNCHING at the Brown Derby, we noticed a lot of things: mainly that Francis Lederer is quite in a dither about Mary Anita Loos; Patricia Ellis and Fred Keating are still going strong, despite dozens of an engagement; Dick Powell and Mary Brian just can’t conceal the light-in-the-eye in their eyes; and Loretta Young, exhibiting more than a little interest in the good-looking James Cagney!

NEXT time Roger Pryor goes golfing, he’s taking a shooting iron with him, and no fooling!

Just as he was about to sink a par putt near the fifteenth green, a flock of wary ducks settled down all around him, and, the way Roger tells it, one of them had the audacity to lay an egg in the hole!

Well, that’s one way to make a hole in one?

AND, speaking of birds... Douglass Montgomery has gone in for raising peacocks! All of Doug’s spare time is spent in building new houses for the naughty birds, and studying their health and habits.

Which just isn’t nothing at all. You ought to see James Blakely coaxing his pet turtles out of the water and getting them to talk like humans, merely by calling them by name?

Back in his home town, Grant Withers swears there’s a man named “Rainwater,” who runs the public swimming pool!

IT must be the “real thing,” my friends.

Because Sally Eilers doesn’t like to eat in public with her make-up on, friend bus bounces lunch to her dressing-room, every day, and the two of them eat it together.

THEY’ve had one heck of a time getting their stars to move into the beautiful new dressing-rooms just erected on the M-G-M lot.

It was a death-struggle, getting Lionel Barrymore to leave his moth-eaten bungalow and take up residence in the ultra-swanky quarters but, eventually, it was accomplished. It took our Lionel only about two days to clutter up the new palace and fill it with enough pipe smoke to make him feel at home.

Garbo, upon being urged at least to look at the new place, shook her head and sighed: "I tank I stay where I am!"

And you just know there wasn’t any argument!

With bull-tongue tenacity, Wallace Beery clung to his little old “dog house” on the back lot.

"I ain’t up to that fancy business," he argued, "Leave me be, will ya?"

We’ll be seeing you next month.

HOW TO GET NEW MOVIE EVERY MONTH

It’s a convenience and a time-saver to have the forthcoming New Movie to your home every month. The coupon below ... plus $1.00 (or $2.00 for 2 months) ... will begin your subscription.

TOWER MAGAZINES, INC. 55 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

Please send me New Movie for one year. I am enclosing ... (check or money-order) ... (the amount due). I even my subscription to begin with the ... issue.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

City: ____________________________
Do I Look Unpleasant?
(Continued from page 49)

...hool children to teach her new steps to them. In their juvenile efforts at garage

dramatics, Helen was always at the head of things. She bullied the other young

Theespans into letting her be

leading lady, and also insisted upon di-

recting the other actors in their lesser

portrayals.

Such managerial ability and histrionic

enthusiasm, Mrs. Rulfs was sure, must

indicate talent and a sense of the

Theater.

But when Helen was twelve, she be-

gan riding lessons and dramatics were

forgotten. Now she would gather toget-

her all the kids in the neighborhood

and urge them to straddle saddles and

chairs in her mother’s living-room, and

practice equestrienne tricks with her.

Mrs. Rulfs sighed to see her living-

room furniture thus handled and de-

cided the acting had been just a passing

fancy after all, rather than an indica-

tion of special talent. But the stage

bag bit the girl again and this time

really did lead to a career.

Helen was divorced last year. She
doesn’t like to talk about it now, but a

story of her life and especially her
 arterial background would be in-

complete without mention of Harry

Dickerman and his very real assistance

to her in reaching the goal she had set

for herself.

After Helen left the University, she

and her mother went East for a visit

with friends. It was then the couple

met. Mr. Dickerman, a very wealthy

carpenter manufacturer of Philadelphia, fell in

love at first sight with the beautiful

Texas girl. He followed her back to

Houston and in March, 1924, six months

after their introduction, they were mar-

ried there, after which they moved to

Philadelphia.

It was in Philadelphia that the lucky

bride’s game occurred. Helen lost the

card game, but she really won. Her

partner turned out to be a stock com-

pany producer in the city who offered

the pretty Mrs. Dickerman a part in

his next show.

What started as a lark soon became

a thrilling adventure. She poured all

her enthusiasm into this new work of

her and found she really loved the

stage and wanted a try at a real career.

Her husband was proud of her and,

rather than disappointing of her ambi-

tions, urged her on, with lessons in dic-

tion, dancing, singing and everything

else that might help her advance.

After a few months in stock, she

made a visit to New York with half an

idea of getting a job on Broadway.

A friend introduced her to an actor’s

agent who was promptly impressed

with her. "You probably can’t act, but you’re
certainly pretty enough to be in pictures," the agent declared.

"Well, that’s the race I’m going to

fool you," replied Helen. "If I can’t act

now, I will be before I’m through, or I’ll

know the reason why.”

So Helen landed on Broadway. Then

came a hit show, “Death Takes a Holi-

day.” An engagement or two in Broad-

way was the best entree into the talkies,

the agent advised. And sure enough,

along came an offer from Hollywood.

She’s been there ever since. You

probably seen her in “Little Giant,”

“Two Against the World,” “The Power

and the Glory,” “As Husbands Go,”

“The Kennel Murder Case,” and “The

Life of Vergie Winter,” in which she

has proved to that doubting agent—and

the fans as well—that she can act as

well as look pretty.

WHY, haven’t YOU HEARD?

Surely, if you haven’t al-

dready ordered a subscrip-

tion to Tiny Tower for your

small children it’s simply be-cause

you haven’t heard! So here’s

the news. Tiny Tower is bigger!

It’s more fun! And it’s the only

play magazine of its kind for

boys and girls. Children love the

games, stories, rhymes, comics

and things to do which each issue

contains.

Tiny Tower means good

times every month. The very

special thing to make in the

March issue, now on sale, is a

play camera. If your boys and

girls have been playing “taking

pictures” you know how much

fun they’ll have. There’s a

surprise in it, too! Four Valen-
tines to make. . . a story about

Tinker and Taffy’s Valentine

party . . . paper dolls and a

February calendar are some of

the other things the children

will especially like.

All this fun for twelve issues

costs only $1.00. Olive Reid,

Tiny Tower Magazine, 55

Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.,

will take care of your subscrip-
tion if you write her, stating with what

issue you want to begin.

CORN S

CALLOU

ES MOS H

REMOVES THEM

FROM YOUR

FACE!

STICKY

LIP

MARKS

REMOVES

SMUDGES

EVER

REMOVES

RAL

DANDS

POSSIBLE...

Pass this
coupon on to

your friends and mail today.

YOUR NAME

Please name the person.

City and Zone

Dropship:

Mr. or Miss

Address

THE MOSH CO., Rochester, N. Y.
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"SUB SOIL GROWS GOOD BLACKHEANDS"

ONLY A PENETRATING FACE CREAM WILL REACH THAT UNDER-SURFACE DIRT!

by Lady Esther

These pesky Blackheads and Whiteshates that keep popping out in your skin—they have their roots in a bed of under-surface dirt.

That under-surface dirt is also the cause of other heart-breaking blemishes, such as: Enlarged Pores, Dry and Scaly Skin, Muddy and Sallow Skin.

There is only one way to get rid of these skin troubles and that is to cleanse your skin to the depths.

A Face Cream that Gets Below the Surface

It takes a penetrating face cream to reach that hidden "second layer" of dirt; a face cream that gets right down into the pores and cleans them out from the bottom.

Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream is definitely a penetrating face cream. It is a reaching and searching face cream. It does not just lie on the surface. It works its way into the pores immediately. It penetrates to the very bottom of the pores, dissolves the imprisoned waxy dirt and floats it to the surface where it is easily wiped off.

No other face cream has quite the action of Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream. No other face cream is quite so searching, so penetrating.

It Does 4 Things for the Benefit of Your Skin

First, it cleanses the pores to the very bottom.

Second, it lubricates the skin. Reapplies it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin soft and flexible.

Third, because it cleanses the pores thoroughly, the pores open and close naturally and become normal in size, invisibly small.

Fourth, it provides a smooth, non-sticky base for face powder.

Prove It at My Expense!

I want you to see for yourself what Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream will do for your skin. So I offer you a 7-day supply free of charge.

Write today for this 7-day supply and put it to the test on your skin.

Note the dirt that this cream gets out of your skin the very first cleansing. Mark how your skin seems to get lighter in color as you continue to use the cream. Note how clear and radiant your skin becomes and how soft and smooth.

Even in three days’ time you will see such a difference in your skin as to amaze you. But let Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream speak for itself. Mail a postcard or the coupon below for the 7-day trial supply.

FREE

(You can past this on a penny postcard.)

Lady Esther 200 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Please send me by return mail your 7-day supply of Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Name

Address

City, State

[If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.]
**ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS WHOSE LETTERS TOLD ABOUT FRIENDLY HELPFUL SERVICES OFFERED BY**

**Grocery Salespeople**

The eighty-two prizes are announced below. Prize winning letters for department store experiences will be announced in a subsequent issue.

**First Prize . . $250.00**

**MRS. THERESA MONROE . . . ETIWANDA, CALIFORNIA**

**Second Prize . . $100.00**

**MRS. FAY WEINSTEIN . . . BROOKLYN, N. Y.**

**Third Prize . . $50.00**

**MRS. MARSHALL J. SMITH . . . MEMPHIS, TENN.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fourth Prize . . $25.00</th>
<th>Sixth Prize . . $5.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. ETHEL PRESLEY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Carthage, Mississippi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. WALLACE W. BOERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bedford, Ohio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAM S. GODDINGTON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cincinnati, Ohio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOWARD MARTIN</strong></td>
<td><strong>Columbus, Ohio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. RAE BUTTON</strong></td>
<td><strong>S. Bellingham, Wash.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. J. F. HARENZA</strong></td>
<td><strong>Loup City, Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELLIE REES</strong></td>
<td><strong>Lake City, Iowa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. MARJORIE ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W. S. SCHMITT</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. C. M. STEVENS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. OTTO HUNSAKER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOROTHY KLEINER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRY B. MCCORMICK</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. A. HOLTSON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRY M. DICKINSON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. C. RINE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WM. C. STILLEY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. E. DONALDSON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. A. EUBANKS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. DOROTHY ERLER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. E. L. HAZEL GARNER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISS CHARLOTTE T. EVANS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HONEY LEE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IDA GANSKY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. HELEN McHUGH</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDITH A. SHEPARD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. FRANK HARMON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MABEL KRAMER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F. W. WOOD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALTA M. TOEPPE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N. FREDERICK GAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. WALTER F. DZUKEK</strong></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tenn.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fifth Prize . . $10.00</th>
<th><strong>Bogalusa, La.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. ANNA F. DEITZ</strong></td>
<td><strong>Kearney, Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. ROBERTA KLEINER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Portland, Oregon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. GLENN ALLISON</strong></td>
<td><strong>Omaha, Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. V. COLUMBUS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Menlo Park, Calif.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. V. COLUMBUS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Portland, Oregon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. MRS. LUISE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Quincy, Mass.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. W. F. WRIGHT</strong></td>
<td><strong>Philadelphia, Pa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MR. JOSEPH F. TOOMY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Governors Island, N. Y.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAYMOND E. MAHER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Portland, Oregon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. OWEN O'NEIL</strong></td>
<td><strong>Funk, Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. MRS. E. WEBSTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Elmira, N. Y.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. EDWARD CLARK</strong></td>
<td><strong>Long Island, N. Y.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. H. J. DANELZ</strong></td>
<td><strong>South Bend, Indiana</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUISE B. COLMAR</strong></td>
<td><strong>Audubon, Iowa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. T. P. HARDY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Woodstown, N. J.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. H. G. BISHOP</strong></td>
<td><strong>Philadelphia, Pa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mr. Horace W. Pote</strong></td>
<td><strong>Philadelphia, Pa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. C. F. HIGGINS</strong></td>
<td><strong>San Francisco, Calif.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. W. F. WRIGHT</strong></td>
<td><strong>Westfield, Mass.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MR. JOSEPH F. TOOMY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jackson, Mich.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAYMOND E. MAHER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Detroit, Mich.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. OWEN O'NEIL</strong></td>
<td><strong>Louisville, Ky.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. MRS. E. WEBSTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ashtabula, Ohio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. EDWARD CLARK</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middletown, N. Y.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. H. J. DANELZ</strong></td>
<td><strong>Webster Grove, Missouri</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUISE B. COLMAR</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Pa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. T. P. HARDY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Montebello, Calif.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. N. H. BISHOP</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Wickedness for your cheeks

in this utterly new kind of dry rouge

Yes, wickedness! First, because the reds themselves are wicked reds . . . paganly appealing hues that stir the senses . . . rapturous, primitive reds, each as certainly seductive as a jungle rhythm. Truly, you have never seen anything like them before. It's wicked for another reason, too. SAVAGE Rouge is so much finer in texture than ordinary rouge that it blends into the skin to give a thrilling, pulse-quickening, natural effect, instead of the usual artificial look imparted by the regular coarse rouges. Its fineness, too, makes it cling as dry rouge has never clung before. The infinitely fine particles actually keep cheeks wickedly red all day . . . or all night! SAVAGE Rouge is only twenty cents, but it is worth . . . well, try it and see what happens!

In identical shades, for the sake of harmony between cheeks and lips, there is SAVAGE Lipstick . . . the justly famous transparent colored lipstick that makes lips alluringly red without leaving even a trace of pastiness. Or, for those who prefer it, there is SAVAGE Lip and Cheek Rouge. Then, to add the final note of excitement to your loveliness, there is SAVAGE Face Powder, the finer textured powder that clings savagely, many tempting hours longer than a face powder is expected to cling!

SAVAGE, CHICAGO

20¢ at all leading ten cent stores
Every woman knows what one shopper meant when she said recently: "I don't know any task as exhausting as shopping. I often slip away for a Camel when I'm getting too tired. A Camel soon restores my energy. And it tastes simply delightful! I enjoy Camel's mild flavor so much that I smoke quite a lot. And I can smoke as many Camels as I like, without ever bothering my nerves."

BUSINESS MAN.
Irving J. Pritchard says: "Camels give me a 'lift' in energy that eases the strain of the business day and drives away fatigue. Since turning to Camels, I smoke all I want, and never have upset nerves."

SQUASH RACQUETS CHAMPION. John L. Summers, National Pro Champion, says: "After a tournament, I smoke a Camel. In no time at all my energy is brimming again. . . . And Camels never jangle my nerves."

AVIATOR. Col. Roscoe Turner: "A speed flyer uses up energy. Smoking a Camel gives one a 'refill' in energy. After smoking a Camel, I get a new feeling of vim."

For Your Enjoyment!

THE CAMEL CARAVAN
featuring
WALTER O'KEEFE
ANNETTE HANSHAW • GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos never get on your Nerves!
HOW FATHERHOOD SOFTENED
E. G. (HARD-GUY) ROBINSON

James Montgomery Flagg Reveals

The GARBO YOU NEVER KNEW
Awaken love with the lure men can't resist... exotic, tempting irresistible perfume. It stirs senses... thrills... sets hearts on fire. Use Irresistible Perfume and know the mad joy of being utterly irresistible. Men will crowd around you... paying you compliments... begging for dates. Your friends will envy your strange new power to win love.

To be completely fascinating, use all the IRRESISTIBLE BEAUTY AIDS. Each has some special feature that gives you glorious new loveliness. Irresistible Lip Lure is the new lip-stick that melts into your lips leaving no paste or film... just soft, warm, ripe, red, indelible color that makes your lips beg for kisses. Four gorgeous shades to choose from. Irresistible Face Powder is so sating-fine and clinging that it hides small blemishes... stays on for hours... gives you a skin that invites caresses.

Be irresistible tonight... buy Irresistible Beauty Aids today. Ask at your 5 and 10¢ store for Irresistible Perfume, Lip Lure, Face powder, Vanishing, Liquefying, Cold Cream, Cologne, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder. Guaranteed to be pure. Full size packages only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.

Irresistible
Perfume and Beauty Aids
FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
EVERY woman knows what wonders a smile can work ... what a flaunting little banner of loveliness it can be.

But do you realize what a shock of disappointment follows a smile that gives a glimpse of dingy teeth and tender gums—of the damage that neglect of "pink tooth brush" can lead to?

DON'T IGNORE "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

You can't afford to take chances—to ignore a warning that threatens your smile and your dental health. Dental science has explained and stressed that warning—"pink tooth brush." Foods that rob our gums of exercise—soft and creamy dishes that tempt our palates but lull our gums to sleep—those are the reasons for the modern plague of tender, ailing gums.

If your tooth brush even occasionally shows "pink"—do the sensible thing. Don't let yourself in for serious gum troubles—for gingivitis, Vincent's disease or pyorrhea. Get a tube of Ipana Tooth Paste today and follow regularly this healthful routine. Start today!

Brush your teeth regularly. But—care for your gums with Ipana, too. Each time, massage a little extra Ipana into your lazy, tender gums. Ipana with massage helps speed circulation, aids in toning the gum tissue and in bringing back necessary firmness.

Your teeth will be whiter—your gums healthier—and your smile will be lovelier with Ipana and massage.

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?

Use the coupon below, if you like, to bring you a trial tube of Ipana. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not begin, today, to get the full benefit of the Ipana treatment in a full-size tube? Buy it now—and get a full month of scientific dental care . . . 100 brushings . . . and a quick start toward firmer gums and brighter teeth.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-45
73 West Street, New York, N.Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3¢ stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City __________________ State ________

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
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A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

If ever an industry could be called American, it is the motion picture industry, more popularly known as “the movies.” Nowhere else in the world does such a large army of followers flock week after week to see, hear and be entertained by the vivid and oft-times inspired creations of the producers of the flickering images. The old world has its operas, its pageants and spectacles, and its song festivals, but in America the “movie” holds first place in the hearts of the public. Something like 120,000,000 persons attend picture shows each year. Nowhere else in the world could such a huge audience be drawn to any kind of entertainment. And these “fans” are not the type to accept anything that comes along. They demand, and get, the kind of pictures they desire. A producer may get by for a time by not heeding the demands of his fast-flying audience, but not for long. The “fans” manifest their desires and make their demands in no uncertain terms. They bombard the movie magazines with letters, overwhelm the studios with requests, and most important of all, flock to the motion picture “palaces” or stay away in such huge numbers that no producer can mistake their meaning. And that is the way things are made and unmade.

And not only do the fans choose the stars who are to entertain them, but they also choose the stories they want to see. Many who complain about the cycles of entertainment forget that the voice and desires of the people are responsible. The movie pendulum swings back and forth; we have had cycles of gangster pictures, war, musical, and costume pictures. At the present moment we are demanding pictures of a semi-operatic nature. This is no doubt due to the tremendous success of “One Night of Love,” which starred the songbird, Grace Moore. Another trend is back again to the mystery thriller.

In other ways, too, the fans make known their preferences. An Indianapolis reader writes in to say: “New Movie can confer a great favor on its readers if it will inaugurate a drive to eliminate or at least shorten the ‘coming’ trailer in the picture houses. They are a nuisance.” It further suggests to the editors, who have had similar requests along this line, to publish an article under the general heading “Are Trailers a Nuisance?” At the present time with so many houses playing double features, together with newsreel, comedy and perhaps a cartoon, it may seem that the trailers are too long. And yet the producer of the trailers naturally tries to get as many scenes as possible of coming pictures into his announcement in order properly to advertise its merit.

Another storm center among the fans is the advertising film that is slipped into the program. While it is true many of these films are cleverly done and have certain entertainment and educational values, do they really belong in the show? Regardless of what an exhibitor may think, the advertising reel is advertising, and patrons know it. And further, they do not like to pay to see something that the theater itself has been paid to run. In the fan’s eye that does not constitute entertainment.

With television just around the corner, many farsighted producers are wondering what effect the new devices will have on the movies. Some are viewing the future with alarm, feeling that the vast army of radio fans will adopt the new product immediately. Not so the astute Samuel Goldwyn, one of the pioneers of the movies. Mr. Goldwyn is sponsoring a new device which may pave the way to three-dimensional movies. It is a variation of the old stereoscopic movies. If you remember, these were the movies that gave the impression of looking into a room and seeing all sides and the depth of the room at the same time.

Those who are inclined to scoff and say it isn’t possible are under-estimating the Goldwyn reputation as a pioneer. They forget, too, that many experimented on sound films until the brothers Warner went into it whole-heartedly and gave us the talkie. And J. H. Whitney, a newcomer into the motion picture field, is leading the way to a new and finer color picture. You remember the colored short picture, “La Cucaracha,” and its tremendous reception. “Becky Sharp,” which he is producing now as a full-length feature, will be in color. And it might well be that it will lead the way to a new field of natural color pictures.

Adolph Zukor once said no one corporation could ever control the movies because it was a business of “ideas.” New Movie takes the liberty to add that it is also a business of the personalities behind the ideas.
NO MYSTERY ABOUT HER SNOWY WASHES NOW!

I WISH YOU'D SOLVE A MYSTERY, MRS. BURKE
I'LL BE GLAD TO IF I CAN

I HAVE THE SAME KIND OF WASHING MACHINE AS YOU HAVE, WHY ARE YOUR CLOTHES ALWAYS 4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER THAN MINE?

THAT'S NO MYSTERY! IT'S PROBABLY THE SOAP I USE

NEXT WASHDAY

SO I TOOK MRS. BURKE'S ADVICE AND USED RINSO TODAY, IT'S MARVELOUS, JOHN! THE CLOTHES LOOK JUST NEW

YOU DON'T LOOK A BIT TIRED EITHER

THICK SUDS—INSTANTLY!

You need only a little Rinso to get a rich, lather that's easy to rinse in hardest water. The makers of 34 famous washers recommend Rinso. And the rich lather makes clothes easier to scrub. Even under the most nearly impossible conditions, you'll get results equal to those in a颜色.

THE BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA

Like magic for tub washing, too
—safe for colors—easy on hands!

IF YOU haven't a washer, all the more reason to use Rinso. No matter how big the job is, Rinso makes it easy. Just add a pinch of Rinso powder to the clothes and water, and you've made a beautiful difference in the results.
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They’re the Tops. WHY?

It may surprise you, but box-office figures never lie. These are the five leading women stars. Each one shares the mysterious secret of success. WHAT IS THAT SECRET?

By JACK JAMISON

If someone asked you, “which are the five greatest women stars?”—which five would you name?

Box-office figures never lie, even though they sometimes shock you. The five big women stars today are:

First, Janet Gaynor.
Second, Mae West.
Third, Joan Crawford.
Fourth, Norma Shearer.
Fifth, Katharine Hepburn.

Why?

What is the mysterious quality, possessed by these five women, which places forty million fans at their feet? What do they have, what power, what ability, that lifts them out of the ranks even in Hollywood itself, and sets them over other women stars, as ruling empresses? What is it? If you had that secret, wouldn’t you have a prize infinitely more valuable to you than the fabled philosopher’s stone, which turned everything into pure gold? Yes; for you would have not only gold, but fame, national homage, success in any profession you undertook. Why, you’d have the very secret of success.

You may not be a scientist or psychologist, you may not have a laboratory, but you have seen these five stars on the screen, you have read their lives. You really know them better, in a way, than you know your closest friends. Why shouldn’t you, by carefully comparing them, be able to discover a clue to their secret?

JANET GAYNOR was discovered entirely by accident some years ago when a picture called “The Johnstown Flood” needed a girl who looked boyish and could ride a horse. It wasn’t until the new girl made “Seventh Heaven,” that her box-office personality came through. It jibed with an image that was in the public mind; that of a helpless little waif, half woman and half child, at anybody’s mercy. No one has ever pointed out that the character Janet gives us on the screen is identical with the pathetic little tramp played by Charlie Chaplin, psychologically. Both are wistful, frustrated creatures; bewildered, utterly unable to cope with life. Perhaps because all of us are at heart defeated and bewildered and wistful, this is a character with universal appeal.

Oddly enough Janet fights, bitterly and continually, against the very thing which keeps her one of the Big Five! She’s a mature woman, who has been married and divorced. She wants to play mature roles, glamorous roles, sophisticated roles—anything but the wistful waif! Again and again she tries to break free, only to have her pictures fail. She is the moment she steps out of the characterizations in which people are used to seeing her. She is a victim of public demand forces her back, again and again. The ironic spectacle of a woman struggling against the one thing which explains her success! For—don’t doubt it—if Janet ever says good-bye to that waif, once and for all, she may be dashed down into obscurity overnight.

IT would be a hard job to imagine any greater contrast than Janet and Mae West.

On Broadway Mae’s name used to stand for risqué plays. No one admitted it with more alacrity than Mae herself. She wrote her own little dramas, and the critics joined in jeering at them, dubbing them Hokus for Hicks and Bait for Boobs. Yet even with the rural visitors Mae wasn’t a success. She never got rich off her New York stage productions.

Compare this with her unparalleled rise on the screen. Wherein lies the difference? Censorship! For there was censorship long before the Decency Drive was heard of, remember. On the screen, from the start, Mae played risqué plays without actually being risqué. It revealed her true appeal, a compelling, dynamic, sweeping feminine vitality that literally knocked us out of our seats. “It isn’t the things she says,” it’s (Please turn to page 44)
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The Three Sides of JIMMY

On the screen Jimmy Cagney is tough, hard-boiled, and pugnacious. This story by his friend Victor Jory, reveals the actor as his Hollywood friends know him best

BY VICTOR JORY

NO two human beings could be more radically different than the Jimmy Cagney you know, and the Jimmy Cagney I know. The former, who exists only on the screen, is a cock-sure, hard-boiled, pugnacious—though very likable—little mug; the latter is a soft-spoken, kindly, intellectual gentleman—the finest gentleman it has ever been my good fortune to meet.

Like every dyed-in-the-wool movie fan from Hollywood to Timbuktu, I judge an actor by his roles, and, willy-nilly, form conclusions about his off-screen personality. In Cagney's case, I did just that. Having seen him bombard rival gangsters with bullets and lovely young ladies with grapefruit, I instinctively pictured him as a tough nut from the lower East Side—and of course paid him a compliment in so doing, for it is every actor's ambition to make his roles believable.

I was right in just one particular—he is from the lower East Side. In every other particular, my conception was ridiculously amiss.

Jimmy Cagney, therefore, has been a perpetual surprise to me. And so he is to everyone who knows him, for, like most self-made men, he is a bundle of contradictions, unusual abilities, unexpected interests and original ideas. He is a flesh-and-blood album of "Believe it or Not" items.

I first met him on a location trip, and, by comparison with the other members of the troupe, all of whom were heavily tanned, he was so pale that I concluded he must be suffering from a severe hangover. I said as much to the assistant director, and he regarded me with amusement.

"You've been seeing too many Cagney pictures," he answered. "It may surprise you to know that Jimmy never takes a drop."

It did!

A few days later, I was boxing with an ex-heavyweight pug who had a bit in the picture. Cagney watched a while, then offered to put on the gloves with me. I was reluctant, for Cagney is a much smaller man than I, and I don't like to pull punches. However, my concern was unwarranted. I've fought hundreds of amateur bouts and once had a brief whirl in the professional ring—but I've never felt such jolting blows from heavy gloves as he dished out. The man's a little giant! And his physical condition is as keen as that of a professional athlete!

Surprise number two!

As we became friends, we were drawn into discussions of this and that, and one day, we happened to hit on philosophy, a subject which has always interested me and which—until then—I rather prided myself on. And Cagney—the East Side boy—left me floundering. He quoted from books which I had heard of but never found time or courage (Please turn to page 62)
HEADS UP, FILM FANS!

... for M-G-M's greatest film festival o'er land and sea!

Now all the heaven's a stage for Uncle Sam's fighting, flying men. You'll thrill as never before when you see the famed "Hi-Hats" wing into action! You'll grin as you watch the West Pointers getting a PG course in courage and daring! And you'll weep with the girls they leave behind as they soar into the skies to keep a date with the angels!

It took six months, thousands of men, $50,000,000 worth of equipment to make this exciting saga of the sky devils. You'll never forget it!

Wallace Beery in WEST POINT of the AIR

with

ROBERT YOUNG
LEWIS STONE
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
JAMES GLEASON

A Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Picture

The two old-timers who sat around...and wore out their brains!

The three mosquitoes of Randolph Field...whose cradle was a cockpit!

The girl who loved as they lived...dangerously!
HOLLYWOOD GOES A-PARTYING

With the social season in full swing, Grace Kingsley brings you the parties of the month, from caviar to champagne.

DOGS are all right and presents are swell, says W. S. Van Dyke, and when you receive twelve Newfoundland pups as a present, all at once—that’s swell, too. But when those twelve pups go barking right through your house, knocking guests and furniture right and left—well, that’s something else again.

It was John Miljan at the bottom of it all, of course. John and Van are always playing tricks on each other, and when Van announced a big party, John just couldn’t resist the temptation to send him the pooches.

Then Jack Oakie tried to ride herd on the pups and crowd them all into Van’s bedroom! There the pups evidently decided that table scarfs, cushions and such like fluff were all a lot of hooey, and proceeded to make mince-meat of them until Mrs. Laura Van Dyke, Van’s mother, rescue the things, called Van and coaxed the puppies into the kennels. Van’s going to keep all the dogs, although he already has about ten or twelve.

That wasn’t all John did for the party, either. He turned butler—not just an ordinary butler, though, for he borrowed the bugle horn belonging to one of the marines who, when Van throws a party, always appear as escort and guard about his estate, and announced every arriving guest with a blast!

Plenty of romantic interest made its appearance at the party, including Jean Harlow and William Powell, Jeanette MacDonald and Bob Ritchie, Irene Hervey and Robert Taylor. Dolores Del Rio was present with Cedric Gibbons, but had to hurry away because she had a party of her own at home.

Herbert Marshall was there alone, which created quite a hum of excitement. There were other lone wolves, too, including Charles Butterworth, Jack Oakie and Edwin Earle.

It was a real hunt breakfast which Frank Lloyd and his wife gave at their Whittier estate, the morning a lot of stars decided to go to the races at Santa Anita. Their lovely old southern mansion was just the spot for it.

There were whole turkeys and hams on the sideboard, together with what other cheer you may imagine. You helped yourself and stood about, eating and drinking, or sat at little tete-a-tete tables. It was all very gay, with much horsey talk and much marking of bet tips.

A highly cheerful feminine guest approached Otto Kruger, exclaiming effusively, “Oh, Mr. Kruger, I never miss a single one of your pictures! I think you are grand! Sometimes I go to see them two or three times!”

“Wh—why!” gasped Otto, overcome, “I don’t believe even I get that much of a kick out of my pictures! I guess I’m just not my type?”

Cosily married folk made up most of the guest list, including Mr. and Mrs. Kruger, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Meighan, and others.

You couldn’t possibly imagine Leon Errol’s legs ever folding up if you could have seen him at the party which he and Mrs. Errol gave in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Lew Fields, on the occasion of the forty-second anniversary of the Fields’ wedding. He was the nimblest of the nimble, as he looked after his guests, and climbed up on the bar in the whoopee room, before dinner, to act as master of ceremonies for the earlier doings, which included toasts to everybody.

Those youngsters, Joe Cawthorne, Edmund Breese, Lew Fields and Charles Evans, formed a close-harmony quartette, (Please turn to page 46)
"Treasured Flavor"
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LUCKIES USE ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES — THE CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE.
JEANETTE MacDONALD needs no introduction to the lovers of fine pictures and fine music, but can Nelson Eddy, who plays opposite her, fill the roles that once were played by Chevalier and Novarro? In "Naughty Marietta" everyone will have the opportunity to see and hear for himself. Above, Jeanette and Nelson in the "Wishing Well" scene from the picture.
BING CROSBY . . . who fooled the lads and lassies of Hollywood by starting out as a singer and ending up as one of our most talented comedians, fools 'em again as an old-time southern gentleman in "Mississippi," in the days of side-wheelers and whiskers. Don't tell us they had crooners then!

MERLE OBERON . . . who is English and looks Oriental, goes French in her first big American picture, "Folies Bergere de Paris," with Maurice Chevalier. So far as we're concerned, we're going to see it if only to sigh at all that beauty.

AND HOW MUCH CHARM HAS THE MUSIC, FEATURED IN
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DICKE POWELL ... who also plays the violin, looks seraphic and tunes up for another romantic singing part in Warner Brothers' "Gold Diggers of 1935." After which, believe it or not, the boy will go into Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream."

LILIAN HARVEY ... who, for some reason, the producers decided was not going over with American audiences. But what a howl of rage went up when the studio finally let her contract lapse! Now Lilian is back, petite, elfin and captivating, in "Let's Live Tonight." Her smile above is to thank you.

COMING PRODUCTIONS, WITH THESE FOUR SMILING STARS?
Can you imagine any sweeter combination than Shirley Temple and gruff, kindly Lionel Barrymore, for "The Little Colonel"? The little colonel herself, who wears what all well-dressed little girls wore in 1875, is proudest of her shoes. The shoes were especially made for her, of orchid faille with pearl buttons. Isn't she cute?
Fair warning:
Only women will understand this story. If you wear trousers, you can just turn the page.

By BARBARA ROBBINS

How Fatherhood Softened
t HE E. (Hard-Guy) ROBINSON

Do you remember "Little Caesar"—ragged, sullen; trapped yet snarling still. A horrible leer of defiance on his cruel face. Covering behind a sign-board as a detective ended his life by pumping him full of machine-gun bullets?

From his very first picture—and "Little Caesar" was the picture which brought him fame and started him on his movie career—Edward G. Robinson has carried on the tradition of brutality. Again in his new film for Columbia, "The Whole Town's Talking," he is a gangster—although, this time, merely a timid clerk who is mistaken for one. A racketeer. A killer. A sadist. A maniacal egotist. Well, how would you like to be married to him?

You wouldn't?

Don't be too sure! You might get the surprise of your life.

For Eddie Robinson, if the truth be told, is one of the finest perambulator-pushers, one of the most notable diaper-folders, in fact the very outstanding nursemaid's helper in all Hollywood! To be sure, he was probably never as bad as he was pictured even in the days before Edward G. Junior was born, two years ago. He might snarl, on the screen, but his most violent pastime at home was listening to Beethoven Symphonies on the phonograph. But now, since the baby has come! It almost breaks our heart to tell you, but nowadays Mr. Robinson spends most of his time crawling around on the floor on his hands and knees, growling: "Gr-o-o, I'm a big-g bea-a!"

That's what fatherhood does to you!

"You see," says Eddie—Eddie, Senior, not the baby—"three of my four brothers were married men almost before I was out of college. I was completely surrounded by young nephews and nieces as a very young fellow. They used to bat me in the nose and pull my hair when I tried to play with them. Oh, I used to say 'Goo-goo' to them, now and then, or 'Baby see nice mams?' but secretly I thought they were just a lot of noisy little brats that ought to be spanked.

"And then, two years ago, I found myself with a son of my own. I don't know—I doubt if it's possible to put into words just what that experience means to a man. To have a son! Some— (Please turn to page 64)
With CONRAD NAGEL ... ROBERT MONTGOMERY ... CLARK GABLE ... CHARLES BICKFORD ... LEW AYRES
James Montgomery Flagg Reveals
The GARBO YOU NEVER KNEW

Continuing our series, of favorite stars of famous people, James Montgomery Flagg, famous illustrator, says,
"Garbo's face has as much character as Abraham Lincoln's has for a man. Fortitude! She's magnificent!"

BY DOUGLAS GILBERT

It is the opinion of James Montgomery Flagg that Greta Garbo is the greatest of the film stars. This silent. says the renowned artist, has everything. He places no crown on her golden head—but a halo. According to Mr. Flagg, Greta is greater than art.

It sounds like a Hollywood rave. Moreover, to your correspondent who laid siege to Mr. Flagg in his New York studio for his selection, it was—at first—a nuisance choice. I had never before contributed so much as a gram to the tons of tripe that weigh down the fabulous Garbo. And I hesitated, in the early stages of our interview, creptfallen at thus being forced to commit a violating act.

But, so help me, the Flagg Garbo is no one you have ever met before. She emerged through his summation, not the pseudo-sphinx shunning the quoted word, but a melancholy Swede, a mystery woman whose greek reactions, indeed, rudeness, are born of sorrow. And I don't mean a yearning for the dead Stiller. It seems Mr. Flagg knows Garbo. Let us get to his characterization at once.

"She vibrates, does things to you. She has a terrific lot of dignity. She carries around with her a Swedish phonograph record of laughs; no words recorded, no music, just laughs—belly-laugh, hysterical chortles, loud giggles—laughs that are insane, satirical, happy, derisive, sardonic—every degree of emotional response in laughter. Then she'll play it on her host or hostess's phonograph and watch the reaction. I don't know what it means...

Perhaps I should explain that Mr. Flagg is picturing Miss Garbo after an all-afternoon social contact with her at a party given by a director some years ago when he was in Hollywood. She was Garbo in person. She was apparently at ease in his company and spoke, on the word of Mr. Flagg, with earnest freedom.

"We sat together on a sofa. I didn't find her aloof, reticent, or rude, as others are said to have found her. True, she wasn't voluble at the start. But something clicked in me when we met, and I have often wondered if she realized it too. Realized what it was. She certainly gave me the key at the start with an astonishing revelation. She confessed to me that she suffered from melancholia.

"Well, years ago as a youth, studying in England. I had been a victim of melancholia, and I was sympathetically bonded to her at once. This might well be a spiritual affinity. Moreover, she told me that she had experienced melancholy in her youth, so I discounted the stories I had heard of her sorrow for the dead Mauritz Stiller, her first di-

rector in Stockholm, and the man she is said to have loved—he was responsible for her success.

"Success? I wondered just how much it meant to her. I recall how she characterized herself to me during her conversation; it was 'Swenska flicke,' which means, I believe, 'just a little Swedish girl.' While we were talking I asked her if she'd pose that I might sketch her. She agreed, graciously and with charming politeness, and I began to wonder again at the tales I had heard of her rudeness.

"She tilted back her head, revealing her lean neck, which is one of the most remarkable characteristics of her features, and I began. I was interested, tremendously interested, and took some pains to make a finished drawing, not just a hasty sketch. I said, 'you are tired'? And she said, 'no, I am not tired. You are the first real artist I have met in America.' It shut me up, for a moment. But she never betrayed the slightest sign of kidding me. She really sounded very sincere. I finished the sketch and gave it to John Gilbert.

"Then I did something unpardonable, and to this day I can't tell you why. I reached down, picked up her tea-cup, and drank from it. She looked at me for a moment, steadily, with just a trace of disdain. Then she said, 'Are those American manners?' I would have given an arm not to have had it happen. Yet it was worth seeing her coldness, an indescribable frozen contempt.

"Millions admire her, I know. I'm not traveling with the herd; I just think they have good taste. And another thing, she hasn't got big feet, it's all damn nonsense. She's tall, about five feet six inches; if her feet were smaller they'd be disproportionate. And her face to me has as much character as Abraham Lincoln's has for a man. My feeling for her art is best summed up in her final scene in 'Queen Christina.' I shall never forget her bravery as she goes forth, standing there at the prow of her ship—such fortitude, such utter renunciation. She is magnificent.

"Says Mr. Flagg. Now let's take a breather and get down to case histories. Frankly, I am at a loss to understand Mr. Flagg's rave. So far as I know he has never committed himself to superlatives with such abandon before. Indeed, as a forthright artist in New York for some forty years, he has always insisted upon calling a spade a spade and not a "garden implement." Now he goes haywire over Garbo.

"I suspect that his affection for her artistry is more than "a melancholy affinity." They have more in common than that. Like Garbo, Flagg shuns the multitude. Both run on independent tickets. Both are courageous, Garbo shrewdly silent in her fortitude, Flagg with outspokenness. He once characterized the nation, indignantly comment-

upon some mass response, as "the United Sheep of America."

"He is really one of the remarkable characters of commercial art, so prolific he was once accused of being a syndicate. His was no beginner's gar-

ret. He was in the money almost from the start, earning when sixteen, a stipend for his drawings for Life, St. Nicholas and other magazines that would be a fairish figure today.

"A native of New York born of New England stock, he studied in art schools for six years; all wasted time, he says, "unless I had gone to college in which case the time wasted would have been appal-

ling." There is less nonsense about Flagg than almost any other commercial artist. Is the illustrator's field art or business? Flagg will tell you —business. Says it has to be so in an industrial nation where a man is appraised by what he has or what he earns.

"He has no highfalutin' views about art for art's sake. A publisher of educational (Please turn to page 63)

The list of Garbo's leading-men is stag-

gering. See the photographs below.

With JOHN GILBERT . . . HERBERT MARSHALL . . . RAMON NOVARRO . . . JOHN BARRYMORE . . . and GEORGE BRENT
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THE MAN
IN THE MIRROR

There had been many lean days for "The Thin Man" but William Powell now rides the crest of the wave of movie popularity

By CHARLES DARNTON

PLAINLY, The Thin Man had outlived his lean days. Not that he himself betrayed any sign of growing obesity. Far from it, he was in his best form, just as advertised and true to his waistline. It was in the spirit, rather than the flesh, he gave the impression of living a full life.

Evidence of it was all about him in his Beverly Hills home. For no sooner had a houseman let me in than a butler popped out, solicitous as to my inner welfare. Could he bring me something? A cocktail? Perhaps tea and toast? Then a cup of coffee and a bun? With each hospitable suggestion I felt myself taking on weight alarmingly.

How, in these plumpish circumstances, did The Thin Man manage to look his weighing scales in the face every morning? Was he, throughout his waking hours, plied with food and drink? Did he set great store by the nourishment at hand? What then, did he value most of all?

Here you have it in one word: Personality.

"But what is it?" William Powell wanted to know. "It's nothing we can put our hands on. We can't even say anything definite about it. It's that unknown quantity X. Yet somehow, mysteriously, it's there in some cases."

"Yours, for example."

"I don't know about that," he hastened to say. "But I do know that if Greta Garbo and Marconi were appearing in halls on opposite sides of the street and people could see them free of charge one hundred persons would go to Garbo where one went to Marconi."

"You're not doing so badly yourself," I reminded him.

"I feel a bit guilty," he confessed from a pew-like window seat. "God put a silver spoon in my mouth—thank God—but I don't know why He did."

"I think," proposed my resourceful host, "a highball would help."

It did. Scotch, like confession, proved good for the soul. With first aid in his "Here's bow" hand and a stained-glass light shining through it he revealed:

"I'll let you in on a shameful secret. I look at myself in the mirror and see a guy looking back at me. Naturally, I want to give him the best of it, but for the life of me I can't see anything unusual in him. And there's one thing, above all others, I can't understand. Forgive me for overworking the personal pronoun, but I know any number of actors who are easier to look at than I am and much more competent, but many of them are not stars and I am a star. Why?"

"Personality." You can't help handing it to a guy so disarmingly on the level about himself.

But Mr. Powell shook his head with: "Looking at that guy in the mirror, I don't know. What makes a star? Whatever it is, it may have something to do with personality—but what the devil is personality? Why does anyone come to see me on the screen when he can go and see far better actors? It certainly isn't because good actors are to be found anywhere, for you can't pick 'em out of the bushes. Then why pick me for a star? What have I that those others haven't got?"

Tunefully, George M. Cohan's old song, "Personality," was running through my head, but to save my interlocutor a possibly fatal nervous shock I didn't let it go any further.

"Would you say," I compromised, "that personality is a star's stock-in-trade?"

"Odd you should bring that up," remarked Mr. Powell. "We were talking about it only the other night, after seeing Fred Astaire in 'The Gay Divorcee.' In five minutes he won me. It was not his marvelous dancing nor his singing, but the man himself, his charm, personality, call it what you will. Now Astaire, as you know, is no Adonis, not irresistibly good-looking, nor is he the accepted romantic type of actor. Before his astonishing triumph in 'The Gay Divorcee' he had been known only as an uncommonly fine dancer. Yet his is the most decided example of personality I have ever seen. That's the amazing part of it. No one, certainly, had considered him to be star picture material. But suddenly, unquestionably, this young man has become the greatest new star motion pictures have known in years. How do you account for it, if not by personality?"

"Maybe by getting his 'break.' When and how did you get yours?" (The trouble was to get this man Powell to talk about himself.)

"In 1920 on the stage in 'Spanish Love,'" was his strictly informative reply. "Before that I had put in four years with (Please turn to page 50)
FROM the moment I saw her in "Bill of Divorcement" I hit the Hepburn Trail. To say that it has been winding is putting it more mildly than it is my habit to put anything. I had a fairly good start but I got lost in byways which were then and still remain today so lined with press bunk. I read so much about the Elusive Elf, the Screen's Sprig, Kaleidoscopic Katie, Diana jh Dun- garees and other disturbing descriptions that I said to myself, "What the—Hepburn! There are plenty of stars to write about. Why try to tag around after what appears to be an itinerant comet?" I went to see all of her pictures. Admired, wondered, but did not pursue.

Last week, out of a far from clear sky, Mr. New Movie said to me, just as calmly as if he had been saying Christmas is coming, "Hepburn's in town. What about an article?"


"Do you know her?" said Mr. N. M. who somehow thinks I'm a pal of everyone from Diogenes to the Dionne Quintuplets.

I admitted that I had met and lunched with her, but I added from what I read about her she might have thought I was just another chicken sandwich and she sent the one she ordered back. I'm sure you will be as relieved as I was to learn that she did not think I was a chicken sandwich and she remembers our meeting vividly. She chuckles audibly even when she thinks of it, and well she should, because what at the time seemed to me a very serious situation turned out to be just another of the many Hepburn gags. Without undue conceit I venture to announce that when anyone plays a joke on me and I take it seriously that one goes to the head of the class. Just what class we won't say, but anyway Katie, aided and abetted by the late Lowell Sherman and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., put one over on my sense of humor which I still insist was dazzled by the combination of studio lights and the Hepburn teeth.

This is what happened. I had told Doug Jr. how crazy I was about Hepburn. He had told me what a "swell egg" she was and added in the casual Fairbanks manner, "Why don't you come down on the set? You know Lowell Sherman, don't you?" I admitted that I not only knew the ace director well, but loved him likewise. "I'll leave word at the gate that you are coming," said Doug. That should have been that, but when those three comics, Hepburn, Sherman and Fairbanks were making the very fine screen sensation "Morning Glory," the so-called "set" was one continual "set-up." Practical jokes. Time out for laughs and fierce fun for everyone who was in the know.

I happened to be out of same, so when I walked in holding my breath at the sight of the Hepburn rehearsing a scene, I was some-what embarrassed to see Mr. Sher- man turn his back on the lady's histrionic efforts and hear him call, "Hello, Darling. Come right in. A chair for Miss Janis please." He pulled the chair close to his own and proceeded to talk and laugh as only he could. No in- troduction to the star who was being interrupted. Doug strolled out of the scene to greet me. I was so fuzzed and worried over what Miss Hepburn was thinking about this rude procedure that I couldn't listen to the welcome I was receiving.

(Please turn to page 72)

Above, left: A recent portrait of the elusive Hepburn and, left, as "Bobbie" in her latest hit picture, "The Little Minister."
IT'S A FAKE

Have you a friend who wants to write screen scenarios? Give him this article to read! He hasn't a chance! Crooked "literary agents" will bleed him of his savings. No other magazine has ever dared to print these facts about a racket so contemptible, and so heart-breakingly unjust that it will make your blood boil—the Vultures of Ambition!

By WILLIAM A. ULMAN, JR.

NEW MOVIE hereby acknowledges its appreciation of the assistance unstintingly rendered in the preparation of this article by the United States Postal Authorities, the Attorney General of the State of California, the District Attorney of Los Angeles County, the Los Angeles Better Business Bureau, the Screen Writers' Guild, all of the major producers in Hollywood, individually, the Association of Motion Picture Producers, the City Attorney of Los Angeles.

THIS is not an amusing story.

Rather it is a warning that New Movie is publishing for the protection of the public against the rapacious men and women lurking in Hollywood, New York and other large cities, whose living is made by victimizing sincere and, in some cases, talented admirers of the screen.

In all likelihood you, too, have left the theater after having seen a mediocre picture feeling that you could write a darned sight better story—if you had the time or if the kids weren't always getting into jams or if, well, a thousand different ifs for as many people. And you've probably also heard how much money is to be made writing for the screen. I know I did. That's why I came out here to Hollywood.

It's a funny thing, but almost everybody thinks he can write. And a large percentage of those people want to write for the movies. Almost before they set pen on paper, however, they are faced with the question, "How can I sell this idea? How can I even get an executive to read it?"

In answer to that question there are carefully worded advertisements in dozens of magazines and newspapers, literally hundreds cluttering up the pages of so-called writers' magazines. For example, in the Hollywood Studios Need Stories... Producers favor suitable stories for the talking screen...  It boils down to this difference: Whether you are known or unknown, whether your story is schlock or superlative, whether it is a Western or a thriller, whether it is a love story or a comedy, it matters not! Your story must be suitable for the talking screen. We want stories about the screen, with stories that will thrill the audience and please the executive. We need lots of stories in this line, and we'll give you a fair chance to make a good impression. Our readers are made up of producers and story writers, who are the people who will use your stories... We invite the submission of manuscripts in any form for free reading and report.

T HIS pleasant little effusion is widely broadcast by the racketeers located right in Hollywood and providing the people of the industry with one of their leastliked smells.

Their method of operation is simplicity itself. They know that the world is full of ambitious people who ache to find self-expression and some loose change by writing—and that the vast majority of these people have not yet lost their amateur standing by having been sullied with the touch of crass coin for their efforts. Further, they don't even know how to get it.

But these grafters do! Boy, oh, boy! Do they know how to get it! They know so well that at this moment they are being investigated by the United States Postal Inspectors on suspicion of using the mails to defraud.

In their advertisements they tell you, by inference, that Hollywood producers just couldn't get along without them, that they sell stories right and left and that all they want is for you to write in and tell them your idea and then YOU, TOO, CAN CASH IN! It's a cinch!

The sucker (Pardon me! I hope you haven't fallen for this gag, too!) reads and thinks. He thinks about that story he wrote last Spring, when he was down with bronchitis, and never did know what to do with. Eventually he clips the ad and mails both the coupon and the brain-child to Hollywood. And what do you think? They DIDN'T return the manuscript! Instead there's a full page, seemingly-typed letter from the head of the "Manuscript Department" telling the embryo author what a simply ducky story it is and that they are pleased to inform you that your story is acceptable to us for representation by our Sales Department. The basic idea, plot treatment... have been worked out with judgment. In our opinion, you have a story... that should attract the attention of Talking Picture Producers.

If the amateur author (who always thought he had it in him, anyway) hasn't swooned at this point, he reads further that before the story can be submitted to studios a United States Government copyright is essential. And (lucky author!) the company will be glad to attend to this by publishing a 750 word synopsis of the story. Their Experts will prepare it for a nominal charge—the charge largely based upon the quality of your stationery and indications of education in your story.
Mind you, they don't say they WILL sell your yarn, or to whom, exactly, they'll show it. In fact, they don't really say anything that you could pin on them except that they think you're great and, in effect, that they'll tell you so again if you'll crack open the cookie jar and divvy up.

I HAVE signed writers' contracts with two major studios and have been a reader in two others. I know a little about the business. I know for example that major studios certainly get their copies of the Scenario Synopsis, as promised in the ads, and that said publication is promptly consigned to the waste basket—usually by the office boy, who is paid to know that executives can't be bothered by such tripe. I know that the unknown, amateur writer can feel darned lucky if he or she has one chance in ten thousand of selling any story to the producers.

The Screen Writers' Guild, an organization to which practically every man earning a living writing for the screen belongs, has estimated that last year 42,000 unsolicited manuscripts were submitted to studios, and someone said four had been bought, but nobody could say for sure by whom.

And yet, according to the ads published by the dozens of literary racketeers, it's easy. They will stuff your correspondence with filler—clippings from defunct trade papers or irresponsible sheets, all telling the unawary what a great organization it is and how Hollywood needs it and you, and especially your mouth change. If you don't fall for it at once they send numerous follow-up letters, begging for a look at your story.

If you were out here, I could show you files a foot thick of nothing but complaints from victims who have been sent to the Better Business Bureau and the various agencies of the law. Dozens of these are absolutely illiterate; some include copies of the stories they sent in and were told were great stuff. If they weren't so sincere and so darned pathetic they would be downright laughable.

Sooner or later these leeches will tripp up and be eradicated by the law, but in most cases they are still too shrewd to get the long rap. Their written documents are really masterpieces of insinuating evasion. They don't promise anything but that they'll take your money—but you can't read their letters without a conviction that they can, and will, sell your stuff for fabulous sums.

One outfit alone is making at least a hundred thousand dollars a year in the racket—and I do believe that most of it is coming from poor people who have turned to writing to augment their slender, or non-existent, incomes. They have the effrontery to advertise the names of authors for whom they have sold material and imply that their service had everything to do with it. I have checked one of these lists and found that every author on it was a professional and had not used their revision or so-called copyright at all. Further, I learned that most of these people protested the use of their names. Most of the material thus sold had been published in magazine or book form and had been specifically solicited from perfectly honest eastern literary brokers who did not know of any odious connections the firm might have had. In the instances where this came to light most of the eastern brokers promptly severed any relationships they had.

The editor of one major studio told me quite frankly that he wouldn't let representatives of any of these concerns within throwing distance of his office, and the rest were just as outspoken in their condemnation. All volunteered letters to New Movie outlining their stand in the matter. They despise this type of chiseling because it preys upon both the gullible and ambitious; because they, too, were writers before graduating into pictures and therefore sympathize with the admittedly hard lot of the beginner.

In case this all sounds a bit wild to you, let me say that, although I believed the tales of the people who came to me with their woes after having been gyped by one of this horde of Literary Racketeers, I still determined to put it to the test myself. I corresponded with all of these parasites, sending the most illiterate letters and story which a fourteen-year-old boy could fabricate...just to see what they'd say. In my opinion, the submissions were so bad I was afraid the agents would smell a rat, but we took that chance.

Here is the story, verbatim:

Treacheron the Sea
or
Back from the Depths

By John Marvin

Mary Jane Powers lives in a village on the sea. Her father is a captain (old-school) who don't like the boy Mary Jane loves because he's just a sailor not like first mate Pete Johnson, a big Swede. Mary Jane is blonde with brown eyes very pretty. She loves Bob Masters a sailor regardless that he's only a sailor and she a captains daughter. Pete Johnson wants to marry her but is evil and she feels this. Captain Powers is a rough seaman and thinks Pete is fine just because he's a first mate. Pete comes to him and says "I want to marry Mary Jane." Captain Powers says, "Fine my brave boy. Did you pop the question yet? And all the time he was thinking now my daughter certainly won't waste any more time with a common sailor such as him. He gushed.

That night Pete came to the house for dinner which Mary Jane cooked though shed rather be sponging with Bob Masters. He asked her to marry him after dinner but Mary Janes brown eyes flashed and she said "No. I could never marry anybody but Bob." (Please turn to page 59)

Illustrated by
Henry Wiener

Rackets of Hollywood's Underworld.
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TOWER STAR FASHIONS, a new service for readers of New Movie, presents three outstanding spring ensembles selected for three different Hollywood types, available in department stores

DRESSING to type is perhaps not a new idea, but it is one that has never been made practical or widely available. Some women are distinctly not the type to wear strictly tailored clothes, and again there are others who look badly dressed in frilly, feminine garments. This new service, Tower Star Fashions, is to help you select your clothes to suit your type, and it makes Star Type fashions for your selection available for you in conveniently located department stores. First, you must decide on your type—are you the Frances Dee type, the Ann Sothern type, the Fay Wray type? When you have decided which star you resemble most, study her, her make-up, the way she does her hair, her dresses, suits, coats and hats. Visualize yourself in the same clothes she wears and make your own selections accordingly. The value of the new Tower Star Fashion Service to you lies in the fact that the merchandise displayed on these pages, selected according to type, has been chosen by expert stylists who interpret Hollywood fashions in terms of what you or any other woman can wear. It does not present expensive or exotic clothes, but stresses simple, smart ensembles that are within the reach of the average budget, and perhaps most important of all, it definitely helps you to define your own particular type and select your clothes accordingly.

The Hollywood influence on American designed clothes is becoming more and more evident every day. All the beautiful new lines from the famous Paris houses find their most glamorous adaptation in the clothes chosen particularly for the stars.

Tailored tweeds are chosen for Frances Dee, RKO player, soon to appear in "Becky Sharp." Miss Dee is distinctly the sports type, and if you, too, are this type, this tailored tweed suit with simple crepe blouse and smart ascot tie should be your own spring selection.

The highlights of the spring fashion trends can be told in brief and will be helpful to you in selecting your own spring wardrobe. Suits will be the most important day-time feature and black and white, navy and white, gray, blue, "bud" green, raspberry and beige will be the outstanding colors. Gaily colored prints, and plain and plaid taffetas will be features. Details will have untold importance, such as wide collars, berthas, capelets, novelty belts, smocking and shirring.

Trimmings are a feature of the new spring models. Piqué collars, cuffs and jabots, plaid taffetas, plain quilted and embroidered, and delightfully feminine lingerie touches, and ruffles and ruches of net and other dainty shreds. Flowers again appear on evening dresses. The flaring skirts are voluminous with gathered fullness at the sides or back. The low and square draw-string neckline is new and smart. The outstanding fabrics will be nets, mousselines, sheers, tulle and lace, and the new evening shades are yellow-green, violet-blue, geranium-pink, mango, red, deep blue and prints.

The accessories to go with each ensemble should be chosen with a great deal of care and deliberation. The wrong hat worn with the right suit or dress will often spoil the entire ensemble. Oxfords or other sports type shoes should be chosen for tweeds and woolens while patent or dull leather pumps or strapped slippers are the right selections for dressy garments.

We all know that a woman's charm does not rest entirely on her personality or her beauty; smart and correct grooming at all times and for every occasion is a woman's greatest asset. Tower Star Fashions can help you in this.

Take advantage of this new service and if you are at all in doubt as to which type you belong, write to us and tell us all about yourself and we shall be glad to help you find your own particular type and to advise you on proper make-up and choice of clothes.
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A delightfully feminine type is lovely Fay Wray, Columbia star, for whom we chose a dressy little suit of novelty sheer with a printed taffeta blouse which ties in a jaunty butterfly bow at the neckline. A flattering straw "baby bonnet hat" with a tiny turned up veil completes the ensemble. This smart new suit is available in all the new spring color combinations.

Vivacious blond Ann Sothern, Columbia player, could wear this charming light-weight Matelasse suit with the smart short jacket and frilly cotton blouse which is shown in a variety of color combinations. With this suit is worn a pert little off-the-face wool crepe hat. If you are the Ann Sothern type this ensemble is just what you need to complete your spring wardrobe.
ROMANCE in DUETS and TRIOS

For instance, looking down the left-hand border of this page, you see Kay Francis, Warren William and George Brent, in "Living on Velvet." Genevieve Tobin, Gene Raymond and Barbara Stanwyck constitute another triangle, in the swank "The Woman in Red." And Jack Holt, Florence Rice and Edmund Lowe go to make up still another, in "The Best Man Wins." Then, the romantic duos—Gary Cooper and Anna Sten, in "The Wedding Night"; and, in the large photo, Clark Gable and Constance Bennett, in "After Office Hours."
Movies comb the world for plots and stories to bring you Romance. And on this page are still other examples of the relentless search. From Great Britain comes the story of "Vanessa," bringing you Robert Montgomery and Helen Hayes as lovers. Spain furnishes the background of "Caprice Espagnole" (right, above) with Lionel Atwill and the provocative Marlene Dietrich. North to Britain, again, goes "The Scarlet Pimpernel," with Merle Oberon and the gallant Leslie Howard. In what far lands shall we find ourselves next month?

A GIRL AND A MAN—OR TWO!—AND THE CAMERAS GRIND ON
Honorable Mention

First, on the left, Allen Jenkins. A picture-stealer, he often outshines the big stars. . . . Mary Ellis, in the center, is a comer. Watch for her in "All the King's Horses," with Carl Brisson. And on the right: Do you know this one? No? Well, it's Robert Montgomery in "Vanessa."

Faces in the News

The lead in Charlie Chaplin's mysterious "Production No. 5," will Paulette Goddard drop out of sight afterward or become Mrs. Chaplin? . . . Nelson Eddy wins the coveted "Naughty Marietta" lead opposite Jeanette MacDonald. . . . Anne Shirley is climbing fast.

Stars of Tomorrow

John Beal, a newcomer, created an appealing "Little Minister." . . . It was sheer ability that won the lead in Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's Dream" for Jean Muir . . . and watch Robert Taylor, of M-G-M. Directors say he's got that Clark Gable or Robert Montgomery stuff.
The New Queen of Fashion in Hollywood

Verree Teasdale's flair for smart clothes has made her one of the best dressed women in the world. And she designs her own clothing—too

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

ADOLPHE MENJOU once described Verree Teasdale as the best dressed woman on the screen. This, coming from the outstanding exponent of male attire in Hollywood, and himself judged one of the ten best dressed men in the world, was a rare and discerning compliment...and at once established the actress as an interesting and important personality.

It is quite fitting, too, that Miss Teasdale became the bride of the suave portrayer of men of the world roles, for she, too, is as polished and finished an actress as Menjou is an actor. Both represent the perfect epitome of sophistication, a combination that for savoir-faire knows no equal now in the world's screen capital.

Such actresses as Kay Francis, Adrienne Ames, Constance Bennett, Hedda Hopper have, in the past, held the center of the stage as leading the Hollywood parade in style. They still attract for their taste in dress, and for their startling creations...but standing now, a bit ahead, is Verree Teasdale, beautiful, magnetic, charming and a woman to whom even famous designers turn for advice and new ideas in costuming.

You've seen her in such pictures as "Roman Scandals," "Fashions of 1934," "Payment Deferred," and, more recently, "Du Barry." In each, she appeared stately, regal, smooth, and, particularly in "Du Barry," with Dolores Del Rio, glamorous. One immediately singled her out as an actress of extraordinary poise and ability.

When she left New York for Hollywood two years ago, Verree had no intention of remaining away from that center of culture and color for more than six months. She had devoted a large part of her life to preparation for the theater, and she didn't care to turn from the course she had set for herself and enter, for a long period, a new and strange medium, motion pictures. After six months in pictures, she thought she would forget Hollywood and return to Broadway, where already she had made a name for herself.

Those first six months in Hollywood will ever remain the darkest hours of her existence, she reflects in reminiscence. The parts she played did not meet with her expectations, and when the studio loaned her to another company for a picture she did not like, she looked forward with only one purpose in mind...to get back to New York. Only thoughts of the future buoyed her through these unhappy days.

During the latter weeks of this period, however, she met Adolphe Menjou, to whom she was (Please turn to page 70)
Day by day Hollywood adds to the zest and gaiety of the news. Here's the very latest, served with salt and spice by Nemo

UP betimes—whenever that is—and mixing with ye twinkling stars and starlets as only Old Man NEMO can mix. And, if you haven't tasted one of our extra special Martinis, you really have no idea of what a mixer the old boy is!

To start off with a laugh—we'd love to divulge the name of the famous blond star, who, during a discussion on the merits of a certain well known writer, cracked: "He writes witty dialogue, all right—but, he doesn't know how we people talk!"

Which is a rare sample of what we have to put up with!

THE way that Laughton guy hangs clothes on himself is like unto nothing we have ever seen!

A beret perches carelessly atop his heavy eye-brows; red slippers sporting huge red pompons adorn his feet; and, in between... oh, well... name it and you can have it!

But, in spite of all, "Buster" is the most adored man on the Paramount lot.

GINGER ROGERS had the scare of her life when she discovered that one of the diamonds in her brand new wedding ring had shaken loose from its moorings and bounced into nowhere!

Frantically, the entire crew pitched in and turned the studio upside down. Sweepings were sifted, cracks poked into... but with no luck.

At the end of the day, our forlorn Ginger made her way home, and there, on her dressing table, lay the lost gem, twinkling like anything! Wherever it had been, it certainly came home to roost!

THE Fox lot has been a bedlam of strange noises since Hank Bell moved in and opened up his hog-calling class, for the benefit of Will Rogers' new picture, "Life Begins at Forty!"

"I've been in pictures for twenty years," Slim Summerville said mournfully, "but never have I taken part in such goings-on!"

"Don't let it get you," Rogers consoled him. "Didn't I play second fiddle to a prize hog, in "State Fair"? You shouldn't kick about callin' a few shots for a picture. In this business, you meet almost everybody!"

IS it illegal for a governor to wear a moustache?

Anyhow, if Frank Morgan catches pneumonia in his upper lip, he ought to sue M-G-M for alienation of something or other. Because, for seventeen years, Frank has loved, honored and cherished that snappy moustache of his. And, now... just because he happened to be cast as a governor, in "Naughty Marietta," the studio duchess yelled: "Off with it!" And there was nothing to do but mind teacher or stand in a corner and no reces!

WITH his master away on location, Sir Guy Standing's dachshund, "Buster," just set himself down and pined away.

By the time Guy returned, "Buster" was in such a condition that his anxious owner hurried him off to a dog hospital where everything in the world was done to revive the heartbroken animal.

Every day, Sir Guy visited him, but "Buster" was either too sick to care, or had forgotten what he was pining for, because he merely looked at his master with mournful eyes and turned his head away.

And then, one day, when everyone had given up hope entirely, something happened. At the sound of Standing's voice, "Buster" pricked up his ears, raised his head and, in a split second, had leaped into his master's arms, licking his face and whimpering like a lost child!

OUT of season, but still amusing, was the predicament of Wallace Beery last Christmas-time.

After taking his little daughter down town to confer her wishes to Santa Claus, little Carol Ann changed her mind about what she wanted and requested another conference with old Santa.

Wally offered to tell Mister Claus of the change in her plans, but Carol set her tiny foot down and insisted on delivering the talk in person! And there was nothing for Wally to do but drive back to town and wait around while little Miss Beery whispered things into Santa's ear!
IT reminded us of the old pioneer movie days, as we watched Director Scotty Beal chase the setting sun across the Universal lot to complete his day’s shooting schedule before sunset!

ONE little sneeze out of Director Victor Schertzinger started the whole thing! Lilian Harvey cried: “Gesundheit!”; Hugh Williams said: “Cheerio!”; Tullio Carminati offered: “Salute!”; Tala Birell came through with a Polish “Na Zdrowie!”; Peter Lorre made it “A Votre Sante!”; and Janet Beecher gave the sneezer an All-American “God Bless You!”

THE cat that moved onto the Columbia lot acts as if it might be the reincarnation of a Shakespeare, or something. Every day he visits the offices where the scenario writers hold forth, and, after jumping up on several desks and sniffing at the typewriters, he curls himself up next to a copy of Roget’s “Thesaurus” and takes a nap! Mary McCarthy calls the feline “Brian Boru”; Robert Riskin has dubbed him “Broadway Bill”; and the janitor, who sets out milk for the cat, calls him just plain “Kitty!”

But “Brian Boru-Bill” is no fool. Much as he likes to bask in the admiration of his literary pals, just let the janitor call “Kitty!” and that smart little cat is off like a shot to do some plain and jaunty rejuggling!

GINGER ROGERS has been having no end of fun trying to get places in the ultra-extreme gowns, created for her by Bernard Newman, the famous fashion designer who is doing his stuff (and, some stuff, eh, kid?) for “Roberta.”

The other day, Ginger was hobbling across the lot in a gown so tight that the gal’s knees were calloused from trying to put one foot in front of the other! “Lissen . . .” we argued, “suppose a mad dog came galloping down the pike? Where do you go from here?”

Ginger turned pale. “Remind me to put some ground glass in your next bowl of spinach!” she glared. “Make it a mouse and I’ll think of an answer!”

ROSCOE KARNS has an answer for everything. The other day he was regaling the boys with a few wild and wooly tales of his prowess as a Nimrod. Roscoe was going good (and if all the bears, coyotes, mountain lions and such, that he claimed to have bagged, were laid end to end, we’d still have our doubts), when one of the boys said: “Maybe so . . . maybe so, but what would you do if one of those poor helpless critters grabbed a gun and took a shot at you?”

“Well . . .” Kars declared, “if I was out of season, I’d have him arrested!”

A STRING of decomposed garlic to some of the Master Minds who guide the destiny of this here movie business!

The other day, the head of the story department in one of our studios returned a cracking good scenario to its creator with the memo attached: “I have given this very carefully consideration and I’m sorry but I don’t think I could arouse any interest in it here . . .”

Which is probably just as well, for another studio snapped the tale up at an even larger figure than the author had expected.

But it puts the rejector in a class with the new-rich daddy who carted home a fried egg sunset, done in oil, remarking: “I don’t know much about art, but I know what I like!”

IN spite of the fact that he plays hard-boiled gangsters almost exclusively, Eddie Robinson isn’t nearly so well versed in crime routine as you might believe.

He met his come-uppance the other day, when a role called for him to shoot a regulation machine gun, something Eddie had never done before.

The director called “Action!”, the cameras clicked; Eddie pulled back on the trigger, and . . . Bang! Bang! . . . here come the British, with Eddie nearly thrown for a loss by the bucking, spitting machine gun!

He hung on though, wrestling with the thing, until fifty shells had been fired and the take was completed. But Eddie swears he’ll never be the same again!

(Plase turn to page 56)
Henry Hull once swore he could play a child’s part in “Little Lord Fauntleroy”—and did it! How completely he can lose himself in a characterization is shown by the large photograph at the right.

Have you seen “Great Expectations”? Would you ever know the snarling “Magwitch” was the handsome man above?

Actors Are Nobodies

It takes a great actor to say that—and that is what Henry Hull is, for all his modesty

By HAL HALL

ACTORS are nobodies. They do not exist. Only as the characters they portray do they count.

This vehement outburst, delivered with an accompaniment of a bony fist crashing down on a table in Universal’s lunch room; spoken in a tone that rang with honesty and sincerity, while his flashing brown eyes fairly bored through the interviewer, best tells the story of Henry Hull, one of America’s most outstanding character actors, a man who has Hollywood gasping because he is modest enough to reveal that he thinks he still has a lot to learn about acting.

But Hull is like that. He tells you frankly that he was born in 1890, and doesn’t try to make you believe that he is in his early thirties, as is the usual Hollywood custom.

“Why not tell my age?” he asked. “An actor of forty-four should be a better actor than one of thirty—that is, if he takes his work seriously and makes a study of his profession. Acting is no different from engineering and an engineer becomes more valuable as the years of experience roll by.”

Hull, incidentally, knows something about engineering, for he was educated to follow that profession but gave it up to follow in the footsteps of his two illustrious brothers, Shelley, now dead, and Howard.

It was in Louisville, Kentucky, that Hull first saw the light of day. His father was a newspaperman on the Louisville Courier-Journal. He named Henry after his boss, Colonel Henry Watter-son, the famous newspaper figure for half a century. Hull’s father wanted his boys to be something. So he gave them the benefit of excellent educations. Henry attended the grammar schools of Louisville followed with four years at DeWitt Clinton and Commerce high schools in New York. Then studied in turn at the College of the City of New York, Cooper Union and Columbia University.

While his brothers went on the stage, he became an engineer, going into the Cobalt mines at Hallsby, New Liskeard and Ungava. He was doing well when he went to Chicago to attend the wedding of his brother, Shelley. There he conceived the idea of becoming an actor. He told his brother who promised to find him a chance. Three months later he left the Cobalt mines and signed on to do three small “bits” with Guy Bates Post’s company in New York. This was in 1911. It was his start, and all that Henry Hull needs in anything is an opportunity.

“I realized that I needed experience,” he said, “so when I finished with that company in June, 1912, I went to Syracuse where I joined a stock company, Raoul Walsh, now a director, was a member of the company. All that Summer I studied and watched the more experienced players, and in the Fall I was signed for Margaret Anglin’s Greek repertory company and played with her for two and a half years. That was training, for I played every type of role from comedy to tragedy.”

It was not until 1916 that Hull really began to arrive. It was then he created the role of Henry Parker in “The Man Who Came Back,” one of his most famous characterizations. He played it for thirty months. In 1918 and 1919 he played the male lead in Rachel Crother’s “39 East,” and then created the leading role in “The Cat and the Canary,” which ran at the National Theater for forty-two weeks. This was followed in turn by “Roger Bloomer,” “In Love With Love” and “The Naked Man.”

Then Henry Hull really stepped into the leading ranks of the character actors when he created the famous character of the negro barber in the Belasco production, “Lulu Belle.” That role meant stardom for Hull, and when he finished the run of two years he was starred in A. A. Milne’s “Ivory Door.” He followed this with “The Grey Fox” and “Michael and Mary,” which he says was his finest performance. Later he played Baron von Gaigen in Vicki Baum’s “Grand Hotel.” Next came “Springtime for Henry.”

His latest Broadway play was “Tobacco Road,” a difficult play depicting the life of the uneducated backwoods settlers of Georgia. It was while playing in (Please turn to page 70)
By Herb Howe, The Boulevardier

Out of My Mind—Francis Lederer is one actor who can wear a costume without looking like a participant in a Marion Davies’ homecoming. Gloria Swanson’s clothes are smart but her comedy dated. (Sennet period.)

George Arliss affects me as a magician rather than an actor in that I’m always aware he is pulling tricks.

Gary Cooper, on the point of sewing up feminine fans when he suddenly decided to bag lionesses in Africa, is moving in on Cagney—and gaining subtlety with each picture.

Barbara Stanwyck, superior as an actress to many a star, lacks the filip of distinction that makes a star.

Nomination for Best Undressed Woman: Sally Rand, Wampas Baby, who after fanning the nation to a white heat is now dancing in a bubble behind a fire-screen (protection against visiting firemen with lighted cigarettes).

Once Bacon got the credit for Shakespeare’s plays but now it’s Max Reinhardt.

Wally Beery seems laboring at times to play both Min-and-Bill.

Garbo, Crawford, Hepburn would like to play Joan of Arc but my choice is Elizabeth Bergner; she has the mysticism. Close second, Hepburn. Add to collection of marquee sign:

THE CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA & MRS. WIGGS.

UP POPS THE DEVIL WITH CAROLE LOMBARD.

CALL IT LUCK—SHE LEARNED ABOUT SAILORS.

Stars in the Sky—Leonardo da Vinci thought men would be as gods when they could fly but I could name several Hollywood deities who are not up to it in bumpy weather. The Boulevardier freely admits he gets us air-sick as Lupe and her two chihuahuas. With the four of us howling in a plane Will Rogers might lose enthusiasm for aviation.

My impulse for New York was a tip the Revolution would start here this season. Instead, everyone decided to get drunky. People have to do something to pass the time while waiting for Jean Harlow’s book.

Street Sisters—Broadway may now boast of being the Hollywood Boulevard of the East. They are street sisters in the skin game. No one need go abroad any more to be gyped. All Paris has moved over. Vedettes, garçons, can-can dancers, snails and onion soup. Restaurants have all turned chez—Chez Marianne, Chez Folies, Chez Dirty Moore. An American could guzzle around Paris without knowing French but he’d feel pretty jow trying it in New York these days. When Wally Beery as The Mighty Barnum mispronounced maître d’hôtel the Rivoli audiences rolled in the aisles. “Tres drôle!” we screamed, nudging one another, “ne c’est pas?”

Miss Terry’s Dilemma—At the Cow on the Roof (Boeuf sur le Toit, a vau) you may sip Pernod under plane-trees as on the grand boulevards and gaze into sunlit Parisian vistas cunningly contrived through walls, I found Billy Arnold leading his orchestra. Billy took the first American jazz band to Europe in 1920 and has just returned. He told me of singing a farewell gala at Juan les Pins with Alice Terry guest of honor. Prizes were offered patrons for the best impersonations of film stars. Alice acted as judge and awarded first trophy to a German version of Joan Crawford. Since that time I have had a letter from Elysian Terry. She was being shot at in Barcelona amidst a Spanish revolution. On the way to a night club she was compelled to flatten herself in a gutter. “But I had the satisfaction of knowing,” she adds philosophically, “that it took a revolution to land me there.”

Meet Lupe Harlow—I told Mr. Arnold he wouldn’t have to offer prizes to induce American dolls to imitate the marionettes. Au contraire, I am thinking of offering a gold tooth pick for the discovery of one who doesn’t. At the moment I’m in the toils of a cocktail partner who simulates Gloria Swanson so effectively she has me behaving like Bart Marshall, almost. A very gentle couple we make, no doubt, but hardly cozy. On the boat back from Europe I was hexed by another who made up like Harlow and acted like Lupe. It was a pretty rough passage, as I recall.

Grapefruit Putsch—Shakespeare thought art held the mirror up to nature. Wilde said nature ended by imitating art. Oscar was prophetic of screen art and female nature. Everyone of us has had near and dear ones who have passed into Garbo, Crawfords, Shearer, Harlows or Lombards. In view of the expense attending such transformations into star elements it is little wonder that impoverished males fanatically applaud the corpulent Cagney and pray fervently on bend- ed knee for the guts to push the pomelo.

(please turn to page 40)
ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

From studio showings and private previews we bring you news of the coming films. A glance at this page will help you get your money's worth—By BARBARA BARRY

S INCE Max Reinhardt knocked all Hollywood on its good ear with his Bowl presentation of this Shakespeare classic, there have been plenty of skinned knees among ambitious producers who would have liked to be first in putting the Puckish fantasy on the screen.

Warner Brothers won the scuffle, and, if Mickey Rooney (one of the up-and-comingest youngsters of all time) makes as good a job of the screen version as he did in the Bowl . . . well, it should be good.

Of course, you must know the tale of the little imp who goes around waving a spig of asafoetida, or something, and changing everyone he meets into something utterly silly and quite foreign to their natural selves?

That's about all there is to it, except for the hilarious action which you all will enjoy much more if you get around to see it for yourselves.

The cast is something, with James Cagney, Dick Powell, Joe E. Brown, Jean Muir, Frank McHugh, Ian Hunter, Hugh Herbert, Anita Louise, Victor Jory, Eugene Pallette, Verree Teasdale, Hobart Cavanaugh, Grant Mitchell, and others, adding to the amusing activity.

Jimmy Cagney is giving a grand premiere of his manly knees, and not liking it a little bit.

The minute we put foot on the set, Jimmy ducked behind a tree, his ears a flaming red!

"Come out!" we insisted. "Don't be that-a way . . . what are knees, anyway?"

"My gosh . . . !" he wailed. "Can't a guy have any privacy?"

"So . . . they knock, eh?" we jibed.

"They do not knock!"

"Bow-legged, huh?"

"Oh, for crying out loud . . . NO!"

But, by that time, he'd edged out into the open, and we're here to state that Cagney under-pinnings are as good as any you'll see on anybody's beach!

Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle handle the direction.

FOLIES BERGERE DE PARIS

C LEANED up considerably, this French delight, by Rudolph Lothar and Hans Adler, should still be some fun.

Maurice Chevalier plays a dual role; a popular impersonator in the "Folies Bergere," and an insolvent Baron, who is, naturally, one of Chevalier's more famous impersonations.

Maurice and his partner, Ann Sothern, scrap continually, but you just know it's true love, not running smoothly, as usual.

Called away on a secret mission that may serve to recoup his over-drawn bank account, the Baron hires Chevalier to impersonate him. (Please turn to page 65)

BARBARA BARRY'S SELECTIONS

1—"Folies Bergere" with Chevalier.
2—"A Midsummer Night's Dream," with James Cagney, Dick Powell, Joe E. Brown, and many others.
3—"Dante's Inferno," with Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor, Henry Walthall.
5—"George White's Scandals," with Lydia Roberti, Jimmy Dunn, Sue Edwin.
7—"The Wedding Night," with Anna Sten, Gary Cooper.
8—"Go Into Your Dance," with Al Jolson, Ruby Keeler, Helen Morgan.
9—"Captain Hurricane," with James Barton, Helen Westley, Helen Mack.
10—"Call of the Wild," with Clark Gable, Jack Oakie, Loretta Young.
Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE
Philadelphia

MISS MARY BYRD
Richmond

MRS. POWELL CABOT
Boston

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.
New York
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Chicago
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New York
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Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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"Of course I smoke Camels..." Miss Dorothy Paine

"They're the most popular cigarettes—every one is smoking them now," continued this alert young member of New York's inner circle. "Camels have such a grand smooth flavor. I suppose that's because they have more expensive tobaccos in them. And they never make my nerves jumpy. When I'm tired out and my nerves feel frazzled, then a Camel gives me a nice gentle 'lift' that restores my enthusiasm."

The reason you feel better after smoking a Camel is because it releases your latent energy, which overcomes fatigue. Whether it's social activities, concentration, or exacting work that makes you feel tired at times, you can always get a pleasant, natural "lift" by enjoying a Camel. And you can smoke as often as you wish, for Camels never upset the nerves—which is nice to know.

Camels are Milder! Made from finer, more expensive tobaccos...Turkish and Domestic...than any other popular brand.
WHO'D EVER THINK YOU COULD USE THESE LOVELY DISHES IN THE OVEN

...but you can!

YES, you can actually bake in the oven with these hand-painted, ivory color table dishes. Bowls, platters, serving dishes...every single piece of OvenServe, even to the cups, saucers and plates, is built to stand full oven heat. That's something new in table dishes. There's never been anything like them before.

You can, for instance, bake a meat loaf on its serving platter, delight the family with a juicy fruit pie baked in the pie plate, or individual custards made in the custard cups, or any one of a hundred other things. And all of them come direct to the table from the oven. Think of the fussing around that saves in serving...and how it cuts down on the dishwashing!

You'll notice, too, the clever design and sizes of the various pieces...handy for parking left-overs in the refrigerator.

Expensive? Not a bit of it! A fraction of the cost of the kitchen ovenwares you know about. And OvenServe dishes are not kitchen ware but table dishes! Buy them by the piece. And fill in as you wish.

FISH FILLETS BAKED ON OVENSERVE FISH PLATTER

1 pound fish fillets (any kind)  ½ tsp. pepper
2 tbsps. flour  ¼ cup water
½ tsp. salt  ⅛ cup evaporated milk

Wash and dry fillets. Place fillets on well-greased OvenServe Fish Platter and dust with flour, salt and pepper. Combine water with milk and pour over fillets. Bake in hot oven (400° F.) 20-25 minutes, or until fish is tender. Then lift dish from oven to table.

OVENSERVE

SOLD AT
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
FIVE AND TEN CENT STORES

Guaranteed To Withstand Changes of Oven and Refrigerator Temperatures

"The Oven Ware for Table Service"
The Homer Laughlin China Co.
Newell, W. Va.
Shirley's Birthday Party

Here are special recipes, endorsed by little Miss Temple's mother

By RITA CALHOUN

Creamed chicken on toast
Sunday potatoes
Cocoa
Bread and butter sandwiches
Vanilla ice cream
Birthday cake with frosting

DON'T tell Shirley, but that, briefly, is the bill of fare for her birthday supper to be given when she reaches the age of six on April twenty-third. The menu has been approved by Shirley's mother, Mrs. George F. Temple, who at all times keeps a careful watch over the child star's diet. Because this year Shirley's birthday comes the Tuesday after Easter Sunday, bunnies and Easter eggs will be included in the table decorations.

Shirley's everyday fare is of the simplest and the dishes prepared for the birthday spread will be made from recipes suitable to youngsters of her age.

**Creamed Chicken on Toast**
- 2 cups diced cooked chicken
- 3 level tablespoons flour
- 3 level tablespoons butter
- 1 1/2 cups milk
- 3/4 teaspoon salt

The chicken should be simmered in a covered kettle until quite tender, with just enough water to cover. When done, cool and drain off the stock and set in the refrigerator. On the following day remove the fat and serve as clear chicken broth. Remove the good meat from the chicken, both dark and white meat. Little girls of Shirley's age shouldn't have fussy ideas about eating only the white meat. Carefully remove any gristle and cut the meat into pieces about half an inch long.

Make a medium thick white sauce from the flour, butter and milk. The best way to do this for young children is as follows: Melt the butter in the top of a double-boiler, add flour and stir with a spoon until perfectly blended. Heat the milk in another pan, without boiling and add, a little at a time, stirring constantly. Let it continue cooking for ten minutes stirring once in a while, and then cover the double boiler top and let continue to cook for ten minutes more. Fifteen minutes before serving put the chicken in the double boiler with the white sauce, mix, cover and let heat through. This will make enough for eight servings.

Cut the crusts from eight pieces of white bread and toast, first on one side and then on the other. Place a slice of toast on a slightly warming serving plate, cover the toast with the creamed chicken and serve at once, with the surprise potatoes:

**Surprise Potatoes**
- 6 small carrots
- 3/4 teaspoon salt
- 3 tablespoons butter
- 3/4 cup hot milk
- 3/4 teaspoon baking powder
- Flour

Pare and boil the potatoes, scrape the carrots and boil until tender. Put the potatoes through a ricer. You will need about four cups measured after they have been riced. Add salt and butter to the potatoes, sprinkle in the baking powder and add just enough hot milk to hold together and mix well. Drain the carrots and chop in a chopping bowl. Now sprinkle a little flour on a pan or board, place a generous tablespoon of the potato mixture on the floured surface, flatten down with a spoon evenly, put a small spoonful of carrots in the center of the potato, bring up the sides of the potato, shape to form an egg. Place these potato eggs in a slightly greased baking pan. Dip the end of a paper napkin in the remaining milk and brush the tops of the eggs and put in a moderate oven and let heat for ten or fifteen minutes, taking them out before they begin to brown.

The fact is that the one thing that little Shirley doesn't like to eat is carrots, but prepared in this way, who knows but she may decide to like them?

Sandwiches are made from thin slices of whole wheat bread and butter and the cocoa from milk, slightly sweetened and served without whipped cream. The cake is a chocolate layer cake covered with white icing. Shirley herself, likes nothing better than ice cream with gravy, but for the party the gravy—known to adults as chocolate sauce, will be omitted, as a little too much of a good thing in view of the cocoa and the chocolate cake filling. Here are some sound ideas on juvenile birthday parties from Shirley Temple's mother.

Arrange the party so the refreshments will take the place of a regular meal in order not to interrupt the wholesome routine of regular diet. Shirley's party will begin at half-past three with the refreshment-supper served shortly before six.

If there are younger children present, have ready hot cooked cereal and milk to serve instead of the creamed chicken and vegetables and cocoa.

Explain to the mothers of the invited youngsters before hand that the little hostess will not be receiving gifts. Instead have gifts for each of the guests. At Shirley's party these tokens will be hidden in Easter baskets, filled with bunnies.
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A MILLION to ONE
You’ll Never Be a Star

IT'S a million to one you’ll never be a star!
You're going to hate me for telling this but it's much better for you to have your heartache at home than in New York or Hollywood. Somehow heartache on an empty stomach without a friendly shoulder to weep on is not the most pleasant way of passing time. If you've never tried it, don't experiment! Take my word for it that New York is tough and Hollywood is twice as tough. You can't crash the movies unless you're a combination of Garbo and One-Eyed Connolly and then you'll probably need an introduction from President Roosevelt with an okay from Will Hays.

You who have had legitimate stage experience will find it easier to get in the movies. The figures for 1934 show that one out of every 100 stage people given screen tests were signed to a movie contract. If you're harboring screen ambitions with the odds a million to one against you, the stage should be your first goal.

Until recently, fake movie schools were scattered all over the country. racketeers in the role of school teachers traded in youthful ambition, luring unsuspecting girls from out of town on the pretense of making them stars and even procuring screen contracts at fabulous salaries. The youngsters came in large numbers, only to be robbed of their hopes and bankrolls.

Hollywood still has a few of these fake movie schools but a crusade by the newspapers and the district attorney in New York was too much for the screen-school gangsters. They folded up and disappeared but like all such racketeers, are sure to pop up again!

If you want to be fooled by these specialists in the most glamorous form of embezzlement, don't take any notice of these figures given me by the movie companies. If you would like to avoid the traps offered by fake movie schools and fake agents, just memorize these figures of the major screen companies for the first months of 1935:

Fox . . . 485 tests . . . 22 signed; 20th Century . . . 425 tests . . . 0 signed; Columbia . . . 96 tests . . . 17 signed; RKO . . . 12 tests on Coast . . . 0 signed; M-G-M . . . 485 tests in Hollywood, 67 tests in New York, 43 tests in London, 9 signed.

These figures show just what chance the trained players have of reaching riches and stardom. These figures show just what chance comedy Gentle Gloom, the Pride of Podunk, had when she gave up her job and came to New York to become a movie star under the (Please turn to page 42)

You may think it's easy to crash into the movies but don't let them fool you. Read this frank article and you will realize that the road to stardom is not the easy path some folks would have you believe

By
JOHN T. CASEY

Illustrated by Henri Weiner
Fight Tuberculosis with modern methods

If there are hidden shadows of the disease, they are revealed by the penetrating eye of the X-ray.

There were fewer new cases of tuberculosis in 1934. The death rate from this disease in this country was lower than ever before. But this good news from those who are resolutely fighting tuberculosis should not blind one to the fact that about 70,000 persons died last year from tuberculosis and that it is still the leading cause of death between the ages of fifteen and forty-five.

When the suspicious symptoms begin to appear—undue fatigue, chest pains, loss of weight, a cough that hangs on, blood spitting—no time should be lost in getting an expert diagnosis. The value of such early diagnosis, aided by laboratory tests, X-rays or fluoroscope, is reflected by the increase in the number of complete recoveries.

Since Dr. Trudeau blazed the trail fifty years ago and proved that “consumption” could be arrested, untold thousands have been restored to health by following the treatment of fresh air, sunshine, nourishing food and REST.

Physicians, today, have at their command another ally—pneumothorax or lung-collapsing treatment which is proving of great value in many cases, though not suitable for all. The expert can, if he thinks wise, collapse an infected lung as long as is necessary and let the other lung do the breathing. The infected lung heals more quickly during its enforced rest. This treatment, under competent and continued medical care, is speeding a steadily increasing number of recoveries in sanatoria and homes.

Tuberculosis, recognized and treated in its early stages, can be arrested and controlled in most cases. Send for the Metropolitan booklet “Tuberculosis.” Address Booklet Department 435-B.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

Frederick H. Ecker, President

One Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Your Eyes...LIKE A PICTURE...
Save a Frame TO BRING OUT THEIR FULL BEAUTY

Eyes are like a picture without a frame...dull and uninteresting...if lashes are pale and scanty...if lids are colorless or if brows are scraggly.

So...transform your eyelashes into the appearance of long, dark, lustrous fringe, instantly and harmlessly with the famous Maybelline mascara. Blend a soft, colorful shadow on your eyelids with Maybelline Eye Shadow, and see how the color and sparkle of your eyes are instantly intensified. Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Keep your lashes soft and silky with the pure Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream, and be sure to brush and train your eyebrows and lashes with the specially designed Maybelline Eyebrow Brush. Maybelline preparations are approved by leading authorities for absolute harmlessness. Their sixteen-year reputation for highest quality is your guarantee of complete satisfaction. Introductory sizes of all Maybelline eye beauty preparations can be had at any leading 10c store.
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All the World's a Screen

(Continued from page 31)

Saved from Unguis: Miss Crawford of Hollywood carry an awful responsibility. They can change the face of the feminine world and its anatomy. For that reason I urge par-
ishioners to offer thanks for Joan Crawford's labial reformation. At the rate
mouths were expanding, in emulation, we soon would have been kissing Un-
guis. As Miss Crawford goes, so goes a large proportion of wenchdom. Nor does it stop there; it's spreading to the males. At least one lad is reaping honors by impersonating Joan at Harry Richman's club. He says he is working his way through college. I asked what he was studying to be. He said, "Greta Gar-
bo." I'm afraid he hasn't the voice. Once I glimpsed with closed eyes to Miss Garbo from the screen and was re-
minded of the sepulchral tones of John the Baptist down the well in "Salome."

Leave Your Face Home: Darrell Zanuck urges the screen aspir-
ant to bring her own face to Hollywood. My advice is to leave it home. That is, if she wants to keep it. The body, too, for that matter. Mr. Zanuck is no doubt sincere in his cry for individuality. You have noted the squirmy walk of screen maidens, suggesting angewomen toddling on end. I'm told they acquire this by waddling about with pots on their heads in the manner of slaves and peasant serfs who are supposed to have the ideal carriage. My observation is that the most graceful woman is the freest—the flamenco, so free she still wears shawls and full skirts, refusing to be shoehorned by fashion and boggled to high heels. Perhaps the throbbing activities of these gypsys contribute to their nimbleness. My recommendation, then, is to put the little actresses in something loose and let them scamper about barefooted, packing pockets.

With the New Things are happening faster in Hol-
lywood than a prophet can predict. New faces appear with every film and old ones acquire new expressions. My current shock is Joan Crawford. I never thought I'd be weaving a leis of gar-
damns, but here I am. Holding natural-
ness the requisite of an actress, I was not persuaded by the stylized, enameled, haughty extravagances, of the gypsys leading me to think in which she seemed to be impersonating an actress, with stress on affectation of manner, making her seem, if anything, a parvenu in the circus and Hollywood. Eventually I could no longer endure the agony of it all and yielded my place in the line that always forms for her features. I decided we would each have to go on our own way. Nothing personal. Just incompatibility. She was bad for me, for culture, whereas I am all for the collapse of civilization and amounting to nothing on a sunny beach. What I do for Joan is to look and see if there was any chance of reconciliation and also to see how good odd Gable was going to be. For less than two years it took to tramp over the toes of my neighbors, I was devastated by the screen appar-
ition. What once had seemed a bold and brutal beauty, though sculpturally su-
perb, now had the radiance of nobility. With humor and grace and intelligence Miss Crawford made capable at an arti-

ticial role. Trifling though it was, it served to reveal a thinking actress. Furthermore I reserves judgment until next day, when I sought out "Chained" at a neigh-
borhood theater. Again sincerity, free of all rocco chic. During my absence from her features she has become a charming mental actress. I abjectly hope it wasn't my presence that made her self-conscious. I shall be there with a gardenia for her next.

Swami's Sins: "Dear Swami," writes Miss Josephs of North Vassalboro, Maine, "in the Jan-
uary issue you picked out your thirteen best actors and actresses and those who are going up. Don't you think you omitted some? However, I happen to like all you listed, so no argument."

Pleasant! In fact, consider the Swami unfrocked for sins of omis-
sion. How did I come to neglect Mar-
garet Sullivan? I swear she was on the list when it left this sanctum. Perhaps she flew off en route to editor; you know how lighty Peg is. Anna Sten is another contender. The list of 13 Best Actors should somehow have included Frank Morgan, Roland Young, Spencer Tracy, Claude Rains, Lee Tracy, Conrad Veidt, Alan Hale. Evidently I am my unlucky num-er; it should have been 20 at least.

Margo was absent from the Going Up numbers because I was in the catching "Crime Without Passion." Most natural of the screen debutantes, Margo has the facial sensitiveness of Nazimova.

Loretta Young did not come to town with "The White Parade" until after I had come out of the trance. I predict she will be leading the star parade with-
in a couple of years.


Hollywood Histrionism: I don't want to seem a dour old schoolmarm, but I would like to add what all the giggling is about on the screen. Miss Shearer ends nearly every speech on a ripple and giggles when others are speaking. Miss Colbert chort-
les at everything that is said and even to herself, as if privé to a joke all her own. Even my new friend, Miss Crawford, forces laughs at Mr. Montgomery's chowning, for which I suppose she may be pardoned. It's fun after a laugh.

Males, too, go on chuckling or smiling broadly. They seem afraid to be still. When compelled to listen they either grin or bat their eyes vigorously, or both. Hollywood's idea of a romantic scene is for two people to bat eyelashes and show each other their breath. They're horribly gum-conscious. As one of the many admirers of Miss Bergner, may I suggest our scholars of Hollywood study her and master the art of doing nothing? Or should I say the art of thinking?

Bootleg Pictures: The League Against Indecency seems to be having a Corresponding, up a lot of young rebels. One child writes from a girls' school bearing a saint's name that she is not going to be made good in spite of her-
self. "I'll stay in school with a body," she says. "They as yet have not boycott the classics." Tut, tut, Ministers know best. Some success in their drive is for picture prohibition to replace the Eighteenth Amendment they gave us. It would be sort of fun, I thought. But! Come on over to Tony's—he's beaming "Pech's Bad Boy" tonight.
If You Could look Under Your Skin!

There's where Beauty lies... where Lines Wrinkles Blemishes first develop

Skin Authorities say

ONE of America's leading dermatologists says: "The beauty of the outer skin depends on the underskin. You cannot be too emphatic about that."

Yet most women keep trying one thing and another for faults they see on the outside of their skin—never dreaming that what their skin really needs is help deep underneath where all the tiny nerves and glands are that make skin beautiful.

How skin faults develop

Here, expressed in simple everyday language, is the way dermatologists explain it:

The underskin is the workshop where the outward beauty of the skin is constantly being created. Once the teens are past, the underskin begins to lose its vigor. Its circulation slows. Oil glands decrease their supply. Fibres lose their snap. All of this slowly but surely shows up in your outer skin in the form of disfiguring blackheads... aging lines... coarseness... blemishes... wrinkles!

How can you ward them off? By invigorating your underskin!

There is one cream that goes right in, stirs your underskin to vigorous action—Pond's Cold Cream. It's specially processed oils sink deep. As you put it on, your circulation is quickened. The fresh blood rushes up to nourish shrinking tissue. Falling oil glands are stimulated.

Never let a single night pass without cleansing your skin with this thorough, germ-free cream. Pat it in briskly, generously and you will feel your skin roused. All the day's dust, grime and make-up will float right out of the pores. Your skin feels wonderfully refreshed, invigorated. It actually feels softer—looks smoother—and ever so much clearer!

Every morning—and during the day—every time you make up—cleanse with this cream first, and your powder and rouge will go on like a charm.

Send right off for a special tube of this cream. Use it daily. Soon you will see skin faults fade. Little aging lines soften. Blackheads and blemishes disappear. Day by day, your skin will look clearer—finer—smooth—until it glows once more with that enchanting "bloom of youth."

Mail coupon today for 9-Treatment Supply

I enclose 90c (for cost of postage and packing) for special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for nine treatments—sixteen emollient-samples of 1 oz. Pond's Creams and 3 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company
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(Continued from page 35)

guidance of Starmaker School of the Screen, one of the average takes. Garite would, of course, bring her bank balance along and in almost no time, the canny agent would have relieved her of any small inheritance as money.

One of the strange things about these schools was the sliding tuition scale. If Garite had $500, somehow that just paid for everything. If, however, she had only $200, that also was just the right amount. Shortly after the preliminary graduation and Garite was pronounced another Garbo and quite ready to play a lead opposite Leslie Howard or Charles Laughton.

Then a fake talent scout would interview Garite, maybe give her a fake screen test, and the next thing Garite knew, she would be flying home for return fare.

Fake schools are gone in New York and pretty well cleaned out in Hollywood but still thousands of girls from all over the country gamble everything they own on a trip to New York or Hollywood, where hope of being seen and signed on the spot by a talent scout. If you are contemplating any such trip, don't do it, because that is not the way talent scouts work. You can't crash their gate and even if you did, it wouldn't mean a thing, because they don't sign people on looks any more—it's on how they can act.

Billy Grady, head of the talent scout for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in the East saw over 3500 players in 300 legitimate shows during the first ten months of last year. He travelled 7500 miles and viewed summer thea, little theaters, amateur theatricals, school plays, and of course stock and Broadway productions. From the 3500 players he found 15 who warranted screen tests and of that group, only six were signed to movie contracts. Those signs included Walcott, Gladys George, Gene Lockhart, Marty Christiansen, Richard Waring, and Lee Sullivan. While watching a college show at Yale, Billy saw a student in the audience who interested him enough to interview and eventually test. The student, William Deering, made the grade and was signed, along with Frank Shields, famous Davis Cup tennis star, and the only other non-legitimate experienced person to receive a contract from Grady in the whole year.

Warner Brothers or Universal or any of the other big companies all have the same story. They look for their new talent on the legitimate stage. They want people grounded in the fundamental and naturally they look in places like the Hedgerow little theater in Philadelphia where Ann Harding and several other screen names received their early training. If you live in Atlanta or Spokane, the Hedgerow is a little bit far for commuting but your local amateur theater groups will give you just as much training and prestige. You can take the most important step to stardom right in your own home town!

Talent scouts all agree that the naturalness of a Katharine Hepburn or the personality of a Claudette Colbert are the most important assets in making a success on the screen. Reputations made in sports or business are just about as unimportant as is beauty. Red Grange and a host of other All-Americans have given screen chances and missed. Hundreds of beauty contest winners have been tried and found wanting. Without experience on the legitimate stage, the only chance Miss Unknown has is to win with personality and naturalness. And she has to have plenty of each and be willing to work mighty hard.

If you are selected for a screen test today, it costs the movie company upwards of $1,000 and takes about three weeks of preparation, including rehearsals, interviews, and sometimes the writing of special material in order to get the best possible results from your work. The same care is taken with the actual shooting, as with a feature.

The almost complete unimportance and insignificance of so-called screen tests given as contest prizes is proved by the expense and trouble to which the movie companies go when really giving an actual screen test. The mere contest stunt of stunts is in front of a couple of Kleig lights while somebody grinds a few feet of movie film is far from a screen test. If you stop to think of how many little thea, little thea or Robert Montgomerys have come out of such stunts, you'll realize that most screen contests are just good commercial promotions.

You don't make big salaries in the movies! It's a fact. Most of the people in Hollywood live on just about the same kind of budget you do. Of course, a few big names make big money but not a few big names are in your town. Beginners in the movies are placed under contract and usually have to pay the agent who 'placed' them. The beginner's contract is usually from $34 to $75 a week. That lasts for six months and then it may be raised or the person may be dropped. And of course many more are dropped than raised.

It may be disheartening for you to realize that only seventy-three people were signed by the major movie companies in nearly a year. It may be even more disheartening when you realize that few of the people signed were without legitimate experience. You'll probably think I'm an old meanie but I'm sure those million-to-one odds are wrong. I'm sure it that it is or maybe even five million to one you'll never be a star!
XR Yeast is definitely beneficial in most cases of constipation

SAY WORLD—FAMOUS MEDICAL MEN WHO TESTED IT!

DR. HENRI GAELINGER (left), specialist in the treatment of constipation, co-author of the important medical volume, "Constipation." His tests on the new yeast reveal: "It is astonishingly stronger. Best remedy for constipation I have encountered!"

"Also acts far faster than the former yeast on Indigestion, Skin Troubles, Lack of Energy, Headaches," noted intestinal specialist explains . . .

TODAY the usual treatment of constipation has been revolutionized!

For a new discovery has been made . . . called by doctors "a really great advance against the ills of constipation!"

It is an entirely different kind of yeast developed by a great American medical scientist!

As Dr. Gaehlinger says: "It is astonishingly stronger . . . works with extra speed!"

This new XR Yeast stimulates digestive juices and muscles! Unlike harsh cathartics which act only on your bowels, it first acts in your stomach where most constipation starts!

Thus your food is digested better . . . kept softer . . . so it moves easily through your body.

Soon you become "regular," and can stop taking those harmful laxatives. Soon you don’t feel that terrible distress after meals.

As poisons are cleared from your system, you have more energy, more cheerful spirits.

Your skin is quickly freed of those horrid pimples. It takes on new color. Also, you don’t have those headaches day after day!

You have fewer colds, too, because of the new Vitamin A now in Fleischmann’s XR Yeast. It supplies four vitamins we all need—A, B, D and G—plus healthful minerals!

Order some Fleischmann’s XR Yeast now from a grocer, restaurant or soda fountain.

Just eat 3 cakes a day for at least 30 days—plain, or dissolved in 1/2 glass of water—preferably a half-hour before every meal! But eat it regularly!

(As good as ever for baking, too!)
HAVE YOU A
"DATED SKIN"?

(Continued from page 4)
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They're the Tops

A woman's age is a woman's secret. Even the election laws acknowledge this when they require only that a woman state that she is over 21. Everyone is entitled to look young—as young, frankly, as she can make herself look. That is a woman's prerogative and no one can deny it.

But many a woman betrays her age in the very shade of face powder she uses. The wrong shade of face powder makes her look her age. It "dates" her skin—stamps it on her birthdate. She may feel 21, act 21, dress 21, but she doesn't fool the world a bit. To calculating eyes she is 31 and no foolin'.

Why Advertise Your Age?

Color creates the effect of either age or youth. Any artist, any make-up expert, will tell you this. Even a slight difference in shade will make a big difference in years so far as appearance is concerned.

The wrong shade of face powder will not only make you look your age, but cressel still, years older than you really are! If you want to find out whether your shade of face powder is playing you fair or false, make this unfalling test: Send

for all 5 shades of Lady Esther Face Powders which I offer free, and try each one on your face before your mirror.

Don't try to select your shade in advance, as flesh, natural or rachic, etc. Try each of all 5 shades. In other words, don't try to match your skin, but, rather, to flatter it. Merely matching your skin won't help. What you want to do is enhance it in appearance!

The Shade for You Is One of These 5

The 5 shades of Lady Esther Face Powder will answer all tones of skin. (I could just as well have made 25 shades, but I know from scientific tests that only 5 are necessary for all colorings of skin.) One of these 5 shades, probably the one you least suspect, will instantly assert itself as the one for you. It will prove your most becoming, your most flattering. It will "youthify" rather than age you in appearance.

When you get the supply of Lady Esther Face Powder which I send you free, test it also for smoothness. Make your famous "bite test." Place a pinch between your teeth and bite on it. Note how grit-free it is. Mark how much a delicate beauty it gives your skin and how long it clings and stays fresh. In every way you will find this most flattering powder you ever tried.

Copyright by Lady Esther, 1935

(You can paste this on a penny postcard) (21)

Lady Esther, 205 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.

Name

Address

City (If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

STATE--

Copyright by Lady Esther, 1935

Can make people pay their good money at the box office unless they want to see Shirley Temple. The other accusation, if all Norma has to offer are bedroom farces, then why were "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and "Smiling Through" so successful?

No, Norma's appeal lies within herself. It is not the fact that she is beautiful in face and figure. But she is beautiful inside. You sense it. An ordinary Canadian girl, she has lifted herself to social position, won security, joy in her husband and her child. Given only her own bravery and she has won out in life's battle. The words "ordinary girl" creep insistently, you'll notice. They tell the whole story. Norma—is, wise, serene, lovely, mature—Is Everywoman. Everywoman, that is, plus Everywoman's hopes, aspirations and ideals. Janet Gaynor cannot change her parts. Mae West is too shrewd to take on the small Shearer could. But you play a Janet Gaynor part one day, and a Mae West part the next, and not lose any of her popularity. She can be any woman because she is—everwoman!

WHERE the fifth actress on the list is concerned, prophecies are dangerous. Katharine Hepburn's personality is not yet completely formed. In comparison to these others she is still a newcomer. The others have lasted. Whether Katharine will last it is still too soon to say.
For beauty of lips
and neck-line enjoy
**Double-Mint Gum**.
Every day! Wherever
and whenever convenient.
It's a natural
beauty exercise.
HAVE YOU A “DATED SKIN”?

(April 2, 1902)

The WRONG SHADE OF FACE POWDER WILL GIVE YOUR AGE AWAY EVERY TIME!

by Lady Esther

A woman’s age is a woman’s secret. Even the election laws acknowledge this when they require only that a woman state that she is over 21. Every woman is entitled to look young—as young, frankly, as she can make herself look. That is a woman’s prerogative and no one can deny it her.

But many a woman betrays her age in the very shade of face powder she uses. The wrong shade of face powder makes her look older. It “dates” her—stamps on it her birthdate. She may feel 21, act 21, dress 21, but she doesn’t fool the world a bit. To calen乌鲁ing eyes she is 31 and no foolin’.

Why Advertise Your Age?

Color creates the effect of either age or youth. Any artist, any make-up expert, will tell you this. Even a slight difference in shade will make a big difference in years so far as appearance is concerned.

The wrong shade of face powder will not only make you look your age, but crueler still, years older than you really are! If you want to find out whether your shade of face powder is playing you fair or false, make this unfalling test: Send

for all 5 shades of Lady Esther Face Powders which I offer free, and try each on your face before your mirror.

Don’t try to select your shade in advance, as flesh, natural or rascal, etc. Try each of all the 5 shades. In other words, don’t try to match your skin, but, rather, to flatter it. Merely matching your skin won’t help. What you want to do is enhance it in appearance!

The Shade for You is One of These 5

The 5 shades of Lady Esther Face Powder will answer all tones of skin. (I could just as well have made 25 shades, but I know from scientific tests that only 5 are necessary for all colors of skin.) One of these 5 shades, probably the one you least suspect, will instantly assert itself as the one for you. It will prove your most becoming, your most flattering. It will “youthify” rather than age you in appearance.

When you get the supply of Lady Esther Face Powder which I send you free, test it also for smoothness. Make my famous “bite test.” Place a pinch between your teeth and bite it on. Note how grit-free it is. Mark also what a delicate beauty it gives your skin and how long it clings and stays fresh. In every way you will find this the most flattering powder you ever tried.

Copyright by Lady Esther, 1935

(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
For beauty of lips and neck-line enjoy Double-Mint Gum: Every day! Wherever and whenever convenient. It's a natural beauty exercise.
Lorraine Hair Nets come in single and double mesh, cap and fringe shapes, regular and bob sizes. Made of fine human hair, strong and long wearing. All shades including, grey and white.

Lorraine Water Wave Sleeping Caps fit snugly and are made of heavy silk thread, with wide band and tie strap. In all natural hair shades; also pastels: pink, orchid, blue, rose, tangerine, green, jade.

SAVE THAT WAVE! Lorraine Water Wave Nets hold your wave firmly in place while you sleep. Strong meshes assure long wear, and the elastic chin strap, illustrated at left, keeps the net from shifting. Also a valuable aid when you set your hair after a shampoo.

Lorraine Triangle Veil Nets serve many purposes in keeping your wave lovely. Easy to put on after finger wave. Excellent protection in motoring and sports. In all hair shades. Illustrated at right.

LORRAINE COMBS
Strong combs of fine quality hard rubber: Bobby, pocket and dressing combs. Black and mahogany. Also combs of acetate in ivory, coral, green, blue, pink, red, maize, orchid. Solid color or pearl effect.

LORRAINE SWITCHES
Lorraine Switches are made of real hair, in all shades and are extremely smart. Light, medium and dark browns, blonde black, auburn and platinum. 21 inches long. Make attractive braids. Easy to wash.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT F. W. WOOLWORTH CO 5 and 10 CENT STORES
and what they did with "Sweet Adeline" and "Little Annie Rooney" was just nobody's business.

Charles Evans was the famous minstrel, you know, and the day changed also to be the anniversary of Evans's first public appearance. He was thirteen and he sang in a salon in New York. They paid him $.25 apiece, and he never did quite make his bed, but fell asleep on his front porch.

There was lively impromptu entertainment, with Queenie Cawthorne reviving memories of Broadway and the days when she was Queenie Vassar by singing and dancing delightfully, and a real feature of the proceedings was the sight of Mrs. Leon Errol dancing the Merry Widow Waltz with Edwin Breeze, and doing it better than we've seen it done in many a day.

Robert Young and his wife represented the younger Hollywood set.

The old woman who lived in a shoe was just a lonely soul on a desert isle compared to Fred Keating, on the occasion of his house-warming, when he could have easily paraphrased Mother Goose by saying "he had so many guests he didn't know what to do." Guests packed the living-room, overflowed the dining-room, and one fell over them even in the kitchen. There wasn't a thought of anybody sitting down, even on the floor. There was no room.

"Go!" Premiere of The Captain Hates the Sea tomorrow night, by courtesy of the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital! was the way a sign on the wall read. It meant that four of the picture's cast, Victor McLaglen, John Gilbert, Florence Rice and Keating, had all been sent to the hospital while the film was being made.

The bird which Fred uses in his magic act was another feature of the party. The canary's name is Tallulah, in honor of Tallulah Bankhead, when Fred was her leading man back in New York.

"So you see Frieda don't kill a canary every time he does his magic act," Irene declared. "Tallulah has been on the job a long time."

Fred was gallant to all the ladies, but we hear that his attentions have lately been divided between Patricia Ellis and Barbara Blair.

Nancy Carrol arrived with Howard Hughes, the producer, who, by the way, still looks as though he were twenty-one years old, despite all his picture worries. Howard on his part has been faithful to Nancy through at least four Hollywood social functions.

Alison Skipworth, against her rule not to go to parties, was there, and Harry Hoound's widow, too, who also eschews parties for the most part.

In fact a lot of recluse was present, including Barbara Stanwyck and Frank Fay, and Tala Birell, just back from New York, who seldom goes out.

Open house on Sunday afternoon and holidays for baby! That's the new Hollywood idea with Sally Ellers, Arline Judge (Mrs. Wesley Ruggles), and June Collyer (Mrs. Richard Dix) sponsoring it. Clara Bow, we hear, intends adopting the idea, too.

We found Sally, who is Mrs. Harry Joe Brown in private life, all rumbled up the other Sunday. She didn't care. Her small son, the rumbled-up Pumplewick, and it all went right with her. She tells us that she and Harry Joe are going to buy a house to put the Baby Bunting in, especially since Baby Bunting has a penchant for falling off places, and their penthouse outdoor breakfast room furnishes a long fall either for man or boy.

As for the small Harry Joe, he is always dutifully polite to visitors even when awakened out of a sound sleep, which he often is, so proud are papa and mama of him.

A large apartment in the mansion all to himself is what little Wesley Ruggles Jr., boasts, at the Ruggles home. He even has his own cedar closets, kitchenette and bathroom.

Helen Twelvetrees and her husband, Frank Woody, together with their small son, Jackie, were there, and June Collyer and Stuart Erwin. Marian Nixon and William Seltzer admired the Twelverees and Ruggles youngsters, and Marian declared with a blush that she'd "love to have a baby if she were sure of having one as nice as little Wesley." We believe her, for you know she adopted one when she was married to Eddie Hillman, but regretfully returned it, because the law made her do so, when she was divorced. However, she saw to it that the little one was re-raised by a fine family.

Helen and Arline have been champs for years. Both tell the story about Arline, and how, when she telephoned Helen from the hospital two hours after her baby was born, Helen's butler took the message and Helen fired him as a liar.

"What woman could talk over the phone two hours after having a baby?" she demanded scornfully.

Little Jackie Woody and small Wesley are pals, too, but Jackie had shipped Wesley on a Wednesday, and Wesley had barely forgiven him the Sunday we were there.

An original feature of the new Ruggles home is a "complaint box," such as is installed in certain hotels for guests. The idea is that if you don't like the way the Ruggles family entertains, you can drop a written complaint into the box, which hangs on the living-room wall.

Another feature of the house is the breakfast room right off Arline's and Wesley's bedrooms. Isn't that just too cozy?

**Russian Parties**

Spanish parties, Hawaiian parties, German pancake parties—all are in the discard now-a-days for Russian parties.

And if you could just seen Anna Sten and husband Dr. Eugene Freke and their guests eating their horscat from wooden spoons such as Russian peasants use, and the feminine guests sniffing at their corsages of Continental field flowers, not to mention all sipping their vodka, you would have loved it.

Flaming swords of shashlik were brought in for the dinners, and if a good time wasn't had by all it was no fault of the hosts.

Entertainment, too, was Russian. Anna appearing in a Russian playlet, and bringing in Russian street singers.

**Cowthorn's Entertain**

"John's big game hunting—hunting everything!" smiled Dolores Costello Barrymore as we chatted at the party which the Joe Cowthorn's were giving. And he writes to us every day.

Charlie Farrell and Virginia Valli had driven up in their cute little English Auts, which they had shipped from Europe, and from which they get twenty-miles a gallon!

"We had no automobile accidents, though we drove all over Europe," reported Virginia.

(Please turn to page 48)

---

The thing that robs your clothes of their nice fresh whiteness, a friend told the bride, is left-over dirt—and there's one sure way to get out ALL the dirt.

That way is to use Fels-Naptha—for it's made of golden soap that's richer—and there's lots of dirt-losing naptha right in it. You can smell the naptha.

Another nice thing this bride learned about Fels-Naptha—it's perfectly safe for daintiest things. And kind to hands—there's soothing glycerine in every bar.

Now Alice is married a year—her linens still look as fresh and snowy as new—and there's never a hint of tattle-tale gray to make people think she's careless!

**Careless little bride!**

**Said Tattle-Tale Gray**

It had been the first big party in her own new home—she had been so thrilled—but suddenly she saw a guest eating her tablecloth—and that critical glance ruined her evening.

Why did her clothes have that tattle-tale gray look? She always worked hard over her ways—but why must she seem so careless?

Then next day, she found the answer...

---

**"Tattle-Tale Gray" with Fels-Naptha Soap!**

---
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Hollywood Goes a-partying
(Continued from page 47)

Marie O'Baron's Skid

Hollywood folk at the last Mayfair dance are having a little smile. All about Merle Oberon. Merle didn't take a single drink—she believes Hollywood is a bit too convivial. And she thinks we all sit up too late.

Merle started home early, but in walking across the dance floor, which was empty at the moment, she took a lively little skid and tumble.

W Hether Doris Kenyon intends to wed again, nobody knows. She is keeping her own counsel.

But a little bird tells us—and not one of those unreliable Hollywood birds, either—that she may marry that charming young professional man Dr. Howard Mulvey.

We met him at Doris's musical tea where he was a quiet figure, sipping his tea in a corner, and talking football rather than music with all corners. But he watched in huge admiration our hostess, as, a graceful figure in her black taffeta afternoo gown, she strutted among the guests.

Joe E. Brown and Spencer Tracy and Alan Hale seemed to be imbibing a bit of musical culture, but after the concert made up for the strain by getting off in a corner and telling stories.

That affair between Mary Carlisle and James Blatly begins to look serious, although you never can tell with Mary.

At any rate, James has named his pet turtle after her. Only the name Mary, which the turtle really has borne for sometime, used to mean a certain Mary whom James knew in Germany.

When Miss Carlisle found that out, she insisted that James carve the name. Mary II, on the turtle's back. And he did it, by heck!

Dick May Adopt a Baby

Whether Dick Powell and Mary Brian decide to get married or not, the fact remains, according to the word of intimate friends of Dick, that he means to adopt a child.

"Father and Mother are here now, I have a new home, and I want to adopt a child," said Dick.

Lyle Talbot's Doings

Echoes of Lyle Talbot's old stock days were heard in the Woodworth party which he gave. All the presents, as the name implies, were from the five-and-

But laugh as they might over the gifts, it was discovered at the end, when J. E. Henderson, Lyle's dad, tried to collect them to give away to some charity or other, that nobody wanted to give up his presents!

Maybe it was only for sentimental reasons that Peggy Watters, Lyle's girlfriend of these days, refused to give up the tambourine she had received, and with which she was supposed to accompany herself in her dancing; but the fact remains. And Lyle wouldn't part with the little simpalee and automobile which Peggy gave him.

Lyle gave Joe E. Brown a baseball inscribed with the names of a number of comedians, including Wheeler and Woolsey, Joe佩mer and others.

Picture Parties

Picture parties are another new social wrinkle in Hollywood. You give them in the whirlpool room or the bar, and the walls of the room are covered with pictures of the guests.

Ralph Bellamy and his wife gave one of the nicest of these picture parties in their new bar. Some of the pictures were cartoons, others caricatures, and still others merely odd cards. Mae West and Johnny Mack Brown provided a still that was a wow.

Helen Blushes

Helen Morgan is telling a good one on herself.

"I had never met W. S. Van Dyke, the director, when I was taken to one of his parties," said Helen. "You know what crushes they are. Photographers came around for the newswreels because I had a chance to meet my host. I found myself being photographed with a strange man.

"I don't see why we have to have our pictures taken at parties," I said to the man. 'Neither do I,' he answered. Then I was introduced. He was Mr. Van Dyke, my host!"

Arline Judge thinks it is good luck to let her feminine friends wear any article of jewelry she owns which she prizes herself. Naturally the friends think that is grand.

When Miss Arline insisted on Marian Nixon, June Collyer, Helen Twelvetrees and Sally Eilers wearing the gorgeous star-sapphire ring which her husband, Wesley Ruggles, had given her for Christmas.

Here and There

Alice Faye and Jack Donahue were together at the Club Continental, so interested in each other they hardly spoke to the rest of the party, which included Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown, Charlie Chaplin and Paulette Goddard, Mervyn and Doris D'Ro, Jimmy Dunn and Faye. Glen Bolle and Louise Siddell are valentining; Grace Allen and George Burns declare their five-month-old adopted baby sings "The Object of My Affections"; the Marquis de Polignac outstayed his intended visit in Los Angeles in order to meet Greta Garbo—but never did; John Lodge is wondering why some actors are worried about not having their names in the Blue Book. "I'd rather be in the Standard Catalog of the Day," he said. But maybe that's because he rather takes the Blue Book as a matter-of-course, since he belongs there without question.

Carl Brisson's Danish dinners are famous. The rice pudding ceremony was a feature at one of these affairs. The pudding is served in a bowl, brought to the table red hot. One almond is in the pudding, and whichever guest finds it in his dish is given a prize.
"Women welcome frankness when talking about these Kotex advantages"

CAN'T CHAFE • CAN'T FAIL • CAN'T SHOW!

Mary Pauline Callender
Author of "Marjorie May's 12th Birthday"

Your druggist can't tell you these things without embarrassment. But as one woman to another I want to tell you of these remarkable improvements in sanitary protection.

To prevent all chafing and all irritation, the sides of Kotex are cushioned in a special, soft, downy cotton. That means lasting comfort and freedom every minute Kotex is worn. But, mind you, sides only are cushioned....the center surface is left free to absorb.

There is a special center layer in the heart of the pad. It has channels that guide moisture evenly the whole length of the pad—thus avoids accidents. And this special center gives "body" but not bulk to the pad in use....makes Kotex keep adjusting itself to every natural movement. No twisting. The filler of Kotex is actually 5 times more absorbent than cotton.

FRANKLY, I believe that I know what women really want in sanitary protection. For I have talked to thousands of women of all ages, and from all walks of life, about their personal problems. In intimate chats I've heard the faults they find with ordinary pads. And I know you'll be grateful to hear about the remarkable new Kotex.

Here are the facts that will interest you most.

Kotex is much softer because of its downy, cotton sides. 8 women in to say it prevents chafing entirely. Kotex gives a freedom of mind for hours longer because the "equalizer" distributes moisture evenly—avoids accidents. The tapered ends permit you to wear clinging gowns without the fear of lines that show.

Kotex eliminates pulling and twisting. The reason for all this is contained in the pad itself and in the new pinless belt.

These are exclusive Kotex features of which no other napkin can boast.

5 times as absorbent

Did you know this? The Kotex absorbent cellulocotton (not cotton) is 5 times as absorbent as cotton. It is the identical absorbent used in the majority of our leading hospitals. In fact, hospitals alone last year used 18 million Kotex pads.

Just let me mention that women who require extra protection find Super Kotex ideal for their needs. It costs no more than the regular. For emergency, Kotex is available in West Cabinets in ladies' rest rooms.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX

Try the New Deodorant Powder Discovery... QUEST, for Personal Deodinization. Available wherever Kotex is sold.
Sponsored by the makers of Kotex.

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!

Now you can wear what you will without lines ever showing. Why? Kotex ends are not merely rounded as in ordinary pads, but flattened and tapered besides. Absolute invisibility always. No 'give away' lines or wrinkles...and that makes for added assurance that results in peace of mind and poise.

New Adjustable Belt Requires No Pins!

No wonder thousands are buying this truly remarkable Kotex sanitary belt! It's conveniently narrow...easily adjustable to fit the figure. And the patented clasp does away with pins entirely. You'll be pleased with the comfort....and the low price.
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Read this Glorious News about Gray Hair!

A Starting New Development now makes coloring gray hair no more trouble than a manicure! No more costly than a jar of good face cream! Yet transforms gray hair with youthful lustre! . . . We invite you to TEST IT FREE in 10 short minutes on a single lock from your hair . . . Read this unusual news. Then mail the coupon and find real freedom from gray!

Now, in an unheard of short space of time, you can transform the gray in your hair into youthful lustre and loveliness. You can start this morning and before evening the gray in your hair will be gone. You can do it easily, quickly, yourself at home. No experience needed. No "skin-test" required. Medical authorities pronounce it SAFE—harmless to hair and scalp.

Just the three simple steps above are necessary. No delay or waiting except for the hair to dry.

No matter what the natural color of your hair, (black, brown, auburn, reddish, or blonde) Mary T. Goldman's new method blends with natural shade so evenly that detection need never be feared. It will not wash out, fade, nor rub off on clothing and linens. You can wave or curl your hair just as always.

This new method was developed by a leading scientist after special research. His results place gray hair coloration on an entirely new plane. You are not asked to take our word for it, nor to believe a single statement in this advertisement without a fair, free trial.

Send us the coupon below. We will supply you FREE with a sufficient quantity in an unmarked package to test on a small lock snipped from your hair. You can judge the results for yourself.

If you prefer, your druggist or department store can supply you with the full-sized bottle for complete treatment. Money-back guarantee.

Mail the coupon now. The day you receive your FREE Single Lock Test Package, you will realize that your gray hair problem is ended for good.

Mary T. Goldman
Color for Gray Hair
For Free Test Package

Please send me your FREE Single Lock Test Package as checked below.

Name ____________________________
Street ___________________________
City _____________________________
State _____________________________

[ ] Black [ ] Medium Brown [ ] Ashen and Reddish [ ] Medium Blond
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Are your hands a thrill? They should be! It’s not the chapped rough little hands of this world that men want to hold!

So many girls say that Hinds Honey and Almond Cream does more for their hands. This is why: Hinds is richer. It is a luscious cream in liquid form. Hinds is penetrating—as you smooth it in, it soaks the skin with soothing healing balms. Hinds Honey and Almond Cream works deeply—that’s why dry, rough or chapped hands quickly become smooth!

Every time your hands feel dry and drawn, rub in a little Hinds. It supplies the skin with beautifying oils to replace skin-oils stolen by soap suds, March winds, housework. And always Hinds at night—to keep your hands thrillingly smooth. Economical! Big 25¢ and 50¢ sizes in drug stores, 10¢ size at dime store.
The most complete book ever written on how to powder properly. Mail coupon today. Note generous offer of two weeks' package.

SHE LOOKED EIGHTEEN

Ten Feet Away

But close up! ... what a disappointment

The easiest way to age the face is to use the wrong powder. What a mistake! How men shy away from the over-powdered, artificial girl. To carelessly add years is a risk to happiness... a harsh look is always a handicap.

And it's all so needless. Thanks to a new discovery, there's one face powder that actually subtracts years, giving the complexion a youthful, fresh glow that is adorable—natural. It is superior because of an exclusive process—it's stratified (rolled into tiny, clinging wafers). Hence no grit. Its delicate texture blends softly into the skin, lasts infinitely longer—conceals pores, but cannot enlarge them.

The name of this sensational new powder that is being welcomed all over the country is SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, so flattering and youthifying.

It meets the latest French vogue of powdering to look un-powdered, now widely advocated by American beauty experts. At all the smart places in New York, Newport, Palm Beach, you see the chic effect of SOFT-TONE Mello-glo. It stands the severest "close-up" inspection—flat and shineless—as your mirror will agree.

The new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo is presented in five flattering shades, carelessly perfumed. 50c and $1. Buy a box today. See how quickly this super-powder makes you look younger, more natural.

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.

New SOFT-TONE MELLO-GLO

the close-up powder that gives an UN-powdered look

at all 10c counters

Free Coupon for fascinating booklet: "The New Vogue in Powdering"

Merely send Coupon for fascinating booklet: "The New Vogue in Powdering":

The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass. T.M.A-

Name

City

Street

Mail coupon today.

Lovely Madge Evans, M.G.M star, believes beauty of face should be set off by graceful handling of neck and arms.

Watch Your Neck and Arms

Says MADGE EVANS

They should receive just as careful attention as the hands, face and hair

ADGE EVANS is one of those radiant blondes to whom beauty and loveliness seem to have come with the least possible effort. If she had lived before the benefit of present day beauty experts, she would have been almost, if not quite as lovely as she is. And that is something that can be said of very few women in Hollywood or anywhere else. And yet, starting in her career as an actress at the age of six, she has much good advice to give on the subject of looking one's best, and in her opinion most girls give too little thought to their necks and arms. They use creams and lotions on their hands and wrists—and forget that their arms need the same treatment. They are never so painstaking about keeping their nails well manicured and forget that in any dress not possessing long sleeves, elbows are just as obvious. And they do dozens of things to their faces and forget that their necks may be just as greatly in need of cosmetics.

Special neck exercises to keep the neck and arms well-rounded and supple have always interested Miss Evans. Maybe sometime she will have time to carry them out, but in her own busy life she finds swimming much more satisfactory. The fact is that swimming, unless done to excess, is a form of exercise that develops arm and neck muscles beautifully without making them too muscular.

Much too, she believes, can be done by any girl to make the neck and arms lovely by getting into the habit of graceful posture. Whatever your occupation may be you can take pains to handle your neck and hands in a graceful way. And at the end of the day when your head just naturally feels like drooping you can hold up your chin and keep away the sagging lines that are so detrimental to youth and beauty.

To keep her arms and neck smooth and soft, Miss Evans advises the plentiful use of creams—special creams if you like—or just the creams you find beneficial to hands and face. Few women, Miss Evans finds, give enough attention to their elbows. To keep them from becoming darker than the rest of the arms she advises rubbing them with a lemon, and after that with cream.

In New York and other northern cities Miss Evans approves the use of special neck and arm cosmetics for evening dress. Liquid powder of the sort that clings to the skin and does not rub off is a great help to many women whose arm and neck skin is not perfectly smooth and even in tone. It adds greatly to the glamour of one's appearance in a low cut evening gown, but for Hollywood residents who can swim almost all the year round, Miss Evans prefers the plan of keeping a nice even coat of tan. Being a blonde with fair skin that might burn easily and severely she believes in making use of the various powders and creams and oils designed to counteract excessive sunburn.

This has an added advantage, to those of you whose swimming comes only with the Summer. After the lovely, long days of basking in the sun and being continually in the water, your skin is likely to be leathery and dried up when Winter comes. But if you will take a few minutes each day to pat these lotions and creams into your skin you will welcome Spring with a lovely, soft, smooth complexion.
Tintex

BRINGS COLOR MAGIC TO EVERY FABRIC

Fashion’s Colors — when you want them!

So easily and quickly restores faded colors or gives new colors to your Wardrobe and Home Decorations

Is there any wonder that millions of smart women insist on Tintex? They know that only Tintex can give them such swift, sure, professional tinting and dyeing results. They know, too, that Tintex never fails... that, although it costs only a few pennies, Tintex saves many dollars. And then Tintex is so easy. Simply “tint as you rinse”. No muss, no fuss, no bother. 35 brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose. Be a Color-Magician with Tintex!

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Avoid Substitutes...
Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results every time. That’s why millions of women

INSIST ON TINTEX

Tintex
The World’s Largest Selling TINTS and DYES
Through Blinding Tears?

After Mrs. Joe Miller who, in the February issue of the New Movie Magazine, so grandly eulogized the achievement of Norma Shearer as Elizabeth in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," may I too strew flowers at the feet of this magnificent actress?

A finer picture was never filmed, and the characterization of Elizabeth Barrett by Norma Shearer marks an epoch in drama.

Expressing herself in the language of Beethoven's Symphonies Norma Shearer conveyed ecstatic and poetic things about the communion of man and woman, and her adoring public beholding through blinding tears were carried away over all things carnal.—Mrs. William L. Sayre, 125 E. Case Street, Negaunee, Michigan. There is little question of Miss Shearer's artistry, Mrs. Sayre says.

More for Norma

Let's have more of Norma Shearer, the actress who really and truly knows how to act. Her performance as "Elizabeth Barrett" in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" was superb. It was lovely, she was the living heroine of long ago. She is just as sweet and dear off the screen, I know, because she's sent me three entirely different photographs in the past year. Miss Shearer is beautiful, dresses stunningly and is a wonderful mother to her baby son. She is very well liked on the Metro lot. Norma holds her public at all times. Let's see more of her.—Mrs. Chas. Roehm, 27 S. Ann St., Lancaster, Pa. You are indeed fortunate Mrs. Roehm—and she is a grand person too.

Seventy-Six Years Young

I am a hard boiled seventy-six-year-old movie fan who saw the first moving pictures that came out. I am mighty hard to please nowadays. The only real comedian who would instantly give me the smile that would not come off was John Bunny and I may hope again to see his smile in the next world, and that would be heaven itself.

My wife loved the face of Francis X. Bushman, Sr. I never got mad about it, as he deserved it; I would watch for that beautiful smile of Mary Pickford. Well, I'm sick of looking at most of the pictures they put out lately. I know this old bird took his grandchild to see "Anne of Green Gables" and they were so delighted and pleased over the play that this old granddaddy in their behalf and for the first time in his life is sending a magazine a praise for the girl who played the part and who is called Anne Shirley. She is certainly a real artistic treat for (Please turn to page 75)

A NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE FAN WILL PRESENT THESE AWARDS

The People's Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1935 in the films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will count when we make the final decision! Address letters to The People's Academy or Dollar Thoughts department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

We write you what you think. Medals will be given for the following:

1. BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE
2. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTRESS)
3. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTOR)
4. BEST MUSICAL PICTURE
5. BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE
6. BEST MYSTERY PICTURE

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most closely tally with the final compilation will be given a trip to New York or Hollywood to present the awards. The stars and producers who win the medals will be there in person to receive them, wherever production schedules permit. All expenses to and from Hollywood or New York and entertainment, hotel accommodations, etc., will be borne by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE. Be sure to cast your vote carefully and YOU MAY WIN THIS THRILLING TRIP.

Which story do you like best in this month's New Movie? [Title]
Which story do you dislike in this month's New Movie? [Title]

Name
Address

Mail this coupon—today!

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!

EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 790
Tina-Plain Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Please send free sample of EX-LAX.

Name
Address

COLD WAVE HERE... and we mean cold. Sneezing, sniffing, coughing, misery creating colds. Guard against them this way: Get enough sleep, eat sensibly, dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep your feet dry, and KEEP REGULAR... with EX-LAX, the delicious chocolate laxative.

When Nature forgets—remember EX-LAX

Address
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54
SURPASSING ON THE SCREEN ITS GLITTERING STAGE SUCCESS!

The Queen of musical comedies . . . with JEROME KERN'S wonderful music and THREE NEW melody hits by the same composer!!

Heart-breaking beauties in gasping gowns! Scenes of ravishing splendor. It's lovetime in Paris

IRENE DUNNE
The Golden Girl with the Silver Song

FRED ASTAIRE & GINGER ROGERS
America's Favorite Dancing Stars in

"ROBERTA"

So Beautiful you can't Believe It!...with

RANDOLPH SCOTT • HELEN WESTLEY
VICTOR VARCONI • CLAIRE DODD

An RKO-RADIO Picture

Directed by Wm. Seiter • Book and Lyrics by Otto Harbach
A Pandro S. Berman Production

The New Movie Magazine, April, 1935
YOUR BABY NEEDS THESE VITAMINS!

But lemons fed vegetables cooked and strained by ordinary home methods receive a lower vitamin content than do those fed Heinz Strained Foods.

SCALLED fresh market vegetables, cooked and strained at home for baby's diet, are not always so fully vitamin-rich as you think.

Actually far higher vitamin and mineral retention than that of most home-prepared vegetables is now assured in Heinz Strained Foods. Heinz cooks them for you, strains them fine, vacuum-packs them into enamelled tins—all without exposure to vitamin-destroying air. Price vegetables, harvested at the minute of perfection, go into the steam cookers a few hours from the garden. Thus, in many ways the precious nutrients are retained.

Try three tins of Heinz Strained Foods. And know that your baby is receiving an abundant, even quota of vitamins and minerals. Ask your grocer.


Hollywood Day by Day
(Continued from page 29)

WANNA buy a chicken? Wallace Ford has up and bought himself a nice little chicken ranch and has gone into the business of raising broilers, fryers, roosters and what'll you have?

Hearing several of his friends complain about getting stuck with tough chickens on more occasions than one, Wally conceived the idea of playing Good Samaritan to his chicken pals, and, at the same time having lots of fun doing it.

Instead of buying right-unseen, the folks can drive out to the Ford ranch, pick out a chicken on the hoof, and be assured that the one they picked will be the one they'll have on their Sunday dinner table and that tender!

COLLECTING material for a scribe pal of ours, we approached Charles Laughton and demanded to know the nature of his pet hate. Learning toward us confidentially, he kissed us: "Superior!" and walked away. "Wait a minute!" we argued, following along behind the derisive gentleman. "We can't print that! And, besides, you're fooling. What is your pet hate now?"

Turning slowly, he favored us with a baleful glance and said: "Superior!"

And that's all we could get out of him, even though we knew good and well that at least three of his closest friends are of the ilk he pretends to dislike.

RIGHT in the middle of a picture, Bob Armstrong decided to see if he could catch the new hot water heater in his home.

Innocent of such things, Bob tinkered with the gadget and that, until... BAM... and the poky thing went to town, blowing most of the skin off his hand!

With all due consideration to production schedules and such, the studio scrambled around and re-wrote the script so that a bandaged hand would not be incorporated, and Bob went right along with the business, regardless of pain and discomfort.

TAIN'T beholden, it ain't... the way the Bing Crosbys carry on about them that twain!

The movie named the firstborn twin "Phillip Long," and Bing mocked the other mite "Denis Michael," so the crooner refers to "Dinny" as "my boy" while Dillie calls Phillip her boy.

That leaves Dinny with no mother to speak of, and Phillip with practically no father!

BECAUSE of insomnia, W. C. Fields always took a midnight stroll around his Exacma ranch, making use of the fragrant breezes and preparing his battered soul for rest. But... no more!

Has he got reasons?

Last week, while taking one of his midnight cow-dogs... dows, Fields stopped to chat with the ranch watchman. From the too-near-for-comfort distance came the wailing howl of a wild animal.

"Drow them coyotes?" W. C. gurgled.

"Coyotes?" grunted the watchman. "Them's mountain lions!"

Fields has gone in for midnight solitude.

MARLENE DIETRICH was so fascinated with the colorful festoon scene from her latest picture, "Capricce Espagnole," that, even after her part was finished, she haunted the Fon Storbern set daily sitting quietly on the side lines or standing close in to help the props boys throw confetti and serpentines over the ensemble.

THERE's been a lot of grief in our town these last few weeks, what with Claudette Colbert and Gracie Allen laid low with the flu, and Kay Francis out of the picture for a while on account of make-up infection.

THAT deep hole they were digging in Dolores Del Rio's back yard was not for old razor blades, as we first suspected.

Indeed, it has turned out to be a six-foot pit with steps leading down to a bed of fine, imported sand, upon which Miss Del Rio takes her daily sun bath! The sand, imported twice a year from a particular Monterey beach is said to contain a certain crystal element which sustains great heat value, making for an even, healthy and more permanent tan.

IS JIMMY CAGNEY (engaged) War-\n\n\nners have him all dressed up in bare knees and a Tarzan haircut for his role of "Bottom," in the screen version of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," and Jimmy swears he gives him the same feeling as he gets when one of those well known nightmareres finds him in the middle of the Boulevard, sans pants!

GARBO is hibernating again. But with the racing season in full swing, the photographers are laying traps all around the track in hopes of snaring the horse-loving but elusive Swede, who just might take in the show with the attentive Mister Brent.

BECAUSE she didn't want to miss any of the London highlights, Fay Wray rented a car and drove all over town, determined to see all there was to see and take every minute out of it.

Engrossed in the charming surroundings, Fay suddenly woke to a realization that everyone herself was driving on the wrong side of the street! A London "bobby" made the same observation and started to open up on it "less reprehensible when he recognized Miss Wray as an American movie queen.

Gallantly the "bobby" offered to escort her safely home, and so entranced was he that, half an hour later, the two of them landed in another "bobby's" arms. for driving on the wrong side of the street!

MAYBE it's professional jealousy.... or maybe it's just because.... but you rarely find a movie star picking his bosom friends from the rank and file of his own profession.

Claire Trevor, of stage, screen and radio, is a Cooler City policeman. They're both crazy about guns and hunting and, when they aren't spending week-ends taking pot-shots at ducks and doves, you'll find them doing their stuff at the studio revolver range.

Otto Kruger's constant companion IS a young man whose father was a checker champion. When it comes to a wild game of checkers, the fellow, a champion.

(See page 15)
SHE was one of the girls that men passed by — unnoticed, unremembered. But that was yesterday.

Today she is alluring, magnetic. And her secret is simple.

"Do what I did," she'd tell you.

"First you must discover your type. Pick out a girl you admire, perhaps a movie star, a girl whose hair and coloring are like yours. That's a good way to begin. Study her good points — how she makes the most of them; her weak points — how she subdues them. That's what you have to do."

Perhaps you too, need a new curl to your hair, a new lift to your head? Or new make-up to bring sparkle to your eyes, vivid aliveness to your skin, glowing appeal to your lips?

Then give Marvelous Beauty Aids a chance to transform you — make you over in a day.

Marvelous is more than just another line of cosmetics — it's a scientific skin treatment, prescribed by trained skin specialists in the Richard Hudnut laboratories. That name, Richard Hudnut, is your assurance of purity and high quality, as it has been for more than 50 years.

FREE BOOKLET TELLS HOW: And the Marvelous Make-up Guide tells you just what to do — how to make your skin look years younger with Marvelous liquefying cleansing cream, how to soften its contours with Marvelous tissue cream, how to bring it to a youthful, glowing aliveness with Marvelous freshener.

Tells you other secrets, too — how to keep your complexion mirror-fresh with Marvelous face powder — soft, lovely, of a gardenia petal smoothness; how to select the rouge, lipstick and powder your coloring deserves, how to accent the magic in your eyes.

The Marvelous Make-up Guide is FREE — free to every girl who wants to hurry up and be the girl she's dreamed of being. Just mail the coupon.
THE BEST THROAT GUARD...

Hollywood Day by Day
(Continued from page 36)

herself, gives the wily Kruger real competition. If the old dame gets wise, he entertains Otto with a nifty demonstration of high-class ledergrende.

Billie Powell finds around with Jackie Fields, one-time baseball champion; Bob Montgomery enjoys a beautiful friendship with Red Berger, a former big league baseball player, who retired when his arm sent bad.

The Marx Brothers had a pal in the jamboree who was official steeplechaser--at the MGM studios. I say HAD, because one night the lads felt about fifty, written on scraps of paper, in their dressing room. Next morning they were gone--swept out by their over-zealous pal, the janitor!

CAROLE LOMBARD'S pool once passed on to its Great Reward, and to

MEET充电...its greatest improvement in Strained Vegetables
For BABY

All Gerber strained Vegetables are now vigorously stirred as they steam-cook in our new, revolutionary new process that shortens cooking time 40% to 50%. Producing a finer flavor and brighter color, cooks every particle uniform, no excesses, no sterilization without overcooking.

This costly process, for Gerber has applied the factory to this novel before being attempted in canning. We adopted it, just as we did the glass-lined retort, the air-excluding equipment, the moisturized vacuum, the monol seals, because this extra care gives your baby finer, more nourishing foods than you could get in any other way. Every Product Especially Prepared for Baby Gerber's Strained Vegetables are especially grown for Baby, from selected seed, in selected gardens. Our own field supervisors name the very day and hour for picking. We rush the vegetables crisp-fresh to the canery. That preserves vitamins.

To conserve still more vitamins, we put them through every process with exclusion

pre-cooking in glass-lined containers...moisture regulating to save the minerals...

straining through the finest metal screens, five times as fine as your kitchen sieve, to make them safe for Baby's digestive system...

stewing in steam-washed cans...cooking in the cans by steam.

Forgetting the time and work they save you, don't you think Gerber's Strained Vegetables are more significantly prepared--the minerals and vitamins better conserved--than is possible with home equipment? And better than just ordinary cans of seasoned vegetables which have been opened, strained and resealed in baby-size cans? Ask your doctor. See what he thinks.

Gerber's Strained Products are unseasoned, so that you may serve them as they are, or slightly seasoned as taste or your doctor directs.

Your Store's Baby Department
When you go shopping look for the Gerber complete line. It means "Baby Headquarters." Strained Tomatoes, Green Beans, Peas, Vegetables Soup, Carrots, Prunes, Pears, Strawberries, Peaches, Peaches, Canned Carrots, 100% Made, Ask Your Dealer.

Gerber's
9 Strained Foods for Baby

BABIES...bless 'em!...are cute to see on the screen, but the very best way to get the public to watch them is to have them having being figured ways and means to curb infantile temperaments for, lo, these many moons, but Pete Smith, who turns out those delightful short subjects, gets the non-kid bath mat for the most original of schemes.

Working with twelve babies, in his subject "Care of the Baby," Pete proved himself to be not only more than equal to the nervous

work that they'd cry, he told us, "I'd gape up at the exciting and start bowl-

ing at the top of my voice. Either they couldn't stand competition, or I looked pretty funny, because they'd all stop crying and start laughing! After a week of it though, my towels were worn down to nothing and I couldn't speak above a whisper!"

MAYBE it's stuff to you, but the Freedle Marches got such a yen for a taste of real winner that they parked the babies and went to Abraham.

Freddie dumped himself in the deepest snow bank he could find, tossed a few snowballs at his protecting Mamas, and declared it was the most fun he'd had in years!

TOOK our current gal friend to the horse races (Hollywood's favorite sport at the moment) and dropped a ten spot on Head Play to win. In view of the fact that he won last year's Preakness, it seemed the logical, sure

money thing to do.

Well, Head Play went into a tail spin and our ten bucks went the way of all the others we've ever invested in races.

But the girl friend, who'd bet two dollars on a funny looking filly, just because she liked the colors the jockey was wearing, collected $69.50 when her "bunch" slid in first and at plenty of odds, too!

Life...my life...seems to be full of those things...

MAYBE it was plain ordinary horse chagrin, but Head Play was so put over not even "showing" that he went in the mood to chew nails. Any-

body's nails.

Crazy about horses, Marian Marth enthusiastically raised her hand to bet the last year's favorite, and . . . crush . . . Mister Head Play, who is no lady, set his teeth into the Marsh arm and snapped off about two square inches of feminine epidemis! Marian is now classing horses in the category of animals that are to be avoided.

JOAN CRAWFORD made the mistake of going shopping in the Ambassador on the very day that about a thousand girls of the Catholic schools were attending a meeting there.

Joan was tripping across the lobby just as the meeting let out, when one of the girls recognized her...and the rush was on! But good scout that she is, Joan sat right down in the middle of the room and photographed everything they handed her.

Beau geste, lady!

CHESTER MORRIS brought his young son a swell electric train for Christ-

mas. But by the time Chester and Bob Montgomery finished playing with it themselves, it was a complete wreck and Chester was obliged to invest in another one, or duck around corners when Sonny came home from school!

THEY'll be transferring us to the cooking page if we don't watch our step, but that midnight snack, served by Ann Sothern, was so doggone tasty that we'd love it along to any of you hostesses who might be stamped when unexpected company arrives.

Just make a sandwich of cheese and sliced dill pickle, shut it up in a hot waffle iron and let Nature and the electric company take its course.
It's a Fake!

(Continued from page 21)

Masters. He is my ideal. I love him truly.'

Pete Johnson saw what she meant and said
and left the house very mad thinking
black thoughts of Bob Masters his
rival. They went on a fishing trip next
morning (Captain Powers boat was a
fishing boat). Mary Jane came down
to the dock to meet them and was
busy bringing a cake for Bob Masters.
From behind something Pete saw them
and swore faintly. When Mary Jane waved
her good by little did she know she never
saw her own face again for many years.

That night the boat passed near a
little island but Pete did not know this
so he sneaked up behind Bob who
wasn't looking and pushed him over and
away smiling. When Captain Powers
heard the cries he hurried on
deserted island. 'What was that?' Oh that? Some birds kawing I guess I said Pete
grinning to himself.

The next day when they could not find
Bob Captain Powers said a prayer for
him as he was gentle at heart and
guessed Bob had fallen overboard.

When they came home Mary Jane
was grief stricken at her lovers demise
even when her father the Captain tried
to cheer her up. Next month she said
she'd marry Pete who was being nice
like a sheep in wolves clothing so he
could get the boat when Captain
Powers died who was very old now. She
said what her body menu now that
Bob had Passed away and she would
if her father wanted her to.

Meanwhile Bob Masters was a very
good swimmer and he swam to the island
I told you about which was a desert one.
He was very tired but the long swim
made him hungry so he looked for some-
ting to eat. Mary Jane cakes being
allwet with salt water. While he was
looking he saw something bright in
the sand and saw it was a gold ring.
He was surprised because this was a
desert island. He kept it for good
omen and looked at it more. In the sand
he found a big chest of pirate gold and
said O, if I could only get home now
Captain Powers would want me to
marry Mary Jane instead of discouraging
me!!'

Next month a boat chanced on the
island and took out all the goods.
He told them it was just his clothes.
He got home just in time because Mary
Jane and sneering Pete were just
getting married because he thought he
was dead in a watery grave. He busted in
in said 'Stop. You can not marry him.' He is a viper he tried
to drown me but I'm a pretty good swim-
ner and I got away safe and sound'.
Mary said O Bob Im so glad you came
I thought you were in the spirit world!
In the confusion Pete slipped away
to a bitter fate shunned by men ev-
everywhere but Bob made the minister
story and said 'Here Captain Powers
is some money for your boat. You are old
and I will be Captain and Mary Jane
and I will take care of you 60 years re-
clining years.'

Mary Jane smiled through her tears
of joy and put her head on his chest
and murmured 'MY HERO' over and
over again. Next year they had a baby
boy to bless them and Captain Powers
made a funny, rough grandpa but they were all happy together.

NOTICE that in the first paragraph
they cunningly absolve themselves
from all comebacks by the first phrase
in the last sentence, "In our opinion,
etc., etc." In other words, they just
think and you can't stop a man from
thinking.

Do YOU honestly believe that the
characters in this story of mine were
"worked out with judgment, the cli-
max well developed and interest sus-
tained throughout?" Do the "incidents
and situations appear logical and the
continuity properly balanced" to you?
A grammar school child would condemn
that story as utterly without merit!
In a barely legible scrawl, a note
accompanied the manuscript hinting
that I had saved a little money.
They're still after me at the moment of writing, to get my precious yarn!

A strange thing about this cancerous
growth on the industry is that it has
been exposed time and time again. Many
of the practitioners have been run out
of business, only to reappear again un-
expected.

That is why this new powder
brings life to your skin—instantly!
Bob Mild is immediately brighten-
ened until it appears positively radi-
ant. Brunette skin gains at once a
new sparkle—a vibrant glow. Every
skin texture looks suave, velvety.

And this scientifically blended
powder clings so closely, spreads so
evenly, it never shows up, it never
drops, or blotsches. Your skin actu-
ally looks enchantingly fresh, with
that naturally bright, young look.

We want you to try this new
powder, to discover for yourself, at
our expense, just how glamorous it
really is. Rush this coupon off to
today. Try the different shades till
you find the one that glorifies you!
You'll see your own skin become
smoother—finer—more thrilling than
you ever dared hope it might be.

FREE! 5 Different Shades
SEND FOR YOURS TODAY
(This offer expires June 1, 1935)

POND'S, Dept. D92, Clinton, Conn.
Please send me free samples of five different
shades of Pond's New Powder, enough of
each shade for a full five-day test.

Name__________________________
Street________________________
City___________________________
State__________________________

MRS. ALLEN WHITNEY, exquisitely fair
MISS MARY WEL到来, vivacious brunette

Over 200 Girls! Skin
"Color-Analyzed"

When an optical machine which reads
the skin "color-analyzed" over 200
girls', skin, it showed that blonde skin
has a tone of bright blue—brunette skin
has a tone of brilliant green! These
shades of Pond's blends invisibly in
their new powder. It flatters the dull
skin to a glowing perfection!

Hidden tints in new shades
bring out real beauty
of Every Type

The New Movie Magazine, April, 1935
Lonely Girl...

Now "The Only Girl"

Blue Waltz brought me happiness

Are you as lonely as I used to be? Sitting home alone night after night?

Then try this easy way to become popular, alluring and to find the man—who'll call you his "only girl!"...let Blue Waltz Perfume bring you happiness, as it did me.

Like music in moonlight, this exquisite fragrance creates enchantment...and gives you a glamorous charm that turns men's thoughts to romance.

And try all the Blue Waltz Cosmetics. They made me more beautiful than I'd ever imagined I could be! You'll be surprised at how much these wonderful preparations will improve your beauty.

Blue Waltz Lipstick makes your lips look luscious...the eye are ravishing shades to choose from. And you'll love Blue Waltz Face Powder! It feels so fine and soft on your skin and it gives you a fresh, young, radiant complexion that wins admiration.

Make your dreams of romance come true...as mine have. Buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics today. For your protection, they are "certified to be pure" and they are only 10c each at your 5c and 10c store.

It's a Fake! (Continued from page 59)

I felt sick half the time

I just had to drag myself to work most of the time because I had such trouble with constipation. It made me feel heavy and my stomach got upset all the time. Everything I took for it seemed to ex- haust me or give me cramps. Then my sister-in-law suggested I try FEEN-A-MINT. It certainly has made a difference in the way I feel. Nothing ever gave me such a good clearing out, with no bad after-effects. And it's so wonderfully pleasant and easy to take.

Cheewing gives greater relief

We have hundreds of letters telling of the relief FEEN-A-MINT has given. It works more thoroughly and more comfortably because you must chew it and that spreads the laxative more evenly through the system, giving a more complete cleansing. People who object to violent laxatives that cause cramps and binding find FEEN-A-MINT an ideal solution of their problem. Over 15,000,000 men and women can testify to the satisfaction FEEN-A-MINT gives. And it's so easy to take, with its refreshing flavor. Try it yourself. 15c and 25c at all drug stores.
That faintly luminous skin tone unless you thoroughly cleanse your face each and every time you renew your make-up. One of the newest products for frequent cleansings is a fragrant rose-colored cleansing oil. Pour a few drops on a bit of cotton and pass lightly over the face. Dust, dirt, and make-up are instantly transferred to the bit of cotton. Remove surplus oil with a fresh bit of cotton and follow with a dash of cold water. Your skin is soft and lubricated and ready once again for a brand new make-up. Mind you, I don't suggest you substitute this for your usual soap-and-water and cold cream cleanings, but a bottle of this cleansing oil is just the thing to keep in your desk drawer or medicine chest for frequent and hurried cleansings during the day.

new faces under new hats:
How is your face going to look under your new Easter bonnet? Clear, fresh, bright and sparkling, or dull, sluggish and marred by coarse pores and blackheads? Better get busy and give your face a thorough going over before buying your spring clothes. Whipe up your skin circulation and rid yourself of those telling effects of steam heat and March winds. There are three important beauty steps to bear in mind—cleanse, lubricate, and stimulate. You know all about cleansing your face with soap-and-water and a good cleansing cream, about lubricating it with more cream, but what about facial stimulation? One of my favorite skin invigorators is a clear, cool green liquid with a spicy pungent odor. Saturate a small pad of cotton and start at the throat with a brisk gentle patting movement working upward to the chin, the wings at the nostrils, the frown lines at the forehead. Its exhilarating tonic effect closes the pores and tones the skin. And, by the way, men have been quietly using this skin invigorator as an after-shaving lotion. It wasn't really meant for them, but you know how men are... the minute they discover something that's soothing to shave-shaven faces, they cling to it. Your spouse will probably be unwilling to release his bottle, so buy one for your own use.

Nail-Gnawers' Note: When your little daughter persists in biting her fingernails or appears at the dining table with grubby hands and nails, all your motherly threats are of no avail, take a tip from the child psychologists... appeal to her femininity. Few little girls could resist a manicure set all their own. Two diminutive doll-shaped bottles, one containing palest pink polish and the other the remover come in this set for a little girl. No doubt she has already experimented with them to other women. Zonite is not poisonous. Zonite is not caustic. Zonite is the most powerful safe antiseptic made. You will find Zonite at your own drug store. In bottles at 30c, 60c and $1.00.

You can also get Zonite Suppositories Zonite also comes in a semi-solid suppository form. Some women prefer the suppositories; others use both forms. Zonite Suppositories are dainty, white and greasless. Sealed in glass vials, twelve in a box, at $1.00.

Any woman who wants further information about feminine hygiene can get it in the pages of a booklet called "Facts for Women," merely by mailing the coupon below. This booklet is well worth the slight trouble in sending it for. At least, many women have found it so. Why not do it now?

Zonite combines strength with safety
The pity is that all women do not know this modern antiseptic which combines great strength with safety. Zonite cannot harm delicate tissues. It cannot sensitize them. Or cause areas of scar tissue. Zonite cannot harm when used for feminine hygiene because, despite its power, it is gentle in its action. Remember these facts about Zonite and tell

The Make-Up Box

ALL FOR BEAUTY AND BEAUTY FOR ALL

Are married women afraid to face facts?

Displays of nervousness and nervous irritability may lead the unthinking to believe that women are wanting in courage and stamina. Don't be quick to say that women as a class are not brave. Most of them are realists. They are strong when they meet dangers they see and recognize. Can you blame anyone who falters before the unknown?

To married women, the matter of feminine hygiene is a special problem. They want to know the real facts about this matter. They will not be afraid when they know the facts. And here they will learn these facts—also why their friends are so vague and confused about this subject—and why their mothers talk the way they do.

Confusion due to an old opinion
Even not long ago, feminine hygiene was a cause of grave discussions between doctors and their patients. The women insisted upon surgical cleanliness. But their doctors objected to the use of the caustic and poisonous antiseptics which, at the time, were the only germicides powerful enough for the purpose.

That was before the days of Zonite. There was no disagreement after Zonite was available in drug stores. Zonite has never hurt any woman. The idea of possible harm should have died with the coming of Zonite. For this marvelous antiseptic-germicide is as safe as pure water. It is also far more powerful than any dilution of carbolic acid, for example, that can be safely applied to the human body.

If you would like further information about the articles described, and other beauty hints, write, enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-up Box, Tower Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
THE THREE SIDES OF JIMMY

(Continued from page 6)

to read, propounded questions which left me befuddled, and drew conclusions so shrewd that I was soon adrift and hopefully floundering.

Surprise number three—and since then they have come in such rapid-fire succession that I've lost all count!

There seems to be an odd resemblance to the actor I have known. Unquestionably, he dislikes to talk about himself. But while I have never actually met him, I have a suspicion that this closely resembles the one act Jimmy. And neither will he be a party to the stricken climax of New York; he is the most open-minded student that I have ever encountered. He is almost unapproachable in his intense desire to eliminate any subject which interests him.

And this screen "mug" from the East Side is a student, an insatiable one, who is in love with knowledge. Your average man studies—if at all—for one of two reasons: either to enable him to make more money, or to acquire better social equipment. Cagney, on the contrary, wants knowledge for the love of the knowledge itself. He believes in the sake of knowing. He is an eternal question mark, never satisfied with what he knows. He does not rest until he knows the roots of every subject that intrigues him.

He is particularly interested in sociology, political science, human relationships. Hollywood, mad, money mad and, I think, instinctively afraid of any social change, calls him a "Red," a "Radicl," a "Bolshevik." As a matter of fact, he is neither; nor is he a socialist, in the ordinary sense of the word. In the term's grander and truer meaning, yes, most definitely, he is a socialist. He believes, passionately, that there is fundamental injustice in the fact that millions of working people are poverty-stricken and hungry in the midst of plenty. He bitterly resents the fact that children of equal abilities and equal desires move through the world with unequal opportunities. He is a socialist because he sees need and extravagance rubbing elbows in the most deplorable and destructive civilization where only comfort should exist, and because he concludes that greed and selfishness are not the only conditions which he sees.

Cagney, at heart, is a crusader. His nature demands that he always must be in the midst of some cause, and, characteristically, he invariably sides with the "underdog."

Having been in the poverty-stricken districts of New York, having seen—and experienced—the misery which abounds there, it is not surprising that Jimmy, the constant crusader, sympathizes with the under-dogs in our own scheme of things. He cares little for money, for money's own sake. He wants financial security, but he is not at all interested in possessing great wealth. His success has not dissatisfied him. Indeed, he was so happy with his salary as long as he received a "fair break." If he couldn't have this break, he'd quit the screen and go out before submitting! It's always the principle of the thing that counts most with Cagney.

I HAVE never known anyone so instinctively kind, who, at the same time, is such a complete fighter. And there is, in that contradictory statement, no paradox, for Jimmy will fight only in self-defense, only when the principle of something is threatened, only when he feels an injustice is being done. We are unusually close friends and I talk freely to him about anything. I have yet to hear him say an unkind thing about anyone! Invariably, before speaking about anyone, he pauses and says, "What do you think of this?" or "What do you think of that?" or "What do you think of these three questions?" or "Is it true?" or "Is it kind?" or "Is it necessary?" And, unless he can answer each of the three with an unhesitating "yes," he keeps silent.

One of his revealing characteristics is the horror with which he regards the indiscriminate shooting of wild animals. Killing, in the name of sport, is to his way of thinking, plain, unpardonable. And that reminds me of one of our rare disagreements.

I happen to be an avid hunter and fisherman, and, at the time of the incident, Jimmy had heard me express himself on any favorite sport. Consequently, one day when we were cruising along Santa Catalina Island and on Jimmy's boat, and I noticed that the flying fish were running in almost unbelievable numbers, I took advantage of a few minutes' spare time to buy a fish spear. Jimmy saw it when I came aboard.

"What are you going to do with that thing?" he demanded.

"I'm going to spear some flying fish!"

"Not on this boat," he answered emphatically. "I'm not going to put a spear away—but not without an illuminating argument."

"But you're a vegetarian," I urged. "Be reasonable—you eat meat and fish..."

"Perfectly true," he interrupted. "I eat meat and fish. I need to eat some food ingredients—but killing for food and killing for the mere sport of killing are two entirely different things. We have to eat these flying fish, con-sequently, it's wrong to kill them."

Again, you see, the principle of the thing.

I have never known anyone more generous than Jimmy Cagney—in fact, he is generous to a fault, generous to the point of being frequently victimized by moochers. If he hears of someone in distress, his first impulse is to go to that individual and say. Remonstrate with him, and he shrugs:

"Maybe I am being played for a sap," he answers, "but maybe—maybe the devil needs us. He hasn't had the breaks that have come my way."

And to one ever makes a sap of Jimmy twice. Once convinced that his generosity is misapplied and he becomes adamant. He has progressed to the point that his friends have put the East Side's contempt for, and aversion to, being a sucker.

A remarkably fine artist. His pen sketches, his etchings and his oils would do credit to a professional of high rank. His work has been offered in New York, and he successfully exhibited—"I distinctly remember the time, in San Francisco, when I bid for one of his drawings and had to pay considerably more than..."
The Garbo You Never Knew

(Continued from page 17)

books once asked him to write a thesis on art schools. I will, but you won't print it, said Flagg. They didn't. He gave them a kick in the pants with such ideas as "art schools exist only for the benefit of students out of the rain. Nobody can teach a man to be an artist. All good artists should be subsidized; all bad artists shot." And so on until the publisher, the Flagg script too hot to hold in his hand, dropped it and fled.

It must have been a circus when the NBC asked him to broadcast, along with J. J. La Gatta and a model, his views on types of beauty. The Nice Nellies at the station carefully looked over his script and found that "...3. "a woman with full breasts, wide shoulders and long legs." ... And promptly cut it out. Then Flaggo go home.

You should hear his cathedral-like studio in the Parc Vendome, an un-Brahminian sanctuary more for a Bishop's study, echo with his glib guffaws. (Garbo should have had a recording of Flaggo's sermons for Edison and Famous Players.)

"Why can't a woman's body be discussed over the air?" he snorted. "What is it that's so lewd, so disgusting, so obscene about a woman's body?" Flagg had a taste of Hollywood in the silent days. It must have been a riot. He made twenty-six two-act comedies for Edison and Famous Players.

"Comedies they made me call them. They were really satires, and so I Imbeled them. But the executives were a little puzzled by the word. They thought 'satire' was an evil person, half man, half horrid-goat, and made me change the title to 'comedy.'"

He had a taste of Hollywood when he saw Garbo, and later when he went back there not long ago, when he didn't see Garbo. They are out there, he said, "just charming children. Most of them stem from humble beginnings. Then they make a lot of dough and go crazy.

This, then, is the brief expose of Mr. Flaggo. Catch on? It might well be Garbo, suddenly volatile, citing her own views in a similar vein. What a story she must have.

But would the Swedish sphinx talk? A reclipse of the films, the Unapproachable one seems can be had for publicity. For her wild ride to King Kong, Artie said, that he had read Moulman last summer on the eve of the release of Queen Christina— to boot, since, Hollywood hadn't a little university town viewing the world from the cloister of its vineyard towers. Even her farewells have been as frequent—and as phoney—as Pattie's. Always she tank she go home; and always she tank she come back. She could easily quell the conflicting reports about her—reports she is said to boot, yet never takes the trouble to set the record straight. A few years ago a swindler was sentenced to prison in New York for obtaining money from persons on the promise of getting their biographies printed in British publications. Garbo was on his list. Truly Greta, the mysterious. She wasn't always the hermit hiding from the vulgar gaze, but honest in her public appeal. In her early days, when Stalin insisted Louis take over with him at $400 a week, she posed for publicity—posing in running pants with the University of Southern California track team, with a lion cub, etc.—the usual hokey.

But there can be little question of her art. A cold, Nordic type, she has the utmost in repression on the screen, getting over a subtlety as terrific in its effect as it is understandable to even the most moronic mind. Her appeal has something of the saintly in it: indeed, something of the religious. I suspect that it is this faith, or "fool me" faith, that clings at her public's vitals.

For she has, as Mr. Flaggo says, the astonishing quality of renunciation carried almost to biblical poignancy. There is no scorn in her's; no mockery to match that of her art. Hers is the same assurance. It is a pity that almost every one of her vehicles is virtually the same character. She has enough paths to play light comedy. Yet no one knows, because of her casting, that she hasn't the versatility of Helen Hayes. What a blessing, an enlightenment, if her employers would take her just once out of studio drama and set her up on location in the sunlight. Until this is done, to me she will be, in the words of a Hollywood producer, "only a little colossal."

I could afford before I took it home. He is an accomplished musician—a fine pianist and a better than average baritone. His tastes run to semi-classical music and the little marches with jazz. Visit his home and the chances are that you will find him dreaming over the keyboard of his piano.

He is one of the best tap and rhythm dancers living—but you probably surmised that accomplishment if you saw "Footlight Parade."

One of his incidental accomplishments provided Hollywood's night spots. And, fortunately, Mrs. Carney shares his tastes.

There's one of the perfect marriages imaginable. They are such good friends that even their closest associates, when with them, cannot help but feel just a bit like outsiders. In every glance that passes between them, there is perfect understanding. They have gone through some pretty trying times together and every hardship seems to have drawn them just that much closer.

If I have painted Jimmy as a dreamer, I have not succeeded in giving a true picture of the man. If I have pictured him as a logician . . . or as a "go-getter" type . . . I have missed my mark by just as wide a margin. He is a combination of the three!

And what more can you ask of any man than that he should dream a dream, think out the means to make it true, and translate his thoughts into action?
How Fatherhood Softened E. G. Robinson

(Continued from page 15)

Do you know Eddie's love story? It's unusual. By tradition, in his family, the dead stay at home at night while the living come in. Well after the age when most boys leave home, Eddie lived on with his father and mother. He was trying to make a name for himself on the stage in New York. He was well into his thirties when, feeling that it was unfair to his parents to be away for months at a time and then drop in on them like a traveling salesman, he finally took a small bachelor apartment for himself.

"A bachelor apartment? They're dangerous things to have, these bachelor apartments," warned his friends smiling.

"The first thing you know, Eddie, you're going to find yourself married." Instead of getting himself a wife, though, Eddie got himself a piano and began to study music. That would take care of that—so he thought. But no sooner had he become expert enough, in his musical accomplishments, to finger his way through a piece called "Grandma's Minuet," than in walked Mrs. Reid.

It was evening. He had asked a few of his friends in. They came, and with them a girl wearing what Eddie still called, "a heavenly white evening gown." The gown had flowers painted on it, and the girl was Gladys Lloyd, an actress. It was love at first sight; he knew then, "I knew I was interested in her above every other person in the world," he says. 

But he had not tried to tell himself that he just liked her because she was so gay, so whole—so fresh. But how, he thought, in love. He couldn't work up his courage to the point of telephoning her for four days. Then he called her.

"Why," she exclaimed, "I was just picking up the phone to call you.

She came to see a matinee of his play, "The Firebrand," in which he wore white. His face might not win any beauty prizes, she decided, but he had the best-looking pair of legs she had ever seen on a man. (She told him so, embarrassing him all through the play.) Then she insisted upon dropping in at his apartment every night and then and cleaning out his ice box. Sweeping up and getting down on her hands and knees with a brush, soap, and scalding hot water. "Maid's can't clean them the way I can," she said proudly.

And she had been married and divorced as a very young woman, and she introduced him to her new husband, Eddie was stunned. He had a Dresden china billi—remember them—and he made a solid clink for the last time when he put them on.

Then she began to drop in and cook dinner for him, when he had his friends in. In his complete bewilderment, about all Eddie knew was that she was ten times as wonderful as he had thought. She was much, much too good for him. Of that he was sure.

And the next thing he knew one afternoon he found himself on a train in Glady's and a lawyer friend, and they were eloping. It simply seemed the natural thing to do. To everyone was saying, "You two people are simply made for each other. Why in heaven's name don't you get married?" So they were married. That was where there was to. They eloped because they didn't know how their parents might feel about it, and they weren't taking any chances. To this day only four people in the world, including themselves and the lawyer friend who stood up for them, know the name of the town in which the ceremony was performed.

"For six years," Eddie says, "we didn't let ourselves consider the possibility of a baby. We felt we had no right to have a child until we knew that we could provide for it and give it a fair chance in life." They waited. Meanwhile, Eddie's career was developing rapidly. He was a success on the stage, and he had his first western with the movies. They saved their money.

And one day Mrs. Robinson made the decision. The way she told Eddie of it is one of the sweetest things you've ever heard. He was sitting reading. She came into the room and laid her hand gently on his shoulder. "Eddie," she said tremulously.

"Yes, dear?" He looked up.

"I—I was going to give you a present," he asked. "What is it, Gladys?"

"A son.

And it was a son, too. Call it feminine intuition, if you like, but a son it was.

The baby's advent was anything but easy. Eddie could afford the finest doctors, the best of attention, but something went wrong, and none of the doctors could say what it was. The x-ray, usually so infallible, gave conflicting reports. "Risky or not, we'll have to wait ten months," he said. Eddie didn't. He days passed. "We still don't know," the doctor told Eddie then. "We're afraid we just can't operate." "You still don't think the child is well developed?" asked Eddie.

"No.

"How much do you think it will weigh when it's born?"

"Possibly five or six pounds. Closer to five."

When they wheeled Gladys into the operating room, with its gleaming white walls and spotless floors, and none of the doctors shining instruments, the bottom fell out of the world for Eddie. "Save her," he gasped, his voice hoarse. "I don't care what else happens, but save her."

"But no matter what you have to go through," Mrs. Robinson says today—"no matter what the risk, it's worth it. To any woman who may have the slightest doubt remaining in her mind, as to whether she should have baby or not, I say, 'Go ahead. You will never regret it, no matter what happens.'"

And of course it was then—then, in that room, after that operation, the nurse said, "Here is your son, Mr. Robinson," and handed him the pink, week-old, tiny baby. Eddie, you'll remember—that Little Caesar was named. He had always sworn he would never have a home. A home to anybody in the theater was only shorthand. With constant traveling, and the ever-present chance of being out of work, it was an "impossible dream." He had not a cent to fall back on. Hardly a week after the baby was born, he bought a gorgeous home in Beverly Hills for $15,000. But they weren't meant to live in apartments. A baby had to have a home.

Eddie is still a little shy about speaking of the house which he has bought for the baby. "It was fun to fix it up," he says. But the real reason shines out of his eyes when he adds: "And then,

A TRUE STORY

about

JOHN ROY REID

Awarded highest score out of 600 babies competing in Oklahoma State Fair's "Health Clinic." Simple health aid he uses regularly described by mother.

Any parent can easily imagine how thrilled a mother is when her child earns the highest score for health in competition with over 600 babies. In the case of John Roy Reid, the winning of a health award at 23 months of age must have been especially gratifying to his mother, Mrs. J. R. Reid, 1441 West 48th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Only fourteen months before entering the State Fair "Health Clinic" competition, John Roy was subject to habitual constipation, an ailment certainly not conducive to glowing health then or in the future.

Mrs. Reid made a simple decision, one that proved of immediate and lasting benefit to her child.

Now very active and over two years old, John Roy still uses the simple health aid mentioned by his mother in her letter below:

"It gives me great pleasure to recommend Nujol, especially for children.

"My little boy was weaken at nine months and developed an acute aversion for liquids. Due to the small amount that he consumed, he was habitually constipated.

"Daily use of Nujol quickly cleared this and up to 23 months of age, out of over 600 babies competing in a 'Health Clinic' at the Oklahoma State Fair, John Reid made the highest score.

"Am enclosing a picture of him. He is now 20 months old and although very active, still finds Nujol to be one of his greatest aids to perfect health."

Nujol, "regular as clockwork," now comes in two forms, plain Nujol and Cream of Nujol, the latter flavored and often preferred by children. You can get it at any drug store.

What is your Nujol story? If you have been using Nujol for ten years or more, if you are bringing up your children on it, tell us. Address Stance Incorporated, Dept. 102, 2 Park Ave., New York City, New York.
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Edited by Outstanding Child Authorities
CONTRIBUTIONS BY LEADING WRITERS

Many of the following authorities on child life are active in the planning and making of The Boys' and Girls' Newspaper. Every editor and contributor will be a man or woman of standing, sympathy, and experience. Well-known writers will contribute to the interesting and wholesome contents. This Boys' and Girls' Newspaper will first of all be made so interesting to young folks and so complete that they will not require adult newspapers. Its contents will be so varied that the interest of children of both sexes from 7 to 17 will be held and satisfied.

Let Your Child Be
A CHARTER SUBSCRIBER

and Get an Engraved Certificate and a Chartered Subscribers' Bronze Button

We are still enrolling the CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS. The Boys' and Girls' Newspaper will make an ideal Christmas gift for any child of a member of this group. To every child now enrolled, we will present an engraved Charter Members' Certificate suitable for framing and a handsome Bronze Button. Let us know if you are interested in making the event a memorable one for the child. Please mail your order to The PUBLICS, 304 East 2nd Street, New York, N. Y.

THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' NEWSPAPER

THE NEWS OF THE WORLD IN WORD AND PICTURE... FOR EVERY THOUGHTFUL PARENT

ANNOUNCING THE PUBLICATION OF

A REAL NEWSPAPER FOR CHILDREN

AMERICA'S first real newspaper for boys and girls! The Parents' Magazine Press, Inc., announces that it is making this important announcement to the fathers and mothers of America. Thousands of parents have not only been waiting for such a newspaper but have been demanding it for their children. It has been found that a newspaper is the one great need wherever there are growing children. Children need a newspaper, they want one, and they will read it. If the only newspaper available is one written for a child, a great and hopeful influence is secured. Now a great influence can supplement the hopeful influence for at least the best newspaper, said one parent. A REAL NEWSPAPER FOR CHILDREN! A newspaper that will win as much applause as you want in any newspaper!...In the hands of our President...President Roosevelt: Writes...President Roosevelt: Writes...President Roosevelt: Writes

Angelo Patri Writes: I am delighted to welcome America’s first boy and girl newspaper. I wish the children have long recognized the serious need for such a periodical, but I hope that its publication could be in better hands.

THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' NEWSPAPER

Now for the first time you can satisfy your child's natural curiosity about the news without exposing him to sensational stories and unsuitable features. This newspaper will present all of the worthwhile news of our nation and foreign lands, profusely illustrated and simply edited for the young folks. Plenty of exciting features, too! Short stories; serials by the world's most famous authors; funny; puzzles; sports; pages that tell how to make things. Plenty of pictures. And children can make them and enjoy them and other activities, with reviews of movies that are appropriate for children and a schedule of the most suitable radio programs. Science, invention, and the wonders of industry; and a host of other features.

Special Introductory Offer • 15 Weeks for $1.00

MAIL MAY NOW

MANY OF THE LEADING AUTHORITIES ON CHILD LIFE ARE ACTIVE IN THE PlANNING AND MAKING OF THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' NEWSPAPER. EVERY EDITOR AND CONTRIBUTOR WILL BE A MAN OR WOMAN OF STANDING, SYMPATHY, AND EXPERIENCE. WELL-KNOWN WRITERS WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTERESTING AND WHOLESOME CONTENTS. THIS BOYS' AND GIRLS' NEWSPAPER WILL FIRST OF ALL BE MADE SO INTERESTING TO YOUNG FOLKS AND SO COMPLETE THAT THEY WILL NOT REQUIRE ADULT NEWSPAPERS. ITS CONTENTS WILL BE SO VARIED THAT THE INTEREST OF CHILDREN OF BOTH SEXES FROM 7 TO 17 WILL BE HELD AND SATISFIED.
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Thrilling! To Have The Smooth White SKIN MEN ADORE!

On-the-Set Reviews
(Continued from page 65)

CALL OF THE WILD • 20TH CENTURY

This tale, probably one of Jack London's best, gives the sort of hero role that should start you gals gazing and swooning in the aisles all over again.

While the twentieth century gave us Mac Mae, blended whiskey and "The Object of My Affectation," the nineteenth century beat all it hollow for excitement with the Alaskan gold rush and "The Shooting of Dan McGrew."

These were the days when men were men!

On the trail of a lost claim, Gable and Young, whose husband, knowing the location of the lost claim, has got himself lost in the icy wastes of Alaska and is given up for dead.

Figuring that the lad as may well have the claim, Loretta sets out, leads him to the spot. And can't imagine the trouble they have.

While Gable and Miss Young are busy falling in love, a nasty prospect and his gang mess up the work. Bill Oakie, steal Gable's honest gold, and generally make nuisances of themselves. And, to make matters worse, Loretta's a.w.a. better half and, and, because she meant it when she said "For better...", for worse, the little lady kisses Gable good-bye and goes away from there with the guy who brung her.

Director William Wellman's finishing touch, however, leaves you with the feeling that all will be quite well with everything after you go home and put the kiddies to bed.

RECKLESS

In dutch again, but really a good girl at heart, Jean Harlow plays a famous dancer who marries the wrong man and lets herself in for a load of scandal, not realizing that her true affections is for Bill Powell, the strong silent man who stands in the background, protecting her as best he can and waiting patiently for her to get around the big task of making up her mind.

Harlow thinks she loves Franchot Tone, millionaire playboy, who offers her a pent-house love nest, but nothing more. With tears in her baby blue eyes, Jean says: "Oh-b-b-b- how could you..."

But the business plan, the little lady kisses Gable good-bye and goes away from there with the guy who brung her.

On the receiving end of some high-powered glares from Tone's uptight family, Jean still tries to make a go of it, but, when she finds that her new man she married commits suicide because he really loves Rosalind Russell, she relinquishes all claim to her rightful widow's duds.

And right here is where Mister Powell uses his head, puts the gal back on her feet, and wins her hand for being such a nice patient lady.

Harlow is one of the hardest working girls in the business. Fifty-nine times she ran up a flight of stairs, for a dance routine; and, fifty-nine times, Director Victor Fleming shot his head...not at Jean, but at the camera lens, following the action just exactly as he wanted it.

At the end of the 60th take, Jean dropped down on the top step, breathless, but still smiling! "That's one way to keep my girlish figure!" she panted.

"Better than sticky Hand Lotions
SAY THESE FAMOUS WOMEN

MRS. ELY CULBERTSON says: "Sticky hand lotions are impossible for bridge players. I use Pacquin's all the time because I don't have to wait for it to dry. And it has an immediate softening and whitening effect."

MRS. JOHN HELD, JR., says: "Naturally, I want my hands attractive—an artist husband notices every detail. It's wonderful how white and smooth Pacquin's keeps busy hands—and doesn't leave any sticky film at all."

MRS. FRANK BUCK says: "Tropical countries are dreadful hard on the hands. Mine would be leathery if I didn't use Pacquin's. It's so quick and sure, the skin absorbs it at once, and I don't have to wait for it to dry."

WOMEN with lots to do find that Pacquin's saves them time and keeps their hands lovelier. There's no more waiting for a sticky hand lotion to dry—Pacquin's Hand Cream goes right into your skin, without leaving any greasy or sticky film—you can put your gloves on the next minute if you want. And Pacquin's gives you such smooth and soft hands.

Pacquin's Hand Cream

The New Movie Magazine, April, 1935

GO INTO YOUR DANCE WARNERS

Here have we Al Jolson and his adored wife, Ruby Keeler, in just the kind of show the Al-Als should spell Box Office with a capital B, O.

There has the old lump-in-the-throat finish that Al does so well, and, for the first time in an age, our original Mammy singer wins Clark Gable, in the sort of man role that should start you gals gazing and swooning in the aisles all over again.

Jolson is a movie star, the girl of his heart.

Famous on Broadway, Al is barred by the Actors' Equity League because he can't keep his mind on his business for following horses and playing the title role in the "Drunkard's Song."

Producers turn him down, right and left, but Al's smart promoter promises to give the guy one more chance if he'll annex a partner.

Enter, Miss Keeler!

The story goes over big, and Helen Morgan's husband, a twelve-cylinder gangster, agrees to back Al financially, in opening a smart night club.

Knowing Al from way back, the Equity League demands a $30,000 bond to insure payment of the cast. So smart gangster digs down once more and turns the roll over to Jolson.

Well, sir... the show is ready to go. Al's partner terms it "the best, that his sister, Glenda Farrell, is peeking through the bars of the local house..."

"As soon as they get out, that's all for it."

The finish will tear you apart, and we'll let Papa Warner tell you all about it.

Bradford Ropes wrote the story and Archie Mayo handles the expert direction.

CAPTAIN HURRICANE

This story, from the novel, "Taming of Zenas Henry," by Sara Ware Basset, has all the homey qualities that should endear it to the hearts of our picture-going public.

The cast could hardly be called colossal, but it is our personal opinion that the performance of James Barton, fresh from the New York stage, and practically unknown to you movie fans, as that of the gentleman to Fame and Fortune.

As Zenas Henry, a crookety old sea captain who has a hard time choosing between the woman he loves and two shiftless old cronies, Mr. Barton is both lovable and convincing.

The story has a hefty temper, which is another reason why Abbie (played by Helen Westley) has steadfastly refused to marry him all these years. Compromising, Miss Westley says she'll come and keep house for him, provided he agrees to keep the old sea captains off the premises. And, figuring that he'd rather have Abbie without the captains than the captains without Abbie, Zenas agrees.

Determined to recoup his lost fortunes, Zenas invests his last cent in a freighter, a big long-boat, which turns out to be nothing but a no-good salt marsh.

A disconsolate Abbie, Zenas ships as second mate on an unseaworthy old tug that catches fire off the coast of Mexico. Saving the lives of the crew, at the risk of his own, Zenas lands in a hospital and a newsreel, almost simultaneously.

POWDERING AGAIN—IF SHE ONLY KNEW HOW CHEAP IT LOOKS!

SHE NEEDS THIS NEW AND DIFFERENT Face Powder

THAT constant powdering does look shallow and a trifle common! Of course it's usually the result of fear of powder that won't stick. But how is a man to know.

Thousands of women find old-gold-to-the-touch "nervous powdering," since they discovered Golden Peacock Face Powder! It has two vital new features. First, it is really miniaturize-proof! Skin moisture cannot take the powder off; and secondly, it cannot "cackle" it into pores-clogging black heads.

Four Times Finer! But more, Golden Peacock powder is four times finer than any powder we know! Blemishes with skin perfectly. No more "powdered-up" look; instead, skin presents that natural peachesand-cream look of lovely youth.

Try Golden Peacock Face Powder and see. Fifty-cent size at any drug or department store; the generous purse size is only 10 cents at 5-and-10-cent stores, Or, 40 cts in stamps to Golden Peacock, Inc., Paris, Texas, for 3-weeks' trial box. Please specify shade and drug and Department Stores, 5c-50c; 5c at 311.

Golden Peacock Face Powder

I know she's not really Aristoc and "COMMON" but SO EASY NOW! Why mask your features under a film of dust, weather-darkened surface skin—when it's so easy to bring out a whiteness as soft and alluring as the whiteness of your body? An utterly natural way, too, with dainty Golden Peacock Bleached Cream, to speed nature's own action. Just smooth this pretty creme on your skin for five minutes, then wash well. So quickly, it rolls away the dust, beauty-marking film. It brings out that smooth whiteness that gives gory charm to even women whose features are not that of a growing skin, free from distorting blemishes and external pimplies. Test Golden Peacock Bleached Cream now. Get a generous-size jar for only 5 cents at any drug or department store. Your money back if you are not delighted! Or, get the handy trial size—only 10 cents at 5-and-10-cent store.
Disconsolately returning home, he is met by the entire town and presented with a loving cup, in which he finds a check from the government, in payment for his loss, which is to be used for a lighthouse and a canal.

Because one of the old sea captains has rheumatism, Able relinearizes, takes them both in, and it looks like a happy ending for everybody.

Helen Mack, Henry Travers, Yvonne Westman, Creighton Chaney, and others supplement the excellent cast, and John Robertson directs the Cape Cod goings-on as they should be directed.

**TRANSPORT LADY**

**UNIVERSAL**

Early morning. A sleepy southern town just waking to greet a new day . . . and plenty of excitement.

On a specially constructed track in the middle of the street, the camera precedes Henry Hull as he walks along stopping now and then before a store and signaling a relative to join him.

By the time Hull and his followers reach the courthouse, the gang has taken on the proportions of an Ellis convention!

Universal has spread itself to make the scene authentic in every detail. Old Civil War cannon and statues of Confederate soldiers sprinkle the lawn of the Square; the colored people have that air, typical of the southern negro.

Hull, political ruler of the town, and his crooked followers just about run things to suit themselves. When Clark Williams and Edward Ellis are obliged to throw several of Hull's roughnecks out of their skating rink for insulting Frances Drake, an exhibition skater, the toughs get plastered and follow Ellis home, determined to get him.

In self-defense, Ellis shoots one of the gang and then, frightened, runs away, leaving Clark to take the blame.

Hull, who is the brother of the slain man, packs the story with his crooked stooges, instructing them that, no matter what the evidence, they must find Clark guilty.

But Gene Raymond, defense attorney, gets the principal witness so cross-examined that, in desperation, the fellow whips out a gun and fires, point blank, at the lawyer. And, even the fixed jury can't convict Clark in the face of such a damaging demonstration.

Felled, Hull calls a lynch party, but before they can carry out their nasty plans, Ellis returns and gives himself up to Hull.

Seeing a chance to make a grandstand play, Hull rushes to the jail, gives the lynching crew an impassioned plea for law and order, and his own mob, wondering what it is all about, goes away from there, puzzled, but docile.

It's an Octavus Roy Cohen story and Eddie Buzell directs.

**DEVIL'S CARGO**

**COLUMBIA**

Personally, we can't see too much of that Wallace Ford fellow so, when Columbia announced that he was to star in this Anthony Coldeway story, we swung from the chandeliers and let loose our hefty elephant call!

Injured in a dirt track auto race, Wally is warned by his doctor that, because his heart has gone daffy, there must be no more racing. No more excitement of any kind!

So, Wally takes a truck job, driving dynamite to construction camps in the mountains!

Of course, there's a villain, Arthur Hohl, who does things to our hero's brakes, tries to asphyxiate him with carbon monoxide from his own truck, and generally conducts himself in the accepted villainous manner. all because Marian Marsh has given Wally an option on her affections!

There is a smash climax, with Wally rolling errantly down the mountain road dynamite all around him and no more brakes than a rabid! And, how he gets out of that one, is something Director Lambert Hillyer wouldn't even tell Wally himself!

**CAR 99**

It looks as if Paramount has cornered all the handsome six-footers in town for this story of the perils of the Michigan State Police. They had to chloroform us to get us off the set!

Fred MacMurray is down on his knees, shooting craps when Dean Jagger enters and stands behind him.

"Don't you know that's against regulations?" Dean says sternly.

"Come on, eight! . . . Oh, boy! . . . that's it!" Fred ignores him.

Dropping down on one knee beside him, Dean watches the rolling bones for a minute. Then, "It's all set," he grasps. "You're coming along with the outfit. We leave in the morning . . ."

"No!" Fred gasps, dropping the dice! "No foolin'! Heh. . ."

And, at Dean's nod of assurance, he throws his arm around his pal and howls for joy.

"O.K.?" Director Charles Barton announced. "But, let's have another take, just to be sure.

"Karl Detzer wrote the story, and it's packed with everything that goes to make good pictures.

MacMurray wants to be transferred to the Pine River State Police Division, so as to be near Jeanette MacDonald. And that's the cause of the excitement in the above-mentioned crap-shooting sequence.

Sir Guy Standing, vacationing in Pine River, takes a hefty interest in the mechanics of police broadcasting, and, because he is a judge and apparently trustworthy, the police let him hang around the big central radio station while they send out instructions to police cars.

Which only goes to prove that you can fool some of the people some of the time, etc., because Sir Guy is host of a notorious gang of bank-holder-uppers!! And anybody knows that it certainly helps a lot to know just what territory to stay out of when the police are on your trail!

Suspicious of the man, Fred investigates one of Standing's cars, which is fully equipped with police radio, "pop-over" license plates, sawed-off shotguns and such like! But, do you know, the sheriff is so impressed with the bogus judge that he refuses to arrest him, and, while waiting for authority from headquarters, Sir Guy and his daughter make as nest a get-away as you've ever seen!

Then comes the chase, with, of course, the handsome coppers wringing hands down! And, coming from Michigan, ourself (stop me if you've heard it) we're stating that Karl Detzer sure knows the ins and outs of our blood-knots of the law!

**NAUGHTY MARIETTA**

Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, romancing vocally to the incomparable melodies of our beloved Victor Herbert!

The plot is of operetta formula, with the beautiful princess running away from an unpleasant marriage of state to find her true love in forbidden fields, and live happily ever after. But, what's a plot, anyhow? Jeanette and Nelson could sing "Three Blind Mice," and we'd still love it.

(Please turn to page 68)
GRANT TOPS; BLIZZARD, SCOURS JOB?

There's a story in the newspaper about a man who was asked why he didn't like his new job. He said, "Well, when I was selling insurance, I made more money and I was more successful."

PIRATES SET SAIL, AND IT LOOKS LIKE A "FARE WELL THAN DEATH" FOR THE RUNWAY PRINCESS, UNCLE MISTY EDDY AND HIS BAND OF BOY SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE (JUST IN THE NICK OF TIME, TOO!) AND, RIGHT THERE IS THE BEGINNING OF A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP.

When Miss MacDonald sings, Director Van Dyke sits back with crossed arms, making the most of every single "omi-nit," because, he says, when that lady vocalizes, a director is as de trop as a mustache cup!

We admit that MacDonald is tops; but, that Mr. Eddy is no slouch, either. There should be a feast for you music lovers.

From our seat in the balcony (14th row) this sounds pretty silly. Don't let it get to you, though, because the authors, Bob Shannon and Al Cohen, are sitting right behind me, and we've had one new hat squashed over our ears already this month!

It seems that William Gargan, director of exploitation for a big hotel, has an ear for music and soothes it by dropping in on a local music store, two or three times a week, and playing records. Patricia Ellis, one of the discs, thinks Bill looks as though he could use some nice home cooking, and takes him to her two-room penthouse for an epicurean work-out.

After wrapping himself around a meal that would knock Chandi off a fast bill, Bill says, "I'm the artist, and I'll give him a job. And, because Pat's brother, Erik Rhodes, needs the pluck, she'll have an accusing finger and says, he done it!

Well, Bill installs Erik at the Ritz, only to discover, on the night of the bankers' convention, that the lad can't even boil eggs! And, while he's flying around, trying to find a substitute, the 300 bankers flood the Ritz dining-room and . . . surprise! are served the kind of dinner that starving Armenians dream about.

And, what do you think? Erik didn't have anything to do with it, naturally. For, when his adoring mama, Bodil Rosing, saw what a pick-me-up her baby boy was in, what did she do but jump into a mother Hubbard and save the day.

Mammy! And didn't I say it was silly? But, Director William McGann has so much faith in the story as a bowing farce, that we'll take his word for it!

THE WEDDING NIGHT

You may have laughed when somebody sat down at the pig and rolled in the aisle, watching that strapping Ralph Bellamy trying to master a Russian folk dance for his role in "Edwin Knopf, Esquire."

Engaged to marry Anna Sten, imagine how he's doing to the lady of his dreams goes into a tail-spin over Gary Cooper, a struggling young author with one best seller to his credit. It wouldn't be so bad, but, Gary is already married to Helen Vanos, who is merely clashing with him in the hope that he'll sell another book and take her to a life of luxury in the city.

Tired of it all, Helen takes things in her own hands and departs for New York, leaving Gary to durn his own socks. And, when Anna visits the forum, Gary to give him a hand with the housework . . . Pop! goes her heart! And nobody to pick up the pieces!

Marooned by blasts, Anna is forced to spend the night in the Cooper domicile, and, with the dawn, her Pop arrives, post haste, mad as hops and determined that his daughter's marriage to Bellamy shall go through, at once!

The wedding comes off as planned, but, when Gary appears and dances with the bride, Ralph, in a drunken frenzy gets all set to kill him. Anna succeeds in saving Gary's life, but the ending, according to Papa Goldwyn, is too exciting to tell.

IT'S WONDERFUL WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT MAKES IN THE WAY YOU FEEL AND LOOK WHEN YOU KEEP INTERNALLY CLEAN. THOUSANDS OF WOMEN THANK DR. EDWARDS FOR HIS LITTLE OLIVE TABLETS . . . A WONDERFUL SUBSTITUTE FOR CALOMEL AND SO MUCH SAFER. TRY THEM AND SEE IF YOU DON'T SEE THE DIFFERENCE IN FRESH, SMOUTH CHECKS AND LOVELY SKIN.

"THE INTERNAL COSMETIC"

Used for over 20 years by women who want relief for blemishes and pimples caused by constipation. See and feel how this tested vegetable compound helps you to rid yourself of that tired, dull, lifeless feeling. Try this! For one week take one or two each night. Ask for Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets at any drug store, know them by their olive color. 15c, 30c, 60c.

BRUSH OF STEEL

A Superior Scouring Brush of Steel Wool

- Protects fingers from scratching—You don't touch the steel wool!
- Scrubs more efficiently—gets into the corners—Is easy to handle!
- Keeps clean. Skour Pak's steel wool is treated to resist rust.
- The rubber holder peels off as more steel wool is needed. One Skour-Pak outsells two big boxes of ordinary steel wool.

Sold at 5 and 10 cent stores, Grocery, Hardware and Department stores...

RIGWAYS, Inc. 60 WARREN ST., N. Y. C.
A popular movie star is very enthusiastic about patronizing the semi-annual furniture sales

By BETTY LENAHAN

One end of the living-room showing the comfortable fireplace grouping.

JOHN BOLES' HOLLYWOOD HOME

John Boles, Fox Films player, who will next appear in the musical comedy, "Redheads on Parade," and his wife spent a great deal of time and thought in furnishing and decorating their lovely Hollywood home, and a great many of the pieces in the house are genuine antiques.

The living-room arrangement is interesting and comfortable. The fireplace grouping is particularly inviting with the deep, comfortable couch and cozy barrel chair drawn up to it. The window treatment in this room is simple and most attractive. The floor is completely covered by carpeting, the monotony of which is relieved by the small, gaily colored hooked rug in front of the fireplace. An old girandole mirror, prints and family portraits decorate the walls. Crystal candelabra, hobnail glass and old china vases filled with garden flowers, little figurines and pewter and pottery lamps with tailored shades complete the accessories used in the room. The color scheme of this room is as follows: Walls and woodwork—Painted white; Carpet—Green; Furniture—Mahogany; Upholstery—Figured chintz in shades of yellow, green and rose; Draperies—Same chintz as used for upholstery.

The dining-room in Mr. Boles' house is as formal as the living-room is informal. The table is a two-pedestal Duncan Phyfe and the chair, buffet and serving table are Sheraton. Here is the color scheme for this room:

Walls—Papier; Toile design in mahogany tones; Woodwork—Ivory; Carpet—Light green; Furniture—Mahogany; Upholstery—Green brocaded velvet; Draperies—Dark green

In the bedroom is a lovely old-fashioned canopy bed. This is covered with a quaint old patchwork quilt and draped with dotted Swiss edged with wool ball fringe. Convenient to the bed is a small round night table on which is placed a lamp with a Dresden figure base and a dotted Swiss shade. A little kidney-shaped desk, a Victorian chair, a dressing table, a chest of drawers and a comfortable chaise longue complete the furnishings of this room. The color scheme carried out in this room is cool and cheerful: Walls and woodwork—Painted green; Carpet—Soft rose; Furniture—Mahogany; Bedspread—White with tones of rose and green; Draperies—White background with floral design in rose and green.

The dining-room though rather formal in design, is most attractive and inviting.

The large old-fashioned canopy bed is covered with a quaint patchwork quilt.

Secrets Of Success For All Women
How to get and Hold Jobs, Friends, Beaux, Husbands

Success or failure in the most important events of a woman's life often depends on her appearance.

The French Woman's Art of Charm, Seductiveness—their alluring art of perfect "Make-up"—revealed by one of them.

Get this priceless knowledge from the unique and only

Paris Personal Fashion Correspondence

(Le Marquis de C ____) $1.00 so invested can save you MANY

Ask yourself these questions:

1. Do you make the most of your good points?
2. Do you know how to apply Fashions to your OWN personality?
3. Can you go anywhere with poise and confidence, knowing you are correctly dressed?
4. Are you a help to your husband's position by your Smartness and Charm?
5. Are you a pretty girl neglected while a plain girl has success?
6. Do you realize first impressions are as important as references when you apply for a job?
7. Have you Buying Mistakes hanging in your closet?
8. Are you in front line or side line of your social circle?
9. Are you expert in "MAKE-UP" to accentuate your beauty?

Mistakes in buying are expensive

French Women are the most Economical in the World, yet the Best Dressed. They know little tricks that change old clothes to Smart Clothes. For centuries they have regarded "CHIC" as an ART worth studying. They hold youth and defy age. French history records many such women.

Learn their secrets from one of them

Charm and Chic with Economy

Write today for Expert advice for you—individually

Send details of your face and figure, income and environment—snapshot if you wish.

(All letters held in confidence)

ANSWERS will be prakticall the latest fashions from the famous house, Pisses what YOU should buy from your OWN shops for Supreme Smartness and ECONOMY.

Send This Coupon Today

Get the Utmost out of every-day living

No one influence, perhaps, has contributed more to the comfort and happiness of the vast majority of people than has advertising. It has made living more pleasant, aided in personal attractiveness, shown the way to more leisure time, assured quality and satisfaction in the purchases you make.

Are you getting the most out of the advertisements in Tower Magazines? Read them. Keep abreast of new ways of doing things, new developments, new ideas. Often booklets and samples are offered by manufacturers which will be interesting and helpful to you. Send for them.

Check through the advertisements in this issue for ways to make every-day living more pleasant and easier.

Tower Magazines, Inc.
53 FIFTH AVENUE...NEW YORK, N. Y.
Actors Are Nobodies

(Continued from page 70)

Chiefly you must first understand what the author, whether he be for stage or screen, has written, and not try to change the lines or the character in anyway. An actor is an actor, not an author; and he should stick to his acting.

"I played a role once in a play in which I, the husband, was told that my child was not my child, but the daughter of another man... that my wife had been unfaithful. In the play I was acting up to the very last minute at this. Personally, I thought I should show horror, anger and perhaps strike my wife. But I followed the author's instructions, and the result was an astounding success. The author knew what he wanted.

"I studied the 'white trash' of the South for three months before I started rehearsing in "Tobacco Road." I had to in order to know what they were like when I was supposed to be like in the play. I read twenty-five books about those people. I studied the negro the same way playing the negro barber in "Lulu Belle." I have read Dickens for weeks before starting in "Great Expectations." I believe that an actor can never achieve success unless he constantly studies. And if I ever become what I call a success I know it will be the result of years of constant study."

This last, mind you, coming from a man proclaimed by all of the New York drama critics as the supreme interpretative actor of our theater.

But that is Henry Hull. Big, rawboned, handsomely homespun and frank, with ambition to do something that will go down in history as a real contribution to his profession and country.

Hull abhors the type of publicity which is common to many motion picture stars. And your writer-predicts that before long there will be a number of Hollywood magazine writers who will go away from him with red faces, for Hull is the only star who doesn't answer hard-bitten questions. Hull's name? "I don't want it." Hull's book? "I don't want it."

"Can you imagine what it must do to a player if some fan has just read an interview in which he says a thing and his wife should live apart six months of the year in order to keep sex interest alive, and then that fan goes to the theater and sees him playing the part of an old-fashioned husband who loves his wife because she wants to leave him?"

"Self must be pushed aside. Your own personality must be left at home. It means that you are brought in public. And you must study your characters in order to keep them more and more. Then keep on studying them if you expect any measure of success. And you must never forget that no matter how much you know you can always learn more.

Hull has never stopped studying. He speaks English, French, German, Spanish and Portuguese, dabbles in architectural designing in his spare time and as he makes his way across the studio lot, dressed in dirty breeches and a red-bright shirt, shading his hair blowing in the wind, the ordinary man would never recognize him as one of the greatest character actors of to-day. But that's Henry Hull. He hides himself.

ST. CHARLES HOTEL

Entire Block on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City

A hotel to be enjoyed in a sense of supreme satisfaction

Excellent Cuisine
Largest Sunroom on the Walk

MODE RATE
American and European Plans.

Special Entertainment Features Easter Week

MUSCULAR RHHEUMATIC PAIN

It takes more than "just a salve" to draw it. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And that's what good old Mustard is—sooth- ing, warming, penetrating and helpful in drawing out the pain and congestion when rubbed on the sore, aching spots.

Rheumatic lumbago or sciatica generally yield promptly to this treatment, and with continued application, blessed results follow.

Even better results than the old-fashioned mustard plaster. Used by millions for years. Recommended by many doctors and nurses. All druggists. In three strengths: Regular Strength, Children's (wild), and Extra Strong, 24c each.

<hard-to-get-hepburn>

(Continued from page 19)

"O.K. I Run through it again," Lowell shouted at Miss H. She ran through it again, but again and again. Each time she would forget her lines and fly into what appeared to be a terrible rage.

"This is all my fault," I whispered to Lowell.

"Don't pay any attention to her," that cut-up replied. Miss H. waved shrilly hysterical and tossed a chair across the set. Quiet, dearie!" said Miss H. "You're not in the Har- mon store company now."

"If I were, I would have a director who knew what he was doing," said Miss H., undressing her faultless teeth completely.

"Now, take it easy!" Doug Jr. rea- soned. "You must not abuse Miss Hep- burn's shoulder. "Let's try it once more."

They tried it. This time Mr. Fair- banks went up in his lines and pro- ceeded to follow them in a leap which even his father would have envied.

"Cut!" called the wag Sherman. "You're not cutting at a cut, because no- thing had been done so far."

"My tea, please!" said Miss H. "Mine, too," said Junior.

"Oh, Elsie, have you met Miss Hep- burn?" said Lowell as that lovely long lady walked toward me, hand outstretched. "Now we'll shoot the scene," please," said Mr. Sherman, after we had chatted a bit, and shoot it they did, beautifully. All the nerves and line-muffling had been staged for a new victim.

I felt like a very old one as we all walked toward the medium. As no one mentioned the tragic scene, so I just trod along. Incidentally, that's the only thing anyone does who tries to walk beside Kate. She doesn't walk.

She "Nijinsky," which in case you have never been a Russian Ballet boos- ter means that something seems to lift her through space and yet you can plainly see her slim feet touch the ground. At lunch she was like a very bad little boy the men who lunched with us didn't seem to notice it.

I said before that she sent her children straight back. She prac- tically threw it back, then winked at me with an "I'll show 'em what tempera- ment is" expression.

"I'll show you," and try that damned false hair I have to pin on for the balcony scene," she said as she doved the last swing of milk. "Just why Julie has to have long hair only God and Sherman know. I'll see you on the set." She leapt out of the door. An hour later she appeared on Juliet's balcony looking like a cross between Maude Adams and Sarah Bernhardt at the age of seventy. In the place of that little boy stood a serious actress reading the famous "Swear not by the moon" lines of Romeo. Shakespeare him- self must have dreamed it would some day be read.

I watched and listened, fascinated. It didn't matter to me that one slender body could house the three distinct personalities I had already seen. The first thing that appeared to be an ultra- temperamental star toss off a display of fireworks. Second, an alluring gamin kidding all comedies, and now this third—this feminine creature light- ing and shading the great Bard's lines with a tender understanding of the maiden, Juliet, that was breath-taking.
Wood Accessories

Attractive accessories to brighten up your home can easily be made from wood.

By Frances Cowles

Ap381—For the top of your desk a stand with compartments to hold stationery and books and a convenient rack pens and pencils.

Ap382—A mirror stand and a pair of snail candle-holders for your dressing table.

Ap383—Here are a pair of bookends with designs carved out in relief.

Ap384—A combination bookcase end table and plant stand.

Ap385—Make this attractive tray from a piece of wood and some picture molding.

Ap386—Here is an unusual modern candelabra which is quite simple to make.

If you would like patterns and directions for making any or all of these gifts, please turn to page 77

The New Movie Magazine, April, 1935
NEWS FEATURES

Dr. Law Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads have the fresh color, unexpected double coating, soft and flexible. Invisible under sheer hose, can't stick to the stocking or come off in the wash. Try the wonderful treatment. Get a box today. Bold everytwist.

De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
Put one on—the pain is gone.

NEW De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
FLESH COLOR
WATERPROOF

Don't let an
INSUITLY SKIN

rob you of
ROMANCE, HAPPINESS

Do MEN LOOK your way—or do they look away? An attractive complexion, naturally fresh, untreated by sallowness and ugly blemishes blends the door to the romance every woman wants. Thousands of handsome men have noticed the fresh skin of their chattels with Stuart's Calcium Wafers. Magic they call it. But there's nothing magic about it. Stuart's Calcium Wafers simply rid the skin of those troubles that supply the system with the little calcium nature needs to create a healthy, glowing skin! Even stubborn cases often show marked improvements in a few days. Isn't it worth a trial?

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES, 10c and 60c

Approved Way to Tint
GRAY Hair
And Look 10 YEARS Younger

Now, without any risk, you can test these stencils or patches of gray or black hair to luminous shades of blonde, lavender or black shades of a true gray true does it. Prove it—by applying a little of this feature test to a lock of your hair today.

Useful and approved—for over twenty-three years—by hundreds of women's salons. No harmful addition to your hair, no film, no sticky residues. Simply remove the new gray squares, Imparts a true gray color—no tell-tale mark left behind to damage your hair.

Send for this test booklet.

THE KENTON PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
1222 Riverbottom Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri

Send me your Test Booklet of BROWNTONE and individual squares. Backed up by a 30 day money back guarantee. You may return unused squares at cost of packing and shipping.

Name, Address.
City.
State.

BLEACHES!

The gentle bleaching action eliminates muddy skin, dull complexion, freckles and discolorations, as your appearance has the irresistible beauty, Oriantal Cream.

Gouraud
Purse Size at 10c Stores

WHITE - FLESH - RACHEL AND ORIENTAL - TAN

SKIN ROUGHNESS IS HUNDREDS OF TINY CRACKS

"Most labions only glance over them"

DAME NATURE CREAM

HEALS them—juts the broken skin, into desirable, smooth, healthy skin.

Weak, tender, weak, unhealthy skin is restored to normal. Young skin is rejuvenated. It is a marvel of nature's choice.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing and Hard of Hearing gain a new life with this beautiful, natural . . . Leonard Invisible Ear Drops which really tones up the ear by being used every day in the Ear cavity for 21 days.

They are expensive, but the money is well spent to get a normal hearing.


I SUFFERED WITH

ASTHMA

FOR 22 YEARS

SUDDENLY I FOUND

AMAZING RELIEF

After suffering for 22 years and getting relief through Nasco, I am glad to add my testimonial to their success. Fifteen years ago, I was a great sufferer from asthma and had consulted all my doctors without success. Nasco's Marcasite Tablets and Nasco's Inhalers have brought me great relief.

Use Nasco's Marcasite Tablets and Nasco's Inhalers and you will be able to live like other people.

Nasco is so effective and safe that thousands of years of experience have gone to the making of Nasco's Marcasite Tablets and Nasco's Inhalers.

Use Nasco's Marcasite Tablets and Nasco's Inhalers and you will be able to live like other people.

For sample tablets, write for Nasco's Marcasite Tablets and Nasco's Inhalers. Each tube is guaranteed to contain 25 tablets. Each tablet contains Marcasite in the form of Nasco's Marcasite Tablets.
You Tell Us

(Continued from page 54)

old or young.—A. Hamilton Sr., 539 E. Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California. And New Movie is pleased to print your letter, Granddad.

That Certain Charm

What has become of that splendid actor, Otto Kruger? So many of his parts were not good enough for him. He was excellent in "The Crime Doctor" and he really is an engaging lover. There is a certain charm about him. Won't they please bring him back soon as the hero in a good love role? I sincerely hope so as everyone I know seems to like him.—Mrs. O. C. Andrews, 3325 Halloway Court, Cincinnati, Ohio. Watch for him in Warner Brothers' picture, The Casino Murder Case.

Team Jimmy and Shirley Again?

I have just seen that marvelous picture, "Bright Eyes," the latest Shirley Temple picture. Shirley was as sweet as ever but I think credit should go to James Dunn for such a convincing performance as Shirley's aviator friend. The way he handled his role was simply marvelous. He was grand in "Baby Take a Bow," and "Stand Up and Cheer." I think Shirley Temple and James Dunn make a swell team and should go on being teamed.—Mrs. Peggy Corcoran, 22 E. 100th St., New York, N. Y. Watch for Shirley in "The Little Colonel" and Jimmy in George White's "Scandals."

Producers Please Notice!

Producers, why not give Joan Crawford a break? Her loyal fans have suffered through a series of meaningless pictures such as "Sadie McKee" and "Chained," hoping against hope that she would eventually be given an opportunity to do a real characterization. The greatest talent in Hollywood is being wasted in trite stories, wrapped up in Adrian gowns. Why not give Joan a chance to reveal the reach and depth of her marvelous talents? Who else could do "Joan of Arc" as well as she? Joan Crawford symbolizes courage, and even resembles physically the famous Maid of Orleans. I can think of no greater treat for the new year than "Joan of Arc." Portrayed by Crawford, the incomparable Crawford!—Mrs. H. D. Cooksey, 2709 Lochmore Ave., Raleigh, N. C. Good for you, Mrs. Cooksey. We were worried about Joan too. Read our story "They're the tops."

Thanks to Hal Roach

Hats off and three cheers for Laurel and Hardy! As last little Bill, age seven, was allowed to see a picture. In fact, we all went to see "Babes in Toyland." And if you think children don't respond to suitable and well made pictures, you should have been in the audience watching this picture. Mouths open, eyes wide, and many wide grins, all attested a most appreciative audience. Each and every fantastic character was greeted with delight and applause. The children lived, for a time, with Tom Thumb, the boymen, and the villainous Blondie.

Laurel and Hardy gave my child a fanciful but convincing afternoon. Furthermore, I know mothers appreciate a picture like this that is suitable and enjoyable for their children.—Mrs. F. R. Warner, 891 18th Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis, Minn. Mrs. Warner, what would you think of special pictures for the kiddies alone? It has been suggested.

Dear Jeanette:

I know that Jeanette MacDonald has so many fans that I will not count for much, but "little drops of water and little grains of sand," you know the rest. You see I never cared very much for her. I don't know why. Well I saw "The Merry Widow" and heard Jeanette sing "Villa." That song was so exquisitely sung that I almost swooned. It's the truth. I love a beautiful singing voice, but if there is no feeling put into the song it is out with me and that is that. Let me say this to Jeanette MacDonald: Please sing all of your songs beautifully as you did "Villa." "Music hath charms" and Miss MacDonald is lacking in neither of the above.—Mrs. Jean Auer, 1210 Buren Street, Milwaukee, Wis. Jeanette will read your plea here, Mrs. Auer.

Fans and Friendliness

Quite a few months ago it was announced over our local radio station that Ann Harding would stop here in a plane for a few minutes. Now Miss Harding had many fans here and those who were lucky enough to hear the message rushed out to the airport hoping to get a glance of the lovely Ann. The plane came and what a disappointment we had, for our beloved movie star then glanced out the window. One or two fans did get a little peep in the door but I do think she could have said hello for we small town folks don't often have the opportunity to see our beloved movie stars in person.

I am sure if Miss Harding knew how hurt we were she would have been a wee bit friendly.—Mrs. Thelma Carson, General Delivery, Monroe, La. Did you read "Just Let Me Act" in our March issue? Ann wasn't unfriendly, she was just shy and scared.

Notes on Voices

A very large bouquet for Ann Harding, the essence of beauty, charm, femininity and culture. And her voice! That alone would draw me.

How I would like to see her day opening, Ronald Colman, even in that old picture, "Dark Angel," that he made with Vilma Banky a long time ago. Then a tribute to Kay Johnson with her fine speaking voice.

Wasn't she splendid in "This Man Is Mine" (she really stole that picture) and "Eight Girls in a Boat"? I am pleased that such good material, as "Anne of Green Gables," etc., is being used for pictures. We grown-ups enjoy them every bit as much as the children, maybe more.—Elsie S. Gould, Londonville, N. Y. Part of the charm of both Ann and Kay is in their lovely voices, Elsie.

Welcome Back, Gloria

After an absence of two years Gloria Swanson returns to the screen in "Music in the Air." Gloria will astonish her most ardent fans. She sings beautifully, she makes love and plays comedy with a very deft touch. Teemed with her is John Boles who also sings and performs comedy as though he were having the time of his life. Both turn in grand characterizations.

"Music in the Air" is a real success with a beautiful musical score. Welcome back, Gloria.—Mrs. Alice J. Barry, 314 Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, Colo. Old friends are good friends, Mrs. Barry.

( Please turn to page 76)
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Anne as Anne

"Anne of Green Gables" is a worthy successor to "Little Women." Anne Shirley in the title role will win your heart—she is sweet, fiery-tempered, and imaginative as her famous bloodline denotes. She will take you back to your golden days of innocent childhood and help you remember why we love Anne so much. The way "Anne" penetrates the shell-like exterior of the middle-aged spinster and wins a permanent home will bring tears to your eyes. Helen Westley as "Marilla," the spinster, and O. P. Heggie as "Matthew" give outstanding performances. And may I add a word of praise for the director, George A. Nichols, Jr. His skilful touch has brought out the true spirit of the book. I really believe I enjoyed it more than "Little Women."—Mrs. Charles Toles, 514 N. Nevada Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colo.

We take it that you really liked the picture, Mrs. Toles!

Devotion to Ann
I want to thank you, Mrs. Stanaway, for your lovely tribute to Ann Harding. I am with you every step of the way as I know there are thousands other.

Ann has not only greatness of mind but greatness of spirit and the courage of her convictions. They make a grand combination.

We admire the work of many other actresses, we like most of them but we love our Ann. We wouldn't want anything ever to take her away from us. So let's get together on this and declare that Miss "First Lady of the Screen" and long may she reign!—Mrs. L. N. Kemp, 333 E. 27th Street, Erie, Pa.

What do the rest of you think?

The Newsreel Close-Up
I believe I am expressing a widespread popular sentiment in repudiating a prevalent newsreel nonsense; namely, the custom of inflicting upon a pliant public full-sized close-ups of men and women currently in the public eye.

These close-ups occupying every available inch of space on the screen, so that they are quite separate from the actual proceedings, amount to an act of放在 these women and men before the public eye.

These close-ups occupying every available inch of space on the screen, so that they are quite separate from the actual proceedings, amount to an act of getting rid of hard and soft corns and calluses. Get a bottle from your druggist and try it.

FREEZONE

"HUSH" FOR BODY ODOURS AT 10 STORIES

No more stinkily hands!

Now, in practically every case the monstrities we see in newsreels are hidden from the public eye. But when they are intense, natural, self-conscious and sans makeup-let those little miracles record their tiny faces with about the same degree of fidelity with which a radio of the vintage of 1921 would reproduce the voice of today's radio stars.

To make matters worse, the close-ups are sustained at times for as long as two minutes or more while the newscaster explains the particular reason for the aforementioned victim's movie debut. This used to make me that a self-respecting adult when he sees a close-up of himself on the screen must be so humiliated that he looks over his shoulder, wincing through the rest of his film, in an incurable inferiority complex or something worse.

The solution, obviously is that the close-ups be eliminated entirely or that the patron suffer blissfully during the execution.—Emmanuel Barton, 226 N. Negley Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. Wee Movie would like comment from all of its readers on this subject.

Sheer Sweetness
There being no words adequate to express the sheer sweetness of "One Night of Love" I merely say that for me it never will grow old. I know for I have seen it forty times and am still going strong, literally lost in the amazing beauty of it all; scarcely able to believe that such an opportunity came my way.

Charming personality, gorgeous voice, perfect figures—Grace Moore, so beloved for her infinite perfection of sweetness for us, Mrs. Fogan, but we like it!

Fine and Clean

I want to send in my praise of Frank Capra's direction of such pictures as "It Happened One Night" and "Broadway Bill," in which I think we two of the finest and cleanest pictures I have ever seen. We, the public (and I am sure I speak for more than myself), really enjoy such interesting stories as these. May we have many more like them in the year 1935 and for all time—Mrs. G. L. K., 1518 Monroe Street, N. E., Minneapolis, Minn. It takes good acting, good story and good direction to make the grade these days, Mrs. Keminski.

Improving Make-Up

Let's have more natural and life-like stars like Anne Shirley. She is a lovely and youthful, not all rouged lips, false eyelashes and painted nails. We can find those on any street corner. To see actresses' real face is a treat after so much false make-up.

Anne in "Anne of Green Gables" is an inspiration to anyone, Is she not a natural young girl. Please don't go sophisticated or "false facey" on us.

Anne is a girl with a place in her heart just as you are.—Mrs. Wm. Thar- wanger, 549 Tenny Street, Kewanee, 111. There's little danger of Anne's disappointing you.

The Incredible Brat

I know I shouldn't write this letter. But am watching the movie, "Bright Eyes," I couldn't pass up the opportunity of writing. It may arouse Shirley Temple fans, but when leaving the movie house I was against everything she represented.

It seems a little brat in the picture known as 'Atkins.' I thought she was the most incredible thing that ever happened to me. Just a day before seeing "Bright Eyes," I had scolded my own little girl and also asked why she couldn't be like Shirley Temple. But now I have fallen in love with the biggest brat of them all. And I'm going to my little girl as a mischievous as you are," and that goes doubly for little Jane Withers.—Mrs. A. Zimmerman, 331 North Broadway, New York, N. Y. There is a special story being written for Jane, Mrs. Zimmerman.

An Old Question

Why don't the movie producers give their films more appropriate titles? Lately I missed seeing "Imitation of Life," because the title confused me. I know that that was the name they had given to Fannie Hurst's "Sugar-House."

If you say whether "a rose by any other name would smell as sweet," but whether more representative movie titles would not bring in more box-office profits—Elizabeth Gates, 634 Boone Street, Piqua, Ohio. Time and time again, we wonder about this, Elizabeth. Of course the studio makes more titles that will make money, but lots of them do seem silly.

Awake the SLEEPING BEAUTY in Your Hair

BRING out the lovely natural luster that slumbers in YOUR hair—or soft natural beauty that waits to be wakened by THE SHAMPOO that Cleaves Perfectly, then RINSES Completely!—Marchand's Castle Shampoo!

This wonderful beauty-wakening shampoo leaves the hair shining clean, aglow with little natural highlights. The texture of the hair is made soft, etc.able—because THIS SHAMPOO CLEANSES PERFECTLY, RINSES COMPLETELY.

Easy to Re-Arrange your Hair

After shampooing with the New Marchand's Castle Shampoo—hair is left ex-ceptionally manageable. A pat here and there—and your hair is nicely arranged again!

Use Marchand's Castle Shampoo to cleanse all shades of hair. It has no sne-ting effect, it does not change the color of the hair.

Marchand's Castle Shampoo is made with selected high-grade olive oils. Remember, olive oil is good for scalp and hair—particularly for those who suffer from dryness and dandruff. Men should avoid using ordinary soaps on their hair— and change to this fine product—made to benefit hair as well as to cleanse it.

MARCHAND'S CASTLE SHAMPOO

To Cleanse All Shades of Hair Does Not Lighten Hair

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST—OR GET BY MAIL

Fill out this coupon, send with 35c in coins or stamps to C. Marchand Co., 251 W. 10th St., Chicago, Ill. and receive a 35c enclosed—Please send SHAMPOO to

Name__________________________
City__________________________ State____________________

To Cleanse All Shades of Hair Does Not Lighten Hair
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Hooray!

Humor is all right in its place. I hereby take exception to the wise-guy, punning news-commentators who in-fest the newscasts. I like a laugh with anyone, but some of these guffaw-hazards would pun, I believe, at their own funerals. Compare them for instance, with the keen incisive comments of the newscast of Edwin C. Hill—Amos to you—March, 297 Union, San Francisco, California. Good for you, Anthony. Many a fine newscast has been spoiled by a waffling commentator. Maybe something will be done about it before long.

About Marie Dressler and Pauline Lord

Can Pauline Lord take Marie Dressler’s place? I had just this in mind when I read in my November New Movie not so long ago. Marie was my favorite star, and I would have gone and bought any picture that she in, so this article interested me very much. No, I decided. Miss Lord could never take Marie’s place in the hearts of the people. Marie always seemed like a mothering old soul. Miss Lord is far too young to be that. Besides, she acts her part, isn’t she her own very self on the screen, as Marie was. Really, no one could actually take her place.

Who then, was to be the one? I had seen May Robson and decided she was about the next best, although she didn’t quite fill the bill. Then there was a grand actress too, but she seems a bit sharp at times, not always quite as sweet and good natured as Marie. But she was my choice to take Marie’s place as long ago. Now, I think I have the one, who is my estimation, should be the second Marie. I just saw Loretta Young in the White Parade, and my vote now goes to the very charming and natural acting person who played the part of "Sailor" in that picture. Her name I don’t know, as I didn’t pay a whole lot of attention when the cast of characters was shown on the screen, as I went particularly to see Miss Young. Perhaps you will know her name. She completely stole the picture from the heroine and hero, and if anyone can do Miss Dressler’s parts, I am sure she is the one. Let’s hope the casting directors give "Sailor" a chance, as I am betting on her.—D. Rissmiller, 202 Kilídaire Drive, Baltimore, Md. "Sailor" was played by Jane Darwell. You have fine taste, as shows the picture and we feel sure we all shall be seeing her again and enjoying her, too.

We Bow

I have been buying New Movie for the last four months and I am convinced that it is the best movie magazine published. I have noticed a great difference in the January and February issues. Of course the larger size is of great advantage, but the content counts for most. The articles are most interesting, the pictures are of the best and the departments always have something for everybody.

At present it is more convenient for the bow New Movie by the month but as soon as I am in position to do so I will take a year’s subscription. Am wishing you the best of luck in your work.—Clifford Woeste, E, Detroit, Michigan. Thank you, Clifford. We’re really working hard to try to please. Soon we’ll give you an even better magazine and we hope you’ll like it better, too.

The Johnsons Agree

I agree with my namesake, Edna Johnson, in what she says about Josephine Hutchinson. In my opinion she stole everything but the scenery in the production, “Happiness Ahead.” I for one am pleased to see her on the screen, as I would never have the opportunity to witness her stage performance. I am extremely anxious hoping for her next picture.—Edward Johnson, 17 Bristol Street, Cuba, N. Y. It will be, “Oil for the Lamps of China,” Edward.

Negro Performers

It surprised me a great deal to find out that the New Movie picture "Imitation of Life" was not included in the local polls as one of the ten best pictures of 1934. But, if I had my way I’d pin the medal on the shoulders of Louise Beavers of the picture for the finest female performance on the 1934 screen. And personally the honor of producing the first cinema negro drama goes to the Universal studio.

I fervently hope New Movie recognizes the dramatic power of Louise Beavers and oblige us New Movie fans with a personality story of the screen’s premier colored actress.—Ben Cohen, 12 Monroe Street, New York, N. Y. Did you read what Herb Howe said about her in the March issue?

A Justified Criticism

Theaters, when they are showing a picture that “parks ’em in,” after having advertised it far and wide, sometimes have the customers lined up out to the curb when the doors open for the evening starts. Perhaps, and often, the feature has been partially run before everyone is seated, or even have reached a place, for the screen where they stand. Such has been my experience. At the end of the regular scheduled run, the lights come on and “Goodnight!” is flashed on the screen. Since they did so well with the picture, they should pay the help for overtime and run the film again. I hope the auditorium is empty, at least. How about it, theater managers?—C. E. Gilstrap, Route 1, New England, Maryland.

Whew!

I’d also put open on the screen. I’d get Gladys Swarthout, who is not only a very, very good singer but also a nice looking person. I’d abolish the filming of second-rate stories and would love more of Dickens’ stories.—Adity Newman, 120 Riverside Drive, New York City. Gee, maybe it’s a good thing they aren’t a dictator, Adity.

Do you have trouble making your make-up stay on?

No doubt about it. . . it’s the perfect assurance having to apply fresh make-up a half dozen times a day. And yet, what are you going to do when your powder won’t stay on and your rouge and lipstick fade away?

You’ll never have to put up with that sort of thing when you use Outdoor Girl Beauty Aids. For each of these lovely preparations is made with a base of pure olive oil . . . an ingredient which not only enables your make-up to go on more smoothly, but to stay on longer.

Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Beauty Aids do more than merely beautify your complexion. They protect it, too! Outdoor Girl Face Powder guards the skin from the drying effects of wind and weather—keeps it soft, smooth and supple. Yet this powder is as light as any powder. It never "cakes" or clogs the pores. And it is absolutely grit-free.

Outdoor Girl Rouge and Lipstick protect cheeks and lips from cracking and chapping. They flatten the living tints of the skin. Make your complexion come alive with youthful coloring and beauty.

Whether you are a blonde, brunette or tannin-headed, you can be sure that regardless of the shade of Outdoor Girl Face Powder you choose, you will find an Outdoor Girl Rouge and Lipstick of the same sun-sweet quality . . . to blend naturally with your individual skin-coloring and to provide a perfect Make-up Color Ensemble.

At leading drug and department stores for only 50¢. Also in handy trial sizes at your favorite ten-cent store. Mail the coupon for liberal samples.

TUNE IN—SATURDAYS, 7:30 P.M., E.S.T.

“The Outdoor Girl Beauty Parade”

Over the Columbia Broadcasting System

OUTDOOR GIRL

OLIVE OIL BEAUTY AIDS

OUTDOOR GIRL

OLIVE OIL BEAUTY AIDS

CR E W C ORP OR ATI O N, DEPT. 87-D

Wiles Avenue, New York City

I enclose 10, please return me 1 bottle of Outdoor Girl Face Powder. Rouge and Lipstick. My complexion is Light Medium Dark.

Name.

Address.

City.

State.
Consult This List When You Go Shopping

Tower Star Fashions ... selected by Tower Magazines' Fashion Department and sold in the retail stores listed below will help you to buy clothes which are really becoming. Ask to see Tower Star Fashions and also the other nationally advertised products in this issue the very next time you are in one of these stores. Address any further questions to Tower's Star Fashion Editor, Tower Magazines, Inc., 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Pictures of Tower Star Fashions appear on page 22 of this issue.

MONTANA
Helena, Flagelman's
NEBRASKA
Omaha, Goldstein-Chapman Co.
NEW JERSEY
Asbury, Dainty Apparel Shop
Jersey City, State Gown Shop
Newark, L. Bamberger & Co.
Passaic, Charlotte Shop

NEW YORK
Albany, W. M. Whitney & Co. & Binghamton,
Sisson Bros.-Weldon Co.
Buffalo,
Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co.
New York City, R. H. Macy & Co.
Rochester, Kroll's
Staten Island, Irene Dress Shoppe
Syracuse, C. E. Chappell & Sons, Inc.
Utica, Doie-Knowler Co., Inc.

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville, Bon Marche, Inc.
Durham, R. L. Baldwin Co.
Forest City, Davis Shoppe
Gastonia, Sport Shoppe
Shelby, Nash, Inc.

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo, G. M. Black
Grand Forks, Heller's

OHIO
Akron, The A. Polsky Co.
Cincinnati, Mabley & Carew Co.
Cleveland, Halle Bros. Co.
Columbus, The Dunn Taft Co.
Dayton, The Elder & Johnston Co.
Portsmouth, Atlas Fashion
Toledo, LaSalle & Koch Co.
Youngstown, Strouse-Hirschberg Co.

OKLAHOMA
Shawnee, Blain's Fashion Shop
Tulsa, The Froug Co.
Maddening Hues

FOR LIPS AND CHEEKS

NEW KIND OF LIPSTICK . . . NEW KIND OF ROUGE, WORK MIRACLES IN RED

Maddening hues, yes! Colors that thrill, taunt and tempt! Truly enough (and you'll know it the instant you try them) such rapturous, wicked reds have never been used in lipstick or rouge before. But there's more reason than that for the soul-stirring madness so generously imparted by SAVAGE Lipstick and the new SAVAGE Rouge.

SAVAGE Lipstick works differently from ordinary lipstick. Its gorgeous color separates from the cosmetic a moment or two after application to become an actual part of the skin. Wipe the cosmetic away and see your lips . . . teasingly, savagely red . . . but without the usual discouraging pastiness. Imagine a lipstick like that! Better yet, experience its magic on your own lips. One or more of the four luscious SAVAGE shades is sure to be exactly yours.

SAVAGE Rouge . . . an utterly new kind of dry rouge . . . so much finer in texture than any other that it blends right into the skin itself . . . to stay, with full color intensity, throughout the exciting hours it invites . . . instead of quickly fading away as ordinary rouge does. You'll love it, and the shades are identical to those of SAVAGE Lipstick so that your cheeks and lips will be a thrilling, perfect symphony of maddening, meaningful red.

Then . . . SAVAGE Face Powder

And what a different face powder this is; so fine, so soft, so smooth . . . and so surprisingly different in the results it gives. Apply it, and it seems to vanish . . . but the skin-shine, too, has gone. Imagine it! Everything you want from powder, but no "powdered" look; just caressing, soft smoothness that is a feast for eyes and a tingle for finger tips it makes so eager. Four lovely shades.

20¢ AT ALL TEN CENT STORES
It always has stopped raining

Life begins at sixty

They Satisfy
THE LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY SCREEN MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD

New Movie

MAY
10¢

15¢ in Canada

MYRNA LOY

JANET GAYNOR'S SECRET HIDEAWAY

ARE HANDSOME MEN SAFE IN HOLLYWOOD?
Be utterly Irresistible

You, yes you, can become divinely irresistible. Use the lure that has always won love for famous, enchanting women... tempting, exotic perfume... Such is IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Wear it night and day to thrill... excite senses... madden hearts... with its haunting, lasting fragrance.

To make yourself even more fascinating, use all the IRRESISTIBLE BEAUTY AIDS. Each has some special feature to make you exquisitely lovely. Irresistible Lip Lure, the new, different lipstick, melts deep into your lips making them vibrant, glowing with soft, warm, red, ripe color. Irresistible Face Powder is sifted through silk...it clings for hours... conceals blemishes...gives your skin a youthful, petal-like, kissable softness.

Be irresistible today...now...forever...with Irresistible Beauty Aids. Guaranteed to be pure. Only 10¢ each for full sized packages at your 5 and 10¢ store.

TRADE MARK REG. CONTAINERS PAT'D

Irresistible Perfume and Beauty Aids

ONLY 10c EACH AT YOUR 5 and 10¢ STORE

FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK
"TERrible!"—Say the Books of Etiquette

"Excellent!"—Says Dental Authority

IT ISN'T BEING DONE, BUT IT'S One Way TO PREVENT "Pink Tooth Brush"

Of course it's terrible to the dictators of etiquette and the arbiters of polite society. "Why," you can hear them chime, "such a performance would make any girl a social outlaw."

But it isn't terrible to dentists—your own dentist. "Excellent," would be his emphatic retort. "If you and every one of my patients chewed as vigorously, I'd hear a lot less about 'pink tooth brush.' And if we moderns all ate more coarse, hard foods, a big group of modern dental ills would practically disappear."

Dental testimony is unanimous! Modern gums need more work for health—vigorous workouts with coarse, raw foods. Our modern soft and well-cooked foods are to blame for the wide spread of that tell-tale dental warning, "pink tooth brush."

DON'T IGNORE "Pink Tooth Brush"

"Pink tooth brush" is a first warning. But neglected—it often proves to be the first downward step towards such serious gum disorders as gingivitis, Vincent's disease and pyorrhea.

Play safe—rouse your gums to health with Ipana and massage. Clean your teeth regularly with Ipana—and each time rub a little extra Ipana into your gums. Ipana with the massage speeds circulation through the gum tissues—and helps them back to healthy firmness. And healthy gums mean whiter teeth and a brighter smile.

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?
Send the coupon below, if you like, to bring you a trial tube of Ipana. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not buy the full-size tube today and begin to get Ipana's definite advantages now—a month of scientific dental care...100 brushings...brighter teeth and healthier gums.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-55
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of Ipana Tooth Paste. Enclosed is a 3¢ stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name:
Street:
City__State__

Ipana Tooth Paste
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A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

At a colorful banquet in Hollywood a little over a month ago, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences made its seventh annual awards for the best screen performances of the year.

The actress and actor chosen were Claudette Colbert, charming star of French descent, and Clark Gable, American. The picture for which they won the award was the Columbia production, "It Happened One Night," directed by Frank Capra, of Italian parentage, who won the award for the best direction of the year.

A third award for performance was given to little Shirley Temple, Fox starlet, whom toastmaster Irving Cobb, characterized as an "artist among artists, a giant among troupers." Little more need be said of this charming child player, whose engaging simplicity and appeal have won for her a place in the hearts of the American public.

The foregoing is not news to you, for you have read it in your papers, and heard it over your radio. Neither is it news to the immense following of Miss Colbert, Mr. Gable and Mr. Capra and Miss Temple, who are firmly convinced that the award is not only rightful and proper, but should be made annually.

The real news in this award is the emergence of a young and relatively small picture producing organization into the company of the elect, the many starred and all-powerful companies such as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, Warner Brothers, RKO-Radio and others.

Under the able direction of Harry Cohn, on the Coast, and Jack Cohn, in the East, this energetic and youthful concern has forged ahead rapidly. It has upset many of the established precedents of movie-making, and has attacked each new problem with a fervor that speaks in the highest terms of the ability of the Cohn brothers and the loyalty of their trusted organization. It has produced a series of box-office pictures that have set the fans of the nation clamoring for more, and has made the producers and directors of other companies more alert, and more desirous of making finer pictures. All of this means better and better pictures for you who are the final consumers.
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Wise girls guard against Cosmetic Skin
the screen stars' way...

You can use cosmetics all you wish if you remove them thoroughly the screen stars' way. It's when you leave bits of stale rouge and powder choking the pores that you risk Cosmetic Skin.

Do you see enlarged pores, dullness, tiny blemishes—blackheads, perhaps—warning signals of unattractive Cosmetic Skin? Better begin to use Lux Toilet Soap, the soap especially made to remove cosmetics thoroughly.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way
To protect your skin—keep it lovely—follow this simple rule:
Before you put on fresh make-up during the day—ALWAYS before you go to bed at night—use gentle Lux Toilet Soap. Its rich, ACTIVE lather will sink deep into the pores, carry away every vestige of dust, dirt, embedded powder and rouge. Your skin will feel soft and smooth—and look it!

9 out of 10 Hollywood stars use Lux Toilet Soap—have used it for years!

Barbara Stanwyck
STAR OF WARNER BROTHERS' "THE WOMAN IN RED"

Of course I use cosmetics, but I never worry about Cosmetic Skin. I use Lux Toilet Soap regularly!
Are Handsome Men Safe in Hollywood?

"No," says this writer, "for the very good reason that there aren't enough handsome men there to shake a stick at!"

By RICHARD ENGLISH

GENTLE Reader, lend us thine ear—
Lend us thine ear and consider the awful plight of the handsome men in Hollywood. Awful? Yes! Why awful? For precisely the reason that there aren't enough of them (the really handsome ones) to go around.

What could be more sad—or splendid—than the sorry situation of any eligible male, with no mother to guide him, being pursued by a dozen of the luscious cinema ladies?

Hollywood's consistent about everything: if a bathtub is needed in a picture, executives will promptly buy gold-plated ones; if new cuties are needed to gladden the same screen the same moguls will import them in cardboard quantities of curves and charm. Yet for the past five years there has been a dearth of men in cinemaland and actresses have moaned, "What good is success without a man to share it with?" Consistent to the last, there just aren't enough men to go around!

And have those executives done anything about satisfying the need for eligible men? A thousand times no! Maybe the boys are being ruthless in their security of women, or maybe I'm being personal. But just the same the lack of presentable males has been one of the major reasons for the abuse now being heaped on Hollywood's hapless head! When titled husbands, handsome spouses and desirable fiancés have been around and around in the dizzy circle of movieland's matrimonial merry-go-round, married to one star and then another, engaged reputedly to this one and that one, reformers have pointed out that "those screen people" lacked scruples. They don't lack scruples—they just lack men!

Dick Powell is admittedly a nice guy and I'll go on record for that. Equally admissible is the fact that he's not the least bit handsome. The same goes for Jack Oakie, And Lyle Talbot. Dick might be popular in his home town of Little Rock, but in Hollywood he's more than popular, he's pursued! Jack Oakie's jokes are as old as his sweatshirt—which is plenty—and yet this perennial clown in clover has a phone book that I'll gladly swap you for. Lyle Talbot, in his home town, is a nice fellow, but in maleless Hollywood he's considered a 1935 reincarnation of Romeo!

How come, you say? There are but two answers and they're both right. Those lads would be popular—but hardly harassed—in any town. Secondly, they are eligible in the cinema bluebook; the unattached possessors of personality, prestige and popularity. The lack of handsome men is partially nullified by the screen's abundance of good eggs such as the above. But if these lads are heroes in the local game of hounds and hare,

think of the sorry plight of handsome men who, in some cases, have found that marriage is hardly a protection against feminine abuse. Beautiful women can no more help appreciating a handsome man than vice versa, and if he's married that's a problem they must solve individually—yet still please everyone and offend no one! Lovely spot to be in, isn't it?

Consider John Boles, Charlie Farrell and Robert Montgomery, actors of accomplishment and happily married men. At various times all have been reputed to be on the verge of breaking up their homes, leaving their wives for some suspect, name unknown, but always referred to as "a prominent movie star." Now, now, don't get alarmed. It's always been a good story, one that's been going the rounds for years and years. Today it may be Montgomery or Boles or Farrell or any handsome married actor, the names seeming to be interchangeable at the teller's preference.

Yet, despite the very apparent untruth, the way those stories start is quite understandable if you know your Hollywood. The fact that these men are married shouldn't spoil a good yarn in a town where even a minister can drive a gal to her only other recreation—gossip. One hears that "So-and-so was seen lunching with that too divine Folli
girl Colossal just brought out. Of course, he's supposed to be happily married, my dear, but I've seen his wife and she's nothing but a little wren!" The fact that the little wren may be as beautiful, as charming and talented as her more famous mate, is too conveniently forgotten. Or the fact that the little wren aided the man to success is disregarded. The old answer is always the same, "Of course, he's much too handsome for any one woman to hold!"

So the story starts. It grows and the Apollos of the screen must pay tribute for Mother Nature's generosity in handing out good looks! There'll be little bits of gossip here and there, eventually winding their way into being regarded as the gospel truth. (Robert Montgomery once sued a paper and forced a retraction.) And thus it may cause a genuine break. I've actually known of screen marriages that ended in divorce courts because of circumstances as trivial as the above!

It is usually agreed that Lew Ayres has a wistful appeal but is by no means handsome. Bruce Cabot gives an impression of restrained violence, his underlip denoting an iron will that is both frightening and fascinating to the ladies. Yet both of them, prior to their marriages, were in the upper five, ranking about fourth and fifth, respectively, after Powell, Oakie and Talbot, as Hollywood's better-off screen heart-accelerators. And they were never (Please turn to page 42)
AN EXPERIMENT IN MATRIMONY

Heavens, you spoil that husband of yours—olives, celery, mince—meat, mushrooms.....

and last but not least—Lifebuoy!

Funny how Jenny took me up on that—even gave me a cake of Lifebuoy. Could I really be guilty?

Well, the experiment's on! Here's to my first Lifebuoy bath! May it do all Jenny said it would.

"B.O." will never separate my Henry and me.

If I thought there was anything to this "B.O." talk, I'd change to Lifebuoy, too. Tom's like a stranger lately.

Well, my dear, it's a fact that we all perspire and may offend without knowing it.

Bosh! I wager I could use Lifebuoy every day for a whole week and Tom would act just as cold and indifferent.

HUSBANDS are quick to notice and respond to a Lifebuoy complexion! And why not? For this rich, creamy lather frees pores of all impurities. Deep-cleaning, yet gentle—more than 20% milder than many so-called "beauty soaps" according to scientific skin tests. Complexions everywhere keep young and lovely with Lifebuoy.

"I thought I couldn't offend"

So say former "B.O." offenders. But everyone is subject to body odor! Play safe—bathe regularly with purifying Lifebuoy. Its fresh, clean scent vanishes as you rinse.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

WHY HER CLOTHES WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

Look—it says here that one washing is harder on clothes than months of wear.

I don't see how that can be...

Well, you know how scrubbing wears out a metal washboard. Just imagine what it does to the clothes.

Of course washboard rubbing ruins clothes—but who uses a washboard nowadays?

I do, for one! I hate the back-breaking work, but—

Then by all means begin using Rinso! It washes clothes 4 or 5 shades whiter than any scrubbing board ever got them!

This "soak-and-rinse" way gets clothes whiter, brighter

You need only a little Rinso to get creamy, lively, lasting suds even in hardest water. And my, how those suds soak out dirt. Clothes come longer, too—because they're not scrubbed threadbare. So safe for your finest cottons and linens, white or colors, the makers of 34 famous washers say, "Use Rinso!" And Rinso won't blacken aluminum in washers.

Like magic in the dishpan

Rinso's fine suds are no end of help in the dishpan. The way grease goes is simply marvelous to see! Saves the hands. Keeps them from getting that red, soapy-finger look. Tested and approved by Good Housekeeping Institute.

THE BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA
THE TALKIES ARE WALKIES

Legs lack lies, toes tell tales, gaits give glamour, there are sermons in shoes. Watch how the movie stars walk!

By JANET GRAVES

A contrast in carriage—the walks of Victor McLaglen, Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery and Marlene Dietrich.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer rings up the curtain on its greatest achievement—a glamorous pageant of drama, mirth and beauty...mightier than any musical yet seen on the screen! You’ll thrill to its glittering extravagance...you’ll laugh at its bright comedy...and you’ll cheer those new sweethearts, Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, who found their love under the creole moon. It's the screen's musical masterpiece!

Jeanette MacDonald • Nelson Eddy

NAUGHTY MARIETTA

"I'M FALLING IN LOVE"  "ITALIAN STREET SONG"

"AH, SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE"

a W. S. VAN DYKE PRODUCTION

Book and Lyrics by
Rida Johnson Young

with FRANK MORGAN

Douglas Dumbrille

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Produced by HUNT STROMBERG
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Music in the Movies

The current crop of new pictures brings us a lot of grand new tunes. Orchestra and dance fans will want these recordings.

A GLANCE at the musical productions released this month reveals Bing Crosby in the starring role of Paramount’s “Mississippi.” To launch Bing into this picture, which promises to be one of the year’s best, Paramount selected the famed song writing team of Rodgers and Hart to write the musical score. In “Mississippi” you will hear Bing sing, among others, “Soon,” “Down by the River,” and “Easy to Remember.” The first two named, which show promise of being the biggest hits, are reviewed in this issue.

Then, too, M-G-M presents “Reckless,” a production which brings together for the first time the beauteous Jean Harlow and William Powell. This film provides two songs entitled “Everything’s Been Done Before” and “I’m Going Down to Dance at Clancy’s,” which is a sort of Continental rhumba. We include these songs in our review.

“Love in Bloom,” another Paramount picture which received its name from last year’s biggest song hit, also provides an outstanding musical score by Gordon and Revel who gave us such hits as “Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?” and more recently “Say As Sweet As You Are.” The new songs in “Love in Bloom” are “Get Me Doin’ Things,” “Looky, Looky, Looky, Here Comes Cooky” and “My Heart Is an Open Book.”

“Let’s Live Tonight” is Columbia’s contribution to this month’s new musicals, and features the voice of Tullio Carminati, one of the screen’s foremost tenors, recently with Grace Moore in “One Night of Love.” The production features two major songs—“Love Passes By” a dreamy waltz which plays a prominent part, and “After All” in the selection of records for review you will note the numbers, for the most part, are of the melodic fox-trot type. However, there is one selection in waltz time which bids for favor.

The outstanding record of the month is, in our opinion, Ray Noble’s recording of “Soon” from the Crosby picture “Mississippi.” This number is given first place because of the inherent beauty of its melody and Ray Noble’s excellent rendition.

“Soon” from “Mississippi”—played by Ray Noble and his orchestra. This very melodic fox trot is ideally suited to the smooth, waltz style of Noble’s band. The saxophone section, which comprises four instruments, lends distinctive charm and brings out the beauty of this melody. Four brasses and three fiddles also combine to produce an unusual arrangement.

The other side presents “Down by the River,” from “Mississippi,” and is also played by Ray Noble’s orchestra. This is a typical Mississippi tune reminiscent of “River, Stay” “My Way From My Door” and Noble treats it accordingly. The rhythm of the orchestra is decidedly different and a flashy trumpet section adds lustre to a pleasing recording. (Victor)

“Love Passes By,” from “Let’s Live Tonight,” is played by Eddie Duchin and his society orchestra. The selection is a Waltz of the better type, such as “One Night Of Love,” and Duchin’s treatment is very modern, gliding effect that calls for the spotlights on the dance floor. Of course Eddie’s famed velvet fingers enhance this recording with a timely piano interlude. Lee Sherwood sings an alluring vocal chorus.

In contrast, the reverse side offers the melody ballad, “After All,” from the same picture, also played by the Duchin band. This song is a little tune treated most interestingly by the piano-playing maestro, who again provides some scintillating piano bits. Lee Sherwood returns with an equally fine vocal. (Victor)

“Got Me Doin’ Things,” from the picture “Love in Bloom,” is played by Ted Fiorito and his band. This is a very rhythmic, danceable tune and the large Fiorito orchestra gets plenty of color into a smart dance arrangement. A muted brass interlude and Ted’s piano tricks stand out. Howard Phillips sings a splendid vocal refrain which you’ll like.

The reverse side brings “Looky, Looky, Looky, Here Comes Cooky” another very swingy dance tune from the same picture. The Fiorito tunicians get everything out of a most modern dance arrangement. A muffled trumpet is heard with complete satisfaction as is aizzling clarinet hit. The band trio turns in a grand vocal with a cute lyric. (Brunswick)

“Everything’s Been Done Before,” from “Reckless,” is played by Richard Himber and his orchestra. A beautiful melody tune, beautifully played by the Himber band. A unique harp introduction launches the boys into a brilliant arrangement. A sub-tone is featured against a string ensemble and the result is very effective. Joey Nash of radio fame sings the vocal in a captivating manner.

The opposite side offers “I’m Going Down to Dance at Clancy’s” also played by Richard Himber. This is a kind of Continental rhumba and the orchestra shows its versatility in its complete mastery of this type of rhythm. The string section of four violins, is heard throughout the record and Joey Nash turns in another of his famous vocals.

“Lullaby of Broadway” from “The Gold Diggers” is played by the Dorsey Brothers’ orchestra; a grand song whose melody and lyric, musically describes The Great White Way. Jimmy Dorsey’s clarinet and sax work, for which he is widely known, stands out in this record. Unusual harmonic effects from three trombones also please. Bob Crosby, accompanied by a male quartette, sings the vocal.

On the other side the Dorsey’s play “The Words Are in My Heart” from the same picture. A seductive little tune in waltz time. The muted harmonics from the brass section plus Tommy Dorsey’s mellow trombone interludes are the highlights of the recording. Ray Wehner’s lovely voice is heard in the vocal refrain. (Decca)

“My Heart is an Open Book,” also from the picture, “Love in Bloom.” Ted Fiorito returns with another smart arrangement of a fox trot in the slow tempo. Again this large orchestra produces a generous amount of total color, by skilfully maneuvering the instrumentation. A baritone sax interlude calling the tune as does Howard Phillips’s vocal chorus. (Brunswick)

Hal Kemp’s famous orchestra, which musicians contend is the smartest and most business-like, is heard in a very desirable recording of “I’m Going Shopping With You” from the “Gold Diggers” score. The tune is rhythmic and made to measure for the Kemp style. The peculiar tonal effects of the clarinet are accomplished by the use of a mouthpiece contingent around the instrument. A right smart record, in which skinny Ennis does the vocal. (Brunswick).

One of the best valtes of the season is “When I Grow Too Old to Dream” from “The Night Is Young.” Freddy Martin and his orchestra give us this recording, and whether you are a Waltz enthusiast or not, you are bound to admit that Freddy’s presentation is way above par. It’s beautifully handled throughout, with some fine vocal work.

On the other side Freddy Martin plays the title number, “The Night Is Young.” This time it’s a fox-trot, and quite entertaining too. (Brunswick).

And speaking of well-sung vocals, here is one that is exceedingly well sung. M-G-M’s “Love and You” the title of this production coming from the production “One Hour Late.” Joe Morrison is our recording artist, and is one who needs no further introduction at this late hour. Joe seems to be doing very well for himself out Hollywood way, and we think this success is well merited. It’s hard to find a more pleasing vocal artist than young Joe Morrison.

On the reverse side, Joe sings another song from the same show. This time it’s the selection, “A Little Angel Told Me So.” Again we have no fault to find with, we almost forget to tell you that in both these selections Joe is given very substantial assistance by Jimmy Grier and his orchestra’s California pride and joy. (Brunswick).
When, each month, we fill our gallery with pictures of such charming and talented and beautiful people, it is only fitting that we should start off the list with three such charming people as Gary Cooper, Ralph Bellamy and Anna Sten. You will see them together in “The Wedding Night,” Anna’s first picture in an American setting.
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IN THE DAYS OF NAPOLEON many a gallant soldier met his Waterloo in the eyes of a lovely blond girl with lips that were meant to be kissed. Thus, Miriam Hopkins and Alan Mowbray, the soldier and the lady of "Becky Sharp." "No one else has loved as we love," they said.
AND TODAY, TOO, STRANGELY ENOUGH, many a gallant gentleman finds his fate in the same kind of eyes, the same kind of girl, and the same kind of lips. And William Powell and Jean Harlow, in "Reckless"—they, too, think as the others thought: "No one else has loved as we love."
Far left: The strong man of the mountain, Clark Gable takes to frost and furs for the virile drama of "The Call of the Wild." Center: Charles Laughton, as Javert, the most ruthless detective in literature, brings a new kind of menace to "Les Misérables." Directly above: To the part of Jean Valjean, in "Les Miserables," Fredric March imparts a dynamic, dramatic power.
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Above: Lyda Roberti, a siren who hides behind a disarming screen of gaiety, colors Fox's "Scandals" with her own brand of lure. Center: In a gown that is a sheath of cloth-of-gold, piquant Ginger Rogers floods "Roberta" with her most dazzling glitter. Right: In sequins and black paradise feathers, Mae West goes thoroughly modern as her svelte self in "How Am I Doin'?"
A Hope Of Twenty Years Comes True. For The First Time You Will See Shakespeare On The Screen, With The Presentation Of

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

Written by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

As it hath been sundry times publicly acted, by the right honorable the LORD CHAMBERLAINE his ser vant. 

Persons Represented

I. James Cagney as Bottom, Joe E. Brown as Flute, Hugh Herbert as Quince, Arthur Treacher as Ninnny's Tomb, Dewey Robinson as Snug, Otis Harlan as Starveling, and Frank McHugh as Snout.

II. A gnome.

III. James Cagney, as Bottom, with Joe E. Brown, Flute.

IV. James Cagney, his head become a donkey's, with Anita Louise, who is Titania, Queen of the Fairies.

V. Fairies, Gnomes, and Sundry Other Players in the Forest.

VI. Mickey Rooney, as Puck.

VII. Margaret W增高, as a lovely Birch-Tree.

VIII. Dick Powell, as Lycomedes, with Olivia de Haviland, Hermia.

IX. A dancing girl.

X. Jean Muir, as Helenus.

XI. Victor Jory, as Oberon.

XII. James Cagney, Bottom, with Hugh Herbert, Quince.

And divers other Players of the Company.
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JANET GAYNOR'S
SECRET HIDEAWAY

The best story about Janet Gaynor in five years! Here is
the mystery that has long baffled her own best friends.
You'll know Janet better than ever when you read about it

This is a story we never expected to print.

After all these years Janet Gaynor has been a reigning star, we never thought
we'd discover a secret about her. But we have! And it's a secret which tells you more
about her sweetness, more about that natural, unspoiled quality which she has kept, than all
the hundreds of stories that have ever been printed about her!

Have you ever read a story telling how Janet spends her Summers?

"Oh," you say, "is that all your secret is!"

But come on. Think. Have you? Maybe it's more important than you believe. Think

... No, you don't know anything about it. Now that you come to consider it, you've
never heard a word. Summer is the slack season in Hollywood. All the stars
go away—to Europe, to Palm Springs, to the Orient, to luxurious beach
homes. The papers tell where all the others go. But the papers don't tell
where Janet goes. Nobody tells. Nobody tells, because nobody knows! Every
Summer, Janet drops quietly out of sight. For all anybody knows, she's still
in Hollywood. But she isn't. She's 3000 miles away.

Where?

Up a certain road, in a certain county in Wisconsin, is a certain lake.
It is just one more lake, in a countryside that is full of them, and it is small.
And, because it is so small, so exquisitely shaped, it is perfect—a glowing
blue jewel, shining through dense trees. No great hotel, no smart resort has
ever been built there. Few persons even knew about the tiny, lost lake when,
years ago, a man and his wife built a house there for themselves, because
they loved its serenity and its surpassing beauty. Then, gradually, a few
discovered it, fell in love with it too, and first two and then three little cabins
went up. Now, beside the big house, there are six of the little cabins, hardly
visible against the back-drop of silvery birches and dark green pines. No
millionaire has ever heard of the place, or ever will. The people who come
are just ordinary families from nearby towns in Wisconsin, who love the
lake for itself and would die rather than see it spoiled by a highway, a dance-
hall, or hot-dog stands. They mean to keep their lovely, quiet forest just
as it was two hundred years ago, when the Indians roamed through it.

To this place, to one of the tiny cabins—up the mysterious road, in the
unknown county—comes each year a certain family. There's Uncle
George, good-natured, six feet tall, with a laugh (Please turn to page 44)

We are keeping Janet's secret and not telling you the name of her beloved lake. But if you
ever happen on it, and see a red-haired girl in a boat—that's Janet!

By
JACK JAMISON
Exclusive to
New Movie Magazine
FOREWORD:

"I wish to interview the most successful extra in Hollywood," I told Campbell McCollough, the new chief of Central Casting.

He gave me the telephone number and address of Gwen Zetter. Having made an appointment, I visited her in her home.

She is a girl of whom the motion picture industry may well be proud, and I am frank to say, after talking with her for an hour, that I am puzzled to find her an extra, while so many others, decidedly inferior to her in both beauty and intelligence, have reached stardom.

I have heard thousands of extras bewail their lot. The officials of Central Casting repeatedly have told me that they are unable to supply enough work to keep their thousands of registrants in food and clothing and shelter.

But from Gwen Zetter I heard the other side of the story. Her success deserves the more applause because it has been won in the face of tremendous odds—but it does not mean that the average girl can earn a living as an extra. Gwen Zetter is not an average girl.

I earn my living by working as a motion picture extra. I don't pretend to be an "actress," and don't profess to have "talent." I'm just an extra—but I'm one by choice, and I wouldn't trade jobs with any one of the salesgirls, stenographers or secretaries whom I know.

Too many tears have been shed about our lot. Too many articles have pointed out "the pitfalls that lurk in Hollywood for the extra girl." Too many writers have exercised their flair for melodrama by picturing us as the despised victims of mistreatment on the studio sets.

Of course, with so much smoke, there must be a fire. I know that I have been unusually lucky. I know that for every extra who earns a decent living, there are many who barely exist. Our "business," like all others, is desperately overcrowded. There are nearly ten thousand of us, all registered with Central Casting, all absolutely dependent upon our work before the cameras, and all competing for employment which would be insufficient for half of our number. Naturally, the majority must fail in the competition—and Central Casting, realizing the conditions, not only refuses to register new applicants for extra work, but is systematically trying to weed out the least suited just as fast as employment can be found for them in other fields.

Yet the fact remains that the girls who are best suited for extra work—who have the best physical assets and the best mental attitudes—all earn good "living wages."

I have been an extra for the past three years—notoriously lean ones in Hollywood—and I have not only lived very comfortably, but I have also managed to save money. I have had a great amount of leisure between jobs and I have gone to school. I consider the three years well spent. Certainly, I have gained much more than I did during the three preceding years, when I worked steadily, at good salary, as a modiste's model. But I have been unusually lucky!

Before telling of my own experiences, it is necessary to explain a few facts about "the extra game." All who are registered with Central Casting are classified as either "atmosphere people" or "extras." The former, who need not be entirely dependent upon studio work for a livelihood, receive a minimum wage of five dollars per day; the latter, who are defined by the Motion Picture Industry Code as "Those who by experience or ability are known to be competent to play group or individual business parts and otherwise to appear in a motion picture (Please turn to page 32.)"
JUST PLAIN JOHN

"IS IT O. K. to go back to when I first saw you in 1927?" I said to John Boles.

He flashed that gorgeous grin. "Why, bless your heart, why don't you go back to when I first saw you in France?"

I didn't even know he had been in the war and as I gazed up about a foot into his smiling eyes I simply could not believe that he was doing anything eighteen years ago, except, perhaps, going to school. The evidence was too complete in detail to doubt, however. He landed at Saint Nazaire, France, was herded into a camp and that night I came to give a show. "Not only that," John continued, "the next entertainment I saw was right after the war in London. It was your show, "Hello! America!" at the Palace Theater and Maurice Chevalier was playing with you."

All I could say was, "Well! You must have gone to that war in your pram." He looks only about twenty-seven now. He admitted somewhat reluctantly that his folks had given him lots of milk, as a kid and he got to be a big boy "right early." A big boy who told fibs, apparently. There were quite a few overgrown kids in that war, but I didn't know Mrs. Boles' boy was one of the loyalists who probably prevaricated their way into service. My admiration for him, which was already deep, naturally became boundless.

If he had told me he was an ex-soldier, that day in 1927 when he wanted to be my leading man, he undoubtedly would have got the assignment in spite of the one item which stopped him from getting it. The fact that he was married. It all seems so silly now, but I never would have a leading man who was married. Maybe I was a nice gal at heart. I knew early in my career that I was never going to be a good enough actress to play love scenes with any conviction unless they were tinged with the real thing, so I always nursed a pleasing yen for my leading man. Even if I wasn't so nice, I was at least wise enough not to risk my itinerant heart on any Benedict.

John Boles never knew until we met again recently why he did not become my leading man in "Oh Kay" when I played the Gershwin musical comedy on the coast. He had everything the role required. We shared a good chuckle as we recalled how pleased I seemed to be with him (I was, as a matter of fact) and how I said in parting that I would talk to the producers, Belasco and Curran, then let him know. I never knew what the producers told him, but I'm sure it was not the truth. No producers would want to admit that they were starring such a self-centered sap as I seem to have been. Destiny is a canny wench, but she knows her stuff. If John had become my leading man he would have missed an important talking picture role and I probably would (Please turn to page 56)

In which New Movie's own Elsie Janis bemoans a mistake she made in her romantic past. "I," she wails, "am the only gal who ever turned down John Boles for a leading man. O, woe is me!"

By ELSIE JANIS
New Movie Special Feature Writer

Elsie insists that John built this dog-house for her, but John says politely that he just likes to do a little carpentering.

Left: And here is the John Boles we all know — quiet, unassuming, reserved, manly; an actor content to let the others have the glaring headlines so long as he can have the job that he loves.
RACKETEERS STRIKE AT NEW MOVIE!

Author of Our Exposé of Hollywood Underworld Beaten by Their Hired Gorillas

LITTLE did we dream when we began our dramatic series exposing the rackets of Hollywood's underworld, last month, that we should find ourselves embroiled in a racketeering war! For exposing the fake "agents" who prey on would-be movie scenarists, our writer, William A. Ulman, Jr., was attacked by hired thugs who inflicted injuries which might well have caused his death. To Mr. Ulman we can only say, "Thank you for your great courage." But, to the petty crooks who took this cowardly revenge because they were furious at losing their dishonest livelihood, we have more to say! All the studios, the Los Angeles District Attorney's Office, and the U. S. Postal Service stand behind us in this crusade of ours to rid Hollywood of you and your skulking kind. If necessary, we will secure our information under cover, and print it without the authors' names—but we are going to fight this through to a finish!

RACKETEERS, GET OUT OF HOLLYWOOD!
YOUR DAY IS DONE!

The clippings on this page are from Hollywood and New York papers.
IT'S A FAKE

Have your picture taken with a star for a dollar . . . . . The cheapest racket of them all

By HAL HALL

HOLLYWOOD, the most racket-infested town in the United States, is now facing a new type of dollar-gathering game that has producers, stars and the Will Hays office shaking with the jitters.

The latest is a composite picture racket whereby anyone in the world may have his or her photograph made with any screen star in such a way that even the keenest observer would not know that it is a photographic trick, and not the real thing. Thus, the dream of many a hero-worshiper may become a reality, and the dream may be framed and hung upon the wall. Whether or not any of these dreams will turn out to be bad ones is what is upsetting the motion picture studio officials and players no end.

It was almost a year ago that the first move in this new racket was made by a cameraman who figured he could make a lot of easy money tickling the vanity of the suckers who were willing to hand out a dollar in order to see their own faces photographed alongside their favorite stars. That he was right was proved by the returns on his first mail-order announcement, sent to a selected “sucker list.” He sent five hundred letters, and received 128 orders immediately.

HERE is the rough idea. For the price of one dollar the cameraman will make a picture of you with your favorite star and mail it to you. All you have to do is send him a dollar and a picture of yourself, naming the star you want in your picture. The cameraman, and those who have followed him in the racket, simply use what is called the “background projection” method, which has been in use in the studios for years in doing trick photography. By this method he turns out a picture that appears to be an actual photograph of you and the star together, although all he has done has been to use a picture of you and one of the star. It is a simple trick when you know how.

The cameraman thought it was a smart idea, but the studio officials think it is too smart. Looking through their mental crystal balls, they have had visions of blackmail, breach-of Promise suits, divorces, salacious pictures, a multitude of hard feelings and a barrel of headaches for stars, studio executives and, perhaps, for some of the people who had the pictures made. So when the cameraman laid his plan before the Hays office for the approval and cooperation of the studios he was turned down cold.

The turn-down by the studios didn’t disturb the cameraman, for he sent out his letters and the orders began to come in. How he got the photographs of the stars is something else again, but he seemed to get them. Now several other ambitious souls in Hollywood have followed in his path. It has developed into a competitive racket now, and the studio people are scared stiff. Well they may be; for there is dynamite in every picture sent out; dynamite and a possible lawsuit which might prove disastrous to the stars who are the greatest money-makers for the studios.

At first thought, you might see no harm in putting a picture of a fan on a piece of photographic paper beside the face of a star. If the star could be absolutely sure that it would be just a harmless picture everything would be roses. But that is the rub. With this simple bit of trick photography any kind of picture can be made. And the picture people know the world has its dirty-minded people; also that there are always men who will stop at nothing to gratify the moron wish as long as there is easy money in sight.

One of the first orders received by the cameraman who started the racket was from a comely miss out in Michigan, who sent in a picture of herself attired in a rather abbreviated bathing suit. She asked that a picture be (Please turn to page 48)
Here are the new Tower Star Fashions worn by three different Hollywood types and available to you at convenient department stores.

TOWER Star Fashions is a newly organized service planned to help you select the dresses, suits, coats, hats and accessories which will suit your type and be most flattering to you. Are you the demure Margaret Sullivan type, the exotic Margo type or the sophisticated Kitty Carlisle type? If you are one of these three types study the clothes worn by them and featured on these pages and picture them on yourself, or, if you do not know which type you are, write to us, we will help you define your type and select your clothes accordingly. These clothes are all available to you at reasonable prices at your local department stores.

Sketched below is a lovely tea gown of silk crepe with long sleeves and a contrasting sash. Also a three-piece swagger ensemble with a Tahitian linen blouse. Selected by Margo.

The exotic Margo, who last appeared in the Paramount production, "Rumba," wears this smart and unusual evening gown of printed cotton, with a large all-over floral design. There are two wide flounces at the bottom of the skirt and another flounce at the low neckline caught up on one shoulder with a large artificial rose.
The sketches at the right include a two-piece solid color monotone cloth suit with a three-quarter length jacket trimmed with silk cord lacings on the sleeves. Also a silk net evening dress with rows of tiny ruffles at the bottom of the long skirt and on the detachable cape. Below, a pebble sheer ensemble with a bib and collar of polka-dot printed net with a tiny grosgrain bow under the chin. All are worn by Margaret Sullavan, Universal star.

Below—Kitty Carlisle, Paramount star, soon to appear in "Rose of the Rancho," wears this tropical pure silk plaid shirt frock, which has pockets in blouse and skirt and fastens in the front with large cartwheel novelty buttons. This is an extremely practical spring model, as it is washable, non-shrinking and also non-fading.

The demure and lovely Margaret Sullavan, above, who last appeared in "The Good Fairy," wears this diagonal sheer swagger ensemble with printed piqué accents. The specially cut Regency collar forms a yoke across the back of the three-quarter length coat. The dress has a collar, self-tie and vestee of the colorful printed piqué. This is an ideal dress for early spring wear and as the days grow warmer makes a charming street ensemble worn without a coat.

Sketched at the right is a Regency costume suit worn by Kitty Carlisle emphasizing the current vogue for stripes. It is made of pure silk sheer with contrasting collar and cuffs. The jacket is shirred to a fitted waistline across the back and fastens in the front with a covered buckle.
For Franchot Tone, because he finally got a chance to show what he could do, in "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer," and did it so well that he's headed for stardom . . .

For Edna May Oliver, because her superb Betsy Trotwood in "David Copperfield" will never be forgotten. For Lumsden Hare, who lifts "bits" to high artistry.

Siegfried Numann, in real life a dapper man-about-town, is turning in first-rate character work in heavy make-up . . . It's news when a come-back stays a come-back, and that's just what sweet Billie Burke has done . . . Jack Whitney, socialite sportsman, is the man behind the new Pioneer Pictures, Inc., who will make movies in color.

Ann Dvorak, who walked out on Hollywood just as she reached the top, is coming back strongly after her work in "Sweet Music" . . . Everybody mentioned the voice of the singer in "Babes in Toyland," He was Felix Knight . . . Little Patricia Ellis, at the right, is climbing steadily, in "Hold 'Em Yale" and "A Night at the Ritz."
Laurels for Hardy—

AND

VICE VERSA

By CHARLES DARNTON

The two gentlemen in a thoughtful pose, just after winning a beauty contest. The sunset they are admiring is behind Hardy's hat

IF YOU have an ear for music, surely you know that cuckoo Prelude in B Flat, Ta-ra-ta-roo-to-boo-w-em-get-a-z-z-z-z-zoom!

Right—introducing Laurel and Hardy.

Only now these goofy comedians are set to Victor Herbert's music, having scored the hit of their lives in "Babes in Toyland." Oddly enough, Hardy—the blimpish gentleman—never is called anything but "Babe" in Hollywood, though he sports no less a name than Oliver Norvell Hardy. The other's known as "Stan," all that's left of Arthur Stanley Jeffersen.

Their latest and greatest success reminds me of what Ann Harding once said when I asked her what she would like to play most of all: "Fantasy, the legendary sort of thing, I've always wanted to do it. But Walt Disney, the greatest genius the screen has produced, beat me to it." And now Laurel and Hardy have stolen a march—anyway "The March of the Toy Soldiers"—on Miss Harding.

In this fantastic relation another genius comes to mind. For just as Charlie Chaplin eternally typifies the under-dog, so Laurel and Hardy faithfully, if ludicrously, represent the under-man.

Curiously too, Chaplin and Laurel made their first American appearance together, for that matter stepped off the same cattleboat. Brought over from England in 1910 to join Fred Karno's Comedians, they opened at the Colonial in a vaudeville skit called "A Night in an English Secret Society" which, unhappily, got New York's goat instead of its kind applause. Discouraged, they wanted to go right back home. But they were packed off to Fall River, where "A Night in an English Music Hall" was tried out. Then they sneaked back to New York with it, scared stiff, only to thaw out in the sun of success. It was at the American Music Hall that their luck changed. I recall seeing Chaplin, as the "drunk," fall out of a stage box, but I had no idea he would one day fall into a fortune.

After their warming metropolitan experience they went on a winter's tour of the country and nearly froze to death. It was so cold they had to huddle around the stove in their car. They traveled "tourist" in one of those cars where you can do anything if you know how. They didn't.

"We were a motley crew," Laurel solemnly assured me.

"Tell him about the busted sardines," grimly suggested Hardy.

"They weren't sardines," protested Laurel, "they were herring.

"With tomato sauce," succulently added Hardy.

"That was the trouble," explained Laurel.

"I never saw sauce spread so fast and so far. You see, we were heating the can on the stove when it exploded.

"Blew up all over everybody," amplified Hardy.

"How did Chaplin take it?" I asked.

"Just as it came," replied Laurel, matter-of-factly. "We weren't fuzzy in those days. We had to get along on very little and pay our own expenses. Chaplin was getting fifty dollars a week, I got only twenty. But that first year I saved three hundred.

"Frilly ladies, these English"

N OR has Hardy done so badly. He now is rolling in wealth as well as fat. And not long ago he had a comedy in his own name, "Oliver the Eighth," though I must say it seemed to be motivated by an acquisitive lady who rubbed out seven husbands and then had designs on him. Of course, there's still no room for Oliver in London.

Laurel having lollpped off somewhere, I turned to Hardy and inquired:

"How did you boys happen to get together?"

"I suppose," he murmured, "it was fate.

I thought he had said "fat" until he gravely added:

"You see, I'm a fatalist."

Buried in that flesh, then, was a soul! Born in Harlem (you're wrong), Georgia, Hardy studied law, then, quite logically, joined a medicine show. Later he went into vaudeville and musical comedy. (He sings tenor, but doesn't speak it.) He came to California with the Vim Company—stimulating naming—and played in picture with the late LARRY Senom. In 1927 Hal Roach hitched him up with Laurel, and today both members of the team agree it has been great fun.

But it would seem that Hardy might likewise have found it great danger, what with furniture and pianos and houses and things falling on him, not to mention slopping around in more water than any man since Noah.

"No," he placidly remarked, "nothing really serious has happened to me. Naturally, there have been a few little things. (Please turn to page 63)
"No Movie Madness for Me!"

THERE'll be no movie madness for me," exclaimed Kitty Carlisle emphatically, the very tone of her voice and the sparkle in her eyes assuring me that I had struck a most responsive chord.

"Hollywood madness" may not be a pet peeve of Kitty's but if it isn't, it at least is a subject of which she is very fond. "Maybe you're not the stenographer or the screen actor or the housekeeper you used to be," Kitty will say, "but if you're not, I've got the answer. It's Hollywood madness, movie insanity, or whatever you choose to call it.

"It's not at all uncommon," she will argue, "and if you think that the girl at the next typewriter or the exotic creature on the next set or the young mother next door are acting queerly, the answer is simple... they've gone Hollywood."

And according to Kitty, one of the things about this movie madness is its geographical scope. She'll tell you that "You don't have to go to Hollywood to catch the germ. Right at home in Podunk or on Broadway or in Miami you'll find it. Even if you look in the mirror—oh well, just maybe!"

THERE are few girls in the movies who have had the social and educational advantages which have been the good fortune of Kitty Carlisle. Early schooling in New Orleans, studying in Switzerland and Paris, and making a social debut in Rome, Italy, have combined to give her a sophisticated and broadened perspective. This viewpoint, she assured me, is the secret of her immunity to movie madness. "Whether it's Hartford or Hollywood, balance is essential," Kitty will tell you, and without any ego whatsoever, she'll say, "Take myself for example. After studying most of my life abroad, I came back to the United States in 1933 and immediately struck good fortune with the leading role in a Rio Rita revival which toured for eight months. Then last Winter, I sang the lead in the successful operetta, 'Champagne Sec.' It was this show which brought me to the attention of Paramount and resulted in my making four pictures within the year 1934, two of which have been opposite Bing Crosby. It is this being flung into screen limelight which has made me so conscious of the causes of movie madness."

Probably the most startling of Kitty's observations was the one about the absurd parties, wild romances, silly feuds, and a hundred other items which make up Hollywood scene. Mr. Crosby's new leading woman exclaims positively, "Those wild doings are really not so much a part of the town. The damage has usually been done long before most of the screen folk ever gazed upon Beverly Hills or the Brown Derby. Of course most people don't show it until screen success suddenly gives them the fame and fortune they have always dreamed about. But that's only part of the problem. They would never go off balance if they had the proper background before they came to Hollywood."

Following the Carlisle diagnosis, when Dotty Daffy in West Cupcake starts spending her hard-earned money for mail-order screen courses, then watch out. She is probably about to subject her friends and neighbors to the highly contagious disease of movie madness. Even if she doesn't buy a course, she may be Hollywood Haywire. She may wear Dietrich trousers or pester the local paper to run her picture; she may give up home town admirers because they cannot match John Boles or Clark Gable in romantic settings; or she may show it in a dozen other ways. If she has any of these (Please turn to page 42)

Kitty Carlisle was practically thrown into pictures, and into Bing Crosby's arms, in "She Loves Me Not!" and "Here Is My Heart." But she keeps her head!
FREDDIE and FRANKIE

Freddie Bartholomew, the ten-year-old English boy you saw in "David Copperfield," talks like a professor

By CHARLES DARNTON

Across a strange sea and a stranger land—and he but a mere lad, mind you—had followed his faith for six thousand miles and proved himself true to it.

This is the most remarkable thing about one of the finest child actors the talking screen has produced.

A light rap at the door, then there stepped through, for all the world like stepping out of Dickens' pages, the amazing English youngster, Freddie Bartholomew, who so appealingly and completely realized the boy David in the film production of "David Copperfield."

Vividly alive, his dark, curling hair tumbling almost into his gray-blue eyes, he smiled up at me as we shook hands. Instantly he gave the welcome impression of never provoking you into an indulgent attitude, but meeting you, gladly, on an equal footing. Of course, that footing was an art it was not easy to choose to be equal—equal, and yet wanting in physical ease for a three-footer talking with a six-footer. But any possible difficulty was overcome when Freddie climbed into a chair and let his roll-socked feet hang in suspense.

I almost fell out of mine when I asked what had led him to undertake his long journey on a mere chance of getting what he had come for and heard:

"My faith."
"In yourself?"

"Not that, so much as my faith in Dickens. I had a lot of faith in him. "You see," he explained, "I knew his books so well that I felt I knew him—just had a feeling. I'd read 'David Copperfield' two or three times. Funny enough," and his voice had a gay rising inflection like a kite going up, "that was my favorite book. I mean it's funny I should get the part."

"Had you any doubts?"

"No," he considered, knitting his brows, "not any real doubts. On the way over I didn't think about it—that is, not much."

"What did you think about?"

"Indians!"

He watched the effect of this exciting revelation, then merrily joined in a laugh. We were getting on.

"And nothing shook your faith?"

"Well," he admitted, when I reached here and found that ten thousand other boys were trying for the part my hopes were slightly dashed.

Still, even in the face of such competition, Freddie never lost hope. It now remained for him to tell what he had done to win the much coveted role:

"I recited Portia's speech."

Just a kid, yet with "The Merchant of Venice" at his tongue's end! I know Cromwell's speech and Marc Antony's;" he added, "but I thought Portia's would be enough."

He wasn't boasting, simply being matter-of-fact, as though Shakespeare were an old story to this young boy.

"I like Shakespeare very much, don't you?" he asked.

In agreeing with him, I recalled that the first play I had seen, as a small boy in London, was "Hamlet," and that it had been followed by an exhibition of horsemanship.

"My goodness!" he exclaimed, his eyes widening.

"Hamlet" and horsemanship—that must have been (Please turn to page 31)

Another stage veteran, at twelve, Frankie Thomas is unlike Freddie in that he's all boy. He loves "Dawgs"

By LUCILE BABCOCK

Up on the stage a little blond boy with pain-tortured face huddled in a wheel chair. On his slight shoulders rested the responsibility for so convincing the audience, of a miraculous cure, that all subsequent perilous it all was, how easy to fail.

"Dear God," he prayed, with upturned face. "Please let me walk. Please!"

Off stage the Jesuit Choir soared in an ecstatic "Te Deum." He half-raised himself on the arms of the chair. Struggled to his feet. Stood erect and took four triumphant steps.

There was just one moment of that breathless silence which means utter credulity on the part of the audience, and then applause came thunderously. The little boy with the halo of blond hair was Frankie Thomas, brilliant new screen star. The stage play, although that is unimportant, was "The First Legion," that strangely touching story of life in a monastery. What was important and exciting to an old trouper like me was the fact that here was a boy of twelve completely swaying an audience with his playing of a part which not only demanded genuine emotion but a technique to portray that emotion that it takes years to acquire.

His timing seemed as instinctive as breathing...this line taken at slow tempo to sink every syllable, that line speeded to build a climax. It is as God-given as perfect pitch in music. Either you have it or you haven't, and without it you'll be a ham actor all the days of your life.

I knew that afternoon at "The First Legion" that I wanted to meet Frankie Thomas, but also that I wanted to see him act again to make sure that his performance wasn't coincidence or circumstance. A good play has so often carried a poor actor! A good director so often saves both stupid acting and inadequate play.

And then, as Bobby Phillips, in "Wednesday's Child," that heart-tearing drama of a lonely little boy trying to adjust himself to the problem of his parents' divorce, the miracle of impersonation happened again. The episode between Bobby and his mother, following the discovery of her affair with "the other man," is as quietly contemptuous as any moment I have ever seen on the screen. He looks at her with level, tortured brows and then, with a slight dilation of nostrils and an almost imperceptible pinching of his lips, faces away from her and marches up the stairs. You can feel tears in every line of that straight childish back.

But Frankie Thomas in real life is something pretty jolly, and I think you'd get a great lift out of meeting him. He walks like a buccaneer, with enormous strides. Beret worn as nearly as possible in the manner of a sombrero, slanting well down over his triangular gray eyes. His hand-grasp is as hearty as a salesman's. You vínce and you wonder. Later you learn that wrestling is his favorite indoor sport. But more of the private life of young Thomas when I show him to you with his spinach. (Mothers of growing boys, please note.)

He likes to think of his own personality, I am sure, as one part Cagney, two parts Frank Buck, a dash of Max Baer. Tough. Tireless, Titanic. Especially the latter.

He sat across the lunchroom table from me and Big Frank, his father, and in less than two minutes had sold me a carload of Frank Buck and a couple of jaguars. The last first. (Please turn to page 50)

And here's one of the "dawgs." Frankie must love him, because he's giving him the center of the stage.

The New Movie Magazine, May, 1935
By David Flournoy

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown!"  
A moth-eaten saying, I grant you; yet it tells quickly the success-story which today has all Hollywood a-buzz.

The story of Fred Astaire.

If you are surprised, so was I. Not at the thought of his wearing a crown, for the world knows that his wing-footed rhythm in "The Gay Divorcee" established Fred as the screen's premier dancing star—a King of Terpsichore.

But that his crown might lie uneasy on so debonair a head, I never dreamed. Until I talked to the man himself.

While Fred Astaire was making all three of his pictures—"Dancing Lady," "Flying Down to Rio," and "The Gay Divorcee"—he was not merely "uneasy," I learned. He was probably the most worried star in Hollywood.

And that's why he was so good!

Moreover, despite his sensational success, he is still worried. And that's why he will continue to be good!

It doesn't make sense, you say? Then suppose we start at the beginning. That is where Fred and I started, in his new dressing-room at RKO-Radio the other day.

Impressed by his screen nonchalance, I was all set to meet a carefree young blade without a worry; a Fortune's Favorite without a care. When Fred appeared, his slim, wiry, perfectly-conditioned dancer's body clad in a spotless suit and a smile lighting his warm brown eyes, he looked the part. Not especially handsome, not "stagey," but friendly and "regular."

He was born in the breezy burg of Omaha, Nebraska, on the twenty-sixth of a bleak November, about thirty years ago; his real name, Frederick Austerlitz. This, in spite of the fact that many of his admires seem to think he's an Englishman.

He told how his mother had taken him and sister Adele, one year older, to New York when he was six. How he picked up his first desire to dance while watching Adele's dancing lessons. That he was born with a God-given genius for it, he'd be the last one in the world to admit, I'm sure.

He laughed over his first public appearance.

"It wasn't dancing at all," said Fred, "but frightfully heavy drama. You see, Adele was producing, for a New York school entertainment, no less imposing a classic than Rostand's 'Cyrano de Bergerac.' She was playing the title role, schnozzola and all. And I, because I was little brother and she couldn't get another heroine at the last minute, had to pinch-hit for the 'fair Roxanne.' After that I stuck to dancing, believe me!"

So far, so good. I saw no sign of Astaire worry or unease. But by coincidence I found that worry on the part of his mother, over family finances, started Freddy (then aged eight) on the road to fame.

Realizing the potential worth of her children's dancing ability, Mrs. Austerlitz took them to a Broadway theatre agent. He got them a booking outside New York. A short time later, they were Orpheum Circuit headliners at $200.00 per week.

The pair left the stage for several years during the awkward adolescent period, then "came back" without difficulty and, with Fred only seventeen, were featured on Broadway in Ed Wynn's musical show, "Over the Top."

A long string of hits followed, including "Funny Face," "Smiles," "Lady Be Good," and "Band Wagon." While with the last-named show in London, Fred played command performances for the King, chummed with nobility, and acquired a racing stable, but lost not a whiff of his democratic modesty.

Adele, for her part, got married. Leaving her happily retired from the stage as the wife of Charles, Lord Cavendish, near London, Fred deter-

(please turn to page 46)

Fred was a success before he danced with Ginger Rogers in "The Gay Divorcee," but that film made him a new kind of success.
LES MISERABLES (20th Century)
For those who love the Victor Hugo classic and want to see Fredric March—dirty, unkempt, with matted hair and tangled beard, reduced to a vengeful and degraded animal by manacles and the lash—is a superb performance quite equal to his "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

BECKY SHARP (RKO-Pathé)
Taken from another classic, Thackeray's "Vanity Fair," this is done in full color. Miriam Hopkins is a conscienceless mis-

SPRING IN PARIS (RKO)
Anne Shirley attends a girls' school and is mis-

BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN (Universal)
Frankenstein carries on. This time the inventors who created the monster raid a vault, kill a girl, and in such gruesome fashion provide a mite for their horrible creation. For Karloff fans and horror fans, this is guaranteed to give you bad dreams for three weeks.

PRINCESS O'HARA (Universal)
Jean Parker is in love with Chester Morris, head of a taxicab company, until her bick- son father is killed in a taxi war. A child actor, Jimmy Fay, helps to reunite them. The good old tears-and-laughter Hakam. See it if you like Jean Parker and Chester Morris.

PRIVATE WORLDS (Warner)
Walter Wangen, a courageous new producer, takes you inside an insane asylum to give you something differ-
ent. Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea and Charles Beyer are doctors in the asylum, trying to untangle their own love affairs along with the tangled minds of their patients.

ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

Think you might like to see a movie? Read this page and learn what the best ones are, and which ones have your favorite stars—By BARBARA BARRY, New Movie's Studio Scout

THIS month's studio-hopping divulged a potpourri of comedy, mystery, drama, horror and an interesting visit to—all places—a psychopathic clinic.

For a hot day we give you your choice of Frankenstein or Dracula, those two boy scouts gone wrong with a hey, nonny, nonny and a scream in the night! Or, if you'd like to know why you can't describe a circular stairway without making spiral gestures in the air, let Claudette Colbert and Joel McCrea lead you into the psychopathic ward (first door to the left) a la "Private Worlds," and tell you all about inhibitions, complexes and stuff.

Les Miserables

Fredric March has never had a more difficult role (with the possible exception of "Jekyll and Hyde") nor handled it better. As the be-devilled Jean Valjean, sentenced to imprisonment for stealing bread, pursued for the rest of his life, even after his release by the French government (in the person of Charles Laughton), Fred gives an incomparable performance.

Dirty, unkempt, with matted hair and tangled beard, reduced to a vengeful and degraded animal by manacles and the lash inflicted upon him on the galley, Fred lies upon a bed before the camera.

A moment's silence . . . then he rises cautiously, crosses the room and, kneeling before a dirty gray bag, fumbles among its contents, finally extracting a short iron bar.

As Fred fumbles in the bag, a property man makes faint, clinging noises by tapping two pieces of iron together.

Quietly opening the door, March tiptoes across the hall, opens another door and slowly approaches the bed whereon his benefactor, the Bishop (Cedric Hard- wicke), peacefully sleeps.

It is a tense moment. Raising his right arm, Fred is about to bring the iron bar down on the Bishop's head, when . . .

"Cut!" says Director Richard Boleslawski. And that has to be that for the time being at least! Just our luck, too—always missing out on the kill!

Hopping out of bed, the erstwhile Bishop pulls up his nightshirt and produces a thin leather book. "Here," he says, handing it to Freddie, "if I don't get that autograph today, the child will browbeat me no end!"

So Freddie signs it nicely, stops for a five-minute rest in his colossal (in a small way!) portable dressing-room, and then . . . back he goes again to the grind!

Boleslawski is one of the most even-tempered, pleasant people in the business, and, in this land of hysteries and temperaments, people like "Boley" are like water to a thirsty traveler. And, boy! are we thirsty! (Please turn to page 58)

Barbara Barry Recommends These Ten
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THIS is really a very funny month!

After a Boy Scout demonstration, some smarty asked Bob Montgomery what he'd do if he were lost in the woods and wanted to light a fire, sans matches.

"Humph," said Bob, "I'd rub two boy scouts together!"

For the first time in her movie career, our buxom Mae West was called upon to take a location trip.

All was well until the sun set and darkness sneaked up on the ensemble. In the distance, a coyote howled. Mae shivered.

"How do you like the wide open spaces?" one of the lads asked.

"M-mm-m . . . " Mae murmured, none too enthusiastically. "They're all right in their place, but give me a roof garden where all the coyotes are the two-legged kind!"

More fun on the Paramount lot these days! Bing Crosby and W. C. Fields were arguing about their respective golf scores (and doing a lot of high-powered falsifying, if you ask us).

All of a sudden, finding himself in danger of being outdone, Fields said: "Now, now, Mister Crosby . . . you prevaricating! I don't like men of your ilk!"

"That's O.K., Bill," says Bing. "I'm not an Ilk—I'm a Mason!"

Glenda Farrell's Siamese kitten, "Frankie," is a honey, but on account of its double-crossed optics, the poor thing roams around bumping into the furniture and generally getting into lots of bad spots.

Alan Hale's tender heart couldn't stand up under Frankie's sorry predicament, so he designed a tiny pair of spectacles, with goggles strapping, and now Frankie can join the boys on the back fence for a bit of midnight harmonizing and dodge everything that's thrown!

Dashing over to the studio cafe for a bite between shots, we couldn't eat for laughing at the antics of Alison Skipworth and Charles Laughton who were doing a swell job of taking off the

Well, it's gossip time in Hollywood and . . . Peep! Peep! . . .

Here comes Old Man NEMO with a hatful of things you ought to know about the ones you love the best.

Speaking of rabbits, or to be more exact, of rabbit's feet—Dolores Del Rio has one, all dressed up in beads and dangling ornamentally on a formal bag! Mae Clarke wears one around her neck (sort of lavaliere effect) on varied corded chains to match her different costumes!

And you'll never catch Janet Beecher without a tiny piece of Koo gggood that she wears on a gold chain around her wrist. The wood bears an inscription in silver that reads, "knock on me!", and believe me, Janet knocks, too, before making any important decisions!

Charlie Chaplin checks the camera set-up on a scene for his "Production No. 5." Notice it's a silent camera. Does this mean the picture will be silent?

Left: Mr. and Mrs. Irving Thalberg and Mr. and Mrs. Clark Gable snapped as they left a Hollywood premiere. Above: Marlene Dietrich and Travis Banton, who designs her gowns, attend the opening of the Ballet Russe.

Above: At Callie Moore's party, James Blakeley borrows a reporter's camera and flash-gun to experiment with a little amateur photography on Mary Carlisle. Many looks scored.
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exaggerated gushing of some of our Hollywood elite.

"Da-bing!" screamed "Skippy," falling on Buster's neck. "It's so lovely to see you!... How have you been?"

"Splendid, my dear... perfectly splendid!" Buster yelled. "And youah looking too perfectly deco-queued!"

"Youah too, TOO precious!" Skippy countered. "And thinner... my deah!"

"So nice to have seen you again. I say...!" he stopped abruptly, "what was your name again...?" And so on, until there were cracker crumbs, omelet, and general hysterics all over the place!

THOSE crazy Marx Brothers! Because everybody in the family including the servants, like a different radio program, the nutty brothers went out and got themselves seven radios, just to keep peace (or maybe it's 'bedlam?') in the family!

We asked Richard Dix what he intended naming his new police puppy, who is, incidentally, the great grandson of the original Rin-Tin-Tin.

"Oh, I don't know," he temporized. "D'you think I ought to call it Rin-Tin-Tin Tin?"

ANY rags... old clothes... bottles?

We may have an abundance of empty bottles out here, but old clothes...? Well, the local rag man would have to give up and turn to selling parachuts for a living in these parts!

In "One More Spring," Walter King was supposed to wear the oldest suit of clothes he could find, all through the picture.

After prowling through dozens of Good Will shops, Walter happened on a hand-me-down that he figured would be just what the director ordered. But... nope, said Director King, not half shiny enough.

So, for days, Walter leaned over a chair while the prop boys went to town on his elbows and trousers with many pieces of sandpaper.

And if you think Walter's Good Will suit wasn't thin in spots... ask him why he stood up to eat most of his meals, that week!

AND, speaking of dogs—Dorothy Tree is keeping a close eye on her pet sheep dog, "Cheka," on account of she has such a small house that a litter of sheep dog puppies would be just about the last straw!

(Please turn to page 65)


Right: Anna Sten abandons colored make-up to try out a new kind, painted in black, white and gray.

Below: Henry Hull, made up as a Southern gentleman for "Transient Lady."

Below: At Colleen Moore's gay party were these two nice persons known as Gail Patrick and Randolph Scott.
Grace Kingsley, our Hollywood Society Reporter, takes you on a personally conducted tour of the smart affairs of the month.

I SHOULDN'T be a bit surprised if Colleen Moore threw a doll-house-warming! That would be something new under the sun, even in Hollywood, wouldn't it? For Colleen Moore thinks her new doll-house—costing, says rumor, no less than a hundred thousand dollars—is worth all the fuss she can make over it. And after getting a private and particular peep at it, following a party at her Benedict Canyon house, I'm inclined to agree with her, even though I never had a passion for doll-houses. In case you can get a thrill out of a doll-house, though—and even if you can't—just listen to this. Every fairy tale in the world is represented in its murals and carvings—German, Spanish, ancient, modern, Oriental—and these carvings are so fine and delicate that you must use a microscope to see some of them. The house is nine feet by nine, and everything in it in proportion. And oh, the magnificence of it! The doll herself is a princess, and her bedroom is of mother-of-pearl inlaid with gold, while the tiny bathroom is of silver, crystal and jade. And the chandeliers are fitted, not with glass pendants, but with tiny diamond ones! The house is going to travel around the world, for charity's sake, and that naturally justifies its existence, if its existence must be justified.

In the meantime, that party of Colleen's was just a sort of Cupid rendezvous, with all the romancing couples showing up. Mary Carlisle was present with James Blakeley, Jeannette MacDonald with Robert Ritchie, Marion Marsh with Edmund Lowe—and that does look ever so serious—Maureen O'Sullivan with Johnny Farrow.

And then there were Antonio Moreno and Doris Dawson. And Doris admitted she didn't go out with anybody else, and didn't deny there was or at least soon might be an engagement between them.

Two of the most attractive young actresses came alone—Margaret Lindsay and Gail Patrick—but were soon surrounded by the unattached, and even by some of the attached, bachelors, including Randy Scott, Reed Hedges, Louis D'Arclay, and Billy Haines.

IT IS fun just to play at acting once in a while, the film folks think, and so, every so often, somebody gives a fancy dress party. There was the one that Mrs. Elizabeth Fraser Lloyd, Harold's mother, gave, for instance, at her suite at the swanky Town House. There were masks at first, of course, but you know how that goes—nobody ever keeps a mask on right up to twelve o'clock, the old (Please turn to page 54)

At the costume party given by Harold Lloyd's mother: Art Goebel, aviator, May Robson, Harold Lloyd, and Louis Aldon Jr.

Right: Guests at Elissa Landi's "At Home" were Phillip Reed, Countess Landi, Elissa's mother, Elissa, Cary Grant, and the irrepressible Tom Brown.

Below: Cary Grant and Elissa Landi autograph photos for the Ballet Russe dancers, appearing in Hollywood.

Above: Harold Lloyd, his mother, and Mildred Lloyd with Kathleen Williams Eyton, remembered by fans as Kathleen Williams.

Left: At the Colleen Moore party, reported for you on this page, Sally Eilers and William Haines were among the guests.
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The Masculine Touch

"Sì, Signor, Spaghetti!" Chef Guy Kibbee can really prepare the much loved Italian dish so that one is almost tempted to gourmandize. Guy is now at work with Aline MacMahon in "Wanderlust" at the Warner Studios

By RITA CALHOUN

ANYONE who thinks cooking is a woman's special prerogative should talk to Actor Guy Kibbee for about five minutes. Or better still, watch him in operation while he's "chafing" it at one of his famous Italian dinners.

"Maybe a man wouldn't be very patient about cooking three meals a day," Mr. Kibbee admits, "but let him feel he's doing something very special, and by George, with a little practise, he can turn out something special, too. Every man should have one dish at which he excels. Mine happens to be Italian dinners."

Mr. Kibbee is a great enthusiast about garlic. "It's a flavoring that the true epicure approaches with relish. Here in America we are all too prone to cast it aside but its subtle flavoring is the making of many a dish."

With some recipes it is fairly simple for the experienced cook to glance at them and have a pretty good idea of what the finished product will be. The variety of condiments and seasonings which go into Italian dishes makes this more difficult so you really have to try the recipe to judge it. There are many sauces, for instance, for spaghetti, but Mr. Kibbee's is supreme. You'll be surprised what the addition of carrots does to the flavor—and you'd never know they were there. Incidentally, this sauce served over green noodles (green Tagliarini to the Italians) makes an excellent and rather unusual dish. You can either make green noodles or buy them already packaged at most grocery stores.

The most appetizing way to begin your Italian dinner is with an assortment of antipasto. Any five or six of the following makes an attractive, zestful plate: halved stuffed eggs, strips of anchovy, olives, sliced tomatoes, sliced cucumbers, salami, cold slaw, shrimp or crab salad, celery stuffed with cheese.

Recipes for Mr. Kibbee's Italian dinner follow, together with some other recipes which we recommend when you want to serve something a little different for dinner.

Spaghetti

1 package spaghetti
1 good sized onion
1 green pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 can tomato sauce
1/2 cup bread or cracker crumbs
3/4 pound cheese broken into small pieces
Salt and pepper to taste

Cook spaghetti in two quarts of boiling salted water for 20 minutes. Drain and let cold water run through it. Cut onion and green pepper into small bits and fry in butter until tender but not too brown. Add tomato sauce and heat. Season with salt and pepper. Mix with spaghetti and put in baking pan. Cover with bread or cracker crumbs and cheese. Bake until brown.
Antipasto
Minestrone
Chicken
a la Italian
Green Salad
Fruit & Cheese
Coffee

Italian Minestrone
1 cup dried navy beans
1 tablespoon minced onions
1 clove garlic
1 sprig parsley
1 stalk celery
3/4 cup olive oil or substitute
2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 cup tomato soup
1 cup coarsely chopped cabbage
1 cup cooked macaroni

Soak beans over night. Drain. Cook in five cups of water over slow fire until tender, adding more water as needed. Chop onion, garlic, parsley and celery and cook in olive oil until tender. Add seasoning, tomato soup and coarsely chopped cabbage. Bring to boiling point. Combine with cooked beans. Add cooked macaroni. Let simmer half hour until cabbage is tender. Sprinkle individual servings with grated Italian cheese.

Sauce for Italian Spaghetti
1 large onion - Celery - about three stalks
1 large or two medium carrots
1 clove garlic
1 pound chopped meat
Parsley

Put the onion, carrots, celery and clove of garlic through a meat chopper. Fry in olive oil until done. Season with salt and pepper. Rub tomatoes through a colander to eliminate the seeds and add to the mixture. Add chopped meat and allow to simmer over a slow fire until thoroughly tender. Pour over platter of cooked spaghetti, and sprinkle with grated Parmesan cheese.

Tip for an impromptu Italian dinner: use the canned spaghetti which you have found to be so delicious as a luncheon or supper dish!

Green Noodles or Tagliarini
2 1/2 cups flour
2 eggs
1 teaspoon salt
Beat egg, add spinach finely chopped and salt. Work in the flour. Roll out as thin as possible on a well-floured board. Let stand for about six hours or until thoroughly dry. Turning will facilitate the drying process. Roll tightly together and continue to dry for one-half hour. Slice the roll into thin slices. Let dry one more hour before cooking. Cook in boiling salted water for 10 minutes.

Chicken a la Italiana
1 roasting chicken
Cut chicken in pieces. Dip in olive oil, roll in pepper and sauté in olive oil until light brown. Cover with chopped garlic, parsley and tomatoes and cook slowly in covered kettle on top of stove until tender—about one-half hour.

Chickens a la Italiana
Follow this menu when you give your dinner a la Italian.

The dinner begins with assorted antipasto accompanied by Chianti.

An appetizing dish of spaghetti generously covered with meat sauce.

Italian Steak
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 clove garlic
1 tablespoon vinegar
Steak
Shake oil and vinegar together in an emulsion. Rub small bowl well with garlic. Put steak in hot oven and as it broils, baste it with the oil mixture. The Italians do this by dipping a lettuce leaf in the oil and lightly brushing it over the steak as it cooks.

Italian Asparagus and Cheese
1 bunch asparagus
2 tablespoons butter
1/4 pound American cheese
Cook asparagus in salted water until tender. Spread a layer of cheese (grated or cut in small pieces), dotted with butter, in a shallow baking dish, then a layer of asparagus, sprinkled with salt and pepper. Continue, making the top layer of cheese and butter. Bake in oven until brown.

Zucchini au Gratin
6 Italian squash
1/2 cup grated cheese
1 onion
1 green pepper
Butter
Slice squash, onion and tomato into thin rings. Chop green pepper finely. Into a buttered casserole place a thick layer of squash. Season with salt and pepper and with butter. Cover with a layer of onion, tomato and green pepper. Season with salt and pepper. Repeat, finishing with a layer of the onion, tomato and green pepper. Dot with butter and sprinkle with cheese. Cover and bake in a moderate oven one hour or until squash is tender.

After a substantial Italian dinner, you would do well to follow the Italian custom of a light dessert. Fruit and cheese are both interesting and satisfying if a variety is offered, attractively arranged. If you have a sweet tooth, you’ll probably want to try Biscuit Torte as a sweet.

Biscuit Torte
3/4 cup finely chopped nuts
3/4 teaspoon mace
3/4 cup powdered sugar
4 egg yolks
1/2 pints heavy cream, whipped
Beat egg yolks thoroughly. Add 3/4 cup finely chopped nuts, sugar, and fold into whipped cream. Pour into individual molds or the pan of an electric refrigerator. Sprinkle top with remaining nuts. Freeze.

Send 10c to Rita Calhoun, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., if you would like our new party circular giving recipes, games and favors for parties.
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Health—through Exercise

When boys and girls play hard they use practically every muscle in their bodies. They run, jump, bend, twist and turn. It is the exercise they need to strengthen their muscles, straighten their backs, deepen their chests and square their shoulders.

Youngsters who are taught, as a part of their physical education, the other hygienic habits that have to do with posture, diet, cleanliness, fresh air and sleep, are bound to build stronger, healthier bodies. The pleasure found in exercise and in the skill acquired in those early years should encourage these boys and girls, when they are grown up, to continue their physical activity.

Fathers and mothers can learn from their children at play. It is easy, as one grows older, to give up exercise at the very time when it is needed. Perhaps you have forgotten that you require exercise to keep your heart and lungs in tune, to stimulate circulation, to preserve a correct posture which aids digestion and a more active functioning of other body organs.

There are some persons to whom vigorous exercise might be harmful. But unless your doctor has advised against your taking reasonable amounts of physical exercise, the booklet prepared by the Metropolitan's Bureau of Physical Education will be helpful in supplementing your normal outdoor activity. You will not begrudge the few minutes a day given to exercise when you begin to get the benefit from it.

The Metropolitan has sent to policyholders and their neighbors more than 1,500,000 illustrated Exercise Charts. Send the coupon for the 1935 revised edition of the publication on Exercise.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
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The MAKE-UP BOX

Ask Marilyn! Her Beauty Task
Is to Help You Bask in Beauty

THE FASCINATING FIVE: No, I'm not speaking of those adorable quintuplets but of a special beauty set to give you a complexion as divinely soft and smooth as a baby's. There's a cake of superfaired soap that fathers profusely; a cleansing cream to rid the face of its daily dust and make-up; a jar of special fluffy cream to cover minor blemishes and impart a pearl-like shimmer to the skin; a box of feathery face powder; topped off by a bottle of classic Eau de Cologne. The whole outfit has the same cream-green outer grace that characterizes the cologne. I just had to have all five and so will you, for the price of the set is within the most limited budget.

HINTS TO THE HIRSUTE: Hosiery this spring is triple-sheer and noteworthy is the popularity of navy blue stockings of cobweb texture. All the more reason that your limbs must be free from ugly superfluous hair. Now is the time to remove the dark unsightly growth that destroys the beauty of sheer silk stock-ings. Use of a new double-surface pad with snap fastener is an easy and effective way of doing the job. True, the hair will grow in again, but it won't be that dark stubble that is often the aftermath of shaving, and is that a consolation?

BETTER BOSOMS: Seems as though everyone is either too flat-chested or too buxom because recent mention of this so vital subject in this column brought inquiries by the carload. Had to reorder new circulars so there's plenty to go round. Be sure to send your stamped envelope for this month's circular . . . it's just brim full of gay and exciting beauty news from—

Marilyn

If you would like further information about the articles described, and other beauty news, write enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-up Box, Tower Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

"If my eyes screen well, it's no particular credit to me, says Merle Oberon.

The charming star with Maurice Chevalier and Walter Byron in "Folies Bergère." (Below)

Care of the eyes and tricks with make-up lend depth, expression and beauty to commonplace eyes

Merle Oberon's Beautiful Eyes

WHEN I was a little girl, I was terribly unhappy about my eyes. Truly I was," said Merle Oberon earnestly. "Children are so sensitive about the casual remarks of adults, you know, and the more often they said 'unusual' the more passionately I longed for the round blue eyes which were my childish standard of beauty."

She sat in a large easy chair, a turquoise blue satin robe wrapped about her slim, supple figure. She's not nearly as tall as she appears on the screen and her slanting hazel-green eyes, chestnut hair, tip-titled nose and soft, pleasantly full lips, which curl enchantingly at the corners, give her a mischievous rather than exotic expression.

"As I grew older, I was told that my eyes would screen well—that they were my biggest asset. As a matter of fact, I sometimes consider them a drawback. I'd infinitely rather have the critics say, 'She gave a poor performance' or 'She was splendiferous' than 'What exotic eyes!' You see, the fact that my eyes screen well is no particular credit to me as an actress—care of the eyes and skillful make-up will do as much for any girl."

We asked Merle Oberon for advice on eye beauty, for surely her eyes are among Hollywood's most beautiful, both on the screen and off.

"First of all, there's nothing attractive about tired, dull and listless eyes. That's why eyes should be bathed morning and night, to remove dust and relieve eyestrain. And, whenever there's time, I saturate pads of cotton in astrigent, place them over my eyes and relax for a few minutes. It brings a shining, rested look not only to the eyes but to the whole face. Few girls under twenty years of age need special creams, but a bit of rich tissue cream or oil smoothed on the lids every night when you're young is a safeguard against the squint-lines and laugh-ter-lines that form later."

"There are, of course, many make-up tricks which are suitable for the screen only—too heavy an application of eyeshadow, or lashes beaded with mascara, for example. Incidentally, the practice of tweezing the brows to a thin line is definitely a thing of the past. Only one girl in a hundred can tamper with the natural line of her brows and improve it. Yet not so long ago it seemed that the remaining ninety-nine had been over-industrious with their tweezers, with disastrous results! Of course, brows must be well-groomed. With my tweezers I remove stray hairs that spoil this natural line. If brows are light, they should be accentuated with brown eye pencil, using black only if the brows are black. Eyeshadow should be applied only to the upper lid and the portion of the lid that folds back, but in the evening a delicate shadow may be carried almost to the brow. The secret of applying mascara for thick and silky lashes is to use two little brushes. With a little moisture and very little mascara on one brush, start brushing the lashes on the upper lids upward, going over the lashes again and again until the desired effect is obtained, then using the dry brush to separate each lash.

Here's another trick I use when making up my eyes for the screen which might be practised for evening make-up. With a small camel's hair brush and a bit of white grease paint, I draw a fine line above my lower lashes. Then I touch the inner corners of my eyes with rose grease paint. This makes the eyes appear simply tremendously. "Eyes play such an important part in the character of the face, in the expression of emotion, that no woman can afford to neglect them."
**FIGHT LINES, WRINKLES, BLEMISHES WHERE THEY BEGIN—IN YOUR UNDER SKIN!**

SEE SMOOTH GLOWING CHEEKS RETURN AS DEEP-REACHING CREAM STIRS UNDER SKIN BACK TO VIGOROUS ACTION

Have you ever asked yourself where do skin faults first begin? The answer is—in the under layers of your skin.

You see, the under layers of your skin are just full of little nerves, fibres, cells, oil glands, fat and muscle tissues. Keep them actively at work, and your outer skin just blooms beauty.

But once the teens are past, all these busy goings on in the underskin slow up. Oil glands begin to dry up, or lose control and give off too much oil. Circulation slows. Nerves and fibres lose their snap. Result—all sorts of little blemishes, blackheads, roughness—as you grow older, lines, slackness, wrinkles, sagging tissues!

That is why you must choose a cream that goes deep and keeps your underskin active.

Pond's Cold Cream goes right to the underskin. Its specially processed oils sink deep. As you pat it into your skin, you feel the circulation freshened, stimulated. Dirt, make-up, all sorts of impurities from within the skin itself are softened, loosened, lifted from the pores. Your underskin is liberated, free to function actively again.

Take a look in your mirror, after a thorough, deep-skin cleansing and stimulation with this cream. How much fresher and clearer your skin is! With just one treatment!

Pond's Cold Cream is pure, germ-free. Use it daily. Every night before retiring to flush impurities away, free the skin, stimulate its under layers.

In the daytime, too, to freshen it, bring the color to your cheeks, give your skin the satiny surface that takes your rouge and make-up so smoothly.

See what 9 treatments will do

It is easy to try Pond's. We are making it especially easy for you, by offering you a special tube of it, enough for 9 treatments! Just send us the coupon below, and a generous package is yours. Remember, the healthy, vigorous underskin Pond's Cold Cream gives you is a sure means to the lovely, satiny outer skin every woman wants.

Mail coupon today—for generous package including 9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream and 3 other Pond's beauty aids.

POND'S, Dept. E-48, Clintonon, Conn.

[Insert coupon information]
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YOU TELL US

On this page our readers tell us—and each other—what they think. It is our fan club. And all you need to get in the fun is a pencil and a three-cent stamp for Uncle Sam

From London

As spokeswoman for a London girls' club, I should like to say how much we love and admire that fine actress, Norma Shearer, over here in England. We admire her for the courage she had to break away from her frothy sophisticated roles and play the romantic heroine in "Simmel's Through," the usual and intensely dramatic role in "Strange Interlude," and above all the invalid Elizabeth Barrett in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street.

We love her because she gives her public what they want, brilliant, performance, splendid pictures and variety in her roles. Because we do not see her name blows across newspapers in scandals and divorces, and because, when we do get glimpses of her in private life, she is always her gracious and charming self, never running from the camera or hiding her face, as many film stars do.

Her fine acting, her charm and intelligence, and the same way in which she conducts her private life, has made her the most popular star in England, the idol of the ordinary working girl. She will always hold a sure place in the hearts of filmgoers because we can love Mrs. Thalberg just as much as we do Norma Shearer.

(We are all sincerely hoping this letter will reach our editors, as we know there are many fans of the other side of the Herring Pond who will heartily agree with us.)—Just a bunch of London Working Girls, London, England. Thank you girls. It's pleasant to know you feel about Norma as do so many of us on this side of the "Herring Pond."

More for Anne

One of the most delightful and entertaining pictures enjoyed by young and old, was the everlasting "Anne of Green Gables." Anne Shirley's touching performance certainly proves what a wonderful actress she really is.

Why not give us more pictures starring this charming personality? Mrs. Harry C. Gordon, Jr., 114 Bryan Place, Hagerstown, Md.

Movies vs. Morals

Lately, the movies have bad to bear a great deal of criticism, especially as corrupters of our children's morals. As far as I know, movie outfits are lot more scrupulous than Broadway theatrical producers. However the question of our very young remains. There is no doubt that many children go to the movies too frequently. In well-run movie theaters, they are not admitted unless accompanied by an adult. But, who can refuse a group of smiling youngsters who want to buy tickets?

Even so, I should like to know how you parents would otherwise provide for your children's leisure. When once children have been, they want to go again. But, that's up to the interested parent—to select a discriminating movie diet for your youngsters. There are plenty of movies that are clean enjoyment for children. So why blame the movies?—Mrs. Ann Zimmerman, 238 E. Broadway, New York City. This seems to be the only sensible solution, Mrs. Zimmerman. It's up to the parents to keep the children away from the harmful pictures.

Do You Do This, Too?

I cannot afford to pay 35 cents to see the new pictures that come to town. But, by having a little patience and waiting a few weeks, the best pictures come back and I can see two at one theater for only 15 cents. By listening to the comments from other people and reading the New Movie Magazine, I can be sure of seeing only the worthwhile pictures, even if they are second run pictures.

Have just seen "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and "Peck's Bad Boy." They are both first rate pictures and they gave me a whole afternoon of pleasure for only 15 cents.

Someone asks, "Have you seen the new picture that is on?" and I answer, "I will—later."—Elmer F. Nelson, 2128 Miner Avenue, Muskegon, Mich. "We admire your lack of snobbery, Miss Nelson. A good picture is still good two weeks later—and the bad ones are forgotten."

Strong Words

If George Raft is to live up to his earlier promise of "another Valentino," such hackneyed and horse-cart affairs as "Lonehouse Blues" must be discarded in favor of fresher and swifter vehicles. This conglomerate of celluloid would have stifled the genius of the illustrious Mr. Raft himself. —Hope Wynn, P. O. Box 2171, Jacksonville, Florida. Thank you, Hope Wynn, for words that go straight to the point.

Mental Faculties

New Movie has many fascinating features, but the piece de resistance is "A glimpse at the Editor's notebook." Right you are, Mr. Editor, that the moral crusade has not made the films Pollyanna-ish.

I am still under the spell of the way several great themes have been handled in recent films, namely, "The Man Who Reclaimed His Head," a daring expose of the munitions "racket," is of untold value as anti-war propaganda.

"Our Daily Bread" tackles the unemployment problem and proves that the "good earth" never denies any man an honest living.

"Imitation of Life" handles a delicate subject dealing with the educated quadron and her revolt against her race. The moral that "East is East, and West is West" is vividly and realistically portrayed.

Who can say, in the face of these powerful pictures, so excellently acted and directed, that the movies are turning to saccharine? They put one's mental faculties to work, and that, you must agree, is some accomplishment.—Mrs. D. W. McCrary, 554 Poplar Street, (Please turn to page 65)

A NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE FAN

The People's Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1935 in the films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will count when we make the final decision! Address letters to The People's Academy or Dollar Thoughts department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Write us what you think. Medals will be given for the following:

1. BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE
2. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTRESS)
3. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTOR)
4. BEST MUSICAL PICTURE
5. BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE
6. BEST MYSTERY PICTURE
7. BEST ROMANCE
8. BEST COMEDY
9. BEST SHORT REEL PICTURE
10. BEST NEWSREEL PICTURE
11. BEST DIRECTION
12. BEST STORY

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most closely tallies with the final compilation will be given a trip to New York or Hollywood to present the awards. The stars and producers who win the medals will be there in person to receive them, wherever production schedules permit. All expenses to and from Hollywood or New York and entertainment, hotel accommodations, etc., will be borne by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE. Be sure to cast your vote carefully and YOU MAY WIN THIS THRILLING TRIP.

Which story do you like best in this month's New Movie? [Title]
Which story do you dislike in this month's New Movie? [Title]

Name
Address
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WIFE ENDS QUARRELS BY CUTTING DOWN RUNS

Young Marrieds have another scene about stocking bills!
Pretty Mrs. Elton Lord thinks her husband a "brute"—he wonders if every wife is as extravagant as she is. "How can I help it if my stockings go into runs like nobody's business!" she cries. "Don't you say another word—I'm fed up!" And so—a little quarrel becomes a big one—ends with Ruth in tears. Then... Read Story Below

RUN TROUBLES SOLVED WITH NEIGHBOR'S HELP
"You can cut down on runs and save Elton's money if you wash your stockings in Lux," friend advises. Lux saves elasticity, so the silk gives instead of breaking under strain so easily. Cake-soap rubbing and soaps with harmful alkali weaken elasticity—then runs often start.

RIFT ENDED! Ruth and Elton find Lux does cut down run troubles. "I bet we nearly paid for this week-end trip out of what I've saved on stockings!" Ruth boasts as they roll along the boardwalk at the shore. Elton's thrilled, too. "Lucky that you got on to Lux," he says. Every husband will say that to every thrifty wife who sticks to Lux!

LUX SAVES STOCKING ELASTICITY
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OUR "HOPE CHEST"

-it tells you why you shouldn't try an untried laxative

At the Ex-Lax plant is a big box containing 522 little boxes. Each one contains a laxative that “hoped” to imitate Ex-Lax, and get away with it.

For 28 years we have seen them come and seen them go...while Ex-Lax has gone along growing bigger and bigger year by year...simply by giving satisfaction to millions of people who turned to it for pleasant, painless, thorough relief from constipation.

WHY EX-LAX HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME

Ex-Lax is a chocolate laxative...but it is so much more than just chocolate flavor and a laxative ingredient. The way it is made...the satisfaction it gives...these things apparently can't be copied. They haven't been yet!

Of course, Ex-Lax is thorough. Of course, it is gentle. It won't give you stomach pains, or leave you feeling weak, or upset you. It won't form a habit...you don't have to keep on increasing the dose to get results.

AND...THAT CERTAIN SOMETHING

So many imitators have tried to produce a chocolate laxative that could equal Ex-Lax. But they couldn't. Why? Because Ex-Lax is more than just a chocolate laxative. Because the exclusive Ex-Lax process gives Ex-Lax a certain something—a certain ideal action that words just can't explain and that no other laxative has. But once you try Ex-Lax, you'll know what we mean, and nothing else will ever do for you.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes—at any drug store. If you would like to find out how good it is...at our expense...just mail the coupon below for a free sample.

When Nature forgets—remember Ex-Lax

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!

EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, New York, N. Y.

Yes send free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

JUNIOR HOLLYWOOD

On this page we tell you of the youngsters who may be the stars of tomorrow

By HENRY WILLSON

Fred MacMurray's first leading role was with Claudette Colbert in "The Gilded Lily." was the round-about way to success. Fred started in Hollywood as an extra, playing bit parts here and there. He was constantly told that he had not had enough experience for more important roles, so MacMurray left Hollywood. He joined the California Collegians who toured the country playing for dances and in vaudeville theaters, finally ending in New York. Fred secured a job with the "Three's a Crowd" Revue, and later was placed in the musical, "Roberta," at the Majestic Theater where Paramount scouts one night, came saw and conquered MacMurray. But Paramount did not give him his real break. Cliff Reid, KKO producer, picked MacMurray for a featured role in "Grand Old Girl." From that time on he has been accepted as a definite find.

Two young ladies who will surprise Hollywood in the very near future are daughters of two of the country's greatest comedians. One would just naturally think that a daughter of Will Rogers would be a gum-chewing, rope-throwing cow-girl, but that's one time Will fooled us—because there's not a cuter girl around than thirteen-year-old Mary Rogers. Mary was born with the traditional silver spoon in her mouth, but I think she swallowed it eight months ago when she struck out for New York and a career. She landed there as just plain Mary Rogers—no letters of introduction—no hollies of being Will Rogers' daughter—just a blonde, good-looking girl, with lots of talent and even more ambition. Mary trotted from morning till night up and down dingy stairways to the insatiable that would equal entertainment, trying to get a show on Broadway. After succeeding in securing a summer of strenuous stock work in Maine, she finally landed a job in a Broadway production.

"I think they gave it to her just to shut her up," her Pa says—but whatever the reason, Mary has made a hit in the production "On to Fortune," with nothing but a blessing from the royal king of laughs. Paula Stone, daughter of Fred Stone, famous stage comedian (and boyhood friend of Rogers) is the other young stage actress now attracting the attention of Hollywood producers. Paula, after years of hard work and training, made her debut in the Broadway production, "Ripples," four years ago, and ever since has been considered one of the best dancers in New York by everyone BUT Paula. She did down picture work for a year and a half, saying that she wasn't good enough, but now that Fred Stone is under contract to a studio here, and Paula is in Hollywood, we expected (Please turn to page 48)
Tintex
BRINGS COLOR MAGIC
to EVERY WASHABLE FABRIC

Keeps Your Wardrobe and Home Decorations
Up-to-the Minute in Color-Smartness

The millions of smart women who are never without Tintex in their homes have learned this vital fact: Tintex Tints and Dyes give you the color you want... when you want it...where you want it!

Tintex always gives professional tinting and dyeing results...in a jiffy...without muss, fuss, or bother. Simply “tint as you rinse” and Tintex brings fashion’s latest colors...or restores faded colors...to everything in your wardrobe...or home decorations. Try Tintex today! 35 brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose.

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Avoid Substitutes...
Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results every time. That’s why millions of women INSIST ON TINTEX

Tintex
The World’s
Largest Selling
TINTS & DYSES

Tintex KEEPS "UNDIES" BRIGHT AND GAY
All your dainty undertiings...beiges...lingerie...stockings...slips...laces...so easy to keep color-fresh. color them with Tintex.

Tintex KEEPS APPAREL SMART-WITH-COLOR
Tintex brings the latest Paris color to your entire wardrobe...cases, blouses, sweaters, sports clothes...children’s frocks and men’s shirts, too.

Tintex KEEPS YOUR HOME DECORATIONS NEW
Your curtains, drapes, bedspreads, luncheon sets, deliles, slipcovers...and other home decorations are so easy to keep up-to-the minute in color-smartness with magic Tintex.

WHEN TO USE
TINTEX COLOR REMOVER
Whenever you want to change a dark-colored fabric to a light color...first use Tintex Color Remover. It removes all the old dye. Then simply tint the fabric the color you wish with Tintex.
I was sallow and sort of logy.

(Continued from page 4)

Are Handsome Men Safe in Hollywood?

The aggressor; Lew isn’t the type and Cabot was far too busy dodging. When you think of what they had to go through, just shed a silent tear for Ronald Colman, so handsome, so ironic and so embittered! And don’t let them kid you—actresses are quite as human and as fallible as any other female.

Colman’s much publicized “hide” act is no press agent’s dream. The man simply found that remoteness was the greatest safeguard against the ways and the wiles of the too appreciative. The burnt child that dreads the fire, Ronald Colman’s elusiveness is a thing of joy and beauty to the beholder who has seen so many sanctuaries on the slightest provocation. Naturally his reputation for being “hard to get” has enhanced his charm, but the first Hollywood-made British star is still dodging with all the ease of the guy on the flying trapeze.

Three men widely acclaimed by the male-hungry inhabitants are the only blond leading men of the screen, Gene Raymond, Douglas Fairbanks, and Philip Holmes. Never married, they represent the desirable younger clientele—one of them has at least one fair prey. Strangely enough, all three of these pursued ladies have taken refuge in the company and companionship of society girls. Occasionally, but rarely, they are seen here or there with professional friends. But, by going over the bluebloods, they’ve discovered a type of exclusiveness that not all the resourcefulness of a thrice-wed movie star can pierce.

While we have never heard any protests about their alliances from the hand-some men of Hollywood—on the contrary I have heard a number of pleasant gurgles—those that are not so handsome devoutly wish that the colony, for once, might be surfeited with Adonis in order that the not-so-successful might have a little peace. Consider the case of Gary Cooper. A nice boy, painstakingly inarticulate, with his extreme height and awkward face, one would expect he was the type to be pursued by beautiful women, famous women who fight not only for their share of the lads of their delicate, bedridden hands if need be!

Yet, for the five years of his bachelorhood, Gary Cooper became the screen’s most eligible bachelor male. Everyone in Hollywood became the rage of society both here and abroad, while some of the screen’s prettiest tales were garnished in anguish. Why he should arouse such predatory instincts brings us back to the question of just how such a woman could really handle a man in Hollywood?

There was Johnny Weissmuller, he of the long hair and the rippling muscles. Johnny, too, won his service stripes in the brief period between his divorce from Bobbe Arnst and his marriage to Lupe Velez. And Clark Gable, who can call Gable handsome if you will, but if Clark ever hears you you’d better be running while you may. His marriage has been dissolved, but think of those countless rumors you have heard that the Gables’ matrimonial bark was headed for the rocks.

In the topsy turvy world of the cinema but one thing is certain. Handsome men who are eligible and have “arrived” haven’t a chance to make either Cupid’s shafts, or feminine pursuit upon the part of the screen’s most famous beauties. The latter admit that Hollywood has given them a plenitude of everything but persimmonable men!

No Movie Madness for Me

(Continued from page 26)

symptoms, or you see any of them in your looking glass, Kitty Carlisle serum is guaranteed.

The New Orleans screen beauty and singer says, “I think careful schooling would eliminate a lack of balance. It allows you to take success in stride, so that you have more influence in salary and a world of fame come along, you hardly interfere with your accustomed manner of living.”

Of course what Kitty means is that with an educational background, you will be sensible enough not to get high because of a mere raise in salary or a few lines in the magazines and newspapers. Kitty, herself, has no desire for a footnote, or the biggest house in Hollywood, or the most diamonds. She has no desire to flaunt pennants of personal triumph in the faces of her associates. She has lived a life of comparative luxury and has never had to envy people with money. Limouinés and titled noblemen have been everyday affairs to her and not the many acc虞ent of the “million to one chance” of movie stardom.

Our girl, Princess Mestchkovsky’s Finishing School in Paris may not have taught Kitty everything, but she does declare, “My psychology course taught me more about the inferiority complex... I win when I see one. And Hollywood has the biggest one in the world.

What is it that makes all this, the realization of the suppressed desires of all, the boys and girls suddenly grown up and dropped in falricland. Big salaries and honorific titles are the most exquisite of movie madness. And the bite has mighty serious effects.”

“Dearly,” says Kitty with all the assurance of a prescribing physician, “is balance, which is really just good taste. The boy or girl who take for something of the culture of the world and its history, will then not be fooled into thinking that the cure is the mere making of a snapshot picture.”

Attractive specialist in the affairs of the leader for Prevention. Prevention is Eradication of Movie Madness, counts Kitty Carlisle has no compassion for the home-town folks who catch the dread disease. Her eyes will blink when she will exclaim, “People in their home towns have plenty of diversion. They don’t have to work and play with the same people. There’s plenty of change of scenery. And that’s not so in Hollywood. There is a humpurd and a bore of the same faces day and night. It’s a condition which makes the Hepburns and the Barrymores do strange things. And let me tell you, stars who have once had perspective and lost it, are just as violent cases to cure as are the mentally imbered. Sadie Alches who through some trick of fate became movie stars.”

Kitty may not know all the answers to Hollywood’s queer malady but she does know how to protect herself.

Right after each picture, she rushes back to New York where she engages in a round of singing lessons, theater, supper dances, concerts, and opera. This keeps up until she is recalled to Hollywood to do the work and no play. This constant change of scenery, people, and activity keeps Kitty interested and prevents her from becoming bored. And more than that, it explains what she means when she looks at you so seriously and says in her warm, modulated voice, “Take myself for example—no movie madness for me!”

Photo by Press Association

Blue Waltz brought me happiness

I used to be so sad, so blue. Secretly I was starving for good times, dates. It seems like a miracle that to think all those dreary days are gone and that now I’m a happy bride. And all because I discovered what alluring charm Blue Waltz Perfume can give!

It’s almost magic how this exquisite fragrance creates a wave of excitement around you. how, like a dreamy waltz in moonlight, it inspires romance and tender yearning.

And you can look lovelier, too. I got the thrill of a lifetime when I tried all of the Blue Waltz Perfumes. You can get the same thrill!

Make up carefully with Blue Waltz Lipstick and Blue Waltz Face Powder. See how temptingly luscious your lips look! Notice how perfectly this fine perfume blends with the natural tone of your skin, making it radiantly fresh and youthful. Your mirror will tell you honestly how beautiful you are and what a glorious improvement Blue Waltz Perfumes have made!

You are really unfair to your beauty if you don’t buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics today. For your protection, they are “certified to be pure” and they are only 15¢ each at your 5 & 10 store.
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"Only in Kotex can you find these 3 satisfying comforts"

CAN'T CHAFE...CAN'T FAIL...CAN'T SHOW

"Three exclusive features solve three important problems every woman faces. I explain them to you here because there is no other place for you to learn about them."

Mary Pauline Callender
Author of "Marjorie May's 12th Birthday"

CAN'T CHAFE...

To prevent all chafing and all irritation, the sides of Kotex are cushioned in a special, soft, downy cotton. That means lasting comfort and freedom every minute Kotex is worn. But, mind you, sides only are cushioned...the centre surface is left free to absorb.

CAN'T FAIL....

There is a special center layer in the heart of the pad. It has channels that guide moisture evenly the whole length of the pad—thus avoids accidents. And this special center gives "body" but not bulk to the pad in use...makes Kotex keep adjusting itself to every natural movement. No twisting. The filler of Kotex is actually 5 times more absorbent than cotton.

CAN'T SHOW...

Now you can wear what you will without lines ever showing. Why? Kotex ends are not merely rounded as in ordinary pads, but flattened and tapered besides. Absolute invisibility always. No "give away" lines or wrinkles...and that makes for added assurance that results in peace of mind and poise.

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!

No wonder thousands are buying this truly remarkable Kotex sanitary belt! It's conveniently narrow...easily adjustable to fit the figure. And the patented clasp does away with pins entirely. You'll be pleased with the comfort...and the low price.

I've always felt that the real facts on this intimate subject were withheld from women. So here I present information every woman should know.

I realize that most sanitary napkins look pretty much alike. Yet they aren't alike either in the way they're made or in the results they give. For only genuine Kotex offers the 3 exclusive advantages I explain on this page—the 3 features that bring you women the comfort and safety you seek.

And did you ever look at it this way? With Kotex now costing so little and giving so much, there's really no economy in buying any other kind.

5 times as absorbent

Did you know this? The Kotex absorbent cellulose-cotton (not cotton) is 5 times as absorbent as cotton. It is the identical absorbent used in the majority of our leading hospitals.

If you require extra protection you will find Super Kotex ideal. For emergency, Kotex is in West Cabinets in ladies' rest rooms.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX

Try the New Deodorant Powder Discovery...QUEST, for Personal Deodrance. Available wherever Kotex is sold. Sponsored by the makers of Kotex.
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MEET THE STAR OF SMOKING COMFORT!

Lay-dees and Gen-tel-men! We offer an all-star feature!! The tobacco is choice Turkish and domestic. It’s mildly mentholated to give your throat a most deee-lightful, a most ree-freshing coolness. There are cork tips to save your lips. And—finally—there’s a valuable B & W coupon in each pack good for handsome nationally advertised merchandise (offer good in U.S.A. only). So step right up! Buy a pack or buy a carton. Have the time of your smoking lives!! And write today for FREE illustrated premium booklet.

SAVE COUPONS for HANDSOME MERCHANDISE

KOOL MILDLY MENTHOLATED Cigarettes CORK-TIPPED

KOOL MILD MENTHOLATED Cigarettes CORK-TIPPED

15¢ for TWENTY

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.
Miss Williams is well known both here and abroad not only for her excellent stage and screen characterizations, but for her keen perception for what's correct in fashions and things fashionable. She is now featured in the current Broadway musical success, "Life Begins at 8:40."

"To be successful, an actress must possess that subtle something that accentuates her charm," says lovely Miss Williams. "Some call it glamour—but I call it FAOEN! Naturally, I have tried many expensive perfumes and cosmetics but frankly, I find that FAOEN beauty aids are more beneficial to my complexion. They've kept my skin smooth, firm and fine. As for the perfume . . . glamourous, appealing, compelling . . . call it what you will—I prefer it!"

In her inimitable way, Miss Williams has deftly expressed the preference of many fascinating women for FAOEN perfume and beauty aids. Let FAOEN show you the way to glamour!

FAOEN perfumes and beauty aids in compact sizes as illustrated, are on sale at your local five and ten cent store.

FAOEN
(PAY-ON)
Beauty Aids
PARK & TILFORD
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Fred Astaire's Secrets of Success

(Continued from page 28)

mined to forge ahead alone. The task looked tough, but proved easy for his twinkling feet.

He opened in New York in the stage show, "Gay Divorce." An instant hit! An XKK office saw the show, whipped out his pen, and—well, that's how contracts are born.

That's how Fred's worries were born, too.

Fred slipped quietly into Hollywood and went to work. No blatant fanfare of publicity. Just work and, piling up gradually, worry. The dancing king of the stage was wondering how well he'd retain his crown on the screen.

As he described his feelings I realized what a mistake it had been to put Fred down as merely the carefree younger of a few paragraphs ago.

"I found myself gripped by a sickening feeling when I stepped before the camera," he confided. "I felt as if I've always hated being photographed. Now I have to do it for a living! But if the feeling it gives me isn't a first-class dose of old-fashioned stage-fright, it certainly do come up some across along.

"When a scene actually begins, I throw myself into it and the feeling passes. When Ginger Rogers and I danced 'The Continental' in 'Gay Divorce,' I remember, the cameras were on us for over two minutes—terribly long scene to do without a break. Thank heaven, that doesn't happen often.

"When a scene is finished, I worry for weeks as to how it will look in the finished picture. It's silly, I know, but I seem to help it. My one consolation is supervising the cutting of my dance sequences, so I can throw out what isn't good!"

Later, on the set where he was filming his current picture, "Roberta," with that blond whom he adored Ginger, Fred's actions bore out his words.

Director Bill Seiter was ready to show Fred the camera. The Camera clicked sprightly successive to "The Continental." During the usual focusing of cameras, testing of sound apparatus and miscellaneous fiddling about, which precedes an important "take," Fred Astaire watched with apparent nervousness. He seemed to be agreeably smiling, but then his face was tense, as something was awaiting the gong. He smoothed his sleek brown hair, adjusted costume, flexed his fingers, tapped off a few light, staccato steps—perhaps, for those brief moments Fred Astaire, dancing king of the world, was a stage-struck youth about to peak into the delightful horrors of a first performance.

But when the click of the "sync-slap" sent him into action, he was perfect. When that scene is shown, I can already hear the audience whispering:

"I'll bet he doesn't have a care in the world!"

And now you see why worry makes him perfect? Worry keeps him practicing his routines for months before the single step; practicing until he's so adept there is no chance of muffing. If something that now, with success won, Fred Astaire cannot stop his worrying, and let his crown rest easy.

"But I have dreams," he told me, back in his dressing room, "of audiences walking out on me. It's my pet nightmare." Then he smiled, "I've extracted a shred of comfort from it at that. Whenever the dream occurs before the opening of a show or picture, the actual performance turns out to be okay. It seems to be a good bad omen."

"The other day, however, my audience did walk out on me—a big black spider, which appeared from nowhere and began prancing around my feet."

"If you want to dance with us," I told him, "you'll have to lead with your left foot!"

"Having eight feet, you might have felt embarrassed. At any rate, he disdained an answer, but retired into a crack in the wall."

INCIDENTALLY, you should see Fred rehearse! He dons old tap shoes (he wears out almost a pair a day), ties his necktie around his waist and goes at it like a fiend. He gets dance ideas at odd times and from many sources—mask, paintings, people. And he calls them out by weird names—"Little Toots," "Dead Dog," "Old Dutch Hop." Develops them step by step and carries them in his head. Fans are constantly writing him, Fred declares, for the diagrams of dance-steps which he never writes down.

Needless to say, this requires a marvelous memory. And Fred also has that something-personality, if you will—which, in dancing, is the all-important difference between "good" and "great."

"Always be the originator, never the imitator," is his advice, both to beginners and to himself.

Fred's achievements are the things he hates to talk about. No more will he demonstrate them at parties, and seldom attends Hollywood functions for that reason.

His gift for song-writing, too, he passes off with a laugh. He ignores his published successes such as "Blue Without You" and "Not My Girl" to say:

"A tune I wrote called 'Tapping the Time' broke all sales records. Sold four copies of which I bought three myself!"

He forgets to mention being selected as one of the world's dozen best-dressed men. And he is, of course, an excellent comedian. He wants some day to play "rubes" and "muggs" on the screen, if he isn't to retire too soon.

"I do want to retire early enough to enjoy life—in private," he said earnestly. "But, as dancing is my sentimental passion, I'll probably fail to I've learned enough I'll quit without a tremor. There's no greasepaint in my blood that keeps me, like as an anchor, as it were, to show-business."

"I believe, you see, in separating one's sentimental from one's patriotic. I like golf, fox hunting, the races, and now the great kick out of our black-capped spaniel, 'Scamp,' winning at the dog show in San Francisco."

Folks are going to okay any guy who can be so successful and stay so "regular"—any guy, in short, like the nimble Fred Astaire.

Hollywood Rackets!

Have you read 'It's a Fako.' in this issue? Then you know how thugs hired by racketeers attacked and seriously injured a New Movie writer for his honest and fine attempt to rid Hollywood of its underworld. Defying the racketeers, we are going ahead with our series. Next month we will run an article on these Hollywood gangsters who will be as gripping as any mystery or murder story you ever read. And every word of it true! Don't fail to read it in New Movie for June.
TRY A BOTTLE—FREE!
(see coupon below)

A trial bottle of Marchand's Castile Shampoo—FREE—to those who send for Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. The finest treatment you can give your hair. Guaranteed to remove every trace of stickiness. Marchand's Castile Shampoo makes your hair fresher and more charmingly alive. Send for your bottle today.

NOT every woman wants light blonde hair—but every woman wants the fascinating charm that "blonde" can give. Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, used as a rinse, will impart beauty or glorious highlights even to dark hair. A lovely golden sheen to ordinary light hair.

Another side of the secret of blonde beauty is that charming, fresh clean look so natural in the fair smoothness of their arms and legs. Brunettes may easily acquire this by using Marchand's Golden Hair Wash on their arms and legs, and there, at least, hold their own with charming blondes.

Have you been using preventative preparations? Risking depilatories? Or even shaving? Don't risk making arms and legs coarse, rough and unnatural looking. Keep the hair Nature intended you (and all of us) to have. Certainly. But make it unnoticeable with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Try one application of Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash in one of our three economical sizes. See for yourself how bright and silky smooth your arms and legs become—how soft and alluring to the touch!

At your druggist's now, for Marchand's in the new gold and brown package. Start using it sometime today!

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND’S TODAY, OR USE COUPON BELOW

CHARLES MARCHAND CO. 251 West 19th Street  NEW YORK CITY

Please let me try for myself the sunny, golden effect of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin, or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle. Also send me, FREE, trial sample of Marchand's Castile Shampoo.

Name .................................................................
Address ...........................................................
City ................................................................. State ................................................... T.G. 335
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It's a Fake
(Continued from page 21)
made of herself with Gary Cooper. Gary, of course, must be in a bathing suit, too.
That's just what the picture people are afraid of. Just a couple of heads, a fair distance apart might cause no trouble, but studio officials figure the heads may not be far enough apart. They figure that more than mere heads will get in the picture. They are also of the opinion that, as the pictures look so real, there will possibly be a thousand broken hearts and a lot of husbands running around with broken heads, or with guns in their hands. Show us the good wife who wouldn't get sore if she found a picture of her husband in the arms of Clara Bow—especially if Clara was wearing that costume she wore in 'Hoopla'.
And what of a jealous wife who has just discovered a picture of her husband holding hands with Mae West as Mae seems to be saying how glad she is that he has come up! She could hardly blame him for thinking the handsome Mac had done her wrong, even though Mae knew nothing about the trick photographs.

PICTURE folk also have visions of a nasty alienation of affections suit if some middle-aged husband with a pretty young wife should find a photograph of her with her head resting on the shoulder of Clark Gable. Most middle-aged husbands wouldn't stop to ask who was done. They'd want to know where it was done and when, and might get mad enough to try to put Gable in jail.
The producers of this picture racket say there will not be any pictures of this unwanted sort, which might cause trouble and a lot of misunderstanding and bad publicity, but studio executives stick their tongues in their cheeks and say, "Oh, yeah!"

NEW MOVIE Magazine has a number of these composite photographs in its possession. Out of respect for the feelings of the stars, however, we are refraining from printing them. But, to show you how the trick is done, we have taken a series especially posed for you by professional models. The picture at the top of the page represents two stars—a studio 'still,' taken on the set. Now, the racketeer's customer writes to the racketeer and says he wants his photo printed with the girl in the still. He cuts out a snapshot of himself and sends it along with his dollar bill. This snapshot is carefully enlarged to fit the size of the man's head in the picture at the top of the page, and glued on to the 'still' where the man star's handsome profile originally was. Then, as a final step, the composite picture is photographed a second time, and the finished product sent back to the advertising man. He now can show the boys down at the poolroom another picture of himself, taken with his favorite woman movie star.

Can't you picture a loving wife finding such a picture in his husband's pocketbook? Most of these folks start running for a lawyer and the divorce court without stopping to ask any questions.
At first glance, this particular racket might appear harmless. The public regards the movie stars as its own personal property. You see their faces advertising everything from beauty lotions to cut-links, and for a quarter you can send in to the studio and get a picture of any star to decorate your living-room. Why get so touchy about this new wrinkle, then? Well, for several very good reasons.

Suppose, for example, that a burglar is hauled to jail, charged with committing a crime on the night of May 2nd. He needs an alibi, so he tells the judge, "I was in Hollywood all during the month of May." To prove it, he pulls out a picture of himself posed—apparently on a regular studio set—with a movie star. Could he possibly do that, or even if he did, that it would take a jury of experts to decide whether the photo was real or not. Result, doubt. And the burglar goes free—and the movie star has received publicity in the newspapers which hints that she is just a regular pal to a known criminal.

THAT'S far-fetched, but it gives you the idea. Any number of unpleasant results are equally possible. To name another, if every Tom, Dick and Harry can go around telling lies about his personal friendships with the stars, the stars will lose their glamour for everybody, and business will fall off at the box office. Familiarity breeds contempt, as the old saying goes.
But the thing about this particular racket isn't so much that it's dangerous, as that it's disgusting. Cheapness in thought and deed is always disgusting. Any racketeer is a loathsome creature, but the petty racketeer, tricking dollar bills out of movie-struck young girls and men, is the most abominable of them all.

Now—a Make-up that

Beautifies and Protects at the same time!

A NY face powder will remove "blush" and give your skin a smoother finish... Any rouge and lipstick will add color to your complexion. But all too often these are merely momentary effects. To achieve true and lasting loveliness, your cosmetics must not only beautify your skin, but protect it, too.

That is why so many women are turning today to OUTDOOR Girl Face Powder, Rouge and Lipstick. For these are the only beauty aids of their kind made on a base of pure Olive Oil... an ingredient long known to skin specialists for its beautifying and protective qualities.

Try OUTDOOR Girl Olive Oil Face Powder. Notice how light and fluffy it is, how lustily it clings to your face. No other powder does so much to rid the skin of dryness... to keep it soft, smooth and gloriously supple.

OUTDOOR Girl Rouge and Lipstick blend naturally with the living tones of your complexion... make your beauty come alive with youthful radiance and color. Lips are protected against cracking and chapping. Your face is never dry or rough.

For a totally new experience in make-up, try OUTDOOR Girl Olive Oil Beauty Aids. They come in a variety of smart shades for every type of complexion. You can get the large economical sizes at your favorite drug or department store for only 55c. There are handy purse-size packages, too, at the leading drug counters. Mail the coupon for liberal samples of powder, rouge and lipstick.

TUNE IN SATURDAYS, 7:30 P.M., E.D.S.T.
"The Outdoor Girl Beauty Parade"
Over the Columbia Broadcasting System.

At all 10c stores.. Cuticle Remover—Polish Remover—Oily Polish Remover—six shades of polish in both the Creme and Pearl Polishes.

Colorless
Natural
Rose
Coral
Ruby
Deep

FO CREME POLISH
AND CREME POLISH REMOVER

P.O. Orange Chemical Co., Albany, N.Y.

Junior Hollywood
(Continued from page 40)

him, we predict that she will do for the producer who signs her to play the beautiful Ginger Rogers has done for RKO.

Speaking of RKO—that studio can be credited with re-discovering William Hodiak, who was an unknown star in his own right some years ago. Billy has just been assigned two pictures there, and if things turn out well, he will be awarded a term contract.

Virginia Reid, another RKO player, will soon come into prominence. She was discovered, so to speak, coming out of a Los Angeles theater a year ago when a contest was being held at the RKO Theater and the manager spied the beautiful Miss Reid, but noticed that she was one of the few girls who had not entered her name in the contest. He persuaded her to present a picture of herself, which she finally did, but instead of the usual procedure of waiting for a response, Virginia was left out, thinking nothing more of the incident. Fortunately, the studio did think more of it, for she is now back in Hollywood just as a leading lady, with a contract, and with a salary.

So keep an eye on these coming stars; after all, most of them have really worked and earned their little place in the Hollywood sun. They will, each one of them, be stars with your support. Inasmuch as they have the talent, and have earned their break, it will be up to us, the fans, to help support these players, Mary Rogers, Fred McMurray, Paula Stone, Rob Taylor and the rest, and establish them definitely as a part of the motion picture younger set.

There are eight more young people such as these, just coming over the full—but next month we shall be better qualified to endorse their work and predict a future for a few.
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YESTERDAY - unnoticed ... TODAY - adored!

MARIAN thought she was doomed to be one of the girls that men forget.

Her world is different, now! Dates, parties, excitement—she has new confidence in herself, a new lift to her head, new sparkle in her eyes. She literally made herself over in a day!

And you can do it, too—as easily and quickly as Marian did. You can do it right in your own home in your spare time. And you can do it without spending a lot of money—Marvelous Beauty Aids cost only 55¢ apiece!

Sounds like a miracle, doesn’t it? Well, it’s not. Marvelous Beauty Aids are the practical result of more than fifty years’ experience in the Richard Hudnut Laboratories. Years of painstaking research taught Hudnut scientists the secrets that bring new beauty to you.

It is these men, skilled skin specialists, who created Marvelous Creams to smooth away the tired lines, refine and soften your skin, Marvelous Fresh-ener, that clears and tones your complexion. Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick that accent the youth in your own coloring. And Marvelous Face Powder, that clings so closely, stays on so long, hides every tiny line and wrinkle!

FREE BOOKLET tells how to make yourself over! Send for the Marvelous Make-up Guide that gives complete instructions. Enclose 6¢ for packing and postage, and we’ll also send you four generous purse-size boxes of Marvelous Face Powder, enough to last two weeks. If you don’t want to wait, go to the nearest drug or department store for Marvelous Beauty Aids. Do it today—mail the coupon now!
"No More Shabby, Cracked Shades at My Windows!"

He said: "Did you see those new jags they've got at the zoo? Boy, they were fierce." I hadn't. I regretted it, too. I could see that I should have been equipped with some data on the wild animal situation.

He said: "Did you see Frank Buck's last picture? Does he have a swell time. Did you know I'm going to play with a dog in my next picture and I have three weeks after I get to Hollywood to build up this getting acquainted with him?"

I didn't. He looked a trifle downcast, but I felt nothing compared to my feelings at being so tried and found wanting. I had practically no small talk about Frank Buck or lariats or other real boy interests.

"Do you think Frank Buck could have a good adventure with sharks?" he demanded hopefully. "Boy, would that make a keen picture!"

At this point Big Frank, who is very serious about being a father, who always knows just what to firm and take charge of a situation, said, "Suppose we lay off the shark business, Mr. Man, and have a look at the menu." He proposed boiled tongue and spinach and, as I live and breathe, there was no small-boy protest when his father said: "I think you'll like the tongue and the spinach will be good for you."

He grinned that engaging grin, which twists up the corners of his wide, flexible mouth and narrows his eyes until they are fine slits of slumber from behind rather absurdly long lashes, and said, "Okay, Dad. Let's go for spinach."

Nor do I think it was company manners. If a thing is good for it is good for the job, and he is completely set on the importance of keeping himself fit.

They tell a revealing story about him at the Professional Children's School, that fascinating New York school attended by child actors and singers and dancers, with hours only from stage, where he two, so that they can keep afternoon engagements.

He came to school one morning with a very black eye and when asked how he acquired it, said: "Well, if you must know, I got it playing football, and I guess I'll have to give it up. There's too much at stake."

They chuckle a little, too, those understanding teachers, over the fact that he learned the eighty-two pages of his part in "Wednesday's Child" in four days, and they had to keep him after school to learn two verses of "The Ancient Mariner."

"You see, it doesn't make sense, and my part does," he explained, which seemed to make one of the best socks Ye Colderide had ever received.

By the time we had progressed to desert, which turned out to be a Cream Napoleon with two spoons of ice cream, I knew that his favorite books are "Captain Blood," "The Odyssey," and "Medieval History," because there are lots of fights in them; that he wants to play Kipling's "Kim," that he is going to write a play with his dad; that his favorite speech is the immortal "To be or not to be;" and I knew that, as a private individual, Master Thomas was all boy and no boredom. Also that the exhilarating quality of vitality which leaps out at you from the screen and stage is in part the result of a thoroughly masculine preoccupation with all feats of physical strength as much as it is inner spirit.

"What are you going to be when you grow up?" I asked. Not that there was much doubt in my mind. No broacho business, no automatons for him, I was sure—the average wish of the usual child actor.

Oh, an actor, of course, I couldn't be anything else. And there's so much to learn that I'm awfully glad I got an early start.

That and sincerity. All humility. He has all a grown-up actor's ease in covering a situation. There was a play, name forgotten now, in which he was to go off stage, get a chocolate bar, and come back with it half-eaten but face smeared up. He made his exit on schedule and was handed the bar of chocolate by the stage manager. Then, boylike, he ate the whole bar. When his cue came, however, he remembered the business of his entrance. No smell, no laugh. So he rubbed his fingers over his mascaraed eyeshades and from there to his mouth. Unfortunately it almost broke up the group on the stage as well as the audience, for what he had shaped over his five-year-old mouth was a well-defined moustache.

A FEW days after our luncheon I went back stage for the last performance of "The First Legion" before Frankie's embarking for Hollywood. I went especially to see his mother, and now the I was odd to her I feel very hopeful about his future.

She is a professional, like Frankie's father. Years of stock company work and some on the screen. Her elfin beauty flashed out at you in the recent screen version of "Dancing Mothers." She refers to Big Frank and Little Frank as "the boys." She is maternal without being maudlin. Very conscious of how to help Frankie develop his talent, but also healthfully casual about it all. She does Frankie's make-up and stands in the wings every night until the curtain goes up, and she whisking him home and to bed with a glass of milk. On Saturday nights, as a special favor, he stays with them until twelve to read the Sunday funny. In Hollywood he will have more regular hours for working and sleeping, and a part of each day will be spent on the correspondence course he takes from the Professional Children's School in New York. He will make two pictures each year if the right parts can be found, and spend the rest of the time on the stage in New York, the technique of one type of acting aiding and abetting the other.

"Frankie isn't a pretty boy," his mother said, with what was to me a surprisingly impersonal appraisal for a fond parent; but, after all, she is a professional as well as a professional child's mother.

"Well, not in the pretty-pretty sense of most stage children," I said, "but what he lacks in looks, he isn't, after all. He is handsome enough for any leading part, but he'll never depend just on his looks. The most important fact about him is that he can act."

"Yes, he can act," she said simply.

"And he has so much to help him. No stage fright at all. He can't understand grown-ups who shake and shiver on opening nights. An audience is
Frankie and Freddie (Freddie Bartholomew)
(continued from page 27)

rather confusing, I should say.

There was time out for another laugh over his pal comments—and it was necessary to get back to work on the ways and means he had taken to gain a studio hearing.

"Cissie—my Aunt Millicent, who brought me over—wrote to Mr. Selznick. I suppose he was ready to see anyone who might be English."

Smiling at my naiveté view of a movie producer, Freddie grinned appreciatively, then soberly remarked: "So all I had to do was recite something."

"You weren't afraid?"

"Oh, no! I'd been used to it so long, ever since reciting nursery rhymes told by my aunt. Cissie encouraged me in it from the time she adopted me and took me from London, where I was born, to live here in Warmington, Wiltshire. I owe everything to her. We got along so well in our work that in a very short time I was giving recitations in London at the Lyceum Theater and the Albert Hall—same stage, you know, just light ones. I never could have done it without Auntie, who also gave me my schooling until I arrived at nine."

"Nine! How old are you now?"

"Ten."

He doesn't look a day over seven, this surprising boy—fine, sensitive, flawless speech which so enhanced the charm of his "David." Best of all, he is not precocious, betraying no sign of that insufferable abominable, the child wonder. "I wanted to be an actor," he now was saying, "but I never got the chance. I'd done 'bits' in three or four English pictures, but they didn't mean anything. So when I heard that 'Copperfield' was to be done in Hollywood, I asked if I could be put in for it. Auntie, not having the same faith, didn't think there'd be much use trying, but anyway she thought the trip would be a holiday. And eventually I got the part—it was lovely. I was terribly pleased, jumping all around the place."

Frode swung a leg over the arm of his chair and kicked up a foot. It balled in mid-air when I asked whether he had felt sure he could play the part, then slowly lowered:

"I was hoping I wouldn't let them down."

"And when were you actually playing 'David,' what was it like?"

"Fun," was his enthusiastic reply, "not a bit like work. I enjoyed it immensely. I found no difficulty whatever in the easy scenes, but I liked the harder ones better because they gave me more to think about. There was only one trouble—at first I couldn't quite cry, Mr. Color, the director, did everything he could think of to start the tears, telling me of the saddest things, but it wasn't any good. Then he spoke of how terrible it would be if Cissie were to die, how awfully I'd feel and how much I'd miss her. This did it, too, I got a little just roaring, that he couldn't stop me. I think I helped with my imagination. That's got the knack of it.

"Was this kid kidding?"

"But what made it all so splendid," he earnestly resumed, "was the cast—all fitted in so well. I liked everyone, particularly Mr. Fields, who was such a funny Mr. Micawber. He was always doing funny things, surprising things that he made up as he went along. I had such a good time with him."

"What character were you fondest of, which one was closest to your heart?"

"Peggotty," he promptly replied, glowing with affection for that good and fat servant, "even more so than my mother. Maybe it was because I did some of my first scenes with her. Indeed, most of my crying scenes were... (Turn page to see)
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Pretty on the TABLE... and grand for BAKING in the OVEN

YES, those platters and serving dishes, those round and oval bowls, those cute little French one-handled casseroles, even the cups, saucers and plates, will all stand oven heat.

So bake in them...pies, puddings, meats, vegetables, anything you like. And whisk them from oven to table. They save work in serving. Save dishwashing.

Next time you're in Woolworth's, look over OvenServe dishes. They cost but a trifle. And you can do with them what you can't do with any other table dishes...use them in the oven!

Freddie and Frankie
(Fred Bartolomew)
(Continued from page 51)

with her, and they affected me so much that afterward I felt tired. But when I went home and went to bed I found it hard to go to sleep.

For my part, I had the feeling of looking into the eyes of a child. wonder at the same time how this child felt at seeing himself grown up in the person of an older actor, so I asked:

"Do you think Frank Lawton looks as you'd one day look?"

This was, naturally—or unnaturally—a bit of a pose for Freddie, but, after pondering it a moment, he said: "I noticed his hair particularly, for it was much like mine. Then I went over his features, and they seemed pretty much the kind I might have when older, only—and he was acutely critical—'his' nose was a little sharper than mine is likely to be in his age."

Canny judgment of an unanny subject by Master Freddie.

"The whole cast," he added, "was anything like the Dickson characters."

For absolute perfection, he chose his David and the Mr. of Lenox Parks.

"Yes," he heartily agreed in the latter case, "isn't Mr. Dick marvelous? You know, don't you, he's quite mad, only have you go?

He was proving himself so discerning a critic that I wanted his opinion of Hollywood.

"I love Hollywood," he declared.

"Did it surprise you?"

"Enormously! I'd no idea it was so big. My impression of England was that it would mean a bunch of cottages, with a few shops. It was very strange to me at first, but in about a week it was just like home. And do you know what surprised me most of all? The red lights in the drag stores—all the women's shoes—were gorgeous, and it's wonderful at night to stand and look down the boulevards. Of course, at the end of that week if I'd any other reason I think I shall always want to live in Hollywood."

"And do you want to be a romantic actor when you grow up?"

"No," reflected Freddie, "I don't think I do. I like old-fashioned things."

Possibly this explains his liking for pumpkins. He was given one for Halloween by a studio electrician, who lighted it for him and embroidered it on a banner in a corner of the stage. Freddie had never seen a pumpkin before, having been compelled to make the most of a large turn for Halloween in England, and he would sit before its glowing gold by the hour with all the rapt devotion of a worshipper before his Buddha. Days went by with no change, except in the pumpkin. Finally something had to be done as the result of public consideration for the other members of the cast. And one night when Freddie was fast asleep at home, the pumpkin was carried gently to its final resting-place.

"I'll never forget it," he now assured me. (Nor will the others.) As he gave his hand on it, and jumped down, I wished him a pleasant journey. For Freddie was starting within the hour for New York to make personal appearances. Lightly he went out like a schoolboy off on a lark.

After all, what did a mere continent mean to a boy who had journeyed 6,000 miles to get a job—and got it?

How movies guard the natural beauty of their hair.

Hollywood's loveliest screen stars guard the natural beauty of their hair like a precious jewel. For this reason DUART PERMANENT WAVES have become the choice of the stars and are featured in the finer Beauty Salons. These salons take great pride in offering their famous patrons the protection of genuine DUART Waving Pads that now come in INDIVIDUAL SCALED CARTONS.

Duart and only Duart offers you this protection when you buy a permanent wave. When the operator breaks the seal before your eyes you know the waving pads are genuine Duart and never before used on another person's hair. For you next insist on Duart—the choice of the Hollywood stars.

How to Make a Movie Star Coiffure

Send for this booklet containing smart Hollywood Hair Styles. 24 pages of photos showing how to dress your hair the way the movie stars do. Send FREE with 10-cent package of Duart Hair Rinse. Choose from 12 shades listed in booklet. Remember it does not dye nor bleach the hair.

FREE • SEND COUPON FOR

You can wear a movie star's coiffure

Hollywood's Most Successful Extra

in other than atmospheric background or crowd work," receive a minimum daily wage of seven dollars and fifty cents.

Extras are further classified as "ordinary extras" and "dress extras"—and there lies the difference between a fair living and a bare existence, for dress extras, who must maintain at their own expense a complete wardrobe, suitable for every modern setting, receive a minimum of fifteen dollars a day.

Obviously, it is good business to be a dress extra—for they not only get top pay but also receive more "calls." Frequently they are given "lines" to speak, and, in that case, they receive twenty-five dollars or more per day.

Don't think, however, that an extra works every day. We never know to-day whether we will work tomorrow, or next week, or a month from today. We live from day to day. If we average one or two days a week we are lucky; if we average three days a week, we are almost unbelievably fortunate. Central tries to spread employment as fairly as possible—and until the total number of registered extras is greatly reduced, there isn't enough work to go around. The few of us who receive top wages fare well, the others suffer.

Thanks to my previous work as a model and to an inborn passion for clothes, I came to Hollywood already equipped with a much better than average wardrobe. And, as soon as I discovered that only the dress extras can hope to earn good livelihoods, I determined to have a complete wardrobe. I skimmed and gathered and sewed and shopped, until I knew that I could accept any call. Those were hard times, and, if it had not been fortunate enough to have a small amount of money saved from my previous employment, I know I could never have survived the first few weeks.

Since then I have averaged three days' work a week. On rare occasions I have been given a week's work or two of dialogue. During the last two years my average income has been at least fifty dollars a week.

WITHOUT considering the fact that I have a tremendous amount of leisure, what employment can a girl in her early twenties, without any special training or talent, find that will pay her better wages? I live in a well-furnished cottage. I drive my own inexpensive car, purchased new and paid for out of my earnings. I pay myself nothing that I want in the way of food. Contrast my lot with that of most working girls. I believe I have a distinct advantage. But, I repeat, I have been very lucky!

During my first six months as an extra I earned considerably less than I do now and I had to be extremely economical to meet my living expenses. I had been accustomed to a weekly salary, and it was terribly difficult for me to budget correctly on an uncertain, sparsmodic income. Whenever I had worked for several days in a row I expected and found myself suddenly "flush," I was tempted to go on a spending spree, forgetting that weeks might pass before I would work again.

Finally, by keeping an exact record of my earnings over a sufficient time, I struck an average and made it the basis of an iron-clad budget. Since then I...
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[Article content]

 DECLARE DISTINGUISHED PHYSICIANS

Corrects Constipation and related troubles so effectively by stimulating the whole digestive tract!

NO LONGER need you constantly "dose" yourself with cathartic drugs that make you weaker, and usually make your constipation worse!

For a new discovery that doctors call "the greatest advance in years for treating constipation and its related ailments" is now here!

It is an entirely new yeast—a new "strain" of fresh yeast—discovered by a great American medical scientist.

It speeds digestive juices and juices. Food is thus digested better... carried through the body faster... expelled more easily and regularly.

Won't you start eating this new Fleischmann's Yeast? See how speedily you feel full of pep... how quickly your skin is cleared of pimples.

Note how soon your appetite picks up, and how you can eat what you like without distress afterward.

See how you avoid frequent colds—with the Vitamin A in this new yeast. It has Vitamins B, D and G, also—four vitamins in all, needed for health!

Start feeling better Now!

So get some of the new Fleischmann's Yeast now. Then eat 3 takes every day—just plain, or dissolved in one-third glass of water—preferably a half-hour before meals.

You can get it at grocers, restaurants, soda fountains! Keep on eating Fleischmann's Yeast even after you've seen the first results. Keep it up!

The text continues with advertisements and marketing claims for a product.
The Spring Parties
(Continued from page 32)

French novels to the contrary. Harold Lloyd forgot he is Scotch, and
became a dashing Spanish torero—
and led a toy bull around the string. Mildred Lloyd wore a demure Quaker costume; the hostess was Lady Hamil-
ton, in a wide Gainborough hat. May Robson wore the costume she used on the stage in "The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary," and Gaylord Lloyd was
brave in a Russian peasant get-up. Una
Merkel and her husband were Spanish
peasants.

There was the usual buffet supper, where you bottled for yourself.

EVEN if Winifred Sheehan is a Fox Film Corporation head, it must
have been a thrill to be decorated, even
at so late a date, for his services during
the World War, when he drove an
ambulance.

He and Ketti Gallian made a trip to
the Joan d'Arc, French battleshop at San
Pedro, for the purpose, and Com-

mander Yves Douval performed the deed.

Ketti is just back from France, but
said she bought all her new clothes in
New York.

M. and Mme. Henri Didoit, French
consul and his wife, assisted in receiv-
ing, and guests included W. S. Van
Dyke, Maureen O'Sullivan and John
Farrow, Jetta Goudal, Inez Courtney
and others.

All the French officers demanded
photographs of Ketti, and Winifred
Sheehan (Ketti being under contract to
Fox) generously and gallantly told her
she might have some new ones taken.

Fred Stone Entertained

CAN you imagine a sadder fate for a
young fellow than coming all the
way from New York to Hollywood to
see someone and then missing her?

That's what Ronald Simon thinks, too.

Of course he saw Glenda Farrell ul-
timately, but not for a whole day and
a half. She was working in a picture
when he arrived, and couldn't meet him
at the station. Then he went to the
party given by Helen Ferguson for Fred
Stone, expecting that she would be
there, and she couldn't get away from
the studio. She worked that night, too,
and was too dog-tired when she finished
even to say hello. But next day at noon
they staged their reunion.

Frances Dee had some pictures of her
baby with her, and she and Sally Eders
deserted their husbands, Joel McCrea
and Harry Joe Brown, to get into a huge
hole in a corner and discuss baby lore.

We gave John Mack Brown a "hero's
entrance," as they say in the movies,
applauding him when he came in, the
reason being he had saved his wife (she
was riding a runaway horse) from seri-
ous injury the day before.

Tit-for-Tat Party

IT was a sort of tit-for-tat party where
ten actresses playing in "Naughty
Mariettas" gave for their director, W. S.
Van Dyke.

You see, Van dearly loves kidding
people. And he gave a dinner party at
his house for the ten, at which he pulled
a number of hilarious jokes.

Not to be outdone, the actresses de-
cided to get lively revenge. They
gave a party at the Clover Club, inviting
Van as the only man, and at dinner
pulled twice as many jokes on him as
he had previously. When he sat down
to the dinner table, one of the girls
pressed a bulb, and his soup bowl raised
from the table. Then shortly after din-
ner a large box of flowers, containing
a handsome corsage, was presented to
him.

But the dancing feature was the last
word. When the music started, Van
Dyke asked one of the hostesses to
dance. In the meantime the girls had
arranged to have the music play through
four hours without stopping, they cut in
dances with Van, and the director didn't
have a chance to rest once during the
entire time!

The hostesses included Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Irene Hervey, Pauline Brooks,
Kay English, Julie Laird, Linda Parker,
Agnes Anderson, Mary Doran, Cecelia
Parker and Lilian Kosine.

Maybe Van is cured. At any rate, he
gave another party for the young
ladies, at his home, and never a joke
was pulled on them!

Elissa's Ballet Russe Party

CARY GRANT is wondering whether
he was complimented or not the other
day at Elissa Landi's party for the
Ballet Russe.

Cary was warned by Elissa that he had
better bring along some photographs,
as it was certain the Ballet people would
want them; in fact they had asked Elissa if
she thought they could get some. So, persuaded,
Cary brought them. At least he thought he
had photographs; but to his amazement,
having snatched up a bunch of pictures
as he was leaving home, he discovered
that the bottom ones were just the pasteboards on which the photos should
have been mounted.

Elissa and all the ballet members
clamored for his autograph on the
blankets, after the photographs had
all been given out.

"And they seemed quite contented," he
declared. "And I wonder whether
they will be funded or not."

Elissa's party was given in her new
home at Brentwood, where she has a
complete little suite of rooms in a wing
of the house all to herself.

Countess Caroline Sanardi-Landi,
Elissa's mamma, helped receive.

Trick Microphones Add Gaiety

HAVE you one of those trick milks
in your home? If not, you can't be
said really to belong.

Besides the Quilliams, John Mack
Brown, Claud Chandler, Walter King,
Meryn Lang and Groucho Marx, a
lot of others have them, including John
P. Medbury, whose party revolved
of a dinner night at his home,

gradually named "Morgan Manor."

None of the guests knew of the con-
tempt, which is new in the Medbury
household. Jack abdained himself, de-
claring he had to go away for a broad-
cast for a little while, and the guests
were surprised and taken aback for a
minute when John's voice came over
the radio: "Glade to have you at my
house, although I could have done very
well without you."

Whereupon Joe E. Brown, first to re-
cover and suspect the truth, went and
wrote in Mervyn's guest book, "Just a
spit from the old block."

An "Un-Birthday" Party

A VERY odd person is Chuck Chand-
der in one respect. He never ac-
cpts birthday presents. On the other
hand, he always bestows gifts on his
friends to celebrate his own natal day.

So if he gives a party, it is what Alice
in Wonderland would call an "un-birth-
day party." Chuck had one on his last birthday,
and you might with justice call that party a honey, because it really was that—a honey party. Chick owns the bee ranch, you know, and he held his natal festivities out there. Not that anybody except two or three hardy souls, like Claudia Coleman, James Barton and Walter King, dared venture close to the hives. But Chick bestowed on each of his guests a huge jar of the sweet stuff.

And the dessert at supper was biscuit and honey.

Teasing With the Martin Johnsons

HAVING tea with the Martin Johnsons, those makers of “Baboons” and other wild animal films, were Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Zanuck. The two couples had met at all places—In the wilds of Africa, when the Zanucks went down there to hunt big game.

Mrs. Zanuck brought orchids for “Osie” (Mrs. Johnson) to wear that night when she lectured, and, though Osie had gathered orchids in the jungle, she was that thrilled.

Claudette Colbert’s Brick Party

WELL, of all things—a brick party! Sounds sort of Irish, doesn’t it? And Claudette Colbert is French. But, all the same, Claudette is going to have a brick party. But a peaceful one. Some fans gave her the idea. They sent bricks with the hint that she use them in her new home. So, just as soon as Claudette gets time for a party, she is going to issue invitations to her friends to come and bring bricks, autographed, to use in the building of the house she is planning.

Katherine DeMille has known Mitchell Leisen ever since he was her papa’s art director, and she used to go over to the studio to have him admire the “flam” of her new white dress, when she was a mere child of five.

The friendship has been kept up, and it didn’t surprise us at all to receive an invitation to a party which Mitchell was giving for Katherine’s house guest, Betty Saxe, of San Francisco.

Such a lot of the guests arrived alone! Gill Patrick, Laura Hope Crews, Catherine Alexander, and amongst the feminine guests who weren’t afraid to venture forth into the night alone, while lone wolves among the masculine element included Randy Scott, Jack King, Cary Grant, John Cox, and Douglas Blackley.

We all noted that Katherine DeMille danced a lot with Jack King.

Helen Morgan’s Travelled Cat

We met Helen Morgan over at the Jocelyn Lee and James Seymour wedding reception one evening. We knew all about her much travelled cat, Charlie.

“He has travelled thirty thousand miles, I think,” explained Helen. “He has a meowing acquaintance with cats in Paris, London, New York, Miami, Hollywood and way stations. Has he good manners? Yes. Has he taken right into the compartment with me.”

The musicians arrived so late that everybody got nervous. Nancy Carroll relieved the strain by going out into Jocelyn’s garden and swinging in a kid swing in a pepper tree, with Van Smith, frock coat and all, pushing her as she “worked up,” as we used to say of climbing to heights in a swing.

Thursday Night’s the Night!

Some of the film stars do cook. Four of them have a sort of organization. They are Sally Eilers, Mrs. Ricardo Cortez, Mrs. Pan Berman and Mrs. Mervyn Leroy. Taking turns, three of these repair with their spouses to the home of the other one, on Thursday nights, and the four girls concoct dinner for their husbands. So far there have been no casualties, although it is said that for a while there was a little feeling between Miss Eilers and Mrs. Leroy as to which made the best strawberry shortcake. The husbands kept mum.

Leo Carrillo Obliges

Living right up to the best Spanish traditions, Leo Carrillo played host to a picture company which happened to be working on location next his Santa Monica ranch.

The company, headed by Louise Fazenda, were provided with box lunches, as the players didn’t want to go to a neighborhood cafe in make-up. But when Leo spotted the actors, he went right over to invite the ranch for lunch, got the barbecue fires going, and served all comers, including prop boys, grips and other workmen as well as stars, with Chile beans, barbecued steaks and other good things.

When the day’s work was finished Louise, not to be outdone, asked Leo, his wife and daughter Antoinette and the company to sup at Thelma Todd’s Cafe nearby.

And Leo wrote an “excuse” to Louise’s husband, Hal Wallis, for a school day, because Louise was late coming home.

Here and There

Jeanette Macdonald entertaining at a farewell party for Helen Hayes, with Louise Rainer, the Viennese star, Mrs. and Mrs. Bob Montgomery, Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg, and Ernst Lubitsch as guests; John Hall, the skier, and Van Jones, the singer.

And it wasn’t a spider bite, after all, that injured Warner Baxter, but a broken finger, suffered playing tennis.

Isabel Jewell says she got a “silent version” when she bought the Minoh bird; the purveyors started pun-ishing everybody around when, on the set, Lord Byng met Bing Crosby—one actor going so far as to remark, “Byng, Bing, here come the British.”

Jose Iturbi often plays the piano at the studio, escorting Merle Oberon about Hollywood; seen at the Persian Room of the St. Regis with Miss Bibber; at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Loretta Young, George Brent, Ronald Colman, Virginia Moore, William Sistrom, Jean Harlow, William Powell, Barbara Blair, Fred Keating, Monroe Owsley and Virginia Frost; busy winning and losing at the Santa Anita horse races; Everybody in the Santa.

DO YOU LIKE A GOOD SCRAP?

Then read “You Tell Us,” the department in which our readers tell us what they think. And do they! Sometimes it’s a regular hair-pulling contest; sometimes they hand each other orchids, these swell, high-spirited readers of ours—but, always, what they have to say is interesting. Get into the fun yourself!
Secrets Of Success For All Women
How to Get and Hold Jobs, Friends, Beaux, Husbands

Success or failure in the most important events of a woman’s life often depends on her appearance.
The French Woman’s Art of Chic, Charm and Seductiveness—
their art of perfect “Make-up”—revealed by one of them.

Get this priceless knowledge from the unique and only
Paris Personal Fashion Correspondence
(La Marquise de C____)

$1.00 so invested can save you MANY

Ask yourself these questions:

1. Do you make the most of your good points?
2. Do you know how to apply Fashions to your OWN personality?
3. Can you anywhere with poise and confidence, knowing you are correctly dressed?
4. Are you a help to your husband’s position by your Smartness and Charm?
5. Are you a pretty girl neglected while a plain girl has success?

Mistakes in buying are expensive

French Women are the most Economical in the World, yet the Best Dressed. They know little tricks that change old clothes to Smart Clothes. For centuries they have regarded “Chic” as an ART worth studying. They hold youth and defy age. French history records many such women.

Learn the French Woman’s secrets from one of them
Charm and Chic with Economy!

Send this coupon today
For expert advice for you
individually

Send details of your size and figure, income and environment—snapshot if you wish.

(All letters held in confidence)

ANSWERS will be practical; the latest fashions from the French head. Please, what YOU should buy from your OWN shop for Supreme Simplicity and ECONOMY.

FLAVOR?
Lots of it

Enjoy Beeman’s Gum

“AIDS DIGESTION”

“HUSH” FOR
BODY ODORS

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $30 TO $100 A WEEK!

enrich your lovely voice with a commercial record on the air.

be on radio or television...

A CHANCE TO BE A STAR!!

MUSIC OR DRAMA

STUDIO 73F, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
115-165 ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Have You Tried Them?
Rich with pure, imported Olive Oil—three wonderful nourishing creams by VI-Jon—marvelous for the skin—beautifying, nourishing—and so reasonable.

Sold at the better 10c stores
If your 10c store has not yet stocked VI-Jon Olive Oil Creams, send in 10c for full size demo. State whether you want Creams, Clarifying, Varnishing or Cold Cream. Larger sizes at 25c and 50c. Try them.

VI-JON LABORATORIES, 6300 E. 9th Ave., St. Louis

Just Plain John
(Continued from page 19)

have come out of the three months’ engagement with heart, head and sense of humor missing.

I had already interviewed six leading men when John Boles walked up the path leading to our bungalow in Beverly Hills, rather early in October of 1929. I said to his secretary one day, ‘‘I’ve got to see his face first, then I’ll take up the rest.””

As I looked at Mr. Boles, I was intrigued by a silent, solemn man. I didn’t know then how great a talent was hiding within him.

When in doubt, I’m an announcer here,” I answered proudly.

He roared, “No foolin’!” He still has that southern accent. It’s the Texas sound he has always used.

He was so interested in realizing what a good actor he must be, for certainly there is no sign of Texas when he stepped into the role of some dashing Graustarkian Prince or goes dramatic in a “Back Street” or lovely Yesterday.”

I was in my bedroom dressing up for a star entrance.

“I’m sure glad to meet you, Miss Jackson,” he said in a low, silken voice that would probably have had the part rewritten to fit it, so intrigued was I by his charm. “This is Mrs. Boles!” he said very proudly.

As I was picking up my last illusions, Mrs. Boles walked to the piano, seated herself graciously and said, “I thought you would like this song, John.” I don’t remember what he sang. His voice was excellent, then as now. He was handsome, then as now.

Eight years in Hollywood haven’t changed him. He still looks as if he had just come in from a brisk walk on a breezy mountain top.

It’s remarkable that after playing young men and old men in comedy, drama, opera and tragedy there is so little of the actor in the off stage and screen personality of Plain John Boles. He simply exudes health and enthusiasm. I don’t mean to suggest that most of our heroes are frail or thin, but Boles always looks as if he were just going into some contest which he was sure of winning or just coming out of one in which he had been the victor.

I watched him at the tennis matches one day. He was alone in a box, (a fact which in itself demanded my attention) and completely oblivious of anything but the tennis. Around him on the terraces were all the celebrities were being whipped at by motion picture cameras. Those cute little ‘Candid Cameras’ which are supposed to “shoo” you without your knowing it. A star would have just to give a daze or be pretty deaf not to hear them as they click and burn into a close-up position. The natural reaction is to try and look as well as one can while seemingly unconscious. I am not completely deaf. I am convinced that he does give several darts about public opinion. His private life proves that, because he has never missed a play, nor did he glance at the cameramen who were shooting him from all angles. It is possible that he knows he is cold film fodder from any angle, but I can’t believe that, knowing how modest he is about his success.

Now Plain John Boles was there to see the tennis match and see it he did. John Boles the screen favorite was not among those present.

I haven’t seen him off the screen more than five times in five years, although we have both been in Hollywood for the longest time out for visits to New York. I personally resent this fact, now that I’ve met him again, but Hollywood is one of the biggest little places this side the world. He is a party hound and I’m practically Peter the Hermit’s understudy, so our paths crossed casually and never joined until we actually bumped into each other in that intimate little shack, known as Radio City.

“Are you on the air?” he said, adding quickly, “When?”

“Well, in a moment,” I answered.

“Then,” he said, “When do you come on?”

“I’ll be on in a few minutes,” I answered. I couldn’t wait to get back to the studio and get the announcer to inform all our listeners.

He raised, “No foolin’!” He still has that southern accent. It’s the Texas sound he always uses.

I have real trouble realizing what a good actor he must be, for there is no sign of Texas when he steps into the role of some dashing Graustarkian Prince or goes dramatic in a “Back Street” or lovely Yesterday. I’ve been told Plain John Boles still radiates the Lone Star State. If he denies it, I’ll remind him that he calls folks, “Honey.”

I’m not East especially to build on a program which he had appeared on several months before. He was not particularly proud of the fact, because one appearance is usually the allotment of each guest star, and he had been invited to appear again. I’ll do it any time, I said, and I meant it.

I’ve just gotten back from Radio City, and I get a big kick out of the letters from the radio audience. This chosen one of all others to be Geraldine Farrar’s leading man in the movie—“The Divine Mrs. Boles” has been very well received. I interrupted to inform him that I had been thinking all that for a long time, because—because I’m interested in the present subject. We made a date to meet later at his rehearsal. I not only wanted to do a story about him, but there were quite a few facts that I wish to find out for myself—maybe you know them already. I hope not because the “Texas Triumph” is full of surprises. He is the spice of life, Plain John Boles turns out to be mighty well spaced. For instance, I didn’t know that he was in the intelligence division in the war. Boles chusing spics is almost as incongruous as Boles teaching French in a girls school. Well, he did teach French. He studied to be a doctor and ended up a baritone, but not before he had taken vocal lessons from the one and only Jean de Reske in France.

Returning to this country he refused to start in the theater anywhere but at the top, and was so thoroughly that he made his debut on Broadway as the leading gent in a musical comedy. Now, Jesse James. Imagine me that day in 1927 being so engrossed in the fact that he had married that I never even asked what else he had done. Imagine his modesty when he didn’t at least inform me that he had already made a hit in New York, in fact a couple of hits. “‘Matthew Mary’ was another one. I couldn’t know that he was the guy who was to be Geraldine Farrar’s leading man in her own light opera venture, “Romany Love Spell,” or that while he was in the midst of another success called “Kitty’s Kisses,” Gloria Swanson saw him and said, “Come West, young man, come West!” Gloria Swanson has been a very nice friend. I think I’ll write her letter of belated thanks for showing such good judgment years ago when we were just beginning. I was that year when she and John Boles appeared together in “Music in the Air.”

Of course I know now that the only reason I ever had the opportunity of being stupid enough not to grab the young baritone for my leading man was because he had just finished his first picture with Gloria, “Loves of Sunny,” which was a silent one. Talkies were still in the Short Subject class and
John wanted to sing... I went abroad when the run of "Oh Kay!" ended. By the time I returned some time later John Boles had sung (and how!) in "The Desert Song." He was an established screen success.

I've watched his talking picture career with great interest and at times a certain amount of anxiety. It looked for a while after he had proved he could play a man of any age that he was inevitably to finish each film with white hair crowning a resigned and somewhat beaten brow. Suddenly and unexpectedly, as things are apt to happen in Hollywood, they lifted him from the middle age spread into which they had consistently shod him with "Back Street," "Seed" and other dramatically depressing epics. Presto change! And in "My Lips Betray" we had again the Boles of "Rio Rita." I sighed happily as if we were to have the charming, debonair, singing Boles and then, doggone it, if they didn't drag him back to support "Vergie Winters" through that life of hers. Again with "Music in the Air" we had music in the heart but I wish some one would make up one's mind and quit making him the Jekyll and Hyde of the studios. If he must grow old in films why not let him sing his way to age? A lot of good singers have done it in real life.

For his radio broadcast he played "Daddy Long Legs" and he was fine. I watched the rehearsal from the "control room," waiting for Daddy to burst into infectious smiles, but no such luck. Daddy was splendid as he played his scenes with Helen Chandler, who was delightful in the role which Ruth Chatterton originated on the stage. Daddy was quite at ease and not in the least Mike shy. He takes radio just as he must take whatever he wants, with the utmost ease, but in this case "without a song." When I questioned him after rehearsal about his not singing, he grinned, and grinned just what he does. A smile is an inadequate description of what happens on that map of Texas when Boles is amused.

"That's the idea," he said. "They'll expect me to sing, and if they want me to, and I get enough letters asking me to, maybe I'll come back again." Good sound logic. Another surprising quality to find lurking above a perfect profile. He was half kidding, because he added seriously, "I would like to sing really, but after all, the sponsor is the boss."

He didn't sing on the other broadcast either. He acted a radio version of "Seventh Heaven." Well, when he does send a song out over the ether waves he may find himself adding another career to his collection.

Meanwhile, personal appearances in the picture theaters are occupying his time between films. I think they may sound the knell of these "more to be pitied than scorned" heroes he has played. I have enough people see John Boles in person they won't stand for his appearing as a meandering middle aged husband whose wife doesn't understand him. He is much better looking off than on the screen, due to coloring. I can't say he is rosy checked; he'd sue me. I don't dare say ruddy complexioned; it sounds too weather beaten, but I can say that the only white one is conscious of is around the blue of the eyes and spreading practically across the face when he grins. Maybe I might risk saying he looks in the pink of condition, even if I never have quite known what that expression means.

"How do you keep so fit?" I asked looking at his "tinge."

"Don't think it's easy," said John, a bit wistfully. "I have to take mighty good care of myself. I can't dissipate at all, honest I can't. I don't know why the reassurance, unless I was looking as sympathetic as I felt. "I exercise a lot," he added. "You know I'm no kid," I couldn't help thinking how much better he looks than most of the kids and how swell it is to be in the very early thirties with such a jigsaw puzzle of experiences behind one and such a variety of paths ahead. I didn't ask him what his ambition is. I have a feeling he doesn't daily with daydreams of the future, but deals directly with the current objective. Nice man.

Plain John Boles.

Most decidedly I resent those five wasted years. Would you all mind writing him letters that you want to hear him sing on the air? I would like to be sure that he will come back to Radio City.

SPARKLING, ENTERTAINING ISSUES COMING

A great many splendid stories and features are planned for your pleasure in the forthcoming issues of NEW MOVIE. You won't miss any of them if you have the year's subscription which the coupon below will bring. A year's subscription in the United States is $1.00. In Canada, $1.60. Foreign, $2.00.

New Movie Magazine,
55 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me NEW MOVIE for one year for which I enclose $..................
(check or money order) Begin my subscription with the.............. issue.

Name...........................................................

Address...............................................................

City.......................................................... State

"Hi, Aunt Pat! I tried your powder... but honestly it doesn't feel near as soft and fine and snuggly as mine. You ought to use Johnson's Baby Powder, Auntie... and then I'll bet you'd be a smoothie just like me!"

"Johnson's Baby Powder... at your baby's service! I'm comforting and soothing — a real protection against chafing and rashes. Your thumb and finger will tell you why... I'm made of fine satiny Italian talc—no gritty particles as in some powders. No zinc stearate or orris-root either... Be sure to try Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream too!"

"Look what I found! Con-traption with a looking glass! (I'm looking very well today)... And what's this? Powder! Oh, I know what to do with that! Put it under my chin and arms and where I sit down!"

"I know if I kept my eye on this thing Aunt Patty would leave it around some time where I could get it? Let's see—what does she do to this dingleberry on top to make it come open? Ah... that's the trick?"

The New Movie Magazine, May, 1935
SA

LIPSTICK

A transparent, entirely pasteless lipstick that savagely clings to lovely lips . . .

- Excruciating, savagely, compellingly lovely . . . this freshly different lipstick whose alluring shades and seductive smoothness bring to lips the sublime madness of a moon-kissed jungle night! Yes, Savage does exactly that . . . for it colors the lips without coating them. A moment after application, the color separates from the cosmetic and melts right into the lips, into the cosmetic away and there are your lips pastelessly colored to a stunning hue that stays thrillingly bright for many hours. And on the bright, silvery case, tiny savages whirl in a maddening dance . . . provocative as the lipstick itself!

Four Really Appealing Shades

TANGERINE . . . has a bright orange hue that does wonders in combination with blonde hair and a fair skin.
FLAME . . . is a truly exciting, brilliant red that's distinctly bitters in appearance.
NATURAL . . . a true, blood color that accents the charm of brunette beauty.
BLUSH . . . the kind of transparent lipstick that changes color on the lips to brighten the lips' own natural color.

Over 1,200,000 in daily use by men and women!

Read these testimonials—hundreds of others!

Extracts below are taken from original letters, sent to us voluntarily. A reward is offered to anyone who can prove that any of these letters are not genuine.

"I deliberately dare not write you here, but I'm burning up to get this letter to you. I have been using your lipstick for one year, and am delighted. I don't think I look older by a day. Always in alert about things, I am sure that at the temple and evening the last years, have been just that.

"... but in my opinion, 51 I know how yours looks, but the true comb makes you look ten years younger.

"It is the very best money I ever spent. This comb does wonders for dry hair!"—Mrs. Lake, Deep Springs, Calif.

Bundruff and falling hair have been checked in a few days! Dry, dull, glistening new life, became wonderfully lustrous! (Equally beneficial to permanent.)

Straight and thin hair became thick, glistening soft, shiny! In many cases of premature baldness the condition has improved as through a miracle.

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE! This is perhaps your comment on reading the above, but European specialists explain the strange phenomenon—that the electricity through the curved double rows of teeth is able to reach all weakened hair roots, literally pouring its life-giving energy over them, waking them up and stimulating them. The electric current is generated by a battery concealed in the handle of the comb. No shocks—no-(pmts.)

You cannot feel the current, but if you put a pocket lamp against the teeth you will see it light up. The battery lasts six months—spare battery costs only a few cents. Thus, at a cost of only about 50c a month you get a hair treatment which otherwise would cost you hundreds of dollars per year. You and your family can wear gorgeous hair.

DAMON RUNYON VALE!

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

PARAMOUNT

Produced and Directed by Edward F.ks. a cracking good yarn, and if this one holds up to the laugh sequence we watch them show then you'd better go out and get yourselves fitted for a set of hysteric, r-r-right now!

Seated around a table in the back room of a saloon, Warner Hymer, Andy Devine and William Frawley, huddled until even director Sidney Lanfield rolled on the floor and howled with the rest of us!

Another one of the Tom Brown, this Phyllis Bottome story has to do with a trio of extremely controversial psychologists who, in their zeal to bring order out of mental chaos, quite over-look the fact that they're a 'beetle techod in the hails' to themselves.

Claudea Colbert, Joel McCrea's capable assistant, due to the tragic death of her sweetheart, in World War II, closes the 'iron door' on her love life, and, not until Charles Boyer comes to take charge of the place, does she realize what she's been missing.

Boyer labors under a great mental strain because of his hare-brained sister who, recently been accused of murder. He is filled with complexes and defenses, and is a veritable woman-hater without quite knowing why.

To get the advertiser who has taken the post he expected to occupy, Joel (married to Joan Bennett) thinks to do the deed by plugging into a protracted amouer with his (Boyer's) sister, Helen Vinson.

And, there you are. As fine a dish of squirrel food as you ever see set a tooth into!

On the set, Claudea and Boyer were going through a scene. Tate was speaking of his sister's murder trial.

"I remember the case," Claudeau said. "It would be interesting if you turn turns. It was. The least it could do, "he said. "She ... she's my sister!"

"But she was acquitted, "you'd say."

"Yes ... the jury acquitted her. He faced her. It hasn't been easy ... the papers ... everyone talking. And now—this—"

Claudea approaches him sympathetically. "I wouldn't feel that way about it, "she said. "Of course, the mastron's explosive, but she ... doesn't mean anything by it. Suppose she didn't speak all over the hospital that you've jeopardized your career ... risked everything ... to stand by your sister? Can anyone say that you pity her for it? Personally, I like you better.

Boyer, a bit eagerly, "You do?"

She nods. "You know, I was a little worried about you at first. It's a relief to know that you're ... human ..."

And, with that, she leaves the room. "O.K., "Director Gregory. I call9d approaching. And at that, Claud-cleau smiles and steps out to get her nose powdered.

Previous to the final take, Claudea's lines rolled merrily along right up to the "personally, I like you better" speech. And right there, she just couldn't re-member. Sensing her predicament, Boyer looked down at her, smiled mischievously and said, "Personally, don't you like me better?"

Which was good for a relieved giggle all around.

THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN

UNIVERSAL

You're burning mill and screaming your head off! It's old-fashioned, honest-to-goodness B-picture. A bit difficult, here and there, but, still, really none the worse for the wear and ready to pro-vide a brand new flock of first class dicky-bumps!

John Balderston, picking up the original story from where it left off, carries

On-the-Set Reviews

(Continued from page 29)
on in an equally horrifying vein, softening the monster a bit and putting a few intelligible words into its mouth, just to be different.

Surviving the fire in the mill, Karloff murders half a dozen more innocent bystanders and wanders into a blind hermit's hut, attracted by the mellow tones of a violin. Unable to see his horrible visitor, the hermit bakes a cake, pours a cup of tea and, generally, treats his strange guest with proper respect. All of which impresses Karloff as being pretty swell and sorts brings out the best in him (if old Doc Pretorius put any in?).

To produce a mate for their original invention, Pretorius and Clive raid a vault, slay a village maiden, and collect the necessary materials via the most gruesome channels imaginable.

And then, after all their work, the Incorporated Dane (Elias Lancaster) takes one look at her prospective bridegroom and proceeds to shirk herself unconscious.

All of which makes Karloff so darn mad that he blows up the whole joint! And we bet there won't be enough pieces left out of the entire crowd to put together even a Frankenstein Mickey Mouse!

James Whale directs the shambles.

**T ages SQUARE**

**LADY**

**M-G-M**

If "The Object of My Affections" hasn't driven you stark, staring mad by now, you'll probably get a bang and a half out of listening to Pinky Tomlin (papa of the piece) put it over in his own inimitable manner.

All over the M-G-M lot, stars, extras, prop boys... everybody, in fact, is muttering in their respective beards. "She can go without, she wants to go, do what she wants to do, I don't care!... and why? Simply because when word gets round that Pinky is recording the number that made him famous, Director George Seitz has to hang out the S.R.O. sign on the "Times Square Lady" set. It's that crowding!

Bob Shannon and Al Cohen have dripped a nice little story over the very active skeleton of the "object of Pinky's affections."

Virginia Bruce hops a freight out of Iowa, landing in Times Square with a definite idea in mind—having been charged by her deceased father's interests in a flock of sporting enterprises.

All set to visit our Nell out of her profitable inheritances, Robert Taylor, with no malice aforethought, falls in love with the beautiful blonde from Podunk.

Disgusted with the whole lay-out, the head gangster figures that Taylor will be better off if he can be rid of her before his henchmen can do her hero dirt. Nat Pendleton dashes to the rescue, shows out gangster and fixes everything so that there's nothing for the kids to say but... "I do!"

**BECKY SHARP**

A Pioneer Production

**REJO-PATIE RELEASE**

Taken from Thackeray's "Vanity Fair," done in color, with a cast of important names, and directed by Rouben Mamoulian, this should be high on the Honorable Mention List... and no quibbling.

Snubbed by London society because of her doubtful ancestry, Miriam Hopkins (in the title role) secretly marries Alan Mowbray, nephew of the aristocratic Mrs. Leslie Carter, for whom she works.

When the news gets out, Mrs. Carter furiously waxes her hands of the two of them, turning them out in the cold world to sink or swim. But Becky has a way with men, and, employing her wit and beauty to good advantage, manages to keep the matrimonial bark aloft with little difficulty.

A conscienceless little minx, Becky doesn't care where the money comes from, just so long as it comes, and when her dear friend's husband falls for her, Becky makes the most of his infatuation, financially.

Catching his wife in a compromising position with Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mowbray tells her off and goes out of her life, forever. And that puts the skids under the really good-at-heart Becky.

When she's right down at the bottom of the pile, Frances Dee, the girl friend, whose husband she has worked on, takes her home and gives the down-and-out Becky a new lease on life.

Unable to out her philandering propensities, Becky carries on as of yore, and the curtain goes down as she starts an emotional campaign on Frances' fat brother.

**MARK OF THE VAMPIRE**

M-G-M

Since we walked through the musty, dusty, gloomy old castle on the M-G-M lot, where all kinds of vampires, bats and natty masts are supposed to hang out.

Standing there in the gloom, a mist of cobweb trailing from the feather on our hat, we suddenly turned to face old man Dracula and his formidable daughter, Luna!

With one faint shriek, we picked up our heels, tripped over a dust-covered hassock and landed, gasping, at the feet of a clattering suit of armor! And did Bela Lugosi and Carol Borland ever laugh!

"O.K. for make-up!" grinned Director Tod Browning. "If it's that effective, I guess we're all ready to shoot!"

It would really be a shame to spoil your illusions by breaking down and telling the denouement of his blood-curdling tale, by Guy Endore and Bernard Schubert.

Suffice it to say that Bela and Miss Borland go around biting nice folks in the neck, robbing cemeteries and cornering with bats and ghouls until, if any of you get a good night's sleep after viewing this one, then you're a better man than I am.

In the first reel, Holmes Herbert is found dead, with two small wounds in his throat. His daughter, Elizabeth Allan, is engaged to Henry Wadsworth, and apparently this state of affairs comes far from meeting with the approval of the vampires, because both of the kids are nearly annihilated before the mystery is cleared up and the villains are exposed.

Lionel Barrymore, Lionel Atwill, Jean Hersholt and others are with me in keeping you all in the dark until the last five hundred feet of film have run through the sprockets.

**PARIS IN SPRING**

All Hollywood has been holding its breath while waiting for the premiere of this tempersamental outburst between Tallio Carminati and Mary Ellis, high-powered prima donna. But to date, things have been running as smoothly as a brand new Rolls Royce.

Maybe it's Director Lewis Milestone's fault, because if there was ever a director who knew the whys and wherefores (Please turn to page 60)

---
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and famous
To terrified.
the figure, State."

...Supposed.

• Delightful

• Universal

WEREWOLF
OF LONDON

For picture purposes, Valerie Hobson was supposed to let out a terrified scream at the sight of Henry Hull in his werewolf make-up. And, when WEREWOLF Hull walked on the set, Miss Hobson did her part all right, turning loose a hair-raising scream that completely satisfied Director Stuart Walker. But, when the gal screamed again... and again, and kept right on screaming, there was nothing to do but take her to the studio hospital and administer a strong sedative, well... that's one on you, Dracula!

Hull, a famous horticulturist, treks into the wilds of Tibet for the purpose of securing a strange white "wolf flower" to add to his already startling collection.

It is a pale moonlight night, and just as he is about to gather up the rare plants, a figure, half man, half wolf, slinks out of the shadows and bites him severely on the arm!

Back in London with his treasure, Hull is horrified to discover that... comes the full moon, he is transformed into a terrible, wolf-like beast, that gallops around murdering any female that crosses its path!

Meeting Warner Oland in one of his lucid moments, Hull recognizes in him the creature that bit him as he attempted to procure the wolf flower! And Oland, likewise affected, knows that the wolf flower is the only thing that can break up the horrible spell and make them normal again.

Of course, there is a battle for possession of the flower, with Oland carrying it off for himself, while Hull continues to haunt the streets on his murderous quest for human blood.

There is a Len Chaney ending to the picture, with Hull shot down as he attempts to murder his own wife, leaving her to the tender mercies of the man she has loved since childhood.

WANDERLUST

Remember the play, "Mary of Navarre"? But our hero, Edith Ellis? Well, this is it. All dressed up with a new moniker, and going places.

Guy Kibbee plays "Pa," an itinerant printer whose icky feet refuse to let him stay long in one place. Leaving the old homestead, one fine spring day, Guy takes a run-out powder that practically makes an Enoch Arden out of him!

Returning to the fold, years later, he finds his wife, Aline MacMahon, on the wrong side of a political fence and just about ready to be sold down the river unless something can be done to swing the campaign the other way. And how Guy turns the trick and redeems himself should make for a good evening's entertainment.

Seated around the dinner table, Aline, her three children and a visiting politician are trying to do justice to the meal that Guy has cooked up.

The daughter, Nan Gray, makes a funny face and takes something from her mouth and stares at it in amazement.

"Mother!" she exclaims, "There's something in the hamburger!"

"What is it, dear?" Aline asks.

"It's a scrap of paper... with a letter on it... an 'X'!"

"Oh, dear..." Aline gasps. "This is terrible! I hope yours is all right, Mr. Brown?" anxiously.

"M-m-m," stammers the politician, removing something from his mouth.

"I did find a few scraps of paper..."

So, Director William Keighley is satisfied with the table and, why should they do it again, even for us?

THE CRUSADES

DeMille is at bat again!

• PARAMOUNT

• For those sleek effects so much in vogue right now, your hair must be uniformly colorful, soft and pliant, with a subtle lustre. Dull, faded, harsh hair simply will not respond to these new, modish hair dressings.

But don't worry about it. Just put ColaRinse in the shampoo wash. Use as much as you want to... it's harmless vegetable compound, not a dye or a bleach, and you have 10 lovely shades to choose from. The instant result will delight you, for your hair will glow with renewed youthful color and glamour... that "Sheen of Youth" you never want to lose.

Also ask for Nestle SuperSet, Nestle Golden Shampoo or Nestle Henna Shampoo.
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PUBLIC ENEMY

How about a little whipped cream... for a change?

M-G-M

Charlie Buttersworth plays a meek little bookkeeper who doesn't know much of what's going on. However, his love of the beautiful things in life leads him to try to find something new in his life. And that something new is a new automobile which Una has just bought on the strength of his raise.
Wandering around in a daze, Charlie gets tangled up with a bunch of gangsters. While they hold him captive, Una indigently starts divorce proceedings, and feeling that he's "nuthin' but a nuthin'," Charlie feebly digs up a piece of rope, deciding to end it all.

Probably the funniest scene in the whole picture is where the gang leader, Nat Pendleton, catches him trying to commit suicide and generously offers to show him just how it's done.

Meekly, Charlie sticks his head in the noose and, with Nat tanged to the other end of the rope, here come the cops! Over hill and dale, Nat gallops with the strangling Charlie dangling behind! And, with the gang finally captured, the meek little bookkeeper gets all the credit for hanging on like a good fellow until the law could catch up with the fleeing Nat.

Rudolph Walsh directs this comedy, taken from the play by Edgar Selwyn and William LeBaron.

**PRINCESS O'HARA**

**UNIVERSAL**

Maybe we're wrong, but it does seem that Director David Burton could be just a little easier on the youngsters that are working for him in this Damon Runyon story.

Although, goodness knows, four-year-old Jimmy Fay is more than holding up his end of any argument that arises, so... maybe we're wrong!

After he had been instructed to do so-and-so, little Jimmy ups and did such-and-such, with the result that Mister Burton hit the ceiling in four directions, telling Jimmy off in no uncertain terms.

After Burton had finished and was trying to catch his breath, little Jimmy eyed him coolly and said, oh, very deliberately:

"Ex-cuse-me! Just like that!"

"Has Burton any children of his own?" we asked Chester Morris, star of the piece.

"No," said the star. So—on to the story.

Chet, head of a big New York taxi-cab company, is pretty fed up with Jean Parker and she of him until her father, who drives an old-fashioned hack, is killed accidentally in a taxi war.

Feeling that Chet is indirectly responsible, Jean goes cold on him, refusing any of his proffered aid toward helping make things easier for her and the three younger children.

To bring home a little bit of bacon, Jean steps into her Dad's shoes, driving the hack, and nicely too, until the ad-
gorse gives up the ghost. And you know you can't get any place with a hack sans horse.

Of course, Chet moves heaven and earth to get back in the girl's good graces and, after a series of beat-up ges-tes, Jean and Chet climb into the old hack and drive off into the setting sun. Or something.

**OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA**

**WARNERS**

With this one not half a length away from the post, it was almost impossible to get anything definite on this production.

However, if it lives up to the preced-ent established by Alice Tisdale Hob- bit's book, of the same name, then we're bound to number among our list of the Ten Best.

Pat O'Brien will be seen in the role of the young American college man who constantly sacrifices himself, in a sincere effort to advance the interests of the American oil company, for which he works, in China.

To increase the sale of oil, Pat invents a little lamp that is given free to the Chinese, who, up till now, have never been seen their way around with old-fashioned tapers.

It's a great stunt, and the way business picks up is a caution. You'd think Pat would be given a pile of credit, wouldn't you? Well, we're both wrong.

Because it seems that the more he breaks his nice neck for the company, the less good its does him.

Finally, after being put in the dog house for risking his life to quell a fire that has broken out in the vicinity of the tanks, Pat is disgusted enough to drop everything, and the heck with it.

But Josephine Hutchinson, his pa-tient and adoring wife, gets behind her man's lagging spirit and encourages him to plug along— for her and the baby. Mervyn LeRoy cracks the directorial whip.

**STOLEN HARMONY**

**RUNRUNNER**

**PARAMOUNT**

After being sadly disappointed in the company, we're a little scared to spot Paramount definitely this one.

But then, our old grandpa always said as how it's always darkest just before dawn.

It's a Vera Caspary story about the kidnapping of a prominent orchestra while the B-flat-ers, jug-blower-into-ers, etc., are traveling cross-country in a bus, and is different enough to be interesting.

Willing to give George Raft a break, in spite of the fact that he's fresh out of the house-gow, Ben Bernie takes the lad into his orchestra.

Running across the old gang and realizing that they are out for no good. Raft plays up to the villains, putting up with the mistrust of the whole band and Grace Bradley, because he figures he can do more for his saxophone pal by keeping an eye on the dirty doings.

In a position to be smart, George outs-wits the bandits, driving them smack into the police station and turning them over after an exciting gun battle in which he himself is wounded.

They were getting ready to shoot a scene between Raft, Bernie and Grace Bradley.

"Go over and get the back of your neck made up," Director Al Werker told the Old Maestro. "That's about all we'll be seeing of you in this one!"

Bernie is a comedian in his own right and one of the funniest sequences in the situation where the gang has the band in a deserted old farm house, forcing the ensemble, at gun-point, to do their stuff until the lids are plumb exhausted.

One of the numbers, "Fagan, Youse Is a Viper," is a stand-out.

**STAR OF MIDNIGHT**

**RKO**

William Powell is doing a little sleuthing for you and you don't mind. And, recalling the good old days of Philo Vance, you really shouldn't, you know.

On the trail of a missing woman, Bill meets up with Ginger Rogers, a society beauty, who, for the thrill of the thing, sets out to help him clear up the mystery.

Almost on the heels of the guilty man, Powell runs into Russell Hobson, a newspaper man, and just as Hobson is telling what he knows about the missing lady... Bang! Bang!... there's one less cab to lend money to!

It's all very mysterious, with every-thing looking guilty, even Powell him-self.

Inasmuch as this is one of the Arthur Somers Rocche stories we must have overlooked, there's no telling (on our part) just how the thing turns out. And.

(Please turn to page 62)
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with a frivolous delight in tormenting us,
that nice director, Stephen Roberts, just
grins and says: "Wanted you like to
know?"

So tearing a few strands out of our
new permanent, and glazing away at a
fifty cent manicure, you . . . and you . . .
and especially I, will have to wait
and find out. Sorry.

Here is a meaty
tale, from the pen
of Percy S. Mands-
ley, with a storm
at sea, a Bellamy
perilled, mutiny
aboard and, of course, a sweet little
romance that ties the whole thing
together.

Demoted to position of first officer
on his own ship because Ann Sothern's
papa wants to give her fiancé a chance
to show off, Ralph Bellamy takes it just
about as hard as any of us would.

To be with her prosperous husband,
Ann and her aunt start off aboard
the lugger, and when Ralph discovers
them, boss's daughter or no boss's
dughter, he sticks out that Arrow Col-
lay is going to have it gradually
as disagreeable as possible.

When the fiancé stubbornly runs
the freighter into a nasty storm, Bellamy
tries to straighten out the damage, but,
by the time Ann's boy friend realizes his
mistake, it's almost too late to do any-
thing about it.

With only one remaining life boat,
the boy friend drives the frantic crew
to new country by suggesting that the
two gals and ten men (himself included)
go over the side and pull for the shore.

Seeing her emotional error, Ann re-
fuses to run, and the crew, heartened
by her example, change their minds
and stay aboard to take the one chance
in a bunch.

After it's all over and the cargo safely
landed, Ann goes to the strong, silent
Ralph, apologizes for her attitude
and throws herself into his arms.

MACEADDEN'S
FLATS

•

PARAMOUNT

You vaudeville
patrons may re-
member the
times you have
rolled in the side
of a car. You'll
call humor
of Walter Kelly, billed as the "Vir-
gina Judge."

Well, here he is in the role of the
Irish bricklayer who rises to a posi-
tion of importance as an apartment
house builder and owner, in this Gus
Hill story.

Between Kelly and Andy Clyde, the
Scotch barber friend who is always com-
ing (financially) the company, technicians, prop men, and all
are having a tough time keeping their
hard-boiled faces straight while the
camera rolls.

Between scenes, Kelly and Jane Dar-
well, his picture museus, sat by an
old-fashioned dining table and discussed
dogs.

Miss Darwell has half a dozen of them . . . "nothing fancy," she said,
the interested Kelly, "just plain mutts,
most of them. But I love every hair
on 'em, bless their faithful hearts."

In the picture, Kelly's sweetheart, Betty Furness, is in love with Dick Cromwell,
the barber's son. All is smooth until
the Kellys decide she should have
little social polish, and then comes the
revolution.

Going a bit high hat, Betty is
ashamed to have her fine friends see
Pop in overalls and carrying a gold hod
as he leads the grand parade of bod
 carriers.

But, when it develops that the father
of the society lad she's trekking around
with has been racketing along with Pop,
Kelly near the railroad, things take a
turn for the better . . . and funnier.

The CASINO
MURDER CASE

M-G-M

Continued from page 61

Lucas does the
dedicating and
general Philo-Vance as
the author, S. Van Dyne, likes it.

Called in to investigate some very
fugly goings-on, Lucas finds himself
in the middle of an eccentric family
as well as some mysterious circumstances.

Alison Skipworth, her brother, Arthur
Byron, and her nephew, Donald Cook, all
carry on in a very peculiar fashion.
The only one in the place who seems to
be all there, is Rosalind Russell, secretary
to Skipworth, and the minute Paul lays
eyes on the gal . . . Pop! goes his heart!

When Byron hands a glass of water
to his nephew, the kid tosses it and falls
to the floor, almost poisoned to death.
And, while they're rushing for a stomach
pump, word comes that the kid, Louise Henry, has been
murdered!

Shortly after that, Skipworth is found
with a bullet in his head and a suicide
note, confessing to the murder of his
dughter-in-law. Paul finally tracks the
real murdier, and . . . will you be surprised!

Snooping around the joint, Paul sur-
prises the maid, Louise Fazenda, tip-
toeing around with very suspicious-like.

"Ah-ha, Becky!" he says. "I'm afraid
I've caught you inflagrante delicto!" or
something.

"No sir!" declares Louise. "It's a
cape, that's what it is!"

She fluffs the feathers and goes to look at herself,
in her brass mirror. "I always wanted a cape," she sighs.

"Miss Virginia said I could have it. It's
shocking, anyhow, isn't it?"

And . . . "Cut!" says Director Marin.

SPRING IN PARIS

Anatole France

ted this "The Crime of Sylvester Bonnard," but we'll take "Spring in Paris" and like it!

All his life, O. P. Heggie has searched fruitlessly for a much-desired book, "The Golden Legend of Louis IX" on his old treasures, he discov-
ers a note from an old sweetheart, and is surprised to find that it has been written on the back of a page, torn from the very volume he covets!

Hurrying to Lusane, he learns that his sweetheart is dead, but that her daughter, Anne Shirley, is being held in a girls' school, because her guardian has caught her writing love verses!

Then comes the "crime!" Because her life at the school is very unhappy, Anne promises Heggie to take her away.

Finding them out, Anne's mean old guardian threatens to prosecute Heggie unless the old fellow auction of all his precious books and give the proceeds to him as sort of bribe.

Right in the middle of the auction, an old friend dies in with a copy of "The Golden Legend" that he has got cheap from a thief who stole it from the li-
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current Amazonian tradition; her short, dainty steps are utterly feminine.

Sylvia Sidney carries her small, voluptuous body proudly erect, and walks as sinuously as a Persian cat.

There was a time when Myrna Loy was adept at sinking with Oriental mystery, now, in the comic spirit, she glides lithely, as on wheels.

The buxom Blondie's vigorous trot finds a lazier likeness in plump Una Merkel's gait, while the slender Colbe is our feminine sprightly champion. Remember her wedding-veil streaming behind her on that mad flight across the lawns? "It Happened One Night"? It wasn't her first screen marathon.

Jimmy Cagney's quick steps are not so characteristic of his curiously backward-angling posture.

Lee Tracy walks as a bat flies, in erotic sweeps and slants, an accompaniment to the cracking energy of his speech.

Jack Oakie has the hoarse happiness.

They betrayed his identity even when his face was hidden beneath the grotesque mask of Tweedledum of Wonderland. Will Cagney's walk and posture likewise betray him when he plays the dog-headed Bottom in a Midsummer Night's Dream.

Ronald Colman as Bulldog Drummond dashed about with exaggerated gallantry, but in his serious roles his walk is leering, and his unassuming, strangely ample.

Strongly enough, the screen's most graceful males happen to be two gentlemen who are noted most as excellent character actors than vendors of charm.

There is Victor McLaglen, who carries his two hundred and fifty pounds with military ease. His light, springy swagger brings a healthy tang of adventure even into the clownish roles he is too often cursed with.

And Chester Morris won his first fame in portraying a sleek, well-manicured young man whose walk betrayed an essential violence of character. His broad, sloping shoulders swung to a forceful rhythm. His wiry, compact body moves with jungle-cat grace.

That sly little minx Hopkins' sprightly trot is harmonious with her piquant personality. But it also knew that Miriam has studied under Professor Lubitsch, who knows how to make comedy of pure motion.

Of course, Ernst is using players who already have a sense of rhythm. It wasn't an artist who tapped-danced so terribly in "She Loves Me Not." Miriam Hopkins once dreamed of a dancer's career, but a broken ankle made her concentrate on acting. And Maurice Chevalier walks so suavely because he was a famous dancer, until war-injuries turned his ambitions into another channel. Even now, he dances and acts his songs, more than he sings them.

Lubitsch weaves walking into the glittering fabric of his comedies—in the somber pattern of Von Sternberg's lavish camera work, walking is a recurring motif. Dietrich learned to express emotion and character through her intense pacing. George Bancroft and Evelyn Brent, who played in Von Sternberg's silent "Underworld," are remembered as dark figures walking mind directed toward one object, walking in search of love or revenge.

Since motion is the essence of motion pictures, it isn't strange that so many have walked to stardom.

What Every Woman Should Know

... yet 8 out of 10 don't

You may wear rubies and ermine, the latest Paris gown, a seductive perfume—you may have every exquisite accessory. BUT if you don't know how to powder your face, you're cruelly handicapped from the start.

Every woman should recognize this fact: Nothing ages the face more than the wrong powder, crudely put on. Often it adds 5 to 10 years.

Every woman should know how to powder, yet many don't. And all should know about one ultra-modern powder that actually subtracts years, giving the complexion a youthful, fresh glow that is adorable—natural. It is superior because of an exclusive process—it's stratified (rolled into tiny, clinging wafers).

Hence no grit. Its delicate texture blends softly into the skin, lasts infinitely longer—conceals pores, but cannot enlarge them.

The name of this sensational new powder that is being welcomed all over the country is SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, so flattering and youthfulizing.

It meets the latest French vogue of powdering to look un-powdered, now widely advocated by American beauty experts. It stands the severest "close-up" inspection—flat and shinersless—as your mirror will agree.

The new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo is presented in five flattering shades, carelessly perfumed, 50c and $1. Buy a box today. See how quickly this super-powder makes you look younger, more natural.

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue edges, which distinguishes it from the Freelton-Mello-glo (Heavy) in gold box with white edge.

Laurels for Hardy

In one of our pictures, for example, a buzz-saw cut my Ford in two and nearly did the same for me. At another time I tore into a specimen of my arm and back by falling six feet, nothing to speak of so far as distance went, but something of a strain on my two hundred and eighty pounds. That laid me up for six weeks. A little later I fell thirty-five feet from a thirteen-story building—my unlucky floor—but luckily my pants caught on a hook. Maybe that's why I'm a fatalist.

"Have you had pneumonia?" I hopefully inquired.

"Yes," he replied, "but I didn't get it in a picture, I'm all right so long as I keep out of warm water. I insist upon having cold water to fall into—indeed, it's stipulated in my contract."

"Ever had a bad scare?"

"Once," he replied, "but that wasn't in a picture, either, it was in Glasgow. Stan and I went abroad on what we thought would be a pleasure trip, but the next thing we knew we were making personal appearances for nothing, and that's no pleasure. As our train wasn't due at the end of all this we went to Paris. We never expected to reach the station alive, and when we finally did make it most of our clothes were torn off. They took everything we had on for souvenirs, even Stan's wrist-watch, but it was returned next day. After that the whole of my wardrobe and I decided to leave the hotel altogether—it wasn't safe."

"Then a comedian's life is a serious business?"

"Most of it," he nodded. "Our only relaxation together is working in pictures, and even when making comedies is serious, for they're a matter of making serious things funny. When we aren't working we take our fun separately. I love golf, but Stan hates it. He likes to fish, and goes off with only a can of worms for company."

At this point the lone fisherman ambled back, grinning broadly. Let it be said that Laurel does all his crying in pictures. Out of them he's a happy soul, merry and laughing at life. It was only between laughs that I now managed to get this out of him: "For years in pictures I was a terrible flop. I did things without thinking, giving the manners of a character instead of the character itself. Then, finally, I began to study. I had a great deal to learn. I found that the only way to be a comedian is to be one."

"You didn't say that to be a comedian is to be one."
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Douglas Shearer

KING OF SOUND

You have seen his name upon the silver screens of America hundreds of times; yet you haven’t the slightest idea of what he looks like. His name is as synonymous with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as the famous lion of Culver City, and yet he remains an even greater enigma than Garbo! Outside of the fact that he is Norma Shearer’s brother little else is known of him.

What Irving Thalberg is to production, Douglas Shearer is to sound. On the lot where Garbo, Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, and Helen Hayes play, the gamut of emotions, he is regarded as the big mogul of what makes the movies talk. His is the last word on how the dialogues they speak shall sound to your ears. In his own realm he is King supreme, and ranks even higher in his work than Norma Shearer does in hers!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is the only motion picture company he has ever worked for. He went there shortly before the movies found their voice, and is about to complete a ten year record. He has had his share of the Depression, but he has no reason to believe there was one. Originally a civil engineer in Canada, having no interest whatsoever in Art, he was drawn to the work by watching the frequent appearances of his famous sister.

With the advent of talkies he saw his chance to apply his knowledge to pictures in a scientific way. It was the wedding of Science to Art, with himself in the role of minister. That the marriage has been a successful one is an undisputed fact. The company for which he works regards him with such high opinion that they pay him the salary of a great star.

His office is a laboratory of voices. From his desk he is able to hear the dialogue that is being spoken on a dozen studio sets. It is his business besides supervising every foot of sound film made in the studio, to criticize the voices of the players, and to find the proper key pitch for them.

When a performer is called upon to sing, and cannot, it is Mr. Shearer’s job to dub another voice into the sound track with such perfection that the deception cannot be detected by even the most observant spectators. In his trade there are a thousand tricks—and he knows them all. He has five senses, even as you and I—but he is only interested in one. Voice! He is happily married. His wife can talk as much as she likes. He always listens. You see, his business is sound!
Hollywood Day by Day

(Continued from page 31)

WE told you Paramount was having all the fun this month. Nemo got close enough to sniff at real royalty the other day on the set of Bing Crosby's new picture, "Mississippi." In fact, we were standing right behind Jimmy Dugan, the assistant director, when Lord and Lady Byng strolled down the set to get an eyeful of Hollywood picture-making tactics.

"What's that?" Dugan muttered into our good ear.

"Lord and Lady Byng of England!" we bissed.

"Ah-hhh!" says Jimmy, almost loud enough to be heard, we're afraid. "Byng! Byng! Here comes the British!"

MAYBE he doesn't drink... or maybe we do it differently these days. Anyhow, it was a kick, watching Director Elliott Nugent show his nice old poppa, J. C., how to play drunk in a scene for "Love in Bloom!"

THAT Gary Cooper is the funniest fellow. Cutting paper ducks is nothing! You should have seen him in full dress, even to top hat, squatting on a three-legged stool while he dexterously milked a contented cow!

But we mustn't be too hard on Gary. Anna Steen was slated to do the milking for a scene in "The Wedding Night" and, after the entire company and crew had denied all knowledge of the bovine intricacies, Mister Cooper was dragged from his dressing-room to deliver a lecture—with gestures—on milking!

Three cheers for Montana!

WE've listened to things like this with our tongue in our cheek, but, so help us, this is the McCoy! Francis Lister's pretty wife was having one mean time with an impacted wisdom tooth, and, good Boy Scout that he is, Francis took the little woman to a dentist and stood by while the D.D. did a bit of excavating.

Next morning, Mister Lister woke up to greet a badly swollen jaw in his shaving mirror, and upon dashing down to the same dentist, discovered that he had an impacted wisdom tooth!

"Do I feel silly?" he said.

"Thirty-five years old and still cutting teeth! It must be a case of arrested development!"

DON'T let anyone tell you it isn't love!

Because the boy friend, Bill Powell, was working the other day, we suggested Jean Harlow into playing a couple of rounds of golf. Twenty minutes after our hour of appointment, Jean wandered onto that green, looking exactly like "the well-dressed lady golfer will wear," but with that certain je-an-y look in her eye.

"What are you gonna do?" we asked.

"Kick it around?"

And, snipping out of her daze, Jean discovered she'd forgotten her clubs!

Ah, April!

Jean, I'd bless 'er! hasn't got a bit of use for high heeled shoes. If it she has to wear the things for picture purposes, the minute a scene is finished she scoots up to her dressing-room, bitches 'em off and indulges in an ecstatic bit of toe-arguing.

FREDRIC MARCH has the most colossal new portable dressing-room we've ever laid our good eye on! Not colossal in size, because the thing is only about eight feet square, but colossal in content, on account of it has a Frigidaire, hot and cold running water, double electric plate, radio, clothes closet, full-length dressing mirror with a string of built-in electric lights all around it, a supersoft divan, even a lavatory!!

The elaborate dressing-room on wheels was a gift to the versatile Freddie from Darryl Zanuck, and all the March lad has to do is sit in front of his dressing mirror, wash his hands, turn on the radio and try himself a couple of eggs, without moving from the spot!

SAM GOLDWYN is very modest about the myth surrounding his alleged mispronunciations and general verbal gymnastics.

Any time an amusing incident concerning badly twisted grammar arises, it's Goldwyn who gets the by-line. And believe it or not, Sam gets as much kick out of the stories as the rest of us!

Probably the most famous gag of all is the one wherein Sam is supposed to have cracked: "I can answer you in two words.... impossible!"

That is Sam's favorite, along with the ones that quotes him as saying: "You can include me—out!" and "Sam (modest fellow)" generously declines the honor.

"If I were capable of such priceless wit as they pin on me, I'd sell my share in this business and get myself one of those $250-a-week job—writing dialogue," he says positively. So, in the future, don't you believe a word of it!


The day we visited him was a hot one and while Fred sweated under a matted wig and twelve-inch whiskers, he sadly inspected the wets on his back and shoulders, received when the over-enthusiastic guards beheld him with yucca clubs, in the galley scene.

"Boy! Those are cuties!" we murmured sympathetically. "Let you laid for the guys that delivered those smudges!"

"They didn't mean it," he said generally. "Besides, it made good picture."

Did you say you wanted to be a movie star, Elmer?

WHEN Director W. S. Van Dyke accidentally called Jeannette MacDonald "kid," on the set the other day, everybody looked at everybody else to see what would happen. But, Miss MacDonald came right back with "O.K., cutie!" and when Woody got a turnover on his inspiration you could hear his hearty guffaw clear up by the front gate.

Now, he swears he's going to try it on Garbo!

Van's Schnauzer, "Boy," has just about come to the conclusion that he must have halitosis, or something.

(Continued to page 66)
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day long, it sits on the set, watching his master do his stuff, and solemnly wondering why all his old friends pass him by without even a pot on the head?

"Yes," it seems, is training him not to be friendly with strangers, and on his collar is a sign that reads: "Please do not pet me!"

If there's a gap left in you, you might as well use it on Joan Crawford's new gown. We saw her wearing it at Norma Shearer's party for her and believe us, the gal stopped the show.

She tells us it's a Hattie Carnegie model, which doesn't mean much to this old timer, but he's made of jet sequins, very tailored and entirely black, except for white piqué collar and cuffs.

DURING rehearsals of "Merrily We Roll Along," Douglass Montgomery has been experimenting with the thirteen changes of make-up he will be obliged to wear in the play.

Made up as a middle-aged man, Doug dashed out to lunch, frightening himself recognized, in spite of all, by two young girls.

"Gosh," one of the girls remarked, "they says you get away with murder pictures, don't they? He must be forty if he's a day. But, does he look sorta distinguished, don't you think?"

IT'S nice work if you can get it. ~ Working on a set, decorated entirely in celophane, Hal Holbrook (Evelyn Venable's mister) saw a piece of the stuff rip in flames and, realizing that the place would be a roaring furnace in no time at all, grabbed the burning paper and threw it to the floor, putting it out before any damage could be done.

Now, with a pair of badly burned hands, Hal is wondering if it pays to be a Good Samaritan.

ON "The Wedding Night" set, Anna Sten and Ralph Bellamy sat themselves under a spreading oak tree and prepared to go to town with a basket of Russian lunch (cheese, Russian rye bread, salami, dill pickles and sauerkraut, to you).

"Okay," Director King Vidor said, "Camera! . . . Action! . . . EAT!" and Sten and Bellamy "et" with a vengeance, too.

It wasn't really Vidor. But, with the camera at ease, the two hungry brats kept right on eating! Nobody could stop 'em!

So—there went all the props! But Vidor got even. After lunch, he made the go through the scene again . . . AND again . . . until, now, even the stars can look a dill pickle in the face without squirming!

WITH the signing of a brand new Paramount contract, Dean Jagger the good-looking lad who looks as though he might be going places, hopped a plane and dashed back East to take himself out of the mill.

If it hadn't been for a nifty blizzard, he might have made it all right, but the elements conspired to do him in. Without the prospective bride, Antoinette Lowrance, was kept waiting at the church until the impatient Dean could bent his way through the snow, wasting nothing at the "I do" point on the following evening.

JUST for the fun of it, Clark Gable took the skins of all those cadgers he bagged last year, and had a snazzy coat made out of them. On a lunch, he tossed it into his over-night bag just before leaving on location to the snowy Northwest, and is ever glad? The first day out, the company ran into one of the worst blizzards of the year and Clark, all alone, muttering in his baby hugging skin, thought it was June until he cracked a couple of icicles off his moustache.

UNLESS she wants to look like the married-in-half-woman, Jean Harlow has decided to give up her daily golf games while working on the strenuous dance routines in her new picture. Being just right to start with, the effects of the rigorous work-outs were putting her in a platinum pad's gorgeous waistline in the limits of last things. The poor girl couldn't even eat an olive with any every.

So . . . until the hairing sequences are made, Jean's clubs can sit on the shelf and get back their strength.

WERE a bit skeptical, but Frenchose Tone swears his new coupe is so long that he has to pay double rate at the parking station.

WORKING on location, near the Universal studios, Charlie Chaplin hired himself the commissary for the noon-time snack, wearing the baggy clothes, derby hat, and tiny moustache that are his personal accessories to fame. Soated among the great and near-great, Charlie found himself as alone as Peter the hermit! Nobody recognized our greatest little comedian! All the areas served and ignored him—even the executive old-timers passed him without a second glance.

After lunch, Chaplin joined the crowd around the dice game tables and looked on for a while. One of the boys noticed him and exclaimed:

"Boy! That's a swell movement!! If I didn't know better, I'd swear you were Charlie Chaplin!"

GARBO Talks! Garbo SMILES! And now . . . GARBO STEPS OUT! Yest, folks—the Lady of the broken down, put on her best big and tucker and joined the Max Reinhardt party at the Trocadero the other night.

That Garbo should be previewing the Troc was the farthest from Mike Pearlman's thoughts, so, when the precocious feller caught a glimpse of what he thought to he the back view of Lil Damita's coiffure, over he dashed, slapping the lady on the back and yelling:

"Hello, Tots!!"

When the slap-cee turned around and pressed itself to Garbo, smiling kindly, there was nothing for the goggle-eyed Mike to do but collapse. And HOW he did it!

BETWEEN Edmund Lowe and Howard Hughes, it's hard to tell just which way the wind blows for March.

If it's lunch with Eddie, it's dinner with Hughes . . . and vice versa. But, we do know this—when the millionaire playboy took off for New York, it was Marian who broke all the engagements to drive him to the flying boat. Shortly after he was taken in, and everyone, and everything! So-o-o . . . fool around with that, Watson.

AND here's another surprise for the month! Dick Powell, who has been carving his and Mary Brian's initials in a suitable tree trunk to date, slipped out for a bit of dinner and dancing with
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THE TEST THAT SHOCKED A MILLION WOMEN!

"I Dropped the Box, I was so Horrified", Writes One Woman!

BEHIND many a case of sore and irritated skin, behind many a case of dry and coarse skin, lies gritty face powder!

That face powder that looks so smooth to your eye and feels so smooth to your skin, it may be full of grit--tiny, sharp particles that are invisible to the eye but instantly detectable to the teeth.

You can’t go on rubbing a gritty face powder into your skin without paying for it in some way. Maybe some of the blemishes which you are wresting now are due to nothing less than a gritty face powder. Find out! Ascertain whether the powder you are now using is a grit-free one.

Make This Telling Test!

Take a pinch of your powder and place it between your front teeth. Bring your teeth down on it and grind firmly. If there is any trace of grit in the powder it will be as instantly detectable as sand in spinach.

More than a million women have made this test in the past year as advised by Lady Esther. And thousands of them have written in righteous indignation over their findings. One woman was so horrified, she dropped the powder, box and all, on the floor!

There is one face powder you can be sure contains no grit. That is Lady Esther Face Powder. But satisfy yourself as to that—and at Lady Esther’s expense! Your name and address will bring you a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. Put it to the "bite-test". Let your teeth convince you that it is absolutely grit-free, the smoothest powder ever touched to cheek.

Make Shade Test, Too!

When you receive the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder try them all for shade, too. Did you know that the wrong shade of face powder can make you look five to ten years older?

Ask any stage director. He will tell you that one type of woman has to have one light while another has to have another or else each will look years older. The same holds for face powder shades. One of five shades is the perfect shade for every woman. Lady Esther offers you the five shades for you to find out which is the one for you!

Mail the coupon now for the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. Lady Esther, Evanston, Ill.

THE NEW TEST OF FIVE SHADES HAS JUST BEGUN!

Sensational "Bite-Test" Exposes GRITTY FACE POWDERS!

GEOGRGE BREAKSTONE, another young English boy who is finding success in Hollywood, is getting tired of making people cry. He has always played little boys who get sick and die.

"Gee, if I could just make ‘em laugh, Nebbitt," he says.

As a birthday present, George’s mother gave the kid a ten-dollar bill.

"What are you going to do with all that dough?" we wanted to know. "Load up on ice cream and candy? Buy marbles? Or an air gun?"

"Heck, no!" he snorted. "That’s sissy stuff! I’m gonna put this away and keep on saving till I’ve got enough to get a real Colt automatic."

Here come the British again!

BEN AXELROD tells us a good one on those two happy youngsters, Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers.

Shortly after the wedding, the kids purchased a ranch. It was a swell ranch, and, in spite of the fact that they found themselves saddled with a squatter, an old fellow who had moved in and refused to move out, they went ahead with their plans to redecorate the place.

While waiting for the ranch to be fixed up, Lew and Ginger took a house in Beverly Hills. With that domestic appreciation of a great fire, Lew sent his chauffeur out to get a load of wood, and the wood the fellow brought back was of such a superior grade that Lew didn’t mind paying three prices for it.

One rainy day when the chauffeur started out for another load of fuel, Lew decided to trek along, just for the ride. So, what do you think?

So off they drove, straight to Lew’s very own ranch! And was the bridegroom perturbed to find out that he’d not only brought away wood, but paying a good stiff price for it.

THREE cheers for that swell trooper, Biddle Burke!

When she was appearing on the stage of the El Capitol, some children sent their autograph books back-stage to be signed. One youngster tuckered a little note in her, that read: "My mother says you have freckles don’t mind. Is this true? I have freckles."

Miss Burke wrote back—"Yes, my dear, I have freckles and don’t mind a bit. I am sure God knows what suits each person best. Wear your freckles proudly, child."

NED SPARKS was showing Arline Judge an old photograph of the mining camp where he once lived for its "the idea’s that sign on your tent. " ‘Hide Park?’ she asked.

Well, Ned explained slowly, "After I stayed in that tent one night, realized that the Mexicans must have been using my camping site to park all their trash. And now that I’ve been in the mines for a few years, I’m not going to let it be used by anyone—be it man or a horse!"

WE dropped in at Sardi’s around lunch time to put the finishing touches on a big article about the hot new Broadway play, "The Royal Iarsenii!"

BITTER is a race horse (as who of us ever haven’t been?) Jean Benne moved around and bought herself a new looking plug by the name of "Rattle Brain."

It was the baby’s very first race, and in the line-up at the post, "Rattle Brain" looked as good as any of "em. But, most it was all over, the jockey’s gray and American Beauty horse, sash and cap were a California-dreaded color, and "Rattle Brain" had more than in its eyes than any other horse on the track!

THE NEW TV MAGAZINE, May, 1955
Clear, Cold Light of Morning Shows Up First GRAY HAIR A Signal to Get Busy

Not so long ago women gave up disheartened at the first sign of gray. Now they turn confidently to FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR

---for the first gray greying. It's easy then to keep ALL your hair one even shade. FARR'S is a modern perfected preparation that will instantly give your hair texture and color, without the use of chemicals or dyes. Very economically, easily applied, it is a permanent color, and your hair will remain in its natural state. A set for the entire head costs only $1.35. Free samples are available.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Continued from page 67)
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something, the rodent sat quite still until he must have decided that fun was fun but things had gone just about for ever. And then it was too late to get back! Seeing the predicament, Not rushed to the rescue, gave a healthy kick that turned the rat loose but left duckeywacky flat on her back and with nothing more to worry about.

THE volume of Tullio Carminati's first novel threatens to get the bubble mark before long. That guy has something - we dunno what it is, it's certainly knocking the feminine contingent for a back of loops. The only knocks coming through the post-office, are from indentured admirers who want to know why his grand opera voice has been kept from them. And the funny part of that is that, the only time Tullio ever sang in his life was when he played the bachelor in the stage play, "Strictly Dishonorable!"

However, if you are determined to hear him sing, take a peek at "Paris in Spring" where he'll be matching b feet with Mary Ellis.

THERE are a couple of real troupers on the "Private Worlds" set. Dragged in on a part, when the gal the studio wanted wasn't available, a blonde is taking the honor Big. With only two dressing-rooms on the set (with Claudette Colbert in the larger, and Joan Bennett in the smaller), Miss Blonde decided she wouldn't make one face for the camera unless Mr. Waves dug up a dressing-room for her. And it had to be just like Claudette's, too!

Then, stave off a revolution, Joan very generously offered to share her own cubicle with the obstreperous gal. But . . . NO! the lady declared she'd have none of it. Like Claudette's, "... Else.... Then, up stepped Colbert. "Listen, lady . . ." she said. "I'm the star of this picture. That's right, just to show you and prove that the important thing is . . . you may have your dressing-room, and the boys can throw a few "Eats" together for me!"

And did she see the error of her ways and refuse the generous offer? Not much she didn't! Instead, she grandly pilled into the place of honor, leaving Claudette to powder her nice nose behind a pile of scenery!

THEN there is another gal who is getting a bit dificult. When a di- rector attempted to show her how he wished a scene to be played, she coldly informed the surprised gent that he had made enough pictures that she felt she could do without direction. Furthermore, while at one studio, she demanded that the studio call in her favorite photographer (from another studio) to make some stills of her. But when the publicity men informed her that they didn't do such things, she firmly declared that at no one but this particular photographer would take her picture!

But the p.m. was right on his toes.

"How do you know we want any pictures taken of you?" he said calmly. And she's still trying to think up an answer for that one!!

So, while you're thinking it over, too, we'll fold up the old tent, throw it in the rumble seat and call it a day until next time. Be seein' you!

Spartanburg, S. C. Editors are always sad, for few nobody reads their edi- torials. Mr. Cravy. These are heart- oulding words!

An Up-Creek Boy

We who live at the Cross-roads are never more proud of our rural back- ground than when we see that greatest action hero, Will Rogers. He typifies the Up-Creek boys who made America. All their shrewdness, honesty, courage and humor is his—we have come to tell our children that he must be fooled enough to forsake the grayness of the country for the glamour of the city that "Will Rogers got his start in a one- horse town."—Sarah Sollars, R. F. D. 1, Box 404, Sebastopol, California. Everyone will agree with you about Will.

Ann Leslie S.

I have hardly been out of bed since Christmas and you don't realize what a break it is when Mother brings home my new Movie. I wish they came out more than just once a month. It is the best magazine (movie) Mom has ever gotten for me. I saw "Anne of Green Gables" the day before I was born and wonder if you would do a favor for a poor, poor girl by printing a full size picture of Ann Shirley in the next magazine. If it's not too much trouble have it as she looked in "Anne of Green Gables."—Ann Leslie S., Glenndale, California. Dear little Ann, we are printing this just so you'll write us and tell us your last name and your ad- dress. We will do better than print a picture of Ann Shirley. Will send a spool of thread to you, if you'd like to write again. We hope you'll be well soon.

Critical

May a bit of criticism be offered in good faith to you? Personally liking the Ledger, I'm afraid that honest criti- cism will be understood.

Why do we get a monthly bit of mush each issue on Garbo's clumsiness, Crawford's grossness or Gable's sex appeal? Such stories are all right but after a time too much of a thing is enough.

Will you get some articles upon the persons who make the movies? The directors, script writers, sound record- ers, and others who do their unseen but highly important work? How is the sound applied to the picture? What and how are color pictures made? Other things equally as interesting would be appreciated by many of the readers.

Why can't we get some honest criti- cal reviews of current pictures? According to you they're perfect. No such thing as a bad picture or a mediocre one. It's just too bad for us if we miss anything that comes out of the studios.

You will wonder why I keep reading the magazine. I like certain parts of it and I always hope as each new issue ap- pears that the editor will be back with his criticisms. That is the article you dropped as soon as you found it didn't concern readers to stay away from a bad picture.—James Smock, 59 N. Audubon Place, Indianapolis, Ind. I've been in a couple of so-so pictures. James. For every reader like you there are twenty who don't want technical articles, much as we might like to print them.

As for our reviews, why do you sup- pose we pick out the ten best pictures every month if we don't think that the others aren't as good as those ten? If we told you to go and see bad pictures we'd be out of business inside of six months. Don't be silly.

You Tell Us

Continued from page 38

End Corn Pain Stop Pressure

Quickly relieve Callouses, Bunions

If your shoes make your toes sore and feel tender, if you press painfully on corns, callouses or bunions—try Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads and you'll have immediate relief! These specially med- iated pads cushion and protect the sore spot; soothe and heal. They prevent corns, under toes and blisters; make new or tight shoes fit with ease; safely remove corns and callouses. Try this wonderful treatment. Sold everywhere.

Dil. Scholl's Zino-pads

Tell Me it's Gone pain is gone!
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Pay no attention to them

...get the real facts yourself

Zonite will never harm any woman, never cause any damage to sensitive tissues, never leave an area of scar tissue. On the contrary, Zonite is gentle and soothing in its action. Sold at all drug stores, in bottles, at 30c, 60c and $1.00.

Zonite Suppositories Also Sold
Zonite also comes in semi-solid forms called Zonite Suppositories and your druggist has these for sale, at $1.00 for a box of a dozen. Zonite Suppositories are dainty, white and greaseless. Each is hygienically sealed in its own glass vial.

Get the booklet “Facts for Women.” It has information of great value to women in more detail than is possible here. Read this booklet. Pass it on to other women. It contains real facts. Mail coupon below.
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No. 4

My dear Mrs. Johnson!!! The same old worn-out stars! (These were your words in the issue of New Movie.) You want us to give you Crawford, Shearer, and Garbo to these more interesting girls? Just who, or how many of these great stars would you consider more worthy? These stars have fought for a firm footing and now that they have one you want us to give you Crawford, Shearer, and Garbo?

You'd like a place for real genius, and alluring and glamorous personalities. You'd like only three or four great stars. I'd like to know where you could find three stars with more genius, more allure, more glamour, and a more pleasant personality than Crawford, Shearer, and Garbo have?

These stars are acclaimed great in more than one excellent, and I, for one, am ready to stand behind them. At least when I see a picture with one of them in it, I'm sure I'll be worth my money. When I go to the movies, I want ACTING. Give me more of Crawford, Shearer, and Garbo—Jerrie Fromm, 1330 New Avenue, Winnetka, Illinois.

All right, now, Mrs. Johnson. They're giving you a broadside from the NATURE OF YOUR MOVIE—Toro, New York. I hope this column is open to you if you want to answer your critics. Where! If this keeps on, I'm going to leave the desk. Come on, Mrs. Johnson! We're going to hear what you have to say in answer to all these letters.

Progress—Thy Name Is NEW MOVIE—

What a handsome new dress your magazine dons for February! such a beautiful turn-out—to so conveniently hold, and so check-full of interesting matter! Editor, take a bow! Else Lanks’ articles on movie personalities are so cleverly told they make delightful reading.

Another must-read article: “Color Magic on the Screen” shows you are as asleep at the switch.

Yes indeed, color is the corer, as far as I can see. It black and white will soon be as outdated as the silent pictures.

I saw “La Cucaracha” and “Tulip Time in Holland,” both in colors, shown in this city. They packed the theaters at each performance. “La Cucaracha” picture seemed engagement with the same success.

When I want to know what is new or interesting at the movies, I turn to New Movie.—Mrs. Jane L. O’Connor, 1301 Mass. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. But I’ve found it to be worth my money. We even used the heading of your letter, up above, just as you wrote it.

New Leading Men for Mae

Mae West is my favorite actress, but if she would pick a he-man for her new role, she would make her picture a greater box-office hit. My choice would be Preston Foster, Charles Bickford or George Bancroft. Every Mae West picture is full of excitement, ingenuity, and power, and her other leading men have lacked in both. Hoping for this change, Irene Munsey, 9506 Avenue L, Brooklyn, N. Y. This is the same old problem that comes up again and again, Mrs. Munsey. I, the producer follow your hunch, and if It’s right, he loses $100,000. So, naturally, he’s a bit shy of making such changes.
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Clothes and Charm

How far would the glamorous stars of the screen get without the stunning clothes they wear? Almost any poor Cinderella could be the belle of the ball if she had in the creations they sport. More praise for the designers, please. What say you—Cora Herle, J100 Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, who can design for the Bette Davis or the old-timers come back, don't it, Mrs. Glester? It makes us feel that the world is a pretty good old place after all.

We Want M-E-N

Congratulations are in order for the New Movie Magazine, which deserves all the credit in the world for putting out such a splendid publication. The inauguration of the larger size has brought along with it a new era of better photography and more numerous illustrations.

However, this letter is not full of praise. I wish to offer this bit of criticism at the "Young Us" department. I find, much to my regret, that the majority of the letters are written by women. Don't you applaud the typewriters and the critics of the men? Let's see more letters from men in your "You Tell Us" department—Josephine Beck, 241 South City Court, Cicero, Illinois. Thanks for your compliment, Mr. Vojacik. About the letter—you, more women than men do write in. We don't know why. Maybe women just like to write more letters than men do. We should like to have the letters about half and half, if we could.

Cast of Characters

I would like to suggest that the New Movie Magazine use its influence with producers of new pictures and urge them to cast some of the characters at the end of each picture as well as at the beginning. The reason for this is obvious. This will give patrons an opportunity to identify any new actor or actress who has given a good performance. Mrs. R. H. Martindale, 1254 North Main Street, Anderson, S. C. We are happy to be able to report, Mrs. Martindale, that many pictures are now coming out with the cast of characters at the end as well as at the beginning. Your suggestion, that people, actors like it, has been heard in Hollywood.

Pictures in Schools

Talking moving pictures! Why, that's History that lives and moves and almost breathes. Why not give it to the kids? Did you ever see the faces of history and geography books when you were of school age? Of course. But what a picture to bring life to the sea Before Your Eyes, if you had HEARD Lincoln at GETTYSBURG—SEEN Napoleon at Waterloo—Ho, ho—Today, that is. We have been different.

And so it would be different and better today. Not only would school children LOVE their lessons if put on the screen, but the little rascals, God bless 'em—would REMEMBER them. How about starting some legal action to get such a movement going for our Public Schools—Mrs. Clarence Rose, Hotel Cordova, San Francisco, California. Splendid, Mrs. Rose. There is only one thing to watch out for. If historical pictures are shown in the schools, we must make sure that the history is absolutely accurate.

Good Pictures

It is cheering indeed to note the grand improvement in films offered to the public during the last year. "The House of Rothschild," "The Count of Monte Cristo," "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," "One Night of Love," and "David Copperfield" were highly commendable productions. The response to these splendid works should have convinced the film makers that the movie public is not as moronic as is generally believed. We derived much pleasure from this pictures based on history, worthy literature and great music.

We are satiated with movies that are predominantly love stories. We should enjoy seeing pictures, the main interest of which is sustained by intelligent dialogues. There are so many of us who would frequent the movies more than we do if we did not see all the things that make us better. As for musical films, the tremendous success of "One Night of Love" is evidence of the fact that movie patrons are lovers of good music well sung. We should enjoy a series of moving pictures crowded with personalities of Grace Kelly, Lawrence Tibbett, and other fine singers.

—Leah Nealin, 764 Jackson Avenue, New York City. It can no longer be denied, as you say, Leah, that the finest pictures are also the most successful. The trouble is simply that producers think they must turn out a hundred or so films a year. There simply aren't that many fine stories.

Courtsey

My Movie Don't's—Don't chew gum in the theater, Don't litter paper bags. Do your eating elsewhere. Don't talk—the audience wants to hear the actors, not YOU. Don't be afraid to sit next to the other fellow, he won't bite you. Let the late arrivals have the aisle seats. Don't smoke in the middle of a picture. It spoils the entertainment for you as well as the other people. In other words, don't do anything that the people in the theater are too busy to do at home—Louise Williams, 1007 W. Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia. Pictures going to be a lot more enjoyable and pleasant for all of us, Leah, if everybody had been taught such manners at home as you have been taught.

Joan's Over-Acting

In spite of the many adverse comments upon Joan Crawford’s tendency to overact, I have always believed that the impression she created of overacting was not due to lack of dramatic talent but to an overwhelming desire on her part to put out every ounce of her ability into her characterizations. In true loyalty, I have waited for her appearance in a role where she would seem at ease and natural, and when I saw her charming performance in “Forsaking All Others,” I was most gratified to have that faith in her justified. And now, no one can accuse her of overacting in this picture—Joan Collins, 1020 N. Beville Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana. You have made a great observation, Joan. Your nameakes’s own dearest friends tell us that this is exactly what has brought on such accusations. Joan Crawford is so terribly sincere, so terribly interested in her work, that sometimes she tries too hard, which is forgivable.

—You can’t wifi along the road to health on fresh air and exercise alone. It takes a well-balanced diet to really keep you going at full speed. And here’s my recipe for a breakfast that gives you a flying start: Delicious Shredded Wheat and milk, heaped high with fresh fruits or berries.

This glowing young outdoor girl hands you a well-marked map for the glorious trail to health.

And crisp, golden-brown Shredded Wheat gives you a high-test energy food for the morning start. Shredded Wheat, you know, is whole wheat—Mother Nature’s most perfect grain—nothing added, nothing taken away. You get a natural balance of the vital health elements in their most appetizing and digestible form.

Try Shredded Wheat tomorrow morning. Add plenty of fresh air and exercise. You’ll be on the main highway that leads to a full life of buoyant health.

SHREDDED WHEAT

Ask for the package showing the picture of Niagara Falls and the end P.B. & C. Odom & Co.

"Uneeaa Bakers" NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
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Charlie Ray

I am so delighted to see darling Charlie Ray back in pictures again. I will never forget him when I first saw him in "The Girl I Loved" a long time ago. He is a wonderful actor, and has a grand personality.

I hope he gets the lead in a picture, worthy of his talents, soon.

I am also delighted that Tommy Meighan is back again. He is charming, and a master actor. I hope he stays with us, now, for a long time.

I always like to see my old favorites on the screen. It seems to me the new actors and actresses never can take their places, in our hearts, in the cinema. They are marvelous and well-nigh perfect in their acting—Mrs. K. Glester, 422 Brook Street, Boone, Ky. It does warm the cockles of your heart when old-timers come back, don't it, Mrs. Glester? It makes us feel that the world is a pretty good old place after all.

Tomatoes and Onions

I dare say Bing Crosby and Valerie Vale would make a great team playing together in a Slapstick comedy where engineers and gramps were the main characters (not for eating purposes, of course) but for the sole pleasure of decorating their costuming.

An onion to Bing for his atrocious performance in "Here Is My Heart." The picture would have been a tremendous success if Bing had been selected to play the leading part. For Lummy has charm, a pleasing personality and a marvelous singing voice. Bing isn't much to his credit, but I presume he thinks he has, anyway—Mrs. J. Magley, 52 Center Avenue, Chatham, New Jersey. Onch! After what hap-ened to Mrs. Johnson this month we're almost scared to print your letter, Mrs. Magley! Little does one wonder you're still in it! Unpenned million Crosby and Vale fans are going to go after you, now, and we're going to have to print their letters! Watch out!
Look for Tower Fashions in these leading department stores

A style thrill ready for you...Tower Star Fashions! You can see them pictured on page 22 of this issue...you can see them in reality in these leading stores. Ask to see them the very next time you are downtown shopping. We believe you will find among them one or more styles which are especially flattering to your type.

Address any questions to Tower's Star Fashion Editor, 55 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Alaska
Anchorage, Reimer's

Arizona
Phoenix, Goldwater's

Arkansas
Little Rock, Goldwater's

California
Los Angeles, May Co.

Colorado
Denver, Borders & Brothers

Connecticut
New Haven, Goldwater's

Delaware
Wilmington, Remington, Inc.

District of Columbia
Washington, Woodward & Lothrop

Florida
Miami, Burrows, Inc.

Georgia
Atlanta, Michael Bros., Inc.

Illinois
Chicago, Hart Stores Inc.

Indiana
Indianapolis, Sudler Co.

Iowa
Des Moines, Sun Bank

Kansas
Atchison, Romney's

Kentucky
Lexington, Romantic's

Louisiana
Alexandria, Dankins

Massachusetts
Boston, Winnie's

Michigan
Alpena, Thomas Gown Shop

Minnesota
Austin, M. Lewis & Co.

Mississippi
Clarksdale, The Modern Shop

Missouri
Hannibal, Red Allen Co.

Montana
Billings, Harr-A-Ams, Inc.

Nebraska
Cortland, Irwin Shops

New Hampshire
Concord, Betty Allen

New Jersey
Asbury Park, Daboll Apparel Shop

New Mexico
Albuquerque, Master's Shop

New York
Albany, David's

Ohio
Cleveland, Myers & Deutsch

Oregon
Portland, Women's Shop

Pennsylvania
Allentown, H. S. Boileau

Rhode Island
Woonsocket, McCarthy, D. G. Co.

South Carolina
Anderson, George E. Ball

South Dakota
Aberdeen, Ohlson, Daily

Texas
Houston, Hy. P. King Co.

Utah
Salt Lake City, Zions Cooperative Mkt.

Vermont
Burlington, Abney, Clarkson, W. Inc.

Virginia
Charlottesville, H. E. Kenton Shop

Washington
Seattle, May Co.

West Virginia
Charleston, The Women's Shop

Wisconsin
Madison, John W. Granger, Inc.
ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS WHOSE LETTERS TOLD ABOUT
FRIENDLY HELPFUL SERVICES OFFERED BY
Department Store Salespeople

The eighty-two prizes are announced below.

First Prize . . . $250.00
MRS. A. S. KENNEDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CLAYTON, N. Y.

Second Prize . . . $100.00
MRS. EDWIN F. LAURIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ASTORIA, ORE.

Third Prize . . . . $50.00
MRS. RAY E. BUTTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. BELLINGHAM, WASH.

Fourth Prize . . . $25.00
RUTH BRACKER STONE
FLORENCE V. A. JONES
VERA O'MARA
MRS. GEORGIA G. GREGORY
JEAN JACOBS
MRS. HEIGOLD
MRS. M. MAGNANI
MRS. ETHEL PRESLEY
NORA DEU PREE
SOPHIE MARCYAN

Fifth Prize . . . $10.00
ELIZABETH M. HEALY
C. B. SCHUMAN
MRS. C. I. RUST
ETHEL A. KREPEL
MRS. GLEN McWILLIAMS
MRS. LYNDON GRAVES
MRS. ROBT. D. TOBEY
MRS. BELLE HAMILTON
MISS TECOA E. STONE
ELIZABETH KELLO
MRS. MARCO CRAWFORD
ELIZABETH WATSON
EULA DOZIER HOWE
MRS. E. M. GROVER
MRS. JOHN VAN TONGEREN
MRS. U. A. STONE
FLORENCE GRIMM BLAZEK
LOUISE WILLIAMS
NANCY S. BICE
ADELE KLAER
MRS. FRED McWEY
MRS. ALICE R. HECTOR
MRS. A. V. O'CONNOR
HUGH MULLIKIN
DOROTHY FICKERSON
ALICE E. ARMSTRONG
MRS. ANNA D. KROME
MRS. J. ELDER BOLGER
MRS. HELEN R. HANSEN
MRS. JAMES BENNETT
E. B. BAKER
ELEONOR FRANCES BROWN
MARY B. WALSH
DAVID OTIS
JANET ELIZABETH MOORE
MRS. M. H. MILLER
MRS. BILLIE BURKE
HELEN V. MOWLEN
MRS. WESLEY SAUM

Sixth Prize . . . $5.00
ADELAIDE NIEHAUS
MRS. PHILLIP WISE
MRS. DOROTHY T. ECKHARDT
ANNA FRAGER
LAURA BRETZER
MRS. W. H. SPENCER
RUTH AVERITTE
MRS. CHARLES D. STARK
THOMAS J. WHITE
ETHEL B. EGY
MRS. CHRISTINE GOLLE
MRS. MACE C. WAY
MARGARET COSGROVE CLARK
LOUISE A. GUILLET
FLORENCE LOVELL
ANNA A. CREIGHTON
MR. D. B. CHAPMAN
RUTH CAREY FULLER
MRS. H. SATHER
MRS. HARRY MYERS
MRS. GWENDOLYN CRAVEN
MRS. J. A. FRANK NEAL
MISS GLADYS PYN
SARAH McNALLY
BETTY FEITTER
MRS. H. I. ALLEN
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"Everywhere you go they're smoking Camels"

Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS RIDGE, Philadelphia
MRS. ALLSTON BOYER, New York
MISS MARY CARNegie, Richmond
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNegie, Jr., New York
MRS. J. GARvER COOLIDGE, R. Bos-ton
MRS. BYRD WARVICK DAVENPORt, New York
MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
MRS. ANNE Gourd, New York
MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York
MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER, Chicago
MRS. LANGDOH POST, New York

Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

MRS. WILLIAM T. WETMORE

No young matron is more in the heart of New York's social gaiety than the smart, much photographed Mrs. William T. Wetmore. She knows all the whys and wherefores of "what's done." And Mrs. Wetmore is smoking Camels.

"We've all gone in for them," she says. "You notice Camels on almost every table in the smart restaurants. Their smoother, richer flavor seems to fit in with the gayer, pleasanter life we are leading again. They are made of more expensive tobaccos, I'm told, and that is probably why they never make my nerves jumpy. And it's so nice to know that if I get tired in the course of a busy day, smoking a Camel always gives me just the right amount of 'lift' in such a pleasant, simple way, without affecting my nerves."

That "lift" you get is quite natural, because smoking a Camel releases your own latent energy. Smoke a Camel yourself today the first time you feel tired.

Camels are Milder! . . . made from Finer, More Expensive Tobaccos . . .

Turkish and Domestic . . . than any other popular brand.
HOLLYWOOD IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUTH
says GENE RAYMOND

WHY THE STARS CAN'T STAY MARRIED
LAUGH AT HEAT! Have Cool Allure!

WHILE OTHER GIRLS WILT AND LOSE THEIR CHARM YOU CAN KEEP

Irresistible

Summer's here and its good times go to the girl who keeps irresistible! Don't be mussy, sticky, unattractive. Laugh at heat...keep cool...have cool allure on hottest days...use IRRESISTIBLE TALC. It has special hot weather advantages.

Easily, quickly, you can dust body odor away with this dainty deodorant talcum powder. Rub this exquisite cologne into your body to tone, firm and refresh your skin. A complete body beauty treatment most welcome on hot summer days.

Irresistible Talc contains a special ingredient which is soothing and healing to your skin. It cools, comforts and dries the surface of the skin without drying and roughening the skin itself. These extra advantages make Irresistible Talc an utter necessity for hot weather. And here's another hint for summer charm...

After bathing...or when you haven't time for a bath...rub IRRESISTIBLE COLOGNE on your whole body...it's a tingling, refreshing treat! Finish with Irresistible Talc for lasting fragrance and daintiness. Your whole body will feel invigorated...young...glorified!

Try all the wonderful IRRESISTIBLE BEAUTY AIDS...each has some special feature to make you irresistible today...now...forever. Laboratory tested for purity and only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.

Irresistible

FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

ONLY 10¢ EACH AT YOUR 5 AND 10¢ STORE.
"HERE I sit alone, evening after evening, reading or listening to the radio. What's the matter with me? Why don't men take me out? I'm not so hard to look at—and I love a good time!"

Poor girl! How surprised and chagrined she would be if she knew why she is left at home alone.

You can't blame people for avoiding the girl or woman who is careless about underarm perspiration odor. It's too unpleasant to tolerate in anyone, no matter how attractive she may otherwise be.

There's really no excuse for it when Mum makes it so easy to keep the underarms fresh, free from every trace of odor.

Just half a minute is all you need to use Mum. Then you're safe for the whole day.

Use it any time—after dressing, as well as before. It's harmless to clothing. It's soothing to the skin, too—so soothing you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

Depend upon Mum to prevent all unpleasant perspiration odor, without preventing perspiration itself. Use it daily, and no one will ever have this reason to avoid you! Bristol-Myers, Inc., 75 West St., New York.

ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO. Guard against this source of unpleasantness with Mum. No more doubt and worry when you use Mum!
A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

WITH the advent of the warm summer weather and the promise of the stormy season to come, our thoughts naturally turn toward vacations in the mountains or at the seashores, or toward a little lake somewhere in the deep forests. We look forward to those days of release from the cares of business and of household routine and gaily envision the carefree periods of play and recreation.

In other days vacations were only for the thrifty souls or those whom fortune had favored. To these went the pleasures of seeing far-off places and enjoying the cooling breezes of some vacation resort. Today, some of these pleasures are open to the stay-at-home, or to those whom business detail denies release.

We refer you to your home-town theater.

STEP by step with the advance of science in other lines, the motion picture theater has grown. Better pictures, better stories, better direction and better acting on the screen is complemented in the theater itself by better seating, better sound and projection, and best of all, better atmospheric control.

No longer is it necessary to avoid the theater as being too warm and uncomfortable in the hot summer months. On the contrary, many a theater can justly invite you indoors with the promise of "twenty degrees cooler than outside."

And so, the little movie house can be the vacation-place, where the stay-at-homes can be entertained in coolness and comfort, and at the same time have the vicarious pleasure of seeing how the rest of the world lives and plays.

TO Carl Laemmle, Sr., on the twentieth anniversary of the founding of Universal City, where Universal pictures are made, go the congratulations and best wishes of the entire movie industry. "Uncle Carl," as he is fondly known to everyone, has been in the motion picture business for twenty-nine years. Starting on his meager savings of a few hundred dollars, as the proprietor of a small theater in Chicago, Mr. Laemmle has built a business that now deals in millions of dollars a year, and has offices scattered throughout the entire world. For twenty years, as the owner and guiding genius of Universal pictures, "Uncle Carl" has safely weathered many storms of depression, adversity, and competition. Even today there is rumor of an impending sale of his company to various other companies, or as some report, to certain private individuals. "Uncle Carl" has been with us a long time, and it is our earnest hope that he will be with us for a long time to come.

THE girl on the cover this month, Grace Moore, is responsible for one of the many cyclical changes that occur in the movies. For it was her brilliant performance as the opera singer in "One Night of Love" that led the way to a series of operatic movies to be given to you soon. We have had cycles of gangster films, society films, farces, mysteries and other types of pictures almost to the point of saturation. The movie audiences were crying for something different, something new. Miss Moore and Columbia Pictures Corporation gave it to them. Opera is a difficult subject to transfer to the screen. It is to be hoped that the producers will not rush it too quickly and give us a series of hastily prepared movie operas that will detract in any way from the sheer brilliance and beauty of Miss Moore's successful venture into this new field.

FROM Michigan comes the report of a new use for the ever adaptable movies. Federal and State police authorities in a short trailer, recently revealed the details of a crime, and gave a description of the criminal. This is, perhaps, the newest way yet devised to track down a criminal. It places a great responsibility on picture-going people by giving them a chance to assist their governing authorities in making the way of a criminal less easy by co-operating fully. A system of this kind, launched on a nation-wide scale, might well develop into a great deterrent of crime throughout our land.
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NEW ISSUE ON SALE THE FIRST OF EVERY MONTH
YOU'VE WON HIM—
NOW YOU MUST KEEP HIM...

Don't let COSMETIC SKIN spoil your good looks!

So much of a woman's charm depends on keeping her skin clear—appealingly smooth. Yet many a woman without realizing it is actually spoiling her own looks.

When stale make-up is not properly removed, but allowed to choke the pores day after day, it causes unattractive Cosmetic Skin. Tiny blemishes appear—enlarged pores—blackheads, perhaps—warning signals of this modern complexion trouble.

**Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way**

You needn't run this risk. Guard against Cosmetic Skin the Hollywood way! The lovely screen stars protect their million-dollar complexions with Lux Toilet Soap—the soap especially made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather sinks deep into the pores, carries swiftly away every vestige of dust, dirt, stale powder and rouge.

Before you put on fresh make-up during the day—ALWAYS before you go to bed at night, give your skin this protecting, beautifying care. Exquisite smooth skin is a priceless treasure. Don't take chances!

**Elissa Landi**
PARAMOUNT STAR

ANY GIRL CAN HAVE A SMOOTH, REALLY LOVELY SKIN. YOU CAN USE COSMETICS AS MUCH AS YOU WISH IF YOU GUARD YOUR SKIN AS I DO—WITH GENTLE Lux Toilet Soap
I HAVE been put out of some of the best homes in Hollywood.

I am not a book agent nor do I sell mining stock. I am a reporter on a Los Angeles newspaper. I "cover" Hollywood—sometimes in a way that Hollywood doesn't want to be "covered." I am not assigned to get nice, pleasant interviews about the ideas and ideals of the film stars. My job is to get what we call spot news, about them—news about marriages that are supposed to be secret, divorces ditto, heart balm, breach of promise and alienation of affections suits; also news about the more serious things that come up in Hollywood from time to time, such as fights, murders and suicides.

Often—usually, in fact—this news involves difficulties which the celebrities would much prefer kept out of the public print. It is up to me to get it anyway, or try to. Sometimes I do and sometimes I don’t. In any event, I am seldom welcomed in Hollywood with open arms.

However, "covering" Hollywood isn’t all grief. Interesting and even enjoyable experiences have developed from the most inauspicious beginnings in this news-gathering career of mine. I realize this as I thumb through the pages of the diary I’ve kept.

Here is page one. It is an “I knew her when” entry, made a long time ago, telling about a little extra girl who afterward made good in a big way, and the first time her picture ever appeared in a Los Angeles newspaper—

"September 27, 1928. The city editor had a brilliant idea today. Said for me to arrange a layout of pictures for page three featuring fashions worn in Hollywood these days. Said to use Hollywood extra girls as models and to have them photographed in our office. I called up Central Casting Bureau and asked them to send me out a dozen of their prettiest. Three blondes, two red-heads and a brunette showed up with some swell-looking clothes. One particularly good-looking and striking. All curves and blue eyes and gorgeous complexion, pink and white. A grande dame air. Hair white as cotton. Name of Jean Harlow . . ."

Jean’s first picture, taken in a white satin dress, was a lot easier to get than those which Frank Bentley, one of our photographers, and I went after on that memorable spring morning after John Gilbert and Ina Claire eloped to Las Vegas, as you will see—

"May 10, 1929. City editor telephoned at 5:30 A.M. Said Ina Claire and John Gilbert got married last night. Wanted pictures of them eating first breakfast and so on for the first edition. Said Frank Bentley would pick me up in half an hour.

"Arrived Gilbert’s home, Beverly Hills, high up on a mountain, before seven. Rang door bell. Filipino boy opened door two inches. Said no one could see either John or Ina. Told me: ‘Boss no see (Please turn to page 55)
GOOD NEWS FOR WASHING MACHINE USERS

OH BOY! THIS IS MY LUCKY DAY. I JUST SOLD TWO WASHERS TO MR. JOHNSON. ONE'S FOR HIS WIFE—AND THE OTHER IS FOR HIS MOTHER!

LATER (In mother's home)

REMEMBER, MOTHER—WASHING MACHINES ARE MODERN— AND YOU SHOULD USE A MODERN SOAP, RINSO, INSTEAD OF THIS OLD-FASHIONED KIND, USE RINSO!

FOLLOWING WEEK

YOU WERE RIGHT. RINSO IS MARVELOUS IN MY WASHER. IT GIVES SUCH THICK, LASTING SUDS. AND MY CLOTHES ARE 4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER THAN LAST WEEK.

FOLLOWING WEEK

Mr. Johnson's wife tries her new washer

I CAN'T IMAGINE WHAT'S WRONG. THE CLOTHES DON'T SEEM TO COME OUT NEARLY AS WHITE AS THEY SHOULD.

No washer? Then by all means you must use Rinso! For Rinso saves scrubbing and bating! Just by soaking it gets clothes 4 or 5 shades whiter—even new way saves the clothes. Makes them last two or three times longer. You'll save money every time you use this safe, "no-scrub" soap. Rinso gives rich, lasting suds—even in hardiest water. Wonderful for dishwashing and all cleaning. Easy on hands. Tested and approved by Good Housekeeping Institute. Get the big package.

A PRODUCT OF LEVY BROTHERS CO.

The biggest-selling package soap in America

ARE YOU MAKING HER MISTAKE?

NOT A THING WRONG WITH YOU, ALICE. YOU'RE JUST BLUE AND DEPRESSED. GO OUT MORE. MAKE FRIENDS

BUT, DOCTOR, I CAN'T SEEM TO GET THE GIRLS AT THE OFFICE FRIENDLY AT FIRST...

BUT NOW THEY'RE COOL AND DISTANT. ALMOST RUDE, AT TIMES! TODAY WE HAD THE BIGGEST ARGUMENT... OVER A "B.O." AD

I SAID I DIDN'T BELIEVE IT. NICE PEOPLE COULDN'T BE GUilty OF "B.O." THEY SAID I WAS ABSOLUTELY WRONG

SO YOU ARE, MY DEAR, IT'S A MISTAKE MANY PEOPLE MAKE

EVERYBODY PERSPIRES! OUR PORES GIVE OFF A QUART OF ODOR-CAUSING WASTE DAILY. WE MAY OFFEND AND NOT KNOW IT...

CAN I HAVE BEEN GUILTY? IS THAT WHY THE GIRLS...? I'M PLAY SAFE WITH "B.O." AFTER THIS

LIFEBOY, YOU'RE MY "STEADY" NOW! NEVER HAD ANOTHER SOAP GIVE SUCH LATHER, MAKE ME FEEL SO CLEAN

"B.O." GONE... GIRLS (AND MEN) LIKE HER!

HAVING LUNCH WITH US TODAY?

TOMORROW SURE! BUT TODAY PHIL CALLED UP AND...

WHAT'S THE SECRET OF YOUR LOVELY COMPLEXION?

A SECRET EVERY SMART GIRL KNOWS

IT'S Lifebuoy, of course, as millions know! Its rich lather deep-cleanses; purifies pores; refreshes dull, lifeless complexions to radiant health. Yet tears on the skins of hundreds of women show Lifebuoy is more than 20 per cent milder than many so-called "beauty soaps."

Don't risk "B.O."

Be extra careful as days get warmer. Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. Its lather is abundant in hardest water. It deodorizes pores, stops "B.O." (foul odor). Its own clean scent rises away.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Institute.
Do Men Like to Hear the Truth About Themselves?

CAROLE LOMBARD had to be nabbed between finishing retakes on "Rumba" and hopping a plane for New York and a much-needed and well-earned vacation. But before Carole left, she had some very trenchant things to say on the subject, "Do men like to hear the truth about themselves?" She thinks, definitely, they do and has her side of the argument down pat.

"Flattery," Carole began, "is, in essence, an untruth. Now it may seem all very well to win a man by flattery, but after you've won him, what then? Remember, you've got to live with him. And the kind of man you win by flattery will have to be kept by flattery." She sighed. "What a job! It means that you'll have to continue, all through your married life, thinking up pretty little half-truths.

"There's no corner on flattery, you know. If you win a man by flattery, you can lose him the same way. Someone else may out-flatter you. Where are you then?

"Why not tell a man the truth and have done with it? You say, 'But I may lose him!' All right, lose him and congratulate yourself. For the man who has to be won that way isn't worth the winning. A man (Please turn to page 44)

Truth is a fine thing. But truth can also be a very cruel thing, and it is sometimes best left unsaid

ALICE FAYE feels differently. Just as definitely in her way as Carole, Alice wholeheartedly feels that men do not like to hear the truth about themselves. And Alice had evidently given the matter more than a little thought, because she had plenty of arguments to back up her stand.

"Theoretically," Alice began, hunched becomingly in a polo coat, her lovely blonde hair catching the highlights of the afternoon sun "—theoretically I should answer, 'Men like to hear the truth about themselves.' Perhaps that would look better on paper than what I'm going to say. But I can't help that, because I know from experience that such is not the case.

"Truth is a fine thing," Alice said, getting into her subject, "But truth can also be a very cruel thing and may sometimes be left unsaid or, if necessary, colored a bit. Supposing you know a man who, although not perfect, (and who is?) yet is trying the very best he knows how? If you love this man you're not going to pick out his shortcomings and remind him of them. On the contrary, you're going to give him a helping hand—'build him up'—make him think he's a little better than he really is. You're going to stretch the truth, if necessary, to supply him with all the confidence you can. (Please turn to page 44)
LET'S GO "RECKLESS"!

Thrill to the tap, tap, tap of her dancing feet in "The Trocadero". See her sell kisses for $500 each. Cruise with her on "The Honeymoon Ship". Romp with her in "The Dormitory Pajama Party". Hear her sing the blues. Gorgeous Jean Harlow teamed with William Powell is heading your way in the biggest musical show of the century with a throbbing love story as exciting as its title.

Jean HARLOW
William POWELL
in
RECKLESS

with a screenful of beauties
and a great cast including
FRANCHEOT TONE
MAY ROBSON
TED HEALY
NAT PENDLETON
ROBERT LIGHT

Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
Directed by VICTOR FLEMING
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1935
HE JOINED THE HOWLING MOB TO CELEBRATE HIS OWN ASSASSINATION!

And when his strange figure walked into their midst, not one of these, his mortal enemies, dared lay hand on him. Such was the power of this man who defied a King and threw a world into tumult that a wisp of a girl might marry the boy she loved.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents
DARRYL ZANUCK’S production

CARDINAL RICHELIEU

STARRING

GEORGE ARLiSS

with

Maureen O’Sullivan • Edward Arnold
Douglas Dumbrille • Francis Lister
Cesar Romero

Directed by Rowland V. Lee
Released thru United Artists

20TH CENTURY PICTURE
Stardom is beckoning Elizabeth Allan after her work in “David Copperfield.” Next one: “Mark of the Vampire.”
FRENCH AND FRENCH... Claudette Colbert was given Charles Boyer for her leading man in "Private Worlds." Then Katharine Hepburn snapped him up for "Break of Hearts." In other words, he's good. And nothing is too good for Claudette, these days, with her popularity sky-rocketing.

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1935
IRISH AND CUBAN . . . Cuban by extraction, at any rate, is Cesar Romero, shown here with the Irish Maureen O'Sullivan in a scene from George Arliss's colorful "Cardinal Richelieu." Cesar is as much in demand these days as Charles Boyer — so much so, that we have a Romero story next month.
Let Virginia Bruce catch the first whiff of Summer in the air and, pronto, how could she resist the impulse to go out strolling?

With Spring comes the call of the open road—and Eric Rhodes finds punctures are no laughing matter even for comedians.
IS CALLING ALL STARS

The open road calls in more than one way. Maureen O'Sullivan, for example, takes to wings, while the picture above at the right, shows what Guy Kibbee, in his inner soul, would like to be doing right now.

Above: Dolores Del Rio, with the change of seasons, takes to swimming and the latest thing in chic white bathing-suits.

But there's no swimming—not yet—for little Shirley Temple. No, for Shirley it's up early and off to school. The boys, below, get a better break. Frankie Thomas can play marbles, any old time of day, with his jockey pal Donnie Meade.

The large picture at the left should erase any last doubts in your mind that Old Winter is gone. Madge Evans is the lovely girl. (Above) "Now is the time for a brisk set of tennis!" says W. C. Fields, promptly toppling over on the bench and into a doze in the sun like an old setter.
MANY ARE CALLED—and oh, so few, so few are chosen! Blonde little Ann Sothern was called Harriet Lake, in musical comedy. A singer, she drifted naturally toward the High C's—notably Chevalier and Cantor. Her last musical was "Folies Bergere," and it begins to look as if Ann is definitely here to stay.
YOU Ought To Be in Pictures." Yes, and thousands of people feel the same way. Hollywood, the home of the picture industry, is also the temporary home of more misguided souls than any other city in the world.

It is easy to sell the newcomer, he openly expresses his desire to get before a camera—the others have the same hope, but the futility of their efforts has taught them to keep quiet. These screen-struck hopefuls must have money, though, for once again the racketeers have opened their fake moving picture studios, and the suckers are falling for the new methods they are using.

These chiselers have a great set-up. And as the would-be actor is determined, at all costs, to get into a studio, they can't help but fall for this racket. You see, it is absolutely impossible for amateurs to get into any major studio, even though they are willing to work extra or as mob atmosphere. All these jobs are filled by the Central Casting Bureau. This bureau is operated under an agreement signed by all the major studios in California, and a severe penalty is imposed for any violation. There isn't a chance that even a personal friend might make an exception.

Central calls these extras from a list of those registered with them. Though all registration has been discontinued for the past five years, there are more than 30,000 names listed. The NRA Code Authority has recently concluded an investigation which disclosed that the number of extras registered was far in excess of studio requirements, and has ordered that this list be cut down to 3,000.

Although these facts have been broadcast many times, either people do not believe them, or don't learn of them until after their arrival. But the fact remains, the bunko studios are taking advantage of these unfortunate by selling them a questionable brand of training, as they prefer to call it. The law-making bodies are aware of this menace, and a few who were too careless with their guarantees and promises are now serving time in San Quentin.

The major moving picture companies decry the existence of these fake studios—but the publicity sent out on the stars acts as good propaganda for their business. In the life stories of stars, they all express the need of some training for success. In other instances, the big studios, in their anxiety for publicity, are always ready to call public attention to some particular actor or actress whom they discovered in some stage play. And in California, one learns, some studios have a training department for promising young players. These training departments present plays on the stage, in various Hollywood theaters, to give these young artists poise, and eliminate self-consciousness. All this is known to the would-be actor, and cleverly brought to his attention by the swindlers, the fake moving picture studios.

Where are they located? Are they really studios? What sort of men own them? Who are the directors?

They are located in various sections of Hollywood.

Yes, they are studios, old, dilapidated joints that were used by independent companies, in the days of silent films. They still contain a mass of old useless scenery and furniture. This paraphernalia, junk to you, has been used to build six or seven sets (a "U") (Please turn to page 66)
WHY THE STARS CAN'T STAY MARRIED

The question you have long asked yourself, answered by a wise psychologist who is not afraid to speak out

By

LOUIS E. BISCH,
M. D., Ph. D.

son and Joan Crawford, Richard Dix and Winifred Coe, Ruth Chatterton and George Brent, Nick Stuart and Sue Carol, Ann Harding and Harry Bannister, Hoot Gibson and Sally Eilers, William Powell and Carole Lombard. And, of course, I have far from exhausted the list.

WHAT makes these actor folk behave that way? Why can't they settle down like other people? What makes them so restless and dissatisfied when it comes to love? Are they essentially different? If so, what is it and why?

Psychology has an answer for these perplexing questions. The science that deals with the workings of the mind and the emotions knows exactly why actors should present the apparent contradiction of being specialists in love on the screen, of being expert in studying human feeling and interpreting it in story after story for years on end, then failing so miserably in 'their' love lives where their own private experiences are concerned. Nor are the mechanisms of the mind that are involved difficult to understand.

FIRST of all, let us consider of what the actor's daily work really consists. At once such descriptive terms as pretense and make-believe suggest themselves.

Yes, the actor's work is just that. From morning until night, whether on or off the lot, the actor is not himself or herself, as the case may be, somebody else! In one picture the star may be an innocent, demure, unsophisticated youngster who is taken advantage of by a designing villain. In a second, the role to be portrayed may be completely different—this time, that of a calculating, gold-digging vamp; in a third production the part may call for an interpretation of a misunderstood wife.

One might assume that actors would rebel at such frequent changes. As a matter of fact, what they continually rebel against is quite the opposite. They hate being considered 'naturals' and forever do they fight against being cast for the same sort of part again and again. Always do they want to be "somebody else."

The reason for this attitude is, however, not far to seek. As a rule, none of us goes in for any kind of work and remains content at it unless one's innate nature is "gaited" for it. To be sure, many of the jobs we take on are secured through chance circumstance. Whether we are happy and succeed in such work is quite another matter. We only remain happy and succeed, really, when the work harmonizes with the deeper and more fundamental strivings of our character make-up.

WITH the acting profession this is particularly true. The real actor reveals the earmarks of his destiny even as a child. Such a little girl or boy already "struts his stuff" when six or seven. In such children the impulse to imitate people seen and read about and to "grow up" and give a show is decidedly more pronounced than in their playmates. By the age of sixteen, of course, the impulse to go on the stage is already irresistible and bears all the earmarks of an obsession.

"Once an actor always an actor," declared a screen star friend of mine recently. I understood what he meant. Acting is an occupation that tends to unfit the participant for anything else! Therefore—and now we will see the link that exists between what I said and the fact that all kinds of actors make poor marriage risks—actors not only make believe and are somebody else when working in the studio, they tend to be like that all the time, off as well as on the lot, simply because they have almost been (Please turn to page 42)
Hollywood Marriages
That Ended Unhappily

Adrienne Ames — and
Glenn Anderson
Robert Armstrong
Nils Asther
Lew Ayres
John Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Ralph Bellamy
Constance Bennett
George Brent
Virginia Bruce
Nancy Carroll
Charles Chaplin
Ruth Chatterton
Maurice Chevalier
Joan Crawford
Ronald Colman
Richard Dix
Sally Eilers
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.
Glenda Farrell
Ralph Forbes
Henry Fonda
Kay Francis
Clark Gable
Janet Gaynor
Hoot Gibson
John Gilbert
Ann Harding
Jean Harlow
Katharine Hepburn
Miriam Hopkins
Boris Karloff
June Knight
Lola Lane
Elissa Landi
Carole Lombard
Adolphe Menjou
Colleen Moore
Mary Pickford
Zasu Pitts
William Powell
Irene Rich
Ginger Rogers
Ned Sparks
Lewis Stone
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullivan
Gloria Swanson
Thelma Todd
Norma Talmadge
Johnny Weissmuller
Loretta Young
Stephan Ames
Stoch Miloszewski
Professional
Vivian Duncan
Lola Lane
Michael Strange
Gloria Swanson
Professional
Phil Plant
Ruth Chatterton
John Gilbert
Jack Kirkland
Lita Grey
George Brent
Yvonne Vallee
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional
Non-professional

THE above list is not complete, since it takes in only players who are more or less prominent at the present time. Numbers of stars have remarried. Adrienne Ames, for example, has married Bruce Cabot since her divorce. Lew Ayres has married Ginger Rogers, John Barrymore has been for some years the husband of Dolores Costello, Ralph Bellamy married Catherine Willard, a stage actress; Constance Bennett has her Marquis, Sally Eilers is now the wife of Harry Joe Brown, Ralph Forbes is the husband of Heather Angel. Adolphe Menjou's new wife is Verree Teasdale, Gloria Stuart is married to a writer, Arthur Sheekman; Margaret Sullivan is the wife of William Wyler, a director, and of course there is the Weissmuller-Velez combination. Also, many of the stars have been divorced two or three times since. Nancy Carroll, Charles Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Ruth Chatterton and Jean Harlow all have had more than one.

Hollywood's excuse has been: "There are no more divorces here than there are in any other town." The list at the right, incomplete though it is, proves this to be untrue. There are more divorces—but the reason commands your sympathy.
I Owe a Lot to WILL ROGERS

says Elsie Janis. And so do the rest of us for his kindliness for his good pictures, and for his 100 per cent American wit that is not afraid to flash out at king or citizen.

By ELSIE JANIS
Special Writer for New Movie

I THINK everybody owes a lot to Will—everybody who can read, see and hear. But long before it was the world's good fortune to know his grand lopedic grin or quote his wise and razor-edged witticisms, Will became a very important factor in my career.

He had roped his way into being the talk of New York when I returned from England in 1916 to appear in "The Century Girl" at the Century Theatre. That production was about the biggest thing New York ever saw until the advent of the Empire State Building. Charles Dillingham and Florenz Ziegfeld went into partnership to produce it. Victor Herbert and Irving Berlin collaborated on the score. The cast which, owing to my mother's astounding managerial maneuvers, I headed, read like Who's Who in the Theater; Marie Dressler, Eddie Foy, Sam Bernard, Hazel Dawn, Frank Tinney, Leon Errol, Harry Kelly, Maurice and Walton, Doyle and Dixon and others. Among the others was one of the swellest girls you or I ever knew, Lilyan Tashman.

I must not get started down memory lane with that great crowd of troopers because I'll get sobby, and after all this article is about Will Rogers who was not at the Century but knocking them for a loop, or looping them for a knockout, in the Ziegfeld Follies at the New Amsterdam Theatre. I must, however, revert to the Century long enough to say that you can imagine how, with a cast like that, it was every man for himself. One girl in particular worried very much about what hat trick she could pull to merit being billed above so many fine artists.

Enter Will Rogers! I had learned to throw a lariat three years before in 1916 while playing with Fred Stone in "The Lady of the Slipper." The public didn't know about that, however. So when I did an imitation of the man of the theatrical hour, Will Rogers, and not only twirled the rope, but danced in it as Will used to do, the first nighters at the Century thought I had walked into the New Amsterdam, taken a look at Rogers and leapt into the best imitation I ever did. They didn't know of the hours I spent learning to make the darn thing even spin, let alone keep on spinning while I talked a la Rogers, and danced at the same time.

Well, anyway the result was well worth the work, and Will Rogers became the sure-fire finish to my specialty in 1916. He remained same until I retired from the stage. I imitated him in London before he himself had captured the city. I translated him into French and presented him to the Parisian public. On concert tours, which covered (Please turn to page 52)
IF GARBO WEARS A HAT

By

WHITNEY WILLIAMS

THE Hollywood influence is felt 'round the world.
Fashions, manners, romance, everything that affects the people of the globe... all have been swayed by the screen and its glittering stars.

There is, for example, Joan Crawford, who re-clothed the girls of the land by the way she wore a dress.

It featured leg-of-mutton sleeves.

Who else but Joan could have started this old style anew, in "Letty Lynton," a style that experts for years have declared as dead as mutton? Yet, when Joan wore the dress, millions of girls all over the country rushed to the stores and dress-makers to order one, puffed sleeves and all, for their wardrobes.

To Greta Garbo the women of the world are indebted for the low bob. The Swedish actress came into prominence when most of the stars were cutting their hair short. Despite remonstrance from every expert in the studio, she refused to cut her hair like the others. Shortly after she appeared on the screen with this style of haircut, those girls and women who couldn't grow their hair fast enough were tacking on shoulder-length extensions.

Hollywood has been designated by many the style center of the world. Actually, it isn't (as yet)... and its fashion designers lay no claim to this distinction.

But the effect it wields on current fashions, through the vehicle of the screen, is undisputed. Many of the styles and fashions of the day, now so much in vogue, can be traced directly to Hollywood and its glamorous personalities.

The Cossack hat which Marlene Dietrich wore in "The Scarlet Empress" may be mentioned as a case in point. Shortly after this picture was released, the market became flooded with Russian chapeaux, all outgrowths of the Dietrich top-piece.

The muff she carried was responsible for the re-appearance of that feminine adornment.

And the hood on her cloak is seen this year on all the smart evening cloaks in the smartest shops.

Three pieces of feminine finery now popular throughout the country and in some sections of Europe... each had its creation, for general use, in one picture, a film that did not enjoy any particular success at the box-office but exerted a very definite influence upon the styles of today.

Going back a few years, and not so many, at that... feathers became popular following the showing of Miss Dietrich (Please turn to page 53)
To you they're mere details in gigantic "effect" scenes—a flashing smile, or a glint of silk stocking, gone in a second.

**Don't forget the GIRLS**

They dance like clockwork, but they have hearts and heads, besides legs. Here they are. Meet them. • By LEON SURMELIAN

The gay, glittering whirlpool of Hollywood Boulevard is studded with the most gorgeous show girls in the world. This most enchanting and intriguing of the world's famous streets has dimmed the glory of Broadway as the goal of those radiantly shapely creatures who send the baid-headed rows into such rhapsodies of delight.

"May Allah always favor you!" I said, as I received an order from our editor to do some soul-digging among the gold diggers of the screen.

With millions of my own sex I had to be satisfied by merely gazing at their likenesses on the screen, as they went through their paces amid avalanches of ostrich fans, or in beauteous flurries of amazing rhythmic patterns.

But now, armed with such an assignment, I could see for myself what goes on behind the scenes of the leg shows those demigods of Hollywood, the film dance directors, concoct with such devastating results on the pocketbook of the nation, helping the producers rake in the shekels you and I have such a heck of a time earning.

I stopped banging away on my portable, took up my cane, and in the best manner of a boulevardier set forth to explore the beauty corners of movietown.

I sauntered down to the Paramount Studio, and was led to stage No. 9, where I exchanged the necessary courtesies with LeRoy Prinz, rehearsing a sizzling number for "Rumba."

The old phonograph blared forth the passionate music of Spain from a corner of the huge sound-proof stage, and a dusky couple from Havana, with red bandannas tied around their necks, danced the rumba in shameless abandon. George Raft, Carole Lombard, and a bevy of chorus girls in shorts or slacks, studied their steps and contortions, not, I must say, without some embarrassment, for this authentic exhibition of the rumba was a torrid dance indeed. The dusky couple, their teeth flashing and their enormous eyes, black pools of tropic longings, flirted in wanton pirouettes, and told each other the secrets of their hearts by beating their clattering heels onto the floor in volleys of frenzied rhythm.

"I'll give my own interpretation to this dance," Mr. Prinz said, the merry twinkle in his eye catching mine. "But I want the kids to see what the rumba is really like."

(From turn to page 60)

But they aren't machines. They're girls like the girl next door. Here are three: At top, Alna Ross, and below, Emily La Rue (Jack's sister) and Ula Love.
HOLLYWOOD is Dangerous to YOUTH

says GENE RAYMOND

At last an honest, intensely sincere answer to this important question, from one of the younger stars himself

By JACK JAMISON

Exclusive to New Movie

HERE'S a criticism you've heard often enough from welfare organizations, professional viewers-with-alarm, and women's clubs. But rarely have you heard it from a star right on the spot!

"Hollywood is dangerous for young people."

Gene Raymond is the one who says it. Not only is Gene a star, but he himself is young. This, coupled with his broad experience, plus the fact that he is successful and therefore can't be accused of sour grapes, makes what he has to say worthy of attention.

"You understand, of course"—he explains—"I am not speaking of Hollywood as a geographical place. A town is a town, and one is no worse nor better than another. What I refer to is the set of economic and psychological conditions in which you find yourself in Hollywood; of the town as an environment. The movies have become a goal for young men and girls all over the country. They flock to Hollywood. My point is that what they are liable to find there may be more harmful to them than beneficial.

"Consider the experienced young players who come to Hollywood from the New York stage, from little theaters like the Pasadena Community Theater, from stock companies, vaudeville—youngsters who've already had experience in some branch or other of the theater. Not only are they boys and girls who are truly interested in the drama (they must be, or they wouldn't be where they are) but they have already managed to survive the hard knocks of apprenticeship. They have, to some extent, demonstrated their ability. At last a studio scout spots them, they sign a contract, and they're in Hollywood. What happens?

"Right off the bat—and it's a sad blow—they learn they aren't their own bosses. According to the contract, a producer owns them body and soul. He can make them over, if he doesn't like them—dye or bleach their hair, have their teeth pulled out, their eyebrows shaved, their faces lifted; teach them to (Please turn to page 46)
Left—the lure of lace and simplicity of design make this two-piece jacket frock, worn by Frances Drake, an outstanding model for early Summer. The dress is designed on shirtwaist lines with a pleated bosom and manish piqué bow at the high neck. The wide revers and deep cuffs on the jacket are of piqué as is the flower boutonniere.

Sketched—a jaunty little sailor suit for the nautical minded, also worn by Miss Drake. The coat is double-breasted and fastens with bright brass buttons. Square braid trims the sailor collar and cuffs. This is a most practical summer dress of washable crepe.

Outstanding in design, fabric and tailoring, say three popular movie stars of this month’s

TOWER STAR
FASHIONS

Laces for daytime, organdies for evening and crepes and sheers for all around wear—what a selection from which to choose your summer wardrobe

Sketched above are two delightfully feminine summer evening frocks selected by Frances Drake, who is soon to appear in the 20th Century production, “Les Miserables.” One is an embroidered organdy with a bright field flower corsage at the high waistline. Note the dropped shoulders, a fashion scoop for you, and the new godet hemline which gives just the right flare to the long, full skirt.

The other dress is, perhaps, more informal but just as chic. It is printed organdy, a dainty floral design, with that tailored smartness so seldom found in an evening gown.
Dropped shoulders, flared skirts, pleated ruffling and boxed jackets—all new fashion notes

By KATHERINE KAREY

Left—Ethel Merman, United Artists star, who will play the leading role in Eddie Cantor’s next picture, wears a cotton lace jacket frock showing Regency influence in the design. The dress has the new high neckline and is trimmed with grosgrain.

Sketched at the left are two other frocks selected by Miss Merman. One, a simple sheer with shirtwaist influence, softly treated. The shoulders are the new shirred raglan type, and a fichu of mousseline de soie adds a finishing touch to the tailored collar. The other, a ribbon matelasse jacket dress with the new cape sleeve jacket.

Right—an ensemble of crepe with plaid piqué accents is worn by Margot Grahame, lovely British star, who will appear in a forthcoming RKO production. A boxed jacket is worn over the very short sleeves of the dress.

Sketched at the right is another little daytime frock selected by Miss Grahame...a two-piece effect dress of sheer, striped in polka-dots, a new version of the season’s favorite. Note the pleats, the turned over piqué collar and bow, the little puffed sleeves.
Honorable Mention

Mention, by all means, to Henry Armetta for proving the old saying that you can't keep a good laugh down . . . Steffi Duna has survived bad pictures and a hard-to-pronounce name, doing good work in "Private Worlds." . . . Hobart Bosworth, twenty years in films and beloved as ever, you'll see in Paramount's new picture, "The Crusades."

Faces in the News

Dorothy Arzner, for years Hollywood's only woman director, is a shining example for women everywhere . . . Sterling Holloway, a gawky boy from Georgia, makes you chuckle if you like his brand of comedy . . . Elisabeth Bergner, whom you'll see in "Escape Me Never," has been called our greatest living actress by nearly every leading critic.

Stars of Tomorrow

Newsworthy is Margot Grahame, a star on stage and screen in England, who makes her American debut in "The Informer" . . . Valerie Hobson, the contours of whose face remind you of a Benda mask, lends menace to "The Werewolf of London" . . . Helen Gahagan (Mrs. Melvin Douglas in private life) plays the leading role in "She."
SHOPPING

Would you like to go shopping with a real live movie star? Then come along with Joan Crawford

By MAUDE CHEATHAM

JOAN CRAWFORD and I had agreed to meet in the lobby of the Ambassador Hotel. We arrived at the same moment, just as a clock on a church tower, a block away, was chiming the hour.

We were both so amazed at the other's punctuality that we burst out laughing. So, our little lark started out gaily.

It's a grand adventure to go shopping with Joan. Like most girls, she loves to prowl around the shops but has so little opportunity. This day, being free from the studio, she was out to visit her favorite haunts and I was fortunate indeed, because she seldom includes anyone on these festive tours.

Joan looked very smart in a brown checked suit, a perky hat a-top her longish bob, and matching accessories. A vivd scarlet scarf twished at her throat added a real Crawford dash—somehow, her clothes are always so expressive. She looked exactly as if she had just stepped from a painting.

As we entered one of Los Angeles' most exclusive shops, the manager and two clerks came forward to meet her.

Joan's greeting was friendly. She laughed, "I've just paid my income tax so don't tempt me too far."

Within a few minutes a lovely white satin evening gown was being modeled for her by a girl of her own measurements and coloring.

Joan was entranced with the simple lines and the rounded neck with its folds of soft satin and after admitting that anyway, she never could resist a white evening gown, she ordered it sent to her on approval.

She told me she never tries clothes on in the stores, preferring to do it at home so she can study the effects more leisurely. Her shoulders are wide so she depends on adjusting the hip lines to fit. She has an expert seamstress who attends to her alterations. Perhaps this is the secret of her always being perfectly fitted.

Another gown was purchased, one of her favorite Hattie Carnegie models, just in. It was of jet sequns, very tailored and all black except for a white pique collar and cuffs.

Said Joan, "I'm buying this to wear to Norma Shearer's party and I'll wear a black velvet bow in my hair."

(Please turn to page 51)
NOW that the Santa Anita race track has closed for the season, we
should be able to do a little better job of this gossip column.
Ever since Christmas Day, when the track opened, the only way
we could ever catch up with the people you want to hear about was to
chase 'em out to where the galloping equines got their daily workout.

In one booth, at the Gotham, we spotted Connie's "Hank" and another
chap dining on turkey wings and wine while they discussed the relative
merits of Twenty Grand and Ladysman.

Across the way, Randy Scott and Monroe Owsley muttered in their
respective beards about "double entries" and whether or not they would
be wise to play Azucar "across the board."

Anyway, the entire movie colony has gone stark, staring race crazy.
And, if Phil Baker's "Bottle" is still that way about Mae West, all he
has to do for a peek at the fashinisin' girl is hie himself to the
Santa Anita track and there's Mae, utterly resplendent in ermine and
diamonds!

SPEAKING of horses, our pet stooge reports an amazing incident
that happened at 20th Century.

It was on the "Cardinal Richelieu" set, and George Arliss, with
all the dignity in the world, sat astride a fine-looking horse, but
cautiously! Behind him, some process stuff (to give the effect of
motion) was being run. Below him, and out of camera range, four
men squatted, each of them firmly grasping one of the animal's feet!
So, maybe you couldn't exactly call Arliss a horseman?

BING CROSBY is probably one of the
most enthusiastic of all the track fol-
lowers. First thing in the morning, he packs
himself a lunch, sticks a racing form in his
pocket, kisses mama and the kiddies good-
bye and is off to the races!

We stood next to him at the rail, the other
day, when the barrier went up and the
horse on which he had some of the Crosby
dough, went into the lead by a good couple of lengths.

"Hold 'er in!" Bing yelled. "Ho-o-o-old 'er IN! . . . Save it!"
Half way round the track, Bing's horse began to lose ground, and,
by the time the thundering herd rounded the last turn, horsee had
slipped back to fourth spot. Well, Bing was fit to be tied.

"I didn't say hold 'er in all the way around!" he howled
frantically. "Try whippin' 'er a little, will ya?"

OCCASIONALLY troubled with insom-
nia, Wally Beery has discovered a 100
proof remedy for it. Taking his plane
up 10,000 ft., he turns the controls over to a
relief pilot, curls himself up, and in no time
at all, is in the arms of Morpheus.

Of course, if you don't happen to have a
plane, there's the catch. But, in a pinch,
you might smuggle an army cot up to the
top floor of the Empire State Building.

EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF, the writer, is famous for his cuisine accom-
plishments. So, when Leo Ruggles threw a party, the other eve-
nign, he wired an invitation to Wallace Beery, stating that Wooll was
to do the cooking.

Beery wired back: "Have tasted Wooll's food STOP Will bring
my own!"

SO help us, this is positively the last time
we'll mention it! But, before Mary Brian
would place a bet on a horse, she'd go through
the paddock, look them all over, and the one
with the kindest face was the one that got
Mary's money!

Which is probably just as good a way as
any to pick 'em?

AND here's a new romance to make up in your little red book!
Joel McCrea and Shirley Temple are quite, quite that way
about each other! But, true love never did run the way you want it to!

Every time Joel and Shirley try to sneak off by themselves for a
quiet little talk, the still man follows along and messes up a beautiful
romance by insisting that they pose for publicity photographs.

On Broadway, New Movie plays a prom-
inent part in "Personal Appearance."

Members of Our Gang's team on the lot
--Scoty Beckett and Spunky McFarland.

Hasn't Stan a lovely wife? Mr. and
Mrs. Laurel at the Mayfair dance.

Una Merkel's new picture is a comedy-
mystery, "The Mystery in Room 309."
The other day, they found a very secluded spot by an old fish pond where it just didn’t seem possible that anyone would be able to find them. But, just as they got settled, with a lollypop apiece, who should crash the tete-a-tete but that mean old photographer with a request for more pictures!

Little Shirley was annoyed. “Oh, Anthony . . . !” she exclaimed, “can’t you let us have one moment alone?”

IN honor of Pat O’Brien’s house warming, Lyle Talbot wore his brand new fedora!

Leaving early, Lyle went to get his Easter chapeau and . . . no soap! It just wasn’t anywhere to be found! After nearly tearing the O’Brien domicile apart, a local Sherlock Holmes peeked in the swimming pool, and . . . there was the missing fedora! . . . completely water-logged and going down for the third time!

It was heart-breaking, no less. And not knowing whom to put the finger on, every man in the place ran for his own top piece and hung them on Pat’s newly installed bushes at the bottom of the garden, where it would be easy to keep an eye on ‘em!

AND, as long as we’re here, we may as well tell you about Charlie Butterworth’s experience with a frisky nag. It happened at Palm Springs, and the only mistake Charlie made was that when the horse stopped, Charlie kept right on going!

It wasn’t too serious, fortunately, but it did take a doctor two hours to tweeze out the spines from the cactus he landed in!

HOME from his personal appearance tour, Gene Raymond declares it’s a great game if you’ve got your strength. For why? Because sixteen girls crashed his dressing-room, one night, and after they left he hadn’t a tie, handkerchief, or powder puff left to his name! They even got the laces out of his oxfords! Furthermore, two of the gals were really injured in the melee!

THAT Ralph Bellamy is all right. With a hurry call from the studio, and his own car laid up with fallen arches or something, Ralph asked the high school boy next door for the loan of his Model-T Ford . . . one of those jalopies with wise cracks chalked all over the sides and back!

Without giving one darn, Bellamy snorted up the Boulevard, rattling in every joint and having the time of his life jeering at a few of his friends who whizzed by in their high-powered motors!

THIS hay town is plumb full of practical jokers!

About 3 A. M., the other morning, Grant Withers’ phone rang . . . and RANG!

Dragging his sleepy form out of the nice, warm bed, Grant stumbled across the bedroom floor in a daze and picked up the receiver.

“Yeh . . . ?” he groaned into the transmitter. “Is Boo there?” a strange voice inquired.

“Boo who?” Grant growled.

“Well, gee . . .?” the caller said, “Don’t cry. It’s all right. I must have the wrong number!”

AND speaking of fright . . . Freddie March had the scare of his life the other day when his small daughter, Penny, lost control of her kiddie car and rolled Merrily into the deep end of the March swimming pool, making a neat little splash.

Throwing his best pipe clear across the patio, Freddie dived after his adventurous offspring, bringing her up, sputtering angrily, but otherwise none the worse for her unexpected docking.

(Please turn to page 65)
She is completely honest. She says what she thinks and does what she likes. She does not conform to the conventional mind. A man can get away with it—but a woman can't. So says Joan, about her dynamic sister

CONSTANCE should have been A BOY

BY HER SISTER
JOAN BENNETT

SHE should have been born a boy; for, had such been the case, those very traits of character—that aggressiveness, that daring, that independence, that decisiveness—which have earned her frequent criticism, would have won her unstinted admiration.

Connie is one of the few completely honest women I have known. She says what she thinks, does what she likes—and, man-fashion, takes the consequences of any mistake she may make without a whine. I never have known her to trade on the "privileges" of her sex.

I can readily understand why some people persistently misjudge and resent, or even dislike her. Her cardinal sin lies in the fact that she does not conform to the conventional mold. Furthermore, she is superbly sure of herself, exasperating in her self-confidence. She is, at times, very intolerant. She is sometimes inclined to be overbearing. Having reached a decision, she is prompt to translate it into action, and seldom does she have the patience to explain or defend her motives.

Let the action be its own justification—that always, has been Connie's way. Because of the difference in our ages and because of the still wider difference in our temperaments, there has never been between Constance and myself that close companionship which one might expect to find between sisters. Yet we have always been loyal to each other, and, possibly because all members of "that Bennett clan" share certain fundamental traits, we have understood one another remarkably well. Frankly, I always have stood somewhat in awe of Constance. She always has been the dominant, older sister. She always has told me what to do—and I usually have accepted her counsel, for experience has taught me that she is almost always right.

I have stood in awe of her mental strength and her abilities, not of the fact that she happens to be the elder. She was born to dominate. The effort to rule the lives of those whom she loves is as natural a gesture to her as breathing.

I have stood in awe of the aura of glamour which always has hovered around her. That glamour does not depend on her stardom, or her wealth, or her social position. It is a part of her, a radiation from her personality. It is something that defies exact analysis. To a certain degree, I suppose, it is a by-product of her innate poise and assurance.

Even as a school girl, she was glamorous.
She was the leader in every crowd. Everything she did was done with dash and fire and imagination. She never entered a room, she swept in—and instantly took command of the situation. She never passed through the “ugly” stage, for her poise was too instinctive to permit self-consciousness. She was very popular.

As a child she was extremely precocious. She soaked up knowledge as effortlessly as a sponge soaks up water. Unlike most precocious children, she was analytical. Instead of being content to skim the surface, she wanted to know the reason why. She still does. Moreover, her mind is amazingly retentive. Once having fixed on an idea, she never forgets.

The fact that she was a girl was a bitter disappointment to our father, who had set his heart on a son who would carry on in his footsteps. Being one of the most willful men that ever lived, he refused to be reconciled to the fact of her sex for any reason. Consequently, he treated Constance as he would have treated a son.

She already had, by inheritance, his fighting heart, his impatience with all restraint, his willfulness—and he encouraged her in every one of those qualities. He took her into his confidence, treated her as though she were an adult, instilled into her mind his own arrogant, “self-made man’s” psychology. He preached the necessity of learning by experience, of fighting one’s own battles, of being able to “take it on the chin” without a whim.

One of the immediate results was, of course, that her will began to clash with his while she was still a child. It has continued to clash with his ever since, in a series of explosions which are usually short-lived but breath-taking in their violence. Father frequently rages when she defies his authority, but she is tremendously proud of her determination and independence.

He has ample reason to be proud of her courage. I have never seen her afraid of anything—unless it might be that she is sometimes afraid of being afraid. I have never seen her shirk a fight, no matter how slim her chance of winning might be. She welcomes and heartily enjoys the stimulation of conflict. A torrid argument is to her one of life’s supreme joys, an escape from boredom, which she cannot tolerate. She is quick to show her, withdrawing Constance who utters the final word, whether the question in hand involves a new studio contract or a stock market investment.

In the administration of her home, she pays close attention to every detail. She examines every bill, decides upon every expenditure, determines every menu. How she finds the time and energy to do so, even during the stress of picture-making, has always been a mystery to me. Why, I have known her to spend hours phrasing and re-phrasing an answer to one of her fan letters. It must express exactly her intended meaning before it is allowed to enter the mail.

It has been said, with considerable justice, that most screen stars are the product of at least a dozen brains; Constance is the product of just one—her own!

She has a keen, though very caustic, sense of humor. At times, she is cuttingly sarcastic—and since she is a genius for seeing through affectation, her sarcasms are usually as penetrating as a surgeon’s lance. (Please turn to page 49)
The Film Stars at Play

With the season in full swing, this month is brilliant with gay, delightful parties

By GRACE KINGSLEY

CHILDREN are fast becoming the center of many parties given by the screen folk.

If you think you're going to attend any party given by a screen luminary who has children without seeing junior, you're very much mistaken. Even though he be only of the highchair-and-teaspoonful-of-spinach age, junior is always trotted out. Sometimes when a picture player hasn't a kid of his own, he borrows one for the occasion! Edna May Oliver did that not long ago when she gave a party.

I suspect indeed, that if it hadn't been for Miss Mavourene O'Brien, nine months old, the Pat O'Briens never would have given that delightful party of theirs. Especially as it was Mavourene's ninth-month birthday exactly. She made personal appearances in her pink-and-white nursery, and all the mamas of Hollywood gathered around, including Jobyna (Mrs. Dick) Arlen, Dixie Lee (Mrs. Bing) Crosby, Louise Fazenda (Mrs. Hal Wallis), Mrs. Mervyn Leroy, Sally Eilers (Mrs. Harry Joe Brown), Mrs. Joe E. Brown, Gracie Allen, Joan Blondell (Mrs. George Barnes), Mrs. Frank McHugh, Mrs. Spencer Tracy, Mrs. Paul Kelly, and Mrs. Ralph Morgan. Sally Eilers proved that she knew her diety by heart, and Mrs. Bing told what to do when baby cried in the night.

Then there was the christening party which Andy Devine gave for his little son Timothy (Tad for short), at his home, away up on the top of a Hollywood hill. And was mama Devine proud! By the way, before he was born, Mrs. Devine, who has a gift for drawing, sketched a picture of the baby—and it turned out to look like him!

Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres had assisted at the ceremony, Ginger being the infant's godmother, and having bathed and dressed the baby herself, and Lew having held Ginger's gloves and purse while Ginger held Timothy. The christening robe had been made away back in 1838, in Spain, when goodness knows nobody ever thought of motion pictures, and had been worn by Prince Jaime of Spain, if that excites you.

All the other mamas and papas were at the reception, including Mr. and Mrs. Richard Arlen, Mr. and Mrs. Bing Crosby, Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman, and then there was young bachelor Bennie Alexander.

THE Mayfair is being taken over more and more by the younger set, and such a lot of romantic atmosphere as there was at the last dance!

Polly Ann Young came with Carter Hermann, rich Pasadena, and Sally Blane with Cesar Romero, while Lorett Young was with Bernard Newman, costume designer at Radio.

Fred Keating brought Barbara Blair, Madge Bellamy was spurred by Leroy Mason; Harpo Marx lilted in with Susan Fleming; Harriet Hootor, in Rupert Hughes' party, was with Cornwell Jackson. Peaches Jackson (who used to be a kid actress, but who is all grown up now) arrived with Wilbur May; Monta Bell brought Genie Davis, and in that party also were Lawrence Gray and Betty Bronson (not the Betty who played Peter Pan); Lyle Talbot with Peggy Walters, Mary Carlisle with James Blakeley, and Toby Wing came with director Dudley Murphy.

Constance Bennett was with a party, and Madge Evans with Tom Gallery.

Will Rogers arrived with Hal Roach's party, but didn't dance.

Hal Roach naturally still ballyhoos his racetrack at Santa Anita, and one of the decorations of the bar in the private room of the Beverly-Wilshire, where the party was held, was an ice horse. This horse, when the place began to warm up, ran almost as fast as the famous Azucar. (Please turn to page 69)
ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

New Movie's handy check-list picks out the best pictures of the month for you

By BARBARA BARRY

"Lenore is here," Arliss continues quietly. "Let me pass, that I may call her and prove that what you suspect is untrue." "They were right!" Romero cries, thinking Richelieu is only seeking an opportunity to call the guards. "They told me not to wait—but to strike, at once!"

"Then go yourself to that door—" Arliss points to Maureen's room. "Call her yourself."

It's a tense moment. Will Romero go through with his dastardly plan? Or will he step to the door and prove himself wrong?

Tune in on your local theater for last minute reports on the imperial chuckler. I know I'm a meanie, but Director Rowland V. Lee would never speak to me again if I gave away the exciting climax. However, if you happen to be a second cousin or an in-law of Nunnally Johnson or Cameron Rogers, the authors, maybe they'll break down and tell you the answer.

BREAK OF HEARTS

As we told you before, there is positively no snooping on any Hepburn set. But, lucky as we are (?), what did we do but wander into the RKO commissary and sit down at a table right next to the untouchable Katie, herself! She was lunching with Charles Boyer, her newest leading man and, while we hate to dispel your romantic illusions, there wasn't even a suggestion of hand-holding!

If you care at all ...... Katie was nibbling daintily at a fruit compote, while the handsome Boyer (Boy-ay, to you) successfully got the upper hand of a veal cutlet.

Which has nothing to do with Lester Cohen's story of a famous orchestra leader, married to a struggling young lady composer, and their trials and tribulations, as suffered most poignantly by Miss Hepburn and Mister Boyer.

Madly in love with his wife, Boyer nevertheless gets himself into a liaison with a society divorcee, for no good reason. And Katie, instead of fighting for her man, tells him that he belongs to the world and she'll give him back to it (although how she figures that one divorcee constitutes the whole world is beyond us).

Broken-hearted, Boyer cancels his concerts and goes to Europe, where he proceeds to drink himself into the gutter. Hepple fares a bit better because, while her career is shot, she does meet up with a wealthy gent who asks nothing more of life than that she sit down and help him clip coupons.

Seeing how badly the world has treated her ex-husband, Hepburn goes to (Please turn to page 63)

BARBARA BARRY RECOMMENDS

1- "Types" with Mala.
2- "Richelieu" with George Arliss.
3- "Village Tale" with Kay Johnson.
4- "Break of Hearts" with Katharine Hepburn.
5- "Mystery in Room 309" with Conrad Nagel.
6- "People Will Talk" with Balond-Ruggles.
7- "The Informer" with Victor McLaglen.
8- "Hot News" with Jack La Rue.

CARDINAL RICHELIEU

(20th Century)
The colorful, silk-and-blood political intrigue of 1630. Costume romance with George Arliss in the lead.

MYSTERY IN ROOM 309

(M-G-M)
Una Merkel, Franchot Tone and Conrad Nagel in a gory, breezy little comedy-mystery that is lots of fun for all.

CASE OF THE CURIOUS BRIDE

(Warners)
Margaret Lindsay tries her hand at a detective story. This is a bigamy racket that involves Warren William and Donald Woods.

HOT NEWS

(Columbia)
News cameramen and the gangsters and kings they photograph, with Wally Ford, Richard Cromwell, Jack LaRue. Fast, tense action.

BREAK OF HEARTS

(RKO)
The mad, passionate, stirring lives of two musicians, played by Katharine Hepburn and Charles Boyer. Romance.

VILLAGE TALE

(RKO)
The way vicious gossip in a small town wrecks loves and lives. Tense drama with Kay Johnson, Randy Scott, and the versatile Robert Barat.

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1935
The fall and rise of Stepin Fetchit, the dark Galahad of the screen, who makes sounds that you can't understand

Ah is responsible fo' de Legion of Decency," said Stepin Fetchit, supine in the seclusion of his dressing room.

"I thought Mae West," I said, "or . . ."

"Yuh doan understan'," Stepin said, feebly rolling up an eye from where he relaxed in a state approaching dissolution. The optic exertion proved overtaxing. He relapsed into incoherences, followed by coma. I thought the light had gone out and wondered if I should resort to artificial respiration. There was no sign of breathing but his color was good. While I was debating between oxygen tank and bottle of gin there came a murmurous sound alarmingly suggestive of the rush of angels' wings. Happily it proved to be, not heaven's call, but speech returning to the lips of my languid friend.

"You doan understand," he repeated gently. "Ah is responsible cause Ah refused to speak impurities. Da's why I got threwed out. Ah refused to go against mah religion an' speak impurities. By mah doin' dat Ah set de power, see what Ah mean? Ah set de power rollin' on, rollin' on, rollin' on. . . . It got took up by others, see what Ah mean?"

Ah didn't quite. Mystical things have always eluded me.

Impurities were troubling Mr. Fetchit when first I interviewed him seven years ago. At that time they were his own, not a dialogue writer's. Our rendezvous was the Y. M. C. A. in Los Angeles. Stepin had come from saying the Stations of the Cross. Sin was besetting him, he said. Temptations—in female form a-a-special—had descended along with sudden riches, as they so often do. Stepin was going to mass each morning to be in condition to wrestle the devil the rest of the day. He said if he couldn't overcome impurities he would get married. He did not feel marriage was his medium but the Bible said better to marry than burn.

Stepin wanted to be a priest. He studied for a year in a seminary in New Orleans before coming to Hollywood.

"Ah knew Ah had the call," he said. "But Ah nevah could study. Ah is bright but Ah doan learn from books. Ah absolves. Everythin' Ah seez Ah absolves."

He still would respond to the call if women would quit messin' round and go along and leave him alone.

Some weeks after our meeting, which took such a revivistic turn toward the end, Stepin all but had me clapping hands and shouting "Save me!" I was the party guest of Nina Mae McKinney, sepiawitch of "Hallelujah," at the Apex cabaret cabaret on Central Avenue. Across the floor I saw Stepin draped dolorously over a table, eyes fixed ruminatively on a flock of duskyes gyrating a hot number. Nina sniffed at him and said he had asked her to marry him. She (Please turn to page 57)
Maureen O’Sullivan
Gives a
BRIDGE PARTY
and tells you how to do it on five dollars

As told to
KATHERINE HARTLEY

I SHALL never forget the first bridge party that I gave. I made so many blunders that I’m sure that you can profit by my mistakes, and from what I have learned, give a much more successful one.

In the first place, I remember that I thought it would be very nice to make some candy myself, and to put it around in tiny dishes on the bridge tables. Well, I made toffee. Marvelous, rich, sticky toffee, with the result that before a half hour had passed I had to rush out and buy a complete set of new cards. You know how disagreeable it is to play with a sticky deck of cards. So, point No. 1 is the selection of a “practical” candy. I have several in mind, and will give you a recipe for one later.

Another mistake I made was this. I had thought I would have my guests in for luncheon before the bridge. And, bending over backward to give them a good luncheon, I fed them so heavily that they were practically all asleep the rest of the afternoon. So if you do have your guests come for luncheon first, make it a light, dainty luncheon.

However I think a bridge party is much more successful when you invite your guests to come at two or two-thirty, and begin to play bridge at once... while you are all fresh and eager to start. Then serve tea afterward. The tea picks you up after a long afternoon of bridge, and sends your guests away feeling happy and fresh, and it’s the last note of a party that your guests carry away with them.

Also you will find that serving refreshments after bridge is a much less expensive procedure than serving lunch before.

So let’s get right down to business now, and see how far we can make $5.00 go in planning an afternoon bridge for eight people.

One of the items which occurs to me first is the bridge prize. No party is complete without that. And I think it is much more important to give one good prize, rather than inconsequential first and second and booby prizes. And if you gave three prizes, they would have to be inconsequential if you are to get them, and the refreshments, and the decorations too, out of $5.00. So here’s what I have in mind for your prize. A set of six ribbon-covered hangers with a sweet-smelling sachet tied on each hanger. This sort of gift is something which few women will sit down to make for themselves. And the ready-made covered hangers and sachets are quite expensive, so we seldom buy them for ourselves either. But it won’t take you more than two or three hours at the most to make an attractive set. I often make them, for myself and my friends, usually while I’m on the set, waiting for my scenes.

In the first place the hangers will cost you nothing for you probably have dozens of them around... hangers on which your clothes have come back from the dry cleaners. But here’s what you will have to buy for six hangers:

Each hanger will take twenty-four inches of two-inch ribbon for covering. That means that four yards will do the six hangers. And I am very certain that you can buy a nice grade of ribbon, with a satin finish, for 10 cents a yard. You can choose any color you like, of course, preferably one of the light pastel shades or white, which is my favorite. Buy an extra half yard of this ribbon for covering your sachets. Which brings the total of the two-inch ribbon up to four and one-half yards, or forty-five cents. Then you will need some very narrow ribbon of the same shade—not much more than a quarter of an inch wide—for covering the handles of the hangers. Each handle will take about sixteen inches—you want to have enough left for a tiny bow at the base of the handle—or three yards for the half dozen. At five cents a yard this only adds fifteen cents to the cost.

The tiny sachets in cake form are the best ones to use. And these can be purchased for ten cents a piece. So, allowing sixty cents for the sachets, the cost of your prize now becomes a mere one dollar and twenty cents. And I’m sure you couldn’t buy six such hangers with sachets—as nicely as you will make them—for anything less than two or three dollars.

First you cut your wide ribbon into lengths (six of them) of twenty-four inches each. Now you take one of these lengths and fold it in the middle, the long way, so that you have a twenty-four inch piece of double ribbon an inch wide. Then measure off the center of this length, and, right at the folded edge, cut a very small hole, which will allow the handle of the hanger to pierce through.

Starting at the hole you use a running stitch, about one-sixteenth of an inch beneath the folded edge, gathering a steady (Please turn to page 59)
IN THESE STORES YOU'LL FIND SMART TOWER STAR FASHIONS

New fashions for you—designed for and worn by favorite stars! On page 22 are pictures and descriptions of clever jacket frocks, of evening and day-time dresses which you can see and buy at the stores listed below. Ask to see them on your next shopping trip. Or, for further information, write Tower Star Fashions Editor, 55 Avenue, New York, N. Y.

The number of stores carrying Tower Star Fashions was so great that all of them could not be listed on this page. See page 63 for additional stores.

ALABAMA
Birmingham—Parisian
Huntsville—Mary Shop
Troy—Bonsteel Bros.

ARIZONA
Phoenix—Goldwater's
Tucson—Whitcomb Dept. Store

ARKANSAS
El Dorado—J. F. Sample Co.
Pine Bluff—T. H. Cooper
Little Rock—M. C. Cohn Co.

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles—The May Co.
Oakland—Ed's
Pomona—C. C. Dowey & Co.
San Francisco—The Emporium
San Jose—B. & G. Co.
Santa Barbara—The Smart Shop

COLORADO
Cass City—Osa Hays
Colorado Springs—C. V. Clamp
Denver—Denver D. O. Co.
Grand Junction—A. M. Harris Stores Co.
La Junta—Hollbeck Costume Shop
Merced—A. Cid Co.
Pueblo—Colorado Supply Co.
Strandburg Springs—Jacket Appareil Nook

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport—Howland D. G. Co.
Burlington—Eaton Thompson Inc.
New Haven—The Game-Devon Co.
New London—Rut's
Torrington—Danksin's

DELAWARE
Wilmington—Kennard-Pyle Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington—Woodward & Lothrop Inc.

FLORIDA
Arcadia—Personality Shop
Miami—Harrie's
Ocala—Blackey
Orlando—Tyrrell Dreyer Co.
Quincy—The J. S. Shaw Co.
St. Petersburg—Baldwin Bros.
Tallahassee—W. P. Wilson Co.
Tampa—Kendall Mass Inc.

GEORGIA
Athens—Michels Bros. Inc.
Atlanta—Parkinson Pawn Co.
Augusta—Cobb's
Buckhead—Lincoln
Blakely—Dunlap's
Carrolton—The Everyday Shoppe
Macon—Mayo's
Waycross—The Fashion Shop
West Point—Cohen Brothers

IDAHO
Boise—Oliver's Shop
Pocatello—Hassell's

ILLINOIS
Champaign—C. G. Wells
Charleston—M. W. Shop
Chicago—Woolworth Stores Inc.
Decatur—Service Firsts Apparel Service
De Quin—Ross Store
Joliet—Dietz & Co.
Litchfield—Brassfield
Marion—C. W. Hay
Mount Vernon—The Fashion Shop
Mount Pulaski—Bruce Bros.

MICHIGAN
Albion—Vaughn & Ragdale Co.
Alpena—Thomas Queen Store
Ann Arbor—Wm Goodyear Co.
Bay City—Tabor Dress Shop
Big Rapids—Wilson's
Coldwater—J. H. Weidman's
Detroit—B. Segel & Co.
Houghton Lake—Champion
Kalkaska—Vaughn & Ragdale
Kalamazoo—J. C. Penney
Kalkaska—Stein
Mason—Clements Marshall's Store
Traverse City—The Mapel Shoppe

MINNESOTA
Albert Lea—Skiern-Chamberlin
Austin—M. Lewis & Co.
Bemidji—Wilson's
Duluth—L. J. Narby Co.
Duluth—G. A. Gray Co.
Faribault—Gray's Style Shop
Fergus Falls—Nothide Dept. Store
 Hibbing—Red Shop
Lake Placid—James Hart & Sons
Minneapolis—Park
St. Paul—Kennedale
St. Paul—Smith & W. R. Wingate Co.
St. Cloud—Linde
St. Cloud—Kleiner's
Winona—The Fashion, Inc.
Virginia—Johnny's

MISSISSIPPI
Clarksdale—The Madeira Shop
Columbia—The Fashion Shop
Greenville—J. R. Terrell, Inc.
Greenville—The Leader
Jasper—A. P. Woman's
Jackson—H. W. Store

MISSOURI
Bootheel—Sunny Day Store
Brookville—Vogue Shop
Chillicothe—Louis Anderson, Inc.
Hanover—The City
Jefferson City—Peterson's
Kansas City—J. & J.
Kansas City—Gen. P. Pelt
Kanawha—Kress
Keller—J. W. Doerr's
Mexico—Phillips Ladies Shop
Moberly—Grand Fashion Shop
Pella—S. C. Black
St. Joseph—Luber's
St. Louis—University City
University City—Robinson's

MONTANA
Billings—Hart-Albin Co., Inc.
Choteau—Prine Bros.
Great Falls—Sills Style Shop
Helena—Fisher-Mills Co.
Sidney—Yowellmore Merc.

NEBRASKA
Beatrice—The Carman Co.
Cochrane—Irene Shop
Fall City—Jenn's
Fremont—Mayo's
Gering—Golden-Chapman
Lincoln—Gold & Co.
Seward—The Hollywood Shop

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Champlain—Pilcher & Snowman
Concord—Betty Allen
Durham—C. A. Loeb
Lebanon—Richardson & Langlois
Manchester—Morrie, Inc.

NEW JERSEY
Asbury Park—Downery App. Shop
Bayonne—Pearlman's Dept. Store
Catskill—Flamingo Shop
Jersey City—State Gown Shop
Maplewood—Company Harris
Newark—Kress's
Rutgers—The Brothers
Shrewsbury—Linden Chubs
West New York—Florence Shop

NEW YORK
Albany—David
Binghamton—D. C. Cooper & Welden Co.
Buffalo—Adams, McKeown & Anderson
Ithaca—Pritchard's Style Shop
Middletown—Cannon & Tower
New York—The Soho
New York—H. R. Macy Co.
Norwich—Raynal Smith
Ogdensburg—Wm. M. Smith
Oncotes—Raynal Spr. Shop
Queens—David's
Saranac—Lappin-Almy's
Staten Island—St. George—Irwin Dress Shop
Syracuse—David's
Utica—David-Knoer Co.
Westfield—Frank, Kempf Co.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque—Moeller's Smart Shop

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville—G. M. Dry & Sons
Burlington—G. J. Sellers & Sons
Cashion—Rudder's Dept. Store
Charlotte—Darting Shop
Durham—G. L. Bacon
Edenton—Prescott
Elkin—H. A. Hustle's
Elkin—Stevenson-Semple Co.
Fayetteville—The Shop
Greensboro—Elliott-Scott Co.
Greensboro—H. E. Store

OHIO
Fargo—A. L. Money
Parma—Herbert, Inc.
Harvey—Fred's Store
James—Robinson's Inc.
Kemmer—Kindlin's
Miner—Spats Store for Women
New Rockford—Rogers & Schaebe

Oklahoma
Alva—Osage Stores
Ada—Dale Store
Ada—The Vogue
Atish—The Vogue
Blackwell—Polly Shop
Branched Night Shop
Chickasha—The Eagle Merc. Co.
Duncan—Towne Shop

OREGON
McNeil—Addison's
Portland—Meier & Frank

The number of stores carrying Tower Star Fashions was so great that all of them could not be listed on this page. See page 63 for additional stores.
Do you recall the story of Damocles at the banquet, a sword over his head suspended by a single hair? Over the heads of men, women and children who have diabetes hangs a figurative sword—but it can be safely chained by the use of insulin.

Before insulin was discovered, practically the only hope for grown-up diabetics was to adhere to a rigid, almost starvation, diet. For children stricken with diabetes there was hardly any hope at all.

Today, diabetics are permitted diets which would have been suicidal in pre-insulin days. The majority of children protected by insulin are enabled to study and play and live like normal children.

A healthy body makes its own insulin—the hormone supplied by the pancreas. Diabetes results when there is a deficiency of insulin. When the disease is apparent, the proper amount of injected insulin supplies a substitute for this essential element.

Injection of insulin is a simple matter. Most doctors show their patients, young and old, how to make the injections themselves. Insulin now costs less than formerly and it can be had everywhere.

There is no reason why those who need it should not enjoy its life-saving benefits.

Though diabetes is neither infectious nor contagious, it frequently occurs in families predisposed to it, and is common among overweight, middle-aged persons. Those inclined to be fat, particularly if related to a diabetic, should be especially careful of their diet.

In its early stages, diabetes causes little or no physical discomfort, but its presence can be detected by a doctor's examination and laboratory tests.

The Metropolitan will be glad to send, without cost, the booklet "Diabetes" which tells how to guard against the disease, describes its signs and causes, and gives information about diet. Address Booklet Department 635-B.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Frederick H. Ecker, President
One Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Don't choose your laxative blindly!

BLIND Man's Buff is no game to play...in any matter pertaining to your health. When you need a laxative, you must know beforehand how it will act on you.

Harsh laxatives will cause stomach pains, upset you, leave you weak. Laxatives whose sole virtue is gentleness may fail to be thorough.

You must have both thoroughness and gentleness...you must have pleasant, painless, complete relief from constipation. Never be satisfied with less from a laxative.

Why America uses more Ex-Lax than any other laxative
Ex-Lax is as thorough as any laxative you can take. Yet its action is so gentle...so completely without stomach pains Ex-Lax doesn't leave you feeling weak, doesn't upset you. Ex-Lax is not habit-forming—you don't have to keep on increasing the dose to get results. And Ex-Lax is not a punishment—it's a pleasure to take. It tastes just like delicious chocolate. Ex-Lax has no unpleasant after-taste and no bad after-effects.

Millions of people have found this out. And last year alone, 46 million boxes of Ex-Lax were bought! Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes—at any drug store. Or mail the coupon below for a free sample.

When Nature forgets—remember
EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 117
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name
Address

Don't choose your laxative blindly!

Leisure Loveliness

LILY PONS, chic young Metropolitan Opera star, is soon to make her screen debut. Her glorious voice, her brunette beauty, her lovely slender figure have helped make Pons one of the most glamorous and popular opera stars of today.

She's a tremendously vital person, and the secret of her amazing vitality is her ability to relax completely.

"There are times in every woman's life when the pressure of modern living is apt to have a telling effect on her nerves and appearance," says Miss Pons. "Whether she has a career, or whether she's a wife and mother, makes little difference. The demands on her time and energy are equally heavy.

"Of course I cannot postpone performances, rehearsals, radio broadcasts or costume fittings when I am over-tired. But I do make it a point, when over-tired, to set aside one evening for myself. One evening when I see no one, when I do not even answer the telephone.

"First of course, I remove my make-up with cleansing cream and facial tissues and scrub my face energetically with soap and water until it is pink and glowing. Then comes the deluge! Cold, cold water dashed on my face and neck. And I usually give a little attention to my eyes, too. Bathing the eyes with a mild solution in an eye-cup is so soothing to tired eyes.

"I draw a warm bath and empty into it great quantities of pine essence of which I am so fond. It softens the bath water and the pine scent does so much to soothe jumpy nerves. I stay in my bath, inhaling the pungent pine odor, until I have thoroughly relaxed.

"Then I slip into a very lovely tea gown or lounging pajamas. I believe every woman ought to have at least one such garment in her closet—one which makes her feel alluring and beautiful. It's good feminine psychology, you know.

"A light evening meal is brought to my bedside on a tray. Supper on a tray in bed is just as much fun as breakfast in bed. Not everyone can indulge herself in that delightful pastime very often, but surely an evening meal on a tray should not be too difficult to achieve. When one is over-tired, the digestive system should not be over-taxed. So I have a crisp green salad, perhaps some stewed fruit, and a glass of milk. As I dine leisurely, I reflect on the comforting thought that there are twelve hours of sleep before me—twelve peaceful, quiet hours in which to rest and relax and slumber.

"The expense of a little treatment of this kind is only the time it takes. And the reward—a feeling of physical fitness and a quiet and serene mental attitude toward the problems of tomorrow!"

"I make it a point, when I feel fatigued, to set aside one evening for rest and relaxation," says Lily Pons.

PICTURED AT HOME, the charming opera star wears an attractive tailored tea gown during her few leisure moments.
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TO AVOID THESE
SKIN FAULTS

| LINES | COARSENESS | BLACKHEADS | BLEMISHES | DRYNESS | SAGGING TISSUES |

Keep your
UNDER SKIN active

PRACTICALLY every fault that mars the skin you see in your mirror had its start in the under layers of your skin! ... Surprising, but true.

Blackheads come when pores are clogged by secretions from within. Lines form outside when under tissues begin to grow thin. Dryness comes when oil glands fail. Tissues sag when nerve and muscle fibers lose their snap.

Beauty's workshop is there in those deep layers of the underskin where tiny blood vessels and glands are busily carrying nourishment to cells and tissue all the time.

To keep that satiny skin of youth, you must keep your underskin active as it was in your teens.

How to wake up a Slowing Underskin

When skin faults begin to spoil your looks, try the Pond's way of bringing back the under tissues to vigorous action.

Pond's Cold Cream, with its specially processed light oils, goes right down into your underskin and gives it instant aid. First, it floats out of your pores every particle of lingering grime and make-up. As you pat it on briskly, it stirs the lazy circulation ... Stimulates laggard glands ... Invigorates failing tissues.

DONNA DEGNA MARCONI
who inherits on her father's side a distinguished name, and on her mother's side, is descended from ancient Irish Royalty, is extraordinarily beautiful. She says: "Pond's Cold Cream wipes away little lines. I've never had a blemish since I began to use it."

One application alone will prove to you how effective this cream is in cleansing and stimulating your skin. As you continue to use it, you will actually be able to watch your skin improve from day to day. Little lines will soften—even disappear. Blemishes and blackheads will go. Coarseness—dryness will be relieved. Soon your skin will feel as smooth as satin. A new freshness, a clear, radiant bloom will glow in your skin. You will look years younger.

Your Skin needs this Deep Treatment

Use Pond's Cold Cream every night to flush your pores clean of every single impurity, and stimulate your underskin. Blackheads, blemishes and other skin faults won't even have a chance to start.

In the morning—often during the day—repeat this treatment. It will make your skin so smooth that your make-up will go on more evenly than ever before.

Pond's Cold Cream is absolutely pure, germ-free. It actually promotes the natural functioning of the underskin. Just send in the coupon below with only 10¢ and we will rush your supply right off to you. See what this wonderful cream will do for you.

Mail this coupon—FOR GENEROUS PACKAGE

See this Cream bring Beauty to Your Skin

POND'S, Dept. F48, Clinton, Conn.

I enclose 10¢ (for cover postage and packing) for special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 2 different shades of Pond's Face Powders.

Name

Address

City__________

State_______

Copyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Company
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This month the studios are giving the younger players a real chance!

By HENRY WILLSON

HOLLYWOOD wants new talent—that's not news. But the news scoop of the month is that the studios are actually signing up new players right and left. Four of the industry's largest companies have fortified their cry for new faces with entrusting important roles to newcomers.

The most outstanding "new talent" casting of the month was the signing of Rosalind Keith by Paramount. The studio awarded Rosalind the feminine lead opposite George Raft in "The Glass Key." Every startlet in Hollywood, practically, was mentioned for that role at one time or another. But don't think for a moment it was not without campaign tactics (though the campaign had nothing to do with Rosalind landing this job). Rebuffed by casting directors in her early attempts to crash the movies, Rosalind went to San Francisco, bleached her hair, thinned her eyebrows, took dramatic lessons and topped it all by walking around her hotel room an hour a day, practicing. Practicing what? Practicing a swinging walk which is indescribable, but imaginable. Then, when Henry Duffy gave Miss Keith the role of the little usherette in his stage production of "Small Miracle," she decided to descend upon Hollywood with much glamour.

Two days before Paramount appeared on the scene our heroine spent $10 on a coyote-object: to walk along the Boulevard and get the local folks all agog. But the local folks were too much for the coyote—she died. That did not stop our little gal—no, sir. She ups and buys a South American ouzel—but Paramount (darn them!) signed up Rosalind before the pair got a chance to strut down the Boulevard. So we can tell you now where to get an ouzel for sale cheap.

BETTY FURNELL differs with some of our other young stars in claiming that a girl can live a perfectly normal life in Hollywood. Film tradition tries to teach us that Betty is wrong, but you don't know Betty. When she thinks she's right she's right. "A normal girl can lead a normal life for her age in Hollywood—if she's not completely daffy—and does let brain cells occupy a part of the space usually given over to a marble." Betty (who comes from an intelli-

gent, high-class Eastern family) sets ten principal rules for herself which should turn the trick:

Don't make friends with people not connected with the picture business, because you are liable to go insane trying to explain why you don't see them for weeks and why you have to break engagements often.

Don't try to be seen at the best places for the sake of appearances.

Don't make dates while working in a picture.

Visit your home town at least once a year in order to remember that Hollywood isn't the whole world.

Don't make a practice of going out with actors for the sole purpose of getting your name and picture in the paper.

Don't talk shop all the time or you'll acquire a one-track mind and become a bore.

Take your work seriously but don't get arty.

Don't leave yourself open for punishment by feeling that one had notice or a questionable story means that you'll never amount to anything on the screen. And last but not least, Betty gives the important rule of marriage by saying:

Don't make a rule about marriage. Just wait till the right man comes along.

FIND: On the Warner Brothers lot—Nan Gray—sixteen-year-old Texas girl—five feet, four inches tall—blue eyes—chestnut brown hair—and rumor has it she's going to be good. The first day after Nan signed her contract, Max Arnow, casting director, took Miss Gray on a personally conducted tour of the Warner lot.

(See turn to page 48)
"A young woman writes me...I am thankful for its satisfying comfort...its greater security"

CAN'T CHAFE • CAN'T FAIL • CAN'T SHOW!

Mary Pauline Callender
Author of "Marjorie May’s 12th Birthday"

How 3 improvements in Kotex solve 3 of women’s most annoying problems

CAN'T CHAFE

See how the Kotex sides are cushioned in downy cotton. Millions call this the greatest comfort invention ever, to completely end chafing—Wondersoft comfort! If we put cotton all over it wouldn’t leave the centre free to absorb, and the special Kotex fiber is actually 5 times as absorbent as cotton!

CAN'T FAIL

If moisture is allowed to concentrate it may lead to accidents. So see how the center layer of Kotex is channeled? That’s called the “Equalizer.” The channels draw moisture away from one spot, distribute it evenly along the length of the pad. That’s why Kotex gives longer-lasting security.

CAN'T SHOW

You’ve often been self-conscious about tell-tale wrinkles when wearing clinging gowns. Have you seen how Kotex prevents them. At first, Kotex ends were rounded. Experience proved that wasn’t enough, yet it’s all that many napkins offer. New Kotex ends are tapered and compressed by an exclusive patented method. This gets rid of bulky ends that show.

ABOVE everything else, women want three things in a sanitary pad!
They made that very plain to me as confidante to millions of women on hygienic matters.
So we designed this new Wondersoft Kotex to meet their demands.
Never in my life have I seen such gratitude as that displayed after my introductory lectures on this amazing new napkin. Women thanked me, from the bottom of their hearts.

Here is what interested them most
In the new Kotex, “chafing” is virtually ended because of a downy edging of cotton along the sides. That’s why we call it the Wondersoft Kotex.
The new Kotex can’t fail because of the channeled center layer. Thus moisture is distributed evenly along the entire length of the pad. Thus we increase the pad’s efficiency, to avoid accident, without adding to its bulk.
We keep Kotex from showing by flattening the ends—now they conform to the lines of your body. No gown however tight, can reveal it.

Super Kotex for extra protection
If you require extra protection, you will find Super Kotex ideal. For emergency, Kotex is available in West Cabinets in ladies’ rest rooms.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX

Try the New Non-Dustent Powder Discovery... QUEST, for Personal Daintiness. Available wherever Kotex is sold. Sponsored by makers of Kotex
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Lovers of music in the movies will find several of the new musical pictures much to their liking. Warner Brothers’ “Go into Your Dance,” starring Al Jolson and his talented wife, Ruby Keeler, looks as the most important. As if to make certain of a superb musical score for Jolson, Warners assigned the ace team of Dubin and Warren to the task. These boys have given us such popular numbers as “Forty-Second Street,” “Shuffle Off to Buffalo,” and more recently the songs from the “Gold Diggers of 1935.” For the Jolson picture they have written among others “She’s a Latin from Manhattan” and “It’s the Little Things,” both of which are reviewed by this department.

Then, too, RKO is readying “Top Hat,” starring Fred Astaire, in which you will hear several songs written by that most prolific of all song writers, Irving Berlin. To mention the hits Berlin has written would entail pages, since he has been turning them out for more than twenty years. However, two of his greatest and best remembered songs of the last decade were “Always” and “All Alone.” In “Top Hat” you will hear “Cheek to Cheek” and “I’d Like to Be With You,” both of which are destined to become big hits.

Paramount is also releasing Mae West’s newest picture; and those of you who like to hear The Belle of the Nineties vocalizing should be pleased to hear her sing “Now I’m a Lady,” “He’s a Man,” and “Love Is Just About A Woman’s Heart,” all of which will be included in our next issue’s review.

But let’s look at the records: “She’s a Latin from Manhattan,” from “Go Into Your Dance,” is played by Earl Mandruguera and his orchestra. This is a lilting tune treated interestingly by the Spanish maestro and his boys. Three fiddles lend charm throughout. Tony Sacco handles the vocal in his usual splendid style.

“It’s the Little Things,” from the same picture, is heard on the other side; a melodic fox trot with an old lyrical theme. The Mandruguera band deals out a smart arrangement with just enough dressing. The lovely melody is dominant throughout and the brass section furnishes some clever harmonic effects. The vocal is sung by Tony Sacco. (Victor.)

“ROBERTA” revives several of the tunes from the original stage show. Outstanding among these is the popular “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” which Ruby Keeler and other leaders contend was last year’s best popular song. The selection was recorded by Paul Whiteman, who treats it most interestingly with a splendid arrangement. A trombone interlude falls pleasantly on the ear, as do the efforts of his renowned sax section. Bob Lawrence sings the vocal in a full, rich baritone voice.

The opposite side carries “Something Had to Happen,” also carried over from the stage show. Whiteman is again heard in a very modern dance arrangement. This time the brass section stands out, as well as two pianos. The appealing voice of Ramona is heard in the vocal chorus. (Victor.)

A regular flood of good tunes comes out of Hollywood this month for dance lovers.

By JOHN EDGAR WEIR

I WAS TAKEN BY STORM,” from “Dizzy Dames,” is played by Hal Kemp’s orchestra. Unfortunately this band is one of the best in ultra modern arrangements, but sometimes we wonder if it isn’t a little over-ambitious. In this case we believe he obscures the melody in parts. However, musically it is cleverly executed for dancing, and probably Kemp plays more to the feet than the ear, and probably that is all many will care about. The voice of Maxine Gray is heard in the vocal rendition.

The opposite presents “Love Serenade,” also played by Hal Kemp’s band. This one is less rhythmic and more sultry. It is not so heavily arranged and the clarinet harmonic effects are superb. Bob Allen sings a grand vocal refrain. (Brunswick.)

ALTHOUGH about every name band in the business has recorded “Lullaby of Broadway” from the “Gold Diggers of 1935,” we think that Little Jack Little has turned out just about the best platter. This tune is best when played to a slow tempo, but few orchestra leaders realize it that it isn’t even funny. Little, however, strikes a fairly happy medium and the result is pleasant. The vocal is by Little Jack and will no doubt be appreciated by his host of followers.

Another number from the same film is on the opposite side and is heard as Little Jack Little and his orchestra play, “I’m Goin’ Shoppin’ with You.” Snappy stuff, with staccato brass and trick sax figures. Little is again the vocalist. (Columbia.)

FROM the film version of “Robert’s,” Eddie Duchin and his orchestra play “I Won’t Dance,” a Jerome Kern melody with a Duchin arrangement that is a treat for anyone. Eddie is up to par. The piano bits by the maestro are very entertaining and the whole thing is rounded out in fine fashion.

Another number from the same picture is included as Eddie plays the coupling. “Lovely to Look At” (Please turn to page 50)
This day will never come again—save it with snapshots

Everybody wants a print. And so often a snapshot like this becomes even more precious as the months go by. . . Snapshots are so important, don’t take chances. Any camera is a better camera when loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film. You’ll be proud of your pictures.

Always use Verichrome. . . Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Why the Stars Can't Stay Married

(Continued from page 16)

born that way and they cannot, for the life of them, be anything different. Therefore, also, since they pretend love so much while at work, they also pretend love after they get home. Indeed, steeped in pretense as much as they are, most actors almost lose the ability of determining whether the feelings they themselves experience—those that are their own—are true or false.

Small wonder, then, that so many love until in the acting profession end upon the rocks. If you are continually pretending love, if you are forever acting it in frequency, they are throw everything into the human variety or a pastboard imitation of the real thing?

ACTORS are what science calls "inert objects." An inert object is a person who turns his emotional stream inward instead of outward. Such an individual is imaginative, given to phantasy; sometimes he is unduly elated, then again unreasonably depressed. Always is such a person impractical, seldom is he the good at business details. The inert object gets more fun out of playing with his own thoughts, all by himself; then out of pretending with the world outside—with reality. All artists present such inert object characteristics. And being less simple or less shut-in and impractical, all artists are mighty hard to live with.

It must be remembered, also, that an actor is a whole different clannish and that they soon lose contact with the outside world. It is surprising, for instance, hearing some of these great men in world affairs, politics, current events and the like.

The result of this clannishness is, however, that they too frequently marry other actors, other persons too much like themselves. It is inevitable that such similar natures, especially similar natures that are rather unique, should clash. The average actor would marry a girl who is not stage struck, someone who is as different from his own nature as day and night. The feminine screen star should marry a husband, unless he is a business man or a strong, practical, imaginative boiler-maker. The male screen star should marry a woman who is not stage struck, who wants to be a cook and a mother, and who knows how to hide away the dollars in the savings bank.

To be sure, not all actors, whether male or female, are unstable. There are a few who stay married and seem to be as happy as other folks. Lionel Barrymore is a case in point, so is Fredric March and Harold Lloyd. These screen celebrities are, nevertheless, the exceptions that prove the rule.

WE must not forget, too, that the actor's job is a mighty hard one. Studio work is nerve-racking in the extreme. Again and again is the same scene "shot" until it is perfect, tending to be somebody else takes it out of one more than being oneself. Nor do the hot, glaring lights and the hurrying hands there, but be observed for the best sound effects help the nerves.

Thus, when the actor gets home he or she is more or less "all in." Instability is likely to reveal itself at the slightest provocation, if not anger, harsh words and possibly violence. To be sure, all this is a dynamite for domestic bliss.

The sensitiveness of the actor should likewise be stressed in this connection. It is his work again that makes him so. After all, the actor must possess a highly strained and high-strung nervous system if he is to respond to the changing feelings that his various roles demand. So how may an actor or actress must be a fine musical instrument, as it were, to be good, with the strings all taut in order to catch the every subtlety of feeling. But what advantage is such a nervous mechanism when the maid fails to put in an appearance, Junior has broken his neighbor's window, or some other thing somehow goes wrong.

At the slightest sign of hostility from your own source, animate or inanimate, the actor will fly up like a skyrocket. Oversensitiveness will at once overwhelm his reasoning, his judgment and his peace of mind. Indeed, this one trait alone is responsible for many of the Hollywood divorces.

As far as the males are concerned, actors usually do not make specially satisfactory lovers in reality, despite the ability shown on the screen. This is because— and their general introvert tendencies are responsible—they are not aggressive enough, nor do they possess the spirit of the conqueror where love is concerned. Too much adoration is bestowed upon the masculine screen star by their multitudinous and adoring fans. That too much adoration for their own good. After all, why should a man bother when millions of women behold him with awe, and heroic parts on the screen while thousands of others write such worshipful letters? Is it any wonder such stars become conceited?

A conceited man isn't much of a lover. He doesn't feel that it is necessary to make love; he rather expects the female to make love to him. Which, of course, is all wrong. A woman wants a man to conquer her, overwhelm her with his power of will. She looks for a resistance which he will seek to shatter in order to make the thrill of surrender. Surely if a man makes a poor lover he is not likely to hold a woman long, marriage or no marriage.

Lastly, the frequency of divorce in the movie circles is so high—what motivated, at least by suggestibility.

Have you ever noticed how you tend to find a marriage on the screen you hear has been performed several times—in other words, how you tend to imitate others? If it were not for the suggestibility of the thing that is, which is no such thing as style, social customs, travel and the like. And just as you feel a stronger desire to marry, let us say—assuming you, my dear reader, are not married—when your best friend or two or three of your friends have married, so also do the movie people feel a stronger urge to separate or be divorced when all around them, in their own circle, so many "split-ups" are taking place. Indeed, suggestibility can be so strong, even without our conscious knowledge of it, that we may be impelled to do things even without actually desiring so to do.

Why the stars find it so difficult to tell whether they are in love or not, after which they seem to find it even more difficult to hold on to their love, presents no interesting angle.

These and their psychological explanation should prove of practical value not only to the actors themselves, but to us as well who are not in the movie field. In the last analysis, the actor folk are human the same as we. What is true of them is, what is true of the motivations that make them the way they are—likewise is true of us all!
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Carole Lombard
Says "Yes"

(Continued from page 6)

who is weak-sister enough not to be able to stand the truth about himself
now and then would be a perfectly fine
thing for anyone, now what?

"I expect great things of the one I
care for and expect to give as much
in return. What is truly hateful after all but
just that? And why should a fine
friendship be belittled and clouded up
by half-truths?"

"After all, truth, if delivered from a
sincere heart, should help, not ruin
romance. If I'm not doing my share in
my married partnership with my hus-
band I want to know about it, not be
kept in the dark. How can evils be
rehabilitated that way? Remember, too,
that if one doesn't start out a romance
by being truthful, there'll be an awful
job on his or her hands to keep up
the pace. Remember, the man has
weak moments now and then when the
truth is apt to leak out. Then your
little cardboard romance will fall. If
flattery is very apt to come tumbling
down."

Flattery really has no place today
between men and women. An old
fashioned prop, it went out with the
ruffles and hoopskirts of yesterday.
Flattery and petty prejudices as well
are false to any of us. Men don't
have to flatter women the way they were
used to. Reason, not pretty notions,
rules today. If true, sometimes 'the
truth' can hurt deeply and irreparably.
Many times 'the truth' has been given
to me when I needed least at the
moment. I've been and white lie—a
pat on the back and encouragement.

Men are babies. They need flattery.
Carlyle said, 'Nurture a man for more
than one woman?' Those women who,
who, after all and in spite of all
the talk, are more mature than
men, the women who flatter and other-
wise take care of him, love. And if
the love is sincere, this turns out
to be a genuine pleasure."

"If I'm married to a woman who
tells him only the bare, stark, un-
interesting truth, he is very apt to leave
that's his wife. But women
intelligent and aware of the man's
shortcomings, will gloss over that truth
with a little kindness and sympathy.
That, I think, makes a man more
humble and not so prone to tell lies.
It's so darned dull and uninter-
esting. And, so many times, so un-
becoming to tell that they
intelligently-woman's type of in-
telligence—and dusted up with
the proper garnishing of thoughtfulness.
Presented plainly and matter-of-fact
it might make men lose that confidence
which is so necessary to success and
happiness in married life. Anyone can
tear down. It takes a real helpmate
to build up—and gild the lily with the
heart-born white lies and not,
if necessary. Honestly think
that those who won't go out of their way to help
through stretching the truth now
and then, are guilty for the sake of
self-centered. It takes two to make
a romance and each party of that
romance should be willing to give as well as take
and to give a little more, in fact, than
actual truth might imply.

Yet, at the same time, I've found
it hasn't been a bit to so much
the truth a few times in a man's direction—to play
"down" actual facts and add a wee bit of
incoherence, I've found that
very likely. He very likely
now knows at the time that I'm putting it
on a little for him—painting the picture
a little brighter than it actually is. But does he
mind? Does he resist it or does he like it?
"(Alice leaned over and whispered,
"Does he like it? He loves it!")

Aliece Fay
Says "No"

(Continued from page 6)

"He knows where his shortcomings lie.
Nobody has to tell him. To carp on
the truth, to belabor him continually
with his limitations would be stupid
and dull and unkind. Why not
brighten his picture a little with encour-
agement, a pat on the back, a truth or
two (if you will) to the effect that he is
doing nobly, that he's a pretty swell guy
and that even the truth is going to
come out all right? If he's worth his salt,
and he must have been for you to love
him, he'll react to your treatment of
him and rise to the occasion. He'll try
to be as good as you've painted him.

"If flattery is a half-trick it is a white
inoffensive lie, doing no one harm
and very apt to do a world of good.
Remember, too, that there are several
kinds of flattery. There is that
which comes from the heart and the
cheek kind; the sincere and the
fawning kinds. I'm speaking of only the
heart-felt, sincere flattery but isn't
this being considered. I'm speaking of
flattery that is born of love.

"It's all very well for us to say
we don't want flattery. But it isn't true.
When someone says to me 'Alice, I'm
going to tell you something about your-
self that I like' I answer, 'Oh, go
head—the truth never hurt any-
one.' Yet I know from experience
that the "truth" can hurt deeply
and irreparably. Many times 'the
truth' has been given to
me when I needed least at the
moment. I've been and
white lie—a pat on the back and encour-
agement.

"Men are babies. They need flattery.
Carlyle said, 'Nurture a man for more
than one woman?' Those women who,
...
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Hollywood Is Dangerous to Youth
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walk and talk in a wholly different way. He puts them into pictures he wants them to be in, not the ones they want to be in. Maybe these are pictures they’re not even suited for. Maybe they’re not good pictures, not pictures of a young actor, which can ruin him for life as an artist. He finds that the producer didn’t want his true personality at all, and that the actor himself neither suit his talents nor enable him to maintain his integrity and self-respect as a performer. Those two disillusionments alone can ruin a whole career. You have to have super mental strength to overcome them.

It’s only because Clark has strength of this nature that Clark Gable has managed to keep his head, the way he has. When Clark came to Hollywood he wanted to do light comedy. The producers turned him into a tough guy. Those tough characters— not Clark’s real personality at all— made him a star, so the producers forced him to go on with them, against his will. His new friends, the radio people which neither suit his talents nor enable him to maintain his integrity and self-respect as a performer. Those two disillusionments alone can ruin a whole career. You have to have super mental strength to overcome them.
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From the Front Page of the Daily Mirror, February 1, 1926

JUNIOR HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from page 58)

"Nan, you can see anything you want to see, and meet any of the stars you wish.

"Well, to tell the truth, Mr. Arnow, the one person I really want to meet is Tom Brown.

"Oh, sure — Tommin's a swell fellow, but you see, he's not under contract to Warner's.


"That's very fine, Nan, but I think you just better meet Dick Powell and let it go at that."

But the old proverb, "Things come to those who wait," proved its value, 'cause Nan, two months later, not only met Tom Brown, but to play the lead interest opposite him in the new Kibbe-McMahon picture, "Mary Jane's Pa." Boy! Was she grinnin' from that to the next and Nan thinks she has possibilities too — on the screen that is, of course.

Warners, after seeing the excellent results Paramount's "Car 99" received at the preview with a cast of practically complete unknowns, have decided to put out some similar junior cast features. Besides Frank Craven, William Frawley, Sir Guy Standing and Russell Hopton, "Car 99" was engineered with new talent — and the audience seemed to love it. Hollywood preview audiences go in for boosting the new blood. But now, as one each month — and even the theater managers are beginning to feature new names on the marquees along with one or two of the established stars — they are really interested in helping put over some of these new young players, persuade the managers of your neighborhood movie house to bill these new ones and help in that way to get the new names established.

A ND now that's over, I want to tell you about Mary Bovard, who is a young old girl who never says "die." Five months ago Mary got the idea, in the middle of a history lesson back in school in Bloomington, Illinois, that she'd like to go in the movies. The three o'clock bell rang; Mary tore home, as only Mary can tear, packed the telephone and took through a long-distance call to Bob Palmer, assistant casting director at RKO.

"I'm Mary Bovard and I live in Bloomington, Illinois. This is Mr. Palmer, the assistant casting director, isn't it? Well, I just wanted to be sure that Mr. Bovard, you know, Mary Bovard's here. And I want to come out there and be in 'Anne of Green Gables' and 'Laddie' and some of those pictures you're making. I just know that I will photograph well, and I love to act..."

"That's swell, but I can't promise you anything. I've never seen you."

"But if I come out there, won't you please give me a chance?"

Operator: Your three minutes are up.

"Well, all right. Good-bye, Mr. Pal-
mer. I'm coming out there."

And before he could say "don't," Mary and her mother were on the front door. In half an hour, Mary Bovard was to say, at the RKO studio. Yes, you guessed it. The unusual happened and Mary was given a bit in "Anne of Green Gables," followed it with "In a Ladder and "Grand Old Girl." And now Mary has just finished a nice part in a short at the Universal Studio. Her name is Ellen Arnow, and she comes from Bloomington, Illinois — and if you have a chance, may I suggest you go see her. She has more than the usual possibilities.

Nerve, huh?

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1935
Connie Should Have Been a Boy
(Continued from page 29)

Even as a child, Connie could not stomach affection. People who “put on a front!” have always disgusted her—and she finds a perverse delight in stripping off their masks. Pretense and insincerity being a cliche in Hollywood, it is easy to understand why many poseurs in the picture colony fear and dislike her.

One of her worst faults is intolerance. Most issues, to her, are clear-cut, and she lacks the patience to seek excuses for other people’s actions and beliefs. Above all else, she is intolerant of stupidity. An unintelligent person bores her insufferably—and, again, she lacks the patience to disguise her boredom.

She resents bitters and volubly, anything which she considers an “insult to my intelligence” (the phrase is hers). In that resentment lies the cause of many of her quarrels with the press. I remember a story published several years ago, which asserted that she spends $250,000 annually on her clothes. It threw her into a rage.

“I don’t care what they write about me so long as they don’t insult my intelligence like this!” she stormed.

Characteristically, her anger burned until she had answered. Constance can never be content until she has had an eye for an eye. Step on her toes, and she will treasure the injury jealously until it is repaid, with interest.

To continue with her faults: she is, I think, too egotistic, too determined to have her own way, no matter what or who must be overridden in obtaining it. Life has been prodigious in its treatment of her. True, she has unusual intelligence, unusual ability, unusual capacitv for work, unusual force of character—but she has also been extraordinarily lucky. She has no conception of the meaning of poverty. She has never been forced to impose upon her own inclinations the restraints mothered by necessity. As a consequence, she is apt to be—and sometimes is—to be insconsiderate of others who have been less fortunate.

Again, her psychology is that of a man—and, in a man, it would be more generally understood. She takes what she wants.

Yet, paradoxically, she wants to be kind and helpful to every creature less fortunate than herself. I know of many things which she has done for unfortunate—and I know better than to recount them here, for I would only invite a quarrel with Constance. She has been criticized, and she is proud—consequently, she disinclined to cite in her own behalf any of the countless good deeds which might confound her critics. Her sympathies are quickly and deeply touched—if she considers the object worthy of sympathy. If not, she can be quite merciless.

She has always been too quick to judge people. Even as a child, she either liked, or disliked—and there were no half-tones in her appraisals. Maturity has strengthened, rather than weakened, that trait. But it is amazing how correct her judgments usually are.

To those whom she loves, Constance is loyal, almost to a fault. Despite her independence, she is intensely loyal to her family—to “the Bennets.” During her recent illness, she sacrificed all her own interests to be with Father, night and day. Time and again, she has rushed half-way around the earth to “stand-by” when some member of the family needed her.

She is proud, I believe, of the theatrical traditions of the family—although I have never heard her express that feeling in so many words. As a matter of fact, she prefers to talk about acting, stardom and everything else pertaining to her profession from the standpoint of hard-boiled business. But I remember the eagerness she invariably displayed when she and Barbara and I, as kids, played theater. When she married Philip Plant, it was with the avowed intention of never acting again, but, even so, I think she was unable to shake the conviction that her real career remained before the cameras.

That she has been able to achieve so much has always been a source of amazement to me, for physically, she has never been strong. In her case, ambition and nervous energy have combined to drive her body far beyond its natural powers. Physicians have often warned her “not to make it easy,” but they have advised the impossible. Constance is a dynamo. Idleness, in her estimation, is stagnation, and stagnation she cannot stand. She must be forever on the move, driving forward, picking up new experiences, new stimuli. And, characteristically, she drives others.

She lives now—and always has lived—with regal magnificence. She denies herself nothing that she wants, yet, surprisingly, her wants are comparatively simple. In many things, she is extravagant, in others she is very saving.

Brilliant, yet logical; intolerant, yet sympathetic; combative, yet quick to admit an error; poised, yet unaffected—Constance has as many facets as a well-cut diamond.

But I like best to think of her as I—and few others—have seen her in the privacy of her home with Peter Plant, her son. I like to see the eagerness with which he runs to her on her entrance and the unsullied patience with which she shares all of his troubles and his joys.

And like all the Bennets, I’m very proud of Constance, who is neither perfect—nor wants to be considered so.
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Phil Neely is featured as vocalist.
"Au Revoir, L 'Amour," is the tune on
the reverse side, affording us another

polish twin.

Another vexing beauty problem

So!

and we may add that

A Lyman and

the sight of coral-tipped fingertips
placing a cigarette between purple-red
lips.
The lipsticks in slim black cases
are nice, permanent and creamy and
come in ruby, cardinal, coral and natural shades.

title,

also lovely to listen to.

at

Office
shoes.

the

is

been dinning into our ears the cosmetic
truth that lipstick and rouge must
match. Yet it took an astute manicure
specialist to add lipsticks to manicure
preparations so we need no longer wince

solved.

Lyman and

chance to listen to Abe

California orchestra.
Phil Neely
again the vocal artist. (Brunswick.)
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BENNY GOODMAN

and his orcheshave prepared an entertaining
bit as they play "Blue Moon."
Goodman's popularity increases daily, and we
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to this,

time to place the pads on
your curls. You will see the operator break
open a SEALED individual package of
Duart Pads, and you will know without
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now,

With Shinola, the

dirtiest
shoe can be cleaned white as
new in a jiffy! And

getting

WAVE.

BERRY NICE:

They look like strawsmell like strawberries.
And, believe it or not, Mrs. Ripley,
they are strawberries!
Real, plump
berries all blended into a satin-smooth
cream and fragrant lotion. You spread
the pink cream liberally over your face
They

berries.

and neck and whisk it away with tissues.
Then with a pad saturated with the
strawberry lotion, you pat and pat.
Soon the strawberry tone fades and
your skin is bright and glowing.

you are in a beauty shop

that

are sure that this record will bring him
Helen Ward
a host of new friends.
sings the vocal chorus.
An altogether different type of tune
is on the reverse side, and it's "ThrowPlenty of swing
in' Stones at the Sun."

It
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the most beautiful, most popular permanwaves in America worn by the Holly-
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wood

You

can be sure also, that
the beauty shop you are patronizing is using up-to-date professional methods of
beauty culture and will be extremely careful to safeguard the natural beauty of your
hair.-fc Look for the beauty shop near you
stars.-^r

that features Duart Waves. Get the vital
protection of the sealed package of Duart
pads. Prices may vary with the style of

coiffure desired

and the

artistic

reputation

FREE BOOKLET

Properly applied, Shinola

shows how

White does not rub off on
clothes or furniture.

like a
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of a musthat women
have tried it on their eyelashes. Says it
makes their lashes dark, curly and
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water
which can be slapped on in handfuls
for a rubdown, patted on the face or
sprayed on the hair to give you the eluglossy.
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.

drenched with dew. ... A funny little
gadget which is a cross between manicure scissors and tweezers to pluck
stray hair perfectly and painlessly.
There's never a dull moment for the
beauty-conscious, so send your stamped
envelope for up-

your wise

little

movie

star

Twenty-four pictures of famous stars
showing how to copy their smart new coiffures. Hollywood's noted hairstylist, Perc
Westmore, created them exclusively for
Duart. Sent FREE with one 10 cent package of Duart Hair Rinse. NOT a dye nor
a bleach. Just a

tint.

12 shades

—

see coupon.
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"^ Shinola White Cleaner dries
After drying, the shoe

should be rubbed or brushed.
Shinola cleans and whitens; removes all stains and will not discolor shoes.
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formation about the articles described, and other beauty news,
write enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor,

Box, Tower Magazines, 55 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
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this time,

it is,

other side it's the "Lullaby
that Hal Kemp plays.
It's okay, but just a shade or so under
Little Jack Little's bit in our estimation.
However, Bob Allen's vocal work
is a bit more inspired than Little Jack's.

of

the

Broadway"

(Brunswick.)

"Smart New

FROM

Coiffures."

good to better as we

another Hal

City

another tune

again to the "Gold Diggers of

his orchestra play

On
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your booklet,
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does the vocal chorus.
"Rhythm of the Rain" is the tune on
the reverse side, also from the Folies
and also played by Abe Lyman.
A
slow tempo number, too, but played
with considerably more rhythm and
swing.
The vocal chorus is sung by
Phil Neely.
(Brunswick.)
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Address

further in-
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from "Folies Bergere" is heard as
Abe Lyman and his California orchesA slow, baltra play, "I Was Lucky."

and a very pleasing one too. Excellent
muted trumpet work and a swell vocal
by Bob Allen.
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quickly.

"Dreaming a
the name of the melody, and
it's one that Ray recorded in England
before he left for the States.
The number on the other side is called
"Sitting Beside o' You" and is played
by Jack Johnson and his orchestra.
This is the band that, in our estimation, will take Noble's place while Ray
(Victor.)
is in this country.
bound

Dream"

1935" as we
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If

is responsible for this
next bit of entertainment.
Any
record with Noble's name attached is
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Again the vocal is by
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This time
"A Little White Gardenia," that
it's
nifty tune by Sam Coslow, from "All
Again it's the
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muted trumpet that stands out and
Skinny Ennis is the featured vocalist.
"I'm Goin' Shoppin' with You" is
record.
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She was a pretty girl—that is, she would have been if her skin weren't so dull and washed-out looking. It made even her hair and eyes look faded. She was using a flesh powder of a popular make. It made her skin look positively chalky! "You are deadening your skin with that powder," the Color Analyst said, "See what this will do." He put on Pond's Rose Brunette. She looked at herself in amazement. "Why it's lovely!" she exclaimed. Her skin was lovely and enchantingly. Her hair looked like spun gold. Her eyes sparkled like jewels!

To find out just what hidden tints gave beautiful blonde skin its enchanting transparency—what gave brunette skin its glamorous warmth—Pond's color-analyzed the skin of over 200 girls.

They found the answer in the most surprising tints hidden in skin—bright blue in blonde skin, brilliant green in brunette. These tints they blended invisibly in Pond's new powder shades. Now no one need have dull, faded skin.

These entirely different shades bring to your skin just the color note it lacks. They will tone floral skin to a creamy hue ... make dull brunette skin glow ... bring to faded blonde skin a lovely brilliance. And this powder goes on smoothly—lingers. It keeps your skin looking its best for hours. And it never clogs your pores or cakes!

If your present powder is not helping you, try these new Pond's shades—Rose Cream—gives a faint flush and clear blonde coloring—Natural—a delicate flesh tint—Brunette—a velvety, creamy tone becoming to many blondes—Rose Brunette—warms pale, faded skins—Light Cream—for those to whom an ivory tone is becoming.

You can try them without expense—just send in the coupon below. See how much better you look with this powder than you ever used before.

5 DIFFERENT SHADES—FREE! ... mail coupon today (This offer expires August 1, 1932)

POND'S, Dept. FZ, Drums, Conn.
Please send me the 5 different shades of Pond's new Powder, enough of each for a thorough 5-day trial.

Name
Street
City
State

Copyright, 1932, Pond's Econtinent Company
American from coast to coast, and took me into small towns where most of the stars I imitated had not been seen. I never had to worry with "Will" and the brat is always away in my box of imitative tricks.

I hope, explained the title of this effusion, which so far reads like a rush of J to the typewriter, we will turn to Will Rogers, the man. Where is he? He's around, but where there is a Will Rogers there's a flock of ways, most of them winning—all of them lucrative. Whoever said "Jack of all trades, master of none" reckoned without a guy who would one day come trotting out of Oklahoma on a cow pie and grind the world with quotation in the dust under his restless feet. If he's not in the air, he's on it. When he's not in pictures, he's on the stage. When he is not writing for the paper, he's being quoted by one, and when he's not playing for a benefit, he could be it was he would ever stand still. I would say that he stands alone as a master of all trades, at least all of the six or seven he has roped and hog-tied for his own personal round-up.

A lot of stars have combined radio and pictures. Stage role of "Aladdin" was successful now and then. Writers broadcast and still hang on to their newspaper column, and you don't need to try to answer, is there another personality in America who is showing for public approval from as many angles as Will Rogers, and hitting the bull's eye every time? In dragging the bull in by the horns, I don't mean to link Will "Rogers" because of all the clear thinking, free speaking and all he who ever got paid to tell the world just how to spin its axis, Will Rogers is that "sach." I knew him some time before he started to contribute to my support. We played together in a show. He had a horse and a lariat. There was nothing he couldn't do with the rope, but he was so shy that he wouldn't even talk to the horse. Today he thinks nothing of telling a king that his crown is not on straight.

Will often seems to make a slip and say something he didn't mean to say. Listen, folks, the only thing that one will ever slip on is a banana peel and being part Indian he always has one ear to the ground. So don't think he can see the banana peel before it sees him. Behind that cascade of chuckles and gurgles which is ever flowing over his barbed observations, there runs a cool stream of thought down which the Oklahoma Oracle paddles his own canoe. Every time it looks as if he might be going over the verbal falls, Will grabs on to what looks like a will o' the wisp, and suddenly it becomes a sturdy oar. If you ask me why, and even if you don't, I'd say it's because the guy has a heart of gold. I can say that with safety since the decision of the supreme court. Mind you, I'm not saying that there isn't some platinum evident now and then.

Rogers, the cowboy, has become an international personality, but so he couldn't be expected to remain entirely "get-able." Naturally there are secretaries standing on the flotsam and jetsam who, although starving, are always able to get hold of a pen and some ink to request that the mortgage be paid at once, and who usually manage to obtain special delivery stamps or the price to register a letter. Ask the gal who gets them by hundreds and worries about them. What I'm getting at via a mental de-tour, is that if I should play a benefit and not find Will participating, I would know he was ill, or that Mrs. Rogers (who is a peach) had finally said, "Fun's fun, but you will stay home one night!"

You may have read in his column a few weeks ago, of how he and Mrs. Rogers came to New York for one of his broadcasts—pardon, broadcasts. No sooner had Will arrived than the benefit "giver-outs" grabbed him. He played two that Sunday night, besides his own Aerial Oil appearance. Just as he can be in Moscow stopping up Soviet data one week, and be in America handing out Rodgers Rudism the next, so he was that night leaping from radio network to theater, and back to the opposite network in a space of two hours.

Who else but Rogers can make Columbus Broadcasting Company (who pay him) and New Amsterdam Theatre (who by the way, make me) a new, if one can call it, a sort of a whop about a benefit twenty years ago, or a quarter of a whop about what is going to happen twenty years from now. But he did it, and it isn't because he asked me to tell you that about us. "Atta Will!" It's because he is one guy who says what he damn well feels, in print, on the very precious and censorious air, and won't play a part on the screen or stage that he doesn't feel. "Ain't that the talk of the town?" I think it is. I'll take a few days off some time and tell you about the big shots I know who are scared of the press, the exposure and the fans and—all the rest.

Of course, Will doesn't worry about the camera. He pretended that long ago. The press, he has it all over the stage here, because he has been writing for one paper for over five years, and with that one paper goes a syndicate which resembles a chain of five and ten emporiums. Executives— I'm sure if you said to Will, "How do you feel about executives?" he would grin and say, "Adjectives I juggle round with, superlatives I kinda daily with, but executives, well, all I know is what I don't know." He would probably add sheepishly, "Papers are contracts, ain't they?"

Which means that Will doesn't have to worry, and he does. Worries about Russia despite all the gags he pulls about it. He can't overlook all his juggling. He takes care of the extras in Hollywood who are not getting a break. Worries about his attache, Marj, who is destined to be a swell actress according to reports, but he is interested enough to fly to Maine to look her over as she plays a stock company in a nearby stock company. Worries probably about the crops and live stock on his wonderful ranch which sits on the outskirts of Beverly Hills. But what can he do about it?
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I Owe a Lot to Will Rogers

He is definitely our ace humorist. He must discuss funny things, and so editorially, or on the air, he turns to politics and we all laugh. He always takes up the serious problems of our day, we are in for it. The laugh is definitely married to the tears, and Rogers would be the presidingapan any time he wants to.

Meanwhile there he is. Well, here and there he is. Gulliver was a station-wary whist with Rogers and his travels. It's a cinch he is not running away from anything, and I don't hate to see him. I hope that if it were in some spot where a representative American he might prove his somewhat that description. I'm so sorry we didn't enter the World Court, because I was all set to advise sending Rogers to sit in the international game of "strip politics." He would have taken their shirts, mentally.

I have no idea of Will's age. If those laughing lines mean anything he's well past Half Way House, which means to me, looking backward and saying, "It's been swell so far." Then looking forward and saying, "Is that a hill ahead? Well, lead me to it!" To see that creaked barded playing polo out in California without doing any good. I can't even believe that he is the same fellow I knew twenty-five years ago. Then suddenly onto the polo field gallops Rogers Junior and rides Papa off like no one's business, least of all mine. So I just have to say, "What's your name, a young fellow, why should I try to conceal yours?"

Goodness knows he doesn't conceal anybody's or anything. Whatever his age may be it's certainly his age—this age. You know the greatest compliment you can pay anyone is to admit that he or she doesn't remind you of anyone. I'm not particularly bent on paying Will Rogers—he's being paid enough of everything already—but you must admit that you can't say Rogers resembles someone. To George Whosit or Pat Whatnot who was so famous years ago. He couldn't have happened years ago. The years couldn't have taken it, to say nothing of the year bearers. The only thing he can remind you of is to be glad you are not a public character who deserves a rating. You'd get it from Will. On the other hand, you might be reminded that if you are a public character and are in need of a lift, you don't have to sneak that little which guarantees same. Read Rogers! Listen to Rogers! See Rogers! But please, as a favor to me don't write Rogers. So far he thinks I'm a nice gal, so don't let him in on our secret.

If Garbo Wears a Hat

(Continued from page 18)

covered with them, literally, in "Shanghail Express." Travis Banton, who designs all the costumes seen in Paramount pictures, executed her outfit to be in keeping with the character she portrayed and was amazed when he discovered he had popularized feathers and boa once again.

One of the best-known designers in motion pictures, Banton designs gowns, slippers, hats, et al, not with an eye to their setting new styles, but for the purpose of the stars' being atmospherically correct when they wear his creations in a picture. He received a shock the first time he ever saw one of Garbo reproduced in the color Sunday papers the day before, and it is a never-ending source of astonishment to him to know that his fashions constantly setting new trends in feminine attire.

The flowing draperies of the new gowns, jeweled collars, sandals, negligees, feathered turban... these fancies of the moment are directly traceable to the costuming of Claudiove Colbert in Cleopatra.

Mae West set a new style—or should I say a revamp of the old?—in her wearing of the hour-glass costume in "Street Scene." The relatively ancient Mae also brought curves back into popularity.

Kay Francis' bare-back gown in "Jewel Robbery" established that vogue, since found modified in many ways... and the tunic dress Jean Harlow wore in "The Blonde Bombshell" has been widely copied by designers the country over.

REMEMBER the silly little pill-box hat Garlo donned for "As You Desire Me?" It immediately created a demand for hats of this order. Shirley Temple and Baby Jane dresses have been on the market for some time, each a copy of a little dress seen on these starlets in one or another of their films. And, believe it or not, four of the five dresses designed for "Little Women" are featured this season by a famous Paris gown shop, exact replicas of those old-fashioned styles. For the first time in history, the smart women's magazines are offering their readers elaborate layouts of new styles glimpsed on the screen.

The influence of motion pictures on fashions may thus be clearly seen. Fashion experts throughout the world have come to knowledgeable this without hesitation, and even from far-off London assuming voices may be heard. When those styles are the rage of the English capital, on a recent visit to Hollywood concluded that his journey to the cinema center meant at least ten thousand dollars additional each month to him. More women than ever patronize him, he said, when he announced that he had made a personal study of some of the best-dressed women on the screen. Conclusive evidence, this, of the truth of the above paragraph.

And before we continue... Lily Dache, noted millinery creator of Paris and New York, while she was spending several weeks in Hollywood studying the fashions of the studios, became so intrigued with the headdress worn by Miss Dietrich in "The Devil Is a Woman," latest picture of the German star, that she told Travis Banton she planned copying some of the hats that will be viewed in that film. High praise, again, for Hollywood and its fashions.

WHENEVER a feminine star changes her hair-dress, immediately thousands of inquiries pour into the studio, asking for news on this new style of coiffure.

Almost unheard of... these results in a noted U. S. hospital.

In hospitals this country, astonishing results are being obtained with the new Fleischmann's Yeast. In one clinic, 86% of cases showed no relapse after a course of treatment with this yeast; in another, 80% of skin cases caused by one hospital's records are.

Dr. Alphonse Giraud, the French expert, says: "Almost unbelievable how well it works."

"Dr. Giraud, lately chief of clinic, Paris Faculty of Medicine, member of leading medical societies, says: "I was amazed. Instead of nos- ling harshly as cathartics do, it restores bowel action naturally... A notable discovery."
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YOUR SKIN IS SO LOVELY, DEAR!

TO END SKIN TROUBLES

Try This Improved Pasteurized Yeast That's Easy to Eat

In case after case, pimples and blotches, like muddiness and lack of color in the skin, are caused by a sluggish system. That is why digestive treatments bring you so little lasting relief.

Thousands have found in Yeast Foam Tablets a pleasant, easy way to correct the skin troubles caused by digestive sluggishness.

Science now knows that very often slow, indirect elimination of body wastes is brought on by insufficient vitamin B complex. The stomach and intestines, deprived of this essential element, no longer function properly. Your digestion slows up. Poisons, accumulating in your system, cause ugly eruptions and bad colors.

Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin B complex needed to correct this condition. These tablets are pure pasteurized yeast and yeast is the richest known food source of vitamins B and G. This improved yeast should strengthen and tone up your intestinal nerves and muscles. It should quickly restore your digestive and eliminative system to normal, healthy function.

With the true cause of your trouble corrected, pimples and other skin troubles disappear. And you experience benefits so that you feel better as well as look better.

Don’t confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with everyday yeast. These tablets have a pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really enjoy. Pasteurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets utterly safe for everyone to eat. They cannot cause fermentation in the body, and they contain nothing to put on fat.

Any druggist will supply you with Yeast Foam Tablets. The 30-day bottle costs only 50c. Get one today. Refuse substitutes. Begin now to let these pleasant little tablets clear your skin and build up your health!

FREE MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

TO ORDER YEAST FOAM TABLETS

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. 6 2-35
1700 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send me introductory package of Yeast Foam Tablets.

Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City __________________ State _______
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If Garbo Wears a Hat

The effect of Jean Harlow's platinum-blond hair is well known. Many have attempted to emulate her. And, in days gone by, Colleen Moore's Dutch bob set a style for thousands of women and girls.

More recently, the "frou-frou" bangs assumed by Katherine Hepburn as part of Jo in "Little Women" caught the fancy of the so-called "weaker sex" all over the world. To mention a single instance of their popularity, a hairdresser in a Kansas City beauty shop was obliged to cut out a picture of Miss Hepburn wearing the bangs and paste it on her mirror, so that she might study the full details, so many were the requests from her customers for her style of hairdress.

Joan Crawford and Carole Lombard both have been important factors in setting new styles in hair, and particularly receive a vast amount of fan mail from girls and women requesting advice on how to fix their coifs. A lot of these requests are answered by beauty parlors to sponsor a new haircut, or some way of wearing the hair, and every salon shop religiously keeps on hand the styles of coiffure as worn by the stars.

In furniture and house-furnishings, particularly, is seen the wondrous influence of the films. "Our Dancing Daughters," one of Joan Crawford's first successes, will be recalled as having introduced modern furniture to the American film public.

Later productions utilized this type of modern decoration still more, and for long the pulse of the furniture-buying populace was touched to the degree that thousands, and possibly millions of homes now are furnished along modern lines. To Cedric Gibbons, head of the art department of Metro-Goldwyn and used of Dolethus Del Rio, goes the credit for the inception of this type of furniture on the screen.

Almost unbelievable are the number of requests from designers and manufacturers for new ideas in design. The point has been reached whereby a studio finds it nearly impossible to purchase furniture to dress any modern set, so marked is the influence of previous pictures on the pieces in use in the typical home and in the factories. For this reason every studio has its own art department, which designs all modern furniture used in its productions.

Among recent pictures, "The Gay Divorcee" stands as an excellent example of a film influencing the art decoration of the day. As you may recall, ultra-modern sets and furnishings featured every scene. The chromium fixtures especially intrigued the attention of the nation, and since the release of that hit, public and decorator alike have become "fixture-conscious." From all over this country and Europe, as well, there have been a large number of requests regarding new lighting effects.

Entire sets, too, prove a lure for the patron to write to the studio. A wealthy surgeon of Boston, for instance, asked Paramount to send him a detailed plan of the Revolution-period living-room used in "Pride of Happiness," since he was building a summer home at Cape Cod and wished to construct his house about such a room.

A large majority of the pieces played by orchestras were first heard on the screen. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that since "Stingaree"

and "One Night of Love" the public has turned to grand opera in surprising numbers. Since those films reached the theaters, each with operatic scores, studios have been deluged with requests for more singing. "One Night of Love" in particular awakened for the first time the interest of many in grand opera. It produced a new appreciation of its art form.

Dancing, also, has been influenced largely by the films. Radio Pictures receives on an average 12,000 letters a month asking how to dance the Charleston (seen in "Flying Down to Rio") and the Continental (from "The Gay Divorcee") national association of dancing teachers even has suggested that the studios ease up on their dances as presented on the screen... make them less difficult for the average couple.

When Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen directed their celebrated "Oh, yes!" bombardment upon one another, in their various pictures, they immediately popularized that expression, and Jack is said today to be "the hippest," "From Hell to Heaven," likewise exercised its sway over the speech of the land. "Nuts," of course, has been heard in every mouth of every circle since "The Big Parade," some years ago.

With the age of sophistication on the screen manners have changed. Nearly every fan has some favorite after whom he patterns himself, either consciously or unconsciously, and many a one goes far out of his way in an attempt to be like his idol of the film.

By the same token, love-making has become more subtle, less a declaration of the heart than a golden "please." Young, ardent lovers through having witnessed a picture lover woo his maid in a style which they, desiring to win their lady-loves in the same fashion, of Ronald Colman's reserve, Robert Montgomery's brevity, Clark Gable's virility... all find their devotees among the young men of today. Gone are the days when the man bends his knee in proposal... the mode now is to sweep the girl off her feet, John Gilbert had a hand in this. Greater facility in speech and expression on the screen means that the fan will be credited to the potency of the screen.

In well-nigh every field, every branch of life, the movies exert influence. There are few who do not realize that the screen is one of the greatest forces for good, for advancement, known to present day. And how Hollywood may well be proud of its effect upon the modes and manners of the day.

Dont FOOL YOURSELF ABOUT BABY'S Vitamins

Even home-cooked strained vegetables often have a lower vitamin retention than Heinz Strained Foods.

If you cook and strain the vegetables your baby eats, here is important news. With ordinary home methods it is often impossible to retain as high a degree of vitamin and mineral content as is found in Heinz Strained Foods.

Heinz cooks and strains fresh vegetables with scientific equipment which excludes vitamin destroying air—then vacuum-packs them in enamelled-lined tins.

When you feed your baby these foods from the immaculate Heinz kitchens you free yourself from the time and work of cooking each strain—here, more important, you assure him a uniformly abundant quota of the precious nutrients he needs.

HEINZ STRAINED FOODS for BABY

MAKE YOUR OWN BEAUTY MASK

Learn how to make and apply your own facial mask at home. Masks made from honey, or yeast, or oatmeal, or sweet cream, are only a few of the many described in the new circular, MASKS FOR BEAUTY. Facial masks tend to tighten flabby muscles, stimulate circulation, and give smooth, clear complexion. For your copy of MASKS FOR BEAUTY, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, New Movie Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
company. Boss 'sleep. Boss get mar-
rried las' night.' Shut door firmly.

"Rang door bell in half an hour. No results. Left Frank in the car and went around to back. Gate to kitchen yard locked. Skinners trying to climb wall. Bread wagon arrived and gate was unlocked. Rode inside in state amid whole-leaves, doughnuts, pies. Went in kitchen to con-

cernation of more Filipino boys. Car-

ried on one-sided conversation. Recon-

noltered. Location of phone system in hall. Watched chance and rang 'Master Bedroom.' Filipino boys horri-
fied.

"Gilbert said 'Hello.' Told him who I was and where. Told him not to blame Filipino boys because this wasn't their fault. Told him I had to have pictures of him and Ina. He was nice. Said they would be out in an hour. He said they would stay half an hour.

"Let Frank in front door. Filipino boys helped me set table in patio. John and Ina happened to be elegant in pink sports dress, simple and smart. Yellow hair brushed off forehead. John in flannels and shirt open at collar.

"They were just Chip happy. Posed as we wanted. Joked between them-

selves and raised me in a nice way about buttering themselves on honeymoon. Weren't even pleased when I asked how about Gene Markey and Greta Garbo—wouldn't they feel badly about this? Just told me they hadn't a thing to say about Gene and Greta.

"Back in the office at 9:30. Scooped the town with story and pictures. City editor pleased with me. Gave Frank and me tomor-

round.

MAYFAIR parties, when all the stars gather for dinner and dancing, are fun for a reporter, if you don't have to work too hard. This one was, anyway. But haven't times changed since this night of—


"Gloria broke into print after this when she got her divorce from the Marquis de la Falaise. Here's about it—

"November 8, 1930. Gloria Swanson slipped into court during noon hour today to get divorce on the q.t. Noth-
ing ding. Press got wind of it. Gloria wouldn't pose for picture so photographers grabbed shots. Frank Bentley and I chased her out of courthouse into street. She ran in front of a street car and tripped, losing her slipper but sav-
ing herself. Frank tripped, fell down and broke his elbow. Gloria jumped into a taxi and left. No pictures. City editor very mad.

"It always seemed to me too bad that Ina Claire and Jack Gilbert couldn't make a go of their marriage. They seemed so sure of happiness that May morning in 1929. Here is the sec-

ond and last chapter of their saga. Inci-
didentally, here is also, I think, proof that a "news hound" is sometimes will-
ing to let a story go by the boards for the sake of that intangible something called "ethics"—

"February 14, 1931. Went out to Beverley Wilshire Hotel to see if Ina Gilbert would talk about her divorce from John Gilbert. She was nice (she always is) and let me in, but wouldn't talk about Jack. In lieu, we discussed her picture work and Hollywood in gen-

eral. She ordered coffee. I stayed quite a while.

"Finally, led subject up to John, again. Ina less reserved by now. Said these are troublous times in Hollywood with talks coming in and everywhere. Said love doesn't have a chance in Hollywood. Said she and Jack had been having bad time trying to adjust them-

selves to new order of things in pic-
tures and hadn't time even to try to make their marriage go. Then she said in confidential way a woman has talking to a pal: 'Anyway, Jack didn't know how to be a husband, really. He is sweet, but is only, after all, a naive little boy.'

"Glimpse saw the gleam in my eye as I visualized headline, to wit: 'Great Lover Naive Little Boy Says Ina.' She clapped over her mouth and started crying. Told me she hadn't meant to say that. Said such a thing would make Jack laugh-stock of Hollywood, when he was having trouble in pictures, anyway. Said she always talked too much—would never forgive herself—please keep it out of the column.

"Didn't know what to do. Story is a story and that in one class by itself. Sorry for Ina if I did print it and sorry for myself if I didn't. Left her at last, still undecided.

"Telephoned the city desk and was told to dictate what I had. Thought about those thousands of headlines blazing today, forgotten tomorrow ex-

cept by those they hurt. . . . Dictated flat story with nothing in it about 'naive little boy.' City editor came on the line and said that the best I could do. Told him yes. . . . Just a sap, me. A chicken-hearted sap. . . ."

The Wrong Color
Can Make You Look
5 to 10 Years Older!

by Lady Esther

If there's one thing you want to "try on," it's your face powder shades. You may not realize it, but that's a known fact among artists and make-up experts that the wrong shade of face powder can make you look older than you really are.

Many a woman's age is unjustly placed at 5 or 10 years more than is actually simply on account of the color of face powder she uses. There is no greater error than to choose your face powder color on the basis of "type" or coloring. Matching isn't what you want at all, but flattery-enhancing of your natural gifts.

Seek to Flatter—Not to Match!

Many a brunette who uses a brunette or dark rachel powder wants another shade altogether. The same with blondes. Many a blonde who uses a light rachel or a beige really requires a darker tint. You must remem-

ber that the color of your hair doesn't govern the color of your skin. A brunette may have a very light skin, while a blonde may have quite a dark one, and vice versa.

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1933
Another way of saying charm.

PARK & TILFORD'S

FOAEN

FOAEN No. 12 Floral and Oriental with a refreshing bouquet.

FOAEN No. 19 Fresh, yet elusive.
— excellent for evening.

FOAEN No. 3 is exotic—a clinging, oriental fragrance.

FOAEN No. 44 Warm and Vibrate—our newest odour.

To the thousands of fascinating women who prefer FOAEN to more costly scents, FOAEN is more than a perfume...it is really another word for Charm.

It is amazing the way FOAEN can transform your personality. It’s subtle, yet lingering fragrance gives you an entirely new sense of irresistible loveliness.

Let FOAEN enhance your charm and accentuate your hidden power of lovely, languorous allure!

In ten cent knockout sizes as illustrated at all 5 and 10 cent stores.

The New Movie Magazine, June, 1935
**Diary of a Hollywood News Hound**

how she and Douglas Fairbanks will make it up, now he's back from Europe. City editor excited about the idea. Mary not. Sent word by butler to come back next week. Phoned the paper and was told to go back right away. Went back and parked in front. Butler came out and said would I please go away. I said, I couldn't. He said Miss Pickford thought my car looked funny parked out in front of her house. I told him it looked funny anywhere. Rang doorbell at thirty-minute intervals. No luck. City editor irate. By 5 P.M. so was butler. Mary still sent word she was "sorry." So was I. Stayed until 7 p.m.

**August 22, 1934.**

"Pickfair at 7 A.M. Rang doorbell at thirty-minute intervals. Mary obdurate about interview. Douglas drove up in automobile and dashed inside. Rang doorbell at five-minute intervals. No one would admit he was there. City editor profane and impolite. Decreased doorbell ringing to former thirty-minute intervals. Butler still polite but with efficiency.

"At 3 o'clock butler came out and said Mary would see me. Said she felt sorry for me, sitting out there. Went inside, up long, green-carpeted stairs, through spacious salon to pretty little sitting-room overlooking garden. Mary very cordial and apologetic over my MCCarretion. Talked about the weather, books, pictures, various things having nothing to do with Douglas.

"Pinned her down about him and she said she couldn't talk about him. Said it was like wearing her heart on her sleeve to do that. I asked her if she was glad Doug was back and she said: 'Of course. One always is glad to see an old friend. But please don't ask me to discuss him because I just can't.'

"She was dressed in blue and looked sweet and tired and haunted. I liked her a lot. She wore a lovely string of tiny pearls and a big, square-cut sapphire on her engagement finger. When she looked at the ring, hurt would come into her eyes. I asked her about it, but she shook her head.

"There are so many things I cannot bring myself to speak of," she said. "She said a person never knows how much she can stand until she has to.

Said life was a pattern, and heartbreak and loneliness are pieces in that pattern, mixed up like a jigsaw puzzle that may make sense some day.

"The butler (his name is Joseph) served us wine and little cakes. I think Douglas was in the house all the time, but Mary wouldn't say so. When I left, she walked downstairs with me and shook hands three times. Thought I had a pretty good story, but the city editor was mad because she wouldn't say whether or not she would make up with Douglas. Cut me off at three hundred words. Life is like that."

Tragedy here for the lovely Carole Lombard and a thousand others, and maybe a smile, too, at the trials and tribulations of a harassed reporter—September 6, 1934. Covered Russ Columbo's funeral today. Terrible mob. Carole Lombard there in black and crying, with elderly woman comforting her. Our photographer took her picture as they were leaving. When I tried to find out name of the woman for caption some officious bystander jerked me back announcing: 'No autographs today, young lady.' By the time I got loose, Carole and the woman had gone. **NOTE:** Stick such oats with a pin next time.

And I think tragedy is here, too—January 10, 1935. Kind of hate to make this entry. Mary Pickford got her divorce from Douglas today. Came up to Judge Ben Lindsey's court and said just three words, all told—'Yes' when clerk asked her if she lived in Los Angeles County; 'Yes' when the judge asked her if a property settlement had been agreed upon, and 'Yes' when he asked her if the charges in her complaint were true.

She wore gray. Looked tired and sad and almost old. Paced for pictures, but I had feeling she scarcely knew photographers were shooting. Our cameraman got another picture as she was walking down city hall steps, just at sunset. She stopped and looked out toward the red horizon. This was sunset, too, for Hollywood's most glamorous romance. I wanted to cry. Guess she did, too. But she didn't. She held her head high and smiled a little as she drove away. But I can't forget her eyes...

---

**Troubadour Ob de Lawl**

(Continued from page 32)

said he was asking every girl to marry him.

"Ah wouldn't marry him," Nina said disappiontingly. "When Ah marry Ah want somebody up head of me. He throw his money away. But say de Virgin goin' to take care of him. Ah say, boy, some day de Virgin goin' turn on yuh.

**NINA** was decided worldly for her years, sixteen. Her expressed ambition was to wear gowns like Miss Gloria Swanson's and have diamonds drizzlin' all over her physique. The screen was but her stepping stone, she vowed. Her goal was Europe where she intended to challenge the supremacy of Josephine Baker, world's wealthiest colored entertainer and a Countess by marriage. Nina went to Europe a year or two later. While she did not exactly drag the throne from under Countess Baker, she did wriggle in the best night clubs of London, and recently returned to Hollywood, physique triumphantly adorned.

During the seven years that have elapsed since those merry Apex hours, Nina has taken care of him. Stepin's affairs have undergone tumultuous revolution. His spiritual and artistic conscience got to acting up violently. There were detonations in his love life, too, that all but brought the Marines. The flesh and the devil seemed to have a scissors hold. A few personal commotions were not enough, the talkies came along to bust his career wide open by displacing the music of his silent art. Only the world depression failed to affect him. He was depressed way ahead of that.

When I went to see the tempest-tossed soul the other night at the

(Please turn to page 38)

**Oh darn! Darn! Double-darn! Every time I get him part way up, he falls down again! I'd like to break his old ladder in a trillion pieces! I will not be quiet—and I won't be good! I'm mad!**

**Bath-time? ... Oh ... Well, that's different. Will you let me spank the water—and poke a hole in the soap? And do I get some soft, smooth Johnson's Baby Powder all over me afterward?**

**"Hurray! When I'm under that dandy powder shower I could just squeal for joy. And I never have a rash or a prickle or a chafe, do I? What do I care if things go wrong in my work?"**

**"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder ... and wherever I go, babies forget their troubles! For I keep their skins smooth and soft as satin—I'm satin-soft myself! I'm made of finest Italian tale—no gritty particles as in some powders. No zinc stearate or ollin-root either. Your baby will appreciate Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too!"**

---

**The New Movie Magazine, June, 1925**
Troubadour ob de Lawd
(Continued from page 57)

Albee Theatre in Brooklyn where he was dragging himself on to the stage five minutes a day I was prepared to commiserate if his failure to achieve that alated destiny, little guessing that through him the screen had just been cleaned.

I knew he had sought refuge in sed-lock with disastrous results. I was un-der the impression there had been a divorce. So, I assume his wife did not get it soon after nuptials but the idea struck horror to Stepin's orthodox soul.

"It would make terrible scandal, me gitin' a divorce," said Stepin. "Scandal not fo' me only. Scandal fo' mah religion. Scandal all ovah de world foh me relit." The horror of it made Stepin write almost upright. His vehemence conveyed the idea the Church would have been rocked worse than by Henry Eighth's divorce.

"And a divorce separated," he said. "She was a good lil gal but she wasn't a showman. She didn't understand. She finally git sick. Ah sent her to Ari- zona. She was not feeling fit. That's the reason she's not here tonight." The horror of it made Stepin write almost upright. His vehemence conveyed the idea the Church would have been rocked worse than by Henry Eighth's divorce.

So different from ordinary "surface colors"

Try RIT and see!

When I told him some of his admirers complained that his vocal delivery was not as distinct as it might be, he be-came more animated. He said that in transferring his art from silent pictures to sound he was confronted with the same problem as Chaplin, only differ-ence being he solved it.

"Ah solved the problem whereas Chaplin he couldn't. Ah solved it like dis. Ah make sounds but Ah make sounds what you can't understand. Dat way, see, Ah don't destroy de Illusion. Ah call it auditive pantomime. Da's right, auditive pantomime." Stepin added that he intended to be-come intelligible little by little until I gathered, he would be enunciating with the clariry of Mr. George Arliss.

The crucifyable, I said. "The year of the crucifixion.

"Ah is thuthy-three dis yeah," he said signally. "Ah feels dis is mah big yeah. It is foh every man. Know every man!"

"The year of the crucifixion," I said. "There was tired when he was a child, a no good little darky, he says, alus shootin' crap an' stealin' an' crazy 'bout race horses, from one of which he eventually took his name. His mother was a seamstress in the employ of a southern lady. When she passed away the southern mistress took the young desperado into her home and gave him a mother's care. She sent him to school and later he went to work for a thirteen-year-old girl who had been implicated with him. They struggled through swamps all night. After seeing her praying regularly he hurried on his ver-satile way. He didn't forget her. When the law said affluence was a sin he purchased a trunkful of dresses and sent them to her down Mississippi way.

"Ah don't let the speed with which this remarkable medicine takes hold cause you any apprehension. Don't keep it for "emergencies" or wait for the pain to reach its height before you take it. Let it keep you comfortable throughout the period. Lean to rely on it completely. Just follow the simple directions found inside the box.

And speaking of boxes, you'll appreciate the slim aluminum case in which you get Midol. It's so thin and light and dainty — you can give it a permanent place in your purse and always be prepared. It is a tremendous relief, mental and physical, to be able to approach this time without any misgivings, and to pass serenely through it.

"Ah am stickin' by mah beliefs. So he take me back. Ah go back tuh de Fox studio. Ah never complains no mo' Dey aint no reason for com-plainin'. Nobody want nobody to speak drawed words. Cause why Cause de Legion of Decency. See how it all works out? Ah starts de power rollin' — unhun — an' de power bring me lock.
Maureen O'Sullivan Gives a Bridge Party

(Continued from page 33)

amount of fullness as you go. When you get to the end you turn in the edges, and then sew down the other side, joining those loose edges. Then before rounding up and coming back on the top you slip the covering over one end of the hanger. The handle usually drops down through the hanger so you can fit it through the center hole. Then, still gathering, you sew up the top edge. And presto! that is all there is to it. Then you take the small narrow ribbon, and beginning at the top of the hanger wind it closely, to cover it completely. When you reach the wooden part, tie it securely in a small bow. Making a tiny pouch-like bag for the sachet is so simple that I do not need to give you directions for that, I’m sure. When you have finished it, tie it with a bit of the narrow ribbon to the hanger—and that is all there is to it.

You can always add to the attractiveness of a present, of course, by boxing it artistically and neatly.

As for your actual bridge equipment, you can buy such cute, inexpensive little score cards, with pencils attached, that there is no sense really, in making them. You should not have to pay more than five cents apiece for them, which adds fortysix cents to our budget. Then you must have new cards. Two decks for each table at twenty cents apiece, or eighty cents for the four.

I don’t think any kind of party is a party at all without flowers. They add an attractive air to any occasion. At this time of year a great many of you will probably have flowers in your own garden. But even if you haven’t, there will be money enough for you to buy at least a few. Here is a fashion for using flowers, which I have observed recently, which is as practical as it is effective. Long-stemmed flowers, as you know, are usually most expensive than the short-stemmed ones. So we will count them out for our $5.00 bridge party. As a matter of fact, the new way of using flowers is to float just the heads of the flowers in a low, flat bowl filled with water. And a few flowers seem like many more fixed this way.

But regardless of what flower decorations you use, I think it would be nice also to give each of your guests a tiny flower corsage. When you have finished playing bridge and are setting the bridge table for tea, place a tiny nosegay at each guest’s place. If you care to, you can give them flowers they love and wear them home. You can make these little corsages yourself. I’ll take ingenuity, but you can do it on $1.00.

All this leaves $1.60 for tea. But I have some surprises up my sleeve for you on this, too, so don’t be alarmed.

Remember the tea-taster is, essentially, an informal hour. Casual and friendly. Therefore, this meal need not be elaborate. The tea itself, since it is one of the most important items (though it is too often neglected), may be either hot or cold, according to the season. If you are serving hot tea you will have the most success with it if you brew it in the room where you serve it. For you can’t make tea carelessly or allow it to stand too long. For that reason I usually use little silver tea balls, which can be easily filled with fresh tea from the tea-caddy. Or if you can buy tea balls already put up in muslin. Remember this, too! Not only should the water for making the tea be boiling hot, but you should also heat your tea-pot with boiling water before making your tea.

One of the nicest things you can serve with tea—and probably it is a novelty to you and your friends—is Irish bread. Few people know about it, so you will have a “scoop”—and it is quite change from the ordinary bread. Here is my own recipe—a recipe which my grandmother, incidentally, handed down to me.

First take one cup of white flour and two cups of graham flour and a pinch of salt, and sift them together. This measurement of the two flours, incidentally, will make a dark bread. If you prefer a light bread, you just reverse the measurements, and use two cups of the white to one of the graham. Then mix with this a half teaspoon of baking soda and a little sour milk, adding the milk slowly until you arrive at the same consistency you use in making baking powder biscuits. Then when you mold the loaf in its greased pan, mark a cross on the top of it—Irish bread just isn’t Irish bread without that cross. Then bake the loaf slowly for about an hour, until it stands the “straw test.”

This bread is such a delicacy, to me at least, that it may be served in thin slices with just butter or you may make an even greater hit by serving it with honey.

At this time of the year the nicest tea-time sandwiches that I know—and unusual, too—are those made with watercress. They are very simply made by creaming the watercress with butter, and then spreading it on the bread. Pimento creamed with butter also makes a very tasty and colorful looking sandwich. Try serving a few of each, making them just as small and dainty as you can.

Then of course you must have some kind of sweet cakes or cookies. The cookies will be the least expensive, so let’s try them. How about this recipe for ice-box cookies which takes only one egg? Cream one-half cup of butter with one cup of brown sugar; add one well-beaten egg, two cups of flour sifted with one-half teaspoon soda, one-fourth teaspoon each of cinnamon and cloves; add three-fourths cup chopped nuts. Mix well together, make in oblong roll, place in ice box for 24 hours; slice thin and bake in oven, 350 degrees heat.

Oh, and I promised you a candy, too, all out of $3.00. Well, here is a confection which since it is about as greaseless and non-sticky as anything could be—and it’s delicious. Not strictly a candy, it nevertheless takes the place of it—and it’s so easy to do. Marshmallows with a half walnut inside! Don’t know what else to call it—since I originated it myself, and I have never heard it called another way—For Marvelous contains a secret ingredient, beneficial to your skin, that will keep it mirror fresh—so fresh as the moment you put on your mirror—from 4 to 6 hours by actual test.

WASH A SHOE—in the middle of a magic evening—when you take out your puff and respowder! Marvelous goes romance! And it’s so unnecessary. When you dress, put on a fragrant film of Marvelous, the new face powder by Richard Hudnut. Now you’re looking your levelbest. And you’ll stay that way—for Marvelous contains a secret ingredient, beneficial to your skin, that will keep it mirror fresh—so fresh as the moment you put it on your mirror—from 4 to 6 hours by actual test.

Recipe for

Romance

Wash a shoe—in the middle of a magic evening—when you take out your puff and respowder! Marvelous goes romance!

And it’s so unnecessary. When you dress, put on a fragrant film of Marvelous, the new face powder by Richard Hudnut. Now you’re looking your levelbest. And you’ll stay that way—for Marvelous contains a secret ingredient, beneficial to your skin, that will keep it mirror fresh—so fresh as the moment you put on your mirror—from 4 to 6 hours by actual test.

... take one complexion keep it MIRROR FRESH

WHAT A SHOCK—in the middle of a magic evening—when you take out your puff and respowder! Marvelous goes romance!

And it’s so unnecessary. When you dress, put on a fragrant film of Marvelous, the new face powder by Richard Hudnut. Now you’re looking your levelbest. And you’ll stay that way—for Marvelous contains a secret ingredient, beneficial to your skin, that will keep it mirror fresh—so fresh as the moment you put on your mirror—from 4 to 6 hours by actual test.

Romance is too precious to destroy so carelessly. Keep your skin lovely, gardenia-smooth—know the secrecy of “mirror freshness.”

Will you try it? Mail the coupon, enclosed 6¢ (for postage and packing) and we’ll send you four generous purse-size boxes of Marvelous Face Powder, enough for two weeks. Or don’t wait—stop at the nearest drug or department store. The name is Marvelous, the maker is Richard Hudnut. And the price will surprise you—just 55¢!

—RichaRd Hudnut, Fifth Avenue, New York City.

For Make-up Guide, send 4¢ stamp.

Marcelle, 55c

—Make-up Guide, send 4¢ stamp.

Mail coupon now!

—Make-up Guide, send 4¢ stamp.

Mail coupon now!

—Make-up Guide, send 4¢ stamp.

Mail coupon now!
FRECKLES BLEMISES DARKENED SKIN

Wonderful Quick Easy Way!

YOUR SKIN IS ADORABLE!

NOW science brings to every woman the secret of the flawless, creamy white, gloriously smooth skin that wins men and romance! In just five nights, while you sleep, Golden Peacock Bleach Creme gently rolls away the dull mask of darkened, discolored outer skin. Even blackheads, freckles, small blemishes and other flaws imbedded in the surface skin flake away! In Nature's way—but faster! Begin tonight to reveal the hidden, flawless, youthful charm of your skin with Golden Peacock Bleach Creme—carried at all drug and department stores, or in trial sizes at $5 and 10 cent stores.

ALWAYS POWDERING...IT LOOKS SO CHEAP!

REALLY NOTHING BUT "MAKEUP WORRY"

but HER "NEVROUS POWDERING" LOOKED LIKE ILL-BRED VANITY

DON'T take chances on being misjudged. Learn about Golden Peacock Face Powder! Different in two wonderful new ways. First, it's moisture-proof; can't "cake" and clog pores; stays fresh longer hours. But more— it's four times finer than any other powder we know of. Goes on so much smoother, blends perfectly with your skin, in flattering youthful peachshades.

Yet it's not expensive! Only 50 cents at drug or department stores; handy 10-cent purse size at any 5 and 10. Or, send 6c in stamps for trial powder shade, for 2-weeks' supply. Address Golden Peacock, Inc., Dept. H-193, Paris, Tenn.

Golden Peacock

Don't Forget the Girls

(Continued from page 20)

I HAD imagined a dance director to be a butterfly, "artistic" fellow given to tantrums and hysterical fits—a sort of harem keeper who buzzed about in the pants. But believe me, I was more interested in Prinz than in the cuties he drilled! He is the kind of man a theatrical manager likes to run into. I began my soul-digging with him.

He is a small man, but powerfully built, and my first impression was that of a happy-go-lucky football player, or perhaps a cheer leader, with the campus halls with a cheery "Hi!" He carries a silver plate in his skull, and when he smiles, you notice his cracked jaw, acquired during one of his incredible adventures in the trenches in France, where he served as a hell-diver in the Lafayette Escadron and Eddie Rickenbacker's "Seven-The-Ring" squadron. He has survived twenty-four crashes, and has been decorated with the French War Cross and six other medals. It's a fair cry indeed from a legionnaire in Algeria, a balloon buster in France, a soldier of fortune in Latin American republics, going about his secret missions in stolen or borrowed planes, to a dance director in one of the studios of Hollywood. Teaching the secrets of leg-appeal to thrones of semi-nude chorines.

He is very strong for the Hollywood crop of chorines, and believes in passing the beauties of the Folies, the Vampires, or the Scandals, not only in pastel, but also in damask.

"Most of the New York show girls who flocked to Hollywood returned to Broadway in despair, but I am happy in the competition they met," said Prinz. "I gave tryouts to 500 girls for 'College Rhythm,' and of the 100 I selected only six I had brought here.

"There are times when almost every registered dancer in Hollywood is employed, as it happens, at the moment, as anti-filming 'College Rhythm,' and there are times when the lot of chorus girls is no better than that of the extras who are unimportant for atmospheric work. It all depends on the number of musicals being produced. But on the whole, chorus girls fare much better than other girls, and the easiest way to crash the studios is via the dancing route.

"I always am on the lookout for girls who can qualify for my choruses. I like new faces. There are about 1,500 registered dancers in Hollywood available for studio work, but I do my picking from a selected 500. I have them all classified in my files as to looks, background, dancing ability—whether tap, toe, acrobatic, ballet, etc.—and personality.

"When I choose girls for a chorus ensemble, I look for personality first of all. I save you from the chorus girl who is beautiful but dumb. Naturally, it takes a smart girl to be a good dancer but if it so happened that the greatest dancer was a stupid person, she would be a total flop in pictures. It requires an alert mind to remember the intricate routines of modern screen criticism." So spoke the director. Now let me tell you about the girls themselves.

For the past several days I have been interviewing many of the Hollywood chorines. I could fill this whole magazine with their stories, but have to be satisfied by giving a few typical cases.

MEET Alma Ross, whose personality enables her to do occasional bits before the camera. She spoke a few lines in "Rumba," as a cigarette girl in a honky-tonk. She trotted in "College Rhythm," and will dance also in "The Big Broadcast" (tentative title) with Bing Crosby.

She is 19, has smiling blue eyes and light brown hair, is five feet four inches tall, and weighs 120 pounds. Born in Oakland, she was educated in St. Mary's Convent in Portland, Ore. She quit dancing in '31, but it didn't take her long to jump back into the static, dancing, the hula hula, and the tango.

Reading is her main hobby, and Edgar Allen Poe is her favorite author. "On the nights I don't go out," she said, "I like nothing better than reading an interesting book, having a package of cigarettes and an apple or some candy by my side.

She smokes, drinks on occasion, loves ballroom dancing, and is an ardent foot-ball fan. She thinks chorines are in any way inferior to other girls. "Before I went into vaudeville," she said, "I thought dancing girls were a tough, hot-shot crowd. But I found most of them after the vaudeville decadent. You would be surprised to know how many chorus girls go to church regularly."

"In the future I hope to do a lot of interesting work. I am working hard for a college degree and if I am not married before I have my degree and a job, I shall continue my education," she said.

She prefers intellectual men, who are not jealous, and will trust her always. She likes caveman tactics. "I hate to be bowed down to and dictated to have my will sniffed and sniffed." Like rough treatment, provided it isn't abusive. My husband need not be rich, but he must be able to support me and take me to Honolulu for our honeymoon trip. You see, I'm very romantic. Oh well," she exclaimed, checking herself, "what the ravy say of me this? We chorus girls don't meet the kind of men we like, and the ones we like, turn out to be already committed. To tell the truth, I don't believe I'll ever fall in love again. I did once, and it cured me. It's hell when the man doesn't love you as much as you love him. Love must be fully and absolutely mutual in order to give real happiness."

The two of the external feminine protest from the lips of this lovely chorine.

THE Gold Diggers of 1935 are a select group of show girls, and pack a lot of class and pulchritude in their numbers.

Caryn Lincoln traces her family background directly to Abraham Lincoln. She was a Wampus Baby Star in 1929, and is considered one of the most beautiful legs in Hollywood. She is five feet five inches tall, has black hair and weighs 120 pounds.

Born in Oakland, she was educated in St. Mary's Convent in Portland, Ore. She quit dancing in 1921, but it didn't take her long to jump back into the static, producing a successful venture, and she is now staging a screen comeback.

Ruth Moody is a niece of Albert H. Wiggins of the Chase National Bank.
Don't Forget the Girls

Bank. She is five feet six inches tall, weighs 118 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes. Born in Denver, she was educated at the Los Angeles High School. Trottied in “Dames.”

EMILY LA RUE is Jack La Rue’s sister. She is five feet four and a half inches tall, weighs 112 pounds, has black hair and brown eyes. Born in New York City, she graduated in New Utrecht High School. Came to Hollywood in 1933. Trottied in “College Rhythm.”

MARIE MARKS was Miss Missouri in 1933. She is five feet four inches tall, weighs 119 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes. Her father is a radio announcer. Hails from San Antonio, Texas, and is a graduate of a very notable contingent of beauties to Hollywood. Trottied in “Wonder Bar,” “Fashions,” and “Dames.”

MILDRED REHN is the daughter of a wealthy importer and exporter of London, England. She is five feet five and a half inches tall, weighs 120 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes. Educated in various schools in Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy. Another fluent linguist, and with many interesting ideas on the problem of the modern world. Was under contract to Earl Carroll for three years. Trottied in “Dames.”

DE DAN DLUNIER was born on a ship and lived her whole life in France. Came to America in 1930, from France. She is five feet four and a half inches tall, weighs 118 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes. Educated in various schools in Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy. Another fluent linguist, and with many interesting ideas on the problem of the modern world. Was under contract to Earl Carroll for three years. Trottied in “Dames.”

VICTORIA VINTON was Miss Los Angeles in 1934. She is five feet one and a half inches tall, weighs an even 100 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes. Born in New York City, and educated in Hollywood High School. Trottied in “Fashions,” “Footlight Parade,” “Wonder Bar,” and “Dames.”

PATRICIA HARPER has been a scenario writer and has had considerable journalistic experience. She is five feet three inches tall, weighs 112 pounds, has blond hair and gray eyes. Born in Indianapolis, and educated in the University of Oklahoma, where she was a member of Chi Omega sorority. Trottied in “Kid From Spain” and “Dames.”

ADVIS ADAIRE has appeared in musical and dramatic productions in New York City for Earl Carroll, the Shibberts, Ziegfeld, and Arch Selden. She is five feet five and a half inches tall, weighs 117 pounds, has red hair and blue eyes. Born in Chicago, Came to Hollywood in 1932, and has trottied in “Wonder Bar,” “Footlight Parade,” “Fashion Follies,” and “Dames.”

MIREILLE DE MARTELLY has a French title in her own right as the daughter of Count and Countess de Marteelly.

DA FORD attended the Ohio State University. He is five feet three inches tall, weighs 112 pounds, has blond hair and brown eyes. Came to Hollywood in 1932. Has trottied in “Dancing Lady,” “Going Hollywood,” “Hollywood Party,” and “Dames.”

I MUST end this partial list of Busby Berkeley’s Gold Diggers of 1933 with the more detailed story of Ula Love. Her case should prove an inspiration, and perhaps a warning, to girls in small towns all over the country who have had some dramatic and dancing experience and will have to fight for themselves in the mad scramble for studio calls if they risk their all and come to Hollywood with the supreme courage and undying hope of youth.

Ula came to Hollywood in the Spring of 1933, just another movie struck girl, to whom all the discouraging statistics issued by the film capital meant nothing. She was determined to make good, and has gone a long way on her route toward that goal, with more pictures to her record than perhaps any girl can boast of, for a similar period of time. She appeared in over 50 pictures during the past year! All she needs now is that “big break,” extra players hope and pray for. So far, her greatest handicap has been her striking resemblance to Constance Bennett. Such resemblances do not spell happiness in Hollywood.

“I’ll lick this town yet,” she said, “in spite of everything I have to overcome. I am from Tennessee, and they call me a Volunteer. You can’t keep us Volunteers down. There have been times when I ate only one meal in 24 hours, lived on 25 cents a day. “I never say ‘no,’ I never admit I can’t do anything. My father taught me never to say I can’t, or I don’t care.”

She is a gal of buoyant spirit all right, and the clown and philosopher on the lot, in every set on which she works. She speaks her racy vernacular in a soft southern drawl. And if you think chorus girls are beautiful but dumb, you should meet her. She is sophisticated and looks stunning during the day in her slinky, fur-trimmed gowns and is positively ravishing at night in dark velvet ensembles and wide-brimmed chapeaus, but is not hard-boiled. She neither smokes nor drinks, not that she dispenses with those pleasures. She learns to skate, dance, swim, and ride horseback, but admits she is a “fat tire” on “wild” parties.

She does not consider herself beautiful, but is in reality one of the most gorgeous gals that ever kicked her legs in a musical; five feet five and a half inches in height, she weighs 120 pounds, and has great starry eyes and a crown of honey-colored hair. And her grace is the pure grace of a flame.

She was born in Paris, Tenn., daughter of a dental surgeon (deceased), and a direct descendant of Gen. Thomas Love, who fought under Andrew Jackson in the Florida war. She graduated from the E. W. Grove School and attended the University of Tennessee for a few months. She came to Hollywood in a day coach, when the banks were closed, and she was “just another victim of the depression.” She rented a room for $12 a month in the home of a dressmaker, where she still lives.

She likes to go to the movies, but meanwhile she had to make a living. She registered at every department store in Los Angeles, and that included Hollywood. As she had some wealthy friends here, and did not want them to feel themselves obligated to help her, she went under the name of Charles J. Jones.

(Turn to page 62)
**Good News FOR EVERY THOUGHTFUL PARENT**

**Announcing the Publication of A Real Newspaper for Children**

Parents Everywhere Have Enthusiastically Endorsed This Plan. Already 50,000 Boys and Girls Are Enjoying This Unusual Publication.

President Roosevelt Says:

"I am delighted to hear that a Boys' and Girls' Newspaper has been started. In my opinion, any effort to make the boys and girls of this country, as well as the boys and girls of the world, the best they can be, is a work of the highest importance."

Angelo Patri Says:

"I am delighted to welcome Express America's first boys' and girls' newspaper. Its publication could not be in better hands."

Youthful-Minded Editors Make This Newspaper Entertaining, Wholesome, and Stimulating

Charles G. Mulier, well-known to readers of sport stories, is the Editor. Among the advisors, associate editors, and contributing editors are Angelo Patri, Deputy Commissioner of the New York Police Department, Ella Parker Butler, New York Mayor; Ruth Bade, Irving Group, Earl Reid Silver, Ben Abner Schieffer, Elmer M. Johnson, and others. They are absorbed in the thrilling adventure stories, news pictures, pages of sports, movies, radio, books, science and invention, and the making of things, and they are really doing fine work. They are teenagers, and they are putting it in for their own children.

You, too, will want your child to have it because:
1. It is a real newspaper, interesting and wholesome; and
2. It stimulates undeveloped, unaccustomed interest, harmful to a child's emotional training; and
3. It makes a direct appeal to a child's mind.

It is the youngest edition of the Weekly Newpapers, and this is the policy:
1. It contains every desirable feature, from stories, sports, and society; to religion, education, and boys; and
2. It encourages children to keep in touch with the world and to keep outstanding authorities in the youthfull field.

EXPERIMENTED PUBLISHERS: The Boys' and girls' Newspaper is closely affiliated with The Parents' Magazine and has full use of the resources of this magazine in the field of parent and child relations.

**25 FEATURES offered in EVERY ISSUE**

The News of the Week in Word and Picture

Picture Description of the Events of the Week All Over the World

Picture Page of Boys and Girls in the News

Illustrated News of the Sport World

A Famous Week-end Story in Postcard Feature Story

Serial Story by a Well-Known Author

The Selected Best High-School School Publications

A Home Making Page for Girls

Radio Personalities and Articles About Broadcasts for Young Folks

Movies—Illustrated Reviews of Recommended Pictures

Funniest—Seven Comic Strips of Clean Fun

Amusing Cartoons of the Week

A Page of Science and Invention and Aviation for Boys and Girls in Civil Service

Thought-Provoking Editorials

Interesting Interviews with Interesting People

The Humor Column

Animal Club

Whose child is this today?

How Things Are Made

Nice Tricks and How to Do Them

What to Make and How for Boys and Girls

Letters to the Editor

Stamps and Their Story

Books That Boys and Girls Will Like

**MAIL THIS COUPON NOW**

The Parents' Magazine Affiliated Newspapers, Inc.
Dept. EBM, 14 East 40th Street, New York.

Dear Sirs:

Please place on the roll of a **CHARTER SUBSCRIBER**-Eligible Boys' and Girls' NEWSPAPER the following name:

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________

The paper will be delivered weekly for fifteen weeks. Bills for $1 are due only when the first box is delivered. If you or the boy or girl are not satisfied you can cancel the subscription any time.

The Charter Subscribers' Bronze Button will be mailed at once to every subscriber.

Name of Dealer: ____________________________

If the address is different from the one above, write it in the margin below: 2.
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(Continued from page 51)

Otherwise, I put my pride in my pocket," she says. "I modeled in department stores and demonstrated a patented knot-on necklace. I could not help noticing that those girls who were interested in me were fat, squatty people. Most of the people who passed by me in the store thought I was to be just plain as if they hadn't a place to go. I would get so interested in the crowds that I would forget my sales talk altogether.

She was demonstrating exercising machines in a Hollywood department store when Sid Grauman saw her and offered her a job as an usherette. Spurred by the thought of the Constance Bennett double contest at RKO, and posed as the glamorous marquee in one of Sid Grauman's celebrated prologues.

Ula has a vibrant personality in addition to her beauty, and impresses one as a sure bet for featured roles. Talent scouts have been interested in her, but studio after studio has turned her down. She applied for the part of Miss Bennett. Unfortunately, she would have done much better in pictures and come out of the extra and chorus lines with a name like the $30,000 per week star. She herself gets only $50 a week when she works, but she is almost as well off as the contract lasting only for four or five weeks.

"One night I stepped into a shop on the Boulevard to buy a pair of gloves," she said. "It was closing time, but the clerks hopped around fast to show me their wares. Only I had such a thing. I wrote for Miss Bennett. Would I charge it, Miss Bennett? I am Miss Love," I said. He would not believe me. "I understand you are doing a Garbo," he laughed."

LIKE the other chorines I met, she spends her money very sensibly. She has to, so meager are her earnings, considering the luxury she has to keep up. "I never earn so much that I can't live it for it in full," she said. "I haven't been able to save enough money to buy a dress that is worth the money I can buy. I am constantly on the verge of bankruptcy. And yet, I am satisfied. I started from nothing. I don't owe any body a nickel and always pay my rent in advance."

Her mother, who died recently, was the best friend she had. Her eyes filled with tears when she had to mention her. She went back to Paris to attend her funeral. The whole town seemed to be at the station to meet her. She was the home-town girl who had made good—a celebrity. Throng of chil- dren begged her autographs, but the actress asked her to make personal appearances before their classes. Their pupils would rather see her than Garbo. A local theater ran a big ad in connection with its showing of Moulin Rouge, in which her name topped Constance Bennett. "But I am not like any other girl. There is local pride and loyalty to you!"

"They looked on me as if I were a goddess, headed state. I couldn't make them understand that I was a nobody; that there were thousands like me, a girl whose career they could let down on people like that. I've got to make good!"

"The trouble is they don't give us girls a chance to win the fight. So many of us are put under contract, and then placed on ice. I believe I should go to Broadway to get a real break in Hollywood."

Ula divides chorus girls into three classes:

1. Those who have drag.
2. Those who are beautiful.
3. And those who work hard.

"But I wish I could go to six classes when she marries. Like Alma Ros and nearly all the other chorines I inter-

**The BOYS' and GIRLS' NEWSPAPER**

AMERICA'S FIRST real newspaper for boys and girls! Parents everywhere have for years been waiting eagerly for this Boys' and Girls' Newspaper. It has long been recognized as an urgent need wherever there are growing children. This is a news paper, the child one, and they will read one. It is an adult paper unsuitable for a child, and a great harm and unwanted influence is now possible. Even at last, The Boys' and Girls' Newspaper is here—a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in tabloid size edited for children, giving everyhting they want in a newspaper.

EVERYTHING FOR YOUNG FOLKS 7 TO 17:

More than 60,000 drill-coach young people are now absorbed in the fascinating pages of this newspaper, made especially for you. They take it as their Bible when the anthology of the world's and the nation's best stories, for the thrilling adventure stories, news pictures, pages of sports, movies, radio, books, science and invention, the way to make things, canoeing and the families that educate while they amuse. A junior housekeeping department and many other features keep girls interested and occupied as well as boys.

If the only newspaper available is an adult paper, an unsuitable one, and a harmful influence is now possible. Even at last, The Boys' and Girls' Newspaper is here—a WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in tabloid size edited for children, giving everyhting they want in a newspaper.

**Let Your Child Be a CHARTER SUBSCRIBER**

Let Your Child Be a CHARTER SUBSCRIBER and Get a Charter Subscriber's Bronze Button

We are still selling CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS, the only chance of ownership of a newspaper a boy or girl can have in the first year of America's first children's newspaper. And the subscribers, who have selected the newspaper, may even have a large intrinsic value.

Special Introductory Offer

15 Weeks for $1.00

You can enroll your child for a 15-weeks' subscription to The Boys' and Girls' Newspaper for only $1.00. Send no money now unless you wish to. Charter Subscribers' Bronze Button will be mailed promptly. If you are not thoroughly satisfied, we will cheerfully cancel the subscription at any time. The Charter Subscriptions' Button will be mailed promptly. Don't let your child miss this opportunity!

**THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, June, 1935**
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(Continued from page 31)

him, begging him to go back to his music and reproduce himself. A few weeks later, she finds him directing the orchestra in a beer garden. Seeing her enter the place, Boyer plays the rhapsody she has composed on his home organ. And you just know that'll break the gal into hissy bitsy pieces!

Well, so it goes. And with the capable direction of Phil Moeller, this ought to yank a few sobbs out of you all.

VILLAGE TALE

Kay Johnson

is back in the fold! And all of you loyal and evergreen fans, who have been plaguing me with queries about the lady, can get back to your knitting until this picture (from the novel by Phil Stong) hits your local theaters.

It's the story of a small town. A lovely young woman, married to a stupid yokel. The wicked machinations of her jealous brother-in-law to turn the whole town against its leading citizen by sly insinuations of an affair between the man he hates and Kay.

And there is a fight between Randy Scott, the leading citizen, and Robert Barrat, the mean brother-in-law, who has every weapon in his arsenal and is second to none! You've witnessed the screen, even to that history-making brawl in the very first production of "The Spoilers," if you remember!

The shooting of Barrat's half of the battle was one of the most unnecessary scenes we've ever witnessed. Bruised, bleeding, and with his face apparently beaten to a pulp, Barrat stood before the camera. At the signal, Barrat threw him himself backward against the barn door with a force that could only come from being on the receiving end of a Baer haymaker!

Sliding to the ground, he lies there, panting heavily for a moment. Then, as he pulls himself to his feet, his hand touches a wiffie-tee (part of a wagon, to you) that rests against the side of the barn. Raising it above his head, he hurries with all the force in his body toward the spot where Randy is supposed to be standing! But... Randy isn't there at all! We've overcooked our-dee-cay, eating meat and potatoes and getting ready for the eighteenth round. You know, you can't do that kind of work on cream puffs.

THE INFORMER

By BKO

Shure an what would be the name of Liam O'Flaherty write about, or the Irish Revolution?

And who should be playing the leading role but that big-gough, Scotch-Irisher, Victor McLaglen? We're not sure about the part of the Irishman, but it's McLaglen, a seasoned actor, that there ought to be a "just a bit of the barmy in him somewhere.

McLaglen, an expatriated member of the Irish Revolutionary Army, needs money to keep in the good graces of his current girl friend, Margot Grahame; and, in order to get the money, he becomes the police of the whereabouts of his pal, Wallace Ford, who is wanted for murder.

Wally is concerned in his mother's home and killed, Vic magnanimously attends the "wake." Accidentally dropping one of the vigilance members, he figures that everyone will suspect him of being the informer, and, scared out of his wits, he bursts into a storm of untrue denials and dashes from the house.

Up until now, Vic has been as safe as a hussy in its go-cart, but when outburst puts a bug in the authorities' good car and right away they begin to figure on the best way to trap the real Smith.

Very smoothly indeed they go to Vic and promise to reimburse him in the future if he will tell them who squealed on Wally. And Vic, big-heartedly, pins it on Donald Meek, an innocent bystander.

Meek, of course, has an air-tight alibi and, with the net of circumstance closing about him, Vic scrams away from the vigilance gang behind his girl friend's petticoats.

Slowly but surely the law snooks up and, in another mad dash for freedom, Vic is shot and fatally wounded.

Draggabg himself to the church where Wally's mother and sister are attending early mass, Vic begs the woman to forgive him. As the mother grants his last request, the misguided lad folds up and dies on the steps of the altar.

And that be a lesson to you!

PEOPLE WILL TALK

PARAMOUNT

This is the result of a combination of two good stories, "Such a Lovely Couple," by Hugh Herbert, the actor, and "Kayo-Clire," by Sophie Kerr.

Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland, together again, appear as a model married couple (for a change), whose daughter, Lila Haynes, isn't doing a whole lot to help her own matrimonial canoe off the rocks.

If you haven't had a chance to study your husband, Dean Jagger, is being a little too nice to another girl, Lila up and moves in on Papa and Mama courageing that she'll never return to her faithful husband (who really isn't faithful at all).

Thinking to show the kids how silly it all is, Charlie and Mary stage a battle royal of their own, with malice aforethought, certain that when they make the kids will follow suit.

In the house without a hitch, Charlie bumps into the gal Dean is supposed to be palling around with and gives her a lift in his car. Their neighbor catches the act and, by the time he's finished spreading the news, Charlie is in the dog house right! Even Lila thinks Dean has been innocent all the time, carrying on as he did just to protect her philandering dad.

To square things up, Dean hires some thugs to kidnap Charlie and Mary, blindfold them, and leave them tied to front of their own house.

Charlie shuts out of his blindfold first, and, when he sees where they are, puts up a fake battle with his armed assistants, while innocent bystanders, thinking the guy absolutely nuts, take to their heels just as Mary gets her blindfold off.

The scamming crowd, she believes it is to be on the up-and-up, and that Charlie has really routed them to please her honor.

It's a happy ending, with all four of them in a clinic that looks as if it's for keeps.

We didn't catch much that was interesting on this set. The day we were there, Director Al Santell was putting a group of typical Laurels through their paces as they decorated a prize-light ring (set up in the Ruggles drawing room) chattering all the while they worked.

(Please turn to page 64)

Additional Stores Carrying Smart Tower Star Fashions

(Continued from page 34)

Page 34 was set aside this month to list the department stores where you can buy Tower Star Fashions. But the list grew larger and larger and more stores wanted to carry these smart fashions for you. Result: the store listing had to be carried over to this page. Stores like Tower Star Fashions! You'll like them, too!

TEXAS

(Continued)

Housten—Marion, Inc.
Kingsville—Dixdorf's
Kingsville—McConnell
Logan—Richman's
Lubbock—Fried's Women's Apparel
McAllen—The Model
McAllen—Fashions
Port Arthur—Worth's
Shenandoah—B. & L. Store
Trenton—McKel-ley
Tyler—McConnell
Vernon—Cold-Feder's
Victoria—&. L. Levy
Yorktown—Goodfriend's

UTAH

Salt Lake City—Zo-com-operative Merc. Inst.

VERMONT

Burlington—Abertony Clarkson-Whit, Inc.
Brattleboro—J. R. Mann
Rutland—The Vogue Shop.
St. Johnsbury—The Gray Shop

VIRGINIA

Charlottesville—H. G. Rousham Shop, Inc.
Covington—The Quality Shop
Downsville—L. Herman's Dept. Store
Galax—Clark's Fashion Shop
Harrisonburg—N. & N. Sun
Lynchburg—Bolton's
Norton—The Lady Shop
Roanoke—M. D. Ryder & Bros.
Roundup—Natalie Shop
Romney—Clark's
Richmond—Blackham
Suffolk—Ballard & Smith
Waynesboro—M. D. Ryder & Bros.
Waynesboro—Rosebud's Style Shop
Waynesboro—Singer Co.
Wytheville—Victery Mise, Co.

WASHINGTON

Long View—Columbia River Merc. Co.
Pomeroy—Marvin White
Seattle—Jonne
Skagway—The Palace Store
Yakima—Barnes-Woodco. Co.

WEST VIRGINIA

Alston—J. M. Alderson
Beckley—Alderson Shop, Inc.
Bluefield—The Vogue
Charleston—The People's Store
Charles Town—Pear-Souther
Fairmont—W. E. Goodfellow
Huntington—The Mercury Shop
Lewisburg—Yard's
Logan—M. D. Ryder & Bros.
Mount Pleasant—M. B. Whitaker
Morgantown—S. M. Whitaker
Parkersburg—F. H. Weston
Wheeling—Polly Primm Dress Shop
Wheeling—E. R. White
Williamson—National Dept. Store

WISCONSIN

Appleton—Greeen D. G. Co.
Ashland—Coonkin's Dept. Store
Beloit—McNary D. G. Co.
Bay-Claire—Joe. B. Balderi ten
Fond Du Lac—Hall Bros.
Madison—Cinderella Shop
Milwaukee—Matt's Store
River Falls—Mrs. Howen
Vernon—Polly Primm Dress Shop
Wisconsin Dells—E. R. White

Wyoming

Chenango—Brown Marche
Douglas—Keller's
Lander—S. D. Shoney Shop
Laramie—Kemp-Bartoche
On-the-Set Reviews
(Continued from page 63)

One thriller we did get, however, and that was to find Frank Mayo, Big Moment of our high school days, standing in the background and looking as handsome as ever! Remember?

TYPE: Taking Mala out of his Eskimo trappings, M-G-M hopped to Tahiti, land of warm sunshine and warmer romance, for the setting of this South Sea Island tale, from the novel by Herman Melville.

Twenty lovely Polynesian girls are dressing themselves beside a deep pool when the war canoe of a distant tribe approaches and the warriors, out for to good, pick themselves a beautiful young girl, one to twenty, and the chase is on!

Mala goes for Lotus Long, for she is the most beautiful of the crowd, and, while she finds him unattractive, still, it's in the order of things that she must run and pretend indifference.

Capturing her, at last, Mala retreats to his own village, where his Chief looks upon Lotus with a longing eye. But Mala reminds him of the tribal law, to wit: "That man who wins woman, keeps woman..." and that's what the Chief is after because he finds Lotus an attractive girl. Lotus eventually confesses her love for the virile Mala, and they are happy as two moths in a suit of woolen underwear until white men arrive from the village, feed the tootstooting Mala a spot of hard liquor, and, while he's practically unconscious, sign him up for a five-yard stretch in the phosphate mines in Fatua.

For his bravery during a cave-in at the mines, Mala is told that Lotus will be brought to him. But, when the messenger arrives at Mala's old home, he finds Lotus married to the Chief, through no doing of her own, and, because the Chief's friendship is so plentiful to the messenger, he must return to Mala, empty-handed.

But Lotus has ideas of her own and, staying away on the boat, she makes a neat get-away, landing happily in the arms of her mate.

To keep pace in the family, a South Sea gendarmerie drags the unwilling girl aboard an out-bound lugger, locking her in a cabin until sailing time.

A convenient hurricane perils the boat and, with the entire crew laming to safety, Mala battles the storm, manages his sweetie pie and a calm sea finds them floating to a distant island... and happiness.

Richard Thorpe directs the beautiful romance.

THE MYSTERY IN ROOM 309
Franchot Tone, a he-man from the wide open spaces, conquers a number of prospective candidates, who might not, work into the position of rancher's wife.

We caught Tone standing in the lobby, chatting with Una Merkel, the switchboard operator.

"You might try Regent 4-4778," he says.

She dials.

"How long since you've been in New York? Mr. Ridgeworth," she tells her.

"Two years," he tells her.

Una turns her attention to the switchboard. "Regent 4-4778? It has..."
Hollywood Day by Day
(Continued from page 27)

HERE'S a snippy item! Jean Har- 
low's brand new bathing suit is 
made of cellulose, believe it or don't! It's 
a bright platinum color and it is 
one piece, no skirt! 
'It ain't fair, we says... 'it ain't fair a 
thing...' 
And Dolores Del Rio has a new fad. 
It's the wearing of two rings, identically 
same, on the third finger of each 
hand. She has a set for the left and the 
she wears, jade, metal, wood, etc. for 
day time. And usual diamonds for 
evening wear.

NOTE to Ripley: 
Cora Sue Collins has a kitten and a 
canary bird that play together... and 
no blood shed. In fact, the birdie's 
favorite perch is right on top of 
kitty's head!

FROM the type of adventure pic- 
tures he has directed, it would seem 
likely that W. S. Van Dyke feared noth- 
ing in the world. We're not surprised, 
then, to discover that the fellow has an 
absolute horror of high places and white 
walls.

YOU should get a look at Clark Gable's 
brand new car. "It's a twelve-cylinder 
roadster, ultra-sports model, and a shad 
of gorgeous powder blue that is going 
to make Clark's name synonymous as 
Jimmy Durante's schnozzola!

JOAN CRAWFORD has her home 
decorated in a peculiar shade that 
now officially known as "Crawford Blue" 
by interior decorators, architects and 
paint manufacturers. 
Also, Joan's newly installed bay 
window is supposed to be scientifically 
correct on account of having it's light tested 
with a light meter—whatever that is!

LIONEL BARRYMORE knows a guy 
who is so stingy, that, says Barry- 
more, if he dreamed he spent a dollar, 
he'd wake up screaming!

W. C. FIELDS wasn't a bit inter- 
ested when I tried to tell him about 
the new golf ball which will have 
a core of dry ice. 
"It's unnecessary as far as I'm con- 
cerned," he chortled. 
"My game isn't hot that!"

SHOKING a cigarette between 
scissors, Mary Boland narrowly escaped be- 
ing painfully burned when the coach on 
which she was sitting went up in flames! 
A dropped ash fell between the 
tires, landed on a piece of ice left there 
accidentally, and as the flames leaped up, 
Mary made a neat dive for safety! 
The blaze was extinguished before 
it could do much damage, but Mary won't 
be the same gal for a day or two.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON is so 
weary of cluttering up his meals in the 
approved eating spots by having to 
skip every bite and sign autograph 
books, that he hied himself to a 
drive-in sandwich stand the other day, to get 
away from it all.

But, what do you think? The girl who 
served him recognized him, told the 
other girls, and... in five minutes, Ed- 
die was right back at the old racket, 
putting his monicker on napkins, bills of 
fare, and stuff, between bits of his hot 
dog!

WHEN Gene Markey's colored cham- 
feur took a day off for himself, the 
Japanese houseboy was, by some 

mishappen, assigned to drive Joan Ben- 
nett to the studio. 
Evidently in a driver's seat for the first 
time, Madame Nipecche managed to 
gather up four traffic tickets in the first 
five miles! 
Standing the hectic goings on as long 
as she could, Joan was finally moved to 
take over the wheel, but, seeing as how 
she doesn't drive often herself, it 
would be hard to say which of the two 
was the more frightened by the time 
they finally reached the studio!

MIKISHI Department: 
So Garbo had the courage to go 
shopping right on Hollywood Boule- 
vard, and without her dark glasses!

WARREN WILLIAM has two ador- 
able wire-haired terriers and some 
time ago we told you how they had 
killed seventeen chickens belonging to a 
neighboring rancher. Of course, War- 
en paid a good price for the fowls 
and was not unduly rewarded when the 
rancher graciously returned the birds, 
dressed and ready for the oven.

The other day, Warren discovered 
that some fiend had thrown acid in 
the dogs' eyes, burning them so badly 
that one of them has only partially regained 
sight, while the other may never 
see again.

Because of his friendly attitude in 
regard to the origin of his blue ribbon 
chickens, we must absolve the rancher 
of any blame in the matter.

As far as the regular pupils, the fiend- 
ishness of some so-called humans 
surpasses all understanding.

WE'VE known Ned Sparks to laugh 
you wouldn't know him from the first 
time! That was when George White 
paid his lunch check the other day at 
the Fox cafe.

QUEENIE SMITH is finding Holly- 
wood not quite as she expected it. 
After a lengthy conversation with W. C. 
Fields, she finally asked:
"Well, where are all these 'yes men' 
I've heard so much about?"
"Oh, that's easy," said Fields know- 
ingly. "Since Ben Bernie's been on the 
lot, they've all learned to say 'Yaw- 
as'!"

IF you can wrangle an invitation to 
the Garam's on the cook's night out, 
you're going to taste such food as you've 
ever eaten before.

Bill is the world's best chef, and it's 
too bad for the population that he 
declined to be a minister.

We were the lucky one, the other 
night, when Bill invited us over to 
sample his famous meat rolls, 
and, for you ladies who are trying to 
work your way to some guy's heart, 
via the stomach, here's a tip:
As far as we could find out, Bill takes 
the makins for a regular meat loaf, 
puts it into a roll, and then, making a 
paste out of salt, he puts it all around 
the meat, at least an inch thick, and 
broils the whole thing.

When you take it out of the oven, it'll 
be so hard that you'll have to crack it 
open with a hammer, but... Mammy! 
what's inside will be well worth the 
trouble!

In "Private Worlds," you'll see Clau- 
dette Colbert, sans the bangs she has 
been worn for so long now. Banged 
or bangless, Claudette suits us right 
down to the ground, but... "I'm positively 
unhappy. (Please turn to page 65)
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It’s a Fake

(Continued from page 15)

shaped interior scene) representing a parlor or hotel lobby, a bedroom, and possibly an office or anteroom. Facing these sets are huge bunch lights, and on the side lines are old empty moving picture cameras, which, in all probability, haven’t been used since Chaplin made his first picture. In spite of the antiquity of this equipment, it looks very genuine to the spectators who have never been in a real studio. Adjoining these studios, are the business offices. (The place where they give you the “business.”) There is a large reception room with a stenographer at the Information Desk, and off this, six or seven private offices.

The men operating these studios have some time or other been connected with some legitimate studio. Their character and past performances fully qualify them as first-class parasites. Let me give you the low down on the operators of one of these camouflaged studios. Of course, the real names are withheld, but the descriptions and back-ground are all true.

"The Hollywood Studios Club"
Owned by Mr. A. and Mr. B.
Mr. C. Director General
A. is a man about 36 years of age, of good appearance and charming person. Started in the picture business ten years ago as property man for a large picture company then engaged in making juvenile comedies. He stayed with this firm five years, during which time he advanced to assistant director, and was discharged. He then came in contact with a promoter who was selling stock in a company that intended to produce a series of comedies. A one-third interest was sold to a widow who wanted a screen career for her child. Mr. A. was engaged at a huge salary (which he split with the promoter), and directed four pictures in which the widow’s child was featured. The pictures were not up to standard and couldn’t be sold. The widow ran out of money—and the company went bankrupt. Mr. A. saw to it that the child, the beautiful (in photographs and still pictures that were made carried his name very prominently, as the director. He retained, and together with several otherEnterprises in the industry, the child were known for their autographed pictures from stars (given him when he was an assistant director) they mail at a premium price. They appeared on the walls of the Hollywood Studios Studio.

Mr. B.: A man about 40 years old, with the appearance of an experienced business man. Has had a very checkered career. Received his education selling oil stock. When the World War came along, he was reported for having dodging that feet. He wanted to do his bit, so in a city close to an aviation training camp he conducted (under cover) stag shows at $2 a head for the soldiers. In his spare time he was a minute man, selling Liberty Bonds. He kept a list of all buyers, and after the war gave to the people with these, allowing them to turn their Liberty Bonds in on the purchase (under cover) of (California) real estate. When the crash came, he became sales manager for a legitimate Hollywood dancing school, with thirty solicitors under him. He continued in this field until he met Mr. A. and, as their ideas coincided, they organized the Hollywood Studios Studio.

Mr. C., Director General: C. is about 55 years of age, gray hair, and dignified. He used to be considered one of the ablest directors in Hollywood. Some of the biggest stars of silent pictures were directed by him. He was in great demand and as his popularity grew so did his egotism. He was a heavy drinker, high-strung, and very temperamental. Little things would disconcert him, and in the middle of a picture he would go on a tantrum, walk off the set, and stay away from the studio for days. This was delaying the studio thousands of dollars. Finally they grew tired of his actions and discharged him. Other studios had heard of his eccentricities, and refused to take a chance with him.

Through these men, the walls in the offices of the Hollywood Studios Studio are very impressively decorated. There is the proof that you are dealing with men who have guided the destinies of many of the greatest personalities.

The other five or six "directors" are unemployed actors trying to pick up a little change while waiting for a job. The salaries, which they represent themselves as production supervisors, are all high-pressure men—though under strict orders not to present. They are cautioned against promising anyone employment, and must bear in mind at all times that it is not a school but a studio with a training department conducted by real directors.

With a mental picture of the studio and the people you encounter there the question arises, where and how do they get these would-be actors into their organizations? At the next time they are using three different schemes:

No. 1—Advertising: Here are two different advertisements which have appeared in daily and Sunday papers:

THEATRICAL
Registration—Seven
Motion picture studio now casting talented beginners for legitimate productions. Free microphone test. Those selected star rehearsals at once. A great opportunity—not a school. See director.

THEATRICAL
Motion picture studio seeking adults and children. Free tryouts. No experience required.

No. 2—Registration Boxes: Throughout the city on the counters of drug stores and other neighborhood establishments is a box about ten inches square with a sign box is the printed message, "Can you act? Have you a screen personality? Motion picture studio will give you free tryout—Fill out application card with name, address, phone, and deposit in this box."

No. 3—Solicitors (or Scouts) as they prefer to be known, go from door to door to impress anyone who might have money, and though they do not misrepresent, their method of handling is intentionally misunder-

stood. They introduce themselves as a scout for a moving picture company, and state they believe the prospect has a screen personality. If the person seems interested, the scout tells them that if they are serious and will respect a deposit, they can secure a free tryout by one of the directors at the studio. After they express their appreciation for such a chance the scout writes out a tryout pass—

No. 21,300
STUDIO STREET PHONE

TRYOUT PASS

Name .........
Address .........
City .........
Date .........
Age .........
Previous experience .........
Date and time for tryout .........
Interview authorized by Studio located...
It's a Fake

Of the three methods used, the last one (No. 3) produces the best results.

On the night of the tryout the prospect, after identifying himself, is ushered into the office of a supervisor (salesman) where he is allowed to sit and gaze at the pictures on the wall while the supervisor finishes his immediate task (he is usually very busy sorting still pictures, reading a scenario, or making a fake phone call). He finally looks up and, after getting the prospect’s name, asks him if he is interested in making a film and then screening his future vocation. This must be answered in the affirmative or there is no tryout. He then proceeds to fill out an application blank as the prospect answers his questions. This questionnaire tells whether a prospect is alive or dead. Here are the questions: Name? Address? Phone? Age? Height? Weight? Color of hair? Eyes? Education? Do you ride? Swim? Dance? How many languages do you speak? Now employed? Salary? Number of dependents? Married? Do you own a car? Have you a bank account? Did you ever act on the stage or screen before? Where? What parts? What wardrobe have you? Can you afford to spend three evenings a week for coming rehearsals, for the purpose of appearing in productions?

Can you see all their angles? At the bottom of this application blank a space is reserved for the director’s report.

The prospect is then taken into the studio and introduced to one of the directors (there are five or six, one for each set), the application blanks are turned over to him and with eight or ten prospects at his disposal, he goes to work. The director then explains to this group that in order to get a line on their ability they will rehearse and play a little scene. Each one will have a line or two to read, also an entrance or action of some kind. A short scene is concocted and the people assigned their bits. As rehearsals proceed, the prospects are criticized, and the reading of their lines and the awkward movements or gestures are diplomatically corrected by the director. They appreciate his patience and realize the benefit they are deriving from his coaching.

After the first scene has been rehearsed for about forty-five minutes, a very impressive picture is made. The director has carefully looked over the questionnaire of each applicant and it seems that he has had a great deal of trouble correcting the prospects who have stated that they are unemployed, had no bank reference and one or two dependents. So he tells them (so the others can hear), that they haven’t the qualifications necessary and are excused from further rehearsals. This always creates the desired effect on those remaining.

When the failures have left, the others are told they have done fairly well, and one more scene will be rehearsed which will complete their tryout. For another hour they go through more of this monkey business, after which the director thanks them for their co-operation.

The next day he gets a call, and is told to be at the studio at some specified time. He gets there ahead of time. When ushered into the supervisor’s office, he is greeted warmly and told that the director has given him a very promising report—not good, but promising.

"Harry," (the salesman gets very personal), "the director says that you have fine possibilities. He had to correct you several times, but nevertheless you took direction well, and with a little training you should succeed in the acting profession. I am going to be very frank and explain just what we can do with you. First of all, we are a small independent studio and don’t make many pictures—however, we operate just like big studios and are always looking for new faces. In order to build people so they will be of value to us, we have a training department. Before people can get into this department we must feel that they have ability. Our directors are high-salaried men, and we can’t afford to have them waste their time on impossible people. You probably saw the director excuse a few last night.

"Harry, the picture business is a peculiar business. A lot of people can’t understand why they don’t give a newcomer a chance, but when you realize that it costs at least a thousand dollars an hour to shoot a picture, then you have some idea of why they can’t take chances. You know they can’t afford to waste time correcting inexperienced people—if they should take a chance and give you a part only with two or three lines, and then the next day, when you look at the "dailies" (a review of the scenes taken) you found something wrong—you know what that would mean? They would have to go over everything they did, possibly rebuild a whole scene, and it would cost them thousands of dollars.

"In the play we are putting on, there is a part which our director feels would suit you perfectly. He would like to have you play it, and so we will. It is going to take a lot of hard work on your part—you will have to be here three evenings a week for rehearsals, and you will have to study. Do you think you can afford to invest this time and effort?"

Naturally you say yes.

There is also another question: How is your wardrobe? I mean, in case you had to wear evening clothes or a riding habit, do you think you could get these on short notice?" (Clever, these parameters). On the other hand, you can also get it for the training.)

Convinced that you are ready for the kill, he continues: "Well, I think we can afford to take a chance with you. I say take a chance, because we have had several expensive experiences with people we have given this same opportunity to. Not long ago we had a very promising young man, and we gave him the leading part in a play we rehearsed three months. The night before the play was to go on, he ran off and got married. We were in a terrible predicament, and finally one of our directors had to go in and play his part. Well, right then and there we decided we were through investing our time and money on people who were unappreciative and insincere. So, ever since that time, we have had each person entering our training department sign in the expense of maintaining it. We don’t intend to make any money out of it, and as long as you are the one to benefit, the small per capita fee of five dollars per week really amounts to nothing. I know you can see our viewpoint, and a person like you will be more than willing to cooperate with us to this extent. How about it?"

The way this is handled, the prospect (Please turn to page 68)
can't say no. Occasionally they say they haven't any money with them, but the majority take out their pocket-books right then and there.

Mr. Supervisor, however, continues talking—"Rehearsals will start tomorrow—that is, a reading rehearsal, and we will have your part all ready for you to do that night. I am going to set up a studio contract, Harry, and have you definitely cast for this part. No one else will get it. In view of this, I know you will want to pay four weeks in advance and then continue the payments at the rate of five dollars per week. And another thing I want to tell you is, you may pay for thirteen weeks' rehearsals; if it takes longer than that, we stand all the extra expense."

A contract is then made out for $65—$20 down and $5 per week, and the prospect signs. After this is done, the supervisor says: "You are not under the impression that we are guaranteeing you a position, are you?" (Of course you say No.) "Then will you just write on that line below your signature, I have not been promised a position, and then sign your name again, and everything will be O.K." This is done to counteract any claim the prospect may make later on. They never refuse to write this in.

THUS the would-be actor is rehearsed in a play that is put on for one night in some small Hollywood theater. Tickets and photographs are sold to the actors, which more than takes care of the expenses. In many instances, three different one-act plays are presented, each with an entirely different cast. They fulfill their promises, which is all they intend to do, and so the sincere effort is ever made to develop a single prospect.

It is very obviously a racket. The prospect is rehearsed in one or two parts, but there is no attempt to give him real dramatic training. Diction and posture are practiced and as the rehearsal goes on, thirty weeks he knows little more than when he started. Invitations to the play are sent to all the rackets, but they know of these racketeers, and very few, if any, ever attend.

The profits from this venture are quite substantial. The play is advertised, and there is a lot of fun, every prospect is given a feeling of great importance and every hope for the future, as if he or she has much of a story. The only way an admirer seems to do anything.

IT'S a good thing that Gertrude Michael is out on the pick-up! If she hadn't been out of her studio chair like a flash when she was named, "Look at her, she might be receiving visitors in one of our local hospitals, right this minute!"

The boys were rolling in a camera when one Wedge rolled a camera in a cable, throwing the 400-pound camera off balance and smashing the camera. Women had been sitting, just a split second before!

SEEING Nelson Eddy in the long hair he had to grow for his part in "Naughty Marietta." Charles Butterworth has been calling him "Tarzan's Grandpa," ever since!

HERBERT MUNDIN has played so many parts that he's just on the verge of being tired of it all. When they told him he was to be Gilbert Roland's butter, in "Secret Lives" Herbie inquired: "Good, bad, or indifferent?"

"Very good," they told him. "All right," he replied resignedly, "I'll have my shirt laundered, wash my neck and get a clean collar."

SPACIE TRACY is wearing four stitches in his forehead because he made a bump catch of a wet plate, tossed at one Wedge for being a dago in a scene for "It's a Small World." Spacie and Wendy were supposed to be doing up the dishes, with Wendie washing and tossing them to him to dry. All was well until one of the plates slipped through Spencer's hands and ran a long gash in his forehead. And production was held up three days until the scar was fit to be photographed.

**NEW KIND OF dry ROUGE STAYS ON ALL DAY**

**20c • at all 10 cent stores**
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happy without 'em,' she confided. "The role is something to do several scenes with the bangs brushed back of my forehead, so I did it that way. Looked more like a de-
fault of the suppressed bangs, 'I've still got them and, as soon as this is over, I in-
tend turning them loose again!"

THIS sounds like a press agent story, but you'll just have to take our word for it that it's strictly on the up-
and-up.

With time on her hands (about two months), Miss Bethe Davis tried to visit her husband, who is leading his band in a Frisco night spot.

Finding it more convenient, Harmon had taken a cottage in an auto camp, planning to move in a hotel when the music is done. But Bethe was so taken with tiny ballerina that he shaved her trunk under the bed, slipped into a house dress and, for six long weeks, you played at keeping her company.

"Honestly," she told us, "I haven't had so much fun in years!""}

A big rush from about cooking, but, by propping an old cook book up on the tiny sink, the Warner turned some money that would have done credit to her worthy grandmother.

NORMA SHEARER always keeps with her a small jade elephant, sent to her by an admirer. It's a lucky piece, and Norma wouldn't part with it for a large sum.

Incidentally, at Dorothy Parker's recent party, there wasn't a woman in the place any more playfully beautiful than Norma. I don't know — prospects motherhood seems to do something . . .
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happy without 'em,' she confided. "The role is something to do several scenes with the bangs brushed back of my forehead, so I did it that way. Looked more like a de-
EDdie Robinson plays the harp, though few people know it. And he can sing, too.

Naturally, therefore, loving music and being a musician, he likes to entertain musicians, and he and his wife do this frequently. Then all the people who love music gather at his home.

Igor Stravinsky was guest of honor at one of the important parties, and he and Max Reinhardt had a nice little argument regarding music as applied to pictures, a discussion to which Charlie Chaplin also contributed.

Charlie had brought Paulette Goddard, and Maurice Chevalier and Kay Francis arrived together, as did Redfern Mamoulian and Gertrude Michael.

Marguerite Namara, noted diva, was among the artists present.

AND speaking of how the Hollywood children stand with their elders—there was the party which Arline Judge and Wesley Ruggles gave for their son, Charles Wesley, Jr., on the youngster’s second birthday.

There was a merry-go-round, out-of-doors, of course, operated by Papa Ruggles, with ponies for the children to ride, and toys of every description were given the children to amuse them. Balloons flew over trees, and each child picked his own off the tree.

Alfredo, Charles Wesley! He was so exhausted from his morning activities, helping his dad decorate the trees, that he was asleep when his guests arrived! But he politely rubbed his eyes and greeted his guests.

Carol Ann Beery spent the whole afternoon riding on the merry-go-round. She even ate his ice-cream as she went round and round.

And there was a puppet show! And how the kids loved that!

Man From India Feted

NOT only from the four corners, but from all the little, in-between areas of the earth, do they come to Hollywood.

Not that India is an akove, but perhaps one might call a theater in India that, and all the way from such a theater, in Bombay, came Jamshed Dinshaw Petit, who owns the theater, to be entertained by Mrs. Ida Koverman, of M-G-M.

Mrs. Koverman invited all Hollywood to her Santa Monica home, where her guests were quite free to play cards or ping-pong or go swimming in the ocean, after which a buffet supper was served.

The host of honor expressed himself as especially thrilled at meeting May Robson and Clark Gable, and he declared both were highly beloved in India.

Corinne Griffith, star of another day, came all alone to the party. She still looks exceedingly young and lovely.

John Farrow brought Maureen O’Sullivan; Jean Harlow was with William Powell; Edgar Allen Woolf, a lone wolf; and Jeanette MacDonald was looking a little lonely without Bob Ritchie, who is underop, Acting Dimples, was with Tommy Lee, and Joan Marsh, who used to be with Tommy all the time, was with Pat di Cico, Thelma Todd’s ex-husband.

Hollywood’s Real Bohemia

A REAL Bohemia still exists in Hollywood! As witness the party which Mme. Namara, noted diva, gave at her home, when, besides entertaining with her glorious voice, she turned cook and performed on the gas range itself, with a very excellent spaghetti dish.

And have you ever heard a spinet? A spinet is a sort of grand-daddy to the piano, and lends itself especially well to accompaniments. Namara sounded its quaint notes and sang some of those gorgeous, wild, gypsy songs.

Douglas Montgomery was among the guests, and also performed on the spinet. (Is there anything that boy can’t do?)

The musical stratosphere was represented among the guests by Mme. Nina Kosbetsa, Russian grand opera star, Mischa Levitkis, a noted Slav vocalist, Alexander Zudovsky, violinist.

Paul Kelly’s Honor Fritz Leiber

Fritz Leiber, noted Shakespearian actor, and his wife and son, young Fritz, having turned their backs on Shakespeare for the time being and settled in Hollywood, are being rather widely entertained.

Paul Kelly and his wife had some people in for a cocktail party, the other day—all students of Shakespeare and therefore all willing to argue and Shakespearian point that came up. But there were no casualties!

Stu Erwin, who plays comedy but reads Shakespeare, brought his wife, June Collyer; Ray Griffith talked shop with Leiber; Fred Keating, who plays drama in pictures and on the stage, but is more interested in magic than in any other entertainment, let us in on the secret that he once played Hamlet in amateur performances. Roger Pryor told how he had hankered to play Romeo when he was very young.

In fact, a lot of Shakespeare "posta" were unfolded, including the fact that Ann Sothern played the bard’s heroines at school, while Pat O'Brien confessed to a deep and long-felt desire to exact Richard III.

Maxine Doyle arrived with Gordon Westcott, but was smiling over a wire she had just received from Owen Davis, Jr., who was on a business trip to New York. Sothern was young Fritz Leiber is now in pictures, and father Fritz is going to be also. Young Fritz is well over six feet tall.

"I know what I’m for," he said. "I’m to provide something for tall girls to stand beside. I just stand still, and they always look me up!"

All the same, next minute he was leaning beside lovely Ann Sothern’s chair!

Astaires Entertain for Mother

Playing in more than a bit of luck is Mrs. Frederick E. Astaire, mother of Fred and Adele. Not only are her children both famous and popular, but mother is now Lady Cavendish, of Ireland—but they are so far separated, Fred now being a bright particular movie star, while she has two very lovely homes at opposite ends of the earth. She spends six months of the year with each one of her children.

Fred Astaire and his wife gave their very first Hollywood party at the Trocadero, and Mother Astaire met for the first time such notables as Franchot Tone, Joan Crawford, Kay Francis, Whitney de Rahm, Sam and Frances Goldwyn, the Donald Ogden Stuarts, Elizabeth Allan, Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg, Robert Montgomery and his wife, and the David Selznicks.

An Old Favorite in a New Dress

● Look for the new Collinite package the next time you are near a beauty counter. For this new aid to well-groomed hair now has a package of dial ity to put new sparkle, softness and that glowing, colorful "Silk of Youth" into hair that is fading or showing age.

Collinite is harmless—it doesn’t dye or bleach—and there are ten lovely, natural shades to choose from!...
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Stomach...Quick
Relief for Millions

PHYSICIANS have
warned against treat-
ing acid indigestion
with harsh, raw
alkalies—the tumbler and
spoon method. Strong, water-soluble
alkalies, taken in excess, may turn the stomach
juices into an unpleasant alkaline condition—actually
arresting digestion!

TUMS free you from this danger. They act
as an acid “buffer.” The scientific explanation
of TUMS is that it acts gently—but enough of
the antacid compound is released to counteract
ever-acidity. When your heartburn or sour
stomach is corrected, the balance passes on
inert and undissolved, without affecting the
blood or kidneys.

Try TUMS. Munch 3 or 4 when distressed.
Millions have turned to this gentle, effective
treatment—it’s quite likely you will, too. For
at all drug stores, 3-roll packets, 10c. Sc. 25c.
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water-white liquid. Gray goes. Lustrous
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft—tames wave or
curl. Nothing to wash or rub
off on clothing. Entirely SAFE.

FREE TEST Why hesitate?
3,000,000 women have received
this test. It can be your priceless
beauty secret. Send today.

—MARY T. GOLDMAN
963 Goldman Blvd., St. Paul, Minn.

A NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE FAN WILL PRESENT THESE AWARDS

The People’s Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored
by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve
gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be
the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1935 in the
films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be
the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will
count when we make the final decision!

Address letters to The People’s Academy or Dollar
Thoughts department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Write us what you think. Medals will be given for the
following:

1. BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE
2. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTRESS)
3. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTOR)
4. BEST MUSICAL PICTURE
5. BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE
6. BEST MYSTERY PICTURE
7. BEST ROMANCE
8. BEST COMEDY
9. BEST SHORT REEL PICTURE
10. BEST NEWSREEL PICTURE
11. BEST DIRECTION
12. BEST STORY

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the
winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most
closely resembles the final compilation will be given a trip
to New York or Hollywood to present the awards. The
stars and producers who win the medals will be there in person
to receive them, wherever production schedules permit. All
expenses to and from Hollywood or New York and enter-
tainment, hotel accommodations, etc., will be borne by THE
NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE. Be sure to cast your vote
carefully and YOU MAY WIN THIS THRILLING TRIP.

Which story do you like best in this month’s New Move? (Title) 
Which story do you dislike in this month’s New Move? (Title)

Name
Address

JUNE
should rest Cyrus to some of the celebrities who get into newsreels. Then we could all look at Cyrus.

From England

I wonder if many of New Movie readers know of Marjorie Warby's novels. It struck me that two of her books would make delightful films—she's a "Husband on Her Doorstep" and "Too Many Girls." Janet Gaynor would make a delightful Ann in the first one and I can imagine Ann Harding in the leading part in the second. They are gay, lighthearted stories.

Here's three cheers and lots of good luck to New Movie—it's easily the best Movie Magazine on the newsstand—American or English. It's swell.—Mrs. Ivy Mountjoy, 9 Wenbury Rd., Highgate, London, England. Perhaps the movie producers will heed your suggestion.

many people come away from "Rip-Tide" and "Chained" snickering at the outfits the stars paraded in. Of course, if it is the producers' desire to attract attention away from poor acting and poorer stories, they are succeeding admirably.—Gerda Browne, 9389 31st Ave., S. W., Seattle, Wash. There'll be many a headline in the Hollywood gossip columns over this, Gerda. We are remaining strictly neutral on this.

Comics

Hurrah for those four gloom-chasers—those four who, each in his own inimitable way, make the unhappiest person become gay—Dee Sparkes, Frank McHugh, Roscoe Karns and Charles Butterworth. For many happy hours they have given me. And they're strength increase (hurrah hurrah! —Mrs. D. M. Springer, 1277 Pearl St., Denver, Colo. Ned, Frank, Roscoe and Charles all thank you, Mrs. Springer.

Color

Movie fans are anxiously awaiting "Becky Sharp," the all-color picture. What a thrill it will give us to see our favorites in something besides black and white! But, if what I have been told is true, there is another side to it that will be a bit hard on the stars. It's this—not all stars are improved by technicolor. It does not bring out the something, the inner quality in some, that it does in others. In a way, stars will stand or fall by technicolor.

I feel that I want my favorite stars to remain beautiful. I'm not overshadowed by a lesser one just because technicolor did not make her more lovely, while it did the lesser star.—Mary McHugh, Butler, N. J. Change, in life, is inevitable, Mary Belle. The talkie stars supplanted the silent. If technicolor stars take place of talkie stars, they in turn will give way some day to three-dimensional picture stars.

Hearing!

"The Scarlet Empress" would have been a much more enjoyable movie if the director had not wasted so much film in showing close-ups of Marlene Dietrich registering an open mouth and eyes and a blank expression. If the directors want really to show us movie-goers something in close-ups then let them show Marlene Dietrich swallowing a herring, epsom salts or sarsaparilla. Until that time let us have more action and scenes of the story.—Chalmers Talley, 1137 Madison Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. Fo'd'bud duck, Chalmers. Dietrich fans are going to start throwing things at you, now.

Half-Wit Montgomery?

Hisses to those who permitted Robert Montgomery in "Forsaking All Others" to be so silly, slangy, and half-witted in his acting. He reminded me of a childish irresponsible grandmother. "Montgomery at his best."—Hooey. Whimsy in its place is quite all right, but there is such a thing as a peddler overdoing and that is a pain in the neck. He spoiled the picture, which is a shame because the rest of the cast was very good.

Please give Montgomery a place where he can show that he is clever. He is too grand to be typed as a half-wit.—Helen McLearv, 902 Maple Street, Des Moines, Iowa. You'd better duck, too, Helen.

To "Coop"

I'd like Gary Cooper to know I got the drift of both his article and the sketches. If this is his maiden effort, Elsie Janis and Herb Howe had better look to their laurels. Gary Cooper gives his finest performance in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," which I've just seen. He is one of my favorites, since the "Shop-worn Angel" with Nancy Carroll. How many remember it?—Silvio Wyne, 4742 Bank St., Philadelphia, Penna. Just about everybodyremember it, Silvio, and just about everybody likes our Coop.

Blood and Thunder

The public is getting fed up with high-brow pictures. We are becoming weary of beautiful photography, fine sets and gorgeous costumes. A crowd of ten thousand extra carrying spears excites us no more than a dish of milk and mush.

More pep, say we! More guns, more detective stories, more thrills, thrills that make your heart action, drama, punch, galloping horses, fires, suspense—suspense and more suspense! We're not crying for crudity, but we are yelling for something to happen in the movies. We want the gosh-darnedest drama anybody can give us, well done.

Why can't we have more "Devil Dogs of the Air" and fewer "Little Ministers?" Let Gary Cooper make more pictures like "Lives of a Bengal Lancer." Give us something to feel and less to see!—F. W. Gilman, c/o International Business Machines Corp., 740 North Jackson St., Milwaukee, Wis. Gosh, you almost scare us. You're right, in a way, though—adventure pictures do give you that good old thrill down the spine.

A Scolding

I should like to take Mr. Ramon Romero seriously to task for over-looking—or was it ignoring—"The New Movie Forecast for 1935," one of the most attractive and interesting of all the various which means that Shredded Wheat contains a perfect balance of Nature's vital health elements—in their most delicious and digestible form.

Eat crisp, golden-brown Shredded Wheat every day. It will help to put you at the top and keep you there.
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"I don't give tennis all the credit..."
There is a charm and beauty in DR. ELLIS’ Beauty Aids that identify them wherever they are seen, and they are seen everywhere. DR. ELLIS’ Products give that certain "exotic" touch that makes the discriminating modern woman so glamorous.

DR. ELLIS’ Beauty Aids were inspired and created to make Milady more charming, and their use makes home grooming a pleasant ritual rather than a gant luxury.
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DR. ELLIS’ SPECIAL “QUICK DRY” WAVESET WAVING FLUID . . . 10c
DR. ELLIS’ BRILLIANTINE . . . . 10c
DR. ELLIS’ LIQUEFYING CLEANSING, VANISHING, LEMON CLEANSING, HAND, TISSUE and COLD CREAM . . 1½ oz. 10c . . . 4 oz. 20c
DR. ELLIS’ POLISH REMOVER . . . . Oil and Plain . . . . . . . . 10c
DR. ELLIS’ CUTICLE OIL . . . . 10c
DR. ELLIS’ CUTICLE REMOVER . . 10c
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A transparent, pasteless, simply ravishing color that Savagely clings to lovely lips

Savagely lovely... this freshly different lipstick whose alluring shades and seductive smoothness bring to lips the sublime madness of a moon-kissed jungle night. Yes, Savage does exactly that... for, it colors the lips a wicked red, without coating them with paste. Apply it like ordinary lipstick and rub it in. Like magic, the cosmetic vanishes, leaving only the color, which instantly becomes an actual part of the lips. With Savage, your lips can be pastelessly, savagely red all day... or all night! Four wonderful shades from which to choose. Their fresh loveliness simply cannot be described. You must SEE them, and use them to know how savage they really are.

TANGERINE • FLAME • NATURAL • BLUSH

20c AT ALL TEN CENT STORES

Lipstick by SAVAGE
I'm your best friend
I am your Lucky Strike

Luckies

They Taste Better

LUCKIES USE ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES
— THE CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU
THE MILDEST SMOKE.
GETTING BACK AT EVE - By HERB HOWE
This gorgeous, new kind of dry rouge actually stays on all day and gives you a vital, glamorous lure that’s irresistible. Because of its superfine texture and special quality, IRRESISTIBLE ROUGE blends perfectly with your skin...defies detection...and looks like the natural bloom of radiant, sparkling youth.

And such ravishing colors...utterly life-like...utterly thrilling! Four shades, created after months of experiment on living models. Choose your individual shade...see how it instantly glorifies your cheeks and sets off the beauty of your eyes. See how its rich, fascinating color clings indelibly and lasts until you choose to remove it with Irresistible Cold Cream.

For perfect make-up, match your lipstick to your rouge. Irresistible Lip Lure is made in the same four exciting shades. Try this new, different cream-base lipstick. Notice how it melts deep into your lips...leaving no paste or film...just soft, warm, red, ripe, indelible color glowing from beneath the surface.

To have natural lasting beauty, use all the Irresistible Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature that gives you divine, new loveliness. Certified pure. Laboratory tested and approved. Only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.
“BARBAROUS!”  Says GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BEAUTY EDITOR

“INTELLIGENT!”  Says YOUR OWN DENTIST

IT ISN'T BEING DONE, BUT IT'S One Way TO PREVENT “PINK TOOTH BRUSH”

It's worse than a blunder, it's a social crime,” exclaimed the Director of the new Good Housekeeping Beauty Clinic. “That girl,” she went on, “is headed for social suicide.”

But dentists looked at it in a different light. “An excellent picture,” was their general comment. “It’s a graphic illustration of a point we dentists are always seeking to drive home. If all of us gave our teeth and gums more exercise on coarse, raw foods, many of our dental ills would disappear.”

Time and again dental science has crusaded against our modern menus. Coarse foods are banned from our tables for the soft and savory dishes that rob our gums of work and health. Gums grow lazy...sensitive

...tender! It’s no wonder that “pink tooth brush” is such a common warning.

YOU CAN'T NEGLECT “PINK TOOTH BRUSH”!
The slightest tinge of “pink” on your own tooth brush should make you start immediately with Ipana and massage. For unheeded, neglected — “pink tooth brush” may mean serious trouble — even gingivitis, pyorrhea or Vincent’s disease.

Follow your dentist’s advice. Brush your teeth regularly with Ipana Tooth Paste. Then, each time, rub a little extra Ipana into your gums. For Ipana and massage help restore your gums to healthy firmness. Do this regularly and the chances are you’ll never be bothered with “pink tooth brush.”

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?
Use the coupon below, if you like, to bring you a trial tube of Ipana. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not begin, today, to get the benefit of the Ipana treatment with a full-size tube? Buy it now — and get a full month of scientific dental care and a quick start toward firmer gums and brighter teeth.

IPANA and Massage mean Sparkling Teeth and Healthy Gums

IPANA and
TOOTH PASTE
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BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-73
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3¢ stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name.
Street.
City State.
new movie

A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

Perhaps you would like to know something about our cover, this month. For years and years motion picture magazines have given you the same old covers—always a picture of a star, always a woman, and always smiling. It has grown pretty tiresome. For a long time we have wanted to give you something new, something different. And now, at last, we have done it. New Movie, as always, is first with the new idea.

Here is how it was done. Our artist, Rosalie Rush, modelled Joan Crawford’s head with a special, patented clay on an oil base, which remains soft. Dozens of photographs, taken from all angles, guided her in keeping the true contours of the face. Such a method of working, we are told by other artists, produces a mask truer than a plaster cast actually taken from Joan’s face would be. The mask was colored and “dressed” in a huge bow tie of snowy white tissue-paper, the tints of Joan’s complexion being faithfully followed.

As a final step, the mask was mounted on a panel of three ply veneer, colored with oil stain, and photographed. Here we ran into our greatest difficulty. So alive-looking was the mask, under various lighting effects, it took on entirely different facial expressions, just like a real human being. But at last we struck the right combination—something which is not entirely a caricature, but shows you how Joan’s face is really molded. We are eager to know what you think of our experiment. If we have pleased you, that is all we ask.

At top of page: The mask being photographed. Below: Three of the many attempts to get just the right effect.
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Thrilling Words—
but nobody says them to the girl
who has Cosmetic Skin...

It's wonderful to win love—
even more wonderful to hold it!
So don't let unattractive Cosmetic Skin steal away your good looks. It is when stale make-up is left to choke the pores that the warning signals of this modern complexion trouble appear—tiny blemishes, enlarged pores, dullness, blackheads, perhaps.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way

You needn't run this risk! For pure, white Lux Toilet Soap is especially made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its rich, active lather sinks deep down into the pores, swiftly carries away every trace of dust, dirt, embedded powder and rouge.

You can use all the cosmetics you wish! But to protect your skin—keep it delicately smooth and soft—follow this simple rule: Use this gentle white soap before you put on fresh make-up during the day and, of course, ALWAYS before you go to bed at night. Remember, 9 out of 10 lovely Hollywood stars protect their million-dollar complexions with Lux Toilet Soap!

Ruby Keeler
Star of Warner Brothers' "Go into Your Dance"

Like so many girls I use rouge and powder, but thanks to Lux Toilet Soap I'll never have Cosmetic Skin.
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Who Pays the Bills in a Two-Star Family?

More than one movie divorce has come because the stars couldn't solve that problem. This story tells you something you've always wanted to know. By HELEN BURNS

YOU and I and the woman next door may argue with each other over who is to pay the bills because there isn't enough money to go around—but with the movie stars it's different. They have arguments, and many of them over who is to pay the bills because, very often, both husband and wife are earning too much money. The women can't resist flaunting their independence, and the men just can't help being jealous of their wives' earning capacity.

A dozen Hollywood bachelors have told me that they would never marry an actress who insisted on continuing her career after marriage. They had, they said, seen too many of their friends try it and fail. A man, they reasoned, could only be master of his home when he was the only wage earner in that home.

Yet there are two-star families, women stars married to male stars or to men earning the equivalent of a star's salary, who have successfully solved their financial problems. I decided to find out just who footed the bills in Hollywood's two-star families.

Immediately I encountered difficulties. Almost all the stars were reluctant to discuss the subject. That was the first rule they laid down for themselves—the refusal to talk about their money.

First I went to Norma Shearer, not only because she is one of the loveliest and most prominent of the happily married stars, but because she is both intelligent enough to analyze her reasons for doing things and gracious enough to discuss them frankly.

"Financial independence is not a woman's natural right," Norma said. "A man likes to feel that he's the provider. That's as it should be. I try never to act like a working woman when I'm with my husband."

"It's very dangerous for a wife to make more money than her husband." (Please turn to page 44)
An airy love bandit "swears off" the ladies when he meets his heart's desire—only to forget all about his promise the minute her back is turned! He's permanently cured of his roving eye—and the way it's done makes "No More Ladies" the season's gayest romance! Joan and Bob are at their very best in roles perfectly suited to them—while Charlie Ruggles, Franchot Tone and Edna May Oliver add to the merriment...Another delightful Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, perfectly adapted from New York's laughing stage hit.

JOAN CRAWFORD ROBT MONTGOMERY

in NO MORE LADIES

with CHARLIE RUGGLES....FRANCHOT TONE....EDNA MAY OLIVER

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture......Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
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A date with a movie star on ten dollars? Think it can’t be done? Here’s how one writer did it!

ILL bet she wouldn’t do it."

“You couldn’t take Carole Lombard around the block for $10.”

“You can’t take any girl out in New York for $10.”

“She wouldn’t do it anyway, but I’ll bet you haven’t the nerve to ask her.”

I had provoked these challenges at a stag dinner-party by asserting in very positive tones that Carole Lombard and Jean Harlow and a number of the other feminine screen stars were really “good fellows” who could have a thoroughly enjoyable time on a $10 date in New York.

With a bet of four dinners at stake, I prepared the case of Carole Lombard and Doaks vs. The High Cost of Dates. The appointed day for the hearing arrived and the hour of four in the afternoon found me thirty-six stories above Park Avenue in a regally appointed suite of the Waldorf-Astoria. On a 17th century chaise lounge the blond movie ingenue reclined in all her loveliness, wearing a silver cloth lounging pajama ensemble, with a long tight-fitting, and high-waisted coat and high collar which made her look like a princess out of a story book. Here was beauty and personality and bewitching charm which would have made the knights of old rush out and fight dragons.

“I suppose I’m Joe Doaks Number 38 today,” I remarked as the formalities of the introduction were completed.

“You’re wrong,” she replied, “You’re the first Joe Doaks all day, up to now. I haven’t seen anyone except Lizzie Doaks. But I’ve been on the interview griddle all day and, let me warn you, one question about my being selected as the best dressed woman in Hollywood, and out the window you go!”

“Have no fear,” I assured her. “I have no intention of interviewing you. What I want is a date. And what’s more, the date mustn’t cost more than $10.” Then I went into the whole story, explaining that I wanted to prove to four very strong-minded young bachelors that Carole Lombard, the movie star, could have fun on a $10 date. “It will be an experiment,” I said, “the results of which young swains can show to their best girls and offer as Exhibit A to prove that if Carole Lombard can do New York on $10, then half that amount should be enough in Backhomeville.”

TWO nights later, with ten well-creased one-dollar bills in my pocket, Carole and I climbed aboard a west-bound cross-town bus at the Waldorf corner of Park Avenue and 49th Street. The great social experiment was on and she was not shy in admitting, “I think this is grand and loads of fun,” even before we really got going.

“And let me warn you,” she continued, “no extravagance and no money for taxis. We’ll ride in buses and subways or anything else that keeps the overhead down.”

Two dimes, three minutes, and four blocks later, we hopped off the bus at Radio City Music Hall, Carole breathing a sigh of relief that (Please turn to page 57)

John Casey, whose stories for New Movie you know, dated Carole Lombard. He swore he’d do it on ten dollars or not at all. They had dinner, they went to the movies, they danced, they took a ride on a bus, and they took a ride behind a horse in New York’s great Central Park. And John found that Carole was one of the grandest sports he’d ever met. How did he spend the ten? Read this story.

Decorations by Charles Mulholland
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The grandest of all melodramatic musical romances

With all the glory of her God-given voice... the star of "One Night of Love" brings you new hours of thrilling entertainment!

Entrancing Grace Moore in her new picture

LOVE ME FOREVER

LEO CARRILLO • ROBERT ALLEN

Screen play by Jo Swerling and Sidney Buchman
Directed by Victor Schertzinger
A Columbia Picture
The Color Magic of **Tintex** Restores Gay, New Color to Apparel and Home Decorations

- **EASY!**
  - Sweaters
  - Sports-dresses
  - Evening wear

- **QUICK!**
  - Underthings
  - Stockings
  - Lingerie

- **SAFE!**
  - Curtains
  - Drapes
  - Slip-covers

---

**Presto!—The Season's Smartest Colors for every Faded Fabric**

Has your wardrobe the color-allure that the Spring and Summer months demand? Have your sport-togs that sprightly chic that Fashion demands? Are your summer curtains and drapes color-fresh? If not, don't delay one second... start Tintexing at once. For in a jiffy these magic tints and dyes will snap back faded apparel and home-decorations to gay-as-new color... or give them new Paris colors, if you prefer. Remember, it's so easy to be up-to-the minute in color-smartness with magic Tintex. Simply "tint as you rinse". 38 brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose.

Avoid Substitutes...
Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results every time. That's why millions of women **INSIST ON TINTEX**

**Tintex**
World's Largest Selling TINTS AND DYSES

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors
NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE'S

GALLERY
of STARS

The honor page to Grace Moore and a hope that "Love Me Forever" will be even more enjoyable than "One Night of Love"
FROM A. The pictures on these two pages give you an idea of the tremendous range of modern movie stories. In "Under the Pampas Moon" Warner Baxter returns to the sort of romantic adventure film which, with "The Cisco Kid," gave him his start. With him is little Armida, the whirlwind dancer.
TO Z. On the other hand, "The Flame Within" is about as far removed from adventures on the Argentine pampas as it possibly can be. Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall are cast as doctors in a hospital for the mentally afflicted, with their adventures limited to their own sensitive, tortured souls.
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We Take You Right on the Set

Here is something new. For the first time in the history of the screen, we take you on the set and show you unposed photographs of a scene actually being made. The picture is M-G-M's "No More Ladies," with Joan Crawford and Robert Montgomery.

4. A last hurried glance at the technical blueprint. Yes, this is the scene that should be taken now.

5. All the furniture on the set is in place. The tired grips step to the sidelines, hoping for forty winks.

6. "Hey! One of those light bulbs is out." Hurry! The head grip dives into his box for another bulb.

10. "Run through it for me, Joan." And Joan rehearses her action, for Director Edward Griffith.


12. Joan and Bob walk through a rehearsal together, timing their dialogue to the action.

16. Grimly efficient, the man at the sound boom listens for the signal. Then... "They're rolling!"

17. With a soft whir the motors turn the cameras. Joan and Bob, at ease now, go into action.

18. Bob delivers a line of dialogue, and we catch him with his mouth still open. Joan laughs gaily.
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1. Preparation for the take. At his rickety desk the harried script clerk gets the stars’ cues ready.

2. High above the stage a spotlight man swings the beams of his great flood lamps into line.

3. Tense—working with high speed and precision—other electricians on the set balance lights with his.

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. Two burly prop men fuss around with a cake to be used later in the scene, getting everything right.

8. Hastily the second cameraman checks his focus. Head inside the camera, he peers through the film.

9. "Miss Crawford! Mr. Montgomery! We're lighting you from this side," says the cameraman.

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. "Take your positions." With Joan still rehearsing, the camera is focussed to the tip of her nose.


15. On the set, Joan and Bob go into character. Note Bob’s closed eyes and Joan’s lifted head.

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. Two seconds later. Bob has closed his mouth. Joan answers him. The cameraman watches them.

20. "Swell! Couldn’t be better," smiles the director. "All right boys. Cut!"

These pictures were taken with a special camera no bigger than your hand, with a lightning-fast lens. Nothing like them has ever appeared in any motion picture magazine before now. Notice especially the one of Joan rehearsing for her director. We can’t help feeling proud.

New Movie has scooped the world.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY TOM EVANS
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IF Rudolph Valentino could come back today from that unknown world beyond the grave, would he be remembered? Would he at once regain his magnificent stardom, snatched from him nine years ago by death, jealous of his ardent, avid life? Would he be the screen’s great romantic lover? Or would he be just another of the current favorites whose appeal is, in no single instance, the all-in-one quintessence of male magnetism and mysterious glamour that made Valentino?

Would Valentino today learn that the fickle feminine public no longer wants one man on the screen to have all their worship, but chooses to divide it among the reigning stars with voice appeal (Crosby and Powell); with dance appeal (Astaire); with drawing room appeal (Menjou); and with all the other varieties of male appeal possessed by so many talented young men today, each with his particular flair, each with his special following.

Almost a decade has gone since there passed from the lives of screen fans their great romantic idol, Valentino, the man who had everything, who was all things to all women, who moved as mysteriously and swiftly into death as he had into spectacular fame, who died at the height of his popularity.

Perhaps a million women, to guess conservatively, women of all ages, from all walks of life, of varying degrees of intelligence and susceptibility, took Valentino’s passing as a personal loss.

Fifty thousand of them, in New York City alone, besieged the doors of the costly commercial funeral parlors where the “Sheik” lay in state. They clawed and fought to get inside. Mounted police, perspiring in the August heat, were forced to charge the crowd of hysterical women, weeping for a man whose voice they had never heard, whose face they had never seen, except in its shadowy black and white image on the silent screen.

TO this writer, who saw the ghostly smile on Valentino’s face as he lay in his expensive casket in that palm-studded, flower-banked funeral room, who heard the weeping of women filing past his bier, and the unbelievable clamor of others outside, the cries and pleas of assorted women fighting to break police lines to look upon the dead face that had epitomized the most important thing in the world to them—romance—it seemed then, as if Valentino knew that his oft-uttered prophecy was a true one.

For, more than once, this svelte, swarthy tango dancer with that intangible male magnetism that carried him so swiftly to fame and fortune, to public adulation such as is given to few men, had been quietly sure of his unique place in the movie world. He seemed to be sure with a confidence that was almost prescience, beyond argument and dispute, that attempts to find a substitute for him would
HEARTS TODAY?

result in failure. "It can't be done," he always said.
His prophecy has come true. It is possible now, almost ten years
later, looking backward across a depression, across a vastly changed
world of ever-shifting values and loyalties, across a revolutionary change
in pictures that made them "talkie" instead of silent, to see that
Valentino was right.

THERE has never been a successor to Valentino; it is doubtful if
there ever will be a successor to him who, alone, will appeal so
strongly to so many women. New heroes have their following. Numerically
each is strong. But where, in the roster of the great stars, Gable,
Montgomery, Cagney, Chevalier, Crosby—even Novarro who most
resembles Valentino facially—Lederer, who comes closest to him tem-
peramentally; March, Baxter, Astaire—is there one who, through the
sheer force of his own personality has behind him a record of $1,000,000
and $2,000,000 and more single-picture earnings such as Valentino had
in "The Sheik" and "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse?"
Valentino's death wrought havoc with the box office. Movie mag-
nates searched frantically for his successor; the search grew more
frantic as the possibilities were narrowed down and tried, one after
another, without success.
The movie executives kept on trying. Year after year, through
changing styles in heroes induced by fickle taste in screen drama, they
pursued the search for a second Valentino. (Please turn to page 36)
Maurice Chevalier, on shipboard, turns the tables on the boys and gives them some of their own medicine.

News-snappling THE STARS

The trigger-fast news cameramen who snap the stars for the papers catch them in poses you and I will never see—but what they have to go through, to get them!

By GEORGE SHUTE

His chunky legs grasped firmly by his colleagues, the stocky fellow with the camera snakes along Indian-fashion on the topmost ledge of the Empire State Building. Hundreds of feet below, a steady stream of traffic flows onward. A few seconds later, the stocky fellow calls out, "Okay, boys! I got it," and is hauled to safety.

Sounds like movies being made, doesn't it? But you're wrong. It's only a news photographer taking a picture of one of your screen favorites. This photographer has just taken his life in his hands. Ask him how he felt and he'd reply, "It's all in a day's work."

In this particular instance, RKO-Radio Pictures' publicity department had decided upon a shot of its visiting star Wera Engels against a background of New York skyscrapers. The picture, photographers discovered, could be taken only if someone climbed onto the lofty ledge. And because they were assigned to the job, one of them took the picture.

No two days are alike in the news photographing business. The men who meet the stars you see in pictures haven't the comparatively simple positions of studio photographers. They must take their pictures without lighting and often under great difficulty, especially when some of the stars refuse to pose.

Sometimes the job of snapping a celebrity is simple. More often than not it proves difficult.

Let us consider as experience number one the reluctance of Katharine Hepburn to pose, just after her sensational success in "Morning Glory" stamped her as the next First Lady of the Screen.

It is no longer a major secret that La Hepburn's countenance is generously sprinkled with those sun spots known as "freckles"; consequently, she frequently refuses to face a newspaper camera.

On her return to America following a quick vacation in Europe, alert city editors assigned their crack photographers to shipboard with definite orders to return with a Hepburn picture. (Please turn to page 54)
Hollywood Scares HELL Out of Me

It takes a brave man to admit he's scared.
Dick is not only brave, but honest
By DICK ARLEN
As told to Oliver Wallace

RECENTLY, a friend of mine wrote a piece for the papers in which I was flatteringly extolled as "an actor who had conquered Hollywood." In terms of high eulogy, he pointed out that Dick Arlen had handled his career as a business man should handle his investments; that this same miraculous Arlen had made a success of his marriage in a town where they just didn't grow that way; and that, now, after eleven years in pictures, he need never worry another day. Everything he owned was clear ... there was a trust-fund in the background and money in the bank.

It was a swell story. Unfortunately, however, I don't even know the guy he was writing about ... this lucky Arlen fellow ... it must be two other chaps!

If such a Dick Arlen exists, he lives right there on my friend's typewriter. For, while I contemplate his list of facts and realize, flattered, that they are more or less accurate, I still can't reconcile his picture of this all-conquering-captain-of-his-Hollywood-soul with the floor-pacing, hair-pulling, nail-biting person I know myself to be!

After eleven years in Hollywood ... it still scares Hell out of me!

Though advertised as one "... managing his career like a business man ...", I have never made a professional move that hasn't been accompanied by uncertainty, advice from everyone I know (including two maiden aunts in Duluth) and a slight hysteria plus a running fever.

If my marriage has been a success, all I can say is thank God for Jobyna, who has more than had her hands full for the eight years she has been wearing my name.

For the trust fund and the cash in the bank, which have somehow miraculously escaped both the stock market and Caliente, I am also grateful and mildly surprised. But even these two comforting booms to my peace of mind will never bring true those optimistic words of my writer friend:

He need never worry another day in his life!

I promise you that I shall continue to worry every remaining day I live. Worry is not a depressed state of mind with me ... it's a talent. Only those born with the gift can even approach the fine art with which I be-devil myself. Those new patches of grey over my temples are not service stripes from the calm life I lead. They've been littered there!

In some other walk of life ... in another town ... I might be able to look back over the work I have accomplished in Hollywood and feel a fair amount of security, peace of mind and even a pardonable pride. But Hollywood is synonymous with uncertainty ... and the movie business is a game without rules. It is the only career you can name that recognizes no precedent. You cannot say to a young (Please turn to page 48)

Dick, Joby, and Richard Ralston Arlen, their son. How long you can keep the home fires burning in Hollywood is sheer luck, Dick says. And that's only one of the things that has him scared.
THE C'S HAVE IT

Captivating, Charming, Clever, Cagey Claudette Colbert! That's what Elsie Janis calls her in this breathless portrait written especially for New Movie.
Claudette Colbert wins Academy Award.
Claudette Colbert flying to New York.
Claudette Colbert changes plans takes train.
Claudette Colbert tells reporter in Kansas City she will not divorce her husband.
Claudette Colbert seems undecided about divorce on arrival in Chicago!
Claudette Colbert arrives in New York, mum about divorce, but admits
bleaching her hair.

Like a series of headlines the Colbert bulletins hogged space in the New York
dailies for a week. One thing I was sure about, she had won the Academy Award,
and another was that the often planned and as many times postponed story
about one of my favorite weaknesses would be written, if I had to drag her
by her new hair all the way out to my old Manor House in Tarrytown. Fortunately
this was not necessary. Her "Hello Darling!" when I called on the
phone, the facility with which I got her on same and her first line after greeting
being "When am I going to see you?" drove away all thoughts of dragging the
award winner to my manorial lair.

We started to make a date but a "landing" seemed to be more difficult than the
"take off" had portended, aeronautically speaking. Claudette's so-called vaca-
tion was being turned into the hardest work she had done for months by that
master slave driver, King Radio. Some wag in Hollywood had convinced her
that a visit to New York by any screen luminary without an appearance as guest
artist on a national hook-up was unheard of. Just a half hour's work. Be
heard by fans all over the country and incidentally money! Money! Money!
Easy, unexpected. In fact, just like winning it on a horse race. It all sounded
very simple.

One obstacle that an award-winner does not have to leap over is a radio
sponsor, so it isn't surprising that Claudette didn't know that, when those gents
with bulging bankrolls remove the rubber bands to the extent of thousands
of dollars for a few moments on the very precious air, they have to see something
for their money. What they saw in Claudette's case was a somewhat disgruntled
young lady rehearsing practically all day for almost a week prior to the half
hour broadcast.

It was Wednesday when I called her on the phone. "Vacation! I'm laughing," she said. "They grabbed me right off the train for a conference and I've been
living in their darned old Radio City ever since."

"What about coming to the country for the week-end?" I asked.

"I'd love nothing better, but the broadcast is Sunday afternoon. What a sap
I was to--" Her voice trailed disconsolately.

"Do you rehearse Saturday, too?"

"No! Oddly enough. I guess I'm supposed to rest up for Sunday."

Of course I thought she would want to go to a matinee. Most ex-stage
folk who have "gone cinema" spend their New York vacations in orchestra seats. I was astounded when Claudette said she would like
to come out to lunch on Saturday. "I'd love to get out of town where
I can breathe. New York is so--so--I don't know," she hesitated.

Well, I knew, because I suffer from one of (Please turn to page 40)

At the far right is a lovely portrait of the lady,
looking every inch a queen. And the small pic-
ture is one taken with hubby Norman Foster.
About a divorce, Elsie says, "Will she? Won't
she?"—and reminds you of that word 'eager.'

Above: Claudette with Clark Gable,
in a scene from "It Happened One
Night" which won heaps of Academy
awards for everyone concerned.
ALICE FAYE

People said Alice Faye was popular because of Rudy Vailee, but Alice is building up a following on her own merits. Soft clinging, ultra-feminine, she has much the same appeal that won so many fans for Clara Bow. Right: With Rudy in a recent picture.
Ralph is my pal

By FREDRIC MARCH

Some time ago we printed a story about Fredric March, by Ralph Bellamy. Here’s where Freddie gets even

If I were going to be isolated for six months in some spot at the end of the world and I was given the privilege of having only one male friend on this retreat, I’d choose Ralph Bellamy as the perfect companion. For the rich conversations, the mastery of emergencies, the sense of humor and the merciful silences he would bring to such an experiment.

On the other hand if some lofty-browed scientist could successfully throw me back to my college days and years and send me on a jaunt to Paris with a pocketful of money and a bucket of red paint I’d still pick Ralph as the ultra-streamlined ideal companion in whose...}

At the left, in the small insert, there’s a portrait of Freddie, and at the right is one of Ralph. Below you see Ralph answering his fan mail. As Freddie tells you in this story, he answers all of it personally.

party... but I have never seen him out of sympathy with the event of the moment.

His adaptability is a gift that makes it possible for him to get the greatest benefit, either intellectual or just plain pleasure, out of everything he does. I am constantly amazed at the wide circle of friends he has. On every hand I bump into people who know Ralph and the group ranges from music reviewers to the kids at the corner gasoline stations. All children including my own are wild about him. If his even disposition permits him any particular aversion it is for the man or woman who is easily bored... or pretends to be. Life is interesting and vivid to Ralph and his own sense of adventure and thirst for knowledge makes him impatient with people who do not get the utmost out of every available experience.

Though we have known each other only since our Hollywood days I have picked up enough of his background to realize this unquenchable zest for life must have begun in his youth. He is seven years younger than I, a mere strippling of twenty-eight, yet I find myself envying his background, the store of experience he has piled up.

He has done everything I should have liked to do. When he was a kid he ran away from home... He’s played in stock companies and tent shows acting one week and painting scenery the next. He’s been broke and affluent... hungry... struggling in bit parts, recognized on Broadway and a success in Hollywood, but it has all been just so much adventure to him, the lean with the fat, the good with the bad. (Please turn to page 46)
Above—Blonde Dorothy Mackaill selects for her summer wardrobe this town pastel ensemble with its striped collar and cuffs. The jacket is snugly fitted and has the new flared elbow-length sleeves. Right, seated—a printed chiffon afternoon dress gets her enthusiastic approval. It has the new capelet collar, full, banded sleeves and slim skirt silhouette. Right, standing—see her handsomely tailored satin with notched collar and pearl buttons—a veritable contradiction in fabric and fashion that makes a dress-up outfit for any hour of the day.

Even stars shine brighter in lovely clothes like these. You can dress to the stars' taste, too, —on very little money

The New Movie Magazine, July, 1935
Left above—Binnie Barnes, Universal star, who'll be seeing you soon in "Diamond Jim," goes in for action in the smartest possible way. She wants you to like, as much as she does, her new sports dress of tubable, non-fading, non-shrinking, Tropical silk. Its back and skirt are especially designed for hard-swinging, full-striding sportswomen.

Next—for evening, informally, Binnie says her cotton net is just about perfect. All in one piece, its main attraction besides its lovely, practical fabric, is the trick pleating at neck and sleeves and the cunning piqué flower on the shoulder. Above—A second Tropical silk that's guaranteed against hard usage. It's another practical sports dress with action-back and commodious pockets.

Below, left—Dorothy Mackaill's afternoon frock of printed chiffon brings back the princess influence in the clever waistline shirring. The sleeves are elbow-length, intricately designed and very graceful. And right, below—Binnie goes in for prettiness in a summer evening gown of mousseline de soie. Its little jacket has a nipped-in waist and positively billowing sleeves.

By
KATHERINE KAREY
POLA NEGRi is making pictures in Germany, where she started. Pointing toward a come-back try in America? It seems to look that way.

LUISE RAiNER is the latest of the many foreign importations. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer feels she really has something. True?—or another flash in the pan?

JULIE HAYDON was once Ann Harding's stand-in. Now, starred by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, every studio is offering her a contract.

NOEL COWARD, author of "Cavalcade" and a dozen Broadway stage hits, makes his bow as a movie actor in "The Scoundrel," filmed in the East.

EVELYN BRENT lost out when gangster films went fizzle. She is coming back now in—of all things—a gangster film. Rather ironic, don't you think?

GUINN WILLIAMS was just a big mugg, they said. His performance outshone Claudette Colbert's in "Private Worlds"! We say so proudly and gladly.

DUDLEY DIGGES you usually see as a down-at-the-heel South Seas beachcomber or a slave-driving sheriff. He makes villainy a fine art.

HUGH HERBERT, a wistful little fellow whose pants never fit him, has brought us something new in the way of comedy. His popularity is steadily mounting.

REGINALD OWEN has been in so many pictures we can't even remember them. And every performance is a triumph for him. That's acting!
Once in a blue moon a new-comer really catches on, and then you have a Gable, a Garbo, a Great One. Have the breaks come now to Cesar Romero?

*LADIES* bubble up at the sight of this romantic hussar. He towers six feet two, has wild black hair, and full, sensuous lips, as if made for implanting hot cinematic kisses. This lanky chap with sunken cheeks and large pensive eyes of tropic warmth is perilously good-looking. There is an air of exotic tango tunes about him.

He was born in New York twenty-seven years ago, the son of Cesar Julio Romero, executive of a firm of sugar tycoons, and Maria Mantilla, beautiful Cuban concert singer. The picture of his mother's god-father adorns the one-cent postage stamp of Cuba. The family is distinguished, and the lad has class. His full name is Cesar Julio Romero, Jr.

A dark horse in the current race for leading-man laurels, the Herr Direktor Von Sternberg has pronounced him the best leading-man Marlene Dietrich has ever had. Potent film moguls have been yammering and dickering for his services. He is hailed as the nearest thing to Valentino. He has been Trocadero-ing it with La Belle Dietrich, squiring Patricia Ellis at smart cocktail parties, escorting Sally Blane everywhere. He is the current best date among the party-trotting debs.

Life is grand, for Cesar. He has been having a marvelous time. He has intrenched himself at the Hollywood Athletic Club. Among his passions are swimming and horseback riding. He can pound the piano with a flourish, He laughs like a good-natured kid, eats anything and everything, has a yen for blondes.

In spite of his three years of professional dancing, his gait lacks the ballroom glide. He walks more like a spurred, jogging cavalryman, in long, swinging steps. He isn't a bit actorish. His modesty is disarming. A regular guy in every way, this Cesar.

His main handicap in the film capital is his thick mop of unruly hair. The other day he was walking down Hollywood Boulevard, and met Sally Blane, but didn't tip his hat. He met Patricia Ellis and didn't tip his hat. He saw Marlene Dietrich coming toward him up Vine Street, turned around and ran in the opposite direction. He couldn't take off his hat, for he had just washed his hair.

He was prancing and rattling his sword in the midst of wigged, be-plumed magnificos on the set of "Richelieu" when I called on him for an interview. He has been teamed up with Maureen O'Sullivan to supply the heart-tugs in this George Arliss picture. It seems studios that borrow him once are eager to have him back again. It was his second picture for Twentieth Century, the same studio having borrowed him previously for the role of the Indian prince, Mir Jaffar, in "Clive of India." But his present role is a meatier assignment.

Our chit-chat began in his dressing-room, and was continued in the studio restaurant. It was the first magazine interview he was enjoying, and he was greatly pleased with the fact that he was to make his initial bow before film addicts in the pages of *New Movie*.

"When I came to Hollywood ten months ago things didn't start off (Please turn to page 55)"
GETTING BACK AT EVE

And will all the Eves go wild when they read this! Adam was an actor when Eve was only a rib, opines Herb Howe. In today's panorama of film successes the women stars are put in the shade by men, children, and even deer and pumas

By HERB HOWE, who has departed hastily for Russia

IN the Nudist bar of the Casino de Paree I got to thinking, as most everyone does, encircled by the leafless movie queens: Marlene, Gary, Mae, Will Haynes severely attired in a halo, in a frolicsome frieze of nude caricatures by Wynn.

The thought that came to this clean young thinker (sixty if he's a day, the dirty dog) was how pinky it would be to return to the leafless innocence of Eden before The Fall. I mean before Eve extended the apple, which in the language of the flowers was equivalent to Mae West's "come up 'n' see me some time." Quick as a beat a chorus seemed to chime from the frieze of sunkissed favorites: "That's just what we're doing, tra la, tra la..."

Boycotted by moralists, the Hollywood delicatesseens have dropped sex like a hot baked apple. Never subtle souls, they are not sure just where love leaves off and sex begins. But, then, are any of us? So, playing safe, they've sworn off women too, 'cept as pals.

Purged of carnality, Hollywood turns to brotherly love, kiddie love and animal love, the latter purely platonic as between puma and doe. As a result, the screen grows honest.

Not that sex is dishonest. Original Sin is a true Bible story. Trouble is, we see the center and have been telling it over and over with various twists. Eventually they twisted it clear around. Instead of Eve luring Man with an apple, they had him tempting her with a penthouse. Instead of tragedy—an ever more tragic than that first misstep which caused Man to go to work?—they served it as cocktail comedy.

The Legion of Decency brought the tragedy back home. When the box office did a Brodie, the Hollywood rajahs began to believe the Bible was right and the old apple woman really was responsible for man's downfall. The big bash pomme they called "love interest" was no longer golden. They could see that what happened to Adam might happen to them. They might have to go to work. They'll with love interest. Eve got the bounce. Fun in a penthouse was fini. Paramount felt so strongly they titled Marlene's picture 'The Devil Is a Woman.'

IT was a close call, this threat of eviction from the lush garden of Hollywood. The Eves were plainly to blame. Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Carole Lombard, Jean Harlow, Mae West, Marlene Dietrich—these were the consorters with the serpent according to the avenging furies. Gable and the other boys were merely victims, same as Adam. Not one male was held responsible for what Stepin Fetchit calls "impurities." Recognizing this, the producing pasha swiftly herded the houri back to purdah. The best films of the year are masculine. Clean, my men, clean. And, to the surprise of the old nbs, highly remunerative.

"Chaplin's" is hardly fair evidence because it is a product of godless Moscow which apparently has never been stung sex-sluggy by the old serpent and therefore has no Legion to guide it. However it does bring home the point. The film had a higher box office record and its only amorous gesture is an adjutant's pass at a lady machine gunner who quickly cuts him into a comrade. The charm of the film is its news realism. The story is wholly factual and frays out at the end, as life does at times.

"The Lives of a Bengal Lancer," without being as adult or actual, is Hollywood's most manful attempt of the Reformation. You expect the story to blow up when Paramount's Panther Woman comes hippling over the Himalayas to snake Dick Cromwell off to Cocoanut Grove. Happily the falsity is fleeting. The only sentiment is the three-musketeers variety. Hollywood is not yet so grimly Russian it can dispense with all sentiment.

Warner Brothers decanted the old buddy stuff for "Here Comes the Navy," "Flirtation Walk" and "Devil Dogs of the Air." You could grin and take it along with the side dish of girly pickackility, because of the authentic performance of the U. S. Navy, West Point Cadets and U. S. Marines. These men doing real men's stuff never fail to enthral the public.

"David Copperfield" is a triumph through honest effort to keep faith with Dickens' characters. There wasn't a glamour gal in the footage and if there had been Edna Mae Oliver could have sniffed her out.

"Ruggles of Red Gap" is another male triumph. True, it has that relatable femme fatal, ZaSu Pitts, but Mme. Pitts does not rely on sex appeal alone to earn that murmurous delight which her appearance evokes from every audience. Madame is gifted.

The Legionnaires of Decency pilloried the Eves at a strategic hour. Their posturing in clown make-up, as obvious as old-time vampires, were getting nose-thumbs even from us wild boys of the road who do not exactly reek of virtue.

The bronchic criticism of Mae West is that she can play only one character. By my computation, this is two more than the average sweetheart achieves. In film after film the babes trot forth the same accents and mannerisms. All they change is their clothes. Playing a Sadie Thompson they don burlesque outfits, when their own would serve better, stand with hands on hips and chew gum. The face remains beauty shoppe, the voice retains its culture as if to remind you that beneath the vulgar habiliments lurks a product of Miss Spencer's school. The illusion is masque ball,
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This is not true of male performers. Cagney, Muni, Robinson, Laughton, Spencer Tracy—all of them hole into their characters. When they play mugs there is no touch of Harvard.

Recently in listing the best actors and best actresses of the screen I found, to my surprise, three good actors to every first-rate actress. I take naturalness, freedom from affectation, as the first requisite. Second, the ability to personify an author's character. Few of our artists succeed in being themselves credibly, say nothing of realizing an author's conception.

The aim of most actors is to convince, the aim of actresses to charm. The violent attempts of some of our honeys to enchant by excess of vivacity is pathetic. They twiddle fake eyelashes at you, project the pearly fangs from between asphalted lips and gesture more lavishly than mutes. Eccentric make-ups offer further distraction; complexioned as glorious as a corn starch rabbit's, eyebrows stenciled to resemble financial graphs, lashes like plumes on a hearse. The effects are often as ghoulsh as anything Mme. Tussaud achieved in her wax works.

So saying, I hide behind Mae West while applauding such refreshing exceptions to my harangue as Kay Francis, Margaret Sullavan, Diana Wynyard, Jeanette MacDonald, Joan Bennett, Katharine Hepburn, Barbara Stanwyck, Joan Blondell, Ginger Rogers, Jean Muir, Loretta Young, Sylvia Sidney, Kitty Carlisle, Elisabeth Bergner, Janet Gaynor, Margo—yes, and the Misses West and Harlow because their tutti-frutti facades are compatible with the characters they play—and how them girls can play 'um! Incidentally, they are the only white girls I can think of whose personalities are not bleached by platinum hair.

In arraigning the screen Eves we must not forget the Eves of the audience who are responsible. Sam Goldwyn cites the guiding law of producers when he says pictures are made to please women, that no film can hope for financial success without their patronage. Women are responsible for the star system. Women demand love as the central theme of every picture. So Sam says. It's because they are idealists, he says. Idealism is responsible for "Riptide," "She Done Him Wrong," "The Divorcee"—for the Legion of Decency, in fact. Clark Gable recently took off in a plane from a Texas airport rather than risk passage through a crowd of three thousand Eves in a fever of idealism.

Men are not idolaters. They are realists favoring newsreels for diversion. They attend such documentary films as "The Last World War" while the tempting sex is beating it for "The Painted Veil." Men support stars solely for their ability to entertain. Their favorites have been men chiefly: Chaplin, Lloyd, Fairbanks, Will Rogers, W. C. Fields, Warner Oland. (Please turn to page 48)
We're all upset this month, and no wonder.

After faithfully promising not to do any more costume roles for a while, Freddie March jumps into a Russian kimono and funny cap to do another dashing officer opposite Garbo!

In his own words, he told us: "Enough is enough. I've done so many costume pictures that I can't even go out socially without wrapping a sword around me! I have to call in a technical adviser to eliminate the possibility of a sartorial faux pas.

And twice this month Mrs. March had to drag me back after we'd started to a party and make me shave, because I've worn so many whiskers lately that it seems perfectly natural to let 'em grow! No more costume pictures. No, sir!"

And now look at the guy!

One of the most tragic events of the month occurred when Anita Louise's Spits puppy chewed up the diary which she had kept faithfully for nearly four years. The record went clear back to Anita's first job, with Gloria Swanson, in "Untamed Lady," and had been brought up to date with an interesting account of her latest performance, in "A Midsummer Night's Dream."

Knowing Anita to be one of the gentlest souls in the world, we wondered what sort of punishment had been meted out to the pup.

"None at all," she smiled sadly. "When he heard my wall of dismay as I came across the wreckage, he wagged his tail uncertainly, cocked his head on one side and looked up at me so penitently... well, what can you do with a dog like that?"

And, recalling the sad affair between our own wire-hair and a brand new spring fedora, we joined Anita at the wailing wall and agreed that you just can't do a thing about it.

Catching Anita doing the town with Tommy Lee several times recently, we were afraid it might be the end of a beautiful romance between the little lady and her long-time beau Tom Brown. But at a cocktail party in honor of Fred Stone and his charming daughter, Paula, it did this old heart good to see Anita and Tom, billing and cooing as of yore.

Premeditated or not, the party fixed up a lot of busted hearts. It might have been the very excellent punch, but whatever it was, Connie Simpson and Jack LaRue fixed up their erstwhile difficulties, deciding to carry on from where they left off several days before. And Cary Grant seemed to be finding complete solace from his Virginia Cherrill heartbreak in the delectable Ida Lupino, who looked as though she'd just stepped out of a Patou hand-box!

Jean Harlow and Clark Gable had a hand in those three birthday cakes, delivered to Wallace Beery on the set the other day. One of the cakes was made of wood and frosted prettily, and Wally was all smiles until he tried to cut himself a hunk. The second was made of cotton, with Beery growing more and more perturbed all the time, so that when they brought in the third one, which was the McCoy, he flatly refused to have anything to do with it. So the others on the set pitched in and ate it up before Wally could change his mind! And was Wally surprised that it really was cake!
DIRECTOR IRVING CUMMINGS . . . shooting a scene on the edge of a marshy duck preserve, anxiously warned everyone to be careful and not fall in. 

Came the shot, and, right in the middle of a scene between Spencer Tracy and Wendy Barrie, there was a loud SPLASH!! 

Interested in watching the action, Cummings had stepped too close and fallen into the marsh!

JOAN BENNETT and her husband, Gene Markey, have practically decided to get rid of that miniature electric merry-go-round, purchased as a present for their two youngsters. 

Coming home early the other day, they were surprised to find the Japanese houseboy riding around and around in a flagrant imitation of Tom Mix while he endeavored to lasso passing objects with the family clothes line, made into a lariat! 

That was cute, but the rear lawn was littered with a pack of the more expensive neighborhood dogs, lying about panting and slightly dizzy from the chase!

We're still chuckling over the shock Monroe Owsley got in the cocktail lounge of the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel the other afternoon.

Sitting at the bar with some friends, Owsley was trying to describe the ingredients of a certain drink he had tasted once long ago. It didn't sound familiar to the bartender, but being willing to try anything once, he put the makin's into a shaker and gave 'em the works.

As he shook the mixture he smiled graciously at his customer and asked: "What's your name?"

Well, that was bad enough, but thinking that maybe the guy didn't get around much, our actor friend swallowed his injured pride and said: "Monroe Owsley!"

"Ow as in cow," the bartender said pleasantly. "All right, we'll name this an Ow Cocktail . . . after you!"

SHIRLEY TEMPLE was being accorded a place with filmdom's immortals by putting her footprints in the concrete of the Grauman Chinese Theater. The crowd was terrific and police were busy elbowing spectators back of the ropes.

"Say," a worried man exclaimed, "let me through. I'm Shirley's father!"

"Sure!" grunted a husky minion of the law. "And I'm Mary, Queen of Scots!"

"Shirley!" the man called.

"Yes, Daddy!" the little star answered.

"Stand aside, Queen Mary," chuckled George Temple in triumphant glee as he worked his way to his charming daughter's side. "You win!" muttered the cop.

JACK DONOHUE, dance director, has a few symptoms that should get him a membership.

All during the racing season, Jack would pick a horse in every race, put the names down in his little red book, and then go out to the track to watch his selections run out.

At the end of the season, Jack checked up and found that he had gone exactly $15,000 in the red on the gee-gees. But did he give a care? No, not one . . . because all he had to do was tear a dozen pages out of the little red book, and . . . the slate was clean!

We repeat . . . there are birds . . . and birds.

George Raft awoke bright and early the other morning to find the bedroom of his penthouse literally swarming with inquisitive pigeons! A leg of the fresher ones squatted right on the Raft chest, as much as to say: "What are you going to do about it?" And it took George and his pal, "Killer" Gray, all morning to shoo 'em out! 

Moral: Don't eat crackers in bed.

Of course, we've all heard rumors to the effect that Stepin Fetchit has a good big edge on the "laziest man in the world," but an out-of-town pal swears that, on a recent personal appearance tour, the Fox blackberry actually lolled back in an easy chair while his valet took bows for him.

And that ought to get Stepin an honorary membership in the AFITs and CONVULSIONS Club, founded by W. C. Fields (wouldn't you just know it?) in an irresponsible moment.

The club had four vice-presidents, and nobody knows who the president is. If you are caught talking intelligently to a sane person for more than four minutes, there's a twenty dollar fine . . . and no beheading about it, either.

There's a ten dollar fine for getting on a train without leaving some important luggage behind, and a twenty dollar additional tag for anyone caught NOT annoying the porter. And you're not supposed to know where you're going, either.

A special rule for week-ends dares anyone to go to bed before 4 A.M. . . . and demands that, on that same weary day, they be on the golf course not later than 9 A.M. And, if you can see the golf balls, there's another fine of twenty dollars!

The game has its drawbacks, however, because one day a month must be spent with a sane person, and, while you continue to be plumb crazy, there's a terrible forfeit if you let your lucid victim get out of your sight for even five minutes!

It sounds like a lot of fun, and so as not to be left on the outside looking in, Papa NEMO thinks he'll follow the crowd and join up with the crack-pots.

(please turn to page 50)
ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

On this page BARBARA BARRY, New Movie's Studio Scout, tells you which of the pictures in production you'll want to see

BEST BETS

ANNA KARENINA, with Greta Garbo and Fredric March.

THE FLAME WITHIN, with Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall.

CHINA SEAS, with Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Jean Harlow.

SHE, with Helen Gahagan and Nigel Bruce.

THE RAVEN, with Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi.

THE GIRL FROM TENTH AVENUE, with Bette Davis.

LOVE ME FOREVER, with Grace Moore and Leo Carrillo.

BROADWAY GONDOLIER, with Dick Powell and Joan Blondell.

NO MORE LADIES, with Crawford, Montgomery and Tone.

Y

E old gray-haired reporter will never forget this one, made ‘way back in the silent days when the Garbo-Jack Gilbert romance was at its sizzlingest.

At that time, we wouldn’t have believed that any man living could top Gilbert’s romantic characterization of the dashing Prince Vronsky. But then, we didn’t know Freddie March in those days, either. And, while Freddie declared he had done enough Tolstoy and would have no more of it, here he is . . . and we’re glad he changed his mind.

You must remember the story of the tragic Anna, who left her dull husband and adorable son to seek happiness with her princely lover? Only there was little happiness, after the first flush of passion had passed, for, finding themselves ostracized by society, they fled to Italy with their baby daughter, only to find that conventional standards are the same the world over and society refuses to condone illicit love, no matter how deep and true.

Forced to live apart from the world, Anna and Vronsky find themselves becoming bored with each other, and wishing to save the illusion of the great love that was theirs, Vronsky leaves.

Too proud to return to her husband (Basil Rathbone), Anna wanders down to the station, where she had seen her lover for the first time. With memories crowding in around her and finding life a desolate thing, Anna throws herself before the onrushing train.

It is a tragic ending to a tragic tale but, if we would be true to our Tolstoy, there is no other.

The cast is excellent and includes Maureen O’Sullivan, Freddie’s fiancée before going Garbo; Freddie Bartholomew, as Garbo’s son; Cora Sue Collins as the daughter; May Robson, Reginald Denny, Reginald Owen, Sarah Padden and a host of troupers. Clarence Brown directs.

WE’ve been expecting a follow-up on “Private Worlds” and, here we are . . . . back in the psychopathic ward again!

Edmund Goulding, M-G-M’s triple-threat man, writes, directs and produces this picture and if it’s half as good as “Private Worlds,” we’ll take three bats off to Mr. Goulding.

Once more, we have a beautiful young psychia-


THE FLAME WITHIN (M. G. M.)

This will remind you of “Private Worlds,” Ann Harding, Maureen O’Sullivan, and Herbert Marshall venture into an insane asylum, only to befuddle themselves.

LET ‘EM HAVE IT (United Artists)

An inspirational picture urging Americans to get together and put down organised crime. With Richard Arlen, Bruce Cabot and Virginia Bruce featured.

ALIBI IRE (Warner)

The late Ring Lardner’s screamingly funny story put on the screen with Joe E. Brown. A concealed baseball hero and his pals. Fun even if you don’t like Joe.

HOORAY FOR LOVE (RKO)

Gene Raymond, a college boy actor with Broadway ambitions, gets the father of his girl, Ann Sothern, in Dutch with complications. Light romance and song.
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GERTRUDE MICHAEL'S too much of a southern belle to ignore totally the lure of the kitchen. Especially now when berries are ripe and crying in the markets to be made into beautiful transparent jellies to bring the taste of summer into the winter months. Maybe she plays an interlude or two while the jam pot bubbles, for Gertrude is an accomplished pianist as well as a knowing cook. One of her recipes is one that can't be followed by most northern cooks because it requires the guava—a beautiful fruit, which, if it does grow in your part of the country, you know as a versatile one, too. Miss Michael's mention of it applies only to guava jelly, but the pulp that's left from the jelly-making can easily be made into jam, as you guava lovers probably know. Here's the jelly recipe, anyhow, from Miss Michael's Alabama archives:

**Guava Jelly**

3 lbs. of very ripe guavas

Sugar, cup for cup of cooked pulp

Slice thin, add water to cover, and boil well, crushing the fruit to better extract the juice. Strain and add sugar, cup for cup. When the new mixture has boiled thoroughly, test, pour into glasses and paraffin when cool.

**Red Raspberry and Gooseberry Jelly**

2 quarts raspberries

1 quart gooseberries

Sugar, cup for cup of cooked juice

Boil each fruit separately as gooseberries take longer to cook. When both are well done, strain, blend juices and measure, adding sugar cup for cup. Then boil about 20 minutes or until the mixture thickens on a saucer. Pour and seal when cool.

And here are a few reminders in jelly making. If the fruit is over-ripe, add one or two tart apples, the juice of one lemon, or a portion of tart plums. This will add the necessary pectin to make your jelly "set." When straining the juice, and before adding the sugar, boil the juice for ten minutes to remove excess water.

Then the "scum" that comes to the surface during the boiling process should be skimmed off so that your jelly will be crystal clear. And here are more ideas to try right now:

**Carrot Marmalade**

6 carrots, medium size

1 lemon, juice and rind

Sugar

Scrape carrots and cut in half-inch pieces. Cook in small amount of water until tender. Cut the oranges and lemon in small pieces. Measure the total amount and allow 2 1/2 cups sugar to each cup of mixture. Cook until thick. Pour into clean, hot glasses. When cold, cover with paraffin.

**Peach Butter**

4 pounds peaches (prepared)

1 tablespoon cinnamon

2 cups water

1 tablespoon cloves

Sugar

If fuzz is heavy, peaches should be peeled, either by means of a sharp knife or by scalding. If fairly free from fuzz, a thorough washing is sufficient. Remove pits and all spots. Place in kettle with water and cook until tender. Rub through a sieve and measure. To each cup of fruit pulp allow 2/3 cup sugar. Addition of spices is optional. Cook until thick. Pour at once in clean, hot jars and seal when cool.

**Tomato Butter**

5 pounds tomatoes

1 1/2 pounds tart apples

1/4 ounce stick cinnamon

1/4 ounce ginger root

Sugar

Peel tomatoes, put in kettle with sugar, vinegar, and spices tied in a bag. Cook together for three hours, stirring frequently. When thick, remove spice bag and pour into jars. Seal when cool.

**Pineapple Marmalade**

6 cups shredded pineapple

1 orange

2 1/2 pounds or 3 cups sugar

Place pineapple in kettle, add sugar and pulp of orange cut fine. Stir thoroughly and let stand several hours or overnight. Also chop the yellow rind of the orange very fine, cover with cold water and let stand over night. Then cook rind in water until tender. Add the rind to the fruit and sugar mixture and cook until very thick. It will take about 40 minutes. Pour into jars. Seal when cool.
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MacMURRAY QUENCHERS

Fred's a long drink of water and a star who knows where he shines. Try these tricks of his with a syphon and the makings

By AMY VANDERBILT

Fred MacMurray, six foot three Paramount ex-saxophonist, who's broken the feminine heartline, likes his drinks long and cool this time of the year. Fred was once star athlete back in Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, so maybe that accounts for his preference for simple thirst quenchers.

As the true-to-life reporter in "The Gilded Lily," Fred often got that tired feeling. Remember how he ditched his shoes on the library steps? That was the time when his favorite drink—he calls it a "Dummy"—would have trickled down a grateful gullet. Here it is, now, just as Fred mixes it for himself.

Take a tall glass (the taller the better), add 1 pony of grenadine, the juice of 1 lime, and 1/2 teaspoonful of sugar. Stir briskly with a cocktail spoon, add 2 ice cubes. Fill to the top with charged sparkling water and decorate with a Maraschino cherry.

Fred's just young enough to feel the need of something sweet. He even suggested a drink for his cookery page with a little of the fruit of the vine in it. Port, no less. We couldn't hold on to him long enough to find its name, but here it is anyhow and the thirstier you are the better it will go.

To 1 1/2 jiggers of Port (probably California's) add 1/2 spoonful of sugar and fill up with charged water, well chilled. Don't add ice to this one.

On that Fred had a touch of conscience and quickly rattled off another white-ribboner to make up for it.

Julep

To one Collins' glass of ginger ale add two ice cubes and a tange sprig of mint.

This is a synthetic mint julep, and you can add the missing what's if your Aunt Emaline is out.

And here are two quick ones—a bridge punch and a Strawberry Fizz. First the Bridge Punch

For one serving, the juice of 1/2 lemon, two cubes of ice, 1/2 pint of ginger ale, in a man-sized glass. Float a glass of chard on top and add some fruit.

For a Strawberry Fizz—

1 pony of strawberry syrup, juice of 1/2 lemon shaken together with two ice cubes. Strain into a tall glass and fill with charged water.

And now to the sody fountain for us to quench that thirst! But first, for good measure a few good, housewife recipes of our own for warm sessions:

Ginger Punch
1 quart water 1/4 cup ginger syrup
1 cup sugar 1 cup orange juice
3/4 cup chopped Canton ginger 1/4 cup lemon juice
1 quart charged water

Boil water, sugar, ginger, ginger syrup, 20 minutes. Cool. Add fruit juices and charged water.

Raspberry Punch
1 lemon 1 pint boiling water
1 cup raspberries 1 cup sugar
1 cup currants 1 cup tea infusion
Crush fruit and strain through a cloth. Without taking the pulp from the cloth, put it into another dish and pour boiling water over it. Drain off, but do not squeeze or it will be muddy. Add sugar, cool thoroughly, add fruit juice and tea.

Orange Lily
3/4 cup white grape juice 1 teaspoon sugar
2 tablespoons orange juice
Fill glass half full of shaved ice. Add grape juice, orange juice and sugar and fill with chilled water. Serve with two straws thrust through a thin slice of orange.
Test Eyesight Regularly

Bill failed in arithmetic. He couldn’t add blurry figures that wouldn’t stand still. Poor vision is a tough handicap to a child in school. At least one in every ten has some form of defective eyesight.

Many of these uncorrected defects are progressive and cause increasing eye-strain and impairment of vision. Eye-strain may lead to severe recurring headaches, nervous exhaustion, hysteria, insomnia, dizziness and other disorders.

In older people there are other conditions of the eyes which are far more serious than imperfect vision. If untreated, they may eventually lead to blindness. Glaucoma and cataract can be present and in the first stages give little indication of their threat to your sight. Recognized early, glaucoma may be successfully treated; a cataract may be removed by an operation.

Good reading habits of young and old prevent many eye troubles. Have your eyes examined regularly, even though they seem to be normal. Never wear glasses which have not been prescribed. Don’t read with the light shining into your eyes, or without your doctor’s consent when recovering from serious illness, or when lying down—unless your head and shoulders are propped up and the page is held at right angles to your eyes below the line of vision. Hold your work or book about 14 inches from your eyes.

Don’t use public towels or rub your eyes. Conjunctivitis and other communicable diseases may follow. Do not use any medication for diseases of the eyes unless it has been prescribed for the purpose.

Make sure that no member of your family is endangering his sight. Send for the Metropolitan’s free booklet “Care of the Eyes.” Address Booklet Department 735-B

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Frederick H. Ecker, President
One Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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THE Make-up Box

NO OFFENSE MEANT: Perspiration is an ugly word. It's uglier when it makes its appearance on your summer gowns, and unspeakable when malodorous. The truly fastidious young woman keeps three types of deodorant handy—powder, liquid, and cream. Illustrated below are three on which the immaculate modern can pin her faith. There's a grand new powder deodorant in the cylindrical black-and-gold container. You dust it on while your body is still wet from a bath. It's unscented but I detected a fresh, clean new-mown hay odor that clings for hours after you use it. There's also a liquid non-perfumant in a crystal clear bottle, as well as the fragrant cream deodorant. I could write reams about all three, but when I say they fill the bill for summer daintiness, it sums it up completely.

GET A GOOD FOUNDATION: And this is sound advice whether you are buying a girdle or deciding upon the first course at dinner. But what I am so steamed up about is a foundation cream that's unlike any of these sharp-eyed have ever seen before. It's smooth and creamy, it blends perfectly, it gives the skin a velvety finish, and it comes in a russet shade (a rosy-beige) that covers up the first faint sprinkling of summer freckles in a way that is astonishing. And if that isn't enough, it holds face powder for hours and hours.

WHAT'S NEW? Just heaps of suntan and sunburn preparations—a creamy body rub that does wonders for scaly, sandpaper surfaces especially nubby elbows and heels ... a brushless mascara in a flip-stick container ... a curler gadget which clamps fly-away strands and rolls them into next little curls ... a pearl type polish in a toapz jewel shade, very zstücki ... Until next month ... 

If you would like further information about the articles described, and other beauty news, write enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-Up Box, Tower Magazines, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

TAKE TIME TO TAN

"It takes time to get a good cost of tan—and it took me a long time to realize it," said Rochelle Hudson, whose honey-beige skin is an attractive background for her vivid beauty. "When suntan first became popular, I used to dash right out in the sun and literally broil for hours. Perhaps I'd have a new evening gown and want to change my winter pallor to a sun-kissed glow in a few hours. Well, I could and did. But pretty soon my skin would flake and peel in a most unattractive and uncomfortable manner. Of course, when the vogue for tan was new, most of us were so concerned with the health aspects of sunbaths that we gave little thought to protecting the texture of our skins and substituting oils for those dried out by the sun.

"It isn't always convenient to get to the beach, and when I do go, I like to spend most of my time in the water swimming. So my sunbaths are taken right in my own back yard, even though the theory is that salt air and sunshine produce the best sunburns. I've a little contraption made of canvas which is ideal for the purpose. It has four sides which slide down and insure privacy as well as plenty of sun.

"I never stay in the sunlight longer than one-half hour for the first sunbath but increase the time of exposure by ten minutes each day. Neither do I expose myself to the direct rays of the sun between ten and two o'clock. It is during this time that the sun is strongest and most likely to burn. I wear pique shorts with a bra top, bind my hair in a bandana and wear sun-glasses, thus protecting hair as well as eyes. Sometimes I study my script, but most of the time, I must confess, that I just drowse. Then a shower, followed by a brisk rub-down with my favorite toilet water—and what a grand and glorious feeling after a sunbath!"

Miss Hudson doesn't believe there is such a thing as getting too brown. But one time her director thought otherwise and insisted that she lighten the color of her skin and do it within ten days, too. So poor Rochelle, having achieved a glorious toasty-brown color, had to set about getting rid of it. Bleaching creams, hot baths, mild solutions of peroxide and ammonia were prescribed. For ten days she worked valiantly until the luscious brown turned to a creamy white.

When asked about summer make-up, Miss Hudson offered the following suggestions: "I like a rather heavy powder with an oily base in a suntan shade. I apply it generously to my face and neck with a piece of cotton. Then with a soft camel's hair brush, I brush off the surplus. A piece of cotton moistened with skin tonic and patted over the entire powdered area gives a slightly dewy finish. Rouge and lipstick should, of course, be of matching shades—bright but never with an orange cast. The rouge should be blended lightly. Lipstick should be indelible, and I apply it the full length of my lips following the natural line. Right now, I am using black mascara and violet eyeshadow, but these only at night. I believe that eye make-up in the sunlight is apt to be artificial looking although under the nightlight it's quite effective. I do a little trick with an eyebrow pencil that makes my eyes appear much larger than they actually are. From the outer corner of each eye, I draw two fine lines with the pencil, and carefully blend these lines to a soft shadow with my fingertip.

"The principal thing to remember about summer make-up is that it should harmonize with suntan, be carefully applied, and often renewed."
"Doctor, how do Skin Faults first Begin?"

AN INTELLIGENT QUESTION AUTHORITATIVELY ANSWERED

1 What causes Lines?
Lines result when the under tissues grow thin and wasted, and the outer skin does not change correspondingly. It falls into tiny creases—the lines you see. To help this condition, the nutrition of the under tissues must be stimulated.

2 Are Blackheads just Dirt?
Blackheads are due to clogged pores. Most often, this clogging comes from within the skin. Overactive glands give off a thickish substance that clogs the pores. The tip of this clogging matter dries. Darkens. Collects dirt. Proper cleansing will remove the blackhead. Rooting treatment of the under tissues will prevent further clogging of the pores.

3 What makes Blemishes come?
"Blemishes" are the final stage of blackheads. They form when the clogging accumulation in the pores presses on the surrounding under tissues and causes inflammation. They are avoided by removing the blackheads that cause them. When blemishes are many and persistent, a physician should be consulted.

4 Do Coarse Pores come from Neglect?
Pores are naturally smaller in some skins than in others. They become enlarged through being clogged and stretched by secretions from within the skin. They can be reduced by removing the clogging matter and keeping the skin free from further clogging.

5 Is Dry Skin a Sign of Age?
All skin, as it grows older, becomes thin and dry, as the underskin loses vigor and the glands produce less oil. Dry skin is helped by the use of penetrating oils and by restoring the oil glands to normal activity. Excessive dryness demands medical care.

6 When do Tissues start to Sag?
Rarely before 30 to 55. Then the rounded contour is lost—notably in neck, chin and cheek line, and under the eyes. Here the skin sags, due to loss of tone in the fibres underneath the skin, to farty degeneration of the muscles, failure of nutrition of the underskin. To avoid sagging, keep the under tissues toned.

Keep Under Skin Active
to keep Skin faults away

YOU SEE, from the authoritative answers above, skin faults do have one thing in common—they practically all begin in your undersk in. No matter what the fault, its important needs are keeping the under tissues vigorous and the skin clean.

Through these two means, Pond's Cold Cream has cherished the beauty of the most fastidious women in the world—for Pond's actually softens lines. Wards off blemishes, blackheads. Makes coarse pores less conspicuous. Firms aging tissues. Softens drying skin. It does these things by means of its deep skin cleansing and its invigorating effect on the under layers of the skin.

EVERY NIGHT, clean deep with Pond's Cold Cream. Its specially processed light oils sink deep, flush away every particle of dust, make-up, skin impurities. Cleanse again, patting the cream briskly to rouse the circulation, stimulate the oil glands, invigorate the newly cleansed tissues.

IN THE MORNING and in the daytime, freshen with Pond's. You will be rewarded with the satiny texture that holds make-up evenly—the radiance of a skin kept clean and invigorated to its depths!

Try this a few days. The coupon, with 10c, will bring you enough for nine treatments.

Pond's Cold Cream is absolutely pure and germ-free.

MRS. GEORGE BOLLING LEE of VIRGINIA
beautiful and distinguished wife of the grandson of the Illustrious General Robert E. Lee, says: "Pond's Cold Cream completely removes lines, keeps my contour firm and lifted. I use it every night to cleanse my skin. It seems to lift dust and grime right out of my pores."

Mail this Coupon—for Generous Package!
POND'S, Dept. G48, Clinton, Conn.
I enclose 10c (for cover postage and packing) for special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 2 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name

Street

City

State
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Could the “Sheik” Win Hearts Today?

(Continued from page 15)

Valentine’s name came up again and again. The demand for another Valentine would not be stilled permanently, it seemed, until, finally, the women themselves solved the problem for the moviemakers by abandoning all desire for the one perfect screen hero who had everything, and compromising on the next best.

It became evident that some women liked some male stars for their human qualities; others for their drawing-room manners; others for their humor; others for their love-making.

It became apparent, too, that some male stars appealed to certain types of women, and to them alone. But no star, except Clark Gable, has appealed to so many different types of women, and Gable thus becomes the closest runner-up to Valentine. Yet, popular as he is, he has never come within the circle of complete appeal among all things to all women—as did Valentine.

There are women now who go to picket to hear voices—Bing Crosby’s, Nelson Eddy’s, Dick Powell’s, John Boles’.

There are others who are Fred Astaire fans because of his singing and dancing. Still others go for the continental appeal of Robert Donat, Maurice Chevalier, Francis Lederer.

The shrewd, suave, iron-fist-in-white-kid-glove type like Ricardo Cortez, George Raft, Jack LaRue, attracts a number of women; the airy, charming type, spoiled in the Ivory Park Avenue manner, boyish, lightly romantic (like Fredric March in his lighter moods, and Bob Montgomery, in most of his roles), draws other women.

The American Arrow-collared, regular-type kind, the kind of man who can be the cock-of-the-world and yet boyishly awkward, appealingly clumsy and pretty much like the men in real life that American women know best and usually marry—Gable, William Powell, the always dependable and durable Ronald Colman (with the touch of the bacchus, according to the pictures), Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Ralph Bellamy—

So, when occasionally Nature demands the assistance of a laxative, take yours in chocolate. Take Ex-Lax. Not only because it is pleasant to take than some nasty-tasting cathartics. But because it is mild—gentle—safe. Because doctors, nurses, physical trainers recommend it . . . and use it themselves.

For because 28 years it has proved its merit.

Don’t poison your palate with unpleasant tasting cathartics. Don’t poison your system with harsh ones. Enjoy safe, gentle relief . . . by taking just a little piece of delicious chocolate with the word EX-LAX stamped upon it. You must look for the “EX” to get Ex-Lax results. 10¢ and 25¢ boxes at any drug store.

When Nature forgets—remember EX-LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

...Then make genuine Ex-Lax your Laxative

A treat to your taste—gentle, painless, safe relief from constipation

What’s the most popular flavor in the world? Chocolate . . . of course! Everybody loves its deliciousness.

Diet Problems of the Stars

Conducted by DR. HENRY KATZ

I am a constant reader of New Movie and always read your “Diet Problems of the Stars,” conducted by Dr. Henry Katz.

Here is my problem. I am about twenty or twenty-five pounds overweight, and have been on a doctor’s diet for about a year, with no encouraging results. I have taken such things as ‘sacharin’ in place of sugar, ‘thoroid’ for my glands, cut out sweets, white bread and starchy foods. As I work as a hostess in a tea room, this requires power, as we see plenty of pastry, good food, etc.

“I am only five feet, three inches, and 29 years of age.

“Would it be possible for you to write out a diet for me to follow? Something for the season, as I must work in the meantime.”

A person can be made to lose weight simply by adhering rigidly to a proper diet. Such things as thyroid extract are of no value, unless controlled by one who knows how to use it.

A girl of your height and age should weigh about 124 pounds. Once you have reached this weight and maintained it for a while by adhering to your diet, you will find it easier to stay at that constant weight.

The cardinal principle of a reducing diet is that your calorie intake be less than the number of calories your body uses in the course of a day, so that your body is obliged to burn its excess dead weight. This object is attained, as I said by a diet low in calories—a diet in which your intake of starch and fatty foods is cut as much as possible.

I am including here some low-calorie diets.

Breakfast
Fresh Peach Omelet Thin Slice Toast Skimmed Milk Lancheon Clear Soup American Cheese Orange Salad Bran Roll Milk and Muffin
Tomato Consomme Broiled Fish String Beans Celery Cole Slaw Raspberries with Cream and Sugar Black Coffee
Breakfast
Huckleberries with Sugar, Whole Milk Cornflakes with Sugar, Skimmed Milk Bran Muffin Butter Clear Coffee Fruit Cocktail Roast Chicken Celery Salad Squash Black Coffee American Cheese Supper
Clear Soup Chicken Salad Bran Muffin Cauliflower Lemon Ice Tea
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Men can't take their eyes off you when you wear the new bright Cutex Nails...

If you want excitement, try the new Cutex Coral, Cardinal or Ruby Nails. The Cutex lustre will keep you in the lime-light! And, remember, the 7 lovely Cutex shades are created by the world's manicure authority. They're absolutely fashion-right. Cutex flows on smoothly, without blotching. Stays on for days and won't peel, crack or chip. In two forms now—Crème or Clear. The Crème hides nail blemishes. Get the whole Cutex range of colors tomorrow, at your favorite store! Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

...and now a lipstick to match every shade of Nail Polish...

Perfect harmony between your lips and finger tips from now on! Cutex now gives you 4 lipsticks to match or tone in with your nail polish. They're grand quality. Ideally creamy—without being greasy. Permanent, but not a bit drying. They go on beautifully. Natural, Coral, Cardinal, Ruby.

Mail 14¢ with this coupon

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. Z-Z-7
181 Hudson Street, New York City
I enclose 14¢ for the new Cutex Make-up Set which includes one shade of polish and 3 other
make-up essentials, together with sample of matching
lipstick, as checked below.
Natural □ Coral □ Cardinal □ Ruby □

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
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She Chews

(Continued from page 36)

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPERSION

MUM HELPS is on sanitary napkins. Don’t worry about this cause of unpleasantness any more. Use Mum!

She Chews

but the person she cheats is herself

She cheats herself out of good times, good friends, good jobs—perhaps even out of a good marriage.
And all because she is careless! Or, unbelievable, as it is, because she has never discovered this fact.

That socially refined people never welcome a girl who offends with the unpleasant odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.

There’s little excuse for it these days. For there’s a quick, easy way to keep your underarms fresh, free from odor all day long. Mum!

Could the “Sheik” Win Hearts Today?

(Continued from page 36)

accent is an asset of his personality—is among the high-priced male stars—$150,000 a picture, two pictures a year.

Francis Lederer, who made women swoon when he burst on Broadway in “Autumn Crocus” and revived the cult of the matinee idol, has dark brown eyes that glow like open fireplaces, and that intangible, provocative something in his temperament that Valentino had—but not to the same degree.

His screen career has not given him the opportunity to be the sensation among women that his two stage appearances in “Cat and the Fiddle” and “Autumn Crocus” provided. He was cast as an Eskimo by RKO in “Man of Two Worlds,” a singularly inept choice for the young heat wave from Prague. Lederer, six feet tall, one hundred fifty pounds, has “it” and fire and the ability to excite by remote control, from across the footlights, miles from suburban sewing circles, stenographers from Wall Street, debs from Park Avenue, and countesses from New England.

He’s 28. Give him time—and some good pictures.

CORTEZ, Raft and LaRue are the villain-you-love-to-touch-you types; and when they’re heroes, they have about them a distinctly sinister quality of brooding or actual mystery that gets the girls who like to guess and wonder—about the facts of life and the factors therein. Cortez, in particular, has a tearing quality that pulls women’s hearts right out of their bosoms, a gift that increases his popularity with a large section of the more sentimentally inclined among women with deep-rooted maternal instincts intertwined with their romantic impulses.

Freddie March, Bob Montgomery and the gallery of 100 per cent American real-guy types—Gable, Tone, Powell, Baxter, Bellamy et al—are all exceptionally versatile actors who have played in a variety of roles, living courageously, dying heroically, laughing and crying through life, being misunderstood and too well understood, being victims of wiles and the wily users of same—all in all, the kind of fellow who bobs up everywhere in America. You see him at the country club, the beach, in the Pullman, the transcontinental busses, on the steamers and the ferries, in the trolleys and the de luxe roadsters. He works in a bank sometimes, in a gas station often; he’s a small town boy and a big city fellow. He’s a cross-section of American male, this type. When he’s glorified in the movies he’s every girl’s ideal, for he’s the prototype of her adored brother, her football hero, her fiancée—and always, the husband she’d like to have.

English stars who have won American women fans are Leslie Howard and Herbert Marshall and Ronald Colman. Howard, a great actor, with a delicacy and strength, with a spiritual quality and physical charm, with sensitiveness and wit, has won a following that is so much intellectual as it is average. That, in itself, is a tribute. Marshall’s appeal is also on the side of acting and charm—charm of an evanescent, unutterable quality, very mysteriousness of which makes him alluring.

When America was in the grip of prohibition and its attendant evils, when the gangster was glorified in movies because he represented a contemporary part of American life and was attractive even when he repelled, American women took to Edward G. Robinson and Jimmy Cagney. Both of them symbolized brute strength, ruthlessness; maleness rather than masculinity, a quality still appreciated by American women who like their men to be men.

They were so evil on the screen, these two, that they were attractive. They brought to life in movies the men whose dark deeds were being scarred across newspaper headlines. They injected into life that fearsome quality that makes home more attractive and causes endless speculation about the evil deed.

With the virtual passing of the gangster on the heels of prohibition those qualities of rugged strength which had caused Cagney and Robinson to be selected to push people around, take others for rides, and go trampling roughshod on laws, customs and life generally, were translated into more heroic, normal roles which in Robinson’s case have been definitely inspiring and thrilling and, in Cagney’s, on the lighter, more humorous side, intensely amusing and entertaining—the tough guy with the heart of gold who gives the bully his come-uppance. The movie makers found that Robinson’s ruthlessness would fit nicely into stories of earlier, more ruthless Americans who pioneered in the creation of America as a great nation out of a wilderness. As Cagney in the old days he is the embodiment of the independent middle-class young American, both these stars mirror a new and more constructive phase of life in these United States.

Valentino, wherever Valhalla is, must look upon the divided loyalties of women and find Valhalla even more satisfying.

Two and three and sometimes four thousand letters a day come to him, from his faithful fans, back in those early days when the screen had only one hero whose name was Valentino.

What the answer is very simple. He gave the women what they wanted, what every woman everywhere wants.

Roberta: “It’s inherent in all persons, that desire,” he said once, “and lacking in almost all lives. I understand that desire. I cannot, I guess, you have at times been moved by it and I cannot release from sorrow, from pain, from boredom. I give them Romance, those who come to the darkened theater seeking in the shadowplay a little moment when they can get away from the harsh realities of life. And that is why they will never find my successor. It can’t be done.”

He may have been truly prophetic, realizing perhaps that he symbolized an age that would pass with his passing, that era of the nineteen twenties, an age that was acutely romantic in its post-war desire to find in superlatives of joy, of freedom, of life, of love, a complete panacea for the black horror that had befogged all lives remotely or intimately touched by the war.

So for Valentino and Valhalla, the toast: “Le Roi est mort, vive le Roi!”

There IS no new king to wish a long life. The toast is complete only when it is halved. It is a fitting epitaph, its finality a tribute to the one screen lover who meant all to all women.
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These newer Kodak features show what your old camera lacks

YOU SIMPLY CAN'T SHOW your picture-taking ability with an out-of-date camera — any more than you can show your driving ability with an obsolete car.

Older cameras simply don’t measure up to 1935 standards. Look at these new models. Check over their features. To their other fine points, add better lenses and shutters than you could ever before buy at the price.

Get behind a new Kodak or Brownie and find how skillful you really are. See for yourself what infinitely better pictures you get. Your dealer has the model you want. Kodaks from $5 up; Brownies as low as $1. What other pastime will give you so much for so little? . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. . . . Only Eastman makes the Kodak.

BROWNIE — Old reliable of the picture-making world. The finest models ever, called the Six-16 and the Six-20, have the clever Diway lens for sharp pictures of near and distant subjects. Extra-large finders. Six-16 Brownie makes 2⅛ x 4½-inch pictures, costs $3.75 . . . the Six-20 makes 2⅝ x 3⅜-inch pictures, costs $3.
The C's Have It
(Continued from page 19)

The most acute cases of "openess of character" exist. During seven months in the East I've remained in the city only ten evenings and seen but three shows. It isn't New York. It's just that "I reckon the city's kinda git me down and I'm darned glad to git back to the farm fur my nights."

I did not, however, expect to find the young and dashing Colbert with any mental hayseeds in her keen mind. She's got 'em, by gosh! And I found out why but wait, I'm getting ahead of myself. The cart before the horse or the party before the broadcast. Neither is practical as you will see. It was arranged that I would send in for Claudette. I asked if there was anyone she would like to bring out with her. "Not here," she said, which led me to think that there might be someone somewhere.

"Shall I call out my reserves?"

"That's for me!" she said. "I'd much rather just have a good visit with you." I was flattered to the eyebrows. She had never met my young husband and probably thought he had been left in Hollywood, not knowing that my views on half life are as narrow as her own slim hips. As long as one is in the game, I say no "time out" to pick up another set of signals. I told her I was going to risk all and give my Benedict the joy of an hour's drive with her.

"That will be fine!" said Cleopatra Colbert.

"I hope so!" said hold-your-man Janis.

Claudette gave those two husky staccato sounds which constitute the ever ready Colbert chuckle. "Flatterer! I don't work that fast," she said.

Saturday—My young man up betimes and to shaving, combing, brushing, to say nothing of anticipating. He left the Manor at eleven A.M. At eleven A.M. Miss Colbert on the phone! Miss Colbert with a "code id de doce" and a temperature of 101. "No broadcast tomorrow, if you get out of bed today," the Doctor said. "I'm furious!" Claudette sniffed, but I don't dare take a chance." I agreed that it would be pretty sad to do nearly a week's work and not be in on the pay-off. "Your poor husband!" He will hate me the rest of his life, taking that long ride all the way in to town and all the way back for nothing. Is there any way you can stop him?" Claudette said.

"Don't worry about him. Just get well for tomorrow and I'll call you after the broadcast."

Well, I was worried enough about the young man's fruitless quest to call my friends, the cops at Yonkers, which is half way to New York. Well, one blond and handsome young man in a blue De Soto coupe pinned at Yonkers. At least he thought he was until my motorcycle arm of the law said, "Elsie says come back home!"

Claudette's broadcast showed the results of all that rehashing. She was splendid in a condensed version of the comedy, "Holiday." At least she was handsome to collect his information. Many stars of stage and screen on their first introduction to the great unseen audience are script-conscious, and no wonder. I spent three hours learning to say lines without one and then find that they are not permitted to say lines without one.

The broadcast over, Claudette started vacationing with real Colbertian vigor, which in spite of her rather frail appearance is tremendous. Theaters, night clubs, parties given in honor of the visiting "ward-grabber-offer." It was, consequently, a fairly tired gal who arrived at the Manor house the following Sunday.

No, my young man did not drive her out. Having many a trysture of wild generosity, I reverted to type. Claudette came out with another handsome and blond young man. We were six at lunch and had no sooner started nibbling than another young man who had evidently given up reading the papers for Leni said, "Do you think Claudette, "How is Nick?" Nick being the name by which most of his pre-marriage men friends address Norman Foster—the charming young man who up to time of going to press is still the husband of Claudette Colbert. It had been my intention to disprove the pleasant surprise by proving that there was one stop on her vacation itinerary where she would not be asked anything about her husband. Unfortunately I had not rehearsed my guests. "How is Nick?"

The airy query bounced across the table and landed right between the Colbert super-orbs.

"Nick?" She smiled quizzically, "Oh, you mean Nick Jr. I never could understand that Nick business. I never called him Nick. I—" She smiled again, charmingly, as she added, "but I believe he is fine. You know I haven't seen him for five months."

Obviously the young man did not know. Neither did I, but believe me Norman Foster as a subject of light conversation dropped into the clam broth just in time to be removed.

Claudette sat opposite me facing the early afternoon sunlight which floods the little dining-room of the aged Manor House. I had a great opportunity to study her as she talked. Two men on either side of her kept her fairly busy. At my end of the table I listened, which was a great change for me, and I should think a delightful change for my young man. She looked extremely young. Not that she isn't, but she looked like a child at times. A simple brown tricot dress with what would have been a Buster Brown collar a few years ago and probably has some swell new name now. I wouldn't know.

Claudette is consistently interesting, but I was astounded at her occasional flashes of naiveté. Not the assumed kind either, because she really muffed a couple of triple meanings that I slipped in from my quiet (?) end of the table. The next minute she would sound like old lady Aristotle to herself. Her modesty about the award is not so much modesty as it is sense of humor. She cracks little jokes about it, which is the modern manner of receiving any honor, but you feel that she is mighty glad she won it.

All four men were obviously much intrigued by the simplicity and naturalness of the lady who happens to be their favorite screen actress. One gent in particular, who had confided to me beforehand that he thought she really must be Cleopatra. I have not seen him to corroborate any notions, but if he expected Claudette to have any of Cleo's barge manners he must have been disappointed. Claudette's seductive manner lies in her complete unawareness of it. Naturalness is her keynote and so far as I see or hear she is generally right on price.

I've heard lots of tales out in Hollywood about her temperament, her arrogance, and her stubbornness. I've also heard about her"... (Please turn to page 42)
"Only in Kotex can you find these 3 satisfying comforts

CAN'T CHAFE • CAN'T FAIL • CAN'T SHOW

Three exclusive features solve three important problems every woman faces. I explain them to you here because there is no other place for you to learn about them."

Mary Rhoda, Author of "Marjorie May's Birthday"

To prevent all chafing and all irritation, the sides of Kotex are cushioned in a special, soft, downy cotton. That means lasting comfort and freedom every minute Kotex is worn.

A special center layer is in the heart of the pad. It has channels to guide moisture the whole length of the pad—thus avoids accidents. And this special center gives "body" but not bulk to the pad in use. No twisting.

I've always felt that the real facts on this intimate subject were withheld from women. So here I present information every woman should know.

I realize that most sanitary napkins look pretty much alike. Yet they aren't alike either in the way they're made or in the results they give. For only genuine Kotex offers the 3 exclusive features that bring you the comfort and safety you seek. And with Kotex now costing so little and giving so much, other kinds are really no economy.

Remember, the Kotex absorbent, Cellucotton (not cotton), is 5 times as absorbent as cotton. It is the identical absorbent used in the majority of our leading hospitals. Women who require extra protection find Super Kotex ideal. For emergency, Kotex is in West Cabinets in ladies' rest rooms.

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!

No wonder thousands are buying this truly remarkable Kotex sanitary belt! It's conveniently narrow—easily adjustable to fit the figure. And the patented clasp does away with pins entirely. You'll be pleased with the comfort... and the low price.

Try the New Deodorant Powder... "Quest", for personal daintiness. Available wherever Kotex is sold.
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The C's Have It

Hills. The house is to be, in fact, it

nearly is right now (of course it

will be by the time you read this), Old

English. It sits far back in the Hills.

"Not perched on top of one like a glor-

ified clif dwelling as so many are. I've

got plenty of ground," Claudette said

proudly, "and the garden is going to be

marvellous!" I supposed I was in the

midst of the delphiniums. Again she

has proved her caseyness by waiting

years of undisputed access in films be-

fore making the gesture that most stars

make before the ink on the exercised

option is dry.

I got in an effort to make you think,

that I didn't find out a few more things

about this Franco-American charmer,

but I found them out upstairs in my

sanctum sanctorum after lunch. Her

new hair and my old hair both came

down a bit as we talked. Claudette

thinks a lot about public opinion. If I

got a divorce, that is if we decided to

Etle, do you think people would think--"

I interrupted briskly. "Concentrate

on your screen performances and don't

worry about what people think as long

as you are not hurting anyone. As

long as you keep on turning in successes

like 'Torch Singer,' 'Cleopatra,' 'It

Happened One Night,' 'Private Lives,'

'Worlds,' the public will go to see you

and admire you no matter who you are

married to or divorced from. Give a

few bad performances and they will

leave you flat whether your halo is

worn at the conventionally discreet

distance or tip tilted and whisking

eyes. 'Croyez moi, ma petite amie!' I added

and suddenly we were off in a cloud of

French. When she spoke her native

tongue she is a couple of other gals. In

English she is all American but en

Francais the Latin side leaps forward

to remind us that it is responsible

for a lot of the Colbert charm.

Incidentally, I'm not sure that the

word "cagery" didn't come from France

by way of England just after the War.

Anyway, vive la France, vive la Colbert,

vive la Old English House in Holmby

Hills and vive the idea that perhaps

Claudette is going to buy that 18th

King's pattern Georgian silver which

has been in a vault for years and is

acquired by a desire to go to work for

a Queen.

NEWS FLASH!

Two minutes only, and a per-

fectly serviceable glass becomes a thing

of individuality and beauty, with

your own monogram perma-

nently etched on it. For further

information write to Jane Dale,

Shopping Editor, care of New

Movie Magazine, 55 Fifth

Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Now a finer
MASCARA
THAT GIVES YOUR LASHES
GREATER BEAUTY

The new and improved Emollient Winx brings three
superiorities, giving your lashes real allure:

1. It will not smart the eyes. It is tear-proof, smudge-
proof, absolutely harmless.

2. Its soothing, emollient oils keep lashes soft and silky
with no danger of brittleness.

3. It has a greater spreading capacity, overcoming the
artificial look of an ordinary mascara.

Buy a box of this perfected cake Winx today—only 10c—
see how easily it gives your lashes a long, silky effect,
gives your eyes accent and charm. Once you try the
new Emollient Winx no ordinary mascara can satisfy.

Emollient
WINX
MASCARA

Ross Company, 243 West 17th Street, New York, N. Y.
Who Pays the Bills in a Two-Star Family?

(Continued from page 4)

Many Hollywood marital upheavals can be attributed to his very thing. Of course this doesn't apply in my case because, as a matter of fact, Mr. Thalberg makes more money than I do.

The actual earnings of a motion picture star extend over a limited number of years. We can't count on more than one year's popularity of the moment. We hope we may continue for a long time, but we never know.

I never mention my money in front of Mr. Thalberg. I never pay for anything in front of him. He cured me of that a long time ago. Now I'd let him change a five hundred dollar bill to buy me a magazine, a soda or a stick of gum before I'd take a nickel out of my purse.

"I buy my own clothes because I feel that a woman's clothes are a gift to her husband. And, besides, I like to feel free to extravagant gifts in his direction. If I were spending Mr. Thalberg's money for clothes, I'd worry about it. Yet that he would object, but I'd feel that I should be more economical because it was his money. Then you can't expect any man to understand what a woman's clothes should cost when they do.

Mr. Thalberg gives me my furs and jewels and advance gift times. The last things all come from him.

"My husband and I have the same business manager, but our accounts are kept separate. He handles all bills and gives me money I buy gifts for my personal friends, but presents for mutual friends are paid for by Mr. Thalberg."

BEBE DANIELS and Ben Lyon have worked out an entirely different system for handling their respective incomes.

"We never mention money in our house," Bebe told me. "That is, money as belonging to either Ben or myself. We just put our earnings together and count them as one. We have the same business manager and the same bank account. Ben attends to most of the business affairs, and I run the house. We buy our cars or anything along that line together. We've found that the wisest solution.

"Of course the clothes problem is no problem for me because I have a dress shop and all of my things come from there."

RUBY KEELER has little or nothing to say about the family finances, for Al Jolson has very definite ideas on the subject, insists that things be handled his way.

When Ruby first started to work in pictures, Al said that he wanted it handled that he was to continue to pay all the bills. He will not let Ruby buy a dress, a handkerchief or even a soda water. He has only one thing on his mind, and that is to pay off the debts. Ruby can do with the money she earns—she can save it or give it away.

With some of her money Ruby has purchased a home for her family at Toluca Lake. Christmas and birthdays are the only occasions on which some of her family goes out. Mr. and Mrs. Killian and their son, Aden, live in a hotel in Hollywood. Mr. and Mrs. Killian have a daughter, but she is grown and lives in her own apartmnet.

Doctors Say Morning Is the Best Time to End CONSTIPATION


doctors say morning is the best time to treat constipation. That's just common sense. Any woman knows that a laxative drug, if kept in her sys

tem all night, is liable to harm delicate tissues somehow, some way. That's why doctors say, "Wait until morning before taking a laxative. Then, if nature still refus-
es, you can always depend on safe, gentle Pluto Water for a natural flush within an hour."

50,000 Doctors Recommend It

50,000 doctors recommend Pluto Water, the saline mineral water that comes from French Lick Springs. And here are four important reasons why it is prefered above all other forms of laxatives:

1. First, it is not a drug or a medic- ine and is therefore non-habit-forming.

2. Pluto is gentle—it simply softens and cleanses.

3. Pluto is a true digestive stimulant.

4. It is practically tasteless when properly used—1/2 to 1/3 Pluto, 4/5 water.

The stars will tell you that no system for the solving of money problems can be laid down as the most successful because it depends so much on the temperament, the earnings and the philosophy of the individuals involved that each couple must work it out for themselves.

SALLY EILERS and Harry Joe Brown handle their affairs in almost the same manner as the Thalbergs. However, Sally does not buy her own clothes.

"Harry wants to pay for everything that I would have as Mr. Brown," said Sally. "He pays all the household expenses and buys my clothes. We have three bank accounts, Sally Eilers, Harry Joe Brown and Sally Brown. The Sally Brown account is kept up by Harry, and I draw on it to pay the household bills."

"I pay all the expenses incurred by my work. For instance, I pay for my maid and chauffeur because it would not be necessary to have two chauffeurs or a maid at the studio if I did not work.

"I pay my secretary and take care of my own family responsibilities. If it's necessary to buy clothes for the screen, I pay for them, but Harry buys everything I wear off screen. Harry says he feels better about handling it in that manner."

JOAN BLONDELL and George Barnes go fifty-fifty on expenses. Ann Dvorak and Leslie Fenton also put their money together, and Leslie manages their business affairs.

Joel McCrea pays all the bills in the McCrea-Frances Duell household. Frances buys things for the house and for herself out of her own money if she wants to, but Joel is the head of the house and pays all the bills. Frances says she feels better about handling it that way.

"Her conscience is her guide as to what she does with her own salary," says Joel.

FLORENCE ELDREDGE works in pictures only around Christmas time. She is such a capable actress that there is always a place for her on the screen, but she prefers to remain just Mrs. Freddie March. However, she says that she never could get used to the idea of buying Freddie's Christmas presents and those for her own family with Freddie's money—so she sees to it that she does not see any checks out of her own coming in around the holiday season.

ALL the household bills in the Cedric Gibbons-Dolores Del Rio home are paid by Mr. Gibbons. From her salary Dolores takes care of her personal wardrobe and buys such knick-knacks as she chooses for the house.

When Adrienne Ames and Bruce Cabot were first married, they worked out a detailed plan for the handling of their money. Bruce pays all the household bills. Adrienne buys her clothes, pays her beauty shop, maid and secretar-

Sally, she takes care of all the expenses pertaining to the upbringing of her daughter paying for her school, clothes, and doctor bills. Adrienne also pays the ins-

The old adage that "the woman always pays" doesn't go in Hollywood, at least financially speaking. The consensus of opinion among the women stars seems to be that it pays them not to pay either household or per-
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SAVE THAT WAVE with Lorraine Hair Nets when you're playing golf, tennis or hiking. All shades, including grey and white. In double and single mesh, cap and fringe shape, regular and bob size.

LORRAINE COMBS
A comb for your dressing table and one for every handbag! Bobby, pocket, dressing and barber combs of A-1 hard rubber. Black and mahogany. Also acetate combs in ivory, coral, green, blue, pink, red, maize, orchid. Solid color or pearl effect.

LORRAINE SWITCHES
Switches for a new hair line! Lorraine Switches, in real human hair in all shades, make smart, good-looking braids. Light, medium and dark browns, blonde, black, auburn and platinum. 22 inches long.

For swimming, slip a Lorraine Water Wave Net under your cap—and SAVE YOUR WAVE! Strong meshes assure long wear. It is also a valuable aid in setting your hair after a shampoo.

SAVE THAT WAVE while you sleep—with a Lorraine Water Wave Sleeping Cap. All natural hair shades; also pastels: pink, orchid, blue, rose, tangerine, green, jade.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT F. W. WOOLWORTH CO 5 and 10 CENT STORES
Make them attractive with Maybelline EYE BEAUTY AIDS

- You cannot be really charming unless your eyes are attractive, and it is so easy to make them so instantly with the lovely, pure Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.

First a light touch of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your eyelids to intensify the color and sparkle of your eyes, then form graceful, expressive eye-brows with the smooth - marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Now a few, simple brush strokes of harmless Maybelline Mascara to your lashes to make them appear long, dark, and luxuriant, and presto—your eyes are beautiful and most alluring!

Care for your lashes by keeping them soft and silky with the pure Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream—to be applied nightly before retiring, and be sure to brush and train your brows with the dainty, specially designed Maybelline Eyebrow Brush. All Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may be had in purse sizes at all leading 10c stores. Insist on genuine Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids to be assured of highest quality and absolute harmlessness.

Ralph Is My Pal
(Continued from page 21)

If I seem to stress this point it is only because I think it explains so much of his personality, so many of his actions. It is indeed fortunate that he is married to a girl like Catherine who shares this same outlook on life. I can't imagine two people more ideally mated. Catherine is a girl with a marvelous background. During her youth she lived in London where she met the most interesting and colorful personalities of the Continent (her mother was editor of the London Vogue) and when she married Ralph gave up a brilliant stage career of her own . . . just as Florence did in my case. Ralph and I frequently "kid" the girls demanding to know how two such intellectual ladies happened to "take up" with a couple of mid-Western hicks like us and devote their lives to "improving our minds." Many people look on the Bellamys as allied with the "artistic, intellectual" circles of Hollywood, New York and London, completely ignoring the fact that a great many well-intentioned people would be unable to keep the engagement as they were riding as far as Palm Springs with Mr. and Mrs. William Daniel Bellamy who were on route to New York by motor. The Bellamys said they'd be seeing us in a few days.

It was exactly three months before we put eyes on them again. In Palm Springs they had decided on the spur of the moment to drive all the way to New York with the Steeles and they wired the servants to close the house. But that is not all. In New York they went down to see other friends off to Europe . . . and decided to sail with them at the last moment! This, mind you, began with the Palm Springs . . . "back in a few days!"

Nor is this anything unusual. I understand his studio has threatened to hire him to accompany Ralph and Catherine whenever they decided to "see someone old," as they think nothing of setting out in a car or a taxi with the driver and a couple of toothbrushes between them.

They are confirmed "spur of the momenters." Six months ago they bought a farm in Connecticut (they were just passing through) and they haven't seen it since! At the time of the purchase it was supposed to be the site of their future home. Now they're talking about building in California!

In view of Ralph's unprecedented mania for living (at least it seems hectic to such staid old tax-payers as Florence and me) one might suspect a little jealously that he may be searching for some more "adventure." Nothing could be further from the truth. I've never known anyone so thoroughly capable of handling an emergency without being hastened by his curiosity to be had some much experience in living them!

The day of the disastrous Southern California earthquake, Ralph and I were working in Hollywood at our respective studios . . . and Florence and Catherine decided to leave Los Angeles and drive home 70 miles away. No sooner was that dreadful jar over, or the worst of it, when I received a call from Ralph.

"We've got to get going," he yelled into the phone. "I've just had word that the worst damage was at Long Beach . . . buildings are completely demolished.

... fire is liable to break out at any minute . . ." Laguna is only a short distance from Long Beach, scene of the greatest disaster, so we were beside-ourselves with worry.

Five minutes later Ralph picked me up and we were on our way. My only thought was to get to Florence and little Penelope . . . every other detail had left my mind. It was Ralph who, in his own way managed to remember to get a police pass that would get us through the lines of the barricaded streets! Without it it would have been utterly impossible to get through. When we arrived we found the girls calmly cooking dinner and thoroughly surprised to see us on the scene. We were so relieved we had three highballs then and there . . .!"

I always feel that a man gets to know a great deal about another man by the way he handles alcohol. Some of the "best guys" I have ever known when they aren't drinking do a right-about-face and become quarrelsome, argumentative and quite impossible when they get in the same room with a bottle of brandy. With Ralph it's this way . . . he doesn't drink much or often. But when he does make it makes not the slightest difference in his appearance or his manner. He drinks as he does everything else, like a gentleman.

Though he loves discussion on all subjects from religion to politics he refuses to argue and is the first tactfully to "sign off" any conversation that is reaching the heated stage. He loathes rows and will do anything to avoid them . . . or make sure of the mere outline of argument. I have seen him sit and swallow ideas which I knew were foreign to his private beliefs without any sign of disagreement. When I have questioned him about it later he has said: "But he wasn't expounding ideas . . . only prejudices.

This tactful manners has earned him the reputation of being extremely easy to get along with . . . and a few minutes in his company may have the idea that it would be easy to take advantage of him. On the contrary, it is impossible to fool him. His knack of seeing through people is astonishing. He might give and listen carefully to the outlining of some "gold brick" scheme merely because his attention was attracted . . . but he would not be fooled for a minute. He might deliberately "draw out" the wise guy and let him think he had pretty much got his money. Then it was all over the spellbinder would be exactly nowhere. It is impossible to talk him into anything. He resents high pressure salesmanship in everything from politics to religion.

To his work in Hollywood he brings the same sane and serious attitude that is so apparent in every other important thing in his life. He is wholly uncorrupted by Hollywood—{

...}
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Now you, too, may have the captivating charm all girls desire. The fascinating appearance your friends will admire.
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Marchand's Golden Hair Wash in the new gold and brown package is waiting for you at your drug store. Start using it.
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MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH,
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Getting Back at Eve

(Continued from page 27)

Wally Beery, James Cagney, Paul Muni, Charlie Ruggles. Men who are in the comedy. When it comes to romance men seek it in a parked car rather than on the screen.

Recently I read an article by a woman explaining Mr. Gable’s special appeal to women. She said women flock to his picture because they are emotionally starved. What’s the matter with the guys? For years we’ve been told the American man aren’t romantic enough for an American woman. Honey! Even the Midvins can’t seem to satisfy them.

Personally I don’t think women are as “idealistic” as producers believe, not the young ones anyhow. Each week I see more of them at the newsreel theaters. Mr. Goldwyn says men see pictures with their minds while women see them with their hearts. Yet George Bernard Shaw titled his book “Intelli-
gent Woman’s Guide to Socialism” because, he said, women are the reading thinkers in America today. Certainly they have supported his campaign for loveless films as “Chapayev,” “David Copperfield,” “The Lives of a Bengai Lancer” and “Ruggles of Red Gap.”

The sexes found common interest in “It Happened One Night” because it was honest. Men certainly do not object to romance when it is treated realistic-
ically with its inherent comedy. God knows we all support Miss West in her honest endeavors.

Frank Capra, the young Italian humanist who directed “It Happened One Night,” says: “If you could take the actor out of this picture, pictures pictures would be better.”

That has been the cry of every honest director since D. W. Griffith, who once said: “Everyone can act except an actor.”

The proof is children. They are all natural actors until they become professional. The same applies to adults.

FOR spontaneous realism there isn’t an actress in Hollywood who can compete with Miss Shirley Temple. And after seeing some of the gibberish and snippliness insinuated, with no memory for their lines, I should say Miss Temple, who always knows her and can even prompt her fellow players with theirs, rates pretty high in the intelligence tests too.

Frank Bartholomew is awesome even in such a superlative cast of play-
ers as “David Copperfield” presents.

I’m no fan for kiddie actors but I’ll lie down and roll over for Mickey Rooney. As Puck in the Hollywood Bowl performance of “Midsummer Night’s Dream” he impressed me more with Shakespeare than I ever gleaned from stage or classroom. The boy was pure translation.

Jackie Coogan at four was co-starring with Chaplin because Chaplin considered the child an equal. So did Jackie Cooper when he held his own with such a trained sparring partner as champ Wally Beery.

Even among the Kiddies the Adams seem to lead the Eves.

But give the Eves a chance. They haven’t been acting for as long as the Adams. Their wants facts or emotions.
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Hollywood Scares Hell Out of Me

"Is Arlen really an actor, after all?"

Well ... am I?

That's another thing I haven't learned in my years of Hollywood service. That's not phony, mind you, either. It is, instead, a delicate point that has always intrigued me. After the release of such pictures as "Wings" . . . "Lady of the Mist" and "Touchdown," I was called by the newspaper gentry such endearing terms as: "let that sterling actor, the splendid performer and so on down to such nice-to-hear adjectives as 'swell . . . sincere . . . natural charm . . . and talented." On occasion, since that time, I have been rated by the same critics as "Dick Arlen, as usual, . . . Arlen walked through his part or . . . the disputable ability of Dick Arlen." I ask you!

The greatest opportunity of my career came in "Wings" for which I was paid $75.00 a week. Since I got over the $7,000.00 a week hurdle, I haven't had anything to compare with it . . . and all the while at the same studio! Over and over again, I ask myself the same question: Was I thinking in Wings and "Touchdown" . . . or was I really doing a capable acting job?" I can't answer that question. But I am quite sure that if I was an actor then . . . still am.

Since leaving Paramount, I have done one picture: "Herdorado" and it has been very well received at the box office and by the critics. Who knows, maybe I am an actor again!

But the dangers and uncertainties of our profession are few compared to all the dangers of Hollywood. The personal, private-life hazards are just as great, just as frightening. Jobyna and I have been married eight years. During that time we have been ardently publicized as a "happy marriage" . . . maybe we've had too much of it. A little over a year ago, Ricky was born . . . and it was a crowning happiness for both of us. I had the impression that it was pretty well understood Jobyna and I would make a great team of things, that our marriage was more or less free from the scare-rumors that infest most Hollywood unions.

Yet, the other day I was playing golf at Lakeside when a newspaper reporter came tearing out of the clubhouse and dragged me away from my impatient foursome. "Listen, Dick," he panted, "you're an old friend of mine and I wanted to check with you before we did anything about the story. The tip just came into the desk that you and Joby have separated, that she's moved to Palm Springs with the baby and that your house is up for sale. Have you anything to say about it?"

Does Hollywood scare me? I'm telling you, the penetration stood out on my forehead. I was no good for golf after that. It took my breath away that such a story could come from a newspaper office . . . carrying such an implication . . . from such an innocent series of events.

It was perfectly true that Joby was at Palm Springs with the baby. She had gone down there for a little vacation and a chance to be a cold out of Ricky. I had given the servants a few days off because it was really easier for me to eat at the club. I was in town (and not at Palm Springs where I wanted to be) because I had been detained a few days for re-takes on the picture. But never, in my most Hollywood-scarred moments, did I ever dream that such circumstances could bring a divorce story . . . to be denied immediately . . . or be flashed on the wires all over the country as a rumor.

Suppose this friend of mine hadn't been able to locate me? Or, suppose his editor had decided to put through the story without bothering to investigate? Imagine Joby's feelings, to read such a thing in the papers. Realize my feelings, when I thought decently it was that I had been able to stop it!

I'm going to admit it. I'm scared of Hollywood rumors. Oh, of course, you can deny them and try to laugh them off. But, believe me, they actually do something to the people involved! True or not, they are equally terrifying. Even if your wife has the good sense not to become suspicious following every silly story . . . rumors have a way of making you both prisoners of: What will people say? You don't dare take a vacation apart because the old divorce rumor will start again. You become self-conscious, if you are caught walking across the lot to the studio restaurant with the leading woman in your latest picture. On parties, you must be careful not to dance too often with another woman . . . and your wife must be equally careful of her dances with other men. For the finger of suspicion will rest on you . . . and once it has pointed your way, you're never free of it again.

I think more marriages have been wrecked in Hollywood because of trying to live down the rumors of divorce . . . than by all the other women and other men put together.

But I can just hear you saying: "Yeah, sure, Dick, but when you have laid all your criticisms end-to-end, think of all the money you get. That ought to make up for everything . . ."

Well, I'm not going into the details about what happens to movie money in Hollywood . . . you've probably heard it all before. But along the government gets its half . . . your trust fund gets a portion of the balance and you live up to your reputation . . . there isn't even much for the get-rich-promoters. And, Lord knows, Hollywood has a promoter hanger from every tree looking for some of that so-called easy money from the movies! Hollywood may be uncertain on careers . . . death on happy marriages . . . and generally tough on the nervous system, but it's a magician where money is concerned! Now you see it . . . now you don't. And it isn't always with the baby.

I've known actors who have "invested themselves into the poor house" just as sensibly as others have thrown it away. For instance, there is the little matter of those business lots I own over in . . . but there, that's a sore point at our dinner table now, so I won't go into it. Seriously, though, Hollywood has the ability to send you straight up to Paradise at a million miles a minute . . . but before you get a chance to look around and get your bearings, ZOOM down you go again faster.

Your money is over two-quarters gone before you have a chance to count it . . . your home life and even your baby is constantly at the mercy of rumor and libel, and you know ten times as many questions as you ever will answer! I'm sincere when I say: Hollywood scares hell out of me!

Every summer, your face changes its color scheme! That bright sunlight makes it creamy instead of white—brown instead of creamy.

Only— sometimes—the creaminess is just unbecoming yellow. The brown is dull and dingy. The rose is hot and muddy! It's time for a new shade of powder! Not just any kind of powder, but one that actually transforms dull tan or hot reddiness into a sunny glow.

With an optical machine, Pond's found the surprising hidden tints in skin! Bright green—even in the brownest tans. Brilliant blue—even in the blondest. They found the tints to brighten a dull skin, to tone down high color. They blended these invisibly in Pond's new Face Powder.

There are these entire new Pond's shades will do to bring summer enchantment to your face:

Sun Tan (Dark Brunette)—different from any other sun powder. Gives a glow to dull tan—a lovely, sunny look to all skin—reduces over-hot coloring.

Rose Brunette—gives warmth to early or fading stages of tan.

Over 200 girls' skin color-analyzed to find the hidden tints in lovely skin now blended invisibly in Pond's new Face Powder.

Brunette—for a clear, creamy skin.

Rose Cream and Natural—if you are blonde and trying to keep your winter complexion.

To know which is yours, try all of these shades. When you test them for color, notice how smoothly this powder goes on—how closely it clings, yet never clogs the pores—and what a flattering finish it gives to even an outdoor skin.

Send now for your gift supply—enough of each shade for a full five-day test. You will discover the exact shades of Pond's Powder that will make your skin look its loveliest through every stage of its summer complexion.

5 different shades—Free! mail coupon today
(Foreign Office, Eastchester, New York)

Send coupon now for a free sample of Pond's new Powder, enough of each for a thorough 5-day test.
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These lovely women prefer
PARK & TILFORD'S
FAOEN
so will you!
I prefer FAOEN because it's different!

Comtesse de la Marie

Some call it Glamour—I call it FAOEN!

Where do those "short subjects" come from?
At the Vitaphone Studios, in the East, a chap named Sam Sax turns out two of them every week of the year. He is just rounding the one thousand mark. In five years he had made more stars than Hollywood has!

Coming from the Independent production field of Hollywood, Mr. Sax assumed charge of what the Warner Brothers considered their prize white elephant. In a short time he had carved out of chaos an organization that functioned with such perfect results, that what was meant to be an experiment became a permanent fixture. Thus, in the oldest studio in the United States, where such former great stars as Norma Talmadge, Anita Stewart, Edith Storey and Maurice Costello soared to the heights of stardom under the banner of the old Vitagraph, a new University of motion picture acting came into being. Professor Sax, issued diplomas to Hollywood with such rapidity that Warner Brothers have practically built up their entire stock company with the graduates from Brooklyn.

Joan Blondell began her motion picture career in this Filmus Fraternity of the movies, as well as Jean Muir, Dick Powell, Lynn Tilton, Patricia Ellis, Phillip Reed, Hal LeRoy, Evelyn Knapp, Dorothy Dare and Pat O'Brien—all of whom have been or are now Warner stars or featured players.

Sylvia Sidney did her first picture in this studio, and the same is true of Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor, Lilian Roth, Joe Penner, Vivienne Osborne, Queenie Smith, Jimmy Dunn and Jack Haley. When Midge Evans was trying to come back in talking pictures Sam Sax gave her the opportunity in a two reeler, which led to her long-term contract at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. What Hollywood executive can show such a list of big names, and take the credit for their discovery?

Mr. Sax boasts, and rightfully, that his studio is the most complete in the East. Not only does he maintain a scenario department, a music department, a stock company; but a staff of directors, cameramen, publicity men and still-photographers. In his studio are three sound stages, a commissary, a rehearsal hall and a gym. With the whole of Broadway to draw upon for his talent he never has to resort to talent raids, like his brothers on the West Coast. He feels that in the next five years he will have created another hundred stars.

Hollywood Day by Day
(Continued from page 19)

Very forcibly, Joe Morrison says: "Sometimes I wish I'd never sung 'The Last Round-Up!' So that makes it uninteresting."

Paul Kelly got a "bird" the other day, but, seeing that it was just a little bluebird, Paul didn't take it too hard.

It seems that our recent phenomenal hailstorm just about wrecked the bird's nest, leaving this bedraggled little fellow, sole survivor and in a bad way.

Taking it in the house, Paul fixed up a warm berth for the bird and tried to coax it to have a spot of lunch with his family. But the little thing just turned its face to the wall and refused to touch a bit of it. After a frantic day, Paul discovered that there were birds... AND birds. And, the kind of food it takes to make a cow healthy is just as much dog biscuit to a bluebird.

So Paul and the whole family went on a fly, worm and bag hunt, and the way that birds went after the feast would do your heart good!

It's going to live, and Paul is so pleased with his bird. Now, if the two canaries will move up, "Bloomer Loosie" can stay right there just as long as he likes!

With a wardrobe stocked with the latest Paris creations, Ketti Gallian attended a smart dinner party wearing a gown that cost only a few dollars.

On location in the desert, Ketti had only lounging pajamas and riding clothes to her name when she ran into some old friends from Radio City. Asked to give her a formal dinner.

Dashing into Bakersfield, twenty-five miles from "location," Ketti found only one small store open, and the only half-way presentable gown in the place was a black affair.

That wouldn't have mattered so much, either, but later, when she sent out an SOS for the hotel manicure girl, the friends' cutie stopped by to walk in her in the identical model that Ketti was wearing!

We noticed Joan Crawford invariably standing up between scenes while other members of the cast slid down in their respective chairs and stayed there until the next call for "action!"

"How come?" we asked Joan, curiously.

"It all started because that period when Adrian was designing my gowns so tight that I couldn't sit down," she told us. "When he's the only one who can break the table on my clothes, I stood up long and became the! a habit that it just doesn't occur to me to sit down when I do have a chance!"

A friend of Mae West was all excited over his coming marriage.

"It's a gala day in my life!" he declared enthusiastically.

"Mmm-mm..." murmured Mae. "A gal a day ought to be enough for anybody!"

We always thought our Mae could "take it," but now, we sorrowfully relinquish the leather knurlers to Paul Coenney.

In a scene, Paul was supposed to take Mae in his arms and kiss her ardently (this being a rather to some guys) until Director Al Holl yelled "Cut!"
Hollywood Day by Day

But, Hall didn’t yell “Cut!” And, for three minutes, Mae and Paul stood, toe to toe, in osculatory embrace (some fans, kid!). It might have lasted longer, too, if Mae (and here’s where she disappointed us) hadn’t finally pulled out of the clack, glared at the about-ruined Hall and demanded to know “what’s the idea?”

So, our feda’s off to Cavanaugh, who instead of sending carted away, feet first, merely lighted himself a smoke and strolled off, nonchalant as you please.

Ah, there, Paul . . .

JOHNNY MACK BROWN happened to be just around the corner, the other night, when his five-year-old June Harriet, was saying her prayers.

Full of paternal pride, Johnny stood by until the child said her “now-playmate” and finished by blessing everybody in the house. Then, turning to the Brown police puppy who had been watching the proceedings with great interest, June Harriet said: “You better pray, too, ‘Baron.’ And you better pray hard. ’Cause I promised a kid down the street a couple of puppies, and if we don’t get ’em pretty quick, he’ll pull my hair!”

AN Dворак and Leslie Fenton are taking a course in German. And you’d be surprised at the reason. Coming into possession of a strange and rare animal, called a flesh-flavored dachshund, the kids discovered that he would take orders from no one unless said orders were given in German. So, Ann and Leslie dashed out to the nearest deutschmeister for instructions.

In, das ist ein schneitzhund!

THIS’s seems to be a very doggy month. But dogs, horses—what’s the difference, as long as I like pink giraffes.

With Alan Hale’s police dog on the job the family should give a cure about bodyguards. Every night, “Ringo” plants himself right by the front door, nor will he budge until every member of the Hale household is in for the evening. Then, satisfied that all is well, “Ringo” stalks out to his kennel, stretches out on the mink coat he dragged from the scene of the Voltaire apartment fire and goes sleepy-bye with one eye open and one ear cocked for marauders.

AND, speaking of marauders . . .

Douglas Montgomery got the scene of his life the other night. Doug was lying in bed talking to a friend on the phone, when he noticed that the bedroom door knob was turn- ing . . . slowly . . . Breaking off his conversation in the middle of a sentence, he gasped; “Call the police! . . . Call the police!”

The knob flew back into place, there was the sound of scurrying footsteps and, by the time Doug could leap out of bed and yank the door open, the place was as empty and quiet as a tomb. Upon investigating, the police discovered that there had been a burglary in the neighborhood but were unable to run the yellow down.

Next morning, bright and early, Doug got a license to tote a nice little gun. And now, even the house boy had better watch his step!

STILL, it might have been the same shabul that harrassed Dorothy Tree’s new house the first night she spent there!
Hollywood Day by Day

(continued from page 31)

WH-ATING for the attendants to bring our old car, we watched a snappy sport roadster pull into the parking lot, radio blaring blast. Stepping on a drizzle, the door banged open and out stepped Buddy Rogers, who skyrocketed to fame and clanked back to earth while we were still shouting out confessions in Grand Rapids.

Interestingly gray at the temples, Buddy looks like an million dollars as he wouldn’t be too surprised if he might make one of those rare “come-backs,” seeing as he’s all grown up now.

Al LEVY’s new cocktail lounge, adjoining the Tavern, strikes us as being the neatest job we’ve seen in a long time. Currently located, it is the obvious spot where the stars can gather for a cocktail before lunch or dinner and, having gathered, stick around to swap stories and play “bean bag” with dropping options.

The place had been open a week before we got around to the christening and we’re glad we waited. Because there sat Gordon Westcott, Paul MunI, Guy Kibbee and Edward Everett Hurst, a quartet of swell guys if there ever was one. And Guy, proud father that he is, working in a few anecdotes on his bounding offspring.

When Mrs. Pat O’Brien opened her new gown shop, Pat invited a gang of his tough movie pals to sit in on the fashion show. There was Joe E. Brown, Bob Armstrong, Jimmy Gleason, Lyle Talbot, and Frank McHugh, all sitting there with their necks starched and faces shining. Out in front, scroched back into a secluded corner, we glimpsed Jimmy Cagney, looking shy as anything.

“What don’t you go on?” we asked him.

“Shhh!” he continued. “I’m waiting for Allen Jenkins. I’m scared to go in without him, and he’s scared to take it without me. Stand in front of me till he gets here, will you?”

The male element seems to be going cream-puff these days. While in London, Lilian Harvey bought herself a fancy high-powered gas buggy with a chauffeur thrown in for good measure. Not satisfied with the speed the fellow was making, Lil made him climb in the back seat while she took the wheel. Stepping the car up to 90 miles an hour, Lil looked over her shoulder to ask the chauffeur how he liked it. There was no chauffeur! Frantically slamming on the brakes, Lil jumped out and peered down the road. No sign of anybody lying on the highway! Leaning weakly against the side of the car, what did she see on the floor of the tonneau but the chauffeur, all crumpled up and fainted dead away.

Just for convenience, Chic Sale’s sister, Virginia, bought an antique Chevrolet and the whole family was more than surprised when the thing showed a very affable inclination to go places without being pushed!

Imagine Virginia’s surprise, however, when, on backing into a parking space, the horn began to blow, long and loud! Nor did it stop until she had successfully pushed and switched off the motor!

Psychologically the mechanical marvel, it developed that “Chevy” suffered from a peculiar inhibition to roar when in reverse! Not occasionally, but unfailingly! And now, Chic is trying to get it away from his adamant sister, for comedy gag purposes. He even offered to swap his brand new Cadillac for the crazy Chevy. But Virginia won’t give it up! She insists that her purchase included sound picture rights.

We thought it was all settled between Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor until, all of a sudden, Ann started going places with Gene Raymond. That lasted long enough to convince us that Cupid had done a good job this time, when... out of a clear sky, Gene starts rushing Janet Gaynor! It’s the old Hollywood merry-go-round and, for goodness sake, who can you depend on?

What did we tell you? With the ink barely dry on our statement of the Dick Powell-Virginia Bruce romance, Dick ups and transfers his attentions to Olivia de Haviland, beautiful brunette heroine of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”!

After fooling around with a trick moustache, in “Here Is My Heart,” Bing Crosby was so deluged with fan requests to make the adornment a permanent institution that he let nature have its way with his upper lip, sprouting a neat moustache as ever draped itself over a moustache cap! See “Mississippi” and let us know what you think!

Pulling on his new whiskers, Bing told us about asking George Burns and Gracie Allen for an autographed photo to decorate his dressing-room.

George was busy, so Bing foolishly agreed that it would be all right if Gracie did the autographing for both of them. And here’s how it turned out: “To George Burns and Gracie Allen—Love from Bing Crosby.” And if you don’t believe us, go over to Bing’s dressing-room and look for yourself!

When their adopted baby, Sandra, sneezed the other day, George and Gracie yelled for the nurse, telephoned for the doctor and practically wrung their hands clean of at the wrist until nurse discovered that a bit of fuzz from the blanket was tickling baby’s nose!

Every day, Tallia Carminati receives a battery of telegrams signed merely “Carmen,” and the lad is intrigued, no end.

How we laughed as Randy Scott futilely attempted to shake a couple of nice looking gals who were insisting that he take a chance on a punchbowl.

How we laughed at poor Randy weakened finally under the high pressure sales talk and paid out for one punch.

And how Randy laughed when that one chance out of a thousand got him a beautiful and expensive electric clock!

Sixty miles out of Hollywood, Will Rogers telephoned Irvin S. Cobb and invited him to tea for lunch.

“Oh, say,” Will added, after Cobb had accepted with pleasure, “would you mind stopping by my house and picking up a parcel for me?”

Of course, the humorist was only too glad to help a pal out and readily accepted. But, when arrived at the location, he discovered that Rogers had merely made a non-union messenger boy of him, as the comedian needed his blue suit.

“And all I had to eat was a box lunch!” Cobb wailed.
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**ACCORDING to the script, Mary Boland was supposed to be slapped playfully on the back by Bette Davis, vesting charm of no mean ability. All went well and Mary was standing there, fearing nothing when Stokey pulled back on his ham-like "dukes" and let her have it, nor by east or west between the shoulder blades. Again, according to the script, Mary was supposed to just bounce a bit and glare at the sock-dasher-upper. But, the "pulled" slap seemed to Miss Boland, lying across the stage, knocking Charlie Ruggles into a cockpit and making a perfect three-point landing in a stack of "Fables." Anyway it was a good five minutes before Mary really breathed according to Hoyle! Mary isn't mad. On the contrary, she's thanking her stars that Stokey "pulled" it!

DIRECTORS may come and directors may go, but Cecil DeMille will go on forever. Spectators on a DeMille set have grown to expect a show, and C.B. (Lor' bless 'im!) never disappoints them.

One day, on the "Crescendos" set, DeMille was giving his synthetic tempo a swell work-out. Extras stumbled in their boots, and the air was a fancy shade of indigo. In other words DeMille was doing his stuff. A feminine visitor crept onto the set just in time to get in on the tail-end of the explosion. Spotting her, C. B. turned off the music and turned on the charm. And let us interrupt to say that the DeMille charm is something to write home about.

Not knowing him for a quick-change artist, the lady was amazed . . . and showed it.

And so . . . Henry Willcox to the rescue.

"The trouble is," he told the gal, "C. B.'s tongue is tinged in the middle. But you never know which end he's going to use!"

But the funniest happened the day Cecil came to work so hoarse that he couldn't raise his voice above a whisper! Picking himself a stooge, DeMille whispered instructions and the stooge yelled "em on the air, and sundy. And did the lad take it big!

But it was a favor and ye Olde Master didn't forget it. With his voice back, C. B. promised his stooge. So now the stooge has a job handling his humongous cold medicine!

**OR maybe this is funnier?**

Jean Harlow's mother calls her "Baby" and her step-father calls her "Lomb Chop."

EDMUND LOWE, long famous for being Hollywood's prime scene stealer, met his come-uppance last week, and from his own cat, too.

The scene was laid in an English Inn and the script called for the presence of a drowning cat. Several felины were given screen tests but not one of 'em could be induced to lie down and go night-night. So Eddie solved the problem by bringing one of his own mousers to the stage.

All was well, with kitty stretched out peacefully before the heat in accepted cat fashion. Oh, yes! And a little.

Turning her head as her lord and master entered the scene, pussy got up, walked slowly across the room, sniffed suspiciously at the cup of Lowe's
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News-Snapping the Stars
(Continued from page 16)

The boys deployed down the bay en masse, grimly determined to photograph the elusive star.

Chattering absurdly as from the cutter which carried them to Quainton, the photographers rushed immediately to her cabin to discover that Hartford's first citizen had disappeared, and searching seemed futile. Suddenly, while a council of war was in progress, a grinning photographer was observed trailing behind the supposedly elusive star. Without quailed or equivocation, Hepburn paced for the astonished news photographers, who mechanically went through their routines. Later, they discovered the reason for the star's willingness.

"When I couldn't find her," revealed the photographer who had followed Miss Hepburn on deck, "I figured she must be hiding out in somebody else's cabin, so I picked out Ernest Hemingway, the writer, and hung about the companion-way near his cabin routine enough, came Hepburn and from my hiding place, I let go with the flash bulb. Pow! She jumped into the air. "Oh, don't use that picture, please," she said. "No lady," I said, "not if you'll come up and pose for the rest of the boys." And Katy did.

SHIPBOARD is an ideal place for thrills. Sometimes it's even fraught with sorrow.

Usually, eight cameramen will be covering the boats, the trains, or the airport, depending upon the importance of the arriving celebrity. Connie Benett was a young lady who always managed to keep the boys out to full and, on one occasion, almost managed to give one of them a "ducking."

The photographers decided upon an "angle" shot, one that would show them, as well as Connie, standing against the gunwale of the ship. To obtain this angle, one lens man was delegated to stand on the rail, his camera poised high in outstretched arms and "shoot." Everything would have been perfect except for a "poo," he said. That's what happened...against the photographer's legs, causing him to lose his balance. As he teetered perilously on the rail, one of the ship's officers, who had been watching the proceedings, grabbed him and balanced him back to safety. After the picture had been taken, he promptly forgot the incident.

Maurice Chevalier is one of the photographer's pet subjects. The personable French star often plays his press agency with delicacies calculated to tickle the palates of a king. Maurice owned two small shellfish which were studded with tiny diamonds. These turtles were great favorites with the news photographers, who spent many moments playing with them, sometimes getting them to race and laying wagers on the outcome.

Frightened is apparently necessary in a news photographer's make-up. It is probably two-thirds of whatever character a photographer usually has. When he is denied a picture, he tries to get it regardless of the outcome. Miriam Hopkins discovered this.

The blonde arrived at the world premiere of a motion picture, stepped from her limousine and with a curve to the camera man, sought the top step, planted herself there, and was ushered immediately into her seat just as the auditorium was darkened and the picture flashed onto the screen.

The picture had been scarcely three minutes when a brilliant flash of light directly in front of the Southern star transformed the darkened amphitheater into daylight for a split second. Startled ushers immediately rushed to the amazed star's seat, but could not find the perpetrator of the deed. That's because he had taken the picture in front of Miriam, retreated toward the screen, recurred from the first row and was already up the aisle and on the way to safety while all was consternation. And in his black box was Miriam's photo.

Like that slogan on the facade of New York's post-office which states that "Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat nor gloom of night shall stay these couriers from the swift completion of their appointed rounds," the newspaper photographer's "get that picture!" spurs them onward, and helps them through many difficult spots, such as the one confronting them when Frank Buck and Helen Twelvetrees' "lens hose" pet show.

This assignment wasn't what one would term difficult, but it did call for a great deal of ingenuity. Photographers take great pride in their ingenuity and do not like to take poses which appear the same. Even when they attend their family reunion, and "shooting" a female star with her legs crossed, they try to see that the angle is different.

Casting about for a new idea around which to photograph the big game hunter and Miss Twelvetrees, the boys decided to construct a Hollywood set that would look as though it actually had been made on the "lot."

Partitioning off an ante-room, the newspapermen set up flood lights, scouted out a newsreel camera and prepared to do their stuff.

After a few shots of Buck and Helen had been taken, the most inspired idea suggested that the intrepid "bring 'em back alive man" be photographed with a chimpanzee, an idea which met with instantaneous approval from all parties concerned.

Getting the "chimp" was an easy matter. He was brought in by the fashion department, and the "chimp" began walking. Nothing appeased the creature until Buck moved from its side. Immediately, the noise ceased. Queried later on this, the man who tamed the jungle smiled, "He's afraid of me, believe it or not, Mr. Riplely, that's exactly what was wrong.

EVERY profession has some type of person who becomes a nuisance to them. The "lens hound" is the news photographer's pet hate. A "lens hound" is a person who insists on having his or her picture taken while a news photographer is working. The "hounds" may be someone, a merchant from Tuscaloosa or the president of the Ladies' Aid in Punzatavsexy, or anyone who has struck up an acquaintance with a certain celebrity while on shipboard or on a train, and tries to get into the picture.

How do you like it, if your job called for you to obtain pictures of Jean Harlow or Mae West or Clark Gable and while you were trying to perform your task without hindering the celebrity in front of the camera lens, someone insisted you take his picture too? That's what a news photographer usually has to contend with. Naturally, a remedy had to be found and, no doubt you'll agree it's a clever one.

A clever approach to the photographer, the newspaperman willingly agrees to pose the persistent person if he'll perform the stunt in the rain. Nine times out of ten, the "lens hound" will agree.

True to his word, the photographer later posed the "lens hound," goes through all the motions of taking the picture,
News-Shopping the Stars

but, unknown to the "louse" who is smiling like a toothpaste ad, fails to snap the shutter which impresses the picture onto the negative. This expedient practice is known as "Frenching." But despite this, it seems as though the "lensman" like Abou Ben Adhem's tribe, will ever increase.

While on the subject of technical terms like "Frenching" perhaps you'd be interested in "cheese cake." We don't mean the tasty baker's product, but that of the photographic variety. No one knows why photographers call it by its present name, but that's what they call it. "Cheese cake" is any "leg" picture such as you've seen many times, especially on shipboard when a lovely star arrives or departs and is photographed with her shapely under-pinnings crossed.

Among the most Europeans who have been initiated into "cheese cake" are Binnie Barnes, Marlene Dietrich, a favorite subject, but one who confounded the boys when she appeared in pants), Benita Hume, Elizabeth Allan, Dute Layton and Ketti Gallian. It might not be omitted to mention the Vol- sterian eloquence, torrents of it, was wasted trying to persuade Anna Sten, Merle Oberon and Evelyn Laye to pose for "cheese cake." Those stars knew all the answers.

Recently, two famous English actors arrived aboard the "Berengaria" Leslie Howard and Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Through some misfortune, one of the photographers failed to procure a required shot of Howard. He discovered this hours after the ship had docked.

The Things Which Are Cesar's

(Continued from page 25)

I felt very much at home in this picture, because of its Spanish atmosphere. I am holding my breath, to see how the public will receive me. When Mae West heard about him and had a look at some of his amative work in the Von Sternberg-Dietrich spectacle, she told Paramount executives to "get hold of this fellow!" Portrayed as a ten-sane, real wealth of his worth for the coming years, it merely draws the public together and diverts the underarm per-
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The Things Which Are Cesare's (Continued from page 55)

musical comedy, I left the bank, and went on the road with her. It was too late for my parents to interfere.

"When I returned to New York, they came to see me. I was especially invited in 'Lady, Do!' My father forgave me. I didn't know you were as good as that, he said. I danced in night clubs and swanky hotels—Park Central Roof, the Club Richman, Ambassador Roof, St. Regis Roof, Montmartre, etc., with Shirley Temple and other girls. We had, altogether, five dancing partners. For some reason or other the dancing teams of which I have formed a part have never lasted. Something must be wrong with me!"

We were still in his dressing-room, and he burst into another of his hearty laughs.

"After three years of dancing I was fed up with it. I wanted to go on the stage. I felt I belonged to the theater, not the ballroom. One day an agent called me up and asked me if I could play Tullio Carminati's part in 'Strictly Dishonorable.' Carminati was going to London.

"I had never spoken a line in my life, but I wasn't going to throw away a chance like that, and assured him that I could."

"The director, taking me for an experienced actor, told me, 'Come tomorrow morning and read your lines.' That night I went to see Carminati play, and the next morning,imitating him, read my lines so well that I got the part. To this day, it remains my favorite role. I was a year on the road with this production, which was a terrific success. Margaret Sullivan was the understudy for the feminine lead."

"I was in the New York cast of 'Dinner at Eight,' and played in a number of other productions, most of which were commercial flops. I have had my ups and downs."

"I started off in my theatrical career with a most embarrassing moment. On the first night of my appearance, as the scene ended with the girl lying dead on the floor and I standing beside her with a tragic expression on my face, the audience, instead of applauding me, was thrown into a roar. The curtain raised, and the audience had descended behind me."

"Cesar has been compared to Valentino. If you ask him if he thinks the comparison is warranted, he says:

"'No, I don't. I don't believe I have much in common with Valentino, except that I am a Latin. I'd rather not be compared to him. The public must take me for what I am, and not because I may remind them of this or that actor. Plagued with the Valentino angle and my dark hair instead of good because people seem to resent aspirates to his position, which was, after all, unique. I may also be a little—' he hesitated.

"Go ahead and spill it! I won't have it in the story if you don't want me to."

"Well, I may be a little superstitious. I don't like to be compared to him because of a sort of instinctive fear, a painful doubt, concerning my future. Valentino was stricken dead at the height of his career."

"A worried look clouded his honest eyes, even though he said this in a casual tone, as if it were just a silly notion of his. I should have laughed it off, but I too have been bothered with such crazy feelings. Not in regard to Valentino. Heavens, no! The gods have not favored me in that way. But I have resented comparison to others belonging to the writing clan, who withered before they bloomed."

I switched the conversation to the ever-refreshing topic of the fair sex. I asked him to describe his "Ideal."

"He grew lyrical as he praised the charms and virtues of a truly charming girl, whose name, however, I agreed not to divulge. Cesar is still innocent of space-grabbing gags. I told him to keep "I'm guessing. My own guess is he is in no danger of being snatched off by any fair siren at the present time. In fact, he told me he wouldn't consider marriage before two years. But I am certain that when he does sign the pact of matrimony, he will stay married, going through hell, if necessary. He is the loyal kind. A true caballer."

To him, marriage is the most sacred and serious business on earth, and as a husband he has to carry on the fine traditions of his family.

"His devotion to his family is one of the most attractive traits of his personality. When I asked him what was his main purpose in life, he said:

"'To assure a happy old age for my father and mother. Take care of them. Give them everything they need. And to send my younger brother to college and see that everything goes well with him. I want to spare him the hard knocks I received. For my two sisters, I hope they'll be married and won't need my assistance. The youngest is engaged to a West Point cadet.'"

"As he précised:

"'She is lovely! She has light hair, and looks just like an American girl. My oldest sister, on the contrary, is dark like me, distinctly Latin in type. She teaches Spanish and French in New Jersey.'

"And he mused, like a good boy: 'I hope I'll live up to their expectations.'"

"May he be a pillar of support and glory to them!"

An upstanding youth like this newest heart-throb in Hollywood deserves success.

He is the best bet for male honors in years. Hollywood is definitely Cesar-conscious.

His chances for ruling the romantic roost are excellent. Top-heavy with S.A., he looks like a prince charming, and conforms to the fixed ideas of romantic-looking womanhood concerning the ideal man.

He has gone through the rigors of the stage, has background and a beautiful record, and ought to stand him in good stead when the going gets tough, as it sometimes will. These are attributes to assure his continued rise and popularity.

"His head is in the clouds, but his feet are firmly on the ground. A practical, tractable fellow. Women 'discovered' him before the producers got wise."

It is the meteoric marches started with such success by unknown types like Cesar Romero that make the star parade of Hollywood such an intriguing show.
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the other bus passengers were not made up of autograph hounds. It was a little after eight o'clock and the dark-eyed brunette behind the ticket window took $1.95 of our precious pound.

We chattered through the show, not permitting the woman in front or ourselves to get a very good idea of what Mr. Artis was doing as "The Iron Duke." We discussed where we would go next and I said, "What happens if we run out of money? Do I dig in the other pocket and say the experiment a failure?" This Carole vetoed with no uncertainty in her voice, saying, "No, we've just got to do this evening on $10. If we run out of money, you'll have to borrow from a policeman or somebody." And the tone of her voice proved there was no appeal. It was $10 or borrow!

Leaving the Rockefeller showplace, we climbed a long flight of stairs to the sixth Avenue Elevated, and soon were banging and bumping down to Greenwich Village on the aged railroad. Near the Eighth Street station is a typical Village place called the Barn. "Do you like rough-hewn timber, waiters in old-fashioned redshirt uniforms and electrified milk cans for lighting?" I asked Carole.

"I've never seen them all in one place," she replied, "but if the music is good and we can afford it, I'm all for it."

"All right, then, here we are," I said, and we half-slipped down a flight of stairs into the second step on our "Round New York on $10" tour. I had inadvertently told my four doubling Thomases that I would go to the Barn. And there they were, faces wreathed in smiles, apparently looking forward to meeting the blonde fellow. Being a mean fellow, I succeeded in over-looking them completely until Carole said, "Those four boys at the floor-table—the way they're looking our way—" I'm a bit afraid they will be starting an autograph stampede any minute. And just when I thought I'd have fun and not be noticed."

"There are only four conspirators," I assured her, "If you want to do me a favor, don't even look their way. I'm having too much fun to add any competition in the way of unattached males. And anyway, I want to dance. And dance we did, until the Barn's country night club floor show got under way. Then we munched on chicken sandwiches, and drank old-fashioned egg nogs, with coffee for a chaser. Carole leaned across the table and said in worried tones, "Have you got enough to pay the bill?" And I beamed as the waiter relieved me of only $3.95, including tip.

As we were leaving the proprietor, Mr. Horowitz, insisted that we paint something on the old Barn wall, a quaint custom of this joy stable. Carole agreed, and taking the moth-eaten paint brush slapped it against the names and under that, "$10 Is a Lot of Money."

We walked around the corner and then under the arch in historic old Washington Square. There, under the glow of a street light, I pulled out our somewhat diminished capital and said, "Here's what's left. Ignoring my remark a bit, Carole said, "And where to now?"

"Will you leave the entertainment in my hands?" I asked, ushering her at that moment on to an uptown Fifth Avenue bus. "Yes," said Carole, "if the rest of your program is as good as what has gone before."

I agreed and cautioned her to be patient. With a bit of sight-seeing bus dialogue, such as "Look down the street and you can see Union Square" and "That's the Empire State Building," we were soon up to Fifth Street, and as we hopped off the bus in front of the Plaza Old Hotel, at the entrance to Central Park, it was just 11:45. Exacting Carole across the square, we stopped at the hansom cab stand, and the cabbies, whom I knew to start at a high fare and then bargain with their prospects, all perked up at the sight of a potential customer. I picked out a likely-looking old fellow who eyed us carefully and said, "I was that way once myself, young man, and excuse me if I say it's a pretty girl you have with you. I'll be taking you around the park for whatever you can afford to pay."

With fortune smiling upon us, up we climbed into the high, two-wheeled, old-fashioned vehicle and soon were spinning along at a smart pace. A half a mile or so into the park, the cabbie yelled "Whoa!" and we pulled up short. Then opening the trap-door in the roof of the cab, he looked down in and said to Carole, "Miss, someday when you're rich you ought to go out there."

He pointed across the park to the Central Park Casino, where muffled music was rhythmically beating. The cabbie continued, "This is the place where all the society people and movie stars come to dance. You'd like it. I'll bet, but it costs an awful lot of money."

Then with a perfunctory "Giddap, Betsy," he slapped into silence and we moved on again.

At the "Tavern-on-the-Green," a city-run restaurant for "Just Folks," I called a hank and we hopped down and ran in to the bar for a pleasantly warming hot toddy. Carole with her kind heart, said, "Let's bring the cabbie a mug of ale and don't look."

With this last I saw her take the sugar bowl from the table and practically empty all the lumps into her purse.

"What's the big idea?" I demanded.

"You haven't forgotten Betsy so soon, have you?" she replied.

I admitted I had, for the moment, and then we left the place where the kind of people go who spend a whole evening on $10. Needless to say, the cabbie liked his ale but not half so much as Betsy, who seemed quite flustered by the sugary attention from Carole.

With a sigh of approval, Betsy was on her way and it seemed no time until we were back at the cab stand. The cabbie looked down at us from his seat and I passed him $1.95. He appeared quite appreciative and said, "Where to now?" Carole started to say "the Waldorf," but I interrupted and said, "To Lexington Avenue and 50th Street," which incidentally is one of the entrances to the Waldorf. The old man, somehow sensing that my purse was badly diminished, said, "I know that subway station and, because you're so kind, I will drive you over there free."

A few minutes later we said our thanks and good-by to our thankful host, and as soon as the sound of Betsy's hoofs was out of hearing we dived into the hotel lobby.

I sighed with relief. Carole looked questioningly at me and I explained. "It's darn lucky that old fellow brought us over here free. The buses have stopped now and we might have had to walk the mile home. If he hadn't brought us I hate to think where I would have had to go at 1:30 in the morning to borrow taxi fare."

(Please turn to page 58)
Carole laughed and said, "But how much did you lose?" I held out my palm with seven pennies and said, "Here, the remnants of my fortune. Do you mind if I keep it? I have a friend who has a halo with a penny bank, and I promise you I won't so much as buy a morning paper. It will all go in the bank." Permission granted, said Carole, and "what's more, thanks for the most fun I've had since I don't remember when."

The Mary Smiths and the Betty Joneses can step out with their Joe Colleges and have fun on $10 or even less. So too can the Carole Lombards and Jean Harlows step out with their Joe Dseys and have fun on $10. Whether it's Hollywood or Astabula, $10 is a Lot of Money!

On-the-Set Reviews

(Continued from page 30)

their paths cross again and this time Lewis confesses his love for Ann, saying he is loving her all the time. Which just knocks Ann for a row of ginger ale bottles. And here's where we come in. In her elegant Park Avenue apartment, Miss Harding paces the floor worriedly. Marshall, still wearing his overcoat, enters sympathetically. He says: "My attitude toward you, at the moment, is that of a doctor toward a patient."

"And... you have a diagnosis?"

"Yes, I have. Your complete return to the normal depends upon how expediently we can separate a young man from his wife—and give you Mr. Kerry."

"Gordon?" Ann gasps. 

"You are in love with him...?" She shakes her head. 

"Don't lie!... you are!" Marshall declares. "Don't raise your voice to me!"

Marshall loses control. "I'll shout it from the rafters!"

"GO SHOUT IT THEN!!" Ann tops him.

Maureen is plenty mad and threatens to slap Ann's name all over the front pages, but Herb... good old Herb! saves the situation by calmly announcing that he and Ann are to be married. So... giving Lewis back to Maureen, Miss Harding squashes her broken heart against the Marshall chest, and we go home hoping it'll all come out in the wash.

LOVE ME FOREVER

You who have been holding your breath while waiting for another Grace Moore picture can sit back and relax now because here's... And we know you are going to like it.

Miss Moore plays an erstwhile heiress who has suddenly gone broke and doesn't know what to do about it. On a last-fling, at Lake Placid, she meets Robert Allen who wants to marry her and is wealthy enough to help her carry on the style to which she was accustomed.

Not sure that she loves him, Grace returns to New York to auction off her furniture for enough money to pay her outstanding debts. And, coming to the auction to bid on some pieces he wants for his night club, Leo Carrillo bears Miss Moore pitching a few high C's in an adjoining room.

He invites her to sing at his club. But Miss Moore confesses she has lovely little folk song off the floor and that seems to be that, until Carrillo gets another idea.

In Corning every dime he owns, the fellow builds a lavish club that appeals to the elite who buy season tickets to the Metropolitan Opera House. There, Miss Moore sings to an appreciative audience, but, even with the place packed to the gunwales, the expense of keeping up such an elaborate club is so great that, poor Leo finds himself in the red, and getting redder all the time.

Meantime, Grace has met up with another singer, Michael Bartlett, and, while their mutual interest draws them together, we can't help hoping that she will eventually come to appreciate Carrillo, who, by this time, has broken himself completely to finance Miss Moore's debut in grand opera.

Jo Swerling and Sidney Buchman have outdone themselves on the story, but the studio isn't telling how the thing will end. Which is all right by us. We love our denouements, we do.

In their respective dressing-rooms, Bartlett and Miss Moore were vocalizing with all their might. And, with "Flagolz" coming in one ear, and "Carmen" coming in the other, we were just a little sorry we'd left our earmuffs back in Michigan.

But Director Schertzinger stood there with eyes closed and such a beauteous expression on his sensitive face that he might have been listening to an angel chorus!
On-the-Set Reviews

Hazard and Ray Harris got together on this story of the trials and tribulations of a fair-haired girl whose success with college musicals has led him to believe that Broadway is panting for his services (or will be, when they get a peek at what he can do!).

Out of money, Gene persuades Thurston Hall (Ann's papa) to marry a nice old dame, called the "Duchess," who will back the show for a husband. Hall gets as far as the "Will you?" stage, but with the covered check in Gene's jeans, papa gives cold tooties and scrims. And, on the opening night, "Duchess" stops payment on the check until papa comes back and follows through. Which he finally does, out of desperation.

So, the show goes on to the usual bang-up success and everybody lives happy ever after—except papa!

Sitting on the thirteenth floor of the davenport, Gene looks down at Ann, tenderly.

"You're great stuff, Pat," he says.

"I think so," she agrees.

"Tell me—" goes on, "were you ever born in a big white house, surrounded by a high green hedge?"

"With an orchard and a patch of woods and a natural spring?"

"Yeh... and little taxes growing all over the place? Nothing like walking out in the garden and picking yourself a nice bunch of taxes! Boy! am I glad I got rid of that place. Just think, I might have had to get married in that old shack."

"Not to me, you wouldn't!" Ann declares.

"Let's see," Gene meditates, "lost my house, lost my show, have no prospects—say, don't I get anything out of this?"

Ann looks up at him. "All you have to do is take it," she says.

"Let's have the scene!"

So they kiss (like they—meant it, too!) and we stagger out into the rain, wondering how they make it look so real... mad, like that, and everything?

STRANDED

CHINA SEAS

CHINA

M-G-M

Captain of a ship that is suspected of running fire-arms from Hong Kong to Singapore, Clark Gable is annoyed to find Jean Harlow, the gal he intended to leave behind him, on board. A five-year-old romance, Rosalind Russell, whom Clark has loved and left because she happened to be a married woman, is also aboard, and, when she tells him that her husband is now skeet shooting in the Happy Hunting Ground, Gable is more afraid than ever that Harlow will gum up the works.

Truly loving the man, Jean determines to fight for her rights and, donning an irresistible (to everybody but Gable) evening gown of ashes-of-roses satin, she goes to his stateroom. He isn't a bit glad to see her but, belonging to the Hollywood Northwest Mounted, Jean turns from the door and languidly selects a book from the table.

"I was just looking for a book, lambie," she says casually. "I've decided to improve my mind... ."

"Hm-mm," Clark says indifferently, "pick out two books. Give yourself an even break!"

Looking in the book, Jean says: "It says here 'his very words caressed her'... . I bet you get hot and cold flashes when you read that—"

"Yeh! Maybe you don't know it, but I'm the guy they're writing about—now go on, scram out of here, little one."

Jean sits down and looks up at him.

"That's right, you don't have time to fool around with the passengers."

"It's your fault," Clark grins and button his collar, "you wanted to be one!"

Heartbroken when Gable announces his engagement to Miss Russell, Jean consoles herself by playing "Put and Take" with Wallace Beery, a rascally China Seas trader. Winning most of his money, Jean proceeds to drink the big fella under the table and when Beery wakes up to discover that she has taken him for a hundred-pound note with some Chinese characters written on it, well... to put it mildly, heck breaks loose!

A pirate junk comes alongside and there is a battle to the finish, with (Please turn to page 60)
USE PERSTIK—IT'S EASIER TO USE AND EASY TO KEEP IN YOUR PURSE

Here's a new kind of deodorant—a welcome improvement. No need to spread it on or rub it in with the fingers. No need to dig it into a jar. Use it before or after you are dressed—it cannot injure clothing. No waiting for it to dry, and you can use it right after shaving.

This new deodorant is the size and shape of a lipstick—applied as easily as a lipstick. A few touches to the armpits and you are protected against odor for the day.

Its name? Perstik. And because it is the size and shape of a lipstick, it is easy to keep in your purse for use during the day or evening. If you have ever—even for a single moment—suspected the presence of under-arm odor when away from your boudoir, you will appreciate having a Perstik with you in your purse at all times.

Drug and department stores throughout the world feature Perstik at 50¢. Or, send 10¢ for trial size to "Perstik 465-A Fifth Ave., New York City".

FRISCO NIGHTS

UNIVERSAL

Hugh O'Connell had just returned from a trip to New York when we caught him on the set and demanded to know all about it. "Well . . . " he said seriously, "I was sort of disappointed all the way along. Y'know, I stopped off at all the towns I'd played, thinking perhaps I'd see a familiar face or something to remind me of all the good times we had in those road show days." He sighed forlornly. "It was pretty discouraging. Hotels had changed, theaters were all stepped up, depots were bigger and better. But, one thing had stayed the same. The hash we got at the lunch counters! And boy! Did I eat a plateful!"

Hugh is playing a dummie detective in this L. G. Blachman story, and having a lot of fun. Last night, if Director Murray Roth isn't looking, Hugh is having a lot of fun. And if Director Murray Roth is looking, then they both have a lot of fun.

Anyhow, in the story, Lyle Talbot is a demoted government agent who is driving a Chinatown sight-seeing bus to keep the gangster boys from the neighborhood. Escorting his party through a chop suey joint, he runs smack into a mysterious murder, and it's like the smell of the smoke of battle to a war hero.

Sleuthing around, he discovers Valerie Hovenson looking very strangely and waiting to get out of there. Well, that looks bad. But the dame's so beautiful, and . . . you know our Lyle? He just tucks her under his arm and makes the best of it.

It's exciting enough, as mysteries go. Anyhow, there are secret panels, dark alleys, apertures opening to admit hands with revolvers, knives, etc., and finally, the real culprit dragged through a sliding panel right alongside the booth where the body was found.

We won't tell you who done the dash-dandy deed. It'll be more fun if you go and see for yourself. And with O'Connell, Henry Armetta and Andy Devine in the case, ought to be enough laughs to make it interesting.

Our old friend Leslie Fenton is there, too, playing an Oriental. BUT swell!

SIX years ago Gerber began saving young mothers hours of daily tiring—some work . . . began giving babies strained vegetables richer in vitamins and minerals, more scientifically prepared than home equipment permits.

This year's babies have a special treat in store. They'll find their Gerber's Strained Vegetables finer than ever in flavor . . . fresher-tasting, brighter in color, more uniformly cooked because of Shaker-Cooking, an exclusive new Gerber process that shortens cooking time 50% to 60%.

Gerber's Strained Vegetables are especially grown—fresher, richer in vitamins. Air-excluding equipment further protects vitamins. Moisture regulation conserves mineral salts. Straining is through monell metal five times as fine as kitchen sieves. Gerber's Strained Vegetables are unsasoned. Serve as they are or season slightly if the doctor directs.

If you read Hubert Henry Davis' novel, "Outcast," then we won't have to tell you the plot of "The Girl From Tenth Avenue." Ian Hunter is the man, and here's something you're going to learn to care for! Tall, handsome, with a charming British accent, and yet can act, too. We watched him at a table in a French cafe, where Bette Davis had steered him after dragging him away from the scene of his fickle sweetheart's wedding.

Ian is filling the champagne glasses. Bette says, "Say, mister . . . I'm beginning to feel this!"

"You're lucky," he says bitterly. "I wish you could have the fun I am. I never expected to find myself in a joint like this!"

"You're been swell . . . keeping me from going nuts all day," he looks at his watch. Bette covers the watch with her hand.

"Pleas don't . . . she begs.

His eye are heavy with bitterness. "The boat left the dock half an hour ago, . . ."

"Let's dance," she is trying to get the man's mind off his tragedy. "What do you say?"

Hunter looks blankly into space. "She's . . . she's alone with him now."

Impulsively Bette puts her arm around him. "You've been swell up to now," she says. "Don't go to pieces!"

"Don't leave me!" he groans. "I can't be alone . . ."

"I'm sticking," Bette assures him. "I have my arm around you . . . right here in a public place." She puts her lips on his hair, gently. "You're just a poor little kid that wants to be petted . . ."

He moves his head on her shoulder. Let's get drunk, she says.

"Sure!" Bette agrees.

And do they get drunk? My good- ness, so much that they wake up this morning married! And it works out nicely, too, until Ian's erstwhile fiancée gets tired of hearing about his ancient hobby's bones creak and goes on the make for Ian again.

But Bette stands by faithfully and you just know that even though she might have done herself in, . . . . . . .

what are wives for but to stick around until their men get sense? At Green directed, capably as usual.

SHE

If you go for the bizarre in pictures, then this is the one to check for future reference.

Rider Haggard could have written it for no purpose other than pure entertainment, because we're telling you right now that it couldn't possibly happen. And if it did—we still don't believe it!

Bette Davis, seen in a scene of "Sherlockian Life," is probably the biggest star we've had in a long, long time. But still this show is discouraging.

So is the show! It still wants to be the old show, but you know the old show had a better script and a better director.

And now, Miss Davis, in "The Great Gatsby," is looking more like a better director and a better script.

Crossing the uncharted Sulphur Barrier, Randy, Bruce and Helen Mack find themselves passed over and—will you believe it?—frozen in ice are the members of Randy's ancestor expidition!

In an attempt to cut through to get at it, Helen Mack's father causes a landslide that destroys the entire expedition with the exception that didn't you guess) of Scott, Bruce and Helen.

Rescued from a savage tribe by Gustave, we are lead, by an intelligent. The deaf and dumb, who have been led, by the sound of the wheelchair and the wheel, are led before the throne of "She." (Helen Haganah) and, because she has had a big crush on her brother, at the hundred years before, she is just on the mood to carry on from where she left off, all those years ago.

Jean of Helen Mack, "She" diagramatically plans to use the poor girl as a living sacrifice at the yearly Ceremony of the Flame.

Incidentally, the fire dance is one of the most colossal (really) spectacles we have seen in many a day. Wearing gold masks, the dancers execute a weird routine to the maddening beat of the tom-toms and, watching
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Boris Karloff, a notorious criminal, comes to Lugosi to have his face reconstructed and the surgeon agrees to do the job if Karloff will help him turn a mean trick he has up his sleeve for Irene. Karloff agrees, figuring that he can slip out of the dirty work once his face is fixed. But, when Lugosi removes the bandages, the Karloff "phiz" is "plastered," all right, and so horribly that the poor fellow will do anything Lugosi says in order to have his features restored.

Well, to think up so much dirty work, Lugosi should be quintuplets, at least! With Karloff's unwilling assistance, he chases people all over the spooky house, finally coralling Miss Ware and Matthews in a trick room that is controlled by a switch that brings the walls together.

We're going to leave you here, because Karloff and Matthews are having "thim" on the other side of the set, and have given us a hearty wis-wag to join them!

The left side of Karloff's face is presentable, but, getting around on the other side—so help me, we dropped a perfectly good cup, full of tea, too! Horribly twisted and scarred, the right side looks as though it might be a relief map of North America! An artificial eye has been slipped over Karloff's own right eye and the thing, besides being painful, points off at a crazy angle that gave us the jitters in no time at all.

But we drank tea and inquired of Matthews how he liked our country. And here's another British charmer, ladies, that might do things to your blood pressure if I weren't obliged to warn you that he's already married! He thinks Hollywood is slightly mad, "but," he assures us, "I don't think people are interesting unless they are a little mad, do you?" which pleased us no end, being the way we are!

These tea parties are all right and we were just reaching for our third cup (counting the one we dropped) when Director Louis Friedlander called, "On the set!" And that was that until next time.

Because we can't hear too much of Dick Powell's voice, and because it sounds like a swell story, and because it took three good writers (Sig Herzig, Hans Krady and E. Y. Harburg) three weeks to throw the tale together; and because there's our lucky number, well... for reasons of our own, we're putting this one in the Best List! Furthermore, we're crazy about the Mills Brothers and Director Lloyd Bacon. So there!

Dick, a New York cab driver, is the_pup of Adolphe Menjou, a broken-down old opera singer, whose faith in the last is only exceeded by his determination to put Dick across.

With a couple of drunken opera Critics in his cab, Dick turns loose a few arias, and the scene is so impressed that they give him a letter to one of the better radio stations.

This one, taken from Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven" and "Gol-d-bug" contains a little bit of both and not much of either. There is a rating all right, but it's no more than a stuffed one and simply hangs innocently on Bela Lugosi's wall as a symbol of ill omen and... death!

Operating with Irene Ware, Lugosi goes for her in such a big way that he casts a spell on her, hoping to get her for himself. Which doesn't go over at all with Irene's fiancé, Lester Matthews.

ALdrop LIKE

For laugh after that one and who can dish out the giggles any better than Joe E. Brown?

Joe is back on the ball diamond again, but this time, instead of thinking he's a combination of the Dean boys and Babe Ruth, Joe never makes a home run nor a swell field catch without apologizing for it!

If he makes a mistake, he has an excuse, and if it makes a triple play, all by himself, he swears he could have done better if the short stop hadn't got in the way!

Falling in love with the team captain's daughter, Olivia de Haviland, Joe declares that the letters he gets from her are from a college chum. And when Olivia blossoms out with a diamond the size of the Kohinoor, he says he just loaned it to her to fool a friend. Olivia overthrows this and, that night, Joe finds his ring and a note informing him that the engagement is off. And right there our hero's batting average drops from .400 to .000.

With the World Series just around the corner, the rest of the boys write to Olivia, assuring her that Joe is so bashful that he was afraid to come right out and admit that he asked such a beautiful girl to be his bride! So, what does Olivia do? Well, she does exactly as you and Director Ray Enright want her to do.

So, with Olivia in a tender mood, Captain Bill Frawley arranges to give Joe a few days off to go to Boston and do a little scouting.

"Have a good time!" the boys call as he starts to leave.

But you can't change the leopards spots. "I ain't lookin' for no good time," says Joe. "I'm just goin' scoutin'!"

"Aw, c'mon," the boys insist. "You better have a drink on us before you go."

"Well..." says Joe, "they do claim it helps a cold!"

Ray Enright directed this famous King Learner story.

Broadway Gondolier

WARNERS

This one, taken from Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven" and "Gol-d-bug" contains a little bit of both and not much of either. There is a rating all right, but it's no more than a stuffed one and simply hangs innocently on Bela Lugosi's wall as a symbol of ill omen and... death!

Operating with Irene Ware, Lugosi goes for her in such a big way that he casts a spell on her, hoping to get her for himself. Which doesn't go over at all with Irene's fiancé, Lester Matthews.

Universal

Glorified. "Gold-bug," little mistake, go letter con-

Well, hag-like swell the Brothers a friend. Because notorious for home come beautiful his hearty drunken Karloff. and

Karloff. and

Karloff. and

Karloff. and

So, working, this is Sim, you can trust, that he's trying to sue for Irene. Miss Gahagan is reduced to a hag-like old woman, who dies at their feet!

And then, all the kids have to do is go home and try and make their friends believe they were sober all the time!

It took two directors, Irving Pichel and L. C. Holden, to keep track of this one. And we're not surprised at all.

WARNERS

You deserve a good laugh after that one and who can dish out the giggles any better than Joe E. Brown?

Joe is back on the ball diamond again, but this time, instead of thinking he's a combination of the Dean boys and Babe Ruth, Joe never makes a home run nor a swell field catch without apologizing for it!

If he makes a mistake, he has an excuse, and if it makes a triple play, all by himself, he swears he could have done better if the short stop hadn't got in the way!

Falling in love with the team captain's daughter, Olivia de Haviland, Joe declares that the letters he gets from her are from a college chum. And when Olivia blossoms out with a diamond the size of the Kohinoor, he says he just loaned it to her to fool a friend. Olivia overthrows this and, that night, Joe finds his ring and a note informing him that the engagement is off. And right there our hero's batting average drops from .400 to .000.

With the World Series just around the corner, the rest of the boys write to Olivia, assuring her that Joe is so bashful that he was afraid to come right out and admit that he asked such a beautiful girl to be his bride! So, what does Olivia do? Well, she does exactly as you and Director Ray Enright want her to do.

So, with Olivia in a tender mood, Captain Bill Frawley arranges to give Joe a few days off to go to Boston and do a little scouting.

"Have a good time!" the boys call as he starts to leave.

But you can't change the leopards spots. "I ain't lookin' for no good time," says Joe. "I'm just goin' scoutin'!"

"Aw, c'mon," the boys insist. "You better have a drink on us before you go."

"Well..." says Joe, "they do claim it helps a cold!"

Ray Enright directed this famous King Learner story.

The RAVEN

This one, taken from Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven" and "Gol-d-bug" contains a little bit of both and not much of either. There is a rating all right, but it's no more than a stuffed one and simply hangs innocently on Bela Lugosi's wall as a symbol of ill omen and... death!

Operating with Irene Ware, Lugosi goes for her in such a big way that he casts a spell on her, hoping to get her for himself. Which doesn't go over at all with Irene's fiancé, Lester Matthews.
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YOU TELL US

A page which is growing to be one of the most popular in the magazine. Your page. We reserve it for your opinions. Say what you like about pictures, or about us, and you may see it in print.

WE feel that we owe you an explanation. In the past few months this page has grown so popular that we are simply swamped with letters. We could fill the whole magazine with them, but you wouldn’t like that. So the best we can do is print one or two out of each hundred that come in. We make no pretense of printing the “best” letters. We try to print the ones that are interesting to the greatest number of people, that’s all. For instance, we are still receiving scores of answers to Mrs. Dorothy Johnson’s letter of three months ago, saying she wished the old stars would quit. And we remember one, this month, about Gareth Hughes, that brought tears to our eyes... Just to show you what would happen if we printed every letter that came in, we are taking one line each from just a part of the letters that we received in answer to Mrs. Magley’s, and printing the excerpts below.

Mrs. Magley Please Notice... “A scallion to Mrs. J. Magley for her sarcastic comments on my ideal, Bing Crosby.” —Miss Frances McCann, Hartford, Conn. “My dear Mrs. Magley. Not onions to Bing Crosby, but onions to you. I agree with you in saying that Rudy Vallee has a goofy map, but at that he reigns over Lanny Ross.” —Dorothy Gassert, Lafayette, Indiana. “I have just read what some lady thinks about Bing Crosby. Don’t you mind, Bing!” —Pearl Sykes, Smithfield, Va. “Orchids to Mrs. J. Magley for her letter in regard to Bing Crosby and Rudy Vallee. All they’ve got is a lot of ballyhoo.” —Frank Guest, Ashton, R.I. “Let me impart a few well-chosen words to Mrs. Magley and her ilk. When criticising in the future, stop and think before writing words that don’t hold together.” —Cecilia Joseph, North Vassalboro, Maine. “Mrs. Magley: I know the people who read your letter would like to shake you, so you would wake up.” —Miss Alberta Robinson, Chesterfield, Indiana. “So Mrs. Magley thinks Bing Crosby deserves tomatoes and grapefruit. It really is a shame millions don’t agree” (Please turn to page 66).

A NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE FAN WILL PRESENT THESE AWARDS

The People’s Academy of Motion Pictures (sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE) will present twelve gold medals for what the readers of this magazine consider to be the twelve outstanding achievements of the year 1935 in the films. Letters from our readers, carefully tabulated, will be the sole guides to these awards. It is your vote that will count when we make the final decision! Address letters to The People’s Academy or Dollar Thoughts department of this magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Write us what you think. Medals will be given for the following:

1. BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE
2. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTRESS)
3. BEST PERFORMANCE (ACTOR)
4. BEST MUSICAL PICTURE
5. BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE
6. BEST MYSTERY PICTURE
7. BEST ROMANCE
8. BEST COMEDY
9. BEST SHORT REEL PICTURE
10. BEST NEWSREEL PICTURE
11. BEST DIRECTION
12. BEST STORY

When all these votes are counted at the end of the year, the winners will be named. Then the fan whose vote most closely tallies with the final compilation will be given a trip to Hollywood or New York with all expenses paid. The contest for this year closes with this issue. Awards will be made soon. Find complete details below.

This is your last chance to win a grand trip to Hollywood or New York with all expenses paid. The contest for this year closes with this issue. Awards will be made soon. Find complete details below.

Bing Crosby can do no wrong,” say twenty-nine letters. “Are Dolores Del Rio’s tips actually the shape they are in photographs?” “Freddie Bartholomew is a full-fledged artist.” So say other interesting letters received in this department.

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE pays one dollar for every interesting and constructive letter published. Address communications to A-Dollar-for-Your-Thoughts, NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
By
J O H N  E D G A R  W E I R

"HOORAY FOR LOVE," the RKO musical production starring Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern, offers music written by Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields, famous for their writing of hits for night club floor shows, and whose contribution to last year's list of ace tunes was the popular "Lost in a Fog." Included in the score of the film we have "You're an Angel," a love ballad; "I'm Living in a Great Big Way," a rhythmic tune, and the title song, "Hooray for Love." Mae West also presents a few of her characteristic songs in her new Paramount picture "Goin' to Town." The erstwhile Belle of the Nineties sings "He's a Bad Man," "Love is Love in Any Woman's Heart" and "Now I'm a Lady," a blue tune written in a minor key in which Mae tells us she has reformed.

So much for the current picture songs, and while the Crolys, Vallées, Cantors, Powells and Astaires are busy planning and preparing those pictures which give us many big song hits, let us look at the current records.

"I'M LIVING IN A GREAT BIG WAY" from "Hooray for Love" is played by Benny Goodman and his orchestra. This is a contagious rhythm number and the whole outfit rocks with rhythm. Benny, himself, sizzles in a lively interlude which will give you a lift. If you like a great dance band you'll love this recording. Buddy Clark does justice to the vocal chorus.

The reverse side carries "Hooray for Love" from the picture of the same name, also played by Benny Goodman. This one is a more melodic tune with the tempo cut down a bit, but the band rides through it in jazzeroo style. Benny's clarinet is again featured in a ball chorus and he does a masterful job. Helen Ward handles the vocal in a pleasing manner. (Victor.)

"YOU'RE AN ANGEL," also from "Hooray for Love," is played by Jan Garber and his orchestra. This charming love ballad is probably the best song in the picture and Jan Garber's silken-smooth style serves to emphasize its beauty. The popular sax section, which is so similar to that of Lombardo's, has the major role, but a muted interlude also meets with approval. The lyrics are fresh and lovely as sung by Lew Palmer.

The opposite side presents "To Call You My Own," also played by the Jan Garber band. A slow tempo fox trot ideally suited to the suave style of Garber. The saxes are superb. The vocal is sung by Fritz Helbroon. (Victor.)

"THE LADY IN RED" from the forthcoming picture, "In Caliente," is played by Xavier Cugat and his Waldorf-Astoria orchestra. This is a typical rhumba and Cugat's outfit, a top band in this field, gets plenty of Latin color into the arrangement. Some very original tricks are employed in a string interlude, but when it's all over we must confess we can't get excited over these rhumbas. However, when we see Miss Del Rio dance to their Latin strains we may change our minds. Don Reid sings a vocal in English.

The other side brings us "Tina," also played by the Cugat crew. This is in tango tempo and falls a bit easier on the ear. Incidentally, the melody was composed by Will Grosz who gave us that country-sweeping "Isle of Capri." Of course "Tina" is a long way from "Capri," but Cugat's string section does a fine job. Don Reid again sings an English vocal. (Victor.)

"MUSIC IN MY HEART," from "Nit Wit," is played by the Jan Garber tunitians. We have no desire to crowd you with the Garber band, but at this writing, his is the only recording of the number. The tune is of the sweetmelodic type and is well executed by the leader and his mates. The smooth saxes have the spotlight most of the time. Lew Palmer sings an appealing vocal.

"Now I'm a Lady," from Mae West's picture, "Goin' to Town," is featured on the other side of the disc. Written and played in a minor key, this is the sort of song that features the lyrics, which in this case are comical a la West, in spite of the minor strains. Lee Bennett handles the lyrics. (Victor.)

For the Vallee fans we wish to recommend his latest and incidentally his last until he returns from the Coast. The number is "Life is a Song," written by the composer of Crooner's "Where the Blue of the Night." This is a beautiful melody welded to a fresh lyric and virtuosity made to order for the popular crooner. A splendid recording with Vallee at his vocal peak. If this song isn't a hit we miss our guess.

Rudy returns on the other side with "You Opened My Eyes," another popular tune, and does an equally fine job. This time the Connecticuts Yankees turn in a fine performance in a medium tempo. A splendid couplet, this.

"THE ST. LOUIS BLUES," W. C. Handy's perpetual favorite, seems to crop up on new records every time you turn around, each time dressed in a different fashion. But for entirely new treatment, listen to the Charlie, a colored male quartet singing it in genuine concert style and without one ounce (Please turn to page 65)

MUSIC in the Movies

The Hollywood song factories are shutting down for the Summer, but such tunes as the new films offer are good
**NEW-SKIN**—The product of 1,000 tests—known the world over for 35 years. A water-proof covering for hematomas, blisters, cuts, scabies and little hurts of all kinds. A drop or two at each end of a sticking roller will bring relief. No scrubbing or hourly washings. All dried and chapped skin softens up.

**NEW SKIN**—THE Painless Mechanical Hands.

POTS and pans make "Kitchen Mechanic" hands. Avoid the kind of scorching that commonly results. Give hands a chance to keep neat. Snap with SKOUR-PAK.

Skour-Pak is the perfect steel wool brush. It comes complete. Its steel wool is fastened in a grip holder which peels down when you need more steel wool. YOU NEED NEVER TOUCH THE WOOL—thus keeping hands out of trouble.

SKOUR-PAK is easy to handle—makes for quicker, better scouring. Skour-Pak keeps clean—is treated to resist rust. One little Skour-Pak出示s two big boxes of ordinary steel wool.

---

**WIN $2500 by telling us why you like New-Skin**

Here is your chance to win the prize of a rare stereo or several suits of shoes. Simply tell, in 100 words or less, "Why I Like New-Skin," and you will be entered in a New-Skin contest or grimaced for free tickets to the contest. Winners are determined by a panel of judges. First prize is $2500 cash or a brand new stove. Second prize is $1000 cash or a brand new toaster. Third prize is $500 cash or a brand new radio. Fourth prize is $250 cash or a brand new lamp. All winners will receive a year's supply of New-Skin. The contest is open to all New-Skin users, and the contest is free. The contest closes on December 31, 1983.

---

**Question**

What To Give Tommy for a Birthday Present?

---

**Answer**

Why, Tiny Tower, of course! A magazine all his own!

---

**On-the-Set Reviews**

(Continued from page 61)

---

some real talent for the "Choosey Cheese" program she is sponsoring on the air. Joan Blondell, who has met up with Dick when he came up to the radio station where she works, gets along.

With Menjou leaving for Europe, Dick figures "what the heck!" and stakes away on the same boat with his vocal teacher, unknown to anybody.

In Venice, Menjou, who could find no place to do but stick around, gets Dick a job on a gondola. And there is where Fazenda hears singing, thinks it is too TDO romantic and totes him back to New York to star on her cheese program!

Bill Gargan, in love with Joan, threatens to expose Dick for a four-flusher unless he gives up either his career or Joan. And, right in the middle of a program, when Dick sees Gar- gan leering at him, he stops the pro- gram and tells the whole, wide world that he is not goading, that he is not lusting for love, but just a plain ordinary New York cab driver! And what are you going to do about it?

So the good old American radio audience comes through with such a dem- onstrAd for the Broadway gondolier that there's nothing for meanie Gargan to do but bow himself off and mend his evil ways!

---

In a very swanky dancing saloon, Joan Crawford and Bob Montgomery, just gadding languorously around the floor, looking very much "that way" at each other.

Bob says: "Sometimes... when I'm dancing with you, I am tempted to forget the philosophy I've acquired during a long and useful life."

"Philosophy?" Joan wonders. "Do you have a philosophy, darling? I thought it was just you and your natural cussiness that makes you the way you are."

"Does capacity—a large capacity for living—induce cussiness?"

"I don't know, Sherry," Joan says seriously. "I... hope not."

"We do have a lot in common together," with that Montgomery murmur.

And so they are married, and Bob promises to be a good boy (as nearly as possible) and declares that if he should fall from grace, he'll come to the little woman and confess before the town gossips can do the job for him.

Of course, he does fall, but thinking to "lure" him a lesson, Joan stays out all night with Franchot Tone (in a nice way, and we can prove it!) and is Bob mad!

But, instead of hopping off to Reno, he takes the missus in a limousine, gives all away and, while he still doesn't know what she did on her night out, determines to take over a new leaf and make work this time.

A. E. Thomas wrote the play. The cast includes Crawford, Montgomery, Tone, Keppel and her comedy relief, Edna May Oliver and Charlie Ruggles!

---

**LET EM HAVE IT**

---

**BULLETIN (UNITED ARTIST RELEASE)**

America declare relentless war against gangsters and public enemies.

Richard Arlen, an attorney, dis-
Music in the Movies
(Continued from page 63)

of rhythm. These boys are as different in their style as the Mills Brothers are in their hot style. An unusual recording that we feel sure you’ll like.

On the other hand: The Charioteers sing “Peaceful Road,” written by Hoagy Carmichael, who gave you “Star Dust” and “Lazy Bones.” This song is reminiscent of “The Last Roundup” as the boys produce some unusual vocal harmonies that may strike your fancy. (Decca.)

Ray Noble’s recording of the song, “Down by the River,” from Bing Crosby’s film, “Mississippi,” is as fine a bit of work as we’ve heard in some time. This is played by Ray’s new band, and although we don’t think that it’s quite up to his English combo, without a doubt it will get there. The saxes don’t have the lift and the rhythm isn’t quite pronounced but these are offset by the brass work, this section having his former unit stopped a dozen different ways. The genius of Ray Noble’s arrangement is found in every measure and without doubt, he could pick up a hand on a street corner and turn out good records. At Blossy is Noble’s featured vocalist and although he has had plenty of ballyhoo, we can’t get very excited over his work. Blossy has a pleasing voice, but there are plenty just as good who have never gotten the breaks.

Another tune from “Mississippi” is held on the other side as Ray Noble and his orchestra play “Soon.” A slow tempo bit with plucked fiddles and the horn cut from. Another example of Noble’s versatility, with Blossy doing the vocal chorus. (Victor.)

T’ TS AN OLD SOUTHERN CUSTOM” is next and it’s played by Leo Reisman and his orchestra. This melody is from George White’s “Scandals of 1935” and is a typical southern show tune. Reisman does a surprisingly good job of recording, good all the way through, with a bit of trumpet work that does much to make the record a success. Phil Duce is the vocalist. Another tune from the Scandals is on the other side. “According to the Moonlight” is the title and it’s also played by Leo Reisman and his orchestra. Again we have nothing but praise for Reisman. Most leaders play this song to a fairly fast tempo, with the result that much of the delightful melody is sacrificed for the sake of rhythm. Reisman converts it into an excellent slow tempo dance number that is very pleasing to say the least. Again it’s Phil Duce who does the vocal chorus. (Brunswick.)

A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION TO NEW MOVIE IS ONLY $1.00 (U.S.A.)

If you prefer the convenience of having NEW MOVIE sent directly to you, use the subscription coupon below. A year’s subscription is only $1.00 in the United States; in Canada $1.40; foreign $2.00.

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE,
55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Enclosed please find $ for one year’s subscription to NEW MOVIE.

Please begin my subscription with the issue.

Name
City

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.

FREE The most complete book ever written on how to powder properly. Mail coupon today. Note generous offer of two weeks’ package.

Will he admire her TOMORROW

... as he does tonight

Will the sunlight tell tales that soft lights conceal?

PART of every woman’s secret of enchantment is to keep “him” guessing... to be ever provocative, alluring.

Just when “he” thinks he has you catalogued, then is the time to take an inventory of one’s self. Are you aware, for example, of that new secret of Parisian charm—the up-to-the-minute art of powdering to look un-powdered?

You, too, can attain this French chic by switching to the new and amazing SOFT-TONE Mello-glo. It gives an utterly new effect—a rose-petal complexion of youthful freshness, never artificial, always adorable.

You will be thrilled, in using this new creation, at how smoothly it blends in without shine, how it lasts longer than any powder you’ve used, how its velvety texture conceals pores, never enlarging them—all due to an exclusive process—it’s stratified (rolled into tiny, clinging wafer). Hence grit-free.

Now you need not fear a “close-up”... no crude over-powdered look, no artificiality—so disliked by men. For SOFT-TONE Mello-glo is invisible, blending perfectly.

Everywhere the new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo is a sensation. Its superiority is so instantly revealed, when compared with your favorite. Buy a box today. You’ll be delighted. In five flattering shades, carelessly perfumed—5c and $1.

New SOFT-TONE MELLO-GLO
the close-up powder that gives an UN-powdered look

AT ALL 10¢ COUNTERS
FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR

The most modern, perfected preparation for premature grayness, easily and cleanly brushed into the hair in the hygienic privacy of home. Costly expert attention no longer needed. Will not wash off nor interfere with curling. $1.35. For Sale everywhere.

FREE SAMPLE

BROOKLINE, CHEMICAL CO.
T.M.-28
Buckingham Street, Boston, Mass.

Send in plain wrapper.

Name.

Street.

STATE ORIGINAL COLOR OF HAIR.

— Going BARELEGGED THIS SUMMER?

The Ped's, Hollywood's famous pedicure shop, saved many a fashion Queen from hot spot legwear-imaginings by taking their pedicure to their home. Now, thousands of women in Hollywood and business, wear Ped's. We have Ped's over and under stockings too—some nothing and friction of shoes—just big enough in HALT! Experience and saving of maid's daily work and no sore above shoe top.

INSTANTLY CLEANS POTS & PANS

Patient Mrs. N. B. and Son

CHEAP BING BLOG, Los Angeles, Calif.

RENOS


The cattle, Hollywood, California

DISSOLVES DRESSING

Patent No. 2,948,192

Dear Mrs. Crosby

Atelier Anniversary Edition

The Romantic
dress dress shop

Dear Mrs. Crosby,

I am so glad that you are in the business of selling dresses, as I am sure that you will be able to get a good price for your dresses. I hope that you will be able to get a good price for your dresses.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Smith
You Tell Us

So now you see, fans, why we don't print every letter that comes in. Where! Well—let's cool off, now. We've had our fun. New Movie hereby declares this subject closed, unless Mrs. Magley wants to write in and reply. That's good sportsmanship.

Thoughtful Criticism

Certainly John Boles is a wonderful singer and actor, and "Back Street" was a wonderful film, but why should many of his later films be copies of "Back Street"? Many good actors lose their popularity through this method. Intelligent audiences demand an original story, not rehashing of material to suit an actor's abilities. The insertion of an impromptu song does much to break the interest of many a story. The casting of actors in roles for which they obviously are too aged insults the intelligence of observing theater-goers. Recently Jack Holt, an excellent actor, was cast in a role in which he was utterly incapable of attaining the more youthful appearance demanded of that characterization. Yours for better pictures.—Roy O. Phelps, 4441 East Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas. Actors and actresses resent being "typed" too, Roy.

A Good Sport

What about three loud cheers for New Movie! What other movie magazine would have dared to publish such an article as "It's a Fake," which appeared in the April issue?

I, for one, applaud this warning article—even if in the second paragraph of the third column, you did practically call me a sucker. I can take it, but next time I hope to receive your warning before I have swallowed the hook and sinker. It's fun to be fooled, but that is a rather expensive pastime for us poor folks (trying to get rich quick).

Thanking and cheering very, very much, I am, Helen Herrington, Box 218, Route 3, Beaumont, Texas. Thank you, Helen. If the article helps a few people, that's all we ask.

Discussion

New Movie has raised an interesting discussion as to the desirability of trail- ers in picture theaters. They appear, from a managerial point of view, to be necessary, and are as helpful as are free samples of any other products. Advertisements of physical "foods" as being opposed to mental stimulation should be vetoed. Most movie programs are too long, and I think the ideal entertainment should consist of: a sequence picture, a travel film, and a "short" and news (minus natural but lovely portraiture of people). A few minutes' pause before pictures would rest one's eyes and ears and conduct to perfect enjoyment.—Connie Cowell, 2 Manhattan Apartment, Thruloc St., Vancouver, B. C. How do the rest of you feel about those trailer films?

Youthful Ronald

One question has been bothering me since I saw "Clive of India." Has Ronald Colman found the fountain of youth? In the early sequences of the picture, he looked as he man in his twenties, and I know he's much older than that. If it's the lack of a moustache, then, please, Ronnie, don't ever grow it back. You were just too, too, handsome as Clive.—Jennis Cary, 125 W. Chestnut St., Lawrence, Mass. It was the lack of a moustache, plus good makeup, plus years of clean, athletic living, Jennis.

Newsreel Close-Ups

I wish to voice my approval of Mr. Barton's stand, in regard to newreel close-ups.

After seeing a close-up of a well-known personality in the newsreel, I always wonder how he feels when he sees himself as thousands of other theater-goers see him. How I pity him! He does not have the advantages of a good director, the magic touch of a make-up artist, and no helpful lighting effects. He usually just has to stand—frowning at the sun—give his speech, and finally bestow a toothy grin on the public. Just consider what happens to a star's popularity by bad direction: make-up, lights, or one story. Oh, my! What a catastrophe!

Just a distant shot of a famous person is all that is needed; except for laughs. Why not let a person keep a little self-confidence, instead of an inferiority complex?

Congratulations, New Movie, on your grand new magazine.—Mrs. Geraldine Gay, c/o The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U. S., 1315 S. Central Ave., Glendale, California. And yet the realism of the newsreel is one of its most delightful characteristics.

For D. Rissmiller

After reading your letter in the New Movie D. Rissmiller, I cannot seem to agree with you. I think that Sailor in "The White Parade" played her part splendidly, but as for taking Marie Dressler's place, it seems impossible.

If any of the stars now on the screen can take Marie's place, it is May Robson. Have you seen her in "Lady by Choice" with Carole Lombard? If not, see it. You might then go back to your first opinion that May Robson will take Marie Dressler's place. But I am quite sure that in the hearts of the American public no one will ever take the place of the late Marie Dressler.—Miss Mabel Conson, 7657 Amboy Road, Tottonville, S. I., N. Y. It will be hard to replace Marie in the hearts of the picture public.

What One Reader Likes

Barbara Barry's "News of Forthcoming Pictures."

Nemo and Herb Have and the clever sketches accompanying their columns.

Stories by Elsie Janis and Jack Jamison.

Douglas Gilbert's interesting series, though he sometimes is irritating.

Stories discussing development and progress of the screen—including the ones on the new color process and opera in the movies.

Stories about Hollywood itself—like the ones about Hollywood Boulevard and about the fake schools of acting.

What I don't like about New Movie: (Please turn to page 68)

MINE is a perfectly thrilling job—something new and exciting every day. You see, my job is being Tom's wife—and the mother of two small children. It's no snap, of course, but I'm just as determined to make a success of my job as Tom is of his. The most important thing, I figure, is feeding my family well. When you've got a man coming home tired and hungry, and a couple of youngsters who have been playing hard all day, why you've simply got to make their food interesting.

That's why I depend so much upon the food pamphlets I get from Tower Magazines. How Tom loved that fresh ham steak baked with pears! Then I followed that with Southern Sweet Potato Pie which was really delicious. Both recipes I got out of "American Cooking" and there are 60 other recipes in that pamphlet every bit as good.

If you, like this young woman, are determined to be successful in your home-making job, send right away for

AMERICAN COOKING - 10¢

Rita Calhoun

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Here is something really new in face powder—something you are sure to welcome. A powder made on a very different kind of base, so fine, so soft, so powdery that the skin is, though actually a part of it. Try it. See for yourself, if ever you knew a powder to stay on so long, and smooth all the while it stays. There’s another thrill in it too. The finesse that lets Savage cling so endlessly, also makes the skin appear more truly powdery, smoother, more inviting to the eye. And the thrill that there is in a Savage cling is something you only by someone else! There are four lovely shades:

NATURAL (Flesh)
BEIGE RACHEL
RACHEL (Extra Dark)

20¢ at all 10 cent stores

THIS QUICK, SAFE WAY TO REMOVE HAIR
Hair-free brows in a new, quick, no-irritation method. Use not dissipative thermometer. Does not stimulate growth, never injures hair. All about chain stores.

NOW 10¢

Charnette
HAIR ERASING PAD

I MAKE MY CURLS EASILY WITH THE CURLER USED BY THE STARS

1C. Anne Harwood

Hollywood
Rapid Day Curler

Buys, sells, rents, makes Only half of the usual drying time. That is what the HOLLYWOOD Rapid Day CURLER—"the Curler used by the Stars"—will give you. Easy to apply, comfortable—iability is simple to remove. Rubber lock holds hair and curlers secure. Perfections must rigid drying. Easier and regul-

lated models are available in various sizes. HOLLYWOOD CURLERS are used in millions of homes and in beauty shops everywhere.

At 5¢ and 10¢ Stores and at Notion Counters

You Tell Us
(Continued from page 67)

The new size.
The absence of reviews of current pictures.

The inspired department called "Hollywood goes aparyting."
Miss O. Oreal, 4062 39th Street, San Diego, California.
We print pre-reviews, Miss Oreal, to show you how things are going on the sets, and then Barbara George tells you which pictures each month she thinks you’ll enjoy. As for the new size, that seems to be a personal preference. Most people like it much better.

Whiskers
"Whiskers, whiskers, who hasn’t got the whiskers?" or something to that effect. Oh, you movie idiots, why must you don moustaches? First King Gable went that way, then Ricardo Cortez, and now even Bing Crosby has decided to decorate his upper lip for his forthcoming picture, "Mississippi!" I’m beginning to wonder if I can depend on Baby LeRoy now. What do you think?
—Miss Gertrude Hunt, 26 Clonard Avenue St. Vital, Winnipeg, Man.

There are more than enough new, actually appearing stores.

Natural Powder, an endless, thrilling beauty aid, is coming along now.

The picture was seen in a picture. It’s the one in the picture.

7 diagram patterns for 15¢ bring beauty and charm to the kitchen

Just between us women, isn’t a kitchen a much pleasanter place to be in when it boasts a few gay spots . . . new cur- tains, a pot of flowers, colored can- nisters! You’ll enjoy making these attractive kitchen accessories below from diagram patterns, each one with complete directions.

CURTAIN PATTERN
To be made from scrim and checked gingham. With this are directions for making checked flower pot holders to match. Very decorative.

CROCHETED STOOL COVER
It’s easy to make a crocheted stool cover and a matching floor mat from white heavy and colored cotton thread! Directions tell you how.

COLORED CANISTERS
Empty tin containers can be transformed into good-looking, serviceable canisters with the aid of waterproof paints and self-sticking stencils.

LETTUCE BAGS
Unbleached muslin decorated with designs in colored cotton. Useful and good-looking.

TABLE PADS
No scoured tables when bone rings are made into table pads with a good-looking crocheted border.

OILCLOTH CASE
A necessary convenience for memo pads, pencils and sales slips. A clever "dummy" prize.

TWINE HOLDER
You’ll never be without a ball of twine in a handy place when you have this wall holder.

Send for these diagram patterns today . . . all seven for 15 cents

Frances Cowles
TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

Ah-ha!
The first time I saw Robert Taylor was in an M-G-M short. I was impressed by his acting ability, liked his looks and hoped he would be given bigger parts. He did get one in “Society Doctor” and, in my opinion, he nearly stole the picture. As for his possi- bilities of being a star, I think he could be compared to Clark Gable—Mrs. Rose Matula, 445 West 9th Street, Pittsburgh, Cal. Pleas- ant words, Mrs. Matulo. We were the first to single out Robert Taylor back in April.

Robert Taylor

We Bow

I’d like to tell you how much I’ve really enjoyed New Movie in the last five months. You see, although I had bought one of your magazines occasion- ally, it wasn’t until you started this new policy that I felt as if I just couldn’t miss a copy. In fact I raved about it so much that a friend of mine gave me a subscription for Christmas in desperation.

I’m very much the movie fan, and in the last two years I’ve made three thousand of the star. Naturally, the bigger and more like the picture, the more valuable it is to me. So you can imagine how much pleasure I get out of your “Gallery of Stars.”

I read “You Tell Us” every month, too, and that’s why I’m writing to you now. It is rare, and one else seemed as thrilled about the “Gallery” as I am. And I do believe in giving credit where it is deserved. So New Movie, take a bow—Jess Grims- ley, 16 Fort Marion Circle, St. August- ine, Florida. Thank you, Jess.

From a Prominent Clubwoman

This is to thank you for your letter of February 18th. The information contained there was very valuable. We held our meeting last evening and at the close of the meeting I was voted to the best of their year. Thank you again for your suggestions.

It was also brought out that there are 33,000 club women in Indiana alone. If all these club women had a program such as ours, only a year ago, it would reach that many folks in one state alone. All seemed to think that pictures have improved tremendously in the past year and will continue to do so. They felt they were a wonderful medium for culture; that good musicals, fine dancing, good direction, manners, customs, etc., are in short—the finest educational features. Again thanking you, and if there is any way we club women can co-operate, we will be glad to do so. —Mrs. Edith Cowen, Omicron Literary Club, 204 E. Foster Parkway, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

P.S.: This might interest you, that we had copies of New Movie, in fact that was the only Movie magazine at the meeting. We discussed its merits and the fact that it was the cleanest of its kind and that the articles therein were written with intelligence, and that the magazine avoided so-called “scandal.”

Members of Gamma Omicron: Per- don us for printing your exceedingly interesting letter in full. Space limitations forbid.

The New Movie Magazine, July, 1935
For the obvious reasons that they detract from stars and men and women who have devoted their lives to developing a dramatic technique, almost all the professional theatrical world hates the average child actor who gets top billing merely for cleverness or native childish appeal. Therefore, accept for once the unlimited praise of an actor for a youngster whom he considers the greatest child actor ever to grace the screen, the Maarten of dramatic endeavor—Freddie Bartholomew, in the same breath “David Copperfield,” but a lad to whom we look to re-create all our favorite childhood heroes.

This smalltimer only wishes he had one-eighth the genius that young Freddie B. possesses, and wishes through this medium to send him and those who also anticipate great things from him, the very best wishes.—Robert Downey, Showboat Dixiana, Diversey Parkway Bridge, Chicago, Ill. A generous letter, Mr. Downey. We cannot help but admire you.

Mr. Smock

This is my first letter to this department but the criticism of James Smock made me see red. In the first place if he wants technical articles let him buy the technical magazine on the market. If a vote were taken I am sure it would be in favor of more gossip and pictures. How about it, fans? To another thing, Mr. Smock has no reason to criticize the New Movie reviews. In what magazine, I'd like to know, are they any better?

That's that. Now I would like to toss a few bouquets. Fred Astaire—In my humble opinion the most talented, charming man on the screen.

Walter King—He played his role in “One More Spring” superbly. He's a natural comedian. More power to him!

Hugh Williams—If I were playing the part of Steerforth in “David Copperfield” I would be a compelling personality. I can win my name and where can I write him?

New Movie—one thing I'd choose to take along anywhere. The grandest, most complete movie magazine in every department.—Shirley Leiser, 280 LeMoyn Avenue, Mt. Lebanon, Pittsburgh, Pa. “Steerforth” was played by Hugh Williams. Write him in care of M-G-M Studios, Culver City, Calif. As we told Mr. Smock, most people feel as you do, Shirley.

Six Greatest Actors

This is just one movie-goer's opinion, but I should like to mention the names of the screen's six greatest living actors. They are:


—J. Walter Lefen, 203 Ursulines Avenue, New Orleans, La. And a pretty good choice, too, Mr. Lefen.

More on Taylor

Have seen a great many so-called hospital pictures, the latest one being “Society Doctor.” It is not strictly speaking, a hospital drama, but rather a chronicle of human emotions, crowded into a few short hours, making a very interesting and rather controversial film. With the love interest supplied by Chester Morris as the doctor, and Virginia Bruce as the nurse. Both turn in excellent performances and so does Miss Morris (a newcomer to the screen) as the third member in the triangle. He seems to have everything: good looks, personality plus, and his triphasic ability. We shall be hearing more about him, if he is given the right parts.

I have always liked Chester Morris, with his crooked smile and virile strength.—Mrs. Betty Tolley, 514 N. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Title Changes

I've read a lot of complaints in the Fans' Department against the constant “title-changing” upon completion of a production. Well—I'll take the outside, and say to the producers, “Go on—change titles a million times if you wish. But don't change it like the one I'm going to mention.”

It seems that there were two pictures with titles alike—“The Count of Monte Cristo” and “The Count of Monte Cristo of the Great West.” Surely United Artists and Universal were aware of the similarity—but did they do anything about it? Oh, no! If they only knew how much misunderstanding, confusion and ill feeling that error caused, they would certainly have had a "story conference.”

Many a theater manager was perplexed with the situation—wondering how he was to exploit both pictures in the “un-movie-vicic” patrons. That “es” on “Countess’ didn’t mean a thing except that movie-goers thought it was a typographical mistake in the “Count” title. In other words, they thought they were on the verge of seeing the second-run of Monte Cristo.

Of course there are those who read both stories and know which “Cristo” was which—but how about those who don’t read?

When two companies happen to possess a similar title, for instance “Cristo”—why don’t they compromise?—Mrs. Mary E. Paddock, 619 Vermont Street, Quincy, Ill. And if there were “Paris in Spring” and “Spring in Paris,” Mrs. Paddock, and other similar titles.

A Thoughtful Letter

After reading the “You Tell Us” page in the New Movie Magazine for the past several months, I came to the conclusion that, although I never before have written a letter of any kind to any magazine, I at last have a good reason to write one. So here goes. I hope you will survive the shock.

To begin with, I’ll write to your magazine. It is the most complete and satisfying publication of its kind that I have seen. I like your editorial page, and I like its place right at the front, where I can read it and go on through the book. (Please turn to page 70)

A CONSUMER'S RESPONSE

To the letter of Stillman's FLECKLE CREAM, Mr. P. W. of St. Louis, Mo., who says: "I have tried all the Fleckles, and Stillman's is the best."

We are sorry to hear this, Mr. P. W. We are sure you are in error, for Stillman's Fleckle Cream has been the finest Fleckle Cream for years.

The New Movie Magazine, July, 1925
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The List of Stores Where You Can See Tower Star Fashions

Please see also page 72 for stores from Alabama to South Dakota. Pictures of Tower Star Fashions are on page 22.

TENNESSEE
Bristol—The H. P. King Co.
Chattanooga—The American Co.
Dyersburg—Style Shop
Huntsville—Dress Shop
Jackson—The French Shop
Knoxville—Kepp-Berrett
Memphis—J. Goldman & Sons Co.
Nashville—Rich, Schwartz & Joseph
Sewanee—Berrett's
Tullahoma—Harry's, (Hollywood Dept.)

UTAH
Logan—Miller's Shop

VERMONT
Burlington—Abramson-Clarkson-Wright, Inc.
Burlington—H. P. King Co.
Rutland—The Vogue Shop

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville—H. G. Englemann Shop, Inc.
Chesapeake—The American Co.
Danville—L. Heth's Dept. Store
Glasgow—The Vogue
Harrisonburg—J. N. & S. Shop
Lyons—Waller
Norton—The Ladies Shop
Richmond—T. S. & H.
Roanoke—Napoleon Shop
Staunton—H. C. Eastham
Suffolk—Ballard & Smith

Wichesha—The Vogue Shop
Whitener—The Smart Shop

WASHINGTON
Ponney—H. C. Cardwell
Spokane—The Palace Shop
Yakima—Barrie & Wooten Co.

WISCONSIN
Appleton—Gronen D. G. Co.
Audubon—Smith Style Shop
Bayfield—The Vogue
Charleston—The People's Store
Chester—The Vogue
Chippewa—L. Heth's Dept.
Darien—J. Hartley
Eau Claire—Campbell's Apparel Shop
Fond du Lac—Campbell's Apparel Shop
Green Bay—Joseph C. Closs Co.
La Crosse—Fanning Store
Milwaukee—Miller-B玫ton Co.
Milwaukee—Hart's
Waukesha—Men's

WYOMING
Cheyenne—Ban Marche
Lander—The Smart Shop
Laramie—Sharon—Kepp-Berrett

...Continued...

You Tell Us—
(Continued from page 69)

from front to back, reading everything in its logical order.
Your articles about the great and near-great in Moviedom are always interesting, but well-written, and in good taste. The movie reviews are very good, and I have yet to be disappointed in a show that New Movie said was good. Your special articles are fine, and to top it all, you carry better quality advertisements than most of the movie magazines.

There is one thing more that I would like. I would like, on an imaginary trip through the studio, to turn my back for a while on the actors on the set, and see what the electrician, the camera-man, the prop-man, the script-girl, and any others working on the set but not in the picture are doing, and why. Such an article once in a while would give us a better understanding of why it costs so much to make a picture; why some pictures can be made "on the set," and some have to "go on location"; and it would, I believe, answer a lot of questions a visitor on the lot would naturally ask.

After seeing "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," it occurred to me that those same characters could make a fine show of Scott's "Ladies of the Camellias." I can just see Jeanette MacDonald as "Ellen," Sir Guy Standing as Ellen's father, Aubrey Smith as "Allen", Gary Cooper as "Roderick," and Franchot Tone as "James Fitz-James." What a grand and glorious spectacle that would make! And the story of the "Bengal Lancers" could do it to perfection. And would the company go on location to Loch Lomond, in Scotland? Hmmm? Is it a well time the boys and girls would have!

And I still like your magazine. Mrs. Don Nutt, 718 Russell Avenue, Ed, Dorado, Ark. See the Joan Crawford-Robert Montgomery photos in this issue, Mrs. Nutt, for a glimpse of a set in action.

Ladies' Aid

New Moviem looks imposing and attractive, and stands out distinctively on news-stands. Its increased size makes it tower over and above the other Movie magazines, but being a TOWER publication, I suppose that is to be expected. A glance at the space devoted to fan letters it heartening to see what a number of such letters there are. I can recall some movie magazines that print barely five letters from fan readers, and in these magazines it's disappointing to turn to that page and find so few opinions about pictures, and stars, and things pertaining to them.

It's but natural for one to want to hear others express appreciation of one's own favorite star, and in thought silently condemn a few opinions that other readers have entertained.

To read a good batch of such fan letters is like going to the Ladies' Aid. Some or sewing society, of an afternoon, and listening to the harmless gossip about things that all are interested in.

I thank New Movie for such an interview. I thought among ourselves that the large letter department gives it to fan letter writers.—Mary Belle Valley, Butler, New Jersey.

Charlie

Charles Chaplin is making a picture! Such interest has not centered in a single production where Garbo made her first talkie. One well remembers when she appeared on the threshold of the run-room bar-room in "Anna Christie" and a breathless movie public waited for her to utter her first word into a microphone.

Will Chaplin speak? Let us hope not! The picture should have sound effects, but not the spoken word. He is a genius in the art of pantomime and his expressive hands, mobile features and characteristic gestures are all that are necessary to get his laughs and emotions across. Being a consummate artist he does not need the spoken word, silly gags and ridiculous situations to keep a theatre full of people entertained. Chaplin's appeal is world-wide and he should wisely remain unfettered from the bonds of language. —Mrs. R. W. Ballard, 506 Clement Ave., Charlotte, N. C. Shown effects and to dialogue— that's just what the picture has, we're betting, although we haven't seen it yet.

Silly Clothes

Producers evidently have a very poor knowledge of the psychology of the human mind. Interest should be allowed to concern itself with the story and the acting, yet distractions, such as ridiculous and inappropriate costumes, often succeed in diverting the mind of the spectator.

Adrian frequently designs such extraordinary clothes that he actually caricatures his stars. Garbo and Shearer are his pet victims, and their talents are often subordinated to the glitter of the bizarre and the fantastic.

The picture "The Painted Veil" is a case in point. In the latter scenes Garbo's clothes bore the stamp of extreme Oriental influence and were the last word in exaggerated eccentricity. Such clothes, too, are too even for the classic face of Garbo, resulting in a hardness of feature and expression, to say nothing of divorcing our attention from the plot and the cast entirely.

Costumes should be appropriate and becoming, but unobtrusive. Claudette Colbert's clothes in "It Happened One Night" were an example of perfect costuming, yet who remembers the details? The plot and the excellence of the acting were allowed to take precedence over clothes.

Please, producers, give us proper balance in your movie diet! —Mrs. H. D. Cooksey, 2709 Lochmore Ave. Raleigh, N. C. And a lot of other people feel the same way, Mrs. Cooksey.

Men!

Congratulations to Joseph Vojacek, for his note saluting why more men do not have letters printed. I have often wondered why more men, instead of coming to the movies and have a voice about their favorites too?

If I had two weeks to spend in Hollywood with the stars, here is my plan. 1st week

Monday—Dick Powell—I met him personally but have never forgotten his powerful boyish personality.

Tuesday—William Powell—I never did like him on the screen, and want to know him as a person.

Wednesday—Fred Astaire—I am also interested in dancing.

Thursday—Nelson Eddy—to meet him, and see if he is "Just plain John" as our Elsie Janis says he is.

Friday—Freddie Bartholomew—A great star for the future also.

Saturday—Joe E. Brown—Because he is truly so human.

Sunday—Bill Crosby—A type of man we all enjoy and worship. 2nd week

Monday—Minni Gombell—Because

Modern Table Linen Must Be Beautiful.
Here Are Six Smart Diagram Patterns

Beautiful tables make food seem more exciting! And no one has to long for lovely table linen when it's so easy to make. These diagram patterns will show you how to make six exquisite cloths. All six patterns and complete directions for 15c. Get started right away on:

A Peasant Table Cover. Designs and diagrams for making cross-stitch designs—flowers, animals, people.

Smart Crochet Designs. For bridge or luncheon cloths. So very good-looking and so easy to make.

Coarse Linen Dollies. Mode gay and bright with stripes from colored seam binding. Very decorative.

Inexpensive Cloths. Plain material trimmed in gingham with gingham napkins to match. Clever as can be.

New Crochet Edgings. New edgings which are sure to bring out the "ohs" and the "ahs." For many trimmings.

Six Applique Designs. Made from colored linen or cotton in fruit designs. For table spreads or doilies.

Send your request to Miss Frances Cowles TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc. 55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.
Quick, Sure Relief

CALLouses – BUNIONS – SORE TOES

ACTS 2 WAYS
(1) Ends pain, stops pressure, prevents sore toes and blisters.
(2) Quickly softens callouses and removes corns.

For Callouses, Blisters, Corns, BUNIONS or TENDERS.

The instant you apply Dr. Scholl's Zinc Ointment:

1. You have relief!
2. It's soothing, healing medication.
3. It stops the pain so quickly.
4. The pressure-relieving feature of these thin, cushioning pads immediately stops the cause and prevents corns, sores, blisters and tender spots from new or tight shoes.

To loosen and remove callouses or corns quickly and safely, use Dr. Scholl's Ointment pads with the separate Medicined and Dome Shoo, now included in every box.

After that use the pads only to stop shoe pressure or friction. Only a thorough, complete, scientific, double-purpose treatment like Dr. Scholl's Zinco pads will do all these things for your hands everwhere.

Always keep a box handy.

They're sold everywhere.

You Tell Us

She is so real in real life; so dear.

Tuesday—Merle Oberon—to see those wonderful eyes.

Wednesday—Ginger Rogers—Full of pep, and expresses "kindness."

Thursday—Jean Harlow—She seems so friendly and like a fan herself.

Friday—Mae West—I am a prize fight fan also.

Saturday—Mary Pickford—Because she is everyone's Sweetheart.

Sunday—Shirley Temple—To go to Sunday school with her and on a picnic.

These would be Real days, not just Real days. Hub—Charles Man., 226 E. Mill St., Stauton, Illinois.

We like your letter, Robert.

Another Man

Personally, I usually leave the letter-writing honors in the woman's capable hands—but just to keep Mr. Vojack (who asked for more letters coming from male members of your audience) company, I want to contribute this bit of well-meant criticism that I know would somewhat embarrass Mrs. Stone if he were to write about it.

We had seen George Raft and the lovely Carole Lombard in "Kumba." The whole story seemed so new; even though it was a remake of a film with Greta Garbo and Richard Arlen. So I told George Raft that I had done my utmost to remember that part of that artist's Art was the minute attention he paid to every costume he wore and never did seem to deem it necessary to make himself look deformed in either following the dictates of an extreme style or in selecting trumpery (?) suitable for dancing—Ulysses A. Stone, 67 35th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. See the other letter on silly costumes, Mr. Stone.

A Shock

The article "Stars of Yesterday" in the March issue is indeed a very shocking revelation.

One does not need to be very old in years to recall many famous persons, many fine performances and many hours of real pleasure provided by these actors and actresses of other days.

With the passing of years they have ceased to be stars. Probably it is only right and just that youth should have its chance to replace them.

But these former stars are merely seeking work in very minor "bits" or as extras. Any system which denies them preference in securing work, is heartless and cruel. Obviously it is a system which cannot have the sympathy of the theater-going public. The system of giving preference, whether ignorance or nepotism should allow it to exist—R. Nicholson, 243 Robie St., Hailfax, Nova Scotia, Canada. Thank you. We will fight, as always, to get jobs for these fine deserving folks.

Pictures That Disappear

For some unknown reason Anna Sten's picture, "We Live Again," has not come to our neighborhood theater. Three months or more since it was released it moves left the downtown theaters, and it has not been shown in the city since.

I fail to understand any reason for withholding this picture. It seems to be unfair to the public. They are introduced to a new star; they are made to wait for the release of her new picture; and they are unable to see this picture after it is released because it does not come to the neighborhood movie.

Personally I have watched and waited patiently for the arrival of this picture. For all I know it may never come.

Can you explain, and possibly aid, this situation?—Albert S. Weiman, 4002 York Road, Philadelphia, Penn. Your neighborhood theater has signed a contract to take some other studio's pictures, probably. You can find out by asking the manager.

Applause

My hat is off to New Movin'. I find it is the only magazine pertaining to the screen that I care to put in the hands of my niece (14) who is movie mad. I feel she gets only wholesome reading that instills good and wise truths. I have had only three copies, but I put myself on the back, for spending my dollar for a year on New Movin'. The articles are fine. The sketches are good. The whole idea of the people, the sketches show us the human side of our favorites and the articles are uniformly clever.

I thank you, and I hope you can hear the applause I am sending in this letter. Miss Mae Mooney, 213 Lombard St., Richmond, Va. We can hear it, Carrie—and we are grateful. My, all the letters are congratulatory, this month! Isn't anyone any kind?

More Boosting

I can't thank you for your advice in answer to my letter. I bought in the April New Movin'. I appreciate the fact that you thought it good enough to publish. And I thank you for the prize awarded me.

The "A-Dollar-For-Your-Thoughts" department is one that I like, and enjoy reading. You are responsible for your readers a real service in exposing "rackets" with such articles as "It's a Fact." New Movin' is one of my favorite magazines. As long as you keep it up to its present standard, you will have a satisfied reader in me. C. E. Gisstrap, Rte. 1, Neosho, Mo.

Nelson Eddy

 Hats off to M-G-M for giving Nelson Eddy a real chance to show his ability in "Naughty Marietta"! They took him away from the concert stage and then ignored him for about two years. And does he sing into our hearts—he and Jeanette MacDonald! And how! Leslie E. Wolcott, St. Louis.

The returns that are coming in seem to indicate that "Naughty Marietta" will be regarded as one of the leading musicals of the year. We think you'll see more of Nelson Eddy, Leslie.

American Beauties

A big bouquet of American Beauties for Joan Crawford, a real live American. Her role in "Forsaking All Others" proves she isn't a type performer. She can play either dramatic or comic parts perfectly. Her new way of making her lips is more feminine than ever. She should top the list of outstanding stars. Let's hear her in another comedy—Mrs. Wm. Thur- wanger, 401 Troy St., Kewanee, Ill.

Joan is talented, Mrs. Thurwanger, or she wouldn't be where she is today.

New Kind of Dry Rouge

STAYS ON ALL DAY

Savage Rouge, as your sense of touch will tell you, is agreed that finer in texture and softer than ordinary rouge. In particular being so infinitely fine, ad- here closely to the skin. In fact, Savage Rouge for this reason, clings so insistently, it seems to become a part of you. I, referring to yield, even to the savage courage it imparts smoothness and pulse-quickening color to the unrouged cheek and forehead. Try it. You'll see the differ- ence instantly! Four lovely shades:

TANRINE — FLAME — NATURAL — BLUSH

20c • at all 10 cent stores

I'd show you how Colorline White Kid Cleaner (10c) keeps new shoes white and bleaches old shoes in the applications—without harming the shoe. Then it polishes beautifully. Lease half (if you prefer), and "won't rub off." That is, Colorline White Kid Cleaner. For other white shoes, I use the Colorline Blue and Bullock Cleaner (10c). Get both at Woolworth's and many other places. For valuable information write Irene Mar- chant, c/o The Child's World, McG. Co., Baltimore, Md.

No. 11 Special Cleaner for White Kid SHOES No. 12 Special Cleaner for Cloth, Backskin Shoes

Each One Does Its Own Job BETTER

Whiteens!

Bring the touch of Springtime to your complexion. Lighten your skin without a trace. revive its youthful freshness with this charming, pearly-white appearance. Creamy bleaches.

ORIENTAL CREAM

Gouraud

Purse Size at 10c Stores

White — Flesh — Rachel and Oriental — Tan
NEW TOWER STAR FASHIONS are now on display in these leading stores

ALABAMA
Birmingham—New Williams
Huntsville—Mary Shop
Montgomery—A. H. Ackers
Troy—Rosenberg Bros.

ARIZONA
Phoenix—Boston Shop
Tucson—Whitehouse Dept. Store

ARKANSAS
El Dorado—J. F. Sample Co.
Little Rock—H. H. Crocker Co.
Little Rock—M. M. Cohn Co.

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles—The May Co.
Oakland—El Paso
Pomona—C. C. Bowser & Co.
San Francisco—The Emporium
San Jose—M. H. Bum & Co.
Santa Barbara—The Smart Shop

COLORADO
Colorado Springs—C. V. Clamp
Denver—Dwight D. O. Co.
Grand Junction—A. M. Harris Stores Co.
La Junta—Emporium
Mesa—A. Oldfield Co.
Pueblo—Colorado Supply Co.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport—Howland D. G. Co.
New Haven—The Gamble-Demon Co.
Wallingford—Donkins Inc.

DELWARE
Wilmington—Kennard-Pyle Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington—Woodward & Lathrop Inc

FLORIDA
Bradenton—Personality Shop
Gainesville—Grigger's
Greenwood—Sunrise
Osceola—Hookey's
Oxford—Yestal Dres Co.
Quincy—The J. S. Show Co., Inc.
St. Petersburg—Kordell Bros.
Tallahassee—W. P. Wilson Co.
Tampa—Kenny Mass Inc.

GEORGIA
Athens—Michaels Bros. Inc.
Augusta—Elkins & Company
Augusta—Goldsmith's
Buckhead—Dannys
Blakely—Dandy's
Chattanooga—The Embassy Shoppe
Macom—Mayson's
Waycross—The Fashion Shoppe
West Point—Cohen Brothers

ILLINOIS
Chicago—C. G. Willis
Charleston—Dress Well Shop
Chicago—Cocharted Men's Shop
Chicago—Donn & Rose
Chicago—Kelligan Drake & Co.
Elgin—Jest & Co.
Elgin—C. W. Hay
Metamora—M. M. Lewis
Mount Vernon—The Fashion Shop
Murphysboro—Rose Store
Rockford—Whittam D. G. Co.
Rockford—Warthin's
Springfield—Myer Bros.
Streator—Glyders
Waukegan—P. R.
West Frankfort—Burg's

INDIANA
Bloomington—Stalton's
Crawfortville—Adler's, Inc.
Frankfort—The Adel Co.
Gary—H. Gorton & Sons
Greensburg—Leventritt D. G. Co.
Indianapolis—William H. Black Co.
Lebanon—Adler & Co.
Logansport—Shenpart & Koppar
Newburgh—Woodman
Peoria—Seiger Bros., Inc.
Richmond—Stilwell
South Bend—Blissworth's

Lives there a woman who hasn't looked longingly at the fashions worn by her favorite star and said to herself, "That would look well on me!"

The new Tower Star Fashions—worn by popular stars—are pictured on page 22—and displayed in the stores listed below. For further information write Tower Star Fashions Editor, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

IOWA
Atlantic—Bullock & Sons
 Boone—The Roekengen Bros.
 Cherokee—Blackbook Bros.
 Des Moines—Younker Bros.
 Davenport—Kirsten Bros., Inc.
 Mason City—A. S. Lansing Co.
 Sioux City—Davidson Bros. Co.

KANSAS
Atchison—Ransamy's
 Manhattan—The Patron
 Pittsburg—Newman's
 Topeka—Gates
 Topeka—George Intes Co.

KENTUCKY
Ashland—The Smart Shop
 Fort Thomas—The Ft. Thomas Shoppe
 Glasgow—H. W. Jolly & Son
 Hazard—Major Store
 Harrodsburg—Rush's
 Louisville—Patton Stross Co.
 Louisville—Lively's, Inc.
 Somersett—The A. J. Joseph Co.
 Vinny—Vicki B月底 & Sons

LOUISIANA
Alexandria—Hanson's
 Lake Charles—Margaret's
 New Orleans—J. H. Holmes Co. Ltd.

MAINE
Bangor—Cortell-Seelig Co.
 Belfast—Ulubey's
 Caribou—Patco Store
 Houlton—Bennett's
 Presque Isle—Green Bros.

MARYLAND
Baltimore—The May Co.
 Frederick—Gibbons
 Hagerstown—Ryer's
 Sparrows Point—Service Stores

MASSACHUSETTS
Allston—Lila Dress Shop
 Boston—Wm. Filan's Sons Co
 Grosvenor—Rose's
 Havenhill—Sherry Stores Inc.
 Lawrence—Masterson's
 Newton—Tracy's
 Salem—Harvey's Apparel Shop
 Springfield—Dekin, Packard & Wheat, Inc.

MICHIGAN
Albion—Vaugn & Ragspole Co.
 Allegan—James Green Shop
 Battle Creek—Schoeder's
 Big Rapids—Tabor Dress Shop
 Big Rapids—Wilson's
 Battle Creek—Baby Dress Shop
 Detroit—R. Stieg & Co.
 Detroit—Hankins Drum Clothing Co.
 Goldwater—Vaugn & Ragspole
 Jackson—Jackson's
 Kalamazoo—Kinsman Stores
 Lansing—F. H. Arbovoy Co.
 Port Huron—Arbovoy Co.
 Saginaw—University Shops

MINNESOTA
Albert Lea—Grimm Chamberlain
 Austin—M. R. Lewis & Co.
 Detroit Lakes—L. J. Morby Co.
 Dubuque—Gen. A. Gray Co.
 Duluth—Gray's Style Shop
 Faribault—Falkner Dock, Inc.
 Hibbing—Nico's
 Lanesboro—James Hart & Sons
 Minneapolis—Forest
 Redwood Falls—Wm. R. Wingate Co.
 Rochester—Ladson Shop
 St. Paul—Goulden Dept.
 St. Paul—Falkner
 St. Paul—Woolidress
 St. Paul—James Hart & Sons
 St. Paul—Mark
 Virginia—Johnny's

MISSISSIPPI
Clarksdale—The Madeira Shop
 Canton—Chase & Fashion Center
 Greenwood—J. H. Tenkee Shop, Inc.
 Grenada—The Leader
 Jackson—Fried's Shop for Women
 Meridian—Kay's, Inc.
 Vicksburg—J. B. Tenkeel, Inc.

MISSOURI
Boonville—Sunny Days Stores
 Brookfield—Vogue Shop
 Cape Girardeau—Lewis Anderson
 Hannibal—Rob's
 Jefferson City—Pilmas
 Kansas City—Gen. P. Peck
 Kansas City—Starr's
 Lexington—S丁ig's
 Manhattan—Phillips
 St. Joseph—The Paris
 Topeka—Sullivan
 University City—Rubenstein's
 Warrensburg—Foxer's

MONTANA
Billings—Harb-Atkin Co., Inc.
 Chinook—Paige Fox Co.
 Columbia—The Boston Shop
 Great Falls—Silver Style Shop
 Helena—Fitch Mill's Co.
 Sidney—Yellowstone Merc Co.

NEBRASKA
Fall City—Jenny's
 Fremont—Mann's
 Omaha—Goldsmith-Chapman
 Omaha—Downs
 South Bend—The Hollywood Shop

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Chamberlain—Parker & Snowman
 Concord—Betty Allen
 Lebanon—C. A. Libby
 Lebanon—Richardson & Langlois
 Manchester—Rogers

NEW JERSEY
Ashbury Park—Dainty Shop, Inc.
 Freehold—Purcell's Dept. Store
 Galloway—Fleishman's Style Shop
 Jersey City—Staten's Dept. Store
 Maplewood—Constance Harris
 Newark—Kearney's
 New Brunswick—Zoara's
 Passaic—Atlee Shop
 Walton—Lillian Charm

NEW YORK
Albany—Davies
 Batavia—Dawkins
 Buffalo—Simon Bros. Wollen Co.
 Buffalo—Adam, Melotra & Anderson
 Ithaca—Vitcham's Style Shop
 Newburgh—The Sons
 New York City—Macy's CAMERA
 Niagara Falls—Royal Spec. Shop
 Ogdensburg—Frank's Sons
 Owego—Downs
 Potsdam—Hosford
 Saratoga—Alfman's
 Syracuse—Handy Shop
 St. Lawrence—Stier
 Stack Island—St. George—Irene Dress Shops
 Syracuse—David's
 Utica—Doyle & Knowe, Co.
 Watertown—Frank A. Empsall Co.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque—Mariner's Shop
 Gallup—R. R. Milly

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheboro—Niel Joseph
 Greensboro—Bill Stone & Co.
 Greensville—C. Heber Forbes
 Hickory—A. Herman, Inc.
 High Point—Booneville Quality Shop
 North Wilkesboro—Sausby-Shoys Co.
 Red Springs—Graves
 Reidsville—The Hard Shop
 Rocky Mount—Shofner-Byron Co.
 Willimngton—King
 Wilmington—Grouse
 Winston-Salem—Arca Fashion Shop

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo—A. L. Mendy
 Grand Fork—Herberger, Inc.
 Jamestown—Vigles, Inc.
 Kenmare—Knowles, Inc.
 Minot—Scott's Stores
 Women New Rockford—Rogers & Schwalb
 Valley City—Fair Trade Store
 Williston—G. M. Horderick

OHIO
Ashland—Max H. Zole
 Athens—Singh's
 Cincinnati—Mabley & Carew
 Cleveland—Hall Bros. Co.
 Dayton—Co., Johnson Co.
 E. Liverpool—B. D. Co.
 Findlay—Fonders
 Hilliard—Rothman's
 Jeffersonville—Brock's
 Lake Park—Lakeview
 Lakewood—Barker's
 Lima—The H. Reed Co.
 Marion—Oliver Phillips
 Massillon—Van Houten
 Portsmouth—Atlee Fashion
 Toledo—Leach & Koch
 Wilmingon—Lucy's
 Youngstown—Sitzen-Hinck Co.

OKLAHOMA
Ada—Kate Dept. Store
 Altus—The Vogue
 Ardmore—Q. H. Henley
 Ardmore—Pollock's Shop
 Bixby—The Globe Store
 Chickasha—The Eagle Merc Co.
 Enid—Hollywood Shop
 Eufala—Garfield's
 Enid—Marks' Guitar
 Fayetteville—Fayette's
 Shawnee—J. F. Company
 Sapulpa—Kate Dept. Store
 Stillwater—Big D. Co.
 Vanille—Bartness-Zimmerman Inc.
 Wewoka—J. M. Davidson

OREGON
Moffett—Adriennes

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown—Pittsburgh Co.
 Allentown—Zollinger-Harned Co.
 Altoona—W. B. Fagle Co.
 Bradford—Becky's
 Butler—Wills
 Chambersburg—Worth's
 Charlotte—West
 Corry—The Hat Co.
 Erie—Kade & Johnson
 Greensburg—G. W. Rose Co.
 Harrisburg—Schwarz, Inc.
 Homestead—Robson Shop
 Johnstown—Schwarz
 Lock Haven—Armstrong's
 Lancaster—Eagle
 Lewisport—Winter's
 Philadelphia—Gimbels Bro.
 Pittsburgh—Kaufmann
 Pittsburgh—Sally's
 Montgomery—Penn
 Scranton—The Band Box
 Shadyside—B. L. Bros.
 Shenandoah—Goldberg's
 Upper Darby—Chain
 Wilkes-Barre—Fowler Dick & Walker
 York—Y. West's
 York—Y. West's

RHODE ISLAND
Woonsocket—McCarty D. G. Co.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson—G. H. Ballores
 Anderson—C. L. Sopher
 Columbia—Fayson Shop
 Clinton—Ladies Shoppe
 Columbia—Halifax Shop
 Conway—Jerry Co.
 Kingston—The Ladies Shop
 Orangeburg—Moody's Dept. Store

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen—Olin-Amund
 Huron—Kristian's
 Watertown—Ulric's
 Sioux Falls—Aronson's

Turn to page 70 for stores from Tennessee to Wyoming
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Be modern! Exquisite loveliness is the mode of the day. Quality and quantity are combined in Dr. Ellis' Beauty Aids to make beauty culture a pleasant daily routine of home grooming within your means instead of an extravagant luxury.

Dr. Ellis' Beauty Aids contain the finest and purest of ingredients. They have been tested and approved by the leading skin specialists and beauticians.

Keeping young is the duty of every woman. Dr. Ellis' research, skill and experience has placed beauty culture within the reach of all.

In hot, sulky, sultry summer weather the care of the skin presents "Touchy" problems. Dr. Ellis' Creams solve these problems one by one. In Dr. Ellis' facial creams lie the secret of skin loveliness. They are scientifically and dermatologically tested. Each cream is compounded and prepared to accomplish a definite purpose. Whether your skin needs stimulation, nutrition or cleansing, you will find a Dr. Ellis' cream for your individual need. Your complexion is precious—guard it as you would a treasure, by using Dr. Ellis' Creams.

There is a wealth of satisfaction in knowing that you use the Best. You have that satisfaction when you buy a Dr. Ellis' Product. Dr. Ellis' Special "Quick-Dry" WAVESET gives that rich, gleaming lustre of a lemon rinse to the hair. It does not discolor hair; waves become more beautiful and last longer.

DR. ELLIS' SPECIAL "QUICK-DRY" WAVESET LEAVES NO POWDER. Sold in the original comb-dip bottle. . . The name Dr. Ellis' on the package is your definite assurance of superior quality.
We asked Society Women why they Prefer Camels

No Nerves! "Every one is gay now and almost every one is smoking Camels," replied Mrs. Allston Boyer. "I can smoke as many as I want and they never upset my nerves. Lots of people have told me the same thing. And I notice that if I'm tired, smoking a Camel freshens me up."

Flavor! "In the enjoyment of smoking, Camels certainly make a difference," answered Miss Mary de Mumm (below). "Their flavor is so smooth and mild that you enjoy the last one as much as the first. I'm sure that's one reason they are so extremely popular."

Mildness! "Camels have such a grand, mild flavor, and that's because they have more expensive tobaccos in them," said Miss Dorothy Paine (below). "They are the most popular cigarettes...every one is smoking them now."

Women do appreciate mildness in a cigarette, and the additional happy fact that Camels never bother the nerves—that is why they are so enthusiastic about Camels! The finer, more expensive tobaccos in Camels make a real difference—in mildness, flavor, and pleasure.

Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, H., Boston
MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENTPORT, New York
MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York
MRS. POTTER DORESY PALMER, Chicago
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. EVELYN CAMERON WATTS, New York
MRS. WILLIAM T. WETMORE, New York

Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.
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PICTURES NEED SEVEN KINDS OF LOVE

Plastic Mask of JEAN HARLOW by Rosalie Rush
NEW!
Irresistible
ROUGE

GIVES YOU A VITAL,
GLAMOROUS LURE THAT’S
IRRESISTIBLE

This gorgeous, new kind of dry rouge actually stays on all day and gives you a vital, glamorous lure that’s irresistible. Because of its superfine texture and special quality, IRRESISTIBLE ROUGE blends perfectly with your skin...defies detection...and looks like the natural bloom of radiant, sparkling youth.

And such ravishing colors...utterly life-like...utterly thrilling! Four shades, created after months of experiment on living models. Choose your individual shade...see how it instantly glorifies your cheeks and sets off the beauty of your eyes. See how its rich, fascinating color clings indelibly and lasts until you choose to remove it with Irresistible Cold Cream.

For perfect make-up, match your lipstick to your rouge. Irresistible Lip Lure is made in the same four exciting shades. Try this new, different cream-base lipstick. Notice how it melts deep into your lips...leaving no paste or film...just soft, warm, red, ripe, indelible color glowing from beneath the surface.

To have natural lasting beauty, use all the Irresistible Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature that gives you divine, new loveliness. Certified pure. Laboratory tested and approved. Only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.
“I want my sleep to be beauty sleep—so I never let stale cosmetics choke my pores all night”

says Carole Lombard

“YES, I use cosmetics,” says Carole Lombard, “but thanks to Lux Toilet Soap, I’m not afraid of getting Cosmetic Skin!”

This lovely screen star knows it is when cosmetics are allowed to choke the pores that trouble begins—tiny blemishes appear—enlarging pores—blackheads, perhaps.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way

To guard against unattractive Cosmetic Skin, always remove cosmetics thoroughly the Hollywood way. Lux Toilet Soap has an ACTIVE lather that sinks deep into the pores, safely removes every vestige of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

Before you put on fresh make-up during the day—ALWAYS before you go to bed at night—use the gentle, white soap 9 out of 10 Hollywood stars have made their beauty care.

I’m a Lombard fan—I’ll never have ugly COSMETIC SKIN because I use LUX Toilet Soap as she does. I know it keeps skin lovely!
A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

The movie year is closing as this is being written. Nearly all of the studios shut down during the Summer. It has been an unusual year for the producers and, in a way, a most significant one.

Grand opera, for instance, which everyone thought would be “too highbrow” for the fans, was introduced through the combined efforts of the Cohn Brothers of Columbia Pictures and Miss Grace Moore. And this subject, which many producers shied away from, became an outstanding success of the movie season. It seems to show there isn’t anything too lofty for the fans. If the producers will only take the chance, and give a sincere and capably-wrought test to any subject now being held back for this reason, they may find themselves pleasantly surprised.

And this is just what Pioneer Pictures, under the aegis of John Hay Whitney, is doing. Soon, to your local screen, will come a picture entitled “Becky Sharp,” which will be presented to you in color—not the kind of color you have previously seen on the screen, but a vastly improved, three-color process film which will enable you to catch practically every tint of the color chart. (The old method could reproduce, perfectly, only green and a particularly garish shade of red.) Miss Miriam Hopkins will play the leading role. Experts say she is the star most likely to stay in pictures if the color revolution proves as sweeping as in some quarters it is expected to prove—this, because of the especially satisfactory bony construction and complexion-tints of her face. And the entire picture, as far as color arrangements and color-lighting-effects go, was directed by Robert Edmond Jones, noted stage designer and color expert, whose work on the New York stage has won him international notice.

These two outstanding steps, into new realms, were part of last year’s program.

This year, you may be sure, new steps will be taken into unknown fields, and many producers will follow the lead of these pioneering producers. This means we can expect more pictures along operatic lines. In fact, Miss Moore has already completed one. And upon the success or failure of “Becky Sharp” will depend just how many more color pictures will be made, in this year’s offerings to you.

YOU may be sure, also, that films will become more and more artistic and entertaining as the months of the new season pass. There are several reasons for this. First, a number of independent producers have now stepped into the picture-making business, not to turn out hundreds of films a year but to make a few, and make those few good! They are not hampered by traditions of the past, nor by the tremendous overhead of a large, established studio. Such pictures as “The Informer,” “Les Miserables,” “The Scoundrel” and others were made in this new way, and the success they have achieved is bound to bring about many more changes in this direction.

No longer can the producers “get away” with inferior films. There will be too many competent men and women engaged in making good films to take a chance on poor ones. In other words, pictures will not be made just to fill the required running-time for the theaters, but they will have to stand on their own merits as entertainment.

This brings us to a second reason: the success which is attending pictures being brought into America from other countries, especially England. “Henry the Eighth,” with Charles Laughton, “The Iron Duke,” with George Arliss, and “Escapce Me Never” and “Catherine the Great,” both with Elisabeth Bergner, pointed out the significant fact that good pictures can be made elsewhere than in our much-vaulted Hollywood. And you may rest assured the Hollywood producers are not going to let any other country get far ahead of them, if they can help it. It means they are going to make even greater efforts to keep pictures, especially the finest pictures, an American achievement.

And so you can promise yourself that you will see, during the rest of 1935, the finest pictures you have ever seen. Even as this is being written, the great majority of the producers with their assistants and advisors are planning what those pictures will be. And when the new season’s product begins to come out, within these next few weeks, you will be able to go to your neighborhood theater and see for yourself how much finer and better pictures are being made.

William Powell adds another suave characterization to his long list of successes... and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer swells the longest list of stars in filmdom with another brilliant name—Luise Rainer!

Aristocrat, sophisticate, innocent—one wanted romance, the other wanted excitement—but one wanted his heart—and won it... sparkling romance of an artist who dabbed with love as he dabbed with paints... and of a girl who hid behind a mask—but could not hide her heart from the man she loved!
SCOUTING for New Stars

New Movie brings you information straight from the men who know. Here you learn what those talent scouts look for, from Darryl F. Zanuck, Producer, and Vice-President of Twentieth Century Pictures

Does Hollywood want "copies" of Mary Pickford and Fredric March? No, no, no!

scout, for it is up to him to make the final decision on each new prospect unearthed by his scouts. Furthermore, he is the final judge who must determine from time to time whether or not his contract players have earned promotion to stardom.

If I were starting out to scout for new stars, I should list the qualifications of each new prospect under these headings: 1. Personality. 2. Talent. 3. Character. 4. Intelligence. 5. Appearance. 6. Determination. 7. Training. 8. Adaptability. 9. Age. 10. Background.

Before attempting to evaluate those qualities, I want to state that only one of them definitely determines the applicant's chances for stardom. Personality is all-important. It is a composite quality, which includes and is influenced by all of the other nine on my list. In the career of a capable actor personality is the magic ingredient which determines whether he shall continue to be merely a fine craftsman or become a great star.

Personality is more than the sum total of my other determining qualifications. It also is individuality! And I underscore that statement because not one would-be star in a thousand seems to grasp the fact that individuality is an absolute prerequisite to the "personality" which they claim! It is no wonder that producers decry the growing tendency of young players to ape established stars. That imitation is robbing the picture business of its lifeblood. Knowing that we must find new stars, we are spending millions on the search—and what is the usual, disappointing result? A steady flow of girls whose appearance, voice and mannerisms have been carefully tailored to resemble Garbo's . . . or Crawford's . . . or Shearer's . . . or Harlow's. A steady stream of boys who have tried to make themselves carbon copies of Gable . . . or March . . . or Cagney.

It can't be done! Personality is the expression of one's innate qualities. It is the result of the cultivation and development of one's true self. There is no such thing as a synthetic personality. The imitation of others is the very opposite of the expression of individuality.

Once I am a talent scout, I should immediately eliminate from consideration anyone who was not natural—no matter how superstitious that person's other qualifications might be. Hollywood does not want "another Garbo" or "another Pickford." Hollywood knows from bitter experience that Mr. and Mrs. Public will not accept carbon copies. We want new personalities, as individual as Garbo and Pickford, who will have as (Please turn to page 66)

HOLLYWOOD must have new stars—and Hollywood, acutely conscious of its need, is constantly combing the earth to find them.

Every major studio spends a small fortune each year to maintain its staff of "talent scouts," men who are trained to seek and recognize those qualities which set certain personalities apart as likely material for stardom.

Year by year, since the arrival of "talkies," scouting has become more intense and the need for new stars greater—yet, ironically, with each successive year, it has become more difficult to find personalities which offer definite promise of developing into first class stars.

The reason for this dearth of material is, I believe, that too many of the screen's younger players—as well as the majority of the screen's would-be players—are trying to ape the already established stars. By so doing, they inevitably destroy the most important of those qualities which, properly developed, might raise them to stardom.

Just what are the qualities which Hollywood values most highly in a new prospect—just which qualities would I consider of paramount importance if I were a talent scout?

I have been asked that question, in one form or another, at least a thousand times. Every producer, in a sense, is a talent scout, for it is up to him to make the final decision on each new prospect unearthed by his scouts. Furthermore, he is the final judge who must determine from time to time whether or not his contract players have earned promotion to stardom.

If I were starting out to scout for new stars, I should list the qualifications of each new prospect under these headings: 1. Personality. 2. Talent. 3. Character. 4. Intelligence. 5. Appearance. 6. Determination. 7. Training. 8. Adaptability. 9. Age. 10. Background.

Before attempting to evaluate those qualities, I want to state that only one of them definitely determines the applicant's chances for stardom. Personality is all-important. It is a composite quality, which includes and is influenced by all of the other nine on my list. In the career of a capable actor personality is the magic ingredient which determines whether he shall continue to be merely a fine craftsman or become a great star.

Personality is more than the sum total of my other determining qualifications. It also is individuality! And I underscore that statement because not one would-be star in a thousand seems to grasp the fact that individuality is an absolute prerequisite to the "personality" which they claim! It is no wonder that producers decry the growing tendency of young players to ape established stars. That imitation is robbing the picture business of its lifeblood. Knowing that we must find new stars, we are spending millions on the search—and what is the usual, disappointing result? A steady flow of girls whose appearance, voice and mannerisms have been carefully tailored to resemble Garbo's . . . or Crawford's . . . or Shearer's . . . or Harlow's. A steady stream of boys who have tried to make themselves carbon copies of Gable . . . or March . . . or Cagney.

It can't be done! Personality is the expression of one's innate qualities. It is the result of the cultivation and development of one's true self. There is no such thing as a synthetic personality. The imitation of others is the very opposite of the expression of individuality.

Once I am a talent scout, I should immediately eliminate from consideration anyone who was not natural—no matter how superstitious that person's other qualifications might be. Hollywood does not want "another Garbo" or "another Pickford." Hollywood knows from bitter experience that Mr. and Mrs. Public will not accept carbon copies. We want new personalities, as individual as Garbo and Pickford, who will have as (Please turn to page 66)
Tintex Brings Color Magic to Your Summer Wardrobe

Faded Fabrics Become Gaily New With These Easy Tints and Dyes

SUMMER sun and frequent launderings will fade the beautiful colors in your apparel... and in your home decorations, too. But never mind. Just do as millions of other smart women... use Tintex! In a jiffy... and without muss or fuss... these famous Tints and Dyes will restore the original color, or give a new color if you wish, to every washable fabric.

There's color-magic and economy in every package of Tintex. And perfect results, too! That's why women who know always insist on Tintex. 38 brilliant long-lasting colors from which to choose.

Avoid Substitutes... Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results every time. That's why millions of women INSIST ON TINTEX

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Tintex World's Largest Selling TINTS AND DYSES

AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS
A pat on the back and a raise in pay go to the lady who think up "hit" titles. They grind our titles all day long—and you see them on the theater marquees.

ROSE by any other name would smell as sweet?
Oh, no, it wouldn't—not in pictures. Call a good film by the wrong name, and see what happens—particularly to the box office. On the other hand, give a mediocre story with a mediocre cast a fast and snappy title, one that provokes the imagination, and watch the shekels roll in.

That's the reason why "title conferences" in Hollywood are so important—why a picture may be called by twenty different names before its producers are satisfied that they have hit on the right one.

That's the reason, too, why many books and plays which have already appeared between covers or on the stage are renamed when they find themselves on the screen. They may have called "read me, see me!" loud and profitably on book jackets or theater programs, but they may fail in the judgment of The All Highest in Hollywood to provide that little fillip, that "wonder what it's all about" reaction in the minds of the movie-minded, which keeps the industry going, and going strong.

They know all too well, these screen magnates, that the title is the public's first introduction to a picture, and that the appeal of an intriguing name is one of the most powerful persuasions to the pocketbook. And since pictures are made not for the pleasure of it, but for the profit of it in dollars and cents, it is vitally important that they greet the public under the sweetest-smelling name, to return to the rose, that can be devised.

All right then—since we've all nodded our heads in answer to the question, "Is the title for a picture as important as the story?" how do pictures ever get named? And why are they named as they are, and why do moving picture producers sometimes throw away what looks like a perfectly good moniker and select something which (to the naked eye) seems more far-fetched than the original?

First of all, a movie title should be short, and to the point. So that it will stick in our minds, and so

"The TITLE has been Changed—"

Why does a story called "How to Feed Goldfish" reach the screen as "Penthouse Love"? If title changes make you mad, read this story!

By LOWELL BRENTANO
A romantic leading man with his romantic leading woman. Do you remember "Bright Eyes" as fondly as we do? Now Jimmy Dunn is making "Welcome Home" and Shirley Temple is in "Curly Top." How long shall we have to wait before we'll see them together again?

The New Movie Magazine, August, 1935
LOVE LAUGHS AT
the LITTLE CLOWN

By DICK HYLAND

Charlie Chaplin seeks, in women, a heart-breaking
dream that is lost and gone, never to be recaptured

ONE evening at Hollywood's famed Cocoanut Grove in the Ambassador Hotel Charlie Chaplin was accompanied by a girl he had been with almost daily for a fortnight. It was, Hollywood felt sure, a budding romance. Perhaps this one . . .

Chaplin said something to her and she laughed; a high, shrill, metallic laugh. His smile disappeared and he stared at her across the table as though seeing her for the first time. Surprise and wonderment were upon his face. He might well have said aloud, "Who is this girl? What is she doing here with me? What am I doing here with her?" He was never seen with her again.

The first time Charlie Chaplin really looks at a girl he is through with her.

That is a hard statement to make of any man. It indicates a shallow, callous, selfish nature. It has been true of Charlie Chaplin. Yet those close to him know he is not shallow, not callous, not selfish; they know instead the depth of his feeling and compassion is such that, as I saw one day on the beach at Santa Monica, tears well into his eyes at the sight of a hurt bird.

The ladies and loves Charlie Chaplin has known through the years have been many. Edna Purviance, smiling, carefree daughter of the Golden West, his first leading lady; blonde and ringleted Mildred Harris; exotic and foreign Pola Negri—and her counterpart, Sari Maritza; May Collins, Georgia Hale, Merna Kennedy; swarthy Lita Grey; young Virginia Cherrill; the semi-mysterious "Mary" Reeves of Europe. Others who touched his life so fleetingly failed to leave their imprint upon the memories of his most intimate friends.

We can conjure in our minds a parade of beauty which suggests his heart is the surface of a pond rippled by every passing breeze. Only—Chaplin's breezes have always been quick form tempests of the same furious, intense degree. They have lasted alike—until—he really looked at them. Then they have been swiftly dropped into the limbo of forgotten things.

So we start a story that in its entirety has never been told because where facts have been known reasons and effects have been hidden. It is the story of a boy-girl love that outlasted the years. A story that explains and gives rhyme to the conflicting, incongruous actions of a man who has puzzled Hollywood for years: Charles Spencer Chaplin, the ace of the world's comedians. I have known it for six years. It has not been told before because, well, we'll come to that.

Sid Grauman, great showman and theater owner, Charles Furthman, ace scenario writer, Harry Crocker, young California newspaper man then living with Chaplin, the comedian himself and I dropped into the Cocoanut Grove one night after witnessing some boxing bouts. Chaplin was but recently divorced from Lita Grey—and there she was dancing on the floor before us.

Chaplin followed her with his eyes, but they seemed focused on something distant, as if he were seeing far into the past. Furthman, noting, grinned and said to him: (Please turn to page 62)
Enjoy Double Mint Gum daily for beauty of mouth and lips.
I'll never let you down

I'm your best friend
I am your Lucky Strike

For a friendly smoke—it's the tobacco that counts. I am made of fragrant, expensive center leaves only; the finest, most expensive Turkish and domestic tobaccos grown.
We give the opening page of our gallery, this month, to a pair of stars you never expected to see together—Greta Garbo and little Freddie Bartholomew, as her son, in "Anna Karenina."
IF A KING CAN TAKE A WIFE. King Richard the Lion-Hearted, Henry Wilcoxon, crowns Loretta Young his Queen. It happened way back in the 12th Century but you’ll be seeing it happen again in Cecil B. DeMille’s newest picture, “The Crusades.” Admirers of DeMille will find all the pomp and glorious pageantry they love.
—SO CAN A FARMER. And in the picture called "The Farmer Takes a Wife," from the Broadway play of the same name, Janet Gaynor plays opposite a young man in whom we are all interested. He is Henry Fonda, and he comes to pictures from the stage with such a splendid reputation that his ears must tingle all the time.
Our Family Album of Stars When

1. See those expressive hands
2. Those rosebud lips
3. Her eyes are still roguish
4. Tough guy and human
5. Maybe fan hadn't been invented then
6. What, no sweater?
7. He liked cowboys

Do you know who they are? Read the clues, then.
They Were Just Beginning to Twinkle

4. She looks just the same
5. Adrienne dresses her now
6. He parts his hair the same way

11. Biggest box-office name
12. In "The G-Men"
13. Not a star. H——C——-
14. Always using the phone

turn to page 50 and see how good you are
Pictures Need

We all know there would be no movies without love, but have you ever stopped to wonder why? Not one, but seven kinds of love are necessary, says this author, DR. LOUIS E. BISCH, M.D., Ph.D.

Many reasons have been advanced why the movies are so popular, yet the deepest and most fundamental reason of all is always overlooked.

To be sure, pictures are inexpensive; most of us can afford such a show at least once a week. Secondly, the movies are entertaining, therefore also distracting, and heaven knows all kinds and conditions of mankind these days need to forget themselves now and then. Lastly, as a third outstanding reason for the screen's popularity, it may be pointed out that, since every individual is primarily a visualizer—that is, he uses his eyes more than his ears or his other senses in everyday relationships and, consequently, actually thinks in terms of visual images—the least possible strain is sustained by an audience from a medium that still is so distinctly visual in character.

But what about our love-lives? What about yours, mine, a child's and an adolescent's, as well as an adult's? Is anyone's love-life ever fully gratified in the world of reality as it actually exists?

Can anyone, man or woman, truthfully say that he or she could not deepen or extend his instinctive feelings? Do we ever get enough of love of any kind? Furthermore, is it not true that love is so thrilling and activating an emotion that without it life would probably deteriorate into little more than a vegetable existence?

Herein lies the real reason why we all crave pictures. The movies give us what we need; in short, they satisfy our love-life cravings by filling in the gaps left by our actual experiences. What we miss in real life we find in pictures. On the silver screen our ideals have a free fling; love in all its variety of manifestations is set before us to cater to our senses. Comfortably seated in an arm-chair we can run the gamut of our emotions and rid ourselves of the over-plus of feeling that may be nagging at our very souls. By means of pictures we can not only extend our emotional experiences—we can, as well, take up the emotional slack.

This explains why nerve specialists believe in pictures. Personally, in the conduct of my private practice, I frequently recommend certain pictures for the good which I know they would do my patients. At the moment of writing I am telling my friends as well as my patients to see "Ruggles of Red Gap" for its satirical humor and its insight into human nature; also "Roberta" because it is so genuinely diverting; and "The Scarlet Pimpernel" because it portrays the delights of old-fashioned romanticism.

Particular stress is being laid in this article, however, upon the personal needs of every individual as regards his love-life, the term love-life being used in its broadest sense to include not only love of woman for man and vice versa, but all other kinds of love in addition, the expression of which is equally important if one is to lead a well-rounded, adjusted and happy life.

I wonder if you have ever analyzed your own love-life? That is, have you ever dissected it, so to speak, to see what its component parts consist of, what its various elements are? These, all bound together in a sort of composite way, constitute that
SEVEN KINDS OF LOVE

Above: Music is always, as in "Naughty Marietta," a pure expression of emotion. It grants emotional release to many. Below: "Ruggles Of Red Gap," on the contrary, released our love for our fellow beings.

instinctive and compelling urge—love—than which no other is half as essential to your well-being nor half as nagging in its forcefulness to express itself.

As already indicated love is more than the feeling that binds members of the opposite sex together; it is more than romance, as such; it means more than sexual attraction. In fact, the love-life of any man or woman can be divided into seven major parts, with appropriate sub-divisions:

(1) Family Love.
   (a) Love for Mother and Father.
   (b) Love for Grandfathers and Grandmothers.
   (c) Love for Brothers and Sisters.
   (d) Love for Aunts, Uncles, Cousins and other relatives.
   (e) Love for children.

(2) Sex and Romantic Love.
   (a) Love of Woman for Man.
   (b) Love of Man for Woman.
   (c) Love for friends—the best friend urge.

(3) Love for Animals.
   (a) Animals that can be caressed, such as dogs, cats, etc.
   (b) Animals that cannot be caressed, such as birds, gold fish, wild life, etc.

(4) Love for Growing Things. Scenery, flowers, trees, etc.

(5) Love for Inanimate Objects.
   (a) House furnishings, pictures, a home as such, automobiles, luxuries, etc.
   (b) Love for clothes to enhance beauty or personality.

(6) Love as reflected in what might be called the "Spiritual Urge." Love of God, patriotism, glory. (Please turn to page 53.)

Above: Kay Francis and George Brent in "Living on Velvet." Although it was not a very good picture, it emphasized the love of a woman for a man and so gave solace to women unhappy in their own love-lives.

Left: "The Little Colonel," with Shirley Temple, Dr. Bisch recommended for all people suffering from a family complex. Through love, Shirley made her family just what she wanted it to be, in the film.
CLIVE BROOK. Quiet, unassuming, more like a matinee idol of the old days than a moving picture star, his popularity stays at a steady level year after year. The pictures he makes, good or bad, seem to have little to do with it. His newest is, "Loves of a Dictator," made in England for release in American theaters, too.
WHO—ME?
Pat O’Brien is one of the most popular men in the movies—but you could never get him to admit it
By KATHERINE HARTLEY

You’ll remember Pat in this pose from “Devil Dogs of the Air.” His latest picture is “The Irish in Us,” with his side-kick, James Cagney.

TOO often, in Hollywood, we who are close to the business are liable to overlook something that is right under our nose. And especially when that something is somebody’s popularity. Surely we know that Clark Gable is the first male box-office draw, and that Mae West is first among the women. We even know who is second and third on those two lists. But we are usually so blinded by the records of those first few that we often forget the rest.

We really have to go outside of Hollywood to discover which other stars are also favorites. And when I did that recently, I made a discovery which rather startled me. Naturally a movie magazine writer can’t go anywhere among non-movie people without being asked countless questions about Hollywood, about its people . . . and without being involved in discussions of “who is your favorite actor or actress.” Usually those discussions turn into arguments, and seldom does anyone agree with anyone else. Except when a certain man’s name is brought up—and I have never heard anyone say he didn’t like him. Quite the contrary. Countless men have told me that he was their favorite actor. They even agreed with their wives when they said that he was also theirs. And as for the children . . . well, they think he’s just about 100 per cent plus.

That man is Pat O’Brien.

NOW to be perfectly frank, I had never met Pat. I had never even thought of wanting to write a story about him. I had heard Jimmie Cagney say that he was one of the grandest guys that ever lived. I had listened to little Cora Sue Collins rave about the man that she so affectionately calls “Uncle Pat.” I had heard no less than three very temperamental women stars say that he was one man they could work with without any trouble. I had seen and heard everyone on the Warner lot, from prop boys to producers, hail him with the most cordial greetings. I have always thought his performances on the screen were excellent. But beyond that I had no further interest or curiosity until I had heard so many movie fans say he was their favorite actor that—well, that something had to be done about it. That something started with lunch.

I hope I’m not disappointing you when I say that I was not “struck” by any particular quality or mannerisms at first. By that I mean I can’t say that he breezed into the room like Lee Tracy, or that he was colorful like Lederer, or dynamic like Muni, or rip-roaring-amusing like Bob Montgomery, or elegant and charming like Herbert Marshall—or any of those things that one looks for and expects in a movie star. He was just a regular fellow like—yes, like Pat O’Brien.

I was a bit taken aback. I didn’t know how to proceed. He was wearing a suede wind-breaker with the insignia of the marine air corps on it, and corduroy trousers. His hair was combed, but not too obviously so. He wore no make-up. He looked exactly like the part he played in “Devil Dogs of the Air.” You wouldn’t think of asking a navy pilot what his favorite colors or breakfast foods are, or about the big romance in his life. I couldn’t think of asking Pat any of these things either. If he wanted to “give” and “tell all” that was all right. He’d have to begin. He was too normal and nice-looking for me to pry into.

He did begin. “You know, I was in the navy myself once, when I was seventeen. Spencer Tracy and I were kids together in Milwaukee, and we both ran away at the same time to join up. But do you know that all the time I was in the navy I never saw the ocean. I never even set foot on a battleship until we did ‘Here Comes the Navy.’ Can you tie that? Having to get into the movies to see what the navy was all about! It sure is a funny world. Spence and I didn’t stay in the navy very long . . . we were too young . . . we were restless. We finally got out and went back to school. I went to Marquette University and Spence had to go somewhere else. But that didn’t last very long either. You see the whole truth of the matter is that we were both stage-struck . . . had been ever since we were kids. Don’t ask me why an Irishman like me who would have made a swell policeman should have been stage-struck. ’Cause I don’t know. I only know that the greatest day in the year to me was Saint Patrick’s Day.” (Please turn to page 46)
Temperament, Vanity, Stubbornness and Selfishness. These are the four necessary evils of success

By

DOLORES DEL RIO

O f course I have temperament. Of course I am vain. I am, at times, as set on having my own way as that well-known stubborn mule. And selfish! I am that too. And, strangely enough, these are all traits which one must have to be a success in my profession. I admit I am guilty of these qualities, because, when they are properly handled, they can be attractive qualities. I have developed them all, purposely, since the time I was a small child. And before you say—Yes, an actress can get away with that sort of thing . . . but an ordinary woman, never!—let me tell you that every woman can and should develop a little of these qualities if she wants to become the adored, beloved, spoiled object of some man's affection—as they say in that funny song!

Yes, a woman who is always sweet, always modest, always agreeable and always generous is like too much ripe fruit. You can stand only a taste. Or, another way of saying it, is that a little bitter with the sweet is always appetizing.

Temperament! All actresses have temperament, I am sure, or else they would not be actresses. A few women I know who started out in the theatrical world without temperament, soon found that the theatrical world was not particularly enthusiastic about them. They lacked something, their producers said. They lacked fire. Because they lacked the ability to stir themselves emotionally, they lacked the ability to stir others.

I am afraid there is a general misunderstanding about the word temperament. Some years ago someone made the rather witty, but incorrect statement that temperament was just plain “tem-pur” without the last syllable. And people began to look upon it as such. When they heard of an actress flaring up on the set and creating an angry, noisy scene, they said, “Ah, temperament!” But it did not occur to them that when that same actress performed a beautiful, sad scene—tender and tearful—that she was also, at that time, too, displaying temperament.

Temperament is the blend of many emotional qualities . . . temperament is the thing that enables one to respond, with the same emotional elasticity, to beauty, to ugliness, to depression, to great joy. Just as steel is “tempered,” so is a personality made pliable by temperament—both words (Please turn to page 52)
JOAN, the youngest of the beauteous Bennett sisters, got off to a slow start in the "Success Sweepstakes." In fact, she refused to run. More lovely to look at than the dynamic Constance or the now sophisticated Barbara, Joan balked at the barrier of opportunity. The race for fame in which all three Bennett Babies were natural entries due to breeding did not interest Baby Joan. She went cantering off into the field of matrimony long before she had finished her schooling. The highest honor to be won in that barb-wired field. She had a baby all her own before she was eighteen. I say all her own advisedly because, when she emerged from her experience as a schoolgirl bride, sudden, wiser, but not complaining, Joan had her little girl baby with her. She had kept her close through struggles and the usual "in-law" arguments which invariably follow youthful mismarriages.

Joan's devotion to her child probably was a handicap many times but it's all forgotten now. We see the lovely "dark horse" coming down the stretch in full stride. From now on watch Joan Bennett. It's not very hard on the eyes. It's a great kick for me to write about this youngest Bennett whom I used to see toddling along beside her proud papa, Richard Bennett—I had a terrific crush on Dick when I was about seventeen. A crush that I shared with practically every girl who saw him on the stage in those days. I remember Constance and Barbara well also, but it is the tiny blonde one who looms most clearly through my screen of retrospection. I can see her now. So small, so exquisite and possessing a real manner.

Last week I was quite worried over whom to write about next for New Movie when suddenly out of the blue in a transcontinental plane Joan Bennett arrived. Cheers! Then action on my part. I had to do a bit of sleuthing to find her, but knowing that if there are two Bennetts in town they will be together (scraping together, but together) I had my "lead" as we sleuths say. Sister Barbara, as you probably know, is married to Morton Downey, radio ace. I called his secretary, told her of the designs I had upon her boss's sister-in-law. She kindly gave me the lowdown on Joan's hideout, which happened to be high up in the Sherry-Netherland Hotel. No difficulty in contacting the Baby Bennett. We argued a little about who would lunch with whom.

"Where do you want to lunch?" Joan said briskly. She sounded very peppy. Ah, ha! "On the loose," away from babies, husband and work. "I'll come to your hotel and we will decide," I said, beginning to feel slightly "on the loosey" myself. We set the day for lunch. The night before its arrival I received a message. Would I please meet Miss Bennett at the Colony Restaurant next day at one? Of course I told the maid I would, but to myself I said, "Darn it! She is probably going to ask others to join us and why the Colony? The smartest place in town and I haven't even taken time to buy that new suit.

Well, I brushed off the favorite little black and white checked number, and dashed to the Colony at the hour appointed and right into about the most enjoyable, amusing and enlightening tete-a-tete I've ever seen. It must be admitted that the element of surprise was a large part in my joy. Surprise at finding her alone. Surprise at finding myself with her in the type of restaurant I used to haunt when I was in the public eye and now rarely enter. Surprise at seeing the same old crowd of celebrity chasers still going strong. Their surprise at seeing me they stopped to greet Joan. Surprise at seeing her charmingly and coolly scrutinize the "table traffic jammers" through those bone-rimmed specs that she needs for perfect seeing and in which she manages to look not only pretty, but very intriguing.

And best of all, verification of my suspicion that Joan Bennett is a most unusual combination—beauty, brains, humor and heart. That she has beauty I don't deny, anyone would deny, even though her blondly delicate type may not appeal to all. Brains she must have, being the daughter of Richard Bennett and Adrienne Harmon; Humor, I take the liberty of using my own judgment and saying that she has it—and plenty. Heart, just how expansive it is toward the world in general I don't know, but certainly for those she loves, her family and friends, it is seemingly large and talkative.

We lunched from one until after three and outside of a few little snacks of gossip our conversation was entirely about those whom she loves. One in particular, her husband, Gene Markey. My friend of many years standing, sitting, loitering and collaborating on short stories. It was when they married that I became suspicious of the Baby Bennett having a lot of what it takes to charm and fascinate, because Gene was probably the busiest bachelor who ever bucked a marriage license. If I gave a list of the fascinating gals with whom Mr. Markey used to be seen about, in New York, London, Paris, his home town, Chicago, and Hollywood—yes, decidedly Hollywood—you would suspect me of quoting from "Who's Who" in charm.

It was one of many old friends who suddenly married when he married and said "Joan Bennett! Yes, she's very sweet, but for Gene? He's so smart, so clever, such a brilliant writer, I don't see how—" Of course we couldn't see that if he were all of those things he might have sense enough to find the right girl, but he fooled us. Now he is "Daddy" Markey. "No," Joan was kidding me, she is going to be "Mama" Markey for a long time. I wouldn't even mind if she was kidding me, because it was so pleasant. I'll give you the dialogue, see what you think:

Janis—Are you having fun here?
Joan—It's marvelous! I haven't stopped a minute since I got here.

( Please turn to page 47)
MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN.
How far this little lady has come from the yo-delling Tarzan's mate!
Her next: "Anna Karenina."

VIRGINIA BRUCE. We have not forgotten Virginia's tragedy, and we are happy to see her forge ahead in "Escapade."

FRANCHOT TONE. "Reckless" wasn't so good, but it gave Franchot another boost—and "No More Ladies" seems to be giving him still another one.
JAMES CAGNEY. In “G-Men” they re-discovered the rat-a-tat-tat tempo that made Jimmy popular. We wish him luck for “The Irish In Us.”

MYRNA LOY. Myrna returns from a sojourn in Europe to discuss plans for new pictures. We promise to keep you informed about her.

ROSALIND RUSSELL. A pretty Connecticut Yankee in “The Casino Murder Case” and “China Seas,” she’s coming along fast.
Gladys George, lovely blonde, and Fay Wray, vivid brunette, choose these featherweight typecast fashions to pull you gaily through the hottest month

By KATHERINE KAREY

Left, above: Gladys George, M-G-M luminary, turns the trick neatly with a one-piece dress with short cape sleeves and a separate, single-breasted jacket that makes it look exactly like a suit. The buttons are bone and the little tie, contrasting grosgrain ribbon. Washes, and is guaranteed sun-fast. Left: Fay Wray, Gaumont-British star, is fetching in this en-
semble of washable pastel crepe with a contrasting linen jacket cut on bias swagger lines with a new pointed, peaked collar and wide sleeves. The dress beneath has a softly gathered back and bosom, a new yolk and capelet sleeves. The jacket worn separately makes an extra summer coat.

**Sketched left, above:** This is Fay Wray's new spectator sports dress, another soap and water fashion of sun-fast pure silk. Its two-tone check, Peter Pan collar and pleating-edged pockets and neckline are all very youthful. And it goes to town without embarrassment.

**Above:** Gladys George includes in her August wardrobe this air-conditioned sheer for travel. The dress is slim and double-breasted with self-covered buttons. And isn't the saw-tooth piqué trim pretty and fresh-looking? **Next:** A really charming summer evening dress for Fay Wray's dancing evenings. The cape, of course, is its dramatic touch, and it's lined with lily white. The sheath-like dress is a smoothtone silk with a halter top and a very flattering shirred bodice. In delicate flower colors that bring out the clinging vine in you.

**Right, above:** And here is Gladys George again wearing a crisp taffeta evening gown with a beautiful décolleté back and a shirred halter neck. The knife-pleated frills that form the peplum and trim the V-back are in a contrasting pastel and the crystal-buckled girdle is of soft, matching velvet. The skirt, below the peplum is cut on a full, shirred, bias. It really rustles most romantically. And a very nice thing about all these Tower Star Fashions is that none of them will put even a small dent in a modest clothes budget.
BETTY FURNESS, as pretty as she is talented, is coming along fast as a featured player. She will be in "Shadow of Doubt," with Ricardo Cortez and in "Calm Yourself," with Bob Young.

FRANK MORGAN pays the penalty for being one of our finest character actors—they gave him so many beards that half the time you can't recognize him. Here: In "Gentlemen Never Tell."

ELEANOR POWELL deserves mention because she is supposed to be just about the greatest living tap dancer. You'll be seeing her in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Broadway Melody of 1936" quite soon.

GORDON JONES, a college football and track star in Los Angeles, never saw the inside of a motion picture studio until a screen test landed him in "Let 'Em Have It." You'll see more of him.

BILL BENEDICT, 17, and looking younger, got a job by telephoning to a casting director from Oklahoma. His splendid work in "Ten Dollar Raise" has won him a part in Will Rogers' next picture.

WILLIAM AUSTIN you've been seeing for years in those amusing "Silly Ass" Englishman parts—so many that he certainly deserves mention on this page for his fine part in "Redheads on Parade."

KETTI GALLIAN is another foreign importation, and we're getting a bit leary of foreign importations, but after you see her in "Under the Pampas Moon" you'll decide what her fate will be.

EDWARD BROPHY. You must have wondered who he was a great many times. With his whining voice and his dumb mugg impersonations, Ed certainly merits a prominent place in your album.

DIXIE LEE isn't just the wife of Bing Crosby, you know. She's a singing, dancing little tornado, and we're delighted to say that you'll be seeing her next in "Redheads on Parade," too.
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At Edmund Lowe's garden party there was gathered such an array of stars as would make any photographer swoon for joy. Among them were Bruce Cabot, Adrienne Ames, Victor McLaglen, Tom Brown, Anita Louise, Eddie, Sally Blane, Marian Marsh, Virginia Shields and Richard Barthelmess.

SUMMER FOR SOCIETY

With the summer season in full swing, the Hollywood parties move out into the open air. By our society reporter, GRACE KINGSLEY

If you ever had doubts about the off-screen friendship of those perennial screen rivals, Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen, you should cast your eye upon them at a social event. When Eddie entertained at a garden soiree in honor of his popular house guest, the Countess of Warwick, Vic seemed to be every place at once, dancing attendance on the other guests. Eddie, in his corner, was painting a graphic picture of the daring tricks Vic's Lighthorse Brigade had recently added to its repertoire while Lionel Barrymore and Peggy Fears just listened. The instant Eddie was through with his story that enthusiastic amateur gardener, Barrymore, was down on his knees examining one of the rare plants flourishing there. Lionel can even tell you the technical names of most California plants.

Of course Eddie served that famous champagne punch of his, the recipe for which he received from Rene Adoree many years ago. He has never given anyone else directions for the delicious concoction, and says Eddie: "It's my one secret from Hollywood!"

One thing Eddie hasn't been able to keep a secret from Hollywood is the fact that he is very fond of blond little Marian Marsh. She was there looking very demure in a pale blue bluster crepe dinner dress, with a filmy ruffled collar discussing picture-making in England with Rowland Brown, the director, since they were working abroad at the same time.

"Good Pull Up" ... "Teas—One to Six" ... "It's the English in us," said Jimmy Gleason in an affected Irish brogue when the placards bearing such quaint legends as those were sighted about the spacious lawn of his home by the guests hidden to his house. The signs, which are similar to those to be seen on London cafes, were placed there to make Michael (Mickey) Balcon feel at home. Balcon came to Hollywood from England to sign some of our very best talent for British pictures and the party was given in his honor.

The guests gathered on a bonny Sunday morning for breakfast on the Gleason lawn, but sunny California reneged and went into a rain. "Good pull up" accordingly became the order of the day, and the guests, placards and food went trailing into the house.

What with Dorothy Parker and her husband, Alan Campbell, in the crowd a new Hollywood game was born—making sentences from the single word. When Dorothy presented one that couldn't possibly be topped, Pat O'Brien, assigned the word "iconolast," in surrender offered, "I can no class myself with you."

"When we come in from an afternoon of riding or tennis and it's too early for dinner," explained Binnie Barnes, "in England we simply have what we call 'high tea.' It's more food and a little more elegant than just tea."

Strangely enough no one in Hollywood ever thought of giving a high tea before, so Binnie's was a special sort of thrill. Only the town's best equestrians, such as Bruce Cabot, John (Please turn to page 67)


Little Core Sue Collins celebrated her seventh birthday on the same day May Robson celebrated her twentieth, so she brought Mickey Rooney, Freddie Bartholomew and Jackie Cooper to May's party at the studio.

Wallace Ford and Charles Starrett can always be counted on to give a good time to their youngsters—Wally's daughter Patricia Ann and Charles' two boys, Charles Junior and David.
BILL POWELL has the craziest home in town! Everything is run by electricity. The doors are knobless, and if you want to get into any place in the house all you have to do is find the button! We don't know for sure, but they do say as how Bill has a robot in the kitchen. And if you want a double order of ham and eggs, push the right button and—there you are!

MERLE OBERON admits that she is "terribly interested" in David Niven, scion of Scottish nobility and recently signed to a long-term contract with the Goldwyn studio. There are those who say that Miss Oberon was directly responsible for getting Niven signed to play a part in "The Dark Angel," the new Goldwyn opus, featuring Fredric March, Herbert Marshall and, of course, the gorgeous Merle herself.

Mister Niven says: "Jolly place, this Hollywood. If a chap takes a lady to luncheon, it seems to be a public sign of betrothal. If he takes her to dinner, it is as good as announcing that wedding bells will toll at once! What would people think if a man invited a lady to have breakfast with him?"

If you could find one up in time for breakfast, Niven, old truffle, people would think you were a magician!

YOU should have seen Mae West practicing rope-twirling in the wide-open spaces of the Paramount lot!

"It's a good idea," murmured the hair-patting, hip-swinging blonde. "I've never had much trouble roving in my men, but this ought to make it even easier!"

AFTER weeks of heart-breaking work, day and night, on his latest (but swell!) picture, "G-Men," Jimmy Cagney finally went on a one-man strike and stayed home in bed for a straight twenty-four hours.

Now we catch up with a strong rumor that Warner Brothers are out to sue their most popular star for holding up production. Which is a pretty mean trick, any way you look at it, on account of Jimmy has always given till it hurt without stopping until reaching the point where it is physically and mentally impossible.

However, after previewing "G-Men," we're a sneaking bunch that the brothers Warner will have relented and called off their bloodhounds.

IS Mister Ripley in the house?

Bill Robinson, that super-hot colored tap dancer, has a pair of dancing shoes that are more than 33 years old and have just been re-soled for the first time!

"I bought 'em in Chicago," says Bill, "and paid seven dollars for 'em. They wasn't dancin' shoes then. But, by puttin' wooden soles on an' changin' the heels, so the right heel was on the left shoe and vice versa, I got me a pair of dancin' slippahs that knows all the steps I know!"

"Why, sometimes at night," he continued with a grin, "I looks ovah the side of the bed an' sees 'em doin' a little jig of their own!"

"Hey—" Will Rogers put in, "you'll be tellin' us next that you have to set traps for 'em so you can find 'em in the morning!"

UNLESS they build a bridge across the Atlantic, the Three Stooges are declin-ging any and all offers to appear in London!

Larry Fine hates the sea and can't be coaxed or coaxed aboard a boat; Curly Howard doesn't mind flying so long as he can keep one foot on the ground; and, while Moe Howard doesn't object to flying or sailing, he's only one-third of the trio, after all, and what good is a stooge without a couple of assistant stooges?

Of course, you can't speak of the stooges without recalling Ted Healy, the lad who (as far as we're concerned) originated the silly idea.

"What is it—rubber?" says Ted, nonchalantly picking up Nat Pendleton's pet bull snake.

It took four of us fifteen minutes to get Ted back into Nat's house!
HENRY HULL tells a funny one on himself. It was the opening night of “Tobacco Road,” in New York, and the scenario called for Henry, as Jeeter Lester, to chew tobacco and let it dribble nonchalantly through his crepe whiskers.

Well, to Hull chewing tobacco was chewing tobacco and NOT a substitute, so, hitting off a big piece from the plug, he walked onto the stage, chewing away enthusiastically.

Five minutes later he was the sickest man on Broadway. But—the show must go on!

“T’ll never know how I survived until the first curtain,” he confided. “But, after that, my ‘chaw’ was pure licorice, and nothing else!”

Incidentally, Hull admits he’s 44 years old and proud of it!

He says: “When a matinee idol gets bald, he has a reason to worry about his age. But a character actor can go on indefinitely, because the public doesn’t give a hoot what the man behind the make-up looks like!”

And let that be a lesson to you, Elmer!

DASHING up Sunset Boulevard on the trail of some news, we were startled to see a vision of loveliness in white angel skin crepe and white fox fur, grabbing wildly at a passing load of hay!

When we finally caught up with the lady, it turned out to be Raquel Torres clutching a handful of straws and wishing a mile a minute on ‘em!

“It’s an old charm and supposed to work,” she told us after the wishing session was over. So away went your old pal Nemo in pursuit of the wagon. We came back proudly clutching a handful of the stuff. Not that we’re gullible, understand! But just to see if there is anything in the old superstition. We’ll let you know about it one way or the other next month.

WALLACE BEERY is having more fun these days playing (of all things!) “burro polo!”

“I almost scored a goal in my first chukker,” he told us, “but the burro I was on decided to quit me cold—lay right down under me and refused to budge!”

But it’s all in fun and Wally looks for the fall to have the same run that donkey baseball enjoyed a year ago.

Wally’s adoration for his little daughter, Carol Ann, increases daily. It’s got to the point where Wally gave up his lunch hour (and there’s a man who appreciates food, too!) to rush into Hollywood to do some shopping for Cora Ann, because she wanted a hat “like Cora Sue Collins wears!”

WITH an afternoon off, while on location, Fred MacMurray set out to do the nearby golf course. The course must have been a tough one, because: “I started out with five balls,” Fred said, “found four more and then had to quit on the fourteenth hole because I’d lost all of ‘em!”

Or, maybe it was Fred’s game?

PHILBERT again comes to the fore with a flash to the effect that he saw Johnny Weissmuller washing out his leopard-skin drawers on the back lot at M-G-M the other day. So they must be getting ready to go into another “Tarzan” epic?

KNOWING Clark Gable’s taste for good food—good, plain food—the studio chef concocted a dish and submitted it to the star for his judgment.

Clark sampled it. “Um-mm...,” he said, “that’s good stuff. But, so help me, it tastes just exactly like beef stew!”

The chef stared. “Well, I didn’t think you knew your onions,” he exclaimed, “but beef stew it is!”

So Clark can have his beef stew, but (Please turn to page 70)
"Hollywood," says James Cagney, "is a hick town with Broadway running through it." And Diana Wynyard adds, "Its marital changes are pathetic."

By BARBARA ROBBINS

We were talking about Hollywood—who isn't?—when James Cagney hit it off with:

"Hollywood is a hick town with Broadway running through it."

Ever perplexing, it was over there on the other side of the mountain as we stood in front of a smothering First National stage out of which the violently active Jimmy had just popped.

In the circumstances it seemed that nothing could be better, at any rate, for Cagney than a turn about the green, shady lot of the Warner Brothers studio in Burbank. Of the same fresh-aired mind, he gave himself his walking papers.

"And what else is Hollywood?"

"It's an obsession," he snapped. "It 'gets' you if you don't get out of it every time you have the chance. That's what I do. But you can't really know it, understand it at all, unless you go far away and stay away for a month or two. Here you're too close to it to know what it's all about. But with the freedom of distance and the sanity of detachment you may be able to figure out its many bewildering angles."

Through his eyes I began to see it as a thicket of cross-purposes, a tangle of ambitions, a web of rivalries, a snarl of jealousies.

"Most of all," he hurried on, kicking a pebble out of his path, "it's the tension here that's felt. It never lets up. There's always the awful, sickening uncertainty of not knowing what tomorrow's going to bring, whether you'll be in or out. People who have made their mark in pictures get to feel they are definitely set, only to find themselves on the train going back home."

"What one thing, more than any other, typifies Hollywood?"

"Fear," he answered, with something more than a shrug and something less than a shudder.

For, you may be sure, there's no lack of courage in the Jimmy Cagney who was yanked up by his bootstraps on New York's scrappy East Side. He had to fight for everything he got.

"Get that education!" he now told me, was his importunate mother's way of getting him out of bed of a morning. And get it he did by working at one thing and another and paying his way through school and college. Among other things, he went in for high finance above the ground level of the Broad Street curb market. As he put it, bringing his lightning fingers into telegraphic play: (Please turn to page 56)
By REGINALD TAVINER

It's all very well for Hollywood to re-christen its latest picture-thief and heart-throb as Walter King, but as Walter Woolf he's been at Hollywood's door for some time now and dear, dumb old Hollywood wouldn't let him in.

When they did let him in with a part in "One More Spring" he just naturally gobbled up the picture from nobody less than Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter. And even Hollywood is willing to admit that anybody who can rise up and outshine that pair is something to get excited about.

Now Hollywood, having belatedly discovered that he isn't a big, bad Woolf at all but a romantic young King, has elaborate plans for him.

Walter King's story is just another version of that oft-told Hollywood tale; Hollywood was looking for him in Europe and found him in its own back yard. As a matter of fact, Winnie Sheehan was searching frantically all over England, Germany, France, Spain and wherever for a particular type to play the young violinist in the Gaynor-Baxter film—and so the Fox casting director found Walter Woolf playing a minor part in a quickie programmer right on Winnie's own home lot.

Walter was wearing whiskers at the time—he was doing a Russian prince bit in "Lottery Lover." He scarcely looked romantic or soulful just then, but he (Please turn to page 30)
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B Y LEON SURMELIAN

I have never seen, on or off the screen, a lovelier vision than Virginia Bruce as Jenny Lind, the glorious Swedish Nightingale, in "The Mighty Barnum." Those magnificent close-ups showing her ethereal beauty had a double effect on me because I know that in real life Virginia is not only a real eyeful, with the finest school-girl complexion this side of heaven, but she also swells the heart with the glowing warmth of her humanity. And it is just that quality of hers that I want to pay tribute most of all. There is still hope for mankind as long as there are girls like her.

I met her first at a cocktail party given in honor of Max Reinhardt when he came to Hollywood. It seemed to be an affair for the cinematic blue-bloods. Under the Japanese lamp festooned across the patio of a Spanish mansion in Beverly Hills, it was not the passionate pailor of the gaunt Dietrich, nor the liquidness of Anna Sten from the land of Ukrainia, or the mistful gaze of the lovely Loretta Young that intrigued me most, but the noble carriage of a cool, languorous, slinky blonde whom I recognized as Virginia Bruce.

There was something in the way she held up her head, something fine and heroic, that stamped her in my mind as one of those rare souls that belong to the aristocracy of the spirit.

The present interview began in her dressing-room at the M-G-M studio. She was taking her midday rest. The small room seemed to be illuminated with the quiet gleam of her eyes—eyes of sky-blue—as she lay on her couch, her feet wrapped up in a blanket. For in spite of the brilliant sunshine, the day was rather chilly. She flashed two pretty rows of milk-white teeth as she smiled a gracious greeting.

As usual, I started with trivialities, my modus operandi before launching on the more serious business of interviewing.

"Is it true," I asked her, "that for the past twenty-three days you have ordered from the studio commissary nothing but lamb chops and baked potatoes for lunch?"

"Yes," she chuckled, "I can eat lamb chops and baked potatoes for 365 days a year.

"So can I," I said, and a bond of affinity was established between us. We belonged to the same gastronomic tribe. Now we could talk like friends.

I asked her to recount the main events of her life.

"There is nothing exciting (Please turn to page 49)
IT'S not just a whim—it's the truth!
I've wanted to be the first lady Governor of Alabama ever since I can remember. That's why I studied law and have made every possible preparation for admission to the bar in my home state. That's really why I've done everything I ever have done in my life. Somewhere in the back of my mind, I've decided on everything in the light of how it would affect a possible future career in politics.

I'm not quite sure, but I believe I was about six when I first saw a lady's picture in the paper under that time-worn heading of "The First Lady." It made a very deep impression on me even then. My father asked me what I wanted to be first lady of and my answer was, quite naturally, Alabama. Alabama was the biggest thing I could think of—and it still looms pretty big in my mind.

When I got here, I was met by a very nonchalant and sophisticated press agent who had handled a lot of contest winners, but had never had an experience with one whose entrance in and winning of the contest was entirely accidental.

He started right in asking me a lot of extremely personal questions—all the way from breakfast-food preference to the status of my heart. I did my best to squelch him without being offensive, but, I found out later, he just thought I was being high-hat.

"What," he asked me, "do you intend to do now that you're out here, Miss Patrick?"

"Go back in six weeks, when my return trip ticket expires."

"Well, why, I mean, why did you come out here at all if you don't want to go into pictures?"

"I just felt like a vacation and I got a free one so I came for the trip."

I could see that he didn't believe me. He very obviously thought that this was just another carefully hatched bid for publicity—an act.

"Is that so? Well, what is your great ambition? The legitimate stage, I suppose?" Frankly, I could have kicked him in the shins. He was almost sneering at me!

"No, I've never even considered acting. I intend to enter the practice of law and go into politics."

"Yeah?" (Please turn to page 51)

By GAIL PATRICK

DECORATION BY ELY GINSBURG
EVERY man is a hobo at heart—every woman a nymph. I know. I just trekked from Hollywood to New York.

The whole country has begun to realize that the universe of outdoors is a giant dynamo—yours to tap for vital elemental forces which can only creep in on the installment plan through the chinks and keyholes of a house.

All along the Pacific Coast, the picnic is no longer a ceremony reserved for Sunday. The solid mahogany dining-room table has been relegated to the attic and Poppa and Momma and the whole darn family join the nightly procession of four and fourteen cylinder cars on their way down to the sea.

Some come with plump hampers bulging with devilled egg, ham and liverwurst sandwiches, stuffed tomatoes protected by celophane wrappers, cold, fried chicken to be eaten with fingers for forks, olives, pickles, and coffee kept piping hot or freezing cold by that old reliable—the vacuum jug. You don't have to guess twice at what's in the fat glass jar. No seashore spree is a success without mother's home-made potato salad.

The old-fashioned picnic that came in a card-board carton tied with a love-knot of pink string and containing the proverbial cake, sandwich, pickle, egg, napkin and Monday morning indiscretion, has been laid away in campers by modern youth. At Santa Monica, Venice and Malibu, the modernistic arrive equipped for cooking outdoors and fully armed with a grate for roasting, a skillet for frying, a popper for the pop-corn, a percolator for the coffee—and a harmonica for harmony. The ocean wind can blow itself blue in the nose because the new fangled grate boasts a windshield, and the flame, once lighted, remains a joyous rainbow until the steak announces that it is medium rare. Free driftwood lies close at hand, and those too lazy to beach-comb can buy a big armful for ten cents.

Epicureans who desire "that certain flavor" in tender porterhouse, build a deep nest of stones and make the fire of charcoal. But even an old skillet—if it is good and hot—will respond with "french fries," brown onion rings and delectable chops.

Still more informal is the "weenie roast." Frankfurters are easy to cook and simple to serve. There's nothing to it. The weenies are spread on sharp sticks, held over the fire until they pop open with a juicy chuckle, swabbed with mustard, dressed in rolls, and washed down with pop. Another dish that is tugging the Coast by its coat-tails had its birth in Mexico and is known as "size with showers." A generous portion of hamburger is showered with beans and a cup of chopped onions. This concoction is drowned in catsup and consumed with gusto and a wooden spoon.

Night drops down. Darkness falls equally upon the porterhouse party and the weenie roast. More wood is piled upon the bonfires. Slim sticks appear like wands, and the marshmallow toast is on. For miles all along the coast, the rim of sea is made magic by the flare of beacon lights. Song drifts up toward the dunes—and no man is poor.

Even the cinema stars have joined the army of those who rebel at formality and four walls. What do you think draws the crowd to John Gilbert's swimming pool parties? The big attraction is the open-air barbecue that adjoins the pool. Small steaks are carelessly tossed on the open grill while the fancy divers jack-knife and work up a ravenous appetite.

Claudette Colbert built her house to sit on the top of the tallest mountain in Hollywood in order that she might breakfast outdoors before a magnificent panorama. Let loose the four winds! Eggs served in pottery keep hot for hours.

Spanish patios, so typical of California, now have a new purpose in being. Sunday evenings, at Marion Davies' just before dusk, bridge tables are dropped like confetti any and everywhere, and lackeys in royal purple, parade toward the buffet table under the hollyhocks bearing solid silver platters piled hill-high with joints of roast turkey and southern fried chicken—lobster salad and chicken salad lying in twin sunbursts of lacy fern leaves—giant baked hams—aspic loaf, a dozen varieties of cheese and hors d'oeuvres eloquently saying, "Help yourself." Each guest shoulders a tray and is his own best waiter. The Japanese lanterns are lighted and a Spanish singer in a black mantilla strums a soft harp from a drooping balcony.

The West Coast, however, has no option on all the romance of the world. There's Arizona—justly famous for its dude ranches.

Have you ever taken a horse into a canyon and eaten a supper broiled beside a mountain creek? You ride for hours with the desert wind before you in the saddle, and descend hungry as a bear into a sheltered canyon. There is a stream at the bottom, purling and cold. Above hangs a velvet sky with the stars so low you can almost pluck them. Now for some grub. Once you've eaten beans baked in the oven of Mother (Please turn to page 55).
"...AND WE'LL JUST HAVE A SALAD"

Betty Grable, RKO player, says that when the Hollywood stars get together for lunch, salad is the main attraction

By MARY MARTIN

A trio of different and really delectable salads, special favorites of Betty Grable.

C

AN'T you come for lunch? Oh, no, darling, honestly we won't have a lot of food—we'll just have a salad. That's about the way most Hollywood luncheon invitations sound," Betty Grable, lovely RKO player, said, her bright brown eyes twinkleling at me. Everyone's watching her figure, as you know, so we lure them with promises of nothing but a salad, but actually, we usually start off with a cold consomme. I buy mine canned and have it in the ice box ready to serve in two jellies or less. Then after the salad I'm quite apt to err on the side of bounty with an ice, fruit or crackers and cheese. Here are some of my salads. I toss the dressing over them just before serving.

Tuna Fish Cup
1 medium-sized can white tuna
2 eggs, hard boiled
1 cup chopped celery

Sprouts of watercress, with French dressing, or try:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potpourri Salad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cup ham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup peas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup raw carrots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup green pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup celery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 cup sweet pickle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 egg, hard boiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt and pepper to taste</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ham—cold boiled—should be diced, and all the vegetables cut fine before measuring. Toss these ingredients together lightly with the seasonings and mayonnaise. Serve cold on lettuce leaves. Garnish with thin slices of radishes and the white of the egg which has been chopped fine. Sprinkle the top with the egg yolk, grated. French dressing may be used if preferred.

For the very warm days that good old reliable salad made from a head of lettuce, sliced tomatoes with chopped ripe olives is good, while chopped capers or shredded almonds add a piquant flavor. Thinly sliced cucumbers soaked a short time in salty water, covered with mayonnaise to which a teaspoonful of onion juice has been added and served on shredded lettuce make a refreshing salad.

The combination of prunes and pineapple is grand too, I think. On finely shredded lettuce place six large well cooked prunes with the stones removed, for each serving. Cover with one-half cup of mayonnaise dressing to which has been added one-half cup whipped cream and one-half cup crushed pineapple, well drained.
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ON-THE-SET REVIEWS

A page that will help you pick that movie you want to see

By BARBARA BARRY

IF we hadn't seen Louie B. Mayer steaming down the Boulevard, we'd be convinced that the business had moved to Florida, after all, production is that low this month!

THOSE who knew "Diamond Jim" Brady in his hey-day, declare that Edward Arnold, who plays the title role, might be a reincarnation of the jeweled-tooled playboy of the Gay Nineties, so striking is the resemblance!

Make-up plays an important part in the startling illusion, and Arnold, with jowls pushed out by high, confining collars, is not exactly comfortable. Although he admitted that he is enjoying this role more than any other he has played.

For obvious reasons, Parker Morrell's classic novel is not being filmed, verbatim, but we've a bonfire hunch that you're going to enjoy Director Eddie Sutherland's interpretation of the story a whole lot.

"To make money, you gotta look like money." That is Brady's creed, and by that creed he lives, from the day he borrowed twenty dollars from a friend in order to rent a silk hat, cut-away coat, striped trousers and diamonds from a pawnbroker, to the day he died, personally owning all that and much more.

In a southern railroad town, Brady falls in love with Jean Arthur, daughter of wealthy and respected parents. It is the one real love of his life but, before he can promote his honest intentions, Jean's papa and mama have talked her into an engagement with a local blue-blood. And that is Brady's cue for a heart-broken exit (girls not having an ounce of gumption in those days!)

All through his glamorous career, "Diamond Jim" treasures the memory of his one love and, while suffering a Synthetic emotion for Lillian Russell (Binnie Barnes), he meets up with a gal who so closely resembles his original romance that he goes completely haywire and asks her to marry him!

So Brady is in love with Jean, and Binnie nurses a terrific yen for Cesar Romero. But when Jim and Binnie find that Jean and Cesar are doing a bit of hectic hand-holding, on the side, Jim offers Binnie a cool million if she'll marry him, r-r-right now!

Recognizing the broken heart at the bottom of the wood-pile, Binnie gently refuses to take the long trek down the aisle, million or no million. And Jim, because the doctor has said, "Ah, ah—mustn't touch!" orders two dozen oysters and a tureen of Mulligatawny, and proceeds to eat himself out of the picture!

Between shots, Director Sutherland ordered ice cream cones all around and then proceeded to tell us of the joke he had pulled on Binnie that morning.

Binnie is very near-sighted. So much so that many of her dearest friends thought she was deliberately smubbing them before they found out about her affection.

They had been looking over some strips of film, cut from the rushes, and as Binnie held each strip close before her eyes, Eddie suddenly got the rare idea!

Looking around, he picked up a narrow strip of galvanized tin and very nonchalantly handed it to the intrigued Binnie.

"Here's a shot that ought to be the highlight of the entire picture," he said innocently.

Binnie held it up to the light. "M-mm-m," she murmured, "that is—well, I mean..." and while she held it closer and closer, Eddie and the entire crew went into hysterics!

Binnie's a grand scout, though, and laughed as hard as anyone when she finally found out she'd been trying to be polite about looking through a piece of tin.

Eddie recounts an interesting incident in connection with his direction of the "Diamond Jim" epic.

At the age of thirteen, Eddie stood in the Grand Central Station, in New York, waiting for the train that would return him to the Hudson River Military Academy.

A heavy-set gentleman approached him and said: "Pardon me, son, but aren't you Al Sutherland's kid?"

When Eddie admitted the charge, the h.s.g. chuckled: "I thought so! Why, I'd know Al's boy anywhere. Next time you see your dad, tell him that Jim Brady said 'Hello!'"

TOP HAT

THIS isn't a mystery story, but we've had less trouble figuring out who killed cock robin than unraveling the romantic complications in this single-dancer opus, by Alexander Furano and Aladar Laszlo.

In the first place, Ginger Rogers falls for Fred Astaire when he lulls her to sleep with a sand dance (a soft routine with sand on the floor). Through a series of complications, Ginger is led to believe that Fred is the husband of a good friend of hers, who is really married to Edward Everett Horton, producer of the show in which Fred does his stuff, terspsichorically speaking.

So, in a fit of pique, Ginger ups and marries Erik Rhodes and, when they go to retire, Astaire keeps them awake by inducing Horton to tap dance until Rhodes is so annoyed that he leaves his bride to dash upstairs and inquire what the ding-ding. or something. (Please turn to page 59)

BEST BETS

DIAMOND JIM, with Edward Arnold and Binnie Barnes.

TOP HAT, with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.

PAGE MISS GLORY, with Marion Davies and Dick Powell.

THE ARIZONIAN, with Richard Dix and Margot Grahame.

ESCAPE, with William Powell and Virginia Bruce.

ACCENT ON YOUTH, with Sylvia Sidney and Herbert Marshall.
Comedians Make the Best Fathers

Their own children say so—and the kids ought to know. Maybe it's that comedians are just big kids themselves, dressed up in long pants.

Do comedians really make better fathers than other actors? And if so, why? Judging from what I've observed, I think they do. And there are lots of reasons why they should.

For one thing, something of the mellowing influence of comedy oozes over into the home life of the comedian and is felt by his youngsters. And there is certainly always a childlike quality in a comedian that helps to make him a great pal to his kid. Joe E. Brown, Harold Lloyd, Will Rogers, Bert Wheeler, Eddie Cantor, Stan Laurel, Wallace Beery, Stuart Erwin, Slim Summerville, Frank McHugh and probably others I have forgotten to mention, all are idols of their children and at the same time are the little ones' pals.

Even the most Bohemian of them all, Charlie Chaplin, temperamental, hectic and irresponsible as he is, reserves a spot in his heart where only his children come. He grinned with happy pride the day he showed me the place on his estate which is reserved for the two boys, and where we found games, playthings, little chairs, tables, swings, all the elaborate paraphernalia of a child's playground.

Charlie never misses taking his children to the circus when the circus and the boys are in town at the same time.

And little Sid loves puzzles, just as Charlie does; so the two sit on the ground together for hours sometimes, working out some particularly teasing puzzle.

Very indulgent are these comedian dads.

Joe E. Brown had a soda-fountain put into his home for his children! Of course Don and Joe, Jr., quarreled at first as to who should be soda jerker, and even now Don slings a mean cherry sundae; but the fountain has lost its novelty, coming into play only when there is a party at the Brown home, when the boys take turns showing what mixers they are, in the vanilla-or-strawberry sense.

And Joe is always buying mechanical toys for his children. But there's a catch to that. For Joe himself loves these toys, and it is a joke in the family that when a new toy is put on the market the boys lure him to the shop where it is being sold, and get a great kick out of watching their dad's delight in working it.

The little girls, Mary Elizabeth Ann and Katharine Frances, have all the mechanical dolls that come on the market. Joe shows no partiality in the matter of gifts or affection, but little Mary Elizabeth Ann, being the older, is the one naturally who takes his hat and puts it away for him when he comes home at night.

Whether Eddie Cantor is working or not, those five daughters of his all demand that he take them and their mother to the movies in the evening; or, leaving Mama at home, he takes the girls down to Venice and Ocean Park, where they ride on the roller-coasters, shoot in the shooting galleries, gaze at their reflections in the merry mirrors, and do all the other mad things one finds to do in the topey-turvy land of the midway. The only complaint Eddie has ever been known to utter was the wish that his daughters wouldn't roller-coaster quite so much!

We asked Eddie what he talked about with his family around the dinner table.

"Oh, everything," he answered. "We discuss everything with our children. I'd rather they learned about life from us than somewhere else. Sometimes (Please turn to page 54)."
You can tell by the tone of her voice, it's a good dinner. It's not only tempting but nourishing. She knows the big part that food plays in keeping her family in vigorous health.

It is no easy task, year in and year out, to plan meals for the family. The more limited the food budget, the more necessary it is to know what to buy—and why—for better health. Expensive foods may be far less nourishing than those which cost less.

Food for the family must meet a variety of needs. It must contain the elements necessary

— for growth and development of children and for renewal of body tissues in adults (Proteins and Minerals)
— to supply energy for work and play (Carbohydrates and Fats)
— to regulate body processes and protect against disease (Minerals and Vitamins).

The amount of food required varies according to the individual. Children require more of the “growing foods” than adults. People who work hard physically require more of the “energy foods.”

Send for booklet “The Family Food Supply”
It tells in detail the importance of various foods—which ones contain proteins, carbohydrates, fats, minerals and vitamins; how to use them to keep your family in good health; how to do your marketing; how to use left-overs and make them appetizing; how to plan balanced and nourishing meals which the family will enjoy. Mail the coupon today for your free copy.
PLAYROOMS of the STARS

A new Hollywood fad which may sweep over the country. Turn your friends loose in a sound-proof room with unbreakable dishes. ● By HENRY M. FINE

WHOOPEE rooms! Play places of the stars!
Where the Norma Shearers, Clark Gables and Marlene Dietrichs relax and get away from grease-paint, cameras and lights.
Where screenland's elite turn to ping-pong, puzzles and games for an evening's fun.
They were first really made popular by the late Lew Cody, whose amusing parties, thrown in what he called his "whoopee parlor," situated in the renovated cellar of his home, earned him the reputation of Hollywood's "King of Hosts." Stars and their satellites, directors, producers and other film executives, flocked to these "shindigs" in droves. And with his close friend, frozen-faced Buster Keaton, who here would smile once in a while, Cody showed moviedom how to make merry. His formula was a few cocktails, cleverly concocted at a miniature bar, and a multitude of crazy games.

THE idea quickly caught on, and today playrooms have become a definite part of Hollywood entertainment. To such an extent that screen notables without them are rapidly adding them to their homes.
One of the newest is in the home of Director Wesley Ruggles and his wife, Arline Judge. It is built on the order of an English tap-room. The ceilings are beamed, and the walls, of burnt wood and plaster panelling, add to the effect. On one side of the room is a massive fireplace. At the other end, a large bar. In a small alcove is a buffet service, with the east end of the place providing a beautiful view of the swimming pool and bath house.

The room seats 60 people comfortably. Here on a Sunday you'll find Helen Twelvetrees and husband, Frank Woody, braving about their family presidential candidate, infant Jackie, favorite playmate of Wesley Ruggles, Jr., except when youthful squabbles separate them. Over in a corner June Collier and Stuart Erwin will probably be playing a rubber of bridge with Marian Nixon and William Seler, whereas in another corner EstherRalston will undoubtedly be trying out the new combination radio-phonograph which plays 12 records without stopping.

When the crowd gets tired of playing games, Wes will turn off the lights, and with the assistance of a small, sound equipped motion picture projection machine, flash on a baby-sized screen his latest film. When this is over everyone adjourns to the Rathskeller downstairs, which boasts everything up to and including a billiard table.

AMONG the oldest "whoopee" rooms in Hollywood is the "Trophy Room" at Pickfair. So named because it contains paintings and relics of Early California. Here (Please turn to page 58)

George Brent's playroom, beautifully furnished, is a place for a quiet, friendly talk. (Below) That of Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien.

All of the Hollywood playrooms offer games. Pert Kelton's favorite game, it happens, is pool.

The studious James Cagney's playroom looks more like an arsenal, what with all the guns, but there are lots of books, too, which can't be seen in this shot.
When **Underskin fails to function**, expect **Lines, Blackheads, Blemishes**!

**Fight them in your Underskin with this deep-skin cream**

DO YOU KNOW what makes skin supple and smooth? The tiny oil glands underneath it.

Do you know what keeps it firm, young? Millions of tiny nerve and muscle fibers just below the surface.

What gives it that clear glow that never fails to win admiration? The active circulation in little blood vessels all through the *underskin*.

Skin authorities say the whole beauty of your outer skin depends on the proper functioning of all these things just *under your skin*. How foolish to waste time and money on beauty preparations that do not go to the root of the matter, and help this underskin to function actively.

Hundreds of women have learned to ward off skin faults, and keep their skin beautiful with a cream that goes deep—that both cleanses to the depths and rouses the slowing underskin to vigorous action—Pond’s Cold Cream.

And here’s the simple way they use it—

**EVERY NIGHT**—with your finger tips, apply Pond’s Cold Cream generously, putting it in till the skin is warm and supple. It sinks deep into the pores, flushes away dirt, make-up and impurities from within the skin itself. Wipe cream and dirt away. Pat in some more cream briskly, and give your cleansed skin a second invigorating treatment with it. The circulation stirs. Oil glands are warmed. Tissues and fibres toned. See how clear and glowing your skin looks. How satiny to the touch.

**IN THE MORNING**, repeat this. In the daytime, too, before you put on fresh make-up. Rouge and powder go on evenly, stay fresh for hours.

But most of all you’ll be delighted with the steady improvement in your skin. By this constant care, you can rid your skin, as hundreds of other women have, of all those common and disfiguring skin faults. You can avoid blackheads and blemishes. Reduce enlarged pores. Soften lines. Firm the skin.

Send for the special 10-treatment tube of Pond’s offered below. See in a few days the promise of what it can do for you. Pond’s Cold Cream is absolutely pure and entirely free from germs.

---

**The Countess of Warwick**

admired for her youth, beauty and gracious personality, says: “Pond’s Cold Cream is marvelous for bringing out the dirt from the pores of the skin. I use it at least twice a day.”

---

**Mail this Coupon—for Generous Package!**

POND’S, Dept. H-11, Chicago, Ill.

I enclose (to cover postage and packing) for special tube of Pond’s Cold Cream, enough for 10 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond’s Creams and 3 different shades of Pond’s Face Powder.

Name __________________________

Address ________________________

City ___________________________
THE Makeup Box

REST IN PEACE: Here's real news for everyone who has carefully put up her hair in curlers, only to awaken in the dead of night and tear them off with loud groans. It's a curler with a tiny rubber tip that acts as a cushion and not only whips the stubborn little ends into bewitching ringlets but allows you to slumber throughout the night quietly and peacefully. The curler is nicely perforated to allow the hair to dry thoroughly and comes in two sizes—small, to take care of wavy locks, and regular size for average curls.

FRECKLED BUT FEARLESS: If freckles are your evil Nemesis (as they are mine) be of good cheer. For what I have discovered, my fine speckled friends, are two products. One is a bleach mask to be applied twice a week and its continuous use fades unsightly freckles with breathtaking rapidity. The other is a shade of face powder suitable for toning down the prominence of said freckles. Both these products originated in Hollywood and screen stars use them to counteract the benefits (?) of that good old California sunshine.

FOUND: A lipstick in a glorious shade of red and guaranteed not to turn purple under the summer sun. It's smooth and indelible. You apply a generous coating to your mouth, let it set, and remove with a bit of tissue. Then you're truly kissable... Included in this month's circular is a complexion diet to tone up tissues and tummies... lots of other news too. Just write—

If you would like further information about the articles described, and other beauty news, write enclosing stamped envelope to the Beauty Editor, Make-Up Box, New Movie Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

THE Feet in the SPOTLIGHT

A dancer reveals her own secrets for beautiful and healthy feet

EVERY woman should give her feet careful, regular attention—a dancer must do so," said Ruby Keeler, young screen actress whose nimble feet have tapped their way to stardom. "For foot ills are responsible for as many wrinkles as old age, as many gray hairs as heart-and-home problems.

"While the average woman realizes this, she is often prone to devote herself to her face, hands and hair—and then say that she hasn't time to give her feet the treatments and exercises that they deserve.

"Of course, a dancer cannot afford to neglect her feet. At the moment that we are taught our first steps, we are also taught to regard our feet with respect. We are shown the exercises we must do regularly and are taught how to relax our feet, how to massage them, how to avoid straining them.

"The most important rule in caring for your feet is to be sure always to buy shoes that are large enough. Shoes that are basically suited to your feet. If you have a long, narrow foot, you should wear slender shoes with fairly pointed toes. Shorter, broader feet (like those of most dancers) should always be shoed in short, round-toed lasts. The toes must never be cramped or forced into shoes that will cause them to overlap.

"The second thing to remember is to vary your heel heights. By that I mean that it is dangerous to restrict oneself to heels of only one height. Feet should be kept flexible, and to do this one should try to have in her shoe wardrobe at all times the following types of shoes:

Heelless mules
Low-heeled sports Oxfords
Flat-heeled strap-slipper
Cuban-heeled Oxfords
High-heeled pumps or sandals

"These should be worn with a fair degree of consistency in order that the foot will be comfortable in any heel. If you've been wearing very high heels, it would be unwise to change suddenly to low ones and vice versa. But by wearing low heels one day, medium ones the next and high heels at other times, you'll keep your feet in good condition.

In lieu of going barefoot, wear heelless mules around your own room.

"Besides selecting the right types of shoes, you should also devote at least five minutes every night to strengthening your feet. And one simple exercise will do this. Simply stand erect with your feet at forty-five-degree angles and raise and lower yourself on your toes for five minutes. Begin with an one-minute session, of course, and add one minute each night until you can do it five minutes without tiring.

"After this exercise, you should rest and relax your feet by sitting down in a big chair and placing another chair before you. Prop up your feet on this chair for five minutes. Then get your footbalm and rub them thoroughly. Then a good hot bath, gradually getting cooler until the water is quite cold, will make your feet feel—and look—like a million dollars.

"Another thing that dancers remember is that grace of the feet often depends upon the way you stand—and we always keep our ankles together. Even when you're sitting down, you'll find that 'ankles together' is one sure rule for looking lovely. And your ankles will show lots of improvement from your health exercises for your feet. The raising and lowering for five minutes a night will make your ankles slender, too.

"Too thin legs can be benefited by massage with cocoa butter or olive oil and by walking about three miles a day. This builds up the muscles of the legs and develops shapeliness.

"Dancers probably wear out more pairs of shoes a year than any other group of people, and personally, I need about twenty pairs of shoes a year. While I wear sports shoes, Oxfords and sandals at various times, my favorite shoe is the opera pump. I think it's the most flattering and the most comfortable for my own feet."

But any shoe would look well on Miss Keeler's feet, for she has very small and well-shaped pedal extremities. She wears a number 4-B! Her ankles are seven and one-half inches in circumference and her calves thirteen inches—the exact measurements of the perfect girl of 1935 selected by Bushy Berkeley, Warner Brothers' dance director, who recently conducted a census of practically all the leading feminine players of Hollywood and arrived at these figures.

If nature has not endowed you with the ideal proportions, start today on a new program for healthy and beautiful feet, ankles and legs.

"Grace of the feet very often depends upon the way you stand and sit. Remembering always to keep your ankles together is one way to avoid an awkward pose," says Ruby.

Compare your pedal measurements with Ruby Keeler's, for her ankles are considered perfect. She wears a number 4-B shoe; ankles are 7 1/2 inches; and her calves 13 inches.
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How precious a simple snapshot can be... Don't take chances with pictures that mean so much. Your camera—any camera—is better when loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film. Verichrome gives you the true expression, the naturalness. Your snaps turn out the way you want them. Always use Verichrome and be sure... Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

This day will never come again—save it with snapshots
NE of Hollywood's cleverest motion pictures—containing wit—charm—beauty—and talent, combined with complete abandon will never, unfortunately, reach the professional screen. The picture stars Ben Alexander and Phyllis Fraser, and was made with a 16 mm. film up at Lake Arrowhead a couple of Sundays ago.

"Little Red Riding Hood" is the title of the epic and in the cast we found Mrs. Lewis Frederick Ayres playing some sort of snow nymph—and Ginger Rogers gets around—there's no keeping her out of pictures. Phyllis Fraser, Ginger's cousin, plays the lead in the picture. She and Ginger out-do themselves, and they look really beautiful—which all goes to disprove the fact that Hollywood stars would be a wash-out without their layers of make-up, their false eye-lashes and the arc lights and camera angles. Lew Ayres and Leila Rogers took turns as cameraman and director, with the sun furnishing the lighting effects.

The idea made such a hit that the troupe immediately lined up a super-super cast for another production—"The Disinherited," starring Earl Eby and featuring these players. James Gleason, Johnny Mack Brown, Sterling Holloway, Florence Lake, Bodil Rosing, Noel Madison, and Andy Devine. They've rented an old ramshackle house on Sunset Boulevards—had the lights turned on, and used that for the interior shots. Ben Alexander is chief cameraman and cutter, while Albert, Lew Ayres' colored man, has been made chief electrician. Poor Albert is really the only unhappy one in the whole shooting-match. Albert used to be a high grade colored butler and chauffeur, but for the past five weeks he hasn't even seen a butler's uniform. Cause Lew and Ginger saw fit to elevate this protégé of amateur technical intricacies. The pictures are a lot of fun, and the next one will star Janet Gaynor in a hilarious take-off of "Anna Christie." P.S.: Albert will remain as electrician.

Hollywood's newest young sensation will be Louise Hayward, the handsome young juvenile Metro signed this season, after his recent appearance in the Noel Coward play, "Point Valaine," with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. His performance was so marked in the play, and hailed by the critics, that the management was forced to pay Hayward's name up in lights, featured with the stars, Lunt and Fontanne. And one more performance like his in MG-M's "The Flame Within," will put this newcomer right on top—which should please Metro no end, as they are paying him three times as much as anybody can possibly imagine. That's how anxious they were for a new leading man who could act.

DA Lupino's visit at the Del Tahquitz in Palm Springs unwittingly settled a momentous question for that town's Chamber of Commerce. It seems there had been much discussion whether the airport should be moved nearer town. During Ida's sojourn, Howard Hughes, Hollywood's youngest producer, caused much excitement by circling around the roof-top of the hotel, paying tribute to himself with Lupino—and finally, finding it inconvenient to park on the Del Tahquitz roof, Hughes brought his machine to a stop in the empty sand lot next door. So from now on that will be the new Palm Springs Airport.

Above: Death always seems the more cruel when it takes the young. Junior Durkin holds a splendid future. We shall miss him. Right: Lew Ayres and Ben Alexander, and in their friends, are now making amateur movies.
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MUSIC in the MOVIES

With Irving Berlin himself writing musical scores for the movies, it's no wonder this month's tunes are grand. By JOHN EDGAR WEIR

GOOD news for lovers of music in the movies is that no less a personage than Irving Berlin, the old master himself, is now at work for you. Five of the forthcoming tunes in "Top Hat," RKO's musical featuring nimble Fred Astaire and the equally gay Ginger Rogers, are from Berlin's gifted pen. They are "No Strings," "Isn't This a Lovely Day?" "Top Hat," "Get Thee Behind Me, Satan," and "Piccolino," to which Fred dances while Ginger sings.

Many of the studios are nearing the completion of new musical productions. Warner's "Broadway Golddiggers" has the popular Dick Powell in the stellar role. The film will feature another superb musical score by Dubin and Warren, the ace team who gave us those recent hits from "The Gold Diggers" and "Go into Your Dance." In "Broadway Golddiggers" you will hear, among others, "The Rose in Her Hair," an engaging little waltz, "Outside of You," "Sweet and Slow," featured in the picture by the Mills Brothers. And "Lulu's Back in Town," all of which are included in this review.

"College Scandals" is also being released for release under the Paramount banner. While this picture is not as rich in songs, it boasts of one which promises to be outstanding. "In the Middle of a Kiss" is the title and it is a melody in love in slow tempo, written by Sam Coslow, who gave us "Thanks," "Please," and "Cocktails for Two." "Dick Barbiere's "Four Hours to Kill," another Paramount production, includes two very rhythmical, yes even hot, tunes called "Hate to Talk to Myself" and "You're the Cutest One." And "Masquerade," the M-G-M contribution to current musicals, features "You're All I Need."

Of all the songs included in this month's review, "In the Middle of a Kiss" is, in our opinion, the best hit. This song is given first place because of the beauty of its melody, its appealing lyric, and Jan Garber's excellent recording.

It is from "College Scandals," and is played by the Jan Garber orchestra as a sweet melodic fox trot ballad. The arrangement is of the simple variety with reverence for melody, and the smooth Garber saxos emphasize its beauty. A mellow trombone in a short interlude also falls easy on the ear. Lee Bennett sings an alluring vocal refrain.

On the other side we hear "With All My Heart and Soul" played by the New Mayfair Dance Orchestra. This is an English band with a large instrumentation, patterned in some respects after the distinguished style of that other English leader, Ray Noble. However, ever, this band is a far cry from Noble's, but still, as bands go, it is above the average. (Victor)

"The Rose in Her Hair" from "Broadway Golddiggers" by Eddy Duchin and his orchestra, is an engaging waltz played in a dreamy, gliding style by the piano-playing maestro. A muted trumpet captures the waltz mood in a soft, pleasing interlude, but as in all Duchin records, the leader's velvety fingers steal the show as they glide over the keyboard. Lee Sherwood sings its vocal phrase delightfully.

The reverse side offers "Outside of You" from the same picture and is played by Duchin and his boys. This time we have a fox trot in medium tempo with a bouncing rhythm; just the sort of tune at which Duchin's band excels. Again the piano and trumpet are featured but the sax section turns in a grand job. Lee Sherwood sings another pleasing vocal. (Victor)

"SWEET AND SLOW" from "Broadway Golddiggers" is the hot rhythm tune sung in the picture by the Mills Brothers. This recording however is by that other exponent of jazz time, Fats Waller. If you like a fast tempo heated to the boiling point, here it is with Fats in rare form. The band accompanying him is plenty warm too.

"Lulu's Back in Town" is on the reverse side, and comes from the same picture. Being in the same groove, you can be sure that Fats Waller treats it as such. There is no man quite like this boy when he throws himself into this style of vocalizing. He turns in a handful of piano playing, too, on this record. (Victor)

"TO CALL YOU MY OWN" from "In Caliente" and played by Victor Young and orchestra is a lovely ballad of the better type. Young's band plays a fine arrangement which features three fiddles in an interlude, as well as the brass which produces some clever harmonic effects. However, the splendid vocal refrain sung by Milton Watson of the operatic stage overshadows the band.

The reverse side presents "The Lady in Red" from the same picture, also played by Victor Young's aggregation. This is the rhumba type of number, a rhythm which seems to have so captured the fancy of the dancing set, that now it has a place on almost every program. Vic Young does it up in real Mexican style, except for the last chorus which is done in fox trot time. Milton Watson shows versatility in rendering the vocal interpolation. (Decca)

"I'M LIVING IN A GREAT BIG WAY" from "Honeymoon for Love," is played by Louis Prima and his New Orleans Gang. This is a new band on records and is of the modern hot variety; that is, they play with a pronounced rhythm without a lot of noise, and expertly too. Coming from New Orleans highly recommended by those who should know, this outfit is said to have what it takes to gain nation-wide popularity. Louis Prima, in addition to leading, sings the vocals.

On the reverse side the same band does justice to "Put On an Old Pair of Shoes." This is the latest by Billy Hill, famous for his "Last Round Up" and "Old Spinning Wheel." The Prima band gets off another modern arrangement with the brass section as well as a clarinet standing out. Prima again wards the vocals. (Brunswick)

"YOU'RE ALL I NEED" from "Escapade," as played by Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra, is a liltig fox trot with an appealing tune. The large Fio Rito band, which comprises about twenty musicians, plays a smart dance arrangement. "You're All I Need" possesses a generous amount of tonal color by skillful maneuvering of the instrumentation. The violin section does especially well, as does the band. Phillips in the vocal chorus. (Brunswick)

"IN THE MIDDLE OF A KISS" from "College Scandals" crops up again in a recording by Hal Kemp for those who prefer the unique style of this particular orchestra. This arrangement is well executed with the muted brass lending itself admirably, and Bob Allen lending a pleasing vocal refrain. These arrangements together with his skilful execution have made Hal Kemp's a popular recording band. Still, we prefer the older recording for this particular song. (Brunswick)

FROM the picture, "Four Hours to Kill," we have another recording by that colored rhythm-master, Fats Waller. The tune is titled "Hate to Talk About Myself," and does Fats steam through this one! We'll bet your feet will best time with Fats as he sings and plays the piano with an orchestral accompaniment.

The B side carries "You're the Cutest One" also by Fats and much the same thing. (Please turn to page 65)
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE!

(Continued from page 19)

because on that day my mother would tie a green silk sash around my waist, and that sash, which turned my outfit into a costume, gave me the excuse to dance and hop around and show off. I used to travel around from bedknobs and broomsticks, a ladder to the next... dancing a jig, and singing old ballads at the top of my lungs. I danced so badly that finally it was projected to me that I should take a dancing lesson. I enrolled, in a class with a Miss Mar-

A WAY, when I was nineteen, I staged The Pilgrim’s Progress in Milwaukee, and believe me that took some staging for there were nine hundred people in it. But do you think I got a kick out of it? I did not. Cause I wasn’t out there on the stage showing off myself, getting applause, taking the bows. The man who gave me the job thought I had great sound and made me director and producer. But even if I was good, I wouldn’t have liked it.” Pat grunted—that same Irish grin that you have often seen on his face, which can make you tremble, he threw in as an aside. “I’m only talking about myself, because I suppose Mr. Hughes is looking for something to find out about anything about me.”

“Don’t get modest now,” I said. “Well, getting back to my story, after two years at school, spent mostly in playing football, my feet got ‘tichy’ for a different kind of field to work on, and one by one I told all of us that we ought to get the University of Dublin. These were full of that kind of experience for me—more hunger experience than stage experience. I can’t say I have always been a chorus boy in a musical show—and don’t laugh either, for that job meant all the difference between a life I could live in Dublin and one that I could lay my hands on.

“It was during those days that I met Eloise Taylor, an actress—an actress at times, I might say, for she was out of a job half the time. I was crazy about her from the very beginning. I guess I proposed to her a thousand times—a thousand times, and she gave me about five yeses in all the months, and then we came to the decision that we would marry each other before we finally married. But though there wasn’t anything doing in a romance, you know, we had great friends and best pals anyone can imagine. I’ll tell you what pals we were, we always pooled our money. If we was broke, she would pull 25 and I would pull 25, and we would be happy together. We ‘made it’ in any way possible.

AND right here is where I take time to tell you about all the pictures where I left off when he said, “Like all Irishmen...” He is like all Irishmen—only more so! Except for the temper. I have checked it on a lot of people, and I know what they all agree that if Pat has any Irish temper, he certainly never has displayed it. But he has the traditional senti-

Pat’s greatest hobby today is collecting rare Irish books and manuscripts. He used to know Gaelic and Irish, and, if he says he can decipher some of them. He also collects old theater programs and has them on a shelf by the fireplace in his den. That room, incidentally, with a bar at one end, is of the greatest evidence of his sentimentality. All four walls are hung with three hundred framed photographs of scenes from every play and picture that he has been in. From there you can frame in—all, you guess the color. “(Could it be anything but green?)

His bar, too, bears markings of his love for memories. Everyone who ever sits foot on the rail of Pat’s bar is asked to autograph his name in the wood, with an ice pick. There is room for about 1,000 signatures on the bar, and it is already one-third covered. The names engraved there read like a who’s who of the theater. Everyone is repre-

D O you carefully powder and rouge, and then blow scraggly brows and pale, scanty locks into to what should be your most ex-

And here we come to what an amazing difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in your appearance.

Maybelline EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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The Dark Horse is a Blonde
(Continued from page 21)

Janis—Shows, night clubs and so forth?
Joan—Everything! It's all so stimulating. I'm nearly dead! (She looked all of eighteen, and talk about school girl complications! Here is a kindergarten complexion.)

Janis—Have you seen "Anything Goes"?
Joan—I'm seeing that tomorrow night. Tonight I'm seeing "Three Men on a Horse."
Janis—How long are you going to be here?
Joan—I'm leaving Tuesday. I could stay longer but I'm afraid the baby will forget me.

Janis—What a chance! How old is she now?
Joan—Fourteen months. Gene told me last night on the phone that he has her kiss my picture every day, but I'm not taking chances. You ought to see her. She's a darling and exactly like Gene.

This went on and on. We dragged her husband, my ex-collaborator, through the chop suey, salad and right up to the coffee; there we left him temporarily, sitting on the peak of praise where we had placed him. I started to try and find something about "Mama" Markey, her plans and ambitions, but somehow we switched to her mother and her successful play brokerage business, then to sister Barbara and her successful endeavors in raising a brood of young Downleys. On to sister Constance, her marriages, her charm and her extraordinary energy. Leaping to London conversationally we gave Father Richard Bennett his quota of attention.

I tell you that once you get tangled up in the Bennett clan nothing less than a Bennett can get you out. I still don't know how I got Joan far enough away from the family news to learn that she has had many offers to return to the stage and has never felt the urge to do so until now. She has read a book in which there is a girl's character that she is longing to bring to life. You'll never guess. Our sweet little Joanie, portrayed of purer than pure heroine, wants to play Jenny in "February Hill," the best seller and most successful shocker of the literary season. Joan would be magnificent as Jenny. Censorship was to ruin "February Hill," so I don't believe it will be screened, but if you could see Joan's expression when she talks about playing Jenny you would go running for censors.

"From the moment I read it, I've lived with that book," she said. "I've got it all cast in my mind. So-and-so would be fine as the grandmother. Can't you see so-and-so as the mother? Imagine so-and-so as that child Amy!"

Incidentally those so-and-so's represent an all-star cast showing that Joanie is too wise to dream of trying to do a one woman show. I withhold the names because, if "February Hill" should be screened, I see no reason for any studio having the advantage of Joan's ability as casting director, unless she herself plays Jenny. I hope she does. A characterization like Jenny would lift her forever out of the morass of mild maidens she has to cope with in her screen portrayals.

She is already well on the way out of the "just a sweet blonde" pigeon hole and I believe that one more year of getting the breaks will establish her as the most important Bennett. Not that Constance isn't everything her admirers claim, but she can no longer surprise us, and Baby Joan can. She does it all the time in private life. If in doubt get friend Gene started on the subject of Mrs. Markey.

Joan is a wonderful mother, a delightful hostess and a good sport. I'm not sure that her elder daughter ("Diddy" she is pet-named) didn't make the match between Gene and Joan. I know that during the courtship, when all Hollywood was buzzing about the Bennett-Markey "ensemble," Gene and I were working on a scenario together. He was always just going to see Diddy or had just left Diddy. In fact, for a long time I thought Diddy was his own particular name for Joan. I'm wondering if Diddy ordered that baby sister.

At any rate she is very pleased with her. Joan tells me.

The comparatively new little Miss Markey is a very lucky baby. A daddy who is one of the most successful writers in Hollywood. A mama who is a great success and knows about the mama-business already. A lovely home. Not one of the pretentious or showy sort which loom on all corners of Beverly Hills, but just a nice little house filled with proofs of the mutual good taste of Joan and Gene.

I have been there only once and during the visit I was fascinated by her dignity, her perfect poise as she trailed about in a beautiful blue creation, perhaps more so because dignity and trains are two things I have never been able to handle. I had not talked with her and I wanted to very much. Admitted mine was a definite. "I've got to know more about my pal's wife" attitude. I found her in the living-room which was crowded with guests and seething with conversation. Over in a corner leaning on the grand piano completely oblivious to all the chatter Joan stood listening to Dick Rogers who plays as well as he composes. I took the opposite side of the baby grand, leaning and looking at Joan. Her flower-like face was cupped in the long slender hands. The "cheaters" were off, there being nothing in particular that she wanted to see, saintly was the only word for her expression.

Dick Rogers strummed softly on one of the popular blues of the day. "Sing it, Joan," he said. She smiled and shook her head. "Have you heard her sing?" Dick said to me. I wanted to hear that but I had added a personal coax or so. Joan started back. She is a girl. A girl, no less. Surprise! I couldn't believe the low husky tones were emanating from the slender snow-white throat, but they were and what's more, they started really to come out as she swayed in rhythm. I was actually thrilled. Joan and I and had found one thing in common already—the key of D. For well over an hour we kept poor Dick Rogers cornered while we sang duets.

Shortly after the party I came East and didn't see Joan again until last week. Believe me, I'm going to see more of her when I return to the Coast, if I have my way. Don't let me give you the impression that Joan is undiscovered in Hollywood. She is one of the most popular girls there, but that she should be a "dark horse" in my affections is absurd considering I've known her practically since she was born. She's a winner, Ladies and Gents, and she is going places. Watch her dust. If you do, you'll probably find me covered with it, but cheering her on to greater success. In passing I may add that this guy Markey she is married to is no handicap.
KOOL
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YOU TELL US

On this page every month our readers get together for a heart-to-heart talk and tell each other what they think of movies, stars, themselves, and—us! Many a fine friendship has started from these personal letters, and also many a re-sounding scrap—We invite you to join in

Nelson Eddy Again

I have seen "Naughty Marietta" six times this week. What a picture! Jeanette MacDonald has given us something new in this picture—a real princess—all her roles in the past have been perfect, but "Naughty Marietta" is divine. The reason for this is that nothing short of a Prince would have completed the picture, and in Nelson Eddy we have one. Even his rough clothes did not hide his identity.

What a pity we have waited nearly three years! However, such a voice and personality are worth waiting a lifetime for. I sincerely hope Nelson Eddy does not stay off the screen long. I have the little picture you printed in the August number to try to print a larger one and tell us some more about him.

I like your new larger magazine so much. I don't expect to have a letter printed but hope someone will write in about Nelson Eddy and you will print it.—Mrs. E. E. Goumba, Yale at Thornton, Houston, Tex.

First Letter

This happens to be my first letter to New Movie. So I hope it won't be too discouraging. Last night I went to see "Naughty Marietta" and I think Nelson Eddy was grand. He has a marvelous voice and his acting is nothing to look down upon. Let's hope we will see lots more of Nelson Eddy.

Why don't John Boles get more singing roles? Isn't that what he's noted for?—M. Nobl, Box 211, Los Gatos, California. Nelson Eddy's popularity is sweeping the country right now. John doesn't get more roles because the studios like to give us new faces now and then.

Fighting Words

I say down with Casey, Gable and the rest of the leading-lady wreckers of the screen. Who wants to be lammed with a grapefruit or pushed by the hair? Not I! If you want to look like a broken-down cow-horse, O.K. Go book yourself to one of those so-called cave men—Romans. Personally I prefer a gentleman and an actor: one who varies his roles and is not a type. Let's throw the rough-necks out and put a gentleman in.

Lester McLaughlin has given us something new, says one reader. "Nelson Eddy was grand," says another, also talking of "Naughty Marietta." And "Put Paul Lukas in some first-class roles."

THE CONTEST WINNER

Each year the People's Academy of Motion Pictures, sponsored by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, presents twelve awards for what the readers of the magazine consider the outstanding achievements of the past year, in motion pictures.

The contest for this past year closed with last month's issue of NEW MOVIE. The votes are now being counted and tabulated. The reader whose vote tallies most closely with the final compilation of the People's Academy awards will be given a trip to New York or Florida to present the awards. The stars and producers to whom the winner will award the medals will be there in person to receive them, wherever production schedules permit. All expenses to and from Hollywood or New York, and for entertainment, hotel accommodations, and so forth, will be borne by THE NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE.

THE WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE NEXT MONTH. BE SURE THAT YOU DON'T MISS THE ANNOUNCEMENT!

Les Miserables

Recently I saw the picture "Les Miserables" at its first New York appearance. Words cannot express how much I enjoyed it. I was so spellbound as I gazed at the screen that I felt that the events of the story were truly happening before my eyes. Fredric March did not merely act the part of Jean Valjean, he was Jean Valjean. He gave such a realistic and touching performance that the audience cried and suffered with him.

Charles Laughton as Javert is also to be commended for his splendid portrayal. I am sure that everyone who sees this picture will agree that it is one of the greatest spectacles ever filmed. imaginatively on flowers.

I like to put myself in the place of the characters. I have a great time wondering what I'm going to react to next. I think I should react in such and such a way, and then I check that against the reactions of the character to the situation. An ounce of imagination builds itself suddenly into a ton of analysis. And through the movies and the psychology of the writer of the picture I find myself answering questions of character which had never before seemed reasonable.—Goodrich Bennett, R. F. D. No. 2, North Main St., Westport, Conn. You express yourself so well that there's nothing we can add to your excellent letter.

School Days

The students attending Junior High and High Schools now are getting all the breaks.

Instead of having to plow through acres of uninteresting description, to know the classics, they need only go to a local moving picture theater to have Dickens, Shakespeare, etc., delightfully presented to them.

They learn more of the world and the history in the theater than they ever would by studying a dull, unromantic book.

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE pays one dollar for every interesting and constructive letter published. Address communications to A Dollar For Your Thoughts, NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Two Star-tling People

(Virginia Bruce)
(Continued from page 31)

about my life," she said. "I am just an ordinary midwestern girl. I was born in Minneapolis, went to high school in Fargo, North Dakota. My real name is Virginia Briggs."

"How did you happen to go into pictures?"

"Six years ago I came to Los Angeles with my family. I had just graduated from high school and planned on going to college here. But my family was opposed and I suppose, as they thought, the family would stand it. A chance visit to the home of William Beaudine, then a Fox director, resulted in an offer I couldn't refuse."

Mr. Beaudine signed me to a personal contract, and I had to go to the court to have it approved. I was still a minor. It was then that I changed my name to Virginia Bruce. I made my screen debut in the Fox production, "Exiles," starring Madge Bellamy.

"Then Paramount put me under a one-year contract for my voice. WilliamWellman, one of my first bit parts, I can't remember the name of the picture now, it was with Hal Skelly."

"I was１5, and didn't know anything about acting, but I did have a talent for it. Mr. Beaudine borrowed me as a show girl in 'Whoopie.' It turned out to be a very fortunate connection. I went to New York."

"I was nineteen. I had never been away from my parents, and didn't know anything about acting, like a blessed thing. We were all in the same boat."

"Oh, I was a shy child, but I gradually learned to--"

"Ziegfeld borrowed me for a show girl. He treated us with more consideration than he did most stars. We had the best dressing-room, etc. Fred Astaire and his sister Adele were in 'Smiles,' the show in which I appeared. Adele gave me my first bracelet. It has brought me good luck," she said. "I have it and it brings me good luck, and it is supposed to bring me good luck."

"I was thrilled. It was very kind of her to single me out for that honor. Through her I met a lot of nice people."

As a Ziegfeld show girl Virginia had a grand time. She shone the piano counts, and chose her acts from among Harvard and Princeton students. Samuel Colt, Ethel Barrymore's son, was one of her dates. When George Jean Nathan saw her in "Smiles," he was impressed by her likeness to Lillian Gish, and invited her to meet him at the Colony. She attended parties on Mrs. William Randolph Hearst's Long Island estate, was entertained by the Keats and the Kiplings. She was a member of the high and mighty. She met many famous literary, Noel Coward, Edna Ferber, Alice Neely, and George Mehiem, who did popular covers for magazines, had her pose for her twice. Ziegfeld thought of her as the most beautiful blonde in the business.

But this gorgeous show girl did not have an evening dress! Part of her earnings apparently went to the support of her family in California, and she could not afford to buy the fineries her profession demanded.

"One night," she said. "I attended an important party given by Neya McMein in her own dress."

"In the midst of "America's Sweetheart," in which she had a speaking part, she came back to Hollywood to meet her parents. Her work in musical comedies had attracted the attention of film moguls, and she was given a screen test with Robert Young by David Selznick. Incidentally. this was the first time she had met Robert Young. He became her favorite escort for that evening."

"On her way back to New York, she went to Fargo to stay a few days with relatives. A long distance call informed her that Thalberg had put her under contract."

"I cried and cried," she said. "I didn't want to be out of the freelance and the friends I enjoyed in New York. But this was a real break for me."

"I did nothing for six or seven months. Paramount, which had let me go, now borrowed me for 'Sky Brides,' with Dick Arlen and Jack Oakie. Other girls didn't try to do anything. Then Mr. Thalberg gave me the lead opposite John Gilbert in 'Downstairs.' That was the most fun I ever had."

"I was loaned to Mr. Salka Viertel's "Congo" with Walter Huston and Lupe Velez when we married. I gave up my career to concentrate on being a wife, but at last, I suppose the greatest career any girl can pursue."

"My marriage was not successful, but it was an experience. I wouldn't trade it for anything else in the world. I have no misgivings about it. I did the best I could."

"I had asked Mr. Thalberg to release me from my contract. He wouldn't. He thought I would be back in six months."

"I was back in six months after an absence of eighteen months, more mature, mellowed by what she called "the greatest fifty-two centuries" in the history of the world."

"Jane Eyre made her a name on the screen. KKO borrowed her for "Dangerous Years." After that, Thalberg decided she was a "star," and sent her to the Orient."

"I was a sucker born every minute." She was a veritable revelation in that rollicking picture, thrilling audiences not only with her ravishing beauty, but her extremely pleasing voice.

"I had only 15 speaking parts in it and I didn't want to do it," she said. "But I got excited when I saw the pretty costumes I was to wear."

"She did in quick succession "Society Doctor," "Shadow of Doubt," and "Times Square Lady" on her home lot, trouping grandly in New York, and finally, she took a break in "The Merry Widow," commuting the exploits of the first master of the great American art of ballhoo, with the electrification to prove it."

"It was a sucker born every minute." She was a veritable revelation in that rollicking picture, thrilling audiences not only with her ravishing beauty, but her extremely pleasing voice.

"I had only 15 speaking parts in it and I didn't want to do it," she said. "But I got excited when I saw the pretty costumes I was to wear."

"She did in quick succession "Society Doctor," "Shadow of Doubt," and "Times Square Lady" on her home lot, trouping grandly in New York, and finally, she took a break in "The Merry Widow," commuting the exploits of the first master of the great American art of ballhoo, with the electrification to prove it."

"It was a sucker born every minute." She was a veritable revelation in that rollicking picture, thrilling audiences not only with her ravishing beauty, but her extremely pleasing voice.

"I had only 15 speaking parts in it and I didn't want to do it," she said. "But I got excited when I saw the pretty costumes I was to wear."

"She did in quick succession "Society Doctor," "Shadow of Doubt," and "Times Square Lady" on her home lot, trouping grandly in New York, and finally, she took a break in "The Merry Widow," commuting the exploits of the first master of the great American art of ballhoo, with the electrification to prove it."

"It was a sucker born every minute." She was a veritable revelation in that rollicking picture, thrilling audiences not only with her ravishing beauty, but her extremely pleasing voice.

Every morning millions of healthy out-of-door folk dive into crisp, appetizing shredded wheat. Try it heaped with fresh, juicy fruits or berries, swimming in milk or cream. You'll come up feeling fit for a hard day's work or play.

"Shredded Wheat, you know, is whole wheat—nothing added, nothing taken away. It supplies Nature's most perfect balance of the vital health elements—wrapped up for you in a delicious, nut-brown biscuit."

So, come on, in, the eating's fine. Kick up a wave of buoyant health with the food that's as good as it is good for you.

---
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"A daily swim helps keep me in trim—but..."
Two Starling People

(Walter King)

(Continued from page 31)

Alas, I had a good part in "One More Spring," he tells you modestly when ever his performance is mentioned, "and naturally it is not a bit,"

But he must have stood out a bit even as a boy because he sang in the famous Mormon Tabernacle Choir. His folks had moved to Salt Lake City from San Francisco, where he was born, when he was five years old. There are no stage portions in Walter's family because his father was a real estate dealer and cigar merchant, and Walter's first stage experience was in a vaudeville sketch which closed after one performance.

That one performance, however, was enough to put him as a kid in small-time ten- to thir-teen houses and eventually take him via Chicago to New York, where he studied voice seriously for eight years. The upshot of that was an engagement with Walter Durnan's revivals of the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, where he learned about singing from them. Incidentally, although he sings perfectly in six languages, he can't speak a word of anything except English.

For the rest Walter Wolf—King is pretty much of a regular guy who sees Hollywood without the customary rose-colored glasses. Although obviously desirous to know that pretty ladies' hearts go pit-a-pat—he is very much of a man's man, too; he may have to Strum a guitar on the screen—but he's no gun, dogs, and boats. In contrast to his romantic appearance his speech is very colloquial and matter-of-fact; he may sing poems and so forth, but he talks straight from the shoulder and in unmistakable Anglo-Saxon now and then.

His New York environment shows markedly in his clothes, with vivid shirts of solid colors and coat and pants that don't match. He walks rather stoop-shouldered—he is six feet and one half inch. It's the extra half inch, he says, that makes him special.

He says he'd rather work with Janet Gaynor than with Warner Baxter because Janet quis the part at once, but he'll give a second thought to Warner because he really enjoyed the picture. "But they saved my scenes until both the others had finished," he wailed, "so it was midnight by the time I got home to my wife and two kids."

All of which merely goes to show you how domesticated this particular Wolf, really is.

ANSWERS TO BABY

ALBUM ON PAGES 14-15

1. Helen Hayes.
2. Joan (Rowbud) Blondell.
4. Helen Mack.
5. Narme Shearer.
6. Donald Woods.
7. John Barrymore.
8. Sally Rand, of course.
12. Margaret Wills.
13. Hubert Cavnau.
14. Leo Tracy.
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Gail Patrick for Governor

(Continued from page 32)

"Yes, I hope to become the Governor of Alabama.

He looked at me as though I had kicked him in the shins. He could see by then that I was serious, but he still couldn’t quite get it. Here I was a local winner of the Panther Woman contests—and I knew I loathed that name!—seriously telling him I had no desire to act, but wanted to be the Governor of Alabama.

"Say, listen, we’ve been kidding around long enough. This ‘life history’ stuff is serious. Are you on the level about this want to be First-Lady-Governor-of-the-Old-Home-State business? Because, if you’re not, you’re just wasting my time."

"Wasting whose time?"

"Okay, Miss Patrick, I get it. Excuse please. . . . But, honest, this is the first time I ran a race with my looks, pardon me! who ever had an idea like that!

AND I found out that that was the way Hollywood as a whole felt about it. In the first place, they didn’t believe, for ever so long, that a friend of mine back home had entered me in the contest as a joke and that I never knew about it until just before I won. I wasn’t an actress and had never considered myself a "type," so I didn’t take it seriously. Still I found that I could take the trip west anyway. I needed a vacation. I’d been studying for my degree all year and I was really tired. So I came.

And here I am.

I had no intention of staying and I’m afraid I annoyed a few people at the studio very much at being extremely careful about my publicity. Again I went to say that wasn’t being high-handed about it, although some remarks were made to the effect that I must think I was a star or I had it figured out then just as I have now. For example this so-called "leg-art"—bathing suits and such—is perfectly all right in its place, but its place is certainly not on an actress who wants to become Governor of a State. It’ll be at least eighteen years before I’m old enough to run for Governor, but that wouldn’t keep them from finance money into the opposition from dragging out the old story.

A few years ago anyone seriously considering a public life would never have dared to be even indirectly connected with the show business in any of its branches. But now that writers and people in the various branches of the acting profession are gaining public respectability, one can’t help but realize that there are really quite a lot of sane and thorough-going people in these branches who are as interested in the various branches of the acting profession as I am in politics. I think my work on the screen will be invaluable to me as a politician. On the other hand, I think my work out here will be very valuable in contacts as well, and I think I would never be able to sell an idea that I can’t give a reason."

No matter how carefully you deodorize your underarm—if any dampness collects on the armpit of your dress, you will always have an unpleasant "armhole odor"
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are derived from the same root.

And temperment is the thing which enables which emotions. That is why, I suppose, that actresses have more temperament than most human beings. And it seems as though they border on the subject of art, they are constantly exercising their emotions. Most women are self-conscious about expressing these emotions, and they try to hide their anger. They either try to hide it if they are enameoured, or they try to hide that if they feel sympathy. I am sure I have been known to do something like this—well, it would perhaps relieve the monotony.

A splash of red in one's personality will attract the man's eye much more quickly and hold it longer than a lovely, even shade of pale pink. (I can always explain things to myself with color analogies, for colors mean much to me.)

Let me tell you a little anecdote to explain further. There is a young woman which I have been watching for some time. The girl has one of the sweetest dispositions I have ever known. She is always patient, always understanding. She is not a young man, slightly irresponsible, has often taken advantage of this fact, breaking dates on occasion, arriving late for appointments, and that sort of thing, all of which she seemed to understand and forgive. Until one day, when she flared up and refused to see him again if he didn't mend his ways.

With that little speech she slammed the door in his face. He went away beaming. He was delighted and encouraged. The girl had spirit, after all! Immediately he fell in love with her all over again, and he hasn't been known to break a date since.

As for vanity... I say every woman should be cared for. It is one of the most important qualities in an actress and it is only slightly less important in other women. Vanity is inexcusable, vain ever since I was a little girl. What woman hasn't in the convent we were taught that vanity is a religious sin. We were made to loathe makeup... and even pocket mirrors were denied us. Yet I always managed to have one with me. I made a pocket on the inside of my uniform, and carried one little mirror there. Then, in my desk, on the inside of the top, I tucked a mirror. My mirrors were never discovered, but I was punished once for cutting my hair. We all required to wear our hair simply parted in the middle, and hanging in two long braids over our shoulders. One day I stopped and let the length drop all down my hair, and curled the rest of it. When it was discovered, one of the nuns led me out into a patio where all the girls were being punished, and stood sinfully, publicly and publicly. But it didn't do me any good! The shame of being punished, however, was enough to make me forget it. And I am quite certain that nobody admires a wavy-washy person who thinks this about him, and something else that went before.

The time when my stubbornness came into most importance was when I was fighting to be allowed to do modern parts on the screen, and to get away from always being a native girl. I said that I would not accept another native role, if I had to wait ten years to get it. It was very difficult, keeping my promise to myself, but I kept it. I had many attractions, but I did not let the man from the beautiful book, "Green Mansions..." and you can well imagine how pleased I was. I wanted to do the part of the dream girl in that story. But I had sworn that in my next picture I would be a modern girl, wearing and doing everything that I wanted to do. If I can be excused a little pun, I can say that to be silence is to be cared for, by someone. And silence woman is more often attractive than a beautiful one. She is always exquisitely groomed... she is neat and spotless and fresh-looking always.

I feel certain that men like young women. They like to know that a woman takes excellent care of herself, for they know then that, as she grows older, she will never grow any less attractive.

Of course a woman must not be stupid about her vanity. She must not parade it in public places. She must confine her pursuit of beauty to her own boudoir; so if it is a constant late because of last-minute primping... well, as I said before, that is only to make good women never get any place anyway.

My vanity really has two reasons for its existence. There is Cedric, my husband, who is always pleased and proud of me. And there are my fans... I never want them to see me except at my best. Recently when I flew to Mexico to visit my childhood home there were hundreds of them there at the airport to greet me. And I was greatly criticized for not stepping out of the plane at once to see them, and to let them see me. Yes, I kept them waiting for a few minutes. But there was necessary... for in those few minutes I refreshed my makeup, combed my hair, and tried to make myself look as happy as I felt. I felt I owed them that... and I am sure they were more glad to see me, because of that wait, than they would have been had I stepped out of the plane disheveled and short.

For stocks... if determination is stubbornness, then I also stubborn and to a very great degree. To be successful in anything you must fight for what you believe is right, every step of the way. And there are always dozens of people who will do their part to get you out of anything, particularly if it is something you want very much to do.

I am of no great kinds of stubbornness... stupid, bigoted pig-headedness, and intolerant upholding of a principle. If I am convinced that I am right, I will go out without any silly pride, swing over to the opposite side and be just as stubborn about it as I want to be. I know I am not alone in this opinion, and something else about the next. But neither is a blindly stubborn person looked up to. Stubbornness is a good quality only when it is intelligent and patient, and modest... for the self-righteous person, even, is devoted to you... a gesture for your esteem... that perhaps you might forgive me then? I have a feeling that you will... or else I should never have written this story. My friends—and I promise you, very few of them really understand it—but it is also difficult for Cedric. When I return home from the studio, if my husband, who is always pleased and proud of me. And there are my fans... I never want them to see me except at my best. Recently when I flew to Mexico to visit my childhood home there were hundreds of them there at the airport to greet me. And I was greatly criticized for not stepping out of the plane at once to see them, and to let them see me. Yes, I kept them waiting for a few minutes. But there was necessary... for in those few minutes I refreshed my makeup, combed my hair, and tried to make myself look as happy as I felt. I felt I owed them that... and I am sure they were more glad to see me, because of that wait, than they would have been had I stepped out of the plane disheveled and short.

For stocks... if determination is stubbornness, then I also stubborn and to a very great degree. To be successful in anything you must fight for what you believe is right, every step of the way. And there are always dozens of people who will do their part to get you out of anything, particularly if it is something you want very much to do.

I am of no great kinds of stubbornness... stupid, bigoted pig-headedness, and intolerant upholding of a principle. If I am convinced that I am right, I will go out without any silly pride, swing over to the opposite side and be just as stubborn about it as I want to be. I know I am not alone in this opinion, and something else about the next. But neither is a blindly stubborn person looked up to. Stubbornness is a good quality only when it is intelligent and patient, and modest... for the self-righteous person, even, is devoted to you... a gesture for your esteem... that perhaps you might forgive me then? I have a feeling that you will... or else I should never have written this story.
Picsures Need
7 Kinds of Love

(Continued from page 17)

truth, charity, sacrifice, ambition, power

NEEDED to add, the above list is rather
a comprehensive one. Yet each and every item is part of
one’s total love life and should be expe-
rienced by everyone.

Now the point is, in what particular
respects are you deficient? That is to
say, have you failed to love yourself, failing to
gratify yourself? Perhaps you have never
realized until now that some-thing
is missing in your love-life. More likely than not, you have thought of
love merely in terms of the love that
exists between the opposite sexes, pos-
sible including as well love of parent
and love of children.

PSYCHOLOGY declares that all love
springs from family love. That is,
insasmuch as you are more or less help-
less for the greater part of childhood, as
well as highly suggestible, the in-
fluences derived from your mother,
father, brothers, sisters and general
domestic surroundings produce a sum-
total effect upon your emotional life
which can never be changed to any ap-
preciable degree.

In fact, psychologists go so far as
to say that the kind of person you fall
in love with depends upon the kind of
person your parents or mother actually
was; or possibly it depends upon the
kind of character that one of your
grandparents of the opposite sex per-
xperienced and with which you came to
 frequent contact.

In other words, a girl’s very first
lover is her father while a boy’s is his
mother. This gives rise to the famous
father and mother complexes one hears
so much about nowadays. If the at-
traction of the opposite sex is too
strong, thus forming a “complex,” a
mixed-up state of feeling in the un-
conscious mind, such a person will
find it difficult to fall in love with a
stranger of the opposite sex. Contri-
bute, every girl tends to fall in love
with a man whom somebody—and this
may not be wholly conscious to her; in
other words, she may not realize the
real cause for her attraction—re-
sembles the idealized image of her
father that was built up in her mind
when a child. And the same holds true,
of course, regarding a boy’s attitude
 toward his mother.

Now then, few persons exist who
cannot find fault—whether it be justi-
fied or not—with their parents. We
feel we are, or have been misunder-
stood; that our parents are notion-
enough; we wish they might have been
good enough to give us more advantages
or to surround us with more beauty or luxury.
Such unfilled wishes are, however,
distinctly disturbing in a large number of adults. In looking back upon
childhood they find themselves without the
beautiful memories to draw upon what
they would desire.

A particularly moving picture can give
them what they need, the fancies that
stem directly from them, the beautiful
thoughts to play with when down with
a case of the blues. While I was
reading me Little Shirley Temple in “The
Little Colonel.” She actually made her
grandfather the man she wanted him to be. This particular screen pro-
duction is to be highly recommended
for all persons with a family complex,
no matter what its kind.

Pictures dealing with sex and re-

mance are to be had, of course, in
plenty. And the reason they are in
preponderance is because no man or
woman is ever surfeited with this kind
of love. No matter how successful your
own love quest may have been, there
always seems to be room for more.

The reason is that most persons,
af ter all, possess a philandering streak—
probably inherited from our primi-
tive ancestors. This tends to make us
philander about “how it would be
if we had some kind of romantic
expression with a person other than the
one to whom we are pledged. Indeed,
this urge can become decidedly obsession
and men as well as women often de-
velop guilt feelings and become convinced that they are
not loyal to the ones who love them
well even if their infidelity goes no further than merely thinking about its possi-
bilities. In all such cases I recommend
love pictures galore; that is, I tell such
disturbed folks that there is nothing they
do—get rid of this over-plus of emotion
by attending highly romanticized films
as often as they possibly can.

In “Romance in Manhattan,” the love
of man for woman was definitely
emphasized, while in “Living on Vel-
vet” the enduring qualities of a woman’s
love for a man was finely portrayed.
Other films dealing with sex and ro-
mance might be seen in order to ap-
peal one’s “straying thoughts.”

Love for children is, of course,
instinctive. But as the parents
may feel they can afford children, while
many women find it difficult to marry.
The patrons as well as the children
of light can do better if every facet of one’s personality
make-up is to receive proper attention.
Any of the pictures featuring children
such as “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch,” “Little Women,” and so forth,
may render inhibition till it
the eyes of parents and fatherhood that
the system demands. As regards the love
of a parent for an adult child, which
type of feeling is difficult to
love engendered by the helplessness of a
baby, a movie called “The Firebird”
is highly recommended.

ALTHOUGH a definite antagonistic at-
titude exists between members of
the same sex, this being particularly
true of the lower animals, civilization
demands that man cooperate with
man and woman with woman. Many beauti-
ful friendships of this kind exist and
every person should make it a point to
have at least one of the same sex
they find themselves with.

On the other hand, many persons are
shut in and exclusive and have the
result of making friends. Often, indeed, on the basis of such
failure they develop ideas of unworthi-
ness and inferiority. Particularly should
such men and women select motion pic-
tures in which loyalty between the
same sexes is stressed. In a picture
dealing with the bond between
the right a picture dealing with
when constructing a tunnel under a
river, called “Under Pressure,” this
feature is emphasized. To a lesser
degree, there are pictures which
cooperation exists between the
men in “One More Spring.” Lives of
the “sugar-daddies” was an excellent
illustration too.

And it was so with the
woman whom they
met. These women had
some kind of romantic
expression with a person other than the
one to whom they were pledged. Indeed,
this urge can become decidedly obsession
and men as well as women often de-
velop guilt feelings and become convinced that they are
not loyal to the ones who love them
well even if their infidelity goes no further than merely thinking about its possi-
bilities. In all such cases I recommend
love pictures galore; that is, I tell such
disturbed folks that there is nothing they
do—get rid of this over-plus of emotion
by attending highly romanticized films
as often as they possibly can.

In “Romance in Manhattan,” the love
of man for woman was definitely
emphasized, while in “Living on Vel-
vet” the enduring qualities of a woman’s
love for a man was finely portrayed.
Other films dealing with sex and ro-
mance might be seen in order to ap-
peal one’s “straying thoughts.”

Love for children is, of course,
instinctive. But as the parents
may feel they can afford children, while
many women find it difficult to marry.
The patrons as well as the children
of light can do better if every facet of one’s personality
make-up is to receive proper attention.
Any of the pictures featuring children
such as “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch,” “Little Women,” and so forth,
may render inhibition till it
the eyes of parents and fatherhood that
the system demands. As regards the love
of a parent for an adult child, which
type of feeling is difficult to
love engendered by the helplessness of a
baby, a movie called “The Firebird”
is highly recommended.

Although a definite antagonistic at-
titude exists between members of
the same sex, this being particularly
true of the lower animals, civilization
demands that man cooperate with
man and woman with woman. Many beauti-
ful friendships of this kind exist and
every person should make it a point to
have at least one of the same sex
they find themselves with.

On the other hand, many persons are
shut in and exclusive and have the
result of making friends. Often, indeed, on the basis of such
failure they develop ideas of unworthi-
ness and inferiority. Particularly should
such men and women select motion pic-
tures in which loyalty between the
same sexes is stressed. In a picture
dealing with the bond between
the right a picture dealing with
when constructing a tunnel under a
river, called “Under Pressure,” this
feature is emphasized. To a lesser
degree, there are pictures which
cooperation exists between the
men in “One More Spring.” Lives of
the “sugar-daddies” was an excellent
illustration too.

Love for animals of all kinds, ani-
mate or inanimate, is a compelling
motivation in most of us. But not

I get over ten thousand let-
ters a week. Among them are
not a few from men. And
most of them have the same
thing to say—or rather, the same kick to
make.

It’s this nefarious habit women have of
constantly daubing at their noses in
public and in private.

In a radio talk a few weeks ago, I said
I wondered what young men think when a
perfectly lovely girl takes out her powder
dab and starts to dab at her face and here
is the letter that answers my question
from a young man of Detroit, Michigan,
who signs himself simply “Dave.”

“Dear Lady Esther: Your radio talk
last night hit the nail squarely on
the head. I know many of us would like to
voice our opinion but can’t. I hope you
will repeat your message to the women
of the world so often that not one will miss
hearing you. What can be worse than see-
ing a woman using her make-up box
in public, on the street, in the stores, at
the table where she dines. Please, Lady
Esther, I hope you will be the means of
putting a stop to this.”

Shiny Nose, No Longer a Bugaboo

There is no question that it is annoying, if
not a wee bit disgusting, to see a woman
constantly pecking into her mirror or
daubing at her nose. It suggests arti-
craft! But to be perfectly fair to
women there was a time when they
were justified in worrying about their
noses. The only face powder they
could get did not clog or hold. It was
no sooner put on than it was whisked
off, leaving the nose to shine before
the whole world.

But when I brought out Lady Esther

Any Face Powder

THAT NEEDS REPLACEMENT IN LESS THAN
4 HOURS ISN’T WORTHY OF THE NAME!

Face Powder, I ended the bugaboo of shiny nose. Lady Esther Face Powder is dis-
tinctive for many things, but the least being that it clogs! By ac-
tual testing under all conditions it clogs perfectly for at least four hours, not need-
ing replacement once in that time. Yet, as adhering as it is, it does not clog the
pores. It goes onto the skin, but not into it.

In other words, while this face powder
forms a veil of delicate beauty over the
skin, it lets the skin breathe. This not only
permits the skin to function, which is
essential to true beauty, but it also helps
keep the powder intact. This is one reason
why Lady Esther Face Powder does not cake or streak on the face.

All 5 Shades FREE

You may have tried all kinds of face pow-
ders, but none like Lady Esther. None so
soft and smooth. None so adhering, None
so flattering. But I don’t expect you to
accept my word for this. I expect you to
prove it to you yourself at my expense! So I
say: Accept a generous supply of all the
two shades in which I make Lady Esther
Face Powder. Let your mirror prove which
one is the most becoming to you.

Let your clock prove to you that this
powder stays on for four hours or longer
and still looks fresh. Mail coupon today.

Lady Esther, Evanston, Ill.
everyone can have a pet. The same may be said of our love for growing things and our love for inanimate objects. It costs money to satisfy such cravings. At the movies, however, the most adorable animals, scenery, flower gardens, homes and luxuries in general are portrayed before our very eyes with only the expenditure of a few cents. Especially to be recommended for thwartings of these types of love are pictures like “Broadway Bill,” and “Sequoia.”

FEW persons, however, seem to realize that deep down within every individual an urge exists that, for want of a better term, may be called the “desire to belong,” a desire so innate and powerful that it can be neither satisfied nor squelched. It is that longing to be accepted as a member of a group, to have friends, to feel that one is a part of society.

I’VE never known greater pats than Harold Lloyd and his children. He gratifies their every wish of which he and his wife approve— Mildred (Mrs. Lloyd) is the court of last resort—and he is with the children whenever possible. I have known him and Mildred to take them and Peggy to afternoon parties and even to daytime weddings. And he has taught all three children, even little Harold, to swim, both in the pool and in the ocean. He is interested in everything they do and says they may choose their own careers. He listens patiently to the scenarios which Peggy is forever writing and even plans to “produce” one of her scripts. He takes pride in them from working before the camera while they are in their minority, although he encourages them to thrust and industry in other ways.

THEY WHEREver Clyde Cook goes, there goes also little Julia Ann Cook, his seven-year-old daughter. Even during a recent vaudeville trip which Cooks seem to rarely need to take. She was behind the scenes a lot at night, yet the tour didn’t seem to hurt her because it is less than half as much. Twenty-five dollars each week goes into the bank for Julia, whenever she learns a new dance step. And as Clyde knows a lot of steps, there will be a lot of twenty-five dollar bills for her by the time she is eighteen.

When Patricia Wheeler, Bert Wheel-
er’s seven-year-old daughter, pretty well runs the house and him, too, says Bert. “Why, she even makes me eat spinach when she doesn’t!” exclaimed Bert. Lois Laurel, Stan’s daughter, is the apple of her father’s eye. She comes to the studio to watch him work at every chance, then goes home and mimics him. She thinks he is the greatest comedian in the world, and has an awful largeness one day at the studio with a child actress who insisted that Charlie Chaplin was a greater comedian than Lois’s dad. Lois went in with flying colors, but came out with flying colors. Slim Summerville is an adopted dad, his little boy Elliot being the son of an actor of “Sil’s,” who became such a poor that he could no longer care properly for the child. Slim promised that the boy should never want for anything. He has established a trust fund for the youngster. Now, at twelve, little Elliot is Slim’s constant companion.

WILL ROGERS once said to me, in the old days when the children were little, when I was dining with him and his wife—“Oh, everything is for the children!”

It certainly was. There was a big gymnasium-and-theater combination in the base. But Mary summed it all up. She had a grand game of bowling—a bowling alley being one of the many games installed in the base. I remember, and Bill beat us all seven hands. In addition, Rogers is still the pal, and has taught all three of his chil-
dren, Mary, Bill, and Jimmy, to play polo, and to ride and rope.

WALLY BEERY is a sort of dad to all the kids in his neighborhood. All the youngsters, some boys but there are some girls too, gather to play baseball on his big lawn, with little Carol Ann as the leis. Beery likes to select Carol Ann’s wardrobe, and if Mama Beery doesn’t want it, he buys the child everything she likes. He displays wonderful taste about her clothing, truth to tell. You will see the child lunching with Bert Wheeler, Bert Wheeler, Bert Wheel-
er, or over at the M-G-M studios, nearly any day.

Although discipline is burned deep in the tradition of the comedian, and so we find all these comedians strict disciplinarians also.

When Spring and Summer arrive this is strongly marked. Throughout the year, however, we all must escape from things as they are, at least for a short time. Travel, recreation, games, etc., are all excellent avenues by which we can forget ourselves. Nevertheless, one cannot always arrange such things on our order or on short notice. You can, however, go around the corner to the movies. No matter what the picture may be, it will create for you some excitement and leave you refreshed.

In conclusion, therefore, let me urge you to study yourself, to check your cravings according to the fundamental laws of love. And this way you will quickly discover what you need. Then supply the want by choosing your movie fare according to your emotional appetite. In this way you will come more and more closely to living a full, rich 100 per cent life.

Comedians Make the Best Fathers

(Continued from page 36)

Then, too, most comedians were very poor as boys. This makes them a bit severe with their children on the subject of money. Probably good for the children, even if it is not very fun. More important still, this memory of their own poverty causes the funsters to guide their children toward the idea that they should have careers—should learn to earn their own livings if need should arise.

Joe E. Brown’s two boys, for in-
stance, are already planning their ca-
reers. Joe thinks he wants to enter the circus, following in his father’s foot-
steps, and Don wants to go to sea. Now, in military school, Don may enter Annapolis, later.

The children have a self-governing system, with no snitching allowed, which works beautifully.

Wally Rogers wouldn’t permit his daughter Mary to act in the movies until she had taken a grueling stock course. That’s why she is acting in New York.

Charlie Chaplin knows just what his boys are studying all the time, and he keeps them from working before the camera while they are in their minority, although he encourages them to thrust and industry in other ways.

All Eddie Cantor’s daughters are studying for business or professional careers, Marjorie being the eldest, being now his secretary at $100 a week.

“And she earns it,” he declares. Edna is a musician, being far ad-
vanced in age as to teaching. Natalie is taking a business course.

While we are on the subject of actor-
doms, some of the villainas make awful good fathers, too.

Coming home after a hard day’s vil-
laing and washing the lines of sin and dissipation from their faces, they are often sweet souls with their chil-
dren—Edward G. Robinson, Noah Beery, John Miljan and others.

And then there are the straight men—Fredric March, Ralph Morgan, Otto Kruger, Robert Montgomery, Neil Hamilton, for instance—they’re pretty slick, too.

“But we prefer comedians,” say the comics’ children—and they should know.
Hollywood's Gone Hobo

(Continued from page 3)

Earth, you will agree that the Arizona cowboy is no mean chef. He hollows a deep hole in the ground, lays a wood fire inside, removes the hot embers, sets the bean pot in and seals it with earth. While the beans are baking, he builds a fire of dry wood so as not to smudge the meat, and broils the steak with slow pokes on his long fork. The table is spread on smooth rock. You squat on the ground and its warmth draws out your tiredness. With supper over, the feast is not yet done, for a guitar makes its appearance to appease your spiritual hunger.

POLITE towns all through the Midwest, cordially invite hobo and nypm to avail themselves of the hospitality of community greens. On fair days, quaint tables and benches are not all. They tempt also with gas ranges for open-air cooking. Simply insert a coin in the slot and the gas is on and supper can be had in a jiffy. A three-in-one course, guaranteed to save dishes, duties and temper, is to bring from home a big brown casserole or a white dishpan full of well-seasoned rice in a Spanish sauce of tomatoes, onions, green peppers and generous seasonings and ladle it out into paper plates that can be thrown away. Just picnic grounds now have water thoughtfully at hand for drinking and dishes, and very often, rough stone fireplaces, in which both the hearty Idaho potato and corn on the cob can be baked. Corn has a honeyed flavor when steamed in the husk and is ready in twenty little minutes, giving one ample time to shave by the light of the sunset, feed the squirrels and swear at having lived an apartment house past.

Eating outdoors may be as simple as one and one make two or as elaborate as algebra. J. J. Murdock, the millionaire, likes his picnics served in style. The chef, butler and maid are sent home ahead of time to the appointed retreat. Damask and Wedgewood, engraved sterling and gossamer goblets sparkle like jewels in the rustic surroundings. Hand ovens, such as may be purchased at any modern department store, are brought to wildwood and meadow and the food warms as toast—a challenge to the grumbling male who thinks of picnics in terms of cold cuts, antipasto and in season. The hand oven delivers the steaming soup, the devilish crab-meal, the roast, hot biscuits and the vegetables. For dessert, there is ice-cream in fancy moulds, demi-tasse in amber glasses.

Damask and silver may be all very well for the formalities, but there's just as much joy waiting for the hobo who takes to the open road. Everywhere, nature is getting dinner ready. Crystal streams are brimming with tasty fish. Kosher sides bushes grow under the weight of ripeened berries. Perhaps the apples are turning red. If not, the winter and the earth cannot feed him, some kind-heartsed housewife will. The hobo need carry nothing at all. He appropriates a tin road side sign and by clipping its edges makes himself a fine frying pan. Just as novel is his nimble manner of assembling the appetizing ingredients for that gala feed known as "mud chicken" banquet. He begins at one back door for a bit of bacon, at another the bones of flour or a slab of butter or a packet of salt and pepper. Now for the chicken itself. Any fool who happens at that moment to cross the road is charmed by the farmer's wife, seldom lives to describe its travels. The hobo chef sticks it, carries it off to the "jungle," wrings its neck, deftly removes its innards, stuffs it with dressings, wraps it in clay soil and lays it reverently into glowing coals. In ninety minutes or a little under, the clay breaks open and the chicken emerges tender and snow-white. The skin and feathers adhere to the covering of clay.

One of the joys of living along the Atlantic seacoast is the)

What's the matter with Me and Men?

HERE I sit alone, evening after evening, reading or listening to the radio. What's the matter with me? Why don't men take me out? I'm not so hard to look at—and I love a good time!"

Poor girl! How surprised and chagrined she would be if she knew why she is left alone all the time.

You can't blame people for avoiding the girl or woman who is careless about underarm perspiration odor. It's too unpleasant to tolerate in anyone, no matter how attractive she may otherwise be.

There's really no excuse for it when Mum makes it so easy to keep the underarms fresh, free from every trace of odor. Just half a minute is all you need to use Mum. Then you're safe for the whole day. Use it any time—after dressing, as well as before. It's harmless to clothing. It's soothing to the skin, too—so soothing you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

Depend upon Mum to prevent all unpleasant perspiration odor, without preventing perspiration itself. Then no one will ever have this reason to avoid you! Bristol-Myers, Inc., 73 West St., New York.

MUM takes the odor out of perspiration

ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO.

Guard against this source of unpleasantness with Mum. No more doubt and worry when you use Mum!

CONTEST WINNERS

Did you enter the contest sponsored by the People's Academy of NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE? The winner will be announced next month. If you entered your coupon to win this thrilling trip to Hollywood or New York, don't fail to read next month's NEW MOVIE.
"I was one of those birds up in a window making signals." "Yes, something about fear," I reminded him.

"It's in the air," he waved. "You feel it all around you. You may try to laugh it off, bluff it out, but it's there just the same. If one word describing Hollywood could be written across the sky that word would be FEAR."

He flung it into capitals with a two-fisted gesture.

"But fear is only one of the many elements here, and to be able to stand Hollywood at all you have to accept them all. Even then life in this place is so hectic you feel the need of escaping from it."

"Yours, for example?"

"I can't play the social game and do my job," he confessed. "But others can and do. Hollywood's social life is so continuous and exacting that it's enough to wear out anyone. Not that its wildness isn't ridiculously exaggerated.

Newark, any small town, can top it."

"Skiing around the corner of a building, he nearly collided with a beauteous youth, then the car floored him with a flashing. "Hello, Jimmy!"

"Hello," he quietly responded, not at all unpleasantly, but with so much the self-denial of a confirmed anarchist that it was prodigiously irritating.

"What do you think of Hollywood women?"

"Women," he exploded; "are the same here anywhere!"

For a realting instant the air seemed filled with shattered blondes and splintered bracelets.

"But," I marveled, "doesn't Hollywood set a high price on beauty?"

"It offers more opportunity to the pretty young woman," Cagney drily conceded, "than it does to one who isn't much to look at."

He streaked past a flower-bed as though it were poison ivy.

"The good-looker has a better chance to make the grade. But no matter how much beauty she may have she must have something to go with it. If she has ability she will go far. But she can't get by with just her physical equipment.

If girls are serious—that's the point—they can make their way in Hollywood."

"How did you feel about yours when you came to Hollywood?"

"I thought I had a chance," was his frank reply. "At that time, four years ago, all the juvenile men in pictures were tall and good-looking, the sheikish type. Naturally, I realized that my looks didn't intrigue me. The only reason Hollywood wanted me was that I could play a tough killer."

Grim as he sounded, he looked like a rapt choir boy.

"How did you like it when you got here?"

"I didn't like it," he savagely emphasized. "I hated it."

"Is there anything about it now that you particularly dislike?"

"Yes," he snorted. "What brings me up short—and I was desperately hoping something would—is Hollywood's lack of appreciation of acting. There are any number of fine actors who never are given anything but small parts."

There is nothing so selfish as youth. Yet it's safe to say there isn't a selfish hair in young Cagney's red head.

"But what about Hollywood's glamour?" I asked, as we headed into the home stretch.

"The eyes of the entire world may be focussed on Hollywood because of its so-called glamour, but I can't see it," he laughed.

"Jimmy" Cagney had beaten me by a length—and Hollywood to a pulp.

NATURALLY, Hollywood emotion, which can be costly beyond the dreams of avarice, came in for attention.

"In Hollywood emotions are highly keyed," pointed out Miss Wynyard. "This is only to be expected of a community whose stock-in-trade is emotion. Because of the strain, family life may be disrupted, even destroyed, by the very work which is Hollywood's sole reason for existence."

Sensing more than a hint of the difficulty of marriage and career going hand-in-hand, I was curious to know whether Miss Wynyard believed emotional incompatibility to be Hollywood's chief trouble.

"Its greatest trouble," she declared, "is too much money. That's all you hear wherever you go-money. The higher the salary, the greater the nervousness about it. It's not surprising then that something should snap. Yet, Hollywood is essentially domestic."

That was the last thing I expected. "First of all," explained Miss Wynyard, "people here seem to marry. In fact, they marry a lot. In planning a direction, you find to your dismay that all the people you want to ask are couples. You don't know which way to turn for a stray man or a single woman, you tell anyone I've never been married even once I'm looked at as though I'd committed a crime! In Hollywood, marriage is nothing if not progressive.

There was just a flicker of her Mona Lisa smile before she got back to money with:

"There's so much of it in Hollywood that it makes us skulk, and that's one thing we can't afford to be, if only for the reason we're in the public eye."

Reminded that English newspapers take a lively interest in Hollywood's intimate affairs, she granted:

"That is true. But London has always shown a keen interest in screen celebrities. Joan Crawford, for one, was fairly mobbed there. And that, mind you, was before her divorce, so it couldn't possibly be put down to sensationalism.

"I prefer divorce to separation, which seems a messy sort of life. I hate any untidy way of living."

With this tidy way of putting it, she added:

"Oddly enough, the big scene in my last American picture, 'One More River,' was an English divorce trial, significant for its underlying idea of keeping the family intact.

"How can that be done in Hollywood?"

She threw up her hands.

"Two Star-ling Views" (James Cagney) (Continued from page 30)
The Title Has Been Changed

(Continued from page 6)

that angle, and by the time they were wise to it, it was too late to change the name. Once the advance publicity on a picture is out, and the billboards printed, it is impossible—or almost impossible—to change a name.

This "Prizefighter and the Lady" episode brings up another requirement for the title that’s natural, a wow, a honey, or hits the nail on the head (depending on what language you were brought up to speak). A good name must describe the picture accurately. For instance—"The House of Connelly" was changed to "Carolina," because the word "House" has come to mean a murder mystery in many minds.

If you remember the picture, you will see why Fox didn’t want Janet Gaynor and Lionel Barrymore mixed up in the public imagination with shooting and clawing hands in the dark. Also—it is possible that a word which means one thing in one community or district, may mean something entirely different some place else. A case in point—"Moonlight and Pretzels"—a charming picture, which had to be retitled for English consumption, "Moonlight and Roses." The English, though a race though they are, don’t know about pretzels yet.

In order to avoid "misunderstandings" of this nature, the records show the "Dulcy" ("Who or what is Dulcy?" the public might ask) saw daylight (electric light, if you will) as "Not So Dumb" which described in measure, the character of the heroine. "Lucky Sam McCarver" became "We’re All Gamblers" (which is one way to put it—but apparently the public liked that way). "The Dark Swans" became "Wedding Rings." Primitive but satisfactory. In order to avoid "misunderstandings" of this nature, the records show the "Dulcy" ("Who or what is Dulcy?" the public might ask) saw daylight (electric light, if you will) as "Not So Dumb" which described in measure, the character of the heroine. "Lucky Sam McCarver" became "We’re All Gamblers" (which is one way to put it—but apparently the public liked that way). "The Dark Swans" became "Wedding Rings." Primitive but satisfactory. The above title changes were made on stories which had already been presented either in play or book form, but such...and such, it was felt needed a different kind of treatment for the films.

O n the other hand, it sometimes happens that a book has a title that causes title manufacturers’ mouths to water, but the contents of which are wholly unsuited for filming. What happened then? The studios attempt to buy the title alone which would then legitimately be theirs and leave the rest of the material to the best of the will as he will. Usually he has to forget about it, in case you are interested, for a book or play without a title is more of a debit than a second mortgage. This happened in the case of a book I published called "Merrily I Go to Hell." Shortly afterward Paramount was making a picture called "I, Jerry, Take Thee, Joan," and they purchased "Merrily I Go to Hell" as a better label than their own. That is, they only wanted the title, but they refused to be interested in the story.

But in order to ward off a deluge of titles, on behalf of the motion picture companies, let me quickly add some discouraging facts. The prices paid for titles are not high—"Merrily I Go to Hell," because it had appeared on a fairly successful book, and had been widely advertised, brought fifteen hundred dollars. The title "Washington Merry-Go-Round," which was purchased by the makers because the book was a best seller, brought, if rumors in the trade can be believed, something less than a thousand dollars. And I sold the famous L. George title "Bed of Roses" for a sum—well, let’s call it extremely modest, and let it go at that. And the moral of all this is—it is practically impossible to copyright a title without a story. So don’t get notions about making a fortune by amateur title coming.

There are two more rules that all title makers thumb over well, in addition to "Be Brief," "Say What You Mean," and "Be Simple." One is "Don’t Spell the Story"—this same book, "Merrily I Go to Hell," was christened "The Autobiography of a Minister’s Daughter," when it first reached me. I felt that the author was giving her story away, and was telling the readers in advance of this entire book is the life story of a minister’s daughter." The same holds true for pictures. No one wants to go and see a picture with a name that gives everything away. A title should be an appetizer—but certainly not a whole meal.

And the last great "don’t!" for the unhappy man who must think up something to call a picture is—don’t tread on anybody’s toes. A title must never offend anybody. It must respect religious prejudices, race prejudices, it must be moral, it must be in good taste. Why? Well, just think of all the censorship organizations ready to jump on the neck from the Hays office down to private and self-appointed busybodies. And if it seems to you that you should caution the public in a tale of woe about the title of Mae West’s picture, "Belle of the Nineties."

O RIGINALLY the picture was called "It Ain’t No Sin." But the Hays organization to which the entire upper crust of the motion picture producers and distributors belong, began to get very uneasy about that "it." All right, said Paramount, they’d play ball, so they changed the title to "The Belle of New Orleans." Thereat the good city fathers of the Queen of the Delta (N’Awleans to you) rose up as one man and protested. Don’t ask me why, but they did. All right, said Paramount, this time a little wiser, we’ll play ball. So they changed the name of the picture to "The Belle of the Gay Nineties," and feeling they had done their bit, sent out about a hundred thousand dollars’ worth of printed publicity surrounding that title. But the Hays organization got under the microscope and discovered that it still bothered them, so Paramount said the word "gay." "All right," said Paramount (I leave it to you how they said it) and recalled their hundred thousand dollars’ worth of printing, so that today you see the picture billed as "The Belle of the Nineties," which seems to have made everybody happy.

What does it all boil down to? To the fact that a title must have a lure—it must draw customers, irresistibly to the little glass windows in the front of the theater lobby, and cause them to lay down their quarters, half dollars and dimes, to instantly, feverishly, feel themselves going to get the treat of their lives. All this must be accomplished by the title alone, mind you, for very few movies, if any, are advertised while mouth-to-mouth advertising—"have you seen ‘Sweet Sinners’? It’s a swell show"—does a lot, still there are hundreds of thousands of patrons who have nothing more to go on than a mere sign, and select the film they wish to see on the basis of that name only. No wonder titles cause nervous breakdowns in Hollywood. No wonder the title department of any big company is occasionally bowed down under a weight of responsibility and loud complaints from producers.

Address your letter, containing names and numbers of food circulators you want, together with 10c for each one, to

Mary Martin, Tower Magazines, Inc.,
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
**The Title Has Been Changed**

(Continued from page 57)

Then how in the world are names ever devised for the hundreds of original one-act comedies produced in the bar-studios, to say nothing of the scores of books and plays which find their way to Hollywood— stories and characters, the names which will have all the qualifications which I have mentioned? There is one test which if successfully applied will go a long way toward giving a title that box-office appeal which is the dream of every studio. Has it got S—? Not Sex, but Sex, Sex, Society, Suffering and Sacrifice (plus money). And has it got Animals or Adventure in it? If it has one or more of these characteristics, plus a dash of paprika, plus a little pluck and vigor, plus than a sprinkling of luck, then a title will be "good box office," and everything will be hunky-dory, on the up and up, or jake (according to the particular language which you were brought up to speak).

The public interest will be piqued, the public imagination stirred to the point where results can be counted in gold pieces.

The producer will be gratified, the producer will be ecstatic, to the point where he begins to see the motion picture industry as something else besides a gigantic headache, and the title writer who was bright and lucky (there's always an element of luck in everything which has to do with pictures), will probably get a renewal of his contract at a more pleasing figure, to say nothing of that satisfaction which comes from watching a beloved child click.

Did anybody say that roses ever could be called "common" and sell for $3.50 a dozen? Not until the cabbage grows S—A!

**Playrooms of the Stars**

(Continued from page 38)

Mary Pickford puts on her famous costume parties, with guests generally attired as early day mining cowboys, dance hall girls or Indians.

In appropriate places are gambling devices similar to the days of "rouge rooms," which is a hold-up, red dog and poker tables. A bar, out of Billy McGuire's Union Saloon of the Mother Lode Colony, where was made of the old gold strike in California, stands in a corner. Over it hangs a pistol which once belonged to Jesse James, and a carbine used by Billy the Kid. A multi-colored roulette wheel from Jimmy May's gambling house in Goldfield, Nevada, stands directly below some cow and Indian country paintings by Russell and Remington.

Even the store comes from an old mining camp, and today it hangs a 45-foot calf rope, the handbook of Ottego, the famous "las rope" manufacturer of the aristocratic Californians, when Mexico's flag flew over the sun-baked Pueblo de Los Angeles.

**PROBABLY the most unusual playroom in Hollywood is that of Director W. S. "Woodie" Van Dyke. It is located in a recreation quarters of a trans-oceanic liner.**

Here gather the crews of "Woodie's" famous far-flung picture expeditions, to talk over the "wares"—and mingling with Charles Laughton and his charming wife, Jean Harlow and William Powell, may be found army officers and men attired in the gold-braded blue of the navy; ranking officers of "Woodie's" own Marine Corps, as well as statesmen and officials of foreign countries.

Longshoremen and newspapermen, cowpunchers and lumberjacks will be rubbing elbows with Jack Oakie, Jeanette MacDonald and her boy friend, Bob Ritchie.

Floor carrier Irene Hervey, Dolores Del Rio, and Cedric Gibbons, seated in comfortable chairs of the type found only on board ship, may be playing chess or checkers with John Miljan and Gertrude Michael. In another corner other screen celebrities may be trying their hand at billiards and cards.

More recently discovered by "Woodie" in the jungles of Africa or the wastes of the Arctic.

One of the most interesting casuals George will be heard criticizing or admiring the merits of the beautiful water scenes which cover the walls, while exotic screen stunts may be perusing out of the porches that serve as windows. In the next room additional members of the party will probably be trying out the "Continental" or some similar terpsichorean step on the smooth, large-size dance floor.

And as the evening progresses various members of the group will find themselves in front of one of the most unusual bars in the entire ship. The counter is an aquarium, filled with rocks, miniature castles, seaweed, coal, water plants, and of course, the smaller species of fish. The brass rail and other fittings of this bar further carry out the shipboard idea.

**JIMMY CAGNEY, the tough boy of the screen, turns into a dignified and cultured gentleman in his own recreation retreat. A charming spot, it is much more than a playroom, even though a bar, and a variety of games are among its furnishings. Books, books, and more books cover the shelves. Books, much thumbed, and evidently deeply pored over.**

Here, in congenial surroundings, Jimmy confounds friends with his knowledge of philosophy, sociology, political science, economics, philosophy, history and even medicine. Here they gather, these friends, few but staunch; Lincoln,ondon, Wagner and Liszt, and Sigmund, Bing Crosby, Hugh Herbert, and several others, most of them not in pictures.

As a conversation progresses, reference books are dragged from their places and opened to those pages that will best help drive home a point. Yes, this room, ostensibly a playroom, is in reality more the European salon where conversation, cultural and intellectual, takes precedence over all else.

Somewhat similar places are owned by Pat O'Brien and George Brent. For the amusement of his guests Pat has several marble games. Like the ones you see in most present day drug stores. There are also games of skill—mechanized basketball, football, horse racing and golf. Similar to those games which decorate so many hotel lobbies. On the walls are country heroes—all of friends, and autographed.

While George Brent is a rather quiet individual and not much of an entertainer, his friends are few and of congenial nature. For George Brent is quite a personal friend of very few con- genial friends dropping in on him for an occasional nip in his den. Unlike most of the other den-chair loungers George doesn't particularly care about playing games. For that reason none are around. The only thing approaching it is a card table. Here George will generally play a few hands of poker or rummy with his cronies and then after a drink or two the group will adjourn to the lawn to spin some old yarns.

**STAN LAUREL, the cry-baby member of Hal Roach's comedy team, owns one of the most complete playrooms in filmland. However, when away to sea in a ship, the more serious fellow and not much for entertaining. Bu when he does entertain, then you have something.

His "sheepee" room is entered through swinging doors. It contains a complete bar, pool table with a top which can be turned into a card table, chess, checkers, backgammon and cam¬

The room is finished in knotty pine. Covering its walls are autographed photographs of other stage and screen stars, and curios from around the world, collected either by Stan himself, or sent him by admiring fans.

**GORGEOUS Jeanette MacDonald, she of the nightingale voice, has a playroom which is one of the oldest in Hollywood. It could be more appropriately called a music room. For in it are a radio, a record player, a large piano, and a variety of musical instruments. There is also the general run of games—cards, chess, checkers, and a few jigsaw puzzles. Here Jeanette entertains informally, and often around the fireplace will be found Bob Ritchie, Director W. S. Van Dyke, Paulette Goddard, and other members of the film colony.

RATHER unusual decorations feature Bing Crosby's playroom—which is a combination reception room and bar. These decorations consist of wall paper manufactured from the various songs Bing has sung. Even the drapes are covered with musical notes, and whenever you feel like singing one of your favorites at one of his parties all you have to do is stand in front of these hangings and "do your stuff." Incidentally the bar opens up the room in such a way that the two's don't run in the Crosby household.

**BILL POWELL, Ronald Colman, Dick and Mrs. Bartheswill, Jean Harlow, Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall may be found frequently in the home of Warner Baxter, and most often in his beautifully decorated amusement quarters.

The walls are covered in the most appropriate manner, with a large portion of the room is decorated in warm Oriental reds, browns and greens, with the walls covered with hunting prints. At one end is a motion picture projection booth with sliding panels that disguise its appearance when not in use. Opposite the booth, in a corner, is a**
Lustrous golden hair softens and flattens your head and face — gives that fresh, bright clean look so admired by friends.

BLONDES — is your hair darkened, faded or streaked? Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash used as a rinse will restore its former lightheartness and natural sunny golden hues.
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And there’s Fred’s chance to sneak in on Ginger and give her the low-down on the set-up.

In order better to talk things over, Ginger and Astaire hop in a gondola, propelled by Eric Blore (who is really Horton’s valet, in disguise!) (We told you it was complicated!)

Giving an extra push, for good luck, Blore falls into the canal, leaving Fred and the girl friend to drift out to the bay, without even a mother to guide them!

Just as they are going down for the third time, a passing boat picks them up and, dripping wet, they get back to the hotel in time to hear Blore admit that he (disguised as a parson) officiated at the marriage of Ginger and Rhodes. So, what do you think? They aren’t married at all! The whole thing was just in fun!

Director Mark Sandrich let us sit in his chair while Ginger and Fred went through a scene.

“Have you forgotten what we’ve been to each other?” Ginger says tenderly.

“No... no...” Fred murmurs brokenly. “What... what... been to each other?”

with hundreds of dolls, Anna’s passion — German dolls, Russian dolls, Polish and American dolls, as well as many dolls made by the aboriginal children of savage African and South American tribes. Hardy a party ends at her home that some guest doesn’t walk away with one of these dolls—a gift from Miss Sten.

Here, with a background of backgammon tables and a baby grand piano, Anna Sten holds her very popular Russian parties. Recently, while entertaining Mareline Dietrich, Mary Pickford, Edward G. Robinson, Frank Morgan and other screen celebrities, a visiting Russian ballet company and orchestra were the main features of her entertainment. Guests were seated crois-leg, Russian style, on the floor, and accompanied by the dancers and musicians these guests sang European songs. Cossack songs and later played native Slav games.

AMONG other well-known playrooms in Hollywood are the ones owned by Wallace Beery and Charles Butterworth. Wally’s is a combination play and sun room, which is decorated entirely with Mexican bric-a-brac from Viva Villa. It has a large patio on one side and a game room on the other. In the latter place are numerous animal trophies “bagged” by Mrs. Beery and Wally. On the walls are several mounted deer heads, and some large game fish, hooked in the streams of the high Sierras. In the game room is also a small fireplace, a miniature motion picture projection machine, a radio and innumerable games of all sorts.

Charles Butterworth’s fun spot is a combination game room and bar — where, believe it or not, Charles seldom serves anything but buttermilk.

The new “whooper” rooms promise to be far more elaborate than their predecessors. In fact the plans for some accord them as much space as a major portion of the dwellings.

From the appearance of things, new playrooms promise to become, within the year, as important a part of Hollywood programs as the Mayfair club dances and the Academy awards.
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"My name is Hood—R. Hood," he says. "I'll be in town for some time on business—"

Fred says he hopes so.

"I do say so myself," she says on. "The Fred Flies are known far and wide as 'a home away from home'!"

"Get many out-of-towners?"

Flop, the last of the Elks chuckles.

"That's just our slogan! You're the first since... well, since I don't know when!"

So Fred moves in, parks his toothbrush and sets out to round up the bandits.

Meeting up with Madge Evans, who edits the local newspaper (as such as it is), Fred goes the way of all youth and, with visions of a vine-covered cottage where Midge can enjoy ashes trays and run the sweeper, he makes a snappy job of capturing the gang and turning them in.

Ralph Murray is directing, and the cast includes the names of two of your old favorites, Herbert Rawlinson and C. S. Gilbert, in we haven't seen since the Fourth of July, ten years ago, when our dear Aunt Emma fell off the back.

Also, credits go to Lynne Overman, Dean Jagger, little David Holt, J. C. Nugent, Grant Mitchell, Elizabeth Patterson (Aunt Eliza), and others.

**PAGE MISS GLORY**

For reasons best known to herself, Marion Davies (adored by the entire profession for her kindness and a generous) packed up her make-up kit and, shaking the dust of M-G-M from her feet, moved in on Warners' lot for a flying at the high comedy she does so well.

For Red Hook, up-state, to New York, comes Marion, a gawky, unphosphitated, backwoods child of nature, determined to make a mark in this cold, clever world.

Under the tutelage of Patsy Kelly, Marion learns chamber-maidng in the swanky Park-Regis hotel (and, as this isn't a mystery picture, you've got to figure out for yourself just how a country gal falls into a job like that!)

When a famous yeast company offers an enormous prize for a picture of America's most beautiful girl, Pat O'Brien, a promoter with nothing to promote; Frank McHugh, a newspaper photographer out of a job; and Marion's friend, Mary Astor, get together and make a composite picture of several girls, naming the glorious result of their efforts "Dawn Glory!"

Well, they win the prize, and there they are—stuck with a prize-winning photo and nothing to back it up!

The radio, the movies, the newspaper all call for a Dawn Glory. Not (as the yeast company) demand "Dawn Glory." And there isn't no such animal!

Dick Powell, a daredevil aviator, sees the picture and in loopy do I have it and takes with him on a dangerous non-stop flight to Alaska.

Jaguar, the Ducks' picture in a news- reel, falls in love with him and, while she can't take the real film home with her, still she holds the memory of his handsome face in her aching heart.

Stuck for a "Dawn Glory," Frank and Pat run across Marion, who has ac-

cidentally stumbled into a beauty shop on her day off, and—well, you ought to know that the chambermaid just fills the bill.

Before her transformation, with hair skinned back and nose unpowdered, Marion is shown dialing the ball where the elevator stops and Dick steps out. Trembling like a new bride, Marion stops him and asks:

"Are you really—is your name Bingo Nelson... the aviator?"

"Guilty, Judge," Dick grins.

"I saw your picture... in the news-
reel."

"Did you ask for your money back at the box office?"

"Oh, Mister Nelson," she breathes, "you look just like your picture!"

"I know," Dick sighs. "But I'm very kid to children and dumb animals..."

Marion is amused. "Will you auto-
graph my—my apron, Mister Nelson?"

"Sure!" Dick takes the pen. "I'll sign anything. That's been my undoing all these years!"

So, as Dawn Glory, Marion dazzles all and sundry. Dick lays his heart at her feet and the finale finds the two of them honeymooning high over New York in Kit's plane.

Joseph Schrank and Philip Dunne are responsible for the authoring, and Arrey is too for Roy directs. The cast includes such troupers as Patsy Kelly, Lily Talbot, Helen Lowell, Burton Churchill, Joe Cowthouse, Alan Strong, Helen Cawthorne, and Marion Elms ("Chandy," to your radio fans), Barton MacLane, Jack Mulhall and Gavin Gordon.

**FRONT-PAGE WOMAN**

While Director Michael Curtiss' back was turned, we sneaked on this set just in time to catch Bette Davis and George Brent going through an amusing scene from this Richard Ma-

cauly story.

Reports on rival newspapers, Bette and George (who really love each other all the time) meet in the penitentary cell room, a stage the boys are keeping a death watch, prior to an execution. George spots Bette and exclaims:

"Well—I'm a so-and-so!"

"You're telling me?" Bette says with that certain inflection.

"What are you doing here?" George demands.

"Covering a story. Have you got a sandwich?"

"You mean, Mike Kelly handed you this assignment?"

"I asked for it," calmly.

"Asked for it?" George is most amaz-

ed.

"Why not? It's a big story, isn't it?"

"Look, tidbit," he says firmly, "an electrocution is no place for you."

"Why not? I'm a reporter."

"No you're not! You just a sweet little girl. Why do you think her read too many newspaper novels?"

"Oh-h-h-h!" Bette is plenty exas-

perated. "You make me so mad—I——"

"—I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I—"

Brent points to the cuspidor.

But Bette isn't so nonsensical after the beat. Brent's turned on her a de-


denned man. Folding up in a neat little pile on the floor, she goes com-
pletely out of circulation (and with a deadline to make, too!)

Torn between love and duty, Brent slaps his sweetie pie with a wet towel, makes two copies of his story and sends the other to Bette's paper with a note to the re-write man telling him to soup it up so they're not identical.

Of course, the note is delayed (this is pictures, folks!) and when the execu-

tion is shown on the front page, Bette and her friends in the dog house just five minutes ahead of Brent!

More determined than ever to make George Brent a good newspaper woman, Bette goes out to beat her b.f. to the punch in getting first-

best word of a well known show producer and play-

boy.

Well, it's nip and tuck, with Brent "nipping" the original scoop, and Bette "tucking" a good two years on her beau by getting a confession out of the real murderer. And does George look silly?

And is Bette going to have something to slam at her defenseless head after they're married? Oh, boy!

**ACCENT ON YOUTH**

★ PARAMOUNT★

This original play, by Samao Raphael—"Sorries" (to our way of thinking) one of the smartest comedies ever written.

Herbert Marshall, in love with his secretary Sylvia Sibbey, who adores him. Convincing himself it's too old even to consider a romance with the petite Sylvia, Marshall practically throws her into the arms of a wealthy young actor in his own company just as to write the dialogue for the kid's proposal.

Resignedly, Sylvia marries the actor, played by Philip Reed, but, after six months of athletic honeymooning—swimming, riding, golfing, etc., with her husband—Sylvia calls it a day and rushes back to Marshall.

Very melodramatically, Reed rounds up a few of his college pals and takes them out to Marshall's place to get the goods on his wife.

Actually, Sylvia has merely dropped in on her erstwhile boss for a very pla-

get-together, but when she sees Philip coming, she runs into the bedroom, slips out of most of her clothes and, for a mere $5, gets a job as a reporter. As far as to write the dialogue for the kid's proposal.

Resignedly, Sylvia marries the actor, played by Philip Reed, but, after six months of athletic honeymooning—swimming, riding, golfing, etc., with her husband—Sylvia calls it a day and rushes back to Marshall.

Very melodramatically, Reed rounds up a few of his college pals and takes them out to Marshall's place to get the goods on his wife.

Actually, Sylvia has merely dropped in on her erstwhile boss for a very pla-

get-together, but when she sees Philip coming, she runs into the bedroom, slips out of most of her clothes and, for a mere $5, gets a job as a reporter. As far as to write the dialogue for the kid's proposal.
ESCAPADE

Anything can happen in Vienna and, in this picture, taken from the story by Ethel Borden, almost everything does happen! It all starts with a sable muff and scarf, won by Mady Christians at a gala ball she has attended with her fiancé, Reginald Owen, his brother, Frank Morgan, and Frank’s wife, Virginia Bruce. Parading around in Mady’s new furs, Virginia walks into Bill Powell, who is at once inspired to paint her, and, without a word to anyone, they go to his studio where she poses in the furs but wearing a mask.

Owen sees the picture and, while suspecting the worst, casually asks Bill who the gal is. And Bill, a bit flustered, hurriedly makes a name and tells Reggie it’s a “Miss Major.” What he doesn’t know is that actually she is Miss Major, and, blow me down! if he doesn’t meet the gal he’s invented, which makes for no end of complications!

The Major person (Luise Rainer) falls for Bill right off, and Bill, egged on by Mady who is jealous and suspicious, asks the girl to come to his studio. But when Luise finds that Bill merely wants her to pose for him, she is broken-hearted. And here’s where we walked in.

Bill enters close to her and commands: “Smile, please.”

Trying to suppress her tears, Luise cries: “I—I can’t.”

“Why not?” curiously.

“Because . . . I don’t feel like smiling . . .”

Giving up the struggle, she bursts into tears.

“Here—” Bill protests, “will you please wipe your eyes and stop crying?”

“I haven’t any handkerchief . . .”

Bill hands her his.

“Thanks.” She dabs at her eyes.

“I—I didn’t know I was going to cry here.”

Suddenly, Bill starts pacing about the room, stopping briefly to kick at the furniture. At the far end of the room, he turns sharply and faces her.

“See here,” he declares, “I told you once that I liked you—liked you very much. That wasn’t true, do you hear?”

“Yes . . . I hear.”

“But now it is true!” he shouts. “Do you understand?”

“No . . . I don’t understand.”

Shouting at the top of his voice, Bill walks toward her. “What’s so difficult to understand about that?” he demands.

So when Mady finds out that Luise and her old flame are in love and plan to be married, she shoots Bill in a fit of jealous rage.

Whether he lives or dies is something Director Bob Leonard would rather we leave for you to find out.

THE ARIZONA

•

Dix’s Garbo complex forbids our getting too near the feet of the scene of the action, so we hope you’ll be satisfied with a brief resume of the story, which happens to be an original by Dudley Nichols.

It is 1880, and Dix, on his way to Silver City, boom town of Arizona, meets up with Margot Grahame, a beautiful actress who is fleecing from a gang of bandits.

Watching our hero squelch the motley crew, Margot is filled with admiration for him, and together they return to Silver City.

Appointed Town Marshall by the mayor, Dix goes out and arrests Joe Saus, leader of the gang, without even drawing a bead on the rascal.

Sheriff Louis Calhern has been forcing his unwelcome attentions on Miss Grahame and, because Dix is running some snappy interference, he puts Preston Foster, a notorious killer, up to getting our fair-haired lad out of the road.

Foster starts out all right, but gets to like Dix so well that he eventually accepts the job of deputy, just for a laugh, and promises Dix that he’ll try to be the worst peace officer Silver City ever had.

There is a dance at the opera house, a fight in the saloon, a fire in the jail, a round-up of the gang, and, finally, peace comes to Silver City.

He turns his face toward California and what do you think? With him goes pretty Margot Grahame! Surprise!

COLLEGE SCANDAL

It’s a downright shame, but the day we got around to this one, Director Elliott Nugent shot a scene wherein the guilty party is exposed. And you know how we are. Just one “pretty please” and they can sell us down the river!

Arline Judge is a college paper reporter and Kent Taylor is her professor-brother. Wendy Barrie is the daughter of another professor and, probably wanting to keep the professoring in the family, she is all set to trek to the altar with Kent just as soon as school lets out.

All is well and life is a beautiful dream until two prominent students, also suitors of Wendy, are found mysteriously murdered.

Taking charge of the investigation, Taylor follows a hot lead out of town and when he returns discovers that Wendy has apparently run away with Eddie Nugent to his shack in the hills.

Under pressure, the murderer admits, to having placed a time bomb in the shack and then there’s a plan and fancy scramble to get to the shack in time to rescue the doomed couple.

After being so mean in the beginning, we’ll break down and let you in on the fact that the kids are rescued just in the nick of time, with Kent and Wendy and Arline and Eddie going into a double-barreled clinch against the setting sun.

UNKNOWN WOMAN

Since winning the Academy award, Columbia seems to have gone just a wee bit full circle on us. So help me, you can’t even stick your nose on a Jack Holt set any more. And Jack one of our pet old-timers, too, oh, well.

In this Scott Darling yarn, Richard Cromwell, an up-and-coming young lawyer, defends fruit-peddling Henry Arm- netta, loses the case but attracts the attention of Ben Taggart, proprietor of a shady night club.

Taggart, the bully, figures he can get the unsuspecting Dick to take over some stolen government bonds until he (Taggart) can find an opportunity to dispose of them safely.

Meeting up with Marian Marsh, Dick discovers that Taggart has stolen some papers from her father and, wanting to help the gal, he goes with her to a rum-runner on the trail of a clue.

When Taggart’s men take them prisoner, Marian confesses to Dick that she really is a thief and is trying to hijack some stolen bonds from Taggart.

Arriving on the scene, a prospective buyer of the bonds recognizes Marian as a former Federal dick and insists on disposing of her and Dick, permanently.

How they escape, how the gang is rounded up, how Dick finds a lot of good in the gal—and, that’s the best part of the story. But exciting!

WHAT’S THE MAGAZINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS MADE OF?

• Of Games and Stories, Pictures and Rhymes . . . THAT’S WHAT TINY TOWER IS MADE OF

...and Jack and Jill have a new adventure each time in Tiny Tower. I wish I had the next Tiny Tower right now!

EVERYTHING that small boys and girls like best to do is in Tiny Tower, their very own magazine. Tiny Tower is written 100% for children’s fun, but as a parent you’ll approve it heartily: the gay new games, the stories, picture fun, comic strips, cut-outs, puzzles, rhymes, the music pages—all the things to do and make. Every page is bright with color, full of fun!

A year’s subscription to Tiny Tower is only $1.00 and will bring 12 issues of Tiny Tower to your home or as a gift to other children you want to make happy! In Canada, $1.00 per year; foreign countries, $2.00 per year.

Children Love to Get Mail All Their Own

Every boy and girl is pleased when the postman delivers Tiny Tower personally addressed. He’ll bring your children a copy as soon as you send in your order and say with which issue you want the subscription to begin.

Address your letter to

Olive Reid: TINY TOWER MAGAZINE
55 Fifth Avenue • New York, N.Y.
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too. He made her laugh with Arthur. He was so happy, she thought, he was so gay and kind and thoughtful.

Suddenly the Kelly sisters and Arthur left England for the Continent. For two long years Charlie did not see them. Then one day as he was walking along Piccadilly, wondering whether to accept an offer to go to America with the Fred Karno Repertory Company, he heard her name called from the depths of a large limousine.

"Hetty!"

"Charlie! It is good to see you again."

All the ache of absent years fell from him and his blood warmed as he looked at her. She was beautiful. More beautiful than he had remembered. They rode and talked. The limousine? Her expensive clothes? She laughed at his limousine question. No, she wasn't married; but sister was—oh an American millionaire.

He told her he was going to America, to the land of fulfilled hopes, the land of realized dreams.

"I'll see you in America," she said.

"Yes!" Charlie struggled to appear casual, was too successful. She bit her lip and the deep brown eyes looked into his. In a moment the gay of two years was gone.

"—I mean it, Charlie. Her voice was sincere as she laid her hand upon his. "I've thought of you—of you these past months."  

CHARLIE'S heart sang a glad song. Hetty had thought of him! A great deal! Often! Perhaps even... she might even... he once thought she did... well, maybe not, but awfully close to it... in time... everything was possible.

He glowed and expanded during that evening in her apartment. She showed so plainly that she liked him. Liked him a lot. True he was a clown, a music-hall comedian, but he was also a man and she a woman. And when a man cries to a woman and woman to man, all else, all stations in life, be forgotten.

Charlie abandoned himself to the thrills of a man in love. They enveloped him and provoked a mood of tenderness surpassing any he had ever experienced. He was going to ask Hetty to marry him, to come as his wife to America. Forever and a day to be side by side, meeting with haws the turns of life. The full vision of the years of happiness—together—stretching before them overwhelmed him. This, the mere anticipation, was bliss beyond his highest hopes.

"... His eyes must have told her what was in his heart. She smiled, and the smile was for him alone.

"Yes, Charlie."

"Hetty, dear... This was the moment when the gates of heaven were to be thrown wide to admit two souls to paradise. The door opened and Arthur burst into the room. "Charlie! Do the monkey in the zoo after fleas? Will you? Be a monkey in the zoo after fleas! A monkey in the zoo after fleas!"

THE magic moment passed. His tenderness was enclosed in a shell of disappointment more bitter than gall. He could not ask her, now, he had to wait. She knew what he had about to say. She could recreate that moment if she wished. He is sure. But perhaps she, too, felt that Fate had suddenly confronted them with an edict more potent than human desire. She, too, made no effort to recapture the tenderness that had been theirs when Arthur interrupted them.

Charlie Chaplin was a monkey in the zoo after fleas. Arthur gufawed and cheered the impersonation. Hetty smiled as she looked from one to the other. Charlie's heart was breaking.

Telling his story in Leon Gordon's Ambassador Hotel studio as the stars dimmed before the coming of dawn, Charlie Chaplin made but one mention of his first years in America. Hetty promised to write to me—and did, she said. "I did not answer the letter."

Time and again he sat down to that which he wanted above all things to do—pour forth his deepest emotions to the girl he loved. But each time he toread the resulting lines and burned them to the floor. He could not express all he felt upon the cold, impersonal paper. The words he wrote were not come to him and those that did were weak and insipid. One might as well describe a crow with an eagle in mind. Charlie's thoughts soared to the heights, his ability to convey them through words remained earthbound.

His very handwriting, thanks to no schooling, was a scrawl about which he was sensitive. It seemed to bear out, to prove in the most elemental way, what Hetty sister had said; that he was unswerving of Hetty.

"You will be sorry, you do not want me to marry Hetty," Charlie had told that sister before leaving England. "One day I am going to be a great man and rich."

Was he in that moment gifted with foresight? Or was it merely the fearful boasting, the attempt to come against odds, of a boy denied his love? Hetty's sister smiled and agreed with him, but insisted Hetty was destined for richer things than he could give her.

After some months in America Charlie was still a vaudeville comedian. He was not yet a rich man nor great. He had not yet proved, even to himself, his worth to the world. He had conquered no worlds, had no glowing tales to report. He did not hear from Hetty again after that first unanswered letter.

THEN Charlie Chaplin came to Hollywood.

We know he started making two-reel pictures, his large, unwieldy shoes, baggy pants, cane, mustache and bowler hat, his comical antics sweeping the country into gales of laughter and forgetfulness. We know children skidded around corners on one foot, as he did, to make their playgrounds more like his. We know that wealth and fame came to him in an unending stream. We know he was, as he promised he would be, a great man and a contract. He

PEGASUS PRINTING CO.
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butler wished to be bowed to, and to be excused for having "always your lordship's orders upon this table, my lord." He did not take it amiss. He was polite, after all, and English people are polite.

Charlie Chaplin came to Hollywood. He knew it was the ultimate. His dreams were going to be realized. His future belonged to him. He was going to be a great man. He was going to be a rich man. He was going to be a famous man. He was going to be a loved man. He was going to be a happy man.

And he knew he was a lonely man. Like the characters in his pictures, he cared nothing for himself, who cared anything for him, who were always alone, apart, even in the midst of crowds. He knew he was rich, yes. And women. There began the saga of his loves which has so puzzled Hollywood and has occasion brought him criticism. But even as the stream of under all his comedy was apparent, so too the loneliness could be seen even as he glided about a dance floor with a beautiful woman in his arms. Charlie Chaplin was living only an inch deep, his fun was surface fun, his gluttony superfluous; the large, unbridled man untroubled, harboring his dream.

This lovely English music-hall comedian rose in the film world until he was offered a million-dollar contract. It was a stupendous sum. No entertainer in history had been offered that kind of money. It was news. It was a big thing, a milestone that should be preserved and recorded in an impressive way. Would Charlie accept the contract? He

(Please turn to page 64)
LOVE LAUGHS AT THE LITTLE CLOWN

(Continued from page 6)

would. Would he come to New York and make a ceremony of signing it? He would not.

The studio heads in the East insisted and Charlie became stubborn. He was not going to New York on a hollyberry stunt and that was that. As the date of signing approached, the comedian remained adamant in his decision to take part in the public stunts.

In the meantime, what of Hetty? Charlie had set out from England to deposits, but he was not going to be any less worthy of her. He had certainly done so. He was now an artist who played upon people's heartstrings with the skill Jascha Heifetz has in the hands of the violin. Tears and laughter were his to command. He was famous, he was Midas rich. Now he could go to Hetty with his head up, with the world in his hands to lay at her feet. Even her sister must recognize him now.

But—he hesitated. He did not know why. It merely seemed the moment had not arrived. Almost as the studio was demanding the New York excursion and he was with equal force declaring he would not take it, he saw a picture in a New York newspaper. The chance had been left on his dressing-room table. It was a picture of Hetty's sister. The camera was friendly under the studio doors, sister and brother and her husband had arrived from England some time before and were living in a Fifth Avenue residence.

Charlie Chaplin stared at that picture for a long time. Hetty—in New York. "I'll see you in America," she had said.

A SMILE slowly turned the corners of his mouth. Now was the time, and it would be done in person. Charlie would meet her on the street accidentally. At least she would never know it was not an accident. His eyes would light up and he would say as he grasped her hand, "Hetty! Think of meeting you here! This is wonderful news!" And the Lord would not recite to us the story. She listened, but only in a way. "Charlie! I've thought of you so much," he would answer, still holding her hand, "I've thought of you, too, Hetty."

Then he would present her with gifts, the finest he could buy. He would see how she reacted to him and if—dreamland was very real—all was well, the publicity-seeking studio would have been found guilty of black headlines across front pages, "CHAPLIN MARRIES BOYHOOD SWEETHEART."

It would be done that way. Genius is unaccountable, often over-sensitive and shy. It would kill him, kill for ever his dream, if he went directly to her and found indifference. They had to meet casually—

Charlie picked up his telephone, called the studio, and said, "Tell Charlie he said, "I'll come to New York. Leave tonight."

The studio heads nodded wisely. They had licked him. He was coming to New York to sign the million-dollar contract.

The police were pressed into service to stem the tide of fans who met him at the Grand Central Station. He was examined by the artist, lodged in a sufficiently far-from-noise and bedlam of the street. Much closer to the stars than in his London garret he looked for a moment out the window, and then no one could find him.

The studio wanted him for luncheons with the mayor, the governor, important personalities of the metropolitan business and social life. His days had been devoted to the film with everything, but Charlie insisted on "CHAPLIN IN HIDING," "CHARLIE DISAPPEARS." And everyone asked, "Where?"

While all New York sought him, a slender little man sat alone on a bench in Central Park. He stared up around his chin, but brim lowered over his eyes, he stared across Fifth Avenue. When it became too cold to sit, he bailed a taxi, instructed the driver to stay right where he was—within view of the doorway through which sooner or later Hetty must pass.

When she did he would hurry down Fifth Avenue, across the street, stroll back toward her and meet—casually, accidentally.

So as thousands looked for Charlie Chaplin to give him homage, he sat in full view and dreamed his dream, wrote and rewrote in his thoughts the scenario of his meeting with Hetty, of what was to follow.

The door remained closed, or opened to admit or exclude strangers. Days of waiting followed, as did the sight of a young brother. Here, at last, was a contact. Arthur was happy to see him. After the first greetings, Charlie inquired of Hetty's sister: "She's fine."

"And your other sister—Hetty?" asked Charlie.

"Hetty!" said Arthur. "She's married now, you know. She was here, but left for England a week ago."

"That's too bad," he said. "It would have been nice to see her."

The newspapers the next day heralded the sudden departure of Charlie Chaplin for California. Months passed, and if he dreamed again the morocco-yet not recite to us who listened, so quietly, as night entirely fell before the sun rising over the Hollywood hills. Not until he noticed the coming of a new day. We were living in years gone by with a lonely little man who thought of a girl six thousand miles away from him in London.

The Kid was finished and proved the greatest of his motion pictures. He threw himself into preparation of the next one. It had to be good; everything Charlie Chaplin did had to be good. He had considered that there had always been since leaving England, a reason: He must be worthy.

His fan mail increased by the sack load. And the studio began whispering. Had Chaplin gone high-bat? Was he getting the fat head? He must be home making more money than he used to, chasing away the fans of a poor little Chaplin going through his fan mail. Why? Did he need to read these glowing tributes to his genius? He read them without saying anything. He knew what he was looking for—and at last it came. A letter from Hetty.

"Dear Charlie," it said. "Do you remember me? I have often thought of you and never had the courage to write. If you ever come to London, be sure and look me up."

Did he remember her! He swallowed with difficulty as he read and reread the letter. She often thought of him . . . she wanted to see him. Later that day there were doing on the Chaplin lot. Carlyle Robinson, the comedian's publicity man, was called into the office by his executive, Mr. He. Robinson had found Charlie pacing the floor, Charlie's brother, Syd, following him quizically with his eyes.

"Can you go to England?" Charlie asked Robinson.

"Why, surely. Wherever you send me!"

"Then get under way. Arrange for passports, money, whatever else is necessary. We leave in the morning for London, by the first post. Robinson's eyes flew open and he gulped. "Why?"

"We," said Charlie. "You and I." "But, Charlie," the words rushed out of Robinson's mouth, "you start shooting today. You've been getting ready for your picture for four months. There's a hundred extras on the set right now waiting for you. What—"

"I'm not going.", "We leave for London tomorrow. The picture can wait. Pay the extras."

Pay. Thousands upon thousands of dollars this week alone. Money. But of what was money . . .

ROBINSON has told of that trip. Mentioned how Charlie Chaplin was not the man Hollywood and his studio had known. On the boat crossing the Atlantic he was nervous. Three years later I crossed on that same boat, and the chief officer told me of Charlie's attitude of his was coming in London late at night and early in the morning. How for hours he would stand on the bow, looking toward England, the salt air ruffling his face. Their trip had been to London, to another welcome and reception. On the deck, fortune favored him. As the crowd was frantically yelling "Welcome, Charlie!" "Happy, Charlie!" "Welcome, Charlie coming!" "Welcome, home, Charlie!" he spied Arthur. While thousands screamed the name of this slender man who not too long before had sailed from these same shores a penniless, unknown, unsung music-hall comedian, he clasped Arthurs arm.

"Nice of you to come down to meet me," he told the boy. "It's good to see a familiar face. Come, ride to London in the carriage with me."

On the train they talked of many things. The old days in theater, the money in the after fees, the struggle against poverty, the hopes and laughs and surlys of bygone moments. Charlie carefully avoided mention of Hetty, but during stretches of silence he continued to dream his dreams.

Hetty was married. But at least she would give him her love in a different way, perhaps in a bigger, finer way. He wondered if her husband would send her, if he, Charlie, would somehow see to it that was so. And through him he would give to Hetty what he wanted her to have, the best in life, everything.

Perhaps—who could tell?—some day her husband would pass on and then . . . oh, it was going to be glorious just
Music in the Movies
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same as the preceding one. Waller is unquestionably the ace performer of his class, and reports that him as one of the most popular recording artists in the business. We feel certain you'll like this one. (Victor)

The discovery of a lost manuscript of a great composer is a rare event, but when that composer is Victor Herbert, it becomes a momentous occasion. Only recently it has been discovered that some of his works were never published. Among them was a delightful and typical waltz melody, characteristic of America's best-loved composer. The song, called "Once I Loved," has since been published and recorded by Milton Watson, a distinguished singer of Victor Herbert operettas. We believe that, hearing this selection, you will feel the thrill of something old and of something new; and a realization that, although a master now in the great beyond, he still lives through the magic of his melodies.

"I WAS TAKEN BY STORM!" is the title of another excellent waltz, from "Dizzy Dames," and in this recording it's Hal Kemp and his orchestra who do the honors. Kemp handles this with the distinctive touch that identifies his band anywhere; the tricky sax figures and muted brass. Earl Geiger's sweet muted trumpet starts things off, and the entire number, played to a slow tempo, has no dead spots. A nice bit of vocal work is contributed by Maxine Grey.

"Love's Serenade" is the title of the melody recorded on the reverse side and this is also played by Hal Kemp and his orchestra. An Edgar Hayes tune, this was recorded a few months back by the Mills Blue Rhythm band, and we must say that Hal's recording is every bit as good as the platter that Mills turned out. In fact, we might as far as to say that it's a shade better, for in this record we have the added attraction of a fine chorus sung by Bob Allen. (Brunswick)

FROM the film, "Go Into Your Dance," Enrico Marcelli and his orchestra present us with their version of the popular tune "She's a Latin from Manhattan." This seems to be just the type of song that Marcelli plays best, and we can pick no weak spots. Well played, to a lively snappy tempo, and with vocal work done by Tony Sacco.

(Please turn to page 66)
Serve Apple Corn Bread with broiled bananas and bacon and listen to the praise! You will get dozens of equally good recipes in the interesting food pamphlet "Better Breakfasts": Pineapple Pancakes or Waffles, Prune Bread, Omelets, special ways with Cereals, Bacon and Tomato Toast . . . simple menus and hearty menus.

48 delicious recipes and 15 breakfast menus for 10c! Address your request for "Better Breakfasts" to Jane A. Osborne

Tower Magazines, Inc.
55 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Another tune from the same picture is featured on the reverse side as Emil Macht's latestorchestral play, "The Little Things You Used To Do." Played to a slower tempo than the preceding side, you'll find it's a very easy listen and still has plenty of rhythm for dancing. Again we hear Tony Sacco in the role of a featured vocalist. (Victor)

"THE LADY IN RED" from the film, "In Camera," is played in this recording by Joe Haynes and his orchestra. This is the first we've heard from Joe in a long time and we must say that he is still a header when it comes to handling entertaining and enjoyable music, "The Lady in Red" is a tune of the rhumba type with plenty of rhythm for dancing, with Cliff Wetterton as the vocal artist. An old-timer recorded on the reverse side is 'My Melancholy Baby," played by Joe Haynes and his orchestra. This is a strictly modern arrangement and Joe and his boys play it in great fashion. Skeeter Palmer is the vocalist. (Bluebird)

FROM the film, "Stolen Harmony," Gertrude Niesen selects and sings the melody, "Would There Be Love?" Maude by Newman is in a class by herself as a popular vocalist and it would seem that nothing we could say would make this record any more popular than it is.

Apple Corn Bread

2 cups corn meal
2 teaspoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup milk
2 tablespoons shortening
2 cups water
2 teaspoons baking powder
2 tablespoons sugar
4 beaten eggs

Put corn meal, sugar, salt, milk and shortening in the top of a double boiler and cook for 10 minutes over boiling water. Cool, add soda dissolved in water and the eggs, well beaten. Then stir in the apples. Pour into a shallow, greased pan. Put in a moderate oven (350°F.) and bake until it begins to brown, about 25 minutes. Serve hot.

Serve Apple Corn Bread with broiled bananas and bacon . . . and listen to the praise! You will get dozens of equally good recipes in the interesting food pamphlet "Better Breakfasts": Pineapple Pancakes or Waffles, Prune Bread, Omelets, special ways with Cereals, Bacon and Tomato Toast . . . simple menus and hearty menus.

48 delicious recipes and 15 breakfast menus for 10c! Address your request for "Better Breakfasts" to Jane A. Osborne

Music in the Movies
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We return to the film, "Go Into Your Dance," for our last tune, and it's called "About a Quarter to Nine." Ruby Newman and his orchestra do a swell bit of work. Nothing flashy, but good steady rhythm. Ray Morton is the vocalist.

"There's a Little Picture Playhouse in My Heart," an older tune, is recorded on the other side. It's also played by Ray Newman and his orchestra. It's a little snapper than the preceding side. Again Ray Morton does the vocal work. (Victor)

Scouting for New Stars

(Continued from page 4)

A FATs WALLER interlude as we listen to Fats and his boys play "What's the Reason?" from the film "Times Square Square." Great snap-work, with Fats picking away at the piano and an excellent guitar chorus. As usual, Fats sings the vocal refrain.

"Pardon My Love" is the title of the song on the other side, and this is also sung by Al Bowlly, with the help of Ray Noble. Another ballad type number that is pleasing to listen to. (Victor)

AL BOWLLY selects from the picture, "Reckless," the song entitled "Everytime's Been Done Before" and with the aid of Ray Noble's direction presents us with an excellent vocal record. Bowlly's style is rather plain, but with the aid of Noble and his bag of tricks the record is quite entertaining.

"You Opened My Eyes" is the title of the song on the other side, and this is also sung by Al Bowlly, with the help of Ray Noble. Another ballad type number that is pleasing to listen to. (Victor)

T R A I N I N G is more important today than ever before because the competition is so severe. The trained actor or actress shows to better advantage and catches the eye of the observer more readily, for experience breeds self-confidence and poise. Therefore, in appraising prospects, I should favor those with previous training, either in dramatic school, on the professional stage or in amateur theatricals. Yet I certainly would not exclude an untrained applicant if his other qualifications were excellent.

Without determination—the ability to face all difficulties and weather them through—there is little chance to win stardom. Too many people are beautiful and or easy to work with. As a matter of fact it is one of the most bitterly competitive, and few players ever reach stardom without first being beleaguered by hardship and disappointments in the process. It takes stubborn, building courage to cling to an ambition in the face of one reverse after another. I do not know of one great screen star who could have reached the top without determination. Clark Gable battled with actual starvation here in Hollywood on two different occasions before he had the slightest recognition. Grace Moore sang for her supper in a Greenwich Village cafe while she skirted the world's stage, and borrowed the money for her musical education. Jan Clayton worked "extra" for two years before she was given a chance—and I'd like to be sure, before signing any new prospect, that he or she would be willing to display the same stick-to-it-iveness that carried such stars as those to success.

A D A P T A B I L I T Y includes temperament. It is one of the factors which determines success and failure in any line of work. The person who cannot adapt himself to the conditions and the necessities of his chosen occupation is a square peg in a round hole and a certain failure.

Such great stars as the late Marie Dressler and George Arliss have demonstrated that stardom knows no age limit—but most producers naturally favor the nice, wholesome, unproblematic type, who can be cast in a wider diversity of roles. Moreover, the actor who attains stardom in his twenties or his thirties is a better bet. The man who is physically the person of maximum earning power is longer.

Background is an asset to any playhouse. Film people take backgrounds all as part and parcel of the individual's background—but the results of that background can be acquired. For that reason, I place it last on my list.
Summer for Society  
(Continued from page 27)

Lodge, Carl Romero, and Joel McCrea, and equestriennes like Irene Worth, Adrienne Ames, Mrs. Walter King and Mrs. Charles Laughton were invited. The first part of the evening was a well-planned English hunt over the Bel-Air bridge paths and thickets.

Back to Binnie's lovely new English type home came the hunters with appetites whetted, but there was never a sign of a cocktail. Instead there was a month-waiting race between English hat and Binnie was soon pouring tea. Food was arranged much like our American buffet luncheon, but so much more fun feeling that at last was a perfectly appointed English high tea right in our little Hollywood.

Dinner at Merle Oberon's

WITH Mickey Balcon in town, Binnie Barnes having that high tea and Merle Oberon entertaining at those charming, intimate dinners it seems the English have hypnotized on the Hollywood social life this month.

These dinners at Merle's rarely include more than eight people, but they are glamorous and shimmery like the exotic star herself.

She has taken a lovely beach home in Santa Monica and in it of a dinner hour you'll find the Countess di Frasso, Constance Collier, Rowland Brown—and most often David Niven.

There seems to be a very definite romance between Merle and David whose parents are of the Scottish nobility. They were "very good friends" in London and insist that is all they are here, but it all looks very romantic.

Incidentally Merle Oberon's autobiography has become one of the most prized among the gathering of such about this town and recently her dinner was interrupted by some kiddies who heard she had moved into the house and walked blocks and blocks to get the signature.

Merle not only gave it graciously, but the kids went trudging back with cake as well as autographs.

Over at Dolores Del Rio's

QUITE the grandest of the season's tennis parties was the modernistic affair conjured by Dolores Del Rio and her husband, Sert.

Dolores greeted her guests early in the afternoon wearing a white linen sports dress, looking so cool and well turned out that we could scarcely believe it when Cedric assured us Dolores had already whizzed through a set of tennis that morning.

Gloria Swanson was there with Herbert Marshall. She was wearing a sports frock of white pewter drapery, which is sort of a dull finished boucle, with a three-quarter swagger coat of jade and one of those day, white, slightly trimmed hats that nobody can do such justice to as the svete Gloria.

While the husbands, including Irving Thalberg, Joel McCrea and Fredric March, betook themselves to the courts the ladies retreated to that amazing garden pavilion of the Gihonboes which most magnificently has a crimson infield on the floor.

Dolores poured the cocktails assisted by her very close friend, Countess di Frasso.

Dorothy Jordan confided for the first time that she plans to make an early comeback in pictures. She's a mother now, but thinks her younger will be able to get along without her now and then while she returns to work.

After everyone had a refreshing dip in the pool a buffet supper was served in the pavilion. This time Dorothy appeared as if by magic in white crepe hostess pajamas with a crimson sash and ruby earrings, holding up her reputation as Hollywood's most distinctively dressed lady.

Just "Plane" Talk

WHEN Harvey Stephens goes traveling it's by plane; when he releases he creates model airplanes in his workshop, and when he reads it's about the latest gadgets for gliders or such, so when the Stephens go gliding you can jolly well bank on it the motif will have two winks and a propeller.

With all the small, informal dinner parties, Bee, Harvey's vivacious little wife, thought she'd rib Harvey a bit about his hobby. Everyone was instructed to keep plastering the planes, The table motif was strictly up in the air.

Lately Henry started the ribbing off by taking Harvey what the speed limit was in the air-lanes.

Maureen O'Sullivan wanted to know if there was any difference which way the propeller spun.

Harvey was very patient until Cesar Romero asked, "Is it true that when a person orders his 'eggs over' for lunch on a transcontinental plane that the plane loops?"

Tennis With Torres

You know what they did to contract bridge as soon as we thought we had mastered it—and now Raquel Torres had up and done the same thing to tennis.

Of a Sunday afternoon all the tennis enthusiasts flock to the lovely home of Raquel and her husband, Stephen Ames, and now those ingenious racketeers have completely gammed up our comprehension of the game.

The counting and the color of the balls is the thing they've changed and a score-keeper must be there all the time to keep track of the points.

A red ball must be served first. If it is not a good blue ball is served—but the penalty for missing on the first ball means that every point scored by the server is reduced to a half point until he serves again. The counting is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ace.

Raquel is such a good player she never has to resort to the blue ball and Rochelle Hunter is an even greater match for her. However, W. C. Fields says he'll stick to juggling balls on the side of the court.

Did you know that Raquel has started the fad of pale blue lacquered fingernails? It's rather startling but attractive.

Another rendezvous for tennis these hot summer days is the John Murdock Jrs. where you'll see George Murphy and his wife giving Cesar Romero with Sally Blane or Patricia Ellis a real workout. And, oh, yes, Garbo has also been there from George Brent to John Gilbert for her tennis partner.

Tom Sings for His Supper

"Johnny Downs has lost his suit and all is hurly-burly. While he searches near and searches far we'll starve with him," said our Victor Herbert.

It was Tom Brown's idea if you sing when you're hungry you'll forget the pars, so while the younger set waited for Johnny Downs to find his dress (Please turn to page 68)
Do you think your skin has lost its youth-ful smoothness and fine, unblemished whiteness? Then say goodbye to despair and disappointment now. Darkness, callousness, freckles, and blisters like blackheads and pimples, are often in surface skin only. Underneath them lies the true skin, with the radiant white lustrousness of "sweet sixteen." And now an important beauty discovery called Golden Peacock Face Powder in a wonderful safe, gentle way, literally to flake off that dull blemished surface mask. It works while you sleep. You see results after the very first application; in five days, your mirror reflects the clear white beauty of a truly new skin! Yet Golden Peacock is not costly at all; 5¢ for a generous trial size at any 10-cent store. Buy a jar today.

She Hasn't Learned How
This Finer Powder Ends 'Make Up' Worry

No need now for that nervous frequent powdering—which so often looks like mere empty-headed, ill-bred vanity! You too can discover the joy of beautiful skin that stays smooth and utterly fresh for a whole evening, with new Golden Peacock Face Powder. Two vital improvements! First, it is completely moisture-proof, so that it cannot "cake" and clump pores. But more, Golden Peacock Face Powder is so fine it can actually be floated through closely woven silk! This makes it blend with your skin with a new thrilling natural smoothness, staying fresh for hours, as enticingly soft as peachbloom. And though it is made with an extra-costly process, from finest imported French materials, it is amazingly low in price! Get it in regular 5¢ size at any drug store, trial size 10¢, at 10 stores, or, mail 1¢ in stamps, naming your correct powder shade, to us for generous 2-weeks' supply. Address Golden Peacock, Inc., Dept. L-195, Paris, Tenn.

Simply Flake Off FLECKLES-BLEMISHES MUDDINESS IN SURFACE SKIN!
Chocolate Mousse for your next party!

**CHOCOLATE MOUSSE**

1 square unsweetened chocolate
1/2 cup milk
7 tablespoons sugar
2 egg yolks
1 cup whipping cream
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1/4 teaspoon salt

Melt the chocolate. Heat in a double boiler the milk and sugar and add to the beaten egg yolks, stirring thoroughly. Cook 5 minutes in double boiler, stirring constantly. Add melted chocolate and vanilla. Chill. Whip the cream, fold into the chocolate mixture and freeze in the refrigerator without stirring.

Or choose any one of the 56 thrilling recipes from this food circular on Ice Box Cooking

Ice-box recipes festive enough for parties—easy enough for every-day meals. Women who plan menus carefully to please guests and family know that dishes made in the refrigerator score a sure success.

Here in one 10c food circular you get 56 recipes: Modern Mousses and Parfaits; Refrigerator Ice Creams and Ices; Chilled Desserts; Ice Box Cakes; Frozen and Chilled Salads; Chilled Meats and Vegetable Dishes; Beverages; Refrigerator Pastry and Rolls.

You'll use these delicious recipes throughout the entire year to give added interest to your dinners!

**SEND TODAY FOR**

“Year ‘Round Ice Box Recipes” (Jy-1)—10c complete to Mary Martin

TOWER Magazines, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Island Jewell goes her merry old way. It was just three years ago that Isabel came from the New York stage to play the same role in the film version of “Blessed Event” that she did on Broadway. To commemorate the important day that she first arrived in our movie village Isabel, with her closest friend, Gertrude Michael, invited only their most intimate friends to dinner at Isabel’s parent’s house in Beverly Hills. This is the house Isabel offered her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Lee Jewell, as a bribe if they would come to California from Shoshone, Wyoming. Isabel’s new heart interest, Bill Tanner, was there and a three-piece orchestra provided the music for dancing after dinner.

The game is played, everyone in the company balances a match on the same hand if a person knocks any matches off he forfeits the matches in his hand to the jack-pot. The person who places the last match on the glacier without breaking any side wins the jack-pot. Of course, it all takes a steady hand and no jumpy nerves.

Cocktails for Six

Once upon a time a Hollywood party was just something for everyone to crash; but now they are very select, and we will hand it to John Boles that he’s the town’s best selector.

With the last reel of “Redheads on Parade” in the can, he and Mrs. Boles invited those four little girls who out-rumba, out-fox trot and just plain out-do anything that is this dancing business to his house for cocktails.

Two of the girls, Shirley Asaron and Florine Dixon, couldn’t resist sending him with a mechanical dancing girl to show how much they appreciated working with “the most regular fellow in Hollywood.” The dancer had so many wiggles John said if it had only been a little bigger he could let it shake their cocktails.

**Hawaiian Polo**

What—you’ve never heard of Hawaiian polo? Well, we never had either until we went to Robert Preston’s birthday surprise. Robert Preston is a producer at Universal and so popular some of his actor friends thought it would be fun to drop in on him on his birthday day and go “Boo!” However Bob wasn’t half as much surprised as seeing the beaming faces of his friends when he least expected them as he was tending the cava-cade that came riding along a few minutes later.

They were in the garden when Isabel Jewell squealed, “Look!” and there before their very eyes were ten Hawaiian musicians, carrying their stringed instruments, astirle as many good problems. It was Walter King and John Miljan’s idea of something to open the eyes—and it did!

After supper in the garden there was to be dancing in the house, but the South Sea melodies of the orchestra, enthralling as they were, couldn’t keep polo-conscious minds off the horses neighing in the backyard. When the urge became too great they left the house quietly and true dashed right out and grabbed themselves a horse apiece. Substituting golf clubs and even, alas, guitars for polo clubs the game began.

Chick Chandler confided in us it re-

**SAFE, INSTANT RELIEF CORNS, CALLUSES, BUNIONS**

You’ll be foot-happy from the moment you started Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads. The soothing, healing medication in them stops pain of corns, calluses, bunions and tender toes instantly. They avoid the sore points from shoe friction and pressure; make new or tight shoes easy on your feet. prevent corns, calluses, blisters; quiet irritated nerves.

**Removes Corns, Callouses**

To quickly, safely loosen and remove corns, callusses, or bunion, use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads with the separate Medicated Disks now included in every box. Otherwise use the pads only to take off shoe pressure. Be sure to get this famous scientific double-acting treatment today. Sold everywhere.

**STANDARD WHITE, new 25c**

**New DE LUXE 6-PACK 35c**

---

If you suffer with attacks of Asthma or need to check and pump for breath, if Hay Fever keeps you sneezing, or soothing up your eyes, nose and throat discomforts completely, don’t fail to send in or write to the Frontier Asthma Co., 330 W. Frontier Blvd., St. Petersburg, Florida. For a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live or whether you have any faith in any remedy giving you this free trial. With a glance at the Asthma Sufferer’s Record Book you will see that everything you could have with Asthma went without relief from the day you obtained your special Abandon Asthma flag and sent for this free trial. It works every time! Address the Frontier Asthma Co., 330 W. Frontier Blvd., St. Petersburg, Florida.
Hollywood Day by Day
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Paul Kelly is teaching his daughter, Mimi, to play bridge. And right in the Kelly back yard, too!

Paul has built a practice cage that keeps the ball constantly rolling back to the heelers.

Rising in the stirrups, they knock the elastic white ball around and all Mimi has to do is the same methods from the saddle of a real pony.

Incidentally, M.G.-M. is so pleased with Kelly’s role in "Public Hero No. 1" that it offered to appear the script in order to build up the role.

We didn’t believe it until we saw it with our own eyes, but, Dolores Del Rio has a pair of talking birds that came all the way from Asia!

The birds look like frustrated crows, speak three languages, English, Spanish and French and sing in two voices, baritone and soprano.

What a break for Warner Brothers if we can just coax ‘em to get together on a gold-digger duel?

Pat O’Brien’s fan mail gave up a letter from an English professor who said he wrote and produced the film for the way he massacres the King’s English in his picture roles!

Also, several correspondence schools offered him a right enjoyable chance to “English as it is spoke”, or something!

What they don’t know is that Pat is a graduate of Queen’s University and majored in English.

Ann Dvorak and Leslie Fenton have declared a moratorium on photographers who dash out to snap pictures of their new home. With the pictures in the local gazettes and the house number showing all too plainly, Ann and Leslie came out of the place one morning to find the front driveway cluttered with the same sort of campers, intent on camping there until autographs were forthcoming. Or else?

If you can imagine it, we ourselves get talked into attending the summer style show at the Victor Hugo, last week! “But, hang it,” the fashion editor was excellent, and the models were the last word in divinity. But, we couldn’t take our eyes off Mrs. Charles Gable, who sat directly across from us with a party that included our old favorite, Alice Joyce.

Mrs. Gable is one of the most charming women we know, and it’s easy to understand Clark’s preference for a woman possessed of depth and understanding, intelligence and wit, rather than the emptiness that is so profuse in this town of icons.

Whether you like it or not, gals, that marriage is going to last!

Jean Harlow was there, too, with her mother, Mrs. B. Harlow. Engraved on her name tag was Jimmy Townsend and the elegant fried chicken with mushroom sauce that were served even have a look-in. Ah, the irony of it!

Jean and Bill Powell seem to have called it a day. Which wipes another name off the real “who’s who” list. And after devoting himself exclusively to Peggy Watters for months and months, Lyle Talbot of all a sudden starts skitring places with the too sweet Maxine Doyle!

We had a good laugh at Frank Morgan’s expense, the other day on the set.

For hours, he practiced the nautical salute, getting it down to a perfection

Lovely Curls can quickly be Yours with the "Curlers Used by the Stars"
Dress Up Your Kitchen

Photograph display of Lois & Ginger.

7 diagram patterns for 15¢ bring beauty and charm to the kitchen just between us women, isn't a kitchen a much pleasanter place to be when it boasts a few gay spots... new curtains, a pot of flowers, colored canisters! You'll enjoy making these attractive kitchen accessories below from diagram patterns, each one with complete directions.

CURTAIN PATTERN To be made from scrim and checked gingham. With this are directions for making checked flower pot holders to match. Very decorative.

CROCHETED STOOL COVER It's easy to make a crocheted stool cover and a matching floor mat from heavy white and colored cotton thread! Directions tell you how.

COLORED CANISTERS Emery tin containers can be transformed into good-looking, serviceable canisters with the aid of waterproof paint and simple stencils.

LETTER BAGS Unbleached muslin decorated with designs in colored cotton. Useful and good-looking.

TABLE PADS No scarred tables when bone rings are made into table pads with a good-looking crocheted body.

OILCLOTH CASE A necessary convenience for memo pads, pencils, and stationery rolls. 20¢ or 30¢

TWINE HOLDER You'll never be without a ball of twine in a handy place when you have this wall holder.

Send for these diagram patterns today... all seven for 15 cents.

Frances Cowles

TOWER MAGAZINES, Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

played cowboy parts. Respectfully, our hero deserves the allegation.

"What did you do detectives?" the kid wondered.

Doug was sorry but he never had a detective role.

"Do you play in funny pitchers, then?" the lad persisted.

And again Doug shook his head. The kid looked up at him suspiciously.

"As I know..." he stammered. "LOVE SIR CALEDON!

And Donz was obliged to bow his head in shame before the dignified voice and agree helplessly.

Miss Barke came away from the adventu-

rous dressing bunks because one little lullie pulled at her skirt and, with big, brown eyes looking into hers, said:

"Could you help me find me a house? Nobody wants me..."

THE kid should take a lesson from sad ditty Barnes' cat which she calls "Diamond Jim!"

Binnie was sound asleep the other morning with her boudoir window wide open. Awakening with a start, she found a strange cat curled up beside her on the pillow, and pulling his furry head off her cheek!

Half a dozen times she shook the felino off the bed. And, half a dozen times the determined animal climbed back and calmly went into her purring act.

Having a lot of it herself, Binnie appreciates determination. So now kitty has pursued herself into a fine home, not to mention the "Diamond Jim" monster!

A FEW years ago, George Murphy and his wife danced professionally at George Olsen's plantation cafe, near Los Angeles.

George admits he did everything in his power to attract the attention of a certain motion picture producer who sat at a ring-top table, apparently enjoying the exhibition.

Next day, imagine George's delight when he received a note from the producer, requesting an interview.

"Next day, I want to keep the appointment, arranged about half an hour ago, you and I will talk. Come in and down in front of the place," says George.

"Mr. Blenk was extremely nice and, to my surprise, seemed more relaxed than I was finally! He blurted out that he admired our specialty much or the plantation, no end.

"That was, without exception, my Big Moment! And it lasted until the producer went on to say that he was so intrigued by the routine that he had called me in to see if I wouldn't teach it to him!"

Life seems to be like that for some of us.

PETER LORRE received probably the strangest fan letter on record, not so much because it came from a convict in a British gaol (hoosier, to you) and the writer, a lifer, states that he is the exact image for Lorre.

"I am in the position I am through the perfidy of a woman," and here is my proposition: Inasmuch as you and I look enough alike to be twins, would you do me the favor of visiting me, exchanging clothes and taking my place here while I go out in your place and do in the woman who betrayed me?"

Jolly idea, what? But, Mr. Lorre regrets he's unable to avail himself of the offer.

AND so, until next month... alden

Your hands can be as intriguing as your favorite perfume. Rugged, unkempt finger nails belie the pointlessness which your perfume suggests. But nails respond rapidly to regular care and attention. Use Wigler Manicure AIDS at all times. These well balanced, quality instruments turn an ordinary task into a pleasant, simple duty. Look for the Improved Cleaner Paint and Arrow trade mark. On sale at your 5 and 10 store.

 WRINKLES-BLACKHEADS Removed the Easier, Quicker, Surer Way by GEORGE, ACTIVE, STIMULATED blood circula-
tion that rejuvenates the nerves, muscles and glands that control skin health. Drill out, fight! We correct the very cause of wrinkles, blackheads, pimples, enlarged pores, oily or dry complexion. Thefield for a new age. The big test of a blemish buster is: it removes the troubles and brings a new Youthful Beauty to faces. Used at home by over a million women. Ask today for the New Improved

BONGILLO BEAUTIFIER Approved by Good Housekeeping, Money back if not satisfied.

How to Avoid "Kitchen Mechanic Hands!"

Pots to scrub, pans to relickr—pots and pans make "Kitchen Mechanic" hands. Avoid the kind of securing that roughens and scratches. Give hands a chance to keep nice. Scour with SKOU-PAK.

Skour-Pak is the perfect steel wool Brush. It comes complete. Its steel wool is fastened in a unique holder which "pads" down when you need more steel wool. YOU NEED NEVER TOUCH THE WOOL—thus keeping handle out of trouble.

Skour-Pak is easy to handle—makes for quicker, better scouring. Skour-
Pak keeps clean—it is treated to resist rust. One little Skour-Pak outsells two big boxes of ordinary brass wool.

Endorsed by Good Housekeeping— Sold by Riggs Hardware, 210 West Street, New York City

SKOU-PAK
THE STEEL WOOL BRUSH
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You Tell Us

(Continued from page 48)

language a new word, Wiley. "Film-going" is good. We'll enjoy using it.

Comedy Relief

No doubt the makers of pictures strive to a certain extent to introduce comediennes of New Movietone, the new sound-motion picture film, is going to be entirely amusing, but it does seem to me that they must not have a full realization of the vital importance of this angle or we would see more evidences of it in current offerings.

Many supposed-to-be funny scenes have been reduced here by the producers to relieve the dramatic tension," and then we see a player or two very palpably making an effort to be funny. And all we get is a pinafore. I mean to imply that this is true of all pictures. Indeed, no, for in some of them they are delivered of comedy relief so sparkling and truly amusing that words go forth that Sa-And-So "stole" the picture or "saved" it.

My point is that many a picture has proved great box office for no other reason than that the comedy relief in it was priceless, and that on the other hand, many a great picture—from the angle of real dramatic portrayal—has been ruined by crude interpolation of humor. Therefore, I'd say, let them stick to their own trade—drama and comedy.
The Other Side of It

I have just had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Robson in the great picture titled "Grand Old Girl." I wonder if I'll see a picture again that will be half as good.

I once saw in a magazine a picture of June Knight and near it I read, "June Knight has what it takes to be a star." Perhaps she has, but May Robson can put them all in the dust. As a rule it is a star like Claudette Colbert that I long to see. As a matter of fact Miss Colbert has been my favorite actress for a long time.

I hope Miss Robson's pictures in the near future will turn out as well as this one and I wish her health and happiness—Mary Katherine Woodruff, Madison Street, Woodstock, N. Y. See this, Miss Woodruff?

Opera

After the great success of "One Night of Love," why does not Hollywood think of filming opera? I believe opera would be as successful as "One Night of Love." More, if it is possible. Hollywood must not forget the lovers of the operatic music. Many of them, and we prefer better operas than those musical comedies that the studios have given us as such. What do you think of the glorious "Carmen"—M. F. Vasquez, 675 W. Flagler Street, Miami, Florida. Opera on the screen has long been a dream, but I have not heard about it not long ago. Did you see the "Paganini" short with Henry Hull?

Scarlott Pimpinellc

Why do the movie people give their pictures such seneless titles? Some days ago a friend of mine said to me, "I have just seen a picture called the Scarlott Pimpinellc." I laughed and told him it was the Scarlott Pimpinellc, because I was all about I did not know. So, having nothing else to do, we went and—lo and behold—it was a picture of the French Revolution, and a rather fine picture at that! With Leslie Howard, the story, the scenes and the acting were wonderful, but the house was empty. The picture was made in England but I do not think if Englishmen ever heard of this character. It seems a shame such a good picture should be so hard up. Why not call it, "The Hero of the French Revolution?"—Harry Amors, 402—88th Street, New York.

I'm sure you made a big hit, "Harry, to remember the book called "Scarlott Pimpinellc." Your parents loved it, we're sure. That's why they kept the original title.

Fightin' Mad!

Prepare to receive the glove upon your face, for I challenge you to a duel. You've called me a silly egotist for believing others as well as myself would enjoy a few technical articles upon how the movies are made. I am willing to abide by what my co-readers think, but until the time that their minds I shall still continue to say a word. Concise articles upon the people behind the camera's range will be appreciated. How are you coming along with your story readers to my one, who might enjoy the verbal glimpses behind the scenes? Have you asked your friends to their liking to know something about the making of a movie? I ask a fair chance to recover from the friendly slurs I received in the footnote which follows this letter in the May issue. Readers, write in your opinion! Am I an egotist, or am I right?

You pick ten pictures every month, selected by you as best, I find no fault with that. It's a wonderful guide, but you didn't get my point. Did you ever stop to think how much your readers would appreciate your advising them honestly on all the pictures you mention in your magazine? Don't stop at ten. After all, most people see far more than ten shows a month. Keep faith with your readers. Be their friend and guide. If the picture found that your magazine was advising the people some of their products were not so hot they (the producers) would soon stop sending out some of the tripe they're getting away with now.

I enjoy a good picture, but I hate to be pulled into the theater among something that might as well not have been made. Promising trailers, misleading advertisements, lure many into thinking they are going to see a good picture which, when they see the film, proves to be a dud. This practice should be stopped. You could help if you dared to print an honest opinion of all pictures. James Smock, 59 N. Audubon Place, Indianapolis, Indiana. Well, James, we can only say that the preponderance of letters that come in to indicate that few people want technical information. We have compromised by giving it in photographs. See our condolent articles studying of "No More Ladies" in the July issue. About reviews—you're probably right. We can only plead a compromise again. Read the captions on the review page carefully, this month, though, and you'll know what "trip" indicated if not specifically called by name.

Huston

Why do the studios spend so much money seeking ever for potential stars, when there are many uncontracted actual stars? Men and women who have consistently proved their worth, the same truth both to art and to the box office.

From a random dozen or so of these, I choose for example Walter Huston. Huston has consistently shown himself to be more than an adequate actor; an actor who lends the author's realism to his portrayals. Yet the history behind Walter Huston's last picture and the present date is an appalling discrepancy on the part of the studios.

Let us have more performances by polished and really talented actors and actresses. They are deserving of the star titles that are pushed onto the passing room-door!—J. Walter LeBlon, 202 Ursulines Avenue, New Orleans, La. Walter went back to New York to appear in some stage plays. He wanted to, but you'll probably be seeing him again.

Musicals

A great big hand to those who are responsible for the New Movie magazine. "Hollywood Day by Day," and your letter department are very interesting. I also like the fine pictures and articles about the stars. The Hollywood producers deserve a lot of praise for the wonderful variety of pictures they give us this season. I hope the movie fans who think we are getting too many musical films will fill me in over the phone. I hope they won't forget that it was the talkies that put many good singers, dancers and chorus girls out of work, and I thin if the producers continue to make these people work in musical pictures we ought to be able to take them.—Harren Benson, 7th Bernhard Place, James- town, N. Y.

Another from Ireland

First of all let me thank you for the great improvement in New Movie. I have been reading your magazine for a long time past and think that its enlargement was a great improvement.

I see in that your magazine greater notice is being taken of British films. I agree that British films have been making good progress but I also say that American films have been making excellent progress. I have watched with absolute impartiality the development in talkie technique and actors in both countries since the coming of the talkies.

Now let us consider the films which had a good reception in your country. The film which I consider is the Private Life of Henry VIII.

It was an excellent film but who and what made it a hit? Charles Laughton and Alexander Korda, Who made Charles Laughton? Admittedly he is a great actor but Hollywood made him a star. Also, Alexander Korda learned most of his technique in Hollywood, the home of great films. Then came "Nell Gwynn," "Evergreen," "The Iron Duke," "Cromwell," and I consider that British films have a long distance to go before they can equal American films. British progress, but America also progresses.
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### MINNESOTA
- Minneapolis: Chas. C. Pistor Co.
- St. Paul: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Duluth: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Rochester: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Mankato: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Fargo: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- St. Cloud: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### MICHIGAN
- Detroit: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Grand Rapids: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Lansing: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Battle Creek: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Grand Rapids: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Kalamazoo: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Saginaw: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### IOWA
- Des Moines: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Davenport: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Cedar Rapids: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Sioux City: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### KANSAS
- Topeka: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Wichita: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### LOUISIANA
- New Orleans: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Baton Rouge: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### NEVADA
- Reno: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### NEW YORK
- Albany: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Buffalo: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Rochester: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Syracuse: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### RHODE ISLAND
- Providence: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### SOUTH CAROLINA
- Charleston: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### TENNESSEE
- Nashville: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### TEXAS
- Dallas: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Houston: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- San Antonio: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### WASHINGTON
- Seattle: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Spokane: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Tacoma: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### WISCONSIN
- Milwaukee: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Madison: Geo. F. Storey Co.

### WYOMING
- Cheyenne: Geo. F. Storey Co.
- Casper: Geo. F. Storey Co.

---

**To women who admire the chic and famous stars, we say, "Don't miss seeing the summer Tower Star Fashions pictured on page 24 and sold in the stores listed here." Tower Magazine, 35 Fifth Avenue, New York, make it possible for you to wear the individualized styles of these popular stars.**

---

**If you have a yen for a TOWER STAR FASHION, you'll find them in these leading stores.**

---

**ALABAMA**
- Huntsville—Mary Shop

**ARIZONA**
- Bisbee—Smart Shop

**ARKANSAS**
- El Dorado—J. P. Sample Co.

**CALIFORNIA**
- Oakland—Zuber's

**COLORADO**
- Boulder—S. J. Bean's

**CONNECTICUT**
- Bridgeport—Newport D. G. Co.

**DELAWARE**
- Wilmington—Kendall-Pyle Co.

**FLORIDA**
- Miami—Burke's

**GEORGIA**
- Macon—Epstein

**ILLINOIS**
- Chicago—R. H. Macy & Bros.

**INDIANA**
- Indianapolis—Mississippi Co.

**IOWA**
- Davenport—Ion B. St. John

**KANSAS**
- Kansas City—Merchandise Mart Co.

**LOUISIANA**
- New Orleans—Mary Shop

**MAINE**
- Portland—Towne & Levely

**MARYLAND**
- Baltimore—Georgi Bros.

**MASSACHUSETTS**
- Boston—H. D. L. Dill Co.

**MICHIGAN**
- Detroit—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**MINNESOTA**
- Minneapolis—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**MISSOURI**
- Kansas City—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**MISSISSIPPI**
- Jackson—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**MONTANA**
- Butte—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**NEBRASKA**
- Omaha—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**
- Manchester—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**NEW JERSEY**
- New York—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**NEW MEXICO**
- Albuquerque—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**RHODE ISLAND**
- Providence—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**SOUTH CAROLINA**
- Columbia—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**TENNESSEE**
- Nashville—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**TEXAS**
- Dallas—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**VERMONT**
- Burlington—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**VIRGINIA**
- Richmond—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**WASHINGTON**
- Seattle—Geo. F. Storey Co.

**WEST VIRGINIA**
- Wheeling—Geo. F. Storey Co.
Savagely lovely... this freshly different lipstick whose alluring shades and seductive smoothness bring to lips the sublime madness of a moon-kissed jungle night. Yes, Savage does exactly that... for, it colors the lips a wicked red, without coating them with paste. Apply it like ordinary lipstick and rub it in. Like magic, the cosmetic vanishes, leaving only the color, which instantly becomes an actual part of the lips. With Savage, your lips can be pastelessly, savagely red all day... or all night! Four wonderful shades from which to choose. Their fresh loveliness simply cannot be described. You must SEE them, and use them to know how savage they really are.

Tangerine, Flame, Natural, Blush, 20c AT ALL TEN CENT STORES
BEECH-NUT GUM

a single stick will convince you ... it is "Always Refreshing"
CELLULOID KISSES
—ARE THEY REAL?

GRACE MOORE—THEN AND NOW

By ELSIE JANIS
Makes your eyes alluring

**Irresistible Eyes**

Would you like to have big, lustrous eyes? Well, here's the way! Get **Irresistible Eyes**, the new lash darkener that actually makes small eyes look big and glamorous. Just apply this new mascara to your lashes and see the soft brilliance it gives to your eyes.

**Irresistible Eyes** will not smudge or smart, is tear-proof, and won't make lashes brittle but gives them a curling effect. There are three shades to choose from...black, brown and the new, blue shade that is so fashionable and becoming. It is packed in a dainty emerald-like vanity. Get yours today and have exciting, sparkling eyes always.

For natural, lasting beauty use all the wonderful **Irresistible Beauty Aids**. Each has some special feature that gives you new loveliness. All are laboratory tested and approved. Only 10¢ each at your 5 and 10¢ store.

**Ask for**

**Irresistible**

*Perfume and Beauty Aids*

**Fifth Ave., New York**

Irresistible Perfume, Face Powder, Rouge, Lip Lure, Mascara, Cold Cream, Cologne, Brilliantine, Talc
"Pink Tooth Brush"—
Makes her avoid all close-ups
... dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her charm.

A woman smiles—and her face glows with a vivid touch of splendor.
(Dazzling white teeth set in firm, healthy gums help create that lovely moment.)
Another woman smiles, and her charm vanishes before your eyes.
(Dingy teeth and tender gums halt your attention with an unpleasant jolt.)

"PINK TOOTH BRUSH" IS YOUR ENEMY
You can't afford to neglect your gums until they show the warning signal of "pink tooth brush." For it is a serious matter—as dental science tells you.

The explanation of "pink tooth brush" is remarkably simple. It's because almost no one nowadays eats the coarse, fibrous foods so stimulating to the gums. Our modern, soft-food diet allows them to grow tender and sensitive through sheer inaction. And that's why the warning tinge of "pink" appears so often—why modern dental science urges Ipana and massage.

Actually, you have a double duty to perform for complete oral health. You must massage your gums as well as brush your teeth. So be sure to rub a little extra Ipana on your gums every time you brush your teeth. Ipana, massaged well into the gums, helps them back to normal, healthy firmness.

Change to Ipana and massage. For with healthy gums, you have little to fear from the really serious gum troubles—from gingivitis, Vincent's disease, and pyorrhea. And the brilliance of your smile, the whiteness and beauty of your teeth, will make you wish you had changed to Ipana and massage long ago.

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?
Use the coupon below, if you like, to bring you a trial tube of Ipana. But a trial tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not begin, today, to get the full benefit of the Ipana treatment with a full-size tube? Buy it now—and get a full month of scientific dental care...100 brushings...and a quick start toward firmer gums and brighter teeth.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. Y-95
73 West Street, New York, N.Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3¢ stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name ________________________________
Street ________________________________
City __________________ State ______
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A GLIMPSE AT THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

The cover of this issue of New Movie Magazine carries the third of our plastic masks. Last month we had Jean Harlow, and the month before that Joan Crawford—the first mask ever used as a cover design by any motion picture publication. We think you will agree, looking at the pictures above, that this one of Katharine Hepburn is the best of the three.

That is one reason we are going on with them—because they are getting better and better. Helen Liedloff, the sculptor, is an artist of note, who has had showings of her work at the Art Center and other galleries in New York. She has won a reputation for her striking modelling of hands, in particular. Among celebrities whose heads or hands she has rendered in clay are Katherine Cornell, Henry Hull, Amelia Earhart, Lily Pons, Bobby Jones, Albert Einstein and Ely Culbertson.

And the other reason we are going on with the masks is that you like them! We confess we were a little afraid you mightn't. But, of the letters pouring in, seven out of ten say: "The new covers are grand." And so we want to go ahead with our experiment, although it still isn't too late to write in and scold us, if you want to.

But Miss Hepburn, we're delighted to say, likes this one. Note the inscription on the big photo of the mask above.
A CHALLENGE TO ALL SCREEN HISTORY!

Think back to your greatest film thrill! Recall the mightiest moments of romance, action, soul-adventure of the screen! A picture has come to top them all! For many months Hollywood has marvelled at the stupendous production activities at the M-G-M studios, not equalled since "Ben Hur"; for many months three great film stars and a brilliant cast have enacted the elemental drama of this primitive love story. Deeply etched in your memory will be Clark Gable as the handsome seafaring man; Jean Harlow as the frank beauty of Oriental ports; Wallace Beery as the bluff trader who also seeks her affections. "China Seas" is the first attraction with which M-G-M starts its new Fall entertainment season. We predict its fame will ring lustily down the years to come!

CLARK GABLE
JEAN HARLOW
WALLACE BEERY

CHINA SEAS

with

Lewis STONE • Rosalind RUSSELL

Directed by Tay Garnett • Associate Producers: Albert Lewin

A METRO • GOLDWYN • MAYER • PICTURE
AND so to a hectic day with the "Mutiny on the Bounty" company at Catalina aboard an exact replica of the old Bounty that was sunk by mutineers 150 years ago in the South Seas near Tahiti. Discovering that it was really great sport to shoot fish, Clark Gable could be found hanging over the ship's rail any time of day drawing a bead on any herring or filet of sole that happened to be unfortunate enough to swim that way.

Watching the fun Franchot Tone, Herbert Mundin and Donald Crisp were so intrigued that they sent ashore for some rifles and in no time at all the placid Bounty sounded like nothing so much as a man-o-war going full blast.

WITH that rib-tickling melodrammer, "The Drunkard," running into its 100th (and last) week here, Lyle Talbot rounded up his crowd and dragged (literally!) them down to the little theater to sit in on the last performance. Honest to goodness it was Lyle's 26th trip to the show and, in respect to his enthusiasm, the company got together and presented him with a big bucket of suds!

Pin that on your lips, Big Boy!
Charles Laughton who plays "Captain Bligh," has taken off fifty-six pounds for the role and the transformation is amazing! "I'm so much lighter," says Buster, "that I must carry a cannon ball in my pocket to keep my feet on the ground!"

Perhaps it was the reviving sea breeze, or something, but believe it or not, that man is full of fun just about every minute of the time!

Coming ashore in a water taxi to see the day's rushes, he spied a bicycle standing on the dock, and helping himself to it he rolled along yelling perfectly insane greetings to the astonished bystanders.

After viewing the rushes the company trooped down to the dock, called their chauffeur away from a game of draw poker and set out for home. A split second later—"Wham!"—and a half million dollars' worth of high class talent found themselves stuck on a submerged reef waiting for ships that never come in.

For an hour they fired guns and sent up flares to no avail. And then when they had slipped into their life belts and sat down to wait for a good wetting, a tugboat putt-putted out to the rescue just in the nick of time.

When Fred Keating gave his tabby cat to Snooney Blair, that lady eyed him suspiciously and said: "What's the matter with it?"

"Not a thing!" Fred assured her. "Not a thing in the world! In fact, 'Mrs. Pettibone' is a very aristocratic cat!"

But Snooney caught "Mrs. Pettibone" trying to hoodwink herself into the canary cage with a particularly unaristocratic look in her feline eyes.

"Aristocrat or not," Snooney declared, "that animal's just plain cat at heart!"

When Georgie Breakstone found two black fish, both goldfish, one three-legged turtle and three frogs gone out of his fish pond, we immediately turned a look on "Mrs. Pettibone" that would have squelched the Prince of Wales! But fortunately it wasn't Snooney's tabby at all, but a prowling bob cat that had slaughtered George's pets.

Stumbling around in our usual clumsy fashion, we accidentally crashed onto an exterior of the "Anna Karenina" set. And before they could chase us off, we spotted Garbo, herself, treating Freddie March to a gondola ride, on the M-G-M synthetic canal.

Reported by Nemo
YOU really should know Wendy Barrie! She's a whirlwind sort of girl who puts fire and brimstone into the simplest things, giving them a peculiar vibrancy and significance that sweeps you along with her.

She's pretty, too, very pretty, with laughing eyes and a sweet, generous mouth. Remember her as Jane Seymour in the sensational British film, "The Private Life Of Henry VIII"? Her death was the poignant chord in the picture.

Although Wendy is only twenty-two or three, she's touched some high spots and already has made the leap from Hongkong to Hollywood, from society debut to screen actress. It is all amazing—until you meet her. Then you understand that nothing can stop her.

Wendy greeted me with a cheery, "Hello, Maude, I'm Wendy. Let's have tea!" Then as we walked arm in arm through the gardens in the afternoon sunshine, over to the studio cafe, we chatted as if we had known each other for years.

"I'm so excited over everything in this new world in which I've suddenly become a part that I feel I may explode at any moment from sheer joy," she bubbled, happily. "I'm learning your American slang, it's so expressive and just listen how I can give the short sound of a, to bath, drama, can't!"

"Do you know what happened when I finished my first Hollywood picture, 'It's a Small World' with Spencer Tracy, at the Fox studio? Well, the entire company,—electricians, camera men, directors, everybody, chimed in and gave me a make-up box that had everything from chewing gum to hair pins and best of all, a rhymed greeting. I almost wept I was so happy. I'm sure it will bring good luck and in years to come when you visit me in my dressing room you'll see it. It may be an old and battered make-up box but I'll still be using it.

"Every afternoon during the filming of 'It's a Small World,' Spencer and I would order tea, with loads of cookies, for the company. So, everybody began calling me 'Cookie,' and I'm tickled pink that the name has followed me over here to Paramount where my next picture will be made.

"Life moves so swiftly that I daily pinch myself to see if it is real or just a dream that will vanish at daybreak."

After scanning a few of the chapters that have built up her life so far, I don't blame her for if a fairy tale ever came to life, it is the story of Wendy Barrie.

She was born in Hongkong, a British Island off the China coast, where her father, J. C. Jenkins, is the King's counsel and during the years of her education at the Convent of the Assumption in London, and a fashionable finishing school at Lausanne, Switzerland, Wendy made seven trips back and forth to the Orient.

At seventeen, she returned home and suddenly her father, who still pictured her playing with dolls, saw a young female who used lipstick and had opinions of her own. He hastily arranged to have her formally introduced to society and, her début over, he decreed she should marry according to his own plans and settle down to the traditional life of the colony.

There was a quarrel between father and

(Perhaps turn to page 53)

You Should Know Wendy

For Wendy Barrie is at that delightful time, in her life and in her career, when she is just beginning to know herself. Making "The Big Broadcast of 1935," she is interviewed for you by MAUDE CHEATHAM
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AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS
To the public in general, wherever radio is heard and talking pictures are shown, it is a fairly well-known fact that Wayne King and Rudy Vallee got ahead in the world by concentrating, through the thick and thin of their earlier days of struggle, on learning to play the saxophone.

Now, to his utter surprise, Fred MacMurray, a very tall and personable young Irishman, who scarcely more than a half-year ago thought of himself only as a fraternity saxophone player, has discovered that he is a motion picture actor, a leading man to Claudette Colbert, with every prospect of becoming heard and seen as widely as Mr. King and Mr. Vallee.

Two things connected with this change in Mr. MacMurray's fortunes have surprised him more than he has words to explain. First, that anyone should have asked him to put away his saxophone to be an actor, much less to perform, as a starter, opposite Claudette Colbert. Second, that after "The Gilded Lily," in which he got as much of the critical camera as Miss Colbert, Paramount immediately requested him to abandon his horn forever, loaned him to Radio for "Grand Old Girl" with May Robson, then brought him back to be the hero in "Car 99" and "College Scandal," and finally presented him with a seven-year contract as a guarantee that he would probably never need his saxophone again, unless it might be to walk out a tune or two from the silver screen.

All this has happened fast to a young man whose only experience in acting, up to April, 1934, had consisted principally of listening to torch songs and answering them briefly in "Three's a Crowd" and "Roberta." Both of these were high-class musical shows, but they became famous for other reasons than Fred MacMurray.

Ten years ago Paramount's new star was attending high school in Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. He was then known as Bud by everyone who had seen him make touch-downs for Beaver Dam High and heard him turn out sweet tunes on the saxophone before school assemblies. The seniors were getting ready to put before the footlights a simple little piece entitled "Aaron Boggs, Freshman," and Bud was of a mind to enlarge his school fame by acting in it. At the tryouts he did not know what to do with his hands and his feet (he was the tallest student in school) as he read his lines. The director shook his head. And—"Aaron Boggs, Freshman" delighted the townfolk of Beaver Dam back in 1925 without the aid of Bud MacMurray.

From that point to now, even after he had been taken out of the orchestra pit to do those bits in "Three's a Crowd" and "Roberta," MacMurray does not remember a time when he had ambitions to be an actor. He had set his hopes, from high school days, on his saxophone and trumpet, not on the affable Irish grin of a handsome face that was topped by a neat shock of curly black hair, and the best he had hoped for out of the world was an orchestra of his own some day.

A Winter or so ago, however, a Paramount scout came to see what "Roberta" had for Hollywood. He made a screen test of Bud. As a result this story of a saxophone player from Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, starts at the top of the ladder. A story about Fred MacMurray by J. Gunnar Back.
Fitting it is that Norma Shearer, a queen of the silver screen, should be a queen in her forthcoming "Marie Antoinette"—and fitting, too, that Norma recently participated in the crowning glory of womankind, by giving birth to an eight-pound girl.
as the blazing, typhoon-threatened waters of its name, is the story of "China Seas." Postponed again and again, the picture at last comes to us from M-G-M with Jean Harlow and Clark Gable once more teamed.
as the foggy London in which it springs into being, on the other hand, is the eternal love between Ann Harding and Gary Cooper in the mystic "Peter Ibbetson"—a love which conquers prison bars and even the grave.
When we took you on the "No More Ladies" set with our candid camera we gave you something new under the sun. We again do the impossible. Here, for the first time ever, we take you right on the set with Greta Garbo, making "Anna Karenina."

"Mr. March on the set, please." Fredric March, too, comes out of his dressing-room.

Fredric and Greta take their places. Greta sees New Movie's camera man and smiles.

Poling them back to shore, the gondolier gives a little girl player a ride and Greta talks to her.

Another angle, focussed on Garbo. The scene is over. Now we go indoors for Scene Two.

Her costume changed, Greta waits, seated on the side lines. Her maid holds her make-up.

She rises to chat with Maureen O'Sullivan and supporting players, while cameras are adjusted.

Hale has stepped away. Garbo pauses to think, while Fredric March waits for her to turn.

They step into the scene. The music starts, the cameras turn. "Action." They go into character.

Our high speed lens catches the scene in full motion, as Greta whirls in the intricate dance.
"Cameras ready," William Daniels, Garbo's camera man, turns to wait for her to come.

Director Clarence Brown has finished lining up the scene in his finder. "All right, Bill," he says.

And Garbo promptly leaves her portable dressing-room, her stand-in seated at the left.

Down to business. Director Brown steps into the boat and gravely gives them instructions.

Freddie Bartholomew steps into the boat to rehearse his lines as final adjustments are made.

The tape line checks the focus and a close-up of Freddie is taken between the other's heads.

Clarence Brown (in foreground) steps into the group to tell Greta the dance director is ready.

A split second later. Brown's arm is raised, and Greta is caught in the act of leaving to join him.

Chester Hale, dance director, gives his instructions for the lavish Moscow ballroom scene.

The circle of the dance closes and a smiling Fredric kneels before his partner.

Greta spins around to him. He kisses her hand. "Cut!" calls Brown.

These pictures were specially taken for New Movie and you with the latest invention in speed cameras, so sensitive that it will take snapshots after dark. To call them history-making is not at all extravagant. From No. 3, showing Miss Garbo leaving her dressing-room, to No. 19, catching her in the very middle of a scene, they offer you a thrilling experience, such as few movie fans have ever known.

ALL ACTION PHOTOS BY GRIMES
BEAUTIFUL then, more beautiful now. Talented then, more talented now. Ambitious then, and more ambitious now despite the fact that it's a severe strain on the eyes to try and see what other worlds there are for her to conquer. Grace Moore still has that "starbright" look in her eye that she had one memorable night at the Music Box Theatre in New York when a so-called blase New York audience stood and cheered the girl from Jellico, Tennessee.

I was among those cheering. It seems yesterday, but I know it must be some time ago because Irving Berlin was not married and therefore not the father of two rapidly growing little girls. Had he been, I'm sure he would not have bored his old pal Elsie by raving about "this girl from Tennessee" when Elsie was much more interested in hearing the lyrics and music he had written for that unforgettable Music Box Revue. I'm not suggesting that Irving had a personal "yen" for Grace, though of course he must have felt the attraction which the world feels now.

"One Night of Love" should have been called "One Life of Love." I know of no woman who has had more men in love with her than Grace Moore, but Irving would never allow a "yen" to influence his pen. He simply realized then, what we all know today, that the girl from Jellico had everything, and he fought to give her the perfect opportunity to prove it. So sure was he of what Grace was going to do to an opening night audience that when she developed nerves just three days before the planned premiere he postponed the great event until Grace regained her southern accent, which had accompanied her lovely voice when it "walked out" at the first of the three dress rehearsals. The gesture cost literally thousands of dollars. Well spent, when you consider that it usually takes a star years to accomplish what Grace did in one well-posed leap from soloist in a Jellico church choir to "show stopper" and "cheer dragger-outer" in an all-star Music Box Revue!

IT was a great night. In those days no one was expected to look beautiful and sing wonderfully at the same time. Grace received a great reception on her first entrance for just looking radiant. In a crinoline gown, hair parted in the middle and knotted simply in the Empress Eugenie style. She carried an old-fashioned bouquet which must have been a Godsend, hand trouble being about the most agonizing item when one is nervous. What to do with them, how to keep them from shaking when the scene calls for them to hold the ever-present letter from somebody. That letter is, has been, and always will be the bane of some one's life on opening nights. Well, Grace smiled that smile.
of hers, drew up her diaphragm behind the old-fash-
ioned bouquet, breathed deeply and out came such
lovely tones that there was a gosp of combined sur-
prise and pleasure. A little later on, the only
person in the theater who could have been
astonished was Grace when she was cheered to a
standstill.

She refused to stand still, so we won't linger in
the charming Music Box Theatre. Grace didn't and
we'll follow her through several years of hard work.
Languages, operatic scores, strict training. Strug-
gling valiantly, chin up, eyes front and never waver-
ing until they closed in ecstasy when she found her-
self at last singing the role of Mimi in Puccini's
opera, "La Boheme." As Mimi she made her tri-
umphal debut in the Paris Opera. As Mimi she cap-
tured the Metropolitan Opera House plaudits in
New York. As Mimi she made her debut at Covent
Garden in London this season, and as Mimi you
will see her in her next picture. All of which would
lead us to believe that Grace owes a lot to Mr. Puc-
cini's gal, Mimi. She admits it gladly, but her
deepest gratitude goes to Irving Berlin. If he hadn't
stuck by her when she was voiceless at that dress re-
hearsal, she might have gone back down South and
we would never have heard of Grace Moore or
Jellico.

So far we've clung to the Then part of this article
rather stubbornly, getting a kick out of re-living the
thrills of it, but, now, what about Now?

I KNEW I was taking advantage of our friendship
when I horned in on her last week, but what's a
friendship good for if you can't do that? She only
had three days in New York before sailing. I was
sandwiched in between some relatives and an income
tax expert. Grace had the former parked in one
bedroom, the latter in another, but I rated the draw-
ing-room for over half an hour, and I'm bragging
about it. She swept in with an apology for keeping me
waiting. When Grace sweeps, she cleans up.
When she apologizes, you are dumb. At least I
was.

How any one could look so fresh, so well groomed,
so-so— Oh, what's the use, I can't do without it—so swell, after a late night, an entire morning
spent talking business, answering phones, greeting
the Italian Consul (because she is going to meet
Il Duce when she gets to Italy) and being inter-
viewed about the medal she was to receive that
night! I repeat I was dumb, but not blind. She
had on about the loveliest bit of feminine intrigue
I've ever seen. Flame color, if you please, in the
forenoon. It smiled and clung to her figure, which
is just what the diet ordered.

"I'm so glad to see you, darling. You look
so well and happy." She squeezed my hands
hard.

I'm past saying "You took the words right out of
my mouth," so I wittily coined a phrase and said,
"Gee! So do you!"

"Now tell me all about yourself." She took my
bag and gloves. "How do you like Radio? I love
it. Do you miss California? I've become quite a
native, but I'm glad to get away now. How is your
nice husband? Valentino's fine. He'll be sorry to
miss you. He's out doing a lot of things that
have to be done, you know, before sailing!
Oh, Elsie, he is such a marvelous person, I
simply couldn't do any-
thing without him."

She sat back opposite me at her end of the
divan, flashing that
starbright look at me, and
waited for me to say
something about my
husband. She got
what she expected.

You see, Grace took
quite a long time before
marrying. No t h i n g
to compare with my
long distance record
and not for the same
reason. I had my
Mother. She had her
career. But what we
finally found was ap-
parently what we were
both waiting for. We
had more notes to com-
pare than any two
bankers. My views and
opinions on matrimony
are not important, though that rarely stops me from
giving them, but in this case hers are so illuminating,
so regular, that I shall pass them on, though I didn't
have time to ask her permission.

I hadn't seen Grace since her epoch-making tri-
umph in the films. I should have known another
sort of success would not change her, but the world-
wide hysteria that goes with film success often does
odd things to the most experienced and already-
acclaimed stage stars. Don't get the impression
from the flashing welcome that Grace is the fluster-
y or gushing type. On the contrary, she is about
the most down-to-earth, clear-thinking and non-
temperamental prima donna that ever rode the high
C's. I believe she really was just as glad to see me
as I was to see her, hence the barrage of questions
as a greeting.

She listened and smiled ap-
provingly as I raved about
my own marriage and finally ended
the oration by saying, "I'm so
glad I waited, didn't go popping
off as a kid with some one I
couldn't possibly have loved now.
Aren't you glad you haven't any
divorces behind you?"

"Glad!" She threw back her
head and closed her eyes for a
few seconds. "Glad and grateful
for my good fortune. You know,
Elsie, during those years of hard
work I didn't marry because I
had very set ideas about mar-
rriage. I brought them with me
(please turn to page 44)

The motion picture which started Grace Moore on her way. She had
made other pictures before "One Night of Love," but it was "One
Night of Love," with Tullio Carmineti, that captivated audiences.
What Do You Think of COLOR?

Rouben Mamoulian, who directed "Becky Sharp," thinks it makes action twice as important as talk, and that it's here to stay

By ROUBEN MAMOULIAN as told to Jack Jamison

MOTION pictures are visual. They are primarily for the eye. If a person is blind, they don't exist for him; if he is deaf, they do. They are moving images, developing on a screen placed before the eyes.

At the start—twenty-odd years ago—those moving images were black and white. It was not a matter of choice, it was an accident. The only photographic process known at the time produced black-and-white pictures, and that was all there was to it; nobody as yet dreamed of anything else. At the start pictures were silent for the same reason. Nobody had so far imagined that they could ever be anything else.

But seven years ago we got sound, and now we have color.

I met Gertrude Stein recently, when she was visiting Hollywood. We had a violent argument. Miss Stein held that sound pictures were only temporary, and that we ought to go back to the silent film. I disagreed with her. When I saw my first sound film I was convinced that they were here to stay, and today I believe that color will stay. It is, today, where sound films were seven years ago. Today we accept talkies as an accomplished fact. Seven years from now, I am sure, we will similarly accept color pictures.

I am sure of it because I am sure color is integral with the screen. The screen, more than any art, is based upon the achievements of organized science. Before we can do the simplest things, in Hollywood, we must take for granted all the resources and accomplishments of hundreds of trained laboratory workers who have made our tools, as it were, possible to us. For years we did not even know that movies were an art. We thought they were a business. We knew it was a complicated (Please turn to page 44)
With youth, personality, ability, everything, Ginger has won her way to the top. But now she stands at the crucial point in her career. To reach the top is one thing. Now it's to stay there.
PICTURES pour out of Hollywood. One is against a background of China. Another Africa. Others Alaska, the South Seas, the Soudan, the gas-house district of New York.

The studios can't keep up with the demands made upon them. They can't send companies of stars touring around the world, year in and year out. The stars wouldn't stand for it, even if the studios could afford it.

So—what do they do?

THE peculiar topography of the state of California makes carelessness in reproducing natural settings for our movies inexcusable. Just as stuntmen double for our movie heroes, so Miss California herself doubles for Dame Nature.

That the state of California contains somewhere within its borders exact duplicates of every famed beauty spot known to world travelers is no idle boast of the local Chamber of Commerce. Every major studio in Hollywood has a location department manager, well traveled and trained in topography, who has at his finger tips maps and whole libraries of data by means of which he can at a moment's notice name a California location that will accurately double for almost any region in the world, regardless of climate or altitude.

When a recent Will Rogers script called for scenes set in a Middle West farming community, Fox studios didn't go to the unnecessary expense of sending stars and production crew all the way to Dane County, Wisconsin; they simply ordered the outfit to spend a few days north of Hollywood in the little town of Bishop.

Bishop is a valley town nestling at the foot of the snow-crested Sierra Nevadas. Its surrounding farm country looks exactly like that of Dane County, Wisconsin; yet Dane County has no mountains. So the photographer simply avoided long shots where he could, and in the remainder of the scenes he filtered the mountains out, and you saw nothing but Middle West farm country.

Studios seldom stage sound stages with corn flakes to represent snow scenes; rather, they pile their outfit into trucks and motor buses, and move them packing off to Big Pines resort, a short drive into the mountains just east of Hollywood, where honest-to-goodness snow carpets the forest almost the year around. Here the movie companies take their Austrian Tyrol scenes and their shots of the wilds of winter-bitten British Columbia, and unless you are an expert botanist or a geologist with an eye for minute detail you'd never know the difference.

Loretta Young and Clark Gable didn't get a free trip to Alaska during production of Twentieth Century's "Call of the Wild." But Clark has been to Alaska, and of course he's been to Truckee, in the High Sierras near Lake Tahoe, California, where the picture was photographed, and he says he couldn't take the blindfold test on which was which. And he's right. Truckee has the identical snow peaks, the dense hemlock and spruce forests, the grassy valleys, and the wide, flat, rocky river shores typical of Jack London's Alaska.

In this palm-tree infested sunny California one would suppose Hollywood picture producers would be stumped when the script called for a scene in Central Park or any other expansive outdoor vista along the Atlantic seaboard. Not so; for in the beautiful Busch Gardens of Pasadena are acres of just such un-tropical verdure which have served the movies as eastern settings since the industry's very infancy.

Then, again, if you climb Mt. Lowe in Pasadena or Lookout Mountain in Hollywood—after dark—you have a night panorama over Hollywood, Los Angeles, and the vast number of suburbs, which travelers agree is an exact duplicate of the famous night view from Sugar Loaf over Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

The white shore and stubby pine growth surrounding sparkling Lake Arrowhead make it an ideal location for Scandinavian settings. When you saw Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayers put-putting across a lake near Copenhagen, Denmark, in the picture "Servant's Entrance," their motor boat's Danish flag was the only thing, animate or inanimate, that was an unfamiliar sight at Arrowhead, California, U.S.A.

IN the Malibu hills directly north of Hollywood are several of filmdom's favorite locations. Along Ventura Boulevard on the inland side of this coastal range we arrive first at the grassy slopes, dotted here and there with oak trees that are frequently represented as "somewhere in France," as in Warner Baxter's "Hell in the Heavens." Then we come to Shadow Valley, the location site representing northern New York state for RKO's "Return of Peter Grimm." A little further, your guide will point out Sherwood Hills Estate, which has been used to represent Germany's Black Forest, and Canada's Ontario, the latter which is to be seen when "Jahns" comes to your neighborhood theater.

Portions of this region have in turn represented rural England and Ireland. Even Thrums, Scotland, wherein were laid the scenes of Katharine Hepburn's "Little Minister," was photographed in this lovely acreage of gnarled old trees and elfin dells.

Only two or three miles distant from this spot is the violently contrasted arid region which stood in for Mother India in the exotic Khyber Pass shots and other scenes of Gary Cooper's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

And across the Malibu Hills on the ocean side is Hueneme Beach, just north of Malibu, celebrated film colony, which because of its swampy dikes is frequently used as a background for pictures having Holland as their locale.

Of course, the same California site cannot always be used to represent a certain country. For example, when a studio wants shots of the African veldt, the location crew is sent to the rolling sparsely vegetated foothill country just west of Mt. San Jacinto. (You can locate it on the map by putting your finger on the Catalina Island side of the peaks representing the Alps.) But when jungle country is desired, most studios have ranches neighboring Hollywood which serve the purpose. An example is the vast Lazy ranch where Universal made "Call of the Savage," starring Noah Beery, Jr., and Dorothy Short. Here again the studio "designers" must necessarily improve on Dame Nature's double. Certain areas of the ranch have been planted with tree ferns and brush, and the trees native to the region have been "inoculated" with the jungle parasite known commonly as tree moss. So you see, it's real—and yet it isn't.

Likewise, a story laid in the Holy Land may require groves of date trees and aresian wells. Such pictures are filmed in California's date-growing region just north of the...

All of these photographs, and the pictures from which they are taken, were made in California. They show you India, the South Seas, Alaska, Texas, Argentina, Arabia and China. Nor is that all they could show you. The list might be prolonged endlessly, as the map at the right demonstrates. The State of California is in a bizarre spot, geographically. A thousand miles in length, its southern boundary is semi-tropical and its northern counties lie far into the north temperate zone. Its western edge is seacoast all the way, its south central section is desert, and to the east rise the folds of high mountain chains. Lake Tahoe, to the north, can be frozen while in Death Valley the thermometer climbs to a hundred and twenty and more. The Imperial Valley can be begging for rain while San Francisco lies doaked in chill fog. Geographically, at any rate, California is a little universe in itself. When a Californian tells you they're having unusual weather he's telling the truth. It's always unusual weather.

California offers a million landscapes, a million-and-one locations. Seeing "Oil for the Lamps of China," who would have dreamed that great desert in the middle of Asia lay just outside a California town named Lone Pine? Or that Bing Crosby's rolling Mississippi was the Sacramento River?
NELSON EDDY, the nice looking young fellow above, is as nice as he looks, and the way he caught on overnight has the producers groggy. You may see him soon with Jeanette MacDonald and Grace Moore.

CLAIRE TREVOR'S fate still hangs in the balance. Whether she will really become a star, or not, depends on you, and so far you haven't said Yes or No. But "Black Sheep" and "Dante's Inferno" may tell the tale.

LORETTA YOUNG'S career has really been amazing. Nowadays people forget that she was playing grown-ups when she was thirteen. Serious and sincere, she gains in stature with every new screen appearance.
In "Love Me Forever" Grace Moore has three leading men, and the one who sings is MICHAEL BARTLETT. But it turned out that he could act, so CLAUDETTE COLBERT grabbed Michael for her "She Married Her Boss."

- The lady in the big hat at the left is MARION DAVIES, whose lovely clothes show you—as does "Page Miss Glory"—what happens to a boarding-house slavey discovered by a beauty contest promoter.

- FAY WRAY is an enigma. For a year she will make almost a picture a month. Then she drops out of sight, and the next thing you know she's working in England, making "Alias Bulldog Drummond." Now she's home again.
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TOWER STAR

Fashions

By KATHERINE KAREY
High-light fabrics, rich trimmings, eyelet embroidery, the peasant influence, distinguish the new fall clothes

SKIRTS are shorter, styles more elaborate, fabrics luxurious in themselves, with the advent of Fall. The strict tailleur has done a disappearing act and the Master MInds concentrate on glamour even for daytime with, we think, considerable success. And these Tower Star Fashions are very inexpensive.

Opposite page, photograph above: Brilliant young Constance Cummings, legitimate actress and screen star, will next appear in "Amateur Girl." Here she wears an afternoon ensemble of novelty matelasse. The dress' formal sleeves come through the deep kimono-cut armholes of the jacket. There's a stand-away neck of piqué, tiny buttons down the back and an apron style belt to give a smooth hipline.

Seated: Katharine Sergava, beautiful Paramount actress, chooses a peasant-style afternoon dress of roughstone crepe, satin backed. The shoulders are dropped and embroidered with epaulet medallions. The full bishop sleeves are attached with cartridge pleats. The waist is bloused, with a straight peplum.

Sketched lower left: Miss Cummings' sports coat for the first fall days is warm without being bulky, of Kragshire woolen in a shadow-plaid. The collar buttons high with a tab under the chin for football weather and there are deep cuffs and big patch pockets.

Sketched standing, above: Miss Sergava's novelty alpaca afternoon dress with cross fox banding on the cape-sleeved jacket. The dress has a full shirred bodice, a slim gored skirt and a shallow yoke shoulder-line.

Sketched seated, above: A note of luxury appears again in Miss Cummings' chenille embroidered chukker crepe afternoon frock. The blouse is full and soft, peasant style, and groups of knife pleats set low in front and back make the new skirt.

Photograph, above: A glint of gold again in Miss Sergava's dinner gown of striped chiffon. Both the blouse and skirt have the dramatic fish-tail back and the blouse's Chinese stand-up collar has frog fastenings that are repeated on the chiffon belt.
ROBERT BENCHLEY before now has confined his humor to books, except for his short of "The Treasurer's Report," but you'll be seeing him more, now.

C. AUBREY SMITH is a gruff old chap we all know and have learned to love. In Ann Harding's "The Flame Within" he was, as usual, running in top form.

CHARLES RAY is a name you haven't forgotten. Trying for a come-back in a small part, the picture couldn't be better named than "Welcome Home."

SARAH HADEN is one of the loyal brigade of character players who do such fine work and never get any notice. Her latest is "Mad Love."

JANE BAXTER offers us her fresh English beauty in one of those British-Gaumont imported films that are arousing so much interest—"The Clairvoyant."

TUTTA ROLF—well, the month wouldn't be complete without the Fox people bringing over another European star. Your guess is as good as ours.

SAMUEL HINDS gave up the practice of law three years ago to do character parts in pictures. He was in "Sequoia" and "Private Worlds," among others.

CHARLES SELLON is someone else you must have wondered about, many a time. He plays crotchety old men, mostly in Will Rogers' swell pictures.

EUGENE PALLETTE needs only to appear on the screen and the audience begins to chortle. His big voice sounds as if it comes out of the rain barrel.
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The desire to be popular is universal.

To be well spoken of, to be well liked, is natural and human. Those who deride the popularity they have failed to achieve, conceal their disappointment without conviction. Those who pretend indifference to adulation and popular approval, are not quite convincing.

For popularity has a far reaching influence in our lives. It assures us of a well rounded, complete existence. It is an enemy of loneliness, a secret fear in all of us. It widens our horizons and broadens our perspective. It opens the door to opportunities that might not otherwise be ours.

The failure to gain it presents a tragedy of youth that too often is carried over into middle age. The lack of popularity has relegated many young women to a drab position as onlookers at life's show window. They cringe at the callous term "wallflower," the object of no one's affections.

They are missing the fun, the pleasure and excitement that is youth's heritage, and don't quite know what to do about it. They are bewildered and unhappy because young men pass them by, and other women discourage overtures of friendship. In their misery they appeal to the glamorous women of the stage and screen, in pathetic letters, hoping to receive a magic formula that will transform them overnight.

I found these stars eager to discuss the topic. They haven't always been famous and celebrated. Many of them passed through an agonizing period of unpopularity and loneliness in their early youth that makes them sympathetic toward this very real problem to a large number of us.

You see, beauty alone won't make you popular. Nor will glamour or social position. Quite a few of our most successful screen players are not nearly as popular in their private lives as they are with the public. Others, with no contract to add lustre to their names, have a host of friends.

There's nothing mysterious about it. It is true enough that certain people possess a compelling quality that attracts. You might even say

By DOROTHY LUBOU

...they have an instinct for being popular. But if they lack other qualities to add depth and completeness to their personalities, they will fail to win popularity.

EVEN for these forceful persons, popularity must be earned.

If popularity is your objective, if you would be popular, you'll have to begin by being honest with yourself. You'll have to judge yourself frankly and without vanity so that you may benefit by the advice of these five prominent stars whom I consider to be among the most popular girls in the Hollywood film colony.

I chose them as your guide not because of their undeniable beauty or their acting talents. I haven't gauged their popularity by their box office attraction or the size of their swimming pool or their fan mail.

Their acquaintances and friends, their co-workers at the studios, their neighbors and their servants, they all belong behind the scenes. They are not impressed by press agents and the scope of the screen. They are the ones I polled for my popularity vote.

JEAN HARLOW believes that you have only to follow a simple phrase if you would be popular. "Men say, 'BE FRIENDLY.'"

Her analytical mind weighs each word very carefully.

"Men don't want women to be sofa ornaments. Nor do they like girls to constantly flaunt their 'sex.' They value, above everything, companionability. They want to be comfortable and relaxed and at ease in her presence. There is no higher compliment a modern male can pay a woman than to say she is 'regular.' It's his way of saying she is grand company and a lot of fun and a real pal.

"A woman who doesn't build a barrier of sex on the tennis court, over the bridge table, who isn't male-conscious as soon as a man enters her presence, is making definite strides in holding his interest.

"Friendship is an important relationship to me. You can be friends with men, if you know how to be a friend. You must really like people and communicate that liking to them. A too rigid formality of manner makes for self-consciousness. We are all slightly shy in the presence of strangers. Too much reserve retards friendship.

"A woman who is warm and friendly, who makes us feel comfortable in her presence, will find not only ready friendships but—Romance! Men succumb to the radiance of a woman who is unaffected, real human. They are ill at ease and wary with women who are afraid to unbend, who adopt a superior air, as so many do, to hide their social timidity.

"Every girl should learn the sports and games favored in her set. They keep your friendships stimulating and interesting. They make you a welcome addition to any gathering. Parties mean new contacts, new friends. (Please turn to page 47)
The Winners

Anies Daye, Jr., of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, is the winner of the trip to award the People's Academy Prizes for the current year.

As older readers of New Movie know, each year our People's Academy of Motion Pictures, which New Movie sponsors, names the twelve outstanding motion picture achievements of the year past. Readers fill in the coupon which we print in the magazine each month, mail their selections in to us, and we tabulate them and pick the winner. The prize going to the winner is a trip to Hollywood or New York, to present the gold medals to the stars, producers, and directors involved, who are there to receive them in person wherever production schedules at the studios permit.

The thousands of coupons have now been tabulated, and the results are announced on this page. From towns and from great cities where people see pictures every night, the votes have poured in. The final tabulation gives a remarkable insight into what the men and women of America really like in the way of film entertainment. In some cases they agree with Hollywood—which presents its own yearly prizes. In others they do not. But here is what New Movie readers like in 1934:

**BEST ALL-AROUND FEATURE PICTURE.** "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" wins this, with "It Happened One Night" a close runner-up. "The House of Rothschild" was a strong bid for third place.

**BEST PERFORMANCE—ACTRESS.** Norma Shearer wins. The two actresses voted into second and third place by readers trailed so far behind Norma that it would be unfair to mention their names.

**BEST PERFORMANCE—ACTOR.** Clark Gable wins this. This is really amazing. Clark is an old stager, in pictures, now. His first novelty has worn off long ago and, when that happens, a star usually begins to lose popularity. But Clark, after all this time, is holding up as strongly as ever!

**BEST MUSICAL PICTURE.** "One Night of Love," as you might have expected, wins this hands down. Second choice was "The Gay Divorcee."

**BEST HUMAN INTEREST PICTURE.** "Little Women," of course. To explain the enormous popularity of this picture—and people are still talking about it, after all these months—is no easy job. It is not enough to say that it swept the country because the book from which it was taken similarly swept the country, when our mothers and fathers were girls and boys. By one of those accidents which sometimes occur, cast, direction, everything connected with making the picture just happened to strike the perfect note, the perfect mood. This is the second year "Little Women" has won a prize. It shows that the picture not only has remained in people's memories but also that it is still playing theaters.

**BEST MYSTERY PICTURE.** "The Thin Man." Here, again, everything connected with the picture, from the personalities and performances of Myrna Loy and William Powell down to the cracker dialogue and the cute dog, just happened to strike the right note. Not that it was an accident. If producers put as much thought and wisdom into all pictures as they did into "The Thin Man," we would have a lot more such sweeping successes.

**BEST ROMANCE.** A duplication, here. "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" wins in this classification, too, with "It Happened One Night" again following. It is interesting to note how our readers differ, in their insistence upon "The Barretts," from the Hollywood Academy, where the awards for the year were chosen within the profession itself. Hollywood voted "It Happened One Night" first prize. Our readers, much as they liked that film, disagree.

**BEST COMEDY.** But here "It Happened One Night" comes into its own, with New Movie readers, taking first prize (Please turn to page 63)

The winner of the trip to New York: Anies Daye, Jr., of Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Closest Runners-Up:

Robertta Bender, 2411 Western Avenue, Davenport, Iowa.
Claudine Cupp, 1099 North Merrifield Avenue, Mishawaka, Indiana.
Leona Leo, 4027 S. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Mr. Daye has by this time been notified of his good fortune and will be in New York at the time you read this. He will present the awards at a party at which the representatives and stars of the various companies will be present. You may win this trip next year.
About "It's a Fake"

AFTER having read an article in one of your magazines, entitled "Fake," I am somewhat concerned in regards to a daughter of mine that I think has gone to Hollywood in answer to an ad similar to the one you expelled.

I am asking if you would be so kind as to send me the addresses of some of the studios there, that do that kind of advertising, that I might address a letter to my daughter, not to each one of them in hopes that she might get it in time to avoid her losing her savings.

Enclosed is a self-addressed envelope, and any information that you might be able to give me will be held strictly confidential, I can assure you.

Thanking you for any co-operation that you might render, I will close by stating that we are surely in need of more such magazines that have the interest of the people at heart. If it hadn't been for your magazine I would have never known that there are such frauds in existence. You may quote me in anything that I say in reference to the above if you wish. I am a minister and I can heartily endorse your magazine for a safe and sane publication for the people of our land.

Allow me to thank you once again for any help you might render me. I await an early reply.—Rev. E. M. Fields, 530 W. 27th St., Houston, Texas.

Mrs. Magley Answers

Allow me to say a few words to the Crosby and Vallee fans who so generously "panned" me with their flattering (?) comments in the July New Movie. Thank you, my dear friends, it was really too much—I expected more. Some of the excerpts printed were not only amusing, but they were actually pathetic. How any intelligent person can enjoy listening to a couple of concerted crooners, who think they are the answer to a maiden's prayer, is beyond me. Well, well, some grown-ups are still infants at heart; it takes so little to amuse them.

May I also add that, regardless of what you Crosby and Vallee fans think of Lanny Ross, I'm still for him one hundred percent.—Mrs. J. Magley, 52 Center Ave., Chatham, N. J.

All right: This is it. Everybody has had fun, and the subject is hereby closed.

Good Friend

New Movie is a very good friend of mine and consider it one of the most entertaining magazines of today. It will be quite some time before I can attend a movie, but I do expect to know what stars are most popular and what pictures are four star, just by reading your various articles and the comments of other fans.

I must say I admire Joan Blondell for her naturalness and sweetness, and her ability to enact the role of Mrs. George Barnes with the same finesse she displays in front of the camera.—Mrs. Charlotte Parker, Essex County Sanatorium, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

Elizabeth Bergner

Just a note to tell you what I think of the new star, Elizabeth Bergner. To begin with, I say goodbye to Crawford and Garbo. Take the fancy clothes from Crawford and what have you? Nothing. And as for Garbo I don't think she ever got by in the first place, as far as acting goes. But Elizabeth Bergner is most charming; a frail little person, just full of pep, she certainly holds her audience, and one doesn't know what she is going to do or say next. You laugh with her, cry with her, and she is just too sweet for words. If producers would have pictures like "Escape Me Never" and actresses like Miss Bergner, then my pictures would be worth going to see.

I wish Miss Bergner the greatest of success in movieland—Mrs. Gerard M. Stone, 82 Glenville Avenue, Allston, Boston, Mass.

The Cover

I buy your magazine every month and enjoy it very much. I think the July cover of Joan Crawford was very cute but the one before that, of Grace Moore, was just lovely. She is my favorite movie actress and I save every picture of her that I can find, so you can imagine what a grand picture that made for my collection.

I like the "You Tell Us" department a lot, and the action pictures taken on the set of "No More Ladies" were suprime. Please have more of them.

The stories are swell, too, and the Gallery of Stars is another favorite of mine. Even the reviews are all I could hope for and the magazine as a whole is the best of its kind I've seen yet.—Jean Bigelow, 7 Roosevelt Avenue, Larchmont, N. Y.

If you liked the action photos of Joan Crawford, what do you think of the ones on Garbo, Jean? We're glad you like the new covers. We weren't sure, but so far everybody seems to like them.

Bang, Bang, Bang!

Three cheers for the "You Tell Us" department! In addition to being a battle-ground for fans, many intelligent ideas and constructive criticisms find their way into print. I may be the target for a number of expert javelin thrusts, but here are some honest convictions.

I think that continuity, clever dialogue and expert direction won the 1934 Academy Award for Claudette Colbert in "It Happened One Night," rather than the merit of her performance. Also that Bette Davis turned in the best individual performance of the year as Mildred in "Of Human Bondage." Her brilliant mosaic of histrionics held me completely spell-bound, and will never be forgotten as long as memory lasts. Miss Davis is not one of my favorites, but this picture established her as one of (Please turn to page 55)

We're very sorry you are in the hospital, Mrs. Parker, and we hope you'll be well soon.

NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE pays one dollar for every interesting and constructive letter published. Address communications to A-Dollar-for-Your-Thoughts, NEW MOVIE MAGAZINE, 53 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
What is this thing called Hollywood love, anyway?

Is it something that buds under the warm glow of incandescent lights on a motion picture setting, and flowers in the drawing-rooms of Hollywood and Beverly Hills?

When intense love scenes are made on a motion picture stage, the actor who disclaims any emotional response to the object of his affections is either a piece of unemotional ice or, to put it mildly, somewhat of a prevaricator. That is what some of the players say.

Others declare that the actor who allows himself to become bothered about love scenes is hopelessly childish in his reactions, and that a professional actor thinks no more of a love scene than he does of driving an automobile or eating a meal.

It's a question of maturity of emotions.

Kissing before the camera is about as arousing as smacking a window pane." That is Richard Arlen's opinion.

On the other hand, Dick Powell is terribly embarrassed by making love to Joan Blondell—especially when her cameraman husband, George Barnes, is shooting the scene.

Then Gary Cooper confesses with charming honesty that he used to fall in love with all of his leading women—but that he has now matured in his approach to the cinematic embrace.

Love itself is rather a confusing thing, and there are as many ideas about it as there are persons. So why shouldn't Hollywood have plenty of divergent views? It has; and in the interests of really solving this problem, a thorough research into it was made by this inquiring reporter, who nearly had his face slapped several times because of the impertinence of his curiosity!

But haven't you noticed that, in many of the marriages between film folk, the man and woman often meet when playing opposite each other in a picture? Wedding bells have grown out of the "meaningless" love-making on a set.Sort of "in the middle of a kiss."

Now, what effect do screen love scenes have?

Here is Gary Cooper's full answer: "Some adroit actors can appear to make passionate love on the screen when, as a matter of fact, they are scarcely touching the lips of their leading women.

"I can't do that. The action must be real. It is the mind that must play the scene. When I was more impressionable than I am now, I used to fall for every leading woman. My leads became my girl friends in several instances. I'm a bit wiser now."

Now to get back to that Richard Arlen opinion: "Screen kisses are about as arousing as smacking a window pane." Making love before the camera is a problem of how the girl likes to embrace, whether the right hand shall be higher than the left or the other way around. It is a problem of getting a lot of ungainly arms wound up to appear graceful.

I have no emotional stirring when I kiss my leading woman. I think it is something to be learned by experience. Imagine how complicated life would be, otherwise!"

Sylvia Sidney believes that emotions are aroused by love scenes, but that they are the real. She says, "Making love on the screen is only a part of acting. I feel the emotion at the moment, but it ends with the scene. What emotion there is is attributable to the role and not to the other player."

Chester Morris admits that he enjoys love scenes. In a very frank reply he declared: "I always fall in love with my leading ladies—but my wife knows it, so don't go carrying tales. Naturally it is fun to kiss a beautiful woman, whether you're in earnest or merely acting, but it can't compare with kissing the one you love—your wife." Bravely said, my lad.

Warren William is very discreet in his love scenes. Dolores Del Rio played opposite him in a recent picture. They were off in a corner of the stage rehearsing, but when they came to the scene where they embraced, William stopped and yelled across the stage for the director to come over and watch them. Before the director, they completed the scene.

"I don't mind—to long as it's business and there's someone on hand from the studio to back me up."

Love scenes?—Well, here's Dick Powell's answer: "It's just a part of this business of picture making—but a nice part."

Dick has not been embarrassed by kissing Ruby Keeler, Ginger Rogers or Gloria Stuart, because it has been entirely business and he seldom sees any of them except at the studio. But the matter with Joan Blondell is entirely different. Dick is a very close friend of George Barnes and his wife (Joan Blondell in case you've forgotten). They go places with Dick and his girl friend. So when the time comes on the set for a love scene with Joan, Dick is faced by one of the really bothersome problems. Barnes, who shoots the pictures, isn't very helpful, either. He grins and makes faces.

"This is the time a fellow needs a friend," declared Powell ruefully, "but not in his arms. Joan doesn't believe me when I say, 'I love you.' She just giggles."

Here's a feminine opinion. Ann Sothern replies: "It is very possible to forget where you are for the moment in the carefully shaded lights and the whispered words of romance and the heavy quiet. The breath of illusion may exist for a moment in your own person, for that is necessary for a good performance."

"But the next instant the director shouts, 'Cut! Someone else calls, 'Strike it!' A dozen workmen are stepping all over you and the entire place is reduced to pandemonium. If you're going to have any reaction, you've got to have it darn quick in that. (Please turn to page 54)"
RE-MARRIAGES on marriage anniversary days are becoming quite the fad in Hollywood.

That was a pretty ceremony which was held in the garden of the Jimmy Gleason home, with Harry Tyler and Gladys Trolius, both known to Broadway and now in Hollywood for pictures, as the principals. The pair never had been divorced or ever separated, but the groom, living up to his comedian reputation, explained that he "never had been sure the first marriage was legal, because he didn't have five dollars to pay the minister, and had to borrow it from the bride." That was twenty-five years ago! The re-blushing bride declared she was more nervous than at the first ceremony. And her husband gave her a gold medal as an anniversary present!

It really was impressive, and several young married couples were seen to be furtively squeezing hands during the ceremony, the squeezers including Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayers, Sally Eilers and Harry Joe Brown, Stuart Erwin and June Collyer, and Helen Mack and Charles Irwin.

Even the settled-down married folk, like Ralph and Daisy Morgan, Otto and Sue Kruger, Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue, Harvey and Bea Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Boris Karloff and the Lewis Stones, seemed to look at each other with fresh interest.

Edna May Oliver, who seldom comes to parties, but who had acted on Broadway with the groom and had been present at his first wedding, dropped in for a few moments with Lynn Starling, playwright, but disappeared when the photographers began to set up their cameras. She was discovered later behind a rose arbor, munching a sandwich.

The day was also James Gleason's birthday, and Jimmy cashed in on some gifts. May Robson brought neckties—brave woman! Jim immediately donned one. Then May got a little nervous as to whether Jimmy really liked them, and put Sam Hardy—of all people—up to tell Jim that the tie he was wearing was immense. Sam did. He told Jim that the necktie was in most exquisite taste. Then Jim took a look at the hectic tie that Sam himself was wearing and wondered if Sam was such a good judge!

Grand Opera Stars En Masse

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lasky gave a party for Nino Martini, in the patio of their Hollywood home, where were present at least half (Please turn to page 48)
REVAMPING THE MALES

And it's not only their clothes and their hair and their teeth
the studios change, not only their roles, but their souls

By KATHRYN WHITE

I t wasn't so long ago that I burbled a story in this magazine for you about how the Hollywood make-em-over gang utterly remakes your favorite she-star.

Like popping her into a dentist's chair and coaxing most of her teeth out with a pair of forceps, so they could install a new set that'd photograph swell!

And having a hefty masseuse lay her out on a slab and slap a half-dozen pounds or more off her too protuberant you-know. And devising a set of harnesses to give her that matroness oomph above the equator. And things like that until the poor gal, looking into a mirror, wouldn't recognize herself as Mama Nature made her at all.

B ut in that story I never did mention a word about how Hollywood remakes its bee-oo-tee-ful boys, did I? No—and New Movin's editor noticed it and asked, with the dearest irony: "Him—and are the men so perfect to start with that Hollywood doesn't have to make them over?"

So here's the answer to that—

The Hollywood make-em-over machine does its stuff on the screen's men as well as on its women. But in a different way, it seems.

With the women it's almost entirely a physical job. Hollywood takes the original chassis and mounts a more or less new body on it. Teeth, hair, eyelashes and brows, and other things like waddles-yuccalikes—all these are changed over before L'il Miss Baby Star steps before the camera.

But with the men—well, it's a character change, rather than a mere physical operation, that the real male Hollywood changeling is one whose character undergoes a presto-change-o metamorphosis. And that goes for off-screen as well as on.

Take, for instance, Jimmy Cagney. He muscled into the movie racket with all the hard-boiled toughness that he picked up as a kid in the gas-house alleys of New York. He was tough, and he squished many a grapefruit in Berrill's movie face to wally. But today—why, if they keep on changing Jimmy's characterizations the way they have, you'll be able to set him down in a bed of blooming viola tricolor (you'll find it in your dictionary under Viola) and hardly be able to pick Cagney out of the rest of 'em. . . . !

Or on the other hand, take Adolphe Menjou for example. . . . Adolphe you could never have called beautiful. But he was always the unexcelsable pinnacle of sartorial splendor and sophisticated brilliance. Society words, those—but you have to use 'em to describe Adolphe. But Hollywood's make-em-over machine got to work even on Adolphe—and in "Little Miss Marker" he wore baggy trousers and an unglittled chimul of stubble!—and a sloppy nightgown in "Barnum"!—and in "Gold Diggers of 1935," he gawks through sequence after sequence in a character wherein he looks simply like what the newspapers have to spell with dash-dash-dash, and the characteristic Menjou class is all rubbed off.

Now, there are a couple of examples of what the screenwritings are doing today to change the men. It seems that they've gotten the idea that you get tired of seeing your favorite star in picture after picture in the same old role. And so presto—all of a sudden he's something else.

And as for that debonnaire fashion-plate, Mr. Adolphe Menjou, all he can wear today is old-night-shirts.

Take our Gable, then. When Clark first stepped into screen fame, 'way back there in the dim, dark ages of nearly five years ago, he was just an extra-heavy lover. He was male sex-appeal with a wallop. Big, stumpy, but possessing a heart-on-the-chest sort of stuff; and we gals were supposed subconsciously to sense that if we didn't give in an' give all when Clark whistled, why he'd just as like as not smack us one in the face and make us! That went over big. You remember? And then, odd as it seemed to the producers, Clark's sex-appeal power suddenly waned. And there was a slump. Was it, maybe, because Mrs. Gable had been publicized? Or was it just too much of a good thing for the movie palates of the screen goers?

Anyway, somebody got wise. And then you saw "It Happened One Night."

In that Clark Gable, the human of the fillums, suddenly snapped out of it and became a perfectly elegant comedian. And all of a sudden, then, Clark Gable was re-discovered. He'd been sunk in that welter of other gablesque leading men the various studios had thrown into the movie pot to skim off some of the box-office cream Gable was collecting for M-G-M. There were so many second-Gables that the original Gable was almost lost in the shuffle. And so, when he suddenly bloomed out as a comicker instead of a dame-knocker-overer, he was a hit all over again.

Smart M-G-M cashed in on Columbia's motion picture award opus. They threw him into "Forsaking All Others," with la Crawford and wisecracking Montgomery. And they told 'em to make it funnier and lower. So low, in fact, that Gable, not to mention the others, did some stuff that would have gladdened the vulgar haw-haw-heart of ol' Mack Sennett himself, in his Keystone-est days. Therein Gable even descended—or ascended, if you prefer—into the ne-plus-ultra of (Please turn to page 46)
PARA MOUNT is in the throes of a radio movie to end all radio movies.

But from the fun they're having on the lot, all we can do is cross our fingers and hope fervently that somebody will decide to make another one just like it!

For instance, the days we were there, Charlie, Jack Oakie, shining light of a one-lung radio station, stands behind the desk in his private office, utterly resplendent from the tips of his miniature moustache to the buttons of his tailor-made spats. Outside the closed door George Burns and Gracie Allen wait to be admitted. Gazing soulfully into space, Oakie murmurs, "Lochinvar!" Thumping his knuckles on the desk for emphasis.

Still outside, Gracie says: "Come in!"

Startled out of his pose, Jack looks around suspiciously and thumps the desk again. Again, Gracie calls: "Come IN!"

As Jack knocks for the third time, Gracie opens the door. "Well, either come in or stop knocking!" she says. "You're a silly man!"

And so it goes, with Director Norman Taurog having more fun than anybody on this George Marion, Jr., story.

With such artists as Bing Crosby, Amos 'n Andy, Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Ethel Merman, Helen Jepson, Jessica Dragonette, Ray Noble and his band, Lyda Roberti, Sir Guy Standing, Gladys Swarthout, Gail Patrick, David Holt and Willie West and McGinty in the cast, the plot needn't have been such a cracking good one.

Oakie and Henry Wadsworth are proprietors of the struggling radio station when George Burns moves in on them with a television and radio invention that is supposed to pick up action in any part of the world, both audible and visibly.

When they try to get the backing of a foreign princess, Lyda Roberti, the gal takes a fancy to both of them, shanghais them on her palatial yacht and carries them off to her kingdom.

Lots of possibilities, eh? Well, Lyda's prime minister is so jealous of the interlopers that he tries all sorts of ways to have them executed, but (shades of Scheherazade!) as long as Oakie can keep the princess entertained by bringing in famous radio personalities, the execution is put off.

Exhausting every possibility, the kids finally send a frantic message to the United States, and what do you think? Why, a contingent of the Coast Guard climb into their gondolas and get there just in time to save our heroes! Surprise!

WE'RE IN THE MONEY

WARNERS

HERE'S A SNAPPY YARN THAT SHOULD BE GOOD FOR A LOT OF LAUGHS. GEORGE GIL SON WROTE IT AND IT'S ALL ABOUT A PAIR OF FEMALE PROCESS SERVERS (JOAN BLONDILL AND GLENDA FARRELL) WHO STOP AT NOTHING TO "GET THEIR MAN."

In love with what she thinks is a handsome chauffeur, Joan is mad as hops to discover that her Big Moment is none other than a famous millionaire playboy and a bachelor at that. Funny what some gals get mad about!

On top of that Hugh Herbert, the absent-minded attorney for whom the girls are working, assigns them to serve papers on the boy friend on account of he's the leading man in a half-million dollar breach of promise suit!

When the lad (Ross Alexander) attempts to escape aboard his yacht, Joan and Glenda hop into a speed boat, determined to follow the fellow to the ends of the earth. The following scene takes place in Joan's cabin on the yacht. She is wearing a man's dressing gown and big slippers and has her hair pinned up on top of her head.

Ross enters holding a tray of food before his face and wearing a steward's cap.

"What are you doing with that tray?" Joan yells. "I told you what to do with it—don't you intend to pay any attention to my orders?"

"No, mum ... ?" Ross assumes a cockney accent, "Hit appens Mister Court- ney--Lord & Master his hon this bloomin' ship."

"Ho, e's--is--es?" Joan mocks him.

"Yes!" Ross sets the tray down, revealing his face to the astounded Joan.

"Well ... ," she says finally. "I'm surprised you didn't sneak in disguised as an avocado salad!"

"Ah--ah!" Ross wiggles a finger at her eye. "I wouldn't try to fool an old fooler like you."

"You certainly go for uniforms, don't you!" Joan gives every evidence of being plenty exasperated. "I'll bet when you were a little boy you wanted to be a fireman when you grew up!"

"With a nice red and braid uniform! I'll have to try that!"

Joan starts around the table after him. "Why don't you just try growing up?" she shouts.

Eventually they iron everything out, admit they're in love, and Joan magnanimously tears up the subpoena. But when they land on shore Glenda pops up with another paper and, thinking Joan has framed him, Ross tells her off and goes away in a huff planning to marry the complainant just for (Please turn to page 57)
Poor Jimmy Cagney is always being cast in aviation pictures. "Devil Dogs of the Air," in which he appeared with Margaret Lindsay and Pat O'Brien, was only one of them. Yet Jimmy has a tummy which can't even stand elevators.

CAN ACTORS BE THEMSELVES?

"If only I were a movie star," people sigh, "things would be different." But the stars are held back by the same human frailties we all have. By RICHARD ENGLISH

HOLLYWOOD with its background of emotion, populated with artists, writers and glamorous people from the ends of the world, should be the happiest city in the universe. In how many pictures we've seen Hollywood exult the virtue of obeying one's emotions. In how many articles have actors and actresses stressed that "free thinking" was essential to the career of an artist!

If ever there was a citadel of free souls it should be in the cinema city. Yet not a star in pictures is free from some phobia—some fear that may be pathetic, may be humorous, frightening or foolish, but is always human.

One of America's most beloved actresses still saves every pair of shoes that she has worn. Her fear is caused by knowing what it means to do without. One prominent actor has a great and honest dread of "being an actor" while another is afraid of awnings! Some have quite commonplace fears, such as gaining weight or losing it. One of the screen's most dynamic males is worried most over what "the hometown folks will think of him." They all may step out on the screen to be gay, daring, Bohemian—but they have their own private nightmares just as you and I.

MYRNA LOY was so long cast as a vampire, preferably Oriental, with vipers, snakes and slithering pythons at her feet and call that it's really funny to learn that she's frightened to death at the least mention of snakes! In three pictures at least she was the "lure," employing sex appeal, witchcraft and hissing reptiles to get her man. But in person? Nosiree, not for little Myrna! As a freckle-faced kid in Montana Myrna once stepped on a rattlesnake with no harm done to anything but her nerves. Today she can't even stand the sight of alligator leather.

Carole Lombard finds her greatest harassment is in endeavoring to live up to her reputation of being the screen's gayest off-screen young lady, past master of the fine art of repartee. And if you don't think so you should hear her tell it! Her phobia is that, if she ever lets herself down, Hollywood will think she's lost the shining sparkle that makes her so glamorous on the screen. No sparkle, no stardom!

An incident that her secretary, Fieldsey, tells is representative of the Lombard dilemma. On completion of "Twentieth Century," which met with the executives' wild acclaim, one of them asked Carole what manner of present she'd most appreciate. Carole smiled a bit ruefully and said, "I'd like to be able to stay home a few nights without Hollywood thinking I'm getting ready to retire to an old ladies' home!"

Just as incongruous as Myrna Loy's pet fear is that of Jimmy Cagney. Jimmy has been cast more than once as a dashing, swashbuckling cavalier of the air lanes—a pilot, no less. But just try and get Mr. Cagney up in a plane! He's the screen's best little stayer on the ground, and with good reason, too; for Jimmy has a chronic dyspeptic stomach that rebels at even the sight of an elevator. As you probably know, he is also an ardent pacifist in the sense of avoiding any (Turn to page 62)
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Elizabethian style? Serve

Break into green baking pan and bake in moderate oven for 30 minutes or until firm.

Corn Bread

2 cups corn meal
2 cups flour
1 cup sour milk
2 eggs beaten light
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt

Butter size of an egg
1 tablespoon soda dissolved in milk or hot water.

Sift corn meal, flour, sugar and salt. Add to beaten egg the milk and dry ingredients—alternately, then melted butter. Bake about 20 minutes.

Fruit Meal Salad

On lettuce-covered salad plate, center a mound of cottage cheese (1 1/2 tablespoons). Around this at equal distances arrange 3 piles of orange slices. In spaces between orange, place 3 or 4 stoned dates (first space); 1 dessert spoon seeded raisins (second space); 5 walnut meat halves (third space). Serve with French dressing. With buttered roll and milk this makes a well-balanced luncheon.

A LITTLE STAR Must EAT To Grow

Freddie Bartholomew lunches daily with his aunt in the M-G-M commissary wisely choosing food that keeps him sturdy

By MARY MARTIN

Eleven-year-old Freddie Bartholomew, who was such a wonderful discovery for M-G-M in his part as David Copperfield, is a regular worker under the kleig lights now. In spite of the glamour that surrounds it, movie work is hard work even for an adult, and children must be carefully guarded against nerve strain and over-fatigue, while on a picture.

Picture work can make a child completely artificial in his daily life, or scarcely make a ripple in his routine of growing. It all depends on the management of his parents or guardians. Freddie is growing strong. He is not spoiled, or coddled, and fortunately his food tastes fit right in with what the doctor ordered. He drinks without a whimper; his more-than-a-quart of milk daily. He loves fruit and his breakfast consists entirely of fruits and a pint of milk. He eats cherries every morning.

Chicken is his favorite meat, and if he could plan his menu every day, he would have a chicken dinner with mashed potatoes and asparagus, positively swimming in butter, topped with strawberry shortcake. But simple puddings for dessert are always welcome—such things as tapioca, custard, bread pudding and rice pudding, all of which carry an extra quota of milk and eggs to take care that those extra inches added to his height are sturdy ones.

Freddie loathes spinach, but as there are other greens with just as many precious elements, no one forces him to go against his prejudice—and sometimes a child does know what's good for him. Escarole, kail and even the decorative parsley have even higher values than spinach and turnip tops, watercress, beet and dandelion greens, and Swiss chard are just as good. If it so happens that your child does like spinach, but would like more variety in the serving of it, why not try spinach soup, Italian style? Or serve him any of the following nourishing dishes.

Italian Spinach Soup

Wash spinach very carefully in several waters to remove grit, preparing about 1 1/2 lbs. for four people. Put in large soup pan with tight cover and add two cups of water, and salt. Cook over slow fire until spinach is tender then add one can of chicken bouillon or two cups of plain chicken stock, unthickened. Serve in soup plates with a mound of spinach in each, with the soup poured over it. Sprinkle with grated cheese and serve very hot.

Spinach Puff

1 tablespoon butter 1/2 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup evaporated milk
Pepper
2 stiffly beaten egg whites 2 cups cooked spinach
2 well beaten egg yolks

Melt butter in saucepan with seasonings and evaporated milk. Then add the spinach and egg yolks. Fold in the whites. Turn into greased baking pan and bake in moderate oven for 30 minutes or until firm.

Creamed Codfish

In a frying pan put two tablespoons of butter over slow fire. Stir in one tablespoon flour as butter melts. Add one cup milk, stirring constantly until it comes to a good boil. Add shredded codfish and let cook for two or three minutes. Serve on buttered toast, with baked potato and new peas. If salt codfish is used, it must be freshened by soaking overnight.

Baked Eggs and Tomato

Cut stem end from small tomato. Scoop out pulp. Break in an egg. Season with butter, salt and pepper. Cover with bread crumbs and bake until tomato is well-cooked.

A bit of goodness packed with calories. Dates, stuffed with peanut butter on pineapple and lettuce.

Send ten cents to Home Service Dept., New Movie, Tower Magazines, 55 Fifth Avenue, for our circular "Food Children Like to Eat."
SUNDAY MEATS

May Robson comes of age with vim and vigor enough for a showman half her years. She says good, simple food and not too much of it can do a lot for her contemporaries

By AMY VANDERBILT

That sprightly and talented lady, M-G-M's May Robson, has a health formula for young women of seventy. One reaches her age, she thinks, by remembering that the adult, as well as the child, needs rest, exercise, and a well-balanced diet to build and maintain strong bone and muscle and to have ready energy always on tap. Like all successful showmen, Miss Robson must keep healthy and you will find her taking a daily active interest in kitchen affairs. For example, she knows the value of the vitamin-rich vegetable waters and the role they can play in the concocting of nourishing soup, of which she is very fond, and all such juices are carefully saved for the soup pot.

Sunday dinner in these United States is quite an institution and the average family's favorite Sunday standby is roast beef. Miss Robson serves, with it, Yorkshire Pudding, the famous English accomplishment to prime roast, and although it may not be familiar to you, she warns that you'd better make enough, once you introduce it to your household.

Roast Beef With Yorkshire Pudding

Schedule the roasting of the beef so that it will be done about 35 minutes before you plan to serve it. When it is ready, plate it in the warming oven on its platter. In the meantime the following pudding has been prepared:

2 cups milk
2 teaspoons baking powder
2 cups flour

Sift dry ingredients, add milk, then yolks and whites. Mix to a creamy consistency. Pour into two round biscuit pans some of the drippings from the roasting pan and fill each pan with the pudding and place them in a hot oven until dinner is ready to serve, in about 35 minutes.

Spiced bananas, a quickly made garnish, dress up cold cuts for a Sunday night supper. RIGHT, Miss Robson sees the roast before salting, to retain the juices. "Diets should be planned to include all of the varied nourishment necessary to health," she says.

Chicken Cream Fricassee

1 medium sized chicken
1 1/2 cups evaporated milk, diluted with 1 cup water
3 stalks celery (minced)

Paprika

Have chicken cut into servings. Dredge each piece in well seasoned bread crumbs. Then dip each piece in undiluted evaporated milk and drop into frying pan until golden brown. Add diluted evaporated milk and other ingredients and bake slowly until chicken is tender.

Stuffed Leg of Mutton

Leg of mutton
2 large onions
Salt
Pepper

Wash the meat and dry with a clean cloth. Boil two large onions until tender, then chop fine and add bread crumbs and sage to taste and salt and pepper. Slit the sinewy part of the leg, insert stuffing and roast 12 minutes to the pound in a hot oven, with a little water in the pan. Salt only after it has begun to roast well. Baste from time to time with its own juices. If it begins to brown before the cooking period is over, cover with parchment paper. About 15 minutes before it is done, dredge with flour and baste with butter. Skim the gravy, add tablespoonful tomato paste, or to taste, thicken slightly with flour. Serve with spiced peaches or a tart preserve or jelly.

Stuffed Egg Plant

Cut egg plant in two, stemwise. Scrape out inside and place in saucepan with 3/4 cup cooked tomatoes, well drained, 2 tablespoons minced ham and boil until tender. Chicken can be substituted for the ham, if you wish. Drain off the liquid and add 1 tablespoon of butter, 3 tablespoons of bread crumbs, half a small onion, minced, salt and pepper. Stuff each half with this filling. Add a dab of butter and bake in baking dish 15 minutes.

Baked Sliced Ham and Apples

2 large thin slices raw ham
2 tsp. vinegar

8 to 12 inch thick
1 cup dry mustard
3/4 cup brown sugar
Butter

Remove bone from ham. Mix together mustard and vinegar. Spread the mixture thinly on the ham. Slice apple very thin and spread 2 layers of the thin slices on ham. Sprinkle well with brown sugar. Now roll the ham the long way, starting from the fat side and rolling the fat side in to the center. Fold together with metal butcher skewer. Place in baking pan and put a few dabs of butter on each ham roll. Bake in a moderate oven for 25 minutes. Baste two or three times while baking. Serves four.

Spiced Bananas

With either assorted cold cuts or hot meats spiced bananas form an unusual garnish.

3/4 cup vinegar
3/4 cup sugar

1 small stick cinnamon
3 bananas
8 whole cloves

Boil vinegar, sugar, cloves and cinnamon until sugar is dissolved and bubbles begin to look thick. Peel bananas, halve them crosswise, if you wish, and drop into the hot syrup and boil hard for 2 minutes. Remove from fire and cool.

Send ten cents to New Movie Home Service Department, Tower Magazines for our circular, "Meat at Any Price"—58 recipes.
Sniffles!

"I'm sorry, but Anne is in bed. She has the sniffles and I can't let her go to school or play with anybody until she is well again."

WISE mother. She knows that sniffles may be the forerunner of any one of several infectious diseases and she helps to protect other people's children while she protects her own.

A mild case of sniffles may seem so unimportant at first that little or no attention is paid to it, but it may be the warning symptom of a threatened attack of measles, whooping cough, scarlet fever, diphtheria or influenza. These diseases, combined, cause about one in every five deaths of children between the ages of one and nine.

The child who is "coming down" with one of these diseases is likely to spread the germs in class at school or to give them to other children at play.

An attack of measles may be a simple affair, soon over; but sometimes it causes serious complications —injured eyesight, deafness. Whooping cough may so reduce resistance that the child is more susceptible to pneumonia or tuberculosis. Scarlet fever frequently affects the kidneys and ears. All of these diseases—including diphtheria—may affect the heart and leave it permanently weakened.

If your boy or girl seems well one day and develops a case of sniffles the next, the child should be kept at home under close observation and should not be permitted to play out-of-doors or with other children. If there is no improvement within twenty-four hours and the child is feverish, send for the doctor.

Any or all of the following booklets will be mailed free on request: "Measles," "Whooping Cough," "Scarlet Fever," "Diphtheria," "Colds, Influenza, Pneumonia." Address Booklet Department 935-B.
ROBALLY the outstanding musical moment of the movie, which you'll see
soon if you haven't already seen it in your town, is "Top Hat," with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. As we told you last month, any number of the songs in it are written by that grand old man of song hits, Irving Ber-
lin.

"Broadway Melody of 1936" is also nearing completion and should soon be released by M-G-M. The vocal Cleo Brown and
Arthur Freed, famous for their "Pagan Love Song," provide the songs. The titles are "You Are My Lucky Star," "I've Got a Feelin' You're Falling," "Broadway Rhythm" and "On a Sunday Afternoon." Paramount is rushing out "The Big Broadcast of 1935." The production
includes such stars as Bing Crosby, Ray Noble and numerous other li-
terary. The outstanding song of the produ-
tion, however, goes to Mr. Crosby. The title is "I Wished on the Moon" and promises to be an outstanding hit.

Those of us who were so captivated by the glorious singing of Grace Moore in "One Night of Love" can hardly wait to hear the star in her newest picture, "Love Me Forever." Gus Kahn, who wrote the delightful waltz, "One Night of Love," has written the title song, "Love Me Forever," also a waltz, and we believe he has done equally well this time.

The best selection of the month is, in our opinion, Bing Crosby's recording of "I Wished on the Moon" from "The Big Broadcast of 1935." The selection is
given first place because of the beauty of its melody, its appealing lyric, and Bing's grand vocal interpretation.

"TOP HAT," from the picture of the same name, is played by Ray Noble and his orchestra. The selection is a typical show tune and is very danceable. Noble employs one of those clever, modern dance arrangements with which he has captured the ears of American dancers. Though this young English maestro has been with us but a few months, he has already won for himself a high place in the esteem of American music lovers. His band is superb in the rendition of this number and Al Bowlly
handles the vocal with ease.

The reverse side carries "Piccolino," another characteristic show tune by Ray Noble's hands. The melody is played in a quick tempo with amazing harmonic effects in both the brass and sax sec-
tions. Three fiddles also lend themselves admirably to a fine recording by a big band. Al Bowlly sings another vocal re-
frain and splendidly too. (Victor)

C HEER TO CHEER" from "Top Hat" is a melodic little tune well suited to the smooth style of Eddie

Duchin's orchestra. We refer of course to the style of Eddie's Central Park
Casino band . . . The Duchin band on the radio commercial program is aug-
mented, and, as you may have noticed, plays more on the show style. On this recording a lone trumpet is heard in a pleasing interlude and, as always, Ed-
die's piano playing stands out as the best individual performance on the rec-
ord. Shep's vocal refrain is up to his usual standard.

The opposite side presents "Isn't It a Lovely Day?" from "Top Hat" and also played by the Duchin band. This is a rhythmic tune in medium dance tempo and Duchin gives it a bouncing dance rhythm which we feel sure will appeal to the feet as well as to the ears. The sax section turns in a smooth job as does Lee Sherwood in the vocal inter-
polation. (Victor)

BROADWAY RHYTHM" from "Broadway Melody of 1936" is played by the Himber and his or-
chestra. As the name implies this one is a rhythmic dance tune. A unique
harp introduction launches the Himber band into a lilting but simple arrange-
ment with reverence for melody. A section of four fiddles furnishes a brilliant string interlude as does a sub-tone clar-
inet, Stewart Allen sings the chorus.

The other side brings us "On a Sun-
day Afternoon" from the same picture, and is played by the same orchestra. This tune is a melodic fox trot, better suited to the Himber style, which does not
embody intricate arrangements but which emphasizes melody and superb
onal quality in the instrumentation. The string section, one of the best, does a grand job on the record. Stewart Al-
len sings a pleasing vocal. (Victor)

T HE ROSE IN HER HAIR" from "Broadway Gonodlers" is played by Ted Fiorito and his orchestra, who, in-
cidentally, appear in the picture. This is an amusing little song in a waltz and promises to be a big hit. If the opening strains sound familiar to you, we refer you to the middle strains of "The Continental." The Fiorito band gets a lot of color into the arrangement and give it a Spanish accent. The vocal changes are sung by Muzzy Marcellino and the Departantes, a female vocal trio.

The reverse side brings us "Outside of You" from the same picture and played by the same band, a selection in medium tem-
po in which the Fiorito band gets plenty out of a simple dance arrange-
ment. A muted brass interlude is heard with complete satisfaction, as is a siz-
zrine clarinet, Muzzy Marcellino sings a vocal refrain, this time without the aid of the Debs. (Brunswick)

At the left are Nancy Carroll and George Murphy as they appear in "After the Dance," and below we show you Shirley Temple's latest and a very instructive, from her picture "Curly Top."

W ELL, pals . . . the Wailing Wall is straight down the hall and the sec-
ond door to the left!

Tullio Carminati, your current heart throb, has gone to London to make a play there. Furthermore, while there, the
dashing gent may make a picture for Gaumont-British in response to an offer made him just before he left there last year.

Being continental (beautiful music . . .
.to dea dal!) it is as natural for him to pick up his cane as his hat upon leaving the house. But realizing our American越过 so does Tullio. Tullio satisfies him-
self by parking it up on his way out, but leaving it in the car when he gets where he's going.

Is everybody happy?

RONALD SUDROW, eleven years old, of Buffalo, has organized a baseball
team and calls it the "Moe West Nine."

"And," writes Ronald, "with curves like
that, we never lose a game!"

These kids have got us stopped without even trying!

F O R the "tired" feeling.

Lynne Overman reports that he's just about all rested up after spending three days on his back, "dying" for a scene in "Men Without Names."

GETTING tired of hearing some one
of our male stars boasting about their
pictures in the kitchen, Stu Erwin
decided to take a crack at it himself and
show the braggers up.

Mixing it with a special veal paprika, Stu was doing night well until something went haywire and filed the house with so much smoke that the regular cook was left to tie and threatened to walk out, then and there, unless she got Stu's sworn promise to stay out of the kitchen in the future.

T HE stars have complexes, even as
you and I.

For instance, Jean Crawford makes her own bed so as to be darn sure the covers don't come out at the foot!

Clark Gable changes the oil in his car, because he once burned out a bearing by trusting the word of another.

Jean Harlow does her own fingernails, because she has pretty to have anybody
work on her hands!

Bob Montgomery likes fooling around with figures so well that he keeps all his own accounts. "And if I want to gyp my
self," he says, "it's okay with the police department!"

No matter how busy she is, Maureen O'Sullivan always plans her own menus and makes out the grocery list, even if she has to do it on the set between scenes.

And there hasn't been an electrician in Otto Kruger's house for years, simply be-
cause, next to acting, there's nothing he'd rather do than fool around with electrical devices.

E VER hear of "harritics"? Well, that's
what Claudette Colbert came down
with. But before you start to worry, we'd better tell you it's just an inflamm-
atic. She's taken the right arm from playing too much tennis.

D RIVING into our favorite Pig stand, who should pull in alongside of us
but Nils Asther, and goodness knows, we haven't seen him in a columnist's age!!

You'll be seeing him right soon now, though, because he's reporting to Univer-
sal for a part in "Storm Over the Andes," just as soon as the script's ready.

Gossip of
Hollywood
“Are Blackheads due to Faulty Cleansing?”

YOUNG WOMEN ARE ENDLESSLY TROUBLED BY BLACKHEADS. THEY FREQUENTLY WRITE: “ARE BLACKHEADS JUST DIRT? IF SO, WHY ARE THEY SO STUBBORN? WHAT CAN I DO TO GET RID OF THEM?”

Here is an answer that sets these questions at rest. It provides an intelligent understanding of the real nature of this common difficulty, and the approved method of combating it.

BLACKHEADS are not “just dirt”—that is, dirt from the outside.

Did you ever press a blackhead out? Behind that black speck on the surface came a little plug of cheesy matter. That cheesy matter consisted of thickened secretions from the oil glands inside your skin. It choked and clogged the pore opening just like a tiny cork. Till finally outside dirt lodged in—You had a blackhead! Proper cleansing will remove that blackhead. Cleansing and stimulating will prevent new blackheads.

Have you ever tried the Pond’s way of dealing with blackheads?

With clean finger tips, spread Pond’s Cold Cream liberally over your face—pat it in briskly till it has made your skin warm and supple. Pond’s sinks deep into the pores and softens the thickened accumulations in them. Wipe the cream and loosened dirt off. Then, with a clean cloth, gently press the blackhead out.

That is all! Do not force it. Do not break the skin. Do not use your bare fingers. A stubborn blackhead is better left alone. Or it may yield after hot cloths have been applied to the face, to relax the pores further. You can close the pores, after this, by bathing the face with cold water, or rubbing it with ice.

Now this rousing Pond’s treatment does more than clear the pores. It invigorates the underskin! Stirs the circulation. Wakes up the faulty oil glands. Brings back snap to weakening fibres. As the underskin functions actively again, further clogging of the pores is avoided. Your skin keeps clear, fresh, transparent.

These Common Skin Faults all begin in your Under Skin

Not only blackheads, but practically all the common skin faults have their start in the underskin.

Blemishes, enlarged pores, even lines and sagging tissues—you can ward them all off with the steady use of Pond’s Cold Cream.

EVERY NIGHT, give your skin this pore-deep cleansing and underskin stimulation. It flushes out the pores every speck of dirt and make-up, as well as waste matter from within given off through the skin.

IN THE MORNING and the daytime before making up, freshen and invigorate your skin again with a deep-skin Pond’s treatment. It leaves your skin satiny so it takes your make-up evenly, holds your powder smooth and long.

Just send for the special tube offered below, containing enough Pond’s Cold Cream for nine treatments. See your skin grow clearer, fresher, smoother—free from lines and blemishes.

Pond’s is absolutely pure. Germs cannot live in it.

Mail this Coupon—for Generous Package!
POND’S, Dept. 37, Clarksport, Conn.
I enclose 50c (to cover postage and packing) for special value of Pond’s Cold Cream, enough for 2 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond’s Creams and 5 different shades of Pond’s Face Powder.

Name ____________________________

Street __________________________

City ____________________________

Copyright, 1925, Pond’s Extract Company
Beautiful Eyes
ARE YOURS FOR THE ASKING WHEN YOU ASK FOR

Maybelline
says DOROTHY HAMILTON
Noted Beauty Authority of Hollywood

NOTICE your favorite screen actress, and see how she depends on well-groomed brows, softly shaded eyelids, and long, dark, hairless lashes to give her eyes that necessary beauty and expression. More than any other feature, her eyes express her. More than any other feature, your eyes express you. You cannot be really charming unless your eyes are really attractive... and it is so easy to make them so, instantly, with the pure and harmless Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.

After powdering, blend a soft, colorful shadow on your eyelids with Maybelline Eye Shadow, and see how the color and sparkle of your eyes are instantly intensified. Now form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Then apply a few sample brush strokes of Maybelline mascara to your lashes, to make them appear naturally long, dark, and luminant, and behold how your eyes express a new, more beautiful YOU!

Keep your lashes soft and silky by applying the pure Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream nightly, and be sure to brush and train your brows with the dainty, specially designed Maybelline Eyebrow Brush. All Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may be had in introductory sizes at any leading life store. To be assured of highest quality and absolute harmlessness, accept only genuine Maybelline preparations.

All Maybelline Preparations have the approval of

The picture above embodies a cute idea. Universal is making a comedy with the following plot: Sterling Holloway is running a broken-down old hotel that is deep in the red ink. He gets the bright idea—he isn’t any too bright—that he can put said hostelry back on its feet by filling it with movie stars. He hires an agent to get the stars for him but, to the agent’s incredulous dismay, the most he can pay such people as Greta Garbo and Wallace Beery and Cary Grant is thirty-five dollars a week. So, to get even, the agent hires all of the stars’ stand-ins instead of the stars themselves. They do a good job of it, too!

All of which, of course, gives Universal a chance to show you a bunch of Hollywood youngsters who can do impersonations of the stars. We show you some of them above, and we hope you’ll like the comedy. It’s called “Double Crossed.”

It’s really amazing that the young movie aspirants and junior stars of Hollywood, who are being groomed by the studios, don’t lose their minds. Or maybe they have. If you’ve trained for ten years and developed your talents along the musical line—singing and dancing—you are bound to be kept out of musical pictures. Patricia Ellis is a perfect example of that. But the prize quirk of the year happened to twenty-year-old Mary Blackwood (not to be confused with Mary Blackford, the little girl crippled ten months ago in an automobile crash). Miss Blackwood is a lovely Southern belle who came visiting Hollywood with her mother a year and a half ago. One of the studio executives at Fox saw her at a restaurant and sent her a note to come to the studio. The same routine—but this time they had found a sensational beauty—if she could really act Fox was set.

Mary was all prepared to sign a contract starting at $50.00 a week when they discovered, after making several tests, that her speech contained too much of a Southern drawl. It was really lovely and all that—but anyone other than a comedienne with a Southern accent can only be cast in Southern roles, so Mary was immediately put under the company’s dramatic coach, Miss Barclay, and told to lose that accent. Of course they could only pay her $5.00 a week during the preparation period. So for one year and a half Mary Blackwood appeared in playlets on the lot, she practiced all the time, and when she was cast in a featured part she had changed her voice and her look to become a genuine Southern belle.

By HENRY WILLSON

Junior Hollywood

Even Hollywood mothers say: "What won’t those youngsters think up next?" And it’s no wonder!

Patsy Doyle as Katharine Hepburn, John Gaston as John Gilbert, Ela Love as Connie Bennett, Sterling Holloway as Stanley Holloway (at), Mary Duss as Joan Harlow, Rita Hay as Dolors del Rio, Martha Wentworth as Max West and John Al- bies as John Barrymore.
Of course, you want romance—dates by the dozen—an adoring husband through the years. Lux helps to make all this come true! Lux is made to keep you attractively dressed at little cost—to keep colors like new. Avoid ordinary soaps with harmful alkali and cake-soap rubbing. They're apt to fade colors, shrink woolens, mar the adorable freshness of cottons and linens, wear out things far too soon. But Lux, you remember, is safe for everything safe in water alone!

Connie (above) is pleased with her green peasant linen—color-fresh, like new, thanks to last night's Luxing. "Looks like a million," thinks Jerry, the new man at the office. Connie knows how to keep her pet frocks gloriously colorful—always ready for a big moment. That out-of-the-obox look brings down the strongest men! Moral: Stick to Lux!

At parties, Sally (below) is always the center of things. Her lovely yellow organdie, fresh from its Lux bath, panics the boys. "The sweetest femme on the floor," they agree. Never would Sally trust dainty washables to ordinary harsh soaps or cake-soap rubbing. "Mercy no! Lux is a girl's best friend!"

"That dress is a knockout!" compliments Ralph (below), married five years. Stepping out with his wife always gives him a kick. "You darling," purrs Fran, delightedly. "I do adore this blue printed silk even if it is made over. It's silly to let things get faded and dowdy when you can keep colors looking gorgeously new with Lux."

Mary Jean (below) knows that Lux helps any girl's game. Ted and Tim are beaten before they start by a swanky pink shantung. Lux keeps Mary Jean's cottons and summer silks fresh and gay, her sweaters soft as down.

---
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A NEW KING on the smoke throne

He's put there by a nation of grateful citizens who find KODLS give them royal relief from hot, parched throats. KODLS are mildly mentholated; light one, your throat enjoys a refreshing coolness, your tongue relishes the fine tobacco blend. They're cork-tipped—better for lips. And each pack carries a B & W coupon; save 'em for swell premiums. (Offer good U.S.A. only; write for FREE illustrated premium booklet.) Hot weather? Dog days? Give your throat a KODL vacation!

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

S
O Richard Dix's new wife presented him with twins! And Dix is tickled over the wire he received from Bing Crosby, who beat him by a good year.

The wire read: "Dear Rich: Whenever a guy does something different in Hollywood, somebody else always jumps in and tries to follow suit! Anyhow, congratulations no end and I mean there's plenty of room for both of us! The twins is a bit superstitious we bet this is his last marital venture. With wife No. 1 presenting him with one child and wife No. 2 presenting him with twins, well, where's the man (outside of Mister Dione) who'd take a third chance?

Incidentally, Lyle will have to look to his lady-catching laurels, since Cary Grant's been back in pictures and are crowding around "tall-dark'n-hand-some" with that certain look they used to wear for Lyle just south of the eyebrows.

When Lulu, Sandra Rambouil seemed to have the inside, then Lillian Bond crowded her over and shot into first place. But now Betty Furness seems to have the beat of it.

A ND methinks it's sort of a nice coincidence that the "Glitter" company, starring Joan Crawford, should have picked the same time and location to start shooting, which should make it a dandy holiday for Joan and Tone. Don't you think so?

L AUGHTON, who has a regular "Cap-tain-lates-the-sea" complex and hangs around the old boat every minute of the time we told us is in connection with the picture.

It seems that the studio hired a bunch of lads who were more or less handy at climbing rigging and stuff, and, so they'd look authentic, paid them salaries for the weeks in advance while they were getting turned up.

When the picture started and they needed men who could really run a ship, they sent out an SOS for oldtimers. And when the McCoskeys arrived and stood beside the sunburnt rig-lichts and were so lively that Director Frank Lloyd went into hysteries just looking them over!

For your sakes we hung around the Motion Picture Hall of Fame at the San Diego Exposition a few days ago, while we were really trying to straddle a purple-eyed horse on the merry-go-round and grab ourself a few brass rings.

First of all, when Francis Lederer and Mary Anita Loos arrived, the bouncing Czech was so bewildered by the milling crowd that he faintly phoned the Motion Picture Building for directions on how to get there.

The extremely courteous gateman suggested that an escort would be the thing and K for Lederer and his girl friend arrived safely at the building did they discover that the man who had towed them over was a Pinkerstein whiz.

On the opening day Thelma Todd and her mama slipped into the crowd in front of an exhibit where a seven-foot spider was telling one and all what could be seen inside where pictures were being made.

Two women in front of Thelma were betting, pro and con, that the guy was (or was not) standing on stilts.

Finally, to settle the argument, one of the curious gals sneaked up and pinched the fellow good and proper on the ankle. P.S. There were no slivers in the lady's hand when she reached back to collect her bets.

After posing for dozens of pictures Anita Louise got tired of it all and ducked out of sight. And the next time we caught up with her she was at a hot dog stand, eating eucatized puppies with none other than Maxie Rosenbloom, light heavyweight champion of the world.

Is Tom Brown in the crowd?

L EAVING the Hall of Fame, Binnie Barnes and Edward Arnold, fresh from finishing "Diamond Jim," decided to go for a spin in one of the hand-pushed wheel chairs.

Seeing them climb in Maxie (hot dog and all) dashed over to offer his services as pilot.

Occupied with a bit of dippin' mustard he accidentally ran his passengers into another chair containing two ladies who were dumped out with very little ceremony.

But instead of getting mad, one of them looked up, saw what he was and gasped: "Mammy! I have an autograph, Miss Barnes!"

Well, Binnie and Arnold were so pleased that they brushed both of 'em off, took them over to the Motion Picture Building and personally escorted them through.

L EEE TRACY is one of the best eggs in the business.

Stepping out on the stage where movies were being made for the benefit of the public he not only played one role, but did his job so fast and furious that the audience, as well as Robert Young, Ralph Morgan and Bela Lugosi (also members of the cast) howled with laughter.

It was funny enough to be worthy of any studio production.

So that for the Hall of Fame! And if we can find another free afternoon soon, we'll pop over again and bring you some more about the hilarious doings.

Y OU short-wave radio fiends ought to catch up with Buck Jones, who is an inveterate addict of the P. S. 21, P. Q. 69—maybe it's just plain old V-8.

Anyway Buck has a radio in every room in the house, and the other night when he couldn't sleep, he started working his short-wave set. Well, at four A. M., what did he get but the Soviet Union City of Khabarosh in Russia!

If you'd like to know, it was Station R. V. 15-3 and they announced in six languages, one being English.

A T THE opening of "Amaco"—an indictment against the machine age, that ran in the Pasadena Playhouse and starred Orson Stevens, we sat next to Jetta Goudal, Grand Passion of our dear, dead Youth.

So enchantingly charming was she that we could scarcely believe she comes from her, and if Orson's performance hadn't been so indenibly powerful, we might never have known what the play was about.

Back stage after the last curtain we wriggled through the mob to congratulate Stevens, but what we'd like to know is—what was the striking young blonde who hurled herself into his arms and kissed him soundly, getting plenty of cooperation, too, we might add. In fact, we will add!

All we can tell you is that when they pulled out of the clinic and she turned away, Orson gazed after her, tenderly, and called: "See you later, Katherine!"

Katherine, now—m-m-m—let's see—

G ENE RAYMOND has been having lots of fun on his personal appearances. And damn sure tasteful! So much so, that when a little stenogra- pher turned loose a possible inhibition and announced a featured world, includ- ing Gene, that she was engaged and soon to be married to the blond star, Gene merely asked the reporters: "Who is he?"

A T the opening of that popular play, "Three Men on a Horse," movie fans crowded around the lobby as usual, haul- ing their favorites with the customary fan- fare, and for the most part, enjoying smil- ing, a little more distributed from the stars so favored.

Later than necessary a long, shiny car drew up before the theater and Gloria Steinem stepped out, escorted by the ever-present Herbert Marshall.

Inasmuch as it's been a long time since our ex-Sennett bathing beauty has ap- peared pictorially before the public, we sort of felt that the real of applause that went up was a pretty sweet gesture.

However, without looking to right or left, nor smiling even two cents worth, Ms. Steinem gathered her luxurious wrap around her swell figure (maybe we're over-doing this) and swept majes- tically into the theater!

Edie Harder, who is suddenly darn nice, stalked along after his lady without being- stowing one teeny weeny boy on any- body!

But don't jump to conclusions, kiddies. Maybe it was a private flight and just none of our business.

B UT let's forget it and have ourselves a laugh over W. C. Field's favorite parlor story.

It seems as how there was a famous Japanese ambassador who was being pressed with a dinner at an ultra-swanky hotel in New York.

With the soup course a guest sitting on the ambassador's left (who had ar- rived too late to do anything but slide into his seat and try to look as though he knew what it was all about) deter- mined to do the right thing and be sociable.

Leaning over he said friendly-like: "You like soup-ce?" To which the guest of honor smiled happily and nod- ded agreeably.

After the dinner Mister Ambassador was called upon to make a speech, and getting to his feet, he delivered an or- ation that was so grammatically perfect that the assembly applauded long and loud.

Resenting himself, the Jap leaned to- ward the next table and said: "You like soup-ce?" he murmured angrily.

And Fields almost gurgles himself into a spasm every time he tells it!

W HILE we're at Paramount a few more laughs won't do us any harm. You know Graacie Allen? Well, it doesn't make a "Dif of bitterness," says Graacie, but after a whole day on the "Big Broadcast" set, George Burns went (Please turn to page 63)
The snapshots you'll want
Tomorrow you must take Today

- What can bring back the mood and meaning of a precious hour—like snapshots? First aid to romance—how well they tell "the old, old story." Don't take chances with these pictures that mean so much—your camera is more capable, surer in performance, when loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film. You get people's real expressions, their naturalness. Your snaps turn out. Always use Verichrome ...

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
FIGURING IT OUT WITH SYLVIA

Don't be a slave to a starvation diet but learn a few simple rules for shedding your excess weight

By MARION HAMMON

I DON'T diet and I loathe exercising," confided Sylvia Sidney across the luncheon table.

It was one of those cold, raw summer days in New York when the rain beat a gloomy tattoo on the windows of the famous "Twenty-One," popular restaurant and meeting place of celebrities.

She was wearing a perfectly tailored brown suit (the kind of suit that emphasizes the lines of a good figure), a sailor hat slightly tilted, and a beautiful sable scarf about her shoulders.

"But," I protested, "I wanted to get a story from you about how you keep your lovely figure . . . you know the sort of thing . . . a new diet, perhaps, or a detailed account of the kind of special exercises you go through morning and night."

She leaned back in her chair and laughed, and when Sylvia laughs, her eyes crinkle so mischievously that the whole effect is irresistibly contagious.

"Sorry, but I don't go in for daily dozen or trick diets. So let's order," she said as the waiter stood patiently and I mentally debated between lobster Newburg and creamed chicken.

Vegetable soup, spinach and stewed tomatoes. Melba toast, and coffee was Miss Sidney's order, which shamed me into hastily ordering the same.

"You see, it so happens that I have sensible food tastes," she explained. "Even as a child I ate spinach without fuss or nonsense. I still do . . . and like it, what's more, so perhaps that explains why I don't worry much about taking on weight. As to sports, I simply adore swimming—not as exercise particularly, but because it's good fun."

Lucky little Sylvia! She's five feet two and weighs only one hundred and four pounds. No problem of weight-control there. But how many of you petite girls find yourselves on the plump side? Remember that a few extra pounds over your normal weight will make your figure look dumpy. Make up your mind today to shed those pounds, not by going on a starvation diet which is dangerous, but by eating the right kinds of food. If you haven't a natural instinct for choosing the kind of foods that are good and wholesome and non-fattening, cultivate it. You don't have to know much about calories and vitamins to remember the following rules if you would lose excess weight and keep your figure.

1. First and foremost, eat less. Most of us eat far more than we require.

2. Cut down on rich foods, highly seasoned gravies, potatoes, concentrated desserts, bread and butter, sugar and cream.

3. Avoid fat meats and fish.

4. Eat plenty of fresh vegetables, green salads, and fruits (both fresh and stewed). These foods provide bulk without unduly increasing the calories.

5. Drink plenty of water. At least eight glasses a day, and fruit juices.

Citrus fruit juices are effective in a reducing diet not only because they offset acidity but because they are so high in vitamin content.

Begin your weight-losing program with a one-day liquid diet to tone and cleanse your system.

Start in the morning with a very large glass of orange juice. Then a cup of black coffee (or tea) for breakfast. In the middle of the morning, have a glass of ice cream or orange juice . . . orange juice, grapefruit juice, or unsweetened pineapple juice. A tablespoonful of milk of magnesia should be taken before going to bed to insure proper elimination. Elimination through the pores of the skin should be induced by a warm bath at night and a brisk shower in the morning.

The one-day liquid diet literally "shakes" your stomach and lessens your appetite. You will find that your system will be content with far less quantities than it has accustomed to. Now you are ready to go back to your three meals per day, but keep the above rules well in mind. Try, for example, a breakfast of stewed fruit, whole wheat toast with a pat of butter and black coffee. For luncheon, a bowl of crisp green salad, tea with lemon, and a gelatin dessert. For dinner, have a cup of clear soup, lean meat with liberal helpings of vegetables, salad and stewed fruit.

You'll find a menu of this kind is appetizing and satisfying and it won't be long before you'll attack a portion of spinach with as much gusto as you used to feel for Boston cream pie. Take your exercise in "sugar" doses, too. And if you refuse to bound out of bed mornings and go through your daily dozen, you can walk some of the way to office or give Junior an extra ride around the park in his carriage.

So don't be a slave to a diet, but just remember to choose those foods that are good-for-you and thin-for-you. Then you, too, like Sylvia Sidney, need not be concerned about the problem of "keeping your figure." You'll eat what you like, like what you eat, and gain a slim little figure in the bargain!
A Woman’s Reputation Is Made . . .

with just such delicious recipes as these!

A DASH of imagination, a good measure of variety—and your gastronomic reputation is made! Something new, something different is the keynote to successful meal-planning. Each of the food circulars listed here contains scores of delicious recipes to add interest to your meals. Tell us, using the coupon below, which ones you want. Each set is 10c complete.

- 20 -
HIGHLIGHTS OF AMERICAN COOKERY . . . . . . 10c

- 21 -
FOOD FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES . . . . . . 10c
Nursery and kindergarten menus . . . diets for grammar school age . . . food for high school children . . . school box lunches . . . breakfast menus . . . dinner menus . . . lunch and supper menus . . . favorite dishes of Hollywood school children.

- 22 -
MORE FLAVOR WITH CHEESE . . . . . . 10c
Cheese appetizers and soups . . . cheese you should know . . . main dishes . . . for lunch and supper . . . sandwiches . . . salads . . . cheese. desserts and foreign cheese dishes.

- 25 -
ENTERTAINING—FORMAL AND INFORMAL . . . . 10c
Chart for formal table setting . . . chart for informal table setting . . . company luncheons and dinners . . . afternoon refreshments . . . late evening refreshments . . . Sunday breakfasts . . . family luncheons and dinners.

- 26 -
FOOD FOR SMALL TOTS . . . . . . 10c
Milk in the diet of babies and young children . . . vegetables and how to serve them . . . fruit in baby’s diet . . . fruit juices and cereals . . . meat and eggs.

- 27 -
INTERESTING BREADS . . . . . . 10c
Yeast breads . . . rolls and buns with yeast . . . breakfast breads . . . baking powder loaves . . . biscuits . . . griddle cakes and waffles . . . toast in many forms.

- 28 -
SOUPS FOR APPETITES . . . . . . 10c
Luncheon and dinner menus with soups . . . soup variations . . . cold soups and aspics . . . luncheon dishes made with soup . . . soup accompaniments . . . salads made with soup.

- 30 -
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF FRUIT . . . . . . 10c
Orange recipes . . . special uses for pineapple . . . bananas . . . apples and other core fruit . . . peaches and plums in interesting ways . . . best berry recipes . . . melons and grapes.

- 31 -
SPECIAL ICE BOX RECIPES . . . . . . 10c
Modern mousses and parfaits . . . ice creams and ices . . . chilled desserts . . . ice box cakes . . . frozen and chilled salads . . . chilled meats and vegetable dishes . . . beverages . . . refrigerator pasty and rolls.

- 32 -
SALADS—OVER AND OVER AGAIN . . . . . . 10c
Salad greens and dressings . . . simple salads . . . vegetable salads . . . meat and fish salads . . . cheese and egg salads . . . fruit salads . . . dessert salads.

- 34 -
BETTER BREAKFASTS . . . . . . 10c
Breakfast menus . . . how to prepare fruits for breakfast . . . fruit juices for breakfast . . . ways with cereals . . . muffins and small breakfast breads . . . eggs . . . more hearty breakfast dishes.

- A -
44 EASY ECONOMICAL DINNERS . . . . . . . . . 10c
The kind you’d always be proud to serve . . . yet they aren’t expensive. The trick? It’s the little surprise touch! Like Pear Salad with Ginger.

- B -
REDUcing THE RIGHT WAY . . . . . . 10c
Height and weight charts . . . calory chart . . . satisfying menus with low calory content . . . general exercise hints for reducing.

- 2 -
FOODS THAT MEN PREFER . . . . . . 10c
Breakfast breads . . . pies and pastries . . . puddings and simple desserts . . . cakes . . . meat and meat substitutes . . . vegetables . . . confections . . . menus.

- 3 -
MENUS FOR TWO . . . . . . . . . . . . 10c
Intriguing menus and recipes . . . food budget for two . . . how to order . . . utensils needed for two.

- 9 -
FOOD CHILDREN LIKE TO EAT . . . . . . . . . 10c
For breakfast . . . the school box lunch . . . party refreshments . . . low-cost lunch and dinner dishes . . . favorite candies and desserts.

- 13 -
FOOD IN THE FAMILY BUDGET . . . . . . . . . 10c
Helpful data on buying . . . what to spend for various foods . . . keeping food accounts . . . economical use of fruits and vegetables . . . making the most of meat . . . economical use of cereals . . . sugar, fats and oils.

- 14 -
BETTER MEALS WITH FISH . . . . . . . . . . . 10c
A resume of fish buying . . . recipes for cocktails and appetizers . . . fish soups . . . for the main course . . . salads . . . for breakfast . . . entrees and luncheon dishes . . . sauces and garnishes.

- 17 -
VEGETABLE COOKERY . . . . . . . . . . . . 10c
Spinach and other greens . . . ways with tomatoes . . . corn, peas and beans at their best . . . vegetable salads . . . economy with root vegetables . . . left-over vegetable dishes.
from Jellico. I'm afraid they were a bit old-fashioned, but I wanted to be really married, not just flaking my life between a career and a husband. I couldn't have hoped for the complete happiness we have while I was concentrating on voice development, operatic arias, opportunities to advance. Ah, no, it wouldn't have been possible; but now—

Grace paused.

It was obvious that she didn't want to change the subject. I begged her on by saying that I thought the "omeness" of marriage the most important factor. The sharing every thought. The intimacy which many modern married people consider fatal.

"Oh, you are so right!" Grace said.

"It's wonderful to feel that no matter where we are, or what's going on, we can shut the door of one room and have a world all our own.

I yessed her with fervor.

"And," she continued, "life is so wise, so clever; his judgment is perfect. Whatever he advises, I do without question—in my work, I mean."

She laughed, realizing, no doubt, I was not quite believing that the independent Grace had become just "the little wife" in every way.

"What I mean is, Elsie, you know how easy it is to be carried away by people around you who are always telling you that you are right, you seeing you about your make-up, your acting, your everything as long as you are successful. Well, he tells me the truth, and," she sighed happily, "I love it."

THERE, ladies and gentlemen, you have practically a verbatim recording that I shouldPGA, under glass and preserved. A woman who has climbed to what appears to be the highest peak of acceptance, this guy as she is looking down on the world at her feet and says, "Oh! Now I see that other peak up there, and with your help I know I can climb it!" Marvelous! Just in case you don't know who this miracle man is, his name is Valentia Perara. He is tall and dark and handsome. He is a writer, director, and star of Spanish pictures; and, as you may have gleaned, he is not "Grace Moore's husband," she is Valentina Perara's wife. In order to cling to that certain "crown," he has, in fact, has given up a splendid contract at Fox Studios to accompany Gorgeous Grace to England. The story is:

"Why, I wouldn't even get a thrill out of singing the command performance at Covent Garden if he was not with me!" Grace said. "Oh no! No separations for us."

"None of that 'You go your way, I'll go mine, and I'll meet you in the boudoir next Christmas,' " I added somewhat crudely.

"You said it!" the girl from Tennessee quipped without a trace of southern accent.

That night Grace was given a dinner by the Society of Arts and Sciences. They presented her with a gold medal. It is hers for having added another art to their list. For bringing opera to the screen and making it so easy to take that the most anti-classic fanatic didn't realize he was cheering what he thought he didn't like. Grace did not take that critical lightly. She was proud; so proud that she wore it hanging right in the middle of her slightly extended cleavage when she sailed the next day. She had her picture taken wearing it, and I'd be willing to bet that she is still old-fashioned enough to have copies sent to a lot of folks down in Jellico. Many people are successful; but a medal, no matter where you hang it, is still impressive, especially to an old home town.

I asked about her new picture, just completed.

"I think it is better than 'One Night of Love,' " she said. "I have learned things, I believe, which will help my performance. Of course it will never have that first acclaim that 'One Night of Love' had, but I have great hopes."

It is nice to think of anyone starting out to improve after being the sensation of the year. Maybe "he" had something to do with it, though I don't see how. They have found any flaws in her performance in her first picture, which incidentally was her third picture, but so few people remember the others that it's best to let sleeping dogs lie.

Grace, however, doesn't want to forget the other two. She likes to remember how she came out to Hollywood with a great fanfare of the Studio's Press Department. How everyone bowed and scraped before the great star of opera who was coming slumming in motion pictures. How she took the biggest house she could find. How the papers said that she was going to be the greatest star of them all when her first picture appeared. How she played sweet Jenny Lind in the film and never had a chance to show any of the great humor and pizzazz which is hers.

How it was not up to expectations, in fact, it was not up at all. Still, Grace had everything then that she has now. In the second picture, instead of trying to get a better vehicle for her to star in, they co-starred her with Lawrence Tibbett, who also left the film. It is a little later without having hit the Box Office Target. He will, next time, because sound is more perfected, photography is more under control, the public is ready for Operatic Cinema. Thanks to Grace Moore!

The reason she likes to retrospect about what should have been a crushing blow and have sent her away from Hollywood "panning" the entire system is because she didn't do that. She came back for more and the only person who realized what she wanted to do, was bound to do, and did do, was Harry Cohn of Columbia, giving 'em back alive Cohn." When other studios say a star is finished, he steps in. When he steps, he steps a footfall. Grace is almost as grateful to him as she is to Irving Berlin. In fact, for a raging success, she spends an awful lot of time being grateful. A lot to spend your time, really. At least you don't get crushed in the crowd.

business, true—so complicated that it took twenty years to learn it—and along about 1927 or 1928 we were just beginning to grasp the fundamental laws which applied to it. Then, overnight, the talkies came into existence and swept all our hard-bought knowledge away, with no small amount of destruction, thrusting us back into chaos to learn all over again. We had to stop just when we were learning.

But now a few of the new laws begin to emerge. For instance we know that the sound, the new element, was quite different from the basic root of the moving pictures as moving pictures. They are primarily for the eye. The eye is the quickest of our senses. The ear is much slower. We see before we hear, and what we see makes a much deeper impression on us than what comes to us through our ears. Doubtless you know the old Chinese proverb, "A picture is worth ten thousand words." It had a great deal of truth in it. If, instead of merely reading about murders and automobile accidents in our morning newspapers, we could look at the page and really see the events, just as they occurred, in all their blood and horror, our lives would never be the same from that morning on. If the newspapers found a voice and simply told us about them, on the other hand, it wouldn't affect us much more than it does at present. If sound were as powerfully affecting as sight—to give an example—we would all stay at home and listen to football games on the radio, in preference to attending the games and seeing them with our own eyes. But, when talkies first came in, we forgot all the fundamentals. The essence of the eye, directors planned for the ear and filled them with dialogue. Pictures became overbalanced, lopsided. They showed. Instead of being two-thirds sight and one-third sound, as I think they ought to be, they became half of each. I believe that color will restore pictures to the old, desirable balance of two for one.

Why? Because every object in the world, every house, every stone, every tree, has two visual elements, form and color. To see only one of the two is to half-see the object. If you see a photograph of a rose, uncolored, you see only the design. You accept it as a rose because you happen to know what it means in life, in actuality. But if, in real life, you saw a gray rose, you would be seeing a rose. A rose by any other name may smell as sweet, but a rose without its color is no rose at all. Color on the screen increases the visual aspect by accentuating it, doubling its power and bringing it home to us with its real-life force. Hence in my opinion the color picture is bound to change every essence of the motion picture, its visual quality, and belongs integrally to the screen. More than ever, now that we have a Department there to restore the balance I have mentioned.

What, after all, is picture-making? To direct a film is to tell a story, or express a character, by drawing a series of pictures of that story or character. Up until now the drawing has been done in charcoal. Now those silent men of the laboratories have said to us direct—

What Do You Think of Color?

(Continued from page 16)
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mood of scene, so we will not be able to photograph colors as they happen accidentally to appear in Nature. We are going to have to choose them with the utmost care, whether it is for harmony or for contrast; but we cannot use the colors we pleased, and the monotone color note of gray would blend the scenes and join them together. The trick color this will be changed. If our scene shows a bed of scarlet geraniums, and the next a lady's boudoir in pink and pale gray, the shock to your system would be like having a stick of dynamite go off in your lap. Where once we could intensify our actions with clever cutting, now we are going to have to do it with the colors.

To show what I mean, in the ballroom scene in "Becky Sharp," on the eve of Waterloo, the dancers were gay and carefree when news of Napoleon's approaching army came to them. The alarm spread and they went into a panic, with the women rushing to escape and the men hurrying out to their horses to join their troops. Now, if I had thrown the colors in the scene together, I would have had a jumble. I had to arrange my shots so that each had a dominant hue, running first to the weaker tints and later to the powerful ones. I took my groups in this order—dark blacks and blues and greens, then lighter greens, yellows, orange, purple, and finally scarlet. In life it would have been unreal for them so to select themselves, but on the screen the color logic is so undeniable that it is completely convincing.

COLOR speaks with its own voice and the directors must listen. The language of color should be used beautifully and correctly, it should tell the story even as effectively as the camera and dialogue are telling that story.

And how much there is to learn about color we do not even suspect, at this early date. For instance—any painter will tell you that the three primary colors are red, yellow, and blue. But making pictures, we work not with pigments, but with colored light—and the primary colors, working with light, are red, violet and green. Add to this the fact that each one of us is born with his own color sensation, that there is no such thing as the "standard" color sensation. To an extreme set of eyes, green is a drab color, and to another it is beautiful, to another, it is horridly aggressive, to another it is a soothing color. Red, for instance, tradition- ally stands for danger, for excitement, whereas a pale blue is cool and soft. Here is the use for color on the screen.

The play—the story—is the thing. Color can be good only when it serves the story. It must be selected to fit in with the emotional and psychological aspects of each scene of the film. If red is a color bound to excite your audience, then it will be foolish to use it in a sad scene. The audience must be in the director's mind every moment. That was the first problem I had to meet when I started work on "Becky Sharp." How was I to introduce my color to audiences unused to it and bound psychologically to be a little shocked by it? Should I thrust it on them, with a bang? That, definitely, I was sure was wrong. So, if you saw the picture, you will remember that it began with the palest of tints, only building up later, as the drama of the story itself climbed to the stronger, brighter colors.
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If You Would Be Popular

(Continued from page 15)

Remember never to take advantage of your femininity by being undependable, late for appointments. That is annoying rather than intriguing.

"Be a pal, a sincere friend, to men as well as women, and you'll never suffer from chronic dullness."

CAROLE LOMBARD doesn't qualify her advice when she says, "Concentrate on clothes!"

But she feels it requires elaboration.

"That sounds superficial and frivolous. I'm not advising you to become a clothes horse. There's absolutely nothing chiller than a woman who makes a fetish of clothes. A woman who is constantly clothes-conscious, who is absorbed in each new mad, and fancy, is an only slightly animated dummy. Mentally, as well as in appearance.

"Once you are dressed, once you have added the correct accessories, forget what you have on. It is most important at all times that you be appropriately gowned, well groomed, an attractive picture. But it isn't all necessary to follow every whim of fashion, to stint on other personal items so as to increase your clothes budget.

"Dowdiness isn't the effect of wearing last year's coat, or last season's styles. Dowdiness is neglect. Heels run out, crooked seams, the wrong lines, careless grooming. When I say concentrate on clothes, I mean just that. You don't need an expensive wardrobe, nor a single track mind, nor a special kind of face and form.

"Learn to dress not for the effect on your friends, but on you yourself. You don't have to dress for men or other women. I never knew a man yet who knew what I was wearing. He'll refer to it as 'that blue thing' or 'that something in white.' Just so you are pleasing to the eye and your clothes aren't extreme, men won't care what you wear. They do hate to have you appear conspicuous.

"The importance of clothes in relation to popularity is the effect your wearing apparel has on your personality. It has a very decided one. A bright colored dress when we're feeling low will perk us up, make us feel gay. A dark gown, a little naughty.

"If you have a limited amount to spend on clothes, dress conservatively. Be certain that the dress you are buying feels right. That it doesn't make you feel stiff or self-conscious, or unfamiliar with your own image.

"Even though the saleslady assures you that you look perfectly divine, that Garbo wore one just like it in her newest picture, and that it has been reduced in price so that she's practically giving it to you as a gift, if you don't feel right in it, it's the wrong dress. It's not for you. If the gown overshadows your personality, instead of enhancing it.

"You must first attract favorable attention before you can be popular. A candid inspection before a full length mirror, a little time to experiment, and then, go ahead with your shopping.

"Knowing you are dressed harmoniously will give you self-confidence and poise. You need this, not only socially, but in the business world. You can't over-estimate the distinction and assurance it will add.

"Clothes don't make the woman." Carole concludes. "But their psychological effect on the wearer is an important factor in permitting her to unfold her personality in any group. Knowing you are looking your best will assist you in suppressing any tendency to an inferiority complex you may have.

"Timidity and shyness are at the root of many a girl's failure to be popular."

CLAUDETTE COLBERT uses something she deems the most important ingredient of popularity. She is convinced of its potency.

"Cultivate charm," says this shrewed French woman. "Charm is ageless," begins Claudette vivaciously. "Once cultivated, it will make you popular as eighty, as you should be at eighteen. I'm not being facetious. I mean that literally. Charm outlasts beauty and every other kind of feminine appeal. Too many women neglect its cultivation entirely.

"A woman with charm need never dread approaching age or a few extra pounds, or blemish irregular features. Charm has nothing to do with classical beauty. It has everything to do with personality. What is charm? It is consideration and truthfulness. Who doesn't appreciate these courtesies, as guest or hostess, as visitor or intimate friend?

"It is the little things that lead to the big things in our lives. Charm is a gracious deference to the free and helpless, to the very young and the very old. It is sympathy and understanding for the unfortunate and troubled. It is tolerance and compassion for the weak and wayward.

"It is appreciation. It is subtle, but sincere, flattery that adds to our well being, and inspires. It is gentleness and the very essence of femininity. It is good manners. It is more easily cultivated by those not self-centered and selfish and indifferent to the fate of friends and acquaintances whose path they cross.

"Charm is evident in the tilt of a head, the gesture of an arm, the flash of a smile, the cadence of a spoken word. As you think, as you act, do so you reflect. You have to be interested in others before you can be interesting to them. Invite people into your heart, and they will seek you out to share their lives. You must thaw before people will wish to invite you into their own world.

"Perhaps I don't have to explain why Jean Blondell couldn't avoid adding her ingredient for popularity. She is, possibly, the most thoroughly liked woman in Hollywood.

"Be entertaining," Joan beams. And adds in the same breath, "Don't be dull! Don't be a bore! Dull people don't keep friends for long. You may never suspect what is blighting your life. Your boy friend (the one you were certain was yours, anyway) elopes with the girl next door. Your brother's best girl looks vague when you suggest a foursome. You become, in a short while, the forgotten woman.

"You can't understand why you're invited places only when someone fails to show up. Think hard. Are you committing the unpardonable social sin of being dull? Are you A. Bore? Are you Mrs. A. Bore, perhaps, who is losing her popularity with her husband?

"You know women offend more often than men. They live in a narrow world of emotions. Their interests are centered in the petty cares of the day. They don't confine the discussions of Sadie's new boy friend, the complete story of
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how they saved for months for that new dress (an exact copy of a Paris model), to the sewing circle where such purely personal matters belong.

"They are trivial. No man is inter-


ted in feminine conversational knock-


knacks. And our girl friends get tired of repetitious remarks.

"Men have a wide variety of interests and hobbies. Why not learn to share them? Their interest in the base-


ball score or President Roosevelt's radio talks isn't lessen-


ed by the spell of romance, or a domestic upheaval. They are not only spectators, they are com-


mentators. They are as vitally con-


cerned over a massacre in an obscure 

country, as if it had occurred on their own doorstep.

"Can't you see, therefore, that they will be bored with banal chatter? If you wanted to take a walk, you wouldn't choose a treadmill, would you? Then try a mind trail one!"

"You don't have to be bright and 
clever, to be entertaining. Men don't 


like women who talk too much. Heaven 


knows, there's no worse bore than the 


incessant chatterer. You can make 


people feel brilliant and clever and well 


informed by what she talks about, and 


there is no reason why you shouldn't.

"It's a big world we're living in. 


Your own personal experience and the heavy-


weight champion, the horse you favor in 


the Derby, will find an attentive audi-


cence when there's a full in a conversa-

tional group. Keep up with your friends 


and neighbors. Don't allow yourself to 


be dropped by the wayside.

"This is a competitive age. It isn't 


enough for a woman to be merely de-


corative. It never was, really. Men have 


many different facets to their per-


sonality. A sense of humor can be the 


saving grace in many womanly qualities. They 


can't be completely dull, if you can share 


laughter, if you appreciate the wit and 


amusing by-play of others.

"You don't have to be a practical 


jokester. But a spirit of fun, a jovial 


outlook, is delightful to a person, and 


invigorating. Mental health, as a result of 


your efforts to be stimulating to others, 


will give you popularity.

YOU need not be skeptical when 


Ginger Rogers says, "Dance.

"Ginger, like Joan Crawford, danced to 


popularity and into the arms of romance.

"Many girls miss valuable contacts, 


Ginger is convinced that invitations to dances and parties because they are poor dancers. They 


fare equally badly if they sit miserably in a corner all evening while gay couples dance by.

"Being a good dancer is a definite so-


cial advantage. On the dance floor, you 


have power to fascinate people. You 


must have the carriage and ease that comes with mastery of your steps. You certainly won't get repeated invitations to dance if 


your clumsiness on the dance floor 


embarrasses and discomfits your part-


nents or causes them to do.

"Neither will you make a hit with 


friends of either sex if you spill the 


spirit of social diversion by your awk-


wardness. A guest owes the duty of 


her hostess to keep a party 'moving.' On 


engaging into the mood of the occasion. After all, our lives are composed largely of 


these little things. "They make or mar, not only an eve-


ning, but a lifetime. The intimacy of the 


dance floor, the exhilaration the ex-


ercise of motion to music gives us, breaks 


the monotony of every newly formed 


friendships and hastens the period 


of a closer, more enjoyable associa-


tion. It heightens our personal attrac-


tiveness, too.

"On the dance floor a woman can put 


all her charm or personality into play. 


She is, in a sense, on exhibition. It's 


true, that you can easily drop a word 


if you have to drag across a floor 


like dead weight, if you make even a 


very express apology. You apologize 


constantly for your clumsiness. He 


will resent just as much having to 


remain at your side, as your escort, while music may be playing.

"Watch other dancers. Notice their 


animation and grace. Don't tell me 


you have tried, and can't learn to dance. We are all born with two pairs of 


legs. You can find an inexpensive dancing 


teacher in your vicinity.

"Study and practice privately, so that 


you won't be subject to the embar-


rassment and humiliation of appearing 


clumsy while learning.

YOU have only to apply yourself 


to acquire the qualities these stars have 


outlined as essential to popularity. They 


showed you the way. The wages of 


popularity is a form of riches that is 


within your grasp. But first—popularity must be earned.

Season's End Parties

(Continued from page 29)

a dozen other noted song-birds, including 


Grace Moore, Jeannette MacDonald, 


Gladys Swarthout, Lawrence Tibbett, 


and Namara. But only Nina sang.

"The party was a great success, a 


fearfully nervous when he got up to sing, 


and he glanced at Miss Swarthout 


and Miss MacDonald. But both applauded 


bravely.

Sig. Martini, by the way, divided 


his attentions between the lovely 


Anita Louise—who is to be his leading lady in 


his first picture—and Astrid Alwyn.

As for love's young dream, it wasn't 


very well represented. Anita Louise, to 


be sure, came with Robert Hoover, 


explaining that Tom Brown was away 


on business; whereas, Hoover remarked 


that "it seemed all for the best, too!"

Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall 


were there and Brian Aherne was quite 


attentive to Miriam Hopkins. While 


Francis Lederer seemed to find Claudette 


Colbert tremendously interesting. And 


the prominent movie couples, Ginger 


Rogers and Lew Ayers, Adrienne Ames 


and Bruce Cabot, were present.

Star patrons of the arts among 


the guests included Edward G. Robinson, 


Anna Sten, Richard Barthelmess, Charles 


Boyer, Clive Brook, Bing Crosby, 


Ricardo Cortez, Elissa Landi, Marlene 


Dietrich, Pauline Lord, Loretta Young, 


and Nancy Carroll.

There are games in all the parties 


of the best houses in Hollywood and 


Beverly, and at the Sedgwick homes—


any of them—you are supposed to play 


ping-pong or some of the other games 


the minute you arrive.

So we found a lot of guests having 


a good time, which Ed Sedgwick 


hand-football," out in the patio, at 


the party which Aileen Sedwick Hud-


son (maybe you remember her as Babe 


Soda (Grace Moore's little brother.) 


and husband Clarence Hudson 


were giving for Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 


Breen. The Breezes, you know, went 


to Europe after a hard year helping 


Will Hays tell the producers what was 


and was not wicked to put in pictures.

Wally Beery and Pat O'Brien seemed 


to be winning from Edward G. Robinson 


and Ted Healy in the "hand football" 


game, if what Ed Sedgwick described as 


winning was true.—"the rule that 


holders the loudest wins the game."

Josie Sedgwick, Ed's sister, who was 


also a used to be a star, and his wife, 


Mrs. Josephine Sedgwick, helped to entertain 


the guests.

Jeanette MacDonald Honors 


Bert Lytell

Reunions in Hollywood are always a 


bit thrilling. So it was delightful to see 


two old friends, Jeanette MacDonald and 


Bert Lytell, get together at the party 


which Jeanette gave for Bert and Mrs. 


Sedgwick (Grace Moore's little brother.) 


He was chairman of the theatrical 


engagement here. Jeanette hasn't been 


here so long, and Bert Lytell was a


star in Hollywood here for more years 


ago than his looks show; but they knew 


each other on Broadway.

Vivian and Genevieve Tobin were 


both there. Vivian was with her fiancée, 


and Genevieve came with them.

Pat O'Brien Entertains

Barbecues with all sorts of fancy 


fixings are popular this year in Holly-


wood, and everybody who has a bar-


beque in his back yard, or who can 


fix up a couple of oil cans and set them 


in the ground back of his house, is 


staging a barbecue these days.

Pat O'Brien has a very swanky oven, 


with little cupolas for making gravy and 


places for baking potatoes in ashes and 


all the rest of it, out at his place; and 


he warmed it up for Bert Lytell and 


Grace Menken Lytell.

It was old home week for Bert, meet-


ing as he did at the O'Brien party such 


former cronies as Herbert Rawlinson, 


Hugh Herbert, Leon Carillo, Bert 


Wheeler, Ralph Morgan, Frank Mc-


Hugh, Guy Kibbee, James Gleason and 


others.

Pat O'Brien himself insisted on doing 


a lot of the barbecuing, but Mary Brian 


said she must be some sort of relative 


with her name so closely resembling 


Pat's, and therefore she should help, 


but her cheeks were all rosy from 


bending over the fire. Then Sally Ellers 


claimed she was jealous of Mary, and 


and
put on an apron and went through the motions of helping cook.
Bert Wheeler came with a face like a southern sunburn as he said playing golf. And he declared he had had a birthday the day before and was just of an age really to enjoy golf.
Glenda Farrell was wearing a wristwatch which looked rather little-bought, she confessed it had been given to her son Tommy. In fact, she said that her whole family had been supplied with watches by those given to Tommy; and that when she ran out of watch batteries, Tommy would probably get one.
Estelle Taylor came with Lee Tracy—which affair is getting to be quite something or other.

Actors Dress Up
For one actor to dress up as another actor, supposed to be his favorite, is a ticklish business, so it didn't work out when the Countess di Prasso had the bright idea of having her actor-guests come to her costume party clad in costumes assumed by their favorite players either on or off the screen.
Only Elizabeth Allan, Ruth Chatterton, Fredric March, and Joel McCrea had the courage to do it, Elizabeth arriving as Marlene Dietrich in her boy's suit, Ruth as Josephine Baker, the famous colored actress, Fredric as Charlie Chaplin and Joel as Mickey Mouse! Of course, Marlene and Charlie should have returned in compliment and come dressed respectively as Elizabeth and Fredric in some important role or other; but they didn't. Marlene wore a Lida and the Swane, a gown and all, the bird being embroidered on her breast, and Charlie came as a Chinese Mandarín.
Other costumes included Dolores Del Rio's Spanish senorita dress, Norman Foster's tram outfit, Ivan Lebègue's Turkish prince, gorgeousness, and Wera Enges' Russian peasant costume, Loretta Young's Mandarín princess garb, Paulette Goddard's Chinese peasant girl screeny, and Fay Wray's Spanish peasant dress.

Joan Bennett Catches 'Em
Gene Markey is hiding his head in confusion now whenever anybody mentions fishing.
He and wife, Joan Bennett, together with Barbara Bennett (Mrs. Morton Downey) and Mr. and Mrs. Russel Walsh, went fishing out Catalina way on Gene's new boat.
Gene had been bragging about his fishing, and kidding his wife and sister-in-law about not being able to catch anything. He chided them for the bait they used, told them to try to play a fish, he'd help hold their rods and all the rest of it. They listened, all respect and wide-eyed admiration.
But when the fishing began they held their rods as they dangled please and stuck to their favorite bait. And they caught all the fish!

Elissa Landi's Tennis Court
Elissa Landi hated anything that gave her a chance to give up even a small part of her dancing to the art of a tennis court, but health demands finally prevailed, so she has a smart new court, and of course it had to be initiated.
Edward Everett Horton, who has been such a bachelor, is seen about a lot with the girls lately. He brought Jean Muir, with whom he has a lot in common, inasmuch as he is experienced in the production of plays and Jean's one ambition is to direct and produce them.
The glamorous Merle Oberon arrived all alone, but was pretty much monopolized by Philip Reed until Carl
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YOU CAN BE KISSED," from "Broadway Gondoliers," is played by Victor Young and his orchestra; another melody well executed by the Young band. The splendid sax section produces perfectly blended harmony and the violins take a prominent part. The rich tenor voice of Attilio Watson, of opera fame, is heard in the vocal refrain.

"Rose in Her Hair" crops up again on the other side, played by Vic Young's band. We believe this lovely waltz will strike your fancy, and as to which is the best of the recording, the Fiorito or the Young record, well—it's a toss-up; they're both very desirable. (Decca)

LOVE ME FOREVER," from the Grace Moore picture, "Love Me Forever," is another captivating waltz played by Johnny Green and his orchestra. The number embodies a sweet flowing melody with a pleasing lyric, and, with Grace Moore featuring it, it should be a hit. Johnny Green's band does a splendid job on the recording. Marjory Logan sings the vocal in a splendid soprano voice. (Brunswick)

YOU'RE ALL I NEED," from "Escapade," is played by the Dorsey Brothers' orchestra. This one is a lifting little fox trot in medium tempo. The Dorsey band treats it very interestingly with an interlude by three trombones which provide unusual harmony and tonal quality. As far as we know this is the only band that uses three trombones. Bob Eberle is heard in the vocal.

The opposite side offers "Foot Loose and Fancy Free," a composition by Carmen Lombardo and played by the Dorsey Band. The tune is very rhythmic and the orchestra rides through it in modern hot style. Jimmy Dorsey, one of the foremost sax players, is heard in both a sax and hot clarinet interlude. The band trio sings the vocal chorus. (Decca)

EARL CARROLL'S "Sketch Book" embodies several new songs, two of which look like hits: "Gringola," a gay fox trot, and "Let's Say It," as you can imagine from the title, a very swingy dance tune. These numbers have been recorded by the incomparable Ray Noble and should meet with favor among dance fans. (Victor)

JOE HAYMES and his orchestra have made a fine record of "Now I'm a Lady" from the film, "Goin' to Town." Joe and his boys are always sure of giving us something little out of the ordinary. A low-down tune with a nice bit of singing by Skeeter Palmer. An old favorite is on the other side, and it's "Honeysuckle Rose." A hit faster than the preceding side and Joe Haymes and his orchestra really go to town. Just the thing for dancing. (Bluebird)

HATE TO TALK ABOUT MYSELF," from the film "The Great Gatsby," is played by Fats Waller and his rhythm. Fats handles this with the usual Waller loudness and the result is quite pleasing. Not so much Harlem hotcha but more straight melody and a fairly soft vocal by Fats himself. This is the same type tune and is played to the same tempo. Nice work, with the vocal refrain as usual sung by the Maestro. (Victor)

A SWELL vocal record by a swell vocal artist is "In the Middle of a Kiss," sung by Gertrude Niesen. The tune is from the picture, "College Scandal," and it's needless to say that Miss Niesen sings it the way that it should be sung. We think this is a record that everyone will like.

Another excellent bit by Gertrude Niesen is on the other side, this time from the film "Go Into Your Dance," and it's the lately popular "She's a Latin from Manhattan." We know you'll like it. (Columbia)

A change in tempo as we listen to a Waltz played by Eddie Duchin and his orchestra. "The Rose in Her Hair" is the title and it's from the film "Broadway Gondolier." We told you about Fiorito's rendering of it. The summer season seems to bring many three-quartet tempo numbers each year, and it would seem that though the waltz may fade with the Fall it's right back in full bloom with the Spring. A typical Duchin arrangement with plenty of Eddie's far-famed piano work.

A fox trot is on the other side, "Outside of You." Eddie, needless to say, gives us another top-notch performance. (Victor)

ANOTHER one for the waltz lovers is "As We Listen to Richard Himber and his Ritz-Carlton orchestra play "Love Me Forever."" Altogether different from Green's recording. Himber has one of the finest orchestras playing today, and we know after hearing this number you'll agree with us.

Another three-quarter tune on the other side, this time played in the English manner. Jack Jackson and his orchestra play "Faith," a tune, so we understand, that is getting a hit on the other side of the Pond. Personally, we like the melody and we like the orchestra. (Victor)

TED FIORITO and his orchestra go native as they play "Love Song of Tahiti," the theme song from the picture, "Mutiny on the Bounty." It's hard to tell these South Sea songs apart, as far as the tunes go, but it's a cinch to let you know that Fiorito and the boys have made a fine record here. As an added attraction the vocal work is done by Muzzy Marcellino and the Dubs.

BIGGEST HIT OF THE MONTH
I WISHED ON THE MOON. Sung by Bing Crosby (or) Played by Victor Young. (Decca) Played by Ozzie Nelson. (Brunswick)

Also Recommended
TOP HAT. Played by Ray Noble. (Victor) THE ROSE IN HER HAIR. Played by Fats Waller. (Victor) LOVE ME FOREVER. Played by Johnny Green. (Brunswick)

Of all the things, a perfectly grand mask cream to fight five o'clock fatigue. Try it. It's the thing for a salon facial and it's imperative to present a radiantly smooth face to your best beau... Be beautiful and hairfree with one of my favorite depilatories. It's mild and perfumed and removes hair like nobody's business, but your own... My latest rave is a creamy liquid containing the very oils which sensitive dry skins need. Just the thing for those who sunned themselves well but not wisely this summer... Then there's a gay decorative box that holds three flacons of delightful summer fragrances. Use them during the warm weather; they're as airy and cool as a plunge in the salty sea... More anon—

Marilyn

HOLD THAT LINE! Sagging contours and a double chin are definite dangers to be removed at any age. If you detect one or the other, or both, marvelling at your pretty faces, how about a contour-molding bandage (chin strap to me) for banishing said sagginess and double chin? The newest one to come to my desk is a neat job of face-lifting at home. It's neither uncomfortable nor unattractive and you could answer the doorbell while wearing it without frightening the laundryman into spasms at the very sight of you. We noticed that it was quite reasonable in price, too.

ACNE ADVICE: Acne, that nightmare of adolescence, has caused many young girls to write to the MAKE-UP BOX for advice. My answer to these poor distressed souls is, first of all, consult a doctor. The condition may be caused by improper diet, glandular disturbances, or a skin infection. Often internal treatment is necessary but external treatment is advisable, too. The little kit pictured below contains a medicated acne lotion, six herbal cleansing packs, a roll of cotton, and a jar of circulation cream. The directions for use are simple, and the results are heartening.
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picked them up at Beaver Dam High School, and he could make them respond to a very fine touch. He didn’t make it generally known, but he could croon a tune, too, if necessary. All these talents were good enough to get him a job in an orchestra at the Warner Brothers studios. This was, for a time, steady employment, for Warners have always had to keep a number of singing office stars supplied with tune-and-toe shows.

Later he played in the pit at a Los Angeles theater. All the while he remained on the fringe of the theatrical game where much money is made, but saxophone players didn’t turn actors in those days of the flapper, when New York theatricals out of work crowded Hollywood boulevards. The MacMurrays were desperately in need of money; the doctors had just made the first of what proved to be a series of operations to restore Mrs. MacMurray’s broken hip. The family wage-earner was driven to some grim-looking thing. Actor or no, he decided to enroll in the extra mob and try for a “bit.” He appeared in two films called “Tiger Rose” and “Girls Gone Wild,” but he was far, far away from the cameras in both of them. Fred resolved that he would remain a musician.

Then came the piece of good fortune that brightened the MacMurray days. A dance orchestra, which took the name “California Collegians,” was organized cooperatively in Hollywood. MacMurray, with a half-dozen other young and ambitious jazz instrumentists, banded together under that common title and began to play their way across the continent. The farm boy from California they got, the more formidable the title sounded, and they had no hard time of it as they melodiously worked their way East.

In New York the band chance to be found good enough to be hired for “Three’s a Crowd.” Libby Holman had a torch song for that show that was destined to make her and the show famous. It was “Body and Soul.” Mr. MacMurray was the gentleman to whom the song was to be sung nightly, it was decided. Mr. MacMurray had the appearance that would justify the freeway-looking Miss Holman put into her effort. For Fred, answering in song was a big assignment. He immediately hunted out one of New York’s best vocal teachers and changed his voice from that of a crooner to one fitting his tall ruggedness. When he wasn’t on the stage engaged in colloboration with Miss Holman, Fred Allen, and Clifton Webb, the show’s principals, he returned to his seat with the “Collegians” and took up his sax and trumpet.

“There’s a Crowd” ended a profitable existence in Chicago. Fred’s taste of the footlights, once he got over his fright, didn’t convince him that he was an actor ought to be playing “Hamlet” somewhere. He knew a good thing when he saw it. His mother was still in the hospital after a long operation had at last promised success. He stayed with the “Collegians,” who returned to New York and were kept busy in Manhattan night clubs until Miss Gordon left for New York again for “Rectoria.” In this second state, Fred was given another chance to sing, and so pleased was everybody, before and behind the footlights, that he was made understudy to the juvenile. Before he could fill this assignment the Paramount scout had decided there was something for Fred to do back in Hollywood.

So Fred went home; his mother was able to leave the hospital in a wheelchair, and to this good news was added the very astonishing intelligence that Paramount thought Fred MacMurray would be a good leading man for Claudette Colbert’s new picture. Critics and fans soon reported that there was much wisdom in that thought of Paramount’s.

When Fred MacMurray was born in Kankakee, Illinois, on August 30, 1909, there might have been reason to believe that he would ultimately be one of the greatest men that the United States would call its own. He was the son of a Beaver Dam family, and it was decided that the heir should grow up in the fresh air of Wisconsin. Mrs. MacMurray took her son back home; Mr. MacMurray continued on the road. Their child therefore escaped being nurtured in a theatrical trunk.

When the lad was very young the MacMurrays were divorced. It is very probable that from that point on Fred was made to believe the theater was a world of restless and irresponsible vagabondage to be avoided. The violinist father, a former minister’s son, continued his itinerant stage life until he rose to the dignity of concert artist, good enough to be widely recognized on stage and over radio before he died two years ago in San Francisco.

Mrs. MacMurray did not have an easy time of it tending for herself and son by being a bookkeeper in a store, and later, secretary to a circuit court judge, but youngsters, rich or poor, usually have no stressful childhoods in a town like Beaver Dam. As the name suggests, this community of ten thousand souls is surrounded by nature’s best out-of-doors. No kid needs to look far for a place to exercise any imagination he may have about cowboys and Indians. The MacMurray flat was a crowded two-family home, but it was next door to the McKinstries, the furniture man, and Bud never lacked a rambling house to grow into and a Packard car to tinker about in occasionally. Bud and Bill McKinstry grew up together.

To say that Bud MacMurray grew to manhood is understatement. His father’s own embarrassment, and to the further complicity of his mother’s economical problem, he shot up to manhood. At the age of ten he was so tall that he had to carry a birth certificate in order to get into the local movie house at half prices. In high school the growing process stopped at six feet, three inches. This dimension made Bud instantly the outstanding student in school.

Driven to it by the demands of in- creating stature, Bud was always ready to eat at the slightest provocation. Nearly every Irishman in Wisconsin must sooner or later come to love sau- kraut or go hungry at times. From the start Bud, whose mother was German, had no objection to sauerkraut, nor to anything else commonly known to be agreeable. In “The Gentleman” he was revealed as a newspaperman with an in-ordinate fondness for popcorn, which Miss Colbert, if she is to love him, as she does, must also like, for he mixes the popcorn with his love-making. In making those scenes Fred must have thought.
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of winter nights before the McKinstry fire, when the two chums foundered themselves on that delicacy.

One looks in vain for evidence from boyhood that young MacMurray was destined to be a performer. One finds, instead, every sign that he was not to be anything of the sort. In school and on the playground he displayed himself by perpetual shyness and reticence in speech and action that was believed by many of his companions to be sheer lassitude. At age 12, Bud MacMurray was no youthful mimic who delighted the older boys by his precocity. His friends remembered one piece of acting that he did with distinction, a piece of acting never repeated. The elder McKinstry was an undertaker. He had just abandoned the fancy, plumed, horse-drawn hearse for a motor vehicle. One day the neighborhood had hitched the somber rig to a friendly donkey the McKinstrys owned and drove the hearse down the street in mock funeral procession. The startled townsfolk saw young MacMurray laid out supinely in the hearse, realistic enough a corpse to elicit piercing shrieks from the spectators. That was Bud's only acting.

It was characteristic of him that he chose the role requiring no motion.

In his days of sleeping set him apart from his energetic schoolmates. On the mornings when the circus came to town, he had to tie a cord to his big toe and hang the string off his bedroom window for Bill McKinstry to tug on at 5 A.M. Only thus could Bud be sure that he reached the railroad station in time for the uncaring of the lions. There was every reason to believe then that Bud might be sleeping in later life what he apparently knocked at his door. He carved his initials wherever he could set a knife. If fresh concrete was poured in his neighborhood, it was sure to be decorated with "F. M." The inscriptions can be read along the block where the MacMurrays live.

It was in high school that Fred's father's blood began to make itself known. In Wisconsin high school bands were becoming to high schools what the football team is to Notre Dame. The larger and fancier they were, the better. Bud took up the saxophone, and from that day on he devoted himself to it, until, as we have seen, it settled his destiny. To master the horn became with him a passion unmatched by his bandmates, who made their instruments less serious fun. No hour of the day in the MacMurray flat was sacred before the melodies of that horn. By dint of saving every penny he earned delivering newspapers, Bud was able to buy a new, more expensive sax. Buying better saxophones is an indelible Fred MacMurray allows himself whenever he can. Some of that hard-earned money will probably go into a new one.

Soon the tall, easy-going lad was to be associated with football as well as a saxophone. End runs were as simple for him as trilling off "Charley, My Boy," a last dance tune that was speeding up dating in 1927, according to the Damon High archives of 1912, it is recorded that Bud made a $5-dollar kick drop to win a game. Such is here's stuff in high schools. But MacMurray had the geniality and the face that makes Frank Merrells the country over. When he stepped up for his diploma that year he was handed the American Legion award, which meant that he had earned the right to be designated as the all-around athlete and scholar in his class.

The following September Bud took his horn as an adjunct to high school football, basketball, and track prowess to Carroll College, a few hours from Beaver Dam, where Alfred Lunt, the celebrated Broadway actor, had been a battling under- accomplish some years before. It had been decided that the Beaver Dam新鲜man could make something of a leasing he had toward art. The horn was to earn tuition and keep. By November football was engrossing him all week, the horn was occupying him week-end nights in dance halls, after which he had already established a bank account to record the surplus. He had not yet, he said in a letter to Bill McKinstry, bought any text-books, but he was thinking of doing so soon. He closed the letter with a fervent, boyish plea for word from his high school classmates. College was a desolate experience now that the football season was near its end. Carroll College had a stage on which Alfred Lunt had made himself a name, but Bud had no longing to exhibit his awkwardness thereon.

When the college year was nearly out Bud gave up art and the higher education at the beck of easy money. The MacMurrays had known many pinched days. Wisconsin's lakes fringe the playgrounds of Chicagoans. Bud devoted himself and his saxophone to their needs at a financial return that dazzled him. He could now afford a topless old car, in which he traveled home whenever he was free. There had been a time when, as a boy, he had sat in wonder near the orchestra stand when 'name' bands came to play in the picture palace about the city. Now he was becoming qualified to play "Stardust" with the best of his musical heroes.

There is only one more lean year to record. That was in Chicago where Bud had gone to strike out for greater rewards in music. He worked in the sporting goods department of Marshall Field's during the day; at night he studied orchestras, big and small, until he learned every musical tick, that might fit him, as it later did, for membership in crack bands. During one moment of congestion in Wisconsin he began to think of art again, but, as before, a band offer took him away from any kind of education that couldn't include the saxophone. Finally, in the summer, he worked through the deviations from the one determination to dedicate his future to the demands of the American public for tunes to set their feet into motion and to beguile their hearts with dreamy syncopations of loves made and lost. Such a future has been a profitable one for many American ladies. MacMurray had more qualifications for it than he realized. But on the floor sweet music is sweet; music if it comes from a skillful saxophone, but it is sweeter yet when its notes are sent out by a laughing Irishman who has always caught a maiden's eye.

There are, in Hollywood, two other Irishmen from Wisconsin who have become famous before the cameras—Pat O'Brien and Spencer Tracy. In Fred MacMurray's face there is a trace of Pat O'Brien's eyes and square, set jaw. Like Pat, Fred's first movie role was that of a charming but irresponsible newspaperman who took life and love as he found it on his way to the city room. O'Brien came to Hollywood after a severe apprenticeship in stock companies. Fred is learning the whole acting trade on movie sets. As he once sat quietly listening to famous dance bands and making notes for himself, he now listens intently to the advice of veterans like Claudette Colbert and Sir Guy Starke. From whom he took many lessons in his first pictures. He lives with his mother and grandmother in Hollywood. When he is asked to make a statement about his good fortune in being Miss Colbert's leading man in his first picture, he'll talk about early morning studio calls as trying his very soul. During the making of the "Gilded Lily," a touring Beau Dam citizen called on Bud MacMurray in Hollywood. Fred showed him the town. The citizen was pleased at the sights in the movie capital. "Mighty nice, mighty nice. By the way," he very facetiously inquired, "how are you getting on yourself? Got a job?"

"Yeah," Fred replied. "I'm doing a little work over at the Paramount studios.

On his return to Beaver Dam the citizen asked "the little work" that had consisted of being Claudette Colbert's leading man.

"Doing a little work," the citizen sneered. "Ain't you the same Bud who was at the time of your leaving school had to have remittance money before you always have to ask Bud for details."

---
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You Should Know Wendy

(Continued from page 6)

dughter. Then Wendy had never even gone to school unchaperoned, ran away to England. Her frantic father tried to stop her, but he couldn't. He had heard nothing of her except for an air plane and making a sensational dash after her but she had already boarded the steamer and so escaped.

"That was the turning point in my life," said Wendy. "During the six weeks it took to make the journey to London, I changed completely; I grew up. I learned to balance my emotions, to think straight and look ahead with clear eyes. I can never be grateful enough that I learned this.

"So, I don't regret my stay. I had to take it or be without it — in the life of the Orient. Later, my mother, whom I adore, and my sister joined me in England and our life in Hong Kong became a thing of the past."

I was one noon when she was lunching at the Savoy grill in London that Alexander Korda, famous British producer, came to see her. He had watched her for half an hour, then came to her table, introduced himself and asked her to make a screen test.

Wendy admits she was nearly bowled over with amazement for never once, even during her wildest imaginations, had she thought of a screen career but she promptly accepted the chance and before she could catch her breath she had taken the test, been signed by Korda, and given the leading feminine role in "Widening Rehearsal," opposite Roland Young, who was taking a flyer in English pictures.

There were other films, many of them, and finally came the part of Jane Seymour, with Charles Laughton and that group of beautiful actresses who portrayed the many wives in "The Private Life of Henry VIII."

"Odd," said Wendy, "how that picture brought good luck to everyone connected with it for besides stirring a new interest for everyone it also curbed the American screen world's eyes upon Rosalind Russell, Merle Oberon, Elsa Lanchester and myself.

"I'm a fatalist, definitely so. At the moment we may not be able to distinguish the pattern of events but later we can see it is all arranged and fits in perfectly — chance doesn't enter into human affairs at all.

"I've been madly in love and engaged to be married. Yet something apart from myself, entirely beyond my volition changed the plans. Now, I can see how the many tiny threads were weaving the links that carried me to the screen.

"My first romance ended tragically. Mother had a villa in the south of France, on the cliffs above the Mediterranean. There was a merry house party, and one day he took my little blond boy whom I loved, fell from the balcony. We never saw him again. He was caught in the tricky tides, the terrific suction of the waters at that point.

"Wendy's second romance was in England. She fell in love with a fine young chap but both families disapproved. There were disagreements and troubles and so, somewhere in the midst of them, their affections cooled. They broke off the engagement of their own accord and it remains merely a pleasant memory.

"Coming to New York on a visit, more doubts assailed her and she began to realize that after binding her father to maintain her independence she was about to become imprisoned in a life of idleness that would soon satiate her. Most of the young people surrounding her were terribly bored, striving desperately to capture new thrills. Wendy couldn't accept such a life. She began to feel an overwhelming desire to try her own wings, to do something herself, to share in the world's work and its achievements. So, one day she ran away again, boarding an air plane for Hollywood.

"I realize when one descends upon the movie capital with no contact he cannot outmatch his desires by saying he is here for the climate, a rest or to see the country. So, Hollywood was vastly intrigued by Wendy's frankness when she announced she had come to secure a film contract.

"And in ten days I had one, all signed and sealed, chirped Wendy, gleefully.

"It's all career for me now and boy, oh boy, with what zest am I tackling it. I've never, never been as happy, as independent, as free — I'm fairly delirious with the sheer brightness of it. Romance is out for a long time for I do not believe one can happily mix career with marriage.

"Hollywood—talking, living, breathing pictures, everyone bursting with ambitions, —how I love it!

"I have a little pink stucco house on Wilshire Terrace, you know, the one Irene Dunne had so long. There's a big orange tree in my front garden and a gorgeous view of the mountains — and how I love it!

"I have Lou, a jolly colored woman from Louisiana who mothers and cares for me. She insists on calling me 'Honey chile,' and she stands over me at the table and makes me drink milk. Eat my spinach and won't let me have too many sweets,—and how I love it!" Lingerling over our tea I learned that while there are many nuns and priests in Wendy's family, she never had any leaning in that direction. That when she was a little girl at the convent, a gypsy told her she would win world fame if she gypsy was right.

Wendy has never taken a drink of liquor. She has always liked her little meals rounded by those who did. She collects perfumes and now has over a hundred and fifty bottles of rare scents. She personally uses a blend that comes direct to her from Paris.

Her mother came to Hollywood in June to remain with Wendy — they'll buy a little home and settle down for "keeps."

She has a seven year contract with the studio, where big plans are being made for her so after you see her in a romantic part in "It's a Small World," watch for her in "The Big Broadcast of 1935," for that will be her next.
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HOW DOES YOUR SKIN STAND THE TEST?

By Lady Esther

Every man instinctively plays the part of a beauty contest judge.

Every man's glance is a searching glance. It brings out faults in your skin that you never thought you would notice. Even those faint lines and those tiny bumbs that you think might escape attention are taken in by a man's eyes and, many times, magnified.

How does your skin meet the test? If it is at all dry or scaly, if there is a single conspicuous pore in your nose or even a suggestion of a blackhead anywhere on your face, you may be sure that you are gaining more criticism than admiration.

Many common complexion blemishes are due to nothing less than improper methods of skin care. You want to be sure to really clean your skin. You don't want to be satisfied merely to remove the surface dirt. You want a method that will reach the imbedded dirt. At the same time, one that will lubricate your skin and counteract the drying effects of exposure to the weather.

The Care of the Skin

The care your skin needs is supplied in simple form in Lady Esther Face Cream. This cream does more than merely "grease" the skin. It actually cleanses. It reaches the hidden, stubborn dirt because it is a penetrating cream. There is nothing stiff or heavy about Lady Esther Face Cream. It melts the instant it touches the skin and gently and soothingly penetrates the pores.

"Going to work" on the accumulated wax dirt, it breaks it up and makes it— all of it easily removable. At the same time, as Lady Esther Face Cream gently cleanses the skin, it also lubricates it. It reenriches it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and scaleiness and keeps the skin soft, smooth and supple.

When you give the skin this common sense care it's remarkable how it responds. Blackheads and enlarged pores begin to disappear. Those faint lines vanish. The skin takes on — becomes clear and radiant. It also lends itself to make-up 100% better.

Make This Test!

If you want to demonstrate the unusual cleansing powers of Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream, just do this: Cleanse your skin as you are now doing it. Give it an extra good cleansing. Then, when you think it absolutely clean, apply Lady Esther Face Cream. Leave the cream on a few minutes, then wipe off with clean cloth. You'll be amazed at the dirt the cloth shows. This test has proved a source of astonishment to thousands of women.

At My Expense!

Let me prove to you, at my expense, the exceptional qualities of Lady Esther Face Cream. Let me send you a week's supply free of charge. Then, make the test I have just described—the clean cloth test. Prove the cream too, in actual daily use. In one week's time you'll see such a difference in your skin as to amaze you.

With the 7-day tube of cream, I will also send you all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. As you test the cream, test also the shades of face powder. Find out which is your most becoming, your most flattering. Learn, too, how excellently the cream and powder go together and what the two do for the beauty of your complexion.

To get both the 7-day tube of Lady Esther Face Cream and the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder, all you have to do is mail me your name and address on a penny postcard or on the coupon below. If you knew what was in store for you, you would not delay a minute in clipping the coupon.
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Lady Esther, 2020 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Please send me without cost or obligation a 7-day supply of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of your face powder.

Name (Print clearly)

Address

City State

(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
Quick Relief
Pain stops one minute after applying Dr. Scholl’s Zino pads on corns, cal- louses, bunions or other tender spots on your feet or toes. That’s how fast the healing action takes place. Shoe pressure or friction on the sole or arching spot will end just as speedily. You’ll be able to walk, work, golf or dance without it. It is this double-acting feature of Dr. Scholl’s that makes relief always so sure, so lasting.

DONT CUT YOUR CORNS OR CALLUSES
This dangerous practice can easily cause blood-poisoning. To quickly, safely remove corns or calluses, use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads with the separate easy-to-use medication included in every box. No other method does all these things for you. Always insist on Dr. Scholl’s. Sold everywhere. Coat but a trifling cost. Made by the makers of Dr. Scholl’s Arch Supports and Polished Leather Remedies for all foot troubles.

A Hollywood Secret
How the Smartest Stars Get Those Flattering Curls

The lovely curls of the screen’s stars can quickly be yours—right in your own home. Millions of women have discovered this beauty "trick" that Hollywood.RUBBER CURLERS...the curlers used by the stars.

Easy to put on. Snug and comfortable while you sleep. Permanently set, they will not damage your hair either. They’re ready to wear at any time.

Betty Furness’ favorite story was told around Hollywood right after she left RKO and gets funnier all the time. Betty had been under contract to that studio for twelve months and nothing of importance happened. For some reason when a part came up for a girl Betty’s type, the producers always borrowed an actress from another studio—even though they could get Betty who was being paid by the studio anyway. Feeling the urge for a bit of histrionics she decided to do a play at the Hollywood Theater. Executives from M-G-M saw her performance and immediately offered Betty a contract.

"But I’m signed to RKO."

"See if you can get out of it."

So Betty asked for her release the next day and got it. That was a Friday. On Saturday Metro signed her to a long term contract, and on Monday one of Radio’s chief producers decided he’d use Betty Furness in his picture. He called Fred Schellser at the RKO Casting Office.

"Fred, I’m going to see Betty Furness,—expecting a raise of huzzahs. But we haven’t got her—we just released her."

"Well, she won’t be under contract to us any more? Well, that’s too bad—I’ve got to have her. She’s the one girl for the part. Borrow her."

So they borrowed Betty from M-G-M after letting her sit around for a year. As a matter of fact she was so good in that role that some of the producers on the lot borrowed her in rapid succession. And so RKO has made a featured player out of Betty Furness for M-G-M.

Johnny Mercer is one of RKO’s new finds. It well undoubtedly surprise his many fans to know he is now an actor. Mercer, who was with Paul Whiteman’s band for several years and is famed for his capable handling of the "Fifteen Minutes of Fame." He is a new find of the "Chalmer's Lip o'Ness" outfit. There are others, too, making RKO not only a new star and you will agree I am sure after seeing the picture. Evelyn Poe, the other newcomer, was discovered in New York by Al Siegel, who is responsible in a great measure for the success of Ethel Merman.

In SINGING for this month I want to ask the readers of Junior Gossip just what type of things you would like to see and you’ll find out why you’ve never heard of Johnny Mercer. He really should act—so now young Johnny Mercer is a new screen find. With him in “Old Man Rhythm” the new Buddy Rogers picture, are two young ladies well worth watching. They are Joy Hodges and Evelyn Poe. Joy had been singing with Gus Arnhem’s band and later with Jimmy Grier’s orchestra here in town for about a year when a motion picture manager finally talked her into considering picture work. The studio feels she will be a new star and you will agree I am sure after seeing the picture. Evelyn Poe, the other newcomer, was discovered in New York by Al Siegel, who is responsible in a great measure for the success of Ethel Merman.

Carole Lombard denied that screen love affected her. “Love scenes don’t affect me emotionally. I have found out, through experience, that technical love scenes register more sincerely on the screen. It is only through experience that one learns anything about the emotions. One finds that in pictures if one plays a scene too realistically it does not suit the character portrayed.

“Of the first things an actor or actress should do is to put himself in the emotional scenes—whether he love or dramatic—which is the most important. From that point of view, love scenes should be acted and not felt any more than any other scenes.”

And no treatise on screen love would be complete without a word from a man of the open spaces, a Western star. So here is what Buck Jones said: “That’s one part of movie making that always makes me feel a trifle silly. No way to make love on the screen. It’s a bad idea, the last thing to make. But a kiss or two is necessary, and I consider such scenes parts of each day’s work—and I don’t mean that, at all, in a way uncomplimentary to our leading ladies.”

From the beautiful girls to Buck Jones, in other words, there are as many attitudes toward these screen kisses as there are actors and actresses in Hollywood. Some like ‘em hot, some like ‘em cold—and to others they’re just so much spinach.

But they’re kisses—and kisses we must have!
the best cinema actresses of today. Her work in "Bordertown" was further proof of her unusual ability.

Didn't Carole Lombard steal the acting honors from the great Barrymore in "Twentieth Century"? She deserves the breaks and Hollywood should be reproached for neglecting the talents of this capable veteran actress and handing the prize plum to newcomers like Margaret Sullivan.

Why continue to over-rate the Barrymores? Isn't Fredric March equal, if not superior, to either, sans their staggering ego?

Isn't Marlene Dietrich a really great personality to have survived the colossal stupidity of Von Sternberg's direction? Millions of loyal fans are eagerly awaiting the announcement of her plans and hoping to see again the virtuosity of this remarkable actress who thrilled us in "Morocco" and "The Shanghai Express."

Isn't Robert Montgomery jeopardizing his career by accepting such artistic parts as those afforded in "Rip Tide" and "Forsaking All Others"? A lot of charm and real ability is being wasted in these impossible parts.

And finally, let's petition Hollywood to take Anna Sten out of her voluminous petticoats and Burt Lancaster and let a curvaceous picture public have a look at her in a modern picture and in modern dress.

—Corine Childs, 506 Clement Avenue, Charlotte, N. C.

Right in the Eye

I have read your letters in New Movie faithfully and I find that in my estimation too many letters have contained unjust criticism of actors, plays and particularly other people's opinions. Surely no two people agree entirely on an actor or even his portrayal of a scene.

If any criticism of movies be necessary I believe it should be directed toward the vast movie audience! I've noticed that many people do not appreciate a delicate bit of acting spoil that for someone who could appreciate it!

I refer more specifically to the picture "Private Worlds." In this, Guinn Williams executed a fine piece of work as it has been my privilege to see. Some of the audience were incapable of grasping these scenes and so spoil them by guffawing and needless comment.

So I say, let the audiences be educated!—Mrs. R. E. Hall, 610 E. Main Street, Endicott, N. Y.

Many a picture has been spoiled for us by a silly nitwit, sitting near us, who giggled at something he could not understand. Did you see what was said about Guinn on Page 24 of our July issue?

Scotsman

I want to congratulate Paramount on their great, gay, even marvelous film, "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Undoubtedly the best I have ever seen, I was struck dumb by the superb acting and the wonderful production. Gary Cooper is outstanding in a cast the like of which has never been seen before, or is likely to be seen again. I, as a Britisher, feel ashamed that our own studios could not have made or at least attempted to make such a first-class boost for the British Empire.

We Scots are addicted to "raves" but excise me this once.—J. E. Webster, 104 Kingscote Rd., Kings Park, Glasgow S. 4, Scotland.

But you Scots seem addicted to fair-play and an honest word of praise where praise is due, Mr. Webster. Thank you.

—Men

"G Men" is a picture worth seeing, both for young and old. Our hero is just what he should be, a law-abiding citizen and not a movie version of a Millinger or "Baby Face" Nelson—Mrs. Rose Mutufo, 445 West 9th St., Pittsburgh, California.

Black Fury

I want to speak—bitterly—of Paul Muni, whom I consider the finest actor on the screen.

"Black Fury" was a terrible, almost frightening lesson to Americans and their adopted brothers—but it was TRUE TO LIFE.

We need such lessons in these baffling, bewildering times, and we should be grateful for actors who can portray such parts.—Mrs. T. M. Rose, Rural Free Del., Sebastopol, California.

Grand Old Girls

I've always harbored a deadly fear of old age—but now I'm no longer afraid because the movies have given me courage to bravely face old Father Time. Laurels to my inspirations—the "grand old girls" of the screen—Helen Lowell, May Robson, Helen Westley, Marlene Dietrich, Martha Blanck, Jane Darwell, Emma Dunn and Louise Beavers! Now they are really in their professional prime, plumbing tirelessly—and achieving new crowns with every effort. Each woman an entirely different personality—and each portrays the same sort of rôle with convincing individuality. Many an otherwise dull picture has "made" the hoop roll on the strength of a kindly smile or eloquent speech from a motherly "trouper."

I think the Academy should have awarded emblems of honor to all the "grand old girls" for their consistency and distinguished service. This true that Life for them HAS begun at 40!—Mrs. Helen Franzen, R. R. No. 2, Ursa, Ill.

Absent-Minded

One of the hardest things for me to remember is what hour each show starts at my favorite theater. Too often, I see the last of the picture first. And, unless one must wait in line, the proper information would avoid this.

We absent-minded movie fans would appreciate having the time each show starts announced, both on the marquee and in the newspaper advertisements. Some theaters may practice this, but many do not. It would enable us who want to come at the right time to do so. Then we wouldn't disturb others so often in the middle of the show.—Clarence Gilstrap, Route 1, Neosho, Mo.

Why the theaters don't announce this is one of our own pet peeves, Clarence. We happen to be absent-minded, too.

Weight

After seeing a few of Constance Bennett's recent pictures I noticed she lacked in one thing, what every popular star of this season has possessed.

I believe if Constance would put on some weight here and there, she would catch up with the rest of them. This change would give her a new type of story and a bigger box office hit.

Here's to a new Constance—Mrs. I. M. Munsey, 416 Livonia Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

We happen to know that Connie worries constantly about her weight, Mrs. Munsey. She is just one of those people who can't put on weight no matter what they do.

Appreciation

In spite of the criticism of Hollywood's inhabitants (or perhaps because—(Please turn to page 56)

YOU TELL US

(Continued from page 27)

Why doesn't it ring?

WHAT wouldn't she give to hear it ring? To hear a girl friend's voice: "Come on down, Kit. The bunch is here!" Or more important: "This is Bill. How about the club dance Saturday night?"

The truth is, Bill would ask her. And so would the girls. If it weren't for—

Well, bluntly, if it just weren't for the fact that underarm perspiration odor makes her so unpleasant to be near.

What a pity it is! Doubly so, since perspiration odor is so easy to avoid. With Mum!

Just half a minute is all you need to use this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the whole day!

Another thing you'll like—you can use Mum any time, even after you're dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.

It's soothing to the skin, too—so soothing you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

Mum, you know, doesn't prevent perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor. And how important that is! Use Mum daily and you'll never be uninvited because of personal unpleasantness. Bristol-Myers, Inc., 75 West St., New York.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS is on sanitary napkins. Use it for this and you'll never have to worry about this cause of unpleasantness.
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FREE must The State your been saw 79 through

Almost every woman in her early 30's is alarmed to find a few gray hairs. Foolish to fret when it is so easy, clean, safe, economical to touch them up before they are noticed yet.

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR

the most modern, perfected preparation for darkening graying hair, used with absolute confidence in the hygienic privacy of home. No costly expert attention needed. All the hair becomes one even lustrous, natural, youthful appearing color. Will wash off with either wash or curling. $1.35. For sale everywhere.

FREE SAMPLE

SINGULINE CHEMICAL CO. 79 Southbury Street, Boston, Mass. Send in plain wrapper.

Here's your FREE SAMPLE OF SINGULINE CHEMICAL CO. THE CHEMICAL THEN IN YOUR LOCAL DRUG STORE.

Your Iron Fairly Glands!

For coolness, clarity and added vigor, nothing surpasses this modern way to hot starch. Simply add boiling water to dissolve Quick Elastic-removing, soothing, non-astringent, no bother as with lump starch. Ends aid flaxing and scouring. Restores elasticity and that soft charm of smoothness.

THANK YOU

THE HUBINGER CO., No. 134, Keokuk, Iowa. Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please; and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."

Almance of it, it seems to me there are many good pictures as any normal person could wish to see. Of course, I go only to those which have high rating, and grownups and actresses. But there is usually one of these admirable pictures at one or the other of the two theaters nearest my home.

I am continually admiring the photography, the dancing, singing, and clever lines, to say nothing of the keen up-and-down rhythm of the finer emotions and ideals which are evident in most of these pictures. It seems as if America has been very fine sensitive and intelligent people in Holly-wood, who deserve intelligent and sincere appreciation—and here is some for them.

It would be pleasant to see Paul Lukas in a good role. So many persons, myself included, think him charming and a fine actor. Mrs. E. Valance, 136 W. 4th Street, New York City.

Intelligent and sensible persons there are in Hollywood, and the good pictures are the only ones—in general—which make money. It is simply that some of the producers have not learned.

For Kiddies

My little girl, Joy, ten years of age has a passion for Shirley Temple, and has seen all of her pictures, some several times.

After careful deliberation she says she enjoyed the "Little Colonel" more than any picture she has ever seen. "Because Shirley was so sweet and wore such beautiful clothes." It is a real treat to mothers as well as the children. We will buy them to sweet, clean picture.—Mrs. Bernice T. Fleming, 2224 S. W. Fifth Street, Miami, Florida.

Dorothy Out

After reading Now Move! for July I have hit upon a wonderful plan for making unemployment a thing of the past. Of course, I will have to have a little help from the You Tell Us! editor, but I'm sure that won't be hard to get when he sees what a wonderful idea I've got. All we have to do is to get employed with letters criticizing all the leading stars, and when the rush of letters come back from the fans every name mentioned on the program and the point of view of the listener will and think of how rushed the stationery manufacturers will be. How's that? Much, much, when you think, your gold new member!—M. Settier, 6454 Laffin Street, Chicago, Ill.

An Historian

Why are the same old subjects served up in films so often? The Royal Courtian is a colorful theme, but she always be DuBarry? Jane Shore offers just as much.

Bertrand DuGuesclin is a far more romantic and sympathetic figure than Nair Fawcett. He is the one publicized and his career has pictorial possibilities almost equal to Joan of Arc's.

The French Revolution is seldom off the screen. And 'You Tell Us!' has never been on it; and, while several films have dealt with Lincoln, almost none about Lafayette.


From Tasmania

Please spare me enough space to praise Irene Dunne.

Living here in Tasmania means that we don't get a chance to see such films until they have been run till they are worn out.

I saw Miss Dunne in "If I Were Free" and I must not only praise her, but also those who made the picture. Miss Dunne's acting was superb, and her lovely voice made the picture.

I am sure there are many others like myself who say, "We want more of Irene Dunne. We will never get tired of seeing her, she is so sweet and charming."

Then there is yet another demand. A few years ago I saw Mary Pickford in a silent picture entitled "Sparrors." Isn't there a chance of having it remade into a talkie—?—Noel Thomas, Franklin, Tasmania.

Rosalind Russell

You know, in writing up some of the lesser stars of filmdom, you have the wondering why you have not selected Rosalind Russell for your list. I have seen her in several bit parts and as a lead with Paul Lukas in "The Casino Murder Case" and I think, all have been among others express themselves likewise, that she has all the requirements for future stardom—beauty, charm, voice, and, above all, acting ability with- out posing and continued striving to hog the camera. Unless I am greatly mistaken she soon will see Miss Russell under "star" billing. What do you think?

Do you run a story about her and some pictures so her fans can know more about her?

Incidentally I purchase your magazine the first day of the month and only wish we could have weekly instead of monthly copies. I thought it an extremely nice gesture to give the chorus girls a newspaper of their own issue. They certainly play no small part in our popular musical pictures. How's that? Much, much, when you think, your gold new member!—M. Settier, 6454 Laffin Street, Chicago, Ill.

Ouch!

In answer to Helen McCleary's letter in a recent issue in behalf of Bob Montgomery, Half-wit Montgomery? Or half-wit McCleary? If Iowa produces unappreciable people like her, then, please, Arkansas is OK for me, where we can find half as nice a girl in a light-fully charming and boyish—not nit-witted.

Too grand to be typed as a half-wit? You surely don't want a face-smacking Cagney made of him, or a heavy-lover Gabie, or a smirking Powell. Let him alone, can you?

So he spoiled "Forsaking All Others," eh? For you, maybe, but not for the great many millions of movie view- ers.—Gladys Fincky, 604 N. 34th St., Fort Smith, Ark.

When readers start battling the wise cencer提出数的这个底稿, say is that we'll print Helen's answer to this, if she wants to write in.

Fair

I believe it is wrong to bar foreign actors and actresses from appearing in American movies, as the producers think. In their Stein bill would have us feel. If they have the ability, they should be given the chance to entertain the American public.

Our movie studios are exponents when it comes to movie fare and they must have the proper stars, whether American or foreign born, if they are available. True art demands its sacrifices and sacrifices are secondary and should be overridden. After all, it is the American public that speaks through the box office, and they know what they want. Let them remain principally for reasons of art, and secondar- ily for diplomatic reasons. It is because of the fear of foreigners that she has been able to get the best from them, whether acting, etc., and which is one of the reasons for its greatness to- day. Let us judge them around our country, whether entertain- ment or otherwise.

Foreign actors and actresses should be given the chance to show their ability to the American public.—Theresa Rossen, 350 West 88th Street, New York City.

Eyebrows

And now Claudia Colbert has gone and done it. Her eyebrows shaved off, and fantastic lines drawn in their place. I was finally becoming re- signed to Marlene Dietrich's and Jean Harlow's extreme scor- ching, but then I thought perhaps such were in keeping with the exotic type of roles they play. Those eyebrows have been so wonderfully pretty and normal-looking! Who is this person who faxes up the stars' faces so grotesquely? And why doesn't someone do away with him be- fore he has made caricatures of our screen beauties? A mess certainly was made of Merle Oberon's face—and now Claudia?

Will be the next victim? Mabel Roberts? Shirley Temple?—Launita Chapman, 642 S. Hope Street, Los An- geles, California.

From Minnesota

I can't tell you how much I enjoy the "New Movie Magazine." I love it.

Won't you have Elsie Janis write up Tullio Carminati? I am so fond of him— I'm sure his life must have been interest- ing.

Sometimes I think we older women are more benefited by the good movies than the younger ones, for we have so many cares and responsibilities. I believe that a change of scene and personality is refreshing. Always enjoy Maurice Chevalier, Leslie Howard and Tullio Carminati and Merle Oberon especially. Our en- tire family always sees George Arliss and Will Rogers in everything and feel as though they were our special friends. We were all so thrilled when George Arliss was knighted.—Mrs. Charles Everts Buckbee, 117 Seventh Street, White Bear Lake, Minnesota.

Trailers

Along with your reader, Connie Cow- ell, who expressed disapproval of the motion pictures displayed against their continuation, at least in their present form. My complaint goes even further than C.C.'s in criticizing the character of the films.

In the first place, I believe the man- ager's very idea of attracting the audi- ente by this inopportune form of advertis- ing (for pretexts, I understand, are taken from the actual pictures) is de- feated because it shows the highlights, the humorous situations, the actual picture; and, by the time the patrons actually see the entire picture for the
first time, they have the unenjoyable feeling one experiences when seeing a movie for the second time.

I noticed this particularly when I viewed the really funny "Ruggles of Red Gap" at my local theater. Somehow the funniest incidents of the picture did not get a normal amount of laughter from me—the gags seemed stale—and I decided definitely that the trailers of this picture which I had been "treated" to the week before were entirely responsible for my finding the picture not as funny as I otherwise would have.

Therein lies what I believe is the real objection to trailers in their present form and I personally believe it would be worth the additional expense involved to movie producers to prepare with each new movie, some sort of very short advertising picture, employing the cast, but not in any way showing actual scenes or costumes or wordings from the picture itself. And I think it could be done with an eye to better returns for the producer and exhibitor alike, as well as for the increased enjoyment of their audiences.—Mrs. Ruth Bratcher Stone, 355 Edgecomb Avenue, New York City.

We only hope they take this good advice.

**Dietrich**

At last someone got the nerve! Brave! It has looked as if no one found any fault with Marlene Dietrich, because there has never been anything but praise written about her, with the exception that she was a Trampy. But Chalmers Talsey spoke for us all when he said that too much film had been wasted showing close-ups of Marlene "wearing" a blank expression and her mouth open.

That was putting it mildly, don't you think, Mr. Talsey?

In my opinion Miss Dietrich has made but two good pictures, "Morocco" and "Dishonored," and since then has been resting on her laurels and von Sternberg, neither of which were very strong. Mr. von Sternberg has evidently thought that the close-ups of Marie with her eyes rolling and her lips parted as if she were gasping for breath supplied the acting for his pictures and the action, if I may be permitted this added thrust, while his gorgeous settings and magnificent mob scenes made up for whatever else the film might lack.

Paramount thought too well, for a while. Didn't the team raise reams of publicity? And why not keep a good thing while you have it? Even though it may endanger the career of a great actress, who has more authentic glamour in her little finger than a dozen American gals, who only wrap the cloak of glamour about them when they walk onto a set.

Her fans have known all along that Miss Dietrich was a talented artist, but, I am sure, hesitate to complain about the awful things her director had her do because they admired her so much. While a bit of bowing may have dissolved this von Sternberg-Dietrich thing long ago. My pen seems to be dipped in vitriol but it has been a near crime to waste such talent as Miss Dietrich's on inferior pictures.

We are looking for great things from Marlene now. Let us hope that old papa Paramount will do right by our Nell. Give her a Van Dyke or a Capra to direct her and we surely will stand up and cheer. —Mrs. Harold Bowers, Box 57, Childress, Texas.

**On-the-set Reviews**

(Continued from page 31)

spite. He is very hurt by the incident. There is another wild chase, with Joan sliding home just in time to hold up the nine-o'clock curfew, and, believing her at last, Ross takes her in his arms and leads her to the old park bench where they first met.

Snappy direction by Ray Enright.

**THE MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE**

**PARAMOUNT**

From what we can gather by reading this Charles Bogle story, this should be one of W. C. Fields' funniest.

After twenty-five years of faithful service to the company for which he works, Fields tells the boss that his mother-in-law has died, in order to get a day off to go to the wrestling matches.

Grady Sutton, his wife's hummock son by a former marriage, swipes his ticket. Driving to the stadium Fields gets ten tags, uses his last dime for admission, and gets a heavyweight right in his lip the minute he sits down at the ringside.

Knocked out cold Fields is carried outside and propped up against the curb where Grady sees him and runs home with the news that Papa is dead drunk and lying in the gutter.

Furthermore, W. C.'s story of his mother-in-law's passing has gotten around and, what he finally gets home that night, the house is full of flowers, wreaths and plenty of R.M.P.'s.

Entering the living-room, Fields looks around in surprise.

"Somebody must be dead," he says. "Your perishing brain is dead!" his wife (Kathleen Howard) shouts.

Mary Brian puts a hand on his arm. "Dad . . ." she says gently, "did you tell Mr. Malloy and the newspapers that . . ."

"No. Mrs. Neselrode died from drinking poisoned alcohol and was to be buried in a drunkard's grave?"

Fields: "I swear I did not tell the newspaper that Mrs. Neselrode died of alcohol poisoning and was to be buried in a drunkard's grave."

Miss Howard: "Did you take your secretary to the wrestling matches this afternoon?"

Fields: "No, dear—I did not."

Mary: "Oh, but . . . you did see the wrestling matches this afternoon?"

Fields: "No, dear, I did not.

"Is that the truth?" Miss Howard demands ominously.

"Honey," W. C. raises his right hand, "I swear I was not drunk and lying in the gutter."

Miss Howard claps both hands over her ears. "Oh-h-h . . . she wails, "don't say anything more! I know everything! Don't lie to me! My poor brain can't stand it!"

"I wasn't drunk," he insists stubbornly.

"There!" Mary slips her arm through her dad's. "I knew it!"

"What are you talking about?" Grady interrupts. "I saw you at the wrestling matches and you were drunk and lying in the gutter and your secretary was with you and she was drunk too!"

"Listen, young man . . ." Fields steps forward. "I've had more trouble in the last twenty-four hours than I can stand. Now, I did ask for the afternoon off, which I admit was wrong. And I did tell the boss that my mother-in-law died, and I apologized . . ."

". . . and you were drunk, and you were lying in the gutter, and you did take your secretary?" Grady borns in again.

"You keep quiet," Mary bares up. (Please turn to page 58)
"Let my father tell his story in his own way!

"Don't yell at me or I'll slap your mouth!" Grady comes back.

And right there Fields breaks loose and, taking off the Wild Bull of the Pampas, lays Grady low with a floral piece draped around his neck! Clyde Bruckman, the official director, being A.O.A.O.F. (absent on account of flu), Fields and Sam Hardy stepped into the breach and handled the direction with a modicum of difficulty and lots of fun.

PEER ROTHENBERG

If you haven't seen the "Return of Peter Grimm," most of you must surely have read George Du Maurier's immortal classic in book form.

Gary Cooper as Peter plays the young English architect who tosses a ready-made fortune overboard in favor of a career.

Meeting Ann Harding when he is called to her home on a job, Gary discovers that they are childhood sweethearts; who, in the old days, called each other "Mimsy" and "Gogo." And without saying a word about it, they fall deeply in love.

Misunderstanding their affection Ann's husband jealously confronts them with a gun, and to prevent a double murder, Gary unintentionally promotes a single one by hurling a lamp at Mili Huston Halli- day, causing his death.

Beaten unmercifully by prison guards, Gary is near death when, as in a dream, Ann appears to him. As she leans over him he tells her that he is dying.

"No, Peter," she whispers, "you're not going to die!"

"I'm dying—and I'm glad. I can't live—here. . ."

Ann leans closer. "Listen to me—I LISTEN! You're free—you're free, Peter!"

"Free?" he stares at her. "You mean . . . the king has freed me?"

"No, I have!" she smiles at him and says softly, "We—are—going—to escape!"

"You're mad!" he speaks desperately. "There are chains . . . and bars . . . and walls!"

"Take my hand!" she pulls him to his feet.

"The key! Where is it?"

"The key is in my brain—unlocking yours!"

As Gary reaches the end of the chain that holds him, the shackles fall soundlessly into the floor.

"Chains, are there?" Ann exults. They go through the barred door exactly as though it weren't there.

"Bars, are there?" In the corridor she turns to him. "No, my love, and there are no walls!"

To assure him of always being able to get in touch with her, Ann gives him a distinctive ring and when, on the point of death, Gary raffles and calls for it, it mysteriously comes to him.

When quite old he suddenly falls to considering her. She vanishes, with the promise that they will meet in the hereafter.

A flash to her quarters reveals that she has really died. And almost simultaneously, Peter too dies in his cell at the prison.

It's a tricky subject, but with Henry Hathaway at the directorial helm we feel certain that the presentation will reach its mark with the right amount of sincerity.

By HEATHER RICE

In the passage over monog- uis have scowled on the return, but, with the advent of "The Scoundrel," wherein Noel Coward (and we've torn up all our old love letters since getting a peak at that guy!) comes back from a watery grave to find one soul who will mourn his passing, producers have been grabbing every story that even smacks of them.

Naturally this famous old Belasco play leads the list.

Lionel Barrymore, as Peter, argues with his friends, Edith and Helene, that his spiritualism is bunk, pure and simple. Interested in psychic phenomena, Ellis tries to make a bargain with Peter that the one who dies first shall try and communicate with the other, but Peter scoffs at the idea.

Helen Mack, Peter's adopted daughter, is in love with Jack Bush, but thinking it is for her own good, Peter insists upon her marriage to his nephew, Allen Vincent, who has previously "done in" the cook's daughter and left her illegitimate child, George Breakstone, to Peter's care (unknown to Peter, of course).

On his death-bed Peter exacts Helen's promise that she will marry the nasty nephew and, satisfied that he's done the right thing, Peter does a Little Eva into the Great Beyond.

Peter's older brother has landed on the other side than he discovers what a scound- drel Vincent is. Frantically he tries to make his presence known and understands that he has landed in Hell . . . no one will recognize his super-imposed presence. No one but his faithful old dog, Toby.

More recently, as George Breakstone is destined to a short life and, as he is slowly succumbing to heart trouble, the kid receives Peter's short-wave message to the effect that Vincent is the child's father and will he please do something about it?

Shown up for what he is, Vincent nevertheless goes ahead with his scound- drelly plans to sell the old homestead. But after opening the family Bible to the spot where he indicated that all his property was to go to Helen and her husband, whoever he may be, Peter leads George and old Toby to a choice spot on a silverlined cloud. And all's well that ends well.

Director George Nichols, Jr., regretted that M furry Brumley would rather not have visitors on the set, so, trying to look as if we didn't care, we climbed into our car and scuttled back to Paramount.

The GIRL and FRANKLIN

Roger Pryor and Ann Sothern aren't real sweethearts any more but they manage to give a swell anecdotage musical imitation in this musical "funny," written by Gene Towne and Graham Baker, those two old masters of the typewriter.

In rejecting a musical satire on Napoleon, producer Thurston Hall accidentally sticks the wrong manuscript into the return envelope. Enclosed there is a typewritten letter from the author of the wrong manuscript inviting the producer to spend a week or two in the farm in order to discuss another play.

A musical satire and when he gets Hall's rejection containing the invitation, he and his two down-and-out baddies decide to impersonate the producer so as to have a place to eat and steep down the plot and up something else.

Of course, the author of the note (Jack Haley) has a beautiful sister who sings for Roger's sore eyes until she starts insisting that the pseudo-producer get down to facts and let them in on the
Savage
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The versatile director, all for the sake of the atmosphere. "How'm I Doin'?" from his詳 details. He proves his capacity for producing bona fide pathos, as well as in this Stephen Morehouse Avery story of a retired naval al- mander who lives in the era of the ex- citing days when he commanded the old Concor during the Spanish War. That known probably is the only mid- shipman at the Academy who will listen to the old man (Guy Stantide), who tries to uphold the famous traditions of the navy into the boy.

We stand by while they shut the scene where Tom and Tomah meet for the first time. It is the interior of the midshipman’s favorite hang-out, an ice cream parlor. The boys are arguing about this and that and when standing shuf- fles in. Jumping to his feet Tom salutes. Standing is obviously pleased. "Carry on, gentlemen,” he says kindly. Then, to Tom, "How’s that young man, young man?” "Morton Hale, sir.” "Hale, eh? There is a Hale in the upper class—Try to..."

"My brother, Duncan, sir.” "Well... I’m glad to know you. Hale, your hands—Oh, I have some very pleasant visits together.

"Yes, Commander,” he has told me about them.” He glances side-wise at Dick. "I’m glad you dropped in just now, sir. We were having a little argument I’m sure you can settle.”

Standing clears his throat. "Mrs. Algernon—walt if it’s something I know about— I’m always glad to be of service.”

"It’s about Manly Bay, sir."

Also with that Standing is off in a cloud of vivid memories, to the ill-con- cealed annoyance of the others. Acting one morning during gradu- ation week the old man sees his old ship in the harbor and is so elated that he has a rowboat take him out to it. Going to his old cabin he lies down for a nap and sleeps through the day.

He awakes to find the old ship being bombarded from all sides and, not real- izing that the old hull is being used for target practice from once again in a major naval engagement and goes about the business of commanding imaginary officers and men until the ship is scuttled.

Louise Beavers (of "Imitation of Life" fame) plays Standing’s sympathetic housekeeper and cook.

"From 9 to 99, they were a hardy group of bickering, nagging, warring egoists—fighting but adoring, loving but betraying, and forged in- separably together by bonds stronger than steel—the blood-tempered bonds of—" "Jackie.”

So begins this Mako de la Roche novel of life on an old and rambling estate in the farm lands of southern Ontario, Can- ada, where the Olds hold court three generations of the Whiteside family.

Gran (Jessie Ralph) ninety-nine year old matriarch of the clan, and wife of the owner, imagines her own rules. Living with her are her two un- married sons, both over seventy, and six grandchildren.

Lorce plays the oldest grandson and the real head of Jula; Peggy Wood, the only girl, and older than Ian, man- ages the house; Theodore Newton is the farmer of the family; David Sanners is a poet, and not bad either; George Offer- man, sixteen, a descendant of the family and the butt for their mu- mor; and the youngest, a spoiled young- ster of nine, is Clifford Severn.

Making Kay Johnson play the city where he has gone to peddle his book of poems. Manners falls for the girl, mar- ries her and brings her back to the old homestead, where the rest of the family proceeds to go for her in a big way.

They aren’t so tickled, however, when Newton comes home drogging a new bride, Molly Landon, with four or five of a repulsive neighbor. Miss Wood is par- ticularly furious, because the reason for her wrecked romance is this very haram- scum scar child, who, eighteen years before; had been found on Nigel Bruce’s door- step with a note to the effect that he (Peggy’s fiance at the time) was the child’s father.

Just about the time that Kay and Ian discover their love for one another, David, laid up with a broken leg, is making passes at Molly, who likes the idea so well.

Newton, discovering his wife’s infidel- ity, chases the chiselling David right over a convenient cliff, thereby clearing the way for Kay and Ian. Kay, with his old friend John Cromwell, Kay’s very own husband, watches and directs the shenanigans.

BROADWAY JOE WARNERS

Maybe Lois Lee- sson wrote “Bur- lesque,” too, but if “Burlesque” was Kay were not to say that her story so paral- leled the other that we could almost see Hal Skel- ly’s ghost standing in the wings, watch- ing wistfully while Joe E. Brown clowned through the role that made Hal famous.

Hoover and comic in a small-time bur- lesque road show, Joe and his wife Ann Dvorak are happy but ambitious. Into their design for living romps Patricia Ellis, a madcap heiress, tired of it all and looking for anything in the way of a new thrill.

Joining up with the show, Pat does her stuff, such as it is, and all might still have been well if Bill Morgan and his revue, just back from a Broadway musical show, hadn’t conceived the smart idea of teaming the clown and the heiress, and for a salary that even we couldn’t have turned down!

Standing in the wings, Ann sees her husband heading for what looks like a trip of conversation over the yellow brick Ellis gal and rather than be left holding Joe’s baggy pants, she sadly returns to her old spot in the road show.

Joe really is off the deep end, too, and when Jean (Aunt) writes, telling her that he’s sorry—but there—l-is-and-what-are-you- gonna-do-about-it? Five minutes after he’s dropped it in the mail box, what does he run into but “love-ly” Pat with Bill and doing the cooing!

If you saw “Burlesque,” then you know how it ends; and if you didn’t, well—Director Buddy Berkeley (author of "The Great Gatsby" (unbeknown to himself) in leering: “Wait and find out—Yaa—aa-aaa-ah!”

OLD MAN RHYTHM RKO

Impressive and impractical as this tale may be, still it’s a new, back to the wall rhyming which should be good for a lot of those laughs that have been out of circulation since before the depression.

Because his son, Buddy Rogers, seems to be getting wise to hand in hand with the wrong girl, George Barbier joins up with the freshman class of the college where said boy has got as long as the sophomore half!

Furthermore, Poppa has a nice little girl (Barbara Kent) who agrees with him that Buddy could have much better for himself; if he’d direct his romantic gestures in her direction and toss Grace Bradley, the cravely aspect of his af- fections, to the campus lion.

What time Barbier can take off from pushing potatoes with his nose, he ap- plies to making life a delight for Grace and Buddie by dragging the willing Bar- bara and crashing every one of the love bees’ two-somes.

The scene is in Ye College Sweete Shoppe, and Poppa, with Barbara in tow, has just run interference on another rendezvous, and Grace, who is about to leave the joint in a half, Buddy runs over to stop her.

"Marian!” Grace stops. "I’m terribly sorry I was late, dear—but..."

“I know,” Grace retorts. "You were helping your father with his home work!"

"Well, uh... as a matter of fact, that’s exactly what I was doing!”

“Al right!” impatiently, “if you’ve got all the chores done, let’s get out of here!”

But, before they can move, George and Barbara dash up.

“Hello, Marian,” says Barbier. And then to Buddie, "That reminds me! Marian phoned that she was tired of waiting for you!” He chuckles and turns to Barbara. "I’m getting as careless as the other college kids!

Grace is getting pretty perturbed. “Come on, Johnny,” she says. “Let’s take that ride...”

"And, eh?” George beams. “Swell—well—come over, Edith!”

Grace and Buddy exchange helpless glances as George continues, “Just the four of us, eh? One big, happy family;” and the three murmaids as they start for the door.

So, by hookey and crooke (darn that sweet shoppe!) Poppy discourages the true nature of the matter and the gals, having all the fun we knew it would, with Buddy and Barbara gazing soulfully at each other and Barbier gloating in the back- ground.

Lewis Gensler, Sig Herzig and Don Hartman must have had a lot of fun throwing the story together, and we know for sure that Dorothy Ludwig had a grand time directing it.

MAD LOVE

If you’ve missed Peter Lorre up til now, let this be a lesson to you, be- cause we’d missed him, too, and not until we walked on the set did we realize what comes of tem- porary hibernation.

Lorre plays a brilliant surgeon, brill- iant to the point of being almost mentally unbalanced, and it is in his office that Colin Clive sits, waiting for his magnetic hands to become unglued.

Perhaps we should tell you that prior to this Clive, who had been a world- famous pianist, has lost his hands in a war wreck and while quite unconscious, Lorre has the amazing feat of grafting the hands of a gallilothed mur- derer, a knife-thrower, onto Clive’s wrists.
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Sitting before the doctor's table, Clive gazes anxiously at his bandaged hands. Perspiration stands out on his brow. His lips are a thin line. His actress wife, Frances Drake, and an attending nurse stand by, while Lorre's housekeeper peers curiously over Clive's shoulder. The air is electric, pregnant with the intensity of the scene. Defitly, Lorre snips the gauze bandages that encase—what phenomenon? And, with our own eyes we saw a pair of hands, seamed at the wrists with red, angry marks where the stitches were supposed to have been.

Staring uncertainly, Clive wiggles his fingers. "They feel . . . dead . . ." he whispers.

"They will for a while," Lorre assures him. "The muscles are numbed from lack of use."

"They—they don't look like . . . my hands!" Clive says.

Lorre nods. "Don't forget, they were badly mangled." To the nurse: "Alcohol!"

Moving around the table, Miss Drake speaks to Lorre: "No one in the world but you could have performed this miracle, Doctor. I . . . I'm more grateful than I can say . . ."

So turned out into the world with the hands of a murdering knife-thrower, Clive is horrified to find himself threatening an old friend of his with a knife! Which is exactly as Lorre had planned it, because he is so crazy about Frances Drake that the sooner Clive is executed for murder, the better!

So as not to give the kick out of the horrific shambles we won't divulge any more of the action. Suffice it to say Karl Freund is making the most, directorially speaking, of the horror angles. And, on a hot day like this, that and a glass of lemonade should keep most of you cooler than cool!

**LUCKY IN LOVE**

The dual roles have it in them, this month, to have it with Karl Bokonson, the dashing and Lorenzo Barbo, the director, who is known to have come out of the gas-house district to be owner of apartment houses, swanky clubs, etc. arranged to meet up with Miss Page, wîk-sprano.

A friend persuades Dorothy's double to keep the date, but after the first night our high-society tower-attender is so intrigued that she takes over the job herself.

Seeing how the other half lives, Ric and Dorothy stop at a sandwich stand and order one apiece, with pickle, onion and lettuce, both.

Sitting at the counter Ric begins to wonder, "What's all this mystery about you?" he wants to know.

"That's my secret!"—she says.

"Tell me, won't you?"

"Coffee?" the attendant interrupts.

"Yes, please," says Dorothy.

"Make it two."

She picks up her sandwich and begins to eat.

"Where do you come from?" Cortez inquires.

"Hungary."

"Oh—you're a Hungarian?"

"No. Puerto Rico."

"I thought so . . ." Ric is befuddled.

"Go on . . ."

"Well . . . (we know she's making it up!) "my mother was a Bavarian Duchess. She was a great artist until she fell in love with my father!"

"Frenchman?"

"No—Italian. He was a lion tamer . . . a great figure of a man . . . very strong. But the world was jealous of their romance—newspapers had them, dragging out skeletons . . ."

"Wait a minute," Ric interupts, "I don't get this, Bavarian mother—Italian father, and . . . you're French—"

"And—and, then I was born—" Dorothy continues.

"That's tough!"

And so it goes, with Ric never knowing whether he's beating the McCoy or just her stooge until the very end of the picture.

The cast contains a lot of interesting talent with Henry Kolma, Hugh O'Connell, Henry Armetta, Regis Toomey and Louis Alberni to keep the laughs going.

Robert Harris wrote the story, which stars Walker directs with the usual Walker aplomb.

**MANHATTAN MADNESS — M-G-M**

The directorial trouble they've been having on this one has just about driven the entire M-G-M staff-mack into the psychopathic ward.

On Monday Richard Boleslavski was plucking his way carefully through a maze of sets, scenes and the making of it. On Tuesday, Harry Beaumont dropped down in the canvas chair (on account of 'kole' being called to another picture), and was just getting nicely warmed up when—Bang! Bang! . . . a picture to which he had been assigned, weeks ago, took off and there was nothing to do but pick up his hat and go away from there.

Right now George Seitz. (fresh from another production) is sitting on the ragged edge of imagination, doing his level best and not knowing what tomorrow may bring!

The story, by David Silverstein and Leonard Fields, is all about a beautiful lady who escapes from jail, tells her, she is on ice for a murder you just know she couldn't have committed; a handsome young attorney picks her up and hides her in his apartment until he can successfully prove what we know all the time; and a big, bad gangster who's trying to pin the job on our innocent heroine. As usual, the only witnesses who can save her is unceremoniously bumped off before he can tell all, which makes it that much harder for our stalwart hero. But with plenty of breathless moments and exciting suspense, the lad comes through, exposes the baddies and gallops into the night with our Nell clasped to his manly breast.

Maureen O'Sullivan is the gal; Joel McCrea plays the mass of manly muscle, while Louis Calhern does right well as the suave but nasty man.

---

**PATCHWORK UP TO DATE**—a set of diagram patterns for making exquisite quilts: the poke bonnet quilt, star and circle quilt, Tree of Life pattern, star pattern quilt, famous old applique designs. Complete for 15c. Write for "Patchwork" No. Au, to Frances V. Cowles, Tower Magazines, Inc. 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

---

**THOSE GLEASON**

MONTHS and months ago Russell Gleason took off for New York to spend a short vacation that went off, so well that he decided to stay a while.

Finally, when Papa Jimmy and Mama Luella had resigned themselves to a childless state, Russell wired that he was on his way home. And the folks were so surprised that all they could say via wire was: "WELL."

When Russell arrived here Jimmy looked him over thoroughly and said: "Well, Brat . . . all I can say is you've got the swellest case of night club tan I ever laid an eye on!"

---
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BABY PATTERNS

No. Ja . . . . . . . 15c
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Hollywood Day by Day
(Continued from page 40)

to the grocery store and asked for a "broad leaf, a mottle of bakh, and a button of padder."

Furthermore, George has discovered that there's nothing like a baby in the family to improve one's golf game! How come? Well, every morning at four o'clock, baby Sandra starts to turn up for her six o'clock bottle. So with four hours ahead of him and nothing to do, George groks his clubs and drives over to the golf course for a work-out.

"It's marvelous," says George. "My game has improved a hundred per cent! And if I ever win a cup, I'll hand it right over to Soudal!"

ALL right...ALL right! No sooner do we get Betty Furness all paired off with Cary Grant than the fickle lady transfers her affections to Cary Romero! And six more gray hairs in our new toupee!

WHAT'S in a name, anyhow? Eric Linden says he once knew a girl named "Melody" who couldn't sing a note; and a girl named "Hope" who was the worst postfixer in town.

Still hoping for the best, however, Eric bought a collie dog named "Zaza," which is an Indian word meaning peace, and collies being more or less that way anyway, Eric hoped for the best.

But "Zaza" has a police dog complex, gnaws at stragglers and will tackle any dog twice his size at the drop of the hat! As soon as Eric can find the Indian word for "Fear," he intends to rechristen the animal!

And speaking of pets—little Janie withers has troubles, too.

All fluffed up in yellow argandu Janie was holding her head very erect so as not to muss her handsome yellow hair ribbon. To all appearances Janie was marking time until her handsome prince should come riding by.

Suddenly there was a terrific roar in the front yard and forgetting everything else, she went flying out to find her pet cat, Bubbles, all tangled up with a Boston bull dog and evidently getting the worst of it!

Sailing into the thick of it, Janie was clawed, kicked and bitten until her dress was mud-splattered and tattered. And the lovely hair ribbon...well, the general effect was that her brides might have been held together with a string of yellow noodles!

And wouldn't you know that just at a time like that her very favorite boy friend, Walter King, would dash into the yard on his shining charger and with tickets for a movie in his right gauntlet?

So the handsome King had to wait while our heroine was marched away to the bathroom for the second time in an hour.

IF YOU'VE wondered who did the wolf-howl in "The Werewolf of London," let us be the first to inform you that Henry Hull, star of the picture, did it himself!

Recalling Hall's classical imitation of bloodhounds in a play called "The Nigger," several years ago, director Stuart Walker suggested that he take a crack at a pack of wolf howls.

The first try was not bad, but suddenly Walker said: "I know what the matter—you're standing up!"

So doing his wolf make-up Hall got down on all fours, had the paws turn on the "moony ray" used in the picture, and really getting into the spirit of the thing, he turned loose a howl that would cause even Tarzan to break out with as fine a set of ducky bumps as you ever laid eyes on!

Consequently the sound that is causing audiences to shiver their rumples, is Hall's own version of the way a right snappy werewolf would sound on his night out.

Will he Propose?

THERE'S a secret singing confidence in her heart that knows he will. Alluring loveliness such as hers is not to be denied. Clever women know the emotional power of perfume, but Blue Waltz Perfume taught her more than that. It taught her that half the magic of perfume is the effect it has on its wearer.

It is thrilling to discover that secret power within oneself...

You can discover it, too. Try a touch of Blue Waltz Perfume on the wrists, and the seductive hollow of the throat. Your lips, your skin will speak the same exotic language of fragrance if you use Blue Waltz lipstick and face powder.

Buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics today. For your protection they are laboratory tested and certified to be pure. 10e each at your 5 and 10e store.

Secrets of a Star's Wardrobe
now yours with TOWER STAR FASHIONS

The Winners
(Continued from page 26)

with no competition. ("The Cat's Paw" got only 60 votes, and "Twentieth Century" only 33.)

BEST SHORT REEL PICTURE. This and is won by "La Cucaracha," the experimental color picture put out as a test film for "Becky Sharp," with the new color process.

BEST NEWSREEL PICTURE. This goes to Paramount's excellent newreel.

BEST DIRECTION, New Movie readers regard Frank Capra as Hollywood's best director for the second year running.

BEST STORY. And here, again, the prize goes to "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," whose brow must be getting pretty heavy, now, with all these laurels. And now a word about the lucky young man—for it is a young man—who is going to get a free trip and a chance to present the gold medals for the twelve awards to the stars, directors and companies concerned.

All our readers, together, decided that the twelve awards should go to the stars that ought to be made for the year's crop of films. The highest score which any reader could possibly have made on his individual coupon blank, would have been to get all twelve right; that is, to have the average choice of all the hundreds of other readers agree with his own coupon in every respect.

Out of the thousands of readers who taped in the coupons and mailed them to us, giving their opinions, one man was fortunate enough to win the coveted prize. The winner is:

Anies Daye, Jr., 1268 W. 4th St., Winseum, North Carolina.

Runners up were:

Roberta Bender, 2411 Western Ave., Davison, Iowa.
Claudine Culp, 1009 N. Merrifield Ave., Mishawaka, Indiana.
Leona Leo, 4027 S. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Ill.

While you are reading this Mr. Daye will be making the Academy Awards to the various winners.
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TOWER STAR FASHIONS

See them pictured on page 22. See them in reality the next time you go Fall shopping.

The new Fall Tower Star Fashions, designed for famous stars and for you, can now be bought at your local shops listed below.

ILLINOIS
Champaign—G. C. Willis Co.
Charleston—Dress Well Shops
Chicago—Marshall Field & Co.
Danville—Parisian
Herrin—M. P. Ziegler & Sons
Joliet—Anderson's, Inc.
Peoria—P. A. Berger & Co.
Rockford—Owen's, Inc.
Streator—Opyde's

INDIANA
Crawfordsville—The Golden Rule
Gary—H. Gordon & Sons
Indianapolis—Transcott Brothers
Prau—Senger D. G. Co.
Shelbyville—Mary Lou Shop
South Bend—The Elkhart Store
TOWA
Des Moines—Taylor's
Marshalltown—Herman's
Sioux City—Davidson Bros. Co.
Waterloo—N. Y. Fashion Shop, Inc.

KANSAS
Coffeyville—Hooper's Petticoat Studio
Hutchinson—Wiley D. G. Co.
Pittsburg—Newman's
Salina—The Stiefel Stores Co.
Topeka—Petticoat Stores
Wichita—Allen W. Hinko D. G. Co.

KENTUCKY
Hazard—The Major Store
Lexington—B. B. Smith & Co.
Owensboro—Levy's, Inc.

LOUISIANA
Lake Charles—Maurice
Marshall—J. M. Borham
New Iberia—The Hub
New Orleans—Mayer, Israel Co.

MAINE
Calais—Unoby's
Caribou—The Pattee Co.
Houlton—B. S. Green Bros.
Lewiston—Ward's
Presque Isle—Green Bros.

MARYLAND
Hagerstown—Evelyn's Dept. Store

MASSACHUSETTS
Brockton—Alexander's Fashion Shop, Inc.
Lowell—Katherine C. Mack
New Bedford—New Bedford D. G. Co.
Pittsfield—England Bros., Inc.

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor—E. A. Dillon
Jackson—Jacobson's
Kalamazoo—Sander's

MINNESOTA
Duluth—Duluth Glass Block Co.
Long Prairie—James Hart & Sons
Minneapolis—Power's Mercantile Co.

MISSISSIPPI
Clarksdale—Powers & Co.
Greenville—The Nelms and Blum Co.
Jackson—A. D. and L. Oppenheim, Inc.
Meridian—Marks Rothenberg Co.
Vicksburg—Valley Dry Goods Co.

MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau—Lewis Hech
Hannibal—Reib's
Joplin—Richard's
Kansas City—John Taylor & Co.
Kirkville—Herman's
Le Plata—Town-Grace
Moberly—Mrs. R. M. Johnston
Poplar Bluff—Chas. Miller
Sedalia—C. W. Flower D. G. Co.
St. Joseph—A. J. Einbinder Dept. Store

NEW JERSEY
Jersey City—State Gown Shop
Paterson—Meyer Bros.
Trenton—Lilian Charm
Union City—Hothausen

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque—Moler's Smart Shop

NEW YORK
Albany—John G. Meyers Co.
Middletown—Carson & Towner Co.
New York City—Jas. McCreery & Co., Fourth Floor
Ogdensburg—John B. Tyo & Sons
Rochester—J. E. Thompson Co.
Schenectady—The Carl Co.

NORTH CAROLINA
Burlington—B. A. Sellar's & Sons, Inc.
Charlotte—Purcell's
Durham—R. L. Baldwin
Elizabethtown—Hurdle's
Greensboro—Neil Joseph Co.
Greenville—Elli Smith & Co.
Henderson—E. G. Davis & Son
High Point—Beauvais's Quality Shop
Kinston—Brook's, Inc.
Rocky Mount—Teahey Womble
Salisbury—Purcell's
Washington—J. K. Hoyt
Wilmington—The Juliana

NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks—Herberger's, Inc.
Jamestown—Robertson, Inc.
Minot—Gut's Store for Women

OHIO
Akron—Byron's
Athens—The D. Zener Co.
Columbus—Bradford Husch Co.
Massillon—R. B. Maxwell Co.
Marion—The Uder Phillips Co.
Massillon—Van Horn's
Painesville—Gail G. Grant, Inc.
Portsmouth—Atlas Fashion Co.
Springfield—Springfield Fashion Co.
Steubenville—Cooper Klinic Co.
Toledo—The Lion D. G. Co.
Wilmington—Litt Bros.

OKLAHOMA
Ada—Katz Dept. Store
Ardmore—G. M. Henley
Eld—Hershey's Inc.
McAlester—Krone Bros.
Posco Co.—Freidch Style Shop
Sapulpa—Katz Dept. Store
Shawnee—The Mammouth Dept. Store
Tulsa—Brown-Dunkin
Wewoka—Myles

OREGON
Medford—Adeleine's

PENNSYLVANIA
Altoona—Simmond's
Bever Falls—B. Berkman's
Booth—Rose E. Kreisman
Charleroi—Zelinski's The Woman's Store
Eaton—Grollman Bros.
Elwood City—Wilfords Fashion Shoppe
Greenburg—Pross Co.
Harrisburg—Feller & Co.
Lansford—J. C. Bright Co.

TOWER STAR FASHIONS are sponsored by Tower Magazines, Inc., 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
TATTOO YOUR EYELASHES
with this new form of mascara
NO WATER - NO PREPARATION NEEDED

HERE is a mascara that gives an effect vastly more fascinating than that obtained with the ordinary, old-fashioned cake or liquid darkeners . . . for, it doesn't impart a rough, "grainy" look to the lashes.

Tattoo applies so smoothly; it colors the lashes so evenly from lid to tips, that the lashes, instead of shouting "mascara," are merely a part of a lovely illusion; a stunning illusion in which your eyes appear as shimmering stars, surrounded with mysterious darkness . . . your lashes seeming to be twice their real length . . . each lash like a shaft of star-light reaching out to show the way to "heaven!"

Tattoo comes in a tube, ready for use. No water - no preparation needed. Simply whisk it onto your lashes with a brush . . . So truly easy to apply that your very first try yields a perfect result . . . Really waterproof . . . smart-proof . . . harmless. Tattoo your eyelashes!

TATTOO for Eyelashes and Brows
Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE
Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD
Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT
Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.
New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II
Boston
MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENPORT
Richmond
MRS. ERNEST DU PONT, JR.
Wilmington
MRS. HENRY FIELD
Chicago
MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL
New York
MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER
Chicago
MRS. LANGDON POST
New York
MRS. WILLIAM T. WETMORE
New York

Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

The more flowers the smarter, so Miss Elphinstone's Jay-Thorpe print, spattered with carnations, ticks more in the belt for girity

"NATURALLY I LIKE CAMELS BEST..."
MISS BEATRICE BARCLAY ELPHINSTONE

“They’re so much milder and have so much more flavor to them,” says this charming representative of New York’s discriminating younger set. “They are tremendously popular with us all because they never make your nerves jumpy or upset. And smoking a Camel really does something for you if you’re tired—in the midst of all the luncheons and parties of a season, it’s grand to know that when you are tired all you have to do is smoke a Camel and you’ll feel like new—it gives you just enough ‘lift.’” That is because smoking a Camel releases your own latent energy in a safe way—fatigue vanishes. And you can enjoy a Camel just as often as you wish, because Camels never upset the nerves. Smoke a mild, fragrant Camel the next time you are tired, and see what a difference it makes in the way you feel.

CAMELS ARE MILDERS! MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...TURKISH AND DOMESTIC...THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND